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FOREWORD

In 1941, the editors of this volume undertook a collection

of Sixteen Famous American Plays that proved gratifyingly

successful both in Garden City and Modem Library Giant
editions. In 1942, we prepared a companion volume of Six-

teen Famous British Plays. Both of these editorial tasks

proved to be comparatively smooth sailing, conceding the

definite limitations that governed our selection.

These were our rules:

1. Only one play by any one author.

2. Every selection to have the endorsement of a success-

ful presentation on Broadway.

3. Only “modern” plays to be considered: nothing ear-

lier than the eighties; seventy-five percent of the selections,

in fact, to be chosen from the wealth of material written in

the past ten years—“the golden decade of the modern
theatre.”

4. An introduction by a well-known dramatic critic, who
was to feel free to criticize our selections as harshly as he
chose. ( Brooks Atkinson and John Mason Brown wrote the

re.spective introductions and they certainly “chose!”.)

This new collection of sixteen famous European plays

presents new and more difficult problems. The question of

translation is not the least of them. And whether foreign

playwrights are more prolific than native products, or

whether they maintain a higher general average of excel-

lence, we are not prepared to say, but certainly we had the

devil’s own time deciding just which single play we would
select of certain of the European masters. Consider the case

of Henrik Ibsen, for example. It is generally accepted by
outstanding students of the drama that Ibsen is the father

of the modern theatre, and the logical point of departure

for our new collection was one of his plays. But which one?

How is one to choose among A Doll’s House, Hedda Gab-
vij
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lc>\ Ghosts and The Wild Duck—to naint' tiu' four most

popular of his works? All would a'rtainly ({ualify as famous

and characteristic Ibs<'u plays! Our ultimate S('lection of

The Wild Duck was frankly inllucnct'd l>y the fact that ear-

lier—and dare we say stodgier—anthologists almost invari-

ably ignored it. A similar difllculty presented itself in the

case of Molnar. We chose Liliorn because it was his great-

est success in this country, aiid because a recent revival

proved that the years had shorn it of none of its histre.

Another difficulty in preparing this collection lay in the

fact that some of the greatest European plays had never

been prodttced in this country. Either they would have lost

too much in translation, or their themes would have bc'en

unacct^ptable to an American audimice. Many plays that

have become famous abroad are known here only as titles

that are tossed about by a George Jean Nathan intent on
proving his erudition to the readers of “Esquire.” That is

why we have omitted entirely certain Ccaanan playwrights

whose names are well known here but whose plays arc not.

There is a tendency on the part of European dramatists,

bravely resisted by our own more commercially-miiKhid

authors, to write plays that are virtually unproduccable—

“closet drama,” masques, poetic pageants. We feel that

they do not belong in a volume of this kind. Accept that, if

you will, as the explanation for the ab.sencc of a play by the

vastly overrated—to u,s, at any rate—Mr. Maet(u-linck.

We included no Irish plays in our Briti.sh collection; it is

a pleasure to welcome them into the European group. They
are among the best we have to offerl If the French selec-

tions seem frivolous and lightweight in comparison to the

others, we ask you: what would you have chosen in their

place? The Russian plays, we think, speak for themselves.

To the various ptiblishers and authors who liavo made
this volume pos.sihle by their consent to the use of their

copyrights we are most grateful. A number of the plays
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included have never appeared in any other anthology, and
one of them, Grand Hotel, has never before appeared in

print.

As usual, the selection of plays was made without con-

sulting the victim whom we elected to introduce the book

for us. Mr. Anderson will not, wc trust, disagree too heart-

ily, but in any case he is not to be held liable for our vagar-

ies as editors. We still stand ready to take what raps may be

in store. After two previous anthologies our heads are a bit

bruised but only to flatteries are they bowed.

Van H. Caktmell
Benneit a. Cerf
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INTRODUCTION
BY JOHN ANDERSON

Like all great clraina, most of the plays in this collection

spring from the finest impulses of free creation, in spiritual

pride and humane understanding; so there is an immediate
grimness at this date in celebrating them as Sixteen Famous
European Plays. Their connection with contemporary Eu-
rope, their currently obscured foiee as expressions of Euro-
pean civilization are part of a guarantee older than the

rootless usurper that they, and not he, will survive.

Of them we know that Hitler gave whatever he uses for

laughter to Tovarich and saw it three times after twisting

the ending and after careful assurance that its author was
suitably Aryan. But if his fatuous star-gazing extended

more liberally to the constellation of the theatre, and espe-

cially to these plays, he could find things in them to suggest

the futility of his dream. He is not only “loosely educated,”

to use Mr. Churchill’s magnificently contemptuous phrase,

but he is apparently a careless playgoer.

He could learn the fate of fanatical reformers in the car-

bolic wrath of The Wild Duck; he could find happy per-

sonal clues to his own destiny in the madness and impotence

which overtake the sheer bully of The Jest. He could cap-

ture some fearful suggestions, worse than his own night-

mares, on the matter of regimented automatons in B.U.R.

And he could learn from IJliom the glory and permanence
of the intractable spirit of man which can go through hell,

even Hitler’s hell, and come out intact.

From nearly all of the others he could, within his own
barren spiritual limits, discover the instinctive and un-

flinching faith men place upon love, honor, and individual

integrity. He could observe, even if he could not under-

stand, the c'ommon ideals, expressed in so many of the

plays, which impel free men to oppose tyranny and to de-

fend their liberties with their lives. He could see them in

these plays, as he will be ultimately forced to see them,

since they are the powers of his defeat.

xiii
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So these sixteen plays arc part of a Enropcau testament,

already inherited and richly enjoyed, as proven by the

enormous popularity they attained not only in the coun-

tries of origiti, but, in the benediction of haiuhhips across

the sea, in our own theatre and in spite of the fact that they

have often suffered sadly in translation.

Quite by accident in selection they fall into two nearly

equal groups: nine of them belong to the prc-World War I,

Cnerry-Orchard-IIeartbreak-House Europe, and seven be-

long to tliat ominously quiet but superficially frantic period

between 1918 and 1937, the intermezzo of our false se-

curity. By a tragic irony, undetected at the time, the last of

them carried a French-comedy salute to classical Greek
legend at the moment Austria found itself Anschlusscd out
of existence.

In viewpoint and technique they range from the realistic

.social theme of The Wild Duck to the subjective discu.ssion

of illusion and reality in Six Characters in Search of an
Author; from the bitter comedy of The Playboy to the lyric,

but static, beauty of The Cradle Song, from tlic cynical sex

pattern of Anatol to the ecstatic love song of 'The Dyhhuk.
To suggest that there is a close and detailed relationship

among all these plays, out of such diverse cotmtrics and of

such widely different treatment, is to embark upon a critical

trapeze act which would make the Flying Codonas seem
mere ground moles.

Yet most of them are linked in one way or another to the

mainsprings of European thought, to the mid-nincteenth-

century revolution of ideas, and finally to the free theatre

movement which carried the ideas into the playhotises. The
theatre responded not only with new drama, Imt with a new
stagecraft, wrought in its image and designed to emphasize
the change.

The actual moment of the change which was to color

all of our thinking may be set as it has been at 1859, the
almost too convenient moment of coincidence when Dar-
win published The Origin of Species, Marx In's Critique

and Wagner Tristan. Many impulses contributed to these
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events, and many impulses have flowed out of them. It is

safe to say, in any case, that the world has never been the

same again, and the two major impulses are now at death
grips all over tlie world.

The world of romanticism, the world of Shelley and
Byi'on, had passed away, amid the loud outcries and ulula-

tions of men who decried the new order in the scornful

epithet “materialism.” Industrialism spread; the machines
were on the march; and instead of trying to realize that the

earth shakers were simply facing rationally a fundamental
problem, the Laodiceans arose and declared that the three

prophets of science, art and economics had, as if in con-

spiracy, wiped out the individual and left him enslaved to

his own glands and the serfdom of collectivist politics—

without a soul or a penny or a God to call his own.
Since “realism” was the word that frightened them, they

were naturally in no position to borrow it for the calm
analysis of what had happened to their world. Their world
was overturned, not by the isolated work of three men, but
by the forces which had quietly gathered to make the work
of those three men not only possible, but inevitable. They
solidified the unstable, half-understood, drifting impulses

they found around them and, by the catalysis of realism,

suggested methods for dealing with them.

It is always painful to remove the rose-colored glasses

from people addicted to them, especially when the wearers

are afflicted at the same time with astigmatism. If people

were moved by silver wires running up to Heaven, and
could prove it, it would be useful information from any
realistic point of view. If their conduct is based on physical

and economic, spiritual or aesthetic facts they are ignorant

of, then it is sensible to try to discover the facts, and to dis^

card false notions which are deeply irrational. That is a

fundamental concept of the inquiring spirit of man.
But by confusing this impulse to know the forces of hu-

man behavior with the ridiculous notion that it debased the

individual, the romanticists merely clouded the issues. If

anything can debase the individual more than industrial.
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political and religious oligarchies have, it has yet to be dis-

covered. It will get a profitable patent quickly enough.

Man’s illusion of freedom was merely the keystone of tbe

whole fabulous structure. It was this illusion that was the

point of attack in the drama that came with Ibsen as its

spearhead. In the theatre it provokc?d the apparent paradox
of an art of illusion being used to contradict itself. The
dramatists vaulted that one neatly by restoring to the play-

house its ancient privilege of expressing life. If tnith itself

turned out to be an illusion, at least the theatre could move
it nearer the common denominator of reality, and leave to

the fascinating speculation of Pirandello’s Six Characters in

Search of an Author the probing of that rarefied problem
of consciousness that lies beyonq.
By a stroke of ironic emphasis Ibsen was just the man to

do the job. Plis contempt for dramatic lollipops and ro-

mantic .soothing syrim had the full-bodied strength of a
man revolted by stuff he had worked in himself. Scribe’s

influence had infected him with the carpentry ideals of the

well-made play and the intrigue of the romantic drama. Ilis

own early work clearly showed his allegiance, and ev<!n

A Doll’s House once had a happy endhig.

But when Ibsen had isolated the target he was shooting

at, he hit it with relentless precision and unflagging fury.

As a blasting reformer he was to come ultimately race to

face with the illusions of a reformer, the poisonous distor-

tion which stealthily undoes the reason at the moment it

tries to be most rational. Against the people who will make
a cult out of anything and reduce a living attitude to in-

human stencils, he aimed The Wild Duck, with the wry
knowledge that some of the blows were bound to fall on
his own head.

Of all his plays The Wild Duck is the most deceptive for

the reader, which in the illiteracy of the theatre pos.sibly ac-

counts for its infrequent production. When all its carefully

orchestrated values fall into place on the stage, when you
sit through a surface comedy scene waiting in agony for the

shot that is to come from the rabbit hutch, you nave the
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jangled and wrenching force of great drama. The efFect is

bound to escape the printed page, since it is cunningly and
beautifully wrought tor the physical juxtaposition possible
only in a theatre.

By showing the ruin of a family that was happy only in
its romantic illusions, Ibsen, however much he has been
scorned by late comers as a “bourgeois revolutionary,”
sounded the harsh but inspiring theme of the new salvation.

By the beard of Ibsen s prophet Shaw, it was sworn that
men must free themselves; they cannot be freed from with-
out.

Gorky’s somberly magnificent The Lower Depf/is repeats
the theme on a larger canvas in brilliant strokes and with
deeper compassion. His outcasts, whose counterparts the
slumming Stanislavsky found in the cellars and caves of the
Khitrov Market, are the lowest of the low—thieves, prosti-

tutes and murderers. Their lustily vivid misery is invaded
by a gentle Pilgrim Luka who offers them the old comfort
of illusion and a gospel of pity and hope.
But it is Satine, the heroic and unwinking realist, who

flings out Gorky’s passionate conviction in the memorable
scene of Act Four, when the Pilgrim has fled.

“I understand the old man, yesl” he shouts to the cring-
ing inmates of the dive. “He lied—but lied out of sheer pity
for you. God damn youl Lots of people lie out of pity for

their fellow beings! I know. I’ve read about it. They lie—
oh, beautifully, inspiringly, stirringly. Some lies bring com-
fort and others bring peace—a lie alone can justify the
burden which crushed a workman’s hand and condemns
those who are starving. I know what lying means. The
weakling and the one who is a parasite tlrrough his very
weakness—they both need lies—lies are their support, their

shield, their armor. But the man who is strong, who is his

own master, who is free and does not have to suck his neigh-
bor’s blood—he needs no lies. To lie—it’s the creed of slaves

and masters of slaves. Truth is the religion of the free man!”
By putting these words into the mouth of a self-pro-

claimed murderer and crook, Gorky really struck home
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rhcre was no doubt thereafter where the lino of cleavage
lay between the alleged “debasers of men” and the debas-
ers of truth.

“Man must be respected—not degraded with pity—” says
Satine, “but respected, respected.” There is the Big Theme,

This doesn’t seem to fit very well into the theory that the
materialists” and the realists were d<;basing anything ex*
cept the spurious currency of pietistic cant and the con-
venient but ill-concealed economic slavery for which it was
an appropriate front.

Actually, of course, as all but the self-appointed righteous
could see, the drama, under the stinging impact of realism,
had dropped its solo hero and made a common hero of the
human race. It celebrated the courage and the wisdom and
the noble impulse that stand revealed, without illusion, in
a race which, knowing its own weaknesses, goes staunchly
on to fulfil its own inner faith, a faith that needs, in the
finest glimpses we have of it, no narcotics of make-believe
in or out of the theatre.

The thought that all men may some day and somehow
fulfil that faith in actual living, freed of superstition and
fear and want, is a dream of heroic grandeur. You may
identify it simply as man’s faith in God, or his faith in him-
self as he evolves, but there is in it the instinctive bc^it'f that
in all the values of life there is something beyond living-
even if it is someone’s else future.

All through the plays in this book, the great atul the lesser,

you will find this theme repeated. In the almost impalpable
meshes of Tchekov’s masterpiece The Sea Gull (I wisB the
Editors had used Stark Young’s brilliant translation, but
diey decided otherwise) we see the haze of grief and futil-

ity of people without purpose in living, defc'atcd by their
own lack of responsibility, irresolute and angui.shed. It is

an unforgettable picture of the selfish and conscienceless
delusion which made The Cherry Orchard the symbol of a
feudal society, lost in the dead dream of its past, and crack-
ing up against reality. The individual must accept the re-
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sponsibility as well as the privilege of freedom. Tchekov
haunts us with the insistent challenge.

It was Hauptmann, however, who put the challenge into

blunt drama in The Weavers. He created the mass hero in

his angry picture of a group of Silesian peasants, oppressed

by their masters and threatened by the machines, and he
brought vividly into the theatre the most violent social con-

flict of the times. As Huneker said: “He paints the picture;

his audience finds the indictment.”

It is a picture so brutal and unsparing that it makes To-

bacco Road seem almost cheerful by comparison. Much of

it is bound to seem repetitious to modern readers, accus-

tomed now to take for granted the field in which Haupt-
mann was a pathfinder, but the reality of his observation

and the heat of his righteous wrath keep alive the strength

of its compassion and the vigor of its protest. Our view of

Hauptmann is bound to be colored by his senile lip-service

to the Nazis, but our view of his masterpiece need not be
clouded by that. If he is a weathervane, as Ashley Dukes
called him, at least his greatest play pointed into the heart

of the storm.

Liliom is one of the few fantasies in dramatic literature

that has real iron in its soul. Molnar’s roughneck carnival

barker, who beats his wife cruelly because he is ashamed of

the tenderness of his love and who steals for her because he
hates to see her cry, is a wonderful symbol of the toughness

of the human spirit, of the indestructible soul of man. When
he is killed in a hold-up, he goes to hell and returns unre-

generate to earth (stealing a star on the way) to perform

me one good deed that can release him from the eternal

bonfires, and he winds up slapping his little daughter.

“It is possible,” says Julie to the startled child in the tri-

umphant last line of the play, “it is possible for someone

to beat you, and beat you, and beat you, and never hurl

you at all.”

Here, I take it, is the transcendent point of the play: that

the human spirit endures beyond ihe judgment of heaven
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and the pain of hell, and that in the niutt'. and hurting pas-
sion of these two lovers, nothing here or hereafter shall save
them from one another.

The deadly and inhuman power of a lie, the readiness of
people to deceive themselves witli false values, is made so
uproariously funny in Synge’s Playboy that tlic caustic
meaning of the play seems sometimes lost iii laughter. But
the vivid characters, the singing richness of the langxiage,
the humor and life of all the scenes are subordinate finally

to the statement the play makes-that ev<m the crime of
murder may be invested with romantic illusion, if it seems
far enough away; that an impostor, who brags of his evil
deed, is scorned when it turns out that he didn’t commit it,

and that finally when he does commit murder, the people
who admired him for his distant and imagined wrong are
revolted by the reality of one that touches tliem nearly'
Between The Playboy and Shadow and Substance lies

most of the history of Dublin’s Abbey Thcati-e, with all its

ups and downs. Paul Vincent Carroll is a newcomer to the
ranks of the world’s foremost dramatists, and his later work
has by no means maintained the standards of his first, which
is incontestably his best. Though Shadow and Substance
has the witty line, the relish of character, the soothing
speech, and what Mr. Natlian calls “the emotional candor^
of Irish drama, it produced some cloudy interpretations
even from its enthusiastic admirers-aiul none cloudier than
the mystical explanations by its own author. Yet its obvioius
values are clear enough, and its human contrast of tne
emptiness and austerity of dogmatism as opposcal to the
goodness and naturalness of simple faith is as far as we
need to look for the qualities which draw it into this an-
thology.

I objected strenuously to The Jest when the Messrs. Cerf
and Cartmell proposed it for this table of contents, in spite
of my personal affection for it as a colorful and romantic
melodrama, made unforgettable ( even in a version which
emasculated the play instead of its protagonist) by the bril-
liant performances of John and Lionel Barrymore and Louis
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Wollieim, and by the Renaissance magnificence of Robert
Edmond Jones settings in Arthur Hopkins’ superb produc-
tion. And I must confess that I am a little sorry now, for

while I lost the argument, as prefators ever lose them to

tlieir editors, they found the publication rights inextricably

tied up in, among other things, Mr. Barrymore’s confusing
estate. The play, let it be said in its absence, has the sheen
and incandescence of sheer theatre.

It would be difiicult, searching the world around, to find

much more dissimilar dramas than The Jest and Six Char-
acters in Search of an Author. To find them in one country,

written witliin two years of one anotlier, is to measure not
only the range of modem Italian plays, but the centripetal

forces of the post-war theatre in Europe, as the world
moved unconsciously out of one Avar toward new but then
indistinct barricades.

Pirandello’s masterpiece is not only an assault on the
theatre and the falsity of art, but the ultimate negation of

reality, the play, as John Gassner has described it, to end
plays. Yet I suspect that Stark Young comes nearer a true

identification when he sees it in terms of tlie Commedia
delVArte. It is an honest tenant of the playhouse of the
mind, a cerebral improvisation, wrought in intellectual im-
promptu, full of subtle meanings and mischievous impfica-

tions, elusive, fascinating, disquieting and profound. How
can we know truth, Pirandello asks from the depths of his

pessimism, when we do not even know what reality is? And
yet, unless I am grievously mistaken, he suggests that even
imagined characters have rights and lives of their own be-
yond the control of their creator. However much he yielded

late in a difficult and troubled life to the grim incentive of

Benito (“the utensil”), Pirandello was no Fascist. He
started out by hating D’Annunzio, who was Benelli’s pat-

tern-maker, and his disenchantment with life had every
private justification in personal grief.

The matters of production should not obtrude themselves

on these pages devoted to drama off-stage, but I feel it is

necessary in the case of The Dyhbuk, a Strange, ecstatic
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love Story, with special qualities which make it one of the

outstanding plays of the Jewish theatre. Its tale of a young
girl whose Dody was inhabited by the spirit of a youth who
died when he found that her fatlier was forcing her to

marry another seemed more completely captured, with

weird emphasis and suitable ghostliness, by the great

Vachtangov’s production for the Habimah Players, than in

our local production at the Neighborhood Playhouse. I be-

lieve tlie conception is spooky, as well as lyrical, that while

it has a racial background it holds a universal fascination,

and that if this notion colors the reading, the curious and
compelling values of a unique drama will bo enhanced.

From the other end of Europe comes another drama of

high spiritual intensity, also religioiis in concept, and cer-

tainly a perfect example of what has been identified with

a certain contradiction in terms as “static drama.” Almost
nothing happens in any dramatic sense in The Cradle Song,

yet its conventual atmosphere is so strong, its characters are

so clearly drawn, its little pattern of movement is so quietly

right for the material, that it creates a world of its own,
strong, tender, innocent, and deeply touching.

Over the presence of three of the plays in this volume
your prefator held strong but losing arguments with the

Messrs. Editors, who warned that they would make final

choices, though adding honorably that I was at liberty to

dissent in my remarks. The three that I would like to throw
out are Amphitryon 38, Anatol and Grand Hotel.

In spate of S. N. Behrman’s brilliant and in some passages
wittily penetrating adaptation of Giraudoux’s original and

f

)resomably thirty-eighth treatment of the Amphitryon
egend, it still seems to me to be merely an expanded
smoking-car story, neatly classicized, which never quite

lives up to the bright audacity of its prologue. It did give

the Lunts a magnificent field day, and so justifies its in-

clusion herein as a “famous European play,’^ but I cling to

the suspicion that its fame rests not on its authorship, but
upon its players.

There can be no such exception taken to Grand Hotel,
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which was solidly popular. Its casual sketches of life in a
big European hotel, pieced together and caught up in a
general pattern, make, on its own record, effective tlieatre.

The characters meet and entangle one another’s lives in the
enormous impersonality of the hotel, and there is a minor
irony in the transience of the whole thing as they all go
out at the end, and a new set of hotel guests comes in, for

what you might call the revolving-door drama in excelsis.

Elmer Rice caught the same tone, with far greater effect

and meaning in his human rondo, in the final moments of
Street Scene.

Anatol, though I know it is Use majeste to say it, strikes

me as being violently overestimated. I know that it is ur-
bane, ultra-civilized in its somewhat clinical attitude
towards sex, and that it is accepted as a complete expres-
sion of what the world coiisiders the spirit of old Vienna,
with its light intrigue, its air of amorous baiiter, and, to my
way of thinking as far as Dr. Schnitzler is concerned, its

tiresome preoccupation with Vamour. My eminent and
knowing senior, Mr. Nathan, assures me that my disaffec-

tion for the play may be attributed to the slovenly transla-

tions that have been made of it, and that its true quality can
be tasted only in the original.

Besides Amphitryon 38, there are two other French plays
in the collection, and the fact that they were written nearly
forty years apart emphasizes a curious fact about the
French theatre. Since France has always been supposed to
be headquarters of logique, and was actually the birthplace
of the theatre lihre, one would reasonably expect to find

material there equal at least to the theatres of the rest of
Europe.

But actually the modern French drama presents many
fights and nothing much worth fighting over. Bourdets
tragedy of abnormal sexuality. La Prisonniere, might well
represent the brilliance of a classical tradition wrought into

a modem idiom, but the editors thought it unsuitable for

an anthology of general appeal. Vildrac suggested a talent

that was never realized and while Jules Remain s Knock is a.
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hilarious satire, and ran for four years at the Comcdie des

Champs Elysees, with the incomparable Jouvet in the name
part, it has never succeeded elsewhere and therefore is not,

for our preseiit bi-lingual purposes, famous.

Though Pagnol is probably the strongest of the modern
French dramatists, his best work has never been popular

outside France, and he long ago transfeiTcd his allegiance

to the movies. But Marins, especially as played by Pierre

Frcsney, had genuine quality, and Marchands de Gloiro

(it was presented in New York by the Theatre Guild) a

healthy and vigorous contempt for warmongers in general,

and the self-delusion of Fi'ench heroics in particular.

Topaze is a caustic examination of some of the traits

which made France so vuhierable in the fiTial clash of

European wills, but in spite of my personal fondness for it,

I cannot, by the wildest stretch or a willing imagination,

call its brief Broadway career “fame.”

So we have Rostand, with Cyrano, A.n. 1897, and a classic

in anybody’s calendar, and Tovarich. There are some plays

that go so directly to the human heart that there is no use

quarreling about the catalogue. Cyrano is one of those

plays. I suppose it represents a brief flaring up of the ro-

mantic theatre, and its language, its period, its costume.s,

and its sentiments could be cited to confirm the category.

It is lovely and swashbuckling and bathed in beautiful twi-

light, and it represents people living and loving and griev-

ing and dying under the md compulsions of illusion. But
Cyrano is a realist knowing both die strength and futility

of illusion, trapped by the romantic a)nventiou.

Tovarich rippled with a wave of laughter around the

world. At one time in Europe you could hear, as Mr. Sher-

wood, its adapter, amusingly points out, only two sounds—
the »eat international armorers and the sound of people
laughing at this pa'^er-mdehS comedy, pasted up out of old
stencils, but somehow gay and touching and delightful.

The sounds were directly antithetical. Besides being the
one about the upper-class couple hiring out as servants,

Tovarich is a pretty lesson in tolerance, so much so in fact
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that while Der Fuehrer was delighted with it, he had the
scene of the transfer of the money from the Czar s regime
to the Soviet Commissar changed so that when Prince
Sergei handed the millions of rubles to Holy Russia, in the

person of Gorotchenko, he said, in the Nazi version : “You
may take these so-and-so million rubles: and you may take

this (striking him in the face) from me.”

I have saved R.U.R. for the last not only to emphasize
the contribution of Czechoslovakia, but because it puts into

dramatic form a reply, and the only possible reply, to the

people who feared tliat the prophets of materialism had
abolished the individual. It turned out that that sin was
committed only in the name of Wagner, and that the two
other apostles of modern thought in Europe fought only
for the dignity and prestige of man, man with his delusions

shed, his eyes open only for the truth, and the personal

reality of his own destiny.

Capck s play is an interesting, often fascinating play, and
while its ending may seem a little forced, there is the

credo. The automatons, men of machinery, made by Ros-
sum’s Universal Robots, were about to conquer the human
race and drive it from the face of the earth. But they didn’t.

Instead the Robots became human.
As a symbol of man’s conquest of the machine, even the

physical machine of his own existence, it is parable enough.

All this may be all we have. There may be no “Heaven,
too.” Wherefore the individual is the cornerstone of the

universe. It is his life, in living freedom, his world and what
he, not a tyrant, wishes to make of it; it is his eternity, if

God wills it for the glory of man. Centuries have brought

this free faith into the human heart. It is here in these on-

coming pages. We have seen nothing that can safely deny
it.

Stepney Depot
November 1, 1942.
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THE WILD DUCK

ACT ONE

At WERLE s house. A richly and comfortably furnished study; bookcases
and uphoLstered furniture; a writing-table, with papers and documents,
in the center of the room; lighted lamps with green shades, giving a sub-
dual light. At the hack, open folding doors with curtains drawn hack.
Within is seen a large and handsotJie room, hrilliantly lighted with lamps
and branching candlesticks. In front, on the right (in the study), a small
baize door leads into werle's office. On the left, in front, a fireplace with
a glowing coal fire, and farther back a double door leading into the dining
room.

WERX.E s servant, pettersen, in livery, and jensen, the hired waiter,
in blacky are puttmg the study in order. In the large room, two or three
other hired waiters arc rnoving about, arranging things and lighting more
candles. Front the dining room, the hum of conversation and laughter
of many voices arc heard; a glass is tapped with a knife; silence follows,
and a toast Ls proposed; shouts of *^Bravor and then again a buzz of con-
versation.

PKTTKUKKN (lights a lamp on the
chimnetj-place and places a shade
over it). Hark to them, Jensen! now
the okl man s on his legs holding a
long palaver about Mrs. Sorby.

JENSEN (pttshing forward an arm-
chair). Is it true, what folks say,

that they rev—very good friends, eh?

J^ETI’ERSEN. Lord kiiows,

JENSEN, IVc heard tell us he s been
a lively customer in his day.

i»ETTKRSKN. May be.

JENSJCN. And he s giving this .spread

in honour of his son, they say.

pxciTEiiSEN. Yes. His son came homo
yesterday.

JENSEN. This is the first time I ever
heard as Mr. Werle had a son.

1>ETTERSEN. Oh, ycs, he has a son,

right enough. But he's a fixture, as

you might stiy, up at the Hihdal
works. He's never once come to

town all the years I've been in serv-

ice here.

A WAITER (in the doorway of the
other room). Pettersen, here's an
old fellow wanting

PETTERSEN (muttcrs)

.

Tlie devil—^who’s this now?
(old KKDAi, appears from the

right, in the inner room. He is

dressed in a threadbare overcoat
with a high collar; he wears wool-
len mittens, and carries in his hand
a stick and a fur cap. Under his

arm, a brown paper parcel. Dirty

5
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red-hwwn u'fg atid small grey

monstaciw.)

ri*rn'KHtiKN (goes towards him).

Lord—^what do you want
lu‘re?

KKi)AL {in the doorway). Must get

into the office, Pettersen.

PETTEHSEN, The office was closed

an hour ago, and

EKOAL. So they told me at the front

door. But Gr^bergs in there stilh

Let me vslip in this way, Pettersen;

there’s a good fellow. (Faints to-

wards the baize door) It’s not the

first time I’ve come this way.

PEiTERSEN. Well, you may pass.

(Opens the door) But mind you
go out again the proper way, for

we’ve got company.

KKOAL. I know, I know—^li’m!

Thanks, Pettersen, good old friend!

Thanks! (Mutters softly) Ass!

(He goes into the office; fetter-
SEK shuts the door after him.)

JENSEN. Is he one of the office

people?

pptteusen. No he’s only an oxit-

sidc hand that does odd jobs of

copying. But he’s been a tip-topper

in his clay, has old Ekdal.

JENSEN. You can see he’s been
through a lot.

PETTERSEN. Yes; he an army
officer, you know.

jENs\-N. You don’t say so?

PETTERSEN. No mistake about it.

But then he went into the timber

trade or something of the sort. The)
say ho once played Mr. Wcrie r

very nasty trick, I’hcy wore part-

ners in the Hbidal works at the

time. Oh, I know old Ekdal well, I

do. Many a nip of hitters and
bottle of ale wc two have drunk at

Madam Eriksen's.

JENSEN. He don’t look as if he’d

much to stand treat with.

PETTERSEN. Why, blcss you, Jen-
sen, it’s me that stand.s treat. I al-

ways think there’s no harni in being
a bit civil to folks that have seen

better days.

JENSEN. Did he go bankrupt then?

PET'rEJ^SEN. Worse than that. He
went to prison.

JENSEN. To prison!

PETTERSEN. Or perhaps it was the

Penitentiary.
( Listens) Sh! They’re

leaving the table,

(The dining-room door is throxon

open from unthin, hy a couple of
waiters, mbs. souby comes out con-

versing with two gentle7rw7%. Grad-
ually the whole company follows,

amongst them wmxw. Last come
niALMAR EKDAr^ cmcl GHEOERS
WKRLE.

MRS. soRBY (in passitig, to the serv-

ant). Tell theun to svrvo the coffco

in the music room, Pettersen*

PETTERSEN. Very well, Madam.
(She goes with the two genilemen
into the inner room, and thence out

to the right, pettersen and jensen
go out me same way.)

A IT.ABBY GENIXEMAN (tO a TUIN-

HAiREj^ cjentleman). Whcwl What
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a dinner!—It was no joke to do it

justice!

THE THIN-HAIBED GENTLEMAN. Oh,
with a little good will one can get

through a lot in three hours.

THE El-ABBY GENTLEMAN. YcS, but
afterwards, afterwards, my dear

Chamberlain!

A THiiU) GENTLEMAN. I hear the cof-

fc(^ and maraschino are to be served

in the music room.

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN, Bravol

Then perhaps Kirs. Sorby will play

us .something.

THE THIN-HAtEEI) GENTLEMAN (in

a low oo’V'c). I hope Mrs. Sorby
mayn't play us a tune we don't like,

one of these days!

THE FLAlUiY GENTI-EMAN. Oh nO,

not .she! Bertha will never turn

against her old friends.

(They laugh and pass into the in^

nor room*)

WEHLE (In a low voice, dejectedly)*

1 don't think anybody noticed it,

Gregers.

CHEGEHS (looks ct Mm)* Noticed

what?

WEimK, Did you not notice it

either?

GiiEGEBS. What do you mean?

WEnx.E. Wa were thirteen at table.

GEEGEBS. Indeed? Were there thir-

teen of us?

WEBLE (glances towards hialmae
ekdal) . Our usual party is twelve.

7

(To the others) Ihis way, gentle-

men!
(wERLE and the others, all except

HIALMAE and GEEGEBS, gO OUt htj

the back, to the right.

)

HIALMAE (who has overheard the

conversation). You ought not to

have invited me, Gregers.

GEEGERS. What! Not ask my best

and only friend to a party supposed
to be in my honour ?

HIALMAE. But I don’t think your
father likes it. You see I am quite

outside his circle.

GEEGEES. So I hear. But I wanted
to see you and have a talk with you,

and I certainly shan’t be staying

long.—Ah, we two old schoolfel-

lows have drifted far apart from

each other. It must be sixteen or

seventeen years since we met,

HIALMAE. Is it so long?

GEEGEBS. It is indeed. Well, how
goes it with you? You look well.

You have put on flesh, and grown
almost stout.

HIALMAE. Well, ''stout” is .scarccly

the word; but I daresay I look a

little more of a man than I used to.

CEEGEX^s. Yes, you do; your outer

man i.s in first-rate condition.

HIALMAE (in a tone of gloom). Ah,

but the inner man! That is a very

cliilerent matter, I can tell you! Of
cour.se you know of the terrible

catastrophe that has befallen me
and mine since last we met.

GEEGEBS (more soply). How are

things going with your father now?
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IHALMAR, DoTi’t let US talk of it,

old feliow. Of course my poor im-
happy father lives with me. He
hasn't another soul in the world to

care for him. But you can under-

stand that this is a miserable sub-

i<.‘ct for me.—Tell me, rather, how
you have been getting on up at the

works.

CHEC.Eus. I have had a delightfully

loticly time of it—plenty of leisure

to think and think abcnit thing.s.

Come over lua-e; we may as well

make ourselves comfortable. (He
S’cah' hbmclf in an arm-chair htj the

fire and draioa iualmak down into

another alongside of it.

)

IUALMAK (sentimentally). After all,

Gregers, I thank you for inviting

me to your father’s table; for I take

it as a sign that you have got over

your feeling against me.

GKECEKS (surprised). How cotild

you imagine I had any feeling

against you?

IUALMAK. You had at first, you
know.

GKEGEBS. How at first?

HiALMAK. After the great misfor-

tune, It was natural enough that

you should. Your father was within

an ace of being drawn into that

—

well, that terrible business.

GKECEKS. Why .should that give mo
any feeling against you? Who can
have put that into your head?

HIALMAK. I know it did, Gregers;

your father told me so himself,

GKECEKS (starts). My father! Oh in-

deed. Hm.—Was that why you

never let me hear from you?—^not

a single word.

IUALMAK, Yes.

GKECEKS. Not oven when yoti made
up your mind to IxH'ome a ^diotog-

rapher?

IUALMAK. Your father said I had
better not write to you at all, about
anything.

GKECEKS (looking straight before

him). Well, W(»lb perhaps he was
right.—But tell me now, Ilialmar:

are you pretty wtdl .satisfied with
your present position?

IUALMAK (with a little sigh). Oh
yes, I am; I have really no cause to

complain. At first, ns you may
guess, I felt It a little strange. It

was such a totiilly now state of

things for me. But of course my
whole circumstances were totally

cliangod. Fathers ntt(M\ ina^triev-

ablc ruin,—the shame and disgrace

of it, Creg<K'S

GKECEKS (affeckxl). YoSy yes; I un-

derstand.

lUAt.MAH. I couldn’t think of re-

maining at collog(K there wasn’t a

.shilling to spare; on the eontrary,

then^ wcr(‘ debts—mainly to y^mr
father I believe

GKECJEKS, H m

lUAC.MAK. In short, I themght it b(‘st

to break, once for all, with my old

surroundings and associations. It

was your fatlier that spca'ially urged
me to it; and .since he interested

himself so nmch in me

GKECEKS. My father did?
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HIALMAR. Yes, you surely knew
that, didn't you? Where do you sup-
pose I found the money to learn
photography, and to furnish a stu-

dio and make a start? All that costs

a pretty penny, I can tell you.

GREOERS. And my father provided
the money?

niALJviAR. Yes, my dear fellow,

didn't you know? I understood him
to say he had written to you about
it.

GimcERS. Not a word about his part
in the business. He must have for-

gotten it. Our correspondence has
always been pm-ely a business one.

So it was my father that !

HtAX^MAR. Yes, certainly. He didn't

wish it to be generally known; but
ho it was, And of course it was he,

too, that put me in a position to

marry. Don't you—don’t you know
about that either?

GRECERS. No, I haven’t heard a
word of it. {Shakes him htj the

arm) But, my dear Hialmar, I can’t

tell yoti what pleasure all this gives

me—pleasure, and self-reproach. I

have perhaps done my father in-

fusticc after all—in some things.

This proves that he has a heart. It

shows a sort of compunction

HIALMAR. Compunction--—

?

CRHCi’iHS. Yes, yes—^whatever you
like to call it. Oh, I can’t tell you
how glad I am to hear this of

father.—So you are a married man,
Hialmar! That is further than I shall

ever get. Well, I hope you are

happy in your married life?

HIALMAR. Yes, thoroughly happy.

9

She is as good and capable a wife
as any man could wish for. And she
is by no means without culture.

GiUEGERs {rather surprised)

.

No, of
course not.

HiAi>MAR. You see, life is itself an
education. Her daily intercourse

with me And then we know
one or two rather remarkable men,
who come a good deal about us. I

assure you, you would hardly know
Gina again.

GREGERS. Gina?

HIALMAR. Yes; had you forgotten
that her name was Gina?

GREGERS. Whose name? I haven’t
the slightest idea

HIALMAR. Don’t you remember that

she used to be in service here?

GREGERS {looks at him). Is it Gina
Hansen ?

HIALMAR. Yes, of course it is Gina
Hansen.

GREGERS. ^who kept house for

us during the last year of my moth-
er’s illness?

HIALMAR. Yes, exactly. But, my
dear friend, I’m quite sure your
father told you that I was married.

GREGERS {toho has risen). Oh, yes,

he mentioned it; but not that

{Walking abmit the room) Stay

—

perhaps he did—^now that I think

of it. My father always writes such

short letters. {Half seats himself on
the arm of the chair) Now, tell me
Hialmar—this is interesting—^how

did you come to know Gina—yow
wife?
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lUALMAK. The simplest thing in the

world. You know Gina did not stay

lun't' long, everything was so muck
upset at tliat time, owing to your
mothers illness and so forth, that

(huii was not ecpuil to it all; so she
ga\-e notice and left. That was the

year before your mother died—or it

may have been the same year.

CHKCiKHS. It was the same year. I

was up at the works then. But after-

wards ?

iUALMAB. W<dl, Gina lived at home
with her mother, Madam Hansen,

an excellent hard-working woman,
who kept a little eating-house. She
hud a room to let too; a very nice

comfortable room.

CUKOEBS. And I suppose you were
lucky enough to secure it?

iiiALMAH. Yes; in fact, it was your
father that recommended it to me.
So it was there, you see, that I

really came to know Gina,

CBEGEBS, And then you got en-

gaged?

HiALMAB, Yes. It doesn't take young
people long to fall in love

n'm

OBEOEBS (rises and maim about a
little). Tell me; was it after your

engagement—was it then that my
fatner—I mean was it then that you
began to take up photography?

HUXMAB. Yes, precisely. I wanted
to make a start, and to set up house
as soon as possible; and your father

and I agreed that this photography
business was the readiest way. Giria

thought so too. Oh, and there was
another thing in its favour, by-the-

bye: it happened, luckily, thtitGina

had learned to retouch.

CBKCEBS. That chimed in marvel-

lously.

iiXAi.MAB {pleased, rises). Yes,

didn't it? Don’t you think it was a

marvellous piece of luc'k?

CBECEUS. Oh, uncpiestionably. My
father seems to have almost a

kind of providence for you.

HiAX.xtAR (xoith emotion). He did
not forsake his old friend s son in

the hour of his need. For he has a
heart, you see.

soiuiY (enters, armdn-arm
with weble). Nonsense, rny dear

Mr. Werle; you mustn’t stop there

any longer staring at all the lights.

It's very bud for you.

WEBLE (lets go her arm and passes

his hand over his eyes). I daresay

you are right.

(l>ETTEBSEN STUl JEN.SEN CUmj
round refreshment trays.)

MBS. .soBBY (to thc p^itosts ifi the

other room). Thi.s way, if you
please, gentlcanen. Whoever wants
a glass of p\mch xnu.st be .so good as

to come in hero.

THE FLABBY CKN^H.EMAN (comeS
up to MBS. sobby). Surely, it isn’t

possible that you have suspended
our cherished right to sinokt*?

MBS. s6bby. Yes. No smoking hero,

in Mr. Werl6'.s sanctum, Chamber*
lain.

THE THIN-HAXBE0 GENTLEMAN.
When did you enact thas<^ stringeni

amcndmeirts on the cigar law, Mrs
Sdrby?
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MRS. SOKBY. After the last dinner,
Chamberlain, when certain persons
permitted themselves to overstep
the mark.

THE TinN-HATRED GENTLEMAN. And
may one never overstep the mark a
little bit, Madame Bertha? Not the
least little bit?

MRS, SORBY. Not in any respect
whatsoever, Mr. Balle.

(Mosi of the gtiests have a$-

semhlcd in the study; servants hand-
round glasses of punch.)

WICRLE {to HIALMAR, who IS Stand-
ing beside a table). What are you
studying so intently, Ekdal?

HXALMAR. Only an album, Mr.
Wcrle.

nm THIN-HAIRED GENTLEMAN
(toho is tvandering about). Ah,
photographs! They are quite in

your line of course.

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN (m an
armchair). Haven't you brought
any of your own with you?

HiALMAR. No. I haven't.

THE F1.ABBY GENTLEMAN. YoU
ought to have; it's very eood for

the digestion to sit and look at pic-

tures.

THE THlN-HAmED GENTLEMAN. And
it contributes to the entertainment,

you know.

THE SHORT-SIGHTED GENTLEMAN.
And all contributions are thank-
fully received.

MRS. SOBBY. The Chamberlains
think that when on© is invited out

to dinner, one ought to exert one-
self a little in return, Mr. Ekdal.

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN. Where
one dines so well, that duty be-
comes a pleasure,

THE THIN-HAlRED GENTLEMAN. And
when it's a case of the struggle for

existence, you know

MRS. SORBY. I quite agree with you!
{They continue the conversation^

with laughter and joking.)

GRECERS {softly)

.

You must join in,

Hialmar.

HIALMAR {writhing). What am I

to talk about?

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN. Don't
you think, Mr. Werle, that Tokay
may be considered one of the more
wholesome sorts of wine?

WERLE ( hy the fire ) . 1 can answer
for the Tokay you had today, at

any rate; it's one of the very finest

seasons. Of course you would no-
tice that.

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN. YeS, it

had a remarkably delicate flavour.

HIALMAR {shyly). Is there any dif-

ference between the seasons?

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN {hughs)

.

Come! That's good!

WERLE (smiles). It really doesn't

pay to set fine wine before you,

THE THIN-HAIRED GENTLEMAN. To-
kay is like photographs, Mr. Ekdal:
they both need sunshine. Am I not
right?
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HiALMAH. Yes, liglit is important

iu> cltMiht

uiKS. soHHV, And it\s exactly the

sain(‘ witli Ciiamborliiins—they,

too, d('p('n<I very much on sun-

shitieA as tlio saying is.

TiiK 'rinN-HAmKi) ckntlkman. Oh
fie! Thut’vS a very threadbare sar-

casm!

THK SIIOHT»SlGHTni) tJENTr.KMAN,

Mrs. Sih'by is coming out—

—

niE l•'LABBY CiENTl-KMAN. and

at (Rir expense, too. (HoUh tip his

ivpnwinghj) Oh. Mailame
Bertha, Madame Berthal

Mus. sdnuY. Yes, and tlanx^'s not

the least d<nibt that the siaisons

differ grcaitly. The old \nntugc.s are

the finest.

THK Sn(>UT-Src;HTKl> GENTLEMAN.
Do you reckon me among the old

vintages?

AIKS, sc hutY. Oh, far from it.

THE raiN-nAlUKD CEN'CLEMAN.

There now! But me, dear Mrs.

Sorby ?

THE elauhy <;kntj[.kman. Y<‘s, and

me? What vintage should you say

that we belong to?

MBS. soKitY. Why, to tlie sweet

vintage jS, gentlemen,

(She sips a glass of punch. The
gentlemen laugh and flii^ with her .

)

WEKLK. Mrs. Sorby can always find

a loop-hole—^when she wants to.

Fill your glasses, gentlemenl Pet-

lersen, will you sec to it 1

^ The “.simshiae” of Court favour.

Crcg<»rs, supposes we have a glass

tog<Uher. (Ch’ogcT.v docs not move)
Won't you join us, Ek<lal? 1 found
no opportunity of drinking with you
at table.

(cmAuEiu;, the Jkmkkccpar, looks

in at the Imizc door.

)

guAkeko. hlxcusx' iuc\ sir, but I

can’t gc*t cmt.

WEKLE. Have you betm locked in

again?

catAUEKc;. Yes, and Flukstad has

carried olf the keys.

WKULE. Well, you can pass out this

way,

ghAkekg. But tlu‘re's some one

<^lse

WKHLE. All right; come through,

both of you. Don't l>e afraid,

(<mAHEKc; and olu ekdal come
out of the office.)

WEKLE (involuntarily), tight

(The laughter ami talk among the

guests cease, hialmau starts at the

sight of his father, puts down his

glass, and furtis towards the fire-

place. )

KKDAL (does not look up, hut jnakes

little Iwws to both sides as he
passes, murmuring). B(‘g pardon,

vmno the wrong way. Door lockcnl

™door locktHh Beg pardon.

(He and <;HABEiiG go out htj the

hack, to the right.)

WEKLE (iHftween his teeth). That

idiot Cn\berg.

GKEcaoLS (open-mouthed and star-

mg, to lUALMAu). Mdiy .surely tluu

wasn't -I
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THE FI.ABBY GENTLEMAN. WliatS
the matter? Who was it?

GRECKus. Oh, nobody, only the
bookkeeper and some one with him.

THE SHORT-SIGHTED GENTLEMAN
(to hialmar). Did you know that
man?

HIALMAR. I don’t know—I didn’t

notice

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN. What the
deuce lias come over every one?
(lie joins anotJwr group who arc
talking softhj .

)

MRS. SORRY (xahispers to the serv-

ant). Give him something to take

with liim—something good, mind.

RETTKRSEN (riods)

,

ril SCO tO it.

(Goes out,)

c;regkrs (softly and with ernotion^

to hiai.mar). So that was really he!

HIALMAR. Yes.

GREGKRS. And you could stand there

and deny that you knew him!

HIALMAR (wlmpers vehemently )

.

But how could 1 1

CRKGERS. acknowledge your
fatlK'r?

HIALMAR (with pain). Oh, if you
were in my place

(The conversation amongst the

guests^ which has been carried on
in a km tone^ now swells into con-

strained joviaUttj,)

THE THIN-HAIRED GENTLEMAN (ap-

proaching HIALMAR and GBECERS in

a friendly manner). Aha! Reviving

13

old college memories, eh? Don’t
you smoke, Mr. Ekdal? May I give

you a light? Oh, by-the-bye, we
mustn’t

HIALMAR. No, thank you, I won’t

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN. Haven’t
you a nice little poem you could
recite to us, Mr. Ekdal? You used
to recite so charmingly.

HIALMAR. I am sorry I can’t remem-
ber anything.

THE FLABBY GENTLEMAN, Oil, that’s

a pity. Well, what shall we do,

Balle?

(Both gentlemen move away and
pass into the other room,

HIALMAR (gloomiltj). Gregcrs—

I

am going! When a man has felt

the crushing hand of Fate, you see

Say good-bye to your father

for me.

GREGERS. Yes, ycs. Are you going
straight home?

HIALMAR. Yes. Why?

GREGERS. Oh, because I luay per-

haps look in on you later.

HIALMAR. No, you mustn’t do that.

You must not come to my home.
Mine is a melancholy abode, Gre-

gors; especially after a splendid

banquet like this. Wc can always

arrange to meet somewhere in the

town.

MRS. souBY (who has quietUj ap-

proached), Are you going, Ekdal?

HIALMAR. Yes.
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Mm. scHBY. Remember me to Gina.

iiULMAB. Thanks.

MBS. souBY. AikI SUV I uiti comiug
up to .sc‘e her one of these days.

mAUMAB. Yes, thank you. ('Vo

OBKOKHs) Stay here; I will slip

out unobserved.

(He mimtens away, then into the

other room, ami so out to the rifrht,

)

MBS. SOBBY (softly to tJw Servant,

who has come hack). Well, did

you give the old man sonjething?

PETI'EBSKN. Yes; I sent him off with
a bottle of cognac,

urn. SOBBY. Oh, you might have
thought of something better than
that.

TOiTEBSEN. Oh no, Mrs. Sdrby;
cognac is what liC likes best in the

world.

Tkm FLABBY ckntlb:man (in the
doorway with a sheet of music in

his hand). Sludl we play a duet,

Mrs. Sorbyf

MBS. Yes, suppose we do.

THE cuESTs. Bruvo^ buivol

(She goes with all the guests

through the hack room, otit to the

right. GBEGKBS remains standing

by the fire, weble is looking for

something on the writing-table,

and appears to wish that gbegebs
would go; as CBEGEBS does not

move, WEBLE goes towards the

door.)

CBEGEBS. Father, won’t you stay a

moment?

IB.SEN

WEBI.K (stops). What is it?

gbk<;ebs. 1 must have u w^ord with

you.

WEBLE. Can it not wait till we arc

alone?

CBEGEBS. No, it c'annot; for per-

haps wo shall never he alone to-

gether.

WEBLE (drawing nearer). What do

you mean by tliat?

(Dtiritig what follows, the piano-

forte is faintly heard from the dk-
tant mtisic room.)

CBEGEBS. How hus iho fuiuily been
allowed to go so miserably to the

wall?

WEBLE. You mean the Ekdals, I

suppose,

CBEGEBS. Yes, I mean the Kkdals.

Lietilenant Kkdal was once so

clo.s(‘ly assoeial(‘d with you.

WEBLE. Much too c'los(‘ly; I have

fc‘lt that t{> my <‘ost for many a y('ar.

It is thunks to him tliat 1—yes J—
have had a kind of slur east upon
my reputation,

GBECiKHS (softly) . Are you stire thu**

he alone was to blame?

WEBLE. Who else do you sup-

pose——

?

CBEGEBS. You uncl h© acted to**

gether in that alfair of the forests

WEBX.E. But wa.s it not Ekdal that

drew the map of the tracts we had
bought—that fraudulent mapi It

was he who felled all that timber
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illegall) on Government ground.

In fact, the whole management was
in liis hands. I was quite in the

dark as to what Lieutenant Ekdal
was doing.

CHncEKS. Lieutenant Ekdal him-
self seems to have bctm very much
in the dark as to what he was do-

WKHLE. That may be. But the fact

remains that he was found guilty

and I acqtiitted.

CRECEHS. Yes, I know that nothing

was proved against you.

WERLE. Acquittal is acquittal. Why
do you rake up these old miseries

that turned my hair grey before its

time? Is that the sort of thing you

have been brooding over up there,

all these years? I can assure you,

Gregors, here in the town the whole
story has been forgotten long ago

—so far as I am concerned.

CBECERS. But that unhappy Ekdal

family

WERLE. What would you have had
mo do for the people? When
Ekdal came out of prison he was
a broken-down being, past all

help. There are people in the world

who dive to the bottom the mo-

ment they get a couple of slugs in

their body, and never come to the

surface again. You may take my
word for it, Gregors, I have done

all I could without positively lay-

ing myself open to all sorts of sus-

picion and gossip

GEEGERS. Suspicion Oh, I see.

WERLE. I have given Ekdal copy-

ing to do for the office, and I pay

him far, far more for it than his

work is worth

CREGERS (ivithoiit looking at him).

ffm; that I don't doubt.

WERLE. You laugh? Do you think

I am not telling you the truth?

Well, I certainly can’t refer you to

my books, for I never enter pay-

ments of that sort.

CREGERS (s7niles coldly). No, there

are certain payments it is best to

keep no account of.

WERLE {taken aback). What do
you mean by Aat?

WERLE {mustering up courage).

Have you entered what it cost you

to have Hialmar Ekdal taught

photography?

WERLE. I? How "‘entered” it?

CREGERS. I have learned that it was
you who paid for his training. And
I have learned, too, that it was you

who enabled him to set up house

so comfortably.

WERLE. Well, and yet you talk as

though I had done nothing for the

Ekdals! I can assure you these peo-

ple have cost me enough in all

conscience.

CREGERS. Have you entered any

of these expenses in your books?

WERLE. Why do you ask?

CREGERS. Oh, I have my reasons.

Now tell mo: when you interested

yourself so warmly in your old

friend's son—^it was just before his

marriage, was it not?
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wmLE, Wliy» deuce take it—after

all tlK‘.se years* how can I

cnK<a‘:HS. You wrote me a letter

about that time—a business let-

ter, of course; and in a postscript

you mentioned—cpiite brielly—that

Hialmar Ekdal had married a Miss

Hansen.

\VEm.E. Yes* that was quite right.

That was her name.

CKF.CKUS. But you did not mention

that this Miss Hanscix was Gina

Hansen—our former hous('keepcr.

WEUi.K (icith a forced lau^h of de-

rision). No; to tell the truth, it

didn't occur to me that you were
so particularly interested in our

former housekeeper.

<;nE<JKns, No more I was. But

{Lowcr.s his voice) there were
others in this house who were par-

ticularly interested in her.

WKUUK. What do you mean By that?

{Flaring up) You are not alluding

to me, I hope?

CUEGERS {wfthj hut firmly). Yes, I

am alluding to yo\i.

WERLE. And you dare ! Yoti

presxunc to 1 How can that un-

grateful hound—that photognmher
fellow—^how dare he go malking

such insinuations!

GHECERS. Hialmar has never

breathed a word about this. I don't

believe he has the faintest suspicion

of such a thing.

WERLE. Then where have you got

it from? Who can have put such
notions in your head?

GRECERS. My poor unhappy mother
told me; and that thc^ very last

time I saw her.

WERLE, Your mother! I might have

known as muehl Yoti and she—

-

you always held togetht'r. It was
she who turiK'd yo\i against me,
from Uu' first.

GREGERS. No, it was all that she

had to sufier and submit to, until

she brok(‘ down and (‘amo to such
a pitiful end.

WEiu.K. Oh, she had nothing to

.suffer or sti))mit to; not more than

most people, at all events. Ikit

there s no getting on with morbid,

overstrained creattin's—that 1 ba\*c

learned to my cost.—And ytni

co\ild go on imr.sing stK‘b a stispi-

cion—burrowing into all sort.s of

old rumotirs and slundcms against

your own fathei-! I must say, <h‘e-

gers, I really think that at your age

you might find something more
useful to do.

c;uEGEi\s. Y(\s, it is high time.

wERi.E. Then pcuhaps your mind
would be easier than it seems to

be now. What cun be yotir object

in renuiuiing tip at the work.s, year

out and year in, drudging away
like a <*ommon chu'k, and not draw-
ing a farthing more than the or-

dinary monthly wage? It is down-
right folly.

GREGERS. Ah, if I were only stire of

that.

WERi.E. I understand you well

en<5ugh. You want to be independ-
ent; you won't be bciholden to me
for anything. Well, now there hap-
pens to be an opportunity for you
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to become independent, your own
master in everything.

GiiEGER.s. Indeed? In what way

WEULE. When I wrote you insisting

on your coming to town at once

—

hm

GiiEGERs'^. Yes, what is it you really

want of me? I have been waiting

all day to know.

wiciu.E. I want to propose that you
should enter the firm, as partner.

GnEGKR.s. II Join your firm? As
partner?

WEimE. Yes. It would not involve

our being con.stantly together. You
could take over the business here

in town, and I should move up to

the works.

GIUCCJKHS. Yoti wotild?

WEUEK. Yhc fact is, I am not so

fit for work as 1 once was. I am
oblig<‘d to spare my eyes, Gregers;

they have begun to trouble me.

cuEtJEHS. They have always been
weak.

WExu.E. Not as they are now. And,
besides, circnirnstances might pos-

sibly make it desirable for me to

live up there—for a time, at any
rate,

GBEGEBs. That is certainly quite a

new idea to me.

WERLE. Listen, Gregers: there are

many things that stand between
US; but we are father and son after

all, We ought surely to be able to
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come to some sort of understanding
with eacli other.

GREGERS. Outwardly, you mean, of

course?

WERLE. Well, even that would be
something. Think it over, Gregers.

Don't you think it ought to be pos-

sible? Eh?

GREGERS {lookmg at hhn coldly).

There is something behind all this.

WERLE. How so?

GREGERS. You Want to make use of

me in some way.

WERLE. In such a close relation-

ship as ours, the one can always be
useful to the other.

caiEGERS. Yes, so people say.

WERLE. I want very much to have
you at home with me for a time. I

am a lonely man, Gregers; I have
always felt lonely, all my life

through; but most of all now that

I am getting up in years. I fee) the

need of some one about me

GREGERS. You have Mrs. Sbrby.

WERLE. Yes, I have her; and she

has become, I may say, almost in-

dispensable to me. She is lively and
even-tempered; she brightens up
the hotise; and that is a very great

thing for me.

GREGERS. Well then, you have

everything just as you wish it.

WERi.E. Yes, but I am afraid it can’t

last. A woman so situated may
easily find lierself in a false posi-

tion, in the eyes of the world. For
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that matter it does a man no good,

either.

GREGERS. Oh, when a man gives

such dinners as you give, he can
risk a great deal.

WERLE. Yes, but how about the

woman, Gregers? I fear she won’t
accept the situation much longer;

and even if she did—even if, out of

attachment to me, she were to take
her chance of gossip and scandal
and all that ? Do you think,

Gregers—^you with your strong

sense of justice
’

GREGERS (interrupts him). Tell me
in one word: are you thinking of

marrying her?

WERLE. Suppose I were thinking

of it? What then?

GREGERS. That’s what I say: what
then?

WERLE. Should you be inflexibly

opposed to it?

GREGERS. Not at all. Not by any
means.

WERLE. I was not sure whether
your devotion to your mother’s
memory

GREGERS. I am not overstrained.

WERLE. Well, whatever you may or

may not be, at all events you have
lifted a great weight from my mind.
I am extremely pleased that I can
reckon on your concurrence in this

matter.

GREGERS (looking intently at him).
Now I see the use you want to put
me to.

WERLE. Use to put you to? What
an expression!

GREGERS. Oh, don’t let us be nice
in our choice of words—not when
we are alone together, at any rate.

(With a short laugh) Well, well
So this is what made it absolutely

essential that I should come to town
in person. For the sake of Mrs.
Sorby, we are to get up a pretence
at family life in the house—

a

tableau of filial affection! That will

be something new indeed.

WERLE. How dare you speak in

that tone!

GREGERS. Was there ever any fam-
ily life here? Never since I can re-

member. But now, forsooth, your
plans demand something of the
sort. No doubt it will have an ex-

cellent effect when it is reported
that the son has hastened nome,
on the wings of filial piety, to the
gi*ey-haired father’s wedding feast.

What will then remain of all the
rumours as to the wrongs the poor
dead mother had to submit to? Not
a vestige. Her son annihilates them
at one stroke.

WERLE. Gregers— believe there is

no one in the world you detest as

you do me.

GREGERS (softly). I have seen you
at too close quarters.

WERLE. You have seen me with
your mother’s eyes. (Lowers his

voice a little) But you should re-

member that her eyes were

—

clouded now and then.

GREGERS (quivering). I see what
you are hinting at. But who was to
blame for mother’s unfortunate
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weakness? Why you, and all those

! The last of them was this

woman that you palmed oJOF upon
Hialmar Ekdal, when you were
Ugh!

WERLE (shrugs his shoulders).

Word for word as if it were your
mother speaking!

GREGERS (without heeding). And
there he is now, with his great, con-

fiding, childlike mind, compassed
about with all this treachery—^liv-

ing under the same roof with such

a creature, and never dreaming that

what he calls his home is built upon
a lie! (Comes a step nearer) When
I look back upon your past, I seem
to see a battle-field with shattered

lives on every hand.

WERLE. I begin to think the chasm
that divides us is too wide.

GREGERS (bowing, with self-com-

mand). So I have observed; and
therefore I take my hat and go.
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WERLE. You are going! Out of the

house?

GREGERS. Yes. For at last I see my
mission in life.

WERLE. What mission?

GREGERS. You would Only laugh if

I told you.

WERLE. A lonely man doesn't laugh

so easily, Gregers.

GREGERS (pointing towards the

background) . Look, father,—the

Chamberlains are playing blind-

man’s-bufiF with Mrs. Sorby.

—

Good night and good-bye.

(He goes out by the back to the

right. Sounds of laughter and mer-

riment from the company, who are

now visible in the outer room,

)

WERLE (muttering contemptuously

after gregers). Ha ! Poor

wretch—and he says he is not over-

strained!

ACT TWO

HIALMAR ekdal's studio, a good-sized room, evidently in the top storey of

the building. On the right, a sloping roof of large panes of glass, half-

covered by a blue curtain. In the right-hand corner, at the back, the enr

trance door; farther forward, on the same side, a door leading to the

sitting room. Two doors on the opposite side, and between them an iron

stov)e. At the back, a wide double sliding door. The studio is plainly but

comfortably fitted up and furnished. Between the doors on the right,

standing out a little from the wall, a sofa with a table and some chairs; on

the table a lighted lamp with a shade; beside the stove an old armchair.

Thotographic instruments and apparatus of different kinds lying about the

room. Against the back wall, to the left of the double door, stands a book-

case containing a few books, boxes, and bottles of chemicals, instruments,

tools, and other objects, Bhotographs and small articles, such as cameVs-

hair pencils, paper, and so forth, lie on the table.
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GINA EKDAL sits OTi a chak hy the table^ sewing, hedvig is sitting on the
sofa:, with her hands shading her eyes and her thumbs in her ears, reading
a book.

GINA (glances once or twice at

HEDVIG, as if with secret anxiety;

then says): Hedvig!

HEDVIG (doeS’ not hear )

.

GINA (repeats more loudly), Hed-
vigi

HEDVIG (takes away her hands and
looks up). Yes, mother?

GINA. Hedvig dear, you mustn’t sit

reading any longer now.

HEDVIG. Oh mother, mayn’t I read
a little more? Just a little bit?

GINA. No, nc, you must put away
your book now. Father doesn’t like

it; he never reads hisself in the eve-
ning.

HEDVIG (shuts the hook) . No,
father doesn’t care much about
reading.

GINA (puts aside her sewing and
takes up a lead pencil and a little

account-hook from the table ) . Can
you remember how much we paid
for the butter today?

HEDVIG. It was one crown sixty-five.

GINA. That’s right. (Puts it down)
It’s terrible what a lot of butter we
get through in this house. Then
there was the smoked sausage, and
the cheese—^let me see

—

(Writes)—and the ham

—

(Adds up) Yes,

that makes just

HEDVIG. And then the beer.

GINA. Yes, to be sure. (Writes)
How it do mount up! But we can’t
manage with no less.

HEDVIG. And then you and I didn’t
need anything hot for dinner, as
father was out.

GINA. No; that was so much to the
good. And then I took eight crowns
fifty for the photographs.

HEDVIG. Really! So much as that?

GINA. Exactly eight crowns fifty.

( Silence, gina takes up her sewing
again, hedvig takes paper and pen-
cil and begins to draw, shading her
eyes with her left hand.)

HEDVIG. Isn’t it jolly to think that
father is at Mr. Werle’s big dinner-
party?

GINA. You know he’s not really Mr.
Werle’s guest. It was the son in-

vited him. (After a pause) We
have nothing to do with that Mr.
Werle.

HEDVIG. I’m longing for father to

come home. He promised to ask
Mrs. Sorby for something nice for

me.

GINA. Yes, there’s plenty of goo4
things going in that house, I can
tell you.

HEDVIG (goes on drawing). And I

believe I’m a little hungry too.

(old EKDAL, with the paper parcel
under his arm and another parcel
in his coat pocket, comes in by the
entrance door.)
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GINA. How late you are today,

grandfather!

EKDAL. They had locked the office

door. Had to wait in Graberg’s

room. And then they let me through
—hm.

HEDViG. Did you get some more
copying to do, grandfather?

EKDAL. This whole packet. Just

look.

GINA. That’s capital.

HEDVIG. And you have another par-

cel in your pocket.

EKDAL. Eh? Oh never mind, that’s

nothing. (Puts his stick away in a

corner) This work will keep me go-

ing a long time, Gina. (Opens one

of the sliding doors in the back
walls a little) Hush! (Peeps into

the room for a moment^ then pushes

the door carefully to again) Hee-
hee! They’re fast asleep, all the lot

of them. And she’s gone into the

basket herself. Hee-hee!

HEDVIG. Are you sure she isn’t cold

in that basket, grandfather?

EKDAL. Not a bit of it! Cold? With
all that straw? (Goes towards the

farther door on the left) There are

matches in here, I suppose.

GINA. The matches is on the draw-
ers.

(EKDAL goes into his room.)

HEDVIG, It’s nice that grandfather

has got all that copying.

GINA. Yes, poor old father; it means
a bit of pocket-money for him.

HEDVIG. And he won’t be able to

sit the whole forenoon down at that
horrid Madam Eriksen^s.

GINA. No more he won’t.

(Short silence.)

HEDVIG. Do you suppose they are
still at the dinner table?

GINA. Goodness knows; as like as

not.

HEDVIG. Think of all the delicious

things father is having to eat! I’m
certain he’ll be in splendid spirits

when he comes. Don’t you thinlc so,

mother?

GINA. Yes; and if only we could tell

him that we’d got the room let

HEDVIG. But we don’t need that this

evening.

GINA. Oh, we’d be none the worst
of it, I can tell you. It’s no use to

us as it is.

HEDVIG. I mean we don’t need it

this evening, for father will be in

a good humour at any rate. It is

best to keep the letting of the room
for another time.

GINA ( looks across at her) . You like

having some good news to tell

father when he comes home in the

evening?

HEDVIG. Yes; for then things' are

pleasanter somehow.

GINA (thinking to herself) . Yes, yes,

there’s something in that.

(old EKDAL comes in again and is

going out by the foremost door to

the left.)
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GINA (half turning in her chair).

Do you want something out of the

kitchen, grandfather?

EKDAL. Yes, yes, I do. Don’t you
trouble. (Goes out,)

GINA. He’s not poking away at the

fire, is he? (Waits a moynent) Hed-
vig, go and see what he’s about.

(ekdal comes in again with a small

jug of steaming hot water.

)

HEDviG. Have you been getting

some hot water, grandfather?

EKDAL. Yes, hot water. Want it for

something. Want to write, and the

ink has got as thick as porridge

—

h’m.

GINA. But you’d best have your sup-

per, first, grandfather. It’s laid in

there.

EKDAL. Can’t be bothered with sup-

per, Gina. Very busy, I tell you.

No one’s to come to my room. No
one—^h’m.

(He goes into his room; gina and
HEDVIG look at each other.)

GINA (softly). Can you imagine
where he’s got money from?

HEDVIG. From Graberg, perhaps.

GINA. Not a bit of it. Graberg al-

ways sends the money to me.

HEDVIG. Then he must have got a
bottle on credit somewhere.

GINA. Poor grandfather, who’d give

him credit?

(hialmar ekdal, in an overcoat

and gretj felt hat, comes in from
the right.)

GINA (throws down her sewing and
rises). Why, Ekdal, is that you al-

ready?

HEDVIG (at the same time jumping
up). Fancy your coming so soon,

father!

HIALMAR (taking of his hat). Yes,

most of the people were coming
away.

HEDVIG. So early?

HIALMAR. Yes, it was a dinner

party, you know.

(Is taking off his overcoat.)

GINA. Let me help you.

HEDVIG. Me too.

(They draw off his coat; gina
hangs it up on the back wall.)

HEDVIG. Were there many people
there, father?

HIALMAR. Oh, no, not many. We
were about twelve or fourteen at

table.

gina. And you had some talk with
them all?

HIALMAR. Oh yes, a little; but Gre-
gers took me up most of the time.

GINA. Is Gregers as ugly as ever?

HIALMAR. Well, he’s not very much
to look at. Hasn’t the old man come
home?

HEDVIG. Yes, grandfather is in his

room, writing.

HIALMAR. Did he say anything?

GINA. No, what should he say?
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HiALMAK. Didn’t he say anything

about ? I heard something
about his having been with Gra-
berg. ril go in and see him for a

moment.

GINA. No, no, better not.

HIALMAR. Why not? Did he say he
didn’t want me to go in?

GINA. I don’t think he wants to see

nobody this evening

HEDViG (making signs). H’m—^h’m!

GINA (not noticing). ^he has

been in to fetch hot water

HIALMAR. Aha! Then he’s

GINA. Yes, I suppose so.

HEALMAR. Oh Godl my poor old

white-haired father!—^Well, well;

there let him sit and get all the en-

joyment he can.

(old ekdal, in an indoor coat and
with a lighted pipe, comes from his

room.

)

EKDAL. Got home? Thought it was
you I heard talking.

HIALMAR. Yes, I have just come.

EKDAL. You didn’t see me, did you?

HIALMAR. No, but they told me you
had passed tlirough—^so I thought

I would follow you.

EKDAL. H’m, good of you, Hial-

mar.—^Who were they, all those

fellows?

HIALMAR. Oh, all sorts of people.

There was Chamberlain Flor, and
Chamberlain Balle, and Chamber-
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lain Kaspersen, and Chamberlain
— this, that, and the other— don’t

know who all

EKDAL (nodding). Hear that, Gina!

Chamberlains every one of them!

GINA. Yes, I hear as they’re terrible

genteel in that house nowadays,

HEDVIG. Did the Chamberlains sing,

father? Or did they read aloud?

HIALMAR. No, they only talked non-
sense. They wanted me to recite

something for them; but I knew
better than that.

EKDAL. You weren’t to be per-

suaded, eh?

GINA. Oh, you might have done it.

HIALMAR. No; one mustn’t be at

everybody’s beck and call. (Walks
about the room) That’s not my
way, at any rate.

EKDAL. No, no; Hialmar’s not to be
had for the asking, he isn’t.

HIALMAR. I don’t see why I should

bother myself to entertain people

on the rare occasions when I go
into society. Let the others exert

themselves. These fellows go from
one great dinner table to die next

and gorge and guzzle day out and
day in. It’s for them to bestir them-
selves and do something in return

for all the good feeding they get.

GINA. But you didn’t say that?

HIALMAR (humming). Ho-ho-ho
faith, I gave them a bit of

my mind.

EKDAL. Not the Chamberlains?
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HiALMAR. Oh, why not? (Lightly)

After that, we had a little discus-

sion about Tokay.

EKDAL. Tokay! There's a fine wine
for you!

HiALMAR (comes to a standstill).

It may be a fine wine. But of course

you loiow the vintages differ; it all

depends on how much sunshine the

grapes have had.

GINA. Why, you know everything,

Ekdal.

EKDAL. And did they dispute that?

BiALMAR. They tried to; but they

were requested to observe that it

was just the same with Chamber-
lains—that with them, too, differ-

ent batches were of different quali-

ties.

GINA. What things you do think of!

EKDAL. Hee-hee! So they got that

in their pipes too?

HiALMAR. Right in their teeth.

EKDAL. Do you hear that, Gina? He
said it right in the very teeth of all

the Chamberlains.

•GINA. Fancy——I Right in their

teeth!

oeualmar. Yes, but I don’t want it

talked about. One doesn’t speak of

such things. The whole affair

passed off quite amicably of course.

They were nice, genial fellows; I

'didn’t want to wound them—^not

I!

EKDAL. Right in their teeth, though

HEDVTG (caressingly). How nice it

is to see you in a dress-coat! It

suits you so well, father.

HIALMAR. Yes, don’t you think so?

And this one really sits to perfec-

tion. It fits almost as if it had been
made for me—a little tight in the

armholes perhaps—help me, Hed-
vig ( Takes off the coat)

.

I think I’ll

put on my jacket. Where is my
jacket, Gina?

GINA. Here it is. (Brings the jacket

and helps him.)

HIALMAR. That’s it! Don’t forget to

send the coat back to Molvik first

thing tomorrow morning.

GINA (laying it away). I’ll be sure

and see to it.

HIALMAR (stretching himself).

After all, there’s a more homely
feeling about this. A free-and-easy

indoor costume suits my whole per-

sonality better. Don’t you think so,

Hedvig?

HEDVIG. Yes, father.

HIALMAR. When I loosen my neck-
tie into a pair of flowing ends—^like

this—eh?

HEDVIG. Yes, that goes so well with
your moustache and the sweep of
your curls.

HIALMAR. I should not call them
curls exactly; I should rather say
locks.

HEDVIG. Yes, they are too big for

curls.

HIALMAR. Locks describes them
better.
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HEDViG (after a pause, twitching Here you see: "Menu”—^that means
his jacket). Father! bill of fare.

HiALMAH. Well, what is it?

HEDVIG. Oh, you know very well.

HIALMAH. No, really I don’t

HEDVIG {half laughing, half whis-
pering). Oh, yes, father; now don’t
tease me any longer!

HiALMAR. Why, what do you mean?

HEDVIG (shaking him). Oh what
nonsense; come, where are they,

father? All the good things you
promised me, you know?

HIALMAR. Oh—^if I haven’t forgot-

ten all about them!

HEDVIG. Now you’re only teasing

me, father! Oh, it’s too bad of you!
Where have you put them?

HIALMAR. No, I positively forgot

to get anything. But wait a little!

I have something else for you, Hed-
vig.

(Goes and searches in the pockets

of the coat.)

HEDVIG (skipping and clapping her

hands). Oh mother, mother!

GINA. There, you see; if you only

give him time

HIALMAR (with a paper). Look,
here it is.

HEDVIG, That? Why, that’s only a

paper.

HIALMAR. That is the bill of fare,

my dear; the whole bill of fare.

HEDVIG. Haven’t you anything else?

HIALMAR. I forgot the other things,

I tell you. But you may take my
word for it, these dainties are very
imsatisfying. Sit down at the table

and read the bill of fare, and then
I’ll describe to you how the dishes
taste. Here you are, Hedvig.

HEDwiG (gulping down her tears).

Thank you.

(She seats herself, hut does not
read; gina makes signs to her;

HIALMAR notices it.)

HIALMAR (pacing up and down the
room) . It’s monstrous what absurd
things the father of a family is ex-
pected to think of; and if he forgets

the smallest trifle, he is treated to

sour faces at once. Well, well, one
gets used to that too. (Stops near
the stove, by the old mans chair)

Have you peeped in there this eve-
ning, father?

EKDAL. Yes, to be sure I have. She’s

gone into the basket.

HIALMAR. Ah, she has gone into

the basket. Then she’s beginning to

get used to it.

EKDAL. Yes; just as I prophesied.

But you know there are still a few
little things

HIALMAR. A few improvements, yes..

EKDAL, They’ve got to be made, you
know.

HIALMAR. Yes, let us have a taFv

about the improvements, father.

Come, let us sit on the sofa.
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f-KDAL. All right. ITm—think I'll

just fill my pipe first. Must clean it

out, too. H'm.
{He goe-3 into his room.)

GINA (smiling to hialmar). His

pipe!

HIALMAR. Oh yes, yes, Gina; let

him alone—the poor shipwrecked

old man.—^Yes, these improvements
—we had better get them out of

hand tomorrow.

GINA. You’ll hardly have time to-

morrow, EkdaL

HEDViG (interposing). Oh, yes, he
will, mother!

GINA. ^for remember them
prints that has to be retouched;

they ve sent for them time after

time.

HEALMAR. There now! those prints

again! I shall get them finished all

right! Have any new orders come
in?

GINA. No, worse luck; tomorrow I

have nothing but those two sittings,

you know.

HIALMAR. Nothing else? Oh no, if

people won’t set about things with
a will

GINA. But what more can I do?
Don’t I advertise in the papers as

much as we can afford?

HIALMAR. Yes, the papers, the pa-
ers; you see how much good they
o. And I suppose no one has been

to look at the room either?

GINA. No, not yet.

HIALMAR. That was only to be ex-

pected. If people won’t keep their

eyes open . Nothing can be
done without a real effort, Gina!

HEDVIG (going towards him). Shall

I fetch you the flute, father?

HIALMAR. No; no flute for me; I
want no pleasures in this world.

(Pacing about") Yes, indeed I will

work tomorrow; you shall see if I

don’t. You may be sure I shall work
as long as my strength holds out.

GINA. But my dear good Ekdal, I

didn’t mean it in that way.

HEDVIG. Father, mayn’t I bring in a

bottle of beer?

HIALMAR. No, certainly not. I re-

quire nothing, nothing (Comes
to a standstill) Beer? Was it beer

you were talking about?

HEDVIG (cheerfully). Yes, father;

beautiful fresh beer.

HIALMAR. Well—since you insist

upon it, you may bring in a bottle.

GINA. Yes, do; and well be nice and
cosy.

(HEDVIG runs towards the kitchen

door.)

HIALMAR (by the stove, stops her,

looks at her, puts his arm around
her neck and presses her to him).
Hedvig, Hedvig!

HEDVIG (with tears of joy). My
dear, kind father!

HIALMAR. No, don’t Call me that
Here have I been feasting at the
rich man’s table—^battening at the
groaning board-^ ! And I couldn’t
even 1
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GINA (sitting at the table). Oh,
nonsens®, nonsense, Elcdal.

HiALMAR. It's not nonscnse! And
yet you mustn’t be too hard upon
me. You know that I love you for

all that.

HEDViG (throwing her arms round
him). And we love you, oh, so

dearly, father!

HIALMAR. And if 1 am unreasonable
once in a while—^why then—^you

must remember that I am a man
beset by a host of cares. There,
there! (Dries his eyes) No beer at

such a moment as this. Give me
the flute.

(HEDVIG runs to the bookcase and
fetches it,)

HIALMAR. Thanks! That’s right.

With my flute in my hand and you
two at my side—ah !

(HEDVIG seats herself at the table

near gina; hialmar paces back-
wards and forwards, pipes up vig-

orously, and plays a Bohemian peas-

ant dance, but in a slow plaintive

tempo, and with sentimental ex-

pression. )

hialmar (breaking off the melody,
holds out his lep hand to gina,

and says with emotion). Our roof

may be poor and humble, Gina;

but it is home. And with all my
heart I say: here dwells my happi-

ness.

(He begins to play again; almost

immediately aper, a knocking is

heard at the entrance door.)

GINA (rising) . Hush, Ekdal

—

think there’s some one at the door.

HIALMAR (laying the flute on the

hookcaso). There! Again!

(gina goes and opens the doorS]
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gregers vherle (in the passage) i

Excuse me

gina (starting back slightly). OhI

GREGERS. does uot Mr. Ekdal,
the photographer, live here?

gina. Yes, he does.

HIALMAR (going towards the door).
Gregers! You here after all? We^
come in then.

gregers (coming in). 1 told you I
would come and look you up.

hialmar. But this evening
Have you left the party?

GREGERS. I have left both the party
and my father’s house.—Good^eve-
ning, Mrs. Ekdal. I don’t know
whether you recognise me?

GINA. Oh yes; it’s not difficult to

know young Mr. Werle again.

GREGERS. No, I am like my mother;
and no doubt you remember her.

hialmar. Left ypur father’s house,
did you say?

GREGERS. Yes, I have gone to a
hotel.

HIALMAR. Indeed. WeU, since

you’re here, take off your coat and
sit down.

GREGERS. Thanks.

(He takes off his overcoat. He is

now dressed in a plain grey suit of
a countrified cut.)

hialmar. Here, on the sofa. Make
yourself comfortable.

(gregers seats himself on the sofa;

HIALMAR takes a chair at the table.

)
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GREGERS (looking around him). So

these are your quarters, Hialmar

—

this is your home.

HiAXMAR. This is the studio, as you

see

GINA. But it^s the largest of our

rooms, so we generally sit here.

fiiALMAR. We used to live in a

better place; but this flat has one

great advantage: there are such

capital outer rooms

GINA. And we have a room on the

other side of the passage that we
can let.

GREGERS (to HLALMAR). Ah SO

you have lodgers too?

HIALMAR. No, not yet. They’re not

so easy to find, you see; you have
to keep your eyes open. (To hed-

vig) What about that beer, eh?

(hedvig nods and goes out into

the kitchen.)

GREGERS. So that is your daughter?

HIALMAR. Yes, that is Hedvig.

GREGERS. And she is your only

child?

HLALMAR. Yes, the only one. She
is the joy of our lives, and

—

(lower-

ing his voice)—at the same time
our deepest sorrow, Gregers.

GREGERS. What do you mean?

HIALMAR. She is in serious danger
of losing her eyesight.

GREGERS. Becoming blind?

HIALMAR. Yes. Only the first symp-
toms have appeared as yet, and

she may not feel it much for some
time. But the doctor has warned

us. It is coming, inexorably.

GREGERS. What a terrible misfor-

tune! How do you account for it?

HIALMAR (sighs). Hereditary, no
doubt.

GREGERS (starting). Hereditary?

GINA. Ekdal’s mother had weak
eyes.

HIALMAR. Yes, so my father says;

I can’t remember her.

GREGERS. Poor child! And how does

she take it?

HIALMAR. Oh, you can imagine we
haven’t the heart to tell her of it.

She dreams of no danger. Gay and
careless and chirping like a little

bird, she flutters onward into a life

of endless night. (Overcome) Oh,

it is cruelly hard on me, Gregers.

(hedvig brings a tray with beer and
glasses, which she sets upon the

table.

)

HIALMAR (stroking her hair).

Thanks, thanks, Hedvig.

(hedvig puts her arm round his

neck and whispers in his ear.

)

HIALMAR. No, no bread and butter

just now. (Looks up) But perhaps

you would like some, Gregers.

GREGERS (with a gesture of refusal)

.

No, no thank you.

HIALMAR (still melancholy). Well,

you can bring in a little all the

same. If you have a crust, that is

all I want. And plenty of butter on
it, mind.
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(hedvig nods gaily and goes out
into the kitchen again,

)

GKEGERS {who hos been following

her with his eyes) . She seems quite

strong and healthy otherwise.

GINA. Yes. In other ways there’s

nothing amiss with her, thank good-
ness.

GREGERS. She promises to be very

like you, Mrs. Ekdal. How old is

she now?

GINA. Hedvig is close on fourteen;

her birthday is the day after to-

morrow.

GREGERS. She is pretty tall for her

age, then.

GINA. Yes, she’s shot up wonderful

this last year.

GREGERS. It makes one realise one’s

own age to see these young people

growing up.—How long is it now
since you were married?

GINA. We’ve been married—^let me
see—^just on fifteen years.

GREGERS. Is it SO long as that?

GINA {becomes attentive; looks at

him) . Yes, it is indeed.

HiALMAR. Yes, so it is. Fifteen years

all but a few months. {Changing

his tone) They must have been
long years for you, up at the works,

Gregers.

GREGERS. They seemed long while

I was living them; now they are

over, I hardly know how the time

has gone.

(old ekdal comes from his room
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without his pipe, but with his old-

fashioned uniform cap on his head;
his gait is somewhat unsteady,)

EKDAL. Come now, Hialmar, let’s

sit down and have a good talk

about this—^h’m—^what was it

again?

hialmar {going towards him).
Father, we have a visitor here

—

Gregers Werle.—I don’t know if

you remember him.

EKDAL {looking at gregers, who
has risen), Werle? Is that the son?

What does he want with me?

HIALMAR. Nothing; it’s me he has
come to see.

EKDAL. Oh! Then there’s nothing

wrong?

HIALMAR. No, no, of COUTSe not.

EKDAL {with a large gesture) . Not
that I’m afraid, you know; but

gregers {goes over to him) . I bring

you a greeting from your old hunt-

ing-grounds, Lieutenant Ekdal.

EKDAL. Hunting-grounds?

gregers. Yes, up in Hoidal, about

the works, you know.

ekdal. Oh, up there. Yes, I knew
all those places well in the old days.

GREGERS. You Were a great sports-

man then.

ekdal. So I was, I don’t deny it.

You’re looking at my uniform cap.

I don’t ask anybody’s leave to wear
it in the house. So long as I don’t

go out in the streets with it
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(hedvig brings a plate of bread

and butter, which she puts upon
the table.)

HiALMAH. Sit down, father, and
have a glass of beer. Help yourself,

Gregers.

(ekdal mutters and stumbles over

to the sofa, gbegers seats himself

on the chair nearest to him, hial-

MAR on the other side of gregers.

GINA sits a little way from the table,

sewing; hedvig stands beside her

father.

)

GREGERS. Can you remember. Lieu-

tenant Ekdal, how Hialmar and I

used to come up and visit you in

the summer and at Christmas?

EKDAL. Did you? No, no, no; I don’t

remember it. But sure enough I’ve

been a tidy bit of a sportsman in

my day. I’ve shot bears too. I’ve

shot nine of ’em, no less.

GREGERS (looking sympathetically

at him). And now you never get

any shooting?

EKDAL. Can’t just say that, sir. Get
a shot now and then perhaps. Of
course not in the old way. For the

woods you see—^the woods, the
woods

! (Drinks) Are the
woods fine up there now?

GREGERS. Not SO fine as in your
time. They have been thinn^ a
good deal.

EKDAL. Thinned? (More softly, and
as if afraid) It’s dangerous work,
that. Bad things come of it. The
woods revenge themselves.

HIALMAR (filling up his glass )

.

Come—a little more, father.

gregers. How can a man like you
—such a man for the open air

—

live in the midst of a stuflEy town,

boxed v^thin four walls?

EKDAL (laughs quietly and glances

at hialmar). Oh, it’s not so bad
here. Not at all so bad.

GREGERS. But don’t you miss all the

things that used to be a part of

your very being—^the cool sweep-
ing breezes, the free life in the

woods and on the uplands, among
beasts and birds ?

EKDAL (smiling). Hialmar, shall we
let him see it?

HIALMAR (hastily and a little em-
barrassed). Oh, no, no, father; not

this evening.

GREGERS. What does he want to

show me?

HIALMAR. Oh, it’s only something
—^you can see it another time.

GREGERS (continues, to the old

man). You see I have been think-

ing, Lieutenant Ekdal, that you
should come up with me to the
works; I am sure to be going back
soon. No doubt you could get some
copying there too. And here, you
have nothing on earth to interest

you—^nothing to hven you up.

EKDAL (stares in astonishment at

him)- Have I nothing on earth

GREGERS. Of course you have
Hialmar; but then he has his own
family. And a man hke you, who
has always had such a passion for

what is free and wild
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EKDAL (thumps the table), Hial-

mar, he shall see it!

HIAIoMAR. Oh, do you think it’s

worth while, father? It’s all dark*

EKDAL. Nonsense; it’s moonlight.

(Rises) He shall see it, I tell you.

Let me pass! Come and help me,
Hialmar.

HEDViG. Oh, yes, do, father!

hialmar (rising). Very well then.

GREGERS (to gina) . What is it?

GINA. Oh, nothing so very wonder-

ful, after all.

(EKDAL and HIALMAR have gone to

the back wall and are each pushing

back a side of the sliding door;

HEDVIG helps the old man; gregers

remains standing by the sofa; gina

sits still and sews. Through the

open doorway a large, deep irregu-

lar garret is seen with odd nooks

and corners; a couple of stove-pipes

running through it, from rooms be-

low. There are skylights through

which clear moonbeams shine in on
some parts of the great room; others

lie in deep shadow.)

EKDAL (to gregers) . You may come
close up if you like.

GREGERS (going over to them).

Why, what is it?

EKDAL. Look for yourself. H’m.

HIALMAR (somewhat embarrassed)

.

This belongs to father, you under-

stand.

GREGERS (at the door, looks into the

garret). Why, you keep poultry.

Lieutenant Ekdal.
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EKDAL. Should think we did keep
poultry. They’ve gone to roost now.
But you should just see our fowls

by daylight, sir!

HEDVIG. And there’s a

EKDAL. Sh—sh! don’t say anything

about it yet.

gregers. And you have pigeons too,

I see.

EKDAL. Oh yes, haven’t we just got

pigeons! They have their nest-boxes

up there under the roof-tree; for

pigeons like to roost high, you
see.

HIALMAR. They aren’t all common
pigeons.

EKDAL. Common! Should think not

indeed! We have tumblers, and a

pair of pouters, too. But come here!

Can you see that hutch down there

by the wall?

gregers. Yes; what do you use it

for?

EKDAL. That’s where the rabbits

sleep, sir.

GREGERS. Dear me; so you have

rabbits too?

EKDAL. Yes, you may take my word
for it, we have rabbits! He wants

to know if we have rabbits, Hial-

mar! H’m! But now comes the

thing, let me teU you! Here we
have it! Move away, Hedvig. Stand

here; that’s right,—and now look

dovm there.—^Don’t you see a bas-

ket with straw in it?

GREGERS. Yes. And I can see a fowl

lying in the basket.
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EKDAL. Hm— fowl”

GREGERS. Isn't it a duck?

EKDAL (hurt). Why of course its

u duck.

dHQCALMAR. But what kind of duck,

do you think?

^DVTG. Its not just a common
duck

EKDAE. Sh!

GREGERS. And it's not a Muscovy
duck eitlier.

EKDAL. No, Mr.—Werle; its not a

Muscovy duck; for it's a wild duck!

GREGERS. Is it leaUy? A wild duck?

EKDAL. Yes, that's what it is. That
'‘fowl” as you caU it—^is the wild

duck. It's our wild duck, sir.

HEDViG. My wild duck. It belongs

to me.

GREGERS. And can it live up here in

the garret? Does it thrive?

EKDAL. Of course it has a trough of

water to splash about in, you
know.

HiALMAR. Fresh water every other

day.

GINA {turning towards bdlalmar).

But my dear Ekdal, it's getting icy

cold here.

EKDAL. H'm, we had better shut

up then. It's as well not to disturb

their night's rest, too. Close up,
Hedvig.

(HIALMAR and HEDVIG pmh the

garret doors together.)

IBSEN

EKDAL. Another time you shall see

her properly. {Seats himself in the

armchair by the stove) Oh, they're

curious things, these wild ducks, I

can tell you.

GREGERS. How did you manage to

catch it, Lieutenant Ekdal?

EKDAL. 1 didn't catch it. There's a

certain man in this tovm whom we
have to thank for it.

GREGERS {starts slightly ) . That man
was not my father, was he?

EKDAL. You've hit it. Your father

and no one else. H'm.

HIALMAR. Strange that you should

guess that, Gregers.

GREGERS. You Were telling me that

you owed so many things to my
father; and so I thought per-

haps

—

GINA. But we didn't get the duck
from Mr. Werle himself

EKDAL. It's Hakon Werle we have
to thank for her, all the same, Gina.

(To gregers) He was shooting

from a boat, you see, and he
brought her down. But your father's

sight is not very good now. H'm;
she was only wounded.

GREGERS. Ah! She got a couple of

slugs in her body, I suppose.

HIALMAR. Yes, two Or three.

HEDVIG. She was hit under the wing,
so that she couldn't fly.

GREGERS. And I suppose she dived
to the bottom, eh?
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EKi^AL {sleepily, in a thick voice).
Of course. Always do that, wild
ducks do. They shoot to tlie bottom
as deep as they can get, sir—and
bite themselves fast in the tangle

and seaweed—and all the devil’s

own mess that grows down there.

And they never come up again.

GREGERS. But your wild duck came
up again, Lieutenant Ekdal.

EKDAL. He had such an amazingly
clever dog, your father had. Amd
that dog—^he dived in after the

duck and fetched her up again.

GREGERS (who hos turned to hiae-

mar). And then she was sent to

you here?

HiALMAR. Not at once; at first your
father took her home. But she

wouldn’t thrive there; so Pettersen

was told to put an end to her

EKDAL (half asleep). H’m—^yes

—

Pettersen—^that ass

HIALMAR (speaking more softly).

That was how we got her, you
see; for father knows Pettersen a

little; and when he heard about

the wild duck he got him to hand
her over to us.

GREGERS. And now she thrives as

well as possible in the garret there?

HIALMAR. Yes, wonderfully well.

She has got fat. You see, she has

lived in there so long now that she

has forgotten her natural wild life;

and it all depends on that.

GREGERS. You are right there, Hial-

mar. Be sure you never let her get

a glimpse of the sky and the

sea . But I mustn’t stay any

longer; I think your father is asleep.

HIALMAR. Oh, as for that

GREGERS. But, by-the-bye—^you said

you had a room to let—a spare

room?

HIALMAR. Yes; what then? Do you
know of anybody ?

GREGERS. Can I have that room?

HIALMAR. You?

GINA. Oh no, Mr. Werle, you *

GREGERS. May I have the room?
If so. I’ll take possession first thing

tomorrow morning.

HIALMAR. Yes, with the greatest

pleasure

GINA. But, Mr. Werle, I’m sure it’s

not at all the sort of room for you,

HIALMAR. Why, Gina! how can you
say that?

GINA. Why, because the room’s

neither large enough nor light

enough, and

GREGERS. That really doesn’t matter,

Mrs. Ekdal.

HIALMAR. I call it quite a nice room,

and not at all badly furnished

either.

GINA. But remember the pair of

them underneath.

GREGERS. What pair?

GINA. Well, there’s one as has been
a tutor

HIALMAR. That’s Molvik—Mr. Mol-

vik, B.A.
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GINA. And then there’s a doctor, by
tie name of Relling.

GREGERS. Relling? I know him a lit-

tie; he practised for a time up in

Hdidal.

GINA. They re a regular rackety

pair, they are. As often as not,

they’re out on the loose in the eve-

nings; and then they come home at

all hours, and they’re not always

just

GREGERS. One soon gets used to

that sort of thing. I daresay I shall

be like the wild duck

GINA. H’m; I think you ought to

sleep upon it first, anyway.

GREGERS. You seem very unwilling

to have me in the house, Mrs.

Ekdal.

GINA. Oh, no! What makes you

think that?

HiALMAR. Well, you really behave
strangely about it, Gina. {To gre-

GERs) Then I suppose you intend

to remain in the town for the

present?

GREGERS (putting On his overcoat).

Yes^ now I intend to remain here.

HIALMAR. And yet not at your fath-

er’s? What do you propose to do,

then?

GREGERS. Ah, if I only knew that,

Hialmar, I shouldn’t he so badly
ofiF! But when one has the misfor-

tune to be called Gregers—! '‘Gre-

gers”—‘and then ‘Werle” after it;

did you ever hear anything so hid-

eous?

HIALMAR. Oh, I don’t think so at

aU.

GREGERS. Ugh! Bah! I feel I should

like to spit upon the fellow that an-

swers to such a name. But when a

man is once for all doomed to be
Gregers—^Werle in this world, as I

am

HIALMAR (laughs), Ha, ha! If you
weren’t Gregers Werle, what would
you like to be?

GREGERS. If I should choOSC, I

should like best to be a clever dog

GINA. A dog!

HEDViG (involuntarily). Oh, no!

GREGERS. Yes, an amazingly clever

dog; one that goes to the bottom
after wild ducks when they dive

and bite themselves fast in tangle

and sea-weed, down among the

ooze.

HIALMAR. Upon my word now,
Gregers—

1

don’t in the least know
what you’re driving at.

gregers. Oh, well, you might not

be much the wiser if you did. It’s

understood, then, that I move in

early tomorrow morning. (To gina)
I won’t give you any trouble; I do
everything for myself. (To hial-
mar) We can talk about the 'rest

tomorrow. — Good night, Mrs.
Ekdal (Nods to hedvig) Good
night.

GINA. Good night, Mr. Werle.

HEDVIG. Good night.

HIALMAR (who hos lighted a catir

die). Wait a moment; I must show
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you a light; the stairs are sure to be
dark.

(gregers and hialmar go out hy
the passage door.)

GESTA (looking straight before her,

with her sewing in her lap) . Wasn’t
that queer-like talk about wanting
to be a dog?

HEDViG. Do you know, mother

—

believe he meant something quite

different by that.

GINA. Why, what should he mean?

HEDWIG. Oh, I don’t know; but it

seemed to me he meant something
different from what he said—aS
the time.

GINA. Do you think so? Yes, it was
sort of queer.
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let befoi-e; and now you don’t like

it.

GINA. Yes, I do, Ekdal; if it had
only been to some one else

But what do you suppose Mr. Werle
will say?

HIALMAR. Old Werle? It doesn’t
concern him.

GINA. But surely you can see that
there’s something amiss between
them again, or the young man
wouldn’t be leaving home. You
know very well those two can’t get
on with each other.

HiALMAH. Very likely not, but

GINA. And now Mr. Werle may
fancy it’s you that has egged him
on

HIALMAR (comes back). The lamp
was still burning. {Puts out the

candle and sets it down) . Ah, now
one can get a mouthful of food at

last. (Begins to eat the bread and
butter) Well, you see, Gina—^if

only you keep your eyes open

GINA. How, keep your eyes open

HIALMAR. Let him fancy so, then!
Mr. Werle has done a great deal
for me; far be it from me to deny
it. But that doesn’t make me ever-
lastingly dependent upon him.

GINA. But, my dear Ekdal, maybe
grandfather’ll suffer for it. He may
lose the little bit of work he gets
from Graberg.

HIALMAR. Why, haven’t we at last

had the luck to get the room let?

And just think—^to a person like

Gregers—a good old friend.

GINA. Well, I don’t know what to

say about it.

HEDVIG. Oh, mother, you’ll see; it’ll

be such fun!

HIALMAR. You’re very strange. You
were so bent upon getting the room

HIALMAR. I could almost say: so
much the better! Is it not humiliat-

ing for a man like me to see his

grey-haired father treated as a pa-
riah? But now I believe the fulness

of time is at hand. (Takes a fresh

piece of breed and butter) As sure

as I have a mission in life, I mean
to fulfil it now!

HEDVIG. Oh, yes, father, do!

GINA. Hush! Don’t wake himi
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HiAU^CAR {more softly). I will ful-

fil it, I say. The day shall come
when And that is why I say

it’s a good thing we have let this

room; for that makes me more inde-

pendent. The man who has a mis-

sion in life must be independent.

(By the armchair, with emotion)
Poor old white-haired father! Rely

on your Hiahnar. He has broad
shoiilders—strong shoulders, at any

rate. You shall yet wake up some
fine day and {To gina) Do
you not believe it?

GINA (rising). Yes, of course I do;

but in the meantime suppose we
see about getting him to bed.

HiALMAK. Yes, come.

(They take hold of the old man
carefully.

)

ACT THREE

HiALMAR ekdal’s studio. It is morning: the daylight shines through the

large window in the slanting roof; the curtain is drawn hack.

HIALMAR is sitting at the table, busy retouching a photograph; several

others lie before him. Presently gina, wearing her hat and cloak, enters

by the passage door; she has a covered basket on her arm.

•HIALMAR. Back already, Gina?

gina. Oh, yes, one cant let the

grass grow under one’s feet.

(Sets her basket on a chair, and
takes off her things.)

LEALMAR. Did you look in at Gre-

;

leis room?

;iNA. Yes, that I did. Its a rare

dght, I can tell you; he’s made a

)retty mess to st^ oflF with.

HIALMAR. How SO?

oiNA. He was determined to do
everything for himself, he said; so

he sets to work to light the stove,

and what must he do but screw
down the damper till the whole
room is full of smoke. Ugh! There
was a smell fit to

HIALMAR. Well, really!

GINA. But that’s not the worst of it;

for then he thinks he’ll put out the

fire, and goes and empties his

water-jug into the stove, and so

makes the whole floor one filthy

puddle.

HIALMAR. How annoying!

GINA. I’ve got the porter’s wife to

clear up after him, pig that he is!

But the room won’t be fit to live

in till the afternoon.

HIALMAR. What’s he doing with
himself in the meantime?

GINA. He said he was going out for

a little while.

HIALMAR. I looked in upon him, too,

for a moment—after you had gone.

GINA. So I heard. You’ve asked him
to lunch.
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HiALMAR. Just to a little bit of early

lunch, you know. Its his first day—^we can hardly do less. You’ve got
something in the house, I suppose?

GINA. I shall have to find something
or other.

HIALMAR. And don’t cut it too fine,

for I fancy Relling and Molvik are
coming up, too. I just happened
to meet Relling on the stairs, you
see; so I had to

GINA. Oh, are we to have those two
as well?

HIALMAR. Good Lord—a couple
more or less can’t make any dif-

ference.

EKDAL (opens his door and looks

in), I say, Hialmar (Sees
GINA.) Ohl

GINA. Do you want anything, grand-
father?

EKDAL. Oh, no, it doesn’t matter.

H’m!
(Retires again.)

GINA (takes up the basket). Be
sure you see that he doesn’t go out.

HIALMAR. All right, all right. And,
Gina, a little herring salad wouldn’t
be a bad idea; Relling and Molvik
were out on the loose again last

night.

GINA. If only they don’t come be-
fore I’m ready for them

HIALMAR. No, of couTse they won’t;

take your own time.

GINA. Very well; and meanwhile
you can be working a bit.

HIALMAR. Well, I am working! I am
working as hard as I can!

GINA. Then you’ll have that job
off your hands, you see.

(She goes out to the kitchen with
her basket, hialmar sits for a time
pencilling away at the photograph,
in an indolent and listless manner.

)

EKDAL (peeps in, looks round the
studio, and says softly) : Are you
busy?

hialmar. Yes, I’m toiling at these
wretched pictures

EKDAL. Well, well, never mind,

—

since you’re so busy—^h’m!

(He goes out again; the door stands
open,

)

HIALMAR (continues for some time
in silence; then he lays down his

brush and goes over to the door).
Are you busy, father?

EKDAL (in a grumbling tone, within).

If you’re busy. I’m busy, too. H’m!

HIALMAR. Oh, very well, then.

(Goes to his toork again.)

EKDAL (presently, coming to the
door again). H’m; I say, Hialmar,
I’m not so very busy, you know.

hialmar. I thought you were writ-

ing.

EKDAL. Oh, devil take it! can’t Gra-
berg wait a day or two? After all,

it’s not a matter of life and death.

HIALMAR. No; and you’re not his

slave either.

EKDAL. And about that other busi-

ness in there
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HIALMAR. Just what I was thinking

of. Do you want to go in? Shall I

open the door for you?

EKDAL. Well, it woxildn’t be a bad
notion.

HIALMAR (rises). Then we^d have

that oflF our hands.

EKDAL. Yes, exactly. ITs got to be
ready first thing tomorrow. It is to-

morrow, isn t it? Km?

HIALMAR. Yes, of couTse its to-

morrow.

(HIALMAR and EKDAL push oside

each his half of the sliding door.

The morning sun is shining in

through the skylights; some doves

are flying about; others sit cooing^

upon the perches; the hens are

heard clucking now and ihen, fur-

ther hack in the garret,

)

HIALMAR. There; now you can get

to work, father,

EKDAL (goes in). Aren’t you com-
ing, too?

HIALMAR. Well, really, do you
]cnow I almost think

(Sees GINA at the kitchen door,)

I? No; I haven’t time; I must work.
—But now for our new contriv-

ance

—

(He puUs a cord, a curtain slips

down inside, the lower part con-

sisting of a piece of old sailcloth,

the upper part of a stretched fish-

ing net. The floor of the garret is

thus no longer visible.)

HIALMAR (goes to the table). So!

Now, perhaps I can sit in peace for

a little while.

HIALMAR. Would you rather have

had him slip down to Madam
Eriksens? (Seats himself) Do you
want anything? You know you
said

GINA. I only wanted to ask if you
think we can lay the table for

lunch here?

HIALMAR. Yes; we have no early ap-

pointment, I suppose?

GINA. No, I expect no one today

except those two sweethearts that

are to be taken together.

HIALMAR. Why the deuce couldn’t

they be taken together another

day!

GINA. Don’t you know, I told them
to come in the afternoon, when you
are having your nap.

HIALMAR. Oh, that’s capital. Very
well, let us have lunch here then.

GINA. All right; but there’s no hurry

about laying the cloth; you can
have the table for a good while

yet.

HIALMAR. Do you think I am not
sticking at my work? I’m at it as

hard as I can!
/

GINA. Then you’ll be free later on,

you know.

{Goes out into the kitchen again.

Short pause.

)

EKDAL (in the garret doorway, be-

hind the net) . Hialmar!

HIALMAR. Well?

GINA. Is he rampaging in there ekdal. Afraid we shall have to

again? move the water-trough, after all.
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hialmar. What else have I been
saying all along?

EKDAL, H m—^hm—^h’m.

(Goes away from the door again.

HiALMAJEi goes ou Working a little;

glances towards the garret and half

rises, hedvig comes in from the

kitchen.)

HIALMAR (sits down again hur-

riedly). What do you want?

HEDVIG. I only wanted to come in

beside you, father.

HIALMAR (after a pause). What
makes you go prying around like

that? Perhaps you are told ojE to

watch me?

HEDVIG. No, no.

HIALMAR. What is your mother
doing out there?

HEDVIG. Oh, mother's in the middle

of making the herring salad. (Goes

to the table) Isn't there any little

thing I could help you with, father?

HIALMAR. Oh, no. It is right that I

should bear the whole burden—so

long as my strength holds out. Set

your mind at rest, Hedvig; if only

your father keeps his health

HEDVIG. Oh, no, father! You mustn't

talk in that horrid way,

(She wanders about a little, stops

hy the doorway and looks into the

garret.

)

HIALMAR. Tell me, what is he do-

ing?

HEDVIG. I think he’s making a new
path to the water-trough.

HIALMAR. He can never manage
that by himself! And here am I

doomed to sit !

HEDVIG (goes to him). Let me take

the brush, father; I can do it, quite

well.

HIALMAR. Oh, nonsense; you will

only hurt your eyes.

HEDVIG. Not a bit. Give me the

brush.

HIALMAR (rising). Well, it won't

take more than a minute or two.

HEDVIG. Pooh, what harm can it do
then? (Takes the brush) There!

(Seats herself) I can begin upon
this one.

HIALMAR. But mind you don't hurt

your eyes! Do you hear? I won't be
answerable; you do it on your own
responsibility—^understand that.

HEDVIG (retouching). Yes, yes, 1

understand.

HIALMAR. You are quite clever at it,

Hedvig. Only a minute or two, you
know.

(He slips through by the edge of

the curtain info the garret, hedvig

sits at her work, hialmar and ek-

DAL are heard disputing inside.)

HIALMAR (appears behind the net )

.

I say, Hedvig—give me those pin-

cers that are lying on the shelf. And
the chisel. (Turns away inside)

Now you shall see, father. Just let

me show you first what I mean!

(hedvig has fetched the required

tools from the shelf, and hands

them to him through the net.

)

HIALMAR. Ah, thanks. I didn't come
a moment too soon.
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{Goes hack from the curtain again;

they are heard carpentering and
talking inside, hedvig stands look-

ing in at them. A moment later

there is a knock at the passage

door; she does not notice it.

)

GREGERS WERLE {hareheaded, in in-

door dress, enters and stops near

the door). Hm !

HEDVIG {turns and goes towards

him). Good morning. Please come
in.

GREGERS. Thank you. {Looking to-

wards the garret) You seem to have

workpeople in the house.

HEDVIG. No, it is only father and
grandfather. I’ll tell them you are

here.

GREGERS. No, no, don’t do that; I

would rather wait a little.

{Seats himself on the sofa.)

HEDVIG. It looks SO Untidy here

{Begins to clear away the photo-

graphs.
)

GREGERS. Oh, don’t take them away.
Are those prints that have to be
finished ofiF?

HEDVIG. Yes, they are a few I was
helping father with.

GREGERS. Please don’t let me dis-

turb you.

HEDVIG. Oh, no.

{She gathers the things to her and
sits down to work; gregers looks at

her, meanwhile, in silence.)

GREGERS. Did the wild duck sleep

well last night?

HEDVIG. Yes, I think so, thanks.

GREGERS {turning towards the gar-

ret) . It looks quite different by day

from what it did last night in the

moonlight.

HEDVIG, Yes, it changes ever so

much. It looks different in the

morning and in the afternoon; and

it’s different on rainy days from

what it is in fine weather.

GREGERS. Have you noticed tliat?

HEDVIG. Yes, how could I help it?

GREGERS. Are you, too, fond of be-

rng in there with the wild duck?

HEDVIG. Yes, when I can manage
it

GREGERS. But I suppose you haven’t

much spare time; you go to school,

no doubt.

HEDVIG. No, not now; father is

afraid of my hurting my eyes.

GREGERS. Oh; then he reads with
you himself?

HEDVIG. Father has promised to

read with me; but he has never had
time yet.

GREGERS. Then is there nobody else

to give you a little help?

HEDVIG. Yes, there is Mr. Molvik;
but he is not always exactly

—

quite

GREGERS. Sober?

HEDVIG. Yes, I suppose that’s it!

GREGERS. Why, then you must have
any amount of time on your hands.
And in there I suppose it is a sort of

world by itself?
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HEDViG. Oh, yes, quite. And there
are such lots of wonderful things.

GREGEBS. Indeed?

HEDVIG. Yes, there are big cup-
boards full of books; and a great

many of the books have pictures in

them.

GREGERS. Aha!

HEDVIG. And there s an old bureau
with drawers and flaps, and a big
clock with figures that go out and
in. But the clock isn't going now.

GREGERS. So time has come to a

standstill in there—in the wild
duck's domain.

HEDVIG. Yes. And then there's an
old paint-box and things of that

sort; and all the books.

GREGERS. And you read the books,

I suppose?

HEDVIG. Oh, yes, when I get the

chance. Most of them are English

though, and I don't understand
English. But then I look at the pic-

tures.—There is one great big book
called "'Harrison’s History of Lon-
don.” ^ It must be a hunted years

old; and there are such heaps of

pictures in it. At the beginning
there is Death with an hourglass

and a woman. I think that is hor-

rid. But then there are all the other

pictures of churches, and castles,

and streets, and great ships sailing

on the sea.

GREGERS. But tell me, where did all

those wonderful things come from?

^ A New and Universal History of
the Cities of London and Westmin-
ster, by Walter Harrison. London,
1775, folio.
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HEDVIG. Oh, an old sea captain once
lived here, and he brought them
home with him. They used to call

him "The Flying Dutchman.” That
was curious, because he wasn't a

Dutchman at all.

GREGEBS. Was he not?

HEDViG. No. But at last he was
drowned at sea; and so he left all

those things behind him.

GREGERS. Tell me now—^when you
are sitting in there looking at the
pictures, don't you wish you could
travel and see the real world for

yourself?

HEDVIG. Oh, no! I mean always to

stay at home and help father and
mother.

GREGERS. To retouch photographs?

HEDVIG. No, not only that. I should
love above everything to leam to

engrave pictures like those in the
English books.

GREGERS. H'm. What does your
father say to that?

HEDVIG. I don't think father hkes it;

father is strange about such things.

Only think, he talks of my learning

basket-making and straw-plaiting!

But I don't think that would be
much good.

GREGERS. Oh, no, I don't think so

either.

HEDVIG. But father was right in say-

ing that if I had learned basket-

making I could have made the new
basket for the wild duck.
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GREGERS. So you could; and it was
you that ought to have done it,

wasn’t it?

HEDViG. Yes, for it’s my wild duck.

GREGERS. Of course it is.

HEDVIG. Yes, it belongs to me. But
I lend it to father and grandfather

as often as they please.

GREGERS. Indeed? What do they do
with it?

HEDVIG. Oh, they look after it, and
build places for it, and so on.

GREGERS. I see; for no doubt the

wild duck is by far the most dis-

tinguished inhabitant of the garret?

HEDVIG. Yes, indeed she is; for she
is a real wild fowl, you know. And
then she is so much to be pitied; she
has no one to care for, poor thing.

GREGERS. She has no family, as the
rabbits have

HEDVIG. No. The hens too, many of

them, were chickens together; but
she has been taken right away from
all her friends. And then there is so

much that is strange about the wild
duck. Nobody knows her, and no-
body knows where she came from
either.

GREGERS. And she has been down in

the depths of the sea.

HEDVIG (with a quick glance at

him, represses a smile and asks):

Why do you say “depths of the
sea?

GREGERS. What else should I say?

HEDVIG. You could say “the bottom
of the sea.”

*

GREGERS. Oh, mayn't I just as well
say the depths of the sea?

HEDVIG. Yes; but it sounds so

strange to me when other people
speak of the depths of the sea.

GREGERS. Why so? Tell me why?

HEDVIG. No, I won’t; its so stupid.

GREGERS. Oh, no, I am sure it’s not.

Do tell me why you smiled.

HEDVIG. Well, this is the reason:
whenever I come to realise sud-
denly—in a flash—^what is in there,

it always seems to me that the
whole room and everything in it

should be called “the depths of the
sea.”—But that is so stupid.

GREGERS. You mustn’t say that.

HEDVIG. Oh, yes, for you know it is

only a garret.

GREGERS (looks fixedly at her). Are
you so sure of that?

HEDVIG (astonished). That it’s a
garret?

GREGERS. Are you quite certain of
it?

(hedvig is silent, and looks at him
open-mouthed, gina comes in from
the kitchen with the table things.

)

GREGERS (rising). I have come in
upon you too early.

* Gregers here uses the old-fash-
ioned expression 'liavsens bund,”
while Hedvig would have him use
the more commonplace ‘havets bund”
or ^‘havbunden.”
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GINA, Oh, you must be somewhere;
and we re nearly ready now, any-

way. Clear the table, Hedvig.

(hedvig clears away her things;

she and gina lay the cloth during

what follows, GBEGERS seots him-

self in the armchair, and turns

over an album,)

GBEGERS. 1 hear you can retouch,

Mrs, Ekdal.

GINA (with a side glance). Yes, I

can.

GBEGERS. That was exceedingly

lucky.

GINA. How—^lucky?

GBEGERS. Since Ekdal took to pho-

tography, I mean.

HEDVIG. Mother can take photo-

graphs, too.

GINA. Oh, yes; I was bound to learn

that.

GREGERS. So it is really you that

carry on the business, I suppose?

GINA. Yes, when Ekdal hasn't time

himself

GREGERS. He is a great deal taken

up with his old father, I daresay.

GINA. Yes; and then you can't ex-

pect a man like Ekdal to do nothing

but take car-de-visits of Dick, Tom
and Harry.

GREGERS. I quite agree with you;

but having once gone in for the

thing

GINA. You can surely imderstand,

Mr. Werle, that Ekdal s not like one

of your common photographers.
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GREGERS. Of course not; but still

(A shot is fired within the garret.

)

GBEGERS (starting up). What's
that?

GINA. Ugh! now they're firing again!

GREGERS. Have they firearms in

there?

HEDVIG. They are out shooting.

GREGERS. What! (At the door of the

garret) Are you shooting, Hialmar?

HiALMAR (inside the net). Are you
there? I didn't know; I was so taken

up (To hedvig) Why did you
not let us know?
(Comes into the studio.)

GREGERS. Do you go shootmg in the

garret?

HIALMAR (showing a double-bar-

relled pistol). Oh, only with this

thing.

GINA. Yes, you and grandfather will

do yourselves a mischief some day

with that there pigstol.

HIALMAR (with irritation). I be-

lieve I have told you that this kind

of firearm is called a pistol.

GINA. Oh, that doesn't make it much
better, that I can see.

GREGERS. So you have become a

sportsman, too, Hialmar?

HIALMAR. Only a little rabbit-

shooting now and then. Mostly tc

please father, you imderstand.

GINA. Men are strange beings; they

must always have something to per-

vert theirselves with.
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HiALMAB {snappishly). Just so; we
must always have something to di-

vert ourselves with.

GINA. Yes, that’s just what I say.

HIALMAR. Hm. (To GREGERS) YoU
see the garret is fortunately so situ-

ated that no one can hear us shoot-

ing. (Lays the pistol on the top

shelf of the bookcase) Don’t touch

the pistol, Hedvig! One of the bar-

rels is loaded; remember that.

GREGERS ( looking through the net)

.

You have a fowling-piece too, I see.

HiALMAR. That is father’s old gun.

It’s of no use now; something has

gone wrong with the lock. But it’s

nm to have it all the same; for we
can take it to pieces now and then,

and clean and grease it, and screw
it together again.—Of course, it’s

mostly father that fiddle-faddles

with all that sort of thing.

HEDVIG (beside ceegers). Now
you can see the wild duck properly.

GREGERS. I was just looking at her.

One of her wings seems to me to

droop a bit.

HEDVIG. Well, no wonder; her
wing was broken, you know.

GREGERS. And she trails one foot a
little. Isn’t that so?

HiALMAR. Perhaps a very little bit.

HEDVIG. Yes, it was by that foot the
dog took hold of her.

HIALMAR. But otherwise she hasn’t

the least thing the matter with her;

and that is simply marvellous for a
creature that has a charge of shot

in her body, and has been between

a dog’s teeth

GREGERS (with a glance at hedvig) .

and that has lain in the depths

of the sea—^so long.

HEDVIG (smiling). Yes.

GINA (laying the table). That
blessed wild duck! What a lot of

fuss you do make over her.

HIALMAR. H’m—^will lunch soon

be ready?

GINA. Yes, directly. Hedvig, you
must come and help me now.
(gina and hedvig go out into the

kitchen.

)

HIALMAR (in a low voice). I think

you had better not stand there look-

ing in at father; he doesn’t like it.

(GREGERS moves away from the

garret door) Besides, I may as well

shut up before the others come.
(Claps his hands to drive the fowls
back) Shh—shh, in with you!

(Draws up the curtain and pulls

the doors together) All the con-

trivances are my own invention. It’s

really quite amusing to have things

of this sort to potter with, and to

put to rights when they get out of

order. And it’s absolutely neces-

say, too; for Gina objects to having
rabbits and fowls in the studio.

GREGERS. To be sure; and I sup-
pose the studio is your wife’s special

department?

HIALMAR. As a rule, I leave the
everyday details of business to her;

for then I can take refuge in the
parlour and give my mind to more
important things.
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GREGERS. What things may they be,
Hialmar?

HiALMAR. I wonder you have not
asked that question sooner. But
perhaps you haven’t heard of the
invention?

GREGERS. The invention? No.

HIALMAR. Really? Have you not?
Oh, no, out there in the wilds

GREGERS. So you have invented
something, have you?

HIALMAR. It is not quite completed
yet; but I am working at it. You can
easily imagine that when I resolved
to devote myself to photography, it

wasn’t simply with the idea of tak-

ing likenesses of all sorts of com-
monplace people.

GREGERS. No; your wife was saying
the same thing just now.

HIALMAR. I swore that if I conse-
crated my powers to this handi-
craft, I would so exalt it that it

should become both an art and a

science. And to that end I deter-

mined to make this great invention.

GREGERS. And what is the nature of

the invention? What purpose does
it serve?

HIALMAR. Oh, my dear fellow, you
mustn’t ask for details yet. It takes

time, you see. And you must not
think that my motive is vanity. It

is not for my own sake that I am
working. Oh, no; it is my life’s mis-
sion that stands before me night
and day.

GREGERS. What is your life’s mis-

sion?

HIALMAR. Do you forget the old
man with the silver hair?

GREGERS. Your poor father? Well,
but what can you do for him?

HIALMAR. I can raise up his self-

respect from the dead, by restoring
the name of Ekdal to honour and
dignity.

GREGERS, Then that is your life’s

mission?

HIALMAR. Yes. I will rcscue the
shipwrecked man. For shipwrecked
he was, by the very first blast of the
storm. Even while those terrible in-

vestigations were going on, he was
no longer himself. That pistol there—the one we use to shoot rabbits
with—^has played its part in the
tragedy of the house of Ekdal.

GREGERS. The pistol? Indeed?

HIALMAR. When the sentence of
imprisonment was passed—^he had
the pistol in his hand

GREGERS. Had he ?

HIALMAR. Yes; but he dared not use
it. His courage failed him. So
broken, so demoralised was he even
theni Oh, can you imderstand it?

He, a soldier; he, who had shot
nine bears, and who was descended
from two lieutenant colonels—one
after the other, of course. Can you
understand it, Gregers?

GREGERS. Yes, I Understand it weU
enough.

HIALMAR. I cannot. And once more
the pistol played a part in the his-

tory of our house. When he had
put on the grey clothes and was
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under lock and key—oh, that was
a terrible time for me, I can tell

you. I kept the blinds drawn down
over both my windows. When I

peeped out, I saw the sun shining

as if nothing had happened. I could

not understand it. I saw people go-

ing along the street, laughing and
talking about indifiFerent things. I

could not understand it. It seemed
to me that the whole of existence

must be at a standstill—as if under
an eclipse.

GREGERs. I felt that, too, when my
mother died.

HiALMAR. It was in such an hour
that Hialmar Ekdal pointed the pis-

tol at his own breast.

GREGERS. You, tOO, thought of 1

HIALMAR. Yes.

GREGERS. But you did not jBre?

HIALMAR. No. At the decisive mo-
ment I won the victory over myself.

I remained in life. But I can assure

you it takes some courage to choose
life under circumstances like those.

GREGERS. Well, that depends on
how you look at it.

HIALMAR. Yes, indeed, it takes cour-

age. But I am glad I was firm: for

now I shall soon perfect my inven-
tion; and Dr. Relling .thinks, as I

do myself, that father may be al-

lowed to wear his uniform again. I

will demand that as my sole re-

ward.

GREGERS. So that is what he meant
about his uniform ?

HIALMAR. Yes, that is what he most
yearns for. You can't think how my

heart bleeds for him. Every time

we celebrate any little family festi-

val—Gina s and my wedding day,

or whatever it may be—^in comes
the old man in the Heutenant s uni-

form of happier days. But if he only

hears a knock at ihe door—for he
daren't show himself to strangers,

you know—^he hurries back to his

room again as fast as his old legs

can carry him. Oh, it's heart-rend-

ing for a son to see such things!

GREGERS. How long do you think it

will take you to finish your inven-

tion?

HIALMAR. Come now, you mustn’t

expect me to enter into particulars

like that. An invention is not a

thing completely under one's own
control. It depends largely on in-

spiration—on intuition—and it is

almost impossible to predict when
the inspiration may come.

GREGERS. But it's advancing?

HIALMAR. Yes, certainly, it is ad-
vancing. I turn it over in my mind
every day; I am full of it. Every
afternoon, when I have had my
dinner, I shut myself up in the par-
lour, where I can ponder undis-
turbed. But I can’t be goaded to it;

it’s not a bit of good; Relling says

so, too.

GREGERS. And you don't think that
all that business in the garret draws
you off and distracts you too much?

HIALMAR. No, no, no; quite the
contrary. You mustn't say that. I

cannot be everlastingly absorbed in

the same laborious train of thought.
I must have something alongside
of it to fill up the time of waiting.
The inspiration, the intuition, you
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see—when it comes, it comes, and ever spealcs to me about unpleas-
there s an end of it. ant things.

GBEGEKS. My dear Hiahnar, I al-

most think you have something of

the wild duck in you.

HiALMAR. Something of the wild
duck? How do you mean?

GREGERS. You have dived down and
bitten yourself fast in the under-
growth.

HIALMAR. Are you alluding to the

well-nigh fatal shot that has broken
my father s wing—and mine, too?

GREGERS. Not exactly to that. I don't

say that your wing has been
broken; but you have strayed into

a poisonous marsh, Hiahnar; an in-

sidious disease has taken hold of

you, and you have sunk down to

die in the dark.

HIALMAR. I? To die in the dark?

Look here, Gregers, you must really

leave off talking such nonsense.

GREGERS. Don't be afraid; I shall

find a way to help you up again, I,

too, have a mission in life now; I

found it yesterday.

HIALMAR. That's all very well; but

you will please leave me out of it.

I can assure you that—apart from

my very natural melancholy, of

course—I am as contented as any

one can wish to be.

GREGERS. Your contentment is an

effect of the marsh poison.

HIALMAR. Now, my dear Gregers,

pray do not go on about disease

and poison; I am not used to that

sort of talk. In my houfse nobody

GREGERS. Ah, that I can easily be-
lieve.

HIALMAR. It's not good for me, you
see. And there are no marsh poisons
here, as you express it. The poor
photographer's roof is lowly, I know
—and my circumstances are nar-
row. But I am an inventor, and I

am the breadwinner of a family.

That exalts me above my mean
surroundings.—^Ah, here comes
lunch!

(gina and hedvig bring bottles of
ale, a decanter of brandy, glasses,

etc. At the same time, reeling and
MOLviK enter from the 'passage;

they are both 'loithout hat or over-

coat. MOLvm is dressed in black.)

GINA (placing the things upon the
table). Ah, you two have come in

the nick of time.

BELLING. Molvik got it into his head
that he could smell herring salad,

and then there was no holding him.
—Good morning again, Ekdal.

HIALMAR. Gregers, let me introduce

you to Mr. Molvik. Doctor-^ Oh,
you know Helling, don't you?

gregers. Yes, slightly.

HELLING. Oh, Mr. Werle, junior!

Yes, we two have had one or two
little skirmishes up at the Hoidal

works. You ve just moved in?

gregers. I moved in this morning.

RELLiNG. Molvik and I live right

imder you; so you haven't far to

go for the doctor and the clergy-

man, if you should need anythhig

in that line.
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GREGERS. Thanks, iTs not quite un-

likely; for yesterday we were thir-

teen at table.

HtALMAR. Oh, come now, don’t let

us get upon impleasant subjects

again!

HELLING. You may make your mind
easy, Ekdal; I’ll be hanged if the

finger of fate points to you.

HiALMAR. I should hope not, for

the sake of my family. But let us

sit down now, and eat and drink

and be merry.

GREGERS. Shall we not wait for your

father?

HIALMAR. No, his lunch will be

taken in to him later. Come along!

(The men seat themselves at table

^

and eat and drink, gina and hed-

viG go in and out and wait upon
them.)

relling. Molvik was frightfully

screwed yesterday, Mrs. Ekdal,

GINA. Really? Yesterday again?

RELLING. Didn’t you hear him when
I brought him home last night?

GINA. No, I can’t say I did.

RELLING. That was a good thing,

for Molvik was disgusting last

night.

GINA. Is that true, Molvik?

MOLVIK. Let us draw a veil over

last night’s proceedings. That sort

of thing is totally foreign to my bet-

ter self.

RELLING (to GREGERS ). It COmeS
over him like a sort of possession,

and then I have to go out on the

loose with him. Mr. Molvik is

daemonic, you see.

GREGERS. Daemonic?

REELING. Molvik is daemonic, yes.

GREGERS. H’m.

REELING. And demonic natures are

not made to walk straight through

the world; they must meander a

little now and then.—^Well, so you
still stick up there at those horrible

grimy works?

GREGERS. I have stuck there until

now.

REELING. And did you ever manage
to collect that claim you went about
presenting?

GREGERS. Claim? ( Understands
him) Ah, I see.

HIALMAR. Have you been pre-

senting claims, Gregers?

GREGERS. Oh, nonsense.

REELING. Faith, but he has, though!

He went round to all the cotters^

cabins presenting something he
called "the claim of the ideal.”

GREGERS. I was young then,

REELING. You’re right; you were
very young. And as for the claim

of the ideal—^you never got it hon-
oured while 1 was up there.

GREGERS. Nor since either.
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BELLING. Ah, then youVe leamt to

knock a little discount off, I expect.

GBEGERS. Never, when I have a true
man to deal with.

HIALMAR. No, I should think not,

indeed. A little butter, Gina.

BELLING. And a slice o£ bacon for

Molvik.

MOLViK. Ugh; not bacon!

(A knock at the garret door,)

HIALMAR. Open the door, Hedvig;
father wants to come out.

(hedvig goes over and opens the
door a little way; ekdal enters

with a fresh rabbit-skin; she closes

the door after him,)

EKDAL. Good morning, gentlemen!
Good sport today. Shot a big one.

HIALMAR. And you ve gone and
skinned it without waiting for me

EKDAL. Salted it, too. It’s good ten-

der meat, is rabbit; it’s sweet; it

tastes like sugar. Good appetite to

you, gentlemen! {Goes into his

room ,

)

MOLVIK (rising). Excuse me ;

I can’t I must get downstairs

immediately

BELLING, Drink some soda water,

man!

MOLVIK (hurrying away). Ugh

—

ugh! (Goes out by the passage

door.)

BELLING (to HIALMAR ). Let US

drain a glass to the old hunter.
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HiALMAB (clinks glasses with him).
To the undaunted sportsman who
has looked death in the face!

BELLING. To the grey-haired

(Drinks) By-the-bye, is his hair

grey or white?

HIALMAR, Something between the
two, I fancy; for that matter, he
has very few hairs left of any col-

our.

BELLING. Well, well, one can get
through the world with a wig. After
all, you are a happy man, Ekdal;
you have your noble mission to la-

bour for

HIALMAR. And I do labour, I can
teU you.

BELLING. And then you have your
excellent wife, shuffling quietly in

and out in her felt slippers, with
that see-saw walk of hers, and mak-
ing everything cosy and comfort-

able about you.

HIALMAR. Yes, Gina

—

(nods to her]

—^you were a good helpmate on the

path of life.

GESTA. Oh, don’t sit there cricketising

me.

BELLING. And your Hedvig, too,

Ekdall

HIALMAR (affected). The child,

yes! The child before everything!

Hedvig, come here to me. (Strokes

her hair) What day is it tomorrow,

eh?

HEDVIG (shaking him). Oh, no,

you’re not to say anything, father.

HIALMAR. It cuts me to the heart

when I think what a poor affair it
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will be; osJy a little festival in the

garret

HEDviG. Oh, but that’s just what I

like!

BELLING. Just you Wait till the won-
derful invention sees the Hght, Hed-
vig!

HIAL3MAK. Ycs, indeed—^then you
shall see 1 Hedvig, I have re-

solved to make your future secure.

You shall live in comfort all your

days. I will demand—something or

other—on your behalf. That shall

be the poor inventor s sole reward.

HEDVIG {tohispering, with her arms

round his neck ) . Oh, you dear, kind

father!

BELLING (to GREGERS) . ComC nOW,
don’t you find it pleasant, for once

in a way, to sit at a well-spread

table in a happy family circle?

HiALMAR. Ah, yes, I really prize

these social hours.

GREGERS. For my part, I don’t thrive

in marsh vapours.

BELLING. Marsh vapours?

HIALMAR. Oh, don’t begin with that

stufiF again!

GINA. Goodness knows there’s no
vapours in this house, Mr. Werle;

I give the place a good airing every

blessed day,

GREGERS (leaves the table ) . No air-

ing you can give will drive out the

taint I mean.

HIALMAR. Taint!

GINA. Yes, what do you say to that,

Ekdal!

BELLING. Excuse me—may it not

be you yourself that have brought

the taint from those mines up
there?

GREGERS. It is like you to call what
I bring into this house a taint.

BELLING (goes up to him). Look
here, Mr. Werle, junior: I have a
strong suspicion that you are still

carrying about that "claim of the

ideal” large as life, in your coat-tail

pocket.

GREGERS. I carry it in my breast.

BELLING. Well, wherever you carry

it, I advise you not to come dun-
ning us with it here, so long as I

am on the premises.

GREGERS. And if I do so none the

less?

REELING. Then you’ll go head-fore-

most down the stairs; now I’ve

warned you.

HiALMAB (rising)

.

Oh, but Rolling

GREGERS. Yes, you may turn me
out

GINA (interposing between them).
We can’t have that, Relling. But I

must say, Mr. Werle, it ill becomes
you to talk about vapours and
taints, after all the mess you made
with your stove.

(A knock at the passage door.)

HEDVIG. Mother, there’s somebody
knocking.
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HiALMAR. There now, we’re going to make yourself unpleasant to me»
to have a whole lot of people! in one way or another.

GINA. Ill go (Goes over and
opens the door, starts, and draws
hack) Oh—oh, dear!

(wERLE, in a fur coat, advances one
step into the room.)

WERLE. Excuse me; but I think my
son is staying here.

GINA (with a gulp)

,

Yes.

HiALMAH (approaching him )

.

Won’t you do us the honour to

WERLE. Thank you, I merely wish
to speak to my son.

GREGERS. What is it? Here I am.

WERLE. I want a few words with
you, in your room,

GREGERS, In my room? Very well

(About to go.)

GINA. No, no, your room s not in a

fit state

WERLE. Well then, out in the pas-

:sag.e here; I want to have a few
words with you alone.

HiALMAR. You Can have them here,

;sir. Come into the parlour, Relling.

(HIALMAR and REELING gO off tO

the right, gina takes hedvig with

.her into the kitchen.)

GREGERS (after a short pause).

Well, now we are alohe.

WERLE. From something you let

fall last evening, and from your
• coming to lod,ge with the .Ekdds, I

^ can’t help inferring that you intend

GREGERS. I intend to open Hialmar
Ekdal’s eyes. He shall see his posi-

tion as it reaUy is—^that is all.

WERLE. Is that the mission in life

you spoke of yesterday?

GREGERS. Yes. You have left me no
other.

WERLE. Is it I, then, that have
crippled your mind, Gregers?

GREGERS. You have crippled my
whole life. I am not thinking of all

that about mother But it’s

thanks to you that I am continually

haunted and harassed by a guilly

conscience.

WERLE. Indeed! It is your con-

science that troubles you, is it?

GREGERS. I ought to have taken a

stand against you when the trap

was set for Lieutenant Ekdal. I

ought to have cautioned him; for 1

had a misgiving as to what was in

the wind.

WERLE. Yes, that was the time to

have spoken.

GREGERS. I did not dare to, I was
so cowed and spiritless. I was mor-
tally afraid of you—^not only dien,

but long afterwards.

WERLE. You have got over that fear

now, it appears.

GREGERS. Yes, fortunately. The
wrong done to old Ekdal, both by
me and by—others, can never be

undone; but Hialmar I can rescue

from aU the falsehood and decep^

tion that are bringing him to rui%
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WEBLE. Do you think that will be
doing him a kindness?

GREGERS. I have not the least doubt
of it.

WERLE. You think our worthy pho-

tographer is the sort of man to ap-

preciate such friendly offices?

GREGERS. Yes, I do.

GREGERS. No.

WERLE. Very good. But as I am
thinking of marrying again, your
share in the property wiU fall to

you at once.^

GREGERS (quickly). No, I do not
want that.

WERLE. You don’t want it?

WERLE. Hm—^we shall see.

GREGERS. Besides, if I am to go on
living, I must try to find some cure

for my sick conscience.

GREGERS. No, I dare not take it, for

conscience’s sake.

WERLE (after a pause ) . Are you go-

ing up to the works again?

WERLE. It will never be sound. Your
conscience has been sickly from
childhood. That is a legacy from
your mother, Gregers—^the only one

she left you.

GREGERS. No; I Consider myself re-

leased from your service.

WERLE. But what are you going to

do?

GREGERS (with a scornful half-

smile). Have you not yet forgiven

her for the mistake you made in

supposing she would bring you a

fortune?

WERLE. Don’t let us wander from
the point.—^Then you hold to your

purpose of setting young Ekdal
upon what you imagine to be the

right scent?

GREGERS. Yes, that is my fixed re-

solve.

WERLE. Well, in that case I might
have spared myself this visit; for,

of course, it is useless to ask

whether you will return home with

me?

GREGERS. Quite useless.

WERLE. And I suppose you won’t

enter the firm either?

GREGERS. Only to fulfil my mission;

nothing more.

WERLE. Well but afterwards? What
are you going to live upon?

GREGERS. I have laid by a little out

of my salary.

WERLE. How long wiU that last?

GREGERS. I think it will last my
time.

WERLE. What do you mean?

GREGERS. I shall answer no more
questions.

WERLE. Good-bye then, Gregers.

* By Norwegian law, before a wid-
ower can marry again, a certain pro-
portion of his property must be
settled on his children by his former
marriage.
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GKEGERS. Good-bye.
(WERLE goes,)

hialmar {peeping in). He's gone,
isn't he?

GREGERS. Yes.

(hialmar and reeling enter; also

GINA and HEDVIG from the kitchen.)

REELING. That luncheon-party was
a failure.

GREGERS. Put On youT coat, Hial-

mar; I want you to come for a long
walk with me.

HIALMAR. With pleasure. What was
it your father wanted? Had it any-
thing to do with me?

GREGERS. Come along. We must
have a talk. I'll go and put on my
overcoat.

(Goes out by the passage door,)

GINA. You shouldn't go out with
him, Ekdal.

BELLING. No, don’t you do it. Stay
where you are.

HIALMAR (gets his hat and over-

coat) . Oh, nonsense I When a friend

of my youth feels impelled to open
his mind to me in private

BELLING. But devil take it—don’t

you see that the fellow’s mad,
cracked, dementedi

GINA. There, what did I tell youl

His mother before him had crazy

fits like that sometimes.

HIALMAR. The more need for a

friend’s watchful eye. {To gina)

Be sure you have dinner ready in

good time. Good-bye for tlie pres-

ent.

(Goes out by the passage door.)

REELING. It’s a thousand pities the
fellow didn’t go to hell through one
of the H5idal mines.

GINA. Good Lord! what makes you
say that?

BELLING (muttering). Oh, I have
my own reasons.

GINA. Do you think young Werle is

really mad?

REELING. No, worse luck; he’s no
madder than most other people.
But one disease he has certainly

got in his system.

GINA. What is it that’s the mattei
with him?

REELING. Well, I’ll tell you, Mrs.
Ekdal. He is suffering from an acute
attack of integrity.

GINA. Integrity?

HEDVIG. Is that a kind of disease?

BELLING. Yes, it’s a national disease;

but it only appears sporadically.

(Nods to gina) Thanks for your
hospitality.

(He goes out by the passage door.)

GINA (moving restlessly to and fro)

.

Ugh, that Gregers Werle—he was
always a wretched creature.

HEDVIG (standing by the table, and
looking searchingly at her)

,

I think

all this is very strange.
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ACT FOUR

hialmar ekdal’s studio. A photograph has just been taken; a camera with
the cloth over it, a pedestal^ two chairs, a folding table, etc., are standing
out in the room. Afternoon light; the sun is going down; a little later it

begins to grow dusk.

GINA stands in the passage doorway, with a little box and a wet glass

plate in her hand, and is speaking to somebody outside.

GINA, Yes, certainly. When I make
a promise I keep it. The first dozen
shall be ready on Monday. Good
afternoon.

{Someone is heard going down-
stairs. GINA shuts the door, slips

the plate into the box, and nuts it

into the covered camera.)

HEDviG {comes in from the

kitchen). Are they gone?

GINA {tidying up). Yes, thank good-
ness, IVe got rid of them at last.

HEDVIG. But can you imagine why
father hasn't come home yet?

GINA. Are you sure he's not down in

Relling's room?

HEDVIG. No, he's not; I ran down
the kitchen stair just now and
asked.

GINA. And his dinner standing and
getting cold, too.

HEDVIG. Yes, I can't understand it.

Father's always so careful to be
home to dinner!

GINA. Oh, he'll be here directfy,

you'll see.

HEDVIG. I wish he would come;
everything seems so queer today.

GINA {calls out)

.

There he is!

(hialmar ekdal comes in at the
passage door.)

HEDVIG {going to him)

.

Father! Oh,
what a time we've been waiting for

you!

GINA {glancing sidelong at him).
You've been out a long time, Ekdal.

HIALMAR {without looking at her).
Rather long, yes.

{He takes off his overcoat; gina
and HEDVIG go to help him; he mo-
tions them away.)

GINA. Perhaps you've had dinner
with Werle?

HIALMAR {hanging up his coat).
No.

GINA {going towards the kitchen
door). Then I'll bring some in for
you.

HIALMAR. No; let the dinner alone.
I want nothing to eat.

HEDVIG (going nearer to him}. Ai'e
you not well, father?

HIALMAR. Well? Oh, yes, well
enough. We have had a tiring walk,,
Gregers and I.
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GINA. You didn't ought to have
gone so far, Ekdal; you're not used

to it.

HiALMAR. H'm: there’s many a

thing a man must get used to in

this world. {Wanders about the

room) Has any one heen here

while I was out?

GINA. Nobody but the two sweet-

hearts.

HIALMAR. No new orders?

GINA. No, not today.

HEDVIG. There will be some to-

morrow, father, youll see.

HIALMAR. I hope there will; for to-

morrow I am going to set to work

in real earnest.

HEDVIG. Tomorrow! Don't you re-

member what day it is tomorrow?

HIALMAR. Oh, yes, by-the-bye .

Well, the day after, then. Hence-

forth I mean to do everything my-

self; I shall take all the work into

my own hands.

GINA. Why, what can be the good

of that, Ekdal? It'll only make your

life a burden to you. I can manage
the photography aU right; and you

can go on working at your inven-

tion.

HEDVIG. And think of the wild duck,

father—and all the hens and rab-

bits and 1

HIALMAR. Don't talk to me of aU

that trash! Frorii tomorrow I wiU

never set foot in the garret again.

HEDVIG. Oh, but father, you prom-

ised that we should have a little

party
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HIALMAR. H'm, true. Well, then,

from the day after tomorrow. 1

should almost like to wring tha!

cursed wild duck's neck!

HEDVIG (shrieks). The wild duck!

GINA. Well I never!

HEDVIG (shaking him). Oh, no,

father; you know it's my wild duck!

HIALMAR. That is why I don't do
it. I haven't the heart to—^for your
sake, Hedvig. But in my inmost soul

I feel that I ought to do it. I ought
not to tolerate under my roof a
creature that has been through
those hands.

GINA. Why, good gracious, even if

grandfather did get it from that

poor creature, Pettersen

HIALMAR (wandering about).

There are certain claims—^what

shall I call them?—^let me say

claims of the ideal—certain obliga-

tions, which a man cannot disre-

gard without injury to his soul.

HEDVIG (going after him). But
think of the wild duck—the poot

wild duck!

HIALMAR (stops). I tell you I Witt

spare it—^for your sake. Not a hair

of its head shall be— mean, it shall

be spared. There are greater prob-

lems than that to be dealt with.

But you should go out a little now,

Hedvig, as usual; it is getting dusk

enough for you now.

HEDVIG. No, I don't care about go-

ing out now.

HIALMAR. Yes, do; it seems to me
your eyes are blinking a great deal;
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all these vapours in here are bad for

you. The air is heavy under this

roof.

.gEDVTG. Very well, then, TU run

down the kitchen stair and go for

a little walk. My cloak and hat?

—

oh, they’re in my own room. Father—^be sure you don’t do the wild

duck any harm while I’m out.

mALMAR. Not a feather of its head

shall be touched. (Draws her to

him) You and I, Hedvig—^we two
! Well, go along.

(hedvig nods to her parents and
goes out through the kitchen.)

HiALMAR (walks ohout without

looking up) . Gina.

GINA. Yes?

ruAEMAR. From tomorrow—or, say,

from the day after tomorrow

—

should like to keep the household

account-book myself.

GINA. Do you want to keep the ac-

.^.ounts too, now?

i^UALMAR. Yes; or to check the re-

ceipts at any rate.

GINA. Lord help us! that’s soon

done.

jaiALMAR. One would hardly think

SO; at any rate you seem to make
the money go a very long way.
(Stops arid looks at her) How do
you manage it?

GINA. It’s because me and Hedvig,
we need so Uttle.

HIALMAR. Is it the case that father

is very liberally paid for the copy-
ing he does for Mr. Werle?

GESTA. I don’t know as he gets any-

thing out of the way. I don’t know
the rates for that sort of work.

HIALMAR. Well, what does he get,

about? Let me hear!

GINA. Oh, it varies; I dare say it’Ii

come to about as much as he costs

us, with a httle pocket-money over.

HIALMAR. As much as he costs usT

And you have never told me this

before!

GINA. No, how could I tell you? It

pleased you so much to think he
got everything from you.

HIALMAR. And he gets it from Mr.
Werle.

GINA. Oh, well, he has plenty and
to spare, he has.

HIALMAR. Light the lamp for ^e,
please!

GINA (lighting the lamp). And, of

course, we don’t know as it’s Mr.
Werle himself; it may be Graberg

HIALMAR. Why attempt such an
evasion?

GINA. I don’t know; I only thought

HIALMAR. H’m!

GINA. It wasn’t me that got grand-

father that copying. It was Bertha,

when she used to come about us.

HIALMAR. It seems to me your voice
is trembling.

GINA (putting the lamp-shade on).

Is it?
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HiALMAR. And your hands are shak- have known the sort of woman you
ing, are they not? were.

GINA (firmly). Come right out with
it, Ekdal. What has he been saying

about me?

HIALMAR. Is it true—can it be true

that—that there was an—an under-
standing between you and Mr.
Werle, while you were in service

there?

GINA. That’s not true. Not at that

time. Mr. Werle did come after me,
that’s a fact. And his wife thought

there was something in it, and then

she made such a hocus-pocus and
hurly-burly, and she hustled me
and bustled me about so that I left

hei service.

HIALMAR. But afterwards, then?

GINA. Well, then I went home. And
mother—^well, she wasn’t the

woman you took her for, Ekdal;

she kept on worrying and worry-

ing at me about one thing and an-

other—^for Mr. Werle was a wid-

ower by that time.

HIALMAR. Well, and then?

GINA. I suppose you’ve got to know
it. He gave me no peace until he’d

had his way.

HIALMAR (striking his hands to-

gether). And this is the mother of

my child! How could you hide this

from me?

GINA. Yes, it was wrong of me; I

ought certainly to have told you
long ago.

HIALMAR. You should have told me
at the very first—then I should

GINA. But would you have married
me all the same?

HIALMAR. How Can you dream that

I would?

GINA. That’s just why I didn’t dare
teU you anything, then. For I’d

come to care for you so much, you
see; and I couldn’t go and make
myself utterly miserable

HIALMAR (walks about)

.

And this

is my Hedvig’s mother. And to

know that all I see before me

—

(Kicks at a chair )—all that I call

my home—I owe to a favoured
predecessor! Oh, that scoundrel
Werle!

GINA. Do you repent of the four-

teen—the fifteen years we’ve lived

together?

HIALMAR (placing himself in front

of her). Have you not every day,

every hour, repented of the spider’s-

web of deceit you have spun aroimd
me? Answer me that! How could
you help writhing with penitence

and remorse?

GINA. Oh, my dear Ekdal, I’ve had
all I could do to look after the

house and get through the day’s

work'

HIALMAR. Then you never think of

reviewing your past?

GINA. No; Heaven knows I’d ah

most forgotten those old stories.

HIALMAR. Oh, this dull, callous con-

tentment! To me there is something

revolting about it. Think of it

—
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never so much as a twinge of re-

morse!

GINA. But tell me, Ekdal—what
would have become of you if you
hadn’t had a wife like me?

HU^JLMAR. Like you 1

GINA. Yes; for you know Ive al-

ways been a bit more practical and
wide-awake than you. Of course

I’m a year or two older.

HiALMAR. What would have be-

come of me!

GINA. You’d got into all sorts of

bad ways when first you met me;
that you can’t deny.

HiALMAR. "'Bad ways” do you call

them? Little do you know what a

man goes through when he is in

grief and despair—especially a man
of my fiery temperament.

GINA. Well, well, that may be so.

And I’ve no reason to crow over

you, neither; for you turned a moral
of a husband, that you did, as soon

as ever you had a house and home
of your own.—^And now we’d got

eveiything so nice and cosy about
US; and me and Hedvig was juSt

thinking we’d soon be able to let

ourselves go a bit, in the way of

both food and clothes.

HIALMAR. In the swamp of deceit,

yes.

GINA. I wish to goodness that de-

testable thing had never set his

foot inside our doors!

HIALMAR. And I, too, thought my
home such a pleasant one. That
was a delusion. Where shall I now

find the elasticity of spirit to bring

my invention into the world of

reality? Perhaps it will die with me;
and then it will be your past, Gina,

that will have killed it.

GINA {nearly crying). You mustn’t

say such things, Ekdal. Me, that has

only wanted to do the best I could

for you, all my days!

HIALMAR. I ask you, what becomes
of the breadwinner’s dream? When
I used to lie in there on the sofa

and brood over my invention, I had
a clear enough presentiment that it

would sap my vitality to the last

drop. I felt even then that the day
when I held the patent in my hand
—that day—^would bring my—^re-

lease. And then it was my dream
that you should live on after me,
the dead inventor’s well-to-do

widow.

GINA {drying her tears). No, you
mustn’t talk like that, Ekdal. May
the Lord never let me see the day
I am left a widow!

HIALMAR. Oh, the whole dream has
vanished. It is all over now. All

over!

(gregers werle opens the passage

door cautiously and looks in.)

gregers. May I come in?

HIALMAR. Yes, come in.

GREGERS {comes forward, his face
beaming with satisfaction, and
holds out both his hands to them )

.

Well, dear friends ! {Looks

from one to the other, and whis-

pers to HIALMAR ) Have you not

done it yet?

HIALMAR (aloud). It is done.
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gregers. It is?

HiALMAR. I have passed through
the bitterest moments of my life.

GREGERS. But also, I tnist, the most
ennobling.

HIALMAR. Well, at any rate, we
have got through it for the present.

GINA. God forgive you, Mr. Werle.

GREGERS (in great surprise). But I

don t understand this.

HIALMAR. What don’t you under-
stand?

GREGERS. After so great a crisis

—

a crisis that is to be the starting-

point of an entirely new life—of a

communion founded on truth, and
free from all taint of deception

HIALMAR. Yes, yes, I know; I know
that quite well,

GREGERS. I confidently expected,

when I entered the room, to find the

light of transfiguration shining upon
me from both husband and wife.

And now I see nothing but dulness,

oppression, gloom

GINA. Oh, is that it?

(Takes off the lamp-shade.)

GREGERS. You will not understand

me, Mrs. Ekdal. Ah, well, you, I

suppose, need time to , But
you, Hialmar? Surely you feel a

new consecration after the great

crisis.

HIALMAR. Yes, of couTse I do. That
is—in a sort of way.

GREGERS. For surely nothing in the

world can compare with: the joy of

59

forgiving one who has erred, and
raising her up to oneself in love.

hialmar. Do you think a man can
so easily throw off the bitter cup I

have drained?

GREGERS. No, not a common man,
perhaps. But a man like you !

HIALMAR. Good God! I know that

well enough. But you must keep
me up to it, Gregers. It takes time,

you Imow.

GREGERS. You have much of the
wild duck in you, Hialmar.
(reeling has come in at the pas-

sage door.)

RELLING. Ohol is the wild duck to

the fore again?

HiALMAB. Yes; Mr, Werle’s wing-
broken victim.

REELING. Mr. Werle’s^ ? So it’s

him you are talking about?

HTALMAR. Him and

—

-ourselves.

RELLING (in an undertone to gre-

gers) . May the devil fly away with

you!

HIALMAR. What is that you are say

mg?

RELLING. Only uttering a heartfelt

wish that this quack-salver would
take himself off. If he stays here, he
is quite equal to making an utter

mess of life, for both of you.

GREGERS. These two will not make
a mess of hfe, Mr. Belling. Of
course I won’t speak of Hialmar

—

him we know. But she, too, in her

innermost heart, has certainly some
thing loyal and sincere
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GINA {almost crying). You might

have let me alone for what I was,

then.

RELLING {to GREGERs). Is it rudc tO

ask what you really want in this

house?

GREGERS- To lay the foundations of

a true marriage.

REELING. So you don’t think Ekdals
marriage is good enough as it is?

GREGERS- No doubt it is as good a

marriage as most others, worse luck.

But a true marriage it hay yet to be-

come.

HiALMAR. You have never had eyes

for the claims of the ideal, Relling.

REELING. Rubbish, my boy!—^but

excuse me, Mr. Werle: how many
—^in round numbers—^how many
true marriages have you seen in the

course of your life?

GREGERS. Scarcely a single one.

REELING. Nor I either.

GREGERS. But I have seen innumer-

able marriages of the opposite kind.

And it has been my fate to see at

close quarters what ruin such a

marriage can work in two human
souls.

HIALMAR. A man’s whole moral

basis may give away beneath his

feet; that is the terrible part of it.

REELING. WeU, I can’t say I’ve ever

been exactly married, so I don’t

pretend to speak with authority.

But this I know, that the child en-

ters into the marriage problem. And
you must leave the child in peace.

HIALMAR. Oh—^Hedvig! my poor

Hedvig!

REELING. Yes, you Riust be good
enough to keep Hedvig outside of

all this. You two are grown-up peo-

ple; you are free, in God’s name, to

make what mess and muddle you
please of your life. But you must
deal cautiously with Hedvig, I tell

you; else you may do her a great

injury.

HIALMAR. An injury!

REELING. Yes, or she may do herself

an injury—and perhaps others, too.

GINA. How can you know that,

Relling?

HIALMAR. Her sight is in no imme-
diate danger, is it?

REELING- I am not talking about

her sight. Hedvig is at a critical age.

She may be getting all sorts of mis-

chief into her head.

GINA. That’s true—^I’ve noticed it

already! She’s taken to carrying on
with the fire, out in the kitchen.

She calls it playing at house-on-fire.

I’m often scared for fear she really

sets fire to the house.

REELING. You SCO; I thought as

much.

GREGERS {to RELLING ) . But hoW do
you account for that?

BELLING {sullenly). Her constitu-

tion’s changing, sir.

HIALMAR. So long as the child has

me 1 So long as 1 am above
ground !

(A knock at the door.)
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GINA. Hush, Ekdal; there’s some
one in the passage. {Calls out)
Come in!

(mrs. sorry, in walking dress,
comes in.)

MRS. s5rby. Good evening.

GINA (going towards her). Is it

really you, Bertha?

MRS. SORRY. Yes, of couTse it is. But
Im disturbing you, Im afraid?

HIALMAR. No, not at all; an emis-
sary from that house

MRS. SORRY (to gina). To tell the
truth, I hoped your men-foUc would
be out at this time. I just ran up to

have a little chat with you, and to

say good-bye.

GINA. Good-bye? Are you going
away, then?

MRS. SORRY. Yes, tomorrow morn-
ing—^up to Hoidal. Mr. Werle
started this afternoon. (Lightly to

GREGERS ) He asked me to say good-
bye for him.

GINA. Only fancy !

HIALMAR. So Mr. Werle has gone?
And now you are going after him?

MRS. SORRY. Yes, what do you say

to that, Ekdal?

HIALMAR. I say: beware!

GREGERS. I must explain the situa-

tion. My father and Mrs. Sorby are

going to be married.

HIALMAR. Going to be married!

GINA. Oh, Bertha! So it*s come to

that at last!

6i

REELING (his voice quivering a lit-

tle). This is surely not true?

MRS. SORRY. Yes, my dear ReUing,
it’s true enough.

BELLING. You are going to marry
again?

MRS. SORRY. Yes, it looks like it.

Werle has got a special licence, and
we are going to be married quite
quietly, up at the works.

GREGERS. Then I must wish you all

happiness, like a dutiful stepson.

MRS. SORRY. Thank you very much—^if you mean what you say. I cer-

tainly hope it will lead to happi-
ness, both for Werle and for me.

BELLING. You have every reason to

nope that. Mr. Werle never gets

drunk—so far as I know; and I

don’t suppose he’s in the habit of

thrashing his wives, like the late

lamented horse-doctor.

MRS. SORRY. Come now, let Sbrby
rest in peace. He had his good
points, too.

BELLING. Mr. Werle has better

ones, I have no doubt.

MRS. SORRY. He hasn’t frittered

away all that was good in him, at

any rate. The man who does that

must take the consequences.

BELLING. I shall go out with Mol-
vik this evening.

MRS. SORRY. You mustn’t do that,

Belling. Don’t do it—for my sake.

BELLING. There’s nothing else for

it. (To HIALMAR ) If you’re going

with us, come along.
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GINA. No, thanlc you, Ekdal doesn’t

go in for that sort of dissertation.

HIALMAR (half aloud, in vexation).

Oh, do hold your tongue!

RELLiNG. Good-bye, Mrs.—^Werle.

{Goes out through the passage
door ,

)

GREGERS (to MRS. SORBy). YoU
seem to know Dr. Rolling pretty

intimately.

MRS. SORBY. Yes, we have known
each other for many years. At one
time it seemed as if things might
have gone further between us.

GREGERS. It was suroly lucky for

you that they did not.

MRS. SORBY. You may well say that.

But I have always been wary of

acting on impulse. A woman can’t

afford absolutely to throw herself

away.

GREGERS. Are you not in the least

afraid that I may let my father

know about tliis old friendship?

MRS. SORBY. Why, of course, I have
told him all about it myself.

GREGERS. Indeed?

MRS. SORBY, Your father knows
every single thing that can, with
any truth, be said about me. I have
told him all; it was the first thing
I did when I saw what was in his

mind.

GREGERS. Thai you have been
franker than most people, I think.

MRS. SORBY. I have always beai
hrank. We women find that the
best policy.

HiAEMAR. What do you say to that,

Gina?

GINA. Oh, we re not aU alike, us

women aren’t. Some are made one
way, some another.

MRS. SORBY. Well, for my part,

Gina, I believe it’s wisest to do as

I’ve done. And Werle has no secrets

either, on his side. That’s really the

great bond between us, you see.

Now he can talk to me as openly
as a child. He has never had the

chance to do that before. Fancy a
man like him, full of health and
vigour, passing his whole youth and
the best years of his Hfe in listen-

ing to nothing but penitential ser-

mons! And very often the sermons
had for their text the most imagi-
nary offences—at least so I under-
stand.

GESTA. That’s true enough,

GREGERS. If you ladies are going to

follow up this topic, I had better

withdraw.

MRS. SORBY. You Can stay as far as

that’s concerned. I shan’t say a

word more. But I wanted you to

know that I had done nothing se-

cretly or in an underhand way. I

may seem to have come in for a
great piece of luck; and so I have,
in a sense. But after aU, I don’t
think I am getting any more than
I am giving. I shall stand by him
always, and I can tend and care
for him as no one else can, now
that he is getting helpless.

HIALMAR. Getting helpless?

GREGEEIS (to MRS. SORBy). Hush,
don’t speak of that here.
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MRS. SORBY. There is no disguising

it any longer, however much he
would like to. He is going blind.

mALMAR (starts). Going blind?
Thafs strange. He, too, going blind!

GINA. Lots of people do.

MRS. SORBY. And you can imagine
what that means to a business man.
Well, I shall try as well as I can to

make my eyes take the place of his.

But I mustn’t stay any longer; I

have heaps of things to do.—Oh,
by-the-bye, Ekdal, I was to tell you
that if there is anything Werle can
do for you, you must just apply to

Graberg.

GBEGERS. That offer I am sure Hial-

mar Ekdal will decline with thanks.

MRS. SORBY. Indeed? I don’t think
he used to be so

GINA. No, Bertha, Ekdal doesn’t

need anything from Mr. Werle now.

HiALMAR (slowly, and with empha-
sis), Will you present my compli-

ments to yom* future husband, and
say that I intend very shortly to

call upon Mr. Graberg

GREGERS. What! You don’t really

mean that?

HIALMAR. To call upon Mr. Gra-

berg, I say, and obtain an account
of 3ie sum I owe his principal. I

will pay that debt of honour—^ha,

ha, ha I a debt of honour, let us call

it! In any case, I will pay the whole
with five per cent, interest.

GESfA. But, my dear Ekdal, God
knows we haven’t got the money to

do it.

HIALMAR. Be good enough to tell

your future husband that I am
working assiduously at my inven-
tion. Please tell him that what sus-

tains me in this laborious task is the
wish to free myself from a torturing

burden of debt. That is my reason
for proceeding with the invention.
The entire profits shall be devoted
to releasing me from my pecuniary
obligations to your future husband.

MRS. SORBY. Something has hep^
pened here.

HIALMAR. Yes, you are right.

MRS. SORBY. Well, good-bye. I had
something else to speak to you
about, Gina; but it must keep till

another time. Good-bye.
(HIALMAR and GREGERS bow Si-

lently, GINA follows MRS. SORBY tO
the door.)

HIALMAR. Not beyond the thresh-

old, Gma!
(mrs. SORBY goes; gina shuts the

door after her.)

HIALMAR. There now, Gregers; 1

have got that burden of debt off my
mind.

GREGERS. You soon will, at all

events.

HIALMAR. I think my attitude naay

be called correct.

GREGERS. You are the man I have
always taken you for.

HIALMAR. In certain cases, it is im
possible to disregard the claim of

the ideal. Yet, as the breadwinner

of a family, I caimot but writhe

and groan under it. I can tell you it

is no joke for a man without capi-
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tal to attempt the repayment of

a long-standing obligation, over

which, so to speak, the dust of

oblivion had gathered. But it can-

not be helped: the Man in me de-

mands his rights.

GREGERS {laying his hand on hial-

mar"s shoulder)

.

My dear Hialmar
—^was it not a good thing I came?

HIALMAR. Yes.

GRECERS. Are you not glad to have

had your true position made clear

to you?

HIALMAR (somewhat impatiently).

Yes, of course I am. But there is one

thing that is revolting to my sense

of justice.

GREGERS. And what is that?

HIALMAR. It is that—but I don^t

know whether I ought to express

myself so unreservedly about your

father.

GREGERS. Say what you please, so

far as I am concerned.

HIALMAR. Well, then, is it not ex-

asperating to think that it is not I,

but he, who will realise the true

marriage?

GREGERS. How can you say such a

thing?

HIALMAR. Because it is clearly the

case. Isn’t the marriage between

your father and Mrs. Sorby founded

upon complete confidence, upon
entire and unreserved candour on
both sides? They hide nothing from
each other, they keep no secrets in

the background; their relation is

based, if I may put it so, on mutual
confession and absolution.

GREGERS. Well, what then?

HIALMAR. Well, is not that the

whole thing? Did you not yourself

say that this was precisely the dif-

ficulty that had to be overcome fia

order to found a true marriage?

GREGERS. But this is a totally diffen

ent matter, Hialmar. You surely

don’t compare either yourself oi

your wife with those two ? Oh,

you understand me well enough.

HIALMAR. Say what you like, there

is something in all this that hurts

and offends my sense of justice. It

really looks as if there were no just

providence to rule the world.

GINA. Oh, no, Ekdal; for God’s sake

don’t say such things.

GREGERS. H’m; don’t let us get

upon those questions.

HIALMAR. And yet, after all, I can-

not but recognise the guiding finger

of fate. He is going blind.

GINA. Oh, you can’t be sure of that.

HIALMAR. There is no doubt about

it. At all events there ought not to

be; for in that very fact lies the

righteous retribution. He has hood-
winked a confiding fellow creature

in days gone by

GREGERS. I fear he has hoodwinked
many.

HIALMAR. And now comes inexora-

ble, mysterious Fate, and demands
Werle’s own eyes.

GINA. Oh, how dare you say suck

dreadful things! You make me quite

scared.
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HiALMAR. It is profitable, now and
then, to plunge deep into the night
side of existence.

(hedvig, in her hat and cloak,

comes in by the passage door. She
is pleasurably excited and out of
breath.

)

GINA. Are you back already?

HEDVIG. Yes, I didn't care to go any
farther. It was a good thing, too;

for IVe just met some one at the
door.

hialmar. It must have been that

Mrs. Sorby.

HEDVIG. Yes.

HIALMAR {walks up and down). I

hope you have seen her for the

last time.

{Silence, hedvtg, discouraged,

looks first at one and then at the

other, trying to divine their frame

of mind.)

HEDVIG ( approaching, coaxingly )

.

Father.

HIALMAR. Well—^what is it, Hed-
vig?

HEDVIG. Mrs. Sorby had something
with her for me.

HIALMAR (stops)

.

For you?

HEDVIG. Yes.. Something for to-

morrow.

GINA. Bertha has always given you
some little thing on your birthday.

HIALMAR. What is it?

HEDVIG. Oh, you mustn’t see it now.
Mother is to give it to me to-

morrow morning before I’m up.
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HIALMAR. What is all diis hocus-
pocus that I am to be in the dark
about!

HEDVIG (quickly). Oh, no, you may
see it if you like. It’s a big letter.

{Takes the letter out of her cloak
pocket.

)

HIALMAR. A letter, too?

HEDVIG. Yes, it is only a letter. The
rest will come afterwards, I sup-
pose. But fancy—a letter! I’ve never
had a letter before. And there’s

‘"Miss” written upon it. {Reads)
“Miss Hedvig Ekdal.” Only fancy—^that’s me!

HIALMAR. Let me see that letter.

HEDVIG {hands it to him). There it

is.

HIALMAR. That is Mr. Werle’s hand.

GINA. Ai*e you sure of that, Ekdal?

HIALMAR. Look for yourself.

GINA. Oh, what do I know about
such-like things?

HIALMAR. Hedvig, may 1 open the

letter—and read it?

HEDVIG. Yes, of course you may,
if you want to.

GINA. No, not tonight, Ekdal; it’s

to be kept till tomorrow.

HEDVIG {softly). Oh, can’t you let

him read it! It’s sure to be some-

thing good; and then father will b^

glad, and everything will be nice

again.

HIALMAR. I may open it then?
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HEDViG. Yes, do, father. Im so

anxious to know what it is.

HtALMAR. Well and good. (Opens
the letter, takes out a paper, reads

it through, and appears bewil-

dered) What is this !

GINA. What does it say?

HEDVIG. Oh, yes, father—tell us!

hcalmah. Be quiet. {Reads it

through again; he has turned pale,

hut says with self-control:) It is a

deed of gift, Hedvig.

HEDVIG. Is it? What sort of gift am
I to have?

HiADMAR. Read for yourself.

(hfdvig goes over and reads for a

time by the lamp,

)

HiALMAR (half aloud, clenching

his hands). The eyesl The eyes

—

and then that letter!

HEDVIG (leaves off reading). Yes,

but it seems to me that it's grand-

father that’s to have it.

HIALMAR (takes letter from her),

Gina—can you understand this?

GINA. I know nothing whatever

about it; tell me what's the matter.

HIALMAR. Mr. Werle v^nrites to Hed-
vig that her old grandfather need
not trouble himself any longer with
the copying, but that he can hence-
forth draw on the office for a hun-
dred crowns a month

GREGERS. Aha!

HEDVIG. A hundred crowns, mother!

I read that.

GINA. What a good thing for grand-

father!

bxalmar. a hundred crowns a

month so long as he needs it

—

that means, of course, so long as he
lives.

GINA. Well, so he’s provided for,

poor dear.

HIALMAR. But there is more to

come. You didn’t read that, Hedvig.
Afterwards this gift is to pass on to

you.

HEDVIG. To me! The whole of it?

HIALMAR. He says that the same
amount is assured to you for the

whole of your life. Do you hear
that, Gina?

GINA. Yes, I hear.

HEDVIG. Fancy—all that money for

me! (Shakes him) Father, father,

aren’t you glad ?

HIALMAR (eluding her). Glad!

(Walks about) Oh what vistas

—

what perspectives open up before

me! It is Hedvig, Hedvig that he
showers these benefactions upon!

GINA. Yes, because it’s Hedvig’s
birthday

HEDVIG. And you’ll get it all the

same, father! You know quite well

I shall give all the money to you
and modier.

HIALMAR. To mother, yes! There
we have it.

GREGERS. Hialmar, this is a trap he
is setting for you.
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HtALMAR. Do you thiok it s another
trap?

GREGERS. When he was here this

morning he said: Hialmar Ekdal is

not the man you imagine him to

be.

HIALMAR. Not the man !

GREGERS. That you shall see, he
said.

HIALMAR. He meant you should see

that I would let myself be bought
off !

HEDViG. Oh mother, what does all

this mean?

GINA. Go and take off your things.

(HEDVIG goes out by the kitchen

door, half crying.)

GREGERS. Yes, Hialmar—^now is the

time to show who was right, he or

I.

HIALMAR {slowly tears the 'paper

across, lays both pieces on the

table, and says)

:

Here is my an-

swer.

GREGERS. Just what I expecAed.

HIALMAR (goes OVCr to GINA, who
stands by the stove, and says m a
low voice): Now please make a
clean breast of it. If the connection

between you and him was quite

over when you—came to care for

me, as you call it—^why did he
place us in a position to marry?

GINA. I suppose he thought as he
could come and go in our house.

HIALMAR. Only that? Was not he
'^.fraid of a possible cohtiigency?

GINA. I don't know what you mean.

HIALMAR. I want to know whether—^your child has the right to live

under my roof.

GINA (draws herself up; her eyes

flash). You ask that!

HIALMAR. You shall answer me this

one question: Does Hedvig belong
to me—or ? Well!

GINA ( looking at him with cold de-

fiance). I don't know.

HIALMAR (quivering a little). You
don't know!

GINA. How should I know. A crea-

ture like me

HIALMAR (quietly turning away
from her). Then I have nothing

more to do in this house.

GREGERS. Take care, Hialmar!

Thick what you are doing!

HIALMAR (puts on his overcoat).^

In this case, there is nothing for a
man like me to think twice about.

GREGERS. Yes, indeed, there are

endless tibings to be considered.

You three must be together if you
are to attain thq true frame of mind
for self-sacrifice and forgiveness.

HIALMAR. I don't want to attain it.

Never, never! My hat! (Takes hit

hat) My home has fallen in ruins

about me. (Bursts into tears) Gre-

gers, I have no child!

HEDVIG (who has opened the

kitchen door). What is that you're

saying? (Coming to him) Father,

father!
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GINA. There, you seel

mALMAR. Don’t come near me,
Hedvig! Keep far away. I cannot
bear to see you. Oh! those eyes

! Good-bye.

(Makes for the door.)

HEDVIG (clinging close to him and
screaming loudly). No! no! Don’t
leave me!

GINA (cries out). Look at the child,

Ekdal! Look at the child!

HiALMAR. I will not! I cannot! I

must get out—away from all this!

(He tears himself away from hed-
vig, and goes out by the passage

door.)

HEDVIG (with despairing eyes). He
is going away from us, mother! He
is going away from us! He will

never come back again!

GINA. Don’t cry, Hedvig. Father’s

sure to come back again.

HEDVIG (throws herself sobbing on
the sofa)

,

No, no, he’ll never come
home to us any more.

GREGERS. Do you believe I meant
all for the best, Mrs. Ekdal?

GINA. Yes, I daresay you did; but
God forgive you, all the same.

HEDVIG (lying on the sofa). Oh,
this will kill me! What have I done
to him? Mother, you must fetch him
home again!

GINA. Yes, yes, yes; only be quiet,

and I’ll go out and look for him.
(futs on her outdoor things) Per-
haps he’s gone in to Relling’s. But
you mustn’t lie there and cry. Prom-
ise me!

IBSEN

HEDVIG (weeping convulsively).

Yes, I’ll stop. I’ll stop; if only father

comes back!

GREGERS (to GINA, who is going)

.

After ah, had you not better leave

him to fight out his bitter fight to

the end?

GENA. Oh, he can do that after-

wards. First of all, we must get the

child quieted. (Goes out by the

passage door.)

HEDVIG (sits up and dries her
tears)

.

Now you must tell me what
all this means. Why doesn’t father

want me any more?

GREGERS. You mustn’t ask that till

you are a big girl—quite grown-up.

HEDVIG (sobs). But I can’t go on
being as miserable as this till I’m
grown-up.—I think I know what
it is.—Perhaps I’m not ^ally
father’s child.

GREGERS (uneasily). How could
that be?

HEDVIG. Mother might have found
me. And perhaps father has just

got to know it; I’ve read of such
things.

GREGERS. Well, but if it were so

HEDVIG. I think he might be just as

fond of me for all that. Yes, fonder
almost. We got the wild duck in a
present, you know, and I love it so

dearly all the same.

GREGERS (turning the conversa-
tion). Ah, the wild duck, by-the-
bye! Let us talk about the wild
duck a little, Hedvig.
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HEDViG. The poor wild duck! He
doesn’t want to see it any more,
either. Only think, he wanted to

wring its neck!

GREGERS. Oh, he won’t do that.

HEDVIG. No; but he said he would
like to. And I think it was horrid of

father to say it; for I pray for the

wild duck every night, and ask that

it may be preserved from death and
all that is evil.

GREGERS {looking at her). Do you
say your prayers every night?

HEDVIG. Yes.

GREGERS. Who taught you to do
that?

HEDVIG. I myself; one time when
father was very ill, and had leeches

on his neck, and said that death

was staring him in the face.

GREGERS. Well?

HEDVIG. Then I prayed for him as

I lay in bed; and since then I have

always kept it up.

GREGERS. And now you pray for the

wild duck too?

HEDVIG. I thought it was best to

bring in the wild duck; for she was
so weakly at first.

GREGERS. Do you pray in the morn-

ing, too?

HEDVIG. No, of course not.

GREGERS. Why not in the morning

as well?

HEDVIG. In the morning it’s hght,

you know, and there’s nothing in

particular to be afraid of.
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GREGERS. And your father was going

to wring the neck of the wiM duck
that you love so dearly?

HEDVIG. No; he said he Ought to

wring its neck, but he would spare

it for my sake; and that was kind of

father.

GREGERS (coming a little nearer).

But suppose you were to sacrifice

the v/ild duck of your own free wiU
for his sake.

HEDVIG (rising). The wild duck!

GREGERS. Suppose you were to

make a free-will offering, for his

sake, of the dearest treasure you
have in the world!

HEDVIG. Do you think that would
do any good?

GREGERS. Try it, Hedvig.

HEDVIG (softly, with flashing eyes).

Yes, I will try it.

GREGERS. Have you really the cour-

age for it, do you think?

HEDVIG. ril ask grandfather to shoot

the wild duck for me.

GREGERS. Yes, do. But not a word
to your mother about it.

HEDVIG. Why not?

GREGERS. She doesn’t understand

us.

HEDVIG. The wild duck! I’ll try it

tomorrow morning.

(gina comes in hy the passage

door.)
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HEDviG (going towards her). Did
you find him, mother?

GINA. No, but I heard as he had
called and taken Helling with him.

GREGERS. Are you sure of that?

GINA. Yes, the porter s wife said so.

Molvik went with them too, she

said.

GREGERS. This evening, when his

mind so sorely needs to wrestle in

solitude !

GINA (takes off her things). Yes,

men are strange creatures, so they

are. The Lord only knows where
Helling has dragged him to! I ran

over to Madam Eriksen’s, but they

weren’t there.

HEDVIG (struggling to keep back
her tears). Oh, if he should never

come home any more!

GREGERS. He will come home again.

I shall have news to give him to-

morrow; and then you shall see

how he comes home. You may rely

upon that, Hedvig, and sleep in

peace. Good night. (He goes out

by the passage door.)

HEDVIG (throws herself sobbing on
GINAS neck). Mother, mother!

GINA (pats her shoulder and sighs )

.

Ah, yes; Helling was right, he was.

That’s what comes of it when crazy

creatures go about presenting the

claims of the—^what-you-may-call-

it.

ACT FIVE

HiALMAR ekdal’s studio. Cold, grey morning light. Wet snow lies upon
the large panes of the sloping roof-window.

GINA comes from the kitchen with an apron arid bib on, and carrying a
dusting-brush and a duster; she goes towards the sitting-room door. At
the same moment hedvig comes hurriedly in from the passage.

GINA (stops)

,

Well?

HEDVIG. Oh, mother, I almost think

he s down at Helling s

GINA. There, you see!

HEDVIG. ^because the porters

\vife says she could hear that Hel-

ling had two people with him when
he came home last night.

HEDVIG. But its no use his being
there, if he won’t come up to us.

GINA. I’ll go down and speak to him
at all events.

(old ekdal, in dressing-gown and
slippers, and with a lighted pipe,

appears at the door of his room.)

EKDAL. Hialmar Isn’t Hialmar
at home?

GINA. That’s just what I thought. GINA. No, he’s gone out.
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EKDAL. So early? And in such a
tearing snowstorm? Well well; just

as he pleases; I can take my morn-
ing walk alone. (He slides the

garret door aside; hedvig helps

him; he goes in; she closes it after

him.)

HEDViG (in an undertone). Only
think, mother, when poor grand-
father hears that father is going to

leave us.

GINA. Oh, nonsense; grandfather
mustn’t hear anything about it. It

was a heaven’s mercy he wasn’t at

home yesterday in all that hurly-

burly.

HEDVIG. Yes, but

(gkegebs comes in by the passage
door.)

GREGERS. Well, have you any news
of him?

GINA. They say he’s down at Rel-

ling’s.

GREGERS, At Relling’sl Has he really

been out with those creatures?

GINA. Yes, like enough.

GREGERS. When he ought to have
been yearning for solitude, to col-

lect and clear his thoughts

GtNA. Yes, you may well say so.

(reeling enters from the passage.

)

HEDVIG (going to him)

.

Is father in

your I'oom? .

GINA (at the same time). Is he
there?

REELING. Yes, to be sure he is
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HEDVIG, And you never let us
know!

REELING. Yes; I’m a brute. But in

the first place I had to look after

the other brute; I mean our dae-

monic friend, of course; and then
I fell so dead asleep that

GINA. What does Ekdal say today?

RELLH7G. He says nothing what-
ever.

HEDwiG. Doesn’t he speak?

REELING. Not a blessed word.

GREGERS. No, no; I can understand
that very well.

GINA. But what’s he doing, then?

REELING. He’s lying on the sofa,

snoring.

GINA. Oh is he? Yes, Ekdal’s a rare

one to snore.

HEDVIG. Asleep? Can he sleep?

REELING. Well, it certainly looks

like it.

GREGERS. No wonder, after the

spiritual conflict that has rent him

GINA. And then he’s never been
used to gadding about out of doors

at night.

HEDVIG. Perhaps it’s a good thing

that he’s getting sleep, mother.

GINA. Of course it is; and we must
take care we don’t wake him up
too early. Thank you, Relling. I

must get the house cleaned up a
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bit now, and then Come and
help me, Hedvig. (gina and hedvig

go into the sitting room .

)

GREGEKS {turning to belling).

What is your explanation of the

spiritual tumult that is now going

on in Hialmar Ekdal?

BELLING. Devil a bit of a spiritual

tumult have I noticed in him.

GBEGERS. What! Not at such a crisis,

when his whole life has been
placed on a new foundation

How can you think that such an
individuality as Hialmar s ?

BELLING. Oh, individuality—^hel If

he ever had any tendency to the

abnormal developments you call in-

dividuality, I can assure you it was
rooted out of him while he was
still in his teens.

GBEGERS. That would be strange in-

deed—considering the loving care

with which he was brought up.

BELLING. By those two high-flown,

hysterical maiden aunts, you mean?

GREGERS. Let me tell you that they

were women who never forgot the

claim of the ideal—^but of course

you will only jeer at me again.

BELLING. No, Tm in no humour for

that. I know all about those ladies;

for he has ladled out no end of

rhetoric on the subject of his "two

soul-mothers.” But I donT think

he has much to thank them for.

Ekdal’s misfortune is that in his

own circle he has always been
looked upon as a shining light

GBEGERS. Not without reasoD,

surely. Look at the depth of his

mind!

BELLING. Z have never discovered

it. That his father believed in it I

don’t so much wonder; the old lieu-

tenant has been an ass all his days.

GBEGERS. He has had a child-like

mind all his days; that is what you
cannot xmderstand.

BELLING. Well, so be it. But then,

when our dear, sweet Hialmar went
to college, he at once passed for the

great light of the future amongst
his comrades too. He was hand-
some, the rascal—^red and white

—

a shop-girl’s dream of manly
beauty; and with his superficially

emotional temperament, and his

sympathetic voice, and his talent

for declaiming other people s verses

and other people’s thoughts

GBEGERS (indignantly). Is it Hial-

mar Ekdal you are talking about

in this strain?

BELLING. Yes, with your permission;

I am simply giving you an inside

view of the idol you are grovelling

before.

GREGERS. I should hardly have
thought I was quite stone blind.

BELLING. Yes, you are—or not far

from it. You are a sick man, too,

you see.

GREGERS. You are right there.

BELLING. Yes. Yours is a comph-
cated case. First of all there is that

plaguey integrity-fever; and then

—

what’s worse—^you are always in a

delirium of hero-worship; you must
always have something to adore,

outside yourself.

GREGERS. Yes, I must certainly seek

it outside myself.
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BELLING. But you make such shock-
ing mistakes about every new phoe-
nix you think you have discovered.
Here again you have come to a
cotter's cabin with your claim of
the ideal; and the people of the
house are insolvent.

GREGERS. If you don't think better
than that of Hialmar Ekdal, what
pleasure can you find in being ever-
lastingly with him?

REELING. Well, you see. I'm sup-
posed to be a sort of a doctor

—

save the mark! I can't but give a
hand to the poor sick folk who live

under the same roof with me.

GREGERS. Oh, indeed! Hialmar
Ekdal is sick too, is he!

BELLING. Most people are, worse
luck.

GREGERS. And what remedy are you
applying in Hialmar’s case?

BELLING. My usual one. I am culti-

vating the life-illusion * in him.

GREGERS. Life—^illusion? I didn't

catch what you said.

BELLING. Yes, I said illusion. For
illusion, you know, is the stimulat-

ing principle.

GREGERS. May I ask with what il-

lusion Hialmar is inpculated?

BELLING. No, thank you; I don’t be-
tray professional secrets to quack-
salvers. You would probably go
and muddle his case si£l more than
you have already. But my method is

infallible. I have applied it to Mol-

* "Livslognen," literal^ “the life-
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vik as well. I have made him “dae-

monic." That's the blister I have to

put on his neck.

GREGERS, Is he not really daemonic
then?

BELLING. What the devil do you
mean by daemonic! It's only a piece
of gibberish I've invented to keep
up a spark of life in him. But for

that, the poor harmless creature

would have succumbed to self-con-

tempt and despair many a long
year ago. And then the old liem
tenant! But he has hit upon his own
cure, you see.

GREGERS. Lieutenant Ekdal? WTiat
of him?

BELLING. Just think of the old bear-

hunter shutting himself up in that

dark garret to shoot rabbits! I tell

you there is not a happier sportsman
in the world than that old man pot-

tering about in there among all

that rubbish. The four or five with-
ered Christmas trees he has saved
up are the same to him as the whole
great fi'esh Hoidal forest; the cock
and the hens are big game-birds in

the fir-tops; and the rabbits that

flop about the garret floor are the
bears he has to battle with—the
mighty hunter of the mountains!

GBEGEBS. Poor unfortunate old

man! Yes, he has indeed had to

narrow the ideals of his youth,

BELLING. While I think of it, Mr.
Werle, junior—don't use that for-

eign word: ideals. We have the ex-

cellent native word: lies.

GBEGEBS. Do you think the ,two

things are related?
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BELLING. Yes, just about as closely

as typbus and putrid fever.

GREGERS. Dr. Relling, I shall not
give up the struggle until I have res-

cued Hialmar from your clutches!

BELLING. So much the worse for

liim. Rob the average man of his

life-illusion, and you rob him of his

happiness at the same stroke. (To
HEDViG, who comes in from the

sitting room) Well, httle wild-duck-

mother, I’m just going down to see

whether papa is still lying medi-
tating upon that wonderful inven-

tion of his. (Goes out hy passage

door.

)

GREGERS (approaches hedvig). I

can see by your face that you have
not yet done it.

HEDVIG. What? Oh, that about the

wild duck! No.

GREGERS. I suppose youT couragc
failed when the time came.

HEDVIG. No, that wasn’t it. But
when I awoke this morning and
remembered what we had been
talking about, it seemed so strange.

GREGERS. Strange?

HEDVIG. Yes, I don’t know Yes-
terday evening, at the moment, I

thbu^t there was something so de-

lightful about it; but since I have
slept a[nd thought of it again, it

somehow doesn’t seem worth while.

GBEGEBS. Ah, I thou^it jou couId
not have growU up quite unharmed
in this house.

HEDVIG. I don’t care about that, if

only father would come up

GREGERS. Oh, if only your eyes had
been opened to that which gives

life its value—if you possessed the
true, joyous, fearless spirit of sac-

rifice, you would soon see how he
would come up to you.—But I be-
lieve in you stiU, Hedvig. (He goes
out by the passage door, hedvig
wanders about the room for a time;

she is on the point of going into

the kitchen when a knock is heard
at the garret door, hedvig goes over
and opens it a little; old ekdal
comes out; she pushes the door to

•again .

)

EKDAL. H’m, it’s not much fun to

take one’s morning walk alone.

HEDVIG. Wouldn’t you like to go
shooting, grandfather?

EKDAL. It’s not the weather for it

today. It’s so dark there, you can
scarcely see where you’re going.

HEDVIG. Do you never want to shoot
anything besides the rabbits?

EKDAL. Do you think the rabbits

aren’t good enough?

HEDVIG. Yes, but what about the
wild duck?

EKDAL. Ho-hol are you afraid 1

shall shoot your wild duck? Never
in the world. Never.

hedvig. No, I suppose you couldn’t;

they say it’s very difficult to shoot
wild ducks.

EtoAL. Oouldti’tl Should rather
think I could.

HEDVIG. How would you set about
it, grandfather?—I don’t mean with
my wild duck, but with others?
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EKDAL. I should take care to shoot

them in the breast, you know; that’s

the surest place. And then you
must shoot against the feathers, you
see—^not the way of the feathers.

HEDwiG. Do they die then, grand-
father?

EKDAL. Yes, they die right enough—^when you shoot properly. Well,

I must go and brush up a bit.

Hm—^understand—^h’m. (Goes into

his room.)

(hedvig waits a little
y
glances to-

wards the sitting-room door, goes

over to the bookcase, stands on tip-

toe, takes the double-barrelled pis-

tol down from the shelf, and looks

at it. GINA, with brush and duster,

comes from the sitting room, hed-
vig hastily lays down the pistol, un-
observed. )

GINA. Don’t stand raking amongst
father’s things, Hedvig.

HEDVIG (goes away from the book-

case). I was only going to tidy up
a litde.

GINA. You’d better go into the

kitchen, and see if the coffee’s

keeping hot; I’ll take his breakfast

on a tray, when I go down to him.

(hedvig goes out. gina begins to

sweep and clean up the studio.

Presently the passage door is

opened with hesitation, and hial-

MAR EKDAL looks in. He has on his

overcoat, but not his hat; he is un-

washed, and his hair is dishevelled

and unkempt. His eyes are dull and
heavy.

)

GINA (standing with the brush in

her hand, and looking at him)

.

Oh^
there no'v^, Ekd^l^o youVe come
after all?
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HiALMAR (comes in and answers in

a toneless voice). I come—only to

depart again immediately.

GINA. Yes, yes, I suppose so. But,

Lord help us! what a sight you
are!

HIALMAR. A sight?

GINA. And your nice winter coat

too! WeU, that’s done for.

hedvig (at the kitchen door).

Mother, hadn’t I better ^? (Sees
IHALMAB, gives a loud scream of
joy, and runs to him) Oh, father,

father!

HIALMAR {turns away and makes
a gesture of repulHon). Away,
away, away! (To gina) Keep her
away from me, I say!

GINA (in a low tone). Go into the
sitting room, Hedvig.

(hedvig does so without a word.)

HIALMAR (fussily pulls out the

table-drawer) . I must have my
books with me. Where are my
books?

GINA. Which books?

HIALMAR. My scientific books, ot

course; the technical magazines I

require for my invention.

GINA (searches in the bookcase).

Is it these here paper-covered ones?

HIALMAR. Yes, of COUTSe.

GINA (lays a heap of magazines on

the table). Shan’t I get Hedvig to

cut them for you? '
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HiALMAB. I don’t require to have

them cut for me.

(Short silence.)

GINA. Then you’re still set on leav-

ing us, Ekdal?

mALMAB (rummaging amongst the

books). Yes, that is a matter of

course, I should think.

GINA. Well, well.

HIALMAB (vehemently). How can

I live here, to be stabbed to the

heart every hour of the day?

GINA. God forgive you for thinking

such vile things of me.

HIAXMAB. Prove !

GINA. I think it’s you as has got to

prove.

HIALMAB. After a past like yours?

There are certain claims—I may
almost call them claims of the

ideal

GINA. But what about grandfather?

What’s to become of him, poor

dear?

HIALMAB. I know my duty; my help-

less father will come with me, I am
going out into the town to make
arrangements H’m

—

(hesitat-

ingly)—has any one found my hat

on the stairs?

GINA. No. Have you lost your hat?

HIALMAB. Of course I had it on
when I came in last night; tliere’s

no doubt about that; but I couldn’t

find it this morning.

GINA. Lord help us! where have

you been to with those two ne’er-

do-weels?

HIALMAB. Oh, don’t bother me
about trifles. Do yoTi suppose I am
in the mood to remember details?

GINA. If only you haven’t caught

cold, Ekdal (Goes out into the

kitchen.

)

HIALMAB (talks to himself in a lov)

tone of irritation^ while he empties

the table-drawer). You’re a scoun-

drel, ReUing!—You’re a low fellow!

—Ah, you shameless tempter!—

I

wish I could get some one to stick

a knife into you! (He lays some old

letters on one side, finds the torn

document of yesterday, takes it up
and looks at the pieces; puts it down
hurriedly as gina enters.

)

GINA (sets a tray with coffee, etc.,

on the table). Here’s a drop of

something hot, if you’d fancy it.

And there’s some bread and butter

and a snack of salt meat,

hialmar (glancing at the tray).

Salt meat? Never under this roof!

It’s true I have not had a mouthful
of solid food for nearly twenty-four

hours; but no matter.—My memo-
randa! The commencement of my
autobiography! What has become
of my diary, and all my important

papers? (Opens the sitting-room

door but draws back) She is there

too!

GINA. Good Lord! the child must
be somewhei'e!

HIALMAB. Come out. (He makes
room, HEDViG comes, scared, into

the studio.)
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HiALMAR (with his hand upon the
door-handle, says to gina) . In these,

the last moments I spend in my
former home, I wish to be spared
from interlopers (Goes into

the room.)

hedvig (with a hound towards her
mother, asks softly, trembling).

Does that mean me?

GINA. Stay out in the kitchen, Hed-
vig; or, no—^you’d best go into your
own room. (Speaks to hialmaii as
she goes in to him.) Wait a bit,

Ekdal; don’t rummage so in the
drawers; I know where everything

is.

HEDVIG (stands a moment immov-
able, in terror and perplexity, biting

her lips to keep back the tears; then
she clenches her hands convul-

sively, and says softly). The wild
duck. (She steals over and takes

the pistol from the shelf, opens the

garret door a little way, creeps in,

and draws the door to after her.)

(HIALMAR and GINA cau be heard
disputing in the sitting room.)

HIALMAR (comes in with some
manuscript books and old loose

papers, which he lays upon the

table). That portmanteau is of no
use! There are a thousand and one
things I must drag with me.

GINA (following with the portman-

teau). Why not leave all the rest

for the present, and only take a

shirt and a pair of woollen drawers

with you?

jEHALMAR. Whew!—all these ex-

hausting preparations 1 (Fulls

off his overcoat and throws it upon
the sofa.)
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GINA. And there’s the coffee getting

cold.

HIALMAR. H’m. (Drinks a mouth-
ful without thinking of it, and then
another.

)

GINA (dusting the backs of the
chairs). A nice job you’ll have to

find such another big garret for the
rabbits.

HIALMAR. What! Am I to drag all

those rabbits with me too?

GINA. You don’t suppose grand-
father can get on without his rab-
bits.

HIALMAR. He must just get used to
doing without them. Have not I to
sacrifice very much greater things

than rabbits!

GINA (dusting the bookcase). Shall

I put the flute in the portmanteau
for you?

HIALMAR. No. No flute for me. But
give me the pistol!

GINA. Do you want to take the pigs-

tol with you?

HIALMAR. Yes. My loaded pistol.

GINA (searching for it). It’s gone.

He must have taken it in with him,

HIALMAR. Is he in the garret?

GINA. Yes, of course he’s in the

garret.

HIALMAR. H’m—^poor lonely old

man. (He takes a piece of bread

and butter, eats it, and finishes his

cup of coffee.)
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GINA. If we hadn^t have let that

room, you could have moved in

there.

HLALMAR. And continued to live

under the same roof with !

Never—^never!

GINA. But couldn’t you put up with
the sitting room for a day or two?
You could have it all to yourself.

HiALMAR. Never within these walls!

GINA. Well then, down with Relling

and Molvik.

HIALMAR, Don’t mention those

wretches’ names to me! The very

thought of them almost takes away
my appetite.—Oh no, I must go out

into die storm and the snow-drift

—

go from house to house and seek

shelter for my father and myself.

GINA. But you’ve got no hat, Ekdal!

You’ve been and lost your hat, you
know.

HXALMAR. Oh those two brutes,

those slaves of all the vices! A hat

must be procured, (Takes another

piece of bread and butter) Some
arrangements must be made. For
I have no mind to throw away my
life, either. (Looks for something
on the tray.)

GINA. What are you looking for?

HIALMAR. Butter.

5INA. I’ll get some at once. (Goes
out into the kitchen.)

HIALMAR (calls after her). Oh it

doesn’t matter; dry bread is good
enough for me.

GINA (brings a dish of butter).

Look here; this is fresh churned.

(She pours out another cup of cof-

fee for him; he seats himself on the

sofa, spreads more butter on the

already buttered bread, and eats

and drinks awhile in silence.)

HIALMAR. Could I, without being
subject to intrusion—intrusion of

any sort—could I live in the sitting-

room there for a day or two?

GINA. Yes, to be sure you could, if

you only would.

HIALMAR. For I see no possibility

of getting all father’s things out in

such a hurry.

GINA. And, besides, you’ve surely

got to tell him first as you don’t

mean to five with us others no
more.

HIALMAR (pushes away his coffee

cup). Yes, there is that too; I shall

have to lay bare the whole tangled
story to him I must turn mat-
ters over* I must have breathing-

time; I cannot take all these bur-
dens on my shoulders in a single

day,

GINA. No, especially in such hor-

rible weather as it is outside.

HIALMAR (touching werle’s letter).

I see that paper is stiU lying about
here.

GINA. Yes, I haven’t touched it.

HIALMAR. So far as I am concerned
it is mere waste paper

GINA. Well, I have certainly no no-
tion of making any use of it.
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HiALMAR. “—but we had better
not let it get lost all the same—^in

all the upset when I move, it might
easily

GINA. Ill take good care of it

Ekdal.

HiALMAR. The donation is in the
first instance made to father, and
it rests with him to accept or de-
cline it.

GINA (sighs). Yes, poor old father

HiALMAR. To make quite safe

Where shall I find some gum?

GINA (goes to the bookcase).
Here's the gum-pot.

HiALMAR. And a brush?

GINA. The brush is here too. (Brings

him the things
.

)

HIALMAR (takes a pair of scissors).

Just a stiip of paper at the back
(Clips and gums) Far be it

from me to lay hands upon what
is not my own—and least of all

upon what belongs to a destitute

old man—and to—the other as

well.—There now. Let it lie there

for a time; and when it is dry, take

it away. I wish never to see that

document again. Never I

(gregers werle enters from the

passage.

)

gregers (somewhat surprised).

What—are you sitting here, Hial-

mar? ’

HIALMAR (rises hurriedly). I had
sunk down from fatigue.

gregers. You have been having

breakfast, I sefe.

HIALMAR. The body sometimes
makes its claims felt too.

gregers. What have you decided ta

do?

HIALMAR. For a man like me, there
is only one course possible. I am
just putting my most important
things together. But it takes time^,

you know.

GINA (with a touch of impatience).
Am I to get the room ready for
you, or am I to pack your port-
manteau?

HiAiMAR (after a glance of annoy

•

ance at gregers). Pack—and get
the room ready!

GINA (takes the portmanteau). Very
well; then 111 put in the shirt and
the other things. (Goes into the
sitting room and draws the door to

after her.)

GREGERS {after a short silence). I

never dreamed that this would be
the end of it. Do you really feel it

a necessity to leave house and
home?

HIALMAR {wanders about restlessly).

What would you have me do?—

I

am not fitted to bear unhappiness,
Gregers. I must feel secure and at

peace in my surroundings.

GREGERS. But can you not feel that

here? Just try it. I should have
thought you had firm ground to

build upon now—if only you start

afresh. And, remember, you have
your invention to live for.

HIALMAR. Oh don't talk about my
mvention. It's p^haps stfll in the

dim distance.
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GKEGERS. Indeed!

/HALMAR. Why, great heavens,

what would you have me invent?

Other people have invented almost

everything ali'eady. It becomes

more and more difficult every day

GREGERS. And you have devoted so

much labour to it.

mALMAR. It was that blackguard

ReUing that urged me to it

GREGERS. ReUing?

HIAIJS4AR. Yes, it was he that first

made me realise my aptitude for

making some notable discovery in

photography,

GREGERS. Aha—^it was ReUing!

tHALJMAR. Oh, I have been so truly

happy over it! Not so much for the

sake of the invention itself, as be-

cause Hedvig believed in it—be-

lieved in it with a child’s whole
eagerness of faith.—^At least, I have

been fool enough to go and imag-

ine that she believed in it.

GREGERS. Can you reaUy think Hed-
vig has been false towards you?

HiAEMAR. I can think anything now.
It is Hedvig that stands in my way.

She will blot out the simUght from

my whole life.

GREGERS. Hedvig! Is it Hedvig you
are talking of? How should she blot

out your sunlight?

HCALMAR (without answering).

How unutterably I have loved that

child! How unutterably happy I

have felt every time I came home

IBSEN

to my humble room, and she flew

to meet me, with her sweet little

blinking eyes. Oh, confiding fool

that I have been! I loved her un-

utterably—and I yielded myself up
to the dream, the delusion, that she

loved me unutterably in return.

GREGERS. Do you caU that a de-

lusion?

HIALMAR. How should I loiOW? I

can get nothing out of Gma; and
besides, she is totaUy blmd to the

ideal side of these complications.

But to you I feel impelled to open

my mind, Gregers. I cannot shake

off this frigh&il doubt—perhaps

Hedvig has never really and hon-

estly loved me.

GREGERS. What would you say if

she were to give you a proof of her

love? (Listens) What’s that? I

thought I heard the wild duck

HIALMAR. It’s the wild duck quack-

ing. Father’s in the garret.

GREGERS. Is he? (His face lights up
with joy) I say you may yet have

proof that your poor misunderstood

Hedvig loves you!

HIALMAR. Oh, what proof can she

give me? I dare not believe in any

assurance from that quarter.

GREGERS. Hedvig does not know
what deceit means.

HIALMAR. Oh Gregers, that is just

what I cannot be sure of. V^o
knows what Gina and that Mrs.

Sorby may many a time have sat

here whispering and tattling about?

And Hedvig usually has her ears

open, I can tell you. Perhaps the
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deed of gift was not such a surprise

to her, pfter all. In fact, Im not
sure but that I noticed something

of the sort.

GREGERS. What spirit is this that

has taken possession of you?

HiAEMAR. I have had my eyes

opened. Just you notice;—^you’ll

see, the deed of gift is only a be-

ginning. Mrs. Sorby has always

been a good deal taken up with

Hedvig; and now she has the power
to do whatever she likes for the

child. They can take her from me
whenever they please.

GREGERS. Hedvig will never, never

leave you.

HiALMAR. Don’t be so sure of that.

If only they beckon to her and

throw out a golden bait ! And
oh! I have loved her so unspeak-

ably! I would have counted it my
highest happiness to take her ten-

derly by the hand and lead her, as

one leads a timid child through a

great dark empty room!— am
cruelly certain now that the poor

photographer in his humble attic

has never really and truly been any-

thing to her. She has only cun-

ningly contrived to keep on a good

footing with him until the time

came.

GREGERS. You don’t believe that

yourself, Hialmar.

HIALMAR. That is just the terrible

part of it—I don’t know what to be-

lieve—^I never can know it. But

can you really doubt that it must

be as I say? Ho-ho, you have far

too much faith in the claim of the

ideal, my good Gregers! If those

others came, with the glamour of

wealth about them, and called to

the child:
—

"Leave him: come to

us: here life awaits you !”

GREGERS (quickly). Well, what
then?

HIALMAR. If 1 then asked her: Hed-
vig, are you willing to renounce

that life for me? (Laughs scorn-

fully) No thank you! You would
soon hear what answer I should get.

(A pistol shot is heard from within

the garret.)

GREGERS (loudly and joyfully)^

Hialmar!

HIALMAR. There now; he must
needs go shooting too.

GESTA (comes in). Oh Ekdal, I can

hear grandfather blazing away in

the garret by hisselE.

HIALMAR. I’ll look in

GREGERS (eagerly^ with emotion).

Wait a moment! Do you know what
that was?

HIALMAR. Yes, of couTse I know.

GREGERS. No you don’t know. But I

do. That was the proof!

HIALMAR. what proof?

GREGERS. it was a child’s free-will

offering. She has got your fathel

to shoot the wild duck.

HIALMAR. To shoot the void duck!

GINA. Oh, think of that !

HIALMAR. What was that for?

GREGERS. She wanted to sacrifice to

you her most cherished possession;
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for then she thought you would
surely come to love her again.

HiALMAR (tenderly^ with emotion).

Oh, poor child!

GINA. VVhat things she does think

of!

GREGERS. She only wanted your

love again, Hialmar. She could not

Hve without it.

GINA (struggling with her tears).

There, you can see for yourself,

Ekdal.

HIALMAR. Gina, where is she?

GINA (sniffs). Poor dear, she’s

sitting out in the kitchen, I dare

say*.

HIALMAR (goes over, tears open the

kitchen door, and says). Hedvig,

come, come in to me! (Lool^

around) No, she’s not here.

GINA. Then she must be in her own
little room.

HIALMAR (without). No, shes not

here either. (Comes in) She must
have gone out.

GINA. Yes, you wouldn’t have her

anywheres in the house.

HIALMAR. Oh, if she would only

come home quickly, so that I can

tell her Ever}^ing will come
right now, Gregers; now I believe

we can begin Me afresh.

GREGERS (quietly). I knew it; I

knew the child would make amends.

( OLD EKDAL appears at the door of

his room; he is in full uniform, and
is busy budding on his sword.)

HIALMAR (astonished). Father! Are
you there?

GINA. Have you been firing in your
room?

EKDAL (resentfully, approaching).

So you go shooting alone, do you,

Hialmar?

HIALMAR (excited and confused).

Then it wasn’t you that fired that

shot in the garret?

EKDAL. Me that fired? H’m.

GREGERS (calls OUt tO HIALMAR ).

She has shot the wild duck herselfl

HIALMAR. What can it mean? (Has-
tens to the garret door, tears it

aside, looks in and calls loudly):

Hedvig! •

GINA (runs to the door)

.

Good God,
what’s that!

HIALMAR (goes in)

.

She’s lying on
the floor!

GREGERS. Hedvig! lying on the floor!

(Goes in to hialmar.)

GINA (at the same time). Hedvig!
(Inside the garret) No, no, no!

EKDAL. Ho-ho! does she go shoot-

ing, too, now?
(hialmar, GINA and gregers carry

HEDVIG into the studio; in her
dangling right hand she holds the
pi^ol fast clasped in her fingers.

)

HIALMAR (dMracted). The pistol

has gone off. She has wounded her-

self. Call for help! Help!

GINA (runs into the passage and
calls dawn)

.

Relling! Relliog! Doc-
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tor Relling; come up as quick as

you can!

(hiaijn^ar and gregers lay hedvig
down on the sofa.)

EKDAL {quietly). The woods
avenge themselves.

HiALMAR {on his knees beside hed-
vig) . She'll soon come to now. She's

coming to
;
yes, yes, yes.

GINA {who has come in again).

Where has she hurt herself? I can't

see anything

(belling comes hurriedly, and im-

mediately after him molvik; the

latter without his waistcoat and
necktie, and with his coat open.

)

BELLING. What's the matter here?

GINA. They say Hedvig has shot

herself.

HIALMAR. Come and help us!

RELLiNG. Shot herself! {He pushes

the table aside and begins to ex-

amine her.)

HIALMAR {kneeling and looking

anxiously up at him). It can’t be
dangerous? Speak, Relling! She is

scarcely bleeding at all. It can't be
dangerous?

RELLING. How did it happen?

HIALMAR. Oh, we don't know

GINA. She wanted to shoot the wild

duck.

RELLING. The wild duck?

HIALMAR. .
The pistol must have

gone oflF.

BELLING. H'm. Indeed. 1

1

EKDAL. The woods avenge them-
selves. But I'm not afraid, all the

same. {Goes into the garret and
closes the door after him.)

HIALMAR. Well, Relling—^why

don't you say something?

RELLING. The baU has entered the

breast.

HiALMAE. Yes, but she's coming to!

BELLING. Surely you can see that

Hedvig is dead.

GINA {bursts into tears). Oh my
child, my child

GREGERS {huskily) . In the depths of

the sea

HIALMAR {jumps up)

.

No, no, she

must live! Oh, for God’s sake, Rel-

ling—only a moment—only just till

I can tell her how unspeakably I

loved her all the time!

BELLING. The bullet has gone
through her heart. Internal hem-
orrhage. Death must have been ?n-

stantaneous.

HIALMAR. And I! I hunted her from

me like an aniraall-And she crept

terrified into the garret and died

for love of mel {Sobbing) I can

never atone to her! I can never tell

her ! {Clenches his hands and
cries, upwards} O thou above 1

If thou be indeedf Why hast thou

done this thing to me?

CDSTA. Hush, hush, you mustn't go

on that awful way. We had no right

to keep her, I suppose.

MOLVIK. The child is not dead, but

sleepeth.

BELLING. Bosh.
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HiALMAR {becomes calm, goes over

to the sofa, folds his arms, and looks

at hedvig). There she lies so stiff

and still.

BELLING (tries to loosen the pistol .

She’s holding it so tight, so tight.

GINA. No, no, Relling, don’t break

her fingers; let the pigstol be,

HiALMAB, She shall take it with her.

GENA. Yes, let her. But the child

mustn’t lie here for a show. She

shall go to her own room, so she

shall. Help me, Ekdal.

(HIALMAB and GINA take hedvig

between them.)

mALMAH {as they are carrying

her). Oh, Gina, Gina, can you sur-

vive this!

GINA. We must help each other to

bear it. For now at least she belongs

to both of us.

MOLVEK {stretches out his arms and
mumbles). Blessed be the Lord; to

earth thou shalt return; to earth

thou shalt return

BELLING {whispers). Hold your

tongue, you fool; you’re drunk.

(HIALMAB and GINA Carry the body
out through the kitchen door, bel-

ling shuts it after them, molvik
slinks out into the passage.)

belling {goes over to gbegebs and
says). No one shall ever convince

me that the pistol went off by acci-

dent.

GBEGEBS {who hos stood terrified,

•with convulsive twitchings). Who
can say how the dreadful thing

happened?

BELLING. The powder has burnt the

body of her dress. She must have

pressed the pistol right against her

breast and fired.

GBEGEBS. Hedvig has not died in

vain. Did you not see how sorrow

set free what is noble in iiim?

BELLING. Most people are ennobled

by the actual presence of death.

But how long do you suppose this

nobihty will last in him?

gbegebs. Why should it not endure
and increase throughout his life?

BELLING. Before a year is over, little

Hedvig will be nothing to him but
a pretty theme for declamation.

GBEGEBS. How dare you say that of

Hialmar Ekdal?

BELLING. We will talk of this again,

when the grass has first withered

on her grave. Then you’ll hear him
spouting about ‘'the child too early

torn from her father’s heart”; then

you’ll see him steep himself in a

syrup of sentiment and self-admira-

tion and self-pity. Just you wait!

GBEGEBS. If you are right anA. 1 au*.

wrong, then life is not worth Hving.

BELLING. Oh, life would be quite

tolerable, after all, if only we could

be rid of the confounded duns that

keep on pestering us, in our pov-

erty, with the claim of the ideal.

GBEGEBS {looking Straight before

him). In that case, I am glad that

my destiny is what it is.

BELLING. May I inquire—^what is

your destiny?

GBEGEBS {going). To be the thir-

teenth at table.

BELLING. The devil it is.
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CHARACTERS

Dreissiger, ftistian manufacturer.
Mrs. Dreissiger.

Pfeifer, manager^
Netxmann, cashier I

An Apprentice Vin Dreissiger’s employment.
John, coachman
A Maed
Weinhold, tutor to Dreissiger’s sons.

Pastor Kittelhaus.
Mrs. Kittelhaus.
Heide, Police Superintendent.
Kutsche, policeman.

Welzel, publican.

Mrs. Welzel.
Anna Welzel.
Wiegand, joiner.

A Commercial Traveler.
A Peasant.
A Forester.
Schmidt, surgeon.

Hornig, rag dealer.

Wittig, smith.

WEAVERS

Berker
Moritz Jaeger
Old Baumert
Mother Baumert
Bertha!

o

BaumertEmma
Fritz, Emma’s son (four years old)

August Baumert
Old Ansorge

Mrs. Heinrich
Old Hilse
Mother Hilse
Gottlieb Hilse
Luise, Gottlieb’s wife
Mielchen, their daughter
Reimann, weaver
Heiber, weaver
A Weaver’s Wife

A number of weavers, young and old, of both sexes.

The action passes in the Forties, at Kaschbach, Peterswaldau and
Langenbielau, in the Eulengebirge.





THE WEAVERS

ACT ONE

A large lohitewashed room on the ground floor of dbeissiger’s house ai

Veterswaldau, where the toeavers deliver their finished webs and the

fustian is stored. To the left are uncurtained wiridows, in the bach wall
there is a glass door, and to the right another glass door, through which
weavers, male and female, and children, are passing in and out. All three

walls are lined with shelves for the storing of the fustian. Against the
right wall stands a long bench, on which a number of weavers have already
spread out their cloth. In the order of arrival each presents his piece to he
examined by pfeifer, dreissiger’s manager, who stands, with compass
and magnifying-glass, behind a large table, on which the web to he in-

spected is laid. When pfeifer has satisfied himself, the weaver lays the

fustian on the scale, and an office apprentice tests its weight. The same
hoy stores the accepted pieces on the shelves, pfeifer calls out the pay-
ment due in each case to neumann, the cashier, who is seated at a small
table.

It is a sultry day towards the end of May. The clock is on the stroke of
twelve. Most of the waiting workpeople have the air of standing before

the bar of justice, in torturing expectation of a decision that means life or

death to them. They are marked, too, by the anxious timidity character-

istic of the receiver of charity, who has suffered many humiliations, and^

conscious that he is barely tolerated, has acquired the habit of self-

effacement. Add to this an expression on every face that tells of constant,

fruitless brooding. There is a general resemblance among the men. They
have something about them of the dwarf, something of the schoolmaster.

The majority are fat-breasted, short-winded, sallow, and poor looking—
creatures of the loom, their knees bent with much sitting. At a first glance

the women show fewer typical traits. They look over-driven, worried,

reckless, whereas the men still make some show of a pitiful self-respect;

and their clothes are ragged, while the mens are patched and mended
Some of the young girls are not without a certain charm, consisting in a
wax-like pallor, a slender figure, and large, projecting, melancholy eyes.

NEUMANN {counting out money).
Comes to one and sevenpence half-

penny.

weaver’s WIFE (about thirty, ema-
ciated, takes up the money with
trembling fingers). Thank you, sir.

NEUMANN (seeing that she does not

move on). Well, something wrong
this time, too?

WEAVERS WIFE (agitated, implor-

ingly) . Do you think I might have
a few pence in advance, sir? I need
it that bad.

89
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NEJMANN. And I need a few
pounds. If it was only a question of

needing it—
!
{Already occupied in

counting out another weavers
money, shortly) Its Mr. Dreissiger

who settles about pay in advance.

weaver’s wife. Couldn’t I speak to

Mr. Dreissiger himself, then, sir?

PFEIFER (now manager, formerly

weaver. The type is unmistakable,

inly he is well fed, well dressed,

clean-shaven; also takes snuff copi-

ously. He calls out roughly). Mr.
Dreissiger would have enough to

do if he had to attend to every trifle

himself. That’s what we are here

for. (He measures, and then exam-
ines through the magnifying-glass)

Mercy on us! what a draught! (Puts

a thick muffler round his neck)
Shut the door, whoever comes in.

APPRENTICE (loudly tO PFEIFER ) .

You might as well talk to stocks and
stones.

PFEIFER. That’s done!—^Weigh!

(The weaver places his web on the

scales) If you only understood your
business a little better! Full of

lumps again. ... I hardly need to

look at the cloth to see them. Call

yourself a weaver, and "draw as

long a bow” as you’ve done there!

(BECKER has entered. A young, ex-

ceptionally powerfully-built weav-
er; offhand, almost bold in manner.
PFEIFER, NEUMANN, Cfld the AP-
PRENTICE exchange looks of mutual
understandmg as he comes in.)

BECEER. Devil take it! This is a

sweating job, and no mistake.

FIRST WEAVER (in a low voice).

This blazing beat means rain.

(old baumert forces his way in at

the glass door on the right, through

which the crowd of weavers can be

seen, standing shoulder to shoulder,

waiting their turn. The old man
stumbles forward and lays his

bundle on the bench, beside Beck-
er’s. He sits down by it, and wipes
the sweat from his face.)

OLD BAUMERT. A man has a right

to a rest after that.

BECKER. Rest’s better than money.

OLD BAUMERT. Yes, but we needs
the money, too. Good moinin’ to

you, Becker!

BECKER. Morning, Father Baumert!
Goodness knows how long we’U
have to stand here again.

FIRST WEAVER. And what does that

matter? What’s to hinder a weaver
waitin’ for an hour, or for a day if

need be? What else is he there for?

PFEIFER. Silence there! We can’t

hear our own voices.

BECKER (in a low voice). This is

one of his bad days.

PFEIFER (to the weaver standing

before him) . How often have I told

you that you must bring cleaner

cloth? What sort of mess is this?

Knots, and straw, and all kinds of

dirt.

REiMANN. It’s for Want of a new
pidker^ sir.

APPRENTICE (has Weighed the

piece)

.

Short weight, too.

PFEIFER. I never saw such weavers.
I hate to give out the yarn to them.
It was another story in my day! I’d
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iiave caught it finely from my mas-
ter for work like that. The business

was carried on in different style

then. A man had to know his trade

—thafs the last thing that’s thought
of nowadays. Reimann, one shilling.

REiMAiw. But there’s always a
pound allowed for waste.

PFEIFER. I’ve no time. Next man!

—

What have you to show?

HEiBER (lays his web on the table.

While PFEIFER is examining it, he
goes close up to him; eagerly in a

low tone). Beg pardon, Mr. Pfeifer,

but I wanted to ask you, sir, if you
would perhaps be so very kind as

do me the favor an’ not take my
advance money off this week’s pay.

PFEIFER (measuring and examin-

ing the texture; jeeringly). Well!

Wmat next, I wonder? This looks

very much as if half the weft had
stuck to the bobbins again.

HEIBER (continues)

.

I’ll be sure to

make it all right next week, sir. But
this last week I’ve had to put in two
days’ work on the estate. Ai^d my
missus is ill in bed. . . .

PFEIFER (giving the web to he
weighed). Another piece of real

slop-work. (Already examining a

new web) What a selvage! Here it’s

broad, there it’s narrow; here it’s

drawn in by the wefts goodness

knows how tight, and there it’s tom
out again by the temples. And
hardly seventy threads weft to the

inch. Whafs come of the rest? Do
you call this honest work? I never

saw anything Bke it.

(HEIBER, repressirtg tears, stands

humiliated and helpless.)

9»

BECKER (in a low voice to bau-
mert). To please that brute you
would have to pay for extra yam
out of your own pocket.

(The weaver’s wife, who has re-

mained standing near the cashiers

table, from time to time looking

round appealingly, takes courage

and once more comes forward.)

weaver’s wife (to cashier implor-

ingly)

.

I don’t know what’s to come
of me, sir, if you won’t give me a

little advance this time—O Lord, O
Lord!

PFEIFER (calls across). It’s no good
whining, or dragging the Lord’s

name into the matter. You’re not so

anxious about Him at other times.

You look after your husband and
see that he’s not to be found so

often lounging in the public house.

We can give no pay in advance. We
have to account for every penny.

It’s not our money. People that are

industrious, and understand their

work, and do it in the fear of God,

never need their pay in advance.

So now you know.

NEUMANN. If a Bielau weaver got

four times as much pay, he would
squander it four tiines pver and be

in debt into the bargain.

weaver’s WIFE (in a loud voice, as

if appealing to the general sense of

justice)

.

No one can’t call me idle,

but I’m not fit now for what I once

was. I’ve twice had a miscarriage.

And as to John, he’s but a poor

creature. He’s been to the shepherd

at Zerjau, but he couldn’t do him

no good, and . . .
you can’t do

more than you’ve strength for. . . .

We works as hard as ever we can.

This many a week I’ve been at it

tin far on into the night. An’ well
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keep our heads above water right

enough if I can just get a bit of

strength into me. But you must
have pity on us, Mr. Pfeifer, sir.

{Eagerly, coaxingly) Youll please

be so very kind as to let me have a

few pence on the next job, sir?

PFEIFER {paying no attention).

Fielder, one and twopence.

WEAVER s WIFE. Only a few pence,

to buy bread with. We can’t get no
more credit. We’ve a lot of little

ones.

NiEUMANN (half aside to the ap-
prentice, in a serio-comic tone).

"Every year brings a child to the

linen-weaver’s wife, heigh-ho,

heigh-ho, heigh.”

APPRENTICE {takes up the rhyme,

half singing). "And the little brat

it’s blind the first weeks of its life,

heigh-hc\, heigh-ho, heigh,”

reimann (not touching the money
which th^ cashier has counted out

to him)

.

We’ve always got one and
fourpence for the web.

PFEIFER {calls across) . If our terms
don’t suit you, Reimann, you have
only to say so. There’s no scarcity of

weavers—especially of your sort.

For full weight we give full pay.

REIMANN. How anything can ' be
wrong with the weight is past . . .

PFEIFER. You bring a piece of fus-

tian with no faults in it, and there

will he no fault in the pay.

REIMANN. It’s not possible that
there’s too many knots in this web.

PFEIFER {examining)

.

If you want
to live well, then be sure you weave
well.

HEiBER {has remained standing

near pfeifer, so as to seize on any
favorable oppoiiunity . He laughs

at Pfeifer’s little witticism, then
steps forward and again addresses

him). 1 wanted to ask you, sir, if

you would perhaps have the great

kindness not to take my advance of

sixpence off today’s pay? My missus
has been bedridden since February.
She can’t do a hand’s turn for me,
and I’ve to pay a bobbin girl. And
so . . .

PFEIFER {takes a pinch of snuff).
Heiber, do you think I have no one
to attend to but you? The others

must have their turn.

REIMANN. As the warp was given

me I took it home and fastened it

to the beam. I can’t bring back bet-

ter yam than I get.

PFEIFER. If you are not satisfied,

you need come for no more. There
are plenty ready to tramp the soles

off their shoes to get it.

NEUMANN (to reimann). Do yOU
not want your money?

reimann. I can’t bring myself to

take such pay.

NEUMANN {paying no further at^

tention to reimann). Heiber, one
shilling. Deduct sixpence for pay in

advance. Leave sixpence.

HEIBER {goes up to the table, looks

at the money, stands shaking his

head as if unable to believe his

eyes, then slowly takes it up). Well,
I never!

—

(Sighing) Oh, dear, oh,

dear!
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OLD BAXJMERT (lookitlg into HEI-

ber’s face). Yes, Franz, that’s so!

There’s matter enough for sighing.

HEiBER (speaking with difficulty).

Ive a girl lying sick at home, too,

an’ she needs a bottle of medicine.

OLD BAtTMERT. What’s wrong with
her?

HEIBER. Well, you see, she’s always

been a sickly bit of a thing. I don’t

know. ... I needn’t mind tellin’

you—she brought her trouble with

her. It’s in her blood, and it breaks

out here, there, and everyvvhere.

OLD BAXJMERT. It’s always the way.
Let folks be poor, and one trouble

comes to them on the top of an-

other. There’s no help for it and
there’s no end to it.

HEIBER. What are you carryin’ in

that cloth, Father Baumert?

OLD BAUMERT. We haven’t so much
as a bite in the house, and so I’ve

had the little dog killed. There’s not

much on him, for the poor beast

was half starved. A nice little dog
he was I I couldn’t kill him myself.

I hadn’t the heart to do it.

PFEIFER (has inspected becker’s

web—calls). Becker, one and

threepence.

BECKER. That’s what you might give

to a beggar: it’s not pay.

PFEIFER. Everyone who has been

attended to must clear out. We
haven’t room to turn round in.

BECKER (to those Standing near,

without lowering his voice). It’s a

beggarly pittance, nothing else. A
man works his treadle from early

morning till late at night, an’ when
he has bent over his loom for days

an’ days, tired to death every eve-

ning, sick with the dust and the

heat, he finds he’s made a beggarly

one and threepence!

PFEIFER. No impudence alloxved

here.

BECKER. If you think I’ll hold my
tongue for your telling, you’re much
mistaken.

PFEIFER (exclaims). We’ll see

about that! (Rushes to the glass

door and calls into the office) Mr.
Dreissiger, Mr. Dreissiger, will you
be good enough to come here?

(Enter dreissiger. About forty

^

full-bodied, asthmatic. Looks se-

vere.

)

dreissiger. What is it, Pfeifer?

PFEIFER (spitefully). Becker says

he won’t be told to hold his tongue.

DREISSIGER (draws himself up,

throws back his head, stares ai

BECKER; his nostrils tremble). Oh^
indeed!—Becker. (To pfeifer) hi

he the man? . . .

(The clerks nod.)

BECKER (insolently). Yes, Mr*
Dreissiger, yes! (Foinfing to him-

self) This is the man. (Pointing to

dreissiger) And that’s a man, too!

DREISSIGER (angrily). Fellow, how
dare you?

PFEIFER. He’s too well off. He’ll go

dancing on the ice once too often,

though.

BECKER (recklessly). You shut up,

you Jack-in-the-box. Your mother
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must have gone dancing once too

often with S^atan to have got such

a devil for a son.

DREissiGEB (fwio in a violent pas-

sion, roars). Hold your tongue this

moment, sir, or . . . {He trembles

and takes a few steps forward.)

BECKER {holding his ground stead-

ily). Tm not deaf. My hearing's

quite good yet.

DREissiGER {coutrols himself, asks

in an apparently cool business

tone). Was this fellow not one of

the pack . . . ?

PFEIFER. He's a Bielau weaver.

When there's any mischief going,

they are sure to be in it.

DREISSIGER {trembling). Well, 1

give you all warning: if the same
thing happens again as last night

—

a troop of half-druiiken cubs march-
ing past my windows singing that

low song . . .

BECKER. Is it “Bloody Justice" you
mean?

DREISSIGER. You loiow Well cnough
what I mean. I teU you that if I

hear it again I'll get hold of one of

you, and—^mind, I'm not joking

—

before the justice he shall go. And
if I can find out who it was that

made up that vile doggerel . . •

BECKER. Ifs a beautiM song, thiat's

what it is!

DREISSIGER. Another word and I

send for the police On the spot,

without more ado. I'll make short

work with you young fellows. I've

got the better of very diflFerent men
before now.

BECKER. I believe you there. A real

thoroughbred manufacturer will get

the better of two or three hundred
weavers in the time it takes you to

turn round—swallow them up, and
not leave as much as a bone. He's

got four stomachs like a cow, and
teeth like a wolf. That's nothing to

him at all!

DREISSIGER {to Ms clorks)

.

That
man gets no more work from us.

BECKER. It's all the same to me
whether I starve at my loom or by
the roadside.

DREISSIGER. Out you go, then, this

moment! . . .

BECKER {determinedly). Not with-

out my pay.

DREISSIGER. How much is owing to

the fellow, Neumann?

NEUMANN. One and threepence,

DREISSIGER {takes the money hur-

riedly out of the cashiers hand, and
flings it on the table, so that some

of the coins roll off onto the floor )

.

There you are, then; and now, out

of my sight with you!

BECKER. Not without my pay.

DREISSIGER. Do you not see it lying

there? If you don't take it and go
. . . It's exactly twelve now . . .

The dyers are coming out for their

dinner ...

BECKER. I get my pay into my hand—^here. {Points with the fingers of
his right hand at the palm of his

left.)

DREISSIGER {tO the APPRENTICE).
Pick up the money, Tilgner.
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{The APPRENTICE lifts the money lies at the loom. TheyVe nine chil-
Q/nd puts it into becker s huTid. ) dren an^ a tenth a-coming.

BECKER. Everything in proper or-

der. {Deliberately takes an old
purse out of his pocket and puts the
money into it.)

DREISSIGER (oS BECKER still does
not move away). Well? Do you
want me to come and help you?
{Signs of agitation are observable
among the crowd of weavers. A
long, loud sigh is heard, and then a
fall. General interest is at once di-

verted to this new event.)

DREISSIGER. What’s the matter
there?

CHORUS OF WEAVERS AND WOMEN.
"Someone’s fainted.’"’—^"It’s a little

sickly boy.”
—

"Is it a fit, or what?”

DREISSIGER. What do you say?
Fainted? {He goes nearer.)

OLD WEAVER. There he hes, any-
way.

( They make room. A hoy of about
eight is seen lying on the floor as if

dead.)

DREISSIGER. Does anyone know the
boy?

OLD WEAVER, He’s not from our vil-

lage.

OLD BAUMERT. He’s like one of

Weaver Heinrich’s boys. {Looks at

him more closely) Yes, that’s Hein^
rich’s little Philip.

DREISSIGER, Where do they live?

OLD BAUMERT. Up near us in Kasch-
bach, sir. He goes round playin"’

music in the evenings, and ^1 day

CHORUS OF WEAVERS AND WOMEN.
"They’re terrible put to it.”

—
"The

rain comes through their roof.”

—

"The woman hasn’t two shirts

among the nine.”

OLD BAUMERT {taking the hoy by
the arm). Now then, lad, what’s
wrong with you? Wake up, lad.

DREISSIGER. Some of you help me,
and we’ll get him up. It’s disgrace-

ful to send a sickly child this dis-

tance. Bring some water, Pfeifer.

WOMAN {helping to lift the boy).
Surely you’re not going to die, lad!

DREISSIGER. Brandy, Pfeifer, brandy
will be better.

BECKER {forgotten by all, has stood
looking on. With his hand on the

door-latch, he now calls loudly and
tauntingly) . Give him something to

eat, an’ he’ll soon be aU right.

(Goes out.)

DREISSIGER. That fellow wall come
to a bad end.—Take him under the

arm, Neumann. Easy now, easy;

we’fl get him into my room. What?

NEUMANN. He said something, Mr.
Dreissiger. His lips are moving.

DREISSIGER. What—^what is it, boy?

BOY (whispers). I’m h—^hungry.

WOMAN. I think he says . . .

DREISSIGER. Well find out. Don’t
stop. Let us get him into my room.
He can lie on the sofa tiiere. Well
hear what the doctor says.
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(dreissiger, NEUMANN, and the

wornan lead the boy into the of-

ftce. The weavers begin to behave
Hke school-children when their

naster has left the classroom. They
Hretch themselves, whisper, move
from one foot to the other, and in

the course of a few moments are

conversing loudly.)

OLD BAUNiERT. I believe as how
Becker was right.

CHORUS OF WEAVERS AND WOMEN.
‘"He did say something like that.”—“Ifs nothing new here to fall

down from hunger.”
—
“God knows

what’s to come of them in winter if

this cutting down of wages goes

on.”
—

“An’ this winter the potatoes

aren’t no good at all.”—^“Things’ll

get worse and worse till we’re all

done for together.”

OLD BAUMERT. The best thing a

man could do would be to put a

rope round his neck and hang his-

self on his own loom, like Weaver
Nentwich. {To another old weav-
er) Here, take a pinch. I was at

Neurode yesterday. My brother-in-

law, he works in the snuff factory

there, and he give me a grain or

two. Have you anything good in

your handkercher?

OLD WEAVER. Only a little pearl

barley. I was coming along behind
Ulbrich the miller’s cart, and there

was a slit in one of the sacks. I can
tell you we’ll be glad of it.

OLD BAUMERT. There’s twenty-two
mills in Peterswaldau, but of all

they grind, there’s never nothing

comes our way.

OLD VTEAVER. We must keep up
heart. There’s always something
comes to help us on again.

HEiBER. Yes, when we’re hungry,

we can pray to all the saints to help

us,, and if that don’t fill our bellies

we can put a pebble in our mouths
and suck it. Eh, Baumert?

(Re-enter dreissiger, pfeifer, and
NEUMANN.

)

DREISSIGER. It was nothing serious.

The boy is all right again. (Walks
about excitedly, panting) But all

the same it’s a disgrace. The child’s

so weak that a puff of wind would
blow him over. How people, how
any parents can be so thoughtless

is what passes my comprehension.

Loading him with two heavy pieces

of fustian to carry a good six miles!

No one would believe it that hadn’t

seen it. It simply means that I shall

have to make a rule that no goods
brought by children will be taken

over. (He walks up and down si-

lently for a few moments) I sin-

cerely trust such a thing will not

occur again.—^Who gets all the

blame for it? Why, of course the

manufacturer. It’s entirely our fault.

If some poor little fellow sticks in

the snow in winter and goes to

sleeps a special correspondent ar-

rives posthaste, and in two days we
have a blood-curdling story served

up in all the papers. Is any blame
laid on the father, the parents, that

send such a child?—^Not a bit of it.

How should they be to blame? It’s

all the manufacturer’s fault—^he’s

made the scapegoat. They flatter

the weaver, and give the manufac-
turer nothing but abuse—^he’s a

cruel man, with a heart like a stone,

a wicked fellow, at whose calves

every cur of a journalist may take a
bite. He lives on the fat of the land,

and pays the poor weavers starva-

tion wages. In the flow of his elo-

quence the writer forgets to men-
tion that such a man has his cares
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too and his sleepless nights; that he
runs risks of which the workman
never dreams; that he is often

driven distracted by all the calcula-

tions he has to make, and all the

different things he has to take into

account; that he has to struggle for

his very life against competition;

and that no day passes without

some annoyance or some loss. And
think of the manufacturer's respon-

sibilities, think of the numbers that

depend on him, that look to him
for their daily bread. No, no! none
of you need wish yourselves in my
shoes—^you would soon have
enough of it. (After a momenfs
reflection) You all saw how that

fellow, that scoundrel Becker, be-

haved. Now he'll go and spread

about all sorts of tales of my hard-

heartedness, of how my weavers

are turned off for a mere trifle,

without a moment’s notice. Is that

true? Am I so very unmerciful?

CHORUS OF VOICES. No, sir.

DREissiGER. It doesn’t seem to me
that I am. And yet these ne’er-do-

wells come round singing low songs

about us manufacturers—^prating

about hunger, with enough in their

pockets to pay for quarts of bad
brandy. If they would like to know
what want is, let them go and ask

the linen-weavers: they can tell

something about it. But you here,

you fustian-weavers, have every

reason to thank God that things are

no worse than they are. And I put

it to all the old, industrious weavers

present: Is a good workman able

to gain a living in my employment,

or is he not?

MANY VOICES. Yes, sff; he is, sir.

DREissiGER. There now! You see! Of
course such a fellow as that Becker

97

cant. I advise you to keep these

young lads in check. If there’s much
more of this sort of thing, I’ll shut

up shop—give up the business al-

together, and then you can shfft

for yourselves, get work where you
like—^perhaps Mr. Becker will pro-

vide it.

FIRST weaver’s WIFE (hos come
close to DREISSIGER, obsequiously

removes a little dust from his coat )

.

You’ve been an’ rubbed ag’in’ some-
thing, sir.

DREISSIGER. Business is as bad as it

can be just now, you know that

yourselves. Instead of making
money, I am losing it every day.

If, in spite of this, I take care that

my weavers are kept in work, I look

for some little gratitude from then?.

I have thousands of pieces of cloth

in stock, and don’t know if I’ll ever

be able to sell them. Well, now,
I’ve heard how many weavers here-

abouts are out of work, and—^I’ll

leave Pfeifer to give the particu-

lars—^but this much I’ll tell you,

just to show you my good wiU. . . .

I can’t deal out charity all round;

I’m not rich enough for that; but I

can give the people who are out

of work the chance of earning at

any rate a little. It s a great bush

ness risk I run by doing it, buf"

that’s my affair. I say to myself

Better that a man should work fov

a bite of bread than that he should

starve altogether. Am I not right?

CHORUS OF VOICES. Yes, yes, sir.

DREISSIGER. And therefore I am
ready to give employment to two
hundred more weavers. Pfeffer will

tell you on what conditions. (He
turns to go.)
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FIRST weaver’s WIFE (comes be-

tween him and the door, speaks

hurriedly, eagerly, imploringly).

Oh, if you please, sir, will you let

me ask you if you’ll be so good . . .

I’ve been twice laid up for . . .

dreissiger (hastily). Speak to Pfei-

fer, good woman. I’m too late as it

is, (Passes on, leaving her stand-

mg.)

REiMANN (stops him again. In an
injured, complaining tone). I have
a complaint to make, if you please,

sir. Mr. Pfeifer refuses to . . . I’ve

always got one and twopence for a

web . . .

DREISSIGER (interrupts him). Mr.
Pfeifer s my manager. There he is.

Apply to him.

HEiBER (detaining dreissiger; hur-

riedly and confusedly). O sir, I

wanted to ask if you would p’r’aps,

if I might pVaps ... if Mr. Pfei-

fer might . . . might . . .

UREissiGER. What is it you want?

HEIBER. That advance pay I had
last time, sir; I thought p’r’aps you
would kindly . . .

DREISSIGER. I have no idea what you
are talking about.

HEIBER. I’m awful hard up, sir, be-
cause . . .

DREISSIGER. These are things Pfeifer

must look into—I really have not
the time. Arrange the matter with
Pfeifer. (He escapes into the of-

fice. The supplicants look helplessly

at one another, sigh, and take their

places again among the others.)

PFEIFER (resuming his task of in-

spection). Well, Annie, let us see

what yours is like.

OLD BAUMERT. How much are we
to get for the web, then, Mr.
Pfeifer?

HEIBER. One shilling a web.

OLD BAUMERT. Has it come to that!

(Excited whispering and murmur-
ing among the weavers.)

ACT TWO

A small room in the house of welhelm ansorge, weaver and houseowner
in the village of Kaschbach, in the Eulengebirge.

In this room, which does not measure six feet from the dilapidated
wooden floor to the smoke-blackened rafters, sit four people. Two young
girls, EMMA and bertha baumert are working at their looms; mother
BAUMERT, a decrepit old woman, sits on a stool beside the bed, with a
winding-wheel in front of her; her idiot son august sits on a foot-stool,
also winding. He is twenty, has a small body and head, and long, spider-
like legs arid arms.

Faint, rosy evening light makes Us way through two small windows in
the right wall, which have their broken panes pasted over with paper or
stuffed with straw. It lights up the flaxen hair of the girls, which falls
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hose on their slender white necks and thin bare shoulders, and their
coarse chemises. These, with a short petticoat of the roughest linen, form
their whole attire. The warm glow falls on the old womans face, neck,md breast—a fcwe worn away to a skeleton, with shriveled skin and
sunken eyes, red, and watery with smoke, dust, and working by lamp-
light; a long goitre neck, wrinkled and sinewy; a hollow breast covered
with faded, ragged shawls.

Pad of the right wall is also lighted up, with stove, stove-bench, bed-
stead, and one or two gaudily colored sacred prints. On the stove rail ragsme /langjng to dry, and behind the stove is a collection of worthless lum-
ber. On the be^h stand some old pots and cooking-utensils, and potato-
parings are laid out on it, on paper, to dry. Hanks of yarn and reels hang
from the rapers; baskets of bobbins stand beside the looms. In the back
wall there is a low door without fastening. Beside it a bundle of willow
wands IS set up against the wall, and beyond them lie some damaged
quarter-bushel baskets. ^

The room is full of sound—the rhythmic thud of the looms, shaking
floor and walls, the click and rattle of the shuttles passing back and for-
ward, and the steady whir of the winding-wheels, like the hum of gi-
gantic bees, ®

MOTHER BATJMERT {in a querulous,
feeble voice, as the girls stop weav-
ing and bend over their webs). Got
to make knots again already, have
you?

EMMA (the elder of the two girls,

about twenty-two, tying a broken
thread). It's the plaguyest web,
this!

BERTHA (fifteen). Yes, its real bad
yam they've given us this time.

EMMA. What can have happened
to father? He's been away since

nine.

MOTHER BAUMERT. You may Well
ask. Where in the wide world can
he be?

BERTHA. Don't you worry yourself^

mother.

MOTHER BAUMERT. I Can't help it,

Bertha lass.

(emma begins to weave again.)

BERTHA. Stop a minute, Emma!

EMMA. What is it!

BERTHA. I thought I heard some-
one.

EMMA. It'll be Ansorge coming
home.
(Enter fritz, a little, barefooted,
ragged boy of four.)

FRITZ (whimpering). I'm hungry,
mother.

EMMA. Wait, Fritzel, wait a bit!

Gran'-father wiU be here very soon,

an' he's bringin' bread alpng with
him, an' coffee too.

FRITZ. But I'm awful hungry,
mother.

EMMA. Be a good boy now, Fritz,

Listen to what I'm tellin' you. He'll

be here this minute. He's bringin'

nice bread an' nice com-coffee; an'

when we stop working motherll
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take the tater peelin’s and carry

them to the farmer, and the farm-

erll give her a drop o’ good skim

milk for her little boy.

FRITZ. Where’s grandfather gone?

EMMA. To the manufacturer, Fritz,

with a web.

FRITZ. To the manufacturer?

EMMA. Yes, yes, Fritz; down to

Dreissiger’s at Peterswaldau.

FRITZ. Is it there he gets the bread?

EMMA. Yes; Dreissiger gives him
money, and then he buys the bread.

FRITZ. Does he give him a heap of

money?

EMMA (impatiently). Oh, stop that

chatter, boy. (She and bertha go

on weaving for a time, and then

both stop again.)

BERTHA. August, go and ask An-
sorge if he’ll give us a Kght.

(august goes out accompanied by
FRITZ.)

MOTHER BAUMERT (overcomc by
her childish apprehension, whim-
pers). Emma! Bertha! where can
father be?

BERTHA. He’ll have looked in to see

Hauffen.

MOTHER BAUMERT (crying). What
if he’s sittin’ drinkin’ in the public

house?

EMMA. Don’t cry, mother! You
know well enough father’s not the

man to do that.

MOTHER BAUMERT (holf distractcd

by a multitude of gloomy forebod-

ings). What . . . what . . . what’s

to become of us if he doesn’t come
home?—^if he drinks the money,
and brings us nothin’ at aH? There’s

not so much as a handful of salt in

the house—^not a bite o’ bread, nor

a bit o’ wood for the fire.

BERTHA. Wait a bit, mother! It’s

moonlight just now. We’U take

August with us and go into the

wood and get some sticks.

MOTHER BAUMERT. Yes, an’ be
caught by the forester.

(ansorge, an old weaver of gigan-

tic stature, who has to bend down
to get into the room, puts his head
and shoulders in at the door. Long,

unkempt hair and beard.)

ANSORGE. What’s wanted?

BERTHA. Light, if you please.

ansorge (in a muffled voice, as if

speaking in a sick-room). There’s

good daylight yet,

MOTHER BAUMERT. Are we to sit

in the dark next?

ANSORGE. I’ve to do the same my-
self. (Goes out.)

BERTHA. It’s easy to see that he’s a

miser.

EMMA. Well, there’s nothin’ for it

but to sit an’ wait his pleasure.

(Enter mrs. heinrich, a woman of

thirty, enceinte; an expression of

torturing anxiety and apprehension

on her worn face.

)

MRS. HEINRICH. Good-evenin’ t’ you
aU.
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MOTHER BAtJMERT. Well, Jenny,
and what s your news?

MRS. HEINRICH {who Umps)

,

IVe
got a piece o'" glass into my foot.

BERTHA. Come an’ sit down, then,
an’ 111 see if I can get it out.

(mrs. HEINRICH seots herself, ber-
tha kneels down in front of her,

and examines her foot.

)

MOTHER baxjmert. How are you all

at home, Jenny?

MRS. HEINRICH (breaks out despair^
ingly). Things is in a terrible way
with us I (She struggles in vain
against a rush of tears; then weeps
silently.

)

MOTHER BAUMERT. The best thing
as could happen to the likes of us,

Jenny, would be if God had pity on
us an’ took us away out o’ this

weary world.

MRS. HEINRICH (no longer able to

control herself^ screams, still cry-

ing). My children’s starvin’. (Sobs
and moans) I’m at my wits’ ends.

Let me work till I fall down—^I’m

more dead than alive—^it’s all no
use. Am I able to fill nine hungry
mouths? We got a bit o’ bread last

night, but it wasn’t enough even
for the two smallest ones. Who was
I to give it to, eh? They all cried:

Me, me, mother! give it to me! . . .

An’ if it’s like this while I’m stiU

on my feet, whatll it be when I’ve

to take to bed? Our few taters was
washed away. We haven’t a thing

to put in our mouths.

BERTHA (has removed the bit of
glass and washed the wound).
Well put a rag round it. Emma,
see if you can find one.

MOTHER BAUMERT. We’re TiO better

off than you, Jenny.

MRS. HEINRICH. You have your girls,

anyway. You’ve a husband as can
work. Mine was taken with one of
his fits last week again—so bad that
I didn’t know what to do with him,
and was half out o’ my mind with
fright. And when he’s had a turn
like that, he can’t stir out of bed
under a week.

MOTHER BAUMERT. Mine s no bet-
ter. His breathin’ ’s bad now as well
as his back. An’ there’s not a farth-

in’ nor a farthin’s worth in the
house. If he don’t bring a few
pence with him today, I don’t know
what we’re to do.

EMMA. It’s the truth she’s teUin’

you, Jenny. We had to let father
take the little dog "with him today,
to have him killed, that we might
get a bite into our stomachs again!

MRS. HEINRICH. Have you not got
as much as a handful of Hour to

spare?

MOTHER BAUMERT. And that we
have not, Jenny. There’s not as

much as a grain of salt in the house.

MRS. HEINRICH. Oh, whatever am I

to do? (Rises; siands still, brood-
ing) I don’t know whatll be the

end of this! It’s more nor I can
bear. (Screams in rage and de-

spair) I would be contented if it

was nothin’ but pigs’ food!—^But ].

can’t go home again empty-handed—^that I can’t. God forgive me, I

see no other way out of it. (She
limps quickly out.)

MOTHER BAUMERT (cdlls after her

in a warning voice). Jenny, Jenny!
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don't you be doin' anything fool-

ish, now!

BERTHA. Shell do herself no harm,

mother. You needn't be afraid.

EMMA. That's the way she always

goes on. ( Seats herself at the loom

and weaves for a few seconds ,

)

(august enters, carrying a tallow

candle, and lighting his father, old
BAUMERT, who follows closc behind

him, staggering under a heavy

bundle of yarn.)

MOTHER BAUMERT. Oh, father,

where have you been all this long

time? Where have you been?

OLD BAUMERT. Come ROW, mother,

don't fall on a man like that. Give

me time to get my breath first. An'

look who IVe brought with me.

(MORITZ JAEGER comcs stooping in

at ihe low door. Reserve soldier,

newly discharged. Middle height,

rosy-cheeked, military carriage. His

cap on the side of his head, hussar

fashion, whole clothes and shoes, a

clean shirt without collar. Draws
himself up and salutes,)

JAEGER (in a hearty voice). Good-
evening, Auntie Baumert!

MOTHER BAUMERT. Well, WcU, nOw!
And to think you’ve got back! An’

youVe not forgotten us? Take a

chair, then, lad.

EMMA (wiping a wooden chair with

her apron, and pushing it toward
MORITZ ) . An’ so you’ve come to see

what poor folks are like again,

Atoritz?

JAEGER. I say, Emma, is it true that

you’ve got a boy nearly old enough

to be a soldier? Where did you get

hold of him, eh?

(bertha, having taken the small

supply of provisions which her

father has brought, puts meat into

a saucepan, and shoves it into the

oven, while august lights the fire.

)

BERTHA. You 'loiew Weaver Finger,

didn’t you?

MOTHER BAUMERT. We had him
here in the house with us. He was
ready enough to marry her; but he
was too far gone in consumption;
he was as good as a dead man. It

didn’t happen for want of warning
from me. But do you think she
would listen? Not she. Now he’s

dead an’ forgotten long ago, an’

she’s left with the boy to provide
for as best she can. But now tell us
how you’ve been gettin’ on, Moritz.

OLD BAUMERT. YouVe only to look
at him, mother, to know that. He’s
had luck. It’ll be about as much as

he can do to speak to the likes of

us. He’s got clothes like a prince,

an’ a silver watch, an’ thirty shil-

lings m his pocket into the bargain.

JAEGER (stretching himself conse-

quentially, a knowing smile on his

face), I can’t complain. I didn’t

get on at all badly in the regiment.

OLD BAUMERT. He was the major’s

own servant. Just listen to him

—

he speaks like a gentleman.

JAEGER. I’ve got so accustomcd to

it that I can’t help it.

MOTHER BAUMERT. Well, nOW, tO

think that such a good-for-nothing

as you were should have come to

be a rich man. For there wasn’t

nothing to be made of you. You
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would never sit still to wind more
than a hank of yam at a time, that
you wouldn’t. Oflf you went to your
tom-tit boxes an’ your robin red-
breast snares—^they was all you
cared about. Is it not the truth Im
telling?

jAEGEK. Yes, yes, auntie, it’s tme
enough. It wasn’t only redbreasts.

I went after swallows, too.

EMMA. Though we were always
tellin’ you 3iat swallows were
poison.

JAEGER. What did I care?—But
how have you all been getting on.

Auntie Baumert?

MOTHER BAX7MERT. Oh, badly, lad,

badly these last four years. I’ve had
the rheumatics—^just look at them
hands. And it’s more than likely as

I’ve had a stroke 0 ’ some kind, too,

I’m that helpless. I can hardly move
a limb, an’ nobody knows the pains

I sufiFers.

OLD BAUMERT. She’s in a bad way,
she is. She’ll not hold out long.

BERTHA. We’ve to dress her in the

mornin’ an’ undress her at night,

an’ to feed her like a baby.

MOTHER BAUMERT (speoking in a
complaining, tearful voice). Not a
thing can I do for myself. It’s far

worse than bein’ ill. For it’s not only

a burden to myself I am, but to

everyone else. Often and often do I

pray to God to take me. For oh!

mine’s a weary life. I don’t know
. .

.
p’r’aps they think . . . but

I’m one that’s been a hard worker
all my days. An’ I’ve always been
able to do my turn too; but now,
all at once (she vmnl^ attempts to

rise), I can’t do nothing.—I’ve a
good husband an’ good children,

but to have to sit here and see them
- . . ! Look at the girls! There’s
hardly any blood left in them

—

faces the color of a sheet. But on
they must work at these weary
looms whether they earn enough to

keep theirselves or not. What sort

o’ life is it they lead? Their feet

never oflF the treadle from year’s

end to year’s end. An’ with it all

they can’t scrape together as much
as’ll buy them clothes that they
can let theirselves be seen in; never
a step can they go to church, to

hear a word of comfort. They’re
liker scarecrows than young girls of
fifteen and twenty.

BERTHA (at the stove). It’s be-
ginnin’ to smoke again!

OLD BAXTMERT. There now; look at

that smoke. And we can’t do nothin’

for it. The whole stove’s goin’ to

pieces. We must let it fall, and
swallow the soot. We’re coughin’

already, one worse than the other.

We may cough till we choke, or

till we cough our lungs up—^no-

body cares.

JAEGER. But this here is Ansorge’s

business; he must see to the stove.

BERTHA. He’ll see us out of the

house first; he has plenty against

us without that.

MOTHER BAUMERT. We’ve Only

been in his way this long time past.

OLD BAUMERT. One word of com-
plaint an’ out we go. He’s had no
rent from us this last half-year.

MOTHER BAUMERT. A well-off man
like him needn’t be so hard.
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OLD BAUMERT. He s no better o£E

than we are, mother. He s hard put
to it, too, for all he holds his tongue
about it.

MOTHER BAUMERT. HeS gOt his

house.

OLD BAUMERT. What are you talkin’

about, mother? Not one stone in

the wall is the man’s own.

JAEGER (has seated himself, and
taken a short pipe with gay tassels

out of one coat pocket, and a quart

bottle of brandy out of another).

Things can’t go on like this. I’m

dumbfoundered when I see the life

the people live here. The very dogs
in the towns live better.

OLD BAUMERT (eagerly). That’s

what I say! Eh? eh? You loiow it,

too! But if you say that here, they’ll

tell you that it’s only bad times.

(Enter ansorge, an earthenware

pan with soup in one hand, in the

other a half-finished quarter-bushel

basket.

)

ANSORGE. Glad to see you again,

Moritz!

jAfeGER. Thank you, Father Ansorge
—same to you!

ANSORGE (shoving his pan into the

oven). Why, lad, you look like a
duke!

OLD BAUMERT. Show him your
watch, Moritz! An’ he’s got a new
suit of clothes besides them he’s

on, an’ thirty shillings in his purse.

ANSORGE (shaking his head). Is

that SO? Well, well!

EMMA (puts the potato-parings into

a bag). 1 must be off; I’ll maybe
get a drop o’ skim milk for these.

(Goes out.)

JAEGER (the others hanging on his

words) . You know how you all used
to be down on me. It was always:

Wait, Moritz, till your soldiering

time comes—^you’ll catch it then.

But you see how well I’ve got on.

At the end of the first half-year I

had got my good-conduct stripes.

You’ve got to be willing—^that’s

where the secret lies. I brushed the
sergeant’s boots; I groomed his

horse; I fetched his beer. I was as

sharp as a needle. Always ready,

accoutrements clean and shining

—

first at stables, first at rollcall, first

in the saddle. And when the bugle
sounded to the assault—^why, then,

blood and thunder, and ride to the
devil with you!! I was as keen as a
pointer. Says I to myself: There’s
no help for it now, my boy, it’s got

to be done; and I set my mind to

it and did it. Till at last the major
said before the whole squadron:
There’s a hussar now that shows
you what a hussar should be! (Si-

lence. He lights his pipe.)

ANSORGE (shaking his head). Well,
well, well! You had luck with you,
Moritz. (Sits down on the floor,

with his willow twigs beside him,
and continues mending the basket,

which he holds between his legs.

)

OLD BAxmERT. Let’s hope you’ve
brought some of it to us.—Are we
to have a drop to drink your health
in?

JAEGER. Of course you are. Father
Baumert. And when this bottle’s

done, we’ll send for more. (He
flings a coin on the table.

)
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ANSORGE (open-mouthed with
amazement). Oh, my! Oh, my!
What goings on to be sure! Roast
meat frizzlin' in the oven! A bot-
tle o' brandy on the table! (He
drinks out of the bottle) Here’s to

you, Moritz!—^Well, well, well!

(The bottle circulates freely after

this.)

OLD BAXiMERT. If we could anyway
have a bit o’ meat on Sundays and
holidays, instead of never seein'

the sight of it from year’s end to

year’s end! Now we'll have to wait
till another poor little dog finds its

way into the house like this one did
four weeks gone by—an’ that’s not
likely to happen soon again.

ANSORGE. Have you killed the little

dog?

OLD BAUMERT. We had to do that

or starve.

ANSORGE. Well, well!

MOTHER BAUMERT. A nice, kind lit-

tle beast he was, too!

JAEGER. Are you as keen as ever on
roast dog hereabouts?

OLD BAUMERT. My word, if we
could only get enough of it!

MOTHER BAUMERT. A nice little bit

o’ meat like that does you a lot o’

good.

OLD BAUMERT. Have you lost the
taste for it, Moritz? Stay with us
a bit, and it’U soon come back to

you.

ANSORGE (sniffing). Yes, yes! That
will be a tasty bite—^what a good
smeU it has!
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OLD BAUMERT (sniffing). Splendid!

ANSORGE. Come, then, Moritz, tell

us your opinion, you that's been
out and seen the world. Are things
at all like improving for us weavers,
eh?

JAEGER. They would need to.

ANSORGE. We’re in an awful state

here. It's not livin’ an’ it's not dyin’.

A man fights to the bitter end, but
he’s bound to be beat at last—^to be
left without a roof over his head,
you may say without ground under
his feet. As long as he can work at

the loom he can earn some sort o’

poor, miserable livin’. But it’s many
a day since I've been able to get
that sort o’ job. Now I tries to put
a bite into my mouth with this

here basket-makin’. I sits at it late

into the night, and by the time I

tumbles into bed I've earned three-

halfpence. I put it to you if a man
can live on that, when everything's
so dear? Nine shillin’ goes in one
lump for house tax, three shiUin
for land tax, nine shillin’ for mort-
gage interest—^that makes one
pound one. I may reckon my year’s

earnin’ at just double that money,
and that leaves me twenty-one
shillin’ for a whole year’s food, an'

fire, an’ clothes, an’ shoes; and I’ve

to keep up some sort of a place to

live in. Is it any wonder if Tm be-
hindhand with my interest pay-
ments?

OLD BAUMERT. Someone would
need to go to Berlin an’ tell the
King how hard put to it we are.

JAEGER. Little good that would do,

Father Baumert. There's been
plenty written about it in the news-
papers. But the rich people, they
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can turn and twist things round
... as cunning as the devil him-
self.

OLD , EAUQvtERT (shaking his head).

To think theyVe no more sense

than that in Berlin!

ANSORGE. And is it really true,

Moritz? Is there no law to help us?

If a man hasn’t been able to scrape

together enough to pay his mort-

gage interest, though he’s worked
the very skin off his hands, must
his house be taken from him? The
peasant that’s lent the money on it,

he wants his rights—^what else can

you look for from him? But what’s

to be the end of it all, I don’t

know.—If I’m put out o’ the house
. . . (In a voice choked by tears)

I was bom here, and here my father

sat at his loom for more than forty

year. Many was the time he said to

mother: Mother, when I’m gone,

the house’ll still be here. I’ve

worked hard for it. Every nail

means a night’s weaving, every

plank a year’s dry bread. A man
would tliink that . . .

JAEGER. They’re quite fit to take the

last bite out of your mouth—^that’s

what they are.

ANSORGE. Well, well, well! I would
rather be carried out than have to

walk out now in my old days. Who
minds dyin? My father, he was
glad to die. At the very end he got

lightened, but I crept into bed be-
side him, an’ he quieted down
ag^. I was a lad of thirteen then.

I was tired and fell asleep beside
him—I knew no better—and when
I woke he was quite cold.

MOTHER BAUMERT (after a pause )

.

Give Ansorge his soup out o’ the
even, Bertha.

BERTHA. Here, Father Ansorge, it’ll

do you good.

ANSORGE (eating and sheddirw
tears). Well, well, well!

(old BAUMERT hos begun to eat

the meat out of the saucepan.

)

MOTHER BAUMERT. Father, father,

can’t you have patience an’ let

Bertha serve it up properly?

OLD BAUMERT (chewing)

.

It’s two
years now since I took the sacra-

ment. I went straight after that an’

sold my Sunday coat, an’ we bought
a good bit o’ pork, an’ since then
never a mouthful of meat has
passed my lips till tonight.

JAEGER. How should wc need meat?
The manufacturers eat it for us.

It’s the fat of the land they live on.

Whoever doesn’t believe that has
only to go down to Bielau and
Peterswaldau. He’ll see fine things

there—^palace upon palace, widi
towers and iron railings and plate-

glass windows. Who do they all

belong to? Why, of course, the
manufacturers! No signs of bad
times there! Baked and boiled and
fried—^horses and carriages and
governesses—they’ve money to pay
for all that and goodness knows
how much more. They’re swelled
out to bursting with pride and good
living.

ANSORGE. Things was different in

my young days. Then the manu-
facturers let the weaver have his

share. Now they keep everything to

theirselves. An’ would you like to

know what’s at the bottom of it

all? It’s that the fine folks nowa-
days believes neither in God nor
devil. What do they care aboiit

commandments or punishments?
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And so they steal our last scrap o’

bread, an leave us no chance of
earnin’ the barest living. For it’s

their fault. If our manufacturers
was good men, there would be no
bad times for us.

JAEGER. Listen, then, and Til read
you something that will please you.

(He takes one or two loose papers

from his pocket) I say, August, nm
and fetch another quart from the
public-house. Eh, boy, do you
laugh all day long?

MOTHER BAtJMERT. No One loiOWS

why, but our August’s always hap-

py—grins an laughs, come what
may. Off with you, then, quick!

(Exit AUGUST with the empty
brandy bottle) You’ve got some-
thing good now, eh, father?

OLD BAUMERT { Still chewing; spirits

rising from the effect of food and
drink) . Moritz, you’re the very
man we want. You can read an’

write. You understand the weavin’

trade, and you’ve a heart to feel

for the poor weavers’ sufferin’s. You
should stand up for us here.

JAEGER. I’d do that quick enough!
There’s nothing I’d like better than

to give the manufacturers round
here a bit of a fright—dogs that

they are! I’m an easy-going fellow,

but let me once get worked up into

a real rage, and I’ll take Dreissiger

in the one hand and Dittrich in 3xe

other, and knock their heads to-

gether till the sparks fly out of their

eyes.—If we could only arrange all

to join together, we’d soon give the

manufacturers a proper lesson . . .

without help from King or Govern-
ment ... all we’d have to do
would be to say: We want this and
that, and We don’t want the other
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thing. There would be a change of

days then. As soon as they see that

there’s some pluck in us, they’ll

cave in. I know the rascals; they’re

a pack of cowardly hounds.

MOTHER BAUMERT. There’s some
truth in what you say. I’m not an
ill-natured woman. I’ve always been
the one to say as how there must be
rich folks as well as poor. But when
things come to such a pass as
this. . . ,

JAEGER. The devil may take them
all, for what I care. It would be
no more than they deserve.

(old BAUMERT Jios quietly gone
out,)

BERTHA. Where’s father?

MOTHER BAUMERT. I don’t knOW
where he can have gone.

BERTHA. Do you think he’s not been
able to stomach the meat, with not
gettin’ none for so long?

MOTHER BAUMERT (in distress, cry--

ing). There, now, there! He’s not
even able to keep it down when
he’s got it. Up it comes again, the
only bite o’ good food as he’s tasted

tibis many a day.

(Re-enter old baumert, crying

loith rage,)

OLD BAUMERT. It’s no good! I’m too

far gone! Now that I’ve at last got

hold of somethin’ with a taste in

it, my stomach won’t keep it. (He
sits down on the bench by the stove

crying.)

jAEGEB {with a sudden tdolent

ebullition of rage). And yet there

are people not far from here, jus-

tices they call themselves too, over-
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fed brutes, that have nothing to do
all the year round but invent new
ways of wasting their time. And
these people say that the weavers

would be quite well off if only they

weren’t so la2y.

ANSOBGE. The men as say that are

no men at all, they’re monsters.

JAEGER. Never mind. Father An-
sorge; we’re making the place hot

for ’em. Becker and I have been
and given Dreissiger a piece of our

mind, and before we came away
we sang him “Bloody Justice.”

ANSORGE. Good Lord! Is that the

song?

JAEGER. Yes; I have it here.

ANSORGE. They call it Dreissiger’s

song, don’t they?

JAEGER. I’ll read it to you.

MOTHER BAUMERT. Who WTOte it?

JAEGER. That’s what nobody knows.

Now listen. (He reads, hesitatingly

like a schoolboy, with incorrect ac-

centuation, hut unmistakably strong

feeling. Despair, suffering, rage,

hatred, thirst for revenge, all find

utterance .

)

The justice to tcs weavers dealt

Is bloody, cruel, and hateful;

Our lifer's one torture, long drawn
out:

For Lynch law we^d he grateful.

Stretched on the rack day after day.

Hearts sick and bodies aching.

Our heavy sighs their witness bear

To spirits slowly breaking.

(The words of the song make a
strong impression on old baxjmert.

Deeply agitated, he struggles

against the temptation to interrupt

JAEGER. At last he can keep quiet

no longer.)

OLD BAXJMERT (to his Wife, half

laughing, half crying, stammering).

Stretched on the rack day after

day. Whoever wrote that, mother,

wrote the truth. You can bear wit-

ness ... eh, how does it go? “Our
heavy sighs their witness bear” . . .

what’s the rest?

JAEGER. “To spirits slowly break-

ing.”

OLD BAXJMERT. You know the way
we sigh, mother, day and night,

sleepin’ and wakin’.

(ANSORGE has stopped working, and
cowers on the floor, strongly agi-

fated. MOTHER BAXJMERT and
BERTHA wipe their eyes frequently

during the course of the reading.)

JAEGER (continues to read).

The Dreissigers true hangmen are.

Servants no whit behind them;
Masters and men with one accord

Set on the poor to grind them.

You villains all, you brood of hell

OLD BAXJMERT (trembling with
rage, stamping on the floor). Yes,

brood of helll ! !

JAEGER (reads).

You fiends in fashion human,
A curse will fall on all like you.

Who prey on man and woman.
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ANSORGE. Yes, yes, a curse upon
them!

OLD BAXJMERT {clenching his fist

threateningly). You prey on man
and woman.

JAEGER {reads).

The suppliant knows he asks in

vain.

Vain every word thafs spoken.

“If not content, then go and
starve—

Our rules cannot be broken,^^

OLD BAUMERT. What is it? ‘"The

suppliant knows he asks in vain”?

Every word of it’s true . . . every
word ... as true as the Bible. He
knows he asks in vain.

ANSORGE. Yes, yes! It s all no good.

JAEGER {reads).

Then think of all our woe and
want,

O ye who hear this ditty!

Our struggle vain for daily bread
Hard hearts would move to pity.
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But pitifs what youVe never

known—
Youd take both skin and cloth-

ing.

You cannibals, whose cruel deeds
Fill all good men with loathing.

OLD BAUMERT {jumps up, besidc

himself with excitement)

,

Both
skin and clothing. It’s true, it’s all

true! Here I stand, Robert Baumert,
master-weaver of Kaschbach. Who
can bring up anything against me?
IVe been an honest, hard-working
man all my Hfe long, an’ look at

me now! What have I to show for

it? Look at me! See what they’ve

made of me! Stretched on the rack

day after day. {He holds out his

arms) Feel that! Skin and bone!

‘‘You villains aU, you brood of

hell!!” {He sinks down on a chair,

weeping with rage and despair.)

ANSORGE {flings his basket from him
into a corner, rises, his whole body
trembling with rage, gasps). And
the time’s come now for a change,

I say. We’ll stand it no longer! Well
stand it no longer! Come what may!

ACT THREE

The common room of the principal public-house in Peterswaldau. A large

room with a raftered roof supported by a central wooden pillar, round

which a table runs. In the back wall, a little to the right of the pillar, is the

entrance door, through the opening of which the spacious lobby or outer

room is seen, with barrels and brewing utensils. To the right of this door,

in the corner, is the bar—a high wooden counter with receptacles for beer-

mugs, glasses, etc.; a cupboard with rows of brandy and liqueur bottles

on the wall behind, and between counter and cupboard a narrow space

for the barkeeper. In front of the bar stands a table with a gay-colored

cover, a pretty lamp hanging above it, and several cane chairs placed

around it. Not far of, in the right wall, is a door with the inscription: Bar

Parlor, Nearer the front on the same side an old eight-day clock stands
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ticking. At the back, to the left of the entrance door, is a table with bot-

tles and passes and beyond this, in the corner, is the great stove. In the

left wall there are three small windows. Below them runs a long bench;

and in front of each stands a large oblong wooden table, with the end to-

wards the wall. There are benches with backs along the sides of these

tables, and at the end of each facing the window stands a wooden chair.

The walls are washed blue and decorated with advertisements, colored

prints and oleographs, among the latter a portrait of Frederick William
III.

WEL2EL, the publican, a good-natured giant, upwards of fifty, stands

behind the counter, letting beer run from a barrel into a glass.

MBS. WELZEL is ironing by the stove. She is a handsome, tidily dressed
woman in her thirty-fifth year,

ANNA WELZEL, a good-lookiug girl of seventeen, with a quantity of
beautiful, fair, reddish hair, sits, nicely dressed, with her embroidery, at

the table with the colored cover. She looks up from her work for a mo-
ment and listens, as the sound of a funeral hymn sung by schoolchildren

is heard in the distance.

wiEGAND, the joiner, in his working clothes, is sitting at the same table,

with a glass of Bavarian beer before him. His face shows that he under-
stands what the world requires of a man if he is to attain his ends—namely,
craftiness, sharpness, and relentless determination.

A COMMERCIAL TRAVELER is Seated ot the piUar-table, vigorously masti-

cating a beefsteak. He is of middle height, stout and thriving-looking, in-

clined to jocosity, lively, and impudent. He is dressed in the fashion of the

day, and his portmanteau, pattern-case, umbrella, overcoat, and traveling-

rug lie on chairs beside him.

WELZEL (carrying a glass of beer to wiegand. You may well say that.

the traveler, hut oMressing wie- There’s no fear of their dying out,

gand) . The devil’s loose in Peters- let them be ever so badly off. They
waldau today. bring more children into the world

than we know what to do with.

WIEGAND (in a sharp, shrill voice). (The strains of the funeral hymn
That’s because it’s delivery day at are suddenly heard more distinctly)

Dreissiger’s. There’s a funeral today, too.

Weaver Nentwich is dead, as no
MRS. WELZEL. But they don’t gen- doubt you know,
erally make such an awful row.

WELZEL. He’s been long enough
WIEGAND. It’s maybe because of the about it. He’s been goin’ about
two hundred new weayers that he’s like a livin’ ghost this many a long
going to take on. day.

MRS. WELZEL her tronmg). Yes, wiegand. You never saw such a
yes, that’ll be it. If he wants two little coflSn, Welzel; it was the
hundred, six hundred’s sure to have tiniest, miserablest little thing I

come. There’s no lack of them. ever glued together. And what a
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It didn't weigh ninety

TRAVELER (his iTiouth full) . What I

don't understand's this. . . . Take
up whatever paper you like and
you'll find the most heart-rending

accounts of the destitution among
the weavers. You get the impression

that three-quarters of the people in

this neighborhood are starving.

Then you come and see a funeral

like what’s going on just now. I met
it as I came into the village. Brass

band, schoolmaster, schoolchildren,

pastor, and such a procession be-

hind them that you would think it

was the Emperor of China that was
getting buried. If the people have
money to spend on this sort of

thing, well . . . ! (He takes a
drink of beer; puts down the glass;

suddenly and jocosely) What do
you say to it, miss? Don't you agree

with me?
(anna gives an embarrassed laugh,

and goes on working busily.)

TRAVELER. Now, I'll take a bet that

these are slippers for papa.

corpse!

pounds

WELZEL. You're wrong, then; I

wouldn’t put such things on my
feet.

TRAVELER. You don't say so! Now,
I would give half of what I’m worth

.

if these slippers were for me.

2V1RS. WELZEL. Oh, you don't know
nothing about such things.

wiEGAND (has coughed once or

twice, moved his chair, and pre-

pared himself to speak) . You were
saying, sir, that you wondered to

see such a funeral as this. I tell you,

and Mrs. Welzel here will bear me
out, that it's quite a small funeral

TRAVELER. But, my good man . . .

what a monstrous lot of money it

must cost! Where does that aU
come from?

wiEGANU. If you'll excuse me for

saying so, sir, there's a deal of fool-

ishness among the poorer working-

people hereabouts. They have a

kind of inordinate idea, if I may say

so, of the respect an' duty an' honor
they're bound to show to such as

are taken from their midst. And
when it comes to be a case of par-

ents, then there's no bounds what-
ever to their superstitiousness. The
children and the nearest family

scrapes together every farthing

they can caU their own, an' what's

still wanting, that they borrow from
some rich man. They run them-
selves into debt over head and ears;

they're owing money to the pastor,

to the sexton, and to all concerned.

Then there's the victuals and the

drink, an' such like. No, sir. I'm far

from speaking against dutifulness to

parents; but it's too much when it

goes the length of the mourners
having to bear the weight of it for

the rest of their lives.

TRAVELER. But surely the paster

might reason them out of such fool-

ishness.

wiEGAND. Begging your pardon,

sir, but I must mention that every

little place hereabouts ^ has its

church an' its respected pastor to

support. These honorable gentle-

men has their advantages from big

funerals. The larger the attendance

is, the larger the offertory is bpund
to be. Whoever knows the circum -

stances connected with the working
classes here, sir, will assure you
that the pastors are strong against

quiet funerals.
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{Enter hornig, the rag-dealer, a
little bandy-legged old man, with
a strap around his chest.)

HORNiG. Good-mornin’, ladies and
gentlemen! A glass of schnapps, if

you please, Mr. Welzel. Has the
young mistress anything for me to-

day? IVe got beautiful ribbons in

my cart, Miss Anna, an’ tapes, an’

garters, an the very best of pins an’

hairpins an’ hooks an’ eyes. An’ all

in exchange for a few rags. (He
changes his voice) An’ out of them
rags fine white paper’s to be made,
for your sweetheart to write you a
letter on.

ANNA. Thank you, but I’ve nothing
to do with sweethearts.

MRS. WELZEL {putting a bolt into

her iron). No, she’s not that kind.

She’ll not hear of marrying.

TRAVELER {jumps up, offccting de-

lighted surprise, goes forward to

anna’s table, and holds out his

hand to her across it) . That’s right,

miss. You and I think ahke in this

matter. Give me your hand on it.

We’ll both remain single.

anna {blushing scarlet, gives him
her hand). But you are married
already!

TRAVELER. Not a bit of it. I only
pretend to be. You think so because
I wear a ring. I only have it on my
finger to protect my charms against

shameless attacks. I’m not afraid of
you, though. {He puts the ring

into his pocket) But tell me, truly,

miss, are you quite determined
never, never, never, to marry?

anna {shakes her head). Oh, get
along with you!

MRS. WELZEL, You may trust her to

remain single unless something very
extra good turns up.

TRAVELER. And why should it nofi^

I know of a rich Silesian proprietor

who married his mother’s lady’s

maid. And there’s Dreissiger, the
rich manufacturer, his wife is an
innkeeper’s daughter too, and not
half so pretty as you, miss, though
she rides in her carriage now, with
servants in livery. And why not?

{He marches about, stretching him-

self, and stamping his feet) Let me
have a cup of coffee, please.

{Enter ansorge and old baumert,
each loith a bundle. They seat

themselves meekly and silently be-
side HORNIG, at the front table to

the left.

)

welzel. How are you, Father An-
sorge? Glad to see you once again.

HORNIG. Yes, it’s not often as you
crawl down from that smoky old

nest.

ANSORGE {visibly embarrassed,
mumbles). I’ve been fetchin’ my-
self a web again.

baumert. He’s goin’ to work at a
shilling the web.

ANSORGE. I wouldn’t have done it,

but there’s no more to be made
now by basket-weavin’.

wiegand. It’s always better than
nothing. He does it only to give you
employment. I know Dreissiger

very well. When I was up there

taking out his double windows last

week we were talking about it, him
and me. It’s out of pity that he does
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ANSORGE. Well, well, well! That
may be so.

WEL2EL (setting a glass of schnapps
on the table before each of the
weavers ) . Here you are, then. I say,
Ansorge, how long is it since you
had a shave? The gentleman over
there would like to know.

TRAVELER (colls dCfoss)

.

Now, Mr.
Welzel, you know I didn’t say that.

I was only struck by the venerable
appearance of the master-weaver.
It isn’t often one sees such a gigan-
tic figure.

ANSORGE (scratching his head, em-
barrassed). Well, well!

TRA^"ELER. Such specimens of prim-
itive strength are rare nowadays.
Were all rubbed smooth by civili-

zation , , , but I can still take
pleasure in nature untampered
with. . . . These bushy eyebrows!
That tangled length of beard!

HORNiG. Let me tell you, sir, that
these people haven’t the money to

pay a barber, and as to a razor for

themselves, that’s altogether be-
yond them. What grows, grows.
They haven’t nothing to throw
away on their outsides.

TRAVELER. My good friend, you
surely don’t imagine that I would.
. . . (Aside to welzel) Do you
think I might offer the hairy one a
glass of beer?

WELZEL. No, no; you mustn’t do
that. He wouldn’t take it. He’s got
some queer ideas in that head of
his.

TRAVELER. All right, then, I won’t.
With your permission, miss. (He

seats himself at anna’s table) 1
declare, miss, that I’ve not been
able to take my eyes off your hair
since I came in—such glossy soft-
ness, such a splendid quantity! (Ec-
statically kisses his fingertips) And
what a color! , . , like ripe wheat.
Come to Berlin with that hair and
you’ll create no end of a sensation.
On my honor, with hair like that
you may go to Court. . . . (Leans
back, looking at it) Glorious, simply
glorious!

WIEGAND. They’ve given her a name
because of it.

TRAVELER. And what may that be?

HORNIG. The chestnut fiUy, isn’t it?

WELZEL. Come, now, we’ve had
enough o’ this. I’m not goin’ to
have the girl’s head turned alto-

gether. She’s had a-plehty of silly

notions put into it already. She’ll

hear of nothing under a count to-
day, and tomorrow it’ll be a prince,

MRS. WELZEL. You let her alone,
father. There’s no harm in wantin’
to rise in the world. It’s as well that
people don’t all think as you do, or
nobody would get on at all. If

Dreissiger’s grandfather had been
of your way of thinkin’, they
would be poor weavers stiU. And
now they’re rollin’ in wealth. An
look at old Tromtra. He was noth-
ing but a weaver, too, and now he
owns twelve estates, an’ he’s been
made a nobleman into the bargain.

WIEGAND. Yes, Welzel, you must
look at the thing fairly. Your wife’s
in the right this time. I can an-
swer for that. Td never be where
I am, with seven workmen undei
me. if I had thought like you.
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HORNiG. Yes, you understand the
way to get on; that your worst
enemy must allow. Before the
weaver has taken to bed, youre
gettm his coffin ready.

wiEGAND. A man must attend to his

business if he’s to make anything
of it.

HORNIG. No fear of you for that.

You know before the doctor when
death s on the way to knock at a
weaver’s door.

WIEGAND (attempting to laugh,

suddenly furious). And you know
better than the police where the

thieves are among the weavers, that

keep back two or three bobbins
full every week. It’s rags you ask

for, but you don’t say no, if there’s

a little yam among them.

HORNIG. An’ your com grows in

the churchyard. The more that are

bedded on the sawdust, the better

for you. When you see the rows of

little children’s graves, you pats

yourself on the belly, and says you:

This has been a good year; the lit-

tle brats have fallen like cockchaf-

ers off the trees. I can allow my-
self a quart extra in the week again.

WIEGAND. And supposing this is all

tme, it still doesn’t make me a re-

ceiver of stolen goods.

HORNIG. No; perhaps the worst you
do is to send in an account twice to

the rich fustian manufacturers, or

to help yourself to a plank or two
at Dreissiger’s when diere’s build-

ing goin’ on and the moon happens
not to be shin^l^

WIEGAND (turning his back). Talk
to anyone you hke, but not to me.
{Then suddenly) Homig the liar!

HORNIG. Wiegand the coffin-jobber!

WIEGAND (to the rest of the com-
pany). He knows charms for be-
witching cattle.

HORNIG. If you don’t look out. 111

try one of ’em on you.

(wiegand turns pale.)

MRS. WEL2EL (hod gone out; now
returns with the traveler’s coffee;
in the act of putting it on the table )

.

Perhaps you would rather have it in
the parlor, sir?

traveler. Most certainly not!
{With a languishing look at anna)
I could sit here till I die.

{Enter a young forester and a
peasant, the latter carrying a whip.
They wish the others “Good Morn-
ing"" and remain standing at the
counter.

)

peasant. Two brandies, if you

WEL2EL. Good morning to you, gen-
tlemen. (He pours out their bev-
erage; the two touch passes, take
a mouthful, and then set the glasses
down on the counter.

)

TRAVELER (to FORESTER). Come far
this morning, sir?

FORESTER. From Steinseiffersdorf

—

that’s a good step.

(Two old WEAVERS enter, and seat

themselves beside ansorge, bau-
MERT, and HORNIG.)

TRAVELER. Excuse me asking, but
are you in Count Hochheim’s serv-

ice?

FORESTER. No. I’m in Count Keil’s.
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TRAVELER. Yes, ycs, of course—^that

was what I meant. One gets con-
fused here among all the counts
and barons and other gentlemen.
It would take a giant’s memory to
remember them all. Why do you
carry an axe, if I may ask?

FORESTER. IVe just taken this one
from a man who was stealing wood.

OLD BAUMERT. Yes, their lordships
are mighty strict with us about a
few sticks for the fire.

TRAVELER. You must allow that if

everyone were to help himself to
what he wanted . . .

OLD BAUMERT. By youT leave, sir,

but there’s a difference made here
as elsewhere between the big an’

the little thieves. There’s some here
as deals in stolen wood wholesale,
and grows rich on it. But if a poor
weaver ...

FIRST OLD WEAVER
( itlterTUptS BAU-

MERT ). Were forbid to take a
single branch; but their lordships,

they take the very skin off of us

—

we’ve assurance money to pay, an’

spinning-money, an’ charges in kind—^we must go here an’ go there, an’

do so an’ so much field work, all

willy-nilly.

ANSORGE. That’s just how it is

—

what the manufacturer leaves us,

their lordships takes from us.

SECOND OLD WEAVER (hos taken a
seat at the next table). I’ve said it

to his lordship himself. By your
leave, my lord, says I, it’s not pos-

sible for me to work on the estate

so many days this year. For why

—

my ovm bit of ground, my lord, it’s

been next to carried away by the

rains. I’ve to work both night and
day if I’m to live at aU. For oh, what
a flood that was! . . . There I
stood an’ wrung my hands, an’
watched the good soil come pourin’
down the hiU, into the very house!
And all that dear, fine seed! ... I
could do nothing but roar an’ cry
until I couldn’t see out o’ my eyes
for a week. And then I had to start

an wheel eighty heavy barrow-
loads of earth up that hiU, till my
back was all but broken.

PEASANT (roughly). You weavers
here make such an awful outcry.
As if we hadn’t all to put up with
what Heaven sends us. An’ if you
are badly off just now, whose fault

is it but yoxir own? VTiat did you
do when trade wa§ good? Drank
an sc[uandered all you made. If you
had saved a bit then, you’d have it

to fall back on now when times is

bad, and not need to be goin’
steahn’ yam and wood.

FIRST YOUNG WEAVER [standing
with several comrades in the lobby
Of outer roomy calls in at the door)..

What’s a peasant but a peasant,
though he lies in bed till nine?

FIRST OLD WEAVER. The peasant an’

the coimt, it’s the same story with
’em both. Says the p^sant wh©a
a weaver wants a house: I’ll give
you a little bit of a hole to live in,

an’ you’ll pay me so much rent in

money, an’ the rest of it you’ll make
up by helpin’ me to get in my hay
an’ my corn—an’ if that doesn’t

please you, why, then you may go
elsewhere. He tries another, and the
second he says the same as the first.

BAUMERT [angrily). The weaver’s

like a bone that every dog takes a

gnaw at. i
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PEASANT (furious). You starving

curs, you re no good for anything.

Can you yoke a plough? Can you
draw a straight furrow or throw a

bundle of sheaves onto a cart?

Youre fit for nothing but to idle

about an' go after the women. A
pack of scoundrelly ne’er-do-wells!

(He has paid and now goes out.

The FORESTER follows^ laughing.

WELZEL, the joiner, and mrs.
WELZEL laugh aloud; the traveler
laughs to himself. Then there is a
moments silence.)

HORNiG. A peasant like that’s as

stupid as his own ox. As if I didn’t

know all about the distress in the

villages round here. Sad sights I’ve

seen! Four and five lyin’ naked on
one sack of straw.

TRAVELER (in a mildly remonstra-

five tone) . AUow me to remark, my
good man, that there’s a great dif-

ference of opinion as to the amount
of distress here in the Eulengebirge.

If you can read . . .

HORNIG. I can read straight off, as

well as you. An’ I know what I’ve

seen with my own eyes. It would
be queer if a man that’s traveled

the coimtry with a pack on his back
these forty years an’ more didn’t

know something about it. There was
Fullem, now. You saw the children

scrapping about among the dung-
heaps with the peasants’ geese. The
people up there died naked, on the

bare stone floors. In their sore need
they ate the stinking weavers’ glue.

Hunger carried them off by the
hundred.

TRAVELER. You must be aware,
since you are able to read, that

strict investigation has been made
by the Government, and that . . .

HORNIG. Yes, yes, we all know what
that means. They send a gentleman
that knows all about it already

better nor if he had seen it, an’ he
goes about a bit in the village, at

the lower end, where the best

houses are. He doesn’t want to dirty

his shining boots. Thinks he to him-
self: All the rest’ll be the same as

this. An’ so he steps into his car-

riage, an’ drives away home again,

an’ then writes to Berlin that there’s

no distress in the place at all. If he
had but taken the trouble to go
higher up into a village like that, to

where the stream comes in, or

across the stream onto the narrow
side—or, better still, if he’d gone up
to the little out-o’-the-way hovels

on the hill above, some of ’em that

black an’ tumble-down as it would
be the waste of a good match to set

fire to ’em—^it’s another kind of re-

port he’d have sent to Berlin. They
should have come to me, these gov-
ernment gentletnen that wouldn’t
believe there was no disti*ess here.

I would have shown them some-
thing. I’d have opened their eyes

for ’em in some of these starvation

holes.

(The strains of the Weavers^ Song
are heard, sung outside.)

WELZEL. There they are, roaring at

that devil’s song again.

wiEGANE. They’re turning the whole
place upside down.

MRS. WELZEL. You’d thuik there

was something in the air.

(jaeger and becker arm in arm, at

the head of a troop of young weav-
ers, march noisily through the outer

room and enter the bar.

)

JAEGER. Halt! To your places!

(The new arrivals sit down at the
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various tables, and begin to talk to

other weavers already seated there)

HORNIG (calls out to BECKER ).

Whafs up now, Becker, tliat you ve
got together a crowd like this?

BECKER (significantly) , Who knows
but something may be going to hap-
pen? Eh, Moritz?

HORNIG. Come, come, lads. Don’t
you be a-gettin’ of yourselves into

mischief.

BECKER. Blood’s flowed already.

Would you Hke to see it? (He pulls

up his sleeve and shows bleeding
tattoo-marks on the upper part of
his arm. Many of the other young
weavers do the same) WeVe been
at Father Schmidts gettin’ our-
selves vaccinated.

HORNIG. Now the thing’s explained.
Little wonder there’s such an up-
roar in the place, with a band of

young rapscallions like you paradin’
round.

JAEGER (consequentially, in a loud
voice). You may bring two quarts

at once, Welzel! I pay. Perhaps you
think I haven’t got the needful.

You’re wrorig, then. If we wanted
we could sit an’ drink your best
brandy an’ swill coffee ^1 tomor-
row morning with any bagman in

the land.

( Laughter among the young weav-
ers.)

TRAVELER (affecting comic sur-

prise) . Is the yoimg gentleman kind
enough to take notice of me?
(Ho^, hostess, and their daughter,

wiEGAKi), and the traveler all

laugh.)

jaeger. If the cap fits wear it.

traveler. Your affairs seem to be
in a thriving condition, young man,
ff I may be allowed to say so.

JAEGER. I can’t complain. I’m a trav-

eler in made-up goods. I go shares
with the manufacturers. The nearer
starvation the weaver is, the better
I fare. His want butters my bread.

BECKER. Well done, Moritz! You
gave it to him that time. Here’s to
you!

(welzel has brought the corn-
brandy. On his way hack to the
counter he stops, turns round
slowly, and stands, an embodiment
of phlegmatic strength, facing the
weavers.)

welzel (calmly but emphatically)

.

You let the gentleman alone. He’s
done you no harm.

YOUNG WEAVERS. And we’re doing
him no harm.

(mrs. welzel has exchanged a few
words with the traveler. She takes
the cup with the remains of his

coffee and carries it into the parlor.

The TRAVELER follows her amidst
the laughter of the weavers.)

YOUNG weavers (singing)

.

The Dreissigers the hangmen are.

Servants no whit behind them.

welzel. Hush-shI Sing that song
anywhere else you like, but not in

my house.

first old weaver. He’s quite right.

Stop that singin’, lads.

BECKER (roars). But we must
march past Dreissiger s, boys, and
let them hear it once more.
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wiEGAND. You'd better take care

—

you may march once too often.

{Laughter and cries of Ho, ho!

wiTTiG has entered; a gray-haired

old smith, bareheaded, with leather

apron and wooden shoes, sooty from
the smithy. He is standing at the

counter waiting for his schnapps.)

VOUNG WEAVER. Wittig, Wittig!

WiTTiG. Here he is. What do you
want with him?

VOUNG WEAVERS. "It's Wittigl”

‘Witcig, Wittig!" — "'Come here,

Wittig.”
—

"'Sit beside us, Wittig.”

WITTIG. Do you think I would sit

beside a set of rascals like you?

JAEGER. Come and take a glass with
us.

WITTIG. Keep your brandy to your-

selves. I pay for my own drink.

{Takes his glass and sits down
beside baximert and ansorge.

Clapping the latter on the stomach)
What's the weavers' food so nice?

Sauerkraut and roasted Hce!

OLD BAUMERT (excitedly). But
what would you say now if they'd

made up their minds as how they
would put up with it no longer.

WITTIG {with pretended astonish-

ment, staring open-mouthed at the

old weaver). Heinerle! you don't

mean to tell me that that's you?
{Laughs immoderately) O Lord, O
Lord! I could laugh myself to death.

Old Baumert risin' in rebellion!

We'll have the tailors at it next, and
then there'll be a rebellion among
the baa-lambs, and the rats and the
mice. Damn it aU, but we’ll see
some sport. {He nearly splits with
laughter,

)

OLD BAUMERT. You needn’t go on
like that, Wittig. I'm the same man
I’ve always been. I still say 'twould

be better if things could be put
right peaceably.

WITTIG. Peaceably! How could it be
done peaceably? Did they do it

peaceably in France? Did Rohe-
speer tickle the rich men’s palms?
No! It was: Away with them, every
one! To the gilyoteen with them!
Allongs onfong! You’ve got your
work before you. The geese’ll not
fly ready roasted into your mouths.

OLD BAUMERT. If I could make even
half a livin'

FIRST OLD WEAVER. The water's up
to our chins now, Wittig.

SECOND OLD WEAVER. We're afraid

to go home. It's all the same
whether we works or whether we
lies abed; it’s starvation both ways.

FIRST OLD WEAVER. A man’s like to

go mad at home.

OLD ANSORGE. It’s that length with

me now that I don’t care how
things go.

OLD WEAVERS {with increasing ex-

citement). ""We've no peace any-

where.”
—

""We've no spirit left to

work.”—^""Up with us in Steen-

kunzendorf you can see a weaver
sittin’ by the stream washin’ hisseh

the whole day long, naked as God
made him. It’s driven him clean out

of his mind.”

THIRD OLD vnEAVER {moved by the

spirit, stands up and begins tc

‘^speak with tongues/^ stretching

out his hand threateningly) . Judg-
ment is at hand! Have no dealings
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with the rich and the great! Judg-
ment is at hand! The Lord God of
Sabaoth . . .

(Some of the weavers laugh. He is

pulled down onto his seat .

)

WTiLZEL. Thats a chap that cant
stand a single glass—he gets wild
at once.

THIRD OLD WEAVER (jumpS Up
again)

.

But they—they believe not
in God, not in hell, not in heaven.
They mock at religion . . .

FIRST OLD WHEAVER. Come, come
now, thats enough!

BECKER. You let him do his little

bit o’ preaching. There’s many a one
would be the better for taking it

to heart.

VOICES (in excited confusion)

.

'"Let

him alone!”'—^“Let him speak!”

THIRD OLD WEAVER (raising his

voice) . But hell is opened, saidi the
Lord; its jaws are gaping wide, to

swallow up all those that oppress
the afflicted and pervert judgment
in the cause of the poor.

(Wild excitement.)

THIRD OLD WEAVER (suddenly de-
claiming schoolboy fashion)

,

When one has thought upon it well,

Jfs still more difficult to tell

Why they the linen-weaver s work
despise.

BECKER. But we’re fustian-weavers,

man.
(Laughter.)

HOBNiG. The linen-weavers is ever

so much worse off than you.

They’re wandering about among

the hills like ghosts. You people
here have still got the pluck left in
you to kick up a row.

wmiG. Do you suppose the worst’s
over here? It won’t be long till the
manufacturers drain away 3iat little

bit of strength they still have left
in their bodies.

BECKER. You know what he said: It
will come to the weavers working
for a bite of bread,

( Uproar.

)

SEVERAL OLD AND YOUNG WEAVERS.
Who said that?

BECKER. Dreissiger said it.

A YOUNG WEAVER. The damned ras-

cal should be hung up by the heels.

JAEGER. Look here, Wittig. You’ve
always jawed such a lot about the
French Revolution, and a good deal
too about your own doings. A time
may be coming, and that before
long, when everyone will have a
chance to show whether he’s a
braggart or a true man.

WCTTIG (flaring up angrily). Say
another word if you dare! Have
you heard the whistle of bullets?

Have you done outpost duty in an
enemy’s coxmtry?

JAEGER. You needn’t get angry
about it. We’re comrades. I meant
no harm.

WITTIG. None of your comradeship
for me, you impudent young fool.

(Enter kutsche, the policeman.)

SEVERAL VOICES. Hush—^sh! Police!

(This calling goes on for some time,

till at last there is complete silence.
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amidst which kutsche takes his

place at the central pillar-table ,

)

KUTSCHE. A small brandy, please.

{Again complete silence.)

wiTTiG. I suppose you ve come to

see if we re all behaving ourselves,

Kutsche?

KUTSCHE {paying no attention to

wittig). Good morning, Mr. Wie-
gand.

wiEGAJND {still in the corner in front

of the counter). Good morning

'tyou, sir.

OJTSCHE. How’s trade?

wiEGAND. Thank you, much as

usual.

BECKER. The chief constable’s sent

him to see if we’re spoiling our

stomach on these big wages we’re

getting.

( Laughter.

)

JAEGER. I say, Welzel, you will tell

liim how we’ve been feasting on
roast pork an’ sauce an’ dumplings

and sauerkraut, and now we’re

sitting at our champagne wine.

( Laughter,

)

WELZEL. The world’s upside down
with them today.

KUTSCHE. An’ even if you had the

champagne wine and the roast

meat, you wouldn’t be satisfied.

I’ve to get on without champagne
wine as well as you.

BECKER {referring to kutsche’s

nose)

.

He waters his beet-root with

brandy and gin. An’ it thrives upon
it, too.

{Laughter.)

WITTIG. A p’liceman like that has a

hard life. Now it’s a starving beggar

boy he has to lock up, then it’s a

pretty weaver girl he has to lead

astray; then he has to get roarin’

drunk an beat his wife till she goes

screamin’ to the neighbors for help;

and there’s the ridin’ about on
horseback and the lyin’ in bed till

nine—^nay, faith, but it’s no easy

job!

KUTSCHE. Jaw away; you’ll jaw a

rope round your neck in time. It’s

long been known what sort of a fel-

low you are. The magistrates know
all about that dangerous tongue of

yours. I know who’ll drink wife and
child into the poorhouse an’ himself

into jail before long, who it is that’ll

go on agitatin’ and agitatin’ till he
brings down judgment on himself

and all concerned,

WITTIG {laughs bitterly). It’s true

enough—^no one knows what’ll be
the end of it. You may be right yet.

{Bursts out in fury) But if it does

come to that, I know who I’ve got

to thank for it, who it is that’s

blabbed to the manufacturers an’ all

the gentlemen round, an’ blackened

my character to that extent that

they never give me a hand’s turn

of work to do—an’ set the peasants

an’ the millers against me, so that

I’m often a whole week without a

horse to shoe or a wheel to put a

tire on. I know who’s done it. I

once puUed the damned brute off

his horse, because he was givin’ a

little stupid boy the most awful

flogging for stealin’ a few unripe

pears. But I tell you this, Kutsche,

and you know me—^if you get me
put into prison, you may make your

own will. If I hear as much as a

whisper of it, I’ll take the first thing

as comes handy, whether it’s a
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horseshoe or a hammer, a wheel-
spoke or a pail; Til get hold of you
if Ive to drag you out of bed from
beside your wife, and 111 beat in
your brains, as sure as my names
Wittig. (He has jumped up and is

going to rush at kutsche.
)

OLD AND YOUNG WEAVERS (holdiug
him back). Wittig, Wittig! Dont
lose yom' head!

KUTSCHE (has risen involuntarily^

his face pale. He hacks toward the
door while speaking. The nearer
the door the higher his courage
rises. He speaks the last words on
the threshold, and then instantly

disappears). What are you goin’ on
at me about? I didn’t meddle with
you. I came to say something to the
weavers. My business is with them
an not with you, and Ive done
nothing to you. But Ive this to say
to you weavers: The Superintend-
ent of Police herewith forbids the
singing of that song—Dreissiger s

song, or whatever it is you call it.

And if the yelling of it on the
streets isn’t stopped at once, he’ll

provide you with plenty of time and
leisme for goiag on with it in jail.

You may sing tbiere, on bread and
water, to your hearts’ content.

(Goes out.)

WITTIG (roars after him). He’s no
right to forbid it—^not if we were
to roar till the windows shook an’

they could hear us at Reichenbach
—not if we sang till the manufac-
turers’ houses tumbled about their

ears an’ all the Superintendents’

helmets danced on the top of their

heads. It’s nobody’s business but
our own.
(BECKER has in the meantime got
up, made a signal for singing, and
now leads of-, the others joining in.)

The justice to us weavers dealt

Is bloody, cruel, and hateful;

Our life’s one torture, long drawn
out;

For Lynch law wed he grateful

(wELZEL attempts to quiet them
but they pay no attention to him.
wiEGAND puts his hands to his ears

and rushes off. During the singing

of the next verse the weavers rise

and form into procession behind
BECKER and WITTIG, who have
given pantomimic signs for a gen-
era! break-up.)

Stretched on the rack, day after day,
Hearts sick and bodies aching.

Our heavy sighs their witness bear
To spirit slowly breaking.

(Most of the weavers sing the fol-

lowing verse out on the street, only
a few young fellows, who are pay-
ing, being still in the bar. At the

conclusion of the verse no one is

left in the room except welzel and
his wife and daughter, hornig, and
OLD BAUMERT.)

You villains all, you brood of hell,

You fiends in fashion human,
A curse will fall on all like you
Who prey on man and woman.

welzel (phlegmatically collecting

the glasses). Their backs are up tO'

day, and no mistake.

HORNIG (to old BAUMERT, who ih

preparing to go). What in the name
of Heaven are they up to, Baumert?

BAUMERT. They’re goin’ to Dreis-

siger’s to make him add something
onto the pay.

WELZEL. And are you joining ip

these foolish ongomgs?
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OLD BAUMERT. IVe HO choice, Wel-
zeL The young men may an’ the old

men must. ( Goes out rather shame-
jacedly

.

)

HORNiG. It’ll not surprise me if this

ends badly.

•WELZEL. To think that even old

fellows like him are goin’ right off

their heads!

HORNIG. We all set our hearts on
something!

ACT FOUR

Peterstoaldau. Private room of dreissiger, the fustian manufacturer—
luxuriously furnished in the chilly taste of the first half of this century.

Ceiling, doors, and stove are white, and the wall paper, with its small,

straight-lined floral pattern, is dull and cold in tone. The furniture is ma-
hogany, richly carved, and upholstered in red. On the right, between two
windows with crimson damask curtains, stands the writing-table, a high
bureau with falling flap. Directly opposite to this is the sofa, with the
^rcng-box beside it; in front of the sofa a table, with chairs and easy-
chairs arranged about it. Against the hack wall is a gun-cupboard. All
three walls are decorated with bad pictures in gilt frames. Above the sofa
is a mirror with a heavily gilt rococo frame. On the left an ordinary door
leads into the hall. An open folding door at the back shows the drawing-
room, over-furnished in the same style of comfortless splendor. Two ladies,

MRS. DREISSIGER and MRS. KTTTELHAUS, PastOTs Wife, are seen in the
drawing-room, looking at pictures, pastor kittelhaus is there too, en-
gaged in conversation with wetjsthold, the tutor, a theological graduate.

KITTELHAUS {a kindly little elderly

man, enters the front room, smoking
and talking to the tutor, who is also

smoking; he looks round and shakes
his head in surprise at finding the
room empty). You are young, Mr.
Weinhold, which explains every-

thing. At your age we old fellows

heldr—well, I won’t say the same
€^inions‘—but certainly opinions of

the samSe tendency. And there’s

something fine about youth—^youth

with its grand ideals. But unfortu-
nately, Mr. Weinhold, they don’t

last; they are as fleeting as April

sunshine. Wait till you are my age.

When a man has said his say from
the pulpit for thirty years—^fifty-

two times every year, not including

saints’ days—^he has inevitably

calmed down. Think of me, Mr.
Weinhold, when you come that

length.

WEINHOLD (nineteen, pale, thin,

tall, with lanky fair hair; restless

and nervous in his movements).
With all due respect, Mr. Kittelhaus

—I can’t think—^people have such
different natures.

KITTELHAUS. My dear Mr. Wein-
hold, however restless-minded and
unsettled a man may be— (in a
tone of reproof)—^snd you are ;a

case in pomt—^however violently
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and wantonly he may attack the
existing order of things, he calms
down in the end. I grant you, cer-
tainly, that among our professional

brethren individuals are to be
found, who, at a fairly advanced
age, still play youthful pranks. One
preaches against the drink evil and
founds temperance societies, an-
other publishes appeals which un-
doubtedly read most eflFectively.

But what good do they do? The
distress among the weavers, where
it does exist, is in no way lessened—^but the peace of society is under-
mined. No, no; one feels inclined in
such cases to say: Cobbler, stick to
your last; don’t take to caring for

the belly, you who have the care of
souls. Preach the pure Word of
God, and leave all else to Him who
provides shelter and food for the
birds, and clothes the lilies of the
field. But I should like to know
where our good host, Mr, Dreis-
siger, has suddenly disappeared to.

(mrs. dbeissiger, followed hy mbs.
KtTTELHAXJS, now coTues forwatd.
She is a pretty woman of thirty, of
a healthy, florid type. A certain dis-

cordance is noticeable between her
deportment and way of expressing

herself and her rich, elegant toi-

lette. )

MRS. DREISSIGER. That’s what I want
to know, too, Mr. Kittelhaus. But
it’s what William always does. No
sooner does a thing come into his

head than off he goes and leaves me
m the lurch. I’ve said enough about
it, but it does no good.

KITTELHAUS. It’s always the way
with business men, my dear Mrs.
Dreissiger.

WEiNHOLD.^I’m almost certain that

something has happened down-
stairs.

(dreissiger enters, hot and ex--

cited.

)

dreissiger. Well, Rosa, is coffee

served?

MRS. dreissiger (sulkily)

.

Fancy
your needing to run away again!

dreissiger (carelessly). Ah! these
are things you don’t understand.

KITTELHAUS. Excuse me—^has any-
thing happened to annoy you, Mr.
Dreissiger?

dreissiger. Never a day passes
without that, my dear sir. I am ac-

customed to it. What about that
coffee, Rosa?
(mrs. dreissiger goes ill-humor-

edly and gives one or two violent

tugs at the broad embroidered bell-

pull.)

dreissiger. I wish you had been
downstairs just now, Mr. Weinhold.
You’d have gained a litde expe-
rience. Besides. . . . But now let

us have our game of whist.

KITTELHAUS. By all means, sir.

Shake off the dust and burden of
the day, Mr. Dreissiger; forget it in
our company.

DREISSIGER (hos gouc to &€ win-
dow, pushed aside a curtain, and
is looking out). Vile rabble!! Come
h^e, Rosa! (She goes to the win-
dow) Look . . . that tall red-
haired fellow there! . . .

KITTELHAUS. That’s the man they
call Red Becker.

DREISSIGER. Is he the man that in-

sulted you the day before yester-
day? You remember what you told
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me—^when John was helping you
into the carriage?

MRS. DREissiGER (pouting, catc-

lessltj), Vm sure I don’t know.

DREISSIGER. Come now, what s the

use of being cross? I must know.
If he’s the man, I mean to have him
arrested. (The strains of the Weav-
ers^ Song are heard) Listen to that!

Just listen!

KiTTELHAUS (highly inceno-ed). Is

there to be no end to this nuisance?

I must acknowledge now that it is

time for the police to interfere. Per-

mit me. (He goes forward to the

window) See, see, Mr. Weinhold!

These are not only young people.

There are numbers of steady-going

old weavers among them, men
whom I have known for years and
looked upon as most deserving and
God-fearing. There they are, taking

part in this intolerable uproar,

trampling Gods law under foot.

Do you mean to tell me that you
still defend these people?

^iNHOLD. Certainly not, Mr. Kittel-

haus. That is, sir . . . cum grano

salis. For after all, they are hungry
and they are ignorant. They are

giving expression to their dissatis-

faction in the only way they under-

stand. I don’t expect that such

people . . .

MRS. KITTELHAUS (shoit, thin,

faded, more like an old maid than

a married woman) . Mr. Weinhold,
Mr. Weinhold, how can you?

DREISSIGER. Mr. Weinhold, I am
sorry to be obliged to ... I didn’t

bring you into my house to give

me lectures on philanthropy, and I

must request that you will confine

yourself to the education of my
boys, and leave my other affairs

entirely to me—entirely! Do you
understand?

WEINHOLD (stands for a moment
rigid and deathly pale, then hows,
with a strained smile. In a low
voice). Certainly, of course I un-
derstand. I have seen this coming.

It is my wish too. (Goes out.)

DREISSIGER (rudcly)

.

As soon as

possible then, please. We require

the room.

MRS. DREISSIGER. William, William!

DREISSIGER. Have you lost your
senses, Rosa, that you’re taking the

part of a man who defends a low,

blackguardly libel like that song?

MRS. DREISSIGER. But, William, he
didn’t defend it.

DREISSIGER. Mr. Kittelhaus, did he
defend it or did he not?

KITTELHAUS. His youth must be his

excuse, Mr. Dreissiger.

MRS. KITTELHAUS. I Can’t Under-

stand it. The young man comes of

such a good, respectable family.

His father held a public appoint-

ment for forty years, without a

breath on his reputation. His

mother was overjoyed at his getting

this good situation here. And now
... he himself shows so little ap-

preciation of it.

PFEIFER (suddenly opens the door
leading from the hall and shouts

in) . Mr. Dreissiger, Mr. Dreissiger!

they’ve got him! Will you come,
please? They’ve caught one of

them.
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DREissiGER (hastily). Has someone turbers of the peace here whom I
gone for the police? have long had my eye on.

PFEIFER. The Superintendent’s on
his way upstairs.

DREISSIGER (at the door). Glad to

see you, sir. We want you here.

(kittelhaus makes signs to the
ladies that it will be better for them
to retire. He, his wife, and mrs.
DREissiGER disappear into the draw-
ing-room,)

DREissiGER (exasperated, to the
POLICE SUPERINTENDENT, who haS
now entered). I have at last had
one of the ringleaders seized by my
dyers. I could stand it no longer

—

their insolence was beyond all

bounds—quite unbearable. I have
visitors in my house, and these
blackguards dare to . , . They in-

sult my wife whenever she shows
herself; my boys’ lives are not safe.

My visitors run the risk of being
jostled and cu£Fed. Is it possible

that in a well-ordered community
incessant public insult offered to

imoffending people like myself and
my family should pass unpunished?
If so . . . then . . . then I must
confess that I have other ideas of
law and order.

SUPERINTENDENT (a man of fifty,

middle height, corpulent, full-

blooded. He wears cavalry uniform
with a long sword and spurs). No,
no, Mr. Dreissiger . . . certainly

notl I am entirely at your disposal.

Make your mind easy on the sub-

ject. Dispose of me as you wiU.

What you have done is quite right.

I am delighted thht you have had
one of the ringleaders arrested. I

am very glad indeed that a settling

day has come. There are a few dis-

DREissiGER. Yes, One or two raw
lads, lazy vagabonds, that shirk

every kind of work, and lead a life

of low dissipation, hanging about
the public-houses until iieyVe sent

their last halfpenny down their

throats. But I’m determined to put
a stop to the trade of these profes-

sional blackguards once and for aU.

It’s in the public interest to do so,

not only my private interest.

SUPERINTENDENT. Of course it is!

Most undoubtedly, Mr. Dreissiger!

No one can possibly blame you.
And everything that lies in my
power . , .

DREISSIGER. The cat-o’-nine tails is

what should be taken to the beg-
garly pack.

SUPERINTENDENT. You’re right, quite

right. We must make an example.

(kutsche, the policeman, enters

and salutes. The door is open, and
the sound of heavy steps stumbling

up the stair is heard.)

KUTSCHE. I have to inform you, sir,

that we have arrested a man.

DREISSIGER (tO SUPERINTENDENT).
Do you wish to see the fellow?

SUPERINTENDENT. Certainly, most
certainly. We must begin by hav-

ing a look at him at close quarters.

Oblige me, Mr. Dreissiger, by not

speaking to him at present- ill see

to it that you get complete satisfac-

tion, or my name’s not Heide.

DREISSIGER. That’s not enough for

me, though. He goes before the

magistrates. My mind’s made up.
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(jAEGEi^ is led in by five dyers, toho

have come straight from their work—faces, hands, and clothes stained

with dye. The prisoner, his cap set

jauntily on the side of his head,

presents an appearance of impudent
gayety; he is excited by the brandy

he has just drunk,

)

JAEGER. Hounds that you are!—Call

yourselves workingmen!—Pretend

to be comrades! Before I would do
such a thing as lay my hands on a

mate, Td see my hand rot off my
arm!

(At a sign from the superinten0-

ENT, kutsche orders the dyers to let

go their victim, jaeger straightens

himself up, quite free and easy.

Both doors are guarded.)

SUPERINTENDENT (shoutS tO JAE-

GER ). Off with your cap, sir.

(jaeger takes it off, but very slowly,

still with an impudent grin on his

face) What's your name!

JAEGER. What’s yours? I’m not your

swineherd.

{Great excitement is produced

among the audience by this reply.

)

DREissiGER. This is too much of a
good thing.

SUPERINTENDENT {changes color, is

on the point of breaking out furi-

ously, but controls his rage). We’ll

see about this afterwards.—Once
more, what’s your name? {Receiv-

ingno answer, furiously) If you
don’t answer at once, fellow,. I’ll

have you flagged on the spot.

JAEGER {perfectly cheerful, not

showing by so much as the twitch

of an eyelid that he has heard the

superintendent’s angry words,

calls over the heads of those around

him to a pretty servant girl, who has

brought in the coffee and is stand-

ing open-mouthed with astonish-

ment at the unexpected sight )

.

Hullo, Emmy, do you belong to

this company now? The sooner you
find your way out of it, then, the

better. A wind may begin to blow
here, an’ blow everything away
overnight.

{The girl stares at jaeger, and as

soon as she comprehends that it is

to her he is speaking, blushes with

shame, covers her eyes with her

hands, and rushes out, leaving the

coffee things in confusion on the

table. Renewed excitement among
those present.)

superintendent {half beside him-

self, to DREISSIGER ). Never in all

my long service . . . such a case

of shameless effrontery . .

(jaeger spUs on the floor.

)

DREISSIGER. I’ll thank you to re-

member that this is not a stable.

superintendent. My patience is at

an end now. For the last time:

What’s your name?
(kittelhaus, who has been peer-

ing out at the partly opened draw-
ing-room door, listening to what has

been going on, can no longer re-

frain from coming forward to inter-

fere. He is trembling with excite-

ment.)

ejttelhaus. His name is Jaeger,,

sir. Moritz ... is it not? Moritz

Jaeger. {To jaeger) And, Jaeger,

you know me.

jaeger {seriously)

.

You are Pastor

Kittelhaus.

KiTTELHAus. Yes, I am your pastor,

Jaeger! It was I who received you.
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a babe in swaddling clothes, into

the Church of Christ. From my
hands you took for the first time
the body of the Lord. Do you re-

member that, and how I toiled and
strove to bring God’s Word home
to your heart? Is this your grati-

tude?

JAEGER {like a scolded schoolboy,

in a surly voice), I paid my half-

crown like the rest.

EXTTELHAus. Money, money . . . Do
you imagine that the miserable lit-

tle bit of money . . . Such utter

nonsense! I’d much rather you kept
your money. Be a good man, be a
Christian! Think of what you prom-
ised. Keep God^s law. Money^
money! . . .

JAEGER. I’m a Quaker now, sir, I

don’t believe in anything.

KiTTELHAUS. Quaker! What are you
talking about? Try to behave your-

self, and don’t use words you don’t

understand. Quaker, indeed! They
are good Christian people, and not

heathens like you.

SUPERINTENDENT. Mr. Kittelhaus,

I must ask you ... (He comes be-

tween the PASTOR and jaeger)

Kutsche! tie his hands!

(Wild yelling outside: "daeger,

Jaeger! come out!”)

dreissiger (like the others, slightly

startled, goes instinctively to the

window). What’s the meaning of

this next?

superintendent. Oh, I understand

well enough. It means that they

want to have the blackguard out

among them again. But we’re not

going to oblige them. Kutsche, you

127

have your orders. He goes to tfie

lock-up.

KUTSCHE {with the rope in his hand,
hesitating). By your leave, sir, but
it’ll not be an easy job. There’s a

confounded big crowd out there

—

a pack of raging devils. They’ve
got Becker with them, and the
smith . . .

KITTELHAUS. Allow me one more
word!—So as not to rouse still

worse feeling, would it not be
better if we tried to arrange things

peaceably? Perhaps Jaeger will give

his word to go with us quietly,

or . . .

superintendent. Quite impossible!

Think of my responsibility. I

couldn’t allow such a thing. Come,
Kutsche! lose no more time.

jaeger
(
putting his hands together,

and holding them out)

,

Tight,

tight, as tight as ever you can! It’s

not for long.

(kutsche, assisted by the work-
men, ties his hands.)

superintendent. Now, off with
you, march! {To dreissiger) If

you feel anxious let six of the w^eav-

ers go with them. They can waUc on
each side of him, 111 ride in front,

and Kutsche will bring up the rear.

Whoever blocks the way will be
cut down.
{Cries from below: ^Cock-a-

doodle-doO-OO-00! Bow, WQWy
wow!”)

superintendent {with a threaten-

ing gesture in the direction of the

window). You rascals, I’ll coek-a-

doodle-doo and bow-wow you! For-

ward! March! {He marches out

first, with drawn sword; the others,

with j.^ger, follow,)
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JAEGER (shouts cs he goes). An’
Mrs. Dreissiger there may play the

lady as proud as she likes, but for

all that she’s no better than us.

Many a hundred times she’s served

my father with a half-penny-worth

/)f schnapps. Left wheel—^march!

(Exit laughing.)

DREISSIGER (after a pause, with ap-

parent calmness). Well, Mr. ICittel-

haus, shall we have our game now?
I think there will be no further in-

terruption. (He lights a cigar, giv-

ing short laughs as he does so;

when it is lighted, bursts into a reg-

ular fit of laughing) I’m beginning

now to think the whole thing very

funny. That fellow! (Still laughing

nervously) It really is too comical:

first came the dispute at dinner

with Weinhold—^five minutes after

that he takes leave—oflF to the other

end of the world; then this affair

crops up—and now well proceed
with our whist.

KiTTELHAUS. Yes, hut . . . (Roar-

ing is heard outside) Yes, but . . .

that’s a terrible uproar they’re mak-
ing outside.

DREISSIGER. AU we have to do is to

go into the other room; it won’t

disturb us in the least there.

KiTTELHAUS (shaking his head). I

wish I knew what has come over

these people. In so far I must agree

with Mr. Weinhold, or at least till

quite lately I was of his opinion,

that the weavers were a patient,

humble, easily led class. Was it not

your idea of them, too, Mr. Dreis-

siger?

DREISSIGER. Most Certainly that is

what they used to be—^patient, eas-

ily managed, peaceable people.

They were that as long as these so-

called humanitarians let them
alone. But for ever so long now
they’ve had the awful misery of

their condition held up to them.
Think of all the societies and asso-

ciations for the alleviation of the

distress among the weavers. At last

the weaver believes in it himself,

and his head’s turned. Some of

them had better come and turn it

back again, for now he’s fairly set

a-going there’s no end to his com-
plaining. This doesn’t please him,

and that doesn’t please him. He
must have everything of the best.

(A loud roar of ^‘Hurrdhr is heard

from the crowd.)

KITTELHAUS. So that with all their

humanltarianism they have only

succeeded in almost literally turn-

ing lambs into wolves.

DREISSIGER. I won’t say that, sir.

When you take time to think of the

matter coolly, it’s possible that some
good may come of it yet. Such oc-

currences as this will not pass un-

noticed by those in authority, and
may lead them to see that things

can’t be allowed to go on as they

are doing—^that means must be
taken to prevent the utter ruin of

our home industries.

KITTELHAUS. Possibly. But what is

the cause, then, of this terrible

falling off of trade?

DREISSIGER. Our best markets have
been closed to us by the heavy im-

port duties foreign countries have
laid on our goods. At home the

competition is terrible, for we have
no protection, none whatever.

PFEIFER (staggers in, pale and
breathless). Mr. Dreissiger, Mr.

Dreissiger!
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DREissiGER (in the act of walking

into the drawing-room, turns round,

annoyed) . Well, Pfeifer, what now?

PFEIFER. Oh, sir! Oh, sir! . . . It’s

worse than ever!

DREISSIGER. What are they up to

next?

KITTELHAUS. Youre really alarm-

ing us—^what is it?

PFEIFER (still confused). I never

saw the like. Good Lord!—The
Superintendent himself . . . theyll

catch it for this yet.

DREISSIGER. What’s the matter with

you, in the devil’s name? Is any-

one’s neck broken?

PFEIFER (almost crying with fear,

screams)

.

They’ve set Moritz

Jaeger free—they’ve thrashed the

Superintendent and driven him
away—^they’ve thrashed the police-

man and sent him off to—^without

his helmet ... his sword broken

. . . Oh dear, oh dear!

DREISSIGER. I think you’ve gone
crazy, Pfeifer.

KITTELHAUS. This is actual riot.

PFEIFER {sitting on a chair, his

whole body trembling). It’s turn-

ing serious, Mr. Dreissiger! Mr.

Dreissiger, it’s serious now!

DREISSIGER. Well, if that’s all the

police . . .

PFEIFER. Mr. Dreissiger, it’s serious

now!

DREISSIGER. Damn it all, Pfeifer,

^*^ill you hold your tongue?

MRS. DREISSIGER (comiug out of the

drawing-room with mrs. kittel-

HAUs). This is really too bad, Wil-
liam. Our whole evening’s being
spoiled. Here’s Mrs. Kittelhaus say-

ing that she’d better go home.

kittelhaus. You mustn’t take it

amiss, dear Mrs. Dreissiger, but
perhaps, under the circumstances,

it would be better . . .

MRS. DREISSIGER. But, William, why
in the world don’t you go out and
put a stop to it?

DREISSIGER. Go you and try if you
can do it. Try! Go and speak to

them! (Standing helplessly in front

of the pastor) Am I such a tyrant?

Am I a cruel master?

(Enter john the coachman.)

JOHN. If you please, m’m. I’ve put
to the horses. Mr. Weinhold’s put
Georgie and Charlie into the car-

riage. If it comes to the worst, we’re

ready to be off.

MRS. DREISSIGER. If what comes to

the worst?

JOHN. I’m sure I don’t know, m’m.
But the crowd’s gettin’ bigger and
bigger, an’ they’ve sent the Super-

intendent an’ the p’liceman to the

right-about.

PFEIFER. It’s serious now, Mr*

Dreissiger! It’s serious!

MRS. DREISSIGER (with increasing

alarm). What’s going to happen?
—^What do the people want?

—

They’re never going to attack us,

John?

JOHN. There’s some rascally hounds

among ’em, ma’am.
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PFEIFER. It’s serious now! serious!

DREissiGER. Hold your tongue, fool!—^Are the doors barred?

KiTTELHAUS. I aslc you as a favor,

Mr. Dreissiger ... as a favor . . .

I am determined to ... I ask you
as a favor ... {To john) What
demands are the people making?

JOHN {awkwardly). It’s higher

wages they’re after, the black-

guards.

KITTELHAUS. Good, good!—^I shall

go out and do my duty. I shall

speak seriously to these people.

JOHN. Oh, sir, please, sir, don’t do
any such thing. Words is quite use-

less.

KITTELHAUS. One little favor, Mr.
Dreissiger. May I ask you to post

men behind the door, and to have
it closed at once after me?

MRS. KITTELHAUS. O Joseph, Jo-

seph! you’re not really going out?

KITTELHAUS. I am. Indeed I am. I

know what I’m doing. Don’t be
afraid. God will protect me.
(mrs. KITTELHAUS presses his hand,

draws back, and wipes fears from
her eyes.)

KITTELHAUS {while the murmur of

a great, excited crowd is heard un-

interruptedly outside). I’ll go . . .

I’ll go out as if I were simply on
my vray home. I shall see if my
sacred office ... if the people
have not sufficient respect for me
left to ... I shall try . . . {He
takes his hat and stick) Forward,
then, in God’s name! {Goes out ac-

companied by DREISSIGER, PFEIFER,

and JOHN.)

MRS. KITTELHAUS. Oh, dear Mrs.
Dreissiger! {She bursts into tears

and embraces her) I do trust noth-

ing will happen to him.

MRS. DREISSIGER {absently). I don’t

know how it is, Mrs. Kittelhaus,

but I ... I can’t tell you how I

feel. I didn’t think such a thing was
possible. It’s . . . it’s as if it was
a sin to be rich. If I had b^en told

about all this beforehand, Mrs. Kit-

telhaus, I don’t know but what I

would rather have been left in my
own humble position.

MRS. KITTELHAUS. There are

troubles and disappointments in

every condition of life, Mrs. Dreis-

siger.

MRS. DREISSIGER. True, true, I can

well believe that. And suppose we
have more than other people . . .

goodness me! we didn’t steal it.

It’s been honestly got, eveiy penny
of it. It’s not possible diat the

people can be going to attack us!

If trade’s bad, that’s not William’s

fault, is it?

{Loud, confused yelling is heard

outside. While the two women
stand gazing at each other, pale

and startled, dreissiger rushes in.

)

DREISSIGER. Quick, Rosa—^put on
something, and get into the car-

riage. Ill be after you this moment.
{He rushes to the strong-box, and
takes out papers and carious arti-

cles of value.

)

{Enter john.)

JOHN. We’re ready to start. But
come quickly, before they get

round to the back door.

MRS. DREISSIGER {in a transport of

fear, throwing her arms around
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JOHNS neck), John, John, dear,

good John! Save us, John. Save my
boys! Oh, what is to become of us?

DREissiGER. Rosa, try to keep your
head. Let John go.

JOHN. Yes, yes, ma’am! Don’t be
frightened. Our good horses’ll soon
leave them all behind; an’ whoever
doesn’t get out of the way’ll be
driven over.

MRS. KiTTELHAUS {in helpless anx~
ietij). But my husband . . , my
husband? But, Mr. Dreissiger, my
husband?

DREISSIGER He’s in safety now,
Mrs. Kittelhaus. Don’t alarm your-
self; he's all right.

MRS. KITTELHAUS. Something
dreadful has happened to him. I

know it. You needn’t try to keep it

from me.

dreissiger. You mustn’t take it to
heart—they’ll be sorry for it yet. I

know exactly whose fault it was.
Such a detestable, shameful out-

rage will not go unpimished. A
community laying hands on its own
pastor and maltreating him—abom-
inable! Mad dogs they are—^raging

brutes—and they’ll be treated as

such. {To his wife who still stands

petrified) Go, for my sake, Rosa,
go quickly! {The clatter of window
panes being smashed on the ground
door is heard) They’ve gone quite
mad. There’s nothing for it but to

get away as fast as we can.

{Cries of '‘Ffeifer, come out!”

—

“We want Ffeifer!”—‘"Ffeifer, come
out!” are heard.)

* i

MRS. pREi^siGER. Pfeifer, Pfeifer,

they want Pfedferl .
-

: r
, ; .

. i
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PFEIFER {dashes in). Mr. Dreissi-

ger, there are people at the back
gate already, and the house door
won’t hold much longer. The
smith’s battering it in with a stable

pail.

{The cry sounds louder and clearer:

'"Ffeifer! Ffeifer! Ffeifer! come out!”

MRS. DREISSIGER rushcs off OS if pur-
sued. MRS. KITTELHAUS folloWS.

PFEIFER listens, and changes color
as he hears what the cry is. A per-

fect panic of fear seizes him; he
weeps, entreats, whimpers, writhes,

all at the same moment. He over-
whelms DREISSIGER with chUdish
caresses, strokes his cheeks and
arms, kisses his hands, and at last,

like a drowning man, throws his

arms round him and prevents him
moving.

)

PFEIFER. Dear, good, kind Mr.
Dreissiger, don’t leave me behind.
I’ve always served you faithfully.

I’ve always treated the people well.

I couldn’t give them more wages
than the fixed rate. Don’t leave me
here—they’ll do for me! If they find

me, they’ll kill me. O God! O God!
My wife, my children!

DREISSIGER {making his way out,

vainly endeavoring to free himse^
from pfeifer’s clutch). Gan’t you
let me go, fellow? It’ll be all right:

it’ll be all right.

{For a few seconds the room is

empty. Windows are broken in the
drawing-room. A loud crash re-

sounds through the house, followed
by shouts of “Hurrah!” For an in-

stant there is silence. Then gentle,

cautious steps are heard on the

stair, then timid, hushed ejacula-

tions: “To the left!”
—“Up with

you!”—“Hush!”—“Slow, slowr—
“Donf shove like thatf*—

.

a
wedding we're goin to!”—“Stop
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that crowdingr

—
"'You go jirstr—

“Wo, you go/”)

(Young weavers and weaver girls

appear at the door leading from
the hall, not daring to enter, but

each trying to shove the other in.

In the course of a few moments
their timidity is overcome, and the

poor, thin, ragged or patched fig-

ures, many of them sickly looking,

disperse themselves through dreis-

siGERS room and the drawing-

room, first gazing timidly and curi-

ously at everything, then beginning

to touch things. Girls sit down on
the sofas- whole groups admire
themselves in the mirrors, men
stand up on chairs, examine the

pictures and take them down.
There is a steady influx of miser-

able-looking creatures from the

hall.)

FIRST OLD WEAVER (entering). No,
no, this is carryin' it too far. TheyVe
started smashing things downstairs.

There s no sense nor reason in that.

There’ll be a bad end to it. No man
in his wits would do that. Til keep
clear of such on-goings.

(jaeger, BECKER, waxTiG Carrying

a wooden vail, baumert, and a
number of other old and young
weavers, rush in as if in pursuit of

something, shouting hoarsely.)

JAEGER. Where has he gone?

BECKER. Where’s the cruel brute?

BAUMERT. If we Can eat grass, he
may eat sawdust.

wiTTiG. We'll hang him whenever
we catch him.

FIRST YOUNG WEAVER. We’ll take

him by the legs and fling him out

at the window, onto the stones.

He’ll never get up again.

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER (enters).

He’s off!

ALL. Who?

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. Dreissiger.

BECKER. Pfeifer too?

VOICES. Let’s get hold of Pfeifer.

Look for Pfeifer!

BAUMERT. Yes, yes! Pfeifer! Tell

him there’s a weaver here for him
to starve.

( Laughter.

)

JAEGER. If we can’t lay hands on
that brute Dreissiger himself . . .

we’ll at any rate make a poor man
of him.

BAUMERT. As poor as a church
mouse . . . we’ll see to that!

(All, bent on the work of destruc-

tion, rush towards the drawing-

room door.)

BECKER (who is leading, turns

round and stops the others). Halt!

Listen to me! This is nothing but a

beginning. When we’re done here,

we’ll go straight to Bielau, to Dit-

trich’s, where the steam power-
looms are. The whole mischief’s

done by these factories.

OLD ANSORGE ( enters from hall.

Takes a few steps, then stops and
looks round, bewildered; shakes his

head, taps his forehead). Who am
I? Weaver Anton Ansorge. Has he
gone mad, Old Ansorge? My head’s

goin round like a humming-top,
sure enough. What’s he doing here?
He’ll do whatever he’s a mind to.
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Where is Ansorge? (He taps his

forehead repeatedly) Something’s

wrong! I’m not answerable! I’m oflF

my head! OfF with you, oflF with
you, rioters that you are! Heads off.

legs off, hands off! If you take my
house, I take your house. Forward,

forward! {Goes yelling into the

drawing-room^ followed by a yelU

ing, laughing mob,)

ACT FIVE

Langen-Bielau, old weaver htlse’s workroom. On the left a small toin

dow, in front of which stands the loom. On the right a bed, with a tabU
pushed close to it. Stove, with stove-bench, in the right-hand corner. Fam^
ily worship is going on. hilse, his old, blind, and almost deaf wife, hh'

son GOTTLIEB, and luise, Gottlieb’s wife, are sitting at the table, on th^

bed and wooden stools. A winding-wheel and bobbins on the floor between
table and loom. Old spinning, weaving, and winding implements are dis-

posed of on the smoky rafters; hanks of yarn are hanging down. There is

much useless lumber in the low narrow room. The door, which is in the

back wall, and leads into the big outer passage, or entry-room of the

house, stands open. Through another open door on the opposite side of
the passage, a second, in most respects similar, weavers room is seen. The
large passage, or entry-room of the house, is paved with stone, has dam-
aged plaster, and a tumble-down wooden staircase leading to the attics;

a washing-tub on a stool is partly visible; dirty linen of the most miserable

description and poor household utensils lie about untidily. The light falh

from the left into all three apartments.

OLD HILSE is a bearded man of strong build, but bent and wasted with

age, toil, sickness, and hardship. He is an old soldier, and has lost an arm^

His nose is sharp, his complexion ashen-gray, and he shakes; he is noth
ing but skin and bone, and has the deep-set, sore weavers eyes.

OLD HILSE (stands up, as do his son

and daughter-in-law; prays). O
Lord, we know not how to be
thankful enough to Thee, for that

Thou hast spared us this night

again in thy goodness ... an’ hast

had pity on us . . . an’ hast suf-

fered us to take no harm. Thou art

the All-Merciful, an’ we are poor,

sinful children of men—^that bad
that we are not worthy to be
trampled under thy feet. Yet Thou
art our loving Father, an’ Thou
will look upon us an’ accept us for

the sake of thy dear Son, our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ. “Jesus’

blood and righteousness. Our cover-^

ing is and glorious dress.” An’ if

we’re sometimes too sore cast down
under Thy chastening—^when the

fire of Thy purification burns too

raging hot—oh, lay it not to our

charge; forgive us our sin. Give us

patience, heavenly Father, that

after all these sufferin’s we may be
made partakers of Thy eternal

blessedness. Amen.

MOTHER HILSE (who hos bccn

bending forward, trying hard to
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hear ) . What a beautiful prayer you
do say, father!

(lihse goes of to the wash-tub,

GOTTLIEB to the Toom on the other

side of the passage.

)

OLD HiLSE. Where’s the little lass?

LXJiSE. She’s gone to Peterswaldau,

to Dreissiger’s. She finished all she

had to wind last night.

OLD HILSE (speaking very loud).

You’d like the wheel now, mother,

eh?

MOTHEB HILSE. Yes, father, Tm
quite ready.

OLD HILSE (setting it down before

her). I wish I could do the work
for you.

MOTHER HELSE. An’ what would be
the good of that, father? There

would I be, sittin’ not knowin’ what
to do.

OLD HTLSE. I’ll give your fingers a

wipe, then, so that they’ll not grease

the yarn. (He wipes her hands with

a rag.)

LUiSE (at her tub ) . If there’s grease

on her hands, it’s not from what
she’s eaten.

GOTTLIEB (from the other room).

There you are, letting that tongue

of yours run away with you again,

OLD HILSE. You should think twice,

lass, before you talk that godless

way. (He goes to his loom, calls)

Can you give me a hand, Gottlieb?

—there’s a few threads to pull

through.

LUISE (from her tub). Gottlieb,

you’re wanted to help father.

( GOTTLIEB comes in, and he and
his father set themselves to the

troublesome task of """drawing and
slaying,""” that is, pulling the strands

of the warp through the “heddles””

and ‘"reed” of the loom. They have
hardly begun to do this when hor-
NiG appears in the outer room.)

HORNiG (at the door). Good luck

to your work!

HILSE and GOTTLIEB. Thank you,

Homig.

GOTTLIEB. I say, Hornig, when do
you take your sleep? You’re on your

rounds all day, and on watch all

night.

HORNIG.

adays.

Sleep’s gone from me noW'

OLD HILSE. If we’ve no butter, we
can eat dry bread—^when we’ve no

bread, we can eat potatoes—^when

there’s no potatoes left, we can eat

bran. ^

LUISE (saucily)

.

when that’s all

eatear, we’ll do as the Wehglers did

—we’ll find out where the ddnner’s

buried some stinking old horse, an’

we’ll dig it up an’ live for a week
or two on rott^ carrion—how nice

that’ll be!

LUISE. Glad to see you, Hornig!

OLD HILSE. And what’s the news?

HORNIG. It’s queer news this mom-
in’. The weavers at Peterswaldau

have taken the law into their own
hands, an’ chased Dreissiger an’ his

whole family out of the place.

LUISE (perceptibly agitated)

.

Hor-
nig’s at his lies again.
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HORNiG. No, missus, not this time,

not today.— Ve some beautiful

pinafores in my cart.—No, ifs

Gods truth Tm telling you. They ve
sent him to the right-about. He
came down to Reichenbach last

night, but. Lord love you! they

daren t take him in there, for fear

of the weavers—off he had to go
again, all the way to Schweinitz.

OLD HiLSE (has been carefully lift-

ing threads of the web and ap-

proaching them to the holes,

through which, from the other side,

GOTTLIEB pushes a wire hook, with

which he catches them and draws
them through) . It's about time you
were stopping now, Homigl

HORNIG. It's as sure as Tm a Uvin’

man. Every child in the place’ll

soon tell you the same story.

OLD HILSE. Either your wits are

a-wool-gatherin’ or mine are.

HORNIG. Not mine. What Tm telling

you’s as true as the Bible. I

wouldn’t believe it myself if I

hadn’t stood there an’ seen it with

my own eyes—as I see you now,

Gottlieb. They’ve wrecked his

house from the cellar to the roof.

The good china came flyin’ out at

the garret windows, rattlin’ down
the roof. God only knows how
many pieces of fustian are lying

soakin’ in the river! The water can’t

get away for them—^it’s running

over the banks, the color of washin’-

blue with all the indigo they’ve

poured out at the windows—^it was
flyin’ Hke clouds of sky-blue dust.

Oh, it’s a terrible destruction

they’ve worked! And it’s not only

the house—it’s the dye-works, too

—an’ the stores! They’ve broken

the stair rails, theyVe tom up the

135

fine flooring—smashed the lookin’-

glasses—cut an’ hacked an’ tom an’

smashed the sofas an’ the chairs.

—

It’s awful—^it’s worse than war.

OLD HILSE. An’ you would have me
believe that my fellow weavers did
all that? (He shakes his head in-

credulously. Other tenants of the
house have collected at the door
and are listening eagerly.)

HORNIG. Who else, I’d Hke to know?
I could put names to every one of
’em. It was me took the sheriff

through the house, an’ I spoke to a
whole lot of ’em, an’ they answered
me back quite friendly like. They
did their business with Httle noise,

but my word! they did it well The
sheriff spoke to them, and they
answered him mannerly, a*' they ah
ways do. But there wasn't no stop,

pin’ of them. They hacked on a\

the beautiful furniture as if they

were workin’ for wages.

OLD HILSE. You took the sheriff

through the house?

HORNIG. An’ V’hat would I be fright-

ened of? Everyone knows me. I’m

always turning up, like a bad
penny. But no one has anything

agin’ me. They’re all glad to see

me. Yes, I went the rounds with
him, as sure as my name’s Homig.
An’ you may believe me or not as

you like, but my heart’s sore yet

from the sight—an’ I could see by
the sheriff’s face that he felt queer
enough, too. Not a living word did

we hear—they were doin’ their

work and holdin’ their tongues. It

was a solemn an’ a woeful sight to

see the poor starving creatures for

once in a way takin’ their revenge.

LtusE (with irrepressible excite-

ment^ trembling, wiping her eyes
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with her apron) . An’ right they are!

It s only what should be!

VOICES AMONG THE CROWD AT THE
DOOR. "There’s some of the same
sort here.”—^"There’s one no far-

ther away than across the river.”

—

"He’s got four horses in his stable

an six carriages, an’ he starves his

weavers to keep them.”

OLDHiLSE (stillincredulous) .What
was it set them off?

HORNiG. Who knows? Who knows?
One says this, another says that.

OLD HiLSE. What do they say?

HORNIG. The story as most of them
tells is that it began with Dreis-

siger sayin’ that if the weavers were
hungry they might eat grass.

{Excitement at the door, as one
person repeats this to the other,

with signs of indignation .

)

OLD HILSE. Well, now, Homig—^if

you was to say to me: Father Hilse,

says you, you’ll die tomorrow, I

would answer back: That may be
—an’ why not? You might even go
to the length of saying: You’ll have
a visit tomorrow horn tlie King of

Prussia. But to tell me that weavers,

men like me an’ my son, have done
such things as that—^neverl I’ll

never in this world believe it.

MDELCHEN (a pretty girl of seven,

with long, loose, flaxen hair, carry-

ing a basket on her arm, comes run-

ning in, holding out a silver spoon
to her mother). Mammy, mammy!
look what I’ve got! An’ you’re to

buy me a new frock with it.

LuiSE. What d’ you come tearing in

like that for, girl? (With increased

excitement and curiosity
) An’

what’s that you’ve got hold of now?
You’ve been runnin’ yourself out o’

breath, an’ there—if the bobbins
aren’t in her basket yet? What’s all

this about?

OLD HILSE. Mielchen, where did
that spoon come from?

LUISE. She found it, maybe.

HORNIG. It’s worth its seven or eight

shillin’s at least.

OLD HILSE (in distressed excite-

ment). Off with you, lass—out of

the house this moment—^unless you
want a Lickin’! Take that spoon back
where you got it from. Out you go!

Do you want to make thieves of us
all, eh? I’ll soon drive that out of

you. (He looks round for something
to beat her with.

)

MIELCHEN (clinging to her mother^

s

skirts, crying). No, grandfather, no!

don’t lick me! We—we did find

them. All the other bob—^bobbin

. .
.

girls has . . . has them too.

LUISE (half frightened, half ex-

cited). I was right, you see. She
foimd it. Where did you find it,

Mielchen?

MIELCHEN (sobbing )

.

At—at

Peterswal—dau. We—we found
them in front of—^in front of Drei

—

Dreissiger’s house.

OLD HILSE. This is worse an’ worse!

Get off with you this moment, un-

less you would like me to help you.

MOTHER BDDLSE. What’s all the to-do

about?

HORNIG. I’ll tell you what, Father

Hilse. The best way’ll be for Gott-
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lieb to put on his coat an' take the
spoon to the police ofBce.

OLD HELSE. Gottlieb, put on your
coat.

GOTTLIEB (pulling it on, eagerly).

Yes, an ITl go right in to the office

an' say they're not to blame us for

it, for what can a child like that
understand about it? an' I brought
the spoon back at once. Stop your
crying now, Mielchen!

(The crying child is taken into the
opposite room by her mother, who
shuts her in and comes back.)

HORNiG. I believe it's worth as much
as nine shillin's.

GOTTLIEB. Give US a cloth to wrap
it in, Luise, so that it'll take no
harm. To think of the thing bein'

worth all that money! (Tears come
into his eyes while he is wrapping
up the spoon .

)

LUISE. If it was only ours, we could
live on it for many a day.

OLD HiLSE. Hurry up, now! Look
sharp! As quick as ever you can. A
fine state o' matters, this! Get that

devil's spoon out o' the house.

(gottlieb goes off with the
spoon.

)

HORNIG. I must be off now, too. (He
goes, is seen talking to the people
in the entry-room before he leaves

the house.)

SURGEON SCHMIDT (a jerky little

ball of a man, with a red, knowing
face, comes into the entry-room).

Good morning, all! These are fine

goings on! Take care! Take care!

(Threatening with his finger)

You're a sly lot—^that's what you
are. (At hilse's door without com-
ing in) Morning, Father Hilse. (To

m
a woman in the outer room) And
how are the pains, mother? Better,

eh? Well, well. And how's all with
you, Father Hilse? (Enters) Why
the deuce! what's the matter with
mother?

LUISE. It's the eye veins, sir

—

they've dried up, so as she can't

see at all now.

SURGEON SCHMIDT. That's from the
dust and weaving by candlelight.

WiU you tell me what it means that

all Peterswaldau's on the way here?
I set off on my rounds this morn-
ing as usual, thinking no harm; but
it wasn't long till I had my eyes
opened. Strange doings these!

What in the de\^'s name has taken
possession of them, Hilse? They're
like a pack of raging wolves. Riot—^why, it's revolution! they're

plundering and laying waste right

and left . . . Mielchen! where's
Mielchen? (mielchen, her face red
with crying, is pushed in by her
mother) Here, Mielchen, put youi
hand into my coat pocket, (miel-
chen does so) The gingerbread
nuts are for you. Not all at once,,

though, you baggage! And a song
first! The fox jumped up on a .. *

come, now . . . The fox jumped
up ... on a moonlight . . . Mind,
I've heard what you did. You called

the sparrows on the churchyard
hedge a nasty name, and they're

gone and told the pastor. Did any-
one ever hear the like? Fifteen hun-
dred of them agog—^men, women,
and children. (Distant bells are
heard) That's at Reichenbach

—

alarm-bells! Fifteen himdred peo-
ple! Uncomfortably like the world
coming to an end!

OLD HILSE. An' is it true that they're

on their way to Bielau?
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STOGEON" SCHMIDT. That s just what
Im telling you. I’ve driven through

the middle o£ the whole crowd.

What rd have liked to do would
have been to get down and give

each of them a piU there and then.

They were following on each

other s heels like grim death, and
their singing was more than

enough to turn a man’s stomach. I

was nearly sick, and Frederick was
shaking on the box like an old

woman. We had to take a stiJff glass

at the first opportunity. I wouldn’t

be a manufacturer, not though I

could drive my carriage and pair.

(Distant singing) Listen to that!

It’s for all the world as if they were
beating at some broken old boiler.

We’ll have them here in five min-

utes, friends. Good-bye! Don’t you
be foolish. The troops will be upon
them in no time. Keep your wits

about you. The Peterswaldau peo-

ple have lost theirs. (Bells ring

close at hand) Good gracious!

There are our bells ringing too!

Everyone’s going mad. (He goes

upstairs.

)

GOTTLIEB (comes bach In the

entry-room,, out of breath). I’ve

seen them, I’ve seen them! (To a
woman) They’re here, auntie,

they’re here! (At the door) They’re

here, father, they’re here! They’ve

got bean-poles, an’ ox-goads, an’

axes. They’re standin’ outside the

upper Dittrich’s kickin’ up an aw-
ful row. I think he’s payin’ them
money. O Lord! whatever’s goin’

to happen?iWhat a crowd! Oh, yon
never saw such a crowd! Dash it

aHr—if once they make a rush, our
manufacturers^ be hard put to it.

OLD HiLSE. What have you been
runnin’ like that for? You’ll go racin’

ttll you bring on your old trouble.

and then we’ll have you on your
back again, strugglin’ for breath.

GOTTLIEB (almost joyously ex-

cited) . I had to run, or they would
have caught me an’ kept me. They
were all roarin’ to me to join them.

Father Baumert was there too, and
says he to me: You come an’ get

your sixpence with the rest—^you’re

a poor starvmg weaver too. An’ I

was to tell you, father, from him,
that you were to come an’ help to

pay out the manufacturers for their

grindin’ of us down. Other times is

coming, he says. There’s going to be
a change of days for us weavers.

An’ we’re all to come an’ help to

bring it about. We’re to have our

half-pound of meat on Sundays,

and now and again on a holiday

sausage with our cabbage. Yes,

things is to be quite different, by
what he tells me.

OLD HILSE (with repressed indigna-

tion). An’ that man calls himself

your godfather! and he bids you
take part in such works of wicked-
ness? Have nothing to do with
them, Gottlieb. They’ve let them-
selves be tempted by Satan, an’ it’s

his works they’re doin’.

LXJisE (no longer able to restrain her

passionate excitement, vehement-
ly). Yes, Gottlieb, get into the

chimney corner, an’ take a spoon
in your hand, an’ a dish of skim
milk on your knee, an’ put on a pet-

ticoat an’ say your prayers, an’ then
father’ll be pleased with you. And
he sets up to be a man!
(Laughter from the people in the

entry-room.)

OLD HILSE (quivering with sup-

pressed rage). An’ you set up to

be a good wife, eh? You call your-*,
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self a mother, an' let your evil

tongue run away with you like

that? You think yourself fit to teach

your girl, you that would egg on
your husband to crime an' wicked-

ness?

LUiSE (has lost all control of her-

self)* You an' your piety an' re-

ligion—did they serve to keep the

Hfe in my poor children? In rags

an' dirt they lay, all the four—^it

didn't as much as keep them dry.

Yes! I set up to be a mother, that's

what I do—an' if you'd like to

know it, that's why I would send

all the manufacturers to heU—^be-

cause I'm a mother!—Not one of

the four could I keep in life! It was
cryin more than breathin' with me
from the time each poor litde thing

came into the world till death took

pity on it. The devil a bit you
cared! You sat there prayin' and
singin', and let me run about till my
feet bled, tryin' to get one little

drop o' skim milk. How many him-
dred nights have I lain an' racked

my head to think what I could do
to cheat the churchyard of my litlie

one? What harm has a baby like

that done that it must come to such

a miserable end—eh? An' over

there at Dittrich's they're bathed in

wine an' washed in milk. No! you
may talk as you like, but if they be-

gin here, ten horses won't hold me
back. An' what's more—if there's a

rush on Dittrich's, you'll see me in

the forefront of it—an' pity the

man as tries to prevent me—^I've

stood it long enough, so now you
know it.

OLD HiLSE. You're a lost soul

—

there's no help for you.

LUSE (frenzied). It's you there’s

no help for! Tatter-breeched scare-
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crows—^that's what you are—an'

not men at aU. Whey-faced gutter-

scrapers that take to your heels at

the sound of a child's rattle. Fel-

lows that say "thank you" to the

man as gives you a hidin'. They've

not left that much blood in you as

that you can turn red in the face.

You should have the whip taken to

you, an' a little pluck flogged into

your rotten bones. (She goes out

quickly.

)

(Embarrassed pause.)

MOTHER HTLSE. What's the matte!

with Liesl, father?

OLD HILSE. Nothin', mother! What
should be the matter with her?

MOTHER hilse! Father, is it only

me that's thinldn' it, or are the bells

ringin'?

OLD HILSE. It'll be a funeral,

mother.

MOTHER HELSE. An' I've got to sit

waitin' here yet. Why must I be so

long a-dyin', father?

(Pause.)

OLD HILSE (leaves his work, holds

himself up straight; solemnly).

Gottlieb!—^you heard aU your wife

said to us. Look here, Gottlieb! (He
hares his breast) Here they cut out

a bullet as big as a thimble. The
King knows where I lost my arm. It

wasn't the mice as ate it. (He walks

up and down) Before that wife of

yours was ever thought of, I had
spilled my blood by the quart fo'

King an' country. So let her call

what names she likes—^an' w^-
come! It does me no harm.-r—

Frightened? Me frightened? What
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would I be frightened of, will you
tell me that? Of the few soldiers,

maybe, that'll be cornin' after the

rioters? Good gracious me! That
would be a lot to be frightened at!

No, no, lad; I may be a bit stiff in

the back, but there's some strength

left in the old bones; IVe got the

stuff in me yet to make a stand

against a few rubbishin' bay nets.

—An' if it came to the worst! Wil-
lin', willin' would I be to say good-

bye to this weary world. Death
would be welcome—^welcomer to

me today than tomorrow. For what
is it we leave behind? That old

bundle of aches an’ pains we call

our body, the care an' the oppres-

sion we call by the name of life.

We may be glad to get away from
it.—But there's something to come
after, Gottlieb!—an' if we’ve done
ourselves out of that too—^why,

then it's all over with us!

GOTTLIEB. Who loiows what's to

come after? Nobody's seen it.

OLD HiLSE. Gottlieb! don’t you be
throwin' doubts on the one comfort
us poor people have. Why have I

sat here an' worked my treadle like

a slave this forty year an' more?

—

sat still an' looked on at him over
yonder livin' in pride an’ wasteful-

ness—^why? Because I have a better

hope, something as supports me in

all my troubles. (Points out at the

window) You have your good
things in this world—I'll have mine
in the next. That's been my
thought. An' I’m that certain of it

—

I'd let myself be tom in pieces.

Have we not His promKe? There’s

a Day of Judgment coming; but
it’s not us as are the judges—^no:

vengeance is mine, saith the Lord.
(A cry of ^Weavers, come out!” is

heard outside the window.)

OLD HILSE. Do what you will for

me. (He seats himself at his loom)
I stay here.

GOTTLIEB (after a short struggle),

I'm going to work, too—come what
may. (Goes out.)

(The Weavers^ Song is heard, sung
hy hundreds of voices quite close at

hand; it sounds like a dull monoto-
nous wail.)

imrATTis OF THE HOUSE (in the en-
try-room) . ‘'Oh, mercy on us! there

they come swarmin’ like ants!”

—

“Where can all these weavers be
from?”—^“Don't shove like that, I

want to see too.”—^“Look at that

great maypole of a woman leadin’

on in front!”
—

“Gracious! they're

comm’ thicker an' thicker.”

HORNiG ( comes into the entry-room

from outside). There's a theayter
play for you now! That's what you
don’t see every day. But you should
go up to the other Dittrich's an
look what they’ve done there. It's

been no half work. He's got no
house now, nor no factory, nor no
wine-cellar, nor nothing. They're
drinkin' out of the bottles—^not

so much as takin' the time to get
out the corks. One, two, three, an’

off with the neck, an' no matter
whether they cut their mouths or

not. There's some of them runnin’

about bleedin' like stuck pigs.

—

Now they’re goin’ to do for this

Dittrich.

( The singing has stopped.

)

INMATES OF THE HOUSE. There's
nothin' so very wicked-like aboTit

them.

HORNIG. You wait a bit! you'll soon
see! All they're doin' just now is
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makin^ up their minds where they11
begin. Look, they re inspectin' the
palace from every side. Do you see

that little stout man there, him with
the stable pail? That’s the smith
from Peterswaldau—an* a danger-
ous little chap he is. He batters in

the thickest doors as if they were
made o' piecrust. If a manufacturer
was to fall into his hands it would
be all over with him!

INMATES OF THE HOUSE. ‘That Was
a crack!”—^"There went a stone

through the window!”—^“There's

old Dittrich, shakin vdth fright.”

—

“He's bangin' out a board.”

—

“Hangin' out a board?”—^“What's

written on it?”—^“Can you not

read?”
—

“It would be a bad job for

me if I couldn’t read!”—^“WeU, read

it, then!”
—

“ Tou—shall have

—

full—satisfaction! You—shall have
full satisfaction.’

”

HORNiG. He might ha’ spared him-
self the trouble

—

that won't help

him. It's something else they've set

their minds on here. It's the fac-

tories. They're goin' to smash up
the power-looms. For it's them that

are ruinin' the hand-loom weaver.

Even a blind man might see that.

No! the good folks know what
they’re after, an’ no sheriff an’ no
p'Hce superintendent'll bring them
to reason—^much less a bit of a

board. Him as has seen them at

work already knows what's cornin’.

INMATES OF THE HOUSE. “Did any-

one ever see such a crowd?”

—

“What can these ones be wantin'?”

— (Hastily) “They're crossin’ the

bridge!” — (Anxiously) “They're

never cornin' over on this side, are

they?”

—

(In excitement and terror)

“It's to us they're cornin'!”

—

“They’re cornin' to us!”—^“They’re
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cornin’ to fetch the weavers out of
their houses!”

(General flight. The entry-room is

empty. A crowd of dirty, dusty riot-

ers rush in, their faces scarlet with
brandy and excitement; tattered,

untidy-looking, as if they had been
up all night. With the shout:

‘Weavers, come outr they disperse

themselves through the house,
BECKER and several other young
weavers, armed with cudgels and
poles, come into old hilse’s room.
When they see the old man at his

loom they start, and cool down a
little.

)

BECKER. Come, Father Hilse, stop
that. Leave your work to them as

wants to work. There's no need now
for you to be doin' yourself harm.
You'll be well taken care of.

FmsT young WEAVER. You'U never
need to go hungry to bed again.

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. The
weaver's goin' to have a roof over
his head and a shirt on his back
once more.

OLD HILSE. An' what's the devfl

sendin' you to do now, with your
poles an' axe?

BECKER. These are what we're goin’

to break on Dittrich's back.

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. We'll heat

them red hot au’ stick them down
the manufacturers’ throats, so as

they'll feel for once what bumin'
hunger tastes like.

THiKD YOUNG WEAVER. Come along,

Father Hilse! We'll give no quar-

ter.

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. No One had
mercy on us

—

neither God nor man^.
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Now were standin’ up for our

rights ourselves.

(old baumert enters^ somewhat
shaky on the legs, a newly killed

cock under his arm.)

OLD BAUMERT (stretching out his

arms)

.

My brothers—^we^re all

brothers! Come to my arms, broth-

ers!

(Laughter.)

OLD HiLSE. And that^'s the state

you’re in, Willem?

OLD BAtiMERT. Gustav, is it you?

My poor starvin’ friend! Come to

my arms, Gustav!

OLD HILSE (mutters) . Let me alone.

OLD BAtiMERT. I’ll tell you what,

Gustav. It’s nothin’ but luck that’s

wanted. You look at me. What do I

look like? Luck’s what’s wanted. Do
I not look like a lord? (Fats his

stomach) Guess what’s in there!

There’s food fit for a prince in that

belly. When luck’s with him a man
gets roast hare to eat an’ cham-
pagne wine to drink.—I’ll tell you
all something: We’ve made a big
mistake—we must help ourselves.

ALL (s'peaking at once). We must
help ourselves, hui:rah!

OLD BAUMERT. As soon as we get

the^,:^sLgood bite inside us we’r^

(Jffierent nxen; Damn it. J?ut you
f^eLthe poyrpr cojtnin’ into you tiE

you’re like an ox, ai^’ tl^ydld witji

strength that you hit out right an’

left without as much as takin’ timQ’

to dock. Dash ih but it’s -grand!
'

JAEGER (at the door, armed with

an old cavalry sword) . We’ve made
one or two first-rate attacks.

BECKER. We know how to set about

it now. One, two, three, an’ were
inside the house. Then, at it like

lightning—^bang, crack, shiver! till

the sparks are flyin’ as if it was a

smithy.

FIRST YOUNG WEAVER. It Wouldn’t

be half bad to light a bit o’ fire.

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. Let’s

march to Reichenbach and burn
the rich folks’ houses over their

heads!

JAEGER. That would be nothing but
butterin’ their bread. Think of all

the insurance money they’d get.

(Laughter.)

BECKER. No, from here we’ll go to

Freiburg, to Tromtra’s.

JAEGER. What would you say to

givin’ all them as holds Govern-

ment appointments a lesson? I’ve

read somewhere as how all our

troubles come from them birocrats,

as they call them.

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. Before long

we’ll go to Breslau, for more an’

more’U be joining us.

OLD BAUMERT (tO HILSE ). Won’t
you take a drop, Gustav?

OLD HILSE. I never touches it.

OLD BAUMERT. That was in the old

world; we’re in a new world to-

day, Gustav.

FiEtST YOUNG WEAVER. Christmas

comes but once a year.

(^Laughter.)

OLD HULSE (impatiently). What is

it you want in my house, you hmbs
of Satan?
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OLD BAiiMERT (a little intimidated,

coaxingly). I was bringin’ you a
chicken, Gustav. I thought it would
make a drop o’ soup for mother.

OLD HiLSE (embarrassed, almost
friendly) , Well, you can tell mother
yourself.

MOTHER HTLSE (who hos been maJc-

ing efforts to hear, her hand at her
ear, motions them off). Let me
alone. I don’t want no chicken soup.

OLD HILSE. That’s right, mother.
An’ I want none, an’ least of all

that sort. An’ let me say this much
to you, Baumert: The devil stands
on his head for joy when he hears
the old ones jabberin’ and talkin’ as

if they was infants. An’ to you all

I say—to every one of you: Me and
you, we’ve got nothing to do with
each other. It’s not with my will

that you’re here. In law an’ justice

you’ve no right to be in my house.

A VOICE. Him that’s not with us is

against us.

JAEGER (roughly and threatening-

ly)

.

You’re a cross-grained old

chap, and I’d have you remember
that we’re not thieves.

A VOICE. We’re hungry men, that’s

all.

FIRST YOUNG WEAVER. We Want to

live—that’s all. An’ so we’ve cut

the rope we were hung up with.

JAEGER. And we were in our right!

(Holding his fist in front of the old

man^s face) Say another word, and
I’ll give you one between the eyes.

BECKER. Come now, faleger;; be
quiet. Let the oM mail ^^alohe.^
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What we say to ourselves, Father
Hilse, is this: Better dead than be-
gin the old life again.

OLD HTLSE. Have I not lived that
life for sixty years an’ more?

BECKER. That doesn’t help us

—

there’s got to be a change.

OLD HILSE. On the Judgment Day.

BECKER. What they’ll not give us
williagly we’re going to take by
force.

OLD HILSE. By force. (Laughs) You
may as well go an’ dig your graves
at once. They’ll not be long sh^owin’

you where the force lies. Wait a bit,

lad!

JAEGER. Is it the soldiers you’re
meaning? We’ve been soldiers, too.

We’ll soon do for a company or
two of them.

OLD HILSE. With your tongues, may-
be. But supposin’ you did—^for two
that you’d beat o£F, ten’ll come
back.

VOICES (call through the window).
The soldiers are cornin’! Look out!

(General, sudden silence. For a mo-
ment a faint sound of fifes and
drums is heard; in the ensuing si-

lence a short, involuntary exclama-
tion, "‘The devil! Tm off!” followed
by general laughter.)

BECKER. Who was that? Who speaks
of running away?

JAEGER. Which of you is it that’s

afraid of a few paltry helmets? You
have me to command you, and I’ve

been in thfe tmde. I know their

tricks.
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OLD HiLSE. An' what are you goin'

to shoot with? Your sticks, eh?

FIRST YOUNG WEAVER. Never mind
that old chap; he’s wrong in the

upper story.

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. Yes, he’s a

bit oflE his head.

GOTTLIEB {has made his way un-

noticed among the rioters; catches

hold of the speaker). Would you
give your impudence to an old man
like him?

SECOND YOUNG WEAVER. Let me
alone. ’Twasn’t anything bad I said.

OLD HILSE (interfering). Let him
jaw, Gottlieb. What would you be

meddlin’ with him for? He’ll soon

see who it is that’s been off his head

today, him or me.

BECKER. Are you cornin’, Gottlieb?

OLD HILSE. No, he’s goin’ to do no
such thing.

LuiSE (comes into the entry-room,

calls)

,

What are you puttin’ off your

time with prayin’ hypocrites like

them for? Come quick to where
you’re wanted! Quick! Father Bau-

mert, run all you can! The Major’s

speakin’ to the crowd from horse-

back. They’re to go home. If you
don’t hurry up, it’ll be all over.

JAEGER (as he goes out). That’s a

brave husband of your.«-

LUiSE. Where is he? IVe got no hus-

band!

(Some of the people in the entry-

room sing.)

Once on a time a man so small.

Heigh-ho, heigh!

Set his heart on a wife so tall,

Heigh diddle-di-dum-dil

WITTIG, THE SMITH (comeS doWfl-

stairs, still carrying the stable pail;

stops on his way through the entry-

room), Come on! all of you that

are not cowardly scoundrels!—^hur-

rah! (He dashes out, followed by
LUISE, JAEGER, and others, all shout-

ing "‘Hurrahr)

BECKER. Good-bye, then, Father
Hilse; we’ll see each other again.

(Is going.)

OLD HILSE. I doubt that. I’ve not

five years to live, and that’ll be the

soonest you’ll get out.

BECKER (stops, not Understanding )

.

Out o’ what. Father Hilse?

OLD HILSE. Out of prison—^where

else?

BECKER (laughs wildly). Do you
think I would mind that? There’s

bread to be had there anyhow!
(Goes out.)

OLD BAUMERT (has been cowering

on a low stool, painfully beating

his brains; he now gets up). It’s

true, Gustav, as I’ve had a drop

too much. But for all that I know
what I’m about. You think one way
in this here matter; I think another.

I say Becker’s right: even if it ends

in chains an’ ropes—^we’U be better

off in prison than at home. You’re

cared for there, an’ you don’t need
to starve. I wouldn’t have joined

them, Gustav, if I could have let it

be; but once in a lifetime a man’s
got to show what he feels. (Goes
slowly towards the door) Good-bye,
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Gustav. If anything happens, mind
you put in a word for me in your
prayers. (Goes out.)

( The rioters are now all gone. The
entry-room gradually -fills again

with curious onlookers from the dif-

ferent rooms of the house, old
HiLSE knots at his web. gottlieb
has taken an axe from behind the

stove and is unconsciously feeling

its edge. He and the old man are

silently agitated. The hum and roar

of a great crowd 'penetrate into the

room.

)

MOTHER HILSE. The veiy boards is

shahin^ father—^what's goin' on?
What’s goin’ to happen to us?

(Pause.)

OLD HILSE. Gottlieb!

GOTTLIEB. What is it?

OLD HILSE. Let that axe alone.

GOTTLIEB. Who’s to Split the wood,
then? (He leans the axe against

the stove. Pause.)

MOTHER HILSE. GottHeb, you listen

to what father says to you.

(Someone sings outside the win-

dow.)

Our little man does all that he can.

Heigh-ho, heigh!

At home he cleans the pots an the

pan,

Heigh-diddle-di-dum-di!

(Passes on.)

GOTTLIEB (jumps up, shakes his

clenched fist at the window) . Brute

that you are, would you drive me
crazy?

(A volley of musketry is heard.)

H5

MOTHER HILSE (starts and trem-

bles). Good, Lord! is that thunder
again?

OLD HILSE (instinctively folding his

hands). Oh, our Father in heaven!

defend the poor weavers, protect

my poor brothers!

(A short pause ensues.)

OLD HILSE (to himself, painfully

agitated). There’s blood flowing

now.

GOTTLIEB (had started up and
grasped the axe when the shooting

was heard; deathly pale, almost be-

side himself with excitement)

.

And
am I to lie to heel like a dog still?

A GIRL (calls from the entry-room)

.

Father Hilse, Father Hilsel get

away from the window. A bullet’s

just flown in at our upstairs. (Dis-

appears.)

MiELCHEN (puts her head in at the

window, laughing). Gran’father,

gran’father, they’ve shot with their

guns. Two or three’s been knocked

down, an’ one of them’s turnin’

round and round like a top, an’

one’s twistin’ himself like a sparrow

when its head’s bein’ pulled off. An’

oh, if you saw all the blood that

came pourin’—
!

(Disappears.)

A weaver’s WIFE. Yes, there’s two
or three’ll never get up again.

AN OLD WEAVER (in the entry-

room). Look out! They’re goin’ to

make a rush on the soldiers.

A SECOND WEAVER (wUdly)

.

Look,

look, look at the women!—skirts

up, an’ spittin’ in the soldiers’ faces

ahready!
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A. WEAVERS WIFE (colls in) , Gott-

lieb:, look at your wife. She’s more
pluck in her than you. She’s jumpin’

about in front 0’ the bay’nets as if

she was dancin’ to music,

{Four men carry a wounded rioter

through the entry-room. Silence^

which is broken by someone saying

in a distinct voice, "‘It’s Weaver Ul-

brich"" Once more silence for a few
seconds, when the same voice is

heard again: “Ws all over with
him; he*s got a bullet in his earT
The men are heard climbing the

wooden stair. Sudden shouting out-

side: *^Hurrah, hurrahr)

VOICES IN THE ENTRY-ROOM.
^Where did they get the stones

from?”—^“Yes, it’s time you were
off!”
—
“From the new road.”—^‘'Ta-

ta, soldiers!”—^"It’s raining paving-

stones.”

(Shrieks of terror and loud roaring

outside, taken up by those in the

entry-room. There is a cry of fear,

and the house door is shut with a
bang.)

VOICES IN THE ENTRY-ROOM.
“They’re loading again.”—^"‘They’ll

fire another volley this minute.”

—

“Father Hilse, get away from that

window.”

COTTLIEB (clutches the axe) .Whatl
are we mad dogs? Are we to eat

owder an’ shot now instead of

read? (Hesitating an instant: to

the old man) Would you have me
sit r^re an’ see my wife shot?

Never! (As he rushes out) Look
out! I’m coming!

OLD HiLSE. Gottlieb, GottliebI

MOTHER HILSE. Where’s Gottlieb

gone?

OLD HILSE. He’s gone to the devil.

VOICES FROM THE ENTRY-ROOM. Go
away from the window. Father

Hilse.

OLD HILSE. Not I! Not if you all go
crazy together! (To mother hilse,

with rapt excitement) My heavenly
Father has placed me here. Isn’t

that so, mother? Here v{^e’ll sit, an’

do our bounden duty—aye, though
the snow was to go on fire. (He
begins to weave.)

(Rattle of another volley, old
HILSE, mortally wounded, starts to

his feet and then falls forward over

the loom. At the same moment loud

shouting of '^Hurrahr is heard. The
people who till now have been
standing in the entry-room dash
out, joining in the cry. The old

woman repeatedly asks: ^'Father,

father, what's wrong with you?”
The continued shouting dies away
gradually in the distance, miel-
CHEN comes rushing in.)

mielchen. Gran’father, gran’father,

they’re drivin’ the soldiers out of

the village; they’ve got into Ditt-

rich’s house, an’ they’re doin’ what
they did at Dreissiger’s. Gran’-

father! (The child grows fright-

ened, notices that something has

happened, puts her finger in her

mouth, and goes up cautiously to

the dead man.) Gran’father!

MOTHER HILSE. Come now, father,

can’t you say something? You’re

frightenin’ me.

CURTAIN
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THE SEA GULL

ACT ONE

Fart of the park on sorin’s estate. Wide avenue leading away from the
spectators into the depths of the park towards the lake is blocked up by a
platform roughly put together for private theatricals^ so that the lake is

not visible. To right and left of the platform^ hushes. A few chairs, a little

table.

The sun has just set. yakov and other labourers are at work on the plat-

form behind the curtain; there is the sound of coughing and hammering.
MASHA and MEDVEDENKO enter on the left, returning from a walk.

MEDVEDENKO. Why do you always
wear black?

MASHA. I am in mourning for my
life. I am unhappy.

MEDVEDENKO. Why? (Pondering) I

don’t understand . . . You are in

good health; though your father is

not very well off, he has got enough.

My life is much harder than yours.

I only get twenty-three roubles a
month, and from that they deduct
something for the pension fund,

and yet I don’t wear mourning.
(They sit down.)

MASHA. It isn’t money that matters.

A poor man may be happy.

MEDVEDENKO. Theoretically, yes;

but in practice it’s like this: there

are my two sisters and my mother
and my little brother and I, and
my salary is only twenty-three rou-

bles. We must eat and drink,

mustn’t we? One must have tea and
sugar. One must have tobacco. It’s

a tight fit.

MASHA (looking round at the plat-

form) . The play will soon begin.

MEDVEDENKO. Yes. Miss Zarctchny
will act: it is Konstantin Gavrilitch’s

play. They are in love with each
other and today their souls will be
united in the effort to realise the

same artistic effect. But your soul
and mine have not a common point
of contact. I love you. I am so

wretched I can’t stay at home. Ev-
ery day I walk four miles here and
four miles back and I meet with
nothing but indifference from you.
I can quite understand it. I am
without means and have a big fam-
ily to keep. . . . Who would care

to marry a man who hasn’t a peimy
to bless himself with?

MASHA. Oh, nonsense! ( Takes a
pinch of snuff) Your love touches
me, but I can’t reciprocate it

—

that’s all. (Holding out the snuff-

box to him) Help yourself.

MEDVEDENKO. I don’t feel like it.

(A pause.)

MASHA. How Stifling it is! There
must be a storm coming. . . .

You’re always discussing theories

or talking about money. You think,

there is no greater misfortune than
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poverty, but to my mind it is a

thousand times better to go in rags

and be a beggar than . . . But

you wouldn^'t understand that,

though. . . .

(soRiN and treplev enter on the

right,

)

SORIN (leaning on his walking-

stick). I am never quite myself in

the country, my boy, and, naturally

enough, I shall never get used to

it. Last night I went to bed at ten

and woke up this morning at nine

feeling as though my brain were

glued to my simll, through sleep-

ing so long. (Laughs) .^d after

dinner I accidentally dropped off

again, and now I am utterly shat-

tered and feel as though I were in

a nightmare, in fact. . . .

TREPLEV. Yes, you really ought to

live in town. (Catches sight of

MASHA and MEDVEDENKo) When
the show begins, my friends, you

will be summoned, but you mustn’t

be here now. You must please go

away.

SORIN (to MASHA ). Maiya Ilyin-

ishna, will you be so good as to ask

your papa to tell them to take the

^dog off the chain?—^it howls. My
.sister could not sleep again last

night.

MASHA. Speak to my father your-

tself; I am not going to. Please don’t

ask me. (To medvedenko) Come
along!

medvedeneo (to treplev) . So you
will send and let us know before

it begins. (Both go out.)

•SORIN, So I suppose the dog will be
howling all night again. What a

business it is! I have never done

as I liked in the country. In old

days I used to get leave for twenty-

eight days and come here for a rest

and so on, but they worried me so

with all sorts of trifles that before I

had been here two days I was long-

ing to be off again. (Laughs) I’ve

always been glad to get away from
here. . . . But now I am on the

retired list, and I have nowhere else

to go, as a matter of fact. I’ve got

to live here whether I like it or

not. . . .

YAKOV (to treplev) . We are going

to have a bathe, Konstantin Gav-
rilitch.

treplev. Very well; but don’t be
more than ten minutes. (Looks at

his watch) It will soon begin.

YAKOV. Yes, sir. (Goes out,)

treplev (looking round the stage).

Here is our theatre. The curtam,

then the first wing, then the second,

and beyond that—open space. No
scenery of any sort. There is an
open view of the lake and the hori-

zon. We shall raise the curtain at

exactly half-past eight, when th^

moon rises.

SORIN. Magnificent.

treplev. If Nina is late it will spoi I

the whole effect. It is time she wa^
here. Her father and her step-

mother keep a sharp eye on her,

and it is as hard for her to get out

of the house as to escape from
prison. (Puts his uncle^s cravat

straight) Your hair and your beard
are very xmtidy. They want clip-

ping or something. . . .

SORIN (combing out his beard). It’s

the tragedy of my life. Even as a
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young man I looked as though I

had been drinking for days or some-
thing of the sort. I was never a

favourite with the ladies. (Sitting

down) Why is your mother out of

humour?

TREPLEV. Why? Because she is

bored. (Sitting down heside him).

She is jealous. She is set against me,
and against the performance, and
against my play because Nina is

acting in it, and she is not. She does

not know my play, but she hates it.

SOREST (laughs). What an ideal

TREPLEV. She is annoyed to think

that even on this little stage Nina
will have a triumph and not she.

(Looks at his watch) My mother is

a psychological freak. Unmistak-

ably talented, intelligent, capable

of sobbing over a book^, she will reel

off all Nekrassov by heart; as a

sick-nurse she is an angel; but just

try praising Duse in her presence!

O-ho! You must praise no one but

herself, you must write about her,

make a fuss over her, be in raptures

over her extraordinary acting in

“La Dame aux Camelias” or the

“Ferment of Life”; but she has

none of this narcotic in the country,

she is bored and cross, and we are

all her enemies—^we are all in fault.

Then she is superstitious—she is

afraid of three candles, of the num-
ber thirteen. She is stingy. She has

got seventy thousand roubles in a

bank at Odessa—I know that for a

fact—^but ask her to lend you some
money, and she will burst into

tears.

SORIN. You imagine your mother

does not like your play, and you are

already upset and all that. Don't

worry; your mother adores you.

TREPLEV (pulling the petals off a

flower). Loves me, loves me not;

loves me, loves me not; loves me,

loves me not. (Laughs) You see, my
mother does not love me. I should

think not! She wants to live, to

love, to wear light blouses; and I

am twenty-five, and I am a contin-

ual reminder that she is no longer

young. When I am not there she is

only thirty-two, but when I am
there she is forty-three, and for that

she hates me. She knows, too, that

I have no belief in the theatre. She
loves the stage, she fancies she is

working for humanity, for the holy

cause of art, while to my mind the

modern theatre is nothing but tra-

dition and conventionality. When
the curtain goes up, and by artificial

light, in a room with three walls,

these great geniuses, the devotees

of holy art, represent how people

eat, drink, love, move about, and
wear their jackets; when from these

commonplace sentences and pic-

tures they try to draw a moral—

a

petty moral, easy of comprehension
and convenient for domestic use;

when in a thousand variations I am
offered the same thing over and
over again—I run away as Maupas-
sant ran away from the Eiffel Tow-
er which weighed upon his brain

with its vulgarity.

SORIN. You can't do without the

stage.

TREPLEV. We need new forms of

expression. We need new forms,

and if we can't have them we had

better have nothing. (Looks at his

watch) I love my mother— love

her very much—but she leads a

senseless sort of life, always taken

up with this literary gentleman, her

name is always trotted out in the

papers—and that weaiies me. And
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sometimes the simple egoism of an

ordinary mortal m^es me feel sorry

that my mother is a celebrated act-

ress, and I fancy that If she were
an ordinary woman I should be
happier. Uncle, what could be more
hopeless and stupid than my posi-

tion? She used to have visitors, all

celebrities—artists and authors

—

and among them all I was the only

one who was nothing, and they

only put up with me because I was
her son. Who am I? What am I? I

left the University in my third year

—owing to circumstances "for

which we accept no responsibility,”

as the editors say; I have no talents,

I haven’t a penny of my own, and
on my passport I am described as

an artisan of Kiev. You know my
father was an artisan of Kiev,

though he too was a well-known

actor. So, when in her drawing-

room all these artists and authors

CTaciously noticed me, I always

fancied from their faces that they

were taking the measure of my in-

significance—I guessed their

thoughts and suffered from the

humiliation. . . .

SOREST. And, by the way, can you
tell me, please, what sort of man
this literary gentleman is? There’s

AO making him out. He never says

onything.

fREPLEV. He is an intelligent man,
^ood-natured and rather melan-

choly, you know. A very decent

fellow. He is still a good distance

# forty, but he is already cele-

brated and has enough and to spare

i)f everything. As for his writings

. . . what shall I say? They are

ebarming, fuU of talent, but . . .

after Tolstoy or Zola you do not

fare to read Trigorin.

soBm. Well, I am fond of authors,

my boy. At one time I had a pas-

sionate desire for two things: I

wanted to get married, and I

wanted to become an author; but I

did not succeed in doing either.

Yes, it is pleasant to be even a small

author, as a matter of fact.

TREPLEV {listens). I hear steps. . .

.

{Embraces his uncle) I cannot live

without her. . . . The very sound
of her footsteps is lovely, ... I

am wildly happy. {Goes quickly to

meet nesta zaretchny as she en-

ters) My enchantress—^my dream.

NESTA {in agitation). I am not late.

... Of course I am not late. . . .

TREPLEV {kissing her hands). No,
no, no!

NINA. I have been uneasy all day.

I was so frightened. I was afraid

father would not let me come. . . .

But he has just gone out with my
stepmother. The sky is red, the

moon is just rising, and I kept urg-

ing on the horse. {Laughs) But I

am glad. {Shakes sorin’s hand
warmly.

)

sorest {laughs). Your eyes look as

though you have been crying. , . .

Fie, fie! That’s not right!

NINA. Oh, it was nothing. . . .

You see how out of breath I am. I

have to go in half an hour. We must
make haste. I can’t stay, I can’t!

For God’s sake don’t keep me! My
father doesn’t know I am here.

TREPLEV. It really is time to begin.

We must go and call the others.

SORIN. m go this minute. {Goes ta
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the right, singing '‘To France two
grenadiers.” Looks round) Once I
sang like that, and a deputy prose-
cutor said to me, “You have a pow-
erful voice, your Excellency”; then
he thought a httle and added, “but
not a pleasant one,” {Laug}^ and
goes off.)

NINA. My father and his wife won’t
let me come here. They say it is so
Bohemian here . . . they are
afraid I shall go on the stage. . . .

But I feel dravm to the lake here
like a sea gull. ... My heart is

full^of you. (Looks round.)

TREPLEV. We are alone.

NINA. I fancy there is someone
there.

TREPLEV. There’s nobody. (They
kiss.)

NINA. What tree is this?

TREPLEV. An elm.

NINA. Why is it so dark?

TREPLEV. It’s evening; everything
is getting dark. Don’t go away
early, I entreat you!

NINA. I must.

TREPLEV. And if I come to you,
Nina, I’ll stand in the garden aU
night, watching your window.

NINA. You can’t; the watchman
would notice you. Tr6sor is not
used to you, and he would baric.

TREPLEV. I love you!

NINAi Sh-h. ...

TREPLEV (hearing footsteps). Who»
is there? You, Yakov?

YAKOV (behind the stage). Yes, sir.

TREPLEV. Take your places. It’o

time to begin. Is the moon rising?

YAKOV. Yes, sir.

TREPLEV. Have you got the methyl*
ated spirit? Have you got the sul-

phur? When the red eyes appear
there must be a smell of sulphur.
(To nina) Go, it’s all ready. Are
you nervous?

NINA. Yes, awfully! Your mother is

all right—^I am not afraid of her

—

but there’s Trigorin ... I feel

frightened and ashamed of acting
before him ... a celebrated au-
thor. ... Is he young?

TREPLEV. Yes.

NINA. How wonderful his stories

are.

TREPLEV (coldly). I don’t know. I
haven’t read them.

NINA. It is diflBcult to act in your
play. There are no living charactas
in it.

TREPLEV. Living characters! One
must depict life not as it is, and not
as it ought to be, but as we see it in

our dreams.

NINA. There is very little action in

your play—^nothing but speeches.

And to my mind there ought to be
love in a play. (Both go behind the
stage.

)

(Enter polina andreyevna and
DORN.)
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^POLINA. It is getting damp. Go
back and put on your goloshes.

DORN. I am hot.

POLINA. You dont take care of

yourself. It's obstinacy. You are a

doctor, and you know perfectly

well that damp air is bad for you,

but you want to make me miser-

able; you sat out on the verandah

all yesterday evening on purpose.

DORN (hums). ^‘Do not say that

youth is ruined.”

POLINA. You were so absorbed in

conversation with Irina Nikolayev-

na ..
.
you did not notice the

cold. Own up , .
.
you are attracted

by her.

DORN. I am fifty-five.

POLINA. Nonsense! That's not old

for a man. You look very young for

your age, and are still attractive to

women.

DORN. Well, what would you have?

POLINA. AH you men are ready to

fall down and worship an actress,

all of you!

DORN (hums). “Before thee once

again I stand.” If artists are liked

in society and treated differently

from merchants, for example, that's

only m the nature of things. It's

idealism.

POLINA. Women have always fal-

len in love with you and thrown
themselves on your nedc. Is that

idealism too?

DORN (shrugs his shoulders). Well,

in the attitude of women to me
there has been a great deal that

was good. What they principally

loved in me was a first-rate doctor.

You remember that ten or fifteen

years ago I was the only decent
accoucheur in the district. Then,
too, I have always been an honest
man.

POLINA (seizes him by the hand)*
Dearest!

DORN. Sh-h! They are coming.

(Enter madame arkadin sur-

rounded by sorin, trigorin, sham-
raev, medvedenko and masha.)

SHAMRAEV. In the year 1873 she

acted marvellously at the fair at

Poltava. It was a delight! She acted

exquisitely! Do you happen to

know, madam, where Pavel Sem-
yonitch Tchadin, a comic actor, is

now? His Rasplyuev was inimi-

table, even finer than Sadovsky's, I

assure you, honoured lady. Where
is he now?

MADAME ARKADIN. You keep asking

me about antediluvians. How
should I know? (Sits down.)

SHAMRAEV (with d sigh)

.

Pashka
Tchadin! There are no such actors

now. The stage has gone down,
Irina Nikolayevna! In old days

there were mighty oaks, but now
we see nothing but stumps.

DORN. There are few actors of brih

liant talents nowadays, that's true;

but the average level of acting is far

higher than it was.

SHAMRAEV. I Can't agree *with you.

But, of course, it's a matter Df taste.

De gustibus aut bene out nihil.
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(treplev comes out from behind

the stage .

)

MADAME ARKADiN (fo her son) . My
dear son, when is it going to begin?

TREPLEV. In a minute. I beg you to

be patient.

MADAME ARKADIN {recites from
‘‘Hamlet’).

'^Oh, Hamlet, speak no more!

Thou turn St mine eyes into my
very soul;

And there I see such black and
grained spots

As will not leave their tinct/*

TREPLEV (
/fom ^'Hamlet”).

"And let me wring your heart, for

so I shall,

If it be made of penetrable stuff"'

(A horn is sounded behind the

stage.)

TREPLEV. Ladies and gentlemen, we
begin! I beg you to attend. (A
pause) I begin. {Taps with a stick

and recites aloud) Oh, you vener-

able old shadows that float at night-

time over this lake, lull us to sleep

and let us dream of what will be in

two hundred thousand years!

SORIN. There will be nothing in two
hundred thousand years.

TREPLEV. Then let them present

that nothing to us.

MADAME ARKADnsr. Let them. We
are asleep.

(The curtain rises; the view of the

lake is revealed; the moon is above

the horizon, its reflection in the

water; nina zaretchny, all in

white, is sitting on a big stone.)

NINA. Men, lions, eagles and part-
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ridges, homed deer, geese, spiders,

silent fish that dwell in the water,

starfishes and creatures which can-

not be seen by the eye—all hving

things, all living things, all living

things, having completed their cycle

of sorrow, are extinct. ... For
thousands of years the earth has

borne no living creature on its sur-

face, and this poor moon lights its

lamp in vain. On the meadow the

cranes no longer waken with a cry,

and there is no sound of the May
beetles in the lime trees. It is cold,

cold, cold! Empty, empty, empty!
Dreadful, dreadfiil, dreadful! (A
pause) The bodies of living crea-

tures have vanished into dust, and
eternal matter has transformed

them into rocks, into water, into

clouds, while the souls of all have
melted into one. That world-soul I

am—^I. ... In me is the soul of

Alexander the Great, of Caesar, of

Shakespeare and of Napoleon, and
of the lowest leech. In me the con-

sciousness of men is blended with

the instincts of the animals, and I

remember all, all, all! And I live

through every life over again in my-
self!

{Will-of-the-wisps appear.)

I^lADAME ARKADIN (soffly)

.

ItS

something decadent.

TREPLEV (in an imploring and re-

proachful voice) . Mother!

NINA. I am alone. Once in a hun-

dred years I open my lips to speak,

and my voice echoes mournfully in

the void, and no one hears. . . .

You too, pale lights, hear me not*

. . . The stagnant marsh begets

you before daybreak and you
wander until dawn, but without

thought, without will, without the

tremor of life. For fear that life
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should spring up in you the father

of eternal matter, the devil, keeps

the atoms in you, as in the stones

and in the water, in continual flux,

and you are changing perpetually.

For in all the universe nothing re-

mains permanent and unchanged
but the spirit. (A pause) Like a pris-

oner cast into a deep, empty well I

know not where I am and what
awaits me. All is hidden from me
but that in the cruel, persistent

struggle with the devil—the prin-

ciple of the forces of matter—I am
destined to conquer, and, after that,

matter and spirit will be blended in

glorious harmony and the Kingdom
of the Cosmic Will will come. But
that will come only little by little,

through long, long thousands of

years when the moon and the bright

Sirius and the earth are changed to

dust. . . . Till then—terror, terror.

... (A pause; two red spats ap-

pear upon the background of the

lake) Here my powerful foe, the

devil, is approaching. I see his

dreadful crimson eyes. . . .

MADAME ARKADiN. There’s a smell

of sulphur. Is that as it should be?

TREPLEV. Yes.

MADAME ARKADIN (laUghs) . Oh, ifs

a stage effect!

TREPLEV. Mother!

NINA. He is dreary without man

POLINA? {td dcwrn) . 'You haVe taken

your hat off?. Pert: it on or ycM will

eatch cold. f

MADAME ARKADIN. TKo doctOr haS
taken his hat off to the devil, the

father of eternal ihatter. '

TREPLEV (firing up, aloud). The
play is over! Enough! Curtain!

MADAME ARKADIN. What are you
cross about?

TREPLEV. Enough! The curtain! Let
down the curtain! (Stamping) Cur-
tain! (The curtain falls) I am sorry!

1 lost sight of the fact that only a

few of the elect may write plays

and act in them. I have infringed

the monopoly. I . . . I . . . (Tries

to say something more, hut with a
wave of his hand goes out on left.

)

MADAME ARKADIN. Whafs the mat-
ter with him?

SORIN. Irina, you really must have
more consideration jFor youthful
vanity, my dear.

MADAME ARKADIN. What did I say
to him?

SORIN. You hurt his feelings.

MADAME ARKADIN. He told US be-

forehand that it was a joke, and I

regarded his play as a joke.

SORIN. All the same ...

MADAME ARKADIN. Now it appears

that he has written a great work.
What next! So he has got up this

performance and smothered us with
sulphur not as a joke but as a pro-

test. . . . He wanted to show us

how to write and what to act. This

is getting tiresome! These continual

sallies at my expense—^these con-

tinual pin-pricks would ptit anyone
out of patience, say what you like.

He is a vain, whimsical boy!

SORIN. He meant to give you pleas-

xjte.
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zviADAME ARKADiN. Really? He did

not choose an ordinary play, how-
ever, but made us listen to this de-

cadent delirium. For the salce of a
joke I am ready to listen to delirium,

but here we have pretensions to

new forms and a new view of art.

To my thinking it’s no question of

new forms at all, but simply bad
temper.

TRiGORiN. Everyone writes as he
likes and as he can.

MADAME ARKADIN. Let him Write as

he likes and as he can, only let him
leave me in peace.

DORN. Jupiter! you are angry. . . .

MADAME ARKADIN. I am not Jupitcr

—I am a woman. {Lights a ciga-

rette) I am not angry— am only

vexed that a young man should

spend his time so drearily. I did not

mean to hurt his feelings.

MEDVEDENKO. No One has any
grounds to separate spirit from mat-
ter, seeing that spirit itself may be
a combination of material atoms.

{With animation, to trigorin) But
you know someone ought to write

a play on how we poor teachers

hve, and get it acted. We have a
hard, hard life.

MADAME ARKADIN. That’s true, but
don’t let us talk either of plays or

of atoms. It is such a glorious eve-

ning! Do you hear? There is sing-

ing! {Listens) How nice it is!

POLINA. It’s on the other side of the

lake.

{A pause.)

MADAME ARKApiN {tp TRIGORIN) .

Sit down beside me. Ten or fifteen

^59

years ago there were sounds of mu-i

sic and singing on that lake com
tinuaUy almost every night. There
are six country houses on the shores

of the lake. I remember laughter,

noise, shooting, and love affairs

without end. . . . The jeune pre-

mier and the idol of aU those six

households was in those days our

friend here, the doctor {motions

with her head towards dorn), Yev-
geny Sergeitch. He is fascinating

still, but in those days he was irre-

sistible. But my conscience is be-

ginning to trouble me. Why did I

hurt my poor boy’s feelings? I feel

worried. {Aloud) Kostya! Son!

Kostya!

MASHA. Ill go and look for him.

MADAME ARKADIN. Please do, my
dear.

MASHA (going to the left). Aa-oo!

Konstantin Gavrilitch! Aa-oo! {Goes

Oi-)

NINA {coming out from behind the

stage). Apparently there will be no
going on, and I may come out.

Good evening! {Kisses madame
ARKADIN and POLINA ANDREYEVNA.)

SORIN. Bravo! Bravo!

MADAME ARKADIN. Bravol Bxavo!

We admired you. With such an ap«

pearance, with such a lovely voice^

you really cannot stay in the coun-

try; it is a sin. You must have tal-

ent. Do you hear? It’s your duty to

go on the stage.

NINA. Oh, that’s my dream! {Sigh

ing) But it will never be realised.

MADAME ARKADIN. Who kndWS?
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Here, let me introduce Boris Alex-

eyevitch Trigorin.

NINA. Oh, I am so glad. . . . (Over-

come with embarrassment) I am
always reading your . . .

MADAME AKKADiN (making her sit

down beside them ) . Don’t be shy,

my dear. He is a celebrity, but he

has a simple heart. You see, he is

shy himself.

DOBN. I suppose we may raise the

curtain; it’s rather uncanny.

SHAMRAEV (aloud)

.

Yalcov, pull up
the curtain, my lad. (The curtain

goes up.)

NINA (to trigorin). It is a queer

play, isn’t it?

TRIGORIN. I did not imderstand it

at all. But I enjoyed it. You acted

so genuinely. And the scenery was
delightful. (A pause) There must
be a lot of fish in that lake.

NINA. Yes.

TRIGORIN. I love angling. There is

nothing I enjoy so much as sitting

on the bank of a river in the eve-

ning and watching the float.

NINA. But I should have thought

that for anyone who has known the

enjoyment of creation, no other en-

joyment can exist.

MADAME ARKADEsr (laughing). Don’t

talk like that. When people say nice

things to him he is utterly floored.

SHAMRAEV. I remember one eve-

ning in the opera theatre in Moscow
the celebrated Silva took the lower

Cl As it happened, there was sitting

in the gallery the bass of our church

choir, and all at once—imagine our

intense astonishment—we heard

from the gallery '‘Bravo, Silval” a

whole octave lower—^like this: (in

a deep bass) "Bravo, Silva!” The
audience sat spellbound.

(A pause.)

DORN. The angel of silence has flown

over us.

NINA. It’s time for me to go. Good-
bye.

MADAME ARKADiN. Where are you
off to? Why so early? We won’t let

you go.

NINA. My father expects me.

MADAME ARKADIN. What a man,

really. , . . (Kisses her) Well, there

is no help for it. I am sorry—I am
sorry to let you go.

NINA. If you knew how grieved I

am to go.

MADAME ARKADIN. Someone ought

to see you home, my little dear.

NINA (frightened ) . Oh, no, no!

soREsr (to her, in an imploring

voice). Do stay!

NINA. I can’t, Pyotr Nikolayevitch.

SORIN. Stay for an hour. What is

there in that?

NINA (thinking a minute, tearfully )

.

I can’t! (Shakes hands and hur-

riedly goes off.)

MADAME ARKADIN. Unfortunate girl

she is, really. They say her mother

left her father all her immense
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property—every farthing of it—and
now the girl has got nothing, as her
father has already made a will leav-

ing everything to his second wife.

It’s monstrous!

DORN. Yes, her father is a pretty
thorough scoundrel, one must do
him the justice to say so.

SORIN {rubbing his cold hands).
Let us go too, it’s getting damp.
My legs ache.

NCADAME ARKADiN. They seem like

wooden legs, you can hardly walk.
Let us go, unlucky old man! (Takes
his arm,)

SHAMRAEV (offering his arm to his

wife), Madame?

SORIN. I hear that dog howling
again. (To shaairaev) Be so kind,

Ilya Afanasyitch, as to tell them to

let it oflF the chain.

SHAMRAEV. Its impossible, Pyotr
Nikolayevitch, I am afraid of

thieves getting into the bam. Our
millet is there. (To medvedenko
who is walking beside him) Yes, a
whole octave lower: ‘‘Bravo, Silva!”

And he not a singer—simply a
church chorister!

MEDVEDENKO. And what salary does

a chorister get?

(All go out except dorn.)

DORN (alone). I don’t know, per-

haps I know nothing about it, or

have gone oflE my head, but I liked

the play. There is something in it.

When that girl talked about loneli-

ness and afterwards when the dev-

il’s eyes appeared, I was so excited

that my hands trembled. It is fresh,

naive. . . . Here he comes, I be-

i6i

lieve. I want to say all the nice

things I can to him.

TREPLEV (enters). They have aU
gone.

DORN. I am here.

TREPLEV. Mashenka is looking for

me all over the park. Insufferable

creature she is!

DORN. Konstantin Gavrilitch, I liked

your play extremely. It’s a strange
thing, and I haven’t heard the end,
and yet it made a strong impres-
sion! You are a gifted man—^you

must persevere.

(TREPLEV presses his hand warmly
and embraces him impulsively.)

DORN. Fie, what an hysterical fel-

low! There are tears in his eyes!

What I mean is this. You have t^en
a subject from the realm of abstract

ideas. So it should be, for a work
of art ought to express a great idea.

A thing is only fine when it is seri-

ous. How pale you are!

TREPLEV. So you tell me to perse-

vere?

DORN. Yes. . . . But write only of

what is important and eternal. You
know, I have had varied expe-

riences of life, and have enjoyed it;

I am satisfied, but if it had been
my lot to know the spiritual heights

which artists reach at the moment
of creation, I should, I believe, have
despised my bodily self and aU that

appertains to it and left all things

earthly as far behind as possible.

TREPLEV. Excuse me, where is

Nina?

DORN. And another thing. In a work
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of art there ought to be a clear defi-

nite idea. You ought to know what
is your aim in writing, for if you go
along that picturesque route with-
out a definite goal you will be lost

and your talent will be your ruin.

TKEPLEV (impatiently). Where is

Nina?

DORN. She has gone home.

TREPLEV (in despair). What am I

to do? I want to see her ... I

must see her. ... I must go. . . .

(Enter masha.)

DORN (to TREPLEV

)

. Calm youTsclf,

my boy.

TREPLEV. But I am going all the
same. I must go.

MASHA. Come indoors, Konstantin
Gavrilitch. Your mother wants you.
She is worried.

TREPLEV. Tell her that I have gone
away. And I beg you—aU of you

—

leave me in peace! Let me alone!

DonY follow me about!

DORN. Come, come, come, dear boy.
. . . You can’t go on like that, . . .

That’s not the thing.

TREPLEV (in tears). Good-bye, doc-
tor. Thank you. . . . (Goes off.)

DORN (with a sigh)

.

Youth! youth!

MASHA. When people have nothing
better to say, they say, ‘‘Youth!
youth!” . . . (Takes a pinch of
snuff.)

DORN (takes her snuff-box from her
and flings it into the hushes).
That’s disgusting! (A pause) I be-
lieve they are playing the piano in-

doors. We must go in.

MASHA. Wait a little.

DORN. What is it?

MASHA. I want to teU you once
more. I have a longing to talk. . . .

(Growing agitated) I don’t care for

my father . . . but I feel drawn to

you. For some reason I feel with all

my heart that you are very near me.
. . . Help me. Help me, or I shall

do something silly, I shall make a
mock of my life and ruin it. . , .

I can’t go on. . . .

DORN. What is it? Help you in

what?

MASHA. I am miserable. No one, no
one knows how miserable I am!
(Laying her head on his breast,

softly) I love Konstantin!

DORN. How hysterical they all are!

How hysterical! And what a lot of
love. . . . Oh, the sorcery of the
lake! (Tenderly) But what can I

do, my child? W^at? What?

CURTAIN
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ACT TWO

A croquet lawn. The house with a big verandah in the background on

the right, on the left is seen the lake with the blazing sun reflected in it.

Flower beds. Midday. Hot. madame ARKADiNr, dorn and jviasha are

sitting on a garden seat in the shade of an old lime tree on one side of the

croquet lawn, dorn has an open book on his knee.

MADAME ARTADIN (tO MASHA )

.

Come, let us stand up. (They both

get up) Let us stand side by side.

You are twenty-two and I am nearly

twice as, old. Yevgeny Sergeitch,

which of us looks the younger?

DORN. You, of course.

MADAME ARKAXUN. There! And why
is it? Because I work, I feel I am
always on the go, while you stay

always in the same place and have

no life at all. . . , And it is my
rule never to look into the future.

I never think about old age or

death. What is to be, 'will be.

MASHA. And I feel as though I had
been bom long, long ago; I trail

my life along Iflce an endless train.

. . . And often I have not the

slightest desire to go on living. (Sits

down) Of course, thafs all non-

sense. I must shake myself and

throw it all o£F.

DORN (hums quietly) . “Tell her, my
flowers.”

MADAME ARKADiN. Then I am as

particular as an Englishman. I keep

myself in hand, as they say, my
dear, and am always dressed and

have my hair done comme il faut.

Do I allow myself to go out of the

house even into the garden in a

dressing-go'wn, or without my hair

being done? Never! What has pre-

served me is that I have never been
a dowdy, I have never let mysell'

go, as some women do. . . . (Walks

about the lawn with her arms

akimbo) Here I am, as brisk as a
bird. I could take the part of a gir^

of fifteen.

DORN. Nevertheless, I shall go on*

(Takes up the book) We stopped

at the com merchant and thfj

rats. . . .

MADAME ARKADIN. And the rats

Read, (Sits down) But give it to me^

ril read. It is my turn. (Takes the

book and looks in it) And T2its. . . .

Here it is. . . . (Reads) “And of

course for society people to spoiJ

novelists and to attract them to

themselves is as dangerous as foi

a com merchant to rear rats in hiit

granaries. And yet they love them*

And so, when a woman has picked

out an author whom she desires to

captivate, she lays siege to him by
means of compliments, flattery and
favours . .

.” Well, that may be
with the French, but there is noth-

ing like that with us, we have no
set rules. Among us, before a wom-
an sets to work to captivate an au-

thor, she is generally head over ears

in love herself, if you please. To go

no further, take Trigorin and me.

(Enter soignsr, leaning on his stick
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and wUh him nina; medvedenko
wheels an empty bath-chair in after

them,

)

SORIN (in a caressing tone, as to a

child) . Yes? We are delighted,

aren't we? We are happy today at

last? (To his sister) We are de-

lighted! Our father and stepmother

have gone off to Tver, and we are

free now for three whole days.

:nina (sits down beside madame
ARKADiN and embraces her). I am
happy! Now I belong to you.

;SORiN (sits down in his bath-chair )

.

She looks quite a beauty today.

MADAME ARKADIN. Nlcely dresscd

.and interesting. . . . That’s a good

girl. (Kisses nina) But we mustn’t

praise you too much for fear of ill-

luck. Where is Boris Alexeyevitch?

NINA. He is in the hathing-house,

fishing.

MADAME ARKADIN. I wonder he
doesn’t get sick of it! (Is about to

go on reading.)

NINA. What is that?

MADAME ARKADIN. Maupassant’s

“Sur I’eau,” my dear. (Reads a few
lines to herself) Well, the rest isn’t

interesting or true. (Shuts the book)

I feel uneasy. Tell me, what’s wrong
with my son? Why is he so de-

pressed and ill-humoured? He
spends whole days on the lake and
I hardly ever see him.

MASHA. His heart is troubled. (To
NINA, timidly) Please, do read us

something out of his play!

NINA (shrugging her shoulders).

Would you like it? It’s so unin-

teresting.

MASHA (restraining her enthusiasm).

When he reads anything himself

his eyes glow and his face turns

pale. He has a fine mournful voice,

and the gestures of a poet.

(There is a sound of sorin snoring.)

DORN. Good night!

MADAME ARKADIN. PetrUsha!

SORIN. Ah?

MADAME ARKADIN. Are you asleep?

SORIN. Not a bit of it.

(A pause.)

MADAME ARKADIN. You do nothing

for your health, brother, and that’s

not right.

SORIN. I should like to take some-
thing, but the doctor won’t give me
any&ing.

DORN. Take medicine at sixty!

SORIN. Even at sixty one wants to

live!

DORN (with vexation). Oh, very

well, take valerian drops!

MADAME ARKADIN. It seems to me it

would do him good to go to some
mineral springs.

DORN. Well, he might go. And he
might not.

MADAME ARKADIN. What is One to

make of that?

DORN. There’s nothing tc make of

it. It’s quite clear.

(A pause.)
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MEDVEDENXO. Pyotr Nikolayevitch
ought to give up smoking.

soRiN. Nonsense!

DORN. No, it’s not nonsense. Wine
and tobacco destroy the personality.

After a cigar or a glass of vodka,

you are not Pyotr Nikolayevitch

any more but Pyotr Nikolayevitch

plus somebody else; your ego is

oifFused and you feel towards your-

self as to a third person.

SORIN (laughs). It's all very well

for you to argue! You’ve lived your
life, but what about me? I have
served in the Department of Justice

for twenty-eight years, but I haven’t

lived yet. I’ve seen and done noth-

ing as a matter of fact, and very

naturally I want to live very much.
You’ve had enough and you don’t

care, and so you are inclined to be
philosophical, but I want to Hve,

and so I drink sherry at dinner and
smoke cigars and so on. That’s all it

comes to.

DORN. One must look at life seri-

ously, but to go in for cures at

sixty and to regret that one hasn’t

enjoyed oneself enough in one’s

youth is frivolous, if you will forgive

my saying so.

MASHA (gets up). It must be lunch-

time. (Walks with a lazy, lagging

step) My leg is gone to sleep. (Goes

off-)

DORN. She will go and have a cou-

ple of glasses before lunch.

SORIN. She has no personal happi-

ness, poor thing.

DORN. Nonsense, your Excellency.

SORIN. You argue like a man who
has had aU he wants.

MADAME ABKADiN. Oh, what can be
more boring than this sweet coun-

try boredom! Hot, still, no one ever

doing anything, everyone airing

their theories. . . . It’s nice being

with you, my friends, charming to

listen to you, but . . . to sit in a
hotel room somewhere and learn

one’s part is ever so much better.

NINA (enthusiastically) . DeUghthil!

1 understand you.

SORIN. Of course, it’s better in town.

You sit in your study, the footman
lets no one in unannounced, there’s

a telephone ... in the streets

there are cabs and everything. . . ,

DORN (hums). "Tell her, my flow-
»

ers.

(Enter shambaev, and after him
POLINA ANDREYEVNA. )

SHAMBAEV. Here they are! Good
morning! (Kisses madame arka-

din’s hand and then nina’s) De-
Hghted to see you in good health.

(To MADAME arkadin) My wife

teUs me that you are proposing to

drive into town with her today. Is

that so?

MADAME arkadin. Ycs, we are

thinking of it.

shamraev. Hm! that’s splendid, but

how are you going, honoured lady?

They are carting the rye today; aU

the men are at work. What horses

are you to have, allow me to ask?

MADAME arkadin. What horses?

How can I tell which?

SORIN. We’ve got carriage horses.
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3HAMRAEV (growifig cxcited)

,

Car-

riage horses! But where am I to get

collars for them? Where am I to get

collars? Its a strange thing! It

passes my understanding! Hon-
oured lady! forgive me, I am full of

reverence for your talent. I would
give ten years of my life for you,

but I cannot let you have the

horsesi

MADAME ARKADIN. But if I have tO

go! Its a queer thing!

SHAMRAEV. Honoured lady! you
don’t know what farming means.

MADAME ARKADIN {flaring Up)

,

That’s the old story! If that’s so, I

go bade to Moscow today. Give

orders for horses to be hired for me
at the village, or I’ll walk to the

station.

SHAMRAEV {flaring up) An that case

I resign my position! You must look

for another steward. (Goes off,)

MADAME ARKADIN. It’s like this

every summer; every summer I am
insulted here! I won’t set my foot

in the place again.
( Goes off at left

where the bathing shed is supposed

to he; a minute later she can be

seen entering the house.)

(trigorin follows her, carrying fish-

ing rods and tackle, and a pail,

)

SORIN (flaring up). This is inso-

lencel It’s beyond everything. I am
fhotoiighly 'Sick of it. Send all the

horses h^re this minute!

NINA (to POLINA ANDREVEVNA). To
refuse Irina Nikolayevna, the fa-

mous actress! Any wish of hers, any
whim even, is of more consequence
than all your farming. It’s posi-

tively incredible!

POLINA {in despair). What can I

do? Put yourself in my position:

what can I do?

SORIN (to nina). Let us go to my
sister. We will all entreat her not

to go away. Won’t we? (Looking in

the direction in which shamraev
has gone) Insufferable man! Des-

pot!

NINA (preventing him from getting

up). Sit still, sit still. We vill wheel
you in. (She and medvedenko push

the
,
bath-chair) Oh, how awful it

is!

SORIN. Yes, yes, it’s awful. But he

won’t leave, I’U speak to him di-

rectly. {They go out; dobn and
POLINA andreyevna are left alone

on the stage.)

DORN. People are tiresome. Yom
husband ought to be simply kicked

out, but it will end in that old

woman Pyotr Nikolayevitch and his

sister begging the man’s pardon.

You will see!

POLINA. He has sent the carriage

horses into the fields too! And there

are misunderstandings like this

every day. If you only knew how it

upsets me! It makes me ill; see how
I am trembling. ... I can’t en-

dure his rudeness. (In an implor-

ing voice) Yevgeny, dearest, light

of my eyes, my darling, let me come
to you. . . . Our time is passing,

we are no longer young, arxd if only

we could lay aside concealment and

lying for the end of our lives, an))’-

way . . .

(A pause.)

DORN. I am fifty-five; it’s too late to

change my life. •
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POLINA. I know you refuse me be-
cause there are other women too
who are as near to you. You can’t

take them all to live with you. I

understand. Forgive me, you are

tired of me.

(nina appears near the house; she
is picking flowers ,

)

DOEN. No, it’s all right.

POLINA. I am wretched from jeal-

ousy. Of course you are a doctor,

you can’t avoid women. I under-
stand.

DORN (to NINA, who comes up to

them). How are things going?

NINA. Irina Nikolayevna is crying
and Pyotr Nikolayevitch has an at-

tack of asthma.

DORN (gets up). I’d better go and
give them both valerian drops.

NINA (gives him the flowers)*

Please t^e these,

DORN. Merci bien. (Goes towards
the house.)

POLINA (going with him). What
charming flowers! (Near the house,

in a smothered voice) Give me
those flowers! Give me those flow-

ers! (On receiving them tears the

flowers to pieces and throws them
away; both go into the house.

)

NINA (alone). How strange it is to

see a famous actress cry, and about
such a trivial thing! And isn’t it

strange? A famous author, adored
by the public, written about in all

the papers, his photographs for sale,

his works translated into foreign

languages—and he spends the

whole day fi^iihg /and) is delighted

that he has caught two gudgeon. 1

thought famous people were proud,

unapproachable, that they despised
the crowd, and by their fame and
the glory of their name, as it were,
revenged themselves on the vulgar
herd for putting rank and wealth
above everything. But here they
cry and fish, play cards, laugh and
get cross like everyone else!

TKBPLEv (comes in without a hat
on, with a gun and a dead sea guU).
Are you alone here?

NINA. Yes.

(treplev lays the sea gull at her
feet)

NINA. What does that mean?

TREPLEV. I was so mean as to kill

this bird today. I lay it at your feet.

NINA. What is the matter with you?
(Picks up the bird and looks at it.)

TREPLEV (after a pause). Soon 1

shall kill myself in the same way.

NINA. You have so changed, I

hardly know you.

TREPLEV. Yes, ever since the day
when I hardly knew you. You have
changed to me, your eyes are cold,

you ::eel me in the way^

NINA. You have become irritable of

late, you express yourself so incom-
prehensibly, as it were in symbols
This bird is a symbol too, I suppose,

but forgive me, I don’t understand
it. (Lays the sea gull on the seat)

I am too simple to understand you.

TREPLEV. This began from that eve-

xdng when my play came to grief se

stupkily; Women tiever Tor^ve fail-

ureri Have burhttlt'kl^'et^ry scrap
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of it. If only you knew how mis-
erable I am! Your growing cold to

me is awful, incredible, as though
I had woken up and found this lake

had suddenly dried up or sunk into

the earth. You have just said that

you are too simple to understand
me. Oh, what is there to under-
stand? My play was not liked, you
despise my inspiration, you already

consider me commonplace, insig-

nificant like so many others. . . .

(Stamping) How well I understand
it all, how I understand it! I feel as

though I had a nail in my brain,

damnation take it together with my
vanity which is sucking away my
life, sucking it like a snake. . . .

(Sees TRiGORiN, who comes in read-

ing a book) Here comes the real

genius, walking like Hamlet and
with a book too. (Mimics) "Words,
words, words.” . . . The sun has
scarcely reached you and you are

smiling already, your eyes are melt-

ing in its rays. I won’t be in your
way. (Goes off quickly.)

TRIGORIN (making notes in his

book). Takes snuff and drinks

vodka. Always in black. The school-

master is in love with her. . . .

NINA. Good morning, Boris Alex-

eyevitch!

TRIGORIN. Good morning. Circum-
stances have turned out so xmex-
pectedly that it seems We are

setting off today. We are hardly
likely to meet again. I am sorry. I

don’t often have the chance of
meeting young girls, youthful and
charming; I have forgotten how one
feels at eighteen or nineteen and
can’t picture it to myself, and so the
young girls in my stories and novels
are usually false. I should like to be
in your shoes just for one hour to

find out how you think, and alto-

gether what sort of person you are.

NINA. And I should like to be in
your shoes.

TRIGORIN. What for?

NINA. To know what it feels like to
be a famous, gifted author. What
does it feel like to be famous? How
does it affect you, being famous?

TRIGORIN. How? Nohow, I believe.

I have never thought about it.

(After a moment"s thought) It’s one
of two things: either you exaggerate
my fame, or it never is felt at all.

NINA. But if you read about your-
self in the newspapers?

TRIGORIN. When they praise me I
am pleased, and when they abuse
me I feel out of humour for a day
or two.

NINA. What a wonderful world! If

only you knew how I envy you!
How different people’s lots in life

are! Some can scarcely get through
their dull, obscure existence, they
are all just like one another, they
are all unhappy; while others

—

you, for instance—^you are one out
of a milhon, have an interesting life

full of brightness and significance.

You are happy,

TRIGORIN. I? (Shrugging his shoul-

ders) Hm. . . .You talk of fame
and happiness, of bright interesting

life, but to me all those fine words,
if you will forgive my saying so, are
just like a sweetmeat which I never
taste. You are very young and very
good-natured.

NINA. Your life is splendid!

TRIGORIN. What is there particularly
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must go and write directly. Excuse
me, I mustn't stay. . .

. (Laughs)
You have stepped on my favourite
com, as the saying is, and here I

am beginning to get excited and a
little cross. Let us talk though. We
will talk about my splendid bright
life. . . . Well, where shall we be-
gin? (After thinking a little) There
are such things as fixed ideas, when
a man thinks days and night, for
instance, of nothing but the moon.
And I have just such a moon. I am
haunted day and night by one per-
sistent thought: I ought to be writ-
hig, I ought to be writing, I ought
... I have scarcely finished one
novel when, for some reason, I must
begin writing another, then a third,

after the third a fourth. I write in-

cessantly, post haste, and I can't
write in any other way. What is

there splendid and bright in that,

I ask you? Oh, it s an absurd life!

Here I am with you; I am excited,
yet every moment I remember that
my tinfinished novel is waiting for
me. Here I see a cloud that looks
like a grand piano. I think that I
must put into a story somewhere
that a cloud sailed by that looked
like a grand piano. There is a scent
of hehotrope. I hurriedly make a
note: a sickly smell, a widow's
flower, to be mentioned in the de-
scription of a summer evening. I
catch up myself and you at every
sentence, every word, and make
haste to put those sentences and
words away into my hterary treas-

ure-house—^it may come in useful!

When I finish work I race off to the
theatre or to fishing; if only I could
rest in that and forget myself. But
no, there's a new subject rolling

about in my head like a heavy iron
caimon ball, and I am drawn to my
writing table and must make haste
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again to go on writing and writing.
And it's always like that, always.
And I have no rest from myself, and
I feel that I am eating up my own
life, and that for the sake of the
honey I give to someone in space
I am stripping the pollen from my
best flowers, tearing up the flowers
themselves and trampling on their
roots. Don’t you think I am mad?
Do my friends and acquaintances
treat me as though I were sane?
'What are you writing? What are
you giving us?" It's the same thing
again and again, and it seems to me
as though my friends' notice, their
praises, their enthusiasm—^that it's

all a sham, that they are deceiving
me as an invalid and I am some-
how afraid that they will steal up to
me from behind, snatch me and
carry me off and put me in a mad-
house. Ajid in those years, the best
years of my youth, when I was be-
ginning, my writing was immixed
torture. A small writer, particularly
when he is not successful, seems to
himself clumsy, awkward, unneces-*
sary; his nerves are strained and
overwrought. He can't resist hang-
ing about people connected with
hterature and art, unrecognised and
unnoticed by anyone, afraid to look
anyone boldly in the face, hke a
passionate gambler without any
money. I hadn't seen my reader, but
for some reason I always imagined
him hostile, and mistrustful. I was
afraid of the public, it alarmed me,
and when I had to produce my first

play it always seemed to me that all

the dark people felt hostile and all

the fair ones were coldly indiffer-

ent. Oh, how awful it was! What
agony it was!

NINA. But surely inspiration and the
very process of creation give you
moments of exalted happiness?
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TRiGORiN. Yes. While I am writing

I enjoy it. And I like reading my
proofs, but ... as soon as it is

published I can’t endure it, and I

see that it is all wrong, a mistake,

that it ought not to have been
written at all, and I feel vexed and
sick about it. . . . (Laughing) And
the public reads it and says: *'Yes,

charming, clever. Charming, but

very inferior to Tolstoy,” or, ^"It’s a

fine thing, but Turgenev’s 'Fathers

and Children’ is finer.” And it will

be the same to my dying day, only

charming and clever, charming and
clever—and nothing more. And
when I die my friends, passing by
my tomb, will say, "Here lies Tri-

gorin. He was a good writer, but in-

ferior to Turgenev.”

NINA. Forgive me, but I refuse to

imderstand you. You are simply

spoiled by success.

TRIGORIN. What success? I have
never liked myself; I dislike my own
work. The worst of it is that I am
in a sort of delirium, and often don’t

understand what I am writing. I

love this water here, the trees, the

sky. I feel nature, it arouses in me
a passionate, irresistible desire to

write. But I am not simply a land-

scape painter; I am also a citizen. I

love my native cotmtry, my people;

I feel that if I am a writer I am in

duty bound to write of the people,

of their sufferings, of their future,

to talk about science and the rights

of man and so on, and so on, and
I write about everything. I am hur-

ried and flustered, and on all sides

they whip me up and are angry

with me; I dash about from side to

side like a fox beset by hounds. I

see life and culture continually

getting farther and farther away
while I fall farther and farther be-

hind like a peasant too late for the

train; and what it comes to is that

I feel I can only describe scenes and
in everything else I am false to the

marrow of my bones.

NINA. You are overworked and have
not the leisure nor the desire to ap-

preciate your own significance. You
may be dissatisfied with yourself,

but for others you are great and
splendid! If I were a writer like

you, I should give up my whole life

to the common herd, but I should
loiow that there could be no greater

happiness for them than to rise to

my level, and they would harness

themselves to my chariot.

TRIGORIN. My chariot, what next!

Am I an Agamemnon, or what?
(Both smile.)

NINA. For such happiness as being
a writer or an artist I would be
ready to endure poverty, disap-

pointment, the dislike of those

around me; I would live in a garret

and eat nothing but rye bread, I

would suffer from being dissatisfied

with myself, from recognising my
own imperfections, but I should

ask in return for fame . . . real,

resounding fame. . . . {Covers her

face with her hands) It makes me
dizzy. . . . Ought
{The voice of madame arkadin
from the house.)

MADAME ARKADIN. Boris Alexeye-

vitchl

TRIGORIN. They are calling for me*
I suppose it’s to pack. But I don’t

want to leave here. {Looks round
at the lake) Just look how glorious

it is! It’s splendid!

NINA. Do you see the house and
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garden on the other side of the

Jake?

TRiGORiN. Yes.

NINA. That house was my dear
mother’s. I was bom there. I have
spent all my life beside this lake

and I know every little islet on it.

trigorin. It’s very delightful here!

{Seeing the sea guU) And whats
this?

NINA. A sea gull. Konstantin Gav-
rihtch shot it.

TRIGORIN. A beautiful bird. Really,

I don’t want to go away. Try and
persuade Irina Nikolayevna to stay,

{Makes a note in his book.)

NINA. What are you writing?

TRIGORIN. Oh, I am only making a
note. A subject struck me. {Putting

away the note-book) A subject for

a short story: a yoimg girl, such as

you, has lived all her life beside a

lake; she loves the lake Kke a sea

gull, and is as free and happy as a
sea gull. But a man comes by
chance, sees her, and having nodi-

ing better to do, destroys her like

that sea gull here.

(A pause, madame arkadin ap-

pears at the window.)

MADAME ARKADIN. Boris Alexeye-

vitch, where are you?

TRIGORIN. I am coming. {Goes and
looks back at nina. To madame
ARKADIN at the window) What is it?

MADAME ARKADIN. We are staying.

(trigorin goes into the house.)

NINA {advances to the footlights;

after a few moments* meditation).

It s a dream!

CURTAIN.

ACT THREE

T*he dining-room in sorin’s house. Doors on right and on left. A sideboard.

A medicine cupboard. A table in the middle of the room. A portmanteau
and hat-boxes; signs of preparation for departure, trigorin is having
lunch; MASHA stands by the table.

MASHA. I teU all this to you as a trigorin. How are you going to do
writer. You may make use of it. I that?

am telling you the truth: if he had
hurt himself seriously I would not masha. I am going to be married,

have gone on living another min- To Medvedenko.
Tite. But I have pluck enough all

the same. I just made up my mind trigorin. That’s the schoolmaster?

that I would tear this love out of

my heart, tear it out by the roots, masha. Yes.
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TRiGORiN. I don’t understand what’s

the object of it.

MASHA. To love without hope, to

spend whole years waiting for

something. . . . But when I marry,

there vnU be no time left for love,

ne.w cares will smother all the old

feelings. And, anyway, it will be a
change, you know. Shall we have
another?

TRIGORIN. Won’t that be too much?

MASHA. Oh, come! {Fills two
glasses) Don’t look at me like that!

Women drink much oftener than
you imagine. Only a small propor-

tion drink openly as I do, die ma-
jority drink in secret. Yes. And it’s

always vodka or brandy. (Clinks

glasses) My best wishes! You are

a good-hearted man; I am sorry to

be parting from you. (They drink.

)

TRIGORIN. I don’t want to go my-
self.

MASHA. You should beg her to stay.

TRIGORIN. No, she won’t stay now.
Her son is behaving very tactlessly.

First, he shoots himself, and now
they say he is going to challenge
me to a duel. And whatever for?

He sulks, and snorts, and preaches
new forms of art. , . . But there
is room for all—^new and old—^why
quarrel about it?

MASHA. Well, there’s jealousy too.

But it is nothing to do with me.
(A pause, yakov crosses from right

to left with a portmanteau, nesta

enters and stands by the window.)

MASHA. My schoolmaster is not very
brilliant, but he is a good-natured
man, and poor, and he is very much

in love with me. I am sorry for
him. And I am sorry for his old
mother. Well, let me wish you all

happiness. Don’t remember evil

against me. (Shakes hands with him
warmly) I am very grateful for

your friendly interest. Send me
your books and be sure to put in an
inscription. Only don’t vmte, "To
my honoured friend,” but write
simply, "To Marya who belongs
nowhere and has no object in life.”

Good-bye! (Goes out.)

NINA (stretching out her arm to-

wards TRIGORIN, with her fist

clenched). Odd or even?

TRIGORIN. Even.

NINA (with a sigh). Wrong. I had
only one pea in my hand. I was try-

ing my fortune whether to go on
the stage or not. I wish someone
would advise me.

TRIGORIN. It’s impossible to advise
in such a matter.

(A pause.)

NINA. We are parting and . , ,

perhaps we shall never meet again.

Won’t you please take this little

medallion as a parting gift? I had
your initials engraved on one side

of it . . . and on the other the
title of your book, "Days and
Nights.”

TRIGORIN. How exquisite! (Kisses
the medallion) A charming pres-
ent!

NINA. Think of me sometimes.

TRIGORIN. I shall think of you. I

shall think of you as you were on
that sunny day—do you remem-
ber?—a week ago, when you were
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wearing a light dress . . . we were
talking . . . there was a white sea
gull lying on the seat.

NINA (pensivelv)

.

Yes, a sea gull.

^ . (A pause) We can’t talk any
more, there’s someone coming. . . .

Let me have two minutes before

you go, I entreat you. . . , (Goes
out on the left.)

(At the same instant madame
ARKADEsr, soRiN in a dress coat with
a star of some order on it, then
YAKOV, occupied with the luggage,

enter on the right.)

MADAME ARKADEsr. Stay at home,
old man. With your rheumatism
you ought not to go gadding about.

{To trigorin) Who was that went
out? Nina?

TRIGORIN. Yes.

MADAME ARKADiN. Fardon, we in-

terrupted you. (Sits down) I be-

lieve I have packed everything, I

am worn out.

TRIGORIN (reads on the medallion )

.

"
'Days and Nights,’ page 121, lines

11 and 12.”

YAKOV (clearing the table). Am I

to pack your fishing thmgs too, sir?

TRIGORIN. Yes, I shall want them
again. You can give away the hooks.

YAKOV. Yes, sir.

TRIGORIN (to himself). Page 121,

lines 11 and 12. What is fliere in

those lines? ( To madame arkadin)

Are there copies of my books in

the house?

MADAME arkadin. Yes, in my
brother’s study, in the comer book-

case.
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TRIGORIN. Page 121. . . . (Goes
out.

)

MADAME ARKADIN. Really, Pet-

msha, you had better stay at home,

SORIN. You are going away; it will

be dreary for me at home without

you.

MADAME ARKADIN. And what iS

there in the town?

SORIN. Nothing particular, but still

. . . (laughs) There will be the

laying of the foundation-stone of

the Zemstvo-hall, and all that sort

of thing. One longs to shake oneself

free from this stagnant existence, if

only for an hour or two. I’ve been
too long on the shelf like some old

cigarette-holder. I have ordered the

horses for one o’clock; we’ll set oflP

at the same time.

MADAME ARKADIN (after a pause).

Come, stay here, don’t be bored and
don’t catch cold. Look after my son.

Take care of him. Give him good
advice. (A pause) Here I am going

away and I shall never know why
Konstantin tried to shoot himself. I

fancy jealousy was the chief cause,

and the sooner I get Trigorin away
from here, the better.

SORIN. What can I say? There were
other reasons too. It’s easy to im-

derstand; he is young, intelligent,

living in the country, m the wilds,

with no money, no position and no
future. He has nothing to do. He is

ashamed of his idleness and afraid

of it. I am very fond of him indeed,

and he is attached to me, yet in

spite of it all he feels he is super-

fluous in the house, that he is a de-

pendant, a poor relation. It’s easy to

understand, it’s amour propre. ...
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MADAME ARKADiN. He is s great

anxiety to me! {Pondering) He
might go into the service, perhaps.

SORIN' {begins to whistle, then ir-

resolutely). I think that quite die

best thing would be if you were to

... let him have a little money. In

the first place he ought to be able

to be dressed lilce other people and
aU that. Just look at him, he’s been
going about in the same wretched
jacket for the last three years and
he has no overcoat . . . {Laughs)
It would do him no harm to have a

little fun ... to go abroad or

something. ... It wouldn’t cost

much.

MADAME ARKADIN. But all the Same
... I might manage the suit, per-

haps, but as for going abroad . . .

No, just at the moment I can’t even
manage the suit. {Resolutely) I

have no money!
(soRiN laughs.)

MADAME ARKADIN. No!

SORIN {begins to whistle). Quite
so. Forgive me, my dear, don’t be
cross. I believe you. . . . You are

a generous, noble-hearted woman.

MADAME ARKADIN {weeping). 1

have no money.

SORIN. If I had money, of course I

would give him some myself, but I

have nothing, not a half-penny.

{Laughs) My steward takes all iny
pension and spends it all on the
land and the cattle and the bees,

and my money is all wasted. The
bees die, and the cows die, they
never let me have horses. . . .

MADAME ARKADIN. YeS, I have
money, but you see I am an actr^s;

my dresses alone are enough to
ruin me.

SORIN. You are a kind, good crea-
ture ... I respect you. . . . Yes
. . . but there, I got a touch of it

again. . . . {Staggers) I feel dizzy.

{Clutches at the table) 1 feel iU and
all that.

MADAME ARKADIN {alarmed). Pet-
rusha! {Trying to support him)
Petrusha, my dear! {Calling) Help!
help!

{Enter treplev with a bandage
round his head and medvedenko.)

MADAME ARKADIN. He feels faint!

SORIN. It’s all right, it’s all right!

{Smiles and drinks some water)
It’s passed off . . . and all that.

TREPLEV {to his mother)

.

Don’t be
frightened, mother, it’s not serious.

Uncle often has these attacks now.
{To his uncle) You must lie down,
uncle.

SORIN. For a little while, yes. . . .

But I am going to the town all the

same. ... I’ll lie down a little

and then set off. . . . It’s quite

natural. {Goes out leaning on his

stick .

)

MEDVEDENKO {gives Mm his arm).
There’s a riddle: in the morning
on four legs, at noon on two, in the
evening on three. . . ,

SORIN {laughs). Just so. And at

night on the back. Thank you, I

can manage alone. . . .

MEDVEDENKO. Oh come, why stand

on ceremony! {Goes out with

SOREST.)
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MABAME ARKADiN. How he fright-

ened me!

TREPLEV. It is not good for him to

live in the country. He gets de-

pressed. If you would be generous

for once, mother, and lend him fif-

teen hundred or two thousand
roubles, he could spend a whole
year in town.

MADAME ARKADIN. I have nO
money. I am an actress, not a

banker.

(A pause.)

TREPLEV. Mother, change my band-
age. You do it so well.

MADAME ARKADIN {takes out of the

medicine cupboard some iodoform

and a box with bandaging mate-

rial) . The doctor is late.

TREPLEV. He promised to be here

at ten, and it is midday already.

MADAME ARKADIN. Sitdown. (Takes

the bandage off his head) It’s like

a turban. Yesterday a stranger

asked in the kitchen what nation-

ality you Were. But you have almost

completely healed. There is the

merest trifle left. (Kisses him on the

head) You won’t do anything

naughty again while I am away;

will you?

TREPLEV. No, mother. It was a mo-
ment of mad despair when I eould

not control myself. It Woii’t happen
again. (Kisses her hand) You have

such clever Hands. I ' remember,

long ago, when you were still act-

ing at the Imperial Theatre—^I was
little then—^there was a fight in

our yard and a washerwoman, one

6f the tenants^ was^ bkily bmteni^

Do you remember? She was picked
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up senseless . . . you looked after

her, took her remedies and washed
her children in a tub. Don’t you
remember?

MADAAIE ARKADIN. No. (PutS OU a
fresh bandage.)

TREPLEV. Two ballet dancers lived

in the same house as we did at the

time. . . . They used to come to

you and have coffee. . . .

MADAME ARKADIN. I remember that.

TREPLEV. They were very pious. (A
pause) Just lately, these last days,

I have loved you as tenderly and

completely as when I was a child.

I have no one left now but you.

Only why, why do you give your-

self up to the influence of that man?

MADAME ARKADIN. You don’t under-

stand him, Konstantin. He is a very

noble character. . , .

TREPLEV. And yet when -he was
told I was going to challenge him,

the nobility of his character did not

prevent him from funking it. He is

going away. Ignominious flight!

MADAME ARKADIN. What Donsense!

It is I who am askfcg'hifn to go. ‘

TREPLEV. A very noble character!

Here you and I are almost quar-

relling over him, and at this very

moment he is somewhere in the

drawing-room or the garden laugh-

ing at us . . . developing Nina,

trying to convince her findly that

he is a genius.

M^AME ARKADiNt You take a pkas^

ure’ in saying unpleasant things to

me. I respect that man ^d beg you
not to speak ill ’of him heffare me.
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TBEPL.EV. And I don t respect him.

You want me to think him a genius

too, but forgive me, I can't tell lies,

his books make me sick.

MADAME ARKADiN. Thats envy.

There's nothing left for people who
have pretension without talent but

to attack real talent. Much com-

fort in that, I must say!

TREPLEV (ironically). Real talent!

(WrathfuUy) I have more talent

than all of you put together if it

comes to that! (Tears the bandage

of his head) You, with your hack-

neyed conventions, have usurped

the supremacy in art and consider

nothing real and legitimate but

what you do yourselves; everything

else you stifle and suppress. I don't

believe in you! I don't believe in

vou or in him!

MADAME ARKADiN. Decadent!

TREPLEV. Get away to your charm-

ing theatre and act there in your

pdtry, stupid plays!

MADAME ABKADiN. I have never

acted in such plays. Let me alone!

You are not capable of writing even

a wretched burlesque! You are noth-

ing but a Kiev shopman! living on
other people!

TREPi^v. You miser!

MADAME AKKADiN. You ragged beg-

gar!

(treplev sits down cind weeps

quietly.)

MADAME ARKADiN. Nonentity!

(Walking up and down in agita-

tion) Don't cry. . . . You mustn't

cry. (Weeps) Don't. . . . (Kisses

him on the forehead^ on the cheeks

and on the head) My dear child,

forgive me. . . . Forgive your sin-

ful mother. Forgive me, you know
I am wretched.

TREPLEV (puts his arms round her)

.

If only you knew! I have lost every-

thing! She does not love me, and
now I cannot write ... all my
hopes are gone. . . .

MADAME ARKADiN. Don't despair

. . . Everything will come right.

He is going away directly, she will

love you again. (Wipes away his

tears) Give over. We have made it

up now.

TREPLEV (kisses her hands). Yes,

mother.

MADAME ARKADiN (tenderly).

Make it up with him too. You don't

want a duel, do you?

TREPLEV. Very well. Only, mother,

do allow me not to meet him. It's

painful to me—^it's more than I can

bear. (Enter trigorin) Here he
is ... I am going. . . . (Rapidly

puts away the dressings in the cup-

board) The doctor will do the

bandaging now,

TRIGORIN (looking in a book)

.

Page
121 . . . lines 11 and 12. Here it

is. (Reads) "If ever my life can be
of use to you, come and take it."

(treplev picks up the bandage

from the floor and goes out.)

MADAME ARKADiN (looking at her

watch). The horses will soon be
here.

TRIGORIN (to himself)

.

"If ever my
life can be of use to you, come and

take it."
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MADAME ARKADIN. I hope all yOUT
things are packed?

TRiGORiN (impatiently). Yes, yes.

(Musing) Why is it that I feel so

much sorrow in that appeal from
a pure soul and that it wrings my
heart so painfully? "If ever my life

can be of use to you, come and
take it.” (To madame arkadin)
Let us stay one day longer.

(madame arkadin shakes her
head.)

TRIGORIN. Let us stay!

madame arkadin. Darling, I know
what keeps you here. But have
control over yourself. You are a lit-

tle intoxicated, try to be sober.

TRIGORIN. You he sober too, be
sensible and reasonable, I implore

you; look at it all as a true friend

should. (Presses her hand) You are

capable of sacrifice. Be a friend to

me, let me be free!

madame ARKADIN (in violent agita-

tion). Are you so enthralled?

TRIGORIN. I am drawn to her! Per-

haps it is just what I need.

MADAME ARKADIN. The love of a

E
rovincial girl? Oh, how little you
now yourself!

TRIGORIN. Sometimes people sleep

as they talk—^that's how it is with

me, I am talking to you and yet I

am asleep and dreaming of her.

... I am possessed by sweet, mar-
vellous dreams. . . . Let me be
free. . . .

madame ARKADIN (trembling)

.

no! I am an ordinary woman, you
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can’t talk like that to me. Don’t
torture me, Boris. It terrifies me.

TRIGORIN. If you cared to, you
could be not ordinary. Love

—

youthful, charming, poetical, lifting

one into a world of dreams—^that’s

the only thing in life that can give

happiness! I have never yet known
a love like that. ... In my youth
I never had time, I was always
hanging about the editors’ offices.

stniggling with want. Now it

here, that love, it has come, it beck-
ons to me. What sense is there in

running away from it?

MADAME ARKADIN (wrothfully)

,

You have gone mad!

TRIGORIN. Well, let me?

MADAME ARKADIN. You are all in a

conspiracy together to torment me
today! (Weeps.)

TRIGORIN (clutching at his heart).

She does not imderstand! She won’t

understand!

MADAME ARKADIN. Am I SO old and
ugly that you don’t mind talking of

oflier women to me? (Puts her

arms round him and kisses him)
Oh, are you mad! My wonderful,

splendid darling. . . . You are the

last page of my life! (Falls on her

knees) My joy, my pride, my bliss!

. . . (Embraces his knees) If you
forsake me even for one hour I shall

not survive it, I shall go mad, ray

marvellous, magnificent one, my
master. . . .

TRIGORIN. Someone may come in.

(Helps her to get up.)

MADAME ARKADIN. Let them, I am
not ashamed of my love for you.
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(Kisses his hands) My treasure,

you desperate boy, you want to be
mad, but I won’t have it, I won’t

let you. . . . (Laughs) You are

mine . . . mine, . . . This fore-

head is mine, and these eyes, and
this lovely silky hair is mine too

. .
.
you are mine all over. You are

so gifted, so clever, the best of all

modem writers, you are the one
hope of Russia. . . . You have so

much tmthfulness, simplicity, fresh-

ness, healthy humour. ... In one
touch you can give aU the essen-

tial characteristics of a person or a
landscape, your characters are liv-

ing. One can’t read you without de-

light! You think this is exaggerated?

That I am flattering you? But look

into my eyes . . . look. ... Do
I look hke a liar? You see, I am the

only one who can appreciate you,*

I am the only one who tells you
the tmth, my precious, wonderful
darling. . . . Are you coming?
Yes? You won’t abandon me? . . .

ITRIGORIN. I have no will of my
s[)wn ... I have never had a will

of my^ own. . . . Flabby, feeble,

always submissive—^how can a
woman care for such a man? Take
me, carry me off, but don’t let me
move a step away from you. . . .

MADAME ARKADIN (tO herself)

,

Now he is mine! (In an easy tone
as though nothing had happened)
But, of course, if you like, you can
'^tay. rU go by myself and you can
come afterwards, a week later.

After all, why should you be in a
4urry?

TRiGORiN. No, we may as well go
together then.

[A pause, trigorin makes a note.)

MADAME ARKADIN. What are you
writing?

TRIGORIN. I heard a good name this

morning, "'The Maiden’s Forest.’' Ii.

may be of use. (Stretches) So we
are to go then? Again there will be
railway carriages, stations, refresh-
ment bars, mutton chops, conver-
sations. . . .

SHAMRAEV (enters). I have the
honour to announce, with regret,
that the horses are ready. It’s time^
honoured lady, to set off for the
station; the train comes in at five

minutes past two. So please do me
a favour, Irina Nikolayevna, do not
forget to inquire what has become
of file actor Suzdaltsev. Is he alive

and well? We used to drink to-

gether at one time. ... In “The
Plundered Mail” he used to play in-

comparably ... I remember the
tragedian Izmailov, also a remark-
able personality, acted with him in

Elisavetograd. . . . Don’t be in a
hurry, honoured lady, you need not
start for five minutes. Once they
were acting conspirators in a melo-
drama and when they were sud-
denly discovered Izmailov had to

say, “We are caught in a trap,” but
he said, “We are caught in a tap!”

(Laughs) A tap!

(While he is speaking yakov is

busy looking after the luggage. The
maid brings madame arkadin her
haty her coat, her umbrella and her
gloves; they all help madame arka-
din to put on her things. The manr
cook looks in at the door on left

and after some hesitation comes in.

Enter polina andreyevna, then
SORIN and medvedenko.)

POLINA (with a basket). Here are

some plums for the journey. . . .-

Very sweet ones. You may be glad
to have something nice. ...

MADAME ARKADIN. You are very

kind. Polina Andreyevna.
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POLINA. Good-bye, my dear! If any-

thing has not been to your liking,

forgive it. {Weeps,)

3VIADAME ARKADiN {embraces her).

Everything has been nice, every-

thing! But you mustn't cry.

POLINA. The time flies so fast!

MADAME ARKADIN. There’s no help

for it.

SORIN {in a great-coat with a cape

to it, with his hat on and a stick in

his hand, enters from door on lep,

crossing the stage

)

. Sister, it’s time

to start, or you may be too late after

all. I am going to get into the car-

riage. {Goes out.)

MEDVEDENKO. And I shall walk to

the station ... to see you off. I’ll

be there in no time. . . . {Goes
out.)

MADAME ARKADIN. Good-byc, deox

friends. ... If we are all alive

and well, we shall meet again next

summer. {The maid, the cook and
YAKOV kiss her hepnd) Don’t forget

me. {Gives the cook a rouble)

Here’s a rouble for the three of you.

‘THE COOK. We humbly thank you,

madam! Good journey to you! We
;are very grateful for your kindness!

YAKOV. 'May God give you good
luck!

5SHAMRAEV. You might rejoice our

hearts with a letter! Good-bye,

Boris Alexeyeyjtch!

.MADAME ARKADIN. Where is Kon-

.^taritin? TdHhim that I am starting;

.1 must say goodhye. Well, don’t

remember evil against me. {To
YAKOV') I ^ave cook a rouble.

Tt’s for the three of you.

(All go out on right. The stage is

empty. Behind the scenes the nocse

that is usual when people are being

seen of. The maid comes hack to

fetch the basket of plums from the

table and goes out again,

)

TRiGORiN {coming hack). 1 have
forgotten my stick. I believe it is

out there, on the verandah. {Goes
and, at door on lep meets nina who
is coming in) Is that you? We are

going. . . .

NINA. I felt that we should see each
other once more. {Excitedly) Boris

Alexeyevitch, I have come to a de-

cision, the die is cast, I am going
on the stage. I shall be gone from
here tomorrow; I am leaving my
father, I am abandoning every-

thing, I am beginning a new life

Like you, I am going ... to Mos-
cow. We shall meet there.

TRIGORIN {looking round). Stay at

the “Slavyansky Bazaar” . . . Let
me know at once . . . Mo’lcha-

novka, Grohdlsky House. ... I

am in a hurry. . . .

(A pause.

)

’nina. One minute moRe. . • »

TRIGORIN {in an undertone). You
are so lovely. ... Qh, what hap-
piness to thinly fhat rWe shall se^e

each other soon! {Ska or), his

breast) 1 shall see agaiu those won-
derful eyes, that inexpressibly beau-

tiful tender smile . . those soft

features^ the egression of
,

angelic

purity. ... My darliug. > * . {A
prolonged kiss.

)

CURTAIN

{Between the Third and Fourth

Acts there is an interval pf ttqp

years.

)
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ACT FOUR

One of the drawing-rooms in sorin’s house, which has been turned into

a study for Konstantin treplev. On the right and left, doors leading to

inner apartments. In the middle, glass door leading onto the verandah.

Besides the usual drawing-room furniture there is, in corner on right, a
writing-table, near door on left, a sofa, a bookcase and books in windows
and on the chairs. Evening. There is a single lamp alight with a shade on
it. It is half dark. There is the sound of trees rustling, and the wind howl-
ing in the chimney. A watchman is tapping. Enter medvedenko and
MASHA.

MASHA {calling). Konstantin Gav-
rilitch! Konstantin Gavrilitch!

(Looking round) No, there is no
one here. The old man keeps asking

every minute, where is Kostya,

where is Kostya? He cannot live

without him. . . .

MEnDVEDENKO. He is afraid of being

alone. (Listening) What awful

weather! This is the second day of

it.

MASHA (turns up the lamp). There
are waves on the lake. Great big

ones.

MEDVEDENKO. How dark it is in the

garden! We ought to have told

fiiem to break up that stage in the

garden. It stands as bare and ugly

as a skeleton, and the curtain flaps

in the wind. When I passed it yes-

terday evening, it seemed as though
someone were crying in it.

MASHA- What next. . • .

(A p^use.)

MEDVEDENKO. Let US go home,
Ma^ha.

MASHA (shakes her head). I shall

stay here for the night.

MEDVEDENKO (in an imploring

voice) . Masha, do come! Our baby
must be hungry.

MASHA. Nonsense. Matryona will

feed him.

(A pause.)

MEDVEDENKO. I am soiTy for him.

He has been three nights now with-

out his mother.

MASHA. You are a bore. In old days

you used at least to discuss general

subjects, but now it is only home,
baby, home, baby—^that's all one
can get out of you.

MEDVEDENKO. Come along, Masha!

MASHA. Go by yourself.

MEDVEDENKO. YouT father wonT let

me have a horse.

MASHA. Yes, he will. You ask, and
he will.
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MEDVEDENKO. Very well, 111 ask.
Then you will come tomorrow?

MASHA {taking a 'pinch of snuff).
Very well, tomorrow. How you
pester me.
{Enter treplev and polina an-
dreyevna; treplev brings in pil-

lows and a quilt, and polina an-
DREYEVNA sheets and pillow-cases;
they lay them on the sofa, then
TREPLEV goes to his table and sits

down,)

MASHA. What’s this for, mother?

POLINA. Pyotr Nikolayevitch asked
us to make a bed for him in Kostya’s
room.

MASHA. Let me do it. {Makes the
bed,)

POLINA {sighing). Old people are
like children, (Goes up to the
writing-table, and leaning on her
elbow, looks at the manuscript; a
pause.)

MEDVEDENKO. Well, I am going
then. Good-bye, Masha. {Kisses his

wife’s hand) Good-bye, mother.
{Tries to kiss his mother-in-law’s
hand.

)

POLINA {with vexation). Come, if

you are going, go.

MEDVEDENKO, Good-bye, Konstan-
tin Gavrilitch.

(treplev gives him his hand with-
out speaking; medvedenko goes
out.)

POLINA (looking at the MS.). No-
one would have guessed or thought
that you would have become a real

author, Kostya. And now, thank
‘God, they send you money from the

magazines. (Fosses her hand over
his hair

)

And you have grown
good-looking too. . . . Dear, good
Kostya, do be a httle kinder to my
Mashenka!

MASHA {as she makes the bed),
Leave him alone, mother.

POLINA {to treplev). She is a nice
little thing. (A pause) A woman
wants nothing, you know, Kostya,
so long as you give her a liad look.
I know from myself.

(treplev gets up from the table
and walks away without speaking.

)

MASHA. Now you have made him
angry. What induced you to pester
him?

POLINA. I feel so sorry for you.
Mashenka.

MASHA. Much use that is!

POLINA. My heart aches for you. 1

see it all, you know, I understand
it all.

MASHA. It’s all foolishness. There is

no such thing as hopeless love ex-
cept in novels. It’s of no conse-
quence. The only thing is one
mustn’t let oneself go and keep ex-
pecting something, waiting for the
tide to turn. . . . When love gets
into the heart there is nothing to

be done but to clear it out. Here
they promised to transfer my hus-
band to another district. As soon as
I am there, I shall forget it aU. . . .

I shall tear it out of my heart.

{Two rooms away a melancholy
waltz is played.)

POLINA. That’s Kostya playing. He
must be depressed.
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MASHA (noiselessly dances a jew
waltz steps)* The great thing,

mother, is not to have him before

one’s eyes. If they only give my
vSemyon his transfer, tmst me, I

shall get over it in a month. It’s all

nonsense.

(Door on left opens, dorn and
ivtEDVEDENKO wheel in sorin in his

chair.

)

iviEDVEDENKO. I hav€ SIX of them
at home now. And flour is two
kopeks per pound.

0ORN. You’ve got to look sharp to

make both ends meet.

MEDVEUENKO. It’s all very well for

you to laugh. You’ve got more
money than you know what to do
with.

DORN. Money? After thirty years of

practice, my boy, troublesome work
during which I could not call my
soul my own by day or by night, I

only succeeded in saving two thou-

sand roubles, and that I spent not
long ago abroad. I have nothing.

MASHA (to her husband). You have
not gone?

MEDVEDENKO (guiltily). Well, how
can I when they won’t let me have
a horse?

MASHA (with hitter vexation in an
undertone). I can’t bear the sight

of you.

{The wheei-chair remains in the

tep half of the room; polina an-
DREYEVNA, MASHA arid DORN sit

down bes^e if, medvedenko moves
inCmrnftMy to one side.)

DORN. What changes there have
been here! The drawing-room has
been turned into a study.

MASHA. It is more convenient for

Konstantin Gavrilitch to work here.

Whenever he likes, he can walk out

into the garden and think there.

(A watchman taps .

)

SORIN. Where is my sister?

DORN. She has gone to the station

to meet Trigorin. She wiU be back
directly.

SORIN. Since you thought it neces-

sary to send for my sister, I must
be dangerously ill. {Aper a silence)

It’s a queer thing, I am dangerously

ill and here they don’t give me any
medicines.

DORN. Well, what would you like

to have? Valerian drops? Soda?
Quinine?

SORIN. Ah, he is at his moralising

again! What an infliction it isl

{With a motion of his head towards
the sofa) Is that bed for me?

POLINA. Yes, it’s for you, Pyotr
Nikolayevitch.

SORIN. Thank you.

DORN (hums). '‘The moon is float-

ing in the midnight sky.”

SORIN. I want to give Kostya a sub-
ject for a story. It ought to be
called "The Man who Wished”

—

Uhomme qui a voulu. In my youth
I wanted to become a literary man—^and didn’t; ,I wanted to speak
well—and I spoke horribly badly„

(mimicking himself) ‘‘and all the

rest of it, and all that, and so on„
and soi forth” . . . and I would go^

plodding on and on, trying to sum
up tiH I was in a regular, perspira-^

tion; I wanted to get married—and
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I didn’t; I always wanted to live in

town and here I am ending my life

in the countiy—and so on.

DORN. I wanted to become an actual

civil councillor—and I have.

SORIN (laughs). That I had no
hankerings after. That happened of

itself.

DORN. To be expressing dissatisfac-

tion with life at sixty-two is really

ungracious, you know.

SORIN. What a persistent fellow he
is! You might understand that one
wants to live!

DORN. That’s just frivolity. It’s the

law of nature that every life must
have an end.

SORIN. You argue like a man who
has had enough. You are satisfied

and so you are indiflEerent to life,

nothing matters to you. But even
you will be afraid to die.

DORN. The dread of death is an ani-

mal fear. One must overcome it, A
rational fear of death is only pos-

sible for those who believe in eter-

nal life and are conscious of their

sins. And you, in the first place,

don’t believe, and, in the second,

what sins have you to worry about?
You have served in the courts of

justice for twenty-five years—^that’s

all.

SORIN (laughs). Twenty-eight. . . .

(treplev comes in and sits down
on a stool at sorin’s feet, masha
never takes her eyes off him.

)

DORN. We are hinde^ring Kbnstantin
Gavrilitch from working.
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TREPLEV. Oh, no, it doesn’t matter.

(A pause.,

MEDVEDENKo. Allow me to ask you,

doctor, what town did you like best

abroad?

DORN. Genoa.

TREPLEV. Why Genoa?

DORN. The life in the streets is so

wonderful there. When you go out

of the hotel in the evening, the

whole street is packed with people.

You wander aimlessly zigzagging

about among the crowd, backwards
and forwards; you live with it, are

psychologically at one with it and
begin almost to believe that a
world-soul is really possible, such
as was acted by Nina Zaretchny in

your play. And, by the way, where
is she now? How is she getting on?

TREPLEV. I expect she is quite well.

DORN. I was told that she was lead-

ing a rather peculiar life. How was
that?

TREPLEV. That’s a long story, doc-
tor.

DORN. Well, tell it us shortly.

(A pause.)

TREPLEV. She ran away from home
and had an affair with Trigorin.

You know that?

DORN. I know.

TREPLEV. She had a child. The
child died. Trigorin got tired of her

and went back to his old ties, as

might have been expected. Though,
indeed, he had never abandoned
them, but in his weak-willed way
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contrived to keep both going. As
far as I can make out froin what I

have heard, Nina’s private life was
a complete failure.

DORN. And the stage?

TREPLEV. I fancy that was worse

still. She made her debut at some
holiday place near Moscow, then

went to die provinces. All that time

I did not lose sight of her, and
wherever she went I followed her.

She always took big parts, but she

acted crudely, without taste,

screamingly, with violent gestures.

There were moments when she

uttered a cry successfully or died

successfully, but they were only

moments.

DORN. Then she really has some
talent?

TREPLEV. It was difficult to make it

out. I suppose she has. I saw her

but she would not see me, and the

servants would not admit me at the

hotel. I understood her state of

mind and did not insist on seeing

her, (A pause) What more can I

tell you? Afterwards, when I was
back at home, I had some letters

from her—warm, intelligent, inter-

esting letters. She did not complain,

but I felt that she was profoundly

unhappy; every Hne betrayed sick

overstrained nerves. And her imagi-

nation is a little unhinged. She
signed herself the Sea gull. In Push-

kin’s "Mermaid” the miller says that

he is a raven, and in the same way
in her letters she kept repeating

that she was a sea gull. Now she is

here.

DORN. Here? How do you mean?

TREPLEV. In the town, staying at

an inn. She has been there for five

days. I did go to see her, and Marya
Ilyinishna here went too, but she
won’t see anyone. Semyon Semyo-
nitch declares he saw her yesterday
afternoon in the fields a mile and a
half from here.

MEDVEDENKO. Yes, I saw her. She
went in that direction, towards the
town. I bowed to her and asked
why she did not come to see us.

She said she would come.

TREPLEV. She won’t come. (A
pause) Her father and stepmother
refuse to recognise her. They have
put watchmen about so that she

may not even go near the house.

(Walks away with the doctor to-

wards the writing table) How easy
it is to be a philosopher on paper,

doctor, and how difficult it is in lifef

SORIN. She was a charming girl.

DORN. What?

SORIN. She was a charming girl, I

say. Actual Civil Councillor Sorin

was positively in love with her for

a time.

DORN, The old Lovelace.

(sHAMRAEv’s Icugh is heard,)

POLINA. I fancy our people have
come back from the station. . . .

TREPLEV. Yes, I hear mother.

(Enter madame arkadin, trigorin
and with them shamraev. )

SHAMRAEV (os he enters). We all

grow old and dilapidated under the

influence of the elements, while
you, honoured lady, are still young
... a light blouse, sprightliness,

grace. . . ,
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MABAME ARKADIN. You Want tO
bring me ill-luck again, you tire-

some man!

TRiGORiN. How do you do, Pyotr
Nikolayevitch! So you are still

poorly? That s bad! ( Seeing masha,
joyfully) Marya Ilyinishna!

MASHA, You know me, do you?
(Shakes hands.)

TRIGORIN. Married?

MASHA. Long ago.

TRIGORIN. Are you happy? (Bows
to DORN and medvedenko, then
hesitatingly approaches treplev)
Irina Nikolayevna has told me that

you have forgotten the past and
are no longer angry.

(treplev holds out his hand.)

MADAME ARKADIN (tO her SOu)

.

Boris Alexeyevitch has brought the
magazine with your new story in

it.

treplev (taking the magazine^ to

TRIGORIN ) . Thank you, you are very
kind. (They sit down.)

TRIGORIN. Your admirers send their

greetings to you. ... In Peters-

burg and Moscow there is great in-

terest in your work and I am con-
tinually being asked questions

about you. People ask what you are

like, how old you are, whether you
are dark or fair. Everyone imagines,

for some reason, that you are no
longer yoxmg. And no one knows
your real name, as you always pub-
lish under a pseudonym. You are as

mysterious as the Iron Mask.

TREPLEV. Will you be able to make
a long stay?

185

TRIGORIN. No, I think I must go
back to Moscow tomorrow. I am
obliged to. I am in a hurry to finish

my novel, and besides, I have prom-
ised something for a collection of
tales that is being published. It’s

the old story, in fact.

(While they are talking madame
ARKADIN and POLINA ANDREYEVNA
put a card-table in the middle of
the room and open it out, shamraev
lights candles and sets chairs, A
game of loto is brought out of the
cupboard.

)

TRIGORIN. The weather has not
given me a friendly welcome. There
is a cruel wind. If it has dropped
by tomorrow morning I shall go to
the lake to fish. And I must have a
look at the garden and that place
where—^you remember?—^your play
was acted. IVe got a subject for a
story, I only want to revive my
recollections of the scene in which
it is laid.

MASHA (to her father). Father, let

my husband have a horse! He must
get home.

SHAMRAEV (mimicking). Must get
home—a horse! (Sternly) You can
see for yourself: they have just been
to the station. I can’t send them out
again.

MASHA. But there are other horses.

(Seeing that her father says noih-
ing, waves her hand) There’s no
doing anything with you.

MEDVEDENKO. I Can Walk, Masha
Really. . . .

POLINA (with a sigh)

,

Walk in such
weather. . . . (Sits down to the
card-table) Come, friends.
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MEDVEDENKO. It is Only four miles.

Good-bye. (Kisses his wife'^s hand)
Good-bye, mother. (His mother-in-

law reluctantly holds out her hand

for him to kiss) I wouldn’t trouble

anyone, but the baby. . . • (Bows
to the company) Good-bye. , . .

(Goes out with a guilty step.)

SHAMRAEV. He can walk right

enough. He’s not a general.

POLINA (tapping on the table).

Come, friends. Don’t let us waste

time, we shall soon be called to

supper.

(SHAMRAEV, MASHA and DORN Sit

down at the table.

)

MADAME ARKADIN (tO TRIGORIN).

When the long autumn evenings

come on, they play loto here. Look,

it’s the same old loto that we had
when our mother used to play with

us, when we were children. Won’t

you have a game before supper?

(Sits, down to the table with tri-

gorin) It’s a duU game, but it is

not so bad when you are used to it.

(Deals three cards to everyone.)

PREPLEV (turning the pages of the

magazine). He has read his own
blory, but he has not even cut mine.

(Puts the magazine down on the

writing-table, then goes towards

door on left; as he passes his mother

he kisses her on the head.

)

MADAME ARKADIN. And you, Kostya?

TREPLEV. Excuse me, I would
rather not ... I am going out.

(Goes out.)

MADAME ARKADIN. The Stake is ten

kopeks. Put it down for me, doctor,

will you?

DORN. Right.

i^SHA. Has everyone put down
their stakes? I begin . . . Twenty-
two.

MADAME ARKADIN. YeS.

MASHA- Three!

DORN. Bight!

MASHA. Did you play three? Eight!

Eighty-one! Ten!

SHAMRAEV. Don’t be in a hurry!

MADAME ARKADIN. What a recep-

tion I had in Harkov! My goodness!

I feel dizzy with it still,

MASHA. Thirty-four!

(A melancholy waltz is played be-

hind the scenes.)

MADAME ARKADIN. The students

gave me an ovation. . . , Three

baskets of flowers . . . two wreaths

and this, see. (Unfastens a brooch

on her throat and lays it on the

table.)

SHAMRAEV. Yes, that is a thing. . . ,

MASHA. Fifty!

DORN. Exactly fifty?

MADAME ARKADIN. I had a Wonder-

ful dress. . . . Whatever I don’t

know, I do know how to dress.

POLINA. Kostya is playing the piano;

he is depressed, poor feUow.

SHAMRAEV. He is awfully al/used in

the newspapers.

MASHA. Seventy-seven!
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MADAJME ARKADIN. As thoUgh that

mattered!

TRiGORiN. He never quite comes oflE.

He has not yet hit upon his own
medium. There is always something
queer and vague, at times almost
like delirium. Not a single living

character.

MASHA. Eleven!

MADAME ARKADIN (lookiflg rOUYld

at sorin). Pebrusha, are you bored?
(A pause) He is asleep.

DORN. The actual civil councillor is

asleep.

MASHA. Seven! Ninety!

TRIGORIN. If I lived in such a place,

beside a lake, do you suppose I

should write? I should overcome
this passion and should do nothing
but fish.

MASHA. Twenty-eight!

TRIGORIN. Catching perch is so de-

lightful!

DORN. Well, I believe in Konstantin

Gavrihtch. There is something in

him! Tb^e is something in him!

He tliinks in images; his stories

are vivid, full of colour and they

affect me strongly. The only pity is

that he has not got definite aims.

He produces an impression and
that’s all, but you can’t get far with
nothing but an impression. Irina

Nikolayevna, are you glad that your
son is a writer?

MADAME ARKADIN. Only fancy, I

have not read, anything of his yet.

i never have tune.

MASHA. Twenty-six!

(treplev comes in quietly and sits

down at his table,)

SHAMRAEV (to TRIGORIN ). We have
still got something here belonging
to you, Boris Alexeyevitch.

TRIGORIN. What’s that?

SHAMRAEV. Konstantm Gavrilitch

shot a sea gull and you asked me to

get it stuffed for you.

TRIGORIN. I don’t remember! (Pon-
dering) I don’t remember!

MASHA. Sixty-six! One!

TREPLEV (flinging open the win-
dow, listens ) . How dark it is! I don’t

know why I feel so uneasy.

MADAME ARKADIN. Kostya, shut the

window, there’s a draught.

(treplev shuts the window.)

MASHA, Eighty-eight!

TRIGORIN. The game is mine!

MADAME ARKADIN (gaily). BiavO,

bravo!

SHAMRAEV. Bravo!

MADAME ARKADIN. That man always

has luck in everything. (Gets up)
And now let us go and have some-
thing to eat. Our great man has not

dined today. We will go on again

after supper. ( To her son) Kostya,

leave your manuscripts and come to

supper.

TREPLEV. I don’t want any, mother,

I am not hungry.

MADAME ARKADIN. As yOU McC,
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{Wakes sorin) Petrusha, supper!

{Takes shamraev^s arm) rU tell

you about my reception in Harkov.

(POLINA ANDREYEVNA 'putS OUt the

candles on the table. Then she and
noRN wheel the chair. All go out by
door on left; only treplev, sitting

at the writing-table, is left on the
stage .

)

treplev {settling himself to write;

runs through what he has written

already). I have talked so much
about new forms and now I feel

that little by little I am falling iuto

a convention myself. {Reads) "The
placard on the wall proclaimed.

. . . The pale face in its setting of

dark hair.” Proclaimed, setting.

That s stupid. {Scratches out) I will

begin where the hero is awakened
by the patter of the rain, and throw
out all the rest. The description of

the moonlight evening is long and
overelaborate. Trigorin has worked
out n^^thods for himself, it's easy
for him now. . . , With him the
broken bottle neck glitters on the
dam and the mill-wheel casts a
black shadow—and there you have
the moonlight night, while I have
the tremulous light, and the soft

twinkling of the stars, and the far-

away sixains of the piano dying
away in the still fragrant air. . . .

Its agonising. (A pause) I come
more and more to the conviction

that it is not a question of new and
old forms, but tiiat what matters is

that a man should write without
thinking about forms at aU, write

because it springs freely from his

soul. ( There is a tap at the window
nearest to the table) What is that?

{Looks out of window) There is

nothing to be seen. . . . {Opens
the glass door and looks out into

the garden) Someone ran down the
steps. {Calls) Who is there? {Goes

out and can be heard walking rap-

idly along the verandah; returns

half a minute later with nina za-
retchny) Nina, Nina!

(nina lays her head on his breast

and weeps with subdued sobs.)

treplev {moved). Nina! Nina! It's

you . .
.
you. . . . Its as though

I had foreseen it, aU day long my
heart has been aching and restless.

{Takes off her hat and cape) Oh,
my sweet, my precious, she has
come at last. Don’t let us cry, don’t
let us!

NINA. There is someone here.

TREPLEV. No one.

NINA. Lock the doors, someone may
come in.

TREPLEV. No one wiU come in.

NINA. I know Irina Nikolayevna is

here. Lock the doors.

TREPLEV {locks the door on right,

goes to door on left). There is no
lock on this one. I’ll put a chair

against it. {Puts an armchair against

the door) Don’t be afraid, no one
will come.

NINA {looking intently into his face).

Let me look at you. {Looking
round) It’s warm, it’s nice. ... In

old days this was the drawing-room.
Am I very much changed?

TREPLEV. Yes . . . You are thinner

and your eyes are bigger. Nina, how
strange it is that I should be seeing

you. Why wotild not you let me see

you? Why haven’t you come all this

time? I know you have been here
almost a week. ... I have been
to you several times every day; I
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stood under your window like a
beggar.

NINA. I was afraid that you might
hate me. I dream every night lhat

you look at me and don’t know me.
If only you knew! Ever since I came
I have been walking here ... by
the lake. I have been near your
house many times and could not
bring myself to enter it. Let us sit

down, {They sit down) Let us sit

down and talk and talk. It's nice
here, it’s warm and snug. Do you
hear the wind? There’s a passage
in Turgenev, ‘Well for the man on
such a night who sits under the
shelter of home, who has a warm
comer in safety.” I am a sea gull.

... No, that’s not it. (Rubs her
forehead) What was I saying? Yes
. . . Turgenev . . . “And the Lord
help all homeless wanderers!” . . .

It doesn’t matter. (Sobs.)

TKEPLEV. Nina, you are crying

again. . . . Nina!

NINA. Never mind, it does me good
... I haven’t cried for two years.

Yesterday, late in the evening, I

came into the garden to see whether
our stage was stiU there. It is still

standing. I cried for the first time
after two years and it eased the

weight on my heart and made it

lighter. You see, I am not crying

now. (Takes him by the hand) And
so now you are an author. . . .

You are an author, I am an actress.

... We too have been drawn into

the whirlpool. I lived joyously like

a child—^I woke up singing in the

morning; I loved you and dreamed
of fame, and now? Early tomorrow
morning I must go to Yelets third-

class . . . with peasants, and at

Yelets the cultured tradesmen will

pester me with attentions. Life is a

coarse business!
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TREPLEV. Why to Yelef//

NINA. I have taken a/; engagement
for the whole winte/. It is time to

go-

TREPLEV. Nina, K cursed you, I

hated you, I tore T/p your letters and
photographs, but .C was conscious

every minute thal' r^y soul is bou id

to yours for evev. It’s not in my
power to leave oft' loving you, Nina
Ever since I k/ifc you and began tO

get my work published my l3e has
been unbearable—^I am wretched.
. . . My youth was, as it were, tom
away all at once and it seems to me
as though i have lived for ninety

years alrea(iy. I call upon you, I lass

the earth on which you have
walked; wherever I look I see your
face, that tender smile that Hghted
up the best days of my life. . . .

NINA (distiactedly)

.

Why does he
talk like this, why does he talk like

this?

TREPLEV. I am alone in the world,

warmed by no affection. I am as

cold as though I were in a cellar,

and everything I write is dry, hard

and gloomy. Stay here, Nina, I en-

treat you, or let me go with you!

(nina rapidly puts on her hat and
cape.

)

TREPLEV. Nina, why is this? For
God’s sake, Nina! (Looks at hef as

she puts her things on; a pause.)

NINA. My horses are waiting at the

gate. Don’t see me off. I’ll go alone.

. . . (Through her tears) Give me
some water. . . .

TREPLEV (gives her some water)

Where are you going now?
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NINA. To the town. (A pause) Is

Irina Nikolayevna here?

niEPLEV. Yes. . . . Uncle was

iaken worse on Thursday and we
telegraphed for her.

NINA. Why do you say that you

kissed the earth on which I walked?

I ought to be killed. (Bends over

table ) I am so tired! If I could rest

... if I could rest! {Raising her

head) I am a sea gull. . . . No,

that s not it. I am an actress. Oh,

well! (Hearing madame akkadin

and TRiGORiN laughing, she listens,

then runs to door on lep and looks

through the keyhole) He is here

too. . . . (Turning back to trep-

ijEv) Oh, weU ... it doesn't mat-

ter .. . no. ... He did not be-

lieve in the stage, he always laughed

at my dreams and little by little I

left off believing in it too, and lost

heart. . . . And then I was fretted

by love and jealousy, and con-

tinually anxious over my little one.

... I grew petty and trivial, I

acted stupidly. • . . I did not know
what to do with my arms, I did not

know how to stand on the stage,

could not control my voice. You
can't understand what it feels like

when one know^ one is acting dis-

gracefully, I am a sea guH. No, that's

not it. . . . Do you remember you

shot a sea gull? A man came by
chance, saw it and, just to pass the

time, destroyed it. ... A subject

fdr ,a short story. . . . That's not it,

thsdugh. (&hs her forehead) What
was I saying? ... I am talking of

tl^ stages Now 1 am not Iflce that.

I am a teal ^c^ess, I act with enjoy-

ment, with mthusiasm, I am intoxi-

cated when I am on the stage and
feel that I am splendid. And since

I have been here, I keep walking

about and thinking, thinking and

feeling that my soul is getting

stronger every day. Now I know, I

understand, Kostya, that in ou7
work—in acting or writing—^what

matters is not fame, not glory, not
what I dreamed of, but knowing
bow to be patient. To bear ones
cross and have faith. I have faith

and it all doesn't hurt so much, and
when I think of my vocation I am
not afraid of life.

treplev (mournfully). You have
found your path, you know which
way you are going, but I am still

floating in a chaos of dreams and
images, not knowing what use it is

to anyone. I have no faith and
don’t know what my vocation is.

NENA (listening). 'Sh-sh ... I am
going. Good-bye. When I become a
great actress, come and look at me.
WiU you promise? But now . , ,

(presses his hand) it's late. I can
hardly stand on my feet. ... I am
worn out and himgry. . . .

TREPLEV. Stay, I'll give you some
supper.

NINA. No, no. . . . Don’t see me
off, I will go by myself. My horses

axe close by. ... So she brought
him with her? Well, it doesn't mat-
ter. When you see Trigorin, don't

say anything to him. ... I love

him! I love him even more than be-

fore. ... A subject for a short

story ... I love him, I love him
passionately, I love him to despair.

It was nice in old days, Kostya! Do
you remember? How clear, warm,
joyous and pure life was, what feel-

ings we had—feeliags like tender,

exquisite flowers. . . . Do you re-

member? (Recites) “Men, lions,

eagles, and partridges, homed deer,

geese, spiders, silent fish that dwell
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in the water, star-fishes, and crea-

tures which cannot be seen by the

eye—all living things, all hving
things, all living things, have com-
pleted their cycle of sorrow, are ex-

tinct. ... For thousands of years

the earth has borne no living crea-

ture on its snjrface, and this poor
moon lights its lamp in vain. On
the meadow the cranes no longer

waken with a cry and there is no
sound of the May beetles in the

lime trees . . {Impulsively em-
braces TREPLEv and runs out of the

glass door.)

TREPLEV {after a pause)

,

It will be
a pity if someone meets her in the

garden and tells mother. It may
upset mother. . . . {He spends two
minutes in tearing up all his manu-
scripts and throwing them under

the table; then unlocks the door on
right and goes cut.)

DORN {trying to open the door on

left). Strange. The door seems to

be locked. . . . {Comes in and
puts the armchair in its place) An
obstacle race.

{Enter madame a3rkadin and po-

LiNA ANDREYEVNA, behind them
YAKOV carrying a tray with bottles;

MASHA; then SHAMRAEV and tri-

GORESr.)

MADAME ARKADiN. Put the claret

and the beer for Boris Alexeyevitch

here on the table. We will play as

we drink it. Let us sit down, friends.

poiasTA {to YAKOv) . Bring tea too at

the same time. {Lights the candles

and sits down to the card-table.)
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SHAMRAEV {leads TRiGORiN to the

cupboard ) . Here s the thing I was
speaking about just now. {Takes

stuffed sea gull from the cupboard)
This is what you ordered.

TRIGORIN (looking at the sea gull).

I don’t remember it. (Musing) 1

don’t remember,

(The sound of a shot coming from
right of stage; everyone starts.

)

MADAME ARKADIN (frightened).

What’s that?

DORN. That’s nothing. It must be
something in my medicine-chest

that has gone off. Don’t be anxious.

(Goes out at door on rights comes
back in half a minute) That’s what
it is. A bottle of ether has exploded.

(Hums) ‘T stand before thee en-
chanted again. . .

MADAME ARKADIN (sitting down tO

the table). Ough, how frightened

I was. It reminded me of how . . .

(Hides her face in her hands) It

made me quite dizzy. . . .

DORN (turning over the leaves of
the magazine, to trigorin) . There
was an article in this two months
ago—a letter from America—and I

wanted to ask you, among other

things. (Puts his arm round tri-

gorin’s waist and leads him to the

footlights) As I am very much in-

terested in the question. ... (In

a lower tone, dropping his voice)

Get Irina Nikolayevna away some-

how. The fact is, Konstantin Gavril-

itch has shot himself. . . .

CURTAIN
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THE LOWER DEPTHS

ACT ONE

A cellar resembting a cave. The ceilings which merges into stone walls,

is low and grimy, and the plaster and paint are peeling off. There is a
window, high up on the right wall, from which comes the light. The
right corner, which constitutes pepel’s room, is partitioned off by thin
boards. Close to the corner of this room is bubnoff’s wooden bunk.
In the left corner stands a large Russian stove. In the stone wall, left,

is a door leading to the kitchen where live kvashnya, the baron, and
NASTYA. Against the wall, between the stove and the door, is a large

bed covered with dirty chintz. Bunks line the walls. In the foreground,
by the left wall, is a block of wood with a vise and a small anvil fastened
to it, and another smaller block of wood somewhat further towards the
back, KLESHTCH is seated on the smaller block, trying keys into old locks.

At his feet are two large bundles of various keys, wired together, also a
battered tin samovar, a hammer, and pincers. In the center are a large

table, two benches, and a stool, all of which are of dirty, unpainted wood.
Behind the table kvashnya is busying herself with the samovar. The
baron sits chewing a piece of black bread, and nastya occupies the
stool, leans her elbows on the table, and reads a tattered book. In the
bed, behind curtains, anna lies coughing, bxjbnoff is seated on his

bunk, attempting to shape a pair of old trousers with the help of an ancient

hat shape which he holds between his knees. Scattered about him are

pieces of buckram, oilcloth, and rags, satine, fust awakened, lies in his

bunk, grunting. On top of the stove, the actor, invisible to the audience,
tosses about and coughs.

It is an early Spring morning.

the baron. And then?

KVASHNYA. No, my dear, said I,

keep away from me with such pro-

posals. IVe been through it all, you
see—and not for a hundred baked
lobsters would I marry again!

bubnoff {to satine). What are

you grunting about?

(satine keeps on grunting.)

KVASHNYA. Why should I, said I,

a free woman, my own mistress,

enter my name into somebody else’s

19^

passport and sell myself into slav-

ery—^no! Why—I wouldn't marry a
man even if he were an American
prince!

KLESHTCH. You lie!

KVASHNYA. Wha-at?

KLESHTCH. You lie! You're going to

marry Abramka. . . .

THE BARON {sfwtching the book out

of Nastya's hand and reading the

title)

.

"Fatal Love” . . . (Laughs.)
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NASTYA {stretching out her hand).
Give it back—give it back! Stop
fooling!

(THE BAEON looks at her and waves
the book in the air.

)

KVASHNYA (tO KLESHTCh) . You
crimson goat, you—calling me a
liar! How dare you be so rude to

me?

THE BARON {hitting NASTYA On the

head with the book). Nastya, you
little fool!

NASTYA {reaching for the hook).
Give it back!

KLESHTCH. Oh—^what a great lady
. . . but you’ll marry Abramka just

the same—^that’s all you’re waiting
for . . .

KVASHNYA. Sure! Anything else? You
nearly beat your wife to death!

KLESHTCH. Shut Up, you old bitch!

It s none of your business!

K^^ASHNYA. Ho-ho! Can’t stand the
truth, can you?

THE BARON. They’re ofiE again!

Nastya, where are you?

NASTYA {without lifting her head).
Hey—go away!

aNna {putting her head through
the curtains). The day has started.

For God’s sake, don’t row!

KLESHTCH. Whining again!

ANNA. Every Messed day .. . . let

me die in peace, can’t you?

BUBNOFF. Noise won’t keep you
from dying.

KVASHNYA {walking up to anna).
Little mother, how did you ever
manage to live with this wretch?

ANNA. Leave me alone—get away
from me. . . .

KVASHNYA. Well, well! You poor
soul . . . how’s the pain in the
chest—any better?

THE BARON. Kvashuya! Time to go
to market. . . .

KVASHNYA. We’ll go presently. (To
anna) Like some hot dumplings?

ANNA. No, thanks. Why should I

eat?

KVASHNYA. You must eat. Hot food—good for you! I’ll leave you some
in a cup. Eat them when you feel

like it. Come on, sir! {To kleshtch)
You evil spirit! {Goes into kitchen.)

ANNA {coughing). Lord, Lord . . .

THE BARON {painfully pushing for-

ward Nastya’s head). Throw it

away

—

^little fool!

NASTYA {muttering). Leave me
alone—I don’t bother you ...
(the BARON follows KVASHNYA,
whistling.

)

SATiNE {sitting up in his bunk).
Who beat me up yesterday?

BUBNOFF. Does it make any differ-

ence who?

SATINE. Suppose they did—^but why
did they?

BUBNOFF. Were you playing cards?

SATINE. Yes!
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BUBNOFF. That’s why they beat you.

SATiNE. Scoundrels!

THE ACTOR {raising his head from
the top of the stove) . One of tiiese

days they’ll beat you to death!

SATiNE. You’re a jackass!

THE ACTOR. Why?

SATINE. Because a man can die only
once!

THE ACTOR {after a silence) . I don’t
understand

KLESHTCH. Say! You crawl from that

stove—and start cleaning house!
Don’t play the delicate primrose!

THE ACTOR, None of your business!

KLESHTCH, Wait till Vassilisa comes—^she’ll show you whose business it

is!

THE ACTOR. To hell with Vassilisa!

Today is the Baron’s turn to clean.

. . . Baron!

(the baron comes from the
kitchen.

)

THE baron. I’ve no time to clean
. . . I’m going to market with
Kvashnya.

THE ACTOR. That doesn’t concern
me. Go to the gallows if you like.

It’s your turn to sweep the floor

just the same—I’m not going to do
other people’s work . . .

THE BARON. Go to blazes! Nastya
vvill do it. Hey there—fatal love!

Wake upl. {Takes the hook away
frOmNASTYA.) ;
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NASTXA (getting up). What do you
want? Give it back to me! You
scoundrel! And that’s a nobleman
for you!

THE baron {returning the hook to

her), Nastya! Sweep the floor for

me—^will you?

NASTYA (goes to kitchen). Not sos
you’ll notice it!

KVASHNYA (tQ THE BARON through
kitchen door). Come on—^you! They
dont need you! Actor! You were
asked to do it, and now you go
ahead and attend to it—^it won’t kil]

you ...

THE ACTOR. It’s always I ... I
don’t understand why. . . .

(the BARON comes from the kitchen^
across his shoulders a wooden beam
from which hang earthen pots cov^
ered with rags.)

THE BARON. Heavier than ever!

SATINE. It paid you to be bom a
Baron, eh?

KVASHNYA {to ACTOR

)

. See to it that
you sweep up! {Crosses to outer
door^ letting the baron

,
pass

ahead.)

THE ACTOR {climbing down from
the stove)

,

It’s bad for me to inhale
dust. {With pride) My organism
poisoned with alcohol. {Sits down
on a bunk, meditating.)

SATINE. Organism—organon. . . ^

ANNA. Andrei Mitritch. , , .

KLESHTCH. What now?

ANNA. ’ Kvashnya left roe sasrm
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dumplings over there—^you eat

them!

KLESHTCH (coming over to her).

And you—don't you want any?

ANNA. No. Why should I eat? Youre
a workman—^you need it.

KLESHTCH. Frightened, are you?

Don't be! You'll get all right!

ANNA. Go and eat! It's hard on me.
... I suppose very soon . . .

KLESHTCH (walking away). Never
mind—^maybe you'll get well—^you

can never tell! (Goes into kitchen.)

THE ACTOR (loud, OS if he had sud-

denly awakened). Yesterday the

doctor in the hospital said to me:
""Your organism," he said, ‘"is en-

tirely poisoned with alcohol . .

SATiNE (smiZing). Organon . . .

THE ACTOR (stubbomly)

.

Not or-

ganon—organism!

SATINE. Sibylline. . . .

THE ACTOR (shaking his fist at him).

Nonsense! I'm telling you seriously

... if the organism is poisoned

. . . that means it's bad for me to

sweep the floor—^to inhale the
dust . . .

SATINE. Macrobistic . , . hah!

BUBNOFF. What are you muttering?

SATINE. Words—and here's another
one for you—transcendentalis-

tic . . ,

SATINE. Don’t know—I forgot . .

BUBNOFF. Then why did you say
it?

SATINE. Just so! Tm bored, brother,
with human words—all our words.
Bored! I've heard each one of them
a thousand times surely,

THE ACTOR. In Hamlet they say:

""Words, words, words!" It's a good
play. I played the grave-digger in
it once. . . .

(KLESHTCH comes from the kitchen.)

KLESHTCH. Will you start playing
with the broom?

THE ACTOR. None of your business.

(Striking his chest) Ophelia! O

—

remember me in thy prayers!

(Back stage is heard a dull murmur,
cries, and a police whistle, kleshtch
sits down to work, filing screechily.

)

SATINE. I love unintelligible, obso-
lete words. When I was a youngster—and worked as a telegraph oper-
ator—^I read heaps of books. . . ,

BUBNOFF. Were you really a teleg-

rapher?

SATINE. I was. There are some ex-

cellent books—and lots of curious

words . . . Once I was an edu-
cated man, do you know?

BUBNOFF. I've heard it a hxmdred
times. Well, so you were! That isn't

very important! Me—^well—once I

was a furrier. I had my own shop

—

what with dyeing the fur all day
long, my arms were yellow up to

the elbows, brother. I thought I'd

never be able ever to get clean
again—^that I'd go to my grave,

all yeUow! But look at my handsBUBNOFF. What does it mean?
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now—^they re plain dirty—that’s

what!

SATiNE. Well, and what then?

BUBNOFF. That’s all!

SATiNE. What are you trying to

prove?

BUBNOFF. Oh, well—^just matching
thoughts—no matter how much dye
you get on yourself, it all comes off

in the end—^yes, yes

SATINE. Oh

—

my bones ache!

THE ACTOR (sits, nutsing his knees )

.

Education is all rot. Talent is the

thing. I knew an actor—^who read

his parts by heart, syllable by syl-

lable—^but he played heroes in a
way that . . . why—^the whole
theatre would rock with ecstasy!

SATINE. Bubnoff, give me five ko-

pecks.

BUBNOFF. I only have two

THE ACTOR. I say—^talent, that’s

what you need to play heroes. And
talent is nothing but faith in your-

self, in your own powers

—

SATINE. Give me five kopecks and
I’ll have faith that you’re a hero,

a crocodile, or a police inspector

—

Kleshtch, give me five kopecks.

KLESHTCH. Go to hell! All of you!

SATINE. What are you cursing for?

I know you haven’t a kopeck in the
world!

ANNA. Andrei Mitritch—-I’m suffo-

cating— can’t breathe

KLESHTCH. What shall I do?

BUBNOFF. Open the door into the

haU.

KLESHTCH. All right. You’re sitting

on the bunk, I on the floor. You
change places with me, and I’ll let

you open the door. I have a cold as

it is.

BUBNOFF {unconcernedly). I don’t

care if you open the door—it’s youi
wife who’s asking

KLESHTCH {moTosely)

.

I don’t care
who’s asking

SATINE. My head buzzes—ah—^why

do people have to hit each otiier

over the heads?

BUBNOFF. They don’t only hit you
over the head, but over the rest of

the body as well. (Rises) I must go
and buy some thread—our bosses

are late today—seems as if they vt
croaked. (Exit.)

(anna coughs: SATINE is lying

down motionless, his hands folded

behind his head.)

THE ACTOR (looks ohout him mo-
rosely, then goes to anna) , Feeling

bad, eh?

ANNA. I’m choking

THE ACTOR. If you wish, ni take

you into the hallway.. Get up, then,

come! (He helps her to rise, wraps

some sort of a rag about her shoul-

ders, and supports her towards the

hall) It isn’t easy. I’m sick myself

—

poisoned with alcohol . . .

(kostilyoff appears in the door-

way.)

KOSTiLYOFF. Gomg for a stroll?
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"What a nice couple—the gallant

-cavalier and the lady fair!

"THE ACTOR. Step aside, you—don’t

you see that we re invalids?

KOSTiLYOFF. Pass On, please!

{Hums a religious tune, glances

about him suspiciously, and bends
his head to the left as if listening to

what is happening in fepel’s room.

KLESHTCH is jangling his keys and
scraping away with his file, and
looks askance at the other ) Fihng?

XLESHTCH. What?

JKOSTILYOFF. I say, are you fihng?

(Pause) What did I want to ask?

(Quick and low) Hasn’t my wife

heen here?

KLESHTCH. I didn t see her.

KiosuLYOFF (carefulk/ moving i:o-

wards pepel’s room). You take up a

whole lot of room for your two
rubles a month. The bed—and your

bench—^yes—^you take up £ve
rubles’ worth of space, so help me
‘God! I’ll have to put another half

ruble to your rent

KLESHTCH. you’ll put a HOOSC
around my neck and choke me • •

.

you’ll croak soon enough, and still

all you think of -is half rubles

KOSTILYOFF. Why should I ichoke

you? What would foe ithe use? God
foe^with you—-live and prosper! But
HI have to I raise you a ruble-—

buy oil fox the ifcon and
my offerirlg will atone for my sins^

and for yours *as wdM. You don’t
think much ofyour sms—not much!
Oh, Andrushka, you’re a wicked
man! Your wife is dying because of
your wickedness—no one loves you.

no one respects you—your work is

squeaky, jarring on everyone.

KLESHTCH (shouts)

.

What do you
come here for—^just to annoy me?
(sATiNE grunts loudly.)

KOSTILYOFF (with a start). God,
what a noise!

(the actor enters.)

THE ACTOR. I’ve put her down in
the hall and wrapped her up.

KOSTILYOFF. You’re a kindly fellow.

That’s good. Some day you’ll be
rewarded for it.

THE ACTOR. When?

KOSTILYOFF. In the Beyond, little

brother—^there all our deeds will be
reckoned up.

THE ACTOR. Suppose you reward
me right now?

KOSTILYOFF. How Can I do that?

THE ACTOR. Wipe out half my debt.

KOSTILYOFF. He-ho! You’re always
jesting, darling—always poking fun
. • . can kindliness of heart be re-

paid with gold? Kindliness—^it’s

above aU other qualities. But your
debt to me—^remains a debt. And
so you’ll have to pay me back. You
ought to he kmd to me, an old
man, without seeking for reward!

THE ACTOR. You’re ;a swindler, old
man!

( Goes into kitchen.

)

(fELHSHTOH rds6s and goes into the
mi.)

KOSTILYOFF (to SATINE ). See that

squeaker^ ? He ran away—he
doesn’t Ifice me!
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SATINE. Does anybody like you be-
sides the Devil?

KOSTILYOFF (laughing ) , Oh

—

youre so quarrelsome! But I like

you all—I understand you all, my
unfortunate, down-trodden, useless

brethren . . . {Suddenly, rapidly)

Is Vaska home?

SATiNE. See for yourself

i:osTiLYOFF {goes to the door and
knocks). Vaska!

(the actor appears at the kitchen

door, chewing something.)

PEPEL. Who is it?

i:osTiLYOFF. It’s I— Vaska!

PEPEL, What do you want?

KOSTTLYOFF {stepping aside).

Open!

SATLSTE {without looking at kostil-

YOFF ) . He'll open—^and she's there

(the actor makes a grimace.)

KOSTiLYOFF (in a low, anxious

tone). Eh? Who’s there? What?

SATINE. Speaking to me?

KOSTILYOFF. What did you say?

SATINE. Oh—^nothing—I was just

talking to myself

KOSTILYOFF. Take care, brother.

Don’t carry your joking too far!

(Knocks loudly at door) Vassily!

PEPEL (opening door). Well? What
are you disturbing me for?

KOSTILYOFF (peering info room). I

—^you see
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PEPEL. Did you bring the money?

KOSTILYOFF. I’ve Something to tell

you

PEPEL. Did you bring the money?

KOSTILYOFF. What money? Wait

PEPEL. Why—^the seven rubles for
the watch— -well?

KOSTILYOFF. What watch, Vaska?
Oh, you

PEPEL. Look here. Yesterday, be-
fore witnesses, I sold you a watch
for ten rubles, you gave me three

—

now let me have the other seven.
What are you blinking for? You
hang around here—you disturb
people—and don’t seem to know
yourself what you’re after.

KOSTILYOFF. Sh-h! Don’t be angry,
Vaska. The watch—^it is

SATINE. Stolen!

KOSTiLyoFF (sternly). I do not ac-

cept stolen goods—^how can you
imagine

PEPEL (taking him by the shoul-

der) . What did you disturb me for?

What do you want?

KOSTILYOFF. I don’t want—^any-

thing. I’ll go—if you’re in such a
state

PEPEL. Be off, and bring the money!

KOSTILYOFF. What ruEBansl I—

I

(Exit.)

THE ACTOR. What a farce!
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SATiNE. That’s fine— like it.

PEPEL. What did he come here for?

SATINE (laughing). Don’t you
understand? He’s looking for his

wife. Why don’t you beat him up
once and for all, Vaska?

PEPEL. Why should I let such trash

interfere with my life?

SATINE. Show some brains! And
then you can marry Vassilisa—and

become our boss

PEPEL. Heavenly bliss! And you’d

smash up my household and, be-

cause I’m a soft-hearted fool, you’ll

drink up everything I possess. (Sits

on a bunk) Old devil—woke me up
—^I was having such a pleasant

dream. I dreamed I was fishing

—

and I caught an enormous trout

—

such a trout as you only see in

dreams! I was playing him—and I

was so afraid the line would snap.

I had just got out the gafiF—and I

thought to myself—^in a moment

SATINE. It wasn’t a trout, it was
Vassihsa

THE ACTOR. He caught Vassilisa a

long time ago.

PEPEL (angrily). You can all go to

the devil—and Vassilisa with you

(iKLESHTCH comes from the hall.)

KLESHTCH. DevilisKly cold!

THE ACTOR. Why didn’t you bring

Anna back? She’ll freeze, out

there

KLESHTCH. Natasha took her into

the kitchen
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THE ACTOR. The old man will kick

her out

KLESHTCH (sitting down to his

work). Well—Natasha will bring

her in here

SATINE. Vassily—give me five ko-

pecks!

THE ACTOR (to satine). Oh, you

—

always five kopecks—^Vassya—give

us twenty kopecks

PEPEL. I’d better give it to them
now before they ask for a ruble.

Here you are!

satine. Gibraltar! There are no
kindlier people in the world than

thieves!

KLESHTCH (moroscly)

.

They earn

their money easily—they don’t

work

satine. Many earn it easily, but not

many part with it so easily. Work?
Make work pleasant—and maybe
rU work too. Yes—^maybe. When
work’s a pleasure, life’s, too. When
it’s toil, then life is a drudge. (To

THE actor) You, Sardanapalus!

Come on!

THE ACTOR. Let’s go, Nebuchadnez-
zar! I’ll get as drunk as forty thou-

sand topers!

(They leave.)

PEPEL (yawning)

.

Well, how’s your

wife?

KLESHTCH. It seems as if soon

(Pause.)

PEPEL. Now I look at you—seems

to me all that filing and scraping of

yours is useless.
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KLESHTCH. Well—^what else can I

do?

PEPEL. Notibing.

KLESHTCH. How Can I live?

PEPEL. People manage, somehow.

KLESHTCH. Them? Call them peo-

ple? Muck and dregs—^that’s what
they are! Im a workman—Im
ashamed even to look at them. IVe
slaved since I was a child. . . .

D’you think I shan t he able to tear

myself away from here? Ill crawl
out of here, even if I have to leave

my skin behind—^but crawl out I

will! Just wait ... my wife’ll die

. . . IVe lived here six months, and
it seems like six years.

PEPEL. Nobody here’s any worse off

than you . . . say what you like . . ,

KLESHTCH. No worse is right.

They’ve neither honor nor con-

science.

PEPEL (indifferently). What good
does it do—^honor or conscience?

Can you get them on their feet in-

stead of on their uppers—^through

honor and conscience? Honor and
conscience are needed only by
those who have power and energ)^

BUBNOFF (coming back). Oh

—

frozen . . .

PEPEL. Bubnoff! Got a conscience?

BUBNOFF. What? A conscience?

PEPEL. Exactly!
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PEPEL. Just what I said: honor and
conscience are for the rich—flight!

And Kleshtch is upbraiding us be-
cause we haven’t any!

BUBNOFF. Why—did he want to

borrow some of it?

PEPEL. No—^he has plenty of his

own . . .

BUBNOFF. Oh—are you selling it?

You won’t sell much around here.

But if you had some old boxes, Td
buy them—on credit , . .

PEPEL (didactically) . You’re a jack-

ass, Andmshka! On the subject of

conscience you ought to hear Satine

—or the Baron . . .

KLESHTCH. IVe nothing to talk to

them about!

PEPEL, They have more brains than
you—even if they’re drunkards . . .

BUBNOFF. He who can be drunk
and wise at the same time is doubly
blessed . . .

PEPEL. Satine says every man ex-

pects his neighbor to have a con-
science, but—^you see—^it isn’t to

anyone’s advantage to have one

—

that’s a fact.

(NATASHA enters, followed by
LUKA who carries a stick in his

hand, a bundle on his back, a kettle

and a teapot slung from his belt.)

' LUKA. How are you, honest folks?

PEPEL (twisting his mustache)

-

Aha—Natasha!

BUBNOFF. What do I need a eon- bubnoff (to luka). I was honest

science for? I’m not rich. -r—up to spring before last.
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NATASHA. Here s a new lodger . . .

LTQKA. Oh, it’s all the same to me.

Crooks—I don’t mind them, either.

For my part there’s no bad flea

—

they’re all black—and they aU jump— ... Well, dearie, show me
where I can stow myself.

NATASHA (pointing to kitchen

door). Go in there, grand-dad.

LUKA. Thanks, girlie! One place is

like another—as long as an old fel-

low keeps warm, he keeps happy

PEPEL. What an amtising old cod-

ger you brought in, Natasha!

NATASHA. A hanged sight more in-

teresting than you! . . . Andrei,

your wife’s in the kitchen with us

—

come and fetch her after a while . .

.

KLESHTCH. All right—I will . . .

NATASHA, And be a little more kind

to her—you know she won’t last

much longer.

KLESHTCH. I knOW . . .

NATASHA. Knowing won’t do any
good—^it’s terrible—dying—don’t

you understand?

PEPEL. Well—^look at me—^I’m not

afraid . . .

NAi'ASHA. Oh-^you’re a wonder,
aren’t you?

BUBNOFF (mhistlmg). Oh—^this

thread’s rotten ...

PEPEL. Honestly, I’m not afraid! Tm
ready to die right now. Knife me to

the heart—and I’ll die without
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making a sound , . . even gladly—^from such a pure hand . . .

NATASHA (going out)

.

Spin that

yam for someone else!

BUBNOFF. Oh—^that thread is rotten—^rotten

NATASHA (at hallway door). Don’t
forget your wife, Andrei!

KLESHTCH. All right.

PEPEL. She’s a wonderful girl!

BUBNOFF. She’s aU right.

PEPEL. What makes her so curt

with me? Anyway—she’ll come to

no good here . . .

BUBNOFF. Through you—sure!

PEPEL. Why through me? I feel

sorry for her . . .

BUBNOFF. As the wolf for the lamb!

PEPEL. You lie! I feel very sorry

for her , . . very . . . very sorry!

She has a tough life here—I can
see that . . .

KLESHTCH. Just Wait till Vassflisa

catches you talking to her!

BUBNOFF. Vassflisa? She won’t give

up so easily what belongs to her

—

she’s a cmel woman!

PEPEL (stretching himself on the

bunk) . You two prophets can go to

heU!

KLESHTCH. Just Wait—you’ll see!

LUKA (singing in the kitchen). “In

the dark of the night the way is

black . .
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KLESHTCH. Another one who yelps!

PEPEL. It s dreary! Why do I feel so

dreary? You live—and everything

seems all right. But suddenly a cold

chill goes Qirough you—and then

everything gets dreary . . .

BUBNOFF. Dreary? Hm-hm

PEPEL. Yes—^yes

LUKA (sings). ‘'The way is black

PEPEL. Old fellow! Pley there!

LUKA (looking from kitchen door).

You call me?

PEPEL. Yes. Don’t sing!

LUKA ( coming in)

.

You don’t like it?

PEPEL. When people sing well I

like it

LUKA. In' other words—^I don’t sing

well?

PEPEL, Evidently!

LUKA. WeU, well—and I thought I

sang weU. That’s always the way: a

man imagines there’s one thing he

can do well, and suddenly he finds

out that other people don’t think

so . . .

PEPEL (laughs). That’s right . . .

BUBNOFF. First you say you feel

dreary—and then you laugh!

PEPEL. None of your business,

raven!

LUKA. Who do they say feels

dreary? '

- . / , i

PEPEL. I do.

(the baron enters.)

LUKA. Well, well—out there in the

kitchen there’s a girl reading and
crying! That’s so! Her eyes are wet
with tears ... I say to her:

"What’s the matter, darling?” And
she says: "It’s so sad!” "What’s so

sad?” say I. "The book!” says she.

—^And that’s how people spend
then time. Just because they’re

bored ...

THE BARON. She’s a fool.

PEPEL. Have you had tea, Baron?

THE BARON. Yes. Go On!

PEPEL. WeU—^want me to open a

bottle?

THE BARON. Of couTse. Go On!

PEPEL. Drop on aU fours, and bark

like a dog!

THE BARON. Fool! What’s the matter

with you? Are you drunk?

PEPEL. Go on—^bark a little! It’ll

amuse me. You’re an aristocrat. You
didn’t even consider us humaii

formerly, did you?

THE BARON. Go On!

PEPEL. Well—and now I am mak-
ing you bark like a dog—and you

will baik, won’t you?

THE BARON. All right. I wiU. You
jackass! What pleasure can you de-

rive from it since I myself know
that I have sunk almost lower than

you. You should have made me
drop on all fours in the days when
I was still above ybu;
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BxmNOFF. That s right . . .

1.XJKA. I say so, too!

BXJBNOFF. What s over, is over. Re-
main only trivialities. We know no
class distinctions here. We ve shed
all pride and self-respect. Blood and
bone—^man—^just plain man

—

that’s what we are!

uuKA. In other words, were an
equal . . . and you, friend, were
you really a Baron?

THE BARON, Who are you? A ghost?

BUKA (laughing), Ive seen counts

and princes in my day—^this is the

first time I meet a Baron—and one
who’s decaying—at that!

PEPEL (laughing), Baron, I blush

for you!

THE BARON. It s time you knew bet-

ter, Vassily . . ,

LUKA. Hey-hey—^I look at you,

brothers—the life you’re leading

BUBNOFF. Such a life! As soon as

the sun rises, our voices rise, too

—

in quarrels!

THE BARON. We’ve all seen better

days—^yes! I used to wake up in the

morning and drink my coffee in

bed—coffee—^with cream! Yes

EUKA. And yet we’re all human be-
ings. Pretend aH you want to, put
on all the airs you wish, but man
you were bom, and man you must
die. And as I watch I see that the
wiser people get, the busier they
get—and though from bad to

worse, they still strive to improve

—

stubbornly

THE BARON. Who are you, old fel-

low? Where do you come from?

LUKA. I?

THE BARON. Are you a tramp?

LUKA. We’re all of us tramps—^why—^I’ve heard said that the very
earth we walk on is nothing but a
tramp in the universe.

THE BARON
’ Perhaps.

But have you a passport?

LUKA (after a short pause). And
what are you—a police inspector?

PEPEL (delighted). You scored, old
fellow! Well, Barosha, you got it

this time!

BUBNOFF. Yes—our little aristocrat

got his!

THE BARON (embarrossed)

,

What’s
the matter? I was only joking, old
man. Why, brother, I haven’t a
passport, either.

BUBNOFF. You lie!

THE BARON. Oh—^well—I have
some sort of papers—but they have
no value

LUKA. They’re papers just the same—and no papers are any good

PEPEL. Baron—come on to the
saloon with me

THE BARON. I’m ready. Good-bve,
old man—^you old scamp

LUKA. Maybe I am one, brother
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PEPEL {neat doorway)

.

Come on

—

come on! {Leaves, baron follow-
ing him quickly.)

LUKA. Was he really once a Baron?

BUBNOFF. Who knows? A gentle-

man—? Yes. That much he's even
now. Occasionally it sticks out. He
never got rid o£ the habit.

LUKA. Nobility is like smallpox. A
man may get over it—^but it leaves

marks . . .

BUBNOFF, He’s all right all the same
—occasionally he kicks—as he did
about your passport . . .

(ALYOSHKA comcs in, slightly

drunk, with a concertina in his

hand, whistling.)

ALYOSHKA. Hey there, lodgers!

BUBNOFF. What are you yelling for?

ALYOSHKA. Excuse me—I beg your
pardon! Tm a well-bred man

BUBNOFF. On a spree again?

ALYOSHKA. Right you are! A mo-
ment ago Medyal^, the precinct

captain, threw me out of the police

station and said: ^‘Look here

—

don’t want as much as a smell of

you to stay in the streets—d’you

hear?” I’m a man of principles, and
the boss croaks at me—and what’s

a boss anyway—^pah!—^it’s all bosh
—the boss is a drunkard. I don’t

make any demands on life. I want
nothing—^that’s all. Offer me one
ruble, offer me twenty—^it doesn’t

affect me, (nastya comes from the

kitchen) Offer me a million

—

won’t take it! And to think that I, a

respectable man, should be ordered
about by a pal of mine—and he a

S09

drunkard! I won’t have it—I won’t!

(nastya stands in the doorway,
shaking her head at alyoshka.)

LUKA (good-naturedly)

.

Well, boy.
you’re a bit confused

BUBNOFF. Aren’t men fools!

ALYOSHKA (stretckes out on the
floor) . Here, eat me up alive—and
I don’t want anything. I’m a desper-
ate man. Show me one better! Why
am I worse than others? There!
Medyaldn said: ^Tf you show your-
self on the streets I smash your
face!” And yet I shall go out—^I’ll

go—and stretch out in the middle
of the street—let them choke me

—

I don’t want a thing!

NASTYA. Poor fellow—only a boy

—

and he’s already putting on such
airs

ALYOSHKA (kneeling before her).

Lady! Mademoiselle! Parlez fran-
gais—? Prix courrant? I’m on a

spree

NASTYA (in a loud whisper). Vas-
sihsa!

VASSiLiSA (opens door quickly; to

alyoshka). You here again?

ALYOSHKA. How do you do—

?

Come in—you’re welcome

VASSILISA. I told you, young puppy,
that not a shadow of you should

stick around here—and you’re back
—eh?

ALYOSHKA. Vassilisa Karpovna . . .

shall I tune up a funeral march for

you?

VASSILISA (seizing him by the shoul-

ders) . Get out!
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ALYOSHKA {moving towards the

door) . Wait—you can’t put me out

this way! I learned this funeral

march a little while ago! It’s re-

freshing music . . . wait—^you can’t

put me out like that!

Vassilisa. I’ll show whether I can
or not. m rouse the whole street

against you—you foul-mouthed
creature—^you’re too young to bark
about me

ALYOSHKA (running out) . All right

-I’ll go

VASSiLiSA. Look out—^I’ll get you
yet!

ALYOSHKA (opetis the door and
shouts)

.

Vassilisa Karpovna—^I’m

not afraid of you (Hides.)

(luka laughs.)

VASsmiSA. Who are you?

LUKA. A passer-by—a traveler . . .

VASsmiSA. Stopping for the night or

going to stay here?

LUKA. rU see.

VASSILISA. Have you a passport?

LUKA. Yes.

VASSILISA. Give it to me.

LUKA, ni bring it over to your
housie—^

—

VASSILISA. Call yourself a traveler?

If you’d say a tramp—that would
be nearer the truth

LUKA (sighing). You’re not very
kindly, mother!

(vassilisa goes to door that leads

to pepel’s room, alyoshka pokes
his head through the kitchen door.)

ALYOSHKA. Has she left?

vassilisa (turning around). Are
you still here?

(alyoshka disappears, whistling.

NASTYA and LUKA laugh.)

BUBNOFF (to vassilisa). He isn’t

here

VASSILISA. Who?

BUBNOFF. Vaska.

vassilisa. Did I ask you about him?

BUBNOFF. I noticed you were look-

ing around

vassilisa. I am looking to see if

things are in order, you see? Why
aren’t the floors swept yet? How
often did I give orders to keep the
house clean?

BUBNOFF. It’s the actor’s turn to

sweep

vassilisa. Never mind whose turn
it is! If the health inspector comes
and fines me. I’ll throw out the lot

of you

BUBNOFF (calmly). Then how are

you going to earn your living?

vassilisa. I don’t want a speck of

dirtl (Goes to kitchen; to nastya)
What are you hanging round here
for? Why’s your face all swollen up?
Why are you standing there like a
dummy? Go on—sweep the floor]

Did you see Natalia? Was she here?

NASTYA. I don’t know-^I haven’t
seen her . . .
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VASSiLiSA. Bubnoff! Was my sister

here?

BUBNOFF. She brought him along.

VASSiLiSA. That one—^was he home?

BUBNOFF. Vassily? Yes—Natalia

was here talking to Kleshtch

VASSILISA, Tm not asking you whom
she talked to. Dirt everywhere

—

filth—oh, you swine! Mop it all up.

—do you hear? (Exit rapidly.)

BUBNOFF. What a savage beast she

is!

LUKA. She’s a lady that means busi-

ness!

NASTYA. You grow to be an animal,

leading such a life—any human be-

ing tied to such a husband as

hers . . .

BUBNOFF. Well—^that tie isn’t wor-
rying her any

LUKA. Does she always have these

fits?

BUBNOFF. Always. You see^ she

came to find her lover—^but he
isn’t iaome-^-

—

LUKA. I guess she was hurt. Oh-hol

Everybody is trying to be boss

—

and is threatening everybody eke
with all kinds of punishment—and
still there’s no order in life . • •

and no cleanliness

BUBNOFF. All the world likes order
^—^but some people’s brains ^en’t

fit for it. All the same—^the room
should be swept—Nastya—you
ought to get busy!

NASTYA. Oh, certainly? Anything:

else? Think I’m your servant? (Si-

lence) I’m going to get drunk to-

night—dead-drunk!

BUBNOFF. Fine business!

LUKA. Why do you want to get
drunk, girlie? A while ago you wero
crying—and now you say you’ll

get drunk

NASTYA (defiantly) , I’ll drink—them
I cry again—that’s all there’s to iti.

BUBNOFF. That’s nothing!

LUKA. But for what reason—tell

me! Every pimple has a cause?

(NASTYA remains silent, shaking her
head) Oh—^you men—^what’s to
become of you? All right—I’ll

sweep the place. Where’s your
broom?

BUBNOFF. Behind the door—^in the
hall (luka goes into the hall)

Nastinka!

NASTYA. Yes?

BUBNOFF. Why did Vassihsa jump
on Alyoshka^

NASTYA. He told her that Vaska was
tired of her and was going to get

rid of her—and that he’s going to

make up to Natasha—I’ll go away
from here—^I’U find another lodg-

ing-house

—

BUBNOFF. Why? Where?

NASTYA. I’m sick of this—I’m not

wanted here!

BUBNOFF (calmly). You’re not

wanted anywhere—and, anyway,,

all people on earth are super-

fluous

—
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(NASTYA shdkes her head. Rises and
slowly, quietly, leaves the cellar,

MiEDViEDiEFF comes in. LTJKA, with

the broom, follows him .

)

MIEDVIEDIEFF. I don’t thiiJc I loiow

you

LUKA. How about the others—d’you

know them all?

MIEDVIEDIEFF. I must loiow every-

body in my precinct. But I don’t

know you.

LUKA. That’s because, uncle, the

whole world can’t stow itself away
in your precinct—some of it was
bound to remain outside . . .

(Goes into kitchen.)

MIEDVIEDIEFF (crOSSCS tO BUB-

noff). It’s true—^my precinct is

rather small—^yet it’s worse tiian

any of the very largest. Just now,
before getting off duty, I had to

bring Alyoshka, the shoemaker, to

the station house. Just imagine

—

there he was, stretched right in the

middle of the street, playing his

concertina and yelping: "I want
nothing, nothing!” Horses going

past aU the time—and v^dth all the

traflSc going on, he could easily

have been run over—and so on!

He’s a wild youngster—^so I just

collared him—^he likes to make mis-

chief

—

BUBNOFF. Coming to play checkers

tonight?

MIEDVIEDIEFF. YcS ^I’U COmC
hows Vaska?

BUBNOFF. Same as ever

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Meaning

—

^he’s get-

ting along ?

BUBNOFF. Why shouldn’t he? He’s
able to get along all right.

MIEDVIEDIEFF
(doubtfully ) . Why

shouldn’t he? (luka goes into hall-

way, carrying a pail) M-yes
there’s a lot of talk about Vaska.
Haven’t you heard?

BUBNOFF. I hear all sorts of gos-

sip .. .

MIEDVIEDIEFF. There seems to have
been some sort of talk concerning
Vassilisa. Haven’t you heard about
it?

BUBNOFF- What?

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Oh—^why—gener-

ally speaking. Perhaps you know-
and lie. Everybody Imows

—

(Se-

verely) You mustn’t lie, brother!

BUBNOFF. Why should I lie?

MIEDVIEDIEFF. That’s right. Dogs!
They say that Vaska and Vassilisa

. . . but what’s that to me? I’m
not her father. I’m her uncle. Why
should they ridicule me? (kvash-
NYA comes in) What are people
coming to? They laugh at every-

thing. Aha—^you here?

KVASHNYA. Well—^my love-sick gar-

rison ? Bubnoff! He came up to

me again on the marketplace and
started pestering me about marry-
ing him . . .

BUBNOFF. Go to it! Why not? He
has money and he’s still a husky
fellow.

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Me—? I should say

so!

KVASHNYA. You ruffian! Don’t you
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dare touch my sore spot! Ive gone
through it once already, darling.

Marriage to a woman is just like

jamping through a hole in the ice

in winter. You do it once, and you
remember it the rest of your life . . .

MDEDViEDiEFF. Wait! There are dif-

ferent breeds of husbands . . .

KVASHNYA. But there’s only one of

me! When my beloved husband
kicked the bucket, I spent the
whole day all by my lonely—^just

bursting with joy. I sat and simply
couldn’t believe it was true. . . .

MiEDViEniEFF. If your husband
beat you without cause, you should

have complained to the police.

KVASHNYA. I Complained to God for

eight years—and he didn’t help.

MiEDViEDiEFF. Nowadays the law
forbids to beat your wife ... all

is very strict these days—^there’s

law and order ever5rwhere. You
can’t beat up people without due
cause. If you beat them to main-
tain discipline—all right . . .

LUKA (comes in with anna). Well
—we finally managed to get here

after all. Oh, you! Why do you,

weak as you are, walk about alone?

Where’s your bunk?

ANNA (pointing). Thank you,

grand-dad.

KVASHNYA. There—she’s married

—

look at her!

LUKA. The little woman is in very
bad shape . . . she was creeping

along the hallway, clinging to the
wall and moaning—^why do you
leave her by herself?

KVASHNYA. Oh, pure carelessness on
our part, little father—^forgive us!

Her maid, it appears, went out for
a walk . . .

LUKA. Go on—^poke fun at me . , *

but, all the same, how can you
neglect a human being like that?

No matter who or what, every
human life has its worth . . .

MIEDVIEDIEFF. There should he
supervision! Suppose she died sud-
denly—? That would cause a lo^

of bother ... we must look after

her!

LUKA. True, sergeant!

MiEDViEDrEFF. Well—yes—though
I’m not a sergeant—ah—^yet!

LUKA. No! But you carry yourself

most martially!

(Noise of shuffling feet is heard in

the hallway. Muffled cries,)

MIEDVIEDIEFF. What now—a row?

BUBNOFF. Sounds like it.

KVASHNYA. I’ll go and see . . .

MIEDVIEDIEFF. I’ll go, too. It is my
duty! Why separate people when
they fight? They’ll stop sooner or

later of their own accord. One gets

tired of fighting. Why not let them
fight all they want to—^freely? They
wouldn’t fight half as often—^if

they’d remember former beat-

ings .. .

BUBNOFF (climbing down from his

bunk). Why don’t you speak to

your superiors about it?

KOSTiLYOFF (throws Open the door

and shouts) . Abram! Come quick

—
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Vassilisa is killing Natasha—come
quick!

(kvashnya, miedviedieff, and
BUBNOFF rush into hallway; luka
looks after them, shaking his head.)

anna. Oh God—^poor little Nata-

sha . . .

LUKA. Who’s fighting out there?

ANNA, Our landladies—they’re sis-

ters . . .

LUKA {crossing to anna) . Why?

ANNA. Oh—for no reason—except

that they’re both fat and healthy . . .

LUKA. What’s your name?

ANNA. Anna ... I look at you . . .

you’re like my father—^my dear

father . . . you’re as gentle as he
was—and as soft. . . .

LUKA. Soft! Yes! They pounded me
till I got soft! (Laughs tremu-

lously. )

CURTAIN

ACT TWO

Same as Act I—Night.

On the bunks near the stove satine, the baron, krivoy zob, and the
TARTAR flay cards, kleshtch and the actor watch them, bubnoff, on
his bunk, is playing checkers with mdedviedieff. luka sits on a stool by
anna’s bedside. The place is lit by two lamps, one on the wall near the

card players, the other is on bubnoff’s bunk.

THE tartar. I’ll play one more
game—^then I’ll stop . . .

bubnoff. Zob! Sing! (He sings)

*‘The sun rises and sets . .

ZOB (joining in).

*'But my prison is dark, dark . .

THE tartar (to satine). Shuffle

tji^ cards—^and shuffle them weU.
We know your kind

zcfe Am> bubnoff (together).

^‘Day and rdght the wardens
Watch beneath my window . .

anna. Blows—^insults—^I’ve had
nothing but that all my life long

LUKA. Don’t worry, httle mother!

miedviedieff. Look where you’re

moving!

BUBNOFF. Oh, yes—^that’s right . . ,

THE TARTAR (threatening satine

with his fist) . You’re trying to palm
a card? I’ve seen you—you scoun-

drel . . .

ZOB. Stop it, Hassan! They’ll skin

us anyway . . . come on, Bub-
noff!

ANNA. I can’t remember a single

day when I didn’t go hungry . . .

I’ve been afraid, waking, eating.
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and sleeping ... all my life IVe
trembled—afraid I wouldn't get an-
other bite ... all my liEe I ve
been in rags—^all through my
wretched life—and why . . . ?

LUKA. Yes, yes, child—^you’re tired—^never you mindl

THE ACTOR {to zob). Play the Jack—^the Jack, devil take you!

THE BARON. And we play the Kingl

KLESHTCH. They always win.

SATiNE. Such is our habit.

MIEDVIEDIEFF. I have the Queen!

BUBNOFF. And so have I!

ANNA. Tm dying . . .

KLESHTCH. Look, look! Prince,

throw up the game—^throw it up, I

tell you!

THE ACTOR. Can’t he play without
your assistance?

THE BARON. Look out, Ajidrushka,

or rU beat the life out of you!

THE TARTAR. Deal once more—^the

itcher went after water—and got
roke—and so did I!

(KLESHTCH shokes his head and
crosses to bubnoff.)

ANNA. I keep on thinking—^is it pos-

sible that I’ll suffer in the other

world as I did in this—^is it pos-

sible? There, too?

LUKA. Nothing of the sort! Don’t

you disturb yourself! You’ll rest

there ;; * . be pafient. We all suf-

fer, dear, each m our own way. . .

.

^15

(Rises and goes qnicldy into

kitchen.

)

BUBNOFF (sings).

‘"Watch as long as you please . .

ZOB. ‘1 shan’t run away . ,

BOTH (together),

“I long to be free, free—
Alas! I cannot break my chains.

THE TARTAR (yclls)

.

That Card was
up his sleeve!

THE BARON (cmbarrossed) . Do you
want me to shove it up your nose?

THE ACTOR (emphatically). Prince!

You’re mistaken—^nobody—ever

THE TARTAR. I saw it! You cheatl I

won’t play!

SATINE (gathering up the cards).

Leave us alone, Hassan . . . you
knew right along that we’re cheats

—why did you play with us?

THE BARON. He lost forty kopecks
and he yelps as if he had lost a

fortune! And a Prince at that!

THE TARTAR ( eoccUedly)

.

Then play
honest!

SATINE. What for?

THE TARTAR. What do you mean
"what for”?

SATINE. Exactly. What for?

THE TARTAR. Don’t you know?

SATINE. I don’t. Do you?
(the TARTAR spits out, futioudy^

the others laugh at him.)
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20B (good-naturedly). You re a

funny fellow, Hassan! Try to under-

stand this; If they should begin to

live honestly, they’d die of starva-

tion inside of three days.

THE TARTAR. That’s none of my
business. You must live honestly!

ZOB. They did you brown! Come
and let’s have tea. . . . (Sings)

"O my cl;iains, my heavy chains .

.

BUBNOFF (sings).

*youre my steely, clanking ward-
31

ens . . .

ZOB. Come on, Hassanka! (Leaves

the room, singing)

'T cannot tear you, cannot break

you . .

(the tartar shakes his -fist threat-

eningly at the baron, and follows

the other out of the room.)

satine (to BARON, laughing) . Well,

Your Imperial Higlmess, you’ve

again sat down magnificently in a

mud puddle! You’ve learned a lot

—

but you’re an ignoramus when it

comes to palming a card.

the baf.on (spreading his hands).

The Devil Imows how it hap-

pened. o . .

THE actor. You’re not gifted

—

you’ve no faith in yourself—and
without that you can never ac-

<iomplish anything . . .

miedviedieff. I’ve one Queen

—

.and you’ve two—oh, well . . .

BXJBNOFF. One’s enough if she has

.brains—^playl

KLESHTCH. You lost, Abram Ivano-

vitch?

MiEDViEDiEFF. None of youT busi-

ness—see? Shut up!

SATINE. I’ve won fifty-three ko-

pecks.

THE ACTOR. Give me three of them
. . . though, what’ll I do with
them?

nu-EA (coming from kitchen). Well—^the Tartar was fleeced all right,

eh? Going to have some vodka?

THE BARON. Come with us.

SATINE. I wonder what you’ll be
like when you’re drunk.

LUKA. Same as when I’m sober.

THE ACTOR. Come on, old man

—

I’ll recite verses for you.

LUKA. What?

THE ACTOR. Verses. Don’t you un-

derstand?

LUKA. Verses? And what do I want
with verses?

THE ACTOR. Sometimes they’re

funny—sometimes sad.

SATINE . Well, poet, are you coming?

(Exit with THE BARON.)

THE ACTOR. I’m coming. I’ll join

you. For instance, old man, here’s a

bit of verse—I forget how it begins

—I forget . . . (Brushes his hand

across his forehead.

)

BUBNOFF. There! Your Queen is

lost—go on, play!

MiEDViEDiEFF. I made the wrong
move.
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THE ACTOR. Formerly, before my
organism was poisoned with alco-

hol, old man, I had a good mem-
ory. But now it’s all over with me,
brother. I usea to declaim these

verses with tremendous success

—

thunders of applause . , . you
have no idea what applause means
... it goes to your head like

vodka! I’d step out on the stage

—

stand this way

—

{Strikes a pose)—
rd stand there and . . . (Pause)
1 can’t remember a word— can’t

remember! My favorite verses

—

isn’t it ghastly, old man?

LXJKA. Yes—^is there anything worse
than forgetting what you loved?

Your very soul is in the thing you
love!

THE ACTOR. I’vc diunk my soul

away, old man—^brother, I’m lost

. . . and why? Because I had no
faith. , . . I’m done with . . .

LUKA. Well—^then—cure yourself!

Nowadays they have a cure for

drunkards. They treat you free of

charge, brother. There’s a hospital

for drunkards—^where they’re

treated for nothing. They’ve owned
up, you see, that even a drunkard
is a human being, and they’re only

too glad to help him get well. Well—^then—go to it!

THE ACTOR (thoughtfully). Where?
Where is it?

f

LUKA. Oh—^in some town or other

. . . what do they call it—? I’ll

teU you the name presently—only,

in the meanwhile, get ready. Don’t

drink so much! Take yourself in

hand—and bear up! And then,

when you’re cured, you’ll begin

life all over again. Sounds good,

brother, doesn’t it, to begin all over

again? Well—make up yom mind!

217

THE ACTOR (smUifig)

.

AH over
again—^from the very beginning

—

that’s fine . . . yes ... all over
again . . . (Laughs) Well—^then

— can, can’t I?

LUKA. Why not? A human being
can do anything—^if he only makes
up his mind.

THE ACTOR (suddenly, as if coming
out of a trance). You’re a queer
bird! See you anon! (Whistles) Old
man

—

au revoir! (Exit.)

ANNA. Grand-dad!

LUKA. Yes, little mother?

ANNA. Talk to me.

LUKA (close to her). Come on - -

let’s chat . . .

(kleshtch, glancing around, siler

ly walks over to his wife, looks at

her, and makes queer gestures with
his hands, as though he wanted to
say something.)

LUKA. What is it, brother?

KLESHTCH (quietly). Nothing . . *

(Crosses slowly to hallway door,

stands on the threshold for a few
seconds, and exit )

LUKA (looking after him). Hard on
your man, isn’t it?

ANNA. He doesn’t concern me
much . . .

LUKA. Did he beat you?

ANNA. Worse than that—^it’s he
who’s killed me

BUBNOFF. My wife used to have a
lover—^the scoundrel—^how clever

he was at checkers!
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ANNA. Grand-dad! Talk to me, dar-

ling— feel so sick . . •

LUKA. Never mind—^it’s always like

this before you die, little dove

—

never mind, dear! Just have faith!

Once you re dead, you 11 have peace
-—always. There’s nothing to be

afraid of—nothing. Quiet! Peace!

Lie quietly! Death wipes out every-

thing. Death is kindly. You die

—

and you rest—^that’s what they say.

It is true, dear! Because—^where

can we find rest on this earth?

(pEPEL enters. He is slightly drunk,

dishevelled, and suUen, Sits down
on bunk near door, and remains

silent and motionless.)

ANNA. And how is it—^there? More
suffering?

LUKA. Nothing of the land! No suf-

fering! Trust me! Rest—^nothing

dse! They'll lead you into God s

presence, and theyT say: "Dear
God! Behold! Here is Anna, Thy
servant!’^

MiEDViEDiEFF (sternly). How do
you know what fheyTi say up there?

Oh, you • . .

(PEPEL, on hearing miedvtedieff s

tjoice, raises his head and listens.)

LUKA. Apparently I do know, Mr.

Serge^t!

MnsnviEDiEFF (conciliatory). Yes
'

—

it^

s

your
, oiyn taff^---ttough Im

not exactly a Sergeant—^yet

BUBNOFF. I jump two! ^

M^nviEDiEFF. Damn—^play!

LUKA. And the Lord wifllook at you

gently and tenderly and He’ll say;

"I know this Anna!” Then HeTl say;

"Take Anna into Paradise. Let her
have peace. I know. Her life on
earth was hard. She is very weary.
Let Anna rest in peace!”

ANNA (choking). Grandfather—if

it were only so—^if there were only
rest and peace . . .

LUKA. There won’t be anything else!

Trust me! Die in joy and not in

grief. Death is to us like a mother
to small . . ,

ANNA. But—^perhaps—^perhaps I

get well . . . ?

LUKA (laughing). Why—? Just to

suffer more?

ANNA. But—^just to live a little

longer . . . just a little longer!

Since there’ll be no suffering here-

after, I could bear it a little longer

down here . . .

LUKA. There’U be nothing in the

hereafter , . . but only . . .

PEPEL (rising). Maybe yes—^may-

be no!

ANNA (frightened). Oh—God!

LUKA. Hey—Adonis!

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Who’s that yelping?

PEPEL (dossing over to him). II

yl^at of it?

MEDviKDiEFF. You yelp needlessly

—that’s what! People ought to have
some dignity!

p^PEL. Block-head! And thaPs an

uncle for you—^ho-hd
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LUKA {to PEPEL, in an undertone).
Look here—don't shout—this wom-
ans dying—^her lips are already

grey—don't disturb her!

PEPEL. Ive respect for you, grand-
dad. You re all right, you are! You
lie well, and you spin pleasant yams.
Go on lying, brother—^there’s little

fun in this world . . .

BUBNOFF. Is the woman really dy-

ing?

LUKA. You think Im joking?

BUBNOFF. That means she'll stop

coughing. Her cough was very dis-

turbing. I jump two!

MiEDviEDiEFF. I'd like to murder
you!

PEPEL. Abramka!

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Im not Abramka to

you!

PEPEL. Abrashka! Is Natasha ill?

MIEDVIEDIEFF, None of your busi-

ness!

PEPEL. Come—^tell me! Did Vas-

silisa beat her up very badly?

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Thafs none of your

business, either! It's a family affair!

Who are you anyway?

PEPEL. Whoever I am, youTl never

see Natashka again if I choose!

MIEDVIEDIEFF {thfowmg up the

game). What's that? Who are you
alluding to? My niece by any

chance? You thief!

PEPEL. A thief whom you were

never able to catch! * •

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Wait—IH catch you
yet—^you'll see—^sooner than you
think!

PEPEL. If you catch me, God help
your whole nest! Do you think I'a

keep quiet before the examining
magistrate? Every wolf howls!
They'll ask me: “Who made you
steal and showed you where?"^

“Mishka Kostilyoff and his wife!"

“Who was your fence?" “Mishka
Kostilyoff and his wife!”

MIEDVIEDIEFF. You lie! No one will

believe you!

PEPEL. They'U believe me aU right

>—because it's the tmth! And III

drag you into it, too. Ha! Ill min
the lot of you—devils—^just watch!

MIEDVIEDIEFF (confused)

.

You lie!

You he! And what harm did I do
to you, you mad dog?

PEPEL. And what good did you ever

do me?

LUKA. That's right!

MIEDVIEDIEFF (tO LUKA). Well

—

what are you croaking about? Is it

any of your busmess? ThK is a
family matter!

BUBNOFF (to luka). Leave them
alone! What do -we care ff th^
twist each other's tails?

LUKA (peacefully). I meant no
harm. All I said was that if a man
isn't good to you,, then he's acting

wrong . . .

MIEDVIEDIEFF (uncompfehendmg} I

Now then—we all of us here know
each other—^but yo-u—^who are

you? (Froums and exit.)
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LUKA. The cavalier is peeved! Oh-
ho, brothers, I see your afEairs are

a bit tangled up!

PEPEL. He’ll run to complain about

us to Vassilisa . . .

BUBNOFF. You’re a fool, Vassily.

You’re very bold these days, aren’t

you? Watch out! It’s all right to be

bold when you go gathering mush-

rooms, but what good is it here?

They’U break your neck before you

know it!

PEPEL. Well—^not as fast as all that!

You don’t catch us Yaroslavl boys

napping! .If it’s going to be war,

we’ll fight . . .

LUKA. Look here, boy, you really

ought to go away from here

PEPEL. Where? Please tell me!

LUKA. Go to Siberia!

PEPEL. If I go to Siberia, it’ll be at

the Tsar’s expense!

LUKA. Listen! You go just the same!

You can make your own way there.

They need your kind out there . . .

PEPEL. My way is clear. My father

spent all his life in prison, and I

inherited the trait. Even when I

was a small child, they called me
thief—Chiefs son.

LUKA, But Siberm is a fine country

s^a land of gold. Anyone who has

health and strength and brains can

live there like a cucumber in a hot-

house.

PEPEL. Old man, why do you al-

ways tell hes?

LUKA. What?

PEPEL. Are you deaf? I ask—why
do you always He?

LUKA. What do I He about?

PEPEL. About everything. Accord-
ing to you, Hfe’s wonderful every-

where—^but you He . . . why?

LUKA. Try to beHeve me. Go and
see for yourself. And some day
you’U thank me for it. What are

you hanging round here for? And,
besides, why is truth so important

to you? Just think! Truth may speU
death to you!

PEPEL. It’s aU one to me! If that

—

let it be that!

LUKA. Oh—^what a madman! Why
should you kill yourself?

BUBNOFF. what are you two jawing
about, anyway? I don’t understand.

What kind of truth do you want,

Vaska? And what for? You know
the truth about yourself—and so

does everybody else . . .

PEPEL. Just a moment! Don’t crow!

Let him tell me! Listen, old man! Is

there a God?
(luka smiles silently,)

BUBNOFF. People just drift along

—

like shavings on a stream. When a

house is built—^the shavings are

thrown away!

PEPEL, Well? Is there a God? Tell

me.

LUKA {in a low voice). If you have
faith, there is; if you haven’t, there

isn’t . . . whatever you beHeve in,

exists . . .
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(PEPEL looks at LXJEA in staring

surprise,)

BXJBNOFF. Im going to have tea

—

come on over to the restaurant!

LUKA (to PEPEL ). What are you
staring at?

PEPEL. Oh—^just because! Wait
now—^you mean to say , . .

BUBNOFF. Well—Tm o£E. (Goes to

door and runs into vassilisa.)

PEPEL. So—^you . . .

VASSILISA (to BUBNOFF ). Is NaS-
tasya home?

BUBNOFF. No.
(Exit,)

PEPEL. Oh—^youVe come ?

VASSILISA (crossing to anna) . Is she

alive yet?

LUKA. Don’t disturb her!

vassilisa. What are you loafing

around here for?

LUKA. rU go—^if you want me to

vassilisa (turning towards pepels
room). Vassily! I’ve some business

with you . . .

(luka goes to hallway door, opens
it, and shuts it loudly, then warily

climbs into a bunk, and from there

to the top of the stove,)

vassilisa (calling from pepel^s

room) . Vaska—come here!

PEPEL. I won’t come—I don’t want
to . . .

vassilisa. Why? WTiat are you
angry about?

PEPEL. I’m sick of the whole thing

vassilisa. Sick of me, too?

PEPEL. Yes! Of you, too! (vas-

silisa draws her shawl about
her, pressing her hands over her
breast. Crosses to anna, looks care-

fully through the bed curtains, and
returns to pepel) Well—out with
it!

vassilisa. What do you want me to

say? I can’t force you to be loving,

and I’m not the sort to beg for

kindness. Thank you for telling me
tie truth.

PEPEL. What truth?

vassilisa. That you’re sick of me
—or isn’t it the truth? (pepel looks

at her silently. She turns to him)
What are y-eu staring at? Don’t
you recognize me?

PEPEL (sighing). You’re beautiful,

Vassilisa! (She puts her arm about
his neck, but he shakes if off) But
I never gave my heart to you. . . .

I’ve lived with you and all that

—

But I never really liked you . . .

vassilisa (quietly). That so? Well

PEPEL. What is there to talk about?
Nothing. Go away from me!

vassilisa. Taken a fancy to some-
one else?

PEPEL. None of your business! Sup-
pose I have—^I wouldn’t ask you
to be my match-maker!
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VASSiLiSA (significantly) . That’s too

bad . . .
perhaps I might arrange

a match . . .

PEPEL (suspiciously)* Who with?

VASSILISA. Yon know—^why do you

pretend? Vassily—^let me be frank.

(With lower voice) I wont deny it

—^youVe ofFended me ... it was

like a bolt from the blue . . .
you

said you loved me—and then all of

a sudden . . .

PEPEL. It wasn’t sudden at all. It’s

been a long time since I - . .

woman, you’ve no soul! A woman
must have a soul ... we men are

beasts—we must be taught—and

you, what have you taught me ^?

VASsmsA. Never mind the past! I

know—^no man owns his own heart
—^you don’t love me any longer . . .

well and good, it can’t be helped!

PEPEL. So that’s over. We part

peaceably, without a row—as it

should be!

PEPEL. How?

VASSILISA (low and forcibly), M3
sister— know you’ve fallen foi

her. . . .

PEPEL. And that’s why you beat her

up, like the beast you are! Look
out, Vassihsa! Don’t you touch her!

VASSILISA. Wait. Don’t get excited.

We can do everything quietly and
pleasantly. You want to marry her.

I’ll give you money . . . three

hundred rubles—even more than

that . . .

PEPEL (moving away from her).

Stop! What do you mean?

VASSILISA. Rid me of my husband!

Take that noose from around my
neck . . .

PEPEL (whistling softly). So that’s

the way the land lies! You cer-

tainly planned it cleverly ... in

other words, the grave for the hus-

band, the gallows for the lover, and
as for yourself . . .

VASSILISA. Vassya! Why the gal-
VASSILISA Just a moment! AU the

it doesn’t have to be yourseH
same, when I lived with you I one of your pals! And sup-
hoped you d help me out of this posing it were yourself—^who’d
^amp-I thought you’d free me i^jow? Natalia—just think—and
from my husband and my uncle^ you’ll have money—you go away
from all this hfe ^and perhaps, somewhere . .

,
you free me for-

Vassya, it wasn t you whom I loved ever—and it’U be very good for my
—but my hop^do you under- sister to be away from me—the
stand? I waited for you to drag me sight of her enrages me. ... I
wit ^ rnire . 4

. gg^ furious with her on account of

« ‘

*

^
you, and I can’t control myself. I

PEPEL. You arent a nail—and I’m tortured the girl—I beat her up

—

DQt j^irnf pingei^l j thought you beat her up so that I myself cried
had brains-—you are so clever-^ ^*th pity for her—but I’ll beat her
crafty ... — jqj gg on beating her!

VASSILISA (leaning closely towards pepel. Beast! Bragging about your
him)

,

Vassa—diet’s help each other! beastliness?
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VASSILISA. Tin not bragging

—

speak the truth. Think now, Vassa.

You ve been to prison twice because
of my husband—^through his greed.

He clings to me like a bedbug

—

he's been sucking the life out of me
for the last four years—and what
sort of a husband is he to me? He's

forever abusing Natasha—calls her

a beggar—^he's just poison, plain

poison, to everyone . . .

PEPEL. You spin your yam cleverly

VASSXLiSA. Everything I say is tme.
Only a fool could be as blind as

you. . . .

(kostclyoff enters stealthily and
comes fortcard noisily.)

PEPEL {to vassilisa). Oh—go

away!

VASSILISA. Think it over! {Sees her

uusband) What? You? Following

me?

(
PEPEL leaps up and stares at kos-

TiLYOFF savagely.)

KOSTILYOFF. It’s I, I! So the two of

you were here alone—you were

—

ah—conversing? {Suddenly stamps
nis feet and screams) Vassilisa—^you

bitch! You beggar! You damned
hag! {Frightened by his own
screams which are met by silence

and indifference on the part of the

others) Forgive me, O Lord . . .

VassiHsa—again youVe led ms into

the path of sin. . . . IVe been
looking for you everywhere. It's

time to go to. bed. You forgot to

fill the lamps—oh, you . . . beg-,

gar! Swine! {Shakes his trembling

fist at her^ whUe vassilisa slowly

goes to door, glancmg at pepel over

her shoulder^} *
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PEPEL {to KOSTILYOFF). Go away
clear out of here

KOSTILYOFF {yelling). What? I?

The Boss? I get out? You thief!

PEPEL {sullenly)

,

Go away, Mishka!

KOSTILYOFF. Don't you dare—

—

I'll show you.

(pepel seizes him by the collar and
shakes him. From the stove come
loud noises and yawns, pepel re-

leases KOSTILYOFF who runs into

the hallway, screaming.)

PEPEL {jumping on a bunk). Who
is it? Who's on the stove?

LUKA {raising his head) . Eh?

PEPEL. You?

LUKA {undisturbed). I—

1

myself

—oh, dear Jesus!

PEPEL {shuts hallway door, looks

for the wooden closing bar, but

canH find it). The devil! Come
down, old man!

LUKA. I'm climbing down—^aH

right . • .

PEPEL {roughly). What did you
chmb on that stove for?

LUKA, Where was I to go?

PEPEL. Why—didn't you go out

into the hall?

LUKA. The hall's too cold for an
old fellow like myself, brother

PEPEL. You overheard?

LUKA. Yes—I did. How could t

help it? Am I deaf? WeH, my boy.
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happiness is coming your way. Real,

good fortune I call itl

PEPEL (suspiciously). What good
fjrtune ?

LUKA. In so far as I was lying on
the stove . . .

PEPEL. Why did you make all that

noise?

LUKA. Because I was getting warm
... it was your good luck ... I

tliought if only the boy wouldn'^t

make a mistake and choke the old

man . . .

PEPEL. Yes— might have done it

. . . how terrible . . .

LUKA. Small wonder! It isn’t difficult

to make a mistake of that sort.

PEPEL (smiling). Whats the mat-
ter? Did you make the same sort of

mistake once upon a time?

LUKA. Boy, listen to me. Send that

woman out of your life! Don’t let

her near you! Her husband—she’ll

get rid of him herself—and in a
shrewder way than you could

—

yes I Don’t you listen to that devil!

Look at me! I am bald-headed

—

know why? Because of all these

women. . . . Perhaps I knew more
women than I had hair on the top

of my head—^but this Vassilisa

—

she’s worse than the plague. . . ,

PEPEL. I don’t understand ... I

don’t know whether to thank you

—

or—wen . . .

LUKA. Don’t say a word! You wont
improve on what I said. Listen:

take the one you like by the arm,

and march out of here—get out of

here—clean out . . .

PEPEL (sadly), I can’t understand
people. Who is kind and who isn’t?

It’s all a mystery to me . . .

LUKA. What’s there to understand?
There’s all breeds of men . . .

they all hive as their hearts teU

them . . . good today, bad tomor-

row! But if you reaUy care for that

girl . . . take her away from here

and that’s all there is to it. Other-

wise go away alone . .
. you’re

young—^you’re in no hurry for a
wife . .

PEPEL (taking him by the shoul-

der) , Tell me! Why do you say all

this?

LUKA. Wait. Let me go. I want a

look at Anna . . . she was cough-

ing so terribly. . . . (Goes to

anna’s bed, pulls the curtains,

looks, touches her. pepel thought-

fully and distraught, follows him
with his eyes) Merciful Jesus

Christ! Take into Thy keeping the

soul of this woman Anna, new-
comer amongst the blessed!

PEPEL (softly). Is she dead? (With-
out approaching, he stretches him-

self and looks at the bed.)

LUKA (gently). Her sufferings are

over! Where’s her husband?

PEPEL. In the saloon, most likely

LUKA. Well—She’ll have to be told

PEPEL (shuddering). 1 don’t like

corpses!

LUKA (going to door). Why should
you like them? It’s tlie Uving who
demand our love—^the living . . .
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PEPEL. Im coming with you . . .

L.UKA. Are you afraid?

PEPEL. I don’t like it . . .

( They go out quickly. The stage is

empty and silent for a few mo-
ments. Behind the door is heard a
dull, staccato, incomprehensible
noise. Then the actor enters.)

THE ACTOR {stands at the open
door, supporting himself against the
jamb, and shouts)

.

Hey, old man

—

where are you—? I just remem-
bered — listen . . . (Takes two
staggering steps forward and, strik-

ing a pose, recites)

"'Good people! If the world cannot

find

A path to holy truth.

Glory be to the madman who will

enfold all humanity

In a golden dream . .

(NATASHA appears in the doorway
behind the actor) Old man! (Re-

cites)

"If tomorrow the sun were to forget

To light our earth,

Tomorrow then some madmans
thought

Would bathe the world in sun-

shine. . .
/’

NATASHA (laughing). Scarecrowl

You’re drunk!

THE actor (turns to her). Oh

—

it’s you? Where's the old man, the

dear old man? Not a soul here,

seems to me . . . Natasha, fare-

well—aright—^farewell!

NATASHA (entering). Don’t wish
me farewell, before you’ve wished
me how-d’you-do!

THE actor (barring her way) . I am
oing. Spring will come—and I’ll

e here no longer
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NATASHA. Wait a moment! Where
do you propose going?

THE ACTOR. In Search of a town—^to

be cured—^And you, Ophelia, must
go away! Take the veil! Just imag-
ine—^there’s a hospital to cure

—

ah—organisms for drunkards—^a

wonderful hospital—^built of mar-
ble—with marble floors . . . hght—clean—^food—and all gratis! And
a marble floor—^yes! I’ll find it

—

I’ll get cured—and then I shall

start life anew. . . . I’m on my
way to regeneration, as King Lear
said. Natasha, my stage name is

. . . Svertchkoff—^Zavoloushsld . . .

do you realize how painful it is to

lose one’s name? Even dogs have
their names . . . (natasha care-

fully passes THE ACTOR, stops a*

anna’s bed and looks) To be name-
less—^is not to exist!

NATASHA. Look, my dear—^why

—

she’s dead. . , ,

THE ACTOR (shakes his head). Im-
possible . . ,

NATASHA (stepping back ) . So help
me God—^look . . .

BXJBNOFF (appearing in doorway).
What is there to look at?

NATASHA. Anna—she’s dead!

BXJBNOFF. . That means—she’s

stopped coughing! (Goes to anna’s
bed, looks, and returns to his hunk)
We must tell Kleshtch—^it’s his

business to know . . .

THE ACTOR. I’ll go—^I’U say to him’

—she lost her name

—

(Exit.)

NATASHA (in center of room). I,

too—some day^—I’ll be found in the

cellar—dead. ...
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BXJBNOFF (spreading out some rags

on his bunk). What’s that? What
are you muttering?

NATASHA. Nothing much . . .

BUBNOFF. Waiting for Vaska, eh?

Take care—^Vass^isa’ll break your

head!

NATASHA. Isn’t it the same who
breaks it? I’d much rather he’d do

it!

BXJBNOFF (lyirig down). Well

—

that’s your own aflFair . , .

NATASHA. It’s bcst for her to be

dead—yet it’s a pity . , . oh, Lord
—^why do we live?

BXJBNOFF. It’s so with all . . •

we’re bom, Uve, and die—and I’ll

die, too—and so’U you—what’s

there to be gloomy about?

(Enter lxjka, the tartar, zob, and

KLESHTCH. The latter comes after

the others, slowly, shrunk up.)

NATASHA. Sh-h! Anna!

ZOB. We’ve heard—God rest her

soul ...

THE TARTAR (tO KLESHTCH) . We
must take her out of here. Out into

the hall! This is no place for corpses

—but for the living . . .

KiL^s^TCH (quietly)

.

We’ll take her

(Everybody goes io : the hed^

KLESHTCH looks at Kis wife over the

odiers sfiould^s.)
;

ZOB (to THE tartar), You think

she’ll smell? I don’t think,she will

—she dried up while, she was still

alive ...

NATASHA. God! If they’d only a lit-

tle pity ... if only someone
would say a kindly word—oh,
you . . .

LXJKA. Don’t be hurt, girl—^never

mind! Why and how should we pity

the dead? Come, dear! We don’t

pity the living—we can’t even pity

our own selves—^how can we?

BXJBNOFF (yawning). And, besides,

when you’re dead, no word will

help you—^when you’re still alive,

even sick, it may. . . .

THE tartar (stepping aside). The
police must be notified . , .

ZOB. The police—^must be done!
Kleshtch! Did you notify the police?

KLESHTCH. No—she’s got to be
buried—and all I have is forty ko-

pecks

—

ZOB. Well—^you’ll have to borrow
then—otherwise we’ll take up a col-

lection . , . one’ll give five ko-

pecks, others as much as they can.

But the police must be notified at

once—or they’ll think you killed her

or God knows what not . . .

(Crosses to the tartar’s bunk and
prepares to lie down by his side.)

NATASHA
(
goingtobxbbnoff’sbunk)

.

Now—^I’U dream of her ... I

always dream of the dead . . . I’m

afraid to go or^ into, the hall by my-
self—it’s dark there . . .

Lxjka (following her). You bettOT

fear the living—I’m telling you . . .

NATASHA. Take me across the hall,

grandfather.
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LUKA.. Come on—come on—I’ll take

you across

—

(They go away. Pause,)

ZOB (io THE tartar). Oh-hol
Spring will soon be here, little

brother, and it’ll be quite warm. In

the villages the peasants are already

making ready their ploughs and
harrows, preparing to till . . . and
we . . . Hassan? Snoring already?

Damned Mohammedan!

BUBNOFF. Tartars love sleep!

KLESHTCH (ifi Center of room, star-
' ing in front of him) . What am I to

do now?

ZOB. Lie down and sleep—^that’s

aU . . .

KLESHTCH (softly)

,

But—she . , .

how about . . .

(No one answers him, sattne and
THE ACTOR enter,)

THE ACTOR (yelling). Old man!

Come here, my trusted Duke of

Kent!

SATiNE. Miklookha-Maklai is com-

ing—^ho-ho!

THE ACTOR. It has been decided

upon! Old man, where’s the town—^where are you?

SATINE. Fata Morgana, the old man
bilked you from top to bottom!

There’s nothing—^no towns—^no

people—nothing at all!

THE ACTOR. You lie!

THE TARTAR (jumping t/p ). Where’s

the boss? I’m going to the boss. If I

can’t sleep, I won’t pay! Corpses

—

drunkards . . , (Exit quickly.)

(
SATINE looks after him and whis-

tles.)

BUBNOFF (in a sleepy voice) . Go to

bed, boys—^be quiet . . . night is

for sleep . . .

THE ACTOR. Yes

—

SO—^there’s a

corpse here. . . . ‘"Our net fished

up a corpse. . . Verses—^by

Beranger. . . .

SATTNE (screams). The dead can’t

hear . . . the dead do not feel

—

Scream!—^Roar! . . . the deaf don’t

hear!

(In the doorway appears luka.)

CURTAIN

ACT THREE

"'The Waste/' a yard strewn with rubbish and overgrown with weeds.

Back, a high brick wall which shuts out the sight of the sky. Near it are

elder bushes. Right, the dark, wooden wall of some sort, of house, barn of

stable. Left, the grey, tumbledown wall of kostilyoff’s night asylum.

It is built at an angle so that the further corner reaches almost to the

centre of the yard. Between it and the umU runs a narrow passage. Ini

the grey, plastered wall ,are two windows, one oxia level with the ground^
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ihe other about six feet higher up and closer to the brick wall. Near the

latter wall is a big sledge turned upside down and a beam about twelve

feet long. Right of the wall is a heap of old planks. Evening. The sun
is setting, throwing a crimson light on the brick wall. Early spring, the

snow having only recently melted. The elder bushes are not yet in bud.

NATASHA and NASTYA are sitting side by side on the beam, luka and
THE BARON are on the sledge, kleshtch is stretched on the pile of planks

to the right, bubnoff’s face is at the ground floor window.

NASTYA {with closed eyes, nodding

her head in rhythm to the tale she is

telling in a sing-song voice). So

then at night he came into the gar-

den. I had been waiting for him
quite a while. I trembled with fear

and grief—he trembled, too . . .

he was as white as chalk—and he

had the pistol in his hand . . .

NATASHA {chewing sunflower seeds).

Oh—are these students really such

desperate fellows . . . ?

NASTYA. And he says to me in a

dreadful voice: '"My precious dar-

ling . .

BUBxNOFF. Ho-ho! Precious ?

THE BARON. Shut up! If you don’t

like it, you can lump it! But don’t

interrupt her. . . . Go on . . .

NASTYA. “My one and only love,”

he says, “my parents,” he says, “re-

fuse to give their consent to our

wedding—and threaten to disown
me because of my love for you.

Therefore,” he says, “I must take

my life.” And his pistol was huge

—

and loaded with ten bullets . . .

“Farewell,” he says, “beloved com-
rade! I have made up my mind
for good and all ... I can’t hve
without you . . and I replied:

“My unforgettable friend—^my

Raoul. . .

BUBNOFF {surprised). Whsit? What?
Krawl—did you call him

THE BARON. Nastka! But last time
his name was Gaston. . . .

NASTYA {jumping up)

.

Shut up, you
bastards! Ah—^you lousy mongi*els!

You think for a moment that you
can understand love—true love?

My love was real honest-to-God

love! {To THE baron) You good-
for-nothing! . . . educated, you
call yourself—drinking coffee in

bed, did you?

LUKA. Now, now! Wait, people!

Don’t interfere! Show a little re-

spect to your neighbors . . . it isn’t

the word that matters, but what’s

in back of the word. That’s what
matters! Go on, girl! It’s all right!

BUBNOFF. Go on, crow! See if you
can make your feathers white!

THE BARON. Well—Continue!

NATASHA. Pay no attention to them
. . . what are they? They’re just

jealous . . . they’ve nothing to tell

about themselves . . .

NASTYA {sits down again). I’m

going to say no morel If they don’t

believe me they’ll laugh. {Stops

suddenly, is silent for a few sec-

onds, then, shutting her eyes, con-

tinues in a loud and intense voice,

swaying her hands as if to the

rhythm of far music) And then I

replied to him: “Joy of my Hfe! My
bright moon! And L too, I can’t
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without you—^because I love you
madly, so madly—and I shall keep
on loving you as long as my heart

beats in my bosom. But
—

” I say

—

"don't take your young life! Think
how necessary it is to your dear

parents whose only happiness you
are. Leave me! Better that I should

perish from longing for you, my
life! I alone! I—ah—as such, such!

Better that I should die—^it doesn't

matter ... I am of no use to the

world—and I have nothing, nothing

at all (Covers her face with

her hand and weeps gently.)

NATASHA (in a low voice)

»

Don't

cry—don't!

(luka, smiling, strokes nastya’s

head.)

BUBNOFF (laughs). Ah—^you limb

of Satan!

THE BARON (also laughs)

.

Hey, old

man? Do you think it's true? It's aU

from that book "Fatal Love" . . .

it's all nonsense! Let her alone!

NATASHA. And what's it to you?

Shut up—or God'U punish you!

NASTYA (bitterly), God damn your

soul! You worthless pig! Soul—bah!—^you haven't got one!

LUKA (takes nastya's hand) . Come,
dear! It's nothing! Don't be angry

—

I know—I believe you! You're right,

not they! If you believe you had a

real love ajBFair, then you did—^yes!

And as for him—don't be angry

with a fellow-lodger . . . maybe
he's really jealous, and that's why
he's laughing. Maybe he never had
any real love—^maybe not—come
on—diet's go!

NASTYA (pressing her hand against

her breast). Grandfather! So help

me God—^it happened! It hap-

pened! He was a student, a French-

man—Gastotcha was his name—^he

had a little black beard—and pat-

ent leathers—^may God strike me
dead if I'm lying! And he loved me
so—^my God, how he loved me!

LUKA. Yes, yes, it’s all right. I be-

lieve you! Patent leathers, you said?

Well, well, well—and you loved

him, did you? (Disappears with her

around the corner.)

THE baron. God—^isn't she a fool,

though? She's good-hearted—^but

such a fool—^it's past belief!

BUBNOFF. And why are people so

fond of lying—^just as if they were
up before the judge—^reaUy!

NATASHA. I guess tying is more fun

than speakkig the truth—I, too

THE BARON. What—^you, too? Go
on!

NATASHA. Oh—I imagine things

—

invent them—and I wait

THE BARON. For what?

NATASHA (smiling confusedly). Oh—^I think that perhaps—^well—^to-

morrow somebody will realty ap-

pear—someone—oh—out of the or-

dinary—or something'll happen

—

also out of the ordinary. . . , I've

been waiting for it—oh—always.

. . . But, really, what is there to

wait for?

(Fause.)

THE BARON (with a slight smile).

Nothing—I expect nothing! What
is past, is past! Through! Over with!

And then what?
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NATASHA. And then—^well—tomor-

row I imagine suddenly that Til die

—and I get frightened ... in

summer it's all right to dream of

death—then there are thunder

storms—one might get struck by
lightning ...

THE BARON. YouVc a hard life . . .

your sister's a wicked-tempered

devil!

NATASHA. Tell me—does anybody
live happily? It s hard for all of us

—I can see that . . .

KLESHTCH (who Until this moment
has sat motionless and indifferent

jumps up suddenly) . For aU? You
lie! Not for all! If it were so—^aU

right! Then it wouldn't hurt—^yes!

BXJBNOFF. What in hell's bit you?

Just listen to him yelping!

(kleshtch lies down again and
grunts.)

THE BARON. Well—^I'd better go and
make my peace with Nastinka—^if

I don't, she won't treat me to

vodka . . .

BUBNOFF. Hm—^people love to lie

. . . with Nastka—I can see the

reason why. She's used to painting
that mutt of hers—and now she
wants to paint her soul as well , . .

put rouge on her soul, eh? But the

otjbers—^why do they? Take Luka
for instance—^he lies a lot . . . and
what^ does he get out of it? He's
an old fellow, too—^why does he do
it?

THE BARON {smSing and walking
away). All people have drab-col-
ored souls—and they like to
brighten them up a bit . . .

LUKA (appearing from round the

corner) . You, sir, why do you tease

the girl? Leave her alone—let her
cry if it amuses her . . . she weeps
for her own pleasure—what harm
is it to you?

THE BARON. Nonsense, old man\
She's a nuisance. Raoul today, Gas-
ton tomorrow—always the same old

yarn, though! Still—I'll go and
make up with her. (Leaves.)

LUKA. That's right—go—and be
nice to her. Being nice to people
never does them any harm . . .

NATASHA. You're so good, little

father—^why are you so good?

LUKA. Good, did you say? Well

—

call it that! (Behind the brick wall

is heard soft singing and the sounds

of a concertina) Someone has to be
kind, girl—someone must pity peo-

le! Clirist pitied everybody—and
e said to us: *‘Go and do likewise!”

I tell you—if you pity a man when
he most needs it, good comes of it.

Why—I used to be a watchman on
the estate of an engineer near

Tomsk—all right—the house was
right in the middle of a forest

—

lonely place—^winter came—and I

remained all by myself. Well—one
night I heard a noise

NATASHA. Thieves?

LUKA. Exactly! Thieves creeping in!

I took my gun—I went out. I

looked and saw two of them open-
ing a window—and so busy that

they didn't even see me. I yell:

‘‘Hey there—get out of here!” And
they turn on me with their axes

—

I warn them to stand back, or I'd

shoot—^and as I speak, I keep on
covering them with my gun, first
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the one, then the other—they go

down on their knees, as if to implore

me for mercy. And by that time I

was furious—^because of those axes,

you see—and so I say to them: “I

was chasing you, you scoundrels

—

and you didn't go. Now you go and
break oflE some stout branches!"

—

and they did so—and I say: ‘‘Now

—one of you lie down and let the

other one flog him!" So they obey

me and flog each other—and then

they begin to implore me again.

“Grandfather," they say, “for Gods
sake give us some bread! Were
hungry!" There’s thieves for you,

my dear! (Laughs) And with an

ax, too! Yes—^honest peasants, both

of them! And I say to them, “You

should have asked for bread straight

away!” And they say: “We got tired

of asking—^you beg and beg—and

nobody gives you a crumb—^it

hurts!" So they stayed with me all

that winter—one of them, Stepan,

would take my gun and go shooting

in the forest—and the other, Yakoff,

was ill most of the time—^he

coughed a lot . . . and so the three

of us together looked after the

house . . . then Spring came . . .

“Good-bye, grandfather,’’ they said

—^and they went away—^back home
to Russia . . .

NATASHA. Were they escaped con-

victs?

LXJKA. That’s just what they were

—

escaped convicts—^from a Siberian

prison camp . . . honest peasants!

If I hadn’t felt sorry for them—^they

might have killed me—or maybe
worse—and then there would have

been trial and prison and after-

wards Siberia—^what’s the sense of

it? Prison teaches no good—and

Siberia doesn’t either—^but anoth^

human being cam . . . yes, a hu-

man being can teach another one
kindness—^very simply!

(Pause,)

BUBNOFF. Hm—^yes—I, for in-

stance, don’t know how to lie . . .

why—as far as I’m concerned, I

believe in coming out with the

whole truth and putting it on thick

. . . why fuss about it?

KLESHTCH (again jumps as if his

clothes were on fire^ and screams]

What truth? Where is there truth?

(Tearing at his ragged clothes)

Here’s truth for you! No work!

No strength! That’s the only truth!

Shelter—there’s no shelter! You die

—that’s the truth! Hell! What do
I want with the truth? Let me
breathe! Why should I be blamed?

What do I want with truth? To
live—Christ Almighty!—^they won’t

let you live—and that’s another

truth!

BUBNOFF. He’s mad!

LOTA. Dear Lord . . . listen to

me, brother

KLESHTCH (trembling wW% excite^

ment). They say: there’s truth!

You, old man, try to console every-

one ... I tell you— hate every-

one! And there’s your truth—God
curse it—understsuid? I tell you

—

God curse it! (Rushes away round

the cornet:, turning as he goes.)

LUKA. Ah—^how exdted he got!

Where did he run off to?

NATASHA. He’s off Ms head . . .

BUBNOFF. God—didn’t he say a
whole lot, though? As

;
if he was

paying drama^—he gets fits

, . he isn’t used to life ye%
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PEPEL {comes slowly round the cor-

ner) . Peace on all this honest gath-

ering! Well, Luka, you wily old

fellow—still telling them stories?

LUKA. You should have heard how
that fellow carried on!

PEPEL. Kleshtch—^wasn’t it? What s

wrong vidth him? He was running

like one possessed!

LUKA. You’d do the same if your

own heart were breaking!

PEPEL (sitting down). I don’t like

him . . . he’s got such a nasty,bad
temper—and so proud! (Imitating

kleshtch) "I’m a workman!” And
he thinks everyone’s beneath him.

Go on working if you feel like it

—

nothing to be so damned haughty
about! If work is the standard—

a

horse can give us points—^puUs like

heU and says nothing! Natasha

—

are your foll« at home?

NATASHA. They went to the ceme-
tery—then to night service . . .

PEPEL. So that’s why you’re free

for once—quite a novelty!

LUKA (to BXJBNOFF, thoughtfully)

,

There—^you say—^truth! Truth
doesn’t always heal a wounded
soul. For instance, I knew of a man
who believed in a land of righteous-

ness . . .

BUBNOFF. In what?

LUKA. In a land of righteousness.He
said: "Somewhere on this eardi

there must be a righteous land

—

and wonderful people live there

—

good people! They respect each
other, help each other, and every-

thing is peaceful and good!” And so

that man—^who was always search-

ing for this land of righteousness

—

he was poor and lived miserably

—

and when things got to be so bad
with him that it seemed there was
nothing else for him to do except

lie down and die—even then he
never lost heart—but he’d just smile

and say: "Never mind! I can stand

it! A little while longer—and I’ll

have done with this life—and I’ll

go in search of tlie righteous land!”

—^it was his one happiness—^the

thought of that land . . .

PEPEL. WeU? Did he go there?

BUBNOFF. Where? Ho-ho!

LUKA. And then to this place—^in

Siberia, by the way—there came a
convict—a learned man with books
and maps—^yes, a learned man who
knew aU sorts of things—and the

other man said to him: "Do me a
favor—show me where is the land

of righteousness and how I can get

there.” At once the learned man
opened his books, spread out his

maps, and looked and looked and
he said—^no—^he couldn’t find this

land anywhere , . . everything was
correct—all the lands on earth were
marked—^but not this land of right-

eousness . . .

PEPEL (in a low voice). Well?
Wasn’t there a trace of it?

(BUBNOFF roars with laughter.)

NATASHA. Wait . . . well, little

father?

LUKA. The man wouldn’t believe it.

. . . "It must exist,” he said, ‘look

carefully. Otherwise,” he says,

"your books and maps are of no use
if there’s no land of righteousness.”

The learned man was offended.
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"My plans/" lie said, "are correct

But tliere exists no land of right-

eousness anywhere/" Well, then the

other man got angry. He"d lived and
lived and suffered and suffered, and
had believed all the time in the

existence of this land—and now,
according to the plans, it didn't exist

at all. He felt robbed! And he said

to the learned man: "Ah—^you

scum of the earth! You’re not a

learned man at all—^but just a

damned cheat!""—and he gave him
a good wallop in the eye—then

another one . , . {After a mo-
ment's silence) And then he went
home and hanged himself!

(All are silent, luka, smiling, looks

at PEPEL and natasha.)

they discovered a new religion

there—I want to see—^yesl People

are always seeking—they always

want something better—God grant

them patience!

PEPEL. You think they’ll find it?

LUKA. The people? They will find

it! He who seeks, will find! He who
desires strongly, will find!

NATASHA. If only they could find

something better—invent some-

thing better . . .

LUKA. They’re trying to! But we
must help them, girl—^we must re-

spect them . . .

PEPEL (low-voiced). To hell with

this story—it isn’t very cheer-

ful .. .

NATASHA. He couldn’t stand the dis-

appointment . . .

BUBNOFF (sullen) . Ah—^it’s nothing

but a fairytale . . .

PEPEL. Well—there is the righteous

land for you—doesn’t exist, it seems

NATASHA. I’m sorry for that man

BUBNOFF. All a story—^ho-ho!—land

of righteousness—^what an idea!

(Exit through window.)

LtJKA (pointing to window). He’s

laughing! (Pause) Well, children,

God be with you! I’ll leave you

soon . . .

PEPEL. Where are you going to?

LUKA. To the Ukraine— heard

NATASHA. How can I help them?

I am helpless myself!

PEPEL (determined). Again—^listen

—ril speak to you again, Natasha
—^here—^before him—^he knows
everything . . . run away with

me?

NATASHA. Where? From one prison

to another?

PEPEL. I told you—^I’m through

with being a thief, so help me God!
m quit! If I say so, I’ll do it! I can

read and write—^I’ll work—^He’s

been telling me to go to Siberia on
my own hook—diet’s go there to-

gether, what do you say? Do you
Slink I’m not disgusted with my
life? Oh—Natasha—I know ... I

see ... I console myself with the

thought that there are lots of peo-

ple who are honored and respected

—and who are bigger thieves than

I! But what good is that to me? It

isn’t that I repent . . . I’ve no con-

science . . . but I do feel one

thing: One must live differently.
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One must live a better life . . .

one must be able to respect one’s

own self . , .

LUEA. That’s right, friend! May God
help you! It’s true! A man must
respect himself!

PEPEL. IVe been a thief from child-

hood on. Everybody always called

me 'Vaska—the thief—^the son of a
thief!” Oh—very well then—I am a
thief— . .

. just imagine—now,
perhaps, Tm a thief out of spite

—

perhaps Fm a thief because no one
ever called me anything different.

. . . Well, Natasha ?

NATASHA (sadly). Somehow I don’t

believe in words—and Fm restless

today—my heart is heavy ... as

if I were expecting something . . .

it’s a pity, Vassily, that you talked

to me today . . .

PEPEL. When should I? It isn’t the

first time I speak to you . . .

NATASHA. And why should I go with
you? I don’t love you so very much—^sometimes I like you—and other

times the mere sight of you makes
me sick , , . it seems—^no—I don’t

really love you - . . when one
really loves, one sees no fault. . . .

But I do see . . .

PEPE3L. Never mind—you’ll love me
after a while! I’ll make you care for

me ... if you’ll just say yes! For
over a year I’ve watched you . . .

you’re a decent girl . . . you’re

Icfeed—you^re Triable—r-Im VCTy
much in love with you L . .

(vAssiLiSA, in her best dr^essy ap-
pears at window (md listens.)

NATASHA. Yes—^you love me—^but

how about my sister . . . ?

PEPEL (confused). Well, what of

her? There are plenty like her . . .

LXJZA. You’ll be all right, girl! If

there’s no bread, you have to eat

weeds . . .

PEPEL (Roomily). Please—^feel a
little sorry for me! My life isn’t all

roses—^it’s a hell of a life . . . littlo

happiness m it ... I feel as if a
swamp were sucking me under
. . . and whatever I try to catch

and hold on to, is rotten ... it

breaks . . . Your sister—oh—

I

thought she was different ... if

she weren’t so greedy after money
... I’d have done anything for

her sake, if she were only all mine
. . . but she must have someone
else . . . and she has to have
money—and freedom . . . because
she doesn’t like the straight and
narrow . . . she can’t help me. But
you’re like a young fir-tree . . .

you bend, but you don’t break . . .

LUKA. Yes—go with him, girl, go!

He’s a good lad—^he’s all right!

Only tell him every now and then
that he’s a good lad so that he
won’t forget it—and he’ll believe

you. Just you keep on telling him
"Vasya, you’re a good man—^on’t
you forget it!” Just think, dear,

where else could you go except
with him? Your sister is a savage
beast . . . and as for her husband,
there’s little to say of him! He’s
rotten beyond words . . . and all

this life here, where will it get you?
But this lad is strong . . .

NATASHA. Nowhere to go—I know—
^I thought of it. The only thing is

—I’ve no faith in anybody—^and

there’s no place for me to turn
lo . . .
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PEPEL, Yes, there is! But I wont
let you go that way—Yd rather cut
your throat!

NATASHA (smiling)

.

There—Tm not
his wife yet—and he talks already
of killing me!

PEPEL (puts his arms around her).

Come, Natasha! Say yes!

NATASHA (holding him close). But
rU tell you one thing, Vassily

—

swear it before God ... the first

time you strike me or hurt me any
other way, TU have no pity on
myself ... I’ll either hang myself

. . . or . . .

PEPEL. May my hand wither if ever

I touch youl

LXJKA. Don’t doubt him, dear! He
needs you more than you need
him!

VASSH.ISA (from the window). So
now they’re engaged! Love and ad-

vice!

NATASHA. They’ve come back—oh,

God—^they saw—oh, Vassily . . .

PEPEL. Why are you frightened?

Nobody’ll dare touch you now!

VASSiLiSA. Don’t be afraid, Natalia!

He won’t beat you ... he don’t

know how to love or how to beat

... I know!

LUKA (in a low voice). Rotten old

hag—like a snake in the grass . , .

VASSILISA. He dares only with the

word!

koStilyOEe ( enters ) . Natashka!

What are you doing here, you para-

site? Gossiping? hacking about your
family? And the samovar not ready?

And the table not cleared?

NATASHA (going out)

.

I thought

you were going to church . . . ?

KOSTELYOFF. None of your business

what we intended doing! Mind your
own affairs—and do what you’re

told!

PEPEL. Shut Up, you! She’s no
longer your servant! Don’t go, Nata-

lia-^on’t do a thing!

NATASHA. Stop Ordering me about—^you’re commencing too soon!

(Leaves.)

PEPEL (to kostilyoff). That’s

enough. You’ve used her long

enough—^now she’s mine!

kostilyoff. Yours? When did you
buy her

—

and for how much?
(VASSILISA roars with laughter.)

LUKA. Go away, Vasya!

PEPEL. Don’t laugh, you fools—or

first thing you know FU make you
cry!

VASSILISA. Oh, how terrible! Oh

—

how you frighten me!

LUKA. Vassily—go away! Don’t you
see—she’s goading you on . . .

ridiculing you, don’t you und^-
stand . . . ?

PEPEL. Yes . . . You lie, lie! You
Won’t get what you want!

VASSILISA, Nor will I get what I

don’t want, Vasya!

PEPEL. (shaking his fist at her).

Well see . . . (Exit.)
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VASSiLiSA ( disappearing through
window). rU arrange some wed-
ding for you . . .

KOSTILYOFF (croSSing to LUKA.).

Well, old man, how's everything?

LUKA. All right!

KOSTTLYOFF. Youre going away,

they say ?

LUKA. Soon.

KOSTILYOFF. Where to?

LUKA. I'll follow my nose . . .

KOSTILYOFF. Tramping, eh? Don’t

like stopping in one place all the

time, do you?

LUKA. Even water won’t pass be-

neath a stone that’s sunk too firmly

in tlie groimd, they say . . .

KOSTILYOFF. That's true for a stone.

But man must settle in one place.

Men can’t live like cockroaches,

crawling about wherever they want.

... A man must stick to one place

—and not wander about aimlessly

LUKA. But suppose his home is

wherever he hangs his hat?

KOSTILYOFF. Why, then—he’s a
vagabond—^useless ... a human
being must be of some sort of use—^he must work . . .

LUKA. That’s what yon think, eh?

KOSTILYOFF. Yes—^sure . . . just

look! What’s a vagabond? A strange

fellow . . . unlike all -others. If he’s

a real pilgrim then he's some good
in the world . .

. perhaps he dis-

covered a new truth. Well—^but not
every truth is worth while. Let him
keep it to himself and shut up about
it! Or else—^let him speak in a way
which no one can understand . . .

don’t let him interfere . . . don't

let him stir up people without
cause! It's none of his business how
other people live! Let him follow

his own righteous path ... in the

woods—or in a monastery—away
from everybody! He mustn't inter-

fere—^nor condemn other people

—

but pray—^pray for all of us—^for

aU the world's sins—^for mine—^for

yours—^for everybody’s. To pray

—

that's why he forsakes the world's

turmoil! That’s so! (Pause) But
you—what sort of a pilgrim are

you—? An honest person must have
a passport ... all honest people
have passports . .

. yes . . . !

LUKA. In this world there are people—^and also just plain men . . .

KOSTILYOFF. Don't coin wise say-

ings! Don’t give me riddles! I'm as

clever as you . . . what's the dif-

ference—^people and men?

LUKA. What riddle is there? I say—^there’s sterile and there’s fertile

ground . . . whatever you sow in

it, grows . . . that’s aU . . .

KOSTILYOFF. What do you mean?

LUKA. Take yourself for instance

... if the Lord God himself said

to you; "Mikhailo, be a man!”—It

would be useless—^nothing would
come of it—^you’re doomed to re-

main just as you are . . .

KOSTILYOFF. Oh—^but do you re-

alize that my wife’s uncle is a po-

liceman, and that if I . . .
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VASSiLiSA {coming in), Mikhail

Ivanitch—come and have your tea

kosttlyoff {to luka). You listen!

Get out! You leave this place

—

hear?

VASSiLiSA. Yes—get out, old man!

Your tongue's too long! And—^who

knows—^you may be an escaped

convict . . .

KOSTiLYOFF. If I ever see sign of

you again after today—^well—^IVe

warned you!

LtJXA. You'll call your uncle, eh?

Go on—call him! Tell him you've

caught an escaped convict—and

maybe uncle'll get a reward—^per-

haps aU of tluree kopecks . . .

BXJBNOFF {in the window). What
are you bargaining about? Three

kopecks—^for whatr

LUKA. They're threatening to sell

me . . .

VASSILISA {to her husband). Come

BUBNOFF. For three kopecks? Well
—^look out, old man—they may
even do it for one!

KOSTTLYOFF {to bubnoff). You have

a habit of jumping up like a jack-

in-the-box!

VASSILISA. The world is full of shady

people and crooks

LUKA. Hope you'll enjoy your tea!

VASSILISA {turning). Shut up! You
rotten toadstool! {Leaves with her

husband.

)

LUKA. I’m off tonight.

BUBNOFF. That's right. Don’t out-

stay your welcome!

LUKA. True enough.

BUBNOFF. I know. Perhaps I've

escaped the gallows by getting

away in time . . .

LUKA. Well?

BUBNOFF. That's true. It was this

way. My wife took up with my boss.

He was great at his trade—could

dye a dog's skin so that it looked

like a raccoon's—could change cat's

skin into kangaroo—^muskrats, all

sorts of things. Well—^my wife took

up with him—and they were so

mad about each other that I got

afraid they might poison me or

sometliing like that—so I com-
menced beating up my wife—and
the boss beat me . . . we fought

savagely! Once he tore off half my
whiskers—and broke one of my
ribs . . . well, then I, too, got en-

raged. ... I cracked my wife over

the head with an iron yard-measure—^well—and altogether it was like

an honest-to-God war! And then I

saw that nothing really could come
of it . . . they were planning to

get the best of me! So I started

planning—how to kiU my wife

—

I thought of it a whole lot . . . but

I thought better of it just in time

. . . and got away . . .

i

LUKA. That was best! Let them go

on changing dogs into raccoons!

BUBNOFF. Only—the shop was in

my wife's name . . . and so I did

myself out of it, you see? Although,

to tell the truth, I would have
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drunk it away . . . Im a hard

drinker, you know . . .

LUKA. A hard drinker—oh . . .

BUBNOFF. The worst you ever met!

Once I start drinking, I drink every-

thing in sight, 111 spend every bit

of money I have—everything ex-

cept my bones and my skin . . .

what’s more, I’m lazy . , . it s ter-

rible how I hate work!

(Enter satine and the Acron,

quarreling,)

SATINE. Nonsensel YouTl go no-

where—^it’s all a damned He! Old
man, what did you stufF him with

aU those fairy-tales for?

THE ACTOR. You He! Grandfather!

TeU him that he lies!—I am going

away. I worked today—I swept the

streets . . . and I didn’t have a

drop of vodka. What do you think

of that? Here they are—two fifteen-

kopeck pieces—and Tm sober!

SATINE. Why—^that’s absurd! Give
it to me—I’U either drink it up

—

or lose it at cards . . .

THE ACTOR. Get out—^this is for my
journey . . .

LUKA (to sAttne). And you—^why

are you trying to lead him astray?

SATINE. Tell me, soothsayer, be-
loved by the Cod’s, what’^s my
future going to be? iVe gone to

j^cSs, ^'i^othj^^but evefythmg
isn’t Ibsi y'et,* ^^dHaAter . ^ there
are sharks in this world who got
more brafE^ than II

LUKA. You’re cheerful, Constantine—and very agreeable!

BUBNOFF. Actor, come over here!

(the ACTOR crosses to window^ sits

down on the sill before bubnoff,
and speaks in a low voice with him.)

SATTNE. You know, brother, I used
to be a clever youngster. It’s nice

to think of it. I was a devil of

a fellow . . . danced splendidly,

played on the stage, loved to amuse
people ... it was awfuUy gay . . .

LUKA. How did you get to be what
you are?

satine. You’re inquisitive, old man!
You want to loiow everything?

What for?

LUKA. I want to imderstand the

ways of men—I look at you, and
I don’t understand. You’re a bold

lad, Constantine, and you’re no fool

. . . yet, all of a sudden . . .

SATTNE. It’s prison, grandfather

—

I spent four years and seven months
in prison . . . afterwards—^where

could I go?

LUKA. Aha! What were you there

for?

SATTNE. Ort account of a scoundrel—^whom I killed in a fit of rage

. . . and despair . . . and in

prison I learned to play cards . . ,

LUKA. You killed—because of a
woman?

saTtne. Because of my own sister.

. . . But look here—Cleave me
alone! I don’t care for these cross-

examinations—and all this hap-
pened a long time ago. It’s already

nine years since my sister’s death.

. . . Brother, she was a wonderful
girl . . .
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I.UKA. You take life easily! And only

a while ago that locksmith was here
-—^and how he did yell!

SATiNE. Kleshtch?

IXJKA. Yes
—

'"There's no work,” he
shouted; '"there isn't anything . .

SAT1N1E. He'll get used to it. What
could I do?

LUKA, (softly). Look—^here he
comes!

(kleshtch walks in slowly, his

head bowed low.)

SATiNE. Hey, widower! Why are

you so down in the mouth? What
are you thinking?

KLESHTCH. I'm thinking—^what'll I

do? I've no food—^nothing—^the

funeral ate up all . . .

SATINE. rU give you a bit of ad-

vice ... do nothing! Just be a

burden to the world at large!

KLESHTCH. Go on—talk—^I'd be

ashamed of myself . . ,

SATINE. Why — people aren't

ashamed to let you live worse than

a dog. Just think . .
.
you stop

work—so do I—so do hundreds,

thousands of others—everybody

—

understand? — everybody'll quit

working . . . nobody11 do a

damned thing—and then whatH
happen?

KLESHTCH. They11 all starve to

death . . .

LUKA (to satine) . If those are your

notions, you ought to join the order

of Begunes—^you faow—^there's

some such organization ...

239

satine. I know—grandfather—and
they're no fools . . .

(NATASHA is heard screaming be-

hind kosttlyoff's window: ‘"What

for? Stop! What have I doneF')

LUKA (worried) . Natasha! That was
she crying—oh, God . . .

(From kosttlyoff's room is heard

noise, shuffling, breaking of crock-

ery, and kostilyoff’s shrill cry:

“Ah! Heretic! BitchF*)

VASSiLiSA. Wait, wait—^111 teach

her—^there, there!

NATASHA. They're beating me—Skill-

ing me , . .

SATINE (shouts through the wm
dow). Hey—^you there— . . .

LUKA (trembling). Where's Vas-

sily—? Cali Vaska—oh, God

—

listen, brothers . . .

THE ACTOR (running out). HI find

him at once!

bubnoff. They beat her a lot these

days . . .

SATINE. Come on, old man—^well

be ^tnesses . , .

LUKA (following satine) . Oh—^wit-

nesses—^what for? Vassily—he

should be called at once!

NATASHA. Sister—^sister dear! Va-a-a

BUBNOFF. They've gagged her—^111

go and see . . .

(The noise in kosttlyoff’s room

dies down gradually as if they had

gone into the hallway. The old

mans cry: “StopF is heard. A door

is slammed noisily, and the l(Jtt^
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sound cuts off all the other noises

sharply. Quiet on the stage. Twi-
light.)

KLESHTCH {seated on the sledge,

indifferently, rubbing his hands;

mutters at first indistinguishably,

then:) . What then? One must live.

(Louder) Must have shelter—^well?

There’s no shelter, no roof—^nothing

. . , there’s only man—man alone—^no hope ... no help . . . (Exit

slowly, his head bent.)

(A few moments of ominous si-

lence, then somewhere in the hall-

way a mass of sounds, which grows

in volume and comes nearer. Indi-

vidual voices are heard.

)

VASSELiSA. Tm her sister—^let go . .

.

KOSTILYOFF. What right have

you . . . ?

VASSILISA. Jail-bird!

SATTNE. Call Vaska—quickly! Zob
—^hit him!

(A police whistle, the tahtar
runs in, his right hand in a sling.)

THE TARTAR. There s a nev^ law for

you—^kiU only in daytime!

(Enter zob, followed by miedvie-

DIEFF.)

ZOB. I handed him a good one!

MiEDviEDiEFF. You—^how dare you
fight?

THE TARTAR. What about yourself?

What’s your duty?

MiEDviEDiEFF (running after). Stop

—give back my whistle!

KOSTiLYOFF (runs in). Abram! Stop

him! Hold him! He’s a murderer

—

he - . .

(Enter kvashnya and nastya sup-

porting NATASHA who is disheveled.

SATiNE backs away, pushing away
VASSILISA who is trying to attack

her sister, while near her, alyoshka
jumps up and down like a madman,
whistles into her ear, shrieking,

roaring. Also other ragged men and
women.)

SATINE (to VASSILISA). WeU

—

^you

damned bitch!

VASSILISA. Let go, you jail-bird!

rU tear you to pieces—^if I have to

pay for it with my own life!

KVASHNYA (leading natasha aside).

You—^Karpovna—that’s enough

—

stand back—aren’t you ashamed?
Or are you crazy?

MIEDVIEDIEFF (seizeS SATINE ) . Aha
—caught at last!

SATINE. Zob—^beat them up! Vaska—^Vaska . . .

(They all, in a chaotic mass, strug-

gle near the brick wall. They lead

NATASHA to the right, and set her

on a pile of wood, repel rushes in

from the hallway and, silently, with

powerful movements, pushes the

crowd aside.)

REPEL. Natalia, where are you . . .

you . . .

kosttlyoff (disappearing behind
a corner)

.

Abram! Seize Vaska!

Comrades—^help us get him! The
thief! The robber!

REPEL. You—you old bastard!

(Aiming a terrific blow at kos-

TILYOFF. KOSTILYOFF falls SO that

only the upper part of his body is

seen, pepel rushes to natasha.)
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VASsmsA. Beat Vaska! Brothers!

Beat the thief!

MIEDVIEDIEFF {yells tO SATINE) ,

Keep out of this—^it’s a family affair

. . . they’re relatives—and who
are you . . .

PEPEL (to NATASHA) . What did she

do to you? She used a knife?

KVASHNYA. God — what beasts!

They’ve scalded the child’s feet

with boiling water!

NASTYA. They overturned the samo-

var . . .

THE TARTAR. Maybe an accident

—

you must make sure—^you can’t

exacdy teU . . .

NATASHA (half fainting), Vassily

—

take me away

VASSiLiSA. Good people! Come!

Look! he’s dead! Murdered!

(All crowded into the hallway near

KOSTiLYOFF. BUBNOFF leaves the

crowd and crosses to pepel.)

BUBNOFF (in a low voice, to pepel).

Vaska—^the old man is done for!

PEPEL (looks at him, as though he

does not understand) . Go—^for help
•—she must be taken to the hospital

. . . rU settle with them . . .

BUBNOFF. I say—^the old man

—

somebody’s killed him . . .

(The noise on the stage dies out

like a fire under water. Distinct,

whispered exclamations: *‘Not

reallyF" ""Well—let's go away,

brothers!” *‘The devil!” ^^Hold on

now!” **Let's get away before the

police comes!” The crowd dis-

appears. BUBNOFF, THE TARTAR,

Ml

NASTYA, and KVASHNYA, rush up to

kosttlyoff’s body.)

VASSELiSA (rises and cries out tri-

umphantly) . Killed—my husband’s

killed! Vaska killed him! I saw him!

Brothers, I saw him! Well—^Vasya—^the police!

PEPEL (moves away from na-

tasha). Let me alone. (Looks at

KOSTILYOFF; tO VASSILISA ) Well

are you glad? (Touches the corpse

with his foot) The old bastard is

dead! Your wish has been granted!

Why not do the same to you?

(Throws himself at her.)

(sattne and zob quickly overpower

him, and vasselisa disappears in

the passage.)

SATINE. Come to your senses!

ZOB. Hold on! Not so fast!

VASSILISA (appearing). Well,

Vaska, dear friend? You can’t es-

cape your fate . . . police

—

Abram—^whistle!

MIEDVIEDIEFF. Those devils tore

my whistle off!

ALYOSHKA. Here it is! (Whistles,

MIEDVIEDIEFF ruTis oftcr him.)

sattne (leading pepel to na-

tasha). Don’t be afraid, Vaska!

Killed in a row! That’s nonsense

—

only manslaughter—^you won’t have

to serve a long term . . .

VASSILISA. Hold Vaska—^he killed

him— saw it!

sattne. I, too, gave the old man a

couple of blows—^he was easily

fixed . . . you call me as witness,

Vaska!
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PEPEI* I don t need to defend my-
self ... I want to drag Vassilisa

into this mess—and 111 do it—^she

was the one who wanted it . . ,

she was the one who urged me to

IdE him—she goaded me on . • •

NATASHA {sudden and loud). Oh

—

I xmderstand—so that’s it, Vassily?

Good people! They’re both guilty

—

my sister and he—^they re both

guilty! They had it all plannedl So,

Vassily, that’s why you spoke to

me a while ago—so that she should

overhear everything—? Good peo-

ple! She’s his mistress—you Imow
it—everybody knows it—^they’re

both guilty! She—she urged him to

kill her husband—^he was in their

way—and so was II And now
they’ve maimed me . . .

PEPEL. Natalia! What’s the matter

with you? What are you saying?

SATiNE. Oh—^helll

VASsmiSA. You lie. She lies. He

—

Vaska killed him . . .

NATASHA. They’re both guilty! God
damn you both!

SATINE. What a mix-up! Hold on,

Vassily—or theyll ruin you be-

tween them!

ZDB. I can’t understand it—oh

—

what a mess!

PEPEL. Natalia! It can’t be true!

Surely you don’t believe that I

—

with her

SATINE. So help me God, Natasha!

Just think . . .

VASSILISA (in the passage). They’ve
killed my husband—^Your Excel-

lency! Vaska Pepel, the thief, killed

him. Captain! I saw it—everybody
saw it . . ,

NATASHA (tossing about in agony;

her mind wandering). Good people
—^my sister and Vaska killed him!

The police—^hsten—^this sister of

mine—^here—she urged, coaxed her

lover—^there he stands—the scoun-

drel! They both killed him! Put
them in jail! Bring them before ‘the

judge! Take me along, too! To
prison! Christ Almighty—^take me
to prison, too!

CURTAIN

ACT FOUR

Same as Act I. But pepel’s room is no longer there, and the partition^

has been rentooed^ Fwriherrrtorei there is no anvfil at the place where
KLESHTCH used to sit and work. In the corner, where pepel’s room
used to be, the tartar lies stretched out, rather restless, and groaning

from time to time, kleshtch sUs at one end of the table, repairing a

concertina and now emd then testing the stops. At the other end of the

table sit satine, the baron, and nastya. In front of them stand a

bottle of vodka, three bottles of beer, and a large loaf of black bread.
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THE ACTOR Ues Oft top of the stove^ shifting about and coughing. It is

night. The stage is lit by a lamp in the middle of the table. Outside the
wind howls.

ELESHTCH. Ycs ... he disap-

peared during the confusion and
noise . . .

THE BARON. He Vanished under the
very eyes of the police

—

just like a
puff of smoke . . .

SATiNE. That’s how sinners flee from
the company of the righteous!

NASTYA. He was a dear old soul!

But you—^you aren’t men—^you’re

just—oh—like rust on iron!

THE BARON (drinks). Here’s to you,

my lady!

SATINE. He was an inquisitive old

fellow—^yes! Nastenka here fell in

love with him ...

NASTYA. Yes! I did! Madly! It’s true!

He saw everything'—^understood

everything . . .

SATINE (laughing). Yes, generally

speaking, I would say that he was—oh—^hke mush to those who can’t

chew, . . .

THE BARON (Idughing) . Right! Like

plaster on a boifl

KLESHTCH. He was merciful—^you

people don’t know what pity means

,SATINE. What good can I do you by
pitying you?

KLESHTCH. You needn’t have pity

—

hut you needn’t harm or offend

your fellow^heings, either!

THE TARTAR (szts Up on his bunk,
nursing his wounded hand care-

fully). He was a fine old man. The
law of Life was the law of his heart.

. . . And he who obeys this law, is

good, while he who disregards it,

perishes . . .

THE BARON. What law. Prince?

THE TARTAR. There are a number

—

different ones—^you know . . .

THE BARON. Proceed!

THE TARTAR. Do not do harm unto
Others—such is the law!

SATINE. Oh—^you mean the Penal
Code, criminal and correctional, eh?

THE BARON. And also the Code of

Penalties inflicted by Justices of the

Peace!

THE TARTAR. No. I mean the Koran.
It is the supreme law—and your
own soul ought to be the Koran

—

yes!

KLESHTCH (testing his concertina )

.

It wheezes like all hell! BiU: the

Prince speaks the truth—one must
live abiding by the law—by the
teachings of the Go^els . . ,

SATINE. WeU—go ahead and do it!

THE BARON. Just try it!

THE TARTAR. The Prophet Mohamr
med gave to us the law. He said;

“Here is the law! Do as it is writ-

ten thereinr Later on a time will

arrive when the Koran will have
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outlived its purpose—and time will

bring forth its own laws—every
generation will create its own . . .

SATiNE. To be sure! Time passed on
—and gave us—^the Criminal Code
. . . It's a strong law, brother—^it

wont wear off so very soon!

NASTYA (banging her glass on the

table) . Why—why do I stay here

—

with you? rU go away somewhere
—to the ends of the world!

THE BARON. Without any shoes, my
lady?

NASTYA, ril go—^naked, if must be
—creeping on all fours!

THE BARON. That'll be rather pic-

turesque, my lady—on all fours!

NASTYA. Yes—and I'll crawl if I

have to—anything at all—as long
as I don't have to see your faces

any longer—oh, I'm so sick of it all

—the life—^the people—every-

thing!

SATINE. When you go, please take

the actor along—he's preparing to

go to the very same place—^he has
learned that within a half mile's dis-

tance of the end of the world there's

a hospital for diseased organons . . .

THE ACTOR (raising his head over
the top of the stove). A hospital

for organisms—^you fool!

SATTNE. For organons—^poisoned

with vodka!

THE ACTOR. Yes! He will go! He will

indeed! You’E see!

THE BARON. Who is he, sir?

THE ACTOR. I!

THE BARON. Thanlcs, servant of the
goddess—^what's her name—? The
goddess of drama—tragedy—^what-

ever is her name ?

THE ACTOR. The muse, idiot! Not
the goddess—^the muse!

SATINE. Lachesis—Hera—^Aphro-

dite—^Atropos—oh! To hell with
them all! You see—Baron—it was
the old man who stuffed the actor’s

head full with this rot . . .

THE BARON. That old man's a fool

THE ACTOR. Ignoramuses! Beasts!

Melpomene—that's her name!
Heartless brutes! Bastards! You'll

see! He'll go! **On with the orgy,

dismal spirits!"—^poem—ah—by
Beranger! Yes—She'll find some spot
where there's no—no . . .

THE BARON. Where there's nothing,

sir?

THE ACTOR. Right! Nothing! ‘'This

hole shall be my grave—I am dy-
ing—^iU and exhausted . , Why
do you exist? Why?

THE BARON. You! God or genius or

orgy—or whatever you are—don't

roar so loud!

THE ACTOR. You lie! I'll roar all I

want to!

NASTYA (lifting her head from the

table and throwing up her hands )

.

Go on! Yell! Let them listen to you!

THE BARON. Where is the sense, my
lady?

SATTNE. Leave them alone, Baron!
To hell with the lot! Let them yell
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—^let them knock their damned
heads oS if they feel like it! There^s
a method in their madness! Don’t
you go and interfere with people
as that old fellow did! Yes—^it s he—the damned old fool—^he be-
witched the whole gang of us!

KLESHTCH. He persuaded them to
go away—^but failed to show them
the road . . .

THE BABON. That old man was a
humbug!

NASTYA. Liar! You’re a humbug
yourself!

THE BARON. Shut up, my lady!

KLESHTCH. The old man didn’t like

truth very much—as a matter of

fact he strongly resented it—and
wasn’t he right, though? Just look—^where is there any truth? And
yet, without it, you can’t breathe!

For instance, our Tartar Prince over

there, crushed his hand at his work
—and now he’ll have to have his

arm amputated—and there’s the

truth for you!

SATiNE (striking the table with his

clenched fist). Shut up! You sons

of bitches! Fools! Not another word
about that old fellow! (To the
baron) You, Baron, are the worst

of the lot! You don’t understand a
thing, and you lie like the devil!

The old man’s no humbug! What’s
the truth? Man! Man—^that’s the

truth! He understood man—^you

don’t! You’re all as dumb as stones!

I understand the old man—^yes! He
lied—^but lied out of sheer pity for

you . . . God damn you! Lots of

people lie out of pity for their fel-

low beings! I know! I’ve read about

it! They lie—oh—^beautifully, in-

spiringly, stirringly! Some lies bring
comfort, and others bring peace

—

a lie alone can justify the burden
which crushed a workman’s hand
and condemns those who are starv-

ing! I know what lying means! The
weakling and the one who is a
parasite through his very weakness—^they both need lies—lies are their

support, their shield, their armor!
But the man who is strong, who is

his own master, who is free and
does not have to suck his neighbors’
blood—^he needs no lies! To lie

—

it’s the creed of slaves and masters
of slaves! Truth is the religion of

the free man!

THE baron. Bravo! Well spoken!
Hear, hear! I agree! You speak like

an honest man!

SATINE. And why can’t a crook at

times speak the truth—since honest
people at times speak like crooks?

Yes—I’ve forgotten a lot—^but I

still know a thing or two! The old
man? Oh—^he’s wise! He affected

me as acid affects a dirty old silver

coin! Let’s drink to his health! Fill

the glasses . . . (nastya fills a
glass with beer and hands it to

SATINE, who laughs) The old man
lives within himself ... he looks

upon all the world from his own
angle. Once I asked him: “Grand-
dad, why do people Hve?” (Tries

to imitate lxjka’s voice and ges-

tures) And he replied: ‘Why, my
dear fellow, people hve in the hope
of something better! For example

—

let’s say there are carpenters in this

world, and aU sorts of trash . , .

people . . . and they give birth to

a carpenter the like of which has

mever been seen u^on the face of

the earth . . . hes way above
everybody else, and has no equal

among carpenters! The brilliancy
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of his personality was reflected on

all his trade, on all the other car-

penters, so that they advanced

twenty years in one day! This ap-

plies to all other trades^—^black-

smiths and shoemakers and other

workmen—and all the peasants

—

and even the aristocrats live in the

hopes of a higher life! Each indi-

vidual thinks tibat he"s living for his

own Self, but in reaHty he lives in

the hope of something better. A
hundred years—^sometimes longer

—do we expect, live for the finer,

higher life . . (nastya stares in-

tently into satine’s face, kleshtch

stops working and listens, the

BARON bows his head very low,

drumming softly on the table with

his fingers, the actor, peering

down from the stove, tries to climb

noiselessly into the bunk) ‘'Every-

one, brothers, everyone lives in the

hope of something better. That’s

why we must respect each and

every human being! How do we
know who he is, why he was bom,

and what he is capable of accom-

plishing? Perhaps his coming into

the world will prove to be our good

fortune . . . Especially must we
respect little children! Children

—

need freedom! Don’t interfere with

their lives! Respect children!”

(Pause.

)

THE BARON (thoughtfully). Hm

—

yes—something better?—^That re-

minds me of my family ... an old

family dating back to the time of

Ga^erine ... all noblemen, sol-

^xs, originally French . . . they

served their country and gradually

rose higher and higher. In the days

of Nicmolas die First my grand-

father, Gustave DeBille, held a hi^
post—^riches—hundreds of serfs

. . . horses—cooks

NASTYA. You Kar! It isnt true!

THE BARON (jumping up), what?
Well—go on

NASTYA. It isn’t true.

THE BARON (scrcams) . A house in

Moscow! A house in Petersburg!

Carriages! Carriages with coats of

arms!

(kleshtch takes his concertina and
goes to one side, watching the scene

with interest.)

NASTYA. You lie!

THE BARON. Shut up!—^I say

—

dozens of footmen . . .

NASTYA (delighted)

.

You he!

THE BARON. I’ll kill you!

NASTYA (ready to run away) . There

were no carriages!

SATiNE. Stop, Nastenkal Don’t in-

furiate him!

THE BARON. Wait—^you bitch! My
grandfather ...

NASTYA. There was no grandfather!

There was nothing!

(SATINE roars with laughter.)

THE BARON (worn out With rage,

sits down on bench). Satine! Tell

that slut—^what—? You, too, are

laughing? You—don’t believe me
either? (Cries out in despair,

pounding the table with his fists)

It’s true—damn the whole lot of

you!'

NASTYA (triumphantly). So—^you’re

crying? Understand now what a

human being feels bice when no-
body believe him?
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KLESHTCH (returning to the table).

I thought there’d be a fight , . ,

THE TARTAR. Oh—^people are fools!

It's too bad . . .

THE BARON. I shall not permit any-
one to ridicule me! I have proofs

—

documents—damn you!

SATiNE. Forget it! Forget about
your grandfather's carriages! You
can’t drive anywhere in a carriage

of the past!

THE BARON. How dare she—^just

the same ?

NASTYA. Just imagine! How dare

I ?

SATINE. You see—she does dare!

How is she any worse than you are?

Although, surely, in her past there

wasn’t even a father and mother,
let alone carriages and a grand-

father . . .

THE BARON (quieting down). Devil
take you—^you do know how to ar-

gue dispassionately—and I, it

seems—I’ve no will-power . . .

SATINE.' Acquire some—^it’s useful

. . . (Pause) Nastya! Are you go-

ing to the hospital?

NASTYA. What for?

SATINE. To see Natashka.

NASTYA. Oh—^just woke up, did

you? She’s been out of the hospital

for some time—and they can’t find

a trace of her . . .

SATINE. Ob—^that woman’s a goner!

KLESHTCH. It’s mtercsting to see

whether Vaska wffl get the best of
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Vassilisa, or the other way around

NASTYA. Vassilisa will win out! She’s

shrewd! And Vaska will go to the

gallows!

SATINE. For manslaughter? No

—

only to jail . . .

NASTYA. Too bad—^the gallows

would have been better . . . that’s

where all of you should be sent

, . . swept off into a hole—^like

iilth . . .

SATINE (astonished). What’s the

matter? Are you crazy?

THE BARON. Oh—give her a wallop—^that’ll teach her to be less im-

pertinent . . .

NASTYA. Just you try to touch me!

THE BARON. I shall!

SATINE. Stop! Don’t insult her! 1

can’t get the thought of the old

man out of my head! (Roars with

laughter) Don’t offend your fellow-

beings! Suppose I were offended

once in such a way that I’d re-

member it for the rest of my life?

What then? Should I forgive? No,
no!

THE BARON (tO NASTYA) . You mUSt
understand that I’m not your sort

. . . you—ah—^you piece of dirt!

NASTYA. You bastard! Why—^you

live off me like a worm off an apple!

(The men laugh amusedly.)

KLESHTCH. FooH An apple

THE BARON. You Can’t be angry with

her—she’s just an ass
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NASTYA. You laugh! Liars? Don^t
strike you as funny, eh?

THE ACTOR (morosely)

,

Give them
a good beating!

NASTYA. If I only could! (Takes a
cup from the table and throws it on
the floor) That's what Td like to

do to you aU!

THE TARTAR, Why break dishes

—

eh—silly girl?

THE BARON (rising). That'll do! I'll

teach her manners in half a second.

NASTYA (running toward door). Go
to hell!

SATiNE (calling after her). Hey!
That's enough! Whom are you try-

ing to frighten? What's all the row
about, anyway?

NASTYA. Dogs! I hope you’ll croak!

Dogs! (Runs out.)

THE ACTOR (moToscly)

.

Amen!

THE TARTAR, Allah! Mad women,
these Russians! They're bold, wil-

ful; Tartar women aren’t like that!

They know the law and abide by
(t. . . .

KLESHTCH. She ought to be given a
sound hiding!

THE BARON. The slut!

KLESHTCH (testing the concertina )

.

It's ready! But its owner isn't here
yet—that young fellow is burning
his life away . . .

SATINE. Care for a drink—now?

KLESHTCH. Thanlcs . . .it's time to

go to bed . . .

SATINE. Getting used to us?

KLESHTCH (drinks, then goes to his

bunk) . It's all right . . . there are
people everywhere—at first you
don't notice it . . . but after a
wliile you don't mind. . . .

(the tartar spreads some rags
over his bunk, then kneels on them
and prays.

)

the baron (to SATINE, pointing to

THE tartar). Look!

SATINE. Stop! He's a good fellow!

Leave him alone! (Roars with
laughter) I feel kindly today—the
devil alone knows the reason why

THE BARON. You always feel kindly

when you're drunk—^you're even
wiser at such times . . .

SATINE. When I'm drunk? Yes—
then I Kke everything—aright

—

He prays? That's fine! A man may
believe or not—^that's his own affair

—a man is free—^he pays for every-

thing himself—^behef or imbelief

—

love—^wisdom ... a man pays for

everything—and that's just why
he's free! Man is—^truth! And what
is man? It's neither you nor I nor
they—oh no—^it's you and they
and I and the old man—and Napo-
leon—Mohammed—aU in one!

(Outlines vaguely in the air the

contour of a human being) Do you
understand? It's tremendous! It

contains the beginning and the end
of everything—everting is in

man—and everything exists for

him! Man alone exists—everything

else is the creation of his hands
and his brain! Man! It is glorious!

It sounds—oh—so big! Man must
be respected—^not degraded with
pity—^but respected, respected! Let
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us drink to man, Baron! (Rises)

It is good to feel that you are a
manl Tm a convict, a murderer, a
crook—granted!—^When Tm out
on the street people stare at me as

if I were a scoundrel—they draw
away from me—they look after me
and often they say: "'You dog! You
humbug! Work!” Work? And what
for? to fill my belly? (Roars with
laughter) Tve always despised peo-
ple who worry too much about fiieir

bellies. It isn’t right, Baron! It isn’t!

Man is loftier than that! Man stands

above hunger!

THE BARON. You—treason things

out. . . . Well and good—^it brings

you a certain amount of consola-

tion. . . . Personally I’m incapable

of it ... I don’t know how.
(Glances around him and then,

softly, guardedly) Brother—I am
afraid—at times. Do you under-

stand? Afraid!—Because—what
next?

SATiNE. Rot! What’s a man to be
afraid of?

THE BARON (pacing up and down).
You know—as far back as I can

remember, there’s been a sort of

fog in my brain. I was never able

to understand anything. Somehow
I feel embarrassed—^it seems to me
that all my life I’ve done nothing

but change clothes—and why? I

don’t understand! I studied—^I wore
the uniform of the Institute for the

Sons of the Nobility . . , but what
have I learned? I don’t remember!
I married—I wore a frock-coat

—

then a dressing-govm . . . but I

chose a disagreeable wife . . . and
why? I don’t understand. I squan-

dered everything that I possessed

—

I wore some sort of a grey jacket

and brick-colored trousers—^but
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how did I happen to ruin myself?
I haven’t the slightest idea, ... I

had a position in the Department
of State. ... I wore a uniform
and a cap with insignia of rank.

... I embezzled government
funds ... so they dressed me in a

convict’s garb—and later on I got
into these clothes here—and it all

happened as in a dream—^it’s

funny . . .

SATINE. Not very! It’s rather—^siUy!

THE BARON. Yes—siUy! I think so,

too. Still—^wasn’t I bom for some
sort of purpose?

SATINE (laughing). Probably—

a

man is bora to conceive a better

man. (Shaking his head)—^It’s all

right!

THE BARON. That shc-devil Nastka!

Where did she run to? I’ll go and
see—after all, she . . . (Exit;

pause.)

THE ACTOR. Tartar! (Pause) Prince!

(the TARTAR looks Tound) Say a
prayer for me , . .

THE TARTAR. What?

THE ACTOR (softly)

.

Pray

—

^for me!

THE TARTAR (after a silence). Pray
for your own self!

THE ACTOR (qutckly crawls of the

stove and goes to the table, pours
out a drink with shaking hands,

drinks, then almost runs to pas-

sage) . All over!

SATINE. Hey, proud SicambrianI

Where are you going?

(SATINE whistles. MiEDViEDiEFF en-

ters, dressed in a womans flannel
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shirt-waist} followed hy bubnob*f.

Both are slightly drunk, bubnoff
carries a bunch of pretzels in one

hand, a couple of smoked fish in

the other, a bottle of vodka under

one arm, another bottle in his coat

pocket.)

MiEDviEDiEFF. A camel is some-

thing like a donkey—only it has no

ears. . . .

BUBNOFF. Shut up! YouVe a variety

of donkey yourself!

MIEDVIEDIEFF. A camel has no ears

at all, at all—^it hears through its

nostrils . . .

BUBNOFF {to satine). Friend! Ive

looked for you in all the saloons and

all the cabarets! Take this bottle

—

my hands are full . . .

SATINE. Put the pretzels on the

table—^then you II have one hand
free

BUBNOFF. Right! Hey—^you donkey
—^look! IsnT he a clever fellow?

MIEDVIEDIEFF. All crooks are clever

— know! They couldn’t do a thing

without brains. An honest man is an

right even if he’s an idiot . . . but

a crook must have brains. But,

speaking about camels, you’re

wroiig' . .
.
you can ride them

—

they have no horns . . . and no

teeth either . . .

Ke©n*6ff. Wherefs everybody? Why
is t&^e no one here? Cmne on oxit

. : . t heat! Who% in the comer?

SATINE. How soon will you drink up
et^erythhrg you have? Scarecrow!

BUBNOFF. Very soon! I’ve very little

this time. Zob—^where’s Zob?

ELESHTCH (cTossing to table). He
isn’t here . . .

BUBNOFF. Waughrr! Bull-dog! Brr-

2:z-zz!—Turkey-cock! Don’t bark
and don’t growl! Drink—^make

merry—and don’t be sullen!—

I

treat everybody—Brother, I love to

treat—if I were rich, I’d run a free

saloon! So help me God, I would!

With an orchestra and a lot of sing-

ers! Come, everyone! Drink and eat—^listen to the music—and rest in

peace! Beggars—come, all you beg-

gars—and enter my saloon free of

charge! Satine—^you can have half

my capital—^just like that!

SATINE. You better give me all you
have straight away!

BUBNOFF. All my capital? Right

now? Well—there’s a ruble—^here’s

twenty kopecks—^five kopecks

—

sunflower seeds—and that’s all!

SATINE. That’s splendid! It’ll be
safer with me—I’ll gamble with

it . . .

MIEDVIEDIEFF. I’m a witness—^the

money was given you for safe-keep-

ing. How much is it?

bubnoff. You? You’re a camel

—

we don’t need witnesses . . .

ALYOSHKA {comes in barefoot).

Brothers, I got my feet wet!

bubkR)Ff. Go on and get your throat

wet—and nothing^ happen-^
you’re a fine fellow—^you sing and

3^11 play—^that’s all right! But it’s

too bad you drink—-drink, little

brothfer, is harmful, very harmful

ALYOSHKA. I judge by you! Only
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when you re drunk do you resemble
a human being . . . Kleshtch! Ijs

my concertina fixed? {Sings and
dances)

my mug were not so attractive,

My sweetheart wouldn't love me
at all . .

Boys, Im frozen—^it"s cold . . .

MiEDViEDiEFF. Hm—and may I ask

who^s this sweetheart?

BUBNOFF. Shut up! From now on,

brother, you are neither a police-

man nor an uncle!

ALYOSHKA. Just auntie s husb^d!

BUBNOFF. One of your nieces is in

jail—^the other ones dying . . .

MiEDViEDrEFF (proudly)

.

You lie!

She’s not dying—she disappeared—^without trace . . .

(sATiNE roars,)

BUBNOFF. All the same, brothers

—

a man without nieces isn’t an uncle!

ALYOSHKA. YouT Excellency! Listen

to the drummer of the retired billy-

goats’ brigade! (Sings)

""My sweetheart has rrioney,

I haven't a cent.

But I'm a cheerful,

Merry lad!”

Oh—isn’t it cold!

(Enter zob. From now until the

final curtain men and women drift

in, undress, and stretch out on the

bunks, grumbling.)

ZOB. Bubnoffl Why did you run off?

BUBNOFF. Come here—sit down

—

brother, let’s sing my favorite ditty,

eh?

THE TABTAB. Night was made for

jsleep! Sing your songs in the day-
time!

SATiNE. Well—^never mind. Prince—come here!

THE TABTAB. What do you mean

—

never mind? There’s going to be a
noise—there always is when people
sing!

BUBNOFF (crossing to THE TABTAB )

.

Count—ah—I mean Prince—Show’s

your hand? Did they cut it off?

THE TABTAB. What for? We’ll wait
and see—^perhaps it won’t be nec-
essary ... a hand isn’t made of
iron—it won’t take long to cut it

off . . .

ZOB. It’s your own affair, Hassanka!
You’ll be good for nothing without
your hand. Were judged by our
hands and backs—^without the
pride of your hand, you’re no longer
a human being. Tobacco-carting

—

that’s your business! Come on

—

have a drink of vodka—and stop

worrying!

KVASHNYA (comcs in). Ah, my be-

loved fellow-lodgers! It’s horrible

outside—snow and dudi * * . is

my policeman here?

MIEOVIEDIEFF. Bight h^cl

KVASHNYA. Wearing my blouse

again? And drunk, eh? Waat’s the

idea?

MIEDVIEDIEFF. In Celebration of

BubnofiFs birthday . . . besides,

it’s cold . . .

KVASHNYA. Better look out—^stop

feeling about and go to sleep!
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MiEDvrEDiEFF (goes to kitchen).

Sleep? I can—I want to—^it’s time

(Exit.)

SATiNE. Whats the matter? Why
are you so strict with him?

WASHNYA. You can’t be otherwise,

friend. You have to be strict with

his sort. I took him as a partner. I

thought he’d be of some benefit to

me—^because he’s a military man

—

and you’re a rough lot . . . and I

am a woman—and now he’s turned

drunkard-—that won’t do at all!

SATINE. You
partner!

picked a good one for

ALYOSHKA. I thought you did—
when you pulled him by the hair!

KVASHNYA (laughs)

.

You fool! You
aren’t blind, are you? Why wash
dirty linen in public? And—^it hurts

his feelings—^that’s why he took to

drink . . .

ALYOSHKA. It’s true, evidently, that

even a chicken likes vodka . . .

(SATINE and KLESHTCH Toar with
laughter.

)

KVASHNYA. Go On—show youT
teeth! What sort of a man are you
anyway, Alyoshka?

KVASHT^jrA. Couldn’t get a better

one. You wouldn’t want to live Avith

me . .. . you think you’re too fine!

And even if you did it wouldn’t

last more than a week . .
. you

gamble me and all I own away at

cards!

SATINE {roars with laughter)

.

That’s true, landlady—I’d gamble

ALYOSHKA. Oh—I am first-rate!

Master of aU trades! I follow my
nose!

BUBNOFF {near the tartar’s

hunk). Come on! At all events

—

we won’t let you sleep! We’ll sing

all night. Zob!

ZOB. Sing—? All right . . .

KVASHNYA. Yes, ycs. Alyoshka!

ALYOSHKA. Here he is—^I, myself!

KVASHNYA. What do you mean by
gossiping about me?

/vLYOSHKA. I? I speak out every-

thmg—^whatever my conscience

tells me. There, I say, is a wonder-
ful woman! Splen^d meat, fat,

bones—over four himdred pounds!
But brains—^? not an oimce!

KVASHNYA. You’re a liar! I’ve lots of

brains! What do you mean by say-

ing I beat my policeman?

ALYOSHKA. And I’ll play . .

SATINE. Well listen!

THE TARTAR {smiling). Well—Bub-
noff—^you devil—^bring the vodka—awe’ll drink—awe’ll have a heU of

a good time! The end will come
soon enough—and then we’ll be
dead!

BUBNOFF. Fill his glass, Satine! Zob
—sit down! Ah—^brothers—^what

does a man need after aU? There,

for instance, I’ve had a drink

—

and I’m happy! Zob! Start my fa-

vorite song! I’ll sing—and then I’ll

cry. . . .
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ZOB {begins to sing).

"*The sun rises and sets . .

BUBNOFF {joining in).

‘‘But my prison is all dark. . .

{Doors open quickly.)

25s

. . . over there . . . 'Ihe actor—

^

he’s hanged himself, . . .

(Silence. All stare at the baro>^
Behind him appears nastya, and
slowly, her eyes wide with horror,

she walks to the table.

)

THE BAROK {on the threshold; satine (in a matter-of-fact voice j

yells). Hey—^you—come—come Damned fool—^he mined the song
here! Out in the waste— in the yard . . . !

CtJRTAIN
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ACT ONE

Before the rise of the curtain, a low mysterious chanting is heard in the

intense darkness, as if from far off.

Why, from highest height,

To deepest depth below.

Has the soul filen?

Within itself, the Fall

Contains the Resurrection.

The curtain rises slowly, disclosing a wooden synagogue of venerable age,

its time-blackened walls streaked as if with the tears of centuries. Two
wooden rafters support the roof. From the center of the room, directly

above the bima,* hangs an ancient brass chandelier. The table in the

middle of the bima is covered with a dark cloth. High up in the center

wall, small windows open into the womens gallery. A long bench is

against this wall, and in front of it a wooden table, covered with hooks

piled up in confusion. Two yellow candce-stumps set in small clay candle-

sticks are burning on the table, hut, their light is almost entirely obscured

by the heaped-up volumes. Left of the bench 'ts a small door leading into

a prayer-cabinet. In the opposite corner, a closet filled with hooks. In the

center of the wall on the right is the altar, with the Ark containing the

holy scrolls. To the right of this, the Cantors desk, upon which bums a

thick memorial candle of wax. On either side of the altar, a window. A
bench runs the entire length of the wall, and in front of it are several

small book-rests. In the wall on the left is a large tile stove, tpith a bench

beside it. In front of the bench, on a long table, are pUed tomes. Water
container with tap. Towel pushed through a ring in the waU. Wide door

to the street, and beyond this a (diest over which, in a niche, burns the

Perpetual Light.

At a desk near the Cantors, sits chektnoch, absorbed in a book. Five

or six .students are at the table along the front wall, half-reclinmg in atti-

tudes of great weariness; they are engaged in the study of the Talmud,

mid their voices rise in a low, dreamy chanting. Near the bima ^^yer is

busy sorting the small hags which contain prayer-shawls and phylacteries.

At the table on the left, sit the three batlonxm,"^ .chanting. Their attitudes

rand the expression of their faces betoken a state of pious ecstasy. On
the bench beside the stove, the messenger is lying at full lengthy,

with his knapsack for a pillow, cblannqn, at the chest containing the

* Pronounced bee^-ma—Tribune in centre of the synagogue, railed round with

a gate on either side, where the Holy Scrolls are read.

* Pronounced bat^don, Pl: batlon-im—Professional prayerman.
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tomes ^ his hand resting upon its upper ledge, stands lost in meditation.

It is evening, A mystic mood lies upon the synagogue. Shadows lurk in

the corners.

The FIRST and second batlonim finish the chant, ''Why, from highest

height/" etc., and then fall silent. There is a long pause. Wrapped in

dreams, all three batlonim sit silently at the table.

FIRST BATLON {in a narrative man-
ner) . Rabbi Dovidel of Talan, may
his merits hover ovcsi* aj, liad a
chair of gold which here the in-

scription: David, King of Israel,

who is living still. (Pause.)

SECOND BATLON (in the same man-
ner). Rabbi Israel of Rnzhin,

blessed be his memory, kept royal

state. An orchestra of four-and-

twenty musicians played to him as

he sat at table, and when he drove

abroad, it was behind a tandem of

never less than six magnificent

horses.

THIRD BATLON (excitedly)

.

And it

is told of Rabbi Schmool of Kam-
inka that he went in slippers of

gold. (Rapturously) Golden slip-

pers.

THE MESSENGER (rising, and^ sitting

upright on his bench, begins to

speak in a low, far-ofi voice). The
holy Rabbi Susi of Anipol was as

poor as a beggar all his Hfe long.

Often he depended on alms for his

existence. He wore a peasant’s

blouse with a rope for a belt. Yet
his accomplishments were not in-

ferior to those of the Rabbis of

Talan and Ruzhin.

FIRST BATLON {anuoyed) . Nothing
of the kind; excuse me, but youTe
breaking in on us without any idea

of what were really discussing.

You don’t suppose that when we
talk of the greatness of the Talan
and Ruzhin Rabbis, we mean their

wealth, do you? As though there

aren’t plenty of men in the world
whose riches make their impor-
tance! No, the point is that a deep
and secret significance lies behind
the golden chair and the orchestra

of four-and-twenty musicians and
the golden slippers.

THIRD BATLON. As though everyone
doesn’t know that!

SECOND BATLON. Everyone that

isn’t altogether blind, does. It is said

that when the Rabbi of Apt first

met the Sage of Ruzhin, he flung

himself at the Sage’s carriage-

wheels to kiss them. And when
asked the significance of that action,

he shouted: "Fools! Can’t you see

that this is the chariot of the Lord
Himself?”

THIRD BATLON (enraptured). Ay,
ay, ay!

FIRST BATLON. Now the essence of

the matter is this: The golden chair

was no chair; the orchestra was no
orchestra, and the horses no horses.

They were merely the semblance of

these things, a reflection, and their

purpose was to provide a setting

for greatness.

THE MESSENGER. Tiuc greatness

needs no setting.

FIRST BATLON. You are mistaken.

True greatness must have the set-

ting which befits it.
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SECOND BATLON (shtugging his

shoulders) . How can greatness and
perfection such as theirs be meas-
ured at all?

FIRST BATLON. It is no matter for

jesting. Did you ever hear the story

of Rabbi Schmelke of Nikolsberg’s

whip? It’s worth knowing. One day
Rabbi Schmelke was called upon
to settle a dispute between a poor
man and a rich one who was on
terms of friendship with the king

and before whom, in consequence,

everyone trembled. Rabbi Schmelke
heard both sides of the case, and
then gave his decision by which the

poor man won. The rich man was
furious and declared that he would
not stand by the Rabbi’s verdict.

And the Rabbi cahnly replied: '"You

shall do as I have said. When a

Rabbi commands, his commands
are obeyed.” The rich man’s anger

increased and he began to shout;

"I snap my fingers at you and your

rabbinical autiiority.” Thereupon
Rabbi Schmelke drew himself up
to his full height, and cried: "Do
instantly as I have said, or I shall

resort to my whip!” This drove the

rich man into a feen2y of rage, and
he began to overwhelm the Rabbi
with terrible insults. Then the

Rabbi, perfecdy calm, opens a

drawer in his table—^just a little

way—and what should jump out of

it but the Original Serpent, which
coils about the neck of the rich

man. Oh, oh, what a commotion
follows! The rich man yeUs at the

top of his voice, and throws himself

into the most terrible contortions.

"Rabbi! Rabbi! Forgive me! I’ll do
whatever you command—only call

off your serpent.” "Tell your chil-

dren and your children’s children

to obey the Rabbi, and fear his
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whip,” answered Rabbi Schmelke,
and called the serpent off.

THIRD BATLON. Ha, ha, ha! There
was a whip for you! (Pause.)

SECOND BATLON (tO FIRST BATLON ).

You must have made a mistake, I

think. The story couldn’t have
meant the Original Serpent. . , .

THIRD BATLON. Why . . . what . . .

SECOND BATLON. It’s quite simple.
Schmelke of Nikolsberg could not
possibly have used the Original Ser-

pent, for that was Satan himselE,

the enemy of God— (May he have
mercy upon us!) (He spits.)

THIRD BATLON. Rabbi Schmelke
knew what he was about—^no

doubt of that.

FIRST BATLON (iusulted)

.

I don’t
know what you’re talking about.
The incident I’ve just told you took
place before a whole townful of

people—dozens of them actually

saw it with their own eyes. And
here you come along and say it

couldn’t have happened. Just be-
cause you’ve got to have something
to argue about, I suppose.

SECOND BATLON. Not at all. I only
thought there couldn’t be any spells

or signs that the Serpent could be
summoned by. (He spits.)

MESSENGER. Only in one way can
Satan be summoned, and that is by
the utterance of the mighty double-
name of God, the fllame of which
has power to weld together the
loftiest mountain-crests and the

deepest valleys below them.

(cHANNON lifts his head and listem

intently.)
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THIRD BATLON (uneostly)

,

But isn’t

there danger in speaking that great

name?

AiESSENGER (meditatively). Dan-
ger? No. Only the heat o£ a too in-

tense desire can cause the vessel to

burst when the spark breaks into a
flame,

FIRST BATLON. There’s a wonder-
worker in the village I come from.

He’s a terrific fellow, but he can
work miracles. For instance, he can
start a fire with one speU and put it

out with another. He can see what’s

going on a hundred miles away. He
can bring wine out of the wall by
tapping it with his finger. And a
great many other things besides. He
told me himself that he knows
spells that can create monsters and
resurrect the dead. He can make
himself invisible, too, and evoke
evil spirits—even Satan himself.

(He spits) I have his own word
for it.

CHANNON (who hos nevcT moved
from his place, but has listened at-

tentively to all this discussion, now
steps up to the table and gazes first

into the face of the messenger,
then at the first batlon. In a
dreamy, remote voice). Where is

he?

(The MESSENGER returns chan-
non’s gaze with equal intensUy, and
thereafter never takes his eues off

him.)

FIRST BATLON (ostprUshed)

,

Who?

CHANNON. The waBtder-w{»keL

first batlon. Wh^e ccmld he be
but in my own villa^? That is, if

he’s still alive.

CHANNON. Is it far?

first batlon. The village? Oh,
very far. A long, long way down
into the marsh-lands of Polesia.

CHANNON. How far?

FIRST batlon. a good month, if

not more. (Pause) What makes you
ask? Do you want to see him?
(CHANNON does uot answer)
Krasny’s the name of the village.

And the miracle-worker’s name is

Rabbi Elchannon.

CHANNON (in astonishment—as if

to himself). Elchannon? ... El
Channon! . . . that means the

God of Channon.

FIRST BATLON (to the Other bat-

lonim). And he’s a real one, I prom-
ise you. Why, one day in broad
dayhght he showed, by means of a
sp^, that . . .

SECOND BATLON (interrupting )

.

That’ll do about such things. They
aren’t for this time of night, espe-

cially in a holy place. You may not
mean it, but it might just happen
that you’ll pronounce some spell or

make some sign yourself (God for-

bid), and then there’ll be a disaster

. . . Accidents like that (God for-

bid) have been known to happen
before.

(channon goes slowly out, the
others following him with thek
eyes. There is a pause.)

ME^ENGER. Who is that youth?

FiRSF BATLON. Just a young student

in the yeshiva*
(meter closes the gates of the
bima ^nd crosses to the table.)

*A higher religi€WK school
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SECOND BATLON. A vessel beyond
price—an Elui.f

THIRD BATLON. A brain of steel. He
has five hundred pages of the Tal-

mud by heart, at his fingertips.

MESSENGER. Where is he from?

MEYER. Somewhere in Lithuania—^in the yeshiva here, he was fa-

mous as their finest scholar. He was
granted the degree of rabbi, and
then, all of a suddrn, he vanished.

No more was heard of him for a
whole year, and it was said that

he was doing the great penance of

the Golos* When he returned

—

which was not long ago—^he had
changed entirely, and he has since

been going about absorbed in deep
meditation, from which nothing

ever arouses him. He fasts from
Sabbath to Sabbath and performs
the holy ablutions continually.

(Whispering) There is a rumor
tiiat he is studying the Kabala.f

SECOND BATLON (likewise). It has

spread to the city, too. He has al-

ready been asked to give charms,

but he always refuses.

THIRD BATLON. Who loiOWS who he

tA scholar whose genius consists

in his remarkable memory, and capac-

ity for learning.

^ The Exile of the Jews. According

to rehgious tradition, the golos was
imposed upon the race as a punish-

ment. In the original Yiddish the

"Penance of the golos’^ reads "Ab-
richten golos.” The penitent, by wear-

ing a hair-shirt and performing other

acts of mortification of the flesh, and
wandering through the world as a

beggar, Hoped to assist in the redemp-
tion of the race by shortening the

period of exile.

t System of Hebrew nly^ticism.
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is? One of the Great Ones, maybe.
Who can tell? It would be dan-
gerous most likely to spy on him.
(Pause .

)

SECOND BATLON (peacefully). Ifs

late—let's go to bed. ( To the first
BATLON, smiling) Pity your miracle-

worker isn't here to tap us some
wine out of the wall. I could do
with a drop of brandy to cheer me
up—IVe not had a bite all day
long.

FIRST BATLON. It's been practically

a fast day for me, too. Since early

morning prayers, a crust of oaten
bread is the only thing I ve had a
chance to say grace over.

MEYER (mysteriously, and in high
glee). Never mind—you just wait
a bit, and very soon tberell be a
deal of cheer going round. Sender s

been after a bridegroom for his

daughter. Only let him get the con-
tract signed—^itT be a happy hour
for him when thafs done—^and he'll

be good for a grand spread.

SECOND BATLON. Bah! I don't be-
lieve he’ll ever sign one. Three
times he's been to get a bride-

groom. Either it's the young man
he doesn’t like, or else tf^ family

that's not aristocratic enou^ ac it's

the dowry. It’s wicked to be as fas-

tidious as all that.

MEYER. Sender has the right to

pick and choose if be wants to

(may he be protected from the evil

eye). He’s rich, and an aristocrat,

and his only daughter has grown
up a good and beautiful girl.

TBOKD BATLON (ravished)

.

I love

Sender. He’s a true Miropol Chas-

sid*—^there’s some real spirit to

them.

* A Jewish sect.
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FIRST BATLON (coldly)

.

Yes

—

a good Chassid. Ther<es no deny-
ing that. But he might have done
something very different with his

only daughter.

THIRD BATLON. How do you mean?

FIRST BATLON. In the old days,

when a man of wealth and fine

family wanted a husband for his

daughter, he didn’t look for money
or blue blood, but only for nobility

of character. He went to the big

yeshiva and gave the head a hand-
some gift to pick out for him the

flower of the school for a son-in-

law. Sender could have done this,

too.

MESSENGER. He might even have
found one in this yeshiva here.

FIRST BATLON (surprised)

,

How do
you know?

MESSENGER. Im Only supposing.

THIRD BATLON (hastily). Well,

well—^let’s not gossip—^particularly

about one of our own people. Mar-
riages are all prearranged by des-

tiny, anyhow.

( The street door is flung open, and
an elderly Jewess hastens in, lead-

ing two small children.)

'ELDERLY WOMAN (rushes fo the

altar with the children). Aiel Aie!

Lord of the earth, help me! Come,
children—^let us open the Ark and
throw ourselves upon the holy
scrolls and not leave them until our
tears have won your mother back
from the valley of the shadow.
(She wrenches open the doors of
the Ark and buries her head
amongst the scrolls, intoning a wail-

ing chant) God of Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob, look down upon my
misery. Look down upon &e grief

of these little ones, and do not take
their mother away from the world,
in the years of her youth. Holy
Scrolls! Do you intercede for the
forlorn widow. Holy scrolls, be-
loved Mothers of Israel, go to the
Almighty and beseech Him that
He shall not uproot the lovely sap-
ling, nor cast the young dove out
of its nest, nor tear the gentle lamb
away from the meadow. (Hyster-
ically) I will pull down the worlds—I will tear the heavens apart—
but from here I will not go until
they give back to me the one who
is the crown of my head.

MEYER (crosses to her and speaks
to her calmly). Hannah Esther

—

wouldn’t you like to have a min-
yen^ sit down and say the psalms
for you?

ELDERLY WOMAN (withdraws from
the altar and looks at meyer at first

uncomprehendingly. Then she be-
gins to speak in agitation). Yes—

a

minyen for psalms. But hurry—=•

hurry—every second is precious.

For two days already, God help
her, she’s been lying there without
speaking, fighting with death.

MEYER. I’U have them sit down this

minute. (In the voice of a beggar)
But you’ll have to give them some-
thing for their trouble, poor things.

ELDERLY WOMAN (searching in her

pocket). Here’s ten kopeks—^but

see they say the psalms for it.

MEYER. Ten kopeks . . . one ko-

pek each . . . little enough, that

is!

*Ten or more adult males consti-

tuting a Jewish community.
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ELDERLY YEOMAN {not heating).

Come, children, let us run along to

the other prayer-houses. (Hurries

out toith the children.)

ME;SSENGER (tO THIRD BATLON).
This morning a woman came to the

Ark for her daughter, who had been
in the throes of labor for two days

and had not yet given birth. And
here comes another for hers, who
has been wrestling for two days
with death.

THIRD BATLON. Well, what of it?

MESSENGER (deep in thought).

When the soul of a human being

not yet dead is about to enter a

body not yet born, a struggle takes

place. If the sick one dies, die child

is bom—^if the sick one recovers, a

child is bom dead.

FIRST BATLON (surprised), Ei, ei,

3i! The blindness of people! Things

happen all round them, but they

have no eyes to see them ivith.

MEYER (at the table). See, here’^s

a treat from above! Let’s get the

psalms over, then we’ll have a drop

of something. And the Lord will

have mercy on the sick woman and

send her a quick recovery

FIRST BATLON (to the scholats sit-

ting around the big table, half

asleep). Who wants to say psalms,

boysr There’s a bit of oat bread for.

everyone that does. (The scholars

get up) Let’s go in there.

(The three batlonim, meyer and
the scholars, except chennoch,
pass into the adjoining prayer-

room, whence the chanting of

“Blessed be the man^ presently

emerges. The messenger remains

throughout beside the small table.
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immovable. His eyes never leave

the Ark. There is a long pause.

Then channon comes in.)

CHANNON (very weary, walks aim-
lessly across to the Ark, sunk in

meditation. He seems surprised to

find it open)

.

Open? Who can have
opened it? For whom has it opened
in the middle of the night? (He
looks in) The scrolls of the Law
. . . there they stand like com-
rades, shoulder to shoulder, so calm

... so silent. All secrets and sym-
bols hidden in them. And all mir-

acles—^from the six days of crea-

tion, unto the end of all the genera-

tions of men. Yet how hard it is to

wrest one secret or one symbol
from them—^how hard! (He counts

the scrolls) One, two, three, four,

five, six, seven, eight, nine. That
makes the word Tmth, according

to the Minor system. In each scroll

there are four Trees of Life.*^ There
again it comes—^thirty-six. Not an

hour passes but this number faces

me in one manner or another. I do
not know the meaning of it, but I

have the intuition that within it lies

the whole essence of the matter.

. . . Thirty-six is Leah. Three times

thirty-six is Channon. . . . Le-ah—^that makes Le-ha, which means
Not God . . . not through God
. . . (He shudders) A terrible

thought . . . and yet it draws me
nearer . . . and nearer. . . .

CHENNOCH (looks Up from his hook,

attentively at channon). Chan-

non! You go about dreaming all the

time.

CHANNON (moves away from the

Ark, and slowly approaches chen-

noch, standing before him, lost in

* The handles at the top and boi-

tom of each scroll.
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thought) . Nothing—^nothing but
secrets and symbok—and the right

path is not to be found. (Short

pause) Krasny is the name of the

village . . . and the miracle-man’s

name is Rabbi Elchannon . . .

CHENNOCH. What’s that you’re say-

tag?

CHANNON (as if waking out of a

trance). I? Nothing. I was only

thinking.

CHENNOCH (shaking his head).

You’ve been meddling with the

Kabala, Channon. Ever since you
came back, you haven’t had a book
in your hand.

CHANNON (not understanding).

Not had a book in my hand? What
book do you mean?

CHENNOCH. The Talmud of course

—the Laws. You know very well

CHANNC^ (still in his dreams).

Talmud? The Laws? Never had
them in my hand? The Talmud is

cold and diy ... so are the Laws
(Comes to himself suddenly. He
speaks with animation) Under the

earth’s surface, Chennoch, there is

a world exactly the same as ours

upon it, with fields and forests, seas

and deserts, cities and villages.

Storms rage over the deserts and
cfver the seas upon which sail great

sh^^. And over the dense forests,

revdrberkting "^tH die rdO. of thun-

der, eternal fear holds sway. Onfy
in th^ absence of one thmg does

that world differ from ours. There
is no sky, from which the stin pours

down its burning heat arid bolts of

fire fall. ... So it is with the Tal-

mud. It is deep and glorious and

vast. But it chains you to the earth—it forbids you to attempt the
heights. (With enthusiasm) But the
Kabala, the Kabala tears your soul

away from earth and lifts you to the
realms of the highest heights.

Spreads all the heavens out before
your eyes, and leads direct to

Pardes,* reaches out in the infinite,

and raises a comer of the great cur-

tain itself. (Collapses) My heart
turns faint— have no strength. . . .

CHENNOCH (solemnly). That is all

true. But you forget Aat those ec-

static flights into the upper regions
are fraught with the utmost peril,

for it is Siere that you are likely to
come to grief and hurl yourself into

the deepest pit below. The Talmud
raises the soul toward the heights
by slow degrees, but keeps guard
over it like a faithful sentinel, who
neither sleeps nor dreams. The Tal-
mud clothes the soul ’with an armor
of steel and keeps it ever on the
strait path so that it stray neither to

the right nor to the left. But the
Kabala. . , . Remember what the
Talmud says: (He chants the fol-

lowing in the manner of Talmudic
recitation) Four reached Pardes.
Ben Azzai, Ben Zoma, Acher and
Rabbi Akiva. Ben Azzai looked
’Within and died. Ben Zoma looked
within and lost his reason. Acher
renounced the fundamentals of all

belief. Rabbi Akiva alone went in

and came out again unscathed.

CHANNON. Don’t try to frighten me
’With them. We don’t know ho’W
they went^ nor with what. They
may have failed because they went
to look and not to offer themselves
as a sacrifice. But others went after

them—^that we know. Holy Ari and

* Paradise.
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the Holy Balshem.* They did not
fail.

CHENNOCH. Are you comparing
yourself to them?

CHANNON. To nobody. I go my own
way.

CHENNOCH. What sort of way is

that?

CHANNON. You Wouldn’t under-

stand.

CHENNOCH. I wish to and I will.

My soul, too, is drawn toward the

high planes.

CHANNON (after a moment's reflec-

tion) . The service of our holy men
consists in cleansing human souls,

tearing away the sin that clings to

them and raising them to the shin-

ing source whence they come. Their

work is very difBcult because sin is

ever lurking at the door. No sooner

is one soul cleansed than another

comes in its place, more sin-

corroded still. No sooner is one

generation brought to repentance

Qian the next one appears, more
stiflf-necked than the last. And as

each generation grows weaker, its

sins become stronger, and the holy

men fewer and fewer.

CHENNOCH. Then, according to your

philosophy, what ought to be done?

CHANNON (quietly, hut with abso-

lute conviction). There is no need
to wage war on sin. All that is

necessary is to bum it away, as the

goldsmith refines gold in Ids pow-
erful flame; as the farmer winnows

* The founder ofithe Chassidic sect,

known as the Basht i
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the grain from the chaff. So must
sin be refined of its uncleanness,

until only its holiness remains.

CHENNOCH (astonished). Holiness
in sin? How do you make that out?

CHANNON. Everything created by
God contains a spark of holiness.

CHENNOCH. Sin was not created by
God but by Satan.

CHANNON. And who created Satan?
God. Since he is the antithesis oi’

God, he is an aspect of God, and
therefore must contain also a germ
of holiness.

CHENNOCH (cru^ed). Holiness in

Satan? I can’t ... I don’t under-
stand. . . . Let me think. . . .

(His head sinks into his hands,
propped up hy both elbows on the
desk. There is a pause .

)

CHANNON (stands beside him and in

a trembling voice, bending down to

reach his ear). Which sin is the

strongest of all? Which one is the

hardest to conquer? The sin of lust

for a woman, isn’t it?

CHENNOCH (without raising hisr

head) . Yes.

CHANNON. And when you have*

cleansed this sin in a powerful
flame, then this greatest unclean-

ness becomes the greatest hodness.

It becomes *'The Song of Songs.”

(He holds his breath) The Song of
Songs. (Drawing himself up, he be-
gins to chant in a voice which,

though subdued, is charged with

rapture) Behold thou art fair, my
love. Thou hast dove’s eyes within

thy locks; thy hair is as a flock of
goats that appear from Mount
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Gilead. Thy teeth are like a flock of

sheep that are even shorn, which
came up from the washing; whereof
every one bear twins and none bar-

len among them.

(MEYER comes out of the prayer-

room. A gentle knocking is heard at

file street door, which is pushed
hesitatingly open, and leak enters.

She has hold of trades hand, and
behind them comes gittel. They
stop in the doorway, meyer turns

and sees them, and goes over to

them, surprised, welcoming them
obsequiously.)

MEYER. Look! Here comes Sender’s

daughter, little Leah!

LEAH {shyly). You promised to

show me die old embroidered cur-

tains of the Ark—do you remem-
ber?

(cHANNON, hearing her voice, ab-

ruptly interrupts his song, and
rtares at her with all his eyes. As
long ^as she remains in the syna-

gogue, he alternately gazes at her
thus, and closes his eyes in ecstasy.

)

FRADE. Show her the curtains,

Meyer—^the old ones, and the most
beautiful. Our dear Leah has said

she will embroider a new one for

the anniversary of her mother’s
death. She will work it with the
purest gold upon the finest of vel-

vet, just as they used to do in the
olden days—^little lions and eagles.

And when it is hung over the Ark,
her mother’s pure spirit will rejoice

in Eden.

(leak looks timidly about her, and
seeing channon, lowers her eyes in

embarrassment and keeps them so

for the rest of the scene.)

MEYER. Oh, with the greatest pleas-

ure. Why not, why not indeed? Til

bring the oldest and most beautiful
curtains to show her—at once, this

very minute. {He goes to the chest
near the street door and takes out
the curtains.)

GITTEL {taking leah’s hand).
Aren’t you afraid to be in the syna-
gogue at night, Leah?

LEAH. I’ve never been here at night
before, except on the Days of the
Holy Scrolls. But that’s a feast day
and everything is bright and joyful
then. How sad it is now, though

—

how sad!

FRADE. Dear children—a synagogue
must be sad. The dead come here
at midnight to pray, and when they
go they leave their sorrows behind
3iem.

GITTEL. Don’t talk about the dead.
Granny. It frightens me.

FRADE {not hearing her). And each
day at dawn, when the Almighty
weeps for the destruction of the
Holy Temple, His sacred tears fall

in the synagogues. That is why the
walls of all old synagogues look as

if they have been wept over, and
that is why it is forbidden to white-
wash them and make them bright
again. If you attempt to, they grow
angry and throw their stones at

you.

LEAH. How old it is—^how old! It

doesn’t show so much from out-

side.

FRADE. Old it is, little daughter

—

very, very old. They even say it

was found already built under the

earth. Many a time this city has

been destroyed, and many a time it

has beer» laid in ashes. But this
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synagogue, never. Fire broke out
once on the roof, but almost before

it had begun to bum, innumerable
doves came flocking down upon it

and beat out the flames with their

wings.

LEAH (not hearing—speaking to

herself) . How sad it is! How lovely!

I feel that I want never to go away
from it again. I wish I could put
my arms aroimd those ancient, tear-

stained walls and ask them why
they are so sorrowful, and so

wrapped in dreams ... so silent

and so sad. I wish ... I don’t

know what I wish. . . . But my
heart is filled with tenderness and
pity.

MEYER (brings the curtains to the

bima, and spreads one out to

show). This is the oldest of aU—

a

good two hundred years or more. It

is never used except on Passover.

GiTTEL (enraptured). Leah, dear

—

just look. Isn’t it gorgeous! Such
stiff brown velvet, all embroidered
in heavy gold. Two lions holding

the shield of David above their

heads. And trees on either side,

with doves in their branches. You
can t get velvet nowadays, nor such

gold either.

LEAH. The curtain is sad, too—^I

love it also. (She smooths it out and
kisses it.)

GITTEL (takes leak’s hand and
whispers). Look, Leah, dear!

There’s a student over there star-

ing at you

—

so strangely!

LEAH (keeping her eyes still more
downcast). That is Channon. He
was a poor scholar, and he used to

be a guest in our house.
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GITTEL. It is as if he were calling tQ

you with his eyes, he stares so. He
would like to talk to you, but he is

afraid to.

LEAH. I wish I knew why he is so

pale and sad. He must surely have
been ill.

GITTEL. He isn’t sad really—^his

eyes are shining.

LEAH. They always are. He has
wonderful eyes, and when he talks

to me his breath comes short—and
so does mine. It wouldn’t be proper
for a girl to talk to a strange young
man.

FRADE (to meyer). Won’t you let

us kiss the holy scrolls? Surely! How
could one be a guest in the house
of God and leave without kissing

His holy scrolls?

MEYER. By all means, by all means!
Come! (He goes ahead, followed

by GITTEL leading frade, and leah
behind them, meyer takes out a
scroll and gives it to frade to kiss.)

LEAH (passing channon, stops for

a moment and says in a low voice)

.

Good evening, Channon. You have
come back?

CHANNON (scarcely able to speak

for agitation). Yes.

FRADE. Come, Leah, darling, kiss

the holy scrolls, (leah goes to the

Ark. MEYER hands her a scroll,

which she takes in her arms and,

pressing her lips against it, kisses

passionately) Now, now, child!

That will do. A holy scroU must not

be kissed too long. They are writ-

ten in black fire upon white fire.

(In sudden alarm) How late it is!
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How very late! Come, children, let

xrs hurry home—come quickly.

{They hasten out. meyer closes the

Ark and follows them.)

CHANNON (stands for a while with

closed eyes; then resumes his

chanting of the "'Song of Songs'"

where he left off ) . Thy lips are like

a thread c£ scarlet, and thy speech

is comely. Thy temples are like a

piece of pomegranate within thy

locks.

CHENNOCH (raises his head and
looks at CHANNON ) . Channon, what
are you singing? (channon stops

singing and looks at chennoch)
Your ear-locks are wet. You have
h)een to the Mikva* again.

•channon. Yes.

CHENNOCH. When you perform the

ablutions, do you also use spells

and go through all the ceremonies
prescribed by the book of Roziel?

channon. Yes.

CHENNOCH. You aren't afraid to?

channon. No.

CHENNOCH. And you fast from Sab-
bath to Sabbath—isn't that hard
for you?

channon. It’s harder for me to eat

^n the Sabbath than to fast the

whole week- (Fame) I've lost all

fdesire to eat.

cmNNOCH (kwitk^ confldenm)^
What do you do all this for? A^at
-do you expect to gain by it?

* Ritual bath.
^ One of the books of the ICabala.

channon (as if to himself). I wish
... I wish to attain possession of
a clear and sparkling diamond, and
melt it down in tears and inhale it

into my soul. I want to attain to the
rays of the third plane of beauty. I

want . . . (Suddenly in violent

perturbation) Yes

—

^diere are still

two barrels of golden pieces which
I must get, for him who can count
only gold pieces.

CHENNOCH (appalled ) . Channon,
be careful! You're on a shppery
road. No holy powers will help
you to achieve these things.

channon (challenging him). And
if the holy powers will not, then?

chennoch (terrified). I'm afraid to
talk to you! I'm afraid to be near
you! (He rushes out. channon re-

mains behind, his face full of de-
fiance. 3MEYER comes back from the
street. The first batlon emerges
from the prayer-room.)

FIRST BATEON. Eighteen psalms

—

that's enough and to spare! I sup-
pose she doesn't expect to get the
whole bookful for a kopek! You go
and tell them, Meyer. Once they
get started, there’s no stopping
fiiem till they’ve said them all.

(Enter asher in great excitement.)

ASHER. I just met Baruch the tailor.

He's come back from Kliinovka

—

that's where Sender's been to meet
the bridegroom's people. They
haven't come to terms yet, it seems.
Sender insisted that the bride-

groom's father should board the
couple for ten years, but he stood
out for only five. So they all went
back home again.

MEYER- That makes the fourth
time.
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FKRST BATLON. Heartbreaking, isn’t

MESSENGER (fO THIRD BATLON, smiL
mg). A little while ago you said
yourself that all marriages were
prearranged by destiny.

CHANNON (straightening up and
speaking in a voice of rapture). 1

have won again. (He falls ex-

hausted onto a bench, his face
alight with joy.)

MESSENGER (taking a lantern out

of his bag). Time to get ready for

the road again.

MEYER. Whafs your hurry?

MESSENGER. Tm a messenger. Great
ones and magnates employ me to

carry important communications
and rare treasures for them. I am
obliged to hurry—^my time is not
my own.

MEYER. You ought to Wait until

daybreak at least

MESSENGER. That is still a long way
off, and I have far to go. I shall

start about midnight.

MEYER. It’s pitch-dark outside.

MESSENGER. I shan’t lose my way
with this lantern.

(The scholars and batlonxm come
out of the prayer-room.

)

SECOND BATLON. Good luck be with
us. May the Lord send the sick

woman a complete recovery.

ALL, Amen.

FIRST BATLON. Now let’s go and get

ten kopeks’ worth of cakes and
brandy. :
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MEYER. It’s here already. (Takes a
bottle and cakes from under his-

coat) Come on, let’s drink a health!

(The door opens and sender en-

ters, coat unbuttoned, hat on the
back of his head, thoroughly
happy. Three or four men follow
him in.)

MEYER AND THE THREE BATLONIM.
Oh, Reb Sender—^welcome, wel-
come . . .

sender. Happened to be passing.
I really must go in, says I to my-
self, and see what our people are
doing. {Noticing the bottle in

Meyer’s hand) I’ll surely find them
studying, says I, or deep in pious
discussions. And what do I see?
They’re aU deep in preparing for a
celebration instead! Ha, ha, ha!
Typical Miropol Chassidim!

FIRST BATLON. Will you have a
drop with us, Reb Sender?

SENDER. No, blockhead. I won’t.

I’ll stand treat myself—and splen-

did treat at that! Congratulate me—^this is a happy day for me. I

have betrothed my daughter.

(CHANNON, distraught, rises from
his bench.)

ALL. Mazeltovl Mazeltov! ^

MEYER. Somebody just told us you
hadn’t been able to come to terms
with the bridegroom’s father, and
so it had all fallen through.

THIRD BATLON. We Were heart-

broken to hear it.

SENDER. It nearly did, but at the

last moment he gave in, and so the

* Good luck
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contract was signed. May good luck

go with it.

CHANNON. Betrothed? Betrothed?

How can that be? {In despair) So

it was all of no avail—^neither the

fasts, nor the ablutions, nor the

spells, nor the symbols. All in vain,

... So what remains? What is

there stiU to do ... by what
means . . . {He clutches the

breast of his kaftan, and his face is

illuminated with ecstasy) Ah! The
secret of the Double Name is re-

vealed to me. Ah! I see him. I . . .

I ... I have won! {He falls to

the ground,)

MESSENGER {opcns his lantern).

The wick has burnt down. A new
one must be Hghted.

{An ominous pause.)

SENDER. Meyer, why is it so dark in

here? Let’s have some light.

(MEYER lights another light.)

MESSENGER ( crosscs quietly to

sender). Did you come to terms

with the bridegroom s father?

sender {surprised and somewhat
frightened, looks at him). I did.

MESSENGER. Sometimes it happens

that the relatives promise, and then

go back on their word. And litiga-

tion follows. It pays to be very

careful in these matters.

SENDER {in alarm). Who is this

man? I don’t know him.

MEYER. He is not j&rom these parts.

He is a Messenger.

SENDER. What does he want of

me?

MEYER. I don’t know.

SENDER {more calmly). Asher, run
over to my house and ask them to

prepare some wins and preserves

and something good to eat. Hurry
up, now—^run along, (asher has-

tens out) We might as well stay

here and talk a bit while they’re

getting things ready. Hasn’t one of

you some new parable of our

Babbi’s? A saying, or a miracle, or

a proverb . . . each of his looks is

more precious than pearls.

FIRST BATLON {tO MEYER ) . Keep
the bottle. It’ll come in handy to-

morrow.
(MEYER puts it away.)

MESSENGER. I’ll tell you one of his

proverbs. One day a Chassid came
to the Rabbi—^he was rich, but a

miser. The Rabbi took him by the

hand and led him to the window.
‘Xook out there,” he said. And tlie

rich man looked into the street.

^What do you see?” asked the

Rabbi. "People,” answers the rich

man. Again the Rabbi takes him
by the hand, and this time leads

him to the mirror. ‘What do you
see now?” he says. "Now I see my-
self,” answers the rich man. Then
the Rabbi says: "Behold—in the

window there is glass and in the

mirror there is glass. But the glass

of the mirror is covered with a little

silver, and no sooner is the silver

added than you cease to see others

but see only yourself.”

THIRD BATLON. Oh, oh, oM Sweeter
than honey!

FIRST BATLON. Holy words!

SENDER {to the messenger). You
are trying to score o£E me, eh?

MESSENGER. God forbid!
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SECOND BATLON. Lct’s have a song!

{To the THIRD BATLON
) Sing the

Rabbi’s tune.

{The THIRD BATLON begins inton-

ing a low mysterious Chassidic tune

in which the rest join.)

SENDER {rising). And now a dance,

a round dance. . . . Shall Sender
give away his only daughter, and
not celebrate it with a round dance?
Nice Chassidim we’d be! (sen-

der, the three batlonim and
MEYER put their arms on one an-

other s shoulders and start turning

in a ring, their eyes dim with ec-

stasy, (Wanting a weird, monoto-
nous air. They revolve slowly, on
the same spot. Then sender breaks

away from the circle.

)

SENDER. Now a merry one. Come
on—all together!

SECOND BATLON. Yes, come on, boys—^let’s all join in! {Several of the

scholars join them) Chennoch,

m
Channon, where are you? We’re go-

ing to have a merry dance—come
on!

SENDER {somewhat perturbed)

.

Ah,

Channon . . . he’s here, my little

Channon, isn’t he? Where is he, eh?

Bring him here— want him.

MEYER {sees channon on the

floor)

.

He’s asleep on the floor.

SENDER. Wake him up then. Wake
him up.

MEYER {tries to rouse him. Fright-

ened). I can’t

(They all crowd round channon,
and try to wake him.

)

FIRST BATLON {with G frightened

cry). He’s dead.

THIRD BATLON. The book of Roziek

the King—^look—^it’s fallen out of

his hand!

(Consternation .

)

CURTAIN

ACT TWO

A square in Brainitz. Left, the old synagogue, built of wood and of ancient

architecture. In front of it, somewhat to one side, a mound surmounted

by a gravestone bearing the inscription, **Here lie a pure and holy bride-

groom and bride, murdered to the glory of God in the year 5408. Peace

he with them.^' An alley on one side of the synagogue, leading to a group

of small houses which merge into the backdrop.

At the right, sender’s house, also built of wood, but of imposing size

and adorned with a balcony and stoop. Past the house a wide double-gate

to the courtyard gives onto another alley with a row of small shops which

also merge into the backdrop. On the drop to the right, past the shops, an

inn, then the garden of a large estate and the owners mansion. A wide

road leading down to a river upon whose farther bank a cemetery is seen.

To the left, a bridge over the river and a mill.
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In the foreground^ bathhouse and poorhouse. In the far distance^ a for-

est. The double gates to sender s courtyard stand wide open. Long tables

have been set out in the yard, and jut out onto the square. The tables are

spread with food which the poor, old and young, iome of them crippled,

are ravenously devouring. They are served continuously from the house,

from great bowls of food and baskets with bread.

Before the shops and houses, women sit knitting, but their eyes hardly

leave sender’s house. Men, old and young, leave the synagogue carrying

their prayer-shawls and phylacteries, and go into the shops and houses.

Some stand about talking in groups. Music is heard from the courtyard.

Then dancing and the confused sound of voices.

It is evening. In the middle of the street, in front of the synagogue
stands the wedding guest, a middle-aged Jew in a satin kaftan, his hands
stuck into his belt. The second batlon is with him.

CHEST (gazing at the synagogue).

A great synagogue you have here

—

a handsome building indeed—and
spacious, too. The spirit of God is

upon it. Very old, I should say.

SECOND BATLON. ''^ery old it is. Our
ancients say that not even their

grandfathers could remember when
it was built.

GUEST (seeing the grave). And
what is that? (He reads the inscrip-

tion) “Here lie a pure and holy

bridegroom and bride, murdered
to the glory of God in the year
5408.” A bride and bridegroom

—

murdered to the glory of God?

SECOND BATLON. Yes—^by that ban-
dit Chamilouk*—^may his name be
wiped out forever—^when he
raided the city with his Cossacks

and massacred half the Jews. He
murdered that bride and groom as

hemg led to the wed-
ding canopy. They were buried on
the very M ohe graVe to-

gether. Sver ^^^ice,> ^It ' has been
called the hofy grave. (WMspering,
<is if he were telling a secret) At

* Chmelnitzki the Cossack cjiieftain

who led a great uprising in which
thousands of Jews perished.

every marriage ceremony, the rabbi
hears sighs from the grave, and it

has become a time-honored cus-

tom for the people leaving the syna-

gogue after a wedding to go and
dance there, to cheer the dead bride
and bridegroom where they lie.

GUEST. An excellent custom. . . .

MEYER (coming out of sender’s

house). Ah, such a feast for the

poor. Never in all my bom days
have I seen the equal of this spread
Sender’s made for them.

GUEST. No wonder. He’s giving

away his only daughter.

MEYER (with enthusiasm). First a

piece of fish; then a cut of roast,

and a zimmis"* to top it off. And
cake and brandy before the meal
began! ... It must have cost him
a fortune—more than can ever be
reckoned up!

SECOND BATLON. Leave it to Sender
to know his own business. When it

comes to skimping an invited guest,

you know wh^e you are—^let him
snort all he likes, he can’t do any-

thing. But it’s flying in the face of

^A vbgetabfe delicacy.
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danger not to treat the poor right.

There's no telling who a beggar s

coat may be hiding. A beggar
maybe, but maybe also someone
quite different ... a nisterf . . .

or one of the Thirty-six.:^

MEYEB. Why not the Prophet Elijah

himself? He always appears as a
beggar.

GUEST, It s not only the poor it pays
to be careful with. You cant say

for a certainty who any man might
have been in his last existence, nor
what he is doing on earth.

(From the alley on the right, the
MESSENGER enters, with his knap-
sack on his shoulder.)

MEYER (to the messenger). Sho-
lom aleichem*—^you have come
back, I see.

MESSENGER. I have been sent to

you again.

MEYER. You have come in good
season, in time for a great wedding.

MESSENGER, I loiow—^it is the talk

of all the country round.

MEYER. Did you happen to pass the

bridegroom's party on the way?
They are late.

MESSENGER. The bridegTOom will

arrive in good time. (He goes

into the synagogue, and the

GTJEST, MEYER and the SECONIY

BATEON turn into senders court-

yard. LEAH appears beyond the

tables, in her wedding-dress, danc-

t A saint disguised.

t Thirty-six men of virtue, on whose
account God allows the world to con-
tinue.

* Peace be with you.

DYBBXJK

ing with one after another of the
old women. The rest crowd about
her. Those with whom she has fin-
ished dancing pass into the square,
and stand talking in groups.)

A POOR WOMAN (with child holding
on to her skirts. In a tone of satis-

faction). I danced with the bride.

LAME WOMAN. So did I. I took her
round the waist and danced with
her too. Hee, hee, heel

A HUNCHBACK. How's that? The
bride only dancing with the
women? Im going to take her by
the waist myself, and swing her
round and round. Ha, ha, hal

{General laughter among the beg^
gars. FRADE, GITTEL and BASSIA
come from the house onto the
stoop.)

FRADE (worried). Oh, dear! Oh^
dear! There's the darling still danc-
ing with those people. She'll make
herself diz2y if she doesn't stop. Go
and tell her to come here, children.

criTEL (going to leak). Come
away, Leah dear—you've danced
enough now.

BASSIA. Yes—^you'll be getting

diz2y. ...
(They take leahs hands and try^

to draw her away.) ^

THE POOR WOMEN (gather round
LEAH beseeching her in whining
tones) . She hasn't danced with me
yet. . . . Aren't I as good as them?
, , . I've been waiting an hour.

. . , Me . . . Me. . . It's my
turn after Elka. . . . She's been
roimd ten times and more witii that

lame Yachna, and not one single

turn with me. . . . I've never got

no luck!
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(MEYER comes out into the square

and stands on the bench. In a high-

pitched voice, he chants the fol-

lowing verse in the manner of a

herald .

)

Come in, come in, and feast your

fill

Rich Sender bids you straightway

cornel

Here's abundance and goodwill.

And ten kopeks for everyone!

THE POOR {run out jostling one
another). Ten kopeks! Ten kopeks!

{The square is left empty except

for LEAH, GiTTEL, BASSLA and an
old half-blind beggar woman

.

)

THE OLD WOMAN {seizeS LEAh) . I

don’t want no alms. ... I only

want you to dance with me. Just

once—^just one turn. That’s all. I’ve

not danced once these forty years.

. . . Oh, how I used to dance
when I was a girl! How I did dance!

(leak dances with her, but when
she tries to release herself, the

crone will not let her go, but begs

for more and more) Again . . .

again- . . . {They swing round
faster still, the old woman now out

of breath and hysterical) More . . .

more. . . .

(GITTEL has to force her into the

courtyard. Then she comes back,

and together with bassia, they as-

sist LEAH to a bench, sender’s

servants clear the tables and close

the gate.)

FRADE. Oh, my darling, you’re as

white as a sheet. They’ve worn you
out, so they have.

LEAH {sits with closed eyes, her
head leaning backward, and when
she speaks, it is as though in a
trance). They seized me . . .

they kept on turning and turning

round me ... so close . . . and
clutched me to them with their

cold, withered hands . . . my
head swam . . . my heart turned
faint. Then someone came and
lifted me from the ground and
carried me far away, very far away.

BASSIA {in great anxiety)

.

Oh, Leah,
look how they’ve crushed your
dress—it’s all dirty now. Whatever
will you do?

LEAH (in the same manner as be-

fore). If the bride is left alone be-

fore the wedding, spirits come and
carry her ofiF.

FRADE {alarmed). What can have
put such ideas into your head, my
child? We may not mention the

dark people—^you know that.

They’re lurking in every tiny hole

and comer and crevice. They see

everything and hear everything

—

and they’re forever on the alert to

catch their unclean names on our
bps. Then out they spring on top
of you. ( She spits three times.

)

LEAH {opens her eyes). My spirits

are not evil ones.

FRADE. Don’t you believe them, my
child. The minute you trust one of

the dark people, he becomes un-
manageable and begins to do mis-

chief.

LEAH {with utter conviction).

Granny—it isn’t evil spirits that

surround us, but souls of those who
died before their time, and come
back again to see aU that we do and
hear all that we say.

FRADE. God help you, child, what is

the meaning of aU this? Souls?

What souls? The souls of the pure
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and good fly up to heaven and stay
there at rest in the bright garden of
Eden.

LEAH. No, granny—^they are witii

us here. (Her tone changes) Grand-
mother, every one of us is bom to
a long life of many, many years. If

he dies before his years are done,
what becomes of the life he has not
lived, do you think? What becomes
of his joys and sorrows, and all the
thoughts he had not time to think,

and all the things he hadn’t time to

do? Where are the children he did
not live long enough to bring into

the world? Where does all that go
to? Where? (Lost in thought^ she
continues) There was a lad here,

granny ... his mind was full of

wisdom and his soul was set on holy
purposes. Long years stretched out
before him. Then one day, without
warning, his life is destroyed. And
strangers bury him in strange earth.

{Desperately) What has become of
the rest of him? His speech that has
been silenced? His prayers that
have been cut off? . , . Grand-
mother—^when a candle blows out
we light it again and it goes on
burning down to the end. So how
can a human life which goes out
before it has burnt down, remain
put out forever? . . . How can it,

granny?

FRADE (shaking her head). Daugh-
ter, you must not think about such
things. He who lives above knows
the reason for His actions. We are

blind and know nothing.

(The MESSENGER approaches them
unnoticed, and remains standing

close behind them.)

LEAH (not hearing her. With deep
conviction). No, granny. No human
life goes to waste. If one of us dies
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before his time, his soul returns to
the world to complete its span, to
do the things left undone and ex-

perience the happiness and griefs

he would have known. (A pause)
Granny, do you remember you told

us how the dead go trooping at

midnight into the synagogue? They
go to pray the prayers they would
have prayed in life, had they not
died too soon. (A pause) My
mother died in her youth and had
no time to live through all that lay
in store for her. That is why I go
today to the cemetery to ask her
to join my father when he leads me
under the wedding-canopy. She
will be with me there, and after the
ceremony we shall dance together.

It is the same with aU the souls who
leave the world before their time.
They are here in our midst, unheard
and invisible. Only if your desire
is strong enough, you can see them,
and hear their voices and learn their

thoughts. . . . lean. . . . (Point-

ing to the grave) The holy grave

—

I have known it ever since I was a
child. And I know the bride and
bridegroom buried there. Ive seen
them often and often, sometimes in

dreams and sometimes when I am
wide awake. They are as near to me
as my own people. . . . (Deep in

meditation) They were on the way
to their wedding, so young and
lovely to see, with a long and beau«
tfful life before them. But mur-
derers set upon them with axes, and
in a moment they both lay dead
upon the ground. They were laid in

one grave, so that they might be
together for aU time. (She rises and
goes to the grave, followed by
FRADE, GiTTEL and BASSiA. Stretch-

ing out her arms, she says in a loud

voice) Holy bridegroom and bride,

I invite you to my wedding. Be
with me under the canopy.
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{Gay march music is heard in the

distance, leah screams in terror

and almost falls, gittel catches

her,)

GITTEL. What is it, Leah dear?

Don’t be frightened. They must be

greeting the bridegroom with music

as he comes into the village.

BASSiA {excited). I’m going to take

a peep at him.

GITTEL. I, too. We’ll run back,

Leah, and tell you what he looks

like. Shall we?

LEAH {shaking her head). No.

BASSIA. She’s only shy. Little stupid,

there’s nothing to he ashamed of.

. . . We won’t give you away!

{Exit BASSIA running, followed by
GITTEL.)

ERABE {returning with leak to the

stoop). That is the custom, my
ehild. The bride always sends her

friend to see whether the groom is

fair dr dark, and . . .

l^LBSSENGER {approaching). Bride!

LEAH {shivers as she turns towards

him). Yes—^what is it? {She gazes

fixedly at him.

)

i^ssENGER. The souls of the dead
do return to earth, but not as dis-

embodied spirits. Some must pass

through many forms before they

achieve purification, (leah listens

with ev^4rwreasmg attention) The
souls of fhe wicked return in the

forms of beasts, or birds, or fish

—

of plants even, and are powerless to

purify themselves by their own ef-

forts. They have to wait for the

coming of some righteous sage to

purge them of their sins and set

them free. Others enter the bodies

of the newly born, and cleanse

themselves by well-doing.

LEAH {in tremulous eagerness).

Yes . .
. yes. . . .

MESSENGER. Besides these, there

are vagrant souls which, finding

neither rest nor harbor, pass into

the bodies of the living, in the form
of a Dybbuk, until diey have at-

tained purity. {Exit the messen-
ger.)

(leak remains lost in astonishment,

as sender comes out of the house.

)

SENDER. Why are you sitting here
like this, little daughter?

frade. She entertained the beggars
at their meal and danced with them
afterwards. They tired her, so she
is resting awhile now.

SENDER. Entertaining the poor, eh?
That is a sweet and pious deed.

{He looks up at the sky) It is get-

ting very late but the bridegroom
and his people have arrived at last.

Is everything ready?

frade. She has still to go to the

grave-yard.

sender. Yes, go, my httle one—go
to Mamma. {He sighs) Let your
tears fall on her grave and ask her

to come to your wedding. Ask her
to be with you, so that we may lead

our only daughter under the can-

opy together. Say that I have ful-

filled her dying wishes to devote

my hfe to you and bring you up to

be a true and virtuous daughter of

Israel. This I have done, and am
now about to give yon in marriage
to a learned and God-fearing young
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man, of good family. (He wipes

away his tears and with bowed
head turns back into the house.)

(A pause.)

UEAH. Granny, may I invite others

at the grave-yard besides mother?

FRADE. Only the near relations. You
must ask your grandfather. Rabbi
Ephraim, and your Aunt Mirele.

LEAH. There is someone else I want
to ask—^not a relation.

FRADE. No, daughter—^that is for-

bidden. If you invite one stranger,

the others might take offense and do
you harm.

LEAH. He is not a stranger, granny.

He was in our house like one of our-

selves.

FRADE {in a voice low with fear).

Child, child—^you fill me with fear.

. . . They say he died a bad, un-

natural death, (leak weeps si-

lently) There, there, my litde one,

don’t cry. You shall ask him if you
must; granny will take the sin upon
herself. {Bethinking herself) I don’t

know where they buried him,

though, and it would never do to

ask.

LEAH. I know where he is.

FRADE (surprised). You know?
How?

LEAH. I saw his grave in a dream.

(She closes her eyes in a trance)

And I saw him, too. He told me his

trouble and begged me to invite

him to the wedding.

(gittel and bassia enter running.)

GiTTEL. AND BASSIA (together, in

high excitement). WeVe seen him—^we ve seen him!

LEAH (in consternation). Whom

—

whom have you seen?

GITTEL. Why, the bridegroom, of

course. And he’s dark. . . ,

BASSIA. No, he isn’t—^he’s fair. . , .

GITTEL. Come, lets take another

look and make sure. . . .

(They run off,)

LEAH (rising). Come, Granny—let

us go to the graveyard.

FRADE (sadly). Yes, my hshy. . . .

Och, och, och!

(leak takes a black shawl and puts

it round her shoulders. With frade
at her side, she passes slowly down
the alley to the right. The stage re-

mains empty for a moment. Music
is heard approaching, as from the

alley on the left come nachmon,
RABBI MENDEL and MENASHE, a

small, wizened youth who stares

about him with wide, terrified eyes.

They are followed by relatives,

men and women, in holiday clothes.

SENDER comes out to meet them.)

SENDER (shakes naohmon’s hmid
warmly). Sholom aleichem, Nach-
mon. You are welcome. (They kiss.

SENDER shakes hands wi^ mena^bde

and kisses him. He then shakes

hands with the rest of the party)

Have you had a good journey?

NAGHMON. We have had a hard and

bitter joum^. First we missed the

road and went astray in the fields.

Then we plunged into a swamp
which nearly swallowed us up. It

was aU we could do to pull our-

selves out, and the thought flashed
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through my mind that the Evil

Ones, God forbid, were at work to

prevent our getting here at all.

However, by tibe goodness of God
we have stiU managed to arrive in

time.

SENDEE. You must be exhausted.

Come in and rest.

NACHMON. There’s no time to rest,

we have still to settle the details of

the marriage-contract, the transfer

of the dowry—^the wedding gifts

—

how long the couple should live in

the bridegroom’s father’s house, and
so forth. . . .

SENDER. As you wish—I am entirely

at your disposal. {Tuts his arm
around nachmon’s shoulders, and
walks up and down the square with

him, talking.)

RABBI MENDEL (to menashe). Re-

member now—you are to remain

perfectly quiet at the table. Keep
your eyes downcast, and make no
movement of any sort. The moment
the supper is over, the master of

ceremonies will call out: "The
bridegroom will now deliver his

oration.” Then you will rise imme-
diately and stand on the bench.

Begin intoning loudly—^the louder

the better. And you are not to be
bashful—do you hear?

MENASHE. Yes, I hear. (In a fright-

ened whisper) Rabbi, I’m afraid.

RABBI MENDEL {cdatmed)

.

Afraid

—what of? Have you forgotten

your oration?

MENASHE. No—it isu’t tihat.

RABBI MENDEL. What then?

MENASHE (in anguish). I don’t

know myself. But no sooner had we
left home than I was seized with
terror. All the places we passed
were strange to me—^I’ve never in

my life seen so many unfamiliar

faces. I can’t stand the way they
look at me—^I’m afraid of their eyes.

{He shudders) Rabbi, nothmg ter-

rifies me so much as the eyes of

strangers.

RABBI MENDEL. I’ll pray that the

evil eye be averted from you.

MENASHE. Rabbi, I’d like to stay

alone, I’d like to creep into a comer
somewhere. But here I’m sur-

rounded by strangers. I have to talk

to them, answer their questions; I

feel as if I were being dragged to

the gallows. {With mystic terror)

Rabbi, above all, I’m firightened of

her, the maiden.

RABBI MENDEL. Make Up youT mind
to master your fears, and you will.

Otherwise, God forbid, you may
forget your oration. Let us go to the

inn now, and I will hear you go
over it again.

MENASHE {clutches at Mendel’s
hand). Rabbi—^what’s that grave

there in the middle of the street?

{They read the inscription on the

headkone in silence, and stand for

a moment beside the grave; then

with bowed heads pass down the

alley to the left, sender, nachmon
and the wedding guest enter the

house. The poor file out of the

courtyard, with their bags on their

shoulders and staves in their hands.

They cross the square silently and
vanish doum the alley to the left.

A few linger in the square.)

A TALL PALE WOMAN. NoW the pOOr
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people s feast is over—^like all the
other things—^just as if they’d never
been.

i^ME OLD WOMAN. They said
there’d be a plate of soup for every-
one, but there wasn’t.

A HLTNCHBACK. And Only little slices

of white bread.

A MAN ON CRUTCHES. A rich man
like him—as if it would have hurt
him to give us a whole loaf each.

THE TALL WOMAN. They might have
given us a bit of chicken. Just look,

chicken and geese and turkeys for

their rich guests.

A HALF-BLIND WOMAN. Oh, what
does it matter? It aU goes to the
worms when were dead. Och, och,

och!

{They go slowly out The stage is

empty for a moment Then the
MESSENGER CTOSses from the left and
enters the synagogue. Dusk is fall-

ing. The shopkeepers are closing

for the night In the synagogue an^
at sender’s house^ lights are ap-
pearing. SENDER, GITTEL and BASSIA
come onto the stoop. They peer
about.

)

SENDER {worried). Where is Leah?
Where is old Frade? How is it they
aren’t back from the graveyard all

this time? Can they have met with
an accident, God forbid?

GITTEL AND BASSIA. Well go and
meet them.

{From the alley on the right, frade
and LEAH come hurrying.)

FRADE. Hurry, child, hurry! Ei, ei

—

how long we ve been! Oh, why did

I let you have your way? I am so
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afraid something dreadful is going
to happen, God forbid!

SENDER. Oh, here they are. What
can have kept you all riiis time?

{Women come out of the house.)

WOMEN. Bring in the bride to pray
before the candles.

(leak is led into the house.)

FRADE {whispering to gittel and
BASSIA ). She fainted. Td a hard
time bringing her round. Im shak-

ing all over still.

BASSIA. That’s because she’s been
fasting ... it weakens the heart.

GITTEL. Did she cry much at her
mother’s grave?

FRADE. Better not ask what hap-
pened there. I’m still shaking ^
over. . . .

(A chair is set near the door and
LEAH is led out They seat her.

Music. NACHMON, MENASHE, RABBI
MENDEL and the guests approach

from the alley on the left, menashe
carries a cloth over his outstretched

hands, and crosses to leak in order

to cover her face with it. The mes-
senger comes out of the syna-

gogue.)

LEAH {tears the cloth away, and
springing up, thrusts menashe from
her, crying out). No! YOU are not

my bridegroom!

{General consternation. They all

crowd round leah.)

SENDER {overwhelmed). Little

daughter, what is it, my darling?

What has come over you?

(leah breaks away from them and
runs to the grave, reaching out her

arms.)
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LEAH. Holy bridegroom and bride,

protect me—^save me! (She falls.

They flock round her, and raise her

from the ground. She looks wildly

about, and cries out, not in her nat-

ural voice, hut in the voice of a

man) Ah! Ah! You buried me. But
I have come back—^to my destined

bride. I will leave her no more!

(nachmon crosses to leah, and she
shrieks into his face) Chamilouk!

NACHMON (trembling). She has
gone mad.

MESSENGER. Into the bride has en-

tered a Dybbuk.
(Great tumult.)

CURTAIN

ACT THREE

Miropol. A large room in the house of rabbi azrael of Miropol. Right,

door leading to other rooms. In middle of wall, center, door to street. On
either side of this door, benches. Windows. Left, a table almost the entire

length of the wall, covered with a white cloth. On table, slices of white

hread."^ At the head of table, a great armchair. Tost the door, right, a
small cupboard containing scrolls of the law. Beside it, an altar. Opposite,

a small table, sofa, and several chairs.

It is the Sabbath—evening prayers are just over, chassidim go to and

fro in the room while elder michoel places about the table the pieces of

white bread. The messenger is sitting beside the cupboard where the

scrolls are, surrounded by a group of chassidim. Others sit apart, reading.

Two stand beside the small table. A low chanting is heard from an inner

room: ^*God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob . . The two chassidim speak.

FmsT CHASSID. He has some won-
derful tales, the Stranger. It gives

you the creeps to listen to them

—

Im afraid to, myself.

SECOND CHASSID. What are they

about?

FIRST CHASSJD. TheyVe full of deep
meaning,^ but it's not easy to grasp

wh^t the meaning For all we
know, they may have something to

do with the Bratslaver's creed.*

* Sabbath bread wluch is prayed
over at the pilose of this Sabbaui.

^ Nachmon Bratslaver, a descendant

of Balshem, the founder of Chassi-

dism. Bratslaver was. a famous Rabbi,

a poet and philosopher.

SECOND CHASSID. There can't be
anything very heretical in them if

the older Chassidim can listen to

him-

(They join the group about the

MESSENGER.

)

THIRD CHAS^. Go on—^tcll US an-

other . . .

MESSENGER. It is late. There is

hardly any time left.

FOURTH CHASSID. That's all right.

The Rabbi won’t be here for a good
while yet.

MESSENGER (continuing his stories)
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Well, then. At the end of the earth

stands a high mountain; on the top

of this mountain is a huge boulder,

and out of the boulder flows a

stream of clear water. At the op-

posite end of the earth is the heart

of the world. Now each thing in the

world has a heart, and the world

itself has a great heart of its own.

And the heart of the world keeps

the clear stream ever in sight, gaz-

ing at it with insatiable longing and

desire. But the heart of the world

can make not even one step toward

it, for the moment it stirs from its

place, it loses sight of the moun-
tain’s summit and the crystal spring.

And if, though for a single instant

only, it lose sight of the spring, it

loses in that same moment its life,

and the heart of the world begins

to die.

The crystal spring has no life-

span of its ovm, but endures only

so long as the heart of the world

allows. And this is one day only.

Now at the close of day, the

spring calls to the heart of the world

in a song and is answered in a

song from the heart. And the sound

of Sieir song passes over all the

earth, and out of it shining threads

come forth and fasten onto the

hearts of all the world’s creatures

and from one heart to another.

There is a righteous and benevolent

man who goes to and fro over all

the earth’s surface, gathering up the

threads from all the hearts. These

he weaves into Time, and when he

has woven one whole day, he passes

it over to the heart of the world,

which passes it over to the crystal

spring, and so the spring achieves

another day of life.

THiKD CHASSID. The Rabbi is com-

ing.

(Silence falls. They alh^e. rabbi
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AZRAEU enters at door, left. He is a

man of great age, dressed in a white

kaftan and high fur cap. Very

slowly and wearily, deep in

thought, he crosses to the table,

and sinks into the armchair at its

head, michoel takes his place at

the rabbis right hand, and the

CHASSIDIM group themselves around

the table, the elders sitting, the

younger standing behind them.

michoel distributes white bread.

RABBI AZRAEL Ups his head, and in

a low, quavering voice chants.)

RABBI AZRAEL. The feast of David,

the King, the Messiah . . . (The

others make the response and say

grace over the bread. They begin

chanting in low tones, a sad, mys-

terious air without words. There

is a pause, rabbi azrael sighs

deeply, rests his head on both

hands, and in that position remains

seated, lost in meditation. An at-

mosphere of suspense pervades the

silence. At last, rabbi azrael again

raises his head, and begins to in-

tone) It is told of the holy Bal-

shem*—^may his merits hover over

us. . . . (There is a momentary

pause) One day there came to

Meshibach a troupe of German
acrobats who gave their perform-

ance in the streets of the town.

They stretched a rdpe across the

river and one of them walked along

the rope to the opposite bank. From
all sides die people came running

to behold this ungodly marvel, and

in the midst of the crowd of on-

lookers stood the holy Babhem
himself. His dbciples were greatly

astonished, and asked him the

meaning of his presence there. And

the holy Babhem answered them

thus; I went to see how a man

* The founder of die Chassidic Sect
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might cross the chasm between two
heights as this man did, and as I

watched him I reflected that if

mankind would submit their souls

to such discipline as tliat to which
he submitted his body, what deep
abysses might they not cross upon
the tenuous cord of life! {The rabbi

sighs deeply.)

(In the pause that follows, the

CHASSIDIM exchange enraptured

glances.

)

FIRST CHASSID, Lofty as the world!

SECOND CHASSID, Wouder of Won-
ders!

THIRD CHASSID. Glory of glories!

RABBI AZRAEL (to MiCHOEL, whis-

pering) . There is a stranger here,

MICHOEL (looking round). He is a

messenger, in the confidence of the

Great Ones.

RABBI AZRAEL. What message does

he bring?

MICHOEL. I don’t know. Shall I tell

him to go away?

RABBI AZRAEL. God forbid! A
stranger must, on the contrary, be
shown special honor. Give him a

chair. (Pause) The world of God
is great and holy. In all the world

the holiest land is the Land of

Israel. In the Land of Israel the

hohest city is Jerusalem; in Jeru-

salem the holiest place was the holy

Temple, and the holiest spot in the

Temple was the Holy of Holies.

(He pauses) In the world there are

seventy nations, and of them the

holiest is Israel. The holiest of the

people of Israel is the tribe of the

Levites. The holiest of the Levites

are the priests, and amongst the
priests, the holiest is the High
Priest. (Pause) The year has three

hundred and fifty-four days. Of
these the holidays are the holiest.

HoHer than the holidays are the

Sabbaths and the holiest of the

Sabbaths is Yom Kippur,* Sabbath
of Sabbaths. (Pause) There are in

the world seventy tongues. The
holiest of these is the holy tongue
of Israel. The holiest of all things

written in this tongue is the Holy
Torah; of the Torah the holiest part

is the Ten Commandments, and
the holiest of all the words in the

Ten Commandments is the Name of

the Lord. (Pause) At a certain

hour, on a certain day of the year,

all these four supreme holinesses

met together. This took place on
the Day of Atonement, at the hour
when the High Priest entered the

Holy of Holies and there revealed

the Divine Name. And as this hour
was holy and terrible beyond
words, so also was it the hour of

utmost peril for the High Priest,

and for the entire commonweal of

Israel. For if, in that hour (which
God forbid), a sinful or a wayward
thought had entered the mind of

the High Priest, it would have
brought the destruction of the

world. (Pause) Wherever a man
stand to lift his eyes to heaven,
that place is a Holy of Holies. Every
human being created by God in

His own image and likeness is a
High Priest. Each day of a mans
life is the Day of Atonement; and
every word he speaks from his heart
is the name of the Lord. Therefore
the sin of , any man, whether of

commission or of omission, brings

the ruin of a whole world in its

train. (His voice becomes weaker

^ The Day of Atonement.
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and trembles) Through many trans-

migrations, the human soul is drawn
by pain and grief, as the child to its

mother s breast, to the ^source of

its being, the Exalted Throne above.

But it happens sometimes that a

soul which has attained to the final

state of purification suddenly be-

comes the prey of evil forces which
cause it to slip and fall. And the

higher it had soared, the deeper it

falls. And with the fall of such a

soul as this, a world plunges to

ruin. And darkness overwhelms the

spheres. The ten spheres bewail the

world that is lost. {He pauses, and
seems to awaken to consciousness)

My children, tonight we will

shorten the seeing out of the

Queen. ^

{All except michoel silently leave

the room, the spell of the rabbi's

discourses still upon them,

)

MICHOEL {approaches the table un-

certainly). Rabbi . . . Rabbi, Sen-

der of Brainitz is here.

RABBI AZRAEL {mechanically re-

peating the words). Sender of

Brainitz . . . I know.

MICHOEL. A terrible misfortune has

befallen him. A Dybbuk—God's

mercy be upon us—^has entered into

his daughter.

RABBI AZRAEL. A Dybbuk has . . .

I know.

MICHOEL. He has brought her to

you.

RABBI AZRAEL {as if to Mmself)

.

To me? . . . To me? . . . Why
to me, when there is no me to come
to? For I am myself no longer.

^ The Sabbath is the Queen, whose

going is celebrated with prayer.
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MICHOEL. But Rabbi—everybod)^

comes to you—a world of people

RABBI AZRAEL. As you say—a worlc

of people. Yes, a blind world

—

blind sheep following a blind shep-

herd. If they had eyes to see with,

they would seek guidance not from
me, but from Him who alone can
justly use the word "I," for He is, in

all the world, the only 'T.”

MICHOEL. You are His representa-

tive, Rabbi.

RABBI AZRAEL. So says the world.

But as for me, I do not know. For
forty years I have sat in the Rabbi's

chair, and yet, to this very day I

am not convinced that I am indeed

the appointed deputy on earth of

Him whose Name be praised. At
times I am conscious of my near-

ness to the All. Then I am free of

doubts, and feel the power within

me—then I know I am master over

the high worlds. But there are other

times when that certainty abandons
me, and then I am as small and
feeble as a child, then I myself,

and not those who come to me^,

need help.

MICHOEL. I know, Rabbi—I re-

member. Once you came to me at

midnight, and asked me to recite

the psalms with you. All the night

long, we said them together, weep-
ing.

RABBI AZRAEL. That was a long time

ago—^it is worse than ever now,

{His voice fails) What do they

want of me? I am old and weak.

My body has earned its rest—^my

soul longs for solitude. Yet still they

come thronging to me, all the mis-

ery and sorrow of the world. Each
imploring word pierces my flesh
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like a thorn . . . No, I have no
longer the strength ... I cannot

MiCHOEL {filed with fear) . Rabbi,

Ptabbi . . .

RABBI AZRAEL {suddenly breaking

into tears). I can’t go on ... I

can’t . . . {He weeps.)

MICHOEL. Rabbi—do you forget the

generations of righteous and holy

men of God from whom you are

descended? Your father, Rabbi

Itzele, blessed be his name, your

grandfather, our master and lord

—

our teacher. Rabbi Velvele the

Great, who was a pupil of the Holy
Balshem himself . . .

RABBI AZRAEL {regaining his self-

control) . No— will not forget my
forbears—^my holy father who three

times had a revelation direct from
God; my imcle. Rabbi Meyer Baer,

who upon the words of "Hear, O
Israel” could ascend to Heaven at

will; the great Velvele, my grand-

father, who resurrected the dead.

. . . {All his spirit has returned

as he speaks to jmichoel) Michoel,

do you know that my grandfather

would drive out Dybbidcs without

either spells or incantations—with
a single word of command, only

one, he expelled them. In times of

stress I always turn to him, and he
sustains me. He will not forsake me
now. Call in Sender.

goes, and returns in a
rrWnieM with send]sr.)

\ f

SENDER {tectrfMUy, uMi outspread

hands). Rabbil Have mercy on me!
Help mel Save my imly daugbtel

RABBI A2RAEL. How did this mis-

fortune come upon you?

SENDER. Just as they were about to

veil the bride, and . , .

RABBI AZRAEL. That is not what I

asked. Tell me, what could have
brought this thing to pass? A worm
can enter a fruit only after it has
begun to rot.

SENDER. Rabbi, my only daughter

is a pious Jewish maiden. She is

modest and gentle—^she has never
disobeyed me.

RABBI AZRAEL. Children are some-
times punished for the sins of their

parents.

SENDER. If I knew of any sin I had
committed, I would do penance for

it.

RABBI AZRAEL. Have you asked the

Dybbuk who he was, and why he
entered into your daughter?

SENDER. He refuses to answer. But
we recognized him by his voice.

He was a student in our yeshiva

who died suddenly in the syna-

gogue. That was months ago. He
had been meddling in the Kabala
and came to grief through it.

RABBI AZRAEL. What powers de-

stroyed him?

SENDER. Evil ones, they say. An
hour or two before his death, he
had been telling a fellow-student

that sin need not be fought against,

for Satan too is holy at the core. He
also tried the use of charms to

obtain two barrels of gold.

RABBI AZRAEL. Did you Icnow him?

SENDER. Yes. I was one of those in

whose house he stayed.
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EABBi AZRAEL (betiding his gaze
intently upon sendee). You may
have put some slight upon him or
mistreated him. Try to remember.

SENDEE. I don’t know ... I can’t

remember. . . . (Desperately)
Rabbi, Im only human, after all

. . . I . . .

EABBI AZEAEL. Bring in the maiden.
(sendee goes out and returns im-
mediately with FEADE, who sup-
ports LEAH. LEAH stops in the door-
way and will go no further.)

SENDEE (weeping). Have pity on
your father, my child—don’t put
him to shame before the Rabbi.
Come inside.

FEADE. Go in, Leah dear—go in,

little dove.

LEAH. I want to . , . but I can’t

EABBI AZEAEL. Maiden, I command
you—come in! (leah advances into

the room and crosses to the table)

Sit down!

LEAH (does as the eabbi tells her.

Then suddenly springs up and cries

out with a voice not her own ) . Let
me be! I will not be here! (She tries

to escape, but is stopped by sendee
and FEADE.)

iUBBi AZEAEL. Dybbuk! Who are

you? I command you to answer.

LEAH (in the voice of the dybbuk) .

Miropol Rabbi—^you know very
well who I am. I do not wish the

others to know.

eabbi AZEAEL. I do DOt ask your
name—I ask: Who are you?
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LEAH (as before). I am one of
those who sought other paths.

EABBI AZEAEL. He Only seeks other
paths who has lost the straight one.

LEAH (as before)

.

The straight one
is too narrow.

EABBI AZEAEL. That has been said

before by one who did not return.

(Pause) Why did you enter into

this maiden?

LEAH (as before). 1 am her pre-

destined bridegroom.

EABBI AZEAEL. According to our
Holy Scriptures, a dead soul may
not stay in the realms of the living.

LEAH (as before). I have not died.

EABBI AZEAEL. YoU left OUT WOrld,
and so are forbidden to return until

the blast of the great trumpet shall

be heard. I command you Aerefore
to leave the body of this maiden,
in order that a hving branch of the
imperishable tree of Israel may
not be blasted.

LEAH (shrieks in the dybbuk’s
voice). Miropol Rabbi— know
your almighty power. I know that

angels and archangels obey your
word. Butme you cannot command,
I have nowhere to go. Every road
is barred against me and every gate

is locked. On every side, the forces

of evil lie in wait to seize me. (In

a trembling voice) There is heaven,
and there is earth—and all the

coimtless worlds in space, yet in

not one of these is there any place

for me. And now that my soul has
found refuge from the bitterness

and terror of pursuit, you wish to

drive me away. Have mercy! I>o
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not send me away—don’t force me
to go!

RABBI AZRAEL. I am filled with pro-

found pity for you, wandering soul!

And I will use all my power to save

you from the evil spirits. But the

body of this maiden you must leave.

LEAH {in the dybbuks voice^

firmly). I refuse!

RABBI AZRAEL. Michoel. Summon a

minyen from the synagogue.

(michoel returns at once with ten

Jews who take their places on one
side of the room) Holy Community,
do you give me authority to cast

out of the body of a Jewish maiden,
in your behalf and with your power,
a spirit which refuses to leave her
of its own free will?

THE TEN. Rabbi, we give you au-

thority to cast out of the body of a
Jewish maiden, in our behalf and
in our name and with our power, a
spirit which refuses to leave her of

its own free will.

RABBI (rises) . Dybbuk! Soul of one
who has left the world in which we
live. In the name and with the
power of a holy community of

Jews, I, Ajzxael, son of Itzele, order
you to depart out of the body of
the maiden, Leah, daughter of
Channah, and in departing, to do
no injury either to her or to any
other living being. If you do not
obey me, I shall proceed against
you with malediction and anathema,
to the limit of my powers, and with
the utmost might of my uplifted

arm. But if you do as I command
you, then I shall bend all my
strength to drive away the fiends

and evil spirits that surroimd you,
and keep you safe from them.

LEAH (shrieks in the voice of the
dybbuk). Fm not afraid of your
anathema. I put no faith in your
promises. The power is not in the
world that can help me. The loftiest

height of the world cannot compare
with this resting-place that I have
found, nor is tiiere in the world
an abysm so fathomless as that
which waits to receive me if ever I

leave my only refuge. I wiU not go.

RABBI AZRAEL. fri the name of the
Almighty, I adjure you for the last

time. Leave the body of this mai-
den— If you do not, I shall utter
the anathema against you and de-
liver you into the hands of the
fiends of destruction.

(An ominous pause.)

LEAH (in the voice of the dybbuk).
In the name of the Almighty, I am
bound to my betrothed, and will re-

main with her to all eternity.

rabbi AZRAEL. Michoel, have white
shrouds brought for all who are
here. Bring seven trumpets . . .

and seven black candles . . . Then
seven holy scrolls from their place.

(A pause fraught with dire omen,
during which michoel goes out and
returns with trumpets and black
candles. The messenger follows
him with the shrouds.

)

MESSENGER ( Counting the shrouds )

.

One too many. (He looks round the
room) Someone is missing, per-
haps?

rabbi AZRAEL (worried—as if re-

calling something). Before pro-
nouncing the anathema against a

Jewish soul, it is necessary to obtain
the permission of the City Rabbi.
Michoel, leave these things for the
present. Here is my staff. Take it
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and go to the City Rabbi, and ask

him to come without delay.

(michoel puts the trumpets and
candles aside and goes out with the

MESSENGER, who Still Carries the

shrouds over his arm.)

RABBI AZRAEL (to the ten). Wait
outside xmtil they come back.

{They leave the room. There is a
pause. RABBI AZRAEL tums to

sender) Sender, where are the

bridegroom and his people?

SENDER. They stayed in Brainitz

over the Sabbath, at my house.

RABBI AZRAEL. Let a nesscnger ride

over and tell them in my name, to

stay there and await my orders.

SENDER. Ill send at once.

RABBI AZRAEL. You may leave me
now, and take the maiden into the

next room.

LEAH (wakes out of her trance, and
speaks in her own voice, trem-

bling). Granny—^Im frightened.

What are they going to do to him?
What are they going to do to me?

FRADE. There, there, my child

—

youVe nothing to be frightened of.

The Rabbi knows best. He couldn’t

harm anyone. The Rabbi can’t do
wrong, my darling, (frade and
SENDER take LEAH into the adjoin-

ing room .

)

rabbi AZRAEL (remains absorbed in

his thoughts. Then he looks up).

Even though it has been thus or-

dained in the high planes, I will

reverse that destiny.

(Enter rabbi samson.)

RABBI SAMSON. A good Week to you.

Rabbi.
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RABBI AZRAEL (riscs to meet him).

A good week, a good year to you.

Rabbi. Be seated, (rabbi samson
takes a seat) I have troubled you
to come here in a very grave matter.

A Dybbuk (the Lord of Mercy be
with us), has entered into a daugh-
ter of Israel, and nothing will in-

duce him to leave her. Only the last

resort is left, to force him out by
anathema, and this I ask your per-

mission to do. The salvation of a
soul will thereby be added to your
other merits.

rabbi samson (sighing)

.

Anathema,
is cruel punishment enough for the

living—^it is far more so for the
dead. But if, as you say, all other

means have failed, and so godly a
man as yourself believe it necessary,

I give you my consent. I have a
secret, however, which I must re-

veal to you, Rabbi, for it has a vital

bearing on this affair.

rabbi AZRAEL. I am listening.

Rabbi.

rabbi samson. Rabbi, do you re-

member a young Chassid from
Brainitz, Nissin ben Rifke by name,
who used to come to you from time
to time, about twenty years ago?

RABBI AZRAEL. Yes. He went away
to some place a long way off and
died there, stifl in his youth.

rabbi samson. That is he. Well,

that same Nissin ben Rifke ap-

peared to me three times in my
dreams last night, demanding that

I summon Sender of Brainitz to

trial before the Rabbinical Court.

RABBI AZRAEL. What was his charge

against Sender?
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RABBI SAMSON. He did not state it

to me. He only kept saying that

Sender had done him a mortal in-

jury.

RABBI AZRAEL. A rabbi can ob-

viously not prevent any Jew from

summoning another to appear be-

fore the court, particularly when
the complainant is dead and could

appeal in the last resort to the High-

est Tribunal of all . . . But how do
these visitations of yours afFect this

Dybbuk?

RABBI SAMSON, In tfais maimer . . .

It has come to my ears that the

)routh who died and entered into

the body of Sender s daughter as a

Dybbuk, was Nissin ben Rifke’s

only son . . . There is also some
rumor concerning a pact with

Nissin ben Rifke which has not been
kept.

RABBI AZRAEL (after a moment"s re-

flection). This being the case, I

shall postpone the exorcising of the

Dybbuk until tomorrow midday.

In the morning after prayers, you
shall summon the dead man to

court, and God willing, we shall dis-

cover the reason for his visitations

to you. And then, with your per-

mission, I shall cast out the Dybbuk
by anathema.

RABBI SAMSON. In view of the diffi-

culty of a trial between a living

man and a dead one, which is as

r^e as it is difficult, I beg that you
will preside over the comt. Rabbi,

mad conduct the proceedings.

- S' ' ' j

RABBI AZRAEL. Very well . . .

Michoel. (Enier michoel) Bring

in the maiden, (sender and frade
bring leak into the room. She sUs

down before the rabbi with her

eyes closed) Dybbuk! I give you
respite until noon tomorrow. If at

that hour you persist in your re-

fusal to leave tins maiden’s body
of your own accord, I shall, with
the permission of the City Rabbi,
tear you away from her with the
utmost force of the cherem,"^

(sender and frade lead leak to-

wards the door) Sender, you are to

remain, (frade takes leak out)

Sender, do you remember the
bosom friend of your youth

—

Nissin ben Rifke?

SENDER (frightened). Nissin ben
Rifke? He died, didn’t he?

RABBI AZRAEL. Know then that he
appeared three times last night be-

fore the Rabbi of the City (in-

dicating RABBI SAMSON ) as he slept.

And Nissin ben Rifke demanded
that you be summoned to stand trial

by the Rabbinical Court for a wrong
that you have done him.

SENDER (stunned)

.

Me? A trial? Is

there no end to my misfortunes?

What does he want of me? Rabbi,

help me! What shall I do?

RABBI AZRAEL. I do ROt loiOW thc

nature of his charge. But you must
accept the summons.

SENDER. I will do whatever you say,

RABBI AZRAEL (in a different tone )

.

Let the swiftest horses be sent

immediately to Brainitz, to fetch

the bridegroom and his people.

Have them here before midday
tomorrow, in order that the wed-
ding may take place as soon as the

Dybbuk has b^n expelled. Have
the canopy set up.

* The sentence of excommunication.
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SENBER. Rabbi! What if they no
longer wish to be connected with
my family, and refuse to come?
( The "MESSENGER appecTS in the
doorway,

)

RABBI AZRAEL (with dignity). Tell
them I have commanded them to
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come. Let nothing prevent the
bridegroom from arriving in time.

MESSENGER. The bridegroom wilJ

be here in time.

(The clock strikes twelve.)

CURTAIN

ACT FOUR

SAME SCENE AS ACT THREE

Instead of the long table, left, a smaller one nearer to footlights, rabbi
AZRAEL, wrapped in his prayer shawl and wearing the phylacteries, is in
the armchair. The two judges sit in ordinary chairs, rabbi samson stands
beside the table and, at a distance, michoel. They are finishing a prayer
whereby an evil dream may be turned into good.

RABBI AZRAEL, MICHOEL and the
TWO JUDGES. You beheld a good
dream! You beheld a good dream!
You beheld a good dream!

Rabbi azrael. We have found a
solution of good to your dream.

RABBI SAMSON. I beheld a good
dream—a good dream I beheld.

I beheld a good dream.

RABBI AZRAEL. Will you now, Rabbi
Samson, take your seat with the

other judges? (rabbi samson sits

down next to rabbi azrael) Let
us now call upon this dead man to

be present at the trial. First, how-
ever, I shall draw a holy circle be-

yond winch he may not pa^
Michod, my staff. . . . (i^cho^
gfes him the staff, rabbi azrael
then rises andx going to the corner,

left, describe^ a circle on the floor

pom left to right. He then returns

to the Wy staff

and go to the graveyard. When you
get there, go in with your eyes
closed, guiding yourself with tlie

staff. At the first grave it touches,

stop. Knock with it three times
upon this grave, and repeat what I

shall tell you faithfully word for

word: Pure dead, I am sent by
Azrael, son of the great sage. Rabbi
Itzefe of Miropol, to beg you to
pardon him for disturbing your
peace, and to deliver his <x)mmand
that you inform the pure d^d,
Nissin ben RtSce, hy means known
to you as follows: %at^ |u^ and
righteous Rabbinical Qmrt of Miro-
pol summons him to be present im-
mediately at a trial at which he
shall appear in the same garb as

that m wl^h he was buried. Re-
peat these words three times; then

turn and come back here. You will

not look behind you, no matter

what cries or calls or shrieks may
puisue you, nor will you allow my
st^ to leave your hand even for
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one moment, otherwise you will

place yourself in dire peril. Go and

God will protect you, for no harm
can come to him who is boimd on

a virtuous errand. But before you

go, let two men come in and make
a partition which shall separate the

dead man from the living, (michoel

goes out. TWO 3wiEN enter with a

sheet with which they screen the

left-hand corner down to the floor.

They then leave the room) Let

Sender come in. (sender appears)

Sender, have you carried out my
instructions and sent horses for the

bridegroom and his people?

SENDER. The swiftest horses were

sent, but the bridegroom has not

yet arrived.

RABBI AZRAEL. Have someone ride

out to meet them and say they are

to drive as fast as they can.

SENDER. Yes, Rabbi.

(Pause.)

RABBI AZRAEL. Sender, we have

sent to inform the pure dead, Nissin

ben RiOce, that the Rabbinical Court

summons him to appear in his

cause against you. Are you willing

to accept our verdict?

SENDER. I am.

RABBI AZRAEE. Will you cany out

our senterR^e?

SENTffiH. I w3L

RABBI AZRAEL. Theo st^ and
take ycmr place wpem. tl^ ri^t.

SENDER. Rabbi, it begins to con^
back to me. ... It may be that

the trial which Nissin bon Rifke has

summoned me to, concerns an

agreement upon which we shook

hands one day many years ago. But

in that matter I am not to blame.

RABBI AZRAEL. You will have an

opportunity to speak of this later

on, after the complainant has made
known his grievance. (Pause) Very

soon there is personally to appear in

our midst, a man from the True

World, in order to submit to our

judgment a case between himself

and a man of our Untrue World.

(Pause) A trial such as this is proof

that the laws set forth in the Holy

Scriptures rule all worlds and all

peoples, and unite both the living

and the dead within their bonds.

(Pause) A trial such as this is diffi-

cult and terrible. The eyes of all

the worlds are turned towards it,

and should this court deviate from

the Law by so much as a hair's

breadth, tumult would ensue in the

Court on High. It is with fear and

trembling, therefore, that we are

to approach the trial at issue . . .

with fear and trembling. ... (He
looks anxiously around him and as

he does encounters the partition in

the left-hand comer. He ceases to

speak. There is a silence of awe.)

FIRST JUDGE (tu a frightened whis-

per to the SECOND judge) . I believe

he's come.

SECOND JUDGE (in the same tone)

.

It seems so.

RABBI SAMSON. He is here.

RABBI AZRAEL. PuTC dead Nissin

ben Rifke! You are commanded by
this just and righteous court to stay

within the circle and partition

assigned to you, and not to go be-

yond them. Pure d^d Nissin ben
Rifke, you are commanded by this
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just and righteous court to state

your grievance and the redress you
seek against the accused. Sender
ben Henie.

{Awestruck pause. All listen as

though turned to stone,)

FIRST JUDGE. I believe he is an-

swering.

SECOND JUDGE. It seems so.

FIRST JUDGE. I hear a voice but no
words.

SECOND jxjDGE. And I words but no
voice.

RAJBBi SAMSON (to SENDER). Sender
ben Henie, the pure dead Nlssin

ben Bifke makes demand saying

that in the years of your youth you
and he were students in the same
yeshiva, comrades, and that your
soul and his were boxmd together

in true friendship. You were botib

married in the same week, and
when you met at the house of the

Rabbi, during the Great Holidays,

you made a solemn pact that if the

wife of one of you should conceive

and bear a boy and the other a

girl, those two children should

marry.

SENDER {in a tremulous voice). It

was so.

RABBI SAMSON. The pure dead
Nissin ben Rifke makes further de-

mand, saying that soon afterwards

he left for a place very far away,

where his wife bore him a son in the

same hour as your wife gave you
a daughter. Soon thereafter he was
gathered to his fathers. ( Short

pause) In the True World, he
JFound that his son had been blest

with a noble and lofty soul, and
was progressing upwards from
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plane to plane, and at this his

paternal heart overflowed with joy

and pride. He also found that his

son, growing older, had become a
wanderer from province to prov-

ince, and from country to country,

and from city to city, for the soul

to which his soul had been pre-

destined was drawing him ever on-

ward. At last he came to the city

in which you dwell, and you took

him into your house. He sat at your
table, and his soul bound itself to

the soul of your daughter. But you
were rich, while Nissins son was
poor, and so you turned your back
on him and went seeking for your
daughter a bridegroom of high
estate and great possessions. (Short

pause) Nissin then beheld his son
grow desperate and become a wan-
derer once more, seeking now the
New Paths. And sorrow and alarm
filled his father's soul lest the dark
powers, aware of the youths ex-

tremity, spread their net for him.
This they did, and caught him, and
tore him from the world before his

time. Thereafter the soul of Nissin

ben Rifke s son roamed the worlds

until at last it entered as a Dybbuk
into the body of his predestined.

Nissin ben Rifke claims that the

death of his son has severed him
from both worlds, leaving him witii-

out name or memorial, since neither

heir nor friend remains on earth

to pray for his soul. His light has

been extinguished forever—the

crown of his head has rolled down
into the abyss. Therefore, he begs

the just and righteous court to pass

sentence upon Sender according to

the laws of our Holy Scriptures, for

his shedding of the blood of Nissin's

son and of his son’s sons to the end
of all generations.

{An awestruck pause, U
shakm with sobs.)
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RABBI AZBAEL, Sender ben Henie,

have you heard the complaint

brought against you by the holy

dead, Nissin ben Rifke? What have
you to say in answer to it?

SENDER. I can’t speak ... I have
no words to say ... in justifica-

tion. But I would ask you to beg my
old comrade to forgive me this sin,

because it was not committed in

malice. Soon after we had shaken

hands upon our pact, Nissin went
away, and I did not know whether
his wife had had a child, either

boy or girl. Then I received news
of his death, but none about his

family. And gradually the whole
affair of our agreement went out of

my mind.

RABBI AZRAEL. Why did you not in-

quire about him? Why did you
make no inquiry?

SENDER. It is customary for the

bridegroom’s father to make the

first advances, not the bride’s, I

thought that if Nissin had had a
son, he would have let me know.
{Fame.)

RABBI SAMSON. Nissin ben Rifke
asks why, when you received his

scm into your house and had him
sit at your table, did you never ask

him whence he came and of what
famify?

SENi^a. I don’t know, . • . I dcm’t

lemeaEi&er. * # - But i do swear
&at sometMug urgsd xne contm—
uaify’ to take fern Iek

That was w%, whenever a
was propose, I always maefe ^leh
hard conditkms that the bride-
groom s father wouH never agree to
them. Three marriages fell throng
in this manner. But this time the

bridegroom’s people would not be
put off.

(Pause.)

RABBI SAMSON. Nissin ben Rifke

says that in your heart of hearts you
were aware of his son’s identity and
therefore feared to ask him who he
was. You were ambitious that your
daughter should live in ease and
riches, and for that reason thrust

his son down into the abyss.

(sender weeps silently^ covering

his face. There is a heavy pause.

MiCHOEL returns and gives the staff

back to RABBI AZRAEL.)

RABBI AZRAEL (after a whispered
conference with rabbi samson and
the JUDGES, rises and takes the staff

in his hand). This just and right-

eous court has heard both parties

and delivers its verdict as follows;

Whereas it is not known whether,
at the time Nissin ben Rifke and
Sender ben Henie shook hands
upon their agreement, their wives
had already conceived; and
whereas, according to our Holy
Scriptures, no agreement whatso-
ever which involves anything not
yet in existence can be held v^d in

law, we may not therefore find that
this agreement was binding upon
Sender. Since, however, in the tip-

per World, the agreement was ac-

cepted as valid and never canceled;
and since the belief was implanted
in the heart of Nissin ben Rifke’s

scm that the daughter of Sender ben
Henie was his predestined bride;

and whereas, S^der ben Henie’s
srfjsequent cMinduct brought ca-

iqpon Ni^in ben Ri&e and
im mm; Nw, therefore, be it de-
cdeed this fust and ri^teous
C50urt, that S^id^ ^ve the half of
his fortime in aims to the poor, and
eacA year, §m the remainder of his
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lite, light the memorial candle for

Nissin ben Rifke and his son as

though they were his own kindred,

and pray for their souls. (Pause)
The just and righteous court now
requests the holy dead, Nissin ben
Rifke, to forgive Sender unre-
servedly, and to command his son
in filial duty to leave the body of

the maiden, Leah, daughter of

Channah, in order that a branch of

the fruitful tree of Israel may not
be blighted. In return for these

things, the Almighty will make
manifest his grace to Nissin ben
Rifke and to his lost son.

ALL. Amen!

RABBI AZRAEL. PuTC dead Nissin

ben Rifke, have you heard our

judgment? Do you accept it?

(Pause) Sender ben Henie, have
you heard our judgment? Do you
accept it?

SENDER. I accept.

RABBI AZRAEL. Pure dead, Nissin

ben Rifke, the trial between you
and Sender ben Henie is now
endod. Do you return therefore to

your resting place, and in
'

going we
eommand you to do no harm to

man nor other Hving creature what-
soever. (Pause) Michoel, water.

. . . And have the curtain taken

away, (michoel calls in two men,
who remove the sheet, rabbi

AZRAEL traces a circle in the same
place as before, but from right to

left. The Men return with basin

and ewer, and all wash their hands)

Sender, have the bridegroom and
his people arrived?

SENDER. There has Jbeen no sign of

theiti-.
,

’

,
/,'>* i' .

'
,

'

RABBI AZRAEL. Send another rider

to meet them, and say they are to

press on with all the speed their

horses can make. Have die canopy
raised and the musicians in readi-

ness. Let the bride be dressed in

her wedding-gown so that the mo-
ment the Dybbuk has been cast out
you may lead her under the canopy.
What is now about to be done

—

will be done.

(sender goes out. rabbi azhael
takes off his prayer-shawl and phy-
lacteries, folding them up .

)

RABBI SAMSON (whispering to the

judges). Did you notice that the
dead man did not forgive Sender?

JUDGES ONE and TWO (in low,

frightened tones). Yes, we did.

RABBI SAMSON. Do yOU kuOW thb

dead man did not accept the ver-

dict?

JUDGES ONE and TWO. Yes, we real-

ized that.

RABBI SAMSON. He failed to say

Amen to Rabbi Azrael's sentence

—

you felt that too, no doubt.

JUDGES ONE and TWO. Yes,, disr-

RABBI SAMSON. It % a Very

sign

JUDGES ONE and TWO. Extremely

RABBI SAMSON, Rabbi Azrael is ter-

ribly agitated—look at him. See

how h^ hands are trembling.

(Pause) We have done our share—

'

we can go now.
(The JUDGES dip out unobtrusively,

and RABBI SAMSON j^epares to fci'

low them*)
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BABBi A2RAEL. Rabbi, please remain
until the Dybbuk has been cast out

— should like you to perform the

wedding ceremony, (rabbi saatson

sighs and sits down again, wUh
bowed head. An oppressive pause)

God of the Heavens, marvelously

strange are Thy ways, and secret,

yet the flame of Thy Divine Will

illuminates with its reflection the

path I tread. Nor shall I stray from
that path forever, either to the

right or to the left. (He raises his

head) Michoel, is everything pre-

pared?

MicHOEL. Yes, Rabbi.

RABBI AZRAEL. Let the maiden be
brought.

(Enter sender and frade with

LEAH, in her wedding-gown, a

black cloak over her shoulders.

They seat her on the sofa, rabbi
SAMSON takes his place behind
RABBI AZRAEL.)

RABBI AZRAEL. Dybbuk, in the

name of the Rabbi of this city, who
is present, in the name of a holy

cxxomiunity of Jews, in the name of

the great Sanhedrin of Jerusalem, I,

Azrael ben Hadassah, do for the

last time command you to depart
out of the body of the maiden Leah,
dau^ter of Channah.

LEAH (dybbuk) (jirmly)

.

I refuse!

BAmai AZRAEL. Michoel, call in peo-
ple to witness the exorcism—bring
the drrouds, the horns and the

oarKiles. {MiaBK>EL goes out
and shortly returns with fifteen
MEN, among ihem the mess^ger.
The shrouds, trumpets and candles
are brought) Bring out the scroUs.

(michoel gives a scroU each to
seven, and a trumpet each to seven

others) Stubborn spirit—^inasmuch

as you have dared to oppose our
power, we deliver you into the
hands of the Higher Spirits which
will pull you out by force. Blow
Teldah!^

(The horns are blown.)

LEAH (dybbuk) (lecves her seat

and struggles violently as against

invisible assailants). Let me alone

—^you shall not pull me away—

1

won t go—I can’t go

RABBI AZRAEL. Since the Higher
Spirits cannot overcome you, I sur-

render you to the Spirits of the

Middle Plane, those which axe

neither good nor evil. I now invoke

their power to drag you forth. Blow
Shevarim.*

(The horns are blown again.)

LEAH (dybbuk) (her strength be-

ginning to faU). Woe is me! The
powers of all the worlds are ar-

rayed against me. Spirits of terror

wrench me and tear me without
mercy—^the souls of the great and
righteous too have arisen against

me. The soul of my own father is

with them—commanding me to go
But until the last spark of

strength has gone from me, so long
shall I withstand them and remain
where I am.

RABBI AZRAEL (to himself)

.

It is

clear that One of Great Power
stands beside him. (Pause) Mi-
choel, put away the scrolls, (mi-
choel does so) Hang a black cur-

tain over tbe altar. (This is done)
Light tbe black candles. (This, too,

is done) Let everyone now put on
a shroud. (AK, including the two
RABBIS, do so. BABBI AZRAEL

* Certain notes sotmded on the
Shofer, the sacred ram^s horn.
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stands with hath arms upraised, an
awe-inspiring figure) Rise up, O
Lord, and let Thine enemies be
scattered before Thee; as smoke is

dispersed so let them be scattered.

. . . Sinful and obstinate soul, with
the power of Almighty God and
with the sanction of the holy Scrip-

tures, I, Azrael ben Hadassah, do
with these words rend asunder
every cord that binds you to the
world of living creatures and to the

body and soul of the maiden, Leah,
Daughter of Channah. . . .

LEAH (dybbxik} (shrieking). Ah! I

am lost!

UAJBBI AZRAEL. . . . And do pro-

nounce you ex-communicated from
aU Israel. Blow Teruah,*

MESSENGER. The last spark has been
swallowed up into the flame.

LEAH (dybbue) (defeated). Alas!

— can fight no more, . . .

(They begin to sound the horns.)

RABBI AZRAEL (hostUy raising his

hand to silence the horns). Do you
submit?

LEAH (dybbuk) (iu a dead voicc) •

I submit

RABBI AZRAEL. Do you promise to

depart of your own free wiH, from
the body of the maiden, Leah,

daughter of Channah, and never

return?

LEAH (dybbuk) (os before). I

promise

RABBI AZRAEL. Dybbuk—^by the

same power and sanction which de-

^ Certain notes sounded on the

Shofer, the sacred ram's horn.

puted me to place you under the
ban of anathema, I now lift from
you that ban. (To michoel) Put
out the candles—take down the
black curtain, (michoel does so)
Put away the horns, (michoel coL
lects them) And dismiss the people—^let them take ofiF their shrouds
before they go. (Exeunt the Foxm-
TEEN with MESSENGER and MI-
CHOEL. RABBI AZRAEL prays with
upraised arms) Lord of the world.
Cod with charity and mercy, look
down upon the suffering of this

homeless, tortured soul which the
errors and misdeeds of others
caused to stray into the bypaths.
Regard not its wrongdoing, O Lord,
but let the memory of its virtuous
past and its present bitter torment
and the merits of its forefathers rise

like a soft, obscuring mist before
Thy sight. Lord of the world—do
Thou free its path of evil spirits,

and admit it to everlasting peace
within Thy mansions. Amen.

ALL. Amen.

LEAH (dybbuk) (trembling vio-

lently). Say Kadish"" for me! The
hour of my going was prededieed
—and it has come!

RABBI AZRAEL. S^der, say Kadish.

(sender begins the prayer as the
clock strikes twelve.)

sender, Yisgadaal—^ve yiskadesh

—

shmeh raboh!*

LEAH (dybbuk) (springs up). Aiel

(Falls swooning upon the sofa.)

RABBI AZRAEL. Bring the bride tc

the wedding canopy.

* The prayer for the dead.
* Magnifi^ and sanctified be His

mighty Name!
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MiCHOEL (rushing in, greatly agy
toted). The last rider has just come
back. He says a wheel has come ofiE

the wagon so that the bridegroom
and his party must walk the rest of

the way. But they are at the hill, so

they will be here soon—^they ve
been sighted already.

BABBi AZRAEE {'profoundly aston-

ished). What was to be, shall be.

(To sender) Let the old woman
remain here with the bride. We
will go—^all of us—^to meet the

bridegroom. {He traces a circle

round eeah, from left to right, takes

off his shroud, which he hangs up
meat the door, and goes out carry-

ing his staff. SENDER and michoel
fallow him.)

(A long pause.}

EEAB {'Waking—m a faint txnce).

Who is here with me? Granny—is

that you? Ohl I feel so strange.

Granny—so weary. Rock me in

your arms.

ERADE {caressing her). No, little

dangl^^—^you mustn't feel that

My little cMd must not be
^d. Let the Bl^^ Cat be sad. My
little one's heart must be as li^t
as down, as light as a breath, as

white as a snowflsie. Holy angeb
^KRild anbrace with their

wings.

(wEEeiNG MUSIC is heard.)

LEAH {ff^Mened and trerriMng^

^^es FRADE s hmd for protection)

.

Th^ beginning to
toiMid die bofy to <feeer

up Ae d^d Icide and brMegroem.

FRADE. Be calm, my darling. Mo
harm can com^ to you now^—

^

mighty power is standing guard
over you on every side. Sixty gim^

wiA drawn swords, protect you
from evil encounter. The holy fa-

Aers and holy moAers ward off Ae
evil eye. {Little by little she drifts

into a chant.)

Soon theyll lead you under the

canopy—
A blessed hour—a happy hour—
Comes your mother—the good

and virtuous—
From the Garden of Eden—the

Garden of Eden.

Of gold and silver are her robes..

Angels twain go out to meet her^

go out to meet her—
Take her hands—one the right

hand, one the left hand.

"Channele—Channele mine.

Why do you come decked out so

finer

So Channele answers the angel:

*Why should I not come robed in

state?

Is this not a day of days?
For my bright crown, my only

daughter.

Goes to her wedding and luck goes
with her/"

^"Channele, as in robes of state you

Why is your face all wan and pale

toUh 'woer

So Channele answers the angel:

*What should I do hut sorrow, on
tMs day that my daughters a
bride.

For dtes led to her wedding by
strangers, whUe I must starid

mourning adder

Under the canopy stands the
bride, and old and young
bring her thek greetings and
good 'imdm.
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And there stands the Prophet Eli-

jah.

The great goblet of wine in his
hand.

And the words of his holy blessing
Roll echoing over the land,

(fkade falls asleep. Long pause,)

LEAH (her eyes closed, sighs deeply—then wakes). Who sighed so
deeply?

VOICE OF CHANNON. I.

LEAH. I hear your voice, but I can-
not see you.

VOICE OF CHANNON. Because you
are within a magic circle which I

may not enter.

LEAH. Your voice is as sweet as the
lament of violins in the quiet night.

Who are you? Tell me.

VOICE OF CHANNON. I have forgot-

ten. I have no remembrance of my-
self but in your thoughts of me.

LEAH. I remember—now—^the star

that drew my heart towards its

light—^the tears that I have shed in

the still midnight—^the one who
stood before me ever—^in my
dreams—^was it you?

VOICE OF CHANNON. I

LEAH. I remember—^your hair, so

soft and damp as if with tears

—

your sad and gentle eyes—^your

hands with the thin tapering fin-

gers. Waldng and sleeping I had no
thought but of you. {Pause—sadly)

You went away and darkness fell

upon me—my soul withered in

loneliness like the soul of a widow
left desolate—^the stranger came

—

and then—^then you returned, and

the dead heart wakened to life

again, and out of sorrow joy blos-

somed like a flower. . . . Why
have you now once more forsaken
me?

VOICE OF CHANNON. I broke down
the barriers between us—I crossed
the plains of death

—

1 defied every
law of past and present time and
all the ages. ... I strove against
the strong and mighty and against
those who know no mercy. And as
my last spark of strength left me, I
left your body to return to your
soul.

lEAH (tenderly). Come back to me,
my bridegroom—my husbapd

—

will carry you, dead, in my heart

—

and in our dreams at night we shall

rock to sleep our little children who
will never be bom. , . . (Weeps)
And sew them little clothes, and
sing them lullabies (Sings,

weeping)

Hush—hush, little children—
No cradle shall hold you—
In no clothes can we fold you.

Dead, that the living cannot mourn;
Untimely lost and never bom. , . .

(The Mttsic of a wedding-march is

heard approaching.)

lEAH (trembling). They are com*
ing to take me to a strange untder

the canopy—come to me, my true

bridegroom; come to me.

VOICE OF CHANNON. I have left your
body— will come to your soul.

(He appears against the wcdl,

white-robed.)

LEAH (with foy) . Come, my bride-

groom. The barrier between us is

no more. I see you. Come to me. . .

.
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VOICE OF CHANNON (ecJio)

,

Comc
to me.

LEAH {crying out with joy). I am
cx)mmg. . . .

i^oiCE OF CHANNON {ccho)

,

And I

to you. . . .

(voices outside.)

VOICES. Lead the bride to the can-

opy.

{Wedding-march is heard. IoEah

rises, dropping, as she does so, her

black cloak onto the sofa, and in

her white wedding-dress, to the

strains of the music, she goes to-

wards CHANNON, and at the spot

where he has appeared their two
forms merge into one. rabbi az-

RAEL enters, carrying his staff, fol-

lowed by the messenger. They

stand on the threshold. Behind
them, SENDER, frade and the rest.

)

LEAH {in a far-away voice) . A great

light flows about me . . . predes-

tined bridegroom, I am united to

you forever. Now we soar upward
together higher and higher. . . .

{The stage grows darker.)

RABBI AZRAEL {with lowered

head) . Too late!

MESSENGER. Blesscd be a righteous

judge.

(It is now completely dark. As if

from a great distance, singing is

heard, scarcely audible)

Why, from highest height.

To deepest depth below.

Has the soul fallen?

Within itself, the Fall

Contains the Resurrection.
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{The first four Acts in 1640; the fifth in 1655.)

FIRST ACT: A Performance at the Hotel de Bomgogne

SECOND ACT : The Bakery of the Poets.

THIRD ACT: Roxane^s Kiss.

FOURTH ACT: The Cadets of Gascoyne.

FIFTH ACT: Cyrano’s Gazette.



CHARACTERS

Cyrano de Bergerac The Porter
Christian de Neuvillette A Citizen
Comte de Guiche ELes Son
Ragueneau A Cut-Purse
Le Bret A Spectator
Carbon de Castel-Jaloux A Sentry
The Cadets Bertrajjdou the Fifer
Lignieee A Capuchin
ViCOMTE DE VaJLVERT Two Musicians
A Marquis The Poets
Second Marquis The Pastrycooks
Third Marquis The Pages
Montfleury Roxane
Bellerose Her Duenna
Jodelet Lise
CuiGY The Orange-Girl
Brissahjle Mother Marguerite de Jesus
A Meddler Sister Marthe
A Musketeer Sister Claire
Another Musketeer An Actress
A Spanish Officer A SOUBRETTE
A Cavalier The Flower-Girl

The Crowd, Citizens^ Marquis, Musketeers, Thieves, Fastrycooks. Poets,
Cadets of Gascoyne, Actors, Violins, Pages, Children, Spanish Soldiers,
Spectators, Intellectuals, Academicians, Nuns, etc.



CYRANO DE BERGERAC

THE FIRST ACT

A PERFORMANCE AT THE HOTEL DE BOURGOGNE
The Hall of the Hotel de Bourgogne in 1640. A sort of Tennis Courts
arranged and decorated for Theatrical 'productions.

The Hall is a long rectangle; we see it diagonally^ in such a way that

one side of it forms the back scene, which begins at the First Entrance on
the Right and runs up to the Last Entrance on the Left, where it maka
a right angle with the Stage which is seen obliquely.

This Stage is provided on either hand with benches placed along the.

wings. The curtain is formed by two lengths of Tapestry which can he
drawn apart. Above a Harlequin cloak, the Royal Arms. Broad steps lead

from the Stage down to the floor of the Hall. On either side of these steps,

a place for the Musicians. A row of candles serves as footlights. Two
tiers of Galleries along the side of the Hall; the upper one divided into

boxes.

There are no seats upon the Floor, which is the actual stage of our
theatre; but toward the back of the Hall, on the right, a few benches are

arranged; and underneath a stairway on the extreme right, which leads

up to the galleries, and of which only the lower portion is visible, there

is a sort of Sideboard, decorated with little tapers, vases of flowers, bottles

and glasses, plates of cake, et cetera.

Farther along, toward the center of our stage, is the Entrance to the

Hall: a great double door which opens only slightly to admit the Audience.

On one of the panels of this door, as also in other places about the Hall,

and in particular just over the Sideboard, are Playbills in red, upon which
we may read the title La Clokise.

As the Curtain Rises, the Hall is dimly lighted and still empty. The
Chandeliers are lowered to the floor, in the middle of the Hcdl, re^y for
lighting.

(Sounds of voices outside the door. Then a cavalier enters abruptly.)

THE PORTER

(Follows him)

Hallo there!—Fifteen sols!

THE CAVALIER

Soldier of the Household of

the King!

THE CAVALIER

I enter free.

THE PORTER

THE PORTER

(Turns to another cavalier

who has just entered.

)

You?Why?

305
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SECOND CAVALIER

I pay nothing.

THE PORTER

Why not?

SECOND CAVALIER

Musketeer!

How sv/eet

Of you, to come before they light

the hall!

(Puts his arm around her.)

FIRST CAVALIER

{Receives a thrust of the foil)

A hit!

FIRST CAVALIER

(To the second)
the play begins at two. Plenty of

time

—

And here’s the whole floor empty.

Shall we try

Our exercise?

( They fence with the foUs

which they have brought.)

SECOND LACEEY

A club!

THE GUARDSMAN

{Pursuing the girl)

A kiss!

THE FLOWER GIRL

{Pushing away from him)
TheyTl see us!

—

A IjAClEDErir

(Enters)

—Pst! , . . Flanq^nl . . .

ANOTHER

{Already on stage)

What, Champagne?

FIRST LACKEY

(Showing games which hd
takes out of his doublet)

C^rds- Dice. Come on.

( Sits on the floor.)

SECOND LACKEY

(Smne action)

Omae on, old coeki

THE GUARDSMAN

(Draws her into a dark cor-

ner)

No danger!

A MAN
(Sits on the floor, together

with several others who
have brought packages of

food)
When we come early, we have time

to eat.

A cnxzEN

(Escorting his son, a boy of
sixteen)

Sit here, my scm.

FI^T IA.CKEY

(Takes from his pocket a bit

of amdde, % ^fs it on
the floor.}

I have stolert

A little of my mastearls fire.

A GUARDSMAN

(To a flower gkl who comes
forward)

FIRST LACKEY

Mark the Ace!

ANOTHER MAN
(Draws a bottle from under

his cloak and sits down with
the others)

Heye s the spot

For a jolly old sot to suck his Bur-
gundy

—
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{Drinks)

Here

—

in the house o£ the Burgun-
dians!

.THE CITIZEN

(To his son)

Would you not think you were in

some den of vice?

{Points with his cane at the

drunkard)

Drunkards

—

{In stepping back, one of the

cavaliers trips him up)

Bullies!

—

{He falls between the lackeys)

Gamblers!

—

THE GUARDSMAN

(Behind him as he rises, still

struggling with the Flower
Girl)

One kiss

—

THE CITIZEN

Good God!

—

(Draws his son quickly away)
Here!—^And to think, my son, that

in this hall

They play Rotrou!

THE BOY

Yes, father—and Corneille!

THE PAGES

(Dance in, holding hands and
singing:)

Tra-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-lere . • ,

THE PORTER

You pages there—no nonsense!

FIRST PAGE

(With wounded dignity)

Oh, Monsieur!

Really! How could you?

(To the SECOND,^ the moment
. PORTER turns his back)

Rstl^a hit of string?

SECOND PAGE

(Shows fishlme wvf-h hook)

Yes—and a hook,

FIRST PAGE

up in the gallery.

And fish for wigs!

A CUT-PURSE

(Gathers around him several

evil-looking young fellows)

Now then, you picaroons,

Perk up, and hear me mutter.

Here s your bout

—

Bustle around some cull, and bite

his bung . . .

SECOND PAGE

(Calls to other pages already

in the gallery )

Hey! Brought your pea-shooters?

THIRD PAGE

(From above)

And our peas, too!

(Blows, and showers them
with peas,)

THE BOY

What is the play this afternoon?

THE crrEnEN

Clorise.

THE BOY

Who wrote that?

tHe cite^n

Balthasar Bare. What a play! . . .

(He takes the boy’s arm and

leads him upstage,)

the cut-purse

(To his pupils)

Lace now, on those long sleeves,

yoti cut it off

—

(Gestme with thumb and

finger, as if using kissers,)
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A SPECTATOR

{To another, pointing upward
toward the gallery)

Ah, Le Cidl—^Yes, the first night,

I sat there

—

SECONT) LACKEY

Not long

—

Only a few moments; they11 go and
sit

On the stage presently.

THE CXJT-PURSE

Watches

—

{Gestureis as of picking a

pocket.)

THE CITIZEN

{Coming down with his son)

Great actors we shall see today

—

THE CUT-PURSE

Handkerchiefs

—

{Gesture of holding the pocket

with left hand, and drawing

out handkerchief with right.)

THE CITIZEN

Montfleury

—

FIRST MARQUIS

{Seeing the hall half empty)
Hov/ now! We enter

Like tradespeople—^no crowding,
no disturbance!

—

No treading on the toes of citizens?

Oh fie! Oh fie!

{He encounters two gentlemen
who have already arrived)

Cuigy! Brissaille!

{Great embracings.)

CUIGY

The faithful!

{Looks around him)
We are here before the candles.

A VOICE

{In the gallery)

Lights! Light the lights!

FIRST MARQUIS

Ah, be still!

You put me in a temper.

THE CITIZEN

Bellerose, ITlpy, Beaupre, Jodelet

—

A PAGE

(On the floor)

Here comes the orange-girL

THE ORANGE-GIRL.

Oranges, milk.

Raspberry syrup, lemonade

—

{Noise at the door.)

A FALStoO VOICE

(Out^de)
Make way.

Brutes!

FIRST LACKEY

What, the Marquis—on the floor?

{The Marquis enters in a lit-

tie group.)

SECOND MARQUIS

Console yourself.

Marquis—^The lamplighter!

THE CROWD
{Applauding the appearance

of the lamplighter)

Ah! . . .

(A group gathers around the
chandelier while he lights it.

A few people have already

taken their place in the gal-

lery. LiGisnERE enters the
had, arm in arm with
CHRISTIAN DE NEXrVTLLETTE.

LiGNiERE is a slightly di-

sheveled figure, dissipated

and yet di^inguished look-

ing. CHRISTIAN, elegantly
but rather unfashionahly
dressed, appears pre-occu-
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pied and keeps looking up
at the boxes .

)

CUIGY

Ligniere!

—

BRISSAILLE

(Laughing)
Still sober—at this hour?

LIGNIERE

(To Christian)

May I present you?
(CHRISTIAN assents)

Baron Christian de Neuvillette.

(They salute.)

THE CROWD
(Applauding as the lighted

chandelier is hoisted into

place)

Ah!—

CUIGY

(Aside to brissatlije, looking

at Christian)

Rather

A fine head, is it not? The profile

FIRST MARQUIS

(Who has overheard)

Peuh!

LIGNIERE

(Fresenting them to Chris-

tian)

Messieurs de Cuigy . . . de Bris-

saille . . .

CHRISTIAN

(Bows) Enchanted!

FIRST MARQUIS

(To the second)

He is not ill-looking; possibly a

shade

Behind the fashion.

5oe

LIGNIERE

(To cuigy)

Monsieur is recently
From the Touraine.

CHRISTIAN

Yes, I have been in Paris
Two or three weeks only. I join the

Guards
Tomorrow.

FIRST MARQUIS

(Watching the people who
come into the boxes)

Look—Madame la Presidente
Aubry!

THE ORANGE-GIRL

Oranges, milk

—

THE VIOLINS

(Tuning up)
La . . . la . . ,

CUIGY

(To CHRISTIAN, calling his at*

tention to the increasing

crowd)

We have
An audience today!

CHRISnAN

A brilliant one.

FIRST MARQUIS

Oh, yes, all our own people—the
gay world!

(They name the ladies who
enter the boxes elaborately

dressed. Bows and smUes
are exchanged.)

SECOND MARQUIS

Madame de Guem6ne . . .

CUIGY

De Bois-Dauphfa . . ,
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FIRST MARQUIS

Whom we adore

—

BRISSAILLE

Madame de C3iavigny . . .

SECOND MARQUIS

Who plays with all our hearts

—

UGNIimE

Why, there’s Corneille

Returned from Rouen!

THE BOY

{To his father)

Are the Academy
All here?

THE cmzEN
I see some of them . , . there s

Boudu

—

Boissat—Cureau—Porch^es—Col-

omhy

—

1Jourzeys—Bourdon—^Arbaut

—

Ah, those great names,

I^ver to be forgotten!

FIRST MARQUIS

Look—at last!

Our Intellectuals! Barth^oide,

Urim^donte, Felixerie . . .

SECOND MARQUIS

(Languishing)

Sweet heaven!
How exquisite their surnames are!

Marquis,

^ ou them all?

MEOT MARQU©
I know tten al, Marqufe!

I

UG&HERE

(Draws oeeristiai# ^mde)
i lly dear boy, I c^me here to serve
you— Well,

But where s the laity? ITl be going.

CHRISTIAN

Not yet

—

A little longer! She is always here.

Please! I must find some way of

meeting her.

I am dying of love! And you—^you

know
Everyone, the whole court and the

whole town.

And put them ah into your songs

—

at least

You can teU me her name!

THE FIRST VIOLIN

(Raps on his desk with his

bow)
Pst— Gentlemen!

(Raises his bow.)

THE ORANGE-GIRL

Macaroons, lemonade

—

CHRISTIAN

Then she may be
One of those aesthetes . . . Intel-

lectuals,

You caU them— How can I talk to

a woman
In that style? I have no wit. This

fine manner
Of speaking and of writing nowa-

days

—

Not for me! I am a soldier—and
afraid.

ThaFs her box, on the right—^the

empty one.

LIGNTERE

(Starts for the door)
I am going.

CHRISnAN

(Eestraim him)
No—^waitl

UKSNIERE

Not I. There’s a tavern
Not far away—^and I am dying of

thirst.
,
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THE ORANGE-GIRL

(Passes with her tray)

Orange juice?

LIGNIERE

No!

UGNliRE

(Presents him to Christian)
Permit me . . , Ragueneau, con-

fectioner,

The chief support of modem
poetry.

THE ORANGE-GIRL

Milk?

RAGUENEAU

(Bridling)

Oh—too much honor!

LIGNIERE

Pouah!

THE ORANGE-GIRL

Muscatel?

LIGNIERE

Here! Stop!

(To Christian)

m stay a little.

(To the girl)

Let me see
Your Muscatel.

(He sits down by the side-

board. The GIRL pours out
wine for him.)

VOICES

(In the crowd about the door,

upon the entrance of a
spruce little man, rather fat,

with a beaming smile)

Ragueneau!

LIGNIERE

(To Christian)

Ragueneau,
Poet and pastrycook

—

o. character!

LIGNIERE

Patron of the Arts

—

Maecenas! Yes, you are

—

RAGUENEAU

Undoubtedly,
The poets gather round my hearth.

LIGNIERE

On credit—
Himself a poet

—

RAGUENEAU

So they say

—

LIGNIERE

The Muses.
Maintains

RAGUENEAU

It is true that for an od&—

'

XtIGNIEtRE

You give a tart

—

RAGUENEAU

A tartlet

—

RAGUENEAU

(Dressed like a confectioner in

his Sunday clothes, ad-
vances quicldy to ligniere)

Sir, have you seen Monsieur de
C^ano?

LIGNIERE

Modesty!
And for a triolet you give

—

RAGUENEAU

Plain bread!
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UGNIERE

(Severely)

Bread and milk! And you love the

theatre?

RAGUENEAU

I adore it!

CUIGY

(Strolls over to them)
Yes—^what then?

RAGUENEAU

Ah! That
Is what I came to see.

LIGNIERE

Well, pastry pays for all.

Your place today now—Come, be-

tween ourselves,

What did it cost you?

RAGUENEAU

Four pies; fourteen cakes.

(Looking about)

But— Cyrano not here? Astonish-

ing!

LIGNIERE

Why SO?

RAGUENEAU

Why— Montfleury plays!

LIGNIERE

Yes, I hear

That hippopotamus assumes the

role

Of Ph6don. What is that to Cyrano?

FIRST MARQUIS

This Cyrano

—

Who is he?

CUIGY

Oh, he is the lad with the long
sword.

SECOND AlARQUIS

Noble?

CXnGY

Sufficiently; he is in the Guards.

(Points to a gentleman who
comes and goes about the

hall as though seeking for

someone)
His friend Le Bret can teU you

more.

(Calls to him)

Le Bret!

(le beet comes down to

them)
Looking for Bergerac?

RAGUENEAU

Have you not heard? Monsieur de
Bergerac

So hates Montfleury, he has forbid-

den him
For three weeks to appear upon the

stage.

LIGNIERE

WeU?

(Who is, by this time, at his

fourth glass)

LE BRET

Yes. And for trouble.

CUTGY

Is he not an extraordinary man?

LE BRET

The best friend and the bravest

soul alive!

RAGUENEAU

Poet

—

RAGUENEAU

Montfleury plays!

—

CUIGY

Swordsman

—
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LE BRET

Musician

—

BRISSAnXE

Philosopher

—

LIGNIERE

Such a remarkable appearance, too!

RAGUENEAU

Truly, I should not look to find his

portrait

By the grave hand of Philippe de
Champagne.

He might have been a model for

Callot

—

One of those wild swashbucklers in

a masque

—

Hat with three plumes, and doublet

with six points

—

His cloak behind him over his long

sword
Cocked, like the tail of strutting

Chanticleer

—

Prouder than all the swaggering

Tamburlaines

Hatched out of Gascony. And to

complete

This Punchinello figure—such a

nose!

—

My lords, there is no such nose as

that nose

—

You cannot look upon it without

crying: "Oh, no,

Impossible! Exaggerated!” Then
You smile, and say: "Of course

—

I might have known;
Presently he will take it off.” But

that

Monsieur de Bergerac will never

do.

LIGNIERE

(Grimly)

He keeps it—and God help the

man who smiles!

RAGUENEAU

His sword is one half of the shears

of Fate!

FIRST MARQUIS

(Shrugs)

He will not come.

RAGUENEAU

Will he not? Sir, 111 lay you
A pullet a la Ragueneau!

FIRST MARQUIS

(Laughing)

Done!
(Murmurs nf admiration; rox-
ANE has just appeared in her

box. She sUs at the front of
the boXy and her Duenna
takes a seat toward the rear.

CHRISTIAN, busy paying the

Orange-Girly does not see

her at first.)

SECOND MARQUIS

{With little excited cries)

Ah!
Oh! Oh! Sweet sirs, look yonder! Is

she not

Frightfully ravishing?

3FIEST I^IARQUIS

Bloom of the peadt—

•

Blush of the strawberry

—

SECOND MARQUIS

So fresh—so cool.

That our hearts, grown all warm
with loving her.

May catch their death of cold!

CHRISTIAN

(Looks up, sees roxane, and

seizes LIGNIERE by die

arm.)

There! Quidk—up there

—

In the box! Look!

—
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J.IGNIEBE

(Coolly)

Herself?

CHRISTIAN

Quickly— Her name?

LIGNIERE

{Sipping his wine, and speak-

ing between sips)

Madeleine Robin, called Roxai>e

. . . refined . . .

Intellectual , . .

CHRISTIAN

Ahl—

UGNIERE

Unmarried . . .

CHRISTIAN

Oh!—

UGNIERE

No title . . . rich enou^ ... an
orptei . . . cousin

To Cyrano ... of whom we spoke

ju^now . . .

(At this point, a very distin-

guished looking gentleman,

the Cordon Elm around his

neck, enters the box, and
stands a moment talking

with ROXANE.)

CHRISTIAN

And the nmi? . . .

rjEt fc

(Be^nnmg to fed Jns wme a
Utde; codm his eye at

them.)

01r>! That man? . . . Cmntd de
Guiche . . .

in k»ve widi . . . married him-
self, however.

To the niece of the Cardinal-^
Richelieu . , .

Wishes Roxane, therefore, to marry
one

Monsieur de Valvert . . . Vicomte
. . . friend of his . . .

A somewhat melancholy gentleman

But . . . well, accommodating!
. . . She says No . . .

Nevertheless, de Guiche is power-
ful .. .

Not above persecuting . . .

(He rises, swaying a little, and
very happy.)

I have written

A little song about his little game

Good little song, too . . . Here,
m sing it for you . . .

Make de Guiche furious . . ,

naughty little song . . .

Not so bad either— Listen! . . .

(He stands with his glass held

aloft, ready to sing.)

CHRISTIAN

No. Adieu.

UGNIERE

Whither away?

CHRISTIAN

To Monsieur de Valv^!

UGNIERE

Careful! The man’s a swordsman

(Nods toward roxane, who is

watching ghrishan.
)

Wait! Someone
Lcxxking at you

—

CBDEaSTIAN

Roxane! . . .

(He forged everythirtg, and
stands spellbound, gazing
^tmrd ROXANE, The Cut-
Furse and fm crew, obsero
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ing him transfixed, his eyes ’

raised and his mouth half
open, begin edging in his di-

rection,
)

LIGNIERE

Oh! Very well.

Then ITl be leaving you , , . Good
day . . . Good day! . . ,

( CHRISTIAN remains motion-
less, )

Everywhere else, they like to hear
me sing!

—

Also, I am thirsty.

{He goes out, navigating care-

fully. LE BRET, having made
the circuit of the hall, re-

turns to RAGUENEAU, SOme-
what reassured.)
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FIRST MARQUIS

Gascon, yes—^but cold
And calculating—certain to suc-

ceed

—

My word for it. Come, shall we
make our bow?

We shall be none the worse, I

promise you . . .

{They go toward de guiche.)

SECOND MARQXnS
Beautiful ribbons. Count! That

color, now.
What is it

—

Kiss-me-Hear or Star-

tled-Fawn?

DE GUICHE

I call that shade The Dying Span-^
iard.

LE BRET

No sign anywhere
Of Cyrano!

RAGUENEAU

{Incredulous)

Wait and seel

FIRST MARQUIS

Ha!
And no false colors either—thanks

to you
And your brave troops, in Flanders

before long

The Spaniard will die daily.

LE BRET

Hximph! I hope
He has not seen the bill.

DE GUICHE

Shall we go
And sit upon the stage? Came, Val-

vert.

THE CROWD

The play!—^The play!

—

FIRST MARQUIS

{Observing de guiche, as he
descends from roxane s box
and crosses the floor, fol-

lowed by a knot of obsequi-

ous gentlemen, the vicomte
DE VALVERT among them.)

This man de Guiche—^what osten-

tationl

CHRISTIAN

{Starts at the name)
ValvertI—

The Vicomte— Ah, that scoundrel!

Quick—^my glove

—

111 throw it in his face

—

{Reaching into his pocket for

his glove, he catches the

hand of the Cut-Furse.)

THE CnOT-PURSE

Oh!—

SECCam MARQUIS

Another GascemI
Bah!

—

CHRISTIAN

{Holding fast to ^%e mans
wrist)
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Who are you?

I was looking for a glove

—

THE CUT-PURSE

(Cringing)

You found a hand.

(Hurriedly)

Let me go—I can tell you some-

thing

—

CHRISTIAN

(Still holding him)
Well?

THE CUT-PURSE

Ligniere—^that friend of yours

—

CHRISTIAN

(Same business)

WeU?

THE CUT-PURSE

Good as dead

—

Understand? Ambuscaded. Wrote
a song

About—^no matter. There s a hun-

dred men
Waiting for him tonight—I’m one

of them,

CHRISTIAN

A hundred! Who arranged this?

THE CUT-PURSE

Secret.

CHRISTIAN

Oh!

THE CUT-PURSE

(With (Mgrdty)

Professional secret.

CHRISTIAN

Wliere are tl^ to be?

THE CUT-PURSE

Porte de Nesle. On his way home.
Tell him so.

Save his hfe.

CHRISTIAN

(Releases the man)
Yes, but where am I to find him?

THE CUT-PURSE

Go round the taverns. There’s the

Golden Grape,

The Pineapple, The Bursting Belt,

The Two
Torches, The Three Funnels—^in

every one

You leave a line of writing—^un-

derstand?

To warn him.

CHRISTIAN

(Starts for the door)

m go! God, what swine—a hun-

dred

Against one man! . . .

(Stops and looks longingly at

roxane)
Leave her here!

—

(Savagely, turning toward

valvert)
And leave him!

—

(Decidedly)

I must save Ligniere!

(Exit)

(de guiche, valvert, and all

the Marquis have disap-

peared through the cur-

tains, to take their seats

upon the stage. The floor is

entirely filled; not a vacant

seat remains in the gallery

or in the boxes.)

THE crowd

The play! The play!

Begin the play!

A CITIZEN

(As his wig is hoisted into the

air on the end of a fishline,

in the hands of a page in the

gallery)

My wig! I
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CRIES OF JOY

He^s bald! Bravo,
You pages! Ha ha ha!

THE CITIZEN

(Furious, shakes his fist at the
hoy)

Here, you young villain!

CRIES AND LAUGHTER

(Beginning very loud, then
suddenly repressed)

HA HA! Ha Ha! ha ha. . . .

(Complete silence.)

LE BRET

(Surprised)

That sudden hush! . . .

(A Spectator whispers in his

ear.)

Yes?

THE SPECTATOR

I was told on good authority . . .

MURMURS
(Here and there)

What? , . . Here? ... No ... Yes
. . . Look—in the latticed box

—

The Cardinal! . . . The Cardinal!

A PAGE

The Devil!

—

Now we shall all have to behave
ourselves!

(Three raps on the stage. The
audience becomes motion^

less. Silence.)

THE VOICE OF A MARQUIS

(From the stage, behind the

curtains)

Snuff that candle!

ANOTHER MARQUIS

(Futs his head out through

the curtains.)

317

A chair! . . .

(A chair is passed from hand
to hand over the heads of
the crowd. He takes it, and
disappears behind the cur-

tains, not without having
blown a few kisses to the
occupants of the boxes.)

A SPECTATOR

Silence!

VOICES

Hssh! . . . Hssh! . . .

(Again the three raps on the
stage. The curtains part.

TABLEAU. The Marquis
seated on their chairs to

right and left of the stage,

insolently posed. Back drop
representing a pastoral

scene, bluish in tone. Four
little crystal chandeliers

light up the stage. The
violins play softly.)

LE BRET

(In a low tone to ragueneau)
Montfleury enters now?

RAGUENEAU

(Nods)

opens the play.

LE BRET

(Much relieved)

Then Cyrano is not here!

RAGUENEAU

I lose . . .

LE BRET

Humph!
So much the better!

(The melody of a Musette is

heard, montfleury ap-

pears upon the scene, a pon-
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derous figure in the costume

of a rustic shepherd, a hat

garlanded with roses tilted

over one ear, playing upon
a beribboned pastoral pipe,)

THE CROWD

{Applauds)

Montfleiiryl . . . Bravo! . . .

MONTFLEDRY

[After bowing to the applause,

begins the role of Phedon)
“Thrice Imppy he who hides from
pomp and power

In sylvan shade or solitary bower;

Where balmy zephyrs fan his burn-

ing cheeks—

A VOICE

{From the midst of the haU.)

Wretch! Have I BCrt forbade you
these three weeks?

{Sensation, Everyone turns to

look. Murmurs,)

SEVERAL VOICES

What? . . . Wh^? . . . Who is it?

CUIGY

Cyrano!

LE BRET

(In alarm)

Himself!

THE VOICE

King of dbwn^ heave the stage

—

once!

Oh!

MONTFLE0RY

Now,

THE VOICE

You disobey me?

SEVERAL VOICES

{From the floor, from the

boxes)

Hsh! Go on

—

Quiet!—Go on, Montfleury!

—

Who's afraid?

—

MONTFLEURY

{In a voice of no great assur-

ance)

“Thrice happy he who hides from

THE VOICE

(More menacingly)

Well? Well? Wen? . . .

Monarch of mountebanks! Must I

come and plant

A forest on your shoulders?

(A cane at the end of a long

arm shakes above the heads

of the crowd.)

MONTFLEURY

(In a voice increasingly

feeble)

“Thrice hap—
{The cane is violently agi-

tated.)

THE VOICE

GOlll

THE CROWD
Ah! . . .

CYRANO

{Arises in the center of the

floor, erect upon a chair, his

arms folded, Jm hat cocked

ferociously, his moustache
bristling, his nose terrible)

Presently I shall grow angry!

(Sensation at Jm ceppearance.

)

Now, now

—
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MONTFLEURY

(To the Marquis)

Messieurs,

If you protect me

—

A MARQUIS

{Nonchalantly)

Well—proceed!

CYRANO

Fat swine!

If you dare breathe one balmy
zephyr more,

TU fan your cheeks for you!

THE MARQUIS

Quiet down there!

CYRANO

Unless these gentlemen retain then-

seats,

My cane may bite their ribbons!

ALL THE MARQUIS

(On their feet)

That will do!

—

Montfleury

—

CYRANO

Fly, goose! Shoo! Take to your
wings,

Before I pluck your plumes, and
draw your gorge!

A VOICE

See here!

—

CYRANO

Off stage!

ANOTHER VOICE

One moment

—

CYRANO

What—still there?

(Turns back Ms cufs deliber-

ately, )

3^9

Very good—then I enter—Left—
with knife—

To carve this large Italian sausage.

MONTFLEURY

(Desperately attempting dig-

nUy)

Sir,

When you insult me, you insult the

Muse!

CYRANO

(With great politeness)

Sir, if the Muse, who never knew
your name.

Had the honor to meet you—then
be sure

That after one glance at that face

of yours.

That figure of a mortuary um

—

She would apply her buskin—^to-

ward the rear!

THE CROWD
Montfleury! . . . Montfleury! . . .

The play! The play!

CYRANO

(To those who are shouting

and crowding about him)
Pray you, be gentle with my scab-

bard here

—

Shell put her tongue out at you
presently!

—

(The circle erdarges.)

THE CROWD

{Recoding)

Keep back

—

CYRANO

(To montfleury)
;^goneI

THE CROWD

{Pushmg m closer, and grotd'

Ahr! . . . ahr! . . ,
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CYRANO

{Turris upon them,)

Did some one speak?

{They recoil again.)

A VOICE

(In the back of the hall,

sings.

)

Monsieur de Cyrano

Must be another Csesar—
Let Brutus lay him low,

And play us La Clorise!

ALL THE CROWD

(Singing)

La Clorise! La Clorise!

CYRANO

Let me hear one more word of that

same song,

And I destroy you all!

A CITIZEN

Who might you be?

Samson?

—

CYRANO

Precisely. Would you kindly lend

me
Youi jawbone?

A LADY

(In one of the boxes)

What an outrage!

A NOBLE

Scandalous!

A CITIZEN

Annoying!

A PAGE

What a game!

THE CI^WD

Kssl MontiBeury!

Cyrano!

CYRANO

Silencei

THE CROWD

(Delirious)

Woof! Woof! Baaa! Cockadoo!

CYRANO

I—

A PAGE

Meow!

CYRANO

I say be silent!

—

(His voice dominates the up-

roar. Momentary hush.)

And I ofFer

One universal challenge to you aUl

Approach, young heroes— will

take your names.

Each in his turn—^no crowding!

One, two, three

—

Come, get your numbers—who will

head the list

—

You, sir? No— You? Ah, no. To the

first man
Who falls 111 build a monument!

, . , Not one?

Will all who wish to die, please

raise their hands? . . .

I see. You are so modest, you might

blush

Before a sword naked. Sweet in-

nocence! . . ,

Not one name? Not one finger? . .

.

Very well.

Then I go on:

( Turning back toward the

stage, where montfleury
waits in despair.)

I"d have our theatre cured

Of this carbuncle. Or if not, why
then

—

(His hand on his sword hdt.)

The lancet!

MONTFLEURY

I—
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CYRANO

(Descends from his chair,

seats himself comfortably
in the center of the circle

which has formed around
him, and makes himself
quite at home.)
Attend to me—full moon!

I clap my hands, three times

—

thus. At the third

You will eclipse yourself.

THE CROWD

(Amused)
Ah!

CYRANO

Ready? One.

MONTFLEURY

CYRANO

(Beaming, drops back in his

chair and crosses his legs)

Let him—^if he dare!

A cmzEN
The Manager! Speech! Speech!

(bellerose advances and
bows.

)

THE boxes

Ah! BeUerosel

bellerose

(With elegance)

Most noble—^most fair

—

TEIE CROWD

No! The Comedian

—

Jodelet!

—

A VOICE

(From the boxes)

No!

the CROWD

Hell go— Hell stay

—

MONTFLEURY

I really think.

Gentlemen

—

CYRANO

Two.

MONTFLEURY

Perhaps I had better

—

CYRANO

Three!

(MONTFLEURY disappears, as

if through a trap-door. Tem^-

pest of laughter, hoots and
hisses.)

THE CROWD
Yah!^—Coward—Come back

—

JODELET

(Advances, and speaks

through his nose.)

Lewd fellows of the baser sort

—

THE CROWD

Ha! Hal Not bad! Bravo!

JODELET

No Bravos k^e!
Our heavy tragedian with the vo-

luptuous bust

Was taken suddenly

—

THE CROWD

Yah! Coward!

JODELET

I mean . . .

He had to be excused

—

THE CROWD

Call him back—^Nol—

-

Yes!—
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THE BOY Heard in a dream— Make sweet

(To CYBANO) tlie hour of death.

After all. Monsieur, what Smiling upon us as you close our

reason have you
To hate this Montfleury? Inspired, hut do not try to criticize!

CYRAKO

{Graciously, still seated)

My dear yoimg man,
I have two reasons, either one alone

Conclusive. Primo: A lamentable

actor.

Who mouths his verse and moans
his tragedy.

And heaves up— Ugh!—^like a hod-

carrier, lines

That ought to soar on their own
wings. Secundo :

—

Well—^that s my secr^.

THE OLD CrXTZEN

(Behind him)
But you dbse the play

—

La Clorise—-by Baro! Axe we to

miss

Our ^tertainment, merely

—

CYRANO

(Respectfully, turns his chair

toward the old man)
My dear old boy.

The poetry of Baro being worth
Zero, or le^, I feel that I have done
Pbetic justice!

THE TN^TKrJ .P:rrrn

(In the boxes)

Realfyl—our Baro!

—

My dear!—Who —Ah, dieu!

The ideaf—

CYRANO

(GoManiJy, turns his chak tct

wmd boxes)

Fair ladies—shine upon us like the

sun,

Blossom like lowers around us

—

be our songs,

BELLEROSE

Quite so!—and the mere money

—

possibly

You woiild like that returned

—

Yes?

CYRANO

Bellerose,

You speak the first word of intel-

ligence!

I wul not wound the mantle of the

Muse

—

Here, catch!

—

(Throws him a purse)

And hold your tongue.

THE CROWD

(Astonished)

Ah! Ah!

JODELET

{Deftly catches the purse,

weighs U in his hand)
Monsieur,

You are hereby authorized to close

our play

Every night, on the same tenns.

TEE CROWD
Boo!

JOMEXET

And welcomel
Let us be booed together, you and

II

BELLEROSE

Kiodfy cpii^y . , .

JODELET

(Burlesqtm^ bellerose)

Quietfy * ^
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(They begin to go out, while
CYRANO looks cbout him
with satisfaction. But the
exodus ceases presently dur-
ing the ensuing scene. The
ladies in the boxes who
have already risen and put
on their wraps, stop to Its-

ten, and finally sit down
again .

)

LE BRET
(To CYRANO)

Idiot!

CYRANO

That s as may be.

THE MEDDLER
The Due de Candale has a Iona

arm.

CYRANO

Is longer,

(Drawing his sword)
by three feet of steel.

Mine

THE MEDDLER

A MEDDLER

(Hurries up to cyrano.)
But what a scandal! Montflexiry

—

The great Montfleury! Did you
know the Due

De Candale was his patron? Who
is yours?

No one.

CYRANO

THE MEDDLER
No one—^no patron?

Yes, yes.
But do you dream of daring

—

CYRANO

I do dream
Of daring . , .

THE MEDDLER
But—

CYRANO

You may go now.

THE MEDDLER

But

CYRANO

I said no.

THE MEDDLER
What, no great lord, to cover with

his name

—

CYRANO

(With visible annoyance)
No, 1 have told you twice. Must I

repeat?

No sir, no patron

—

(Hi^. hand on his sword)
But a patroness!

And when do you leave Patis??

CYRANO

You may go

—

Or lell me why are you starmg ^
my nose!

^

THE MEiym.KR

(In confusion)

No—I—

CYRANO

(Stepping up to him)
Does it astonish you?

L'tiits . MEEDDLER

(Drawing back)

Your grace

M^understands my—

^
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Is it long and soft

And dangling, like a trank?

THE MEDDLER

(^Same business)

I never said

—

Or crooked, like an owls beak?

CYRANO

Does its color appear to you
Unwholesome?

THE MEDDLER

Oh, by no means!

CYRANO

Obscene?
Or its form

THE MEDDLER THE MEDDLER

Not in the least

—

Perhaps

A pimple ornaments the end of it?

CYRANO

THE MEDDLER

Or a fly parading up and
downr

What is this portent?

THE MEDDLER

This phenomenon?

THE MEDDLER

But I have been careful not to

look

—

Then why assume
This deprecating manner? Possibly

You find it just a trifle large?

THE MEDDLER

(Babbling)

Oh, no!

—

Small, very small, infinitesimal

—

CYRANO

(Roars)

What!
How? You accuse me of absurdity?

Small—my nose? Why

—

Not, if you please?

And why

Thm Tm . HI

It (fegi^ts you, then?

THE METH>LER

My dear sir-

'X Hii'j i^^nnT . t<'.H

(Breathless)

My God!—

CYRANO

Magnificent,

My nose! . . . You pug, you knob,
you button-head,

Know that I glory in this nose of

mine.

For a great nose indicates a great

man

—

Genial, court^ms, intellectual.

Virile, courageous—as I am—^and

such

As you—poor wretch—^vsdll never
d^e to be
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Even in imagination. For tiiat face

That blank, inglorious concavity

Which my right hand finds

—

(He strikes him.)

THE MEDDLER

Ow!

CYRANO

—on top of you.

Is as devoid of pride, of poetry.

Of soul, of picturesqueness, of con-

tour,

Of character, of nose in short—^as

that

(Takes him hy the shoulders

and turns him around, suit-

ing the action to the word)
Which at the end of that limp spine

of yours

My left foot

—

THE MEDDLER

(Escaping)

Help! The Guard!

DE GUICHE

Well—

^

wlU no one interfere?

^/ALVERT

No one?

(Looks round)
Observe. I myself will proceed

To put him in his place.

(He walks up to cyrano, who
has been watching him, and
stands there, looking him
over with an affected air,)

Ah . .
. your nose . . . hem! . . .

Your nose is ... rather large!

CYRANO

(Gravely)

Rather.

VALVERT

(Simpering)

Oh we3

—

CYRANO

(Coolly)

Is that all?

CYRANO

Take notice, all

Who find this feature of my coun-

tenance

A theme for comedy! When the

humorist

Is noble, then my custom is to show
Appreciation proper to his rank

—

More heartfelt . . . and more
pointed. . . .

DE GUICHE

(Who has come down from
the stage, surrounded by
the Marquis)

Presently

This fellow will grow tiresome.

VALVERT

(Shrugs)

His trumpet!

Oh, he blows

VALVERT

(Turns away, loith a shrug)
Well, of course

—

CYRANO

Ah, no, young sir!

You are too simple. Why, you might
have said

—

Oh, a great many things! Mem dieu,

why waste

Your opportunity? For example,
thus:

—

Aggressive : I, sir, if that nose were
mine,

IM have it amputated—on the spot!

Friendly: How do you drink with

such a nose?

You ought to have a cup made spe^

cially.

Descriptive: TTis a rock—

a

crag

—

a cape

—

A cape? say rather, a peninsula!
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Inquisitive: What is that recep-

tacle

—

A razor-case or a portfolio?

Kindly: Ah^ do you love the little

birds

So much that when they come and
sing to you,

You give them this to perch on?

insolent:

Sir, when you smoke, the neighbors

must suppose

Your chimney is on fire, cautious:

Take care

—

A weight like that might make you
topheavy.

Thoughtful: Somebody fetch my
parasol

—

Those delicate colors fade so in the

sun!

Pedantic: Does not Aristophanes

Mention a mythologic monster

called

Hippocampelephantocamelos?
Surely we have here the original!

Familiab: Well, old torchlight!

Hang your hat

Over that chandelier—it hurts my
eyes.

Eloquent: When it blows, the ty-

phoon howls.

And the clouds darken, dramatic:
When it bleeds

—

The Red Sea! enterprising: What
a sign

For some perfumer! lyric: Hark

—

the horn
Of Roland calls to summon Ct^le-
magnel

—

Simple: When do they unveil the

mcominent?
Re^e^mjtful: Sir, I recognize m you
A imsm of a inan of promi-

Rustic: Hey? WhaiP Cdl a
nose? Na, —

I be no fool like what you I

be

—

That there's a blue cucumber! Mim-

Foint against cavalry! practical:
Why not

A lottery with this for the grand
prize?

Or—^parodying Faustus in the

^

play—
“Was this the nose that launched a

thousand ships

And burned the topless towers of

Ilium?”

These, my dear sir, are things you
might have said

Had you some tinge of letters, or of

wit

To color your discourse. But wit,—^not so.

You never had an atom—and of

letters,

You need but three to write you
down—^an Ass.

Moreover,—^if you had the invem
tion, here

Before these folk to make a jest of

me

—

Be sure you would not then artic-

ulate

The twentieth part of half a syllable

Of the beginning! For I say thest-

things

Lightly enough myself, about my^
self.

But I allow none else to utter them,

E® GUICHE

(Tries to lead away the
cmiazed valvert.)

Vicomte—come.

VALVEKT

(Choking)
Oh— These arrogant grand airs!

—

A down who—look at hiTn—^ot
evsen gloves!

No pfi>boQiS—no laco—oo buddes
on his shoes

—

CYRANO
i ctoy my adomm^ts oa my souk
1 do not dress rqp like a popinfay;
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But inwardly, I keep my dainti-

ness.

I do not bear with me, by any

chance.

An insult not yet washed away—

a

conscience

Yellow with unpurged bile—an

honor frayed

To rags, a set of scruples badly

worn.

I go caparisoned in gems unseen,

Trailing white plumes of freedom,

garlanded

With my good name—^no figure of

a man.

But a soul clothed in shining armor,

hung
With deeds for decorations, twirl-

ing—thus

—

A bristHng wit, and swinging at my
side

Courage, and on the stones of this

old town
Making the sharp truth ring, like

golden spurs!

VALVERT

But—

CYRANO

But I have no gloves! A pity too!

I had one—^the last one of an old

pair

—

And lost that. Very careless of me.

Some
Gentleman offered me an imperti-

nence.

I left it—^in his face.

VAEVEBT

Dolt, bumpkin, fool.

Insolent puppy, jobbernowl!

CYRANO

(Removes hU hat end bows.)

Ah, yes?

And I

—

Cyra^ib-SaVhnen^^cul©

De Bergerac! ^

^

'

VALVERT

(Turns away.)

Buffoon!

CYRANO

(Cries out as if suddenly taken

with a cramp .

)

Oh!

VALVERT

(Turns back.)

Well, what now?

CYRANO

(With grimaces of anguish)

I must do something to reheve

these cramps

—

This is what comes of lack of ex-

ercise

—

Ah!—

VALVERT

What is all this?

CYRANO

My sword has gone to sleep!

VALVERT

(Draws)

So be it!

CYRANO

You shall die exquisitely.

VALVERT

(Contemptuously )

Poet!

CYRANO

Why, yes, a poet, if you wil;

So while we fence, O make you a

Ballade

Extempore.

VALVERT

A Ballade?

CYRANO

Yes. You know
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VALVERT

I—

CYRANO

Tb.e Ballade, sir, is formed

Of three stanzas of eight lines

each

—

VALVERT

Oh, come!

CYRANO

And a refrain of four.

VALVERT

You—

CYRANO

m compose
One, while I fight with you; and at

the end
Of the last line—^thrust home!

VALVERT

Will you?

CYRANO

IwiU.
(Declaims)

^‘Ballade of the duel at the Hotel de
Bourgogne

Bettoeen de Bergerac and a Boeo-

tianr

VALVERT

(Sneering)

What do you mean by that?

CYRANO

Oh, that? The tide.

THE CROWD
(Excited)

Come on

—

A circle

—

Quiet

—

Down in front!

(Tableau. A rmg of interested

spectators in the center of

the floor, the Marquis and
the Officers mingling with

the citizens and common
folk. Pages swarming up on
mens shoulders to see

better; the Ladies in the

boxes standing and leaning

over. To the right, de
guiche and his following;

to the left, LE BRET, CUIGY,

RAGUENEAU, and others of
Cyrano’s friends.)

CYRANO

(Closes his eyes for an in-

stant. )

Stop . . . Let me choose my rimes.

. . , Now! Here we go

—

(He suits the action to the

word, throughout the fol-

lowing: )

Lightly 1 toss my hat away.
Languidly over my arm let fall

The cloak that covers my bright

array—
Then out swords, and to work

withal!

A Launcelot, in his Ladys hall

A Spartacus, at the Hippodrome!

I dally awhile with you, dear

jacJ^l,

Then, as 1 end the refrain, thrust

home.

(The swords cross—the fight

is on.)

Where shall I skewer my peacock?

, . . Nay,
Better for you to have shunned

this brawl!

—

Here, in the heart, thro^ your rib-

bons gay?
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—In the bellyy under your silken

shawl?

Hark, how the steel rings musi-

cal!

Mark how my point floats, light as

the foam.
Ready to drive you back to the

wall.

Then, as I end the refrain, thrust

home!

Ho, for a rime! , . . You are white

as whey—
You break, you cower, you

cringe, you . . . crawl!

Tad—and I parry your last essay:

So may the turn of a hand fore-

stall

Life with its honey, death with

its gall;

So may the turn of my fancy roam
Free, for a time, till the rimes

recall.

Then, as I end the refrain, thrust

home!

{He announces solemnly.)

REFRAIN
Prince! Pray God, that is Lord of

all.

Pardon your soul, for your time has

come!
Beat—pass—fling you aslant,

asprawl—
Then, as I end the refrain . . .

{He lunges; valvert staggers

back and falls into the arms

of his friends, cyrano re-

covers, and salutes.)

—Thrust home!

{Shouts. Applause from the

boxes. Flowers and hand-

kerchiefs come fluttering

down. The Oficers surround

CYRANO and congratulate

him. RAGUENEAU donces for

toy. LE BRET is ufuible to

329

conceal his enthusiasm. The
friends of valvert hold him
up and help him away.

)

THE CROWD
{In one long cry)

Ah-hl

A CAVALIER

Superb!

A WOMAN
Simply sweet!

RAGUENEAU

Magnelephant!

A MARQUIS

A novelty!

LE BRET

Bah!

THE CROWD

{Thronging around cyrano)
Compliments—^regards

—

Bravo!

—

A WOMAN S VOICE

Why, he s a h^o!

A musseteer

{Advances quickly to cyrano,

with outstretch^ hands.)

Monsieur, will you

Permit me?—^It was altogether fine!

I think I may appredate these

things

—

Moreover, I have been stamping

for pure joy!

{He retires quicJdy.)

CYRANO

{To cuigy)

What was that gentleman’s name?
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CUIGY

Oh . . . D'Artagnan,

LE BBET

{Takes cyrano's arm.)

Come here and tell me

—

CYRANO

(Haughtily)

Because

—

(Changing his tone when he

sees THE PORTER hos gone.)

Because I have

No money.

CYRANO

Let this crowd go first

—

(To bellerose)

May we stay?

LE BRET

(Gesture of tossing)

But—^the purse of gold?

bellerose

(With great respect)

Certainly!

(Cries and cat-caRs off stage.)

JODELET

(Comes down from the door

where he has been looking

out.)

Hark!— Montfleuiy

—

They are hooting him.

BELLEROSE

(Solemnly)

Sic transit gloria!

(Changes his tone and shouts

to the porter and the lamp-

lighter.)

—Strike! . , . Close the house! . . .

Leave the hghts— We rehearse

The new farce after dinner.

(jca>ELET and bellerc^ go
out cffter elaborately salut-

mg CYRANO.)

THEtP0i*5EEa

(To crmmo)
Yaa do not dine?

CYRANO

I?—No!
(the PORTER turns away.)

LE BRET

Why rtot?

CYRANO

Paternal pension!

Farewell,

LE BRET

So you have, rmtil

The first of next month

—

CYRANO

Nothing.

LE BRET

What a fool!

—

CYRANO

But—^what a gesture!

IK ORANGEHji kL

(Behind her Utile counter;

coughs.)

Hem!
(cYRANO and le bret look

around; she advances Umr
idly.)

Pardon, Monsieur . , .

A man ou^ never to go himgry

(Indieatmg the sideboard)

See,

Please!

—

CYRANO

(Uncooets)

de^ child

i have everything here

(Sagerly)
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I cannot bend this Gascon pride of

mine
To accept such a kindness— Yet,

for fear

That I may give you pain if I re-

fuse,

I will take . . .

(He goes to the sideboard and
makes his selection .

)

Oh, not very much! A grape . . .

(She gives him the bunch; he

removes a single grape.)

One only! And a glass of water - . .

(She starts to pour wine into

it; he stops her.)

Clear!

And . . . half a macaroon!

(He gravely returns the other

half.)

I.E BRET

Old idiot!

THE ORANGE-Cmn

Please!—^Nothing more?

CYRANO

Why, yes— Your hand to kiss.

(He kisses the hand which she

holds outy as he would &te

hand of a princess.)

THE ORANGE-GIBL

Thank you, sir.

(She curtseys.)

Good-night

(She goes out.)

CYRANO

Now, I am listening.

(Plants himsdf before the

sideboard and arrcmges

thereon—

)

Dinner!

—

(—the macaroon}

I>rink!

—

(—the glass of water)

Dessert!

—

(—the grape.)

There—^now 111 sit down,

(Seats himself.)

Lord, I was hungry! Abominablyf

(Eating)

WeH

LE BRET

These fatheads with the bellicose

grand airs

Will have you ruined if you listen

to them;

Talk to a man of sense and hear

how ah

Your swagger impresses him.

CYRANO

(Finishes his macaroon.)

Enonnousfy.

UE BRET

The Cardinal

—

CYRANO

(Beaming)
Was he ther^

LE BRET

He must have thou^ you

—

CYRANO

QriginaL

LE

Well, but—

CYRANO

He is himself

A playwri^t He wiU not be too

displeased

That I have closed another author*

s

play.

LE BRET

But look at all the enanfes you

have made!
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CYRANO

(Begins on the grape.)

How many—do you thiak?

LE BRET

Just forty-^ight

Without the women.

CYRANO

Count them.

LE BRET

Montfleury,

Baro, de Guiche, the Vicomte, the

Old Man,
All the Academy

—

CYRANO

Enough! You make me
Happy!

LE BRET

But where is all this leading you?

What is your plan?

Who cannot hold his belly in his

arms.

Still dreams of being sweetly dan-

gerous

Among the women—sighs and lan-

guishes.

Making sheeps" eyes out of his great

frog's face

—

I hate him ever since one day he
dared

Smile upon

—

Oh, my friend, I seemed to see

Over some flower a great snail

crawling!

LE BRET

(Amazed)

What? Is it possible?

—

How,

CYRANO

(With a bitter smile)

For me to love? . . .

(Changing his tone; seriously)

I love.

CYRANO

I have been wandering

—

Wasting my force upon too many
plans.

Now I have chosen one.

LE BRET

What one?

CYRANO

The simplest

—

To make myself in all things ad-

mirable!

LE BRET

Hmph!—Well, then, the real rea-

son why ycm hate

Montfleury— Come, the truth, now!

CYRANO

(Rises)

3hat Silemis,

LE BRET

May I know? You have never said

—

CYRANO

Whom I love? Think a moment.
Think of me

—

Me, whom the plainest woman
would despise

—

Me, with this nose of mine that

marches on
Before me by a quarter of an hour!

Whom should I love? Why—of

course—^it must be
The woman in the world most beau-

tiful.

LE BRET

Most beautiful?

CYRANO

In aH tifciis world—most sweet

Also; most wise; most witty, and
most fair!
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LE BRET
Who and what is this woman?

CYRAKO

Dangerous
Mortally, without meaning; exqui-

site

Without imagining. Natures own
snare

To allure manhood, A white rose
wherein

Love hes in ambush for his natural
prey.

W^ho knows her smile has known a
perfect thing.

She creates grace in her own image,
brings

Heaven to earth in one movement
of her hand

—

Nor thou, O Venus! balancing thy
shell

Over the Mediterranean blue, nor
thou,

Diana! marching through broad,
blossoming woods,

Art so divine as when she mounts
her chair.

And goes abroad through Paris!

LE BRET

Oh, well—of course.
That makes everything clear!

CYRANO

Transparently.

LE BRET

Madeleine Robin—^your cousin?

CYRANO

Yes; Roxane.

LE BRET

And why not? If you love her, tell

her so!

You have covered yourself with
glory in her eyes

This veiy day.

BERGERAC

CYRANO

My old friend—look at me.
And tell me how much hope re-

mains for me
With its protuberance! Oh, I have
no more

Illusions! Now and then—bah! I
may grow

Tender, walking alone in the blue
cool

Of evening, through some garden
fresh with flowers

After the benediction of the rain;
My poor big devil of a nose inhales
April . . , and so I foUow with my

eyes ^

Where some boy, with a girl upon
his arm.

Passes a patch of silver . . . and
I feel

Somehow, I wish I had a woman
too.

Walking with little steps under the
moon.

And holding my arm so, and smil-
ing. Then

I dream—and I forget. . .

And then I see
The shadow of my profile on tlie

wall!

LE BRET
My friend! . . .

CYRANO
My friend, I have my hiUer days.

Knowing myself so ugly, so alone'
Sometimes

—

LE BRET

You weq)?

CYRANO

(Quickly)

Oh, not that ever! No,
That would be too grot^que

—

tears trickling down
AH the long way along this nose of

mine?
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I will not so profane the dignity

Of sorrow. Never any tears for me!
Why, there is nothing more sublime

than tears.

Nothing!—Shall I make them ridio

ulous

In my poor person?

LE BKET

Lovers no more than chance!

CYBANO

(Shakes his head.)

No. I love Cleopatra; do I appear

Caesar? I adore Beatrice; have I

The look of Dante?

LE BRET

But your wit—your courage

—

Why, that poor child who offered

you just now
Your dinner!—She—^you saw with

your own eyes.

Her ey^ did not avoid you.

CYRANO

(Thoughtful)

That is true . . .

LE BRET

Well thai! Ramne herself, watch-

ing your duel.

Pater than

—

CYBANO

Pale?—

LE BRET

Her parted, her hand
Thm at her hre^— I Saw it! Speak

to her

man!

CYBANO

Throng my nose? She lau^
at me;

That is the one thmg in this world

I fear!

THE PORTER

(FcUowed by the duenna,
approaches cyeiano respect-

fully.)

A lady asking for Monsieur.

CYBANO

Mon dieu . . .

Her Duenna!

—

THE DUENNA

(A sweeping curtsey)

Monsieur . . .

A message for you:

From our good cousin we desire to

know
When and where we may see hiin

privately.

CYRANO

(Amazed)
To see me?

THE DUENNA

(An elaborate reverence)

To see you. We have certain things

To tell you.

CYRANO

Certain

—

THE DUENNA

Things.

CYRANO

(TremhUng)
Mon dieu! . . •

THE DUENNA

We go

Tomorrow, at the first flush of the

dawn.

To hear Mass at St Roch. Tl^n
£tftewai5tfe,

Whare can we meet and tafic a lit-

tle? ^
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CYRANO

{Catching le bret^s arm)
Where? . . .

\— Ah, mon dieu! . . . mon dieul

the huenna

WeB?

CYRANO

I am tiiinking . . ,

THE DUENNA
And you think?

CYRANO

I . . . The shop of Ragueneau . .

.

Ragueneau—^pastrycook . . .

THE DUENNA
WRo dwells?

—

CYRANO

Mon dieul , , ,

Oh, yes . . , Ah, mon dieu! . . .

Rue St.-Honore«

the duenna
We are agreed. Remember—seven

o’clock.

(Reverence)
Until then

—

CYRANO

I’ll be there.

(The Duenna goes out.)

CYRANO

(Falls into the arms of le
bret)
Me ... to see mef . . ,

LE BRET
You are not quite so gloomy.

CYRANO

After all.

She knows that I exist—^no matter
why!

LE BRET
So now, you are going to be happy,

CYRANO

Now! . . .

(Beside himself)
I am going to be a storm—

a

flame

—

I need to fight whole amaies aD
alone;

I have ten hearts; I have a hundred
arms; I feel

Too strong to war with mortals

—

(He shouts at the top of his
voice.)

Bring ^£e giantsI
(A moment since, the shad-
ows of the comedians have
been visible moving and
posturing upon the stage.
The violins have taken their
places.)

A VOICE

(From the stage)
Hey-pst—^less noise! We are re-

hearsing here!

CYRANO

(Laughs)
We are going.

(He turns up stage. Throng
the street door enter cuicy,
BRissAiLLE, and a number
of officers, supporting
LiGNiERE, tdho is HOW thor-

oughly drunk.) '

CUIGY

Cyrano!

CYRANO

What is it?

CUIGY

Here’s your stray hmbi
Here—

-
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CYRANO

(Recognizes ligniere.)

Ligniere—^What’s wrong with him?

CUIGY

He wants you.

BRISSAILnE

He’s afraid to go home.

CYRANO

Why?

LIGNIERE

(Showing a crumpled scrap of

paper and speaking with the

elaborate logic of profound
intoxication.

)

This letter—^hundred against one

—

that s me

—

Im the one—all because of little

song

—

Good song— Hundred men, wait-

ing, understand?

Porte de Nesle—way home

—

Might be dangerous

—

Would you permit me spend the

night with you?

CYRANO

A hundred—is that all? You are

going home!

LIGNIERE

(Astonished)

Why

—

CYRANO

(In a voice of thutider, indi-

cating the lighted lantern

mMck The Porter holds up
curiously as he regards the

scene.)

Take that lantern!

(ligniere precipitately seizes

the lantern.)

Forward march! I say

ROSTAND

m be the man tonight that sees

you home.

(To the officers)

You others follow—I want an au-

dience!

CUIGY

A hundred against one

—

CYRANO

Those are the odds

Tonight!

(The Comedians in their cos-

tumes are descending from
the stage and joining the

group.)

LE BRET

But why help this

—

CYRANO

There goes Le Bret

Growling!

LE BRET

—This drunkard here?

CYRANO

(His hand on le bret’s shoul-

der)

Because this drunkard

—

This tun of sack, this butt of Bur-

gundy

—

Once in his life has done one lovely

thing:

After the Mass, according to the

form.

He saw, one day, the lady of his

heart

Take holy water for a blessing. So
This one, who shudders at a drop

of rain.

This feUow here—runs headlong
to the font

B^ads down and drinks it dry!

A SOUBRETTE

I say that was
A pretty thought!
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CYBANO

Ah, was it not?

THE SOUBRETTE

(To the others)

But why
Against one poor poet, a hundred
men?

CYRANO
March!

(To the officers)

And you gentlemen, remember now,
No rescue— Let me fight alone.

A COMEDIENNE

(Jumps down from the stage.

)

Come on!

I^m going to watch

—

CYRANO

Come along!

ANOTHER COMEDIENNE

(Jumps down, speaks to a
Comedian costumed as an
old man.)

You, Cassandre?

CYRANO

Come all of you—the Doctor,

Isabelle,

Leandre—^the whole company—

a

swarm
Of murmuring, golden bees—well

parody
Italian farce and Tragedy-of-Blood;

Ribbons for banners, masks for bla-

zonry.

And tambourines to be our rolling

drums!

ALL THE WOMEN
(Jumping for joy)

Bravo!—My hood— My cloak

—

Hurry!

JODELET

(Mock heroic)

Lead on!

—

CYRANO

(To the violins)

You violins—^play us an overture—

‘

(The violins join the proces-

sion which is forming. The
lighted candles are snatched

from the stage and distrib-

uted; it becomes a torch-

light procession.

)

Bravo!—<)£Bcers— Ladies in cos*

tume

—

And twenty paces in advance. . . .

(He takes his station as he
speaks.)

Myself,

Alone, with glory fluttering over

me,

Alone as Lucifer at war with
heaven!

Remember—no one lifts a hand to

help

—

Ready there? One . . . two . . .

three! Porter, the doors! . . .

(The Forter flings wide the

great doors. We see in the

dim moonlight a corner oj

old Paris, purple and pic-

turesque.)

Look—^Paris dreams—nocturnal,

nebulous.

Under blue moonbeams hung from

waU to wall

—

Nature’s own setting for the sc^e
we play!

—

Yonder, behind her veil of mist, the

Seine,

Like a mysterious and magic mirrOT

Trembles

—

And you shall see what you shall

see!

Ali

To the Porte de Neslel

CYRANO

(Erect upon the thre^wM)
To the Porte de Ncsdel

(He turns back for a momerd
to the Soubrette)
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Did you not ask, my dear, why
against one

Singer they send a hundred swords?
(Quietly, dratving his own
sword)

Because
They know this one man for a

friend of mine!

(He goes out. The proces-

sion follows: LIGNIEBE zig-

zagging at its head, then,

the Comediennes on the

arms of the Officers, then

the Comedians, leaping and
dancing as they go. It van-

ishes into the night to the

music of the violins, illu-

minated by the flickering

glimmer of the candles.)

CUBTAIN

THE SECOND ACT

THE BAKERY OF THE POETS

The Shop of bagueneau. Baker and Fastrycook: a spacious affair at

the comer of the Rue St.-Honore and t3%e Rue de FArbre Sec. The street,

seen vaguely through the glass panes in the door at the hack, is grey in

the first light of dawn.
In the foreground, at the Left, a Counter is surmounted by a Canopy

of wrought iron from which are hanging ducks, geese, and white peacocks.

Great crockery jars hold bouquets of common flowers, yellow sunflowers

in particular. On the same side farther hack, a huge fireplace; in front of
it, between great andirons, of which each one supports a little saucepan,
roast fowls revolve and weep into their dripping-pans. To the Right at the
First Entrance, a door. Beyond it. Second Entrance, a staircase leads up to

a little dining-room und^ the eaves, its mterior visible throng open
dmtters. A table is set there and a tiny Flemi^ amdlestick is lighted;

there one may retire to eat and drink in private. A wooden gcdlery, extend-

^ cf tf^ stahiway, seems to lead to other little dining-
•rooms."""'

• ' - ' .

Itk the center of the shop, an iron ring hangs by a rope over a pulley
so that it <xm berkjis^ or lowered; adorned with game of various kinds
Jmng from U M has the appearance of a sort of gastronomic
chandelier.

In the shadow^mder the stedrcase, ovens are glowmg. The spits revolve;
the copp^ pots and pom ^eam ntdMy. Fastries m pyramids. Hams
hmgmg from the raf^s. The mormng fcofeng is m pro^r^: a bustle of
tcM cooks and ttaid scuUkms and scurrying apprentices; a blossoming of
white caps adorned uMi cocVs feathers or^ wings of guinea ford. On
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wicket trays or on great metal platters they bring in rows of pastries and
fancy dishes of various kinds.

Tables are covered with trays of cakes and roUs; others with chairs
placed about them are set for guests.

One little table in a corner disappears under a heap of papers. At the
curtain rise ragueneau is seated there. He is writing r>oetry.

A PASTRYCOOK

(Brings in a dish,)

Fruits ei. gelee!

SECOND PASTRYCOOK

(Brings dish.)

Custard!

THIRD PASTRYCOOK

(Brings roast peacock ornor

mented with feathers,)

Peacock rdfi!

FOURTH PASTRYCOOK

(Brings tray of cakes,)

Cakes and confections!

FIFTH PASTRYCOOK

(Brings earthen dish.)

Beef en casserclel

RAGUENEAt;

(Baises his head; returns to

mere earth.)

Over the coppers of my kitchen

flows

The frost-silver dawn. Silence

awhile

The god who sings wi&in thee,

Ragu^eaul
Lay down the lute—the oven calls

for thee!

(Rises; goes to one of the

cooks.)

Here’s a hiatus in your sauce; fill up
The measure. ,

THE COOK

.Hdw'tnucK sn '

,

RAGUENEAU

(Measures on his finger.)

One more dactyl.

THE COOK

Huh? . • ,

FIRST PASTRYCOOK
Rolls!

SECOND PASTRYCOOK

Roulades!

ragueneau

(Before the fireplace)

Veil, O Muse, thy virgin eyes
From the lewd gleam of these ter-

restrial fires!

(To First Pastrycook)
Your roBs lack balance. Here s the

proper form

—

An equal hemistich on either side.

And the caesura in between.
(To another^ pointing out an

unfmisked pie)

YourlKHise
Of crust should have a roofppon it

(To another, who is seeded on
the hearth, placmg poultry

, onaspit) :
* 1

And you

—

Alqng tifee mtermmable gnt, ar-

r^ge
The modest pullet and the kndly

Turk
Alternately, my son—^as great

. Malherbe
Alternates male and female rimes.

Remember^, ,

A couplet, or a roast, should be well

turned. ; * . ,
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AN APPBEimCE

(Advances with a dish cov-

ered by a napkin.)

Master, I thought of you when I de-

signed

This, hoping it might please you,

RAGUENEAU

Ahl A Lyre

—

THE APPRENTICE

In puff-paste

—

RAGUENEAU

And the jewels—candied fruit!

THE APPRENTICE

And the strings, barley-sugar!

RAGUENEAU

(Gives him money.)

Go and drink

My health.

(use enters.)

St!—My wife— Circulate, and hide
That money!

(Shotvs the Lyre to lise, with

a languid air.)

Graceful—yes?

USE

Ridiculous!

(She places on the counter a
pde of paper bags.)

RAGU^^EAU

Paper ba^? Thank you . . ,

(He looks at them.)

Ciel! My imtnuscripts!

The sacred verses erf my poets

—

raat

AsuiKier, hmb frean hmb—butch-
ered to make

Base paedcages of pastry! Ah, yaa
are one

Of those insane Bacchantes who
destroyed

Orpheus!

LISE

Your dirty poets left them here

To pay for eating half our stock-in-

trade:

We ought to make some profit out
of them!

RAGUENEAU

Ant! Would you blame the locust

for his song?

LISE

I blame the locust for his appetite!

There used to be a time—^before

you had
Your hungry friends—^you never

called me Ants

—

No, nor Bacchantes!

RAGUENEAU

What a way to use

Poetry!

Well, what is the use of it?

RAGUENEAU

But, my dear girl, what would you
do with prose?

(Two CHILDREN enter.)

Well, dears?

A Oh I IjD

Three little patties.

RAGUENEAU

(Serves them.)

There we are!

All hot and brown,

*riHF. CHTf .Tt

Would you mind wrapping them?

RAGUENEAU
One of my paper bags! . . .

Oh, certainly.

(Reads from the bag, as he is
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about to wrap the patties in

it.)

‘^Ulysses, when he left Penelope**

—

Not that one!

(Takes another bag; reads.)

'‘Phoebus, golden-crowned**

—

Not that one.

LISE

Well? They are waiting!

RAGUENEAU

Very weU, very well!

—

The Sonnet to Phyllis . . .

Yet—^it does seem hard . • .

LISE

Made up your mind—at last! Mph!
Jack-o^-Dreams!

CYRANO

And for what^

RAGUENEAU

Your victory! I saw it all

—

CYRANO

Which one?

RAGUENEAU

At the Hotel de Bourgogne.

CYRANO

Oh—^the duel!

RAGUENEAU

The duel in Rime!

RAGUENEAU

(As her hack is turned, calls

back the children, who are

already at the door.)

Pst!—Children— Give me back the

bag. Instead

Of three patties, you shall have six

of them!

(Makes the exchange. The
CHILDREN go out. He reods

from the bag, as he
smoothes it out tenderly.)

^Phyllis”—

A spot of butter on her name!

—

“Phyllis**—

CYRANO

(Enters hurriedly.)

What is the time?

LISE

He talks of nothing else.

CYRANO

Nonsense!

RAGUENEAU

(Fencing and foining with a

spit, which he snatches up

from the hearth.)

“Then, as I end the refrain, thrust

homer
“Then, as 1 end the refrain

**

—

Gods! What a hne!

“Then, as 1 endT—

CYRANO

What time now, Ragueneau?

RAGUENEAU

Six ohlock.

CYRANO

Hour more . . .

RAGUENEAU

Felicitations!

RAGUENEAU

(Petrified at the full extent uf

a lunge, whUe he looks at

One the clock.)

Five after six

—

(Recovers)
“—thrust homer

A Ballade, too!
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LISE

(To CYRANO, who in passing

has mechanically shaken

hands with her)

1four hand—^what have you done?

CYRANO

Oh, my hand?—Nothing

RAGUEI^AU

(Offers him a pen,)

An eagle s feather!

A MUSKETEER

(Enters, and speaks to lise in

a stentorian voice,)

Greeting!

RAGUENEAU

What danger now

—

CYRANO

(To RAGUENEAU

)

Who is this?

CYRANO

No danger.

LISE

He is lying.

I believe

CYRANO

Why? Was I looking down my nose!

That must have b^n a devil of a

lie!

{Changing his tone; to rague-
NEAU)

I expect someone. Leave us here

alone.

When the time comes.

RAGUENEAU

How can I? In a mom^t.
My poets will be here.

RAGUENEAU

My wife s friend. A terrific warrior.

So he says.

CYRANO

Ah— I see.

(Takes up the pen; waves
RAGUENEAU away.)

Only to write

—

To fold— To give it to her—and to

go . . .

(Throws down the pen,)

Ck)ward! And yet—^the Devil take

my soul

If I dare speak one word to her . . .

(To RAGUENEAU)
What time now?

RAGUENEAU

A quarter after six.

Lias

To break their . . . fast!

, CYRANO

Take th^ away, thm, when I give
the sigEL—^What time?

RAGDENRiiiU

Toi minutes

CYRANO

Have you a pen?

CYRANO

(Striking his breast)

—One little word
Of all the many thousand I have

here!

Whereas in writing . . .

(Takes up the pen.)

Come, m write to her
That letter I have written on my

heart,

Tom up, and written over iixae^y

times

—

So many times . . * that all I have
to do
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Is to remember, and to write it

down.
{He writes. Through the glass

of the door appear vague
and hesitating shadows. The
Poets enter clothed in rusty
black and spotted with
mud.)

BERGERAC

CYKANO

(Looks up an instant.^

Eight? I thought only seven-

RAGUEl^JEAU

Do you know
The hero of this hecatomb?

LISE

(To EAGUENEAU)
Here come your scarecrows!

FIRST POET

Comrade!

CYRANO

I? . . . Na

(To the Musketeer)
Do you?

SECOND POET

(Takes both ragueneaus
hands.)

My dear brother!

third poet

(Sniffing)

O Lord of Roasts, how sweet thy
dwellings are!

fourth poet
Phoebus Apollo of the Silver Spoon!

THE MUSKETEER

Hmm—^perhaps!

FIRST POET

They say one man akme
Put to flight aU this crowd.

SECOND POET

Everywhere hy
Swords, daggers, pikes, bludg-

eons

—

FIFTH POET

Cupid of Cookery!

ragueneau

(Surrounded, embraced, beat-

en on the back)

These geniuses.

They put one at one's ease!

FIRST POET

CYRANO

(Writing)

*1-our eyes . .
'

THEBO FCaST

As far
As the Quai des OrfSvres, hals and

cloafc^

—

ill ^

FIRST PCXET

We were delayed Why, that man must have be^ die

By the crowd at the Porte de Nesle. devil!

SECOND POET

" Dead men
All scarred and gory, scattered on

the stones, i

Villainous r looking * scOundrdb—

I

eight of them. ! ,

CYRAKO

FPBSr PCffiT

Some sava^ nKsn^er is^^ht have
done diis thing! : h
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CYRANO

^^Looking upon you, 1 grow faint

with fear . .

SECOND POET

What have you written lately,

Kagueneau?

CYRANO

"Yowr Friend
—

'IVho loves you .

.

So. No signature;

m give it to her myself.

In Rime.

RAGUENEAU

A Recipe

THIRD POET

Read us your rimesi

SECOND POET

{Gives FIRST POET a dig with
his elbow .

)

Your breakfast?

FIRST POET

Dinner!

RAGUENEAU

(Declaims)

A Recipe for Making Almond Tarts.

Beat your eggs, the yolk and white.

Very light;

Mingle with their creamy fluff

Drops of lime-juice, cool and
green;

Then pour in

Milk of Almonds, just enough.

FOURTH POET

Here s a brioche

Cocking its hat at me.
(He bites off the top of it.)

FIRST POET

Look how those buns
FoEow the hungry poet with their

eyes

—

Those almond eyes!

SECOND POET

We are listening

—

THIRD POET

See this cream-puff

—

Tat litde baby, drooling whEe it

smiles!

Dainty patty-pans, embraced
in puff-paste—

Have these ready within reach;

With your thumb and finger,

pinch

Half an inch

Up around the edge of each—
Into these, a score or more.

Slowly pour
All your store of custard; so

Take them, bake them golden^

brown—
Now sit down! . . ,

Almond tartlets, Ragueneau!

THE POETS

Delicious! Meltmgl

SECOND POET

(NibHing at the pastry Lyre.)

For the first time, the Lyre is my
support

RAGUENEAU

(Coughs, adfusts his cap,

strikes an attitude.)

A Recipe in Rime

—

A POET

(Chokes)

Humph!

CYRANO

(To ragueneau)
Do you not see

Those fellows fattening them*
selves?

—
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HAGUENEAU

I know.
I would not look—^it might em-

barrass them

—

You see, I love a friendly audience.
Besides—another vanity— am

pleased

When they enjoy my cooking.

CYRANO

( Slaps him on the back.

)

Be off with you!

—

(ragueneau goes up stage.)

Good little soul!

(Calls to USE.)

Madame!

—

(She leaves the aiusketeer
and comes down to him.

)

This musketeer

—

He is maldng love to you?

CYRANO

I

(Ironic emphasis)

I think
interrupt you.

(He salutes the musketeer,
who has heard without dar-

ing to resent the warning.
LISE goes to the musketeer
as he returns cyranoV
salute.)

LISE

You—^you swallow that?

—

You ought to have pulled his nose!

THE musketeer
His nose?—His nose! . . .

(He goes out hurriedly, rox-
ANE and the duenna appear
outside the door.

)

LISE

(Haughtily)

If any man
Offends my virtue—all I have to do
Is look at him—once!

CYRANO

(Looks at her gravely; she

drops her eyes.)

I do not find

Those eyes of yours unconquerable.

LISE

(Panting)

—Ah!

CYRANO

(Raising his voice a little)

Now listen— I am fond of Rague-
neau;

I allow no one—do you under-

stand?

—

To . . . take his name in vain!

;

' USE ’

You think—

CYRANO

(Nods to RAGUENEAU.)
Pstl—

RAGUENEAU

(To the poets)
Come inside

—

CYRANO

(Impatient)

Pst! ... Pst! .. .

RAGUENEAU

We shall be more
Comfortable . . .

(He leads the poets into inner

room.)

FIRST poet

The cakes!

SECOOTPOET

Bring th^oa

(They go
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CYRANO

If I can see the faintest spark of
hope.

Then

—

(Throws door open—bows.)
Welcomel

(roxane enters, followed by
the DUENNA, whom cyrano
detcdns.)

Pardon me—one word

—

THE duenna

Take two.

CYRANO

Have you a good digestion?

THE DUENNA

Wonderful!

CYRANO

Good. Here are two sonnets, by
Bensarade

—

THE DUENNA
Euh?

CYRANO

Which I fill for you with Eclairs.

THE DUENNA

Ooo!

CYRANO

Do you like creana^pufc?

THE DUENNA

, . ^ withwl3^^)ed creain.

CYRANO

Here are • t six—anbc^
omed m a ppfm

By Saint-AmanL it^'ode of Chap-
elin

looks deep ehou^ to hold—a jelfy

roll

—Do you love Natore?

KOSTAND

THE DUENNA
Mad about it.

CYRANO

Then
Go out and eat these in the street.

Do not

Return

—

THE DUENNA
Oh, but

—

CYRANO

Until you finish them.
(Down to roxane)

Blessed above all others be the hour
When you remembered to remem-

ber me,
And came to tell me . . . what?

ROXANE

(Takes off her mask.)
First let me thank you

Because . . . That man . . . that
creature, whom your sword

Made sport of yesterday— His
patron, one

—

CYRANO

De Guiche?

—

ROXANE

—who thinks himself in love with
me

Would have forced that mam upon
me for

—

a husband

—

CYRANO

I uB(Jerstaiii(i^-so. nmeh the better

then!

I fou^t; not £q^ my nose, but your
hri^t eyes.

ROXANE

And dien, to t^ you—^but before I
csm •.
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Tell you— Are you, I wonder, still

the same
Big brother—almost—that you

used to be

When we were children, playing by
the pond

In the old garden down there

—

CYRANO

I remember

—

Every summer you came to Ber-

gerac! . . .

ROXANE

You used to make swords out of

bulrushes

—

CYRANO

You dandelion-dolls with golden

hair

—

ROXANE

And those green plums

—

CYRANO

And those black mulbrnies

—

ROXANE

In those days, you did everything I

wished!

CYRANO

Roxane, in short skirts, was called

Madeleine.

ROXANE

Was I pretty?

CYRANO

Oh—not too plaini

ROXANE

Sometimes

When you had hurt your hand you

used to come
Running to me-^-^nd I would be

your mother, V

BERGEBAC 547

And say— Oh, in a ve^ grown*^
voice:

(She takes his hand,)

^Now, what have you been doing

to yourself?

Let me see

—

(She sees the hand—starts.)

Oh!—
Wait— said Let me see!

StiU—^at your age! How did you do
that?

CYRANO

Flaying

With the big boys, down by the

Porte de Nesle.

ROXANE

(Sits at a table and wets her

handkerchief in a glass of

water.)

Come here to me.

CYRANO

—Such a wise httle mother!

ROXANE

And tell me, while I wash this blood

away,

Bk)w many you—^played with?

CYRANO
^

Oh, about a hundred.

ROXANE

Tell me.

CYRANO . a
No. Let me go. Tel me vdiat jou

Were going to teH me—if you

dared?

ROXANE

(StM holding his hand)
I think

I do? ifereVnow. It seems like

ago ' ‘
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When I could tell you things. Yes

—

I dare . . .

Listen:

1 . . . love someone.

CYRANO

Ah!

ROXANE

Someone who does not know.

CYRANO

Ah! . . .

ROXANE

At least—^not yet.

CYRANO

Ah! . . .

ROXANE

But he win know
Some day

CYRANO

Ah! . . .

ROXANE

A big boy who loves me too.

And is afraid of me, and keeps

away,

And Mver says one word.

CYRANO

Ah! . . .

ROXANE

Let me have
Your hand a mOT^nt—why, how

1 kiK)W. I see him trying . . .

CYRANO

Ah! . .

ROXANE

Ihere now!
Is that better?

—

(She finishes handaging the

hand with her handker-

chief. )

Besides—only to think

—

(This is a secret.) He is a soldier

too.

In your own regiment

—

CYRANO

Ahl . . .

ROXANE

Yes, in the Guards.

Your company too.

CYRANO

Ah! . . .

ROXANE

And such a man!

—

He is proud—^noble—young

—

brave—^beautiful

—

CYRANO

(Turns pale; rises.)

Beautiful!

—

ROXANE

What s the matter?

CYRANO

(Smiling)

Nothing—^this

—

My sore hand!

ROXANE

Well, I love him. That is all.

Oh—and I never saw him any-

where
Except the Comedie.

CYRANO

You have never spoken?

—

ROXANE

Only our eyes . . .
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CYRANO

Why, then— How do you know?

—

ROXANE

People talk about people; and I

hear

Things . . . and I know.

CYRANO
His mind may be as curly as his

hair.

ROXANE

Not with such eyes. I read his soul
in them.

CYRANO

You say he is in the Guards:
His name?

ROXANE

Baron Christian de Neuvillette.

CYRANO

He is not in the Guards.

ROXANE

Yes. Since this morning.
Captain Carbon de Castel-Jaloux.

CYRANO

So soon! . . .

So soon we lose our hearts!

—

But, my dear child,

—

THE DUENNA

(Opens the door.)

I have eaten the cakes, Monsieur de
Bergerac!

CYRANO

Good! Now go out and read the

poetry!

(The Duetim disappears,)

—But, my dear* child! You, who
love only words.

Wit, the grand manner— Why, for

all you know.
The man may be a savage, or a fool.

CYRANO

Yes, all our souls are written in our
eyes!

But—if he be a bungler?

ROXANE

Then I shall die

—

There!

CYRANO

(After a pause)
And you brought me here to tell me

this?

I do not yet quite understand,

Madame,
The reason for your confidence.

ROXANE

They
That in your company— It fidght-

ens me

—

You are aU Gascons . . .

CYRANO

And we pick a quarrel

With any flat-foot who intriRies

himself.

Whose blood is not pore Gascxm
like our own?

Is this what you have heard?

For him!

ROXANE

I am so afraid

ROXANE

His curls are Iflce a hero from

DTJrfe;

CYRANO

{Between kis teeth}

Not without reason!

—
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ROXANE

And I thought

You . . . You were so brave, so in-

vincible

Yesterday, against all those brutes!

— you.

Whom they all fear

—

CYRANO

Oh, well— will defend

Your little Baron.

ROXANE

Will you? Just for me?
Because I have always been—^your

friend!

CYRANO

Of course • . .

ROXANE

Will you be his friend?

CYRANO

I will be his friend.

:^XANE

And never let him fight a duel?

CYRANO

No-^ever.

ROXANE

CXi,. but yoFu are a darling!— must
»
—

You toH n^ about last ni^t
. — Wl^,
You mu^ have been a herp! Have

MERwrifee _
And me all about it—wffl you?

CTRATO

Of course . . .

IK)XANE

(Kisses her JMd,)
1 always did love ycm!—A hcmdred
men

Against one— Well. . . . Adieu,

We are great friends.

Are we not?

CYRANO

Of course . . .

ROXANE

He must write to me

—

A hundred— You shall tell me the

whole story

Some day, when I have time, A
hundred men

—

What courage!

CYRANO

(Salutes as she goes out,)

Oh ... I have done better since!

(The door closes aper her, cy-

RANO remains motionless^

his eyes on the ground.

Fause. The other door

opens; RAGUENEAU puts in

his head.)

RAGUENEAIJ

May I come in?

CYRANO

(Without mooing)
Yes - . .

(ragueneau and his friends

re-enter. At the same time,

CARBON DE CASXEIi-JALOUX

appears at the street door in

uniform as Captain of the

Guards; recognizes cyrano
with a sweeping gesture.)

CARSON

Here he —Chir hero!

CYRANO

(Raises his head and scdutes.)

Our CaptainI

CARBON

We know! AH our company
Are here

—
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FIRST CAMT
(To CYRANO)

Bravo!

CARBON

Come! They are waiting for you.

CYRANO

Baron!

CYRANO

No!

CARBON

(Tries to lead him out.)

Only across the street— Come!

ANOTHER CADET

(Takes both his hands.)
Vivat!

CYRANO

Baron!

CYRANO

Please

—

THIRD CADET

Come to my arms!

CARBON

(Goes to the door and shouts

in a voice of thunder.

)

Our champion
Refuses! He is not feeling well to-

day!

CYRANO

Baronf

OTHERS

To mine!—^To mine!

—

A VOICE OUTSIDE

Ah! Sandiousl

(Noise outside of swords and
trampling feet approach-

ing.)

CARBON

Here they come now!

THE CADETS

(Entering the shop)

Mille dious!

—

Mordious !—Capdedious 1—Pocap-

dedious!

RAGUENEAU

(In astonishment)

Gentlemen

—

You are all Gascons?

THE CADETS , ,

AU!

CYRANO
Baron . . . Baron . . , Have mercy

—

RAGUENEAU
You are all Barons too?

THE CADETS

Are .we?

RAGUENEAU
Are thej^ . I

FIRST CADET

Our coronets would star the midr
night sky!

LE BRET

(Enters; hmries to umANO.%
The whole Town’s looking for you!

Raving mad

—

A .trimnph! Those who saw the

fight— 1
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CYBANO

I hope

You have not told them where I

—

LE BRET

{Rubbing his hand)

I told them!

Certainly

CITIZEN

(Enters, followed by a group.)

Listen! Shut the door!—^Here comes

All Paris!

( The street outside fills with a

shouting crowd. Chairs and
carriages stop at the door.)

LE BRET

(Aside to cybano, smiling)

And Roxane?

A MARQUIS

(Runs to CYBANO, with out-

stretched hands.)

My dear—areally!

—

CYRANO

(Coldly)

So? And how long

Have I been dear to you?

ANOTHER MARQUIS

One moment—^pray!

I have two ladies in my carriage

here;

Let me present you

—

CYRANO

Certainly! And first.

Who will present you, sir,
—

^to me?

CYRANO

(Quickly)

Hush!

LE BRET

(Astounded)

The devil?

—

Why, what

THE CROWD OUTSIDE

Cyrano!

(A mob bursts into the shop.

Shouts, acclamations, gen-

eral disturbance.)

RAGUENEAU

(Standing on a table)

My shop invaded— They’ll break

everything

—

Glorkms!

SEVERAL MEN
(Crotodmg about cyrano)
fria:idf . . . My friend! . . .

CYRANO

Hush!

A MAN OF LETTERS

(With a portfolio)

May I have the details? . . ,

CYRANO

You may not.

LE BEET

(FlucJdng CYRANO s sleeve)

Theophra^ Renaudot!—^Editor

Of the Gazette—your reputation!

CYRANO

Why, yesterday cyrano

I did not have so many fetedsi

LE BRET A POET

Success (Advances)

Monsieur

—

No!

At last!
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CYRANO

WeU?
CUIGY

Of OUT eyes!

THE POET

Your full name? I will compose
A pentacrostic

—

EE BEET

{Aside to cyeano)
What is it?

ANOTHER

Monsieur

—

CYRANO

Hush!

—

CYRANO

That will do!

(Movement. The crowd ar-

ranges itself. DE GuiCHE ap-
pears, escorted by cuigy,

BRissAiLLE, and the other

officers who were with cy-
RANO at the close of the
First Act.)

CUIGY

(Goes to CYRANO.}
Monsieur de Guiche!

—

(Murmur. Everyone moves.)
A message from the Marshal

De Gassion

—

DE GUICHE

(Sedating cyrano)
wishes to express

Through me his admiration. He has

heard
Of your affair

—

THE CROWD

Bravo!

CYRANO

(Bowing)
The Marshal speaks

As an authority.

LE BRET

Something is wrong with you;
Are you in pain?

CYRANO

(Recovering himself)

In pain? Before this crowd?
(His moustache bristles. He
throws out his chest.)

I? In pain? You shall see!

DE GUICHE

(To whom CUIGY has been
whispering.

)

Your name is known
Already as a soldier. You are one
Of those wild Gascons, are you not?

CYRANO

The Guards,
Yes. A Cadet.

A CADET
,

(In a voice of thunder)

One of ours^esl

DE fji

AhlSo
Then all these gentl^nCTi with tixe

haughty air.

These are the famous

—

DE GUICHE

He said just now
The story would have been in-

credible

Were it not for the witness—

CARBON

C^ano!

€?yBANO
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CABBON

Oor troop being all present, be so

land

As to present them to the Comte de
Guiche!

CYRANO

{With a gesture 'presenting the

CADETS to DE GUICHE, de-

claims:)

The Cadets of Gascogne—the de-

fenders

Of Carbon de Castel-Jcdoux:

Free fighters, free lovers, free

spenders—
The Cadets of Gascoyne—the de-

fenders

Of old homes, old names,^ and old

splendors—
A proud and a pestilent crew!

The Cadets of Gascoyne, the de-

fenders

Of Carbon de Castel^Jaloux,

Hawk-eyec^ they stare down all

contenders—
The tOoif bares his fangs as they

do—
way there, you fat money-

' lerid^s!

{Hawk-eyed, they stare down dB
contenders)

Old boots, that have been to the

menders^

Old dodks dmt are wdrh through
and through—

Mm^-eyed, M^ 'stiih down all

• dmtmmders—
"<T^^ttdSf^b(dbsMs fangs as they

dol ^ * i

ShM-bredkers lh^ are, and sword-
benders; '

Bed blood is "Aeb favotUe brew;
Hot haters and loycd hefrienders,

ShjU-breakers me, and sword-
benders.

Wherever a quarrel engenders.

They re ready and waiting for

you!

Skull-breakers they are, and sword-

benders;

Red blood is their favorite brew!

Behold them, our Gascon defenders

Who win every woman they wool
There*s never a dame but surren-

ders—
Behold them, our Gascon de-

fenders!

Young wives who are clever pre-

tenders—
Old husbands who house the

cuckoo—
Behold them—our Gascon defend-

ers

Who win every woman they woo!

DE OCJXCHE

{Languidly, sitting in a chair)

Poets are fashionable nowadays
To have about one. Would you care

to join

My following?

CYRANO

No, sir. I do not follow.

DE GUICHE

Your duel yesterday amused my
uncle

The Cardinal. I might help you
there.

HE BRET

Grand Dieu!

I^E GOiCWtil

i you have written a trag-

edy

—

They all have.

^
^ HE BRET

iAmde to CYiu^o)
^

r !

Now at last youTl have it |dayed

—

Your Agf^^pmel
j r
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DE GUICHE

Why not? Take it to him.

CYBANO

(Tempted)
Really

—

DE GUICHE

He is himself a dramatist;

Let him rewrite a few lines here
and there,

And hell approve the rest.

CYRANO

(His face falls again.)

Impossible,

My blood curdles to think of alter-

ing

One comma.
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The plumes dropped in their fli^t
by those fine birds

Who showed the white featherl

CARBON

Spoils of the hunt—
Well mountedi

THE CROWn
Ha-ha-ha!

CUIGY

Whoever hired

Those rascals, he must be an angry
man

Today!

BRISSAILLE '

Who was it? Do you know?

DE GUICHE

Ah, but when he likes a thing

He pays well.

CYRANO

Yes—^but not so well as I—
When I have made a line that sings

itself

So that I love the sound of it— pay
Myself a hundred times.

DE GUICHE

You are proud^ my friend.

r® GUICHE

My^lfl

—

(The laughter ceases.)

I hired them to do the sort of wcui
We do not soil our hands with—
punching

A drunken poet. . . .

( Uncomfortctble sUence.

)

THE CAiaST"

(To CYRANO)
What shffl we do with them?

They ought to be preserved befeie

they spoil— .
“

,

CYRANO

You have observed that?
'

- ^

,
A CADKT

(Enters with a drawn sword,

along the whole blade, of

which is transfixed a coUec-

tion of disreputable hats,

their plumes drag^ed^ their

.1 erowfis cut and torn.) „

*

Cyrano! See here

—

Look what we found this ntening
in the street

—

CYRANO 4

(Takes iJie sword, (md
gesture of im
GUICHE with it, ^
hats slide off at his feet.)

Sir, will you nc^ r^um th^e to

your friaacb?) ^

GUICHE
,

, cuatejyi

—As for yO^.sirJ-Fr' '
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A VOICE

(In the street)

The chair of Monseigneor
Le Comte de Guiche!

—

DE GUICHE

{Who has recovered his self-

control; smiling)

Have you read Don Quixote?

CYRANO

I have—and found myself the hero.

CYRANO

{Saluting with burlesque pa
liteness, those who go oui

without daring to take leave

of him,)

Gentlemen. . . . Gendemen. . . .

LE BRET

(As the door closes, comes
down, shaking his clenched
hands to heaven,)

You have done it now

—

You have made your fortune!

A PORTER

{Appears at the door.)

Ready!
Chair

DE GUICHE

Be so good as to read once more
The chapter of the windmills.

CYRANO

(jGravdy)

Chapter Thirteen.

CYRANO

There you go again.

Growling!

—

LE BEET

At least this latest pose of yours

—

Ruining every chance that comes
your way

—

Becomes exaggerated

—

CYRANO
Very well.

Then I exaggerate!

EWE GUICHE

Windmills, remember, if you fight

with them

—

LE BRET

{Triumphantly]

Oh, you do?

CYRANO

My en^Eoies change, then, with
every wind?

DE GUIGHE

-^-May swing round th^ huge
amp* cast you down

CYRANO

Or up—among stars!

(i^ GUICHE goes out. We see

him get into iJw chair. The
OFFrcteRS fcMotB rrmmrmrmg
among themselves, le bbet
goes up with them. The
crowd goes out.)

CYRANO
Yes;

On jmnc^le. There are things in

this world
A man does well to carry to ex-

tremes.

LE BRET

Stop trying to be Three Musketeers
in one!

Fortune and glory

—

CYRANO

What would you have me do?
Seek for the patronage of some

great man,
And like a creeping vine on a tall

tree
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Crawl upward, where I cannot

stand alone?

No, thank you! Dedicate, as others
do,

Poems to pawnbrokers? Be a buf-
foon

In the vile hope of teasing out a
smile

On some cold face? No, thank you!
Eat a toad

For breakfast every morning? Make
my knees

Callous, and cultivate a supple
spine,

—

Wear out my belly grovelling in

the dust?

No, thank you! Scratch the back of
any swine

That roots up gold for me? Tickle

the horns

Of Mammon with my left hand,
while my right

Too proud to know his partner’s

business,

Takes in the fee? No, thank you!

Use the fire

God gave me to bum incense all

day long

Under the nose of wood and stone?

No, thank you!

Shall I go leaping into ladies’ laps

And lacking fingers? — or — to

change the form

—

Navigating with madrigals for oars.

My sails full of the sighs of dow-
agers?

No, thank you! Publish verses at my
own

Expense? No, thank you! Be the

patron saint

Of a small group of literary souls

Who dine together every Tuesday?

No,
I thank you! Shall I labor night and

day
To build a reputation on one song,

Amd never write another? Shall I

find

Tme genius only among Geniuses,
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Palpitate over little paragraphs.
And stmggle to insinuate my name
Into the columns of the Mercury?
No, thank you! Calculate, scheme,

be afraid.

Love more to make a visit than a
poem.

Seek introductions, favors, influ-

ences?

—

No, thank you! No, I thank you!
And again

I thank you!—But . . ,

To sing, to laugh, to dream.
To walk in my own way and be

alone,

Free, with an eye to see things as
they are,

A voice that means manhood—to
cock my hat

Where I choose—^At a word, a
Yes, a No,

To fight—or write. To travel any
road

Under the sun, under the stars, nor
doubt

If fame or fortune lie beyond the
bourne

—

Never to make a line I have not
heard

In my own heart; yet, with all

modesty

To say: “My soul, be satisfied with
flowers.

With fruit, with weeds even; but
gather them

In the one garden you may cafl

your own.”

So, when I win some triumph, by
some chance.

Render no share to Caesar—in a
word,

I am too proud to be a parasite.

And if my nature wants the germ
that grows

Towering to heaven like the moun-
tain pine.

Or like the oak, sheltering nmlti-

tudes

—
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I stand, not high it may be—^but

alone!

LE BRET

Alone, yes!—^but why stand against

the world?

What de\dl has possessed you now,

to go

Everywhere making yourself en-

emies?

CYRANO

Watching you other people making
friends

Everywhere—as a dog makes
friends! I mark

The manner of these canine cour-

tesies

And think: “My friends are of a

cleaner breed;

Hare comes — thank God! — an-

other enemy!''

XjE BRET

But tibis is madiiess!

CYRANO

Method, let us say.

^ is my pleasure to displease. I love

Hatred. Imagine how it feels to

face

The volley of a thousand angry
eyes

—

The bile of envy and the froth of

fear

Spatteing little drops about me

—

You

—

Good nature aH around ymi, soft

and warm

—

You are Bfce those ItaBans, in great
" dowfe

Omlcarlabfe and loose— Your
dbicf sfcfe down

the folds, yodr ^kouMers
droc^. But I

—

Tte Sfmnsh ruff I wear around my
throat

Is like a ring of eoemfes; hard,

proud.

Each point another pride, another

thorn

—

So that I hold myself erect per-

force,

Wearing the hatred of the com-
mon herd

Haughtily, the harsh collar of Old
Spain,

At once a fetter and—a halo!

LE BRET

Yes . . .

(After a silence, draws Cy-

ranos arm through his

own,)

Tell this to all the world— And
then to me

Say very softly that . . . She loves

you not.

CYRANO

(Quickly)

Hush!

(A moment since

,

Christian

has entered and mingled
with the Cadets, who do
not offer to speak to him.

Finally, he sits down alone

at a smaU table, where he
is served by use.)

A CABET

(Rises from a table up stage

^

his glass in his hand.)

Cyrano!—^Your story!

CYRANO

Presently . . .

(He goes up, on the arm of
LE BRET, talking to him.
The Cadets come down
stage.)

THE CADET

The story erf the combat! An ex-

ample
Eot—
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(H€ stops by the table where
CHRISTIAN is sifting.)—^this young tadpole here.

CHRISTIAN

(Looks up)

Tadpole?

ANOTHER CADET

Yes, you!

—

You narrow-gutted Northerner!

CHRISTIAN

Sir?

FIRST CADET

Hark ye.
Monsieur de Neuvillette: You are

to know
There is a certain subject— would

say,

A certain object—never to be
named

Among us: utterly unmentionable!

CHRISTIAN

And that is?

THIRD CADET

(In an awful voice)

Look at me! . . .

(He strikes his nose three

times with his finger^ mys-
teriously.)

You understand?

CHRISTIAN

Why, yes; the

—

FOURTH CADET

Sh! . . . We never speak
that word—

(Indicating cyrano by a ges-

ture)

To breathe it is to have to do with
him! f
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,
FIFTH CADET

(Speaks through his nose.)
He has exterminated several

Whose tone of voice suggested , . .

SIXTH CADET

(In a hollow tone; rising from
under the table on all

fours.

)

Would you die
Before your time? Just mention

anything

Convex ... or cartilaginous . . .

SEVENTH CADET

(His hand on Christian's

shoulder)

One word

—

One syllable—one gesture—nay,
one sneeze

—

Your handkerchief becomes your
winding-sheet!

(Silence, In a circle mound
CHRISTIAN, arms crossed,

they regard him expect-

antly.)

CHRISTIAN

(Rises and goes to carbon,
who is conversing with an
officer, and pretending not
to see what is takmg flam.)

Captain!

CARBON

(Turns, and looks hkn Over,)

Sir?

CHRISTIAN

What is the proper thing to do
When Gascons grow too bcmstful?

CARBON

Prove to them
That one may be a Norman, and

have courage.

(Tmns ms back:)
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CHRISTIAN ,

I thank you.

FIRST CADET

{To CYRANO)
Come—^the story!

ALL

The stoiyl

CYRANO

{Comes down,)
Oh,

My story? Well . , .

{They aU draw up their stools

and group themselves

around him, eagerly. Chris-

tian places himself astride

of a chair, his arms on the

back of it.)

1 marched on, all alone

To meet those devils. Overhead, the

moon
Htmg like a gold watch at the fob

of heaven.

Till suddenly some Angel rubbed
a cloud.

As it might be his handkerchief,

across

The shining crystal, and—the night

came down.

No lamps in those back streets

—

It was so dark

—

Mordious! You could not see be-

CHRISTIAN

Your nose.

(Silence, Every man slowly

rises to his feet. They look

at CYRANO almost with ter-

ror. He has stopped short,

utterly astonish^. Fause.)

CYRANO

Who is that man thereJ

A CADET

{In a low voice)

A recruit—^arrived

This morning.

CYRANO

{Takes a step toward Chris-

tian)

A recruit

—

CARBON

{In a low voice)

His name is Christian

De Neuvil

—

CYRANO

{Suddenly motionless)

Oh . . .

{He turns pale, flushes, makes
a movement as if to throw

himself upon Christian.)

I—
{Controls himself, and goes on

in a choking voice.

)

I see. Very well.

As I was saying

—

{With a sudden burst of rage)

Mordious! . . .

{He goes on in a natural

tone.)

It grew dark.

You could not see your hand before

your eyes.

I marched on, thinking how, all for

the sake

Of one old souse

{They slowly sit down, watch-

ing him.)

who wrote a bawdy song
Whenever he took

—

CHRISTIAN

A noseful

—

{Everyone rises. Christian
balances himself on two
legs of his chair.]
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CYHANO

(Half strangled)

—Took a notion . . .

Whenever he took a notion— For
his sake,

I might antagonize some dangerous
man.

One powerful enough to make me
pay—

CHRISTIAN

Through the nose

—

CYRANO

(Wipes the sweat from his

forehead .

)

—^Pay the Piper. After all,

I thought, why am I putting in

my

—

CHRISTIAN

Nose

—

CYRANO
—^My oar . . . Why am I putting

in my oar?

The quarrels none of mine. How-
ever—^now

I am here, I may as well go

through with it.

Come, Gascon—do your duty!

—

Suddenly

A sword flashed in the dark. I

caught it fair

—

CHRISTIAN

On the nose

—

CYRANO

On my blade. Before I knew it.

There I was

—

CHRISTIAN

Rubbing noses

—

CYRANO

(Pale and smiling)

Crossing swords

With half a score at once. I handed

CHRISTIAN

A nosegay

—

CYRANO

(Leaping at him)
Ventre-Saint-Gris! . . •

(The Gascons tumble over
each other to get a good
view. Arrived in front of
CHRISTIAN, who hos not
moved an inch, cyrano
masters himself again, and
continues.

)

He went down;
The rest gave way; I charged

—

CHRISTIAN

Nose in the ah:

—

CYRANO
I skewered two of them—disarmed

a third

—

Another lunged— Paf! And I coun-
tered

—

CHRISTIAN

Pifi

CYRANO

(Bellowing)

Tonnerre! Out of here—^All of

you!

(All the Cadets rush for the

door.)

FIRST CADET
At last—

The old lion wakes!

CYRANO

All of you! Leave me here

Alone with that man!
(The lines faUommg are heard

brokenly, in the confusion

of getting through the

door.)

second CADET

Bigre! HeU have the f^Iow
Chopped into sausage

—

one

—
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HAGUENEAU

Sausage?

—

THORD CADET

Mince-meat, then

—

One of your pies!

—

CYRANO

You are brave—
That pleases me.

CHRISTIAN

You mean? . . .

RAGXJENEAU

Am I pale? You look white

As a fresh napkin

—

CYRANO

Do you not know
I am her brother? Come!

CARBON

(Af the door)

Come!

FOURTH CADET

Hell never leave

Enough of him to

—

FIFTH CAIMT

Why, it fri^tens me
To thmk of what wiB

—

SIXTH CADET

(Closing the door)

Something horrible

Beyond imagination , . .
•

(They are ad gone: some
through the street door^

some by the inner doors to

right and left. A few disap-

pear up the stmrcase. cy-

RANO and CHRISTIAN stand

face to face a moment, and
look at each other.)

CYRANO

To my arms!

CHEGESTIAN

Sk? • . .
.

^
'

CYRANO

You have courage!

CHRISTIAN

Oh^thsatl . . .

CHRISTIAN

Whose?

—

CYRANO

Hers—^Roxane!

CHRISTIAN

Her . . . brother? You?

(Hurries to him.)

CYRANO

Her cousin. Much the saine.

CHRISTIAN

And she has told you? . . .

CYRANO

Everything.

CHRISTIAN

She loves me?

CYRANO

Perhaps.

CHRISTIAN

(Takes both his hands.)

My dear sir—more than I can say,

I am honored

—

CYRANO

This is rather sudden.

CHRISTIAN

Forgive me

—

Hease
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CYRANO

(Holds him at ams length,
looking at him.)

Why, he is a handsome devil.

This fellow!

CHRISTIAN

On my honor—^if you knew
How much I have admired

—

CYRANO

Yes, yes—and all

Those Noses which

—

CHRISTIAN

Please! I apologize.

CYRANO

(Change of tone)

Roxane expects a lett^

—

CHRISTIAN

Not from me?

—

CYRANO

Yes. Why not?

CHRISTIAN

Once I write, that mins all!

CYRANO

And why?

CHRISTIAN

Because . . . because I am a fool!

Stupid enough to hang myself!

CYRANO

But no

—

You ^e ho fbol; you call yourself a
fool,

There’s proof otou^ in that. Be-
IsideSj you did not

Attack me like ^JooL ^

CHRISTIAN

Bahl Anyone
Can pick a quarrel. Yes, I have a

sort

Of rough and ready soldiers
tongue. I know

That. But with any woman—^par-

alyzed,

Speechless, dumb. I can only look
at them.

Yet sometimes, when I go away,
their eyes . . .

CYRANO

Why not their hearts, if you should
wait and see?

CHRKTIAN

No. I am one of those— know

—

those men
Who never can make love.

CYRANO

Strange. . . . Now it seems
I, if I gave my mind to it, I might
Perhaps make love well.

CHRISTIAN

Oh, if I had words
To say what I have here!

CYRANO

If I couM be
A handsome little Muleteer wMi

eyes!

—

CHRISTIAN

Besides—^you know Roxane—how
sensitive

—

One rough word, and the sweet il-

lusion—gone!

CYRANO

I wish you might be my intepreto:.

CHRISTIAN

I wish I had your
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CYBANO

Borrow it, tBen!

—

Your beautiful young manhood

—

lend me that.

And we two make one hero of ro-

mance!

CHRISTIAN

What?

CYRANO

Would you dare repeat to

her the words
I gave you, day by day?

CHRISTIAN

You mean?

CYRANO

I mean
Roxane shall have no disillusion-

ment!

Come, shall we win her both to-

gether? Take
The soul within this leathern jack

of mine.

And breathe it into you?
(Touches him on the breast,)

So—^there s my heart

Un(fe your velvet, now!

CHRISTIAN

But—C^anol

—

CYRANO

But—Christian, why not?

CHRISnAN

I am afraid

—

CYRANO

I know

—

Afraiki that when you have her all

alone.

You k«e all. Have no fear. It is

your^If
She loves—give her yourself put

into wor(k

—

My words, upon your Mpsf

CHRISTIAN

But . . . but your eyes! . . ,

They bum like

—

CYRANO

WiU you? . . . Wm you?

CHRISTIAN

Does it mean
So much to you?

CYRANO

(Beside himself)

It means

—

(Recovers, changes tone.)

A Comedy,
A situation for a poet! Come,
Shall we collaborate? Ill be your

cloak

Of darkness, your enchanted sword,
your ring

To charm the fairy Princess!

CHRISTIAN

But the letter

—

I cannot write

—

CYRANO

Oh, yes, the letter.

(He takes from his pocket the
letter which he has writ-

ten.)

Here.

CHRISTIAN

What is this?

CYRANO

AH there; all but the address.

CHRISTIAN
I—

CYRANO
Oh, you may send it. It Will serve.

CHRISTIAN

Have you done this?

But why
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CYRANO

I have amused myself
As v^e all do, we poets—^writing

vows
To Chloris, Phyllis—any pretty
name

—

Yon might have had a pocketful of
them!

Take it, and turn to facts my fan-
tasies

—

I loosed these loves like doves into

the air;

Give them a habitation and a home.
Here, take it—^You will find me all

the more
Eloquent, being insincere! Come!

CHRISTIAN

First,

There must be a few changes here
and there

—

Written at random, can it fit Rox-
ane?

CYRANO

Like her own glove.

CHRISTIAN

No, but

—

CYRANO

My son, have faith

—

Faith in the love of women for

themselves

—

Roxane will know this letter for

her own!

CHRISTIAN

(Throws himself into the arms

of CYRANO. They stand em-
braced.)

My friend!

(The door up stage opens a lit-

tle. A CADET steals in.)

THE CADET

Nothing. A silence like the tomb . .

,

I hardly dare look

—

(He sees the two.)

Wha-at?
(The other cadets crowd in

behind him and see.

)

the cadets

No!—No!

second cadet

Mon dieu!

the musketeer

(Slaps his knee.)

Well, well, weU!

carbon

Here’s our devil . . . Christianized!

Offend one nostril, and he turns

the other.

the musketeer

Now we are allowed to talk about
his nose!

(Calls)

Hey, Lise! Come here

—

(Affectedly)

Snf! What a horrid smelli

What is it? . . .

(Plants himself in front of
CYRANO, and looks at his

nose in an impolite man-
ner.)

You ought to know about

such things;

What seems to have died around
here?

CYRANO

(Knocks him backward oner a
bench.)

Cabbage-heads!

(Joy. The Cadets have found
their old cyrano again.

General disturbance.)

CURTAIN
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THE THIRD ACT

ROXANE’S KISS

A little square in the old Marais: old houses, and a glimpse of narrow

streets. On the Right, the house of roxane and her garden wall, over-

hung with tall shrubbery. Over the door of the house a balcony and a tall

window; to one side of the door, a bench.

Ivy clings to the wall; jasmine embraces the balcony, trembles, and falls

away.

By the bench and the jutting stonework of the wall one might easily

clirrd) up to the balcony.

Opposite, an ancient house of the like character, brick and stone, whose

front door forms an Entrance. The knocker on this door is tied up in linen

like an injured thumb.

At the CURTAIN Ri^ THE i>UENNA is seotcd on the bench beside the

door. The window is wide open on roxane’s balcony; a light within sug-

gests that it is early evening. By the duenna stands ragueneau dressed in

what might be the livery of one attached to the household. He is by way

of telling her something, and wiping his eyes meanwhile.

ragueneau

— so she ran ofiE with a Mus-
keteer!

1 was Tuined— was alone—^Re-

mained
Nothing for me to do but hang my-

self.

So I did that. Presently along comes

Monsieur de Bergerac, and cuts me
down.

And makes me steward to his

ocmsin.

THE OTIKWA

Ruined?

—

I thought your pastry was a great

kicc^f
’ "

'

“
'

'

RAGUENEAU

{Shakes Im head.)

Use loved tl®; soMiers, and I loved

the po^s

—

Mars ate up all the cakes Apollo

left;

did not take long. . .

the duenna

{Calls up to window.)
Roxane! Are you ready?

e are late!

VOICE OF ROXANE

{Within)

Putting on my cape—

the duenna

(To RAGUENEAU, indicating

the house opposite.)

Clomire

Across the way receives on Thurs-
day ni^ts

—

We are to have a psycho-colloquy

Upon the Tender Passion.

RAGUENEAU

Ah—^the Tmder . . .
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THE DUENNA

(Sighs)—^Passion! . . .

(Calls up to window.)
Roxane!—Hurry, dear—^we shall

miss

The Tender Passion!

ROXANE

Coming!

—

(Music of stringed instruments

off-stage approaching.)

THE VOICE OF CYRANO

(Singing)

La, la, lal

—

ROXANE

(Appears on the Balcony.)

Is that you,
C^ano?

CYRANO

(Singing)

I, who praise your lilies fair,

But long to love your ro . . . sesl

Wait—

ROXANE

111 be down

—

(Goes in through window.)

THE DUENNA
Did you train these virtuosi?

THE DUENNA

A serenade?—^How pleasant

—

CYRANO

No, no, no!

—

F natural, you natural-bom fool!

(Enters, followed by two
PAGES, carrying theorbos.)

FIRST PAGE

(Ironically)

No doubt your honor knows F nat-

ural

When he hears

—

CYRANO

I am a musician, infant!*

A pupil of Gassendi.

THE PAGE

(Tlgys cm4 ^gs.)
La, la,

—

CYRANO

Here*-*—

Give me that

—

(He snatches the instrument

from the Page and continues

HtetuneJ)

La, la, la, la—

CYRANO

No

—

I won them on a bet from
D’Assoucy.

We were debeating a jBne point of

grammar
When, pointing out these two
young nightingales

Dressed up like peacocks, with then
instruments.

He cries: “No, but I know! IH
wager you

A day of music.'^ Well, of course he
lost;

And so until tomorrow they are

mine.

My private orchestra. Pleasant at

first.

But they become a trifle

—

(To the pages)

Herel Go play

A minuet to Mmtfleury—and teQ

him
I sent you!

(The pages go up to the exit.

CYRANO turns to the du-

enna)
I came here as usual

To inquire afta: our friend

—

(To ¥AGBS)

Play out of tune.
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And keep on playing!

{The PAGES go out. He turns

to the duenka)
—Our friend with the great soul.

ROXANE

(Enters in time to hear the

last words.)

He is beautiful and brilliant—and
I love him!

CYRANO

Do you find Christian . . . intel-

lectual?

ROXANE

’Uore so than you, even.

CYRANO

I am glad.

CYRANO

(Twisting his moustache.)

He . . . writes well?

ROXANE

Wonderfully. Listen now*.

(Reciting as from memory.)
'"Take my heart; I shall have it all

the more;

Plucking the flowers, we keep the
plant in bloom

—

WeU?

CYRANO

Pooh!

ROXANE

And this:

“Kaowing you have in store

More heart to give than I to find

heart-room

—

ROXANE

No man
Ever SO beautifully said those

things

—

Those pretty nothings that are

everything.

Sometimes he falls into a reverie;

His inspiration fails—then all at

cmce.

He will say something absolutely

. . . Oh! . . .

CYRANO

Really!

ROXANE

How Iflce a man! You think a man
Who has a haiKiscmie face must be

a fool.

CYRANO

He talks well about . . . matters

of the heart?

ROXANE

He does not tcdk; he rhapsodizes

. . , dreams . . .

CYRANO

First he has too much, then too lit-

tle; just

How much heart does he need?

ROXANE

(Tapping her foot,)

You are teasing met
You are jealous!

CYRANO

(Startled)

Jealous?

ROXANE

Of his poetry

—

You poets are like that . . .

And these last lines

Are they not tibe last word in tend-
erness?

—

"There is no more to say: only be-
libve

That unto youmy whole heart gives
one cry.

And writing, writes down more
than you receive;
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Sending you kisses through my
finger-tips

—

Lady, O read my letter with your
lips!”

369

And he is powerful. Let him not
know

—

One look would frost my roses be-

fore bloom.

CYRANO

H^m, yes—^those last lines . . , but
he overwrites!

CYRANO

(Going into house.)

Very well, very well!

ROXANE

Listen to this

—

CYRANO

You know them all by heart?

ROXANE

Every one!

CYRANO

(Twisting his moustache.)

I may call that flattering . . .

ROXANE

He is a master!

CYRANO

Oh—come!

ROXANE

(To DE cxncHE, as he enters)

We were just going

—

DE GUICHE

I came only to say farewell

Paris?

ROXANE

You leave

DE GUICHE

Yes—^for the front.

ROXANE

Ah!

ROXANE

Yes—a master!

DE GUICHE

And tcmi^t!

CYRANO

(Bowing)

A master— you will!

THE DUENNA

(Comes down stage quickly.)

Monsieur.de Guiche!

—

(To CYRANO, pushing him to-

ward the house.)

Go inside—^If he does not find you

here.

It may be just as well. He may sus-

pect

—

ROXANE

Ah!

DE GUICHE

We have orders to besi^^ Arras.

ROXANE

Arras?

DE GUICHE

Yes. My departure leaves you
. . . cold?

ROXANE

—My secret! Yes; he is in love with

me

ROXANE

(Politely)

Oh! Not that.
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DE GUICHE

It has left me desolate

—

When shall I see you? Ever? Did
you know

I was made Colonel?

BOXANE

(Indifferent)

Bravol

0E GUICHE

Of the Guards.

Regiment

BOXANE

(Catching her breath.)

Of the Guards?

—

DE GUICHE

His regiment.

Your cousin, the mighty man of

words!

—

(Gmr%)
Down there

We may have an accounting!

BOXANE

(Suffoccaing)

Are you sure

The Guards are ordered?

DE GUICHE

Under my command!

BOXANE

domm^ breathless, on
the bench; aside)

ChrMiaid

—

DE GUICHE

(Surprised and delighted)

You say this now—^to me

—

Now, at the very moment?

—

BOXANE

(Recovers—changes her tone)

Tell me something:

My cousin— You say you mean to

be revenged

On him. Do you mean that?

DE GUICHE

(SmUes)

\^y? Would you care?

BOXANE

Not for him.

DE GUICHE

Do you see him?

BOXANE

Now and then.

DE GXnCHE

He goes about everywhere now-
adays

With one of the Cadets—de Neuve—^Neuville

—

Neuvillers

—

BOXANE

(CooUy)

A tall man?

—

DE GUICHE

Blond

—

DE GDKIHE

What k 0
BCDdkNE

(Lo^ig contrci tif herse^)

To the war—perhaps

Never again to— W^ien a woman
cares.

Is that nothing

BOXANE

Rosy cheeks?—

DE GUICHE

Handsome!

—

BOXANE

Fcoh!

—
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DE GUICHE

And a fool.

ROXANE

(Languidly)

So he appears . . .

(Animated)

But Cyrano? What will you do to

him?
Order him into danger? He loves

that!

I know what 1 should do.

DE GUICHE

What?

ROXANE

Leave him here

With his Cadets, while all the regi-

ment
Goes on to glory! That would tor-

ture him

—

To sit all through the war with

folded arms

—

I know his nature. If you hate that

man,
Strike at his self-esteem.

DE GUICHE

Oh woman—woman!
Who but a woman would have

thought of this?

ROXANE

HeT eat his heart out, while his

Gascon friends

Bite their nails all day long in Paris

here.

And you will be avenged!

I® GUICHE

You love me then,

A Me? ...
(She smiles.)

MiJdng iny enemies your own.

Hating them^— shotdd Kke to see

m '

A sign of love, Roxane.
'

ROXANE

Perhaps it is one . . .

DE GUICHE

(Shows a number of folded

despatches.

)

Here are the orders—for each
company

—

Ready to send . . .

(Selects one.)

So— This is for the Guards

—

ril keep that. Aha, Cyrano!

(To roxane)
You too.

You play your little games, do your

ROXANE

(Watching him.)

Sometimes . . .

DE GUICHE

(Close to her, speaking hur-

riedly.)

And you?—^h, I am mad over

you!

—

Listen

—

I leave tonight—^but—let you
through my hands

Now, when I feel you trembling?

—

Listen—Close by.

In the Rue d'Orleans, the Capu-
chins

Have their new convent. By their

law, no layman
May pass inside those walls. TH see

to that

—

Their sleeves are wide enough to

cover me

—

The servants of my Uncle-C^rdSnd

Will fear his nephew. So—^Tll come
to you

ahex everyone knows I

have gone

—

Oh, let me wait one day!

—

roxane

If this be known.

Your honor

—
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DE GUICHE

Bah!

ROXANE

The war—^your duty

—

ROXANE

Yes—^my friendl

{He goes out.)

THE DUENNA

DE GUICHE

{Blows away an imaginary

feather.)

Phool—
Only say yes!

{As DE GUICHE disappears,

making a deep curtsey be-

hind his back, and imitat-

ing roxane’s intense tone.)

Yes—^my friend!

ROXANE

No!

DE GUICHE

Whisper . . .

ROXANE

(Tenderly)

To let you . . .

I ought not

DE GUICHE

Ah! . . .

ROXANE

{Pretends to break down.)

Ah, go!

(Aside)

—Christian remains

—

(Aloud—heroically)

1 must have you a hero—^Antoine

ROXANE

(Quickly, close to her.)

Not a word to Cyrano

—

He would never forgive me if he
knew

I stole his war!

(She calls toward the house.)

Cousin!

(CYRANO comes out of the

house; she turns to him, in-

dicating the house oppo-

site.)

We are going over

—

Alcandre speaks tonight — and
Lysimon,

THE DUENNA

(Tuts finger in her ear.)

My little &ger says we shall not

hear

Everything*

I® GUICHE

Heaven! . . ,

So you can love

—

ROXANE

Ckkc for whose sake I fear.

DE GUICHE

(Triumphant)

I go!

Will that content you?
(Kisses her hand.)

CYRANO

Never mind me

—

THE DUENNA

(Across the street)

Look— Oh, look!

The knocker tied up in a napldn

—

Yes,

They muzzled you because you
b^k too loud

And interrupt the lecture—little

beast!
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ROXANE

(As the door opens)

Enter . . .

(To CYRANo)

If Christian comes, tell him to wait.

CYRANO

Oh—
(ROXANE returns.)

When he comes, what will you
talk about?

You always know beforehand.

ROXANE

About . . .

CYRANO

WeU?

ROXANE

You wiU not tell him, will you?

CYRANO

I am dumb.

ROXANE

About nothing! Or about every-

thing

—

I shall say: “Speak of love in your

own words

—

Improvise! Rhapsodize! Be elo-

quent!”

CYRANO

(Smiling)

Good!

ROXANE

Sh!—

CYRANO

Sh!—

ROXANE

Not a word!

(She goes in; the door closes.)

CYRANO

(Bowing)
Thank you so much

—

ROXANE

(Opens door and puts out her

head.

)

He must be unprepared

—

CYRANO

Of course!

ROXANE

Sh!—
(Goes in again.)

CYRANO

(Calls)

Christian!

(Christian enters.)

I have your theme—^bring on your

memory!

—

Here is your chance now to surpasr

yourself.

No time to lose— Come! Look in-

telligent

—

Come home and learn your lines.

CHRISTIAN

No.

CYRANO

What?

CHRISTIAN

m wait

Here for Roxane.

CYRANO

What lunacy is this?

Come quickly!

CHRISTIAN

No, I say! I have had enough—
Taking my words, my letters, all

from you

—

Making our love a little comedyl
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It was a game at first; but now

—

sbe cares . . .

Thanks to you. I am not afraid.

Ill speak

For myself now.

CYRANO

Undoubtedly!

CHRISTIAN

I will!

Why not? I am no such fool—^you

shall see!

Besides—^my dear friend—^you

have taught me much;
I ought to know something . , .

By God, I know
Enough to take a woman in my

arms!

(roxane appears in the door-

toay^ opposite.)

There she is now . . . Cyrano,

wait! Stay here!

Here, in the twilight. They are

gone. The air

Is fragrant. We shall be alone. Sit

down
There—so . . .

{They sit on the bench.)

Now teU me things.

CHRISTIAN

(After a silence)

I love you.

ROXANE

(Closes her eyes.)

Speak to me about love . . .

Yes,

CHRISTIAN

I love you.

ROXAl^.

Be eloquent! . . .

Now

CYRANO

(Bows)
Speak for yourself, my friend!

(He goes out.)

ROXANE

(Taking leave of the com-
pany.)

—^Barthenoide!

Alcandre! . . . Gr&nione! . . .

THE DUENNA

I told you so

—

We missed the T^ider Passkml

{She into roxane s

Aoftse.)

TOXANE

Urin^Amtel

—

Adieu!

(As the guests d&safppeoT dawn
the street, she turns to

CHRISTIAN.)

Is that you, Chri^ian? Let us st^

CHRISTIAN

I love

—

ROXANE

(Opens her eyes.)

You have your tibeme

—

Improvise! Rhapsodize!

CHRISTIAN

I love you sol

ROXANE

Of course. And then? . . .

CHRmiAN
And then . . . Oh, I shotsJd be

So happy if you loved me tool

Roxane,

Say that you love me tool

roxane

(Making a face.)

I ad: for cream

—
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You give me milk and water. Tell

me first

A little, how you love me.

CHBISTIAN

Very much.

BOXANE

Oh—^tell me how you feel!

CHRISTIAN

I—
BOXANE

Gather your dreams together into

words!

CHBISTIAN

I love

—

CHRISTIAN

(Coming nearer, and devour-

ing her with his eyes.)

Your throat ... If only

I might . . . kiss it

—

BOXANE

Christian!

BOXANE

I know; you love me. Adieu.
(She goes to the home.)

CHRISTIAN

No,
But wait—please—^let me— I was

going to say

—

CHRmiAN
I love you so!

BOXANE

(Makes as if to rise.)

Again?

CHRISTIAN

(Desperately, restraining her.)

No, not again— I do not love you

—

BOXANE

(Tushes the door open.)
That you adore me. Yes; I know

that too.

No! ... Go away! . . .

(She goes in and shuts the

door in his face.)

CHRISTIAN

I . . , I . . .

BOXANE

(Settles bach)
That is better . . .

CHRISTIAN

I adore you!

BOXANE

Oh!—
( Rises and moves away.)

CHRISTIAN

I grow ab^d.

BOXANl

I know;

(Coldly)

And tiiai displeases me
As much as if you had grown ugly.

CYBANO

(Enters)

A great succ^l

CHBISITAN

Help me!

CYRANO '

Not I.

CSEISTIAN

I cannot live unless

She loves me—no#, this moment!

CYRANO

How the devil

Am I to teach you now—^tfais mo-
ment?
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CHRISTIAN

{Catches him by the arm,)

—Wait!—
I ook! Up there!—Quick

—

{The light shows in roxanes
window,)

CYRANO

Her window

—

CHRISTIAN

{Wailing)

I shall die!

—

CYRANO

Less noise!

CHRISTIAN

Oh, I—

CYRANO

It does seem fairly dark

—

CHRISTIAN

{Excitedly)

^eU?—WeU?—WeU?—

CYRANO

Let US try what can be done;

It is more than you deserve—stand

over there,

Idiot—^there!—before the bal-

cony

—

tjCt me stand imdemeath* ITl whis-

per you
vVhat to say.

CHRISTIAN

She may hear—dre may

—

CYRANO

Less noise!

{The PAGES appear up stage.)

FIRST PAGE

Hep!—

CYRANO

{Finger to lips)

Sh\~

FIRST PAGE

{IjOW voice)

We serenaded Montfleury!—
What next?

CYRANO

Down to the comer of the street

—

One this way—and the other over

there

—

If anybody passes, play a tune!

PAGE

What tune, O musical Philosopher?

CYRANO

Sad for a man, or merry for a

woman

—

Now go!

{The PAGES disappear, one to-

ward each corner of the

street.)

CYRANO

(To CHRISTIAN)

Call her!

CHRISTIAN

Roxane!

CYRANO

Wait . . .

(Gathers up a handful of

pebbles.

)

Gravel . . .

(Throws it at the window.)
There!

—

ROXANE

(Opens the window.)
Who is calling?

CHRISTIAN

I—
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ROXANE

Who?

CHRISTIAN

Christian.

ROXANE

You again?

CHRISTIAN

I had to tell you

—

CYRANO

{Under the balcony)

Good—^Keep your voice down.

ROXANE

No. Go away. You tell me nothing.

CHRISTIAN

Please!

—

ROXANE

You do not love me any more

—

CHRISTIAN

{To whom CYRANO whispers

his words)

No—^no—
Not any more— I love you . . ,

evermore . . .

And ever . . . more and more!

ROXANE

{About to close the window—
pauses,)

A htde better . . .

CHRISTIAN

{Same business)

Love grows and struggles like . . .

an angry child . . .

Breaking my heart ... his cradle

ROXANE

{Coming out on the balcony,)

Better still

—

m
But . . . such a babe is dangerous;
why not

Have smothered it new-born?

CHRISTIAN

{Same business)

And so I do . . .

And yet he lives ... I found . . .

as you shall find . . .

This new-born babe ... an infant

. . . Hercules!

ROXANE

{Further forward)
Good!

—

CHRISTIAN

{Same business)

Strong enough ... at birth . . .

to strangle those

Two serpents—^Doubt and . . .

Pride.

ROXANE

{Leans over balcony.)

Why, very well!

Tell me now why you speak so

haltingly

—

Has your imagination gone lame?

CYRANO

{Thrusts CHRISTIAN under the

balcony, and stands in his

place.)

Here—
This grows too difficult!

ROXANE

Your words toni^t
Hesitate. Why?

CYRANO

{In a low tone, imitating

Christian}

Through the warm summer gloom

They grope in darkness toward the

light of you.
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ROXANE

My words, well aimed, find you
more readily.

CYRANO

My heart is open wide and waits

for them

—

Too large a mark to miss! My words

fly home.
Heavy with honey like returning

bees.

To your small secret ear. Moreover

—^yours

Fall to me swiftly. Mine more
slowly rise.

ROXANE

Yet not so slowly as they did at first.

CYRANO

‘fhey have learned the way, and
you have welcomed them,

ROXANE

{Softly)

Am I so far above you now?

CYRANO

So far

—

If you let fall upon me one hard

wc«rd.

Out of tiiat hei^t—^you crush me!

ROSTAND

CYRANO

(Recoils into the shadow,)

No!—

ROXANE

And why—so great a No?

CYRANO

(More and more overcome by
emotion.)

Let me enjoy

The one moment I ever—^my one
chance

To speak to you , . . unseen!

ROXANE

Unseen?

—

CYRANO

Yes!—^yes . . .

making all things dimly

beautiful.

One veil over us both— You only

see

The darkness of a long cloak in the

gloom.

And I the whiteness of a summer
gown

—

You are all light— I am all shadow!

.. . . How
Can you know what this moment
meai^ to me?

If I was ever eloquent

—
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ROXANE

Yes?—

CYRANO
—^tibrough that sweet dnmkenness
You pour into the world out of your

eyes!

But tonight . . . But tonight, I

indeed speak

For the first time!

ROXANE

For the first -time— Your voice.

Even, is not the same,

CYRANO

{Passionately; moves nearer.^

How should it be?

I have another voice tonight—^my

own^

Myself, daring

—

(He stops, confused; then tries

to recover himself.)

Where was I? ... I forget! . . .

Forgive me. This is all sweet like a

dream . . .

Strange—^like a dream • . .

ROXANE

How, strange?

CYRANO

Is it not so

To be myself to you, and have no
fear

Of moving you to laughter?

ROXANE

Laughter—why?

CYRANO

(Struggling for an explana-

tion.)

Becar^e . . . What am I . . .

What is any man,
That he dare sA fbr you? There-

fore my heart ^

379

Hides behind phrases. There’s a
modesty

In these things too— I come here to

pluck down
Out of the sky the evening star

—

then smile,

And stoop to gather little flowers.

ROXANE

Are they
Not sweet, those little flowers?

CYRANO

Not enough sweet
For you and me, tonight!

ROXANE

(Breathless)

You never spoke

To me like this . . .

CYRANO

Little things, pretty thingsi

—

Arrows and hearts and torches—
roses red,

And violets blue—are these all?

Come away,

And breathe fresh air! Must we
keep on and on

Sipping stale hon^ out of tiny cups

Decorated with golden tracery,

Drop by drop, all day lon^ We are

alive;

We thhst— Come away, plunge^

and drink, and drown
In the great river flowing to the seitf

ROXANE

But . . . Poetry?

CYRANO

I have made rimes for you

—

Not now— Shafl we insult Nature,

this ni^t,

These flowers, this moment—fhaH

we ^ all these

To phrases from a letter hf Vai-

ture?
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Look once at the high stars that

shine in heaven.

And put ofiF artificiality!

Have you not seen great gaudy hot-

house flowers.

Barren, without fragrance?—S®uls

are like that:

Forced to show all, they soon be-

come all show

—

The means to Nature’s end ends

meaningless!

ROXANE

But . . . Poetry?

CYRANO

Love hates that game of words!

It is a crime to fence with life— I

tell you.

There comes one moment, once

—

and God help those

Who pass that moment by!—^when

Beauty stands

Looking into the soul with grave,

sweet eyes

That sickai at pretty words!

ROXANE

If that be true

—

And when diat moment comes to

you and me

—

What words will you? . . .

CYRANO

An those, all those, all those

That blossom in my heart, Ih fling

to you

—

Armfuls of loose bloom! Love, I

love b^ond
Breath, beyond reason, beyond

love’s own power
Of loving! Your name is Iflce a

golden b^
Hung in my heart; and when I

think of yen,

I tremble, and the bell slangs and
rings

—

B^/cane! . . .

Roxane! along my veins, Roxane!
I know

All small forgotten things that once
meant You

—

I remember last year, the First of

May,
A little before noon, you had your

hair

Drawn low, that one time only. Is

that strange?

You know how, after looking at the

sun,

One sees red suns everywhere—so,

for hours

After the flood of sunshine that you
are.

My eyes are blinded by your burn-

ing hair!

ROXANE

(Very low)

Yes - . . that is . . . Love

—

CYRANO

Yes, that is Love—^Ihat wind
Of terrible and jealous beauty,

blowing

Over me—that dark fire, that mu-
sic .. .

Yet
Love seeketh not his own! Dear,
you may take

My happiness to make you happier.

Even though you never know I

gave it you

—

Only let me hear sometimes, all

alone.

The distant laughter of your joy!

I never
Look at you, but there’s some new

virtue bom
In me, some new courage. Do you

begin

To understand, a little? Can you
feel

My soul, there in the darkness,

breathe on you?
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these things

—

I ... to you . . . and you hear
them! ... It is too much!

In my most sweet unreasonable
dreams,

I have not hoped for this! Now let

me die,

Having lived. It is my voice, mine,
my own.

That makes you tremble there in

the green gloom
Above me—for you do tremble, as

a blossom

Among the leaves— You tremble,

and I can feel.

All the way down along these jas-

mine branches.

Whether you will or no, the pas-

sion of you
Trembling . . .

{He kisses wildly the end of a
drooping spray of jasmine,)

ROXANE
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You! . . .

For

—

ROXANE

You ask me

CYRANO
j. . . . Yes, but—^I mean

—

{To Christian)

You go too far!

CHRISTIAN

She is willing!—^Why not make the
most of it?

CYRANO

{To roxane)
I did ask . . . but I know I ask

too much . . .

roxane
Only one— Is that all?

Yes, I do tremble . . . and I weep

And I love you . . . and I am
yours . . . and you

Have made me thus!

CYRANO

All!—^How much more
Than all!—^I know—^I frighten you—^I ask . . .

I ask you to refuse

—

CYRANO

{After a pause; quietly,)

What is death like, I wonder?
I know everything else now , . .

I have done
This, to you—^I, myself . . .

Only let me
Ask one thing more

—

CHRISTIAN

{Under the balcony)

One kiss!

^ROXANE

(Startled)

CHRISTIAN

{To CYRANO)
But why? Why? Why?

CYRANO

Christian, be quiet!

ROXANE

{Leaning over)

What is that you say
To yourself?

CYRANO

I am angry with myself
Because I go too far, and so I say

To myself: "Christian, be quietP"One?

—
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{The theorbos begin to play.)

Hark—^someone

Is coming

—

(roxane closes her window.
CYRANO listens to the theor-

bos^ one of which plays a
gay melody, the other a
mournful one.)

A sad tune, a merry tune

—

Man, woman—^what do they

mean?

—

(A CAPUCHIN enters; he carries

a lantern, and goes from
house to house, looking at

the doors.)

Aha!—a priest!

(To the capuchin)
What is this new game of Di-

ogenes?

THE CAPUCHIN

I am looking for the hou^ of

Madame

—

<mRISTlAN

(impatient)

Bah!

—

THE CAPUCHIN

Madeleine Robin

—

CHRISTIAN

What does he want?

CYRANO

(To the CAPUCHIN; points out

a streeL}

This way

—

To the —feep to. the right

—

TEDE CAPUCHIN

1 you, &!

—

m say my beads for you to the last

grain.

CYRANO

Good fortune, aiid my serv-

ice to you!

(The cAPiKHiN goes ^ "

CHRISTIAN

Win me that kiss!

CYRANO

No.

CHRISTIAN

Sooner or later

—

CYRANO

True . . ,

That is true . . . Soon or late, it

will be so

Because you are young and she is

beautiful

—

(To himself)

Since it must be, I had rather be
myself

(The window re-opens. Chris-

tian hides under the bal-

cony.)

The cause of . . . what must be.

ROXANE

(Out on the balcony)

Are you still there?

We were speaking of

—

CYRANO

A kiss. The word is sweet

—

What will the deed be? Are your

1^ afraid

Even of its burning name? Not
much ^aM

—

Not too much! Have you not un-
wittm^

Laid asfle laughter, slipping be-

yond speech '

feensibfy, already, without fear.

From words to OTdles . . . frdiil

acoil^ to sighs . . . from si^-
hig,

Ev^ to t^s? One step more

—

only ono

—

From a tear to a kiss—one step, one
thriE!

ROXANE :

Hush!—
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CYRANO
And what is a kiss, when all is

done?
A promise given under seal—a vow
Taken before the shrine of mem-

ory

—

A signature acknowledged—a rosy
dot

Over the i of Loving—a secret
whispered

To listening lips apart—a momeirf:
made

Immortal, with a rush of wings un-
seen

—

A sacrament of blossoms, a new
song

Sung by two hearts to an old simple
tune

—

The ring of one horizon around two
souls

Together, all alonel

ROXA3SFE

Hush! , . .

CYRANO

Why, what shame?

—

There was a Queen of France, not
long ago.

And a great lord of England—^a

queen's gift,

A crown jewel!

—

ROXANE

Indeed!

CYRANO

Indeed, like him,
I have my sorrows and my silences;

Like her, you ajre the queen I dare
adore;

L&e him I am faithful and for-

lorn—

.
» ROXANE

Ukft hfm^

CYRANO

(Aside)

So I am—^I forgot that!

ROXANE

Then—Come! . . . Gather your
sacred blossom , . .

CYRANO

(To CaBDaiSTIAN)

Gol—

ROXANE
Your crown jewel , . .

CYRANO

Go on!

—

ROXANE

Your old new song * , .

CYRANO

Climb!—

CHRISTIAN

(Hesitates)

No— Would you?—^not yet

—

ROXANE

Your mom^t made
Immortal . . .

CYRANO

(Pushing him,)

CKmb up, animal!

( CHRISTIAN springs on
bench, and climbs by
pillars, the branches^

tmes, until he bestrides

balcony tadmg.)

CHRISTIAN

Roxane! . . .

(He takes herm hism^
bends cmer her^)Beautiful—

mi
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CYBANO

(Very low)

Ahl . . . Roxanel . . .

I have won what I have won

—

The feast of love—and I am Laza-

rus!

Yet ... I have something here

that is mine now
And was not mine before I spoke

the words
That won her—not for me! . . .

Kissing my words

My words, upon your lips!

(The theorbos begin to play.)

A merry tune—

^

A sad tune— Sol The Capuchin!

(He pretends to be running, as

if he had arrived from a dis-

tance; then calls up to the

balconti.)

Holo!

ROXANE

Who is it?

CYRANO

I. Is Christian there with you?

CHRISTIAN

(Astonished)

Cyrano!

ROXANE

Good morrow. Cousin!

CYRANO

Cousin, . . . good morrow!

ROXANE

I am coming down.
(She dlsajypears into the

house. The captobun enters

up stage.)

CHRISTIAN

(Sees him.)

Oh—again!

THE CAPUCHIN

(To CYRANO

)

She lives here,

Madeleine Robin!

CYRANO

You said Ro-lin.

THE CAPUCHIN

No—
R-o-b-i-n

ROXANE

(Appears on the threshold of

the house, followed by
RAGUENEAU With a lantcm,

and by Christian.)

What is it?

THE CAPUCHIN

A letter.

CHRISTIAN

Oh! . . .

THE CAPUCHIN

(To roxane)
Some matter profitable to the

soul

—

A very noble lord gave it to me!

ROXANE

(To Christian)

De Guiche!

chrictian

He dares?

—

ROXANE

It will not be for long;

When he learns that I love you . . .

(By the light of the lantern

which RAGUENEAU holds,

she reads the letter in a low
tone, as if to herself.)

"Mademoiselle
The drums are beating, and the

regiment
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Arms for tie march. Secretly I re-

main
Here, in the Convent. I have dis-

obeyed;

I shall be with you soon. I send this

first

By an old monk, as simple as a
sheep,

Who imderstands nothing of this.

Your smile

Is more than I can bear, and seek

no more.

Be alone tonight, waiting for one
who dares

To hope you will forgive . . .

—

etcetera

—

(To the capuchin)

Father, this letter concerns you . . •

(To Christian)

—and you.

Listen:

(The others gather around
her. She pretends to read

from the letter, aloud.)

‘‘Mademoiselle:

The Cardinal

Will have his way, although against

your will;

lhat is why I am sending this to

you
By a most holy man, intelligent.

Discreet. You will communicate to

him
Our order to perform, here and at

once

The rite of . . .

(Turns the page)—^Holy Matrimony. You
And Christian will be married pri-

vately

In your house. I have sent him to

you. I know
You hesitate. Be resigned, neverthe-

less.

To the Cardinals command, who
sends herewith

His bluing. Be assured also of my
own

BERGERAC 385

Respect and high consideration^—

«

signed.

Your very humble and—etcetera
99

THE CAPUCHIN

A noble lord! I said so—^nevei

fear

—

A worthy lordl—a very worthy
lord!—

ROXANE

(To CHRISTIAN)

Am I a good reader of letters?

CHRISTIAN

(Motions toward the capu-
chin.)

Careful!

—

ROXANE

(In a tragic tone)

Oh, tins is terriblel

THE capuchin

(Turns the light of his lantern

on CYRANO.

)

You are to be

—

CHRISTIAN

I am the bridegroom!

THE CAPUCHIN

(Turns his lantern upon chris^

ttan; then, as if some sus-

picion crossed his mind,

upon seeing the young man
so handsome .

)

Oh—why, you . . .

ROXANE

(Quickly)

Look here

—

*^Postscript: Give to the Convent in

my name
One himdred and twenty pis-

toles’’—
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THE CAPUCHIN

Think of it!

A worthy lord—a very worthy lord!

{To ROXANE, solemnly)

D?Jjghter, resign yourself!

ROXANE

{With an air of martyrdom)
I am resigned . . .

[While RAGUENEAU opens the

door for the capuchin and
CHRISTIAN invites him to

enter^ she turns to cyrano.)

De Guiche may come. Keep him
out here with you.

Do not let him

—

CYRANO

I imderstand!

(To the capuchin)
How long

Will you be?

—

THE CAPUGBON

Oh, a quarter of an hour.

CYRANO

{Hurrying them into the

house.)

Hurry—^ITl wait here

—

ROXANE

{To chrishan)
CcHue!

{They go into the house.)

CYRANO

Now then, to make
His Grace de&y fiiat quarte of an

hour . . .

I have it!—i]qr l^?e—
(He stef^ on Ifce and
climbs up the wdU toward
the hdkimy. The theorbos

begin to vlau a mommftd
melody.)

Sad music— Ah, a . . *

(The music pauses on a sinis-

ter tremolo.)

Oh—very much a man!
{He sits astride of the ratling,

and, drawing toward him a
long branch of one of the

trees which border the gar-

den waU, he grasps it with

both hands, ready to swing
himself down.)

So—not too high

—

{He peers down at the

ground.)

I must float gently throu^ the at-

mosphere

—

DE GUICHE

{Enters, masked, groping in

the dark toward the house.)

Where is that cursed, bleating Ca-
puchin?

CYRANO

What if he knows my voice?—^the

devil!—^Tic-tac,

Bergerac—we unlock our Gascon
tongue;

A good strong accent

—

DE GUICHE

Here is the house—^all dark

—

Damn this mask!

—

{As he is about to enter the

house, CYRANO leaps from
the balcony, still holding

fast to the branch, which
bends and swings him be-

tween DE GUICHE and the

door; then he releases the

branch and pretends to fall

heaotly as though from a
he^ht. He lands flatlong on
the ground, where he lies

motionless, as if stunned, de
GDicBK leaps back.)

What is that?

(When he Ufts his eyes, the

branch has sprung back into
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place. He can see nothing
but the sky; he does not un-
derstand.)

Why . . . where did this man
Fall from?

CYRANO

(Rising to his feet, and speak-

ing in a terrible voice.)

I say, the moon!

CYRANO

(Sits up, and speaks with a
strong accent.)—^The moon!

DE GinCHE

(Recoils)

Very well— you say so

—

(Aside)

Raving mad!

—

DE GUICHE

You—

CYRANO

From the moon, the moonl

I fell out of the moon!

CYRANO

(Advancing upon him.)

I am not spealdng metaphorically!

DE GUICHE

Pardon.

1>E GUICHE

The fellow is mad

—

CYRANO

(Dreamily)

Where am I?

DE GUICHE

Why—

CYRANO

What time is it? What place

Is this? What day? What season?

DE GUICHE

You

—

CYRANO

A hundred years—^an hour ago

—

I really caimot say how long I fell

—

I was in yonder shining sphere

—

DE GUICHE

{Shnigs)

Quite so.

Pleasft let me pass.

CYRANO

(Interposes himself.)

Where am I? TeH the truth

—

I can bear it In what quarter of

the globe

Have I descended like a meteorite?

CYRANO

I am stunned!

DE GUICHE

My dear sir

—

CYRANO

Like a bomb—sl bomb—I fell

From the moonl

DE GUXCl^

Now, scb here

—

HE GUICHE

MorbleuI

CYRANO

I could not choose my place

to fell—

The earth ^un round so fast

—

Was it the Earth,

I wonder?—Or is this another

world?

Ai^^ther' moon? Whither have I

been drawn
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By the dead weight of my pos-

terior?

DE GUICHE

Sir, I repeat

—

CYRANO

(With a sudden cry, which

causes de guiche to recoil

again.

)

His face! My God—^black!

DE GUICHE

(Carries his hand to his

mask.)
Oh—

CYRANO

(Terrified)

Are you a native? Is this Africa?

DE GUICHE

« -This mask!

CYRANO

(Somewhat reassured)

Are we in Venice? Genoa?

DE GUICHE

(Tries to pass him.)

A lady ‘s waiting for me.

CYRANO

(Quite happy again.)

So tkfg is Paris!

DE GUICHE

{Smiling in spite of himself.)

This fool becomes amusing.

CYRANO

Ah! You sn^?

DE GUICHE

I do. Kindfy permit me

—

CYRANO

(Delighted)

Dear old Paris

—

(Wholly at his ease, smiles,

hows, arranges his dress.)

Excuse my appearance. I arrive

By the last thunderbolt—a trifle

singed

As I came through the ether. These
long journeys

—

You Imow! There are so few con-

veniences!

My eyes are full of star-dust. On
my spurs.

Some sort of fur . . . Planet s ap-

parently . . .

(Plucks something from his

sleeve.)

Look—on my doublet— That s a

Comet’s hair!

(He blows something from
the back of his hand.)

Phoo!

DE GUICHE

(Grows angry.)

Monsieur

—

CYRANO

(As DE GUICHE is obout to

push past, thrusts his leg in

the way.)

Here’s a tooth, stuck in my boot.

From the Great Bear. Trying to get

away,

I tripped over the Scorpion and
came down

Slap, into one scale of the Bal-

ances

—

The pointer marks my weight this

moment . . .

(Pointing upward.)

See?

(de GUICHE makes a sudden
movement, cyrano catches

his arm.)

Be careful! If you struck me on the

nose.

It would drip milk!

DE GUTCIRE

Milk?Well, weHI—
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CYRANO

From the Milky Way!

DE GUICHE

Hem

CYRANO

No, no—Heaven.
(Crossing his arms)

Curious place up there

—

Did you know Sirius wore a night-

cap? True!

( Confidentially)

The Little Bear is still too young
to bite.

(Laughing)

My foot caught in the Lyre, and
broke a string.

(Proudly)

Well—^when I write my hook, and
tell the tale

Of my adventures—all these little

stars

That shake out of my cloak—I must
save those

To use for asterisks!

DE GUICHE

That will do now

—

I wish

—

CYRANO

Yes, yes—I know—

DE GUICHE

Sir

—

CYRANO

You desire

To learn from my own lips the

character

Of the moon s surface—^its inhab-

itants

If any

—

DE GUICHE

(Loses patience and shouts.)

I desire no such thing! I

—

CYRANO

(Rapidly)

You wish to know by what myste-
rious means

I reached the moon?—^well—con-

fidentially

—

It was a new invention of my own.

DE GUICHE

(Discouraged)

Drunk too—as well as mad!

CYRANO

I scorned the eagle

Of Regiomontanus, and the dove
Of Archytas!

DE GUICHE

A learned lunatic!

—

CYRANO

I imitated no one. I myself

Discovered not one scheme merely,

but six

—

Six ways to violate the virgin sky!

(de GUICHE has succeeded in

passing him, and moves to-

ward the door of roxane^s
house. CYRANO follows,

ready to use violence if

necessary.

)

DE GUICHE

(Looks around.)

Six?

CYRANO

(With increasing volubility)

As for instance—Having stripped

myself

Bare as a wax candle, adorn my
form

With crystal vials fiUed with morn-
ing dew.

And so be drawn aloft, as the sun

rises

Drmldng the mist of dawn!
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DE GUICHE

{Takes a step toward cy-

BANO.)

Yes—^that makes one.

CYBAKD

{Draws back to lead him away
from the door; speaks faster

and faster,)

Or, sealing up tie air in a cedar

ciest.

Rarefy it by means of mirrors,

placed

In an icosahedron.

DE GUICHE

{Takes another step.)

Two.

CYRANO

{StiE retreating)

Again,

I might construct a rocket, in the

form
Of a huge locust, driven by im-

pulses

Of viEainous saltpetre from the

rear,

Upward, by leaps and bounds.

DE GUICHE

(Interested in spite of himself

and counitmg on his fm^
gers.)

Three.

CYBANO

(Same bmwmss)
€k again,

having a natural teidency
lo rise„

Blow in a ^bbe ©nou^ to raise me.

I® GUICHE

(S^wne btismass, more mad
more astonidied,)

Fomrl

CYRANO

Or since Diana, as old fables tell.

Draws forth to fill her crescent

horn, the marrow
Of bulls and goats—^to anoint my-

self therewith.

DE GUICHE

(Hypnotized)

Five!

—

CYRANO

(Has by this time led him all

the way across the street,

close to a bench.

)

Finally—seated on an iron plate.

To hurl a magnet in the air—^the

iron

Follows— catch the magnet

—

throw again

—

And so proceed indefinitely.

DE GUICHE

Six!

—

All excellent,—and which did you
adopt?

CYRANO

(CoeUy)
Why, none of them. ... A sev-

enth.

DE GUICHE

Which was?

—

CtRANO

Guess!

—

DE GUICHE

An interestmg idiot, this!

CYRANO

{Imitates the sound of waves
with his voice, and their

movement by large, vague
gestures,)

Hool . * • Hpol . • .
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DE GUICHE

Well?

CYRANO

Have you guessed it yet?

DE GUICHE

Why, no.

CYRANO

{Grandiloquent)

The ocean! , . .

What hour its rising tide seeks the
full moon,

I laid me on the strand, fresh from
the spray.

My head fronting the moonbeams,
since the hair

Retains moisture—and so I slowly
rose

As upon angels’ wings, effortlessly.

Upward—^then suddenly I felt a
shock!

—

And then . . .

DE GUICHE

{Overcome by curiosity, sUs
down on the bench,)

And then?

CYRANO

And then

—

{Changes abruptly to his natu-

ral voice,)

The time is up!

—

Fifteen minutes, your Grace!

—

You are now free;

And—^they are bound—^in wedlock.

DE GUICHE

{Leaping up) ^

Am I drunk?
That voice ...

{The door of roxane’s house
Opens; lackeys appear, bear-

ing lighted candies, xjghtts

UP, CYRANO removes his

hat.)

And that nosel-rC^Trano!

CYRANO

(Scduting)

Cyrano! . , .

This very moment, they have ex-

changed rings.

DE GUICHE

Who?
{He turns up stage, tableau:
between the lackeys, rox-
ANE and CHRISTIAN appear,
hand in hand. The capu-
chin follows them, smil-

ing. ragueneau holds aloft

a torch. The duenna brings
up the rear, in a negligee,

and a pleasant flutter of
emotion.)

Zounds!

{To roxane)
You?—
{Recognizes Christian)
He?—

{Saluting roxane)
My sincere compliments!

(To CYRANo)
You also, my inventor of m^hines!
Your rigmarole would have de-

tained a saint

Entering Paradise—decidedly
You must uot fail to write that book
some day!

CYRANO

{Bowing)
Sir, I engage myself to do so.

{Leads the bridal pair down to

DE GUICHE and strokes with

great satisfm^km }m long

white beard.)

My lord,

The handsome ocmple you—and
God—have joined

Togetherl

DE GUICHE

{RegarMng him with a frosty

eye.)

Quite
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(Turns to roxane)
Madame, kindly bid

Your . . . husband farewell.

CYRANO

There . . . That will do
now—Come!

ROXANE

OhI—

DE GUICHE

(To Christian)

Your regiment

Leaves tonight, sir. Report at

once!

ROXANE

You mean
For the front? The war?

DE GUICHE

Certainly!

ROXANE

I thought

The Cadets were not going

—

DE GUICHE

Oh yes, they are!

(Taking out the despatch from

his pocket.)

Here is the order

—

(To Christian)

Baron! Deliver this.

ROXANE

(Throws herself into Chris-

tians arms.)

Christian!

' CHRISTIAN

(Still holding roxane)
You do not know how hard it is

—

CYRANO

(Tries to drag him away.)

I know!

(The beating of drums is

heard in the distance.)

DE GUICHE

(Up stage)

The regiment—on the march!

ROXANE

(As CYRANO tries to lead

CHRISTIAN away, follows,

and detains them.

)

Take care of him
For me

—

(Appealingly)

Promise me never to let him do
Anything dangerous!

CYRANO

m do my best

—

I cannot promise

—

ROXANE

(Same business)

Make him be careful!

IMS GUICHE

(To CYRANO, sneering)

The bridal night is not so near!

CYRANO

Yes—

CYRANO

(Aside)

Somehow that news fails to dis<juiet

me.

CHBISmAN

(To roxane)
Vour lips again . . •

ROXANE

(Same business)

Be sure you keep him dry

and warm!

CYRANO

Yes, yes—if possible

—
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ROXANE

(Same business; confiden-

tially, in his ear)

See that he remains
Faithi'al

—

ROXANE

(Same business)

And have him write to me
Every single day!

CYRANO

Of course! If—

CYRANO

(Stops)

That, I promise you!

CURTAIN

THE FOURTH ACT

THE CADETS OF GASCOYNE

The post occupied by the Company of carbon de castel-jaeoux at

THE SIEGE OF ARRAS.

In the background, a Rampart traversing the entire scene; beyond this,

and apparently below, a Flain stretches away to the horizon. The country

is cut up with earthworks and other sugge^ions of the siege. In the dis-

tance against the sky-line, the houses and the walls of Arras.

Tents; scattered Weapons; Drums, etcetera. It is near day-break, and

the East is yellow with approaching dawn. Sentries at intervals. Camp-

fires.

Curtain rise discovers the cadets asleep, rolled in their cloaks, carbon

DE CASTEL-JALOUX and le BRET keep watch. They are both very thin and

pale. CHRISTIAN is asleep among the others, wrapped in his cloak, in the

foreground, his face lighted by the flickering fire. Silence.

LE BRET

Horrible!

carbon

Why, yes. All of that.

LE BRET

Mordious!

CARBON

(Gesture toward the sleeping

cadets)

Swear gently— You might wake

them.

(To cadets)

Go to sleep

—

Hush!

(To lebret)
Who sleeps dines.

le BRET

I have insomnia.

God! What a famine.

(Firing off stage.)

CARBON

Curse that musketry!

TheyTl wake my babies.

(To the men)
Go to sleep!

—
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ACAIfiET

(Rouses)

Again?

Diantre!

CABBON

No—only Cyrano coming home.

(The heads which have been

raised sink back again,)

CYRANO

(Stops near Christian.)

I promised he should write

Every single day . . .

(Looks down at him.)

Hm— The boy looks pale

When he is asleep—^thin too

—

starving to death

—

If that poor child knew! Handsome,
none the less . . .

A SENTRY

(Offstage)

Haiti "Who goes there?

TJE BRET

Go and get some sleep!

VOICE OF CYRANO

Bergerac!

THE SENTRY ON THE PARAPET

Halt! Who goes?

—

CYRANO

(Appears on the parapet,)

Bergerac, idiot!

EE BRET

to meet him.)

Thank God again!

CYRANO

(Signs to him not to wake
anyone.)

HiishI

CYRANO

(Affectionately

)

Now, now—^you old hear.

No growling!— am careful—^you

know I am

—

Every night, when I cross the Span-

ish lines

I wait till they are all drunk.

LE BRET

You might bring

Something with you.

CYRANO

I have to travel light

To pass through— By the way,

there will be news
For you today; the French will

eat or die.

If what I saw means anything.

UB BRET

Wounded?

—

LE BRET

Tell us!

^ CYRANO

No—^TE^ always miss me

—

€|uite

A habit by fiife fnnrf

XE BBEn*

— Go right on

—

Risk your Me every morning before

breakfast

To send a letter!

CYRANO
No

—

I am not sure—we shall see!

CARBON

What a war,

Wh^ tibe besiegers starve to death!

UB BRET

Fine war—

•

Fine situation! We heriege Arras—

*
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The Cardinal Prince of Spain be-
sieges us

—

And—here we are!

CYRANO

Someone might besiege him.

CARBON

A hungry joke!

CYRANO

Ho, ho!

UE BRET

Yes, you can laugh

—

Risking a life like yours to carry

letters

—

Where are you going now?

CYRANO

(At the tent door)

To write another.

{Goes into tent.)

lA little more daylight. The
clouds redden. The town of

Arras shows on the horizon.

A cannon shot is heard, fol-

lowed immediately by a roll

of drums, far away to the

left. Other drums beat a lit-

tle nearer. The drums go on
anstoering each other here

and there, approach, beat

loudly almost on the stage,

and die away toward the

right, across the camp. The
camp awakes. Voices of of-

ficers in the distance.)

CARBON

(Sighs)

Those drums!—another good nour-

ishing sleep

Gone to the devil.

(The CADETS rouse them-

selves.)

Now then!

—

FIRST CADET

{Sits up, yawns.)
God! Fm hungry!

SECOND CADET

Starving!

ALL

(Groan)

Aoh!

CARBON

up with you!

THIRD CADET

Not anotiier step!

FOX3RTH CADET

Not another movement!

FIRST CADET

Look at my tongue

—

I said this air was indigestible!

FIFTH CADET

My coronet for half a pound of

cheese!

SIXTH CADET

I have no stomach for this war

—

m stay

In my tent—^like Achilles.

ANOTHER

Yes—no breaid.

No fitting

—

CARBON

Cyrano!

OTHERS

May as well die

—

CARBON

Come out here!—You know how to

talk to them.

Get them lau^iing

—
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SECOND CADET FIRST CADET

(Rushes up to first cadet I have something on my mind that

who is eating something.) troubles me.

What are you gnawing there?

FIRST CADET
CYRANO

What is that?

Gun wads and axle-grease. Fat

country this FIRST CADET
Around Arras. My stomach.

ANOTHER

(Enters)

1 have been out hunting!

CYRANO

So have I.

ANOTHER FIRST CADET

(Enters)

I

No doubt

You enjoy this!

Went fishing, in the Scarpe!

AUL
CYRANO

(Tightens his belt.)

(Leaping up and surrounding It keeps me looking young.

the newcomers.)

Find anything? SECOND CADET
Any fish? Any game? Perch? Par- My teeth are growing rusty.

tndges.'^

Let me look! CYRANO

THE FISHERMAN Sharpen them!

Yes—one gudgeon.
THIRD CADET

(Shows U.)
My belly sounds as hollow as a

THE HUNTER drum.

One fat . . . sparrow.

(Shows U.)
CYRANO

Beat the long roll on it!

ALL

Ah!—^See here, this—mutinyl

—

FOURTH CADET

CARBON
My ears are ringing.

Cyrano! CYRANO
Ccane and hdp!

Liar! A hungry belly has no ears.

CYRANO

(Mtiters from tent.)
FIFTH CADET

Well? Oh for a barrel of good wine!

(SUence. To the first caimet

who is toalkmg away^ with CYRANO

his chin on his chest.

)

(Offers him his own helmet.)
You there, with the long face? Your casque.
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SIXTH CADET

111 swallow anything!

CYRANO

(Throws him the book which
he has in his hand.)

Try the Iliad.

SEVENTH CADET

The Cardinal, he has four meals a

day

—

What does he care!

CYRANO

Ask him; he really ought

To send you . • . a spring lamb
out of his flock,

Roasted whole

—

THE CADET

Yes, and a botde

—

CYRANO

(Exaggerates the manner of

one speaking to a servant.)

If you please,

Richelieu—a httle more of the Red
Seal . . .

Ah, thank you!

THE CADET

And the salad

—

CYRANO

Of course—^Romaine!

ANOTHER CADET

(Shivering)

I am as hungry as a wolf.

CYRANO

(Tosses him a cloak.)

Put on

Your sheep^s clothing.

FIRST CADET

(With a shrug)

AlXvays the clever answerl

CYRANO

Always the answer—yes! Let me
die so

—

Under some rosy-golden sunset,

saying

A good thing, for a good cause! By
the sword,

The point of honor—^by the hand of

one

Worthy to be my foeman, let me
fall-

steel in my heart, and laughter on

my lips!

VOICES HERE AND THERE

All very well— We are himgry!

CYRANO

Bahl You think

Of nothing but yourselves.

(His eye singles out the old

fifer in the background.)

Here, Bertrandou,

You were a shepherd once— Your

pipe now! Come,
Breathe, blow,— Play to these

belly-worshippers

The old airs of the South

—

Airs with a smile in them.

Airs with a sigh in them, airs with

the breeze

And the blue of the sky in them—
Small, demure tunes

Whose every note is like a little

sister

—

Songs heard only in some fong si-

lent voice

Not quite forgotten— Mountain

melodies

Like thin smoke rising from brown

cottages

In the still noon, slowly— Quaint

lullabies,

Whose very music has a Southern

tongue

—

(The old man sUs down and

prepares his fife.)

Now let the fife, that dxy old war-

rior.
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Dream, while over the stops your

fingers dance

A minuet of little birds—^let him
Dream beyond ebony and ivcny;

Let him remember he was once a

reed

Out of the river, and recall the

spirit

Of innocent, untroubled cormtry

days . . .

(The jifer begins to play a
Frovengale melody.)

Listen, you Gascons! Now it is no

more
The shriH fife— It is the flute,

through woodlands far

Away, calling—no longer the hot

battle-cry.

But the cool, quiet pipe oux goat-

herds play!

L^en—^me forest ^bns ... the

hils ... the downs . . .

The green sweetness of night on

the DtHrdogoe . . .

Listen, you Gascons! It is all Gas-

coyn^ . . .

{Every head is bowed; every

eye cast down. Here and
there a tear is furtively

brushed away with the

back of a hand, the comer

of a dodk.)

{Motions the drummer to ap-

proach.)

You think so?

Let them be. There is iron in their

blood

Not easily dissolved in tears. You
need

Only

—

{He makes a gesture; the

drum beats.)

{Spring up and rush toward

their weapons.

)

Whafs that? viTiere is it?

—

What?

—

{Smiles)

You see

—

Let Mars snore in his sleep once

—

and farewell

Venus—sweet dreams—regrets

—

dear thoughts of home

—

All the fife lulls to rest wakes at the

drums!

{Looks up stage.)

Aha— Monsieur de Guiche!

{Sofdy to CJYRANO)

You make them weep

—

THE CAHETS

(Mutter among themselves.)

Ugh! . . .

(Smiles)

Fm home^cfen^s—a hunger

1^0^ than that hpnger ol thi&

flesh;

Ft is dbeir hearts that ^
Carving.

Murmur!
Flattering

He makes me weary!

But you melt down their manhood.

. AWTHEn
With Ids collar

Of laee his bc^setet

—
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Like a ribbon
Tied round a sword!

ANOTHER

Bandages for a boil
On the back of his neck

—

SECOND CADET

A courtier always!

ANOTHER
The Cardinars nephew!

CARBON

None the less—a Gascon.

FIRST CADET

A counterfeit! Never you trust that
man

—

Because we Gascons, look you, are
all mad

—

This fellow is reasonable—^nothing

more
Dangerous than a reasonable Gas-

con!

LE BRET

He looks pale.

ANOTHER

Oh, he can be hungry too.

Like any other poor devil—^but he
wears

So many jewels on that belt of his

That his cramps glitter in fhe sun!

CYRANO

(Quic/dy) ,

Is 1^
To see us looking miserable? Quick

Pipes!—Cards!—Dice!

—

(They^ aU hum^y begin to

play, oM the¥ m ths
drums, or on thek cloaks

spread oniM gmtmd, Ugkfh

399

ing their long pipes mean-
while.)

As for me, I read Descartes.
(He walks up and down, read-

ing a small book which he
takes -from his pocket, tab-
leau: DE GuiCHE enters,

looking pule and haggard.
All are absorbed in their

games. General air of con-
tentment, DE GUICHE goes tO
CARBON. They look at each
other askance, each observ-
ing with satisfaction the
condition of the other,)

DE GUICHE

Good morning!

{Aside)

He looks yellow.

CARBON

{Same business)

He is aH eyes.

DE GUICHE

{Looks at the cadets.)
What have we here? Black looks?

Yes, gentlemen

—

I am informed I am not popular;
The hill-nobility, barons of Beam,
The pomp and pride, of P^goid

—

I learn

They disapprove tl^ir cokmel; call

him courtier.

Politician—^they take it iH that I
Cover my steel with lace of G^ma.
It is a great offense to be a Gascon
And not to be a beggar!

(Silence, They snpke. They
play,)

Well— Shall I have
Your (^ptain punish you? . . . No.

"4 CARBC»r

As tx) that.

It would be impo^ble- 1 • /
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DE GUICHE

Oh?

CAEBON

I am free;

I pay my company; it is my own;
I obey military orders.

DE GXnCHE

Oh!
That will be quite enough.

{To the cadets)

I can afford

Your little hates. My conduct under

fire

Is well known. It was only yester-

, day
I drove the Count de Bucquoi from

Bapaume,
Pouring my men down like an av-

alanche,

I myself led the charge

—

crmANO

{Without looking up from his

book.)

And your white scarf?

DE GUICHE

{Surprised and gratified)

You heara that episode? Yes—^rally-

mg
My men for the third time, I found

myself

Carried among a crowd of fugitives

Into the enany s hnes. I was in

danger

Of b^g ^lot or captured; but I

thou^t
Quickly— off ainl flung away
&e scarf

That naaiked my mflitary rank

—

and so

Being inconspicuous, ^fcaped
among

My own force, rallied them, re-

turned again

And won the dayf . . *

{The CADETS do not appear to

be listening, but here and
there the cards and the dice

boxes remain motionless,

the smoke is retained in

their cheeks.)

What do you say to that?

Presence of mind—yes?

CYRANO

Henry of Navarre

Being outnumbered, never flung

away
BQs white plume.

{Silent enjoyment. The cards

flutter, the dice roll, the

smoke pufs out.)

DE GUICHE

My device was a success.

However!
{Same attentive pause, inter-

rupting the games and the

smoking.

)

CYRANO

Possibly ... An oflScer

Does not lightly resign the privilege

Of being a target.

{Cards, dice, and smoke fall,

roll, and float away with in-

creasing satisfaction.

)

Now, if I had been there

—

Your courage and my own differ in

this

—

When your scarf fell, I should have
put it on.

DE GUICHE

Boasting again!

CYRANO

Boasting? Lend it to me
Tonight; 111 lead the first chaige,

with your scarf

Over my dioulder!
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DE GUICHE

Gasconnade once morel
You are safe making that offer, and
you know it

—

My scarf lies on the river bank be-
tween

The lines, a spot swept by artillery

Impossible to reach ^ve!

CYRANO

[Produces the scarf from his

pocket)

Yes. Here . . .

[Silence, The cadets stifle

their laughter behind their

cards and their dice boxes,

DE GUICHE turns to look at

them. Immediately they re-

sume their gravity and their

game. One of them whistles

carelessly the mountain air

which the fifer ivas play-

ing,)

DE GUICHE

[Takes the scarf.)

Thank you! That bit of white is

what I need
To make a signal I was hesitat-

ing—
You have decided me.

[He goes up to the parapet,

climbs upon it, and waves
the scarf at arms length

several times.)

ALL

What is he doing?

—

What?—

THE SENTRY ON THE PARAPET

There’s a man down there

running away!

DE GUICHE

[Descending)

A Spaniard. Very useful as a spy

To both sides. He informs the en-
emy

As I instruct him. By his influence

I can arrange their dispositions.

CYRANO

Traitor!

DE GUICHE

[Folding the scarf.)

A traitor, yes; but useful . . .

We were saying? . . .

Oh, yes— Here is a bit of news fcR:

you:

Last night we had hopes of repro-

visioning

The army. Under cover of the dark.

The Marshal moved to Oourlens.
Our supplies

Are there. He may reach them.
But to return

Safely, he needs a large force—^at

least half

Our entire strength. At present, we
have here

Merely a skeleton.

CARBON

Fortunately,

The Spaniards do not know that.

DE GUICHE

Oh, yes; they know.
They will attack.

CARBON

Ah!

DE GUICHE

From that spy of mine
I learned of their intention. His re-

port

WiU determine the point ot their

advance.

The fellow asked me what to say!

I told him:

"Go out between the lines; watdi
for my signal;
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Where you see that, let them attack

there/’

CARBON

(To the cadets)
WeU,

CentlemenI
(All rise. Noise of sword belts

and breast-plates being

buckled on.)

DE GUICHE

You may have perhaps an hour.

FIRST CADET

Oh— An hour!

(They all sit down and resume

their games once more.)

DE GUICHE

(To carbon)
The great thing is to gain time.

Any moment the Marshal may re-

turn.

CARBON

And to gain time?

DE GUICHE

You wiU all be so kind

As to lay down your livesi

DE GUICHE

(Returns the salute.)

You love to fight a hundred against

one;

Here is your opportunity!

(He goes up stage with car-

bon.)

CYRANO

(To the cadets)
My friends.

We shall add now to our old Gas-

con arms

With their six chevrons, blue and

gold, a seventh

—

Blood-redI

(de GUICHE talks in a low

tone to CARBON up stage.

Orders are given. The de-

fense is arranged, cyrano
goes to CHRISTIAN, who has

remained motionless with

folded arms.)

Christian?

(Lays a hand on his shoulder.

)

CHRISTIAN

(Shakes his head.)

Roxane . . .

CYRANO

Ah! Your revenge?

CYRANO

Yes.

r® GUICHE

I make no great pretense of loving

you!

But—since you gentlemen esteem

your^lves

IhviDscihle, the tRravest of the brave.

And all il^t

—

mby need we be per-

I sarve the king in dKX^ig . • ,

2^ I choose!

CYRANO

(Scdutes)

SiXy permit me to ofEer— oor

thmks.

CHRISTIAN

I should like

To say farewell to her, with my
whole heart

Wx^ten for her to keep.

CYRANO

I thought of that

—

(Takes a letter from his dou-

blet.)

I have vritten your farewell.

CHRISnAN

, Show me!
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CYHANO

To read it?

You wish

CHRISTIAN

Of course!

[He takes the letter; begins to

read, looks up sudderdu,)

What?—

CYRANO

What is it?

And I shall never

—

(CHRISTIAN locks ot him.)

We shall never

—

(QuicJdy)

YotT

Will never

—

CHRISTIAN

(Snatches the letter.^

Give me thatl

(Noise in the distance on the

outskirts of the camp,)

CHRISTIAN

This little circle

—

Look

—

VOICE OF A SENTRY

Halt—^who goes there?

(Shot^, shouting, jingle of har-

ness.)

CYRANO

( Takes back the letter quicMy;
and looks innocent.)

Circle?

—

CHRISTIAN

Yes—a tear!

CARBON

What is it?

—

THE SENTRY ON THE PARAPET

Why, a coach.

(They rush to look.)

CYRANO

So it is! , . . Well—a poet while

he writes

Is like a lover in his lady’s arms,

Believing his imagination—all

Seems true—^you imderstand?

There’s half ie charm
Of vmting— Now, this letter as you

see

I have made so pathetic that I wept
While I was writing it!

CHRISTIAN

You—^wept?

CYRANO

, ; Why, yes^
Because ... it is a Httle thing to

But—not to see her . . . that is

terrible!,: .

^

CONFUSED VOICES

What? In the Camp?
A coach? Coming this way— It

must have driven

Through the Spanish lines—what
the devil— Fire!

—

No— Hark! The driver shoutmg

—

what does he say?

Wait— He said: "On tl^ SCTvice erf

the King!”

(They are aU on the paraph
looking over. The finglmg

comes nearer.)

DE GinCHE

Of tiie ]Ong?

(They corne doum and fall

into line.)

CARBCHSr

Hats off, aHl
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DE GUICHE

(Speaks off stage.)

The IQng! Fall in.

Rascals!

—

(The coach enters at full trot.

It is covered with mud and
dust. The curtains are

drawn. Two footmen are

seated behind. It stops sud-

denly.)

CARBON

(Shouts)

Beat the assembly

—

(Roll of drums. All the cadets
uncover.

)

DE GUICHE

Lower tibe steps—open the door

—

(Two men rush to the coach.

The door opens.)

BOXANE

(Comes out of the coach.)

Good morning!

(At the sound of a womans
voice, every head is raised.

Sensation.)

DE GUICHE

On the King's service— You?

BOXANE

Yes—my own long

—

Love!

CYRANO

(Aside)

God is m^cifiil . . •

CHRISTIAN

(Hastens to her.)

Yon! Why have you

—

BOXANE

Yoor war lasted so long!

CHRISTIAN

But why?

—

BOXANE

Not now

—

CY3EIANO

(Aside)

I wonder if I dare to look at her . .

,

DE GUICHE

You cannot remain here!

ROXANE

Why, certainly!

Roll that drum here, somebody » . ,

(She sits on the drum, which
is bought to her.)

Thank you— There!

(She laughs.)

Would you believe—they fired

upon us?

—My coach
Looks like the pumpkin in tibe fairy

tale.

Does it not? And my footmen

—

(She throws a kiss to Chris-

tian.)

How do you do?
(She looks about.)

How serious you all are! Do you
know.

It is a long drive here—^from Arras?

(Sees CYRANO.)

Cousin,
I am ^d to see you!

CYRANO

(Advances)
Oh— How did you come?

BOXANE
How dkl I find you? Very easily

—

I followed where ihe country was
laid waste
—Oh, but I saw such things! I bad

to see

To believe. Gentlemen, is that the
service

Of your King? I prefer my own!
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But how
Did you come through?

ROXANE
Why, through the Spanish lines

Of course!

FIRST CADET

They let you pass?

—

DE GUICHE

What did you say?
How did you manage?

LE BRET

Yes, that must have been
DiflScult!

- ROXANE

No— I simply drove along.

Now and then some hidalgo
scowled at me

And I smiled back—^my best smile;

whereupon,
The Spaniards being (without

prejudice

To the French) the most polished

gentlemen
In the world— passed!

CARBON

Certainly that smile

Should be a passport! Did they
never ask

Your errand or your destination?

I?

ROXANE

Oh,
Frequently! Then I drooped my

eyes and said:

‘T have a lover . . ^ Whereupon,
the Spaniard

With an air of ferocious dignity

Would close the carriage door

—

with such a gesture

As any king might envy, wave aside
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The muskets that were levelled at
my breastj.

Fall back three paces, equally su-
perb

In grace and gloom, draw himself
up, thrust forth

A spur xmder his cloak, sweeping
the air

With his long plumes, bow very
low, and say:

“Pass, Senorita!”

CHRISTIAN

But, Roxane

—

ROXANE

I know

—

I said a lover”—but you under-
stand

—

Forgive mel—If I said “I am going
to meet

My husband,” no one would be-
lieve me!

CHRISTIAN

ROXANE

What then?

DE GXJICHE

You must leave this place

CYRANO
At once-

ROXANE

LEBRET
Yes—^immediately.

ROXANE

And why?

CHRISTIAN

(Embarrassed)

Because . . ^
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CYBANO

(Same)
In half an hour . . .

I>E GOICHE

(Same)
Or three quarters . . .

ROXANE

{To DE GUICHe)

Oh—^you wish to make

A widow of me?

DE GUICHE

On my word of honor

—

carbon

(Same)

It might be better . . .

Perhaps

LE BRET

If you . . .

ROXANE

No matter. I am just a little mad

—

I will stay. It may be amusing.

CYRANO

What,

A heroine—our intellectual?

ROXANE

Oh— I see!

You are going to I remain

here.

* ROXANE

Monsieur de Bergerac, I am your

cousin!

AIX A CADET

No—no! Well fight now! Hurrah!

ROXANE

He is my husband

—

( Throws herself in Christianas

cmns,)

1 will die with you!

CHRISTIAN

Your ^es! . . 1 Why do you?

—

ROXANE

{More and more excited)

1 am safe with you—my friends!

ANOTHER

{Carried away)
The whole camp breathes of lilies!

ROXANE

You know why . . .

BE GUICHE

{Desperate}

Is dan^xoos—

BOXAHE

Ihispc^t

{Tmns)
How^-niangefoii^

CYBANO

Is, we are crdered-

The proof

rcbs:ane

And I think,

This hat would look weE on the

battlefield! . . .

But perhaps

—

{Looks at DE GUICHE.)

lie Corot ought to leave us. Any
nKmmt

Nosy, there may be danger.

CmCBDE

This is too mudi!
I must inspect my gpms. T shal re-
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You may change your mind-
There will yet be time

—

Never!

(de guiche goes out.)

CHRISTIAN

(Imploring)

Roxane! , . .

(Bows)

Please!

—

(She waits, standing, on the

arm of Christian, while

CARBON

(

—

presents)

Baron de Feyrescous de Colignad

ROXANE

No!

first CADET

(To the rest)

She stays here!

ALL

(Rushing about, elbowing
each other, brushing off
their clothes.)

A comb!

—

Soap!—Heres a hole in my— A
needle!—^Who

Has a ribbon?—^Your mirror, quick!—My cuffs

—

A razor

—

ROXANE

(To CYRANO, who is Stiff urging
her)

No! I shall not stir one step!

CARBON

(Having, like the others, tight-

ened his belt, dusted him-
self, brushed off his hat,

smoothed out his plume and
put on his lace cuffs, ad-
vances to ROXANE ceremoni-

ousUf.)

In that case, may I not present to

you
Some of these gentlemen who are

to have
The hono^' of dying in your pres-

ence?

THECAX®T
(Salutes)

Madame . . .

ROXANE

Monsieur . . .

CARBON

(Continues)

Baron de Casterac
De Cahuzac— Vidame de Malg’-

ouyre

Estressac Lesbas d*Escarabiot

—

THE vidame

Madame . . .

carbcw

Chevalier d^Antignac-Juzet

—

Baron Hillot de Blagnac-Sal6chan
De Castel-Crabioules

—

THE BARON

Madame . . .

ROXANE

Ekwmany
Names you all have!

THE BARON

Hundreds!

CARBON

(To roxane)
Open thee hand

That lK>kls your l^indkerdnrf.
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ROXANE

{Opens her hand; the hand-

kerchief falls,)

Why?
(The whole company makes a

movement toward it.)

CARBON

(Picks it up quickly.)

My company
Was in want of a banner. We have
now

The fairest in the army!

ROXANE

(Smiling)

Rather small

—

CARBON

(Fastens the handkerchief to

his lance.)

Lace—^and embroidered!

ANOTHER

Where the devil are we to find

—

ROXANE

(Overhears; sweetly)

Why, there

—

In my carriage.

AIX

Wha-at?

ROXANE

All you have to do
Is to unpack, and carve, and serve

things.

Oh,
Notice my coachman; you may rec-

ognize

An old friend.

THE CADETS

(Rush to the coach.)

Ragueneau!

A CADET

(To the others)

With her smiling on me,
I could die happy, if I only had
Something in my

—

CARBON

(Turns upon him)
Shame on you! Feast your eyes

And forget your

—

ROXANE

(Quickly)

It must be this fresh air

—

I am starving! Let me see . . .

CoM partridges.

Pastry, a littte whke wine—that
wouH do.

Will somecme bring that to me?

ROXANE

(Follows them loith her eyes.)

Poor fellows . . .

THE CADETS

(Acclamations)

Ah!
Ah!

CYRANO

(Kisses her hand.)
Our good fairy!

RAGUENEAU

(Standing on his box, like

a mountebank before a
crowd.)

Gentlemen!

—

(Enthusiasm.)

A CAT^ THE CADETS

(Aside)

Will someone!

—

Bravo!

Bravo!
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BAGXJENEAtJ

The Spaniards, basking in our
smiles.

Smiled on our baskets!

(Applause)

CYRANO

(Aside, to Christian)

Christian!

—

BAGUENEAU

They adored
The Fair, and missed

—

(He takes from under the seat

a dish, which he holds

aloft.

)

the Fowl!

(Applause. The dish is passed
from hand to hand

.

)

CYRANO

(As before, to Christian)

One moment

—

BAGUENEAU

Venus
Charmed their eyes while Adonis

quietly

(Brandishing a ham.)
Brought home the Boar!

(Applause; the ham is seized

by a score of hands out-

stretched.)

CYRANO

(As before.)

Pst— Let me speak to you

—

ROXANE

(As the CADETS return, their

arms full of provisions)

Spread diem out on the ground.

(Calls)

Christian! Come here;

Make yourself useful.

(CHRISTIAN turns to her, at the
moment when cybano was

409

leading him aside. She ar-

ranges the food, with his aid
and that of the two im-
perturbable footmen.)

BAGUENEAU

Peacock, aux truffes!

FIRST CADET

(Comes down, cutting a huge
slice of the ham.)

Tonnerre!
We are not going to die without a
gorge—

(Sees ROXANE; corrects him
self hastily.)

Pardon—a banquet!

BAGUENEAU

(Tossing out the cushions of
the carriage.)

Open these—^they are full

Of ortolans!

(Tumult; laughter; the cush-
ions are eviscerated.

)

THIRD CADET

Lucullus!

RAGUENEAU

(Throws out bottles of red
wine.

)

Flasks of ruby

—

(And of white)
Flasks of topaz

—

ROXANE

(Throtos a tcMeclath at the
head of cyrano.)

Come back out of your dreams!
Unfold this cloth

—

BAGUENEAU

(Takes off one of the lanterns

of the carriage, and flour-

ishes it.)

Our lamps are bonbonnieres!
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CYRANO

(To Christian)

I must see you before you speak

with her

—

RAGUENEAU

{More and more lyrical)

My whip-handle is one long sau-

sage!

ROXANE

(Fcuring wine; passing the

food.)
We

Being about to die, first let us dine!

Never mind the others—all for

Gascoyne!

And if de Guiche comes, he is not

invited!

(Going from one to another.)

Plenty of time—you need not eat

so fast

—

Hold your cup

—

(To another)

What s the matter?

THE CADET

(Sobbing)
You are so good

To us . . .

RC^ANE

There, therei Red or white wine?

—Some bread

Moasieur <le Carbcml—Nap-
kms—A knife

—

Pass j€mr plate— ScHne of the

coist? A more

—

—Burgm^?

—

CHEISTIAK

Nothing.

ROXANE

Oh, but you mustl—
A little wine? A biscuitf

CHRISTIAN

Tell me first

Why you came

—

ROXANE

By and by. I must take care

Of tl^se poor boys

—

LEBRET

(who has gone up stage to

pass up food to the sentry

on the parapet, on the end

of a lance.

)

De Guiche!

CYRANO

Hide everything

Quick!—^Dishes, bottles, tablecloth

Now look

Hungry again

—

(To RAGUENEAXj)

You there! Up on yout box

—

—Everything out of sight?-

—

(In a ttoinJding, everything

has been pushed inside the

tents, hidden m their hats or

under their cloaks, de
GUICHE enters quickly, then

stops, sniffing the ok. Su
lence.)

IPoBorm ' mi earn^td

of to serve.)

AidcaraWef

ROXANE

(Goes fO CHRISTIAN.

)

What would you I3:e?

De GUICHE

It smells good here.

A CADET

{Humming uMh an air of

great unconcern.)

horlmrka and ho4u>ho—
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DE GUICHE

(Stares at him; he grows em-
barrassed.)

You there

—

What are you blushing for?

THE CADET

Nothing—^my blood
Stirs at the thought of battle.

ANOTHER

Fom , . . pom . .
. pom/ . . .

DE CmCHE
(Turns upon him,)

What is that?

THE CADET

(Slightly stimulated)

Only song—only little song

—

DE GUICHE

You appear happy!

A CADET

(Simpering)

Charming attention!

So land!

—

ANOTHER

(Same business; burlesque)

Sweet solicitude!

—

DE GUICHE

(Contemptuous)
I believe you are both drunk

—

(Coldly)

Being unaccustomed
To guns—^take care of the recoil!

FIRST CADET

(Gesture)

Ah-h . . . PflFt!

DE GUICHE

(Goes up to Jnm, furious,)

How dare you?

THE CADET

Oh, yes—^always happy
Before a fight

—

DE GUICHE

(Calls to CARBON, for the pur-

pose of giving him an order.)

Captain! I

—

(Stops and looks at him.)

What the de\dl

—

You are looking happy too!

—

FIRST CADET

A Gascon’s gun never recoils!

DE GUICHE

(Shakes him by the arm.)

You are drunk

—

FIRST CADET

(Superbly)

With the smel of powcfer!

CARBON

(PuUs a long face and hides a
bottle behind his back.)

No!

DE GUICHE

Here I had
One gun remaining. I have had it

{He points off stage.)

There—in that ccraer—for your

men.

DE OTICHE

(Turns away wHJi a dmig.

)

B^f
(To roxane)

Madame, have you decided?

ROXANE

I stay here.

DE GUICHE

You have time to escape—^
,
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BOXANE

No!

DE GUICHE

Very well

—

Someone give me a musketl

CYRANO

(Saluting)

Colonel—you improvel

DE GUICHE

I can fight as I am!

CARBON

What!

DE GXnCHE

Here also.

I stay

CYRANO

(Formally)

Sir, you show courage!

FIRST CADET

A Gascon
In spite of all that lace!

FIRST CADET

(Delighted)

Listen to him

—

He has an accent!

DE GUICHE

( Laughs)
Have I so?

FIRST CADET

A Gascon!

—

A Gascon, after all!

(They all begin to dance.)

BOXANE

Why—

DE GUICHE

Mustirxm
Away, and leave a woman?

SECOND CADET

(To FIRST cadet)
We might give him

Son^thing to eat—^what do you
say?

(All the food reappears^ as if

by magic.)

DE GUICHE

(His face Ughts up.)

A feast!

CARBON

(Who has disappeared for a

Tuoment behind the parapet,

reappears on top of U.)

I have placed my pikemen
Here.

( Indicates a row of pikes

showing above the parapet.)

DE GUICHE

(Bows to BOXANE.)
Well review them; will you

take my arm?
(She takes his arm; they go
up on the parapet. The rest

uncover, and follow them
up stage.)

THT HD nATWF
Here a litde, there a Utile—

DE GUICHE

(Recovers his self-control;

haughtily.)

Do you think
I want your leavings?

CHRISTIAN

(Goes hurriedly to cybano.)
Speak quiddy!

(At the moment when boxane
appears on the parapet the

pikes are lowered in salute,

and a cheer is heard. She
hows.)
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IjBE pieemen

(Off stage)

Hurrah!

CHRISTIAN

What is it?

CYRANO

IfRoxan’e . . ,

CHRISTIAN

WeU?

CYRANO

Speaks about your letters . . .

CHRISTIAN

Yes—I know!

CYRANO

Do not make the mistake of show-
ing .

CHRISTIAN

, What?

CYRANO

Showing surprise.

CHRISTIAN

Surprise—^why?

CYRANO

I must tell you! . . .

It is quite simple— had forgotten

it

Until just now. You have . . .

CYRANO

I took upon me to interpret you;

And wrote—sometimes . . . with

out . . .

CHRISTIAN

My knowing. Well?

CYRANO

Perfectly simple!

CHRISTIAN

Oh, yes, perfectly!

—

For a month, we have been block-

aded here!

—

How did you send all these letters?

CYRANO

Daylight, I managed

—

Before

CHRISTIAN

I see. That was also

Perfectly simple!

—So I wrote to her,

How many times a week? Twice?
Three times? Four?

CYRANO

Oftener.

CHRISTIAN

Every day?

CYRANO

Yes—everyday . . ^

Every sin^e day . . ,

CHRISTIAN

Speak quickly!

CYRANO

You
Have written oftener than you

think.

CHRISTIAN

CHRISTIAN

(Violently)

And that wrought you up
Into such a flame that you faced

death

—

CYRANO

(Sees ROXANE returning.)

Hush^
Oh—^have I! Not before her!
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(He goes quicldy into the tent.

EOXANE comes up to CHRIS-

TIAN.)

ROXANE

Now—Christian!

CHRISTIAN

(Takes her hands.)

Tell me now
Why you came here—over these

ruined roads

—

Why you made your way among
mosstroopers

And ruffians—^you—^to join me
here?

Was like hearing your voice there

in the dark.

All around me, like your arms

around me . . .

(More lightly)

At last,

I came. Anyone would! Do you
suppose

The prim Penelope had stayed at

home
Embroidering,—^if Ulysses wrote

like you?

She would have fallen like another

Helen

—

Tucked up those linen petticoats

of hers

And followed him to Troy!

ROXANE

Your letters . . ,

Because

—

CHRISTIAN

But you

—

CHRISnAN

Meaning?

RCXSANE

It was your own fault

If I ran into danger! I went mad

—

Mad with you! Think what you
have written me.

How many times, each one mc^
wonderful

Than the lasd

ROXANE

Iread them
Over and over. I grew faint read-

ing them.

I belonged to you. Every page of

them
Was like a petal fallen from your

soul

—

Like the light and the fire of a
great love.

Sweet and strong and true

—

CHRISTIAN

All dm for a few absurd

LovB-lettKS

—

CHRISTIAN

Sweet . . - and strong . . .

and true . . .

You felt that, Roxane?

—

BOXAHE

Hush—afesiwdl How csn

you know?
ew sioce one

Wi^ a voice that I nevear woiald

have known
UiKJer my wmdow your

soul to me . . .

But—all this time, ycmr fetters

—

every one

ROXANE

You know how I feel! . . •

CHRISTIAN

So—you came . . .

ROXANE

Cffi, my Christian, oh my king,

—

Lift me up if I Ml upon my
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It is the heart of me that kneels to

you,

And will remain forever at vour
feet

—

You cannot lift that!

—

I came here to say
‘Forgive me’— (It is time to be for-

given

Now, when we may die presently)—^forgive me
For being light and vain and loving

you
Only because you were beautiful.

CHRISTIAN

(Astonished)

Roxane! . . .

ROXANE

Afterwards I knew better. Aft«,f^

wards
(I had to learn to use my wings) J
loved you

For yourself too—knowing you
more, and loving

More of you. And now

—

CHRISTIAN

Now? . . .

ROXANE

It is yourkeH
I love now: your own self.

CHRISTIAN

(Taken aback)

Roxane!

ROXANE

(Gravely)

Be happy!

—

You must have suffered; for you
must have seen

How frivoloiis I was; and to be
loved

F6r the mere dostuine, the poot
casual body

You went aboiA ii>M:o a soul like

yours,

4^5

That must have been tortuie?

Therefore with words
You revealed your heart. Now that

image of you
Which filled my eyes first—

1

see
better now.

And I see it no more!

CHRISTIAN

Oh!—

ROXANE

You Still doubt
You/ Ac cor/?

CHRISTIAN

I Miserably)

Roxane!

—

ROXANE

I understand:
you oannot perfectly believe in

me

—

A love like this

—

CHRISTIAN

I want no love like thisl

I want love only for

—

ROXANE

Only for what
Every woman sees in you? I can do
Better flian iMf

I

CHRISTIAN

No—it was beforef

ROXANE

You do not altogether know me
. . . Dear,

There is more of me than there was—^with this,

I can love more of you—^more of

what mskes
You your own self—Truly! . * •

If fok were fess

Lovable

—
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They are going to die!

ROXANE

—Less charming—ugly even

—

I should love you still.

CHRISTIAN

You mean that?

ROXANE
Ido

Mean thatl

CHRISTIAN

Ugly? . . .

ROXANE

Yes. Even then!

CHRISTIAN

(Agonized)

Oh . . . God! . • •

ROXANE

Now are you happy?

ROXANE

(Softly)

Dear Christian!

CHRISTIAN

Go~—
(She goes up among the

Gascons, who gather round
her respectfullv.)

Cyrano!

CYRANO

(Comes out of the tent, armed
for the battle .

)

What is wrong? You look

—

CHRISTIAN

She does not
Love me any more.

CYRANO

(Smiles)

You think not?

CHRISTIAN

(Choking)

Yes . . .

You.

CHRISTIAN

She loves

ROXANE

What is it?

CYRANO

No!—

CHRISmAN

(Furies her away gently.)

Only . . .

Nothing . . . or^ mcnnent . . •

ROXANE

CHRISTIAN

(Gesture toward the caxsets)

I am keeping you
From those poor felk>ws— Go and

smile at them;

CHRISTIAN

(Bitterly)

She loves only my soul,

CYRANO

No!

CHRISTIAN

Yes—
That means you. And you love her.

CYRANO

I?
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CHRISTIAN Go on—^you never will he ugly

—

I see

—

Go!

I know! She would never forgive me.

CYRANO CHRISTIAN

That is true • . . That is what
We shall see.

CHRISTIAN

More than

—

CYRANO

No, no

—

CYRANO

(Quietly)
CHRISTIAN

Let her choose betweani us!—

^

More than that.
Tell her everything!

CHRISTIAN CYRANO
Tell her so! No—you torture me

—

CYRANO CHRISTIAN
No. Shall I ruin your happiness, because

I have a cursed pretty face? That
CHRISTIAN seems

Why not? Too unfair!

CYRANO CYRANO

Why—^look at me! And am I to ruin yours

Because I happen to be bom with

CHRISTIAN power

She would love me if I were ugly.
To say what you—^perhaps—f^l?

CHRISTIAN
CYRANO

(Startled)
Tell her!

She— CYRANO
Said that? Man

—

Do not try me too far!
CHRISTIAN

Yes. Now then! CHRISTIAN

I am tired of being
CYRANO My own rival!

(Half to himself)

It was good of her CYRANO

To tell you that . . . Christian!

—

(Change of tone)

Nonsense! Do not believe CHRISTIAN

Any such madness

—

Our secret marriage

—

It was good of her No witnesses— fraudulent— that

To tell you , . . can be

Do not take her at her word! Annulled

—
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Do not try me

CHRISTIAN

I want her love

For the poor fool I am—or not at

aU!

Oh, I am going through with this!

m Imow,
One way or the other. Now I shall

walk down
To the end of the post. Go tell her.

Let her choose

One of us.

It will he you.

GHBISTIAN

God—

I

hope sot

(He turns and cdBs.)

Roxanel

No—iM)

—

(Hurries down to him.)

Yes, Christian?

CHRISTIAN

Cyrano
Has news for you—^important.

(She turns to cyrano. Chris-

tian goes out,)

(Takes her hand.)

Was it

True—^what you told him just now?

It was true!

I said that I should love him even

(Smiling sadly)

Comes hard—^before me?
The word

Even if he were . . .

I shall not be hurt!—Ugly?

Even then

I should love him.

(A few shots^ off stage, in the

direction in which Chris-

tian disappeared)

Harkl Ihe guns

—

Hideous?

iU^dly)
Oh—important? Hideous.

He is gcjue . . .

(To boxane)
Mnfhmg-— thmkg

You ought to know

—

Disfigured?

Or disfigured.

I do know. He stifi cfouhts

What I told him just now. I saw
that. Qxjtesque?
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ROXANE

How could he ever be gro-
tesque

—

Ever—^to me!

CYRANO

But you could love him so.

As much as?

—

ROXANE

Yes—and morel

CYRANO

(Aside, excitedly)

It is true!—true!

—

Perhaps—God! This is too much
happiness . . .

(To roxane)
I—Roxane—^listen

—

LE BRET

(Enters quickly; calls to

CYRANO in a low tone.)

Cyrano—

CYRANO

(Turns)

Yes?

LE BRET

Hush! . •

(Whispers a few words i

him.)

CYRANO

(Lets fall ROXANE s hand.)

Ah!

ROXANE

What is it?

CYRANO

(Half stunned, and oMde)
All gone . . *

ROXANE

(More shots)
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They are fighting!

—

(She goes up to look off

stage.)

CYRANO

All gone. I cannot ever
Tell her, now . . . ever . . .

ROXANE

(Starts to rush away.)
What has happened?

CYRANO

(Restrains her.)

Nothing.

(Several cadets enter. They
conceal something which
they are carrying, and form
a group so as to present
ROXA>TE from seeing their

burden.

)

ROXANE

These men

—

CYRANO

Come away . . .

(He leads her away from the

group.)

ROXANE

You were tellmg me
Something

—

CYRANO

Oh, that? Nothing • w ^

(Gfooely)

I swear to you
That the spirit of Christian—that

his soul

Was—
(Corrects himself quickly.)

That his soul is no fess great

—

ROXANE

(Ccdches ^ word.)

Wa^MTiat is it? Oil,
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(Crying out)

Oh!—
(She rushes among the men,
and scatters them,)

CYBANO

All gone . . .

CAKBON

Measure your fuse!

(ragueneac hurries up, carry-

ing a helmet full of water.

)

CHRISTIAN

(Faintly)

Roxane! . . .

EOXANE

(Sees CHRISTIAN lying upon
his cloak.)

Christian!

LE BRET

(To CYRANo)
At the first volley.

(roxane throws herself upon
the body of Christian.

Shots; at first scattered, then

increasing. Drums. Voices

shouting.)

CYRANO

(Low and quick, in Chris-

tian’s ear, while roxane is

dipping into the water a
strip of linen tom from her

dress.)

I have told her; she loves you.

(CHRISTIAN closes his eyes.)

ROXANE

(Turns to Christian.)

My darling?

Yes,

CARBON

(Sword in hand)
Here

They come!—^Ready!

—

(Followed by the cai^ts, he
climbs over the parapet and
disappears.

)

ROXANE

Christian!

CARBON

(Off stage)

Come on, there. You!

CARBON

Draw your ramrods!

ROXANE

(To CYRANO)
He is not dead? . • .

CARBON

Open your charges!

ROXANE

I can feel his cheek
Growing cold against mine

—

CARBON

Take aim!

ROXANE

Christian!

CARBON

Fall in!

ROXANE

Christian!

ROXANE

A letter

—

Over his heart

—

(She opens it.)

For me.

CYRANO

(Aside)

My letter . . .
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CABBON

Fire!

(Musketry, cries and groans.
Din of battle,)
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ROXANE

(Sinks down upon the breast

of CHRISTIAN.)

He is dead now . . .

CYRANO

(Trying to withdraw his hand,
which ROXANE, still upon
her knees, is holding,)

But, Roxane—^they are fighting

—

ROXANE

Wait a little . . .

He is dead. No one else knew him
but you . .

(She weeps quietly,)

Was he not a great lover, a great

man,
A hero?

CYRANO

(Standing, bareheaded,)

Yes, Roxane.

ROXANE

A poet, unknown.
Adorable?

CYRANO

Yes, Roxane.

ROXANE

A fine mind?

CYRANO

(Aside; draws his sword,

)

Why, $0 am I

—

For I am dead, and my love mourns
for me

And does not know . . .

{Trumpets in distance,)

DE GUICHE

(Appears on the parapet, di-

sheveled, wounded on the

forehead, shouting.)

The signal—^hark—^the trumpets!

The army has returned— Hold
them now!—Hold them!

The army!

—

ROXANE

On his letter—blood . . .

and tears.

A VOICE

(Off stage)

Surrender!

THE CADETS

No!

RAGDENEAXJ

Ibis place is dan^ro^!

—

CYRANO

Yes, Roxane.

ROXANE

A heart deeper than we knew

—

A soul magnificently tender?

CYRANO

(To DE GUICHe)
Take her away— am going

—

ROXANE

(Kisses the letter; faintly.)

His blood ... his tears . . .

CYRANO

(Firmly)

RAGUENEAU

(Leaps down from the coach

Yes, and runs to her.)

She has fainted

—

Roxane!
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DE GUICHE

(On the parapet; savagely^ to

the CA3>ETS)

Hold them!

VOICE OFT STAGE

Lay down yonr arms!

VOICES

No! No!

CYKANO

(To DE GTHCHe)

Sir, you have proved yourself

—

Talce care of her.

DE GUICHE

(Hurries to roxane and takes

her up in Ms arms.}

As you will—we can win, if you

hold on
A little longa:

—

I have two deaths to avenge now

—

Christian’s

And my own!

(They come down, cyrano

takes from him the lance

with ROXANE s handkerchief

still fastened to it.)

Float, little banner, with her

name!

(He plants it on the parapet;

then shouts to the cadets)

Toumbe dessus! Escrasas lous!

(To the fvfer)

Your fife!

Musicl

(Fife plays. The wounded
drag themselves to their

feet. Other cadets scramble

over the parapet and group

themselves around cyrano

and his tiny flag. The coach

is filled and covered with

men, bristling with muskets,

transformed into a redoubt.)

cyrano

Good!

(Calls out to ROXANE, as she is

ccmried away, fainting, by

im GUICHE a^ RAGXTENEAU.)

Adieu, Roxane!

(Tumulty outcries. Severed

CADETS come back wounded
and f(M on the stage.

cyrano, rushing to the fight,

is stopped on the crest of

the parapet by carbon, covh

ered tmik blood.)

carbon

We are l^ealdng— am twice

womideid—

CYRANO

(Skot^ to the Gascons.)

Hardd
Reetdez pas, DroUos!

(To CAJRBON, holding Mm up.)

So—^verfeari

A CADET

(Reels backward over the

wall, sttH fighting, shouts.)

They are climbing over!

—

(And falls dead.)

CYRANO

Very good

—

Let them come!— A salute now

—

(The parapet is crowned for

an instant with a rank of

enemies. The imperial ban-

ner of Spain is raised aloft.

)

Fire!

(Genercd voUey.)

VOICE

(Ammg the ranks of the

enemy)
Fire!

(Murderous counter-fire; the

CAraers fall on every side.)

A SPANISH OFFICER

( Uncovers)
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Who are these men who are so

fond of death?

CYRAISrO

(Erect amid the hail of bul-

lets, declaims,)

The Cadets of Gascoyne, the de-
fenders
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Of Carbon de Castel-Jaloux—
Free fighters, free lovers, free

spenders—
(He rushes forward, followed
by a few survivors.)

The Cadets of Gascoyne * . ,

(The rest is lost in the din of
battle.

)

CURTAIN

THE FIFTH ACT

CYRANO'S GAZETTE

Fifteen years later, in 1655. The Park of the Convent occupied by the

Ladies of the Cross, at Paris.

Magnificent foliage. To the Left, the House upon a broad Terrace al

the head of a flight of steps, with several Doors opening upon the Ter-

race. In the center of the scene an enormous Tree alone in the center of a

little open space. Toward the Right, in the foreground, among Boxwood
Bushes, a semicircular Bench of stone.

All the way across the Background of the scene, an Avenue overarched

by the chestnut trees, leading to the door of a Chapel on the Right, fust

visible among the branches of the trees. Beyond the double curtain of the

trees, we catch a glimpse of bright lawns and shaded walks, masses of

shrubbery; the perspective of the Park; the sky.

A little side door of the Chapel opens upon a Colonnade, garlanded

with Autumnal vines, and disappearing on the Right behind the box-trees.

It is late October. Above the still living green of the turf all the foliage

is red and yellow and brown. The evergreen masses of Box and Yew stand

out darkly against this Autumnal coloring. A heap of dead leaves under

every tree. The leaves are fading everywhere. They rustle underfoot along

the walks; the Terrace and the Bench axe half covered with them.

Before the Bench on the Right, on the side toward the Tree, is pkiced

a tall embroidery frame and beside it a little Chair. Baskets filed with

skeins of many-colored silks and balls of wool. Tapestry urrfnished on the

Frame.
At the Curtain Rise the nuns are coming and going across tho Park;

several of them are seated on the Bench around mother marguerite de

JESUS. The leaves are fading.
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SISTER MARTHE

( To MOTBER MARGUERITE )

Sister Claire has been looking in

the glass

At her new cap; twice!

Very.

MOTHER MARGUERITE

(To SISTER CLAIRE

)

It is very plain;

SISTER CLAIRE

And Sister Marthe stole a plum
Out of the tart this morning!

That he has come here every Sat-

urday,

Is it not?

MOTHER MARGUERITE
More than ten years; ever since

His cousin came to live among us

here

—

Her worldly weeds among our linen

veils.

Her widowhood and our virgin-

ity—
Like a black dove among white

doves.

MOTHER MARGUERITE

( To SISTER marthe)
That was wrong;

Very wrong.

sister CLAIRE

Oh, but such a little look!

sister marthe

Such a little plum!

MOTHER MARGUERITE

{Severely)

I shall tell Monsieur
De Cyrano, this evening.

SISTER CLAIRE

No! Oh no!

—

He will make fun of us,

SISTER ARTjhjk

He will say nuns
Are so gay!

SISTER CT.ATO'R

And so greedy!

"

MEOTHER ARGOerITE

{SmtLmg)
And ^ good . . .

SISTER CEoAIRE

It must be taa years. Mother Mar-
guerite,

SISTER MARTHE

No one
Else ever turns that happy sorrow

of hers

Into a smile.

ALL THE NUNS

He is such fun!—He makes us

Almost laugh!—^And he teases

everyone

—

And pleases everyone— And we all

love him

—

And he likes our cake, too

—

SISTER MARTHE

I am afraid

He is not a good Catholic.

SISTER CLAIRE

Some day
We shall convert him.

THE NUNS

Yes—yes!

MOTHER MARGUERITE

Let him be;

I forbid you to worry him . Perhaps
He might stop coming here.

SISTER MARTHE
But . . . God?
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MOTHER MARGUERITE

You need not
Be afraid. God knows all about him.

SISTER MARTHE

Yes . .

.

But every Saturday he says to me.
Just as if he were proud of it:

"Well, Sister,

I ate meat yesterday!”

MOTHER MARGUERITE

He tells you so?

The last time he said that, he had
not eaten

Anything for two days.

SISTER MARTHE

Mother!

—

MOTHER MARGUERITE

Very poor.

He is poor;

SISTER MARTHE

(To SISTER CLAIRE)

The Due de Grammont, is it not?

The Marshal?

SISTER CLAIRE

(Looks toward de guiche.)

I think so—yes.

SISTER MARTHE
He has not been to see her

For months

—

THE NUNS

He is busy—the Court!—^Tbe

Camp!

—

. ]

SISTER CLAIRE

The world . . .

(They go out, de guiche and
ROXANE come down m si^

lence^ and stop near the em-
broidery frame. Pause.)

SISTER MARTHE

Who* said so?

MOTHER MARGUERITE

Monsieur Le Bret.

DE GUICHE

And you remain here, wasting all

that gold

—

For ever in mourning?

ROXANE

For ever.

SISTER MARTHE

Why does not someone help him? DE GuiChE

And still faithful?

MOTHER MARGUEEOTE

He would be
Angry; very angry . . .

(Between the trees up stage,

ROXANE appears, all in

black, with a widows cap

and long veils, de guiche,

magnificently grown old,

walks beside her. They
move slowly, mother mar-
guerite rises.)

Let us go in

—

Madame Madeleine has a visitor.

ROXANE

And still faithful ...

DE GUICHE

(After a pause)

Have you forgiven me?

ROXANE

(Simply, looking up at

cross of the Convent)

I am here.

(Anoilm pause.)
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DE GUICHE

Was Christian ... all that?

ROXANE

If you knew him.

' GUICHE

Ah? We were not precisel]^ . . •

intimate . . .

And his last letter—always at your

heart?

ROXANE

It hangs here, like a holy reliquary.

nE guichdEj

Dead—^and you love him stilll

BOXANE

Sometimes I think

He has not altogether died; our

hearts

Meet, and his love flows all around
me, living.

DE GUICHE

(After another pause)

You see Cyrano ofim?

ROXANE

Every week.
My old friend takes the place of my

Gazette,

feings me all the news. Every Sat-

urday,

Under that tree where you are now,
his chair

Stands, if the day be flue. I want Iot

him.

Embroidering; ti^i hour strikes;

th^ I l^ar,

(I need not turn to look!) at the
last stroke.

His cane t^f^ing the ste^ He
lau^is at me

For my eternal needlework. He tdls

The story of the pa^ week

—

(le BRET appears on the

steps .

)

There's Le Bret!

—

(le BRET approaches.)

How is it with our friend?

LE BRET

Badly.

DE GmCHE
Indeed?

ROXANE

(To BE GUICHE)

Oh, he exaggerates!

LE BRET

Just as I said

—

Loneliness, misery—

I

told him
so!

—

His satires make a host of ene-

mies

—

He attacks the false nobles, the

false saints,

The false heroes, the false artists

—

in short.

Everyone!

ROXANE
But th^ fear that sword of his

—

No one dare touch him!

BE GUIGRCE

(With a shrug)

ITm—that may be so.

LE BRET

It is not violence I fear for him.

But scteude—poverty—old gray
I^cember,

Slealmg on wolfs feet, with a wolfs
green eyes.

Into his dark^iing room. Those
bravos yet

May strike our Swordsman down!
Every day now.

He draws h^ belt up one bole; his

poor nose
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Lrooks like old ivory; he has one
coat

Left—his old black serge.

BE GUICHE

That is nothing strange
In this world! No, you need not pity
him

Overmuch.

BE BBET

(With a bitter smtLe)

My lord Marshall . . .

BE GXnCHE

I say, do not

Pity him overmuch. He lives his

life.

His Own life, his own way

—

thought, word, and deed
Freel

LE BRET

(As before)

My lord Dukel . • .

BE GXUCHE

(Haughtily)

Yes, I know— have all;

He has nothing. Nevertheless, to-

day
I should be proud to shake his hand

(Saluting roxane)
Adieu.

roxane

I will go with you.

(be GxncHE salutes le bret,

and turns with roxane to-

ward the steps.)

BE Oui-OUE

(Fauses on the steps^ as sh^

clirnbs.)

Y^—I envy him
Now and Aen . . .

Do yoil know, when a man wins
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Everything in this world, when he
succeeds

Too much—^he feels, having done
nothing wrong

Especially, Heaven knows!—he
feels somehow

A thousand small displeasures with
himself.

Whose whole sum is not quite Re.
morse, but rather

A sort of vague disgust . . . The
ducal robes

Mounting up, step by step, to pride
and power,

Somewhere among their folds draw
after them

A rustle of dry illusions, vain re-

grets

As your veil, up the stairs here,

draws along

The whispe'* of dead leaves.

ROXANE

(Ironical)

The sentiment
Does you honor.

KE CUICBDB

Oh, yes , . .

(Pausing suddenly.)

Monsieur Le Bred

—

(To roxane)
You pardon us?

—

(He goes to be bret, and
speaks in a low tone.)

One moment— It is true

That DO one dares attadfc yom
ffreitd. Some people

Dislike him, none the le^. The
Other day

At Court, such a one said to me:
"This man

Cyrano may die—accidentally.'^

BE BRET

(Coldly)

ThaiA you.
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ROXAIfEI>E GUICHE

You may thank me. Keep him at

home
All you can. Tell him to be careful.

UE BRET

(Shaking his hands to heav-

en,)

Careful!

—

He is coming here. Ill warn him

—

yes, but! . . .

ROXANE

{Still on the steps, to a nun
who approaches her)

Here
’) am—^what is it?

THE NUN
Madame, Ragueneau

Wishes to see you.

ROXANE

Bring him here.

(To LE BRET and EE guiche)
He comes

For sympathy—having been first of

aU

A Poet, he became since then, in

turn,

A Singer-

—

XE BRET

Bath-house keeper

—

Today

—

Kow,

RAGUENEAU

(Enters hurriedly.)

Madame!

—

(He sees le bret.)

Monsieur!

—

ROXANE

(Smiling)

First tell your troubles

To Le Bret for a moment.

RAGUENEAU

But, Madame

—

(She goes out, with de guiche,

not hearing him. rague-
NEAU comes to le bret.)

After all, I had rather— You are

here

—

She need not know so soon— I

went to see him
Just now— Our friend— As I came

near his door,

I saw him coming out. I hurried on
To join him. At the comer of the

street.

As he passed— Could it be an ac-

cident?

—

I wonder!—At the window over-

head,

A lackey with a heavy log of wood
Let it fall

—

ROXANE

Saaristan

—

LE BRET

Cyrano!

Acte

—

LE BRET
RAGUENEAU

I ran to him—

-

MnCANE

Hairdresser

—

LE BRET

God! cowards!

LE BRET

Music-master-

RAGUENEAU

I found him lying there

—

A great hole in his head

—
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LE BKET

Is he alive?

RA.GUENEAU

Alive—^yes. But ... I had to

cany him
Up to his room—^Dieu! Have you

seen his room?

—

UE BRET

Is he suffering?

RAGUENEAU

No; unconscious.

LE BEET

Call a doctor?
Did you

RAGUENEAXJ

One came—^for charity.

LE BRET

Poor Cyrano!—We must not teU
Roxane

All at once . . . Did the doctor

say?

—

RAGUENEAU

He said

Fever, and lesions of the— I forget

Those long names— Ah, if you had
seen him there,

His head all white bandages!—^Let

us go
Quickly—there is no one to care for

him

—

All alone— If he tries to raise his

head.

He may die!

EE BRET

{Draws him away to the

Right )

This way— It is shprter—through

The Chapel

—

ROXANE

{Appears on the stairway, and
calls to LE BRET as he is go-
ing out by the colonnade
which leads to the small

door of the Chapel .

)

Monsieur Le Bret!

—

(le BRET and ragueneau
rush off without hearing

.

)

Running away
When I call to him? Poor dear

Ragueneau
Must have been very tragic!

{She comes slowly down the
stair, toward the tree.)

What a day! . . .

Something in these bright Autumn
afternoons

Happy and yet regretful—an old
sorrow

Smiling ... as though poor little

April dried

Her tears long ago—and remem-
bered . . .

{She sits down at her work.

Two nuns come out of the

house carrying a great chair

and set it under the tree .

)

Ah

—

The old chair, for my old friend!

—

SISTER MARTHE

The best one
In our best parlor!

—

ROXANE

Thank you, Sister

—

{The NUNS withdraw.)

There

—

{She begins embroidering.

The clock strikes.)

The hour!—He will be coming now—^my silks

—

All done striking? He never was so

late

Before! The sister at the door—my
thimble . . .

Here it is—she must be exhorting

him
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To repent all his sins . . .

(A pause)

He ought to be
Converted, by this tin^— Another

leaf

—

(A dead leaf falls on her work;

she brushes it away .

)

Certainly nothing couW—my scis-

sorsr-—ever

Keep him away

—

BOXANE

{Carelessly.^ still sewing)

Was your visitor

Tiresome?

CYBANO

Why, hardly that—^inopportane,

Let us say—an old friend of mine

—

at least

A very old acquaintance.

A NUN

iAppears on the steps.)

Monsieur de Bergerac.

BOXANE

(Without turning)

What was I saying? • . . Hard,

sometimes, to matdh

These faded colors! . . .

(While she goes on working,

CYBANO appears at the top

of the steps, very pale, his

hat drawn over his eyes.

The who has brought

him in atixiy. He begins

to descend the Heps leaning

on his cane, and holding

himself on his feet only by
an evident effort, boxane
turns to him, with a tone of

friendly banter.)

After fourteen years.

Late—for the first time!

(Bmch^ 0^ and sinks

into it; hk jgmf tone conr

trastmg with Ms tortured

face.)

! cMained by

—

mmAms
Wei?

CYBANO
A vistor.

BOXANE

Did you tell him
To go away?

CYBANO

For the time being, yes.

I said: "Excuse me—this is Satur-

day

—

I have a previous engagement, one

I cannot miss, even for you— Come
back

An hour from now/’

BOXANE

Your friend will have to wait;

I shall not let you go till dark.

CYBANO

(Very gently)

Perhaps

A tede before dark, I must go . . .

{He learn back in the chair,

and closes his eyes, sisteb

MABTHE crosses above the

stairway, boxane sees her,

motions her to waU, then

turns to CYRANO.)

BCXXANE

Look

—

Somebody waiting to he teased,

CYBANO

(Quk^k^, opens his eyes.)

04 course!

(In a big, (xmic ixnce)

Sister, approach! . . ^ nMost unexpected.
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(sister mabthe glides toward
him.)

Beautiful downcast eyes!

—

So shy

—

SISTER MAETHE
(Looks up, smiling.)

You

—

(She sees his face.)

OhI—

CYRANO

(Indicates roxane.)

Shi—Careful!
(Resumes his burlesque tone.)

Yesterday,

I ate meat again!

sister marthe

Yes, I know.
(Aside)

That is why
He looks so pale . . .

(To him: low and quickly)

In the refectory.

Before you go—come to me
there

—

111 make you
A great bowl of hot soup—will you

come?

CYRANO

(Boisterously)

Ah

—

Will I comet

SISTER MARTHE

You are quite reasonable

Today!

ROXANE

Has she converted you?

SISTER MARTHE
* Oh, no—

'

Not for the world]

—

CYRANO

Why, now I think of it.

That is so— You, bursting with
holiness,

And yet you never preach! Aston-

ishing

I call it , . .

(With burlesque ferocity)

Ah—^now 111 astonish you

—

I am going to

—

(With the air of seeking for a
good joke and finding U)—^let you pray for

Tonight, at vespers!

ROXANE

Ahal

CYRANO

Look at her—

-

Absolutely struck dumb!

SISTER MARTHE

(Gently)

I did not wait

For you to say I might.

(She goes out.)

CYRANO

(Returns to roxane, who is

bending over her work.)

Now, may the devil

Admire me, if I ever hope to see

The end of Aat enfeomeiEyf

ROXA5IE

(SmUing)
I thou^

It was time you said that,

(A breath of wmd comes a

few leaves to fad.)

CYRANO

The leaves

—

ROXANE

(Raises her head and looks

away through the trees.)

What cokr

—
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Perfect Venetian red! Look at them

fall.

CYRANO

Yes—they know how to die. A little

way
From the branch to the earth, a

little fear

Of mingling with the common dust

—^and yet

They go down gracefuUy—a fall

that seems

Like flying!

ROXANE

Melancholy—^you?

Roxanel

CYRANO

Why, no,

ROXANE

Then let the leaves fall. Tell me
now

The Court news—^my Gazette!

CYRANO

Let me see

—

ROXANE
Ah!

CYRANO

(More and more pale, strug-

gUng against pain)

Saturday, the nineteenth: The King
fefl m.

After eight helpings of grape

marmafede.

ife malady was brcM^t before the

court.

Found guilty of hi^ treascm;

whereupon
His Maj^ty revived. The royal

pulse

Is now normal. Sunday, the itoen-

tieth:

The Queen gave a grand ball, at

which they burned

ROSTAND

Seven hundred and sixty-three wax
candles. Note:

They say our troops have been vic-

torious

In Austria. Later: Three sorcerers

Have been hung. Special post: The
little dog

Of Madame d'Athis was obliged to

take

Four pills before

—

ROXANE

Monsieur de Bergerac,

W^ill you kindly be quiet!

CYRANO

Monday . . . nothing.

Lygdamire has a new lover.

ROXANE

Oh,

CYRANO

{His face more and more al-

tered)

Tuesday,

The Twenty-second: AH the court

has gone

To Fontainebleau. Wednesday:
The Comte de Fiesque

Spoke to Madame de Montglat; she

said No.
Thursday: Mancini was the Queen

of France

Or—^very nearly! Friday: La Mont-
glat

Said Yes. Saturday twenty-sixth. . .

.

{His eyes close; his head sinks

back; sUence.)

ROXANE

{Surprised at not hearing any
more, turns, looks at him,

and rises, frightened.)

He has fainted

—

{She runs to him, crying out.)

Cyrano!
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CYRANO

{Opens his eyes.)

What . . . What is it? . . .

(He sees roxane leaning over
him, and quickly pulls his

hat down over his head and
leans hack away from her in

the chair.)

No—oh no

—

It is nothing—^truly!

ROXANE

But—

CYRANO

My old wound

—

At Arras—sometimes—^you know.

ROXANE

My poor friend!

CYRANO

Oh it is nothing; it will soon he
gone. . . .

{Forcing a smile)

There! It is gone!

ROXANE

{Standing close to him)
We all have our old wounds

—

I have mine—^here . . .

{Her hand at her breast)

under this faded scrap

Of writing. ... It is hard to read

now—all

But the blood—and the tears. . . .

{Twilight begins to fall.)

CYRANO

His letter! . . . Did you
Not promise me that some day . . .

that some day
You would let me read it?

ROXANE

His letter?—^You . . .

CYRANO

I do wish it—^today.

ROXANE

(Gives him the little silken bag
from around her neck.)

Here. . , *

CYRANO

May I . . . open it?

ROXANE

Open it, and read.

{She goes back to her work,

folds it again, rearranges her
silks.)

CYRANO

{Unfolds the letter; reads.)

"Farewell Roxane, because today I

die—”

ROXANE

{Looks up, surprised.)

Aloud?

CYRANO

(Reads)

"I know that it will be today.

My own dearly beloved—and my
heart

Still so heavy with love I have not
told.

And I die without telling you! No
more

Shall my eyes drink the of you
like wine.

Never more, with a look that is a

kiss,

Follow the sweet grace of you

—

ROXANE

How you read iV-

His letter!

CYRANO

(Continues)

"I remember now the wayYou wish

—
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You have, of pushing back a lock of

hair

With one hand, from your forehead

—^and my heart

Cries out

—

KOXAKE

His letter . . . and you read it so

(The darkness increases im-

perceptibly .

)

CYRANO

"Cries out and keeps crying: Tare-

well, my dear.

My dearest
—

”

ROXANE

In a voice. . . .

CYRANO
"—^My own hearts own.

My own treasure

—

ROXANE

(Dreamdy)
In such a voice. . . .

CYRANO
—^“My love

—

ROXANE

—As I remember hearhig . . .

(She trembles.)

—Icmg ago. . . •

(She comes near hkn^ sof&f,

wtAma Ms h^;
pas^ ffte cfeiir, lems over

' lof^ding^ Ae letter.

The darkness increases.)

CYRANO
"— am neve^ ^way from you.

Evm now,
I shaH iK)t leave you. In anad^
wcrM,

I shall be stil that one wiK> loves

you, loves you
Beyond mea^ire, beyosud

—

ROXANE

(Lays her hand on his shoul-

der.)

How can you read

Now? It is dark. . . .

(He starts, turns, and sees her

there close to him. A little

movement of surprise, al-

most of fear; then he bows
his head.

A long pause; then in the twi-

light now completely fallen,

she says very softly, clasp-

ing her hands)

And all these fourteen years.

He has been the old friend, who
came to me

To be amusing.

CYRANO

Roxane!

—

ROXANE

It was you*

CYRANO

No, no, Roxane, no!

ROXANE

And I might have known.
Every time that I heard you speak

my name! . . .

CYRANO

No— It was not I

—

ROXANE

It was . . . you!

CYRANO
I swear

—

ROXANE

I underetand everything now: The
letters

—

Ihat was you . • .

No!
CYRANO
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ROXANE

And the dear, foolish words

—

That was you. . , .

CYRANO
No!

ROXANE

And the voice ... in the dark. . . .

That was . .
. you!

4SS

Why were you silent for so many
years.

All the while, every night and every
day.

He gave me nothing—you knew
that— You knew

Here, in this letter lying on my
breast,

Your tears— You knew they were
your tears

—

CYRANO

On my honor

—

ROXANE

Ajid . . . The Soul!

—

That was all you.

CYRANO

I never loved you

—

CYRANO

(Holds the letter out to her.)

The blood
Was his.

ROXANE

Why do you break that silence now.
Today?

ROXANE

You loved me.
Yes,

CYRANO

(Desperately)

No— He loved you

—

ROXANE

You love me!
Even now.

CYRANO

(His voice weakens.)

No!

ROXANE

(Smiling)

And why - . . so great a No?

CYRANO

No, no, my own dear love, I love

you not! . . .

(Fause.)

ROXANE

How many tibmgs have died . . .

and are new-^boml . ^ .

CYRANO

Why? Oh, because

—

(le brct and bagueneau
enter, running.)

LE BRET

What recklessness-

I knew it! He is here!

CYRANO

(Smiling, and trymg to rise)

WeQ? Here I ami

RAGUENEAU

He has killed himself, Madame,
coming here!

ROXANE

He— Oh, God. . . . And that

faintness . . . was that?

—

CYRANO

No,
Nothing! I did not finish my

Gazette

—

Saturday, twenty-sixth: An hour or

so
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Before dinner. Monsieur de Ber-

gerac

Died, foully murdered.

{He uncovers his head, and
shows it swathed in band-

ages.)

EOXANE

Oh, what does he mean?

—

Cyranol—What have they done to

you?

—

CYHANO

“Struck down
By the sword of a hero, let me
fan—

Steel in my heart, and laughter on
my lips!”

Yes, I said that once. How Fate
loves a jest!

—

Behold me ambushed—taken in the

rear

—

My battlefield a gutter—my noble

foe

A ladcey, with a log of woodi . . .

It seems
Too logical— I have missed every-

thing.

Even my deathi

BAGUENEAtr

{Breaks down.)
Ah, Monsieur!

—

CYRANO

Ragueneau,
^op blubbering!

{Takes his hand.)

What are you writing nowadays.
Old poet?

RAGUENEAU

{Throt^h his tears)

I am not a poet now;
I snuflF the—light the caiodles—for

MoHere!

CYRANO
Oh—^Moh^e!

ROSTAND

RAGUENEAU

Yes, but I am leaving him
Tomorrow. Yesterday they played

Scapin—
He has stolen your scene

—

ms BRET

The whole scene—^word for word!

RAGUENEAU

Yes: ‘ What the devil was he doing
there”—

That one!

LE BRET

(Furious)

And Moliere stole it all from you

—

Bodily!

—

CYRANO

Bah— He showed good taste. , . .

(To ragueneau)
The Scene

Went well? • . .

RAGUENEAU

Ah, Monsieur, they laughed—and
laughed

—

How they did laugh!

CYRANO

Yes—that has been my life

Do you remember that night Chris-

tian spoke

Under your window? It was always
so!

While I stood in the darkness xm-
demeath.

Others climbed up to win the ap-

plause—the kiss!

—

Well—that seems only justice— I

still say.

Even now, on the threshold of my
tomb

—

“Moliere has genius^—Christian had
good looks

—

(The chapel heU is ringing.

Along the avenue of trees
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above the stairway, the

NUNS jiass in procession to

their prayers
.

)

They are going to pray now; there

is the bell.

ROXANE

(Raises herself and calls to

them.

)

Sister!—Sister!

—

CYRANO

(Holding on to her hand)
No,—do not go away

—

I may not still be here when you
return. . . .

(The NUNS have gone into the

chapel. The organ begins to

play.)

A little harmony is all I need

—

Listen. . . .

ROXANE

You shall not die! I love you!

—

CYRANO

No—
That is not in the story! You re-

member
When Beauty said T love you” to

the Beast

That was a fairy prince, his ugli-

ness

Changed and dissolved, like magic.

. . . But you see

I am still the same.

ROXANE

And I— have done

This to you! AJl my fault—^mine!

CYRANO

You? Why, no.

On the contrary! I had never Imown
Womanhood and its sweetness but

for you.

My mother did not love to look at

me

—

I never had a sister— Later on,

I feared the mistress with a mock-
ery

Behiid her smile. But you—^be-

cause of you
I have had one friend not quite all a

friend

—

Across my life, one whispering

silken gown! . . .

LE BRET

(Points to the rising moon.

v:hich begins to shine down
between the trees .

)

Your other friend is looking at you»

CYRANO

(Smiling at the moon)
I see. .

ROXANE

I never loved but one man in mj
life,

And I have lost him—twice. . . .

CYRANO

Le Bret— shall be up there pres-

ently

In the moon—without having to in-

vent

Any flying-machines!

ROXANE

What are you saying? . . .

CYRANO

The moon—^yes, that would be the

place for me

—

My kind of paradise! I shall find

there

Those other souls who should be

friends of mine

—

Socrates—Galileo

—

LE BRET

(Revolting)

No! No! No!

It is too idiotic—^too unfair

—
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Such a friend—^such a poet—such

a man
To die so—^to die so!

—

CYRANO

(Affectionately)

There goes Le Bret,

Growling!

LE BKET

(Breaks down.)

My friend!

—

CYRANO

(Hdf raises himself, his eye

wanders.)

The Cadets of Gascoyne,

The Defenders. . . . The elemen-

tary mass

—

Ah—fhere’s the poiat! Now, then

XJS RREX'

Delirious

—

And all that learning

—

CYRANO

On the oth^ hand.

We have Copernicus

—

HOKANE

Oh!

CYRANO

(More and more delirious)

"Very wel.
But what the devil was he doing

diere?

—

What the devil was he doing there.

Tip there?' . . .

(He dededms.)

Philosopher and sderMst,

Poet^ nmsickm, dudUst—
He flew and feU back

again/

A pretty toit—whose like we
lack—

A lover . . . not like other men.

Here lies Hercule-Savinien

De Cyrano de Bergerac—
Who was all things—and all in

vain!

Well, I must go—pardon— I can-

not stay!

My moonbeam comes to carry me
away. . . .

(He falls back into the chair,

half fainting. The sobbing

of ROXANE recalls him to

reality. Gradually his mind
comes hack to him. He
looks at her, stroking the

veil that hides her hair.

)

I would not have you mourn any

the less

That good, brave, noble Christian;

but perhaps

—

I ask you only this—^when the great

cold

Gathers around my bones, that you
may give

A double meaning to your widow s

weeds
And the tears you let fall for him
may be

For a little—my tears. . . .

ROXANE

(Sobbing)

Oh, my love! . . .

CYRANO

(Suddenly shaken as with a

fever ft, he raises himself

erect and pushes her away.)
—^Not here!

—

Not lymg down! . . .

(Th^ spring forward to help

Mm; he motions them
back.)

Let no om help me

—

my one!-

—

Only the tree. . . .

(!He sets Ms bade agamst the

trunk. Pause.)
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It is coining ... I feel

Already shod with marble . . .

gloved with lead . . .

(Joyously)

Let the old fellow come now! He
shall find me

On my feet—sword in hand

—

(Draws his sword.)

UE BKET

Cyrano!

—

ROXANE

(Half fainting)

Cyrano!

Oh,

CYRANO

I can see him there—he grins

—

He is looking at my nose—^that

skeleton—^What^s that you say? Hopeless?—^VVhy, very well!

—

But a man does not fight merely to

win!

No—^no—^better to know one fights

in vain! . . .

You there—Who are you? A hun-
dred against one

—

I know them now, my ancient en-

emies

—

(He lunges at the empty air.)

Falsehood! . . . There! There!

Prejudice— Compromise

—

Cowardice

—

(Thrusting)

WhaFs that? No! Surrender? No!

Never—never! . . .

Ah, you too. Vanity!

I knew you would overthrow me
in the end

—

No! I fight on! I fight on! I fight on!

(He swings the blade in great

circles, then pauses, gasp-

ing. When he speaks again,

it is another tone.)

Yes, all my laurels you have riven

away
And all my roses; yet in spite of

you.

There is one crown I hear away
with me.

And tonight, when I enter before

God,
My salute shall sweep all the stars

away
From the blue threshold! One thing

without stain.

Unspotted from the world, in spite

of doom
Mine own!

—

(He springs forward, his

sword aloft.)

And that is . . .

(The sword escapes from his

hand; he totters, and falls

into the arms of le bbet
and RAGUENEAU.

)

ROXANE

(Bends over him and kisses

him on the forehead.)—^That is . . .

CYRANO

(Opens his eyes and smiles up
at her.)

My white plume. . . .

CURTAIN
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ACT ONE

Scene I

A room in the Hotel du Quercy, rue de la Glaciere, in Paris,

A November morning, about 11:00. Fresh and bright outside.

A single door and an archway upstage. A large window, with the rooj ^

of Paris showing.

Against the wall is a messy bed. A washstand, a chest of drawers, a
round table with an armchair and a single chair by the chest of drawers.

Near the bed a small table.

On the wall over the bed are hung a sword and the flag of the Russian
Imperial Guard. On the back wall is an ikon, its flame glowing.

MiKAiL is discovered lying on the, bed, polishing a boot. He is about

forty-five—lean, lithe and, for no good reason, quite content with his lot.

After a few seconds, he wearily drops the boot and puts the brush on th^

small table. Then starts to read a paper, which is on the bed,

TATIANA is off Stage, singing.

MTKAiL. Tatiana?

TATIANA {off stage). Yes!

MTKAIL. What are you doiag?

TATIANA {off stage)

.

Washing, And
what is my darliag doing?

MiTCATL, Your darling has been pol-

ishing his boots. He is now resting.

{Leans back on pillows) He is

drawing the covers over his wasted

limbs and trying to forget that there

is no coal in the stove, (tatiana

enters, with a shirt rolled into a
ball. She comes to edge of the bed
and shakes it out) And what, in the

blessed name of St. Christopher, is

that?

{tatiana, somewhat younger than

her husband, is lovely, graceful,

gracious, regal, shabby.)

MIKATL. My . . .

TATIANA. I washed it with my owA
hands.

MiEAEL {horrified). That is my
shirt? That—^that fragment!

TATIANA. Yes, darling, your shirt

{She holds it up, proving that il

bears some resernblance to a mans
shirt. But it has been so trimmed
that the back is far longer than th4^

front) Your only shirt. {She ha*

come close to the bed.)

MIKAIL. But—^just what has hap-

pened to what used to be the ta3?

TATIANA. You had no more hand-
kerchiefs. So I had to cut some out

of . . .

TATIANA. Your shirt, darling. mikail. Out of my shirtl

445
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rATL.VNA. You know very well IVe
used up the last of my chemises.

MiKAiL {melting). Oh, my darling—^my sweet, my beautiful! {He
seizes h^r hand and attempts to

draw her down onto the bed.)

TATiAM/t {resisting). No, you fool!

I have; \o work . . . {Goes to

chesty hings up shirt,)

MiKAis,, Tatiana! How can I beg for

your forgiveness? You sacrificed the

last of your chemises—^and I com-
plain at the loss of a mere shirt-tail.

{With deep fervor) You are a saint,

Tatiana, a saint!

TATIANA (walks to bed). You’re
sure of that? {Sits on end of bed.)

MXKAiL, It’s the very word that was
used by my Imperial Master. {He
crosses himself) Your august
cousin. {She crosses herself) He
said: "In marrying Tatiana Petrov-
na, you marry a saint!”

TATIANA (nodding). He knew me
very wel.

mikail. He was speaking of your
devotion—but not of your manners.

TATIANA (indignantly). And is

there anything wrong with my
manners?

MIKAIL {mdM:^en^). Oh—you
can’t be blamed timm.

tatlana. Blasoedf

mikail. You b<mi a Grand
Duchess, and you ladced the
portunity for social contacts that
was given to the rest of us. It gave
you a bad start in life.

TATIANA. What do you mean?

MIKAIL. Wherever you go, I have to
act as interpreter—and apologist

—

for you.

TATIANA. Get up! (Fulls newspaper
from his hands,)

MIKAIL (humbly). But why?

TATIANA. Obey me! {Rises from
bed, leans against washstand.)

MIKAIL. But—^my darling—this bed
is so warm and so comfortable.

TATIANA (solemnly). Mikail Alex-
androvitch Ouratieff, at whatever
sacrifice of your comfort, I com-
mand you to get up. (She is being
very stern, very imperious. There
should he no suggestion of ban-
tering in her tone.)

MIKAIL (sighing). All right (He
swings his bare feet out of bed, and
as he rises, steps on his boot. He
leans over and starts to put the
boot on.)

TATIANA. Put that shoe down! And
come over here. (He obeys rue-
fully) Since you are such a good
apologist, you will offer your apob-
gies—to me!
(mikail advances towards her
slowly and when he is dose to her
attempts to click his bare heels to-

gether and bows low.

)

mbkail. My beloved Tatiana. . , ,

TATIANA (goes to end of bed, sit^).

Yo^ will be expressed^in
form.

mikail. General Prince Mikafl
Aiexandroviteh Ouratieff, aide^de-
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camp to His Imperial Majesty, of-

fers Her Imperial Highness the
Grand Duchess Tatiana Petrovna
his very humble apologies.

TATIANA. Approach!

(mikail obeys, coming very close

to her. She gives him a vigorous
slap on the face.)

IvdOBKAIL. Ouch!

TATIANA (angrily). How dare you
say “ouch”? You re an oflBcer. You
are not permitted to feel pain.

MIKAIL. Very well, Highness. The
ouch is withdrawn.

(TATIANA rises suddenly, seizes him
in her arms and drags him down on
the bed.)

TATIANA. Darhng, darling, darling.

You are forgiven. (She kisses him
fiercely.

)

MIKAIL. Completely?

TATIANA. Completely!

MIKAIL. And youTl let me be just a
little bit sad if I want to?

TATIANA. And IT[ be sad with you
always, dear. (Puis her arms
around him.

)

MIKAIL. Ah, God! How good it is

to be Russian.

TATIANA. And msane!

MiKAm. Life for us is so v^y, v^
and so very, very beautifuL u

TATfeANAl. And so tiresome. Tm
starving. (She sits up.}

MIKAIL. So am I, Tatiaschka.
There’s a horrible, gnawing empti-
ness in my soul.

TATIANA. I was not speaking of
souls. Im hungry here. (She slaps
her stomach) Give me some money.

mikatt. (astounded). Money?

TATIANA. Yes—Im going shopping,

mikail. But surely—^not with
money?

TATIANA. Mikail! Don’t tell me
there’s none left.

MIKAIL (sighing). There is the stun
of one hundred francs, Tatiana.
That is all.

TATIANA {brightly). But that h
enough.

MTKAiL. And out of the hundred, we
owe eighty to the proprietor of this

lamentable hotel.

TATIANA, That little nuisance?
Haven’t we trained him in the vir-

tue of patience?

MIKAIL. No, we have been fortu-

nate in that 1^ has the gout^ mj
Tatiana, and tberefcue c^mwt
climb the six flights of stairs. But
he must be paid. Ei^ty francs. To-
day. Otherwise . . . out we go!

TATIANA. Very well—he sfuM fee

paid! I shall give him his ei^ty
francs today, and tomorrow he shaH
lend us two hundred. (She has

Parted preparh^ to go otd. She am
he brisk, very competent, when
chooses.

)

MIKAEL. But, wiH he?
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TATIANA, m appeal to his snob-

bery. For two hundred francs 111

make him Count of Pultava!

MDCAiL {scornfully), A Count. Do
you think that would impress him?
Why last week for only fifty francs

you made him a Duke. , . .

TATIANA. Did I?

MiKAiL. Duke of Courlande.

TATIANA. Very well, then— can do
better than that: tomorrow he wiU
become a Grand Ehike—entitled to

precede himself in to dinner.

MIKAEL (overwhelmed with admira-

tion). Tatiana, what resource!

TATIANA. Resourcefulness has been

thrust upon us, my pigeon! {She

pauses momentarily in her dressing

to assume an attitude) We are two

against the world!

MTKAiL. No! Not two

—

Only one

—

you!

TATIANA. Ah, Mikaill How far do
you suppose I could go in life with-

out you?

MIKAIL {sits on bed). Come, Tati-

ana. Get back into this bed.

TATIANA. No! Give me the hundred
francs,

(R^retftdly he reaches under the

jmUow and takes out a hundred-

franc rwte.)

MiEAiL. You will surely pay ei^ty
of these to the Duke of Courlande?

TATIANA. YeS! Hell be paid—his

eighty francs.

MIKAIL. That will leave twenty
francs. Bring back at least ten of it.

TATIANA {taking the note), I shall

pay the landlord eighty francs and
buy the food, and bring back eighty

francs.

MIKAIL {anxiously), Tatiana—

I

don’t imderstand your arithmetic

TATIANA. Darling!

MIKAIL. But I suspect the honest)^

of your intentions.

TATIANA {turns to him). Darling,

do you trust me?

MIKAIL. Within reason, my love.

TATIANA. Then believe me. I swear,

by Saint Peter and Saint Paul—

I

swear to bring back eighty-five

francs. I shall bring back ninety

francs! I shall buy some cutlets of

horse and some potatoes, and I

shall bring back ninety-five francs

and two artichokes!

MTKAIL, Tatiana, you’re very fond
of artichokes, aren’t you?

TATIANA. No, I hate them, but
while the grocer is selecting the

poorest potatoes, I shall be left

alone amongst the artichokes. {Tuts

on hat.)

MIKAIL {looks heavenward rever-

ently). I humbly beg that the Fa-
ther of all Hving may look the

other way, that He vrill not see the

Grand Ehichess Tatiana Petrovna,

cousin to the Tsar (he makes the

sign of the cross) arrested for steal-

ing artichokes.
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TATIANA. Nonsense! I am never ar-

rested!

MiKAiL. Yon have been incredibly

lucky.

TATIANA (picks up bag). Oh, no,

Mikail, it is more than luck. It is

the intervention of God—^the God
of all the Russias. Why—^the other

day, the grocer almost saw me as I

was letting a bunch of radishes fall

into this bag, but his eyes were
miraculously diverted to the ceil-

ing.

MiEAiL (with decision), Tatiana

—

give me that bag. I shall go myself.

TATIANA. No! By St. Christopher,

no! A general of Cavalry to be seen
in the streets of Paris with cutlets

of horse! Never!

3^AIL. But it is quite aU right for

a Grand Duchess.

TATIANA (puts bog ou table). A
Grand Duchess is above appear-

ances!

MIKAIL (sits on end of bed. With
resignation). Very well—go on and
commit your pathetic tihieveries.

But what of tomorrow—and all the

tomorrows that follow? The Rus-
sian God may grow weary of di-

verting grocers' eyes.

TATIANA. Then we will find some-
thing to sell. (Futs on coat) We
have always found . . .

MIKAIL. There's not much left. (He
looks about the room with a sigh)

Except my sword. . . .

TATIANA. The sword of Alexander

the Third! Never!

MIKAIL. And the flag . . .

TATIANA. The flag of the Imperial
Guard! Better let us die together,

wrapped in its folds!

MIKAIL. Then that leaves nothing
but the ikon.

TATIANA. May Heaven forgive youS

(Goes to ikon and crosses herself)

I would sooner sell my body. (She.

walks towards the door) Im going.

MIKAIL. Wait! (He goes to the win-
dow and looks out) The police offi*

cer is still there.

TATIANA. Which one is it today?

MIKAIL. The little dark one with
the military medal. (He makes a
little friendly sign to the unseen
policeman) He has a nice, friendly

face.

TATIANA. rU bring him back a

packet of cigarettes.

MIKAIL. Good ones, I hope.

TATIANA. Oh, the best. (A knock is

heard. They look at each other in

some alarm) Did you hear a knock?

MIKAIL. I am under the impression

that I did. (The knock is repeated)

If it is our landlord, the Duke of

Courlande . . .

TATIANA. If it is, I shall deal with
him.

(mikail goes to the door and operu,

it. OLGA, a dark, pretty, but savage

looking little midinette, comes in.

She affects timorousness,)

OLGA. Madame Courtois?

TATIANA. Who?
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OLGA. I have a hat here for Madame
Courtois.

MiKAiL. We don't doubt it, my dear

child. But she is not here.

OLGA. This is not where she lives?

MXEAiL, That is the unhappy fact.

OLGA, But the concierge told me
. . . (She is looking about the

room, in seeming bewilderment,

when she happens to see the ikon.

Excitedly) You are Ru^iansI

MiKAiL. We cannot disguise it.

OLGA (scaring dt tatiana). But I

shcaild have known at once. Your

Highness! {She puts the hat-box on

a diak, goes to tatiana, kneels be-

fore her and kisses the hem of her

MBKAiL (appreciatively). Charm-

ing!

lATiANA. Stand up, my child.

OLGA. Have I Your Highness’s par-

don fmr my stupidity?

TATIANA- Of course you have. Ccmm
tKiw—stand up.

OLGA (rtes and kisses tatiana's

shoidder). It was all tibe conc^rge s

fault. He toH me distiiK±!y that I

woukJ find Madame Courtois in

Rocma Four and I . . .

tatiana. The coiMnergB is an KBot.

Go, my chM. (She jmdks ttp the

hat-box) Ask him again ii vesj

short, simple words and p^haps
he’ll . . . (Somethmg about the

weight of the hat-box cmises her to

break off short, qlga is irymg to

take the hat-box, but tatiana is

holding it back.)

OLGA. Thank you, Highness! Thank
you! And grant me again your

august pardon.

tatiana. Wait. I think I’d like to

(oLGA goes for hat-box) see that

hat.

OLGA. No, Your Highness. Its not

TATIANA. I might decide to buy it.

(She is starting to open the hat-

box,)

OLGA (frantically). I promise Your

Highness, it is hideous—^it will be

an insult on your head, . . .

(tatiana opens the box. i^hkail

rushes across to table, examines

contents of box and takes out some
leaflets.)

MXKAiL. Well at least it contains no
high explosives.

tatiana. What is it, Mikail?

MECAiL. Some very interesting doo
uBaents, (Reading in mock oratory)

**W(^kers of France, Arise! Join

your Russian brothers in the United

Frant." Evidently Madame Cour-

tois is more interested in literature

than she is in millinery. (To olga)
Well, Tovarich, what do you want
from us?

olga (viciously) . What are you go-

ing to do with that money?

l^pscAiL. hundred francs? We're
gcmg to boy artichckes.

OLGA- The money ycm stole from
Russia!
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TATIANA. Stole?

OLGA. Thieves! It came from the

blood and the sweat of the millions,

and now you hold it for yourselves

TATIANA. Mikaill Tell her to go.

MiKAiL. Not yet, my darling. (To
olga) Who sent you here?

OLGA. Do you believe I'd tell you?

MTKAiL. No—but I don’t mind ask-

ing. Was it Gorotchenko?

OLGA (defiantly)

,

I don’t know.

MiKAiL. What information do you
expect to get out of us?

OLGA. I don’t know.

MIKAIL. Are you a real Russian

communist or one of these dubious

French ones?

OLGA (doggedly)

.

I don’t know-

TATIANA (laughs and picks up the

hat-box ) . Here, my dear. Take this

charming hat to Madame Courtois.

I’m sure she’ll look lovely in it. And
tell Gorotchenko we’d be grateful

if some day he would honor us with

his own presence.

(oLGA snatches the hat-box and
goes to the doof.)

MIKAIL. And tell him that you
found us still in good health, though

slightly Under-^urished. Tell hhn
we’re prepared, at any moment, to

be caught in one of the traps which
he is thoughtfully laying for us. And
when he has cau^t us he can bum

by slow de^e^ in the scorch-

ii^ flarnes of Bed Xe^or—(oi^

451

laughs) but our policy will remain
unchanged: not a biUion, not a mil-

lion, not a thousand, not a soul

OLGA. Fine talk, you white-hvered

thieves. You think you’re safe with
your money. Because you’re in

Paris, in the bourgeois fortress, with
gendarmes to guard you, (mikail
sits on bed. tatiana pays no atten-

tion) But we know how to take

back what was stolen from us. And
when we do, we’ll also take your
miserable, worthless, evil lives.

(She turns, blows the ikon out,

exits, slamming the door.)

TATIANA. The little beast! Where
are the matches?

MIKAIL (jumps ofi bed). Matches?
Ah! (He searches, finds them on
cupboard) Here they are. (He
hands them to tatiana. She re-

lights the ikon.)

tatiana. Of all the spies that have
been inflicted on us, that one was
the most ridiculous. It’s an insult to

us to suppose that such a vicious

little fool could accomplish any-

thing.

MIKAIL (seriously). You know,
Tatiana—some day <me of

will kill us.

tatiana (cakmly). I don’t doubt it.

MIKAIL. You’re not afraid?

tatiana (looks at him leveUy)^

Are you? (By way of response he
kisses her, holds her close to him

for a moment, then turns and wan^

ders towards the bed) Mikail, don’t

tell me you axe going back to bed?

MIKAIL (gettmg in bed ) . Yes,
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TATIANA. You’d better put your
clotbes on.

MTKATL. But my shirt is not dry.

TATIANA. You must be ready for

more visitors. Distinguished visi-

tors!

MIKAEL. Even in this costume I am
competent to cope with bankers.

TATIANA. You can cope with them
better with your clothes on. You
must realize that they don’t under-

stand the simple dignity of the Rus-

sian soul.

mekahl. Then I shall show it to

them again in all its imdauntable

. . , (lies down, pulls clothes up)

unshakable . - . (he puUs the

covers over him) imtiring strength!

TATIANA. And whatever they prom-
ise, you will not give in.

MIKAEL (has the bed clothes up to

his nose). Not a billion, not a mil-

lion, not a thousand, not a soul (He
lies on Ms side and yawns.)

TATIANA (kneels on bed). God pre-

serve you, my gallant love! I go
down the bade way so I shall be
sure to see the Duke. He is always

watching there, for people trying to

sneak out. And I shall buy a dinner

worthy of a true servant of the
Tsar. (Sign of the cross) And bring
back—or^ hundred francs. Good-
bye, my pigeem. (She exife.

MIKAEL pvUs up b^Iclothes and
makes a conscientious effort to go
to sleep. There is a knock at the
door.}

mikail. Come in*

(The door opens, revealmg two

impressive-looking gentlemen on
the landing outside. One of them is

CHAUFFOUBEER-DUBrEFF, gOO^mOT
of the Bank of France. He is old,

immaculate and at ease. Behind
him is GENERAL COUNT BKEKENSKI,

aide-de-camp to the current pre-

tender to the Russian throne. He
also is old, but full of pomposity
and grudges.

)

CHAUFFOURiER. Is Prince OuratiefE

receiving?

MIKAIL. Come in, gentlemen!

CHAUFFOUREER. I beg youT pardon.

Did we awaken you?

MIKAIL. No, no! Ive merely been
resting after cleaning my boots.

One moment ... (He fumps out

of bed, goec to table, picks up a

monocle, puts it in his eye, turns to

them and bows with dignity) Gen-
tlemen!

(The others bow.)

CHAUFFOURIER. Allow me to in-

troduce myself. Excellency. I am
Chauffourier-Dubieff, governor of

the Bank of France.

MIKAIL. I am honored.

CHAUFFOURIER. The Minister of
Finance himself begs you to forgive

him. He is in Rome at tiie moment,
but after his return he will be
pleased to call on you whenever
you are disengaged.

MIKAIL. You may assure him that

I am in a permanent state of disen-

ga^m^t.

CHAUFFOURIER. In view of the ur-

gency, he begged me to see you this

morning and perhaps pave the wa^T
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for a complete imderstanding. (A
cough from count brekensej calls

attention to his presence) Oh! I beg
your pardon—^but, of course, Excel-

lency, you know each other.

MTKAiL. Im afraid I . . .

BREKENSKi ( introducing himself )

.

Count Feodor Androvitch Breken-

ski, honorary colonel of the 17th
Regiment of Uhlans, honorary page
to His Imperial Majesty Alexander
II, honorary Governor of Jitomir

MiKAiL. I am honored to meet so

distinguished a compatriot, (mi-

kail removes the monocle from
his eye) Forgive me, gentlemen,

but this damned thing is annoying
me. Perhaps I had better put on
more formal attire. (He goes to the

washstand, puts down eye-glass,

and crosses to get the shirt which
TATIANA has hung up to dry. He
reaches for the shirt. It is still damp.
He lool^ discouraged.)

CHAUFFOURiER (quickly)

.

I beg
you. Excellency. Don’t bother to

dress! We are all men together.

MiKAH,. That s right—^so we are. Sit

down, gentlemen. {Picks up circu-

lars from floor and puts them in

stove. Brings chair for chauf-
fourier) I can only apologize for

the many inadequacies of our home.

CHAUFFOURIER. No apologies are

needed. Excellency. Indeed, I must
render homage to the heroism, the

grandeur of your—^may I say sub-

lime—^poverty?

MIKAEL. You may say it, my dear sir

(softly) but not with the same feel-

ing that I can put into those words.

BREKENSKi. Aiid believe me, my
dear friend, your deplorable situa-

tion in this hotel is a source of con-
stant grief to His Imperial Majesty.
He, too, is ready at any moment to

renew his offer of a pension.

MDCAiL. I can never sufficiently ex-

press my gratitude to His High-
ness, and the French Government.
Go on, gentlemen.

CHAUFFOURIER. Exccllency—^I have
ascertained the exact sum total of

your account at the Bank of France
to date. Will you authorize me to

make the figure known to Count
Brekenski?

MECAiL. With the greatest of pleas-

ure.

CHAUFFOURIER {takes out a small

note-book from which he reads).

With aU compound interest in-

cluded, the account of Prince Oura-
tieff amounts to exactly three bil-

lion, eight hundred and eighty-

three million, two hundred thou-

sand and sixty-two francs, sixty-five

centimes. {To brekenski) Sixty-

five. {Closes book) In round fig-

ures, four billion francs.

BREKENSKI {with dry mouth). It is

impressive.

MEKAIL (sadly). It impressed me
once. But—one can get used to

anything—even to the possession of

four billion francs.

CHAUFFOURIER. Excellency—^how

long must we continue with this

absurd situation? That vast sum of

money is lying idle, doing no good
to you nor to anyone. Can you for-

get that France, the unshakable

ally of your lamented sovereign,
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today struggling against the mc^t
bitter difficulties?

MUHAJGL. I know, my dear Governor.

I regret it with all my heart.

France’s sorrows are my sorrows.

France has given sanctuary to me,
and to many of my countr^en; at

great risk to her naticmal security,

she has allowed Some of us to drive

taxis.

CHAUFFOURIER. Oh, yeS.

MTKAiL. She is Queen among
reabns, m^ess of all mankind.
But that money is not mme, it be-

longs to the Tsar.

BKEEENSKi. ExactJyf And that is

just . . .

CHAUFFOUBiEH. Yes—but it could

so easily be converted into French
Government bonds. We can offer

ycm any one of twelve state loans,

each more , . .

BRmsNSKi {interrupting). Without
forgetting, either, that oxir holy
Kussia is groaning und^ its tyrants,

that His Imperial Majesty k ready
to put hiinself at the head of his

generous k3yalists, to reconquer the
sacred . . whenever the
funds for this campaign are forth-

coming,

CHAUFFODBiEK (mheTnerdbf)

.

Mil-
Mmis which the Bank of France is

perlectfy ready to ^vanese, agamst
the conversion into any one of
twdve ^ate . . .

BBESENSKi. You wil he dbe lih^-
tor of Buss^ the resteer cf tfe
throne. . . .

CHAOTFOURiER, Need 1 add that my
Govemma:^ will be h^py to ren-

der—homage, as extensive as it

would be discreet, to your affec-

tionate confidence?

MiKATL. Gentlemen—gentlemen

—

this is all very fine—^but can’t we
be more precise? You are about to

offer me something. What is it?

CHAUFFOUBIER {quickly)

.

Fifteen

million francs.

BREEENSKi {qutckly)

.

And a high
place in the counsels of the New
Imperial Russia.

CHAUFFOUBIER. Think of it. Ex-
cellency, high honor and financial

security to the end of your days.

MIKAIE. Fifteen millions, to a man
who can order four billion boiled

eggs for breakfast! Gentlemen, it is

Imhcrous! (Rises) However, my
dear Count, I authorize you to say
to His Highness that my sword and
my fortune are entirely his . . .

(Exclamations of joy from breken-
SKi and CHAUFFOUBIER. Both rise)

And that I ask no cmnpensation
either from His Highness, or from
the French Government.

BREKENsct. Oh, Excellency! All of

holy Russia is in your debt. (Very
mooed, he walks up to mikail with
outstretched hand.)

CHAUFPOURiER (in the same way).
Excellency, , . . Your magnanim-
ky—your patriotism—tomii me so

des^ly I . . .

MiKA¥u (ramng fm hands m mod
Bsty). Gentlemen—gentlemen. You
are making too much fuss over the

prt^ered services o£ or»e soldter

. . . mid erf a fortune Hiat ammmts
to no moie than twewl^ £]:ian^.
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BREEENSKT (stammering). Twenty
francs!

MTKAiL. That's what TU have left

after paying my hotel bill,

CHAUFFOxmiER. Blit the four bil-

lions!

MiKAJL, That is not mine to give.

BREXENSKI. Quite right. It is the
property of His Imperial Majesty,
heir to the throne,

MiKAiL. No, Count Brekenski, it is

not his property. I received that

money from the hands of a Tsar.

It is into the hands of a Tsar that
I shall give it back.

BREKENSKI, There are Courts of Jus-
tice in Paris. His Imperial Majesty
will demand restitution.

MIKAIL (softly to CHAUFFOmOER).
My dear Governor, wilt you explain

to Count Brekenski that aU the

Judges of France in all their dig-

nity cannot dispossess Prince Oura-
tieff of a bank account which stands
legally in his name?

CHAUFFOURIER. But, Excellency^,

what does our Bank ask?

MIKAIL. I don’t know.

CHAUFFOURIER. A Simple conversion

into state loans—a mere matter of

bookkeeping.

BREKENSKI (wUh sigtis of Bfiger)

.

Prince Ouratieff
,
you doubtless have

your own reasons for your arrogant

stubbornness, but peimit me to say

that, in mf eyes, yomr refusal sug-
gests not only bad Mth but down-

right treason. And I feel sure that
His Imperial Majesty will agree.

MIKAIL. Great God! If I refuse to
agree to this mere matter of book-
keeping, Tm a traitor. So be it,

gentlemen. But ... I must remain
free to make my own mistakes in
my own way. That was my master s
wish. The Tsar of Russia trusted
me. He knew that calamity was at

hand, and a few weeks before the
Revolution he caused those colossal

sums to be placed in the Bank of
France in my name and at my dis-

posal. His only stipulation to me
was that I should administer it in
the best interests of my sovereign.

Make careful note of those words.
Count Brekenski—^the best interests

of my sovereign. I am serving those
interests—^perhaps stupidly—^but

with all the devotion at my com-
mand. I see no reason to squander
that money in the financing of a
counter-revolution which would
only end in grotesque and horrible

failure.

BREKENSKI, You are speaking for

yourself. Prince GuratiefiE.

MIKAIL. Precise^. And for myseif
I say to you—not a bilicm, not a
million, not a thousand, not a soul

It was a crowned Tsar, who gave
me that mon^, not a preteider^

And to a crowned Tsar it will be
returned (To chauffodrier) Gf
course a General of Cavalry im’t

supposed to know much about
business, but I received this money
in gold—not in paper, and in gold

it will be given baci. I tell you this,

gentlemen, in the hope that it wiH
relieve you of the necessity for any
fiirther visits to this dismal quarter

of Paris»
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CHAUFFOURIEK. Have you consid-

ered the possibility of your death?

MtKAiL. I am reminded o£ that £re-

quendy. But God is a Russian. He
will take care of the money and me—^after I have been murdered.

<3aAUFFOURiER. Murdered?

MiKAJL (calmly) . Yes,

BREKENSKi. Your life has been
threatened?

MiKAiL. The representatives of the

other Russia are also very inter-

ested in those four billion francs.

I think they will spare no effort to

get diem.

BREKENSKi. But it is Unthinkable

that they might . . .

MiKAiL, Don’t worry, my dear
Count, they may seize me; they
may bring you my hand—but not

my signature.

CHAUFFOURiER ( cflfessingZy ). Don’t
you worry, your Excellency. Our
police are excessively vigilant. Why
—would you believe it?—^in this

district not so much as an artichdce

is stolen widiout their knowing of it

at once.

mixaHk. An artichoke?

CHAUFFcraaiER. Oh, it’s nc^hing.
The grocer is in^ructed to look the
oth^ way. Oh, we handk it with
the utmost (fecrette. Tte bills for

your provisions are sent fct to the
local pcJice ^atioe, wiK> transnit
them to Headquarters, wI^ik^
they go to the Forei^ Office for

approval and then to Se Bureau of
the Secret Funds for paym^t. The

matter is handled by four different

government departments.

MIKAIL (profoundly distressed).

My dear Governor.

CHAUFFOURIER. You may consider

that a great deal of official ma-
chinery for one artichoke. But it is

that very thoroughness which ac-

coxmts for the greatness of France.

MIKAIL. I am terribly upset about
this. I assure you it will not happen
again.

CHAUFFOURIER. Don’t give it an-

other thought, Excellency. You and
Her Highness are extraordinarily

modest in your demands. In fact,

we have all been astounded at your
ability to live on such small quan-
tity of food. The French Govern-
ment is perfecdy able to pay your
bills even in these crucial times.

And we are glad to do so. We are

your friends—^your well-wishers

—

ever eager to help in every way
possible—^to restore you to the
estate which is so rightfully yours.

(At this moment the front door
opens and in comes tatiaka Her
shopping bag is swelled to bursting

point with mrkyus provisions. Be-
sides this, she holds a superb bot-

tle of champagne in one hand, and
under her other arm is a large hun-
dle of gay flowers.

)

MIKAIL (horrified). Oh, Tatiana

(TATIANA flourishes the champagne.
She looks at the two gentlemen
wMh cmkible curiosity.)

MIKAIL {severely). Tatiana, may I

jH^^ent Monsieur Chauffourier-

Dubieff, Gov^iKir of the Bank of

France—and Count BrekenskL
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TATIANA. How do you do?

ivrncATT .. Her Imperial Highness
Tatiana Petrovna Princess Oura-
tieva^ my wife.

(The two gentlemen bow low, mur-
muring "Highness"" chauffourier
and BREKENSKi come forward to

kiss TATIANA s hand. She puts the
shopping bag on the table, also the
champagne and the flowers.

)

TATIANA. Forgive me—one mo-
ment . . . (She thrusts her hand
into the top of her blouse and draws
out one artichoke and then another,
which she places on the table. She
smiles apologetically at brekenski)
They were scratching me. (She ex-
tends her hands and chauffourier
and BREKENSKI kiss them with deep
reverence. She withdraws her
hands) Enough!—I must put these
in water. (She picks up the flowers
and goes out.)

MiKAiL. I think the interview is

ended.

CHAUFFOURIER. Excellency, we will

retire.
(chauffourier ^jn^BREKEN-

SKi bow and go, the latter with con-
siderable ill feeling.)

MiKAH, (sees gloves on bed, picks

them up, and crosses to door)

,

My
dear Governor!

(chauffourier returns hastily, full

of hope.)

CHAUFFOURIER. ExceUency? You
have changed your mind?

MIKAEL. You are forgetting your
gloves.

CHAUFFOURIER. But now that we
are alone—^those bonds . . .

MDCAH. Exactly! (He picks up arti^

chokes, with a hasty gesture he
thrusts them, with the gloves, into
CHAUFFOURIER s hot, and shows him.
to the door.)

CHAUFFOURIER (turnS tO MIKAIL ).

And I trust that youll enjoy a most
excellent dinner. As guests of
France. (chauffourier exits.

MIKAIL inspects the contents of the
shopping bag, takes out a jar of
caviar.

)

MIKAIL. By St. Christopher! Tati-
ana!

TATIANA (off' stage). Im coming,
(Enters with tablecloth.)

MiKAH. Caviar!

TATIANA (pleasantly). Yes, my pi-,

geon!

MIKAEL. Two hundred francs a

pound.

TATIANA. Mikail! You mustn’t speak
about the cost of it. You sound like

a tradesman.

MIKAIL. Tatiana, did you pay the
hotel bffl?

TATIANA. I couldn’t find our dear
landlord, the Duke of Courlande.

MIKAH. Tatiana!

TATIANA. I looked for him every-

where. Really I did.

MIKAH. And you spent our entire^

fortune?

TATIANA, Darling, I had to.
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MrKAjGL, But can’t we keep body
and soul together without caviar

and champagne?

TATIANA {with heat). Have you
forgotten what day this is?

MEKAiL. I’m quite certain it’s not

Christmas.

TATIANA. The fourth of November.

MiKAiL. And what is the fourth of

November to us?

TATIANA. It’s the day of the victoryl

MOBAIL. What victory?

TATIANA {indignantly). Samarcand.

On the fourth of November, 1487.

MiKAiL. Five hundred years agol

TATIANA. And what is five hundred
years to eternal Russia? (She looks

among the things on the table)

The artkhokes? Where are the

artichc^ces?

MIKAIL- I returned them to our

host.

TATIANA. But today I paid iot

them.

MIKAIL. You pmd fcT all this?

TATIANA. Wdl—you couMn’t ex-

pect to buy cammi aini chamr
pagne with (mse hundred francs.

(MUgAiL Jms on hed^

mmy) Mikaill Wi^t is ^WT0pag?

ling! What is it? M&a3! DM you
give in to them? Did yon let than
hoodwink you into . . .

MIKAIL {turns to her). Tatiana

Petrovna—^we shall have to move.

TATIANA. Move? From this hotel?

MIKAIL. Perhaps from France itself.

TATIANA. But why?

MIKAIL. Because were wards of

the state. I’ve learned why the

grocer looks the other way and it’s

nothing to do with the Russian God.
He is commanded to do so by the

benevolent French Government

—

wbo pays for all the artichokes you
carry off.

TATIANA. Pays for them!

MIKAIL. Yes, the bilk for all that

we’ve stolen and eaten have gone
to the Republic of France, and
they’re handled by f<^ur different

Departments.

TATIANA. The swine I Putting us in

their debt! Mikail—^we must pay
them. You must find out how much
it is and pay them—every last sou.

MIKAIL. But how?

TATIANA. Take the money from the

bank.

MIKAIL. Never!

TATIANA {pleading desperately).

But it would only be a little bit, to

save our honor. Surely, Heaven
would forgive us that.

MIKAIL. Np, Tatiana, I would not

dare. If I touch a penny of that

we re lost. I don’t do things

by halves. In a fortnight we shcmld

be Itving at the Ritz, No, my dar-

ling—our honor has been lost and
I see BO prospect of regaming it

this side of the g^ave.
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TATiAJJA (bursts into tears). And I

was so sure it was my cleverness. I

was so sure Td outwitted them all.

MIOJOL (infinitely sympathetic).
Neither of us ever dreamed they
could be guilty of such dishonesty.

TATIANA. And I was always so care-

ful never to take too much. Only
just what we barely needed.

MIKAEL. I know, Tatiana.

TATIANA. If I'd only known how
they were deceiving us ... if Td
only known. . . . Td have taken
caviar every day!

MIKAEL. Yes, of course you would,

my darling—and now you know
why we must move! (He gives her

his handkerchief.)

TATIANA. Yes! We must never again

submit to their treacherous charity.

We wiU go to the ends of the

earth. But when we get there

—

what shall we have to eat?

MIKAEL. There is only one possible

solution; I must work.

TATTANA. Work! Mikail—even for

fun you must not say things like

that.

MIKAIL. It isn't for fun. It's for

food!

TATIANA. But what could you do?

MIKAEL. Admiral Soukhomine works.

He navigates a taxi.

TATIANA. Yes—^and he kills more
people than he ever did with all

nis battleships.

459

MIKAIL. And Colonel Trepanoff
works at the Kasbek—doing the

dagger dance. Two daggers in the

belt, and another in the teeth. I
could do that. (He prepares to

demonstrate with table knives, tries

to dance, falls down, tatiana claps

her hands.)

TATIANA. Yes—and while you were
dancing, what would I be doing?
Waiting all night, outside some
filthy cabaret, with bandages to tie

you together again when the dag-
ger slipped. No! I shall do the work.
(Takes knives from him, puts them
on table.)

MIKAEL. You?

TATIANA. Yes. Tve been invited to
pose for an artist.

MIKAIL. Who is he?

TATIANA. I don't know. I met him
at the wine merchant s.

MEKAiL. He spoke to you?

TATIANA. He was very sweet. He
said he would like to paint me in

the nude.

MIKAIL. And you would so far de-
grade yourself . . .

TATIANA. I would do anything to

keep you away from daggers and
taxis—^because I love you. . . .

(After a moment, both on floor,

MEKAEL takes her in his arms. For a
while, together in silence.

}

MEKAEL. I have thou^t the matter
over; I've decided you will not

pose in the nude ... no matter

how sweet he may be.
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TATIANA. But I will iiot Starve!

MIKAIL. I ve heard it isn’t a bad
death.

TATIANA. I refuse to die—or let you
die. For iE we are gone what will

become of all those biUions? They’ll

be orphans—helpless and alone.

We must find a way to live,

Mikail!

MiKAiL. Condemned to misery and
himger all the days . . .

TATIANA. Yes—misery and hunger—^the greatest luxuries of our race!

We were bom to suflFer and to love

it. Life for us is so beautiful—and
so sad.

[Knock at door.)

MIKAIL. Come in. (martelleau
enters. He is a broken-down little

txdet, very humble. They pay no

attention to him as they stiU hold

each other) Who is it? And what
do you want?

MARTELLEAU. YouT pardon, sir. I

am Martelleau, of Room 12, your

neighbcMT.

MIKAIL. Come in, my neighbor.

TATIANA (rises) . And shut the door.

Room 12.

3i£ABTELLEAU. F^give me fm: trou-

Wing ymi, Ikc^bncy.

MIKAIL (rim). “Excellmcy.” From
what work of fiction did you dmve
that titte?

MARTELLEAU, You are an Excel-

lency, aren’t you?

MIKAIL. I was. But in this hotel

Tm known as that bloody Russian.

MARTELLEAU. The poHce down-
stairs ah call you Excellency,

MIKAIL. Do they? They are men of

refinement. What do you want?

MARTELLEAU. The proprietor of the

hotel has authorized me to take up
a collection.

MIKAIL (eagerly). For us?

MARTELLEAU. No. (MIKAIL turnS

away with disgust, sits on end of

bed) It is for the little woman in

Room 16—^the one who had her

baby the day before yesterday.

She is pining away with hunger,

and the little brat with thirst. So

—

if you could spare any little gift.

TATIANA. If we had only a thousand
francs left in the world,* we should
give a thousand francs. . . ,

MARTELLEAU. I loiew yOU WOuld,
madame. You’re Russian and that

means a heart of gold.

TATIANA. But—^we have nothing
left.

MARTELLEAU. That is most unfor-

tunate. But I understand, I, too,

know what it is to be out of work
in these unhappy times. Forgive
me for having bothered you. (He
seems about to depart, but mikail
stops him.)

MIKAIL. Wait, my friend. Do you
ev^ ei^pect to find work again?

MARTELLEAU. Oh, yes, sir. I am
always hopeful.

TATIANA. What is your occupation,

godly man? (SUs beside mikail on
bed.)
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MARTELLEAU. Oh, butler, valet, two. Absolute paradise. paper
even waiter if necessary. into his 'pocket.

)

MLKAiL. Where will you look for

work?

^lARTELLEAU. In the newspaper.

mikail. Newspaper?

MARTELLEAU. You know, "domestic
situations vacant.” {He taps a dirty

old newspaper in his pocket) When
the little woman is well again, she

will send the child to tlie country

and then well try to get employ-
ment together as a married couple.

TATIANA. You are going to marry
her, godly man?

MARTELLEAU. Oh, no . . . I al-

ready have a wife, unfortunately.

But she has a good job. There^s no
need to worry about her. But this

little woman and I will get along

well enough together.

TATIANA. You know, pigeon, it

sounds like an ideal existence. Are
there many such opportunities?

MARTELLEAU. Oh, yes, you hear of

them now and then. There is a

most excellent one in the paper to-

day.
«

TATIANA. Oh! Let me see!

MARTELLEAU. Number four. Ave-
nue de Tourville, butler and house-

maid. Two rooms of their own on
the sixth floor—^with servants' lift.

Use of motor car to go shopping in.

Central heating . . .

MiEAiL. Central heating!

MARTELLEAU. One Sunday out of

TATIANA {sadly). And you and the
little woman vSl have all that!

MARTELLEAU. Oh, no—^unfortu-

nately they won't wait for her re-

covery. But—I must be getting on
with the collection. Good day, ma-
dame.

TATIANA {picks Up cloth from table

with all the food in it). No—^wait.

You are not going away empty-
handed,

( Gives the bundle to mar-
TELLEAu) Take this to the Httle

woman and the brat.

(mixAIL turns over on the bed and
lies face down.)

MARTELLEAU. But wull you have
anything left?

TATIANA. That doesn't matter. Go
on—^take it all.

MiKATT. {lifts head). Don't hesitate,

my friend. She is a saint.

3MARTELLEAU. Oh, I Can See that.

Madame, I can never repay you
for this.

TATIANA. Yes, you can. Give mk
that newspaper.

MARTELLEAU. But, of COUTSe. . . •

{He hands her the paper.)

TATIANA. No—don't go yet. Give
this to the little woman and tell

her to drink to the health of Russia.

{Gives him champagne.)

MARTELLEAU {ovcTcome with emo^
tkm). Thank you—thank you

—

God bless you and preserve you.

. . . {He goes out.)
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TATIANA. It really doesn^t matter
whether the victory is celebrated in

room four or in room sixteen. {She
doses the door after him and turns

to face acdsail) You weren’t really

hungry, were you, darling? Tell me
that you weren’t.

MXCAIL. Oh, no, I was not hungry.

TATIANA, No more was I. {Kneels
by hkn. She looks at the paper)
Two well-heated rooms—servants’

lift—one Sunday out of two. . . .

Absolute paradisel

MDLAiL. Are you trying to tdl me
that we might be a married couple?

TATIANA {exultantly, Bises). Yes,

yes, yesi You die buder and I tib^

housemaid!

AciKAiL. But are we fitted for such
grandeur?

TATIANA, Why not? you have been
a dbamberlain and I a lady-in-wait-

ing.

MIX A IF.,, That was in Pefeearsborg,

for the Tsar!

TATIANA. And this is in Paris—but
still for the Tsar!

MiKAiL {excitedly. Rising). My
sainted darling! I believe it is pos-
s3>le! I see myself again, thro^^g
open the windows of the Imperial

chamber and annaundbg:
esty, is snow’'—and iten, wih
perfect grace, presenting belt and
tunic to Nicholas Aiesandrovitch.

And you doing the fair hair of Her
Imperial Highn^, fetching her
gloves, trfling poor Fiedenks that

Her Majesty will not be visible to-

day. We were good servants, Tati-

ana. We will be good servant!

again! I must find my boots!

TATIANA. But wait . . .

MOCATT. We wait for nothing! The
command is "forward!”

TATIANA. But we shall need ref-

erences. {Points to newspaper.)

MDCAiL. References? We shall pro-

vide them at once. Sit down at the
table and write.

TATIANA. What shall I say?

MEKADL. “The undersigned, the
Grand Duchess Tatiana Petrovna,

Princess Ouratieva, states that she
has had in her service . .

TATIANA. Service. How do you
spell it, with an s or a c?

MXKATL. Which looks better? {He
has gone out and started to hurl

himself into his clothes.)

TATIANA. Service ... cl

MiKAiL. C, then! . in her serv-

ice Michel PopofF and his wife Tina
PopofiF.”

TATIANA. PopofiF wfil not do. They’ll
think we made it up. The name
will be Dubrovsky. You remember
the dentist in St. Petersburg . . .

his name was Dubrovsky,

MiKAiL. Don’t stop for reminis-
ceiKi^. Ckmtinue. “From January
1919 untfi today. They are faithful,

loyal, exo^tkmally int^Hgent, Wail-

ful, hon^ and they do not drink.”

TATIANA. Do not drink. Do you
suppose they have vodka in this
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s^iKAiL. If not, they soon will. Con-
tinue. "'And I am pleased to recom-
mend them in the highest possible

terms. . . And then you sign.

TAT]ANA. Well, I hope that my right

hand does not wither for this.

mikatl. And underneath write:

"Spoletto, October 30, 1925.” (He
returns.

)

TATIANA. Spoletto? Is there such a

place?

mikajl. I don’t know, but it soimds

vaguely fashionable and yet re-

mote. We don’t want them making
inquiries, (mekail takes down -flag

and sword.)

TATIANA (reading reference). Do
you think we’ve said enough about

our good points?

MiKAiL. We mustn’t exaggerate. Go
and put on your hat.

TATIANA. You know the Duke of

Courlande may object to us leaving

so abruptly.

MiKAiL. We’re not leaving oflScially.

We are going for a little waDc.

Hurry. (Puts ikon out)

TATIANA. We ought to See him be-

fore we leave. He might give us

a reference.

MIKAIL. Put on your hat.

(TATIANA exits. He puts sword and

flag on waskstand, gets bag off

fable, takes ikon dowri, puts it into

bag. He is about to leave when
MARTELLEAIT Anocfe.)

MARTKLLEAiJ (eomk^ in). Your

pardon—Ekoeibncy—but I thought

you’d be pleased to know she gob-
bled up everything except the cav-

iar—she was afraid of that.

MIKAIL (hopefuEy). You’ve brought
it back?

MARTELLEAU. No. Just tO shoW hei*

she needn’t be afraid, I ate it in

front of her. (Folds up cloth, puts

it on table, tatiana enters.)

TATIANA. Are you ready, my pi-

geon?

MARTELLEAU. Oh, madame, you are

a saint. And this day you have
earned a higher place in heaven.

(TATIANA gives him flowers.)

MIKAIL. With a servants’ hft, I

hope!

(MARTELLEAU exits. Saying, ‘*Thank

yon, madame"')

TATIANA. Are you ready, my pi-

geon?

MIKAIL. Come here, Tina. (Folds

flag, puts it around her neck like a
scarf) At least, we shall go with

flying colors.

TATIANA. And the sword? We c^o’

t

be going for a little waBc with a
sword!

MIKAIL. I have plans for th^ (He
takes the sword and puts it down
the right leg of his trousers, gives a

cry of pain.)

TATIANA. You’re wounded?

MIKAEL. No—^it’s damn cold. Does
it show much?

TATIANA. You will becomc used to

it. It is a long walk to the Avenue
de Tourville.
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MiKAiL (looking round, takes a pair

of socks off line, puts them in his

coat pocket). Is there anything else?

TATIANA (looking rouTid)

,

Yes. Let
us finish the vodka. (She gets the

bottle off the washstand, fills the

two glasses, gives him one) This is

for courage! (They drink Russian

fashion, link arms,)

MIKAEL. A life for the Tsar, Tatiana

Petrovna.

TATIANA. A life for the Tsar, Mikail

Alexandrovich. (When they finish

they throw the glasses on the floor,

MIKAEL picks up the shopping bag
and limps to the door,)

MIKAEL. Come now, we mustn’t

keep our employers waiting,

( Throws open door) Proceed, High-

ness! (Bows,)

TATIANA. Don’t try to bow! (They
go out,)

CURTAIN

Scene II

FERNANDE dxepont’s boudoif. If i$ chic, modernistic, but containing an
urmttered confession of bourgeois bad taste.

There are three doors: one leading to fernande’s bedroom, another to

Charles’s bedroom and a third to the main part of the house. There are

some chairs, a window seat and a dressing table, and a desk.

The DUPONTS are middle-aged, duU, wealthy and harassed.

FERNANDE, wearing a peignoir, is seated at dressing table, trying to put
her shoe on. Charles enters with a black shoe on left foot, red slipper on
Tight.

FERNANms. Qiarles! Where is your
other slxte?

CHARLES. That’s what I came in

here for—to find out. Hie damned
thing ha<? vanidted.

FERNANDE. Have you lodked und^
ymir bed?

CHARLES. Yes—and in iL I can’t find

anything in this k>use. Really,

Femande—

I

don’t want to keep
harping on it, but wh^ in God’s
name are we going to have smne
servants?

FERNANisE. Don’t ask me—

I

can do
nothing . . .

CHARLES. But it’s youx job, isn’t it?

Or am I supposed to manage thfg

house as well as the grumbling
sto<ddiolders who hammer and yam-
mex at me all day?

FERNANDE. Ive so&CL dozens of
servants in the past week. Th^
were all either escaped convicts or
congenital idiots.

CHARLES. Well—if you see any
mere escaped convicts, enga'ge
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them. Either that or weTl move to a

hotel. (He bends down to look

under the desk, but suddenly
straightens up, holding his fore-

head) Oh!

FERNANDE. Whats the matter?

CHARLES. I have the most horrible

headache.

FERNANDE. Then go and take some
aspirin.

CHARLES. IVe already swallowed

the whole bottle. But it's some kind

of neuralgia. Its like a dentist's

drill boring into my brain, here.

(Faints to his super-orbital nerve,)

FERNANDE (stroking his head). My
poor darling!

CHARLES (capitalizing her rare sym-
pathy) , I don't see how I'm going to

stand much more of this, Femande.
T think I'll have to go away some-
where— there's any place left on
earth where you don't hear endless

talk about economic chaos—and
threats of war—and the collapse of

chilization—and where I won't

ever have to dress for dinner. What
on earth do you suppose has hap-

pened to my other shoe?

FERNANDE. Here! I'll look for it.

(There is a knock at the door)

Come in!

(louise enters. She is the cook—
fat, competent and calm.)

LOUISE. Madame, it is another mar-

ried couple.

FERNANDE. What are they like?

CHARLES. Never mind what they're

lilce! We want them!

LOUISE. She has a funny accent.

CHARLES. Accent?

LOUISE. Probably Swiss.

FERNANDE. They don’t sound trust-

worthy.

CHARLES. Nevertheless, we shall see

them. The time has passed when
we could afford to be fussy about
accents.-

FERNANDE. Very well, Louise. Bring

them in!

LOUISE. Yes, madame,

CHARLES (to fernande). If they

are half human don't let them get

away.

ss

LOUISE (appearing in the dooniay).

This way—^in here!

(TATIANA and MiKAiL come in,

dressed as when we last saw them.

MIKAIL still stiff-legged from the

concealed sword. They present

themselves with an air of dignified

deference.

)

FERNANDE (cordially). Come in—
both of you!

CHARLES (cheerily). Good evening.

MIKAIL (with a slight bow). Sir

—

Madame!

TATIANA (to Charles). Good eve*

ning.

FERNANDE. Youre looking for a
place?

MIKAIL. Yes, madame; we saw your

esteemed advertisement and so we
are here . . .
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TATIANA. We are eager to serve

you, madame.

JTERNANDE (suspiciously)

,

Weren’t
you happy in your previous place?

TATIANA (eagerly). Ah, yes, ma-
dame. We li^ve always been di-

vinely happy—even when . . .

MTKATTi (mterruf^ing)

.

But our em-
ployers,went abroad.

CHARLES. Are you Swiss?

MiKAiL. We are Russian, sir.

TATIANA. White Russaan.

CHABLES. Who w^e your previous

empfeyers?

MiJSAiL. His Highness General

Prince Mikaii Alexandrovitch Oura-
tieff.

TATIANA. And his wife. Her Impe-
rial Highness the Grand EKich^
Ta&na Petrovna.

CHARLES (impressed). Realty! (Fas-

tens up braces.)

FERNANr®. You have r^erences, of

course?

TATIANA. Oh, yes, madame.
(i^dHKAiL hands the reference to

FERNAND®.)

CHARLES. Wh^e e^ have you been
in service?

TATIANA. For a while we were with
the Ehike of Courlande.

mieah. (silencmg her). Tto: was
merely a visit.

FERNANOE. This reference is most
encouraging—^‘Taithful—^loyal—ex-

ceptionally intelligent.” Evidently

you pleased the Grand Duchess. I

shall ask for an interview with her.

TATIANA. Oh, no, madame. Her
Highness is in—^in—^where is Her
Highness?

MIKAIL (thinking very hard). Let
me see . . .

FERNANDE. This is written from
Spoletto.

MIKAIL. Spoletto! That is right.

FEHNANBE. Did you have another
place before you were with Her
Highness?

TATIANA. Yes, madame. We had
another master in Russia.

chart.es. Who?

TATIANA. He is dead. (Both she
and MIKAIL cross themselves.

)

CHARLES. Yes, yes. Kiled in the
Revolution?

MHCABU Yes, sir.

FERNANDE. I Can See that you are
loyaL What wages do you expect?

MIKAIL (vaguely). Wages, ma-
dame?

FERNANDE. How much do you ex-

pect to be paid?

TATIANA (hdplessly). We don’t

know, madame. We don’t know at

all

FEKNANME. WeH—what did you re-

ceive in your last piace?
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MiKAiL. Let me see—^just what was
it, Tati—^Tina?

TATIANA. I can t quite remember

—

not a billion—not a million—not a
thousand

—

FERNANDE. I should hope not.

CHARLES (helpfully). Perhaps you re

not very familiar with French
money.
(TATIANA nods "Yfis” to CHARLES.)

MIKAIL. That’s it, sir! That’s it ex-

actly!

FERNANDE (toith soTue impatience )

.

It doesn’t matter. Whatever it was,
I shall give—seven hundred francs

to the butler and four hundred to

the maid.

TATIANA. No; that will not do!

FERNANDE. I Consider it a very good
wage.

MTKATL (to tatlana). It is a most
magnificent wage!

TATIANA. No! Four hundred for the

butler and seven hundred for the

maid.

FERNANDE. You may arrange that

between yourselves.

CHARLES. When can you come to

us?

MIKAIL (withaghnceatTATiANA).
When, sir?

CHARLES. We are in a great hurry.

MIKAIL. Then we could arrange to

start, us say;

—

ik)w.
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CHARLES. Splendid! Well, Femande,
I don’t think we need ask any more
questions.

FERNANDE (in an Undertone), Do
you think they’ll do?

CHARLES. I’m positive of it.

(While the duponts are talking to

each other, mikail and tatiana are

whispering.

)

FERNANDE. There’s something about
them that doesn’t seem quite gen-
uine.

CHARLES. We’ll never know until

we’ve tried them. Between them
they may at least find my other
shoe.

FERNANDE. Very well. You are ai-
gaged.

mikail (bowing). Ah, thank you,
madame,

TATIANA (at the same time). May
the Great Father bless and preservt

you, godly woman.

FERNANDE. You’ll be here on a tem-
porary basis, of course. Wl^e is

your luggage?

TATIANA. It S . . .

MiKADL. It has ceased to exM, Ma-
dame.

CHARLES. Haven’t yoa even a dress

suit?

MIKAIL. No, shr,

FERNANDE, But how (M you dress

at Her Highness’s?

MIKAIL. In Russian fashion, ina-

dame: boots, wide breedies. blue
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belt and bright red shirt, with dag-

ger in here. {Pointing to his chest.)

CHABLES. Very picturesque. But I

hardly think that would be quite

the costume for our needs.

FEKNANDE. And you?

TATIANA. Also in Russian fashion,

madame: short, pleated skirt, flow-

ered blouse, low neck, hare arms,

and silver-tipped pins in the hair.

CHARLES (beaming). Well, that

sounds rather attractive.

FERNANDE. In this housc you will

have to become used to dressing

like other servants.

MZKAIL, White tie, madame?

CHARLES. With blade waistcoat.

FERNANDE. We have the clothes

worn by your predecessors. They
wifi fit well enough.

MiKAiL. We shall be proud to ad-

just ourselves, madame.

FERNANDE. There are four of us

l^re—^Monsieur Dupont, your mas-

ter (mikail and tatiana bow),
and myself (mikail and tatiana

bow again), and our two children,

Mon^eur George and Mademoiselle

Helene, (mikail and tatiana (^re

delighted) And I want you to bear

m mind, at afi times, that we are

particularly strk^t in tl^ matter of

our accounts with the tradespeople.

(To Charles) I seem to have heard
that Russians are apt to be carel^
about money.

mikail and tatiana (together).

Oh, no, madamel

mikail. We have been trained to

guard every last sou.

FfitiNANDE. YouTl be required to

do so with us. Monsieur Dupont is

a banker and the shghtest sign of ir-

regularity . . .

MncAH. I beg your pardon, ma-

dame?

FERNANDE. Well?

MiKAH. Did you say that Monsieur

is a banker?

FERNANDE. YcS.

(mikah starts to leave but is

stopped by tatiana. )

CHARLES. Have you any particular

objection to bankers?

tatiana. No!

MIKAH (recollecting himself). Oh,
no, sir. Pray forgive me. I was only

thinking of my master. Prince Oura-
tieff. He loathed bankers with a
loathing . . .

CHARLES, YouTl make an effort to

forget the prejudices of your former

employers.

MIKAH (humbly). Yes, sir.

FERNANDE. Comc With me. m take

you to the kitchen. (She goes out.

MIKAH steps aside to let tatiana
pass first, bowing slightly as she

goes out.)

CHARLES. You

—

Wait!

MIKAH. Yes, sir?

CHARLES. What s your name?
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MiKAiL. Dubrovsky, sir. Michel Du-
brovsky.

chahles. Michel will be enough.
IVe lost my other shoe. Look for it!

(mikaxl glances at chabues's jeet.)

MXKATL. Red or black, sir?

CHARLES. Black, (mikail goes to

window; looks up) 1 don't think

you'll find it on the balcony, (mi-

kail looks in jlowers) Look under
the dressing-table.

MEBAOL. Yes, sir. (He starts to kneel

down by table and stretches his

right leg straight behind him.)

CHARLES. Good God! Have you got

a wooden leg?

MIKAIL. Oh, no, sir—no!

CHARLES. Then, what's the matter

with you?

MIKAIL. Rheumatism, sir. (He
straightens up with difficulty.)

CHARLES. Does it trouble you
much?

MIKAIL. No, sir—only when I un-

dergo a sudden change of ^climate.

You see, sir, Ive just come from the

south. It wiU be weU in no time, I

assure you.

(fernande enters.)

CHARLES. Let us tlUSt SO.

fernanbe. Charles, I want Michel

to go and change now: whatever

you want him to do can wait. You
will find the kitchen through that

hall 5n the right.

CHARLES. Very well, you may go,

and don't forget

—
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MIKAIL. The shoe. No, sir. Sir, Ma-
dame! (He goes out.)

FERNANDE (sits ot dressing table).

I think they make a rather good
impression, on the whole.

CHARLES. He's rheumatic. I don’t

like that.

FERNANDE. Oh, Well soon find a
remedy for that. The main point is,

that I approve of his manners.

CHARLES. I like her better.

FERNANDE (dcidly)

.

I noticed that,

I saw the way you looked at her.

CHARLES. What do you mean?

FERNANDE. She has a very melting

expression. Most effective.

CHARLES. Do you realize you're

talking about a servant?

FERNANDE. Yes, my dear. But also

—a Russian.

CHARLES. Russian or Swede or An-
namite, I’m not interested in house-

maids, and I don't at all like the

implication that I noticed her looks,

melting or otherwise.

FERNANDE. Now, Charles—dcm't

get excited.

CHARLES. I'm not excited. I'm only

telling you that I leave servants to

the tradesmen. So please don't in-

sult me by assuming that - * .

(The door opens and george and

HELENE come in. They are as for-

mal and snobbish as their parents;

she is about eighteen and he

twenty.)
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GEORGE. Who are those two odd-

looking people with Louise?

CHARi-ES. Our new servants—but

judging by your mother’s attitude

—

1m afraid they will not grow gray

in our service. {He goes out.)

HELENE. Really, mother, can’t we
ever have decent-looking servants

in this house?

FERNANDE. Is there anything wrong
with their appearance?

GEORGE. He looks more like a waiter

than a butler.

HEUENE. she seems a cheap, impu-

dent little thing.

FERNANT®. Perhaps you two su-

E
rior beings will be interested to

ow that they worked for six years

iixc Prince Ouratieff. . . .

HELENE. Prince who?

FERNA?n>E. Prince Ouratieff and his

wife, the Grand Duchess Tatiana

Petrovna.

{laughmg) . AM Tl^, that

accounts for it

EERNAKDE. Accouuts for what?

GEORGE. Th^’re RumansI

EERKAMDB. And what that to do
with it?

HELENE. You’ve yolu'sdf be
taken in. You j^faahfy believed

everything ttey t<dd you.

FERNANUE. Hiey had a most Row-
ing reference from Her

DEVAL

GEORGE. My dear mother, don’t you
know that all Russians are Princes

and Grand Duchesses—or Gen-
erals, at the very least?

FERNANDE. I’m not listening to a

word you say—or you either,

Helene. I only want to beg you not

to treat these people Like dirt under

your feet, as you did with Francois

and Berthe. They’d have been with

us yet if it hadn’t been for you.

GEORGE. Then I’m very sorry.

FERNANDE. Oh, are you?

GEORGE. Fran9ois and Berthe

weren’t much, but at least they

weren’t foreigners.

FERNANDE. When you speak to Mi-
chel and Tina, please address them
by name. Not—hey—or psst. And
if you have to m^e insulting re-

marks about them, wait until they

have left the room. And as for you,

Helene . . .

HELENE (calmly). Yes, mother?

FERNANDE. The butler in this house
has a great many duties more im-
portant than taldng your Pekinese

out for a walk every hour.

GEORGE. I see. You mean, you want
us to coddle them.

FERNANDE. I don’t expect you to

make the slightest effort. I know
that would be asking too much. But
don’t do anything to drive them out

of house before your father and
I deckle it’s time for them to go.

Will you be dining at home tonight?

HELENE. No. Fm dining with the

Clomtesse de Maup^idly. There’s to
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be a rehearsal of that dreary Vene-
tian fete, and she wants me to be
one of the musicians*

GEORGE. Youre not going to try to

play that guitar of mine?

HELENE {defiantly). Its for the

benefit of the orphans I

GEORGE. God help them!

HELENE. Shut up.

FERNANDE. For Heaven^s sake stop

fighting!

HELENE. But he’s SO damned rude.

FERNANDE. You re both rude! Insuf-

ferable! Where are you going,

George?

GEORGE (proudly). To the Club.

Im going to fence with Aldonadi,

the World Champion.

HELENE (quietly). God help you.

(CHARLES returns.)

CHARLES. Helene, when you last

saw that Pekinese of yours, did it

by any chance have a dress shoe in

its mouth?

HELENE. I don’t think so, father,

CHARLES (to FERNANDE ). What’s

wrong with the bells in this house?

I’ve been ringing and ringing. (He
has crossed to door and fiung it

open, revealing mtkail and ta-

TiANA on the threshold. They are

wearing their servants^ clothes)

What are you two standing there

for? Eavesdropping?

MECAIL, We ^aee =w#tn^ sir.
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CHARLES. What for?

MiKAiL. To be summoned, sir.

CHARLES. Evidently you haven’t

heard about electric bells for sum-
moning purposes.

TATIANA. Oh, yes—^we heard them
ringing and ringing. They have a

lovely sound,

CHARLES. Come in!

FERNANDE. This is my dau^ter.
Mademoiselle Helene.

TATIANA, r^HKAEL. How do you do!

FERNANDE. And my son. Monsieur

George.

MiKAiL, TATIANA (cordiolly). How
do you do? (Bow to george.)

GEORGE. Quite well, thank you.

FERNANDE, Come with me, Tina.

TATIANA. Yes, madame.
(FERNANDE gOCS OUt. TATIANA
starts to follow, but George’s fe^
are in her way, forcing her to make
a detour.)

CHARLES. Haven’t you fcmnd . . *

MIKAIL. Your shoe? No, sir.

C2EIARLES. Well—go in there and
look for it.

MIKAIL. Very good, sir. (He goes,

humming, into Charles’s bed-

room.)

CHABL]^. What was that

noise he was making?
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HELENE (laughing). He was hum-
ming.

CHABLES. Did anyone ask him to

hum?

GEORGE. Perhaps thafs a Russian

custom. I know, at the White Eagle,

all the waiters sing. Well—I must
dress, (To Charles) 111 let you
know if I come across your shoe.

(Exits humming loudly.)

HELENE. You have my deepest sym-
pathy, father.

CHARLES. Have I asked for it?

HELENE. I hope vou cscapc from
darkest Russia. (She goes out.)

CHARLES. You needn’t worry about
those Russians. . . . TheyTl be out

of this house tomorrow. Both of

them! (Charles goes to a mirror

to straighten his tie. mikail comes
in, bearing charless shoe on a
little salver, like Cinderellds slip-

per.)

MiKADL. Your shoe, sir, (He kneels)

Permit me, sir. (Lifts charless
foot CHARLES stumbles) Liean on
me, sir. (mikail with deft dexterity

starts to put the shoe on and to lace

it. CHARLES watches him, impressed
in spite of himself.

)

CHARLES, MicheL

i^CDSAiL. Yes, sir.

CHARLES. I have something to say
to you.

MIKAIL. Yes, sir?

CHARLES. Do you always hum at
jour work?

MIKAIL. Did you say "lium,” sir?

CHARLES. When I sent you in there

to look for my shoe, you were hum-
ming, unmistakably.

MIKAIL (he stands up). You re

quite right, sir. So I was. It was a

sensation of joy, sir, at being in your
service. It shan’t happen again, sir,

I assure you. And now, sir—^may I

fetch you some medicine?

CHARLES. Medicine? What for?

MIKAIL. For your headache, sir.

CHARLES. How did you know I have
a headache?

MIKAIL. I can see it in your eyes,

sir—a struggle against intolerable

pain.

CHARLES. You’re very observant,

but medicine will do me no good.
This is a headache that only the
guillotine could cure. Do you know
how to use the telephone?

MIKAIL. Oh, yes, sir.

CHARLES. It’s over there. Get me
Litr4— thirty - five - nine, (mikail
goes to the telephone. Starts to

dial) You’re not Ihnping any more.

MIKAIL. No, sir. I saw that my
rheumatism displeased you.

CHARLES. Adc to Speak to Monsieur
Chauffourier-Dubieff.

MIKAIL. Monsieur who, sir?

CHARLES. ChaufFourier-Ehibieff.

MIKAIL. Do you mean the Govemoi
of the Bank of France?
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CHARLES. Certainly.

MiKAiL. Oh, sir, do I have to speak

to him?

CHABLES. Why not? Do your former
master s prejudices against bankers

prevent you from addressing the

Governor . . . ?

MIKAIL. Excuse me, sir. (Assumes
slightly false voice) Hello, Mon-
sieur Chauffourier-Dubieff, please.

CHARLES. If he s there, 111 speak

to him.

MDCAiL (puts hand over phone).

What name, sir?

CHARLES. What!

MIKAIL. Your name, sir?

CHARLES. That’s funny! (Suddenly

remembers) Dupont.

MIKAIL. Hello? M. Chauffourier-

DubieflF? M. Dupont wishes to

speak to you. Hold the phone,

please. (He hands the telephone to

CHARLES and starts to go.)

CHARLES. No, wait, Michel. (Into

the telephone) Hello, Chauffourier

. , . Well enough, except for a

splitting headache . . . Yes—^I

suppose we all have them these

days. ... Ill be a little late, Im
afraid, and we may not have a

chance to talk together. So Im
anxious to know if you’ve had any

word about that B^oura oil busi-

ness . . . Who? You’ve seen him?
What did he say? I see . • . Yes

... I thought he’d be difficult.

What about die Royal-Dutch in-

terests? I see . . . They’re shrewd
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devils, those Soviet Commissars.
. . . Yes, it’s all pretty damned dis-

couraging . . . No—^not a word.
I’ll be with you in about half m
hour. Good-bye. (He puts the tele-

phone down and stands for a mo-
ment with his hand to his head, a

figure of suffering. Charles groans.

MIKAIL takes phone, puts it down.)

MLKAJL. Please, sir—^we really must
do something about that headache.

CHARLES. We must?

MIKAIL. Yes, sir. There’s a Russian

remedy that’s infallible.

CHARLES. Some sort of witch-craft,

I suppose?

MIKAIL. No, sir, it’s entirely scien-

tific. My former master, Prince

Ouratieff, made use of it quite often

with immediate results.

CHARLES. You have the ingredients?

MIKAIL. The cook will help me find

them, sir.

CHARLES. You’re sure it’s harmless?

MIKAIL. Utterly, sir,

CHARLES. Then go ahead and mix it.

It won’t do any good.

MDKAIL. Excuse me, sir—have you
a shot gun?

CHARLES. Why—^yes—^but what in

God’s name—? (mikail goes out.

TATIANA comes in swiftly and with-

out knocking. Furiotisly) Can’t you

knock?

TATIANA (turns). Knock what, sir?
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^SABLES. At the door! You^re not

supposed to come bursting into

ooms without giving warning. . . .

TATIANA. But I did give warning,

sir. I scratched.

CHAiyLES. Do you always scratch?

TATIANA {gets fur wrap out of

closet) . Always, sir. The Grand
Duchess objected to knocking. It

frightened her. It meant only one

thkig to her—Bolsheviks! And the

Grand Duchess . . .

CHARLES. If youTl pardon me for

saying so, my girl— pretty

damned tired of the Grand Duchess
and her peculiar ways. In fact, Tm
beginning to understand why they

had a revolutkm in Russia.

TATIANA (flcmimg). There would
have been no revolution if it hadn't

been for bankers!

CHARLES. How dare you speak to

me in that way? You re an insub-

ordinate, iU-br^, foreign . . -

TATIANA (passionately). I know it,

I know it! And I deserve the

punishment you're going to give

me.

CHARLES. Punishment? Im not go-

ing to do anything more than tell

you to leave. . . .

TATIANA. What am I? (Kneels) A
housemaki—a servant—a dave

—

nothing! And wl^n Russia was Rus-
sia, a servant who talked badk to

her master was whipped, and liffc^

by her ears and d^ped into ice-

cold water.

CHARLES {conciliatory). They went
too far in Russia—in evory way.

We don't do any of those things

here . . .

TATIANA (forcefully). You must do

them! (Grabs his legs) The master

is the master! (With disgust) And
the servant is the servant.

CHARLES. Please let go of my legs.

TATIANA. We receive money and

food, and if we answer back, you
must strike us, or God will!

CHARLES (deeply embarrassed).

Come, my girl, all this isn't so very

serious. I have no intention of lift-

ing you by your ears.

TATIANA. Then you forgive me, sir?

CHARLES (gently). Yes, hut please

get up. (He lifts her up.)

TATIANA. And you will give me the

loss of reconciliation?

CHARLES (starting) . Wlciot?

TATIANA. When the master forgives,

he gives the servant the kiss of

reccmciliation—on the brow. (She

lifts her face to him.)

CHARLES (backs to chair). I see

. . . (Hesitating) Well. , . .

TATIANA. I>oes it disgust you, sir?

CHARLES. No . . . Well, not ex-

actly. (He peaces a perfunctory and
hmsghty upon her forehead.

)

TATIANA. Thank you, sir. (She
starts to go.)

CHARLES (struck by an idea)

.

Tina!

TATIANA. Sir?
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CHARLES. Suppose youT husband of-

fended me. Would I—^would he

offer me his brow to be kissed?

TATIANA. Oh, no, sir . . . (Quietly)

When one forgives a man, it is

upon the mouA! (She goes out.)

(CHARLES hears something, and

turns towards the door, mikail en-

ters. He carries a silver tray; upon

it, a claret glass full to the brim of

a liquid which looks like water.)

CHARLES (furiously). Oh, you

scratch too! You cant knock, I sup-

pose?

jvGKAiL (with respectful confu-

sion). Tm very sorry, sir. (Coming

up to CHARLES) Have I offended

you, sir?

CHARLES (drawing back). No, no,

my friend, (mizail offers Charles

the glass) What is that? (Looking

at it) Is it water?

MiKAiL (respectfully). Oh, no, sir.

(Offering the glass) It is a recipe,

sir. There is no record of a head-

ache that could resist it. His Im-

perial Majesty himself. . . .

CHARLES. All right, all right. (Hold-

ing the glass, with skepticism) Has

it a nasty taste?

MIKAIL. No, sir. As it goes down one

can detect no taste whatever.

CHARLES. You’re sure there’s noth-

ing harmful . . . ?

MIKAIL (with deferent authority). I

know, sir, that if I have misrepre-

sented the facts in any way the

penalty for me will be a ghastly lin-

gering dearth, with red hot bayon^
in my eyeballs and ...

CHARLES. Never mind. I believe

you. (Futs glass to his lips.)

MIKAIL. Do not breathe, sir. Drink

it off in one gulp. ( Charles takes

his courage in both hands, raises the

glass to his lips and gulps it down.
A pause. He has a terrible spasm,

such as one imagines a condemned
man having in an electric chair.

Then he becomes totally motion-

less, paralyzed, mikail watches

him with serenity) Do you see any-

thing, sir?

CHARLES. Butterflies.

MIKAIL. They wiU pass, sir.

CHARLES (puts gloss on tray).

What’s in that infernal stuff?

(Takes out cigarette case.)

MIKAIL. Pure gin—^with twenty

drops of ether, a hundred grains of

salt and a hundred and fifty grains

of gunpowder.

CHARLES. Gunpowder!

MIKAIL. Yes, sir!—I took the liberty

of opening one of your cartridges.

(Lights match.)

CHARLES. Gunpowder! (Lo(^ at

cigarette) Good God! If I K^t a

cigarette will I explode?

MIKAIL. No, sir—(Lights cigarette)

the powder is damp. And-—i^Qay I

inquire after your headache, sir?

CHARLES (remeinbering it). Head-

ache? It—it seems to have gone.

MIKAIL. It never fails, sir. Now

—

if you will permit me. (He undoes

OHABLEs’s necktie and starts to re-

twU.)
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CHABLES. Are all Russians mad?

MiKAiL. Oh, yes, sir—quite. (He
hurls himself at the dressing table

and returns with a hair-brush. He
brushes Charles s temples cares-

singly. Returns brush and then

smooths Charles's forehead with

his palms) Wonderful, isn't it, sir?

CHARLES. Yes! What s wonderful?

mikail. The sensation in one's head
just after the ache has moved out.

(He hurries into Charles's room.)

CHARLES. Yes, I suppose it is. (mi-

kail returns with dinner fackety

puts it on. ^Permit me, sir/' takes

out handkerchief, folds it, replaces

U) You know—Michel. . . .

mikail. Yes, sir?

CHARLES, fm beginning to think

that youll do.

MIKAIL. Thank you, sir.

CHARLES. In fact—I think you're

going to please me very much.

jwHKAiL. Oh, sir, you're a man of

God. (Leans over and imprints a

kiss on CHARLESS shoulder.)

CHARLES (startled). Hey! What are

you doing?

MHAiL (simply). The kiss on the

shoulder, sir. The kiss erf gratitude.

CHARLES. You pcopIe seem to have
spent your ^tire fives kissing each
other.

MIKAIL (with deep melancholy).

No, sir. We didn't always have
cause for gratitude! (mikail brings

hand mirror, holds it up before

CHARLES).

CHARLES. Well—rn be a lot hap-

pier if youTl leave kissing out of

your daily duties wliile you're here

—^you and your wife, too.

MIKAIL. Have I annoyed you, sir?

CHARLES. No, my friend,—^no.

(fernande comes in.)

MIKAIL. Very good, sir.

fernande. Oh—Charles—I must
teU you—^Tina says the Russians

have a most marvelous cure for

headache.

CHARLES. I know about it. It's simi-

lar to blasting. (Catches mikail's

eye. mikail bows, exits.)

FERNANDE. What do you think of

him?
(A knock at the door.)

CHARLES. I don't know what I think.

FERNANDE. Come in.

(TATIANA comes in carrying hand-
bag. She looks at Charles as much
as to say ^Was that betterF' Taps
door post.)

TATIANA (picks up Wrap and puts

down bag on dressing table) . Your
wrap, madame. (Puts wrap on
FERNANDE.)

FERNANDE. Thank you. Good night,

Tina. I hope you find your room
comfortable.

TATIANA. Thank you, madame. Mi-
chel and I wiU wait up for you.

(Hands fernande bag.)
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CHARLES. Come along—or we'll be
late.

FERNAJsmE. Very well.

TATIANA, {holding the door open).
Good evening, madame. (fer-

NANDE goes out) Good evening, sir.

CHARLES {pause. Looks off after

fernande) . Er—good evening.

{He smiles benignly. He goes out,)

(TATIANA blows a kiss after them
and shuts door.)

TATIANA. Mikaill Mikail!

MiKAiL {off stage). Coming, Tina!

{He comes in) WeU?

TATIANA. I say—God be praised!

MIKAIL. I join you in devout grati-

tude! Especially for the bed!

TATIANA. What bed?

MIKAIL. In our room. Didn't you no-

tice it? It is magnificent!

TATIANA. No. I was looking out of

the v^ondow, at the view. Mikail,

we can see the cross on the ortho-

dox church. We can see Russia!

{She kneels in the center of the

stage,)

MIKAIL {goes and kneels by her).

Ah—^my darling—^that man didn't

exaggerate. It is Paradise!

TATIANA. If we have to leave this

place, I shall die.

MIKAIL. And I with you. {He takes

her in his arms.)

TATIANA. These Duponts are people

of God.
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MIKAIL. And so is Louise, the cook.
I had a whiff of the chicken she's

cooking for us.

TATIANA. Oh, it can't be chicken!

MIKAIL. Chicken! Later, we’ll teach
her to cook it as they do in Kiev.
Well be good servants, won't we,
Tatiana?

TATIANA. There will be none to

compare with us in the whole land
of France. We have been blessed

with a home—at last—after all

these long years. ... A bed of

our own—and a window that looks

upon Russia. We will be worthy of

such blessings!

MIKAIL. My sainted love. {He
kisses her.)

(GEORGE enters, carrying fencing

foils, masks, gloves.)

GEORGE. Oh! Am I disturbing you?

MIKAIL {blithely). Not at all, sir.

TATIANA. Of course not, sir.

MIKAIL. Are there any orders, sir?

GEORGE. I want you to clean these

epees. What is your name again?

MIKAIL. Michel, sir.

GEORGE. Clean off the rust with

parajBBn. And wipe up these gloves

and masks, too.

MIKAIL. Yes, sir.

GEORGE. I am using them tonight.

ivHKAiL {takes them, puts gloves

and masks on chair. Examines

foils)

.

If you will allow me, sk, I
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will change the points d'arret, these

are badly blunted.

GEORGE. All right, change them. I

am fencing with an Italian who
goes at it like a bull!

MiKAiE. Oh, that cannot worry you,

sir.

GEORGE. Why?

MTEATE. You havc a good reach,

{Takes arm) Evade the blade

rather than engage it.

GEORGE. You fence?

MiKAiL. IVe played at it, sir. Does

your opponent keep his point in

line?

GEORGE. No.

MiKAiL. Then, I should not try to

bind the blade too often, sir, or

youTl be hit.

GEORGE. How?

MIKAEL. May I show you, sir?

(Hands foil to george and takes

one himself, tatiana places the

spare foil on desk. They salute, mi-

KAEL hUs GEORGE.)

GEORGE. I wasn’t ready. {Takes

positkm) Start again,

MiKAiE. Yon had better put on yom
mask, Siir.

(tatiana gfoes it to george.)

GEORGE {has put ma^ on.) AS
right, come cm. (Wldfm air wUh
foU^ hmges.)

MiKAiL. Yes! {Puts his mask on.

They fence, george is hit ogam)
That’s what I mean, sir.

(george, annoyed, takes off his

coat. TATIANA takes it, puts it on
window seat. Both men put on
gloves.)

GEORGE. On guard, Michel. {They
start to fence, george is hit on right

wrist) Touche.

TATIANA. Oh, please, Michel, let

Monsieur George hit you once.

GEORGE. I don’t want any favors;

go and get the cocktails.

TATIANA. Yes, sir.

GEORGE. On guard, Michel!

M3KAIL. At your service, sir.
( They

fence, mikail forces george to re-

treat. HELENE enters with a guitar.)

HELENE. George, have you gone
crazy?

GEORGE. Shut up! He’s a marvel!

Come on, Michel.

MIKAIL. Very good, sir. ( They con-

tinue fencing, mikatl knocks
George’s sword out of his hand
and, puUing chair out to center,

sa^s) Would you care to sit down,
mademoiselle?

HELENE {flabbergasted). Thank
you.

(mikatl picks up the foU and re-

turns it to GEORGE.)

GEOBGB. On guard.

(tatiana enters with cocktails on
trolley, mikail hits george again.)

MIKAIL. I’ve told you before, sk,

about binding the blade.
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HELENE. That is enough. I want you
to tune this guitar. {Holds out

guitar.)

GEORGE. Tune it yourself. Im busy!

On guard!

TATIANA (pushing forward). Per-

mit me, mademoiselle. (She takes

the guitar and starts to tune it.)

GEORGE (excitedly, as they fence).

Have you mixed the cocktails,

Tina?

TATIANA. Yes, Monsieur George.

(She sits and starts singing ^Ochi

Chorniyar)

HELENE. Is that a Russian tune?

TATIANA. Yes, mademoiselle. '‘Black

Eyes.’’

(HELENE gazes at TATIANA. MIKAEL.

and GEORGE continue to fence.)

GEORGE. Pour out the cocktails,

Tina.

HELENE. No—go on playing. I’ll

pour them, (mikail and george
are fencing furiously, helene
shakes the cocktails and then pours

them) Will you have one, George?

GEORGE. Yes.

MIKAIL. Keep your guard up, sir.

(He hits him.)

GEORGE. Another hit! You’re a

genius! On guard, Michel.

MIKAIL. Very good, sir.

(helene brings two cocktails to

^sk.)

GEORGE (pauses before taking up
stance). Will you have a cocktail,

Michel?

MIKAIL. I should love one, sir.

GEORGE. Three cocktails, Helene.

MIKAIL. And perhaps one for my
dear wife. Monsieur George?

GEORGE. Four cocktails, Helene!

(They start to fence.)

MIKAIL. That’s better, sir. That’s

much better! (They are fencing

rapidly, tatiana picks up the

rhythm of their clashing fads in her

singing and playing, helene is hap--

pily pouring cocktaUs.)

CURTAIN

ACT TWO
Scene I

Sei^al weeksM^- H is 7:45 in the evening. The duponts’ large drawing-

room. It is expensively, stodgily empire.

A large door at the back leads tnto the hall, another door at the rigpt

to the bedrooms, and a third door at the left to the dining-room,

helene is seated with a Ttussian dictionary in her hand, george is sit-

ting oh a table.
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HELENE. And what’s the Russian
word for, '"Sir”?

GEORGE. Gospadin.

HELENE. “Friend?”

GEORGE. Droug.

HELENE. “Cigarette?”

GEORGE. Papirosha.

HELENE. “Brother?”

GEORGE. Brat.

HELENE. “Comrade?”

GEORGE {pronouncing it wrongly).

Tovarich!

HELENE {dreamily and more cor^

rectly), Nol Tovarich!

GEORGE {repeating it correctly).

Tovarich!

HELENE {stm dreamily). Tovarich

Mikail!

GEORGE. They hate to be called

that; its the word the Bolsheviks

use.

HELENE. It’s a lovely word, To-
varich—Comrade, {hooking at die-

tkmary) “It doesn’t matter?^

GEORGE. What?

HELENE. “It do^n’t matter”; yxRi

know, “dcaa’t wenry.”

GEORGE. Oh, nitchevo, nitchevo,

HELENE. 'To love?”

0EVAL

HELENE. “I love you?”

GEORGE. la wass loublou. (HELENE
closes the book) Is that all?

HELENE. For today, yes.

GEORGE. What time is it?

HELENE- Half past seven. And we
want to be well out of here before

those stufEy guests arrive for dinner.

GEORGE. We’U be out of here, all

right, m tell you—^well have din-

ner at the Kasbek—^some vodka,

caviar, bortsch, and chicken cutlets

Kiev. And then well go to the Rus-
sian Ballet and be back here in time

to pick up Michel and Tina. It’ll

be great, won’t it?

HELENE. Absolutely marvelous.

We’ll see what a real Russian party

is like.

GEORGE. Personally, I’d rather stay

at home with them, in the kitchen,

playing poker. {Turns away dream-
Uy.)

HELENE. How much did you lose

last night?

GEORGE. Oh, nothing. A little over
two thousand. But it’s worth it. Just

to watch her hands when she’s

shuffling the cards.

HELENE. What is the matter with
you?

GEORGE. Oh, nothing. {He pulls

himself together and, with his

hands in his pockets^ goes toward
the window^ singing ^The Volga
Boat Songf*)

HELENE. Shut up!

(mikail enters. He closes the doorGEORGE. Loubitz,
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and goes toward the dining-room

door.)

GEORGE {calling him). OhI Michell

MiKAiL {approaching him respect-

fully). Monsieur George?

GEORGE {who has taken out his

pocket-book ) . Prompt payment . . .

{He holds out two 1000-franc

notes.)

mikail {smiling and refusing the

notes). But I assure you, sir, that

GEORGE {cutting him short). Be
quiet! IPs a debt of honor to the

most graceful poker player in

France. {Bows.)

mikail {takes money. Seriously).

But may I suggest to you, sir, that

you should not play so high?

GEORGE. You shouldn’t complain.

You and Tina win all the time.

mikail. Exactly, sir. IPs becoming

embarrassing.

HELENE {interrupting). Michel?

mikail. Yes, mademoiselle.

HELENE. Where are you taking us

tonight?

MIKAIL {smiling). You expressed a

wish to see a Russian fete. Tonight

we celebrate our New Year, al-

though perhaps ""celebrate” isn’t

quite the right word. It might be

better to say that we lament it. All

the homesick 6migr6s in Paris will

be there. There’ll be a great deal of

exquisite sobbing. I hope that it

will amuse you.
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HELENE. I do hope father and
mother will finish their stupid din-

ner early so that you’ll be able to

get away in time for the party.

MIKAIL. Don’t worry, mademoiselle.

Our party will last all night.

GEORGE. What do we wear—native

dress?

MIKAIL. Oh, sir—a white tie will be
quite in order. But—^with your per-

mission—I must set the table for

dinner.

HELENE {rushes aper him). Oh,
Michel, 111 help you. And we’ll

have a drink of vodka together.

(mikail exits.)

GEORGE. Don’t forget, Helene. The
right way to say it is “la wass lou-

blou.”

{She goes out. The hall door opens

and TATIANA enters. She holds in

her arms a huge vase full of flow-

ers.)

GEORGE {rushes to her). Tina . . .

please let me help you. {He runs

to her and takes the vase of flowers

almost violently in his tender indig-

nation at seeing her carry such a

burden.)

TATIANA. Thank you. Monsieur

George.

GEORGE. Where does it go?

MIKAIL. On the table here . . .

(GEORGE carries the vase to the

table. TATIANA foUows him and ar-

ranges the flowers in the vase) You
are kind. Monsieur George.

GEORGE {soberly ) . Kind! What does

that mean? Kindi {Passionately)

Don’t you understand?
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TATIANA (SttU arranging the jiow-

ers ) . Dear little Monsieur George!

What do I net understand?

GEORGE. Leave those flowers. {With
energy) Tinal la wass loublou.

TATIANA {drawing away her hands
tdolently). Oh! You mustn’t say it

like that!

GEORGE. But I mean it! Tina! {He
repeats ecstatically) la wass lou-

blou. la wass loublou. la wass lou-

blou.

TATIANA {gently). No. {Correcting

the pronunciation) la wass loublou—^like that. The way you say it, it

sounds like ‘little side dog.”

GEORGE (impetuously ) . I love you!

TATIANA. And it’s right that you
diould. The master must love the

servant! And the servant the mas-

ter! I love you, too. Monsieur
Geewrge.

GEORGE. Oh! But don’t you seel

—

I love you passionately. Can’t you
understand that? Passionatelyl

Wildly! It’s the first time in my ot-

tire life that IVe known what it is

— mean—to feel real love!

TATIANA {tenderly). Monsieur
George—^you are a dear little de-

B^tful bc^—but you must not
have ’wkked thoughts.

GECwaGE {turns away). Is love
wideed? Is there anyttoig wrong car

unnatural about ...

TATIANA (softly). Yes! Because if

you love me, you want to sleqp with
me!

DEVAL

GEORGE (perishing the thought).

Oh—^no!

TATIANA. Oh—^yes! You couldn’t

have any other idea in declaring

your passion for me, a housemaid.

GEORGE. You are not like any other

housemaid that ever lived.

TATIANA. No—I’m superior—

I

realize that. But it isn’t right for a
beautiful, distinguished young man
like you to think like that about
even the best housemaid. You know
it isn’t!

GEORGE. I know that I am only
happy at night, when mother and
fadier have gone to bed, and
Helene and I go to the kitchen, on
tiptoe . . . and when you sing,

and deal the cards with those ex-

quisite little hands. . . . (Takes
her hands.)

TATIANA. And Michel pours out
the vodka. {Removes her hands
from his) Don’t forget Michel! He
cleans your boots and brushes your
clothes and teaches you fencing. . .

.

GEORGE. That’s Hs job!

TATIANA. But it is not his job to be
a deceived husband!

GEORGE. Tina! I have money. I can
make you as happy as a princess.

TATIANA (gently). A princess! I

cmly want to as happy as a
housemaid.

GEOEK^ Haven’t you any ambition?

TATIANA- Oh, yes. Monsieur
Gec»rge. To he a good and faithful

^rvant.
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GEORGE. Tina! Have you ever been
unfaithful to Michel?

TATIANA. Never! Once I was vio-
lated . . .

GEORGE. Tina!

TATIANA {with supreme detach-
ment). By one of the Bolsheviks.

GEORGE (furious). The swine!

TATIANA. Oh—^no. Not a swine. He
was just a man who happened to

have the advantage. It was the
usual thing at the time ... It

didn’t matter.

GEORGE. You can stand there and
say that. . . .

TATIANA. Yes, little Monsieur
George—I can stand here and say
it didn’t matter. And I can say that

you’re a nice, darUng boy, . . .

(All of a sudden she kisses him
uery quickly on the mouth.)

GEORGE (in ecstasy). Tina!

TATIANA. And you mustn’t think

about me any more.

GEORGE. Tina!

TATIANA. Because this land of fool-

ishness bores me—^it bores me very
much indeed,

(CHARLES comes in.)

GEORGE, Tina! I won’t stand for it.

I tell you—^I won’t stand for it!

CHARL^. Won’t stand for what?

GEC®GE (flustered). 1 was ... I
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TATIANA. Monsieur George was dis-

pleased with the way I made the
hlartini cocktails last night.

CHARLES (glaring at george). Oh—tvas he?

TATIANA. Yes, sir—^it seems I

stupidly used the wrong vermouth.
I’m very sorry, Monsieur George.

CHARLES. A most natural mistake.
But I must tell you something,
young man: if I ever again hear you
addressing Tina in that rude, offen-

sive tone of voice—^weU—^you’re al-

most grown up now so I may not
thrash you as you deserve, but I

can find other ways to make life

extremely unpleasant for you.

TATIANA. Oh, sir—^it was all my
fault.

GEORGE (angrily to Charles). It

was nothing of the kind! I . . .

CHARLES. I don’t care to hear any
more from you. Now—^kindly

leave the room.

GEORGE (after a moment). Very
well. Very well ... I shall kindly
leave the room. (He bows to ta-
tiana and stalks out.)

CHARLES (with feroent smceiity) . I

regret very much that this has hap-
pened.

TATIANA. You iTiust Bot blame him,
sir. He’s such a sweet little boy!

CHARLES. I do blame him—and my-
sehE—^for having allowed such bad
manners to develop in my scm.

Come here, Tina.

TATIANA. Yes, sir?
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CHARLES. I want you to forgive me.

TATIANA, of course, sir—^but there's

really nothing to . . .

CHARLES. No—^you must forgive

me—in the Russian way . . . the

kiss on the brow.

TATIANA {with a slight smile). All

right, sir . . . {She kisses him.)

CHARLES {he takes her hands and
kisses them). You have the most
extraordinary eyes, Tina. Melting,

that's what they are—^melting.

TATIANA {with a slight smUe), All

right, sir. (mikatl enters) That's

enough, sir—the ceremony is over.

(all bow.)

mieail. Excuse me, sir. Will you
dress for dinner, tonight, sir?

CHARLES. No—^not this evening. I

— suppose you're wondering why
I was kissing your wife's hands.

MiKAiL. I should certainly not per-

mit myself to wonder anything of

the sort, sir.

CHARLES. —I was apologizing in

the Russian way.

MHAiL. Naturally, sir. Do you widi

to use the blue passes or the Bo-

hemian glasses for the Moselle, sir?

CHARLES. Whicheva: you like, my
friend.

MiKAiL (going to the door and caU-

ing through)

.

The blue ^ass^
Mademoiselle Helene.

HELENE {off stage). Very well,

Michel.

CHARLES. Is my daughter laying the

table?

MIKAIL. Yes, sir. She expressed a

wish to do so.

CHARLES. God bless my soul!

(fernande comes in.)

FERNANDE. Michel—^vouVe to serve

the cocktails—and Tina, my dear,

you serve the Sakouska. The con-

cierge will he at the door—^hell do
the announcing.

TATIANA. Yes, madame.

MIKAIL. Very good, madame.
{They start to go.)

FERNANDE {to CHARLES). Have you
spoken to them about our guest of

honor? Wait a moment.
( MIKAIL and TATIANA pause and
turn.)

CHARLES. I was about to mention
that. {He turns to them with some
embarrassment) Madame and I ap-

preciate the fact that your sym-
pathies are with the cause of White
Russia.

MIKAIL. Yes, sir?

CHARLES. Naturally, we understand

you—^your devotion to your former

employers—the prince and prin-

cess . . .

TATIANA. And may God keep them!

CHARLES. And we sympathize with
that devotion. But—there are

bound to be times when diGEerences

of political opinion are apt to prove
embarrassing—^and this dinner to-

night is such an occasion. I mean to

say—this may be a somewhat pain-

ful experience for you.
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FERNANDE. For heavens sake,

Charles, come to the point. Our
guest of honor tonight is a repre-

sentative of the Soviet Govern-

ment, Commissar Gorotchenko.

( Complete silence from mdcail and
TATIANA. Tause.)

CHARLES. You ve doubtless heard of

him?

MiKAiL (in a dull tone). Yes, sir.

We have heard of Commissar Go-
rotchenko.

FERNANDE. We Want to be sure

that your behavior during dinner

will give us no cause for anxiety.

i

MIKAIL. Has our behavior ever

given such cause, madame?
)

CHARLES. Of course not! Never!

FERNANDE. No!

MIKAIL. Then, tonight will be no

different.

FERNANDE. IVe ncver met this

Gorotchenko, but I suppose he’s

pretty much of a boor. However, he

is our guest and we must do every-

thing we can to put him at his

ease.

I

MIKAIL. He is a most cultivated

man, madame, with a very lively

wit. A bit malicious, perhaps—^but

keen. It was he who composed that

immortal sentence which was en-

graved on the door of the Lou-

bianka Prison. 'Tour walls for pun-

ishment are three too many.”

CHARLES. He’s never done you any

personal harm, has he?

MiKAH (slowly ) . None, sir.

TATIANA. Less than none, sir.

CHARLES. Well then, we can all for-

get the past. Gorotchenko is now
representing the Soviet oil interests;

and oil, as we all know, is most
effective in . . . in . , . smooth-

ing out . . .

(MIKAIL helping Charles out of

his embarrassment.)

MIKAH. He was not always in oil,

sir. General Gorotchenko was chief

of the Investigating staff at the

Tcheka. At that time, my former

master, Prince Ouratieff, had some
dealings with him.

CHARLES. Really!

MIKAH. Yes, sir. The conversation

between them wasn’t progressing

as smoothly as Gorotchenko wished
—so—to enliven matters—^he

placed the end of his cigarette

—

the lighted end, of course—^be-

tween Prince Ouratieff’s fingers.

You’ll find him very interesting.

Sir.

FERNANDE, How horrible!

TATIANA. Oh, madame, you also

will find him very entertaining.

When he was Gommissar of the

Fort of Kronstadt, the Grand
Duchess Tatiana Petrovna was im-

prisoned there. I’ve heard her speak

of him often. Women always found

him irresistible.

CHARLES. You mean he—^he made

TATIANA (leoeUy). Advances—^yes,

sir.

FERNANDE- But he must be an ap-

palling person!
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CHARLES. Nonsense! Michel and
Tina have only heard of him from

people with a very prejudiced point

of view.

FERNANDE. But I hope youVe not

going to think about these dreadful

things when youre serving the

soup?

TATIANA (soberly), Madame, we
shall think only that were your

servants and that we must be

worthy of your trust.

MiKAiL. And now—^if madame will

excuse us.

FERNANDE. Certainly. You can get

the cocktails ready, (mekail and
TATIANA go out) Were there ever

such treasures?

CHARL^. Nev©rl

FERNANDE. But I wish that Gorot-

chenko wer^’t coining. It will be
an ordeal for them.

CHARLES. Nevertheless well have
to be nice to him, Femande, be-

cause, whatever outrages he may
have committed, he exudes an ocIot

which is very sweet.

FERNANDE (fhcmg fowets)

,

OdoT?

C3IARLES. Yes. He reeks of petrol

—those vast, ri<di, undev^oped
Bakcmra fields with milMons and
bilBons just waiting to be taken
out. We must play am cards
cleverly tonight, Gorotchenko
should ^t at your right; Chauf-
fourier at your and at my ri^t
that Madame Van Hemert.

FERNANDE. Is she, too, pecfumed
with petrol?

CHARLES. Ah—^yes. In a more re-

fined form, of course.

FERNANDE. This house will smell

like a garage.

CHARLES. Madame Van Hemert
represents the Anglo-Dutch inter-

ests; as Monsieur Chauffourier rep-

resents France and I represent

—

myself. If aU works out as I hope,

we’ll be swimming in petrol—liq-

uid gold. There’s a fortune in-

volved, my dear. But of course

—

everything depends on Gorot-

chenko.

FERNANDE. Oh, Charles, shouldnY
you, at least, be wearing a dinner

jacket? (A bell is heard.)

CHARLES. Oh, no! Chauffourier told

me expressly not to dress. You
know how the Bolsheviks feel about
our bourgeois customs. . . .

CONCIERGE (off Stage). What name,
Madame?

VAN HEMERT (off Stage). Madame
Van Hemert.

FERNANDE. Get Up. They re here.

(CTEA3EILES Ttses. FERNANDE htaces
herself. The door opens up and the
CONCIERGE appears.)

CONCIERGE {armouncing)

.

Madame
Van Hemert!
(madame van hemert comes in.

She is thin, hard, sharp, rather chic,

preserved.)

FERNANDE (cordtolly ) . How do you
do? Tm Madame Dupont.

VAN HEMERT. How do yOU do?

FERNANDE, Permit me to present
my husband*
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CHARLES. My dear madame—^you

do us honor.

VAN HEMERT. You must forgive me—^but Im invariably the first to ar-

rive.

CHARLES. How charming of you!

FERNANDE. Do sit down.

VAN HEMERT. Thanlc you.

(There is an awkward silence.)

FERNANDE. Have you met Commis-
sar Gorotchenko Ijefore?

VAN HEMERT. Oh, yes—at Teheran
—and once or tv^ce in London,
and of course in Moscow.

CHARLES. You ve traveled far.

VAN HEMERT (levellt/)

.

Yes, Mon-
sieur Dupont. Tm a sort of Vestal

Virgin.

CHARLES. Oh!

VAN HEMERT. I am One of those

whose duty it is to keep the lamps
of the world filled with oil. It neces-

sitates a great deal of travel.

FERNANDE. And a great deal of

diplomacy?

VAN HEMERT. Not SO much diplo-

macy as—relentlessness.

CHARLES. You Hollanders are a re-

markable people.

VAN HEMERT. WeVe had to be.

FEBNANDE. And Gorotohenko

—

what is he Mke? I confess Im a*Mt-

tie nervous.

VAN HEMERT. Don t worry, mad-
ame. He can be agreeable enough
when he"s in the right mood.

CHARLES. And when he’s in the

wrong mood?

VAN HEMERT. He has the grace to

keep ominously quiet.

(The door opens and tatiana
comes in.)

TATIANA. Excuse me, madame.

FERNANDE. Yes, Tina?

van HEMERT. Oh!

TATIANA- Shall we serve . . . the

cocktails?

VAN HEMERT. Her Imperial High-
ness. (She sinks in the deep cere-

monial curtsy. FERNANDE and
CHARLES gaze at her in amaze-
ment.)

TATIANA. No—no! Pleasc don’t do
that . . . please don’t . . . (She

turns and hurries out. van hemert
follows.)

FERNANDE. What OR earth . . .

CHARLES. I beg your pardon, mad-
ame, but just why did you do that?

VAN HEMERT. Why IS shc here?

CHARLES. That’s our housemaid.

She’s a Russian.

FERNANDE. We have two of them
—man and wife.

VAN HEMERT. YouT servantl

CHARLES. Why, yes, her name is

Tina.
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VAN HEMERT. Tina! That is the for-

mer Grand Duchess Tatiana Pet-

rovna.

FERNANDE. The . . .

CHARLES. No ^no . . .

FERNANDE. Youre mistaken.

CHARLES. She was employed by the

Grand Duchess.

VAN HEiviERT. She is the Grand
Duchess! {Turns to fernande) I

knew her well in Petersburg.

FERNANDE. I tell you—^that's our

housemaid. There may be a resem-

blance.

(van HEMERT latighs heartily, fer-

nande and CHARLES look at each

other with mounting horror,)

van HEMERT. Forgive me

—

shouldn't be laughing—but

—

really can't help it. Your house-

maid!

FERANDE. But she had a reference

from the Grand Duchess. (She and
CHARLES look ot cach other, van
HEMERT is still laughing.)

CHARLES. You loiow, shc might
have written it herself!

VAN HEMERT. And is her husband.
Prince Ouratieff, here too?

CHARLES. Prince Ouratiejff! Great
God! I suppose that's Michel.

FERNANDE. Are you sure about this?

VAN HEMERT. I promise you, Mad-
ame Dupont, I couldn't possibly

be mistaken. How long have they
been with you?

FERNANDE. Two months. They've

made fools of us! Do you realize

what it will mean?

CHARLES. Realize! Twenty years

from now all Paris will still be
laughing at us.

{The CONCIERGE comes in.)

CONCIERGE. Monsieur and Madame
ChaufEourier-DubiefiF.

{They come in. General greetings.

FERNANDE shdkes hands with

CHAUFFOURIER.)

MADANIE CHAUFFOURIER ( aS she

shakes hands with fernande).
Good evening, Fernande.

FERNANDE. Good evening, my dear.

CHAUFFOURIER. It's turning rather

cold.

FERNANDE. Really? It's been quite

warm indoors.

MADAME CHAUFFOURIER. There's a

north wind that feels hke Siberia,

CHARLES. I hate the sound of that

word.

CHAUFFOURIER {tO VAN HEMERT )

.

Well, madame, you seem very gay
this evening! Good news from the

East Indies? (mikail comes in)

Why—bless my soul! What a de-

lightful surprise! {Shakes hands
with mikail) I had no idea your
Excellency was to be here.

FERNANDE {to CHARLES ). Excel-

lency?

CHAUFFOURIER. But youre wearing
evening clothes. That's an excellent

joke on our friend Gorotchenko.
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MiKAiL (trying to escape). If you
will . . .

CHAXJFFOURiER (stopping him).

You re dining here with us?

2waKAiL. Sir, I am dining here—but
not at the same time. '(To fer-

nande) May I serve the cocktails,

madame?

FERNANDE (dully)

.

Yes. You may
serve the cocktails.

iCKAEL. Thank you, madame. (He
goes out.)

CHAXJFFOURIER (iDondeting)

.

It is

a joke, isn't it?

VAN HEMERT (Idughs)

.

The best

joke in years!

MADAME CHAUFFOUREER. Are yOU
going to explain it now—or must
we wait?

CHARLES. It makes no diSerence

when we explain it. Tomorrow—it

will be in every newspaper.

FERNANDE. And Gorotcheiiko! Why,
they’ll be at each other’s throats!

(Imploringly to her guests) Tm
terribly sorry— (Turns to madame
CHAXJFFOURIER) But—WOuld yOU
mind if we dine at a restaurant?

VAN HEMERT. Not at all.

CHAXJFFOURIER. But why? With
Prince Ouratieff on hand, the situa-

tion is ideal. We might persuade

him to join the combine. He might

agree to finance the whole scheme.

CHARLES. Him—finance us?

CHAXJFFOURIER. Why not? As a Rus-
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sian, he’d appreciate the value of

the oil concession.

CHARLES. But—forgive me. Gover-
nor—I’m a httle bewildered.

CHAUFFOURIER. You evidently don’t

know that Ouratieff is probably the

only man living who can write his

check on the Bank of France for

four billion francs—

CHARLES. Four biUion . . .

CHAXJFFOURIER. Yes—and have it

honored. So—when you’ve finished

your Little joke, whatever it is, we’d
better sit down with His Excel-

lency and talk business.

CHARLES. Yes.

CONCIERGE (entering). Commissar
Gorotchenko.

(FERNANDE riSCS. GOROTCHENKO
comes in. He is strongly built, with
a humorous, saturnine expression-'

a cultivated barbarian with keen
perceptivity and a great apprecia-

tion of life. He is wearing a tail

coat and white tie.)

GOROTCHENKO (tO FERNANDE
) . My

respects, madame. And Monsieur
Dupont, I believe.

CHARLES. Yes—er—how do you do.

Commissar?

GOROTCHENKO. Very weU, thank

you. And my dear Madame Van
Hemert. . . .

VAN HEMERT. My dear Commissar.

GOROTCHENKO. Madame Chauffour-

ier—my dear Governor . . .

CHAUFFOURIER (heartily). Gorot-

chenko, old man—how are you?
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GOROTCHENKO (looking about)

,

A
most distinguished gathering! I am
akeady ill at ease.

VAN HEMERT. YouTl know how dis-

tinguished it really is when you
see who else is here.

GOROTCHENKO. Then, there are

other guests? Thank heaven, Tm
not the last.

CHARLES. There are others—yes—
but not exactly guests.

( MiKAiL enters with cocktails^

serves van hemert, then madame
CHAUFFOTJRIER, then FERNANDE, OS

he goes to serve Charles, who goes

to take one, thinks better of it, re-

fuses.)

GOROTCHENKO (tO CHAUFFOXJRIER

as MIKAIL goes to CHARLES). And
how is the new state loan progress-

ing, my dear Governor?

CHAUFFOUBiER. Tm rather sorry you
mentioned that, Commissar. But
we are always optimistic.

(MIKAIL serves gorotchenko. ta-

hana enters with sandwiches.)

GOROTCHENKO (tO MEKATL). Thank
you. (To fernanoe) Your . . ,

(Sees TATIANA, breaks of, then:)

your very good health, madame.

FERNANDE. Thank you.

(MIKAIL has served chauffourier,
tofces tray to table, stands at atten-

tion as TATIANA reaches madame
CHAUFFOtXRIER.

)

CHARLES. Ah—Madame Chauf-
fourier tells ik that it has turned
quite cold.

GOROTCHENKO. I SUppO^ it haS.

Though it seems comparatively

tropical to us Russians, (tatiana
serves him) Thank you.

(tatiana serves chauffotjrier.)

van hemert. I was in Moscow
once when it was positively hot.

FERNANDE. Really?

van hemert. Oh, yes . . . there

were thousands of people bathing
in the river, all stark n^ed.

chauffourier. Hm?

CHARLES. How amusing!

GOROTCHENKO. We make them wear
bathing suits now. Oh, yes—we ve
turned very moral.

MADAME chauffourier. But Tm
eternally sorry I never saw Russia
in the old days.

GOROTCHENKO. Ycs, I must confess

—there are some aspects of the
old regime that we miss in the
Soviet Union. (He takes out a cig-

arette. MIKAIL steps down with
matches.)

MIKAIL. Permit me, Commissar.
(Lights GOROTCHENKO s Cigarette,

then goes out.)

GOROTCHENKO. Thank you. But
what a charming room this is, mad-
ame. Isn't it a replica of the Hotel
de Landuzy?

FERNANDE. Why, yes—it is. Did
you know the Hotel de Landuzy?

GOROTCHENKO. I am an old Parisian,

madame. For three years I was a
dishwasher in the (^ai de Bour-
bon.
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FERNANDE. A dishwaslier! How
very interesting.

GOROTCHENKO. Ycs—literally. I

washed dishes. That was when I

was studying for my philosophical

degree.

CHARLES. In addition to everything
else, you re a Doctor of Philosophy?

GOROTCHENKO. That was a long
time ago, Monsieur Dupont. Im
afraid Tve forgotten most of it now.

CHAUFFOURIER
(chuckUng) . Yes—

you’ve passed on from pure theory
to impure fact.

GOROTCHENKO (laughing). That’s

it, my dear Governor. I was capti-

vated by Plato’s concept of the Per-

fect State, Where every man has
the brain of Socrates in the body of

Adonis, and every woman—but I’m
sure you ladies have already

achieved the Platonic ideal.

VAN HEMERT (tO FERNANDE ) . He’s
poisonous, isn’t he? Hell make
communists of us all.

CHAUFFOURIER. You’vc explained a

great deal, Commissar. You learned

about the Perfect State and then
went home to Russia and built it.

GOROTCHENKO. No—when I re-

turned to Russia, I was careful to

leave my idealism behind. That was
a bad time for idealists, you know.
A few of them escaped into Fin-

land, but the majority were sub-

merged in rivers of blood.

MADAME CHAUFFOURIER. HoW
shocking!

CHAUFFOURIER. And how necessary!

That’s the one point on which Cap-
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italism and Communism agree: the
idealists must be drowned.

GOROTCHENKO. The Govcmor is a
realist. You know, Plato himself
likened all of us to prisoners,

chained in a cave. Behind us, a fire

is burning—and we’re forced to

contemplate our own shadows,
magnified horribly on the wall.

We’re terrified of them. They
awaken in us race memories, and
we shrink from them as though
they were prehistoric monsters. It’s

the duty of the philosopher to break
the chains, and escape from the
cave into the world of clear reality.

And that is what we have tried to

do in the Soviet Union. You may
feel that we have failed. But, in any
case, we have provided a fascinat-

ing chapter of history for the dish-

washers of the future, (madame
CHAUFFOURIER gives a nervous lit-

tle laugh) But I’m afraid I’ve be-

come much too talkative, madame.
Do forgive me. It’s a Russian fail-

ing.

CHAUFFOURIER. No—Commissax.
I’m sure we’ve all greatly enjoyed

your—little, lecture.
(Enter mikail.)

MiKAiL. Dinner is served, madan^.

CHARLES (relieved). Ab—dinner!

FERNANDE. Shall we go in?

VAN HEMERT. By all means. (To
c;oROTCHENKo) We will discuss

Plato—and Petrol.

(AH rise.)

FERNANDE. Charles!

(cHARi^ takes madame chauf-
fourier’s arm and exUs.)
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CHAUFFOUKIER (takes VAN HEM-
ert's arm), Thafs what we bank-

ers have needed in the past years—
some lessons in philosophy. May I

have the honor? (Exits with van
HEMERT.)

GOROTCHENKO (tO FERNANDe). You
know—ifs a very bad thing for a

communist to ine in a French
house. A shamefully corrupting in-

fluence!

FERNANDE. You re in a good mood,
Commissar.

GOROTCHENKO. Why not, madame?
Tm not often privileged to enjoy

such charming company, (gorot-

CHENKO and fernande exit.)

VAN HEMERT (off Stage), Ah, Were
charming now. Commissar. But
wait until we get down to business.

( The voices of the guests die away.

MiKArL crosses to tatiana, puts

his arm around her. Then he goes

to door, stands at attention.)

MiKAiL. After you, Highness.

(tatiana exits with her head held
high, MIKAIL follows her.)

curtain

Scene II

Kitchen of the duponts^ house.

Three hours later.

MIKAIL, tatiana and louise are seated at table having finished their

dinner, tatiana is holding out her coffee glass.

tatiana. Some more coffee, please.

LOUISE. That s three glasses for you.

You know, you won't sleep.

tatiana. Youre right, Louise. I

shall not sleep,

LOUISE (smiling). What's the mat-
ter, my dears? Didn't the dinner go
off well?

MIKAIL (vaguely). Oh—yes—it
went off weH.

LomsE. They didn't eat muA,

MIKAIL. No . . . there seemed to

be a general loss of appetite. Ex-
cept for Gorotchenko. He ate a

great deal of everything. A masterly
display of imperviousness to embar-
rassment.

LOUISE. Gorotchenko? What's he—
another Russian?

MIKAIL. He was bom a Russian.

LOUISE. It must be nice for you to
see one of your own people.

TATIANA. What did you say?

LOUISE. I said—it must be nice for

you to see one of your own people.

TATIANA. Mikail! Make her be
quiet.
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LOUISE. Mother of God! What’s
wrong with her?

MTKAiL. Forgive us, Louise! Were
both a bit upset.

LOUISE. But why—what is it?

MiEAiL. Simply this, Louise. The
time has come for us to set out for

new fields of endeavor.

LOUISE. And what do you mean by
that?

MiKAJL. I mean that we have been
fired.

LOUISE. When?

MiKAiL. Tonight. After dinner.

Madame informed us ever so ele-

gantly, that the usual notice would
be dispensed with. We receive our

wages and depart in the morning.

LOUISE. Well, all I can say is. I’m

very, very sorry. We’ve got along

well together, the three of us.

(TATIANA rises, pats louise, puts

on apron, goes to sink.)

xfncAiL . Well, it has to happen to

all of us sooner or later. Dismissal

and death. But, at least I shall

serve the lemonade in the drawing-

room at eleven o’clock as I was or-

dered. They shall not deprive me
of that final privilege.

LOUISE. It’s a shame, .and I certainly

don’t know what she’s complaining

about, rd say you two have done

more than enough!

MiKAiL. And you have been very

kind to us. You will always be re-

membered by Her Highness and
me with loving gratitude.

LOUISE. Her Highness, eh! (louise
laughs) Is that one of your Russian
jokes?

MIKAIL. No, Louise. That one was
grimly serious.

LOUISE (to TATIANA ), Are you a

Highness?

TATIANA. Imperial! (Starts to clear

table.)

LOUISE. And what does that make
you, Michel?

MIKAIL. No more than her consort,

Louise. A paltry prince. It must be
something of a shock to you to

learn the kind of people who have
been your associates, and friends.

(Rises, puts on apron.)

LOUISE. Oh, no. (Rises and puts

butter dish in refrigerator) Princes

and Highnesses have to Uve some-
where, like other people. They may
as well live here as anywhere else.

TATIANA (clearing the table).

Godly woman! You understand

things.

MIKAIL. If only you could convey
some of your liberality to our em-
ployers.

LOxnsE. So that’s why they’re smd-
ing you away, eh? Because you de-

ceived them into thinking you’re

common—like they are. (Gets mUk
bottles from floor and puts them on
cupboard.)

MIKAIL (with emotion). Yes! But it

isn’t the first time we’ve had to suf-

fer for the misfortune of exalted

birth, (He hands tattana another

dish. She inspects it and thrusts it

hack at him.)
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TATIANA. Wash it again!

MHAiL. Isn^t it clean?

TATIANA {pointing to a blemish).

Look at that!

MiKAJDL. Oh—yes. I thought it was

part of the design.

(LOUISE laughs and takes napkin

from cupboard in refrigerator,)

TATIANA. If Madame Ehipont

caught you being as careless as

that . . . Oh! for the moment Td
forgotten.

MIKAEL {Ms arm around tatiana) .

My beautiful love. There is no

tragedy great enou^ to break your

magnificent spirit—is there?

TATIANA. Go on with the dishes.

IXKJISE. What will you do now?
{Taking pitcher of lemonade from

refrigerator, putting U on tray on

top of refrigerator and covering ad

vMh napkin.)

MiKAiL. Starve—with quiet dignity.

LOUISE. Why don’t you just get rid

dP those siSy titfe?

TATIANA. By the blessed St. Chris-

topher! If I dropped dead this in-

stant, rd still be a Grand Duchess.

My soul w^ld be flapping about

m heaven with win^ a lot kmg^
tlmn the otihor angek.

MiKAJL. And you’d still be flying

into trouble.

LOUISE. Eton’t you want to I^ve?

TATIANA ANB MIKAIL. No! No!
Never.

BEVAL

LOUISE. Then, don’t.

MIKAIL. But what can we do? Chaiij

ourselves to the sink?

LOUISE. Why don’t you join the

Union?

MIKAIL. What union?

LOUISE. Of domestic workers. Or
don’t you want to go on doing this

kind of work?

MIKAIL. We never want to do any-

thing else. We’re not fitted for any-

thing else.

TATIANA. What wdU this imion do

for us?

LOUISE. It will protect you from this

very thing—I mean, being dis-

missed for no good reason. Now
listen—if your employers say or do

anything you don’t like, you’ll only

have to go to the Union and lodge

a protest. And then the Union will

send an official round to the house

—and those officials use the front

door, not the back door, believe me
—and he’ll say a few things to

Monsieur and Madame—and the

next thing you know, they’ll be

apolo^zing to you, and raising

your wages, and putting a radio in

your room, (louise takes of apron,

hangs it on hook, puts on shawl.)

MIKAIL. But that—that sounds like

Bolshevism.

LomsE. Cal ft anything you please.

It makes Hfe a lot easier

for the likes of us. Can I help you
with any of that work?

TATIANA {pushes choks in). No^
thanks, darling. We want to do al
ci it, oursdvesi It’s our last chance^
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LOUISE. Well—good night, my
dears. And good luck.

MiKAiL. Good night, Louise.

TATIANA (kisses her). Good night,

daughter of God.
(LOUISE lumbers out.)

MTKAiL. Hideous china, isn’t it?

And yet—I love it. I shall miss it

very, very sorely.

(They are back at sink washing.)

TATIANA. Do you realize that in two
months—nearly nine weeks—we
haven^t broken any of it?

MiKAiL. Not so much as a chip.

(With a deep sigh) Never in all

our lives before have we ever done
anything so well, (mikail wash-

ing plates. TATIANA drying plates.)

TATIANA. God must know that

weVe been good servants! Surely,

Hell find us another place.

MIKAIL. Surely He will! But—don’t
you think we should join that

Union?

TATIANA. It’s useless. Wherever we
go—here in France—they’ll know
all about us.

MIKAIL- How much money have

we?

TATIANA. I have eleven francs. I

spent aB the rest on that dress for

tonight.

MIKAIL. I have two thousand. Two
thousand and fifty—

TATIANA. Eh!

!

MIKAIL. From George.

What a miserable poker player he
is.

TATIANA. He’s in love!

MIKAIL. I know . . .

TATIANA. With me.

MIKAIL. Yes—and so am I. But I

don’t allow it to interfere with my
technique at poker.

TATIANA. Is two thousand francs

enough to take us to South Amer-
ica?

MIKAIL. I don’t know. Why South
America?

TATIANA. That’s where people seem
to go, when they’re desperate.

What language do they speak
there?

MIKAIL. Spanish—or Portuguese—
or something. There was a South

American gigolo at the Kasbec
once. He didn’t speak much of any-

thing. He just murmured.
(TATIANA has gone to the table to

clear off the remains of their meal.)

TATIANA. Poor little coffee pot. For-

lom—and empty. Like our lives.

MIKAIL. Ah—my darling! How can
we go to that party, with these two
young monkeys? How can we pre-

tend to be gay when we’ve lost

bread and bed and central heating?

TATIANA. Oh, we’ve promised, Mi-

kail. The Grand Duke Alexei would
nev^ forgive us. He saved up for

two years to give this party. And
ev&ryone else there will have no
more reason for rejoicing than we
have. And then poor little Mon-
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sieiir George. He has been very
good to us.

MiKAiL. The amorous puppy!

TATIANA. And Mademoiselle Helene
—she s been good to us, too—and
—{imth a malidom smile) for the

same reason. We mustn’t disap-

point them.

MIKAIL. Very well, Tatiana—well
go. Well make the last gruesome
pretense.

TATIANA (puts hef atTus about
him). My poor, tragic pigeon. You
weren’t nearly so depressed when
they burned down our palace at

Orlovskai—and destroyed all your
beautiful horses in the stable and
the Rembrandts in the library.

MIKAIL. That was in Russia, Ta-
tiana.

TATIANA. And you laughed when
they arrested us, and put us in

prison, and we were so certain we
were going to die. . . .

MIKAIL. That, too, was in Russia,

Tatiana.

TATIANA. Well—and where are we
now?

MIKAIL. In the kitdhen of a French
banker n^ned Ehipcmt.

TATIANA. No! It’s OUT Idtchen,

Mikail. Breathe the air, my darling.

It smells of onions and co^ gas and
brown soap—but when you breathe

it in, it becomes the air of Russia-
cold and clean. Wharev^ we may
go, it will be the same. In mir
lungs, and our eyes, and our hearts

will be Russia. (CUngmg to him)
Mishenka—

MIKAIL. Tanouska.

TATIANA (with joyful energy).

Nitchevol

MIKAIL (mikail lets himself be
won over). Nitchevol

TATIANA (repeating it louder).

Nitchevol

MIKAIL (repeating). Yes, Tatiana.

Nitchevol

(TATIANA laughs With a full-

throated laugh.)

TATIANA. Nitchevo—nitchevo—
nitchevo—

MIKAIL (mikail is restored to gay-

ety), Nitchevo—nitchevo—nit-
chevo—
(TATIANA kisses MIKAIL. MIKAIL
takes of apron, hangs it up, puts

on coat.)

TATIANA (quite simply). Go and
put away monsieur’s clothes. I will

jSnish the washing-up.

MIKAIL. Very well, Tina.

TATIANA. And—tonight I’ll have a
talk with Kokovstev.

MIKAIL. Why Kokovstev?

TATIANA. He works for one of those

travel bureaus. He’ll be able to tell

us how much it costs to go to South
Amarca. And what language they

speak.

MIKAIL. Perhaps they all just mur-
mur. (He goes out. tatlana goes
to tmndow, puHs up blind; sees

church, crosses herself; she then
wipes table with cloth, puts a cloth

on table. She puts knives and forks
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on cloth, covers them with another

cloth; gets dust-pan and brush,

kneels beside table. The pantry

door opens softly and gobotchenko
appears. For a moment he stands

there, watching her, admiringly.)

GOROTCHENKO. May I come in?

TATIANA {rises sharply). Oh! {She

puts dust-pan and brush away un-

der table) What have you come
here for? The silver?

GOROTCHENKO {smiUng)

.

I came to

see His Excellency, your husband.

TATIANA, The butler? He has work
to do—important work.

GOROTCHENKO. Then, perhaps I may
wait for him. {He looks around)

You keep your kitchen in most
admirable order.

TATIANA {turning on him again).

Who gave you permission to come
in here?

GOROTCHENKO. No onc, madame. I

just walked in through the dining-

room. The others are in the draw-

ing-room, muttering prayers to the

great god Petrol. They have some
sort of agreement they want me to

sign. But I—I asked for time to

think it over in solitude.

TATIANA, In the kitchen?

GOROTCHENKO. They think Tm in

the study. But they’re too tactful

to disturb me. People in oil are

always tactful.

TATIANA. Why do you want to do
your thinking here? Will it help you
to see how I wash the dishes?

491

GOROTCHENKO. Vm suTC you do it

with flawless grace.

TATIANA {polishing a plate by
sink). You should know, I was
given many lessons in dish-washing
when I was under your command
in the Kronstadt.

GOROTCHENKO. That was a rigorous

school, madame.

TATIANA. Yes. Those who broke
dishes were shot.

GOROTCHENKO. Dishes were diJGBcult

to replace in those days. We have
our own factories now. We can
afford to be a little more lenient.

Do you mind if I smoke?

TATIANA. No—Commissar. I don’t

mind. As long as you remain sitting

down. (GOROTCHENKO lights cig-

arette which he takes from his case)

Have you forgotten our last en-

counter? {She is looking levelly at

him) You were sitting behind your
enormous desk, smoking a cigarette,

just as you are now. Then you stood

up, and walked around the desk,

put down your cigarette and took

hold of my wrist.

GOROTCHENKO. I See no reason to

refer to that, madame. It was some-

thing that happened in another

world, a very long time ago^

TATIANA. Oh—I hold no grudge,

Gorotchenko.

GOROTCHENKO. I’m sure you don’t.

TATIANA. But I’d like to have you
know that when I get back, I shall

have your eyes burned out and the

sockets filled with Siberian salt.
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GOROTCHENKO. If you do come
back, madame, the most horrible

retribution you can think of will be

no more than I deserve, because I

was guilty of the most unpardon-

able of crimes.

TATIANA. It does me no good to

hear you admit it.

GOROTCHENKO. I was guilty of senti-

mentality.

TATIANA (laughing). Sentimental-

ity! That’s a rather quaint way of

describing it. Commissar.

GOROTCHENKO. I WES referring to

the moment of weakness when I

permitted you to go off in that mo-

tor boat, through the darkness.

TATIANA. You knew that the motor

boat was there?

GOROTCHENKO. Yes, madame. . . .

The man who took you was shot,

but not xmtil after he had delivered

you safely in Finland.

TATIANA. You kffled that godly

man?

GOROTCHENKO. SoEoebody had to

be punished for your escape. Had it

not been he, it would have been the

governor of the prison. The revolu-

tion was young then—and I was

not quite ready to die.

TATIANA. Why did you let me go?

GOROTCHENKO. There was some-

thing in you that impelled me to

neglect my obvious duty. I suppose

that something can best be <fe-

scribed as gallantry. . . . And fur-

thermore—I could not rid myself

of the belief that your usefuln^ to

Russia had not ended.

BEVAL

TATIANA (turning from him ) . Please

leave me to do my work in peace—

and go back and drink brandy with

the bourgeoisie.

GOROTCHENKO. Go on with your

work, madame. I shall wait here

for your husband. If you’ll allow

me.

TATIANA- And if I don’t allow you?

GOROTCHENKO. I shall stQl Wait—

though not comfortably.

TATIANA (polishing a plate). After

I have your eyes burned out,

Gorotchenko, I’ll make you craw]

on your hands and knees out of St.

Petersburg. . . .

GOROTCHENKO (softly)

.

Leningrad.

TATIANA. From St. Petersburg to

Moscow. You’ll have a horse’s car-

cass tied around your neck to chew

on when you’re himgry.

GOROTCHENKO (smiling). I shall be

at your command, madame. (He
rises) I wonder if I could help you

with your work . . .

TATXANA. Don’t you dare to touch

GOROTCHENKO. I was a good dish-

washer once.

TATIANA. This is not the Quai de

Bourbon. Keep your hands off my
china.

(mikajcl enters.)

MiKAiE. And what are you doing

in our Mtchen?

GOROTCHENKO. I csEplained to ma-
dame that Tm deep in thought.
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XcocAEL. Take your evil thoughts
elsewhere. They pollute the atmos-
phere.

TATIANA. Pick him up with the coal
tongs, Mikail, and throw him out.

GOROTCHENKO. No—I should con-
sider that inhospitable in the ex-

treme.

MIKAIL. Monsieur and Madame Du-
pont invited you here for reasons

best known to themselves. You can
therefore expect hospitality in the

drawing-room; here in the kitchen

we re more particular in the selec-

tion of our guests.

GOROTCHENKO. As you should be,

General. But it is my recollection

that once madame was a Grand
Duchess of Russia.

TATIANA. I am always a Grand
Duchess.

GOROTCHENKO. Exactly, And Tm
sure you haven't forgotten that in

any house which is graced with your

presence—it makes no difference

who owns the place or who pays the

rent, etiquette decrees that you are

the hostess. I am therefore, ma-
dame, your guest.

TATIANA. The dog is right, Mikail,

Sit down!

MIKAIL. Very well. You may remain

— (starts to pvt on apron)—a^d
derive wh^ enjoyment you can

fe>m the spectacle of your former

comman(hng officer (Waning his

-master's hoots.

.TGOTOTCHENKO. I did not come here

Tot ^enfoyiheot. General Prmce

"OuratieJff. S shotdd like to ask you

iSL ^u^lion.

MIKAIL. Another interrogation,

Commissar? Remember I am now
under the benevolent protection of

the Republic of France.

GOROTCHENKO. What is your last

memory as a cavalry general of the

guard, aide-de-camp to Nicholas

Romanoff?

MECAiL. My last memory? Im afraid

IVe forgotten it.

GOROTCHENKO. I should like to know
about the day when, for the last

time, you drew your sword and
charged with your three thousand
Cossacks.

MIKAIL (polishing shoes). There
were not three thousand on that

day. Commissar. There were three

hundred. The rest had put red

bands on their sleeves and deserted.

It was the Austrians who were three

thousand. But we charged, any-

way. And we routed them. The next

day the command was taken from

me. It was given to a student of

chemistry. That day it was two
hundred Austrians who routed

twenty thousand Russians.

GOROTCHENKO. Tve always re-

gretted that I was not with you in

your last battle, General. It must
have been a splendid sight. You
I had a very real admiration for

you. You were always an object pf

awe and envy to me, when we were

together in the Cavaler Gardsky

yeghnent. Probably you have for-

gotten those days, but they remain

all too clear in my memory.

MIKAIL. I have not forgotten thc^
days, Gorotebenko. You were thor-

ou^ly ob|ectionable even then-
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GOROTCHENKO. Yes, I was. I was too

conscious of inferiority. That was
what made me drink too much
vodka at the regimental banquet in

the presence of the Tsar. A grievous

offense—and their punishment was
properly harsh. I was cashiered. It

seems strange now, doesn’t itP—to

think that if I hadn’t been so nerv-

ous that night, and drunk too much
vodka so quickly—I should never

have gone to Paris, to study philos-

ophy, and to read the writings of

Karl Marx.

MiKAiL. Commissar, I cannot speak

for my beloved wife, but for myself

I can say that I find the story of

your life profoundly and appall-

ingly dull.

TATLAisrA. Speak for me, too, my pi-

geon.

MIKAEL. My wife, too.

GOROTCHENKO- You surprise me.
General. I have found my life most
exciting—sometimes excessively so.

The present moment, for instance,

is fraught with possibilities.

MIKAEL. Such as— that I might for-

get myself long enough to do you
some bodily injury? You needn’t be
afraid, Gorotchenko; Tm busy!

GOROTCHENKO. I am not thinking of

the situation that prevails here in

tl^ kitchen—but of that other one

whidi awaits me in the bourgeois

drawing-room. G^aeral Prince

OuratiOT— want you to do me a
slight favor.

MIKAEL. Yes, Commissar.

GOROTCHENKO. When I say slight

—I mean it will you very little

in the way of effort, and nothing in

the way of money.

MIKAEL. You have only to ask a
favor. Commissar, and it will be re-

fused.

GOROTCHENKO. I want you to write

me a check for four billion francs.

{There is a considerable, pregnant
silence.)

TATIANA. Is that why you came
into our kitchen, for a mere matter

of four billion francs?

GOROTCHENKO. Yes, madamc. It is

why I suggested that this meeting
be held in this house. I wanted to

speak to you before I signed their

agreement.

MIKAIL. How did you know we
were here?

GOROTCHENKO. I have been careful

not to lose sight of you. General.

You may remember that just before

you took this place, you bad an
interview with one of my agents

—

a stupid, violent little girl. You sent

me a message, through her, urging

me to call on you in person. I have
done so.

MJKAJL. We acknowledge the visit.

Commissar. And now it is time to

take in the lemonade.

GOROTCHENKO. But first youTl sign

the check. It won’t take a moment.
General Ouratieff—^for two hours

I have been closeted in there with
Chauffourier-Dubieff of the Bank
of France, and Madame Van
Hemert, whose name is Anglo-
Ehitci oil, and Ehipont, who repre-

sents United Petrol. Can you imag-
ine why tb^ are so cordial to me.
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a despised Bolshevik? They want
me to sign the transfer of the Ba-

koura and Petropolsk oil fields for

the next fifty years.

MiKATL. And will you sign?

GOROTCHENKO. Tvc been fighting to

avoid it. For it would mean fifty

years of English, Dutch, French
and Americans—digging Russian

soil, capitalizing Russian resources,

drawing life blood from the veins

of our country.

MTKAiL ( calmly ) . Keep up the fight.

Commissar. Don t sign.

GOROTCHENKO. (sodly) . Ym afraid I

must. General. For I have been
commissioned to find credits in gold

for the Soviets of the Ukraine and
the Ural, for the manufacture of

tractors. If I don't find that money,

and at once, some five million

wretched peasants will starve to

death—^witiaout mentioning those

we shall have to shoot so that they

won’t make a fuss about it. When
I asked you for your last memory
as a general, I wanted to remind

you, Aat more than the sword can

be wielded in behalf of Russia.

There is another weapon—^money.

MiKAiL. I have no money.

GOROTCHENKO. You have four bil-

lion francs.

MiKAiL. That is not mine.

GOROTCHENKO. It was given to you,

unconditionally, by Nicholas Ro-

manoff.

TATIANA. It was ^ven him by the

Tsar! (She crosses herself.)

GOROTCHENKO. Yes, madame. That
was in the year 1917, but now . . .

MiKAiL. You needn’t continue,

Gorotchenko. I have refused that

money to aU the scavengers who
have tried to take it from me. And
I was not saving it for you.

GOROTCHENKO. I know, General. 1

know all about the offer of Count
Brekenski to equip an army of

Latvians and Lithuanians to invade

the Soviet Union. That would have

been a tragic farce. But it is not a

farce to give Bakoura and Petro-

polsk into the hands of foreigners.

MIKAIL. Don’t worry, Gorotchenko.

When the time comes, we shall take

them back again.

TATIANA. Who did you say these

people are—^who want you to sign?

GOROTCHENKO. It is a combinatioi?

of interests, Madame—French,

Dutch, American, English.

MIKAIL. I don’t care who they are!

I have held on to that money as I

have held on to my immortal soul.

I have even denied it to myself.

GOROTCHENKO. No one has ques-

tioned your integrity. Prince Oura-

tieff.

MIKAIL. And don’t think you can

flatter it out of me.

GOROTCHENKO. I should not SO far

insult your intelligence.

MIKAIL. You wouldn’t hesitate to

do anything, Gorotchenko. Once
you even tried to torture me.

GOROTCHENKO. I know. General.

My conduct was then both im-
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worthy and unwise. But now our

relative positions are very different.

MiKATL. Nothing is different.

GOROTCHENKO. Very well, General.

But— wish I could take you now
into the Tsar^s room at Tsarkoe

Selo.

TATIANA. It is still there?

GOROTCHENKO. Intact, madame.
Largely through my own efforts, if

I may say so. It has been preserved

precisely as it was.

TATIANA^ Is my photograph still

there?

GOROTCHENKO. Yes, madame.

TATIANA. In a white dress, with a

high coUar and ruffles?

GOROTCHENKO. Yes, madame. And
—it pains me to say it

—

you now
have a mustache.

TATIANA. Oh!

GOROTCHENKO. Suppliol by a bar-

barous victor.

TATIANA. Oh!

GcmoTCHENKO. He was condemned
to ten years’ penal servitude.

TATIANA. Fc®- I6se-ma|est^?

GOROTCHENKO. FoT—damaging the
worfcers’ property. (He turns to

MiKAtL) Do you remember in ihat

room, on the wall, behind the Tsa/s
desk, a big map of all the Russias?

nMp.

GOROTCHENKO. At the bottom of it,

to the right, are marked Bakonra
and Petropolsk. Of all the unde-
veloped oil fields on earth—^they

are the richest. If I sign that agree-

ment with the foreigners—a part
of that map will have to be tom
away.

MiKAiL. Then, don’t sign!

GOROTCHENKO. The peasants must
have tractors.

MIKAEL (resisting desperately). But
not from me. I received that money
from the Tsar.

GOROTCHENKO. And who was the
Tsar, General?

MIKAIL. He was beyond your de-
graded comprehension.

GOROTCHENKO (tO TAITANA). I ask
it of you, madame. Who was the
Tsar?

TATIANA. He was Russia!

GOROTCHENKO (gravely). Yes—^he

was Russia. And therefore—^he is

not dead.

MIKAIL (suddenly^ to tatiana) .

I can tell you—the day will come
when we can strike back. And—on
that day—no foreigner will be al-

lowed to remain in possession of
one square centimeter of our soil.

TATIANA. No, no, pigeon, you are
wrong. We may take back that
which belongs to France, or to
America, But no one has ever taken
bade anything from England.

MIKATL (he stares at her). Tatiana^,
yon waiit me to sign?MIKAIL. Yes. I remember the
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TATIANA. Yes, Mikail. . . . (She
drops plate, which breaks) Look,
IVe broken a plate.

MIKAIL . The first one. (Both stoop
to pick up the pieces. He turns to

GOROTCHENKO OS he puts picces on
cupboard) You may tell Chauf-
fourier and the others that Bakoura
and Petropolsk are no longer for

sale.

GOROTCHENKO (he betrays no emo-
tion whatever)

.

I shall deliver your
message. General.

MIKAIL. Waitl You re forgetting

your four billion francs. Where are

the pen and ink, darling?

TATIANA. I thinly Louise has put
them in the cupboard with the

onions!

GOROTCHENKO. The check can wait.

General. We can meet again to-

morrow,

MIKAIL. We may meet again some
time. Commissar. God arranges

many improbable encounters. But

I doubt diat it will be so soon as

tomorrow. . . , (Takes check book

from drawer.)

TATIANA. Here they are . . . (She

brings the pen arid ink from cup-

board.)

MIKAIL. Why does she keep them
with the onions?

TATIANA. The eggs are in the same
cupboard, and she likes to mark the

date on each egg.

MIKAEL (miffing the pen). It stinks.

TATIANA. Darling

—

MIKAIL. You loved him, didn’t you?
And understood him? (She nods)
He wouldn’t have let Bakoura and
Petropolsk go, would he? Even at

the cost of his throne—his life?

TATIANA. No! He wouldn’t have let

them go. Never!

MIKAIL. Then I am doing right?

TATIANA. From the depths of his

grave, he sees you, and says that

you are fulfilling his trust. From
the very height of the skies he is

reaching down, to guide your hand.

MIKAIL. But . . . my darling , . ,

you’re crying. Tatiana! Why are

you crying?

TATIANA. It is the onions. I swear

it is. They always make me cry.

MIKAIL. It’s all we have left of what
he gave us . . .

TATIANA. We have the sword, and
the flag, and the ikon, Mikail—and
ourselves.

MIKAIL. Ourselves! The best in-

terests of my sovereign. Yes, I can

keep for the Tsar that which vras

the Tsar’s (Starts to write) Janu-

ary 12th. (Turns to gorotchknko)
What is your Christiaii name?

GOROTCHENKO. Dmitri.

MIKAIL ( writing) . Dmitri Goro-

tchenko . . . one of the mo^ heart-

less, soulless, ruthless blackguards

that ever desecrated the God-
formed surface of this earth. I have

made this out "Balance of Accoimt”

. . now I must sign. Mikail Alex-

androvich OuratiefE. The first chedk

and the last—I have no mace use
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for this. {He takes the check book
to the stove and drops it in.)

TATIANA (to GOROTCHENKO) . To
whom will this check be given?

GOROTCHENKO. It wiU be deposited
in Paris to the credit of the Soviet

Government.

TATIANA {imperiously). You will

inform the Soviet Government that

it is tendered in the name of the

Tsar.

GOROTCHENKO. Your husband's sig-

nature itself will carry that mes-
sage.

TATIANA (drops ckeck on table).

Then—that is understood.

GOROTCHENKO (picks up the chcck).

Tatiana Petrovna Romanova . . .

Mikail Androvitch Ouratieff . . .

the flag of the Romanoffs no longer
flies over Soviet territories. But I

shall arrange with the Central Com-
mittee that it shall be affixed twice
into the map in the room that once
was the Tsar's. It shall mark the

spot that is Bakoura and the spot
that is Petropolsk.

TATIANA. And those flags will be
protected from vandals?

GOROTCHENKO. Yes, Eoadame. I

know you have scant respect for

my honor—but such as it is, it is

dedicated to the fulfillment of thig

promise. And, by way of thanks, I

can only say . , .

mikail. By way of thanks;, you can
say nothing, Ccmmfesar,

GOROTCHENKO. If either of you
should wish to return to Russia

TATIANA. The only Russia we will

ever know is with us now.

GOROTCHENKO. I think I understand,

madame. I can be sure it's well

guarded.

MIKAIL. Tm not so sure that you
do understand, Commissar. You and
your comrades are just a bit too

smug—too snobbish—to under-
stand. We are the Russia of yes-

terday. You are the Russia of today.

But I seriously suspect that none of

us will have a logical place in the

Russia of tomorrow. And now Tm
late with the lemonade.

GOROTCHENKO. If you will cxcuse
me, I shall rejoin them.

MiKAiL. No! Please wait here a lit-

tle longer. I prefer to serve the
lemonade in peace; I don't want
additional black looks at me be-

cause Tve deprived them of their

precious petrol. (A pause, tattana
remains motionless—gorotchenko
also. Then gorotchenko makes a
movement to take the pen-holder

from the table.)

TATIANA (imperiously). Leave that

alone. (Quietly) It belongs to the
cook.

GOROTCHENKO (putting it in his

pocket). Not now ... it is ours
. . . Russia's.

TATIANA (gently, almost sadly).

Very well, take it. Commissar of

pigs.

GOROTCHENKO (tenderly). When
you send me crawling on that jour-

ney to Moscow—^from St. Peters-

burg—^I shall be thinking, every
metre of the way, of you, of him.
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and the devotion that has survived

in you. (He takes two steps towards
the pantry door and suddenly tati-

ANA runs after him,)

TATIANA (impetuously) . Goro-
tchenko!

GOROTCHENKO. Madame!

TATIANA. You won’t fail to have the

two flags of the Tsar fixed onto

the map?

GOROTCHENKO, I shaU not fail.

TATIANA. Then . . . could you also

have the mustache removed from
my picture?

GOROTCHENKO (thoughtfuUy)

.

Well,

that v/ill entail a certain amount of

red tape. But it is a promise.

TATIANA. Thank you. That is all.

(He looks at her, intently, for a
moment.)

GOROTCHENKO. Good-bye, Imperial

Highness,

TATIANA (slowly). Good-bye, To-

varich!

GOROTCHENKO (goes quickly to

TATIANA and kisses her shoulder.

He reaches the door and, on the

threshold, gravely and very mag-
nificently) Good-bye Russia! (He
goes out. Alone, tatlana stares at

the empty space a moment. Then
slowly sinks into chair. At this mo-
ment the pantry door opens
brusquely and george comes in. He
is in evening dress.)

GEORGE. Tina . . . Tina . . . We
are ready. Did the dinner go off

well?
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TAHANA. Very well. Monsieur
George. Yery well, indeed.

GEORGE. Tina . . . aU evening long

I haven’t been able to think of any-

thing but you . . . IVe wanted so

desperately to hold you in my arms

TATIANA (frowning) . Monsieur
George!

GEORGE. Yes, Tina!

TAHANA (in a far-off voice, ab-

sently, without even looking at

GEORGE and with an indefinable

sadness, a sad smile). It is not the

moment. Monsieur George.

GEORGE (groaning). Oh, it never

seems to be the moment with you!

TATIANA (lost in thought). Some-
times it is.

GEORGE. Will you let me know when
that moment arrives?

TATIANA (still deep in thought) <

Yes—I shall let you know . . ,

GEORGE. Good . . . Then, we are

comrades?

TATIANA (jumping). What?

GEORGE (laughing). Were ccnn-

rades! Tovarich!

(HELENE comes in.)

TATIANA (slotdy)

.

Tovarichl

HELENE. Tovarich? I thought you
hated that word?

TATIANA (slowly). No, made-
moiselle, I don’t hate anything. I

must dress, (She goes out.)
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GEORGE. Helene, get out the vodka.

Tonight— the New Year, the

real Kussian New Year. We re going

to forget that were dreary bour-

geois—^weTl forget that we had the

bad luck to be bom outside Russia.

We must make diem think we’re

actually as gay, and mad, and
charming as tihey are.

HELENE. la Doushka. (She pours

out the vodka,)

GEORGE. Tatiachka!

HELENE. Mishka!

GEORGE. la wass loublou.

HELENE. Nitchevo. (They pick up

their glasses and link arms.)

GEORGE. A life for the Tsar!

HELENE. A life for the Tsarl (They

drink and then they start to sing a

Russian song, mikail comes in with

the tray. He looks at them, toith a

rather wistful smile.)

MIKAIL. Well done! Well done!

GEORGE. Now we must break the

glasses.

MIKAIL (quicMy). No—^no—^please.

Th^H be taken from our wages.

Put them down gaatly, monsieur

and mademoiselle. *

HELENE. But we’l break passes at

the party, won’t we?

MIKAIL. You may break everything

there, mademoiselle — windows,
lamps, musical instrumerits, and
possibly a few hearts. Where is

Tina?

GEORGE. She has gone to dress.

MIKAIL. If youTi permit me—I shall

make a few slight changes in my
attire.

HELENE. Permission is graciously

granted, Mikail. (She, with mock
pomp, holds out her hand and
MIKAIL kisses it.)

MIKAIL. Thank you, mademoiselle.

(mikail goes out.)

GEORGE. If you doht mind awfully,

Mikail—^tonight at the party—

I

wish you wouldn’t tell any of your

feiends that we re foreigners. Let’s

pretend for once that we’re real

Russians!

HELENE. Oh yes, Mikail, couldn’t

you say w^re your long-lost cou-

sins or something?

(mikail returns, wearing a white

vxnstcoat.)

MIKAIL. Of course, it wiU be as you
wish. But—I don’t think it will

work.

HJELEJJE. CanT we even pretend?

MIKAIL. There are essential racial

diSermc^ mad^noiselle. (He
down at the kitchen fable, starts

to put on a large number of medals

and decorations.)

GEORGE. I know. We’re congenitally

dull

mikail. It im’t that, monsieur. The
trouHe ^—we’re congenitally sav-

a^. That’s what makes us the fodh
dMt we are. Sentimental harbarians!

You can’t emulate that. You have
within you too g:eat an acoimula-

tion of common sense. Your civilba^
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tkm goes back too far—all the way
to Romulus and Remus, I suppose.
We ve had only two hundred years
of the blessings of culture. And that
isn't enough. We may wear the
same clothes that you do, and read
ihe same books, and know which
fork to use at dinner—and be super-

ficially presentable. But our souls

are stiR roaming the steppes, wildly—^baying with the wolves at the
moon.

HELENE. Ah, Michel, when I hear
you talk like that I wish . . .

MiKAiL. When you hear me talk like

that, mademoiselle, you may be
sure that I, too, am listening, en-

raptured, to the sound of my own
voice.

GEOKGE {startled). The Legion of

Honor? Where did all those decora-

tions come from?

MIKAIL. From a pawnbroker’s, Mon-
sieur George.

HELENE. But you'll look magnifi-

centl

MIKAIL. That is my intention, made-
moiselle. There never yet has been
a savage who didn't love to dress

up^

GEORGE. And what is that one with
the purple ribbon?

MIKAIL. The Order of St. Chris-

topher. It is awarded for supreme
valor.

HELENE. Oh!

MIKAIL. It cost me three francs

twenty-five.,

(CHARLES comes in. He is surprised

and annoyed to %ee ike children.}

CHARLES. Isn’t this a rather strange
hour for you two to be in the
kitchen?

HELENE (boldly). WeTe waiting
for Michel and Tina.

(CHARLES looks ot the decorations.)

CHARLES. I see. You’ve resumed
your identity already, eh? ( To
GEORGE and HELENE ) I want you
two to leave.

GEORGE. Michel and Tina are tak-

ing us to a Russian fete, and well
wait here until they’re ready to go.

CHARLES. You don’t say so! You’re
mingling in rather high society this

evening.

GEORGE (angrily). Look here,

father. Even if Michel and Tma are

servants, they can have as much
dignity as anyone else. A damned
sight more than we have—^if you
ask me.

CHARLES. Well—I shall not ask you.

Get out. (He turns to micail) I

want a few words with you.

MIKAIL. Very good, sir. (He tmm
to george) If yoa will form
below. Monsieur George, . . ^

GEORGE. Come cm, Helene, I’ve left

my car at the servants’ entrance.

We’ll wait for you there.

HELENE. You won’t be long?

MIKAIL. No, mademoiselle, (george

and HELENE exit. To Charles) Sir?

CHARLES. I never dreamed that you
could do such a cruel thing to me.
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MiKAiL. Perhaps some day you will

iorgive me, sir. But we understand

perfectly that you and Madame
have every reason to detest us and

wish to be rid of us.

CHARLES. No, Prince Ouratieff. Ma-

dame and I . . .

MiKAiL. Sir, to you my name must

forever be Michel!

CHARLES. Michel, then. We do not

detest you.

mikail. Ah—^thank you, sir.

CHARLES. In fact, we—^well—^we

respect and admire you. But where

wiu you go now?

MIKAIL. To South America, sir. To
dwell amcmg apes and cobras.

CHARLES. South America, eh! And
what will you do there?

TurrgATT., The same sort of work, we
hope, sir.

CHARLES. Then—^if that is what you

wish . . . (He is fumblir^ for the

words he wants to utter) Madame
and I have been tahcmg it over.

We

—

we like you—^you and Her
Highness . . .

MDCAJL. Tina, sir.

CHARLES. Tina. And we diink you
like us. . . .

mhah (with simple sincerity) . Sir,

we love you.

CHARLES. Well, then ... if you
could forget . . . (tateana comes

beautifully Messed, chables

DEVAL

turnsy
sees her and hows) Your

Imperial Highness.

MiEAiL, No, sir—no—^please. You
were saying . . . ?

CHARLES. WeU, I was about to say

—if you are determined to continue

with this sort of work, then why not

continue with it here . . . ?

TATIANA. Ah—godly man—^you

wish us to stay?

CHARLES. Well—^that is—I mean,

ifs for you to say. . . .

MIKAIL. Before all the saints, sir,

I swear to you that never by word
or deed should we remind you that

we have ever been other than

Michel and Tina. You may reduce

our wages to nothing—^you may
beat us with whips—^you may can-

cel the every other Simday we have

free, if you wish us to . , .

CHARLES (nervously). Very well—
(turns to TATIANA

)
very well

—

then that s settled, (tatiana smoth-

ers him with kisses) Now—now,
my dear—^thats enough of that

... for the time being. And

—

thank you. . . . (He goes out,)

TATIANA. We are saved! Saved—
from South America! (Pirouetting

around stage.

)

MIKAIL. Never have two poor Rus-

sians had greater cause for cele-

iRratlon. Come

—

TATIANA. Our kitchen! Our dear,

darling kitchen! Look, my pigeon

—

it is snowing! It s so beautiful!

MIKAIL. And so sad!
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TATTANTA. Yes—everything is so sad,

isn’t it? Even happiness!

mikail. Especially happiness.

TATIANA. Your eycs are full of tears.

2C1TKAIL. They’re the reflection of

yours, Tatiana.

TATIANA. We’re fools, aren’t we,
Mikail?

mikail. Yes, my darling. Fools!

Now and forever. Come! {She

breaks away from him. He goes to

hold open the door. She goes hastily

and picks up two empty milk bot-

tles.)

TATIANA. If I don’t leave these for

the milkman, the Russian God
won’t do it for me. {She goes out.

MIKAIL follows.)

CURTAIN
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PROLOGUE

Scene—A Cloud,

JUPITER, the master of the gods, and jmercury, his half-son, are lounge
ing on a cloud, their phosphorescent eyes focused for the moment on the
domesticities of a terrestrial couple.

JUPITER (peering straight out).
There she is, Mercury—^there she
is!

MERCURY. Where, Jupiter, where?

JUPITER. You see that lighted win-
dow, the one with the curtain stir-

ring in die breeze? She's there.

ABcmena is there! No, now she's

gone! Don't move, don't move—^in

a second perhaps, you will see her
shadow pass again.

MERCURY. Jupiter, you astonish me.
If you're in love with this mortal,
why don’t you employ the facilities

you have as a god? Why waste an
entire night, ravished with longing,

bouncing about on a cloud, catch-
ing at her shadow when you might
so easily, with your ordinary god-
sight, see her as she is through the
walls of her chamber?

JUPITER. You would have me caress

her body with invisible hands, en-
fold her in a closeness she could not
feel?

MERCURY. But the wind makes love

like that, Jupiter, and the wind is,

as much as you are, cme of the

prime elements of fecundity.

JUPITER. True, but with her. Mer-
cury, I am t^pted to transcend my

former conquests. I have a nostalgia
for mortality. I would like to expe-
rience the same diiSiculties human
beings do—and the same delights.
As a god, I feel I should be closer
to my subjects!

MERCURY. Oh, but love-maidng
among human beings is such a bor-
ing routine!

JUPITER. Oh, you think so, do you?

MERCURY. Yes. To begin with, you
must woo her—^then you must
undress her—^then you must dress
her again. And to get rid of her you
must actively antagonize her—it's

a full time job!

JUPITER. Yes, its true that the
rituals and conventions of earthfy
love-making are complicated—but
strangely enough, it is their sMct
observance fhat yields the greats
pleasure.

MERCURY. I know them all. First

you must follow her

—

JUPITER. Measuring your pace ex-

actty to hers so that both your legs

seem to swing from the same h3-
crum

—

MERCURY (rather bored, succumb-
ing to the rhythm of a tueS-tuomf

515
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formula) . Identifying in both your
bodies the ultimate source of all im-
pulse and all rhythm.

juprrER. Then—^with a bound, you
are at her side

—

MERCURY. With your left hand you
descend on her breasts

—

JUPITER. With your right hand you
cover her eyelids—^the most sensi-

tive part of a woman’s skin

—

MERCURY. So that she may divine
from the heat of your palm, your
ardor

—

jupiTEH. And from the lines of your
palm, your ultimate destiny, your
mortal future and your grievous
death. So that pity will stir in her
as well as desire

—

JUPITER ANB MERCURY (together).

For in the conquest of a woman

—

the one is as important as the
other

—

JUPITER. Acquiescent at last—^you

undo her girdle

—

MERCURY AND JUPITER (together
in choir). And so forth—and so
forth—^and so forth

—

jupiTEK. And then what do you do?

MERCURY. And then what do I do?

JUPITER. Yes. What do you feel?

MERCURY. What do I feel? Nothing!
Nothmg special. In fact it’s exactly
like being with Venus!

JUPITER. Why then do you bother
to go to Earth at all?

MERCURY. Out of boredom. And I

confess that for a brief sojourn the
Earth has certain advantages. What
with its moist atmosphere and its

green lawns it is perhaps the pleas-

antest planet on which to alight

—

but only for a brief stay—^because

it has distinct drawbacks. Due to

its heavy mineral and oil deposits,

it gives off a heady odor. It is, in

fact, the only star which smells ex-
actly like a wild animal.

JUPITER. Look at that curtain—^look

quickly!

MERCURY. Her shadow

—

JUPITER. No, no. Not yet her
shadow. What you see now is but
the shadow of her shadow.

MERCURY (peering intently). Well
whatever it is— silhouette is

dividing itself like a draw-bridge.
There are two people there—^inter-

laced like a vine-motif in a frieze.

Its not your xmbom son, Jupiter,
that makes that shadow so grossly
convex but simply—^her husband,
(In amazement) \^y, he’s a giantl
Look; he approaches her again—^he

embraces her again—^he’s insatiable!

JUPITER. Yes. Amphitryon, her only
love.

MERCURY. Now, I begin to see why
you are willmg to forego your
celestial eyesight. To observe
merely a shadow-husband embrac-
ing a shadow-wife is less painful
than to observe the living sub-
stance. (Short pause) Now the
shadow has disappear^!

JUPITER. Doubtless, overcome, she
has sunk down and abandons her-
self to blissful languor—-drinVfng
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in the songs o£ the ravished night-
ingales. Oh, happy, happy nightin-

gales!

ACERCURY. Ravished nightingales!

Jupiter, you know perfectly well
that as far as women are concerned
these little birds are quite disin-

terested. In love aflFairs the night-

ingales are nothing but obligato.

It s for that reason you have never
found it advantageous to imper-
sonate a nightingale. On several oc-

casions youVe had to do a bull

—

but never a nightingale! No, it"s not
the birds you have to worry about—^it’s the husband—^the husband
of this dark, lusty beauty!

JUPITER (quicMy). How do you
know she’s dark? Are you invent-

ing, or are you spying?

MERCURY. I confess a moment ago,

while she was in her bath, I re-

sumed for a fleeting instant my
celestial vision. Don’t be annoyed

—

now I see no more than you do.

JUPITER. You’re lying! I can tell

it from your face. You’re looking

at her. You see her. I can see a
glow on your face that comes only

from the phosphorescence of a
woman.

MERCURY. I confess—^I am looking

at her.

JUPITER. WeU, whats she doing?

AdERCURY. She is leaning over the

relaxed Amphitryon. She’s laugh-

ing. She holds Amphitryon’s head
in her hands as if she were weigh-
ing it. She kisses his head—Sbe

lets it fall back as if her kisses made
it too heavy to hold. Now she is

facing us squarely— Yes—she is

indubitaUy—dark!

JUPITER. And her husband?

MERCURY. Quite dark. His nipples
apricot

—

JUPITER. I’m not interested in his

color scheme. What is he doing?

MERCURY. He polishes her with his

hand as one would a favorite pony.
He’s a celebrated horseman, you
know.

JUPITER. And Alkmena?

MERCURY. Oh, so gay—so docile

—

so faithful.

JUPITER. Faithful to herself or faith-

ful to her husband—that is the
question. You know, Mercury, most
faithful wives are unfaithful to their

husbands with everything except
men; with jewels—^with perfumes—^with reading—^with religion and
with the contemplation of Spring,

with everything in fact, except a
man. Don’t you think these faithful

wives deserve some compensation?

MERCURY. But Alkmena is faithful

only to her husband! Jupiter, by
what subterfuge can you make hea

yours?

JUPITER. The difBcuIty with tl^se
virtuous wives is not to seduce them—^but to persuade them that th^
may be seduced confidentially! And
the contemplation of this creature

paralyzes my invention. What do
you suggest. Mercury?

MERCURY. Functioning as a human
being or functioning as a god?

JUPITER. How would the methods
differ?
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MERCURY. Well, fonctioning as a

god—^very simple. You lift her to

our plane—^you make her comfort-

able on a cloud—^for the required

seconds you let her bear a heroes

weight—and then—you let her re-

sinne her own.

JUPITER. But by following that

course I should forego the most ex-

quisite s^sation to be had from the

love of a woman.

MERCURY. Which most exquisite

sensation? There are several.

JUPITER. The moment of consent.

But with Alkmena that’s impossible

because she loves only her hus-

band.

MERCURY. Well, then—^be her hus-

band!

juprrm. But he’s never out of her

fflghtl The most persistent stay-at-

in the worM are heroes out-

of-work! They re more domestic

than tigers!

MERCURY. Then employ him. FOTtu-

nately there is an infallible rec^
for getting heroes out of the house.

jupriER. War?

MEtrarRY. Kbve Thebes dedare
war*

jOPsiiSM. But Thd)^ is at peace
with her enemies.

MERCURY. Thm have bar ^dare
war against a frteid. What are
friendly powers for if they canT
have a littie squdbble now and
then?

JUPITER. Isn’t it singular, Mercury,

you and I are gods and yet to

achieve human simplicity becomes
for us the most devious exercise in

style. While we are on Earth fate

demands far more of us than she

does of mortals. To obtain from

Alkmena this exquisite consent—

•

which the most grotesque of human
beings can gain by making a few
faces—we have to contrive in-

numerable stratagems, perform
wonders, pile up miracles

—

MERCURY. Well, contrive them!

Pile them up!

JUPITER. How? How?

MERCURY. Have a warrior overcome
by an uncontrollable impulse to

exercise his profession. Instantly

Amphitryon vnO. fly off to head his

army.

JUPITER. Of course!

MERCURY. Ihe minute he is gone

—

assume his appearance—assign to

me the exterior of his servant Sosie.

I will appear—whisper discreetly

in Alkmena s ear that Amphitryon
has only made a pretense of de-

parting—that actu^y he means to

return—to spend the night with
her.

JUPITER {with admiration). Oh,
Mercury, you are your father's son!

MERCURY. Let us go—^Ict US de-

sc^icL Qr<fe: a specsial doud, Jupi-

ter, fD conceal m.

jTOPiEK. hardly nece^ary.
Mercury. For thmre, on Earth, they

have an institiition which renders

invisable to credtors, to the

jealous—which ^ves^thei^sprcea^
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-rom their little nervous cares—

a

great and democratic mstitution

—

the only one—I may add—^which is

even moderately successful

—

MERCURY. What is that, Jupiter?

JUPITER. The night!

5^9

(The curtains close in and the lights

fade as the music swells,)

MERCURY. The night?

JUPITER. The night . . •

MERCURY. The night.

CURTAIN

ACT ONE

Scene—The fagade and terrace of Amphitryon’s palace in Thebes. Four
rectangular steps. At top of fourth step is an iron grille gate. More steps

from gate up to portico of Palace. The gate is open.

Time—Night.

The trumpeter is discovered with his trumpet, sosm orders from
palace with scroll.

sosxE. Are you the Trumpeter of

the day?

TRUMPETER. If I may make so bold,

yes. And you, who are you, may I

ask? You look like someone I know.

sosiE (importantly) . I doubt it very

much. I am Sosie. I am the servant,

OflBcial Announcer and Scribe to

General Amphitryon. I am unique.

TRUMPETER (Jiumhly)

.

I must be

mistaken.

sosie. What are you waiting for?

If you are the Trumpeter of the

day, why don’t you trumpet?

TRUMPETER. But, may I make so

bold, your animuncement? What
does it announce?

SOSIE- YouTl find out.

TRUMPETER. Is it Lost and FouikI?

Has someone lost something?

SOSIE. On the contrary! Something
has bem found. Blow, I tell you.

TRUMPETER (sUs comfortcMy on
top step) . It s easy to say blow
how can I blow when .1 don’t know
what it is I’m blowing fc^?

SOSIE. You have no chokie. You al-

ways blow the same mrtB anyway.

TRUMPETER (wUh dignity). It ^
true my instrument has only tme

note but as for me persca^y 1

have many. For I am a compc^er. I

compose hymns.

SOSIE. I bet your hymns have only

one note. Hurry up, there’s a good

fellow, and blow. There’s Ork>n in

the sky already!
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TRUiviPETEK (placidly)^ Orion may
be in the sky but that does not alter

the fact that as a creative artist I

have to know what it is you expect

me to blow'about. If I have attained

any celebrity among the one-note

trumpeters it is because, before

blowing, I compose in my mind a

whole musical composition of

which the last note is invariably the

one I blow. That note is the climax.

That is why, when I do come to

blow it, it has such surprise, such

brilliance, such finality. The chmax
may be always the same but the

approach—ah!—^the approach . . .

!

sosEE. I wish for once you^d begin

with the climax! The whole town’s

falling asleep!

TRUMPETER. The town may be fall-

ing asleep, but I must just stop to

tell you &at my colleagues, in fact

all ixumpeters, are consumed with

jealousy of me. You can see why

—

because none of them are com-
posers. They tell me that in the

trumpet-schools they have insti-

tuted, thanks to my example, a

course, teaching the trumpeters not

to blow, indeed, but how to perfect

the silence that precedes the blow-
ing. Now you can see, I am sure,

how important it is for me to know
what it is I’m blowing for. First, I

have to compose a silent air and
how can I do that if I don’t know
whether I’m blowing for war or for

peace, for Lost and Found or for

marriage, or birth or death. I’ve got
to know, that’s ah!

sc^iE. Well then it’s for peace,

TRUMPETER. What peace?

sosiE. At least what passes for peace—^the breathing-spell between
wars.

TRUMPETER. Shall I compose some-

thing martial?

SOSIE. For peace!

TRUMPETER. It has been my ob-

servation that a martial air is irre-

sistible no matter what the cause. I

myself, pacific nature though I am,

when I hear a mihtaiy band, feel

truculent. I can’t help it. Shall I do
something of the sort for peace?

SOSIE. If it’s not misleading . . . ?

TRUMPETER. Leave it to me! (The
TRUMPETER lifts his instrument to

his lips, weaving meanwhile with

his free hand a stirring, military air.

SOSIE interrupts impatiently.)

SOSIE. Don’t be too warhkel

TRUMPETER (patiently regretful).

Now I have to begin all over again.

... (He repeats the business and
blows his one note. Magnani-
mously) Now you may deliver. . .

.

SOSIE (declaiming). The General

Amphitryon has bade me address

you on the subject of Peace. . . .

I don’t see a single light dovm
there. I’m afraid your wonderful

trumpet didn’t cany far!

TRUMPETER. Ah! But they heard my
silent song—it entered their ears

insensibly—that is all I ask.

SOSIE (continuing his proclama-

tion). Oh, Thebans! The General

Amphitryon, whose war proclama-

tioiis have so often stirred you, has

adced me to deliver you a peace

pfoclamatkm. Instead of rousing

you from your beds it is intended to

hiH you to a deeper sleep. Is it not

good to sleep in a fatherland un-
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scarred by the trenches of war,
among friendly birds and dogs and
cats, among rats whose appetites
have never been whetted by the
taste of human flesh? Is it not good
to wear your national countenance,
not as a mask to frighten those who
haven’t the same blood-count you
have but as an oval mirror to re-

flect smiling and laughter? The-
bans, sleep!

TRUMPETER. Thats good! That’s

very good! Did General Amphitry-
on write that?

sosiE. General Amphitryon is too

busy to write! I am his scribe. I

wrote it.

TRUMPETER. Did he give you the

ideas?

SOSIE. He simply said: Deliver them
a Peace Proclamation. They’re my
own ideas!

TRUMPETER. Nevertheless, they’re

good! They’re very good!

SOSIE (continuing). Thebans! You
may sleep! What more lovely ar-

ray than your imarmed and naked
bodies, flat on your backs, arms out-

stretched with nothing heavier to

worry about than your navels. . . .

Never has there been a night so

transfigured, so fragrant, so serene

. . . sleep! sleep! sleep!

TRUMPETER (made sleepy by the

cadence). I’d like to take a nap
myself. . . .

SOSIE. Now, then, Thebans! (He
pulls out a scroll and reads from it)

The General Amphitryon has or-

dered me to read you, instead of a

War Bulletin

—

sl Peace BuUetm.

Listen: Between the Issus and its

tributary we have taken an im-
portant prisoner, a roebuck wan-
dered from Thrace. Around Mount
Olympus, by dint of skillful maneu-
vering, we have coaxed the arid

plains into a fine green sward
which presently wiU blossom into

wheat! The syringas we have
caused to be lanced by great

swarms of bees. On the shores of

the Aegean there is nothing, neither

in the expanse of the waves nor in

the vista of the stars to burden the

spirit with apprehension and, in the

mysterious distances that separate

the temples from the firmament, the

trees from the houses, animals from
men, we have ambushed a thou-

sand secret signals which our wise
men will be centuries in decipher-

ing ... we are menaced, Thebans,
by centuries of peace. . . . Cursed
be war! Cursed be war! Cursed be
war!

(The WARRIOR enters.)

TRUMPETER (murmuring sympa-
thetically out of his drowse).

Cursed be war . . , !

WARRIOR (fiercely). What is that

you say?

SOSIE (frightened). I rq)eat what I

have just said: “A curse on war!”

WARRIOR. Do you know to whom
you are saying this?

SOSIE. I do noL

WARRIOR. To a professional wanror.

TRUMPETER (fuUy awoke now).
Ah! Now we’ll get a different poiat

of view!

SOSIE. Well, there are wars and
wars!
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WAKKiOR. Not to a warrior. Where
is your master?

sosBE. There—^xn his bedroom

—

vAiere the light is burning.

WARRIOR. Bring your master this

message instantly. He must get into

his accoutrements at once.

SCCTE. He's asleep.

WARRIOR. Take him the message at

oiK^! It's war!

sosns. But from everywhere re-

sounds that murmur which oM men
call the echo of peace!

WARRIOR. And tibat, my friend, is

just the mcment for me!

sosiE. War! Again!

TRUMPETER. What do you mean
again? Still!

WARRRD®. 11^ Athenians have mo^
bilized their troops and csrossed the

frontier.

sosEE. You lie! The Athenians are

our allies!

WARRIOR. Then it is our allies who
are invading us—wake up Amphit-
ryon. Do you hear? Go!
{^isiE exUs hdo the palace,)

WARRIOR (to the TRUMPETER who
starts to f(M&m sbsm). You stay

here! Blow ycmr trumpet!

TRUMPETER. What IS the sublet on
which you wish me to blow?

TRUMPETER. But which aspcct of

war? Do you wish me to emphasize

its sublime side or its pathetic side?

WARRIOR. Neither. I want you to

emphasize its appeal to Youth.

( The TRUMPETER composes and
blows. The warrior leans over the

balustrade and shouts) Thebans
awake! All of you who are vital,

whose bodies are strong and un-

blemished, segregate yourselves

from the sweating mass spawning

there in the darkness. Get up! To
arms!

TRUMPETER. Somc of thosc lazy

people would rather spawni

They're very weak.

WARRIOR {continues his harangue).

You who are poor, all of you whom
fortune has treated badly, war will

restore your rights. And you rich

come and experience tie iSnal

ecstasy—^the ecstasy of the gambler

who risks his position, his pleasures,

his mistress^, on one turn of the

wheel. You zealots, you prayerful

ones, make Nationalism your re-

ligion. And you atheists and sen-

sualists, war is your paradise for it

fegahzes ail your excesses—you
may whet your swords on the

statues of the gods thanselves. You
who hate woife—^to the troches

—

war is the heaven of the lazy. And
for you wte are industrious—we
have the Cemmissarkt!

TMJMPETER. There's somethmg in

what he says—phs for evarybodyl

WARBKm. Get up! Fall into ranki

For who prrfers to the gk^ of dy-

vaSantiy for ooes country tte

in^idoos destiny of staymg at

lK«ne ov^ed, lethaxgic aiid ^oA-
ful?WARRIOR. War!
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TRUMPETER. I do.

WARRIOR. Besides, Citizens, there is

nothing really to be afraid of. I

may tell you this in confidence: in

this war, on our side at least, there

will be no fatalities whatever, and
moreover, whatever wounds there

are will be in the left hand—except
among the left-handed. No more
petty squabbles—^war xmites us!

And how humane it is, for it abol-

ishes the barbaric duel! Here she
is—^your war, ready for you, eager
to welcome you. War! Welcome! I

salute you! War! Ifs begun already.

See the lights down there. Citizens—^to arms! {He comes douon the
steps hurriedly^ shouting as he
goes) You may pick your laws,

your pleasures, your women—Lib-
erty, Equality, Fraternity, War

—

{He rushes across the stage shout'-

ing slogans) Freedom—^license

—

cruelty—^joy—^war— {His voice

trails off as he disappears, sosie

enters from the palace.)

TRUMPETER {to SOSIE ). YouT master
is ready?

SOSIE. He is ready. It is my mistress

who isn’t quite ready. It takes no
tune at all to dress for going to war,
but to dress for saying farewell

takes longer.

TRUMPETER. Is she One of those

weeping women?

SOSIE. Unfortunately one of the

smiling ones. The weeping ones re-

gain their composure more quickly

flian the smiling ones.

TRUMPETER (shrugs hts shouldeTS

phMosophicaHy, then hohs down on
the dty below) . They’re getting up
all right. Look at lightsl (He
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rises and starts coming down the
steps) He’ll get ’em. (He crosses

the stage ruminating out loud)
They could sleep in peace but
they’d rather get up and fight. . . .

They like it. They want it. Well, if

that’s what they want they can have
it. {He goes out dejectedly, sosie

comes down the steps and follows
him.)

SOSIE. What miserable luck—^to

have this happen on the very day
that Peace is proclaimed! {He goes
out. AMPHITRYON enters from pal-

ace, in full war regalia. He goes to
end of platform, scans the horizon
and starts down steps, alkmena
enters from the palace

.

)

ALEMENA. Amphitryon! I love you

(AMPHITRYON quicMy goes up
steps, embraces her and kisses her.)

AMPHITRYON. I love you, Allcmena.

AJLEMENA. Will you think of me
while you’re away? Do you promise
it?

AMPHITRYON. Yes, darling. (Loohs
away.)

ALKMENA. Why do you turn to the
moon? Im jealous of the moon

—

that blank surface—what thou^ts
do you get from her?

AMPHITRYON. And from your dark
head—what?

ALKMENA. A sceut at least—twin
brother of memory. Oh, you’re

shaved! Do they shave now to go to

war? Do you friink with your ^dn
pumiced Mke that, youTl be wme
formidable?
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AMPHITRYON. Oh, HO, darling. For

that I rely on my armor and helmet.

AUBMENA. Put youT helmet on. Let

me see you as your enemy sees you.

AMPHTTRYON. Now don’t be fright-

ened! (Puts helmet on.)

ALKMENA. Not very frightening

—

not when those eyes are your eyes.

AMPHITRYON. But to my enemy it is,

I assure you.

ALKMENA. What are your greaves

made of?

AMPHITRYON. Silver

—

chased in

platinum.

ALKMENA. Aren’t they too tight for

you? Wouldn’t steel ones be more
flexible for running?

AMPHITRYON. My dear, Fm a gen-

eral in command—and generals in

COTimand never run.

{Horses" hoofs heard off stc^e.)

ALKMENA. Your horses, your horses

are here. Kiss me,

AMPHITRYON. No, no, my horses

have quite a diEerent gait—but
that’s no reason why I can’t loss

ycRi.

{They Jdss.)

ALKMENA. Is youT helmet silver,

too?

AMPHITRYON. Tl^ purest.

ALKMENA. What cok»r tunic are you
wearing bei^ath your armcr?

AMPHITRYON. Ro^pmk—edged
with black braid.

ALKMENA. Oh, you uaughty Am-
phitryon! How coquettish you are

with your war!—Rose-pink—^black

braid. Does that help you to achieve

your victories, or do you win them
in one headlong charge, my name
on your lips?

AMPHITRYON. No, darling, it isn’t

that way.

ALKMENA. How do you do it then?

AMPHITRYON. Well, jBrst of all I

surround their left wing with my
right wing, then I divide their right

wing—^using only three-quarters of

my left wing—and then with the

remaining quarter of my left wing I

dart in among them

—

ALKMENA. I sec. A kind of battle of

the birds.

AMPHITRYON. —and that gives me
the victory.

ALKMENA. How many victories

have you won, dearest one?

AMPHITRYON. One, just one.

ALKMENA. Well, tell me, Amphit-
rycm, have you killed many men?

AMPHITRYON. One, only one.

ALKMENA. How economical you
are, dear. Was he a king? Was he a
general?

AMPHITRYON. No, be WES a simple

soMkar.

ALKMENA. So modest-—modest to a
fault, my dear. Tell me, did you,

in the proce^ of hi; destruction,

did you allow him one instant in

whkih to leco^aize you and be
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aware of the distinction you had
just conferred on him? Did you,
sweetheart?

A3.IPHITRYON. Yes, I did. Blood
pouring out of his mouth, he looked
up at me and managed, with his last

breath, a faint, respectful smile.

ALKMENA. He Hiust have been very
happy! Did he tell you his name
before he died?

AMPEUTRYON. He was an anony-
mous soldier—^there are quite a
few of them.

ALKMENA. I See! You know, darling,

when you breathe your armor loos-

ens at the fastenings, and your
tunic gives your skin a tint of dawn.
Breathe, Amphitryon, breathe

—

deeply—and let me savor, in the
darkness of this night, the glow of
your body. Stay a little longer.

(Presses closely to him) Do you
love me?

AMPHITRYON. Yes. I have to wait
for my horses anyway. Darling,

don't press too closely to me

—

you 11 hurt yourself. You know Im
a husband made of iron.

ALKMENA. Can you feel me

—

through all that armor?

AMPHITRYON. Through every chink
where an arrow might reach me,
you reach me. And you—do you
feel me?

ALKMENA. Yes—^but youT own body
is a kind of armor. Often I have
lain in your arms and felt you re-

moter and colder than I do now.

AMPHITRYON. Alkmena, often I

have held you close to me, and felt

you sadder and more desolate than
I feel you today. And yet, on those
occasions I was departing not for

the wnr but for the hunt, {alk-
mena smiles) Now, why do you
smile? Do you find consolation in

this sudden declaration of war?

ALKMENA. Did you hear a chfld
crying beneath our window a little

while ago? Didn't that seem to you
to be a premonition of evil?

AMPHITRYON. No, no, no. Omens
are always annoimced with a thun-
derclap in a clear sky, accom-
panied by a triple fiash of lightning.

alkmena. The sky was clear and
yet the child was crying. That
seemed to me to be even a worse
augury.

AMPHITRYON. Don’t be supersti-

tious, Alkmena.

alkmena. Something was hovering
over our happiness. Rraise be to the
gods it was only war.

AMPHITRYON. Why do you say that—only war?

ALKMENA. I was afraid it was our
love that might be tlnreatened—it’s

there I feel the danger. I almost find

consolation in war. At least, it’s a
tangible and visible antagonist. I

like enemies whose weapons I can
see—^my great fear has always been
that I would one day find you in

the arms of other women.

AMPHITRYON. Other women!

ALKMENA. One or a thousand

—

what difference does it make?
You’d be lost.
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AMPHTTKYON. You are the most
beautiful woman in all Thebes.

ALKMENA. It’s the goddesses Im
afraid of—^and those foreigners.

AMPHTTKYON. You re not serious.

Ai-KMENA. Above all— fear the

goddesses. When they emerge from
the heavens—^rosy without rouge

—

pearly without powder—^their

brea^ whiter than snow and their

arms strcmger than crowbars, it

must be very difficult to resist titem.

Don’t you think so?

AMPHTTKYON. For anyone but me it

mi^t be

—

ALKMENA. But they’re very sensi-

tive, they take offense at very little,

and they like to be loved. You’ve
never loved a goddess, have you?

AMPHTTRYCHsr. Certainly not.

AL3CMENA. No goddess has ever

loved you?

AMPHTTKYON. No.

ALKMENA. Not a little tiny bit?

AMPHTTKYON. Nol And what’s more,
I E^er loved a foreigner, either.

ALKMEHA. They’ve lov^ you,

AMPHTTKYON. Oh, BO, they haven’t.

AUKMEHA. Oh, yes, they have.

AMPHTTRYCK^. CHi, but they have
not, dear.

ALEMENA. Oh, they love every mar-
ried man, these women. When they
arrive in our cities everything is

over for us, the stay-at-homes. Even
the ugly ones, they flaunt their

ugliness because after all it s a for-

eign ugliness and therefore very

provocative. They are in love with
themselves because even to them-
selves they are foreign. Compared
to a threat like that war comes as a
friend. You won’t be killed, will

you? Generals in command are

never killed. You will come back.

AMPHTTKYON. IT! be back very soon,

and that will be forever.

(They kiss.)

ALKMENA. Look! The stars are

twinkling harder than ever. It is

their last chance before dawn and
our parting. Which one of them
shall we choose to fix our eyes on
tomorrow and every night at this

same hour?

AMPHITRYON. Well, there’s always
our old friend Venus!

ALKMENA. I don’t trust her. As an
intermediary in love she might turn
out to be not quite so disinterested.

No, that side of my life I’d rather

look after personally.

AMPHTTKYON. What about Jupiter?
There’s a good solid name!

ALKMENA. Td rather have a star

that has no name.

AMPHTTRYC^I. What ahout that little

one over there that’s called aiK)ny-

mous star.

AUEMENA Well, that’s a name, isn't

it?

(Horses^ hoofs heard.)

AMPHTTKYON. This time it’s they

—

must go, {Starts down steps^)
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ALKMENA. Who are *'they”? Your
ambition, your pride as a com-
mander, your love for carnage and
adventure?

AMPHITRYON. No, no, Just Elapho-
cephale and Hypsipila, my horses.

ALKMENA (coTTies (lown Steps), Go
then if you must.

AMPHITRYON. Is that all you have
to say to me?

ALKMENA. Haven’t I said about
everything? What do other wives
say?

AMPHTTRYON. Well—^they mate
Jokes. They hand you your shield
and they say things like ‘‘Return on
it or beneath it!” They cry out
after you, “Fear nothing,” “Do or
die!” Can it be that my wtfe has no
gift for epigrams like that?

ALKMENA. I’m afraid not. I couldn’t
utter a phrase that belonged more
to posterity than it did to you. The
only words that I can find to utter

are those which perish softly even
as they touch you. I love you, Am-
phitryon! Come back soon, Amphit-
ryon! Besides, your name is so long,

once you’ve said it there’s hardly
breath left to follow it up with an
immortal sentence.

(sosiE enters with Amphitryon’s
spear and shield.)

AMPHITRYON. Then say my name at

the end. (Takes spear and shield

from SOSIE and lifts his right arm in

a salute) Good-bye, AJkmenal
(Exits^ followed by sosie.)

ALKMENA. Amphitryonl (Far a mo-
ment she stands stiB. Then the

sovnd of horses^ hoofs is heard

starting and then gradually dimin-
ishing in the distance, alkmena,
on the verge of sobbings turns
away, mercury, disguised as sosie,

enters and stands below gate, alk-
mena turns to gate^ looks at mer-
cury in amazement^ knowing that
sosie had just gone off, laughs
nervously and looks at him again.

MERCURY gives her the keys to the
gate; she closes gate hut does not
lock it and starts up steps.)

ALKMENA (os she Starts up steps) ^

Good night, Sosie.

MERCURY. Alkmena, my lady Alk-
mena

—

ALKMENA. What is it, Sosie?

MERCURY. I have a message for yon
from my master.

ALKMENA. From your master? Your
master is stfll within earshot.

MERCURY. Exactly, my lady. No one
must hear. My master has in-

structed me to i^orm you that he is

only pretending to leave with the
army, that actually he means to
return to spend this night with you,
once he’s given his orders. . . .

ALKMENA. I don’t Understand you,

Sosie. (Goes up another step.)

MERCURY (repeating mecffmm-
caUy), My master has instructed

me to inform you that— .

ALKMENA. How dull am, Sc^!
Don’t you understand first prin-

ciple of keeping a

to pretend tfc^

heard it—the :
;

you’w
grasped

aboutit? ^ Vi
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MERCURY. Very good, my lady. . . .

ALKMENA. As 2L matt^ o£ fact I

haven’t understood one word
you’ve been saying.

MERCURY. You must sit up and
watch for my master, my lady. . . .

ALKMENA. Yes, yes, Sosie. Stop

chattering. (Goes up the rest of the

steps) Isn’t the wind blowing your

tongue about? (Exits info palace.

MERCURY looks Up at the sky above
him and guardedly whispers

hoarsely.)

MERCURY. Jupiter! Jupiter! (Mo-
tions with his thumb that alkmena
is inside waiting. There is a terrific

crash offstage, mercury rushes off.

JUPITER enters dressed exactly as

AMPHITRYON, Carrying shield and
spear, i^iercury follows jupiter.)

Mercury. Are you all right?

JUPITER. Yes, I forgot the law of

gravity, (juptier boldly starts to-

ward gate.)

mercury. Where are you going?

JUPITER. I’m going in!

MERCURY. You Can’t do that,

JUPITER. Why not? IVe copied his

costume down to the last detail.

MERCURY. There’s an element here
that goes b^oed costume. Look at

yon! Y<m’ve fust merged from the
brambles and fhete isn’t a scratch

^ you! And no creases! Even
dodies from the best tailors have
creases the moment you’ve worn
them. Turn around. (Takes shield

and spear from jupiter and puts
them down.)

jupiter. What?

MERCURY. Turn aroimd!

jupiter. Gods never turn around,

MERCURY. But I must SBC your
back!

jupiter. Why?

MERCURY. Men think that women
never notice their backs. They are

unaware that although they pre-

tend to be overcome by their mag-
nificent padded chests, they are ac-

tually maliciously scrutinizing the

back view. It’s from the back that

women estimate a man. (jupiter
turns his back to him) That’s bet-

ter. Your entire body must he fault-

less. Come here, so I can adjust

your human uniform, also.

(jupiter takes off his helmet and
gives it to MERCURY.

)

jupiter. Mercury, aren’t my eyes
good?

MERCURY. No, they’re far too bril-

liant ... all iris and no tear duct.

You may have to cry, you know.
(jupiter begins to cry. mer-
cury snaps fingers) There, there.

(Straightens jupiter up) Tell me,
on your other adventures didn’t you
use pupils?

jupiter. Pupils? I don’t remember.
Oh, you mean pupils—^like this?

(Looks at mercury in a strange
manner.)

MERCURY (cowering). No phos-
phorescence! No cat’s eyes, please!

(juptier assumes his natural look)
T^re, that’s better. Now, about
your skin. (Puts helmet down next
to shield and spear.)
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JUPITER. Whafs wrong with my
skin? (Looking at his hands,)

MERCURY. It s a baby’s skin. To be-
gin with we must have a weather-
beaten skin—a skin on which the
wind has blown for thirty years. In
short, a well-seasoned skin—a skin
that may be tasted. For tasted it

will be. Didn’t they complain, these
other women of yours, when they
found your skin had a baby’s taste?

JUPITER. No, no—

1

don’t think so.

MERCURY, With that skin you’d
never be allowed a second visit

here. And now, Jupiter, please be
good enough to contract the sheath
of mortality in which you have en-
cased yourself. It’s too big for you,
you’re floating in it.

JUPITER. It’s true.

MERCURY. Contract! (Makes a ges-

ture as with a rapier thrust.

)

JUPITER (flexing muscles in arms
until he achieves the position of
Christ on the Cross), It cramps me!
I feel my heart beating against it.

My veins bursting! My arteries dis-

tending! I feel myself becoming a
filter—an hour-glass of blood! The
birth of all humanity strains inside

me—^beating me black and blue! I

hope that all my poor human be-
ings don’t suffer like this!

MERCURY. Twice they do—once
when they’re bom and once when
they die.

JUPITER (straightens up). How
very disagreeable ... to expe-

rience both simultaneously.

MERCURY. You do not lessen the

torture by dividing the process.
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JUPITER. Tell me. Mercury, as you
stand before me, do you get the
impression that you are standing
before a man?

MERCURY (eyeing him over). No,
not yet . . . not quite yet. . . .

What I’m chiefly aware of when
I stand before the living body of a
man is that he is constantly under-
going change—disintegration—and
that he incessantly ages. And as I

watch the light in his eyes, I see it

with the flying instants incessantly

growing dinmer and dimmer.

JUPITER. Let’s try!

MERCURY. What are you going to
do?

JUPITER (begins to stoop like an
old man). I’m saying to myself:
*T’m going to die . . . I’m going
to die.*’

MERCURY. No, not SO fast . . .

you’re aging prematurely. Slow the
tempo! You’re living at the scale at

which a dog lives or a cat.

JUPITER (straightens up a little and
extends his arm to

,
mercury).

How’s this? (Breathes slower^ like

a fish.)

mercury (puts his arms, one above
and one underneath jupriER’s

arm) . No. Now your heartbeats are

too widely spaced. You’re living

now at fish rhythm. You’re not,

Jupiter, please to remember, a fish.

(By this time jupiter is straight)

There . . . that’s it . . . that’s it.

Keep up that little half-way gallop

between the dogs and the fishes.

It’s this little ambling inner rhythm
by which Amphitryon recognizes

his horses, and Alkmena the heart-
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beats of her husband, (jupiter

looks out front) What are you
thinking?

JUPITER. That I want to be loved

for myself alone. I shall make Alk-

mena accept a loverl

MERCURY- Alkmena, Im very much
afraid, will deny you that pleasure.

You better stick to being her hus-

band.

JUPITER. Her husband—and her

lover. No woman could resist that.

WeTl begin that way and later on—^we shall see—^we shall see

—

(Starts to go but mercury raises

hand and stops him) Any last min-
ute instructions?

MERCURY. Yes. About your intellect.

JUPITER. What’s wrong with my
intellect?

MERCURY. We must replace ah
your god-lflce conceptions with hu-

man ones. What are your beliefs?

Recite to me your mans idea of the

nature of this universe.

JUPITER. My mans idea of the na-

ture of this universe? I believe that

this flat Earth is flat; (mercury
pdfes up hdmet gwes it to jtjviter^

mho puts it on) I believe that water
m wat^ and nothing else; (mer-
qa^Y picks up shiM and hemds it

i beileve that air m
" SKiMsibfe; I bdfeve

•flisi: Minie—(i^aEtcuRY

picks wp spemr and hands # to

juPTtJi^) the splA—well, th^

^^ril— In factj I bdteve that there

is nothing beyond what I can see,

and beyond what I can underhand.
Is that all?

mercury. Not quite. Are you con-

sumed by a desire to part your hair

in the middle and keep it set that

way unalterably with sticky hair

lotion?

JUPITER. I feel that temptation

—

passionately!

MERCURY. Good! Do you conceive

that one day you may die?

JUPITER. That I may die? No,
never! That my poor friends may
die, alas, yes, my poor friends—^but

not I!

MERCURY. Splendid! Have you for-

gotten aU the women you’ve al-

ready loved?

JUPITER. I’ve never loved anyone
but Alkmena.

MERCURY. And this sky over us

—

what do you think of this sky?

JUPITER. I believe that the sky is

my owd personal property. I be-

lieve that I possess it far more than
I ever did l^fore,

MERCURY. Oh, Jupiter!

JUPITER. And as for the whole
solar system, it seems to me very
small!

MERCURY. And the whole vast

Earth?

JUPITER. Very small! . . . And,
Mercury ... I feel . . . hand-
somer than Apollo! Braver than
Mars . . . more capable of amor-
ous exploits than—^myself. And for

first time. Mercury, I really feel

myself, I realty see myself, I realty
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believe myself, to be master of the
godsl

MERCURY. Well, you re a man all
right. Get on with it.

(The light in the palace goes out.
JUPITER makes a motion of knock-
ing on gate, without touching it

and there is an accompanying me-
tallic knock heard. There is no
reply from the palace. He crosses
right and waves the knocks on the
gate from where he stands.)

JUPITER. I know she's there.

MERCURY. How do you know?

JUPITER. She was looking from her
window as I came down.

MERCURY. You don t think she rec-
ognized you?

JUPITER. No. She thought I was a
falling star and wished on me!

MERCURY. You'd better try again.

( JUPITER again makes the motion
of knocking on gate and once more
the accompanying metallic knock is

heard, mercury waits until he
hears alkmena's voice then stealth-

ily exits.)

ALKMENA (off Stage; in Palace).
Who is that knocking? Who dis-

turbs me in my sleep?

JUPITER {standing beneath Palace,

hiding his face with shield). A gen-
eral!

ALKMENA (off Stage; in Palace) A
general? And what is a general do-
ing wandering about at this time of

night? Is he a deserta?? Or is he
defeated? s

JUPITER. Defeated—^by lovel

ALKMENA. I know Only one genera]
and he wouldn't admit such a de-
feat.

JUPITER. That shows you do not
know your own general.

AUKMENA. If I don't fcnow him, how
can I admit him?

JUPITER. Because he comes for
once as your lover. Let him in!

aukmena {comes out on balcony).
It is to Alkmena you speak. I have
no lover, (jupeter laughs de-
risively) Why do you laugh?

JUPITER. Did you not only a mo-
ment ago open the window of your
room and look out, anguished, into
the night?

ALKMENA. Yes, I did. But I was
looking at the night and that's all

I was looking at,

JUPITER. But did you not feel your
heart contract and your body ex-
pand at the thought of a man, who
is, I confess it, extremely ugly and
generally rather hmifeed?

ALKMENA. Do you confess it, p^-
haps, because you wish to be con-
trswiicted?

JUPITER. No, not necessarily. And
as you gazed up at a faffing star,

did you not wish, aloud: “Oh, if

only while he were at the war, I
might forego all memoryT^

ALKMENA. I miglit have wished to
forget that he loves his horses and
his better than he lov^ me.
And what does that prove?
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JUPITER. That you have a lover,

and that he is here.

ALKMENA. I have a husband and he
is evidently not here. And I receive

no one in my bedroom who is not

my husband. And not even him
will I admit if he does not ac-

knowledge his name. You’re not

very good at passionate disguises

—

it s not your metier.

JUPITER. Oh, at this hour, when
everything between here and
heaven is in disguise, may not your

husband also disguise himself as a

lover?

ALKMENA. Your insight, my friend,

is not very keen if you think the

night is only the day-time masked,

the moon no more than a sun dis-

guised, and that the love of a wife

for her husband can be confused
with an amour.

JUPITER. Wifely love is a duty.

Duty is compulsion. And compul-
sion lolls desire.

ALKMENA. Dcsire! Desire is a half-

god. We, here, worship only the

major ones. The lesser gods we
leave to adolescent girls, to the
casually married, to the fugitive

rmnantics, the half-wives.

JUPITER. It is blasphemy to speak
50 even of a lesser godl

ALKMENA. In my secret heart I am
HKire Hasphemous even than that

for I worship a god that doeai’t

exist at alL Shall I tel you who it

is? It’s the god of ccmjugal love,

one that it neva: occurred to the
gods to invent—diey are so casual.

If you come in behalf of D^ire you
ask me to betray a greater god for a

lesser. If then you are a lover I

am sorry but I must ask you to go
on. . . . You are handsome and
you have a good figure. Your voice

is winning. Did it soimd in behalf

of Fidelity I might love this voice.

I might wish to be enclosed in those

arms. Your mouth, too, I should
say, is dewy and ardent. But I

shan’t allow it to persuade me. I

shall not open my door to a lover.

Who are you?

JUPITER- Why can’t your husband
be your lover?

ALKMENA. Because a lover is closer

always to love than he is to the ob-

ject of his love. Because it is ill-

bred to deceive your husband

—

even with himself. Because I like

my windows open and my linen

fresh. (She goes back inside, mer-
cury enters,)

JUPITER. She’s impossible.

MERCURY. She’s set in her ways.

JUPITER. You can’t talk to her.

MERCURY. Not in your language.

JUPITER. You can’t appeal to her!

MERCURY. She is unfortunately a
good woman.

JUPITER. Mercury, she’s not a
woman, she’s a fortress!

MERCURY. A fortress that may he
taken only by her husband. Do as

I advised you in the first place—^be

her husband!

JUPITER. Very well—^I’ll humble
myself. (Gives shield and spear to

MERCURY.)
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MERCURY. That s better.

JUPITER. But once I am admitted
as her husband—then FU make her
yearn for something more.

MERCURY. No doubt. You have your
own resources, Jupiter. Meantime

—

JUPITER. Meantime

—

(Waves mer-
CURY off. MERCURY exits OS JUPITER
knocks again,)

ALKMENA. Who is it now? I seem
to have a perfect Stream of visitors
tonight. Now who are you?

JUPITER. I am Amphitryon, your
husband!

ALKMENA (comes in at last), Am-
phitryon! Why didn’t you say so in
the first place?

JUPITER. Let me in!

ALKMENA. Are you he by whose
side I wake every morning and for
whom I cut from the margin of my
own day an extra ten minutes of
sleep?

JUPITER. I am he.

ALKMENA. Are you the one whose
least footfall is so familiar to me
that I can tell whether he is shav-
ing or dressing?

JUPITER. I am the one.

ALKMENA. Are you the being with
whom I dine and breakfast and
sup? And whom I allow to go to

sleep ten minutes every night be-
fore I do?

JUPITER. I am that being.

ALKMENA. Then swear in the pres-
ence of the night those marriage
vows which hitherto we have
spoken only in the presence of the
day.

JUPITER. A wedding ceremony, in
the void of the night, with neither
priest nor altar? What for?

ALKMENA. That the invisible beings
which surround us may not be de-
ceived seeing AJkmena receive you
like this—^like a lover. That the
clear light in which we live by day
may transfigure even the night. Oh,
Amphitryon, I have often dreamed
of an occasion like this! Why should
the night be the hand-maiden for
the clandestine—^the furtive—^the

illicit? Let her for once be brides-
maid to married love. Do you think
I wish this lovely night—this con-
stellation of stars and little winds

—

this company of night moths and
shadows—to imagine that I, Alk-
mena, am receiving a lover? No! At
this hour, when there are consum-
mated so many false marriages, let

us seal our nocturnal, true one!
Shall we begin?

JUPITER. If you only knew, Alk-
mena, how pitiful to the gods hu-
man beings seem, prating their

vows, launching their thunderless
thunderbolts,

ALKMENA. Raise your hand and
crook your index finger! (Raises her
hand and crooks her index finger,)

JUPITER. No! Not the index finger.

ALKMENA. Why not?

JUPITER. That is the most formid-
able oath of all. The one used hy
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Jupiter to fester the Earth with that the fragrance of the name of

plagues. Alkmena shall survive so long as

the hurly-burly of my own.
ALKMENA. The index finger or noth-

ing. If not the index finger, you alkmena. And I swear to be faith-

must go away! ful to Amphitry^on, my husband, or

to die!

JUPITER {beaten; raises his right

arm and crooks index finger at the jupiter (alarmed). To what?
same time, covering right side of
his face with mantle). Celestial alkmena. To die!

calamities—^restrain yourselves!
Earthquakes and floods, fevers and jupiter. Don’t say that, Alkmena.
locusts—^hold off!

ALKMENA. Why not? I mean it. And
ALKMENA. Amphitryon, those are now, dear husband, the ceremony
not the words! is over and I authorize you to come

in. You know you’ve really been
jupiter. I was just practising, very simple. The gate was open all

(Lets down mantle and proceeds in the time—^you had only to push it

earnest) I, Amphitryon, son and —ever so little. . . .(jupiter
grandson of former generals, father opens gate, goes up three steps and
and ^andfather of future generals then sfands there as if rooted to the
, . . indispensable clasp in the spot) Why do you hesitate?

twin girdle of war and glory

—

JUPITER. You really mean it? You
ALKMENA (with her right arm also really want me to come in?

raised and index finger crooked) . I,

Alkmena, whose parents are no alkmena. My dearest love ... I

longer and whose children are yet command it!

unborn—^poor isolated link in the (jupiter mounts the steps quickly,
chain of humanity— tears the sashes off her, and enfolds

her in his mantle as the curtain
jupiter. I swear so to contrive it falls,)

ACT TWO

Scene I

Scene—Outside of alkmena’s bedroom m Amphitryon’s Palace.
Time—The next mornkig. The darkness is complete save for the glotv

of light whick emanates from the body of mercury lying semi-recumhent
at the front of the stage.

MERCURY. Posted here in front of soaldng in the sweet silence, the
Alkmena s bedroom, I have been gentle resistance, the easy struggle
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from indoors; already Alkmena
bears within herself the young half-

god, but never with any other mis-

tress has Jupiter tarried this long

—

whether this abnormal darkness is

beginning to bore you I cannot say,

but this job that Jupiter has wished
on me of prolonging the night till

he gets ready to get up is begiiming

to weigh on me a bit. Especially

when I think that everywhere else

the whole world is suffused in

broad dayhght. After all it's mid-
summer and early in the morning.

The great inundation of day can-

opies out over all the world, thou-

sands and thousands of leagues to

the very margin of the sea. Solitary,

amid the rose-drenched cubes, this

palace is left a cone of black. I

really ought to wake my master; he
loathes a hurried exit and he will

surely wish by way of dressing-

gown chatter to reveal to Alkmena
Siat he is Jupiter. He will not will-

ingly forego this sop to his vanity.

He will love to enjoy her astonish-

ment and to savor in her pride. Be-

sides, I ve suggested to Amphitryon

that he come to surprise his wife at

break of dawn. This is a courtesy

we owe him and it will relieve the

situation of any ambiguity. Already,

Amphitryon has taken secretly to

the road, he is galloping furiously

and within the hour he will arrive

here at this palace. Therefore, Sun,

display your rays to me, that I may
choose £he one best fitted to kindle

these shadows. . . . {The Sun
obliges with a green ray which

picks out mercury's winged boot)

No, no. There's nothing more sin-

ister than green rays for lovers to

wake up on. Each one thinks the

other has been drowned in the

night. ... (A purple ray comes

on as the green one disappears)

Nor that one. . . . Purple and vio-

let are colors that inflame the

senses. We'll save them for tonight.

{The Sun obliges with an amber

ray) Ah, that's it, saffron! Nothing

so weU as saffron to bring out the

insipid quality of the human skin.

. . . Get on with it. Sun! (mer-

cury rises and runs off in the dark-

ness. The stage is ffooded in full

sunlight

)

ACT TWO

Scene II

Scene—A room in the Falace. There is a couch in the center. Two smaB

tabourets one on each side of couch. There is an urn on each tabouret.

Also a small handle-bell.

ALKMENA enters, puts down her cloak and hat on couch.

ALKMENA. Get up, Amphitryon, the alkmena. In the last place where

sun has risen. husbands think they are when they

wake up; simply in your own home
in your own bed, and with your

JUPITER {off stagey. Where am I? own wife. {Rings beU.)
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JUPITER (still of Stage) . And what
is the name of this wife?

AUSMENA. Her name is the same
by day as it is by night—^it is still

Alkmena.

JUPITER. Is it that marvellously

dark Alkmena—^who never says a

word while love-making?

ALKMENA. Yes, and who prattles of

dawn^ and who is now about to

put you out of here, husband or no
husband. Come along, Amphitryon,
youll be late for your war! Are you
getting dressed?

JUPITER (stUl of stage). Yes. Oh,
come back to my arms!

ALKMENA. Don't count on that!

Dark women have this in common
with dreams—^you may embrace
them only at night.

JUPITER. Well, come back and close

your eyes then and let us make the

best of an improvised darkness,

ALKMENA. No, no, the early morn-
ing is no time for improvisation.

Get up, Amphitryon. Please. (Sits

on couch, her feet stretched out)

Come along, darling, breakfast is

ready.

(kleantha and nenetza, two
maids, come in with hreakfast trays.

NENETZA serves ALKMENA. KLEAN-
THA stands holding her tray, ju-
FTiER enters and as he passes alk-
mena, she fondly slaps his behind
and he stops a moment and smUes
with satisfaction. Sits at end of
couch, his feet outstretched, klean-
tha puts tray on his lap and then
both maids exit.

)

JUPITER. What a divine night!

ALKMENA. YouT adjectives this

morning, darling, are somewhat
feeble.

JUPITER, I said divine!

ALKMENA. You could say a cut of

beef was divine or a meal was di-

vine, but for last night you might
have found something better.

jupiTER. What could there possibly

be better?

ALKMENA. Almost any adjective ex-

cept divine. It's such a worn-out

word. Perfect! You could have said

it was a perfect night. Charming!

Best of all, you might have said it

was a pleasant night! Now, that

conveys so many agreeable sensa-

tions: **What a pleasant night!”

JUPITER. But don't you think that

this night, of all our nights, was the

pleasantest, by far?

ALKMENA (drinking). WeU, that

depends.

JUPITER. On what does it depend?

ALKMENA. Have you forgotten, my
own husband, the night we were
married? The miraculous discovery

our two hearts made of each other,

in the midst of those shadows
which for the first time held us in

their embrace? That was our most
beautiful night!

JUPITER. Our most beautiful, yes.

But the pleasantest was this one.

ALKMENA (noncholantly)

.

Do you
think so?

JUPITER. Yes, I do.
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ALEMENA. I don’t. What about the
night the great fire broke out in
Thebes—and you came back to me
at sunrise all gilt from the fire and
warm as new-baked bread? That
was our pleasantest night and
you’ll never persuade me differ-

ently. {Eats fruit.)

JUPITER. Well, if nothing else, then,
you must admit this was the most
astonishing.

ALKMENA. Was it? Why? Now, the
night before last, for instance,

when you rescued that little drown-
ing boy from the sea, and all night
long you kept flinging your arms
around me to rescue me from imag-
inary drowning—^yes, that was
rather astonishing, if you like. No,
my dear, if you wish to sum up
this night in an appropriate ad-
jective, I should say that this night,

of all our nights, was the most

—

connubial. That’s it, my sweet

—

connubial! There was a sense of

security about it which gladdened
me. Never have I felt so certain of

waking up in the morning to find

you beside me; there was merci-
fully absent that fear which ob-
sesses me constantly—of finding

you suddenly dead in my arms.
{Eats the fruit.)

JUPITER {puts the tray down with
sudden distaste ) . Connubial—^?

{Sits up with feet on floor,)

ALKMENA. Connubial!

JUPITER {rises). Lovely roomi

ALKMENA. It seems especially at-

tractive to you this morning when
you have no business to be here.

JUPITER. How clever of men, to

devise this system of colonnades

which seems to intensify the light

in a planet relatively so badly lit.

ALKMENA. Since it was you who de-
vised the system, darling, that’s

very modest of you.

JUPITER. Beautiful landscape!

ALKMENA. Ah, that you may admire
since you did not create it.

JUPITER {significantly). And who
did, may I ask?

ALKMENA {nonchalantly). The
Master of the Gods.

JUPITER. And may one hear his
name?

ALKMENA. Jupiter.

JUPITER {ravished, leans over
couch). How prettily you pro-
nounce the names of the gods!
Who taught you to savor them so
on your lips, as if you were enjoy-
ing a heavenly diet? Like a lamb
that nibbles at laburnum and lifts

his head to nibble more. Say his

name again—^repeat his name! It

is said that the gods, summoned so,

respond sometimes with their very
presence!

ALKMENA {calling), Neptune!
Apollo!

JUPITER. No, no, the first one—^re-

peat his name.

ALKMENA. No, no, no. I like to nib-

ble all over Olympus. Especially I

love to pronounce the names of the

gods in couples: {Calling) Venus
and Mars! Jupiter and Juno!

JUPITER {laughs nervously). No,
no, no.
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ALKMENA* I see them wandering
about eternally—^hand in hand

—

on the crests o£ the clouds—^it must
be marvelous!

JUPITER. Great fun! You think that

Jupiter has done a good job then,

with these rocks and cliffs—^he’s

done pretty well on this landscape?

ALKMENA. Yes, it s Very nice, but do
you think he did it on purpose?

JUPITER (shocked), Alkmena!

ALKMENA. Well, everything you do,

you do on purpose, whether you
are grafting cherry trees on plums
or contriving a double-edged

sword. But do you think that Jupi-

ter, on the day that he created all

this, knew what he was doing?

JUPTTER (hurt). It is generally as-

sumed that be did!

ALKMENA. We know he created the

Earth. But the beauty of the Earth

re-creates fiself momentarily. Ju-
piter seems tcx) settled to have dal-

lied so with the ephemeral!

JUPITER. Im afraid you haven’t a
very precise idea of £be purpose of

creation.

ALKMENA. No, I suppose I haven’t.

How does it all seem to you, dar-

ling? Doem’t it seem doudy?

JUPTTER. No, no! I see ever3?thing

perfectly cWly. (Ste beside her
agaith) In the begonniQg everything
was Chaos. It was then Jupiter’s
felicitous idea to separate every-
thing into four elements.

ALKMENA. We have onfy four ele-

ments?

JUPITER. Four. And the first is

water, and water, I may tell you,
was not so easy to create. Super-

ficially, water looks like quite ordi-

nary stuff. But imagine, if you had
never seen water—if there were no
water in existence, what it would
mean to create it—even to get the
idea of creating it.

ALKMENA. What did the goddesses
cry—in the pre-water era? Bronze
tears? That stumps you!

JUPITER. Don’t interrupt me, Alk-
mena, I’m trying to give you some
idea of what Jupiter must be—^I’m

trying to convey to you something
of his scope. He may materialize

before you at any moment, you
know, without warning. Wouldn’t
you like to have him explain every-
thing to you personally in all his

magnificence? (He gets up.)

ALKMENA. No, darling, I’d rather
have you explain it to me.

JUPITER (nonplussed, sits again).
Where was I?

ALKMENA. We ve just disposed of
original Chaos.

JUPTTER. Oh, yes. Once water was
in existence it occurred to him to
bank it in with broken coasts, in or-

der to stop the impact of the storms,
and to strew the surface of the
waters with Continents, in order
to spare the ^es of the gods the
perpetual irritation of a ghttering
horizon— And so came the EartJi
and all its marvels!

ALKMENA. Oh, you mean the pic^
trees?

JUPTTER. Pine trees?
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alkmena. And the echo?

JUPITER. The echo?

ALKMENA. You sound like one your-
self. Now color—did Jupiter create
color?

JUPITER (motidly). Yes. The seven
colors of the rainbow are his inven-
tion.

ALKMENA. No, no—I mean my fa-

vorite colors: bronze and dark red
and lizard green—^what of them?

JUPITER. No, he left those to the
cleaning and dyeing establish-

ments

—

ALKMENA (ftotices a hole in his

sock). Amphitryon! You have a
hole in your stocking—did Jupiter

create that?

JUPITER (pleased at his own oeri-

similitude). Yes—

1

ALKMENA, Oh, he did, did he?
(Calling) Nenetzal Yam, yam!

JUPITER, Shall we go back to the

assorted vibrations in the ether, of

which I was speaking

—

(nenetza enters with yarn and
sewing stand and places U near

couch. ALKMENA ptcks a needle and
proceeds to mend the sock, nen-
etza takes both breakfast trays and
goes out.)

ALKMENA. Yes, yes— You canY go

to war with a hole in your stoddhg.

What will your enemy think of

your wife? Give it to me. (Takes

the sock off his foot.)

JUFTTER. But to gp badt again to

the assorted vibrations in the ether

539

(ALKMENA SOWS plocidly) Ju-
piter so contrived it, that by a sys-

tem of molecular collision—infinite

impacts and double impacts within

the molecules—as well as counter-

refraction of the original light re-

fractions he was able to criss-cross

the Universe with a network of a
thousand different systems of color
and sound, at once perceptible or
not to human sense organs

—

ALKMENA. That's exactly what I

was saying.

JUPITER. What you were saying?

ALKMENA. Yes. He didn't do a

thing! He didn't do a thing except

plunge us into an awful conglom-
eration of illusions and stupors from
which we have to extricate our-

selves— and my dear husband.

(She pinches the big toe of his bare
foot.)

JUPITER. Alkmena, are you aware
that the gods may be eaves-

dropping?

ALKMENA. Oh, they know my heart

is straightforward and honest. Be-
sides, what does Jupiter expect of

me? That I should expire with
gratitude to him for having m-
vented four elements when we
could very weU use twenty? I don't

think four elements is much, con-

sidering he hasn’t bad anything else

to do for all eternity. I am far more
grateful to you, my dear husband,
and my heart bursts with gratitude

to you for having invented a sys-

tem of window-puBeys which has

lightened my life and for all those

wonderful, new graftings you did

for the orchard. ( She puts the

mended sack on Ins foc^) You,

Amphitryon, have changed for me
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the taste of a cherry

—

(puts his

sandal on) and you have done more
than that—^you have enlarged the

capacity of my pantry shelves!

Now, for me, it is you who are the

creator— ( jupiter is staring at her

with divine admiration) Why do
you look at me like that? Compli-

ments embarrass you, is that it?

I suppose you find me too earth-

bound?

JUPITER (hends down and kisses

her feet) . Wouldn’t you like to be
less so?

ALKMENA. LeSS SO?

JUPITER. You never aspired to be a

goddess?

ALKMENA. A goddcss? What on
earth for?

JUPITER. To be honored and re-

vered by everyone.

ALKMENA. Certainly not!

JUPITER. To be able to walk on
water and on the air

—

ALKMENA. No, darling, no.

JUPITER. To understand the mean-
ing of things and other worlds?

ALKMENA. No. IVe never taken an
undue interest in my neighbors.

JUPITER. Why—then—to be im-
mortal!

ALKMENA. To be immortal? What
for? What good would that do me?

JUPITER. Not to die!

ALKMENA. Not to die! What would
I do if I didn’t die?

JUPITER. Dearest Alkmena. You
would be changed into a star. You
would live forever. You would
shine in the night till the end of

time.

ALKMENA. The end of time? And
when will that take place?

JUPITER. Never!

ALKMENA. Oh, dear, what a long

evening! No, darling, no. For that

job of night watchwoman the gods

had better not count on me. (Sits

up) Besides, the night air isn’t

good for my sldn. Wouldn’t I get

all chapped up there in the trough

of eternity?

JUPITER (Tuoves along couch be-

side her). But—oh, my darling

—

how cold and empty you’d be in

the trough of death! (He buries his

head in her bosom.)

ALKMENA. Oh, sweet. I’m not afraid

of death. It’s the stake you give for

hfe. I prefer to identify myself with
my own companions, who must
also die. I feel so strongly that my
very fibres will perpetuate them-
selves in other men—and animals

—plants even—^that I should feel

cheated if I were not allowed to

follow this mysterious destiny.

Don’t talk to me of not dying, so

long as there is a vegetable ahve
which isn’t immortal. For a hu-
man being to be immortal—^is a
kind of betrayal of one’s own. Be-
sides, when I think of the wonder-
ful surcease death brings; to be ir-

ritated for sixty years over meals
that don’t turn out well—holes in

stockings—aches and pains—^and

then to be offered death—^the felic-

ity of death—^really, it’s a reward
we don’t deserve!
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jupiTEB. But wouldnt you like to being intimate without being

—

have a son—an immortal son? pontifical?
^

alkmena._To wantone’ssontobe juitter. You mustn’t joke, ADc-
iinmorta is only human. mena. The time has come when I

^ ,
niust speak to you of the gods.

JUPITER. One who would become
the greatest of heroes! One who alemena. The gods?
as a baby would slay serpents come
to strangle him in his crib. jupiter. The moment has arrived

when I must clarify for you their
ALKjiPENA. No, certainly not. Hell relations with men.
be just a little baby who will coo
and be frightened of flies. What alkmena (rises). Have you lost
are you so upset about? your senses, Amphitryon? You

choose this moment of all moments
JUPITER. Allonena, did you really to talk theology to me. At this time
mean it, when you said you d rather of day, when everybody—dnmk
kill yourself than be unfaithful? with sunlight—^just can’t wait to go

farming or fishing!

alkmjSNA. Darling, can you doubt

jupiTEii. Alkmena

—

JUPITER. But—^to kill one^s self is aekivcena. What’s more, isn’t the
so—dangerous! army waiting for you? You have

only a few minutes left if you want
ALKMENA. Not for me. If the gods to kill anybody at all—and you’ll
of war shoidd strike you down have to do that on an empty stom-
there wouldnt be anytlmg in the ach. No, darling, no. (Goes upstage
least tragic about my dying. and gets scarf) I have my house to

attend to— have my rounds to
JUPITER. But suppose you drag to make—I have the gardener to see
death a child conceived the day be- —do you think this house runs it-

fore and half alive? self?

ALKMENA. For him it would be only jupiter (rises)

.

Alkmenal Dear-
a half death. He’d be that much est Alkmena. Let me apprise you
ahead on his future. that the gods may appear precisely

at the moment when you exp^t
JUPITER. Alkmena, I can see that them least!

you are pious and that you com-
prehend the mysteries of this world, alkmena. Amphitryon, dear Am-
I must, therefore, speak to you of— phitiyon, in a moment I shall de-

liver you an harangue, not about
.iLKMENA (edging away from him the gods, but about my servant
as he tries to ernbrace her). No. I problems. (Comes downstage and
know what that solemn manner of picks up her hat and sits beside
yours leads to. It’s your way of jupiter) As a matter of fact, I very
being tender. Can’t you for once try much fear that we shall have to
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<iif*pense with the services of Ne-
nctza. For apart from her special

mania for scrubbing only the black

tiles in the mosaics, she has yielded,

-as you might say, to the gods

—

4ind is just a little—pregnant!

{Rises, jauntily ptits on her hat)

Till tonight, darling, good-bye

—

(Exits.)

JUPITER. Alkmena

—

(mercury enters’.)

MERCURY. Jupiter, whaFs the mat-

ter? What’s happened? I’ve been
waiting to see you emerge from this

room in all your glory as you’ve

done from so many others. Instead,

its Alkmena who makes her de-

parture—^not the least bit ruffled.

JUPITER. She isn’t ruffled. You
can’t ruffle her.

MERCURY. This isn’t trae to form,

Jupiter. And -that’s that vertical

crease doing between your eyes?

Has somebody upset you? Are you
annoyed? Is there going to be
thunder?

JUPITER. No. This crease, my dear

Mercury, is a wrinkle.

MERCDRY. But Jupitei CEu’t have
wrink^. That belongs to Amphk-
lyon.

JumKR. hb—no. Ihls wrinkle be-
fon^ to me, it’s my wrinkb. (Looks

off (^ter aekmena) And now I

imm naett come by them.

MERCURY. Tve nev^ s^n you Mce
tibis, you’re actua% stooping with
fatigue,

JUPITER. It’s iK> light weight to

carry a wrinkle.

MERCURY. Can it be that you have

experienced the emotion of human
love so thoroughly that it’s ex-

hausted you?

JUPITER. I believe that it is love it-

self I am experiencing.

MERCURY. Jupiter, you have the

naivete of die superman. Don’t be
juvenile, this is hardly your first

affair.

JUPITER. But for the first time I

held in my arms a woman whom I

could not see, whom I could not

hear—and yet I understood her.

MERCURY. What went on in your

mind?

JUPITER. Only that I was her hus-

band. I had limited the compass

of my mind to his.

MEUCUBY. She never suspected

then?

JUPITER. Never! And moreover,

and this is strange, I couldn’t have
endured it if she did. From the mo-
ment we went to bed to the mo-
ment we got up it was impossible

for me to be anything but her hus-

band. It was Alkmena who was
completely victorious over me. Do
you know, that a few moments ago

I had occasion to explain Creation

to her and I found myself taBdng
as dry as dust. The easy eloquence

of which I am master when I talk

to you just—just—dried up

—

(Buries his head in his hand in de-

spair) Mercury, may I expoimd
Creation for you—^fust to keep my
hand in?

MERCURY. If it’s absolutely neces-
sary—^but just Creation—^that’s as

far as I’M go.
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JUPITER. Mercmy—I have also
made a discovery

—

MERCURY. Let me remind you, as
you re omniscient, discovery for you
is impossible.

JUPITER. Nevertheless, I have dis-

covered that human beings are not
what the gods think them. Alk-
mena, the gentle—^the tender AJk-
mena has the character of a rock.

She is the true Prometheus!

MERCURY. It isn’t that she has char-
acter, she lacks imagination.

JUPITER. Yes, she lacks imagination
and it’s even possible that she isn’t

very intelligent. She is ambitious
neither to shock nor to dazzle. But
•it’s exactly this single-minded qual-
ity in her, this quality of constancy
and devotion, against which our
power is futile.

MERCURY. Do I hear aright? Is this

the Master of the Gods talking?

JUPITER. She is the only woman I

have ever met who is as adorable

dressed as unveiled, who when she

is absent, makes herself felt as if

she were present, whose homespun
occupations seem to me as alluring

as pleasm*e itself. To dine with Lot—even to breakfast with her—to

touch her hand accidentally with a

plate or a spoon— And then sud-

denly she will use little expressions

—and that widens the abyss be-

tween us-^

MERCURY. What expressions?

JUPITER. She will say—^‘‘Wh^ I

was a child”—or ‘‘When I’m old”

—

oa:—“Never in aU my life”— This

stabs me, Mercury,

MERCURY. I don’t see why.

JUPITER. We can’t use these ex-

pressions

—

MERCURY. We can say anything we
like.

JUPITER. No, we can’t—^because

we are not bom and we do not die.

It is between these margins that

mortals live as they do between the

lovely hedges on their country es-

tates. We merely coexist.

MERCURY. But would you exchange
a cul-de-sac for a panorama?

JUPITER. With her, Mercury—yes-

MERCURY. To have what every liv-

ing thing has—^it’s a commonplace
desire, Jupiter.

JUPITER. But we miss something.

Mercury—^undoubtedly we miss

something—^the poignance of the

transient—^the intimation of mortah
ity—that sweet sadness of grasping

at something you cannot hold

—

MERCURY. It’s very simple—make
Alkmena immortal!

JUPITER. And deprive her of her
death? She’d never forgive me,
she’d never forgive me for betray-

ing her to the vegetables. The veg-

etables would never forgive her.

No, I’m too fond of her—^and I may
tell you now that her son, of all my
sens, will be my most favorite.

MERCURY. That the Universe knows
already!

JUPITER. The Universe? No one
knows anything about this affair.
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MERCXJKY. Oh, yes, they do. I an-

nounced everything this morning!

( JUPITER rises angrily, raises his

right arm and his index finger

crooked. A rumbling of thunder
obeys his gesture and i^tercury

drops to one knee in terror) I only
did what I ve always done in all

your affairs. Why should we sud-

denly conceal from the world how
generous you are?

JUPITER. Did you annoimce that I

had visited Alkmena disguised as

Amphitryon?

MERCURY- Certainly not! There^s

something undignified about that

trick. I was afraid it might make a
bad impression and since your de-

sire to spend another evening with
Alkmena was so obvious that I

could sense it through the very
walls, I made the formal announce-
ment that Alkmena would receive

a visit from Jupiter tonight!

JUPITER. To whom did you an-

nounce this?

MERCURY. In the order prescribed

by destiny! (A cosmic music is

heard) First to the winds, then to

the waters: listen, the undulations

of the Universe, both wet and dry,

are gossiping in their special lan-

guage of nothing else.

JUPITER. We re lost! Poor Alkmena,
we^re lost! (i^iercury rises) She
would never allow it. {SUs on
couch again) She*d kill herself! And
Hercules, my son, would die also.

And I would be forced, as I was
when I had you, to open my thigh
or the fatty part of my calf to shel-

ter a foetus for several months.
(Gong is heard) No, thank you
very much. WhaFs that?

MERCURY (goes up to Arch and
looks o§) . IFs the whole of Thebes
preparing to celebrate your union
with Allonena. They’re organizing

a procession.

JUPITER. Turn it back! Let the sea

engulf it!

MERCURY. Jupiter, that’s impossi-

ble, these* are yom own priests.

JUPITER. They have insufiBcient

reasons for their faith in me. ( Gong
stops) For the first time. Mercury,
I have a suspicion that a thor-

oughly first-rate god might make a
thoroughly second-rate man. (Mu-
sic again) What’s that?

MERCURY. It’s the Virgins coming
to congratulate Alkmena—^in their

theoretical way,

JUPITER. Don’t you think it would
be a good idea to drown the Vir-

gins and strike down the priests?

MERCURY. It depends on what
you’re after fundamentally. What
do you want?

JUPITER. What do I want? What
every man wants! A thousand con-

tradictory desires! That Alkmena
should remain faithful to her hus-
band and also give herself to me.
That she should remain chaste un-
der my caresses and yet that desire

should flame up in her under my
very sight. That she should know
nothing of this intrigue and yet that

she should connive at it with all

her might!

MERCURY. I’ve done my stint. The
Universe is informed according to

prescription that tonight Alkmena
will receive a visit from Jupiter. Is
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there anything else that I can do
for you? (Drops to one knee before
JUPITER.

)

JUPITER. Yesl S©© that she does it—and willingly. It is no longer a
question of my son, that matter is

lortunately disposed of. It is now a
question of me! Of I, myself! Im
degraded by this mortal^ livery. I
shall come to her as a god! (Rises
majestically. Music) You must see—prepare her for my visit—out-
line vividly my love for her. I per-
mit you to approach her, to touch
her, agitate her blood, her nerves,
appeal to her pride.

MERCURY (rises). That’s the spirit,

Jupiter. Now that you are willing
to forego your incognito I may tell

you 111 persuade her in an instant.

Shell be waiting for you, I prom-
ise you.

ALKMENA (coUing off Stage). Dar-
ling!

ECHO (calling off stage). Darling!

JUPITER. Whom is she talking to?

MERCURY. She’s flirting with Am-
phitryon through her echo—and
you say she isn’t a coquette! Even
for her voice she has a mirror!

AiXMENA (calling off stage). Dar-
ling!

ECHO (calling off stage). Darling!

(Music.)

JUPITER. "Nymph, in thy orisons,

be all thy sins remembered. . .
/’

What are you smiling at?

MERCURY. Have you heard that ex-

pression somewhere before?
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JUPITER. No, somewhere not yet.

It is whispered to me in the future,

by a poet yet unborn. I warn you,
I shall not leave this city until she
has capitulated in my honor of her
own free will! (Music.)

ALKMENA (calling off stage). Dar-
ling!

ECHO (calling off stage). Darling!

( JUPITER exits. MERCURY conceols
himself, alkmena enters, followed
by KLEANTHA, bearing a garden
basket full of vegetables and alk-
mena’s hat.)

ALKMENA. Kleantha, will you look
at those turnips! Your master
doesn’t like turnips, but when
they’re cooked, he thinks they’re

something else. And tell cook to fan
those melons until they’re cool, if

she has to fan all day.

KLEANTHA. Yes, mistress. (Exits

with sewing stand, basket and hat.

MERCURY comes down from his hid-
ing place.)

MERCURY. Salutations, Princess!

ALKMENA
(amazed, stops at Arch )

.

You’re a god!

MERCURY. Not of the first rank—
but a god.

ALKMENA. You’r© Mercury. I know
your face.

MERCURY. Thank you. Princess.

Most people recognize me hy my
feet—^by the wings on my feet.

If you care to touch me. I’m
in a position to authorize it. (She
curtsies to him) I see the gods in-

terest you.

ALKMENA. Oh, I love the gods.
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i^iKRCXJBY. All of them? Am I ifi-

cluded in this affection?

ALKMENA. Yourc One of my fa-

vorites.

MEKCUKY. Why?

AUKMENA. Your name—Mercury

—

is so beautiful. Then—of course,

you are the god of eloquence. I

knew that the moment I saw you.

MERCURY. Your face, too, Princess,

is a land of exquisite speech.

(mercury graciously indicates that

she may sit. She does so) But tell

me—have you no preference among
the gods?

AEKMENA. Of couTse I have a pref-

erence—^Jupiterl

MERCURY. Jupiter? You astonish me
rather. He has no specialty.

ALKMENA. IsuT divinity a kind of

specialty?

ikiERCURY, Yes, but he isn’t gifted.

Are you so iniSuenced by his posi-

tion as Master of the Gods? It s a

kind of snobb^y I wouldn’t have
expected frcm you,

aekmena. He’s v^y beautiful.

MERCURY. He has no knowledge of

rh^oric.

AUCMEHA- No?

MERCURY. And no <XMM>is^ursI^
m the fee arts.

ALKMENA. But ho’s SO dignified!

MERCURY. Musically he’s tone deaf.

He can’t distinguish between celes-

tial and chamber music. We must
face it, Alkmena, Jupiter is not tal-

ented.

ALKMENA. If you U forgive my say-

ing so. Mercury, I think you’re

being a little disloyal to your mas-

ter? Why, only a few moments ago,

my husband and I were saying how
wonderful he is with , . , mole-

cules.

MERCURY. Yes, but he’s mad about

women.

ALKMENA. I imdcrstand these pas-

sionate impulses of his which cause

him to hurl himself into the arms of

mortal women. You see. I’ve

learned from my husband all about
grafting—^he’s done wonderful
things with cherries, you know. You
must have heard of him up there.

MERCURY. Oh, of course.

ALKMENA. Yes, of couTse. Then, at

school, we used to recite poems
about the gods making crossings

with beauty and even with purity

that got the most wonderful results

when performed with women espe-

cially honored for this high mis-

sion— Does this bore you?

MERCURY. No, on the contrary, you
fill me with delight. The fate, then,

of aU the womaa whom Jupiter’s

loved or ever will love seems to

you a happy fate?

ALKMENA. Infinitely happy.

MKRCURY. Enviable?

ALKMENA. Highly enviable.

MERCURY. In ’ short—^you envy
them?
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Ai*EMENA. I envy them. Why do
you ask me that?

MERCURY. Dont you guess why?
Don't you know why Ive come here
and what announcement I have to
make to you as a special messenger
from my master?

ALKMENA. No. Tell me.

MERCURY. It’s that he loves you.
Jupiter loves you.

AUKMENA. Jupiter—loves me? Oh

—

(Laughs at the preposterousness of
the idea) I am the most fortunate

of women.

MERCURY. He's had his eye on you
for a number of days now. Not one
of your gestures has been wasted on
him. You are ineffably traced in his

radiant vision.

ALKMENA. For a number of days?

MERCURY. And a number of nights.

(Notices her shocked expression)

You grow pale

—

ALEMENA. I know I should blush

. . , but it kills me to think that

Jupiter's been looking at me all this

time and I probably wasn't at my
best. Why didn't you warn me?

MERCURY. And what answer shall I

^e him now?

ALKMENA (fises, OS dtoes mercury).
Tell him—of coiuse—^that I shall

do my best to earn his gracious

favor. I aheady have a silver altar

to him in the Palace. When Am-
phitryon returns, well build a gold

one.

]i.tERCURY. It isn’t an altar he's inr

terested in.
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ALKMENA. Everything here belongs
to him. Even my most precious

possessions. He has only to choose.

MERCURY. He's aheady chosen it

and tonight he's coming to claim it.

ALKMENA. What is it?

MERCURY. Your bed. I have fust

given my orders to the night. The
day is hardly long enough for the
night to get together the brilliant

effects and the appropriate sounds
for a celestial wedding. It will be
less a night than a sample of your
immortal future. It gives me pleas-

ure to season your more perishable
moments wi& these pinches of im-
mortality—^my engagement pr^ent!
(ALKMENA smtles) Why do you
smile?

ALKMENA. I've Smiled at 1^.

MERCURY. But why?

ALKMENA. Quite simply because
this is obviously a case of mistaken

identity, I am Alkmena, and Am-
phitryon is my husband.

MERCURY. But the cosmic forces do
not consider husbands.

ALKMENA. But think. Mercury, of
aU women in Thebes, to have
chosen me? I'm a very common-
place woman. I wasn't very good at

school and what I did learn I've for-

gotten. I am not, in fact, considered

over brighiu

MERCURY. That opinion I do not

share.

ALKMENA. At the moment it's not

you I'm thinking of, but Jupiter.

When it comes to a mon^ntous
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matter—^like receiving Jupiter

—

Tin simply not up to it,

MERCUKY. WeVe seen you from on
high and your body lights up the

night of Greece.

ALKMENA. Yes, I have my devices

for artificial lighting—I have my
powders and lotions—I manage
with tweezers and files to put up
some kind of an appearance, but I

cannot write and I cannot even

think.

MERCURY. But you taEc very well.

Even if you didn^t, it wouldn’t mat-

ter because tonight all the poets of

posterity will be carrying on the

conversation for you.

UJCMENA. I wish they'd carry the

rest as well.

MERCURY. This fliippancy doesn’t

become you, Alkmena. Do you
think you can escape the gods by
underestimating your surpassing

qualities of nobility and beauty?

Besides you seem to be xmaware of

the magnificence of this—oppor-

tunity,

ALKMENA. But that s exactly what
Im trying to convey to you. Mer-
cury—^how little I am suited for this

opportunity. I live in the earthiest

of atmospheres. It is so thick that

BO god could stand it—not for

lon^—

MERCURY. You are overestimating

the time. This isn’t a liaison. It s a
matter of a few hours,

ALKMENA. How do you know?
Jupiter may turn out to be constant.

That he should be interested at all

is what I can't get over.

MERCURY. I don’t see why. You will

admit your figure is superlative.

ALKMENA. My figure is all right,

but does Jupiter know that I tan

the most dreadful color in summer?

MERCURY. Your hands embellish the

flowers as you pick them in your
garden.

ALKMENA. My hands are all right

but one has only two hands, and
IT teU you something, Mercury,

that isn't generally known—^I have
one tooth too many.

MERCURY. Your Walk, though, over-

flows with promise.

ALKMENA. That’s a false lead, be-

lieve me. When it comes to love-

making, I’m not very mature.

2V1ERCURY. It’s BO use. Jupiter has

observed you in that capacity also.

ALKMENA { Starts to Cry), Some-
times one pretends. . . .

MERCURY. What's this, Alkmena?
Do I see tears? ( Mttsic) At this mo-
ment you weep; at this moment
when a flood of joy is about to

inundate humanity in your honor?
Tonight a year of joy begins for

Thebes. No more epidemics. No
more pestilence. No more war. No
more famines.

ALKMENA. It's Bot fair!

MERCURY. In your city are eight

little children who, this very week,
were destined to die. Four little

boys and four little girls—among
the latter your favorite Charissa.

You can save them!
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ALKMiiNA. Charissa! ... If any-
one else did this it would be called
blackmail!

MERCURY. Health and happiness are

the exclusive blackmail of the gods.

Do you hear, Alkmena? The poor
and the sick are beside themselves
with joy for they will owe to you
their happiness and their life. Now,
Alkmena, you are apprised of what
is to be. Farewell!

ALKMENA. You are going?

MERCURY. I must. I have to tell

Jupiter you are expecting him.

ALKMENA. You would be telling

him a lie. I am not expecting him!

MERCURY. What?

ALKMENA. I am not expecting him.

MERCURY. Why not?

ALKMENA. I am tired. I am ill.

MERCURY. IFs not true. Don’t try

to put off the gods with lies which
are effective with men.

ALKMENA. But it is a man I love.

MERCURY. What man?

ALKMENA. My husband.

MERCURY. Yes, you love your hus-

band.

ALKMENA. I love him.

MERCURY. But that’s what we’re

counting on! Jupiter doesn’t choose

his mistresses among unfaithful

wives.

ALKMENA. If I am taken by surprise.

Mercury, I warn you I shall defend
myself if I have only my naked
body and my naked legs.

MERCURY. Don’t force me to speak
bluntly to you, Alkmena, and to

reveal to you the hidden depths of

what you are pleased to think of as

your purity. Conversationally, I find

you cynical enough,

ALKMENA. I adapt my speech to

yours. You leave me no choice.

MERCURY. Very well, we’ll come
straight to the point. (On his knees
before her) From tonight’s en-
counter, a child is to be bom.

ALKMENA. The child is already

named, I suppose?

MERCURY. Yes. It has a name.

ALKMENA. Poor httfe girl. She’ll

never be bom.

MERCURY. It’s a boy and he "will

be born!

ALKMENA. What will happen when
I refuse?

MERCURY. The child must be bom.

ALKMENA. When I kill myself?

MERCURY. Jupiter will reincarnate

you for this son must be bom.

ALKMENA. A child bom of adultery,

never! Divine son though he be-—
he shall die!

AiERCURY. Alkmena, the patience of

the gods has its limits. You abuse

their courtesy. After all, we don’t

need your consent.
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sosiE (offstage). Mistress . . .

ALKMENA. What is it, Sosie?

SOSIE. Queen Leda has just arrived

at the Palace.

AEKMENA. Queeu Leda?

MEKCURY. Leda, the Queen of

Sparta, whom Jupiter loved in the

guise of a swan, your predecessor.

See her, Alkmena; draw her out.

She may give you some useful

advice.

AUCMDSNA. I WllL

MERCUKY. Ym going—I must re-

port our conversation to Jupiter.

SOSIE. No, serene and noble.

ALKMENA. Good! Tell her to come
in! (sosie exits) I have an idea, a

wonderful idea.

(queen leda comes in. She goes at

once to ALKMENA and offers her

hand to kiss, alkaiena curtsies be-

fore her and kisses her hand,)

LEDA. Alkmena, I hope you do not

find my visit too indiscreet?

ALKMENA. No, no, Leda

—

LEDA. I was passing through Thebes
and heard the news and I wanted to

see you.

alkmena. Tm enchanted.

ALKMENA. Shall you give him my
answer?

MERCURY. I can^t believe, Alkmena,

that you really want to see your

city infected by pestilence, razed

to the ground by fire. Do you want
to see your husband defeated? I

shall teH Jupiter that youTe expect-

ing him.

ALKMENA. YouTl be telling him a

He!

MERCURY. With women I find the

morning lie becomes the evening
truth! Tin tonight, Alkmena. (mer-
cury exMs.)

ALKMENA (coRs)

.

Sosie (SC^IE

enters) Tell me—Queen L^a

—

bow does die se^n?

SOSIE. She s wearing silver piped in

swansdown but very good taste.

Ai KMENA- No—her face I mean

—

Haughty? Hard?

LEDA (pointing toward the bed-

room and gushing rather). Is that

the historic bedroom to be?

ALKMENA. It's my bedroom.

LEDA. And is it for tonight?

ALKMENA. I hear it s for tonight.

LEDA. You ve done very well, very

well indeed. How did you manage
it? (Both sU on couch) Did you
offer endless prayers? Did you cry

aloud your misery, your nostalgia

for a god?

ALKMENA. No, I expressed my hap-
piness and my contentment.

LEDA. I see—well, perhaps that’s

an even better way of calling for

help. Have you seen him?

ALKMENA. No. Is it he who sends

you here?

LEDA. No

—
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ALEMENA. It’s not that you’d like
to catch another glimpse of him, is
it?

LEDA. Another glimpse? IVe never
had one. I ve never seen him.

ALKAiENA. Never?

LEDA. Never!

ALKMENA. I thought you had at
least a nodding acquaintance with
him.

UEDA. You don’t seem to know the
details of our little adventure.

ALKMENA. Not intimately

—

LEDA. Oh, well—^it was summer.
(Music) Great schools of swan had
been coursing high up among the
stars. They were so beautiful I

couldn’t take my eyes ofiE them. My
husband even noticed it and made
jokes about it—your swan-song will

be with a swan, he said.

ALKMENA. YouT husband made
jokes about it?

LEDA. My husband s an atheist. Not
believing in the gods, he sees noth-

ing in this but a vehicle for puns.

Of course there is an advantage in

that!

ALKMENA. Then its true what leg-

end tells us, that Jupiter came to

you in the guise of a swan?

LEDA. Well—^up to a certain point

he was, a sort of cloudburst—a gust

of swan.

ALKMENA. Was it real down?

LEDA. Certainly. I touched the

wingroots with my fingers—a harp

of feathers. Alkmena, to be per-
fectly frank—I would rather, if

you don’t mind, that with you he
wouldn’t be a swan again. I’m not
of a jealous disposition at all, but if

you could leave me this little dis-

tinction, it would be so nice of you.
After all, there are so many other
birds, much rarer ones, even.

ALKMENA. Yes, but few are as noble
and I don’t think they’re a bit more
stupid than geese or eagles, and
they sing too, after a fashion, don’t
they?

LEDA. Oh, indeed they do!

ALKMENA. Nobody listens to them,
hut they sing. Did he sing?

LEDA. Well—^he didn’t exactly sing

—it was a beautifully enunciated
chirp, a chirp of which the sense
escaped me hut of which the syntax
was so pure, the diction so exqui-

site, that you could just feel the
verbs and relative pronouns of bird

language.

ALKMENA. Did he overwhelm you
— mean were you taken by sur-

prise?

LEDA, Warned and surprised. As-
saulted, gently assaulted. Swathed
in a movement which was not
earthly but astral, cradled m an
etem^ cosmic rolling.

ALKMENA. And how did he leave

you? Tell me that.

LEDA. He rose straight to my zenith.

He was gracious enough to endow
me for several seconds with his

sight This enabled me to follow

him from my zendth to his, from
zenith to zenith—^and th^e I lost

him.
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ALKMENA. Oh, is that all?

UEDA. Well, for the Master of the

Gods I think it’s a good deal!

AUGvcENA. Yes, bxit after a little

while—^the next day perhaps—^no

trifling gift?

UEDA. No.

AIXMENA. No flowers?

LEDA. No.

ALXMENA. Not cven a little colored

egg?

EEDA- In a way I get little com-
munications from him. The branches

of a pear tree, for example, bow
down to me in homage as I pass.

alkmena. Still, Leda, that’s not

much, is it?

UEDA. As a matter of fact, I

wouldn’t have cared for a prolonged

liaison even with a god.

AUCMENA. A prolonged liaison, no.

But I do think he might have paid

you a second visit.

LEDA (crestfallen)^ Do you?

ALKMENA. Yes. Leda, you’re not
happy. I can tell. Jupiter hasn’t

made you happy.

LEDA. I am more than happy. I am
sanctifiecL

ALKMENA. You re too young, no, no,
you’re too beautiful to be canon-
ized so early. It was a shabby trick.

Jupiter loved you and abandoned
you.

LEDA. Abandoned me?

ALKMENA. Yes, he deserted you,

didn’t he? He didn’t come back, did

he? Trying to make it up to you
with genuflections from a pear tree!

If I were you, Leda, I’d revenge

myself. He didn’t even make an
honest legend of you.

LEDA. How can I revenge myself
on 1 white swan?

ALKMENA. I’ll teU you how. With
a black one. Substitute for me.

UEDA. What?

ALKMENA. That dooi leads to my
room. You go in there—^put on my
veils, spray my scent about—I can
make it very dark. Jupiter will be
deceived and to his advantage.

LEDA. But you don’t know, you
don’t realize what it means. If you
knew him as I do, you wouldn’t be
so generous.

ALEMENA. I thought you Said you
didn’t know him.

LEDA. I know him as a bird! Alk-
mena, in spite of everything I’ve

said, it was worth it! You’H see,

you’ll be so relaxed.

ALKMOENA. But I don’t want to be
relaxed. I’m not a bit tense. And
besides I’ve already made up my
mind to refuse him,

LEDA. That’s astonishing. Why?

ALKMENA. I’m in love with my hus-
band.

LEDA. Are you really? Oh, my dear
—well, you can’t go on being so
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well begin with a god.

AL.KMENA. No, Leda. Tm unworthy
of this honor. Now you are not only
the most beautiful of reigning
queens, you are also the most in-

telligent. Who but you could pos-
sibly work out a whole syntax, con-
stiTict a grammar from a bird-call.

You invented writing, didn’t you?

LEDA. That’s wasted on the gods
because they haven’t invented read-

ing yet.

ALKMENA. You know astronomy.

You know exactly where your ze-

nith is and where your nadir. Im
always getting them mixed up. You
have a scientific background. No,
Leda, you’re far more suitable for

Jupiter than I am.

LEDA. I see—

m

beginning to un-

derstand— The more I see you, the

more I listen to you, the more I

begin to be persuaded that celestial

contact might be fatal to your
special charm. Yes, if you’re still

determined—I’ll help you.

ALKMENA. Oh, Leda, Leda

—

LEDA. On one condition.

ALKMENA. Condition?

LEDA. You must admit that I have

the right to specify an incarnation

that won’t be repulsive to me.

ALKMENA. Oh, yes

—

LEDA. In what form wiU Jupiter

come?

ALKMENA. I don’t knowl

LEDA. You can know.

ALKMENA. HoW?

LEDA. He will assume some shape
that haunts your desires and your
dreams.

ALKMENA. But I’m not a haunted
woman.

LEDA. Jupiter is so versatile. I hope
it isn’t a serpent. I have a horror of

serpents. You can’t count on me if

it’s a serpent! {Rises.)

ALKMENA (rising). Leda, I have
one weakness.

LEDA. What is it?

ALKMENA. My husband.

LEDA. Your husband? Your hus-

band—^what does he look like?

ALKMENA. My husband? What’s he
like? I haven’t the faintest idea!

LEDA. Have you his portrait?

ALKMENA. Oh, yes—^here. (Shows
medallion she is wearing on a cham
around her neck.)

LEDA. Is his hair blond?

ALKMENA. No, Hack like a raven s

wing.

LEDA. He has those enigmatic eyes

that I hke.

ALKMENA (taking medallion away
rather quickly). He’s not a god.

He’s my husband, Leda.

LEDA. Your husband, of course.

Why didn’t we think of that be-

fore? Your swan will be Amphit-

ryon. The first time your husband
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leaves home, Jupiter will enter your
bedroom and youTl never know the

di£Ference.

ALKMENA. You terrify me. Amphi-
tryon is away now!

XJEDA. Away from Thebes?

ALKMENA. Yes, he left this morn-
ing for the war.

LEDA. When is be coming back?

ALKMENA (looking ovet back wall )

.

I haven't the faintest idea.

LEDA. You can't wage a war de-

cently in less than two days!

ALKMENA. No, Tm afraid not.

LEDA. Before tonight I promise you
that Jupiter will enter diat door, so

Kke Amphitryon that you will suc-

cumb to him.

ALKMENA. I couldn't possibly be de-
ceived—I should know him.

i^^A. For once a human being will

be a divine imitation, and you will

be misled.

ALKMENA. Exactly, HeT be more
perfect than Amphitryon, more
noble than Amphittyon, and I shall

hate him at first si^t. (Comes
dotm to LEDA.)

Leda. And I tell you that with me
was a simpfy enonrous swan and

1 couldn't dikingui^ him from the
swan I see every day cm my own
river

—

sosns (o§ stage). News, Mistr^,
unexpected news? (Entering.)

ALKMENA. Amphitrycm is here!

sosiE. How did you know? I saw
him leaping the moats on his gal-

loping steed.

ALKMENA. No rider ever jumped
them before!

sosns. One leap was enough for

him.

LEDA, Is he alone?

SOSIE. Alone, but around him one
could feel an mvisible squadron.
What shall I do?

ALKMENA. Go down the hill and
meet him.

(Exit SOSIE.)

LEDA. Now are you convinced?
Its Jupiter, Jupiter the sham
Amphitryon,

ALKMENA. Veiy Well then, he shall

find here the sham Alkmena. Oh,
Leda, I feel you are my friend.

Don't friends do things like this for

each other?

lEDA. Very often, but usually with-
out saying a word about it! Your
room's in Sbere? (She starts for bed-
room.)

ALKMENA (foUowmg her) . In there,

in there.

LEDA. Are there steps going down?
I have a horror of slipping in the
dark.

ALKMENA. No, a smooth level floor.

Yaa mustn't weaken at the last mo-
ment, Leda.

LEDA. I have promised. I've never
let a friend down yet! (As she goes
into bedroom) This way—oh, yes.

it's charming.
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sosiE {off Stage). Your horses, my
lord, what shall I do with your
horses? They re exhausted.

AMPHITRYON {also off Stage) . Don't
bother me about my horses, I shall

be leaving again in a minute.

ahkmena {listening hard). He’s
lost interest in his horses, it s cer-

tainly not Amphitryon!

AMPHITRYON {still off Stage). Dar-
ling, it is 1 . {He comes in. He goes
to couch, throws down his cape and
helmet.)

ALKMENA. No One else. I can see

that.

555

ALKiMENA. Marvellously healthy,

isn’t it, that outdoor exercise on a

battlefield? What’s going on be-
hind that forehead—that forehead
that is so much larger than usual?

AMPHITRYON. What always goes on
—adoration for Alkmena.

ALKMENA. And what is that face

thinking of—that face that gets

bigger and bigger the more I loot
at it?

AMPHITRYON {fiscs and goes to

her). Of kissing your lips!

ALKMENA {escaping from him).
Why my lips?

AMPHITRYON. Well, aren’t you
going to kiss me?

ALKMENA {scrutinizing him, more
and more amazed at the perfection

of the imitation)

.

Yes—^in a minute.

Let me look at you first. You’re not

afraid to show your face to your

wife, are you? Your wife who is so

familiar with it!

AMPHITRYON. Well—here it is.

ALKMENA. Yes—everything’s there!

Even those criss-crossed wrinkles,

clawed by I know not what bird.

Jupiter’s eagle, I suppose.

AMPHITRYON. They’re not eagle’s

feet, darling, they’re crow’s feet.

ALKMENA. Nevertheless, some-

thing’s lacking—that scratch is lack-

ing which he got yesterday. Strange

husband that comes back from the

war with one scratch less.

AMPHTTRYOM {sUs ou couch and
takes off his gredaes)

.

Nothing Mce
fr^ltair for cuts.

AMPHITRYON {foUows more impet-

uously) . Of biting the nape of your

neck.

ALKMENA. Amphitryon, what’s come
over you? I’ve never heard you talk

like this before.

AMPHTTRYON. Alkmena, what’s the

matter?

ALKMENA. Where did you sleep la^

night?

AMPHITRYON. In the hrambte

—

with a bundle of vine-shoots for a

pillow. Oh, darling, I have to leave

within the hour, for weTe giving

battle this morning. {Close to her

at last) What is this sudden reserve

h^ween us? (He seizes her md
kisses her passionately) You be^-

have more like a fiancee than a wife.

ALKMENA {hoffified). What are

you doing?

AMPHITRYON {kisses her again).

And now you’re coming with me.

{Starts to take her to bedr(wn%)
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ALKMENA {breoks away from him).

Yes—one moment—ill call you

—

my sweet—^my lover—^my husband.

{She exits^ leaving amphitbyon
alone. After a short pause alkmena
calls to him from of- stage) Am-
phitryon!

AMPHITRYON (eagerly). Yes, dar-

ling, here I am— (He rushes after

her. The stage is empty for a mo-
ment, Then alkmena re-enters

from up stage. She comes down to

below the couch.)

ALKMENA (wUh great Satisfaction)

,

He is there—in her arms! Let me
hear no more of the wickedness of

life. Let me hear no more about

fate—^neither the wiles of men nor

the caprices of the gods are proof

against the clear love of a faithful

v^e. Echo, what have I to fear from

men or gods if Im faithful and

loyal? Tell me, Echo, you who have

never contradicted me. Nothing

—

isat that so. Echo, nothing, noth-

ing? (Her arms are uplifted to the

heavens.

)

ECHO (from off stage). Everything!

Everything!

ALKMENA (terrified). What? What
is that you say?

ECHO (relenting). Nothing! Noth-

ing! (Reassured, alkmena breathes

a sigh of relief. Her arms are up-

lifted in gratitude, her face trans-

figured. The curtain falls,)

ACT THREE

Scene I

Place—The roof of the Palace, A parapet, with one step up, runs around
the roof. There are statues of heroes, gods and goddesses on the cornices

of the roof. Their superb backs face the audience. A stone bench in the

shape of an “H” stands in the center of the roof.

Time—Later in the same day.

NENEEZA and kleantha are discovered looking down over the parapet.

They are both laughing at something going on below, as sosie comes in.

sosiE, What are you doing here?

Isn’t there enou^ to do below?
There are no flowers on Jupiter’s

altar and no garlands in the court-

yard.

NENET2A. We came up to watch
Queen Leda d^art.

SOSIE. What if she stays all day?

KLEANTHA. There she goes; there

goes.

SOSIE (getting between girls to

look). She looks very self-satisfied,

I must say.

KLEANTHA. Look at her, she’s bow-
ing to the lime trees!

NENETZA. No—the lime trees are

bowing to her.

SOSIE. They’re rtot bowing to her
—they’re tawing to the wind. Any-
body’d think this was her day in-
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stead of our mistress’. (Pushing
them off) Now, get down to your
work. You, Nenetza, put amber in
your mistress’ bath and get out the
big scarlet veil, (trumpeter enters
all out of breath. Stops, moistens
his finger and holds it up.

)

TRUMPETER. Not a breath—^not a
breath of wind! On the roof, you’d
think there’d be some air. (He too
peeps over the parapet) In the
streets, the festive banners are wav-
ing in the breeze and yet up here
there’s no breeze at all. It’s strange.

sosiE. Of course it’s strange!

TRUMPETER. Do you hear the
shouting?

SOSIE. Shouting? No!

TRUMPETER. Of couTse you Can’t,

it’s muffled by the clouds. Never
have I seen the clouds so low. And
yet, it’s the greatest day that’s ever

come to Thebes. Our army is vic-

torious—^we have won a victory in

one day. It’s never been heard of

before—and not a casualty. Even
the horses have only been wounded
in the left leg.

SOSIE. For once the recruiting slo-

gans have come true. Great excite-

ment in the streets!

TRUMPETER. Yes! Everything is ar-

ranged for Jupiter^s arrival just as

for an eclipse.

SOSIE. Do you think he will come
in a burst of flame?

TRUMPETER. Probably. All the chil-

dren are blackening bits of glass so

that they’ll be able to watch his

arrival without it hurting their eyes.

SOSIE. I have mobilized all the un^

fortunates in Thebes—the halt, the
lame and the blind. Thev are

crowded around the Palace in the
hope that Jupiter, in passing, will

touch them and cure them. Even
the paralytics I’m having carried ujt

to the Palace.

TRUMPETER. Oh, but Sosie. I think

that’s a very bad idea!

SOSIE. Do you?

TRUMPETER. Yes. JupitcT thinks that

man is perfect because he is cre-

ated in his own image. If you reveal

him now, in his imperfection, you
may irritate him. You know how
one detests a bad mirror. Do you
know what I would do, Sosie, if t

were you?

SOSIE. What?

TRUMPETER {sUs on henck besidtt

sosie). Let it be announced that

you are gathering the paralytics in-

deed ‘^nd let these paralytics be a

group of—lovely dancers! Then,
don’t you see, Sosie, Jupiter will not

blush at having created a world so

ridden with ugliness. He will have
reason to be proud. He will think:

"I’ve done pretty well.”

SOSIE. There may be something m
what you say, Trumpeter.

TRUMPETER. Oh, there is— What
do you see now?

SOSIE. Alkmena is wa&mg on die

terrace.

TRUMPETER. What is her expres-

sion?

SOSIE. Expectant!
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TRXJMPETEK ( blandly

)

. Naturally

!

sosiE. And yet they say that she

will refuse Jupiter.

TRtJMPETEK. That s coqueti)^

—

sheer coquetry!

sosxE. They say she will refuse to

conceive,

TRUMPETER. She Can’t refuse a

thing like that!

sosiE. Ah, but you don’t know my
mistress—she might. She’s stub-

born,

TRUMPETER. You don’t know Ju-

piter. I know Jupiter. You don’t

know how stubborn he can be.

That’s what makes him a god!

Stubbornness! That’s what distin-

guishes gods from men. If men
could push obstinacy to the ulti-

mate point they would be gods, too,

like Jupiter. He’ll stick to it. Hell
have Alkmena’s secret

SOSIE (looking around him in awe).
Do you know, Trumpetmr, I’ve been
thinking—it sounds bla^hemous to

say it—^but why do the gods come
to Earth so often? Jupiter specially.

Juno must be heavenly beautiful!

TRUMPETER (fiody). Juuo is bis

wife.

SME, In that way the gods are like

tK. (ConftdertHaUy} . Have you ev^
thou^t—if we had the privileges

of the gods— we were permitted
to take different shapes and—you
know what I mean. Trumpeter!

TRUMPETER. I foIloW yOU.

SOSIE. What shape would you take?

TRUMPETER. I think, Sosie, I’d be
a butterfly!

(alkmena comes in. The trum-
peter and SOSIE bow low to her.)

trumpeter. Hail, mother-to-be!

SOSIE. Are there any further instruc-

tions, mistress?

ALKMENA. Instruction, Sosie?

SOSIE. For the arrival, mistress.

ALKMENA. What have you done so

far, Sosie?

SOSIE. I am gathering together a

group of the most exquisite dancers

in all Thebes to greet Jupiter.

ALKMENA. How clever of you, Sosie.

TRUMPETER [delighted, nudging
sosbe). Wbat did I tell you, Sosie?

ALKMENA. Go, Sosie. Order the

procession. And you, Trumpeter;
help him, help him.

TRUMPETER. DeHghted! It will be a

garland day for Jupiter. (They go
out. AMPHITRYON enters. He is in

very bad humor. He is scowling.)

ALKMENA. Amphitryon, my darling!

Why do you look like that. Aren’t

you going to kiss me?

AMPHTTRYON. For the pleasure of

kissing you I’ve paid heavily

enough already.

ALKMENA. Ive just Ordered a pro-

cessional in your honor. All the

beauty in Thebes, my darling. Not
many wives would do that. All

Thebes is awaiting the arrival of the
already departed god. I share a
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secret with Jupiter. Aren’t you jeal-

ous that I share a secret with Ju-
piter?

AMPHITRYON. It’s HO Secret that Ju-
piter is coming to you tonight.

That’s no secret. And you seem
radiant at the prospect!

AUKMENA, Tm radiant at your re-

turn and I’m radiant over your vic-

tory.

AMPHITRYON. The victory was won
in my absence. For this hour with
you

—

ALKMENA. This hour with me

—

AMPHITRYON. —cost me this vic-

tory. Had we been defeated in my
absence, that I might have borne.

But a victory^ without me—^it’s in-

supportable!

ALKMENA. But haven’t you just

come from the battlefield?

559

cause). Darling] I shall put up a
fight with Jupiter, not physically—

^

mentally. I shall state my case. I

have a voice, I have words—^and

for a general I’m highly articulate.

I shall persuade Jupiter. I shall con-
vince him!

ALEMENA. What I most fear is a

conference between you and Ju-
piter. You’ve never persuaded any-
one but me and you didn’t do that

by talking!

AMPHITRYON. Darling! Don’t you
realize that if we refuse—^Jupiter

might kill us.

ALKMENA. He Can do worse than
that!

AMPHITRYON. Worse?

ALKMENA. He could m^e us hate

each other.

AMPHITRYON. He couldn’t do that.

AMPHITRYON. What’s the matter

with you, Alkmena? Have you lost

your senses? Have you forgotten

already that I have just come from
your arms?

ALKMENA. When did you return?

AMPHITRYON. You loiow perfectly

well. You questioned me sufficiently

about it. Are you so intoxicated by
this honor that you don’t remember
these last few hours? I can’t endure

it!

ALKMENA {more to herself than to

him). What have I done? What
have I done?

AMPHTTRYON (tmns^ sces her dis-

tracted look. Mismterpreting Us

ALKMENA. He Can. He can cban^
us into beings that hate each other

by instinct. A nightingale and a

toad—a minnow and a shark

—

AMPHITRYON. We would recoguize

each other—you and I.

ALKMENA. I, who eat with less en-

joyment if you’re using a spoon

while I’m using a fork—what joy

would there be left in life for me
if you’re breathing throu^ giBs and

I through leaves— {She begms to

weep.)

AMPHTiRYON. Dearest, dcm’t cry. If

we submit to Jupiter—^if we con-

sent to this—he will leave us in

peace—we shall be left with each

other—we’d still have our love.
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AJLEMENA. No. How could we live

with that between us? Imagine us
with an unutterable third name
always on our lips, withering our
kisses, tarnished by immortality.

How will you look at me when he
who dejBled us scrawls his signature

across the sky in lightning? {There
is a clap of thunder.)

AMPHiTBYON. WeVe been so happy.
I can't believe it’s over!

Ai-KMENA. I should have loved us
to have grown old together. To test

the truth of the notion that people
grow to look like each other, to

experience the tranquil joys of
nodding by the hearth, of dying
finally. Oh, that wonderful old age
of which Jupiter is about to rob us!

Long, long years of marriage. Can
you imagine us as two very old

people? Tell me, my old husband,
have you loved me?

AMPHTTKYON. My whole life.

AiuKMENA. Without exception?

AMPHITRYON. Without exception!

ALEMENA. Can I believe that?

AMPHITRYON. It’s true.

AXKMENA. If it’s true for you, then
that shall be my truth also. Tell
me, though, didn’t yoxi—^just as we
were abcmt to celebrate our silver

wedding—find a sixteen-year-old

virgin, one of those girls at once
bold and shy, who was ravished by
your distinguished gray hair and
your exploits in the past, a creature
light as air and as enchanting as
moonlight

—

z. perfect monster, in
fact?

’ AMPHITRYON. No, for me, you have
always been younger than youth
itself and I wanted us, when we
reached old age, to have no reason
for reproach between us.

ALEMENA. Nor have we— {Kisses

him) not really. {Another clap of
thunder) Now, at last, death may
come; not surprising us, but catch-

ing up with us. Death may come!

ECHO. Death may come!

ALEMENA {both rise) . Echo tells us
it is the end. And yet Echo deceived
me once! {There is a terrific crash

of thunder, aaiphitryon takes

ALEMENA and walks down stage

with her. Trumpets sound, jupiter
and MERCURY appear from behind
the clouds and come down.)

JUPITER {looks at Amphitryon).
Who is that possessive individual
standing at her side?

MERCURY. It’s her husband.

JUPITER. Amphitryon, the con-
queror of the great battle of
Corinth?

MERCURY. You’re anticipating. He
won’t win Corinth—^for five years
yet. But it’s he.

JUPITER. Who summoned him
here?

MERCURY. Doubtless he came to
offer you Alkmena personally.

AMPHTTRYON. My Lord, Mercury is

mistaken. I must defend Alkmena
against you even if I die in the at-

tempt.
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JUPITER. Apparently you are not
persuaded of the inevitability of
this night.

AMPHITRYON. No, my lord, I’m
not!

MERCURY {to JUPITER). Jupiter,

this is no moment for chatting. The
sun is about to set.

JUPITER. The setting of the sun is

my business.

MERCURY. But once the gods begin
quibbling over ethics witib mortals,

tlie good old days are over.

JUPITER. My son is a stickler for

etiquette. Quite right. {To Amphi-
tryon) You know my power. You
must realize that if I choose I can
cause Alkmena to love me and even
cause you to pray for my success

as your rival. This conflict, there-

fore, between us is not one of mat-
ter but of form. It is not a question

of whether I shall possess her—^but

how. Over such a slight technical

formality for one little night, are

you going to enter the lists with the

gods?

AMPHITRYON. A general is not con-

vinced by miracles!

JUPITER. Is that your last word?
Do you really want to enter into

a contest with me?

AMPHITRYON. If I havc to—yes!

JUPITER. As a general, I think you
are sufficiently intelligent not to

risk battle with unequal forces.

That’s the A B C of tactics.

AMPHITRYON. I prefer that other

technical formality—death!

561

JUPITER. You must understand my
forbearance. Fm fond of you both.

As a couple, I’m rather proud of

you, I am pleased with the idea of

your two superbly sculptured

bodies, like prows on galleons,

cleaving great furrows in time. I

want to sponsor you. It is as a good
friend that I wish to be established

with you both.

AMPHITRYON. You are already so

established and revered. I refuse!

JUPITER. You deny to Alkmena tht

privileges accident has thrown in

your way, when you yourself are

not so blameless.

ALKMENA {fearing jupiter s rev-

elation of her trick with leda she
breaks away from amphttryon and
approaches jupiter). Jupiter!

JUPITER. Very well, idercury, let

the truth be blazoned forth to all

the world—^last night’s truth and
today’s

—

(mercury is about to comply when
ALKMENA makes a last effort to stop

him,)

alkmena {drops to her knees be-

fore jupiter) . Jupiter

—

can we be
alone?

JUPITER. We shall be, {He waves
his hand, mercury and amphtT’
ryon disappear, jupiter offers

alkmena his hand. She takes U and
then sits with him on bench .

)

JUPITER. Alone at last!

alkmena. If one is to believe the

legends—^it is a kind of solitude

which you experience often. Oh,

Jupiter, with so many, why do you
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choose me for an historic role to

which I am so little suited?

JUPITER, Because you endow the

historic with an air of impromptu
which absolutely delights me!

alemena. Why destroy a perfect

marriage—^leave it in ruins—^for

one moment s pleasure?

JUPITER. Isn't that the essence of

all love?

aekmena. Suppose I offer you more
than love—^better than love

—

JUPITER. Am I so repulsive to you?

alemena. If you only were.

jippriER. Yoa would resist me then

because you love me?

ALKMENA. Love! Love you may ex-

perience with anyone. But between
us I would like to create a bond
that is sweeter and more powerful;

h alone among women, can offer

you this—I do offer it—^and it's

friendship!

JUPITER. Friendship? I hear it for

the first time. Explain it. What does
it mean? Is it a word current cm
Earth?

AUCMEKA. The expression is cur-

rent.

JUPTTER. What is its ot^ect?

ALKMENA. To bring togetter the
most totally dissiTnilar people and
make them equal. Have you never
seen the most ill-assorted creatures
isolate themselves for no reason at
all? A cabinet minister and a
gardener—a lion sharing his cage

with a poodle? And these misfits

have a perfect community of inter-

ests—they seem drawn together by
some strange, chemical substance

in their bodies.

JUPITER. I vaguely remember a

cabinet minister and a gardener,

yes, they were diverting to watch.

ALKMENA. They'd stroll down the

hundred paces of the garden path
and then—stroU back again.

JUPITER. The cabinet minister

would converse learnedly about
pruning and weeds

—

ALKMENA. —^the gardener of fili-

busters and excise taxes

—

JUPITER.—^then after each had had
his say, they'd finally stop at the

end of the path

—

ALKMENA.—^look affectionately into

each other’s eyes

—

JUPITER. —stroke their beards

—

ALKMENA.—and wink.

JUPITER. Friendship?

ALKMENA. Fiiendshipl

JUPITER. It sounds an amusing nov-
elty. But if I became your friend

—

what would we do?

ALKMENA. First of all, instead of

believing in you as a god, I should

think of you as a friend. My
thou^ts of you would be from the

heart, whereas my prayers to you
would no longer be repeated by
rote but addressed to you—person-

ally. Instead of ritual gestures of

obeisance I should—beckon you
with my hands.
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JUPITER. Are you sure that
wouldn t take up too much of your
time?

ALKMENA. Oh, no. I'd find the time.

JUPITER. And I? What would I do?

ALKMENA. Well ... OR days when
I didn't feel like seeing anybody at
all—then you'd come—^you'd sit at

the foot of my divan, calmly.

JUPITER. Would we just sit?

ALKMENA. No, we'd talk.

JUPITER. What about?

ALKMENA. Well, you'd tell me your
joys, your sorrows and your bur-
dens. You would explain Creation

to me.

JUPITER. You are interested in Cre-
ation?

ALKMENA. Oh, yes. {He smiles)

Why do you smile?

JUPITER. Nothing. And then?

ALKMENA. Then you would go
away. But you would have been
there. Do you understand?

JUPITER (laughs), Faindy.

ALKMENA. I See you re stiU a little

vague about it.

JUPITER. I'm afraid so

—

ALKMENA. Well, suppose I give you
some examples of how I’d call on
you for help and you tell me what
you'd <^o.

JUPITER. Perhaps that would be
better. .

^

ALKMENA (closps hcf hands m
front of her). Are you ready? *

JUPITER (sees her clasped hands
and does the same with his). Yes,
I am ready.

ALKMENA. My husband is lost-

What can you do for me?

JUPITER. As a friend?

ALKMENA. As a friend.

JUPITER. I would dispatch a comet
to guide him. I would endow you
with second sight so you could see
him. I would increase the volume
of your voice so that no matter
where he was, you could talk to
him.

ALKMENA. Is that all you'd do?

JUPITER. I'd bring him back!

ALKMENA. That's better— Now—

a

child of mine is ill?

JUPITER. I'd drape the universe in

sadness. Flowers would lose their

scent- The very animals, dejected,

would drag their heads.

ALKMENA. You Wouldn't go so far

as to cure the child?

JUPITER. Of course I would. How
stupid of me!

ALKMENA. Oh, Ro, m>. You're mt
stupid. In the main, you've done-

very well.

JUPITER. Thank you.

ALKMENA. One more question!

jupiTEB. Yes?
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ALKMEKA. In a marriage ideally

happy, a husband has been unfaith-

ful through no fault of his own

—

what can you do for him?

JUPITER. Cause him never to know
it.

ALKMENA. Ah, Jupiter, you are a

friend—a true friend!

JUPITER. It seems to me, I'd have

more to do than you would.

ALKMENA. Naturally, since you
have more power. To do more than

one’s share is one of the privileges

of friendship. Have you never

tasted the strange joy of submit-

ting to the will of another?

JUPITER. Tve never had the oppor-

tunity.

ALKMENA. You have it now. Shall

you miss it?

JUPITER. I see through you, Alk-

mena, I read your thoughts.

ALKMENA. You See, you know my
secrets. Therefore you are so much
more suited to be my friend than
my lover.

JUPITER. I see that no matter what
I do, I cannot cross the immutable
line that separates us. Therefore. I

free you.

ALKMENA {ooerjoyed, rises). Oh!
(Drops to her knees before him.)

JUPITER. You ve touched me, some-
how. You are stubborn, you are ob-

stinate. But you also are forlorn in

your devotion. You make fidelity

affecting. If you can console the

Thebans for depriving them so

brutally of this national honor—^I

give you my word. . . . (Rises)

I shall not impose my presence on
you tonight.

ALKMENA (iises dlso)

.

But why
need the Thebans know? Let me
appear before them—^before the

whole world as your mistress. True,
it will drive them wild with jeal-

ousy, and you know how trying

envy can be; but, on the other

hand, it'll give Amphitryon and me
great pleasure to suffer this incon-

venience for you. That's friendship!

JUPITER. You dazzle me, Alkmena.
How you fleck your little tricks with
gleams of loyalty. How you flavor

your little lies with a tincture of

sincerity! Nevertheless, I free you!

ALKMENA. Without reservations?

JUPITER. Without reservations.

ALKMENA (suspicious)

.

But you ac-

cept so easily—^without a struggle.

JUPITER. It is your special gift, Alk-

mena, to teach even the gods resig-

nation.

ALKMENA. Yes, but you re eager

—

youTe more than resigned—^youTe

eager

—

JUPITER. You make friendship

sound so attractive, it satisfies me.

ALKMENA. You scem so easily satis-

fied at the prospect of not being my
lover.

JUPITER. No, it s not that—^it's only
that—^you are so determined.

ALKMENA. JupitCr
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jupiTEE. Yes, Alkmena.

ALKMENA. Are you sure that youVe
never been my lover?

JUPITER. Why do you ash me that?

ALKMENA. Becausc my knowledge
of men leads me to believe that
when they're as noble as this, its

because they're already satisfied.

JUPITER. Already?

ALKMENA. Axe you sure that you
have never taken the shape of Am-
phitryon?

JUPITER. Quite sure.

ALKMENA. You havc SO many affairs—^maybe you did, and it slipped
your mind.

<

JUPITER {admonishingly ) . Alk-
mena!

ALKMENA. Because I must admit
that if I felt you had not, I should
feel a certain regret.

JUPITER. Regret?

ALKMENA. Yes. To have been loved

by the Master of the Gods himself

—through no fault of my own

—

would be quite a feather in the

cap of a middle-class housewife!

(Laughs) Its too bad!

JUPITER. You are only trying to

trap me.

ALKMENA (tises^ quick as a flash).

You are capable, then, of being
caught?

JUPITER. I have never been—^your

lover!

565

ALKMENA. Jupiter—take me in your
arms.

JUPITER (obeying). Are you at

home there?

ALKMENA. YeS.

JUPITER. Yes?—only yes?

ALKMENA. Yes, Jupiter, darling

—

there you see—it seems quite natu-
ral, for me to be calling you darling.

JUPITER. Quite natural.

ALKMENA. It Sprang from me spon-
taneously. What is this pleasurable
sensation that flows through my
body when I'm near you? Whence
does it come?

JUPITER. We are sympatico.

ALKMENA. What's that?

JUPITER. A friendly word in a lan-

guage that does not yet exist. It

means that we understand each
other very well.

ALKMENA. Why, then, in spite of
this harmony, am I so troubled?

JUPITER. Perhaps because I am be-
ginning to take the form of Am-
phitryon. Perhaps because you're

beginning to fall in love with me.

ALKMENA. No, it's not the begin-

ning of something—it’s the end of

something. Confess, Jupiter, wasn’t

it you yourself that came to me
after the great fire in Thebes?

JUPITER. No. Neither was it I who
rescued the litde boy from the sea.

ALKMENA. You sec, you know about

it!
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JUPITER {toying with a lock of her

hair ) . Don’t I liow everything that

concerns you? Alas, no—^it was
your husband. How soft your hair

is!

ALKMENA. It seeuis to me— have
a conviction—^it’s not the first time

you’ve twisted that lock of hair or

leaned over me like this. Was it at

night or was it at dawn you came?

JUPITER. Neither! Neither!

ALKMENA. You have obscured

everything for me. My whole body
rejoices at having met you, I am
thrilled in my being at this hour

—

and yet I’m conscious also of

trouble, of uncertainty—of some-
thing. . . . Can you not rid my
mind of this uncertainty?

JUPITER. Since you will not believe

me, I can grant you forgetfulness.

AUKMKNA. Y^, that’s what I want
of all, Jupiter—^forgetfulness!

JUPITER. I shall obliterate your j^t
—shall I also reveal to you your

ALEMEKA. No! No!

JUPITER. It will be a happy one,

believe me.

auomeena. I know what a happy
future conskts of. My beloved hus-

band wfll Ive die. My (fear

will be bocn ai^ live and dfe.

J Aal Sve and dfe.

jupiTER. Sir^ I eaimot share your
mortal life with you, wiH you not,

for an instant, share the life of the
gods? Since your whole past is

about to sink into oblivion, do you

not wish to see in one flash of clar-

ity the whole world—^past, present

and future—and to comprehend its

meaning?

ALKMENA. No, I’m not curious.

JUPITER. Do you not wish to see

humanity at its labors, from its birth

to its final dissolution? Do you not

wish to see the eleven great beings

who will constitute the finest orna-

ment in all history? One with his

lovely Jewish face; another with

her little nose from Lorraine?

ALKMENA (sighs)

,

No!

JUPITER. And since you are about

to forget everything, do you not

wish to imderstand the illusions

that constitute your virtue and your
happiness?

ALKMENA. No~^nO

JUPITER. Nor at this last moment
what I really am to you?

ALKMENA. No-—forgetfulness, Jupi-
ter; I beg of you—^forgetfulness

—

JUPITER. And I beg you, Alkmena,
do not abandon me; do not leave

me with nothing on my hands but
my divinity.

ALKMENA. I must—^as you must
abandon me to my humanity.

JUPITER. I will loss you. Only this

way can I grant forgetfulness. It

is the conv^tional ritual. Forget
everything you have lived—every-

thing you wish forgotten. (Kisses

her) Except this loss!

ALKMENA. What Idss?
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JUPITER. You know perfectly well.
That kiss I took the trouble to put
this side of oblivion, (jupiter lifts

his ctTTfi in an Olympian ^estuve.
Music is heard, mercury and am-
PHTTRYON appear—each from op-
posite sides of the sta^e. jupiter,
AiiKMENA by his side, addresses
AMPHITRYON) She has won me
over, Amphitiyon, and I rejoice in
my defeat. Is she always like this?

AMPHITRYON. She generally man-
ages to be right!

MERCURY. The whole of Thebes is

at the foot of the Palace clamoring
for you to appear with Ahcmena in
your arms.

JUPITER. My son and his cere-
monials!

MERCURY. Just show yourselves

—

that will satisfy them completely.

JUPITER (to AMPHITRYON) . Do VOU
mind?

AMPHITRYON. It is an honor.

JUPITER. Thank you, General! (He
offers his arm to alkmena; they
walk to parapet to display them-
selves to the populace) Bear up,
Alkmena, for this one instant only.

alkmena. These wretches that in-

sult my integrity!

JUPITER. Even they demand their

legend.

MERCURY. Just say a few words to

them; you can be brief, you know—^theyll elaborate it themselves.

(Prompting) At last I meet you

—

JUPITER AND MERCURY (together).

At last I meet you, dearest Alk-

mena . . .

MERCURY. Yes, dear Jupiter . . .

ALKMENA AND MERCURY. Yes, dear
Jupiter, and so we have to part.

MERCURY (prompting). And so be-
gins this night

—

MERCURY and JUPITER. So begins
this night—so fertile for all the
world.

MERCURY AND ALKMENA. So ends
this day—this day that I was be-
ginning to love.

MERCURY. Kiss!

(jupiter kisses alkmena on the
forehead.)

JUPITER (leading her back to Am-
phitryon). And now that the leg-

end has been duly established, be-
fitting the dignity of the gods

—

MERCURY. Amphitryon, your mar-
riage—^blessed already—is to be
blessed even further

—

JUPITER. Alkmena is to bear you a
son. Will you name him to please

me? Will you name him Hercules?

AMPHITRYON. Hercules?

ALKMENA. Hcrculesl

JUPITER. And I shall be his . . .

godfather . . ,

JUPITER and mercury (together).

. . . and so will destiny fulfilled!

(AMPHITRYON and ALKMENA are in

each others arms, jupiter, fol-

lowed by MERCURY, goes to back
toward the low-hanging clouds.)

JUPITER. We must intrude no
longer on these two— have with-
held their night too long already^

—
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(The lights slowly dim. jupiter
commands the firmament) Curtain

of the night, descend—^but for an
instant let them be encircled in a

glade of light! (Light from above

falls on AMPHITRYON and alk-

mena) a Httle island of fidelity!

My arm embraces them to bring

them closer to their joy—^this xm-
tamished couple—forever to re-

mam untarnished! (jxjpiter and
MERCURY are now on their way to

the Empyrean.)

MERCURY. But I warn you—^pos-

terity will gossip!

JUPITER. Alkmena won’t mind. By
that time she will have forgotten

even my farewell. (He disappears

aloft, followed hy mercury, trail-

ing celestial rays.

)

ALKMENA (transfigured for the mo-
ment hy the divine, flings up her

arms and calls after the departed

god). Farewell, Jupiter, farewell!

CURTAIN
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THE CRADLE SONG

ACT ONE

A room opening upon the cloister of a Convent of Enclosed Dominican
Nuns. The walls are tinted soberly; the floor is tiled. Three arches at the
rear. In the right wall a large door with a wicket in it, leading to a pas-
sage communicating with the exterior. A grilled peephole for looking out.

Above the door a bell which may he rung from the street. Beside the door
an opening containing a revolving box, or wheel, on which objects may be
placed and passed in from the outside without the recipienfs being seen,

or a view of the interior disclosed. Not far from this wheel, a pine table

stands against one of the piers of the cloister. Ancient paintings relieve the
walls. Through the arches the cloister garden may be seen, with a well ir\

the middle; also a number of fruit trees, some greenery and a few rose

bushes. Beneath the arches, potted flowers—roses, carnations, sweet basd,

herb Louisa and balsam apple—together with a number of wooden
benches and rush-seated chairs, and three arm chairs.

As the curtain rises the prioress is discovered seated in the largest of
the arm chairs, and the mistress of novices and the vicaress in the

smaller ones, the former on the right, the latter on the left, well to the

front. The other nuns are grouped about them, seated also. The novices,

sister MARCELLA, SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS, SISTER MARIA JESHS and
SISTER SAGRARio Stand somewhot to the right, sister joanna of the cross
occupying the center of the stage. The lay sister and sister tornera
remain standing by the table at the rear.

It is broad daylight. The scene is one of cheerfulness and animation.

sister SAGRARIO. Yes, do! Do! Do
let her read them!

sister MARCELLA. Yes, do. Mother!
Do say yes!

prioress. Very well. You may read
them then, since you have written

them.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. I am
very much ashamed.

mistress OF NOVICES. These are the

temptations o£ self-love, my child.

VICARESS. And the first sin in the

world was pride.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. They
are very bad. I know you vdll all

laugh at me.

VICARESS. In that way we shall mor-
tify your vanity,

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Besides, since

we are not at school here, all that

our Mother will consider in them
will be the intention.

PRIORESS. Begin. And do not he
afraid.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (reCll-

ing). To our Beloved Mother on

573
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the day of her Blessed Saint—her

birthday:

Most reverend Mother,

On this happy day

Your daughters unite

For your welfare to pray.

We are the sheep

Who under your care

Are seeking out Heaven—
The path that leads there.

On one side the roses.

On the other the thorn,

On the top of the mountain

Jesus of Mary bom.
To Jesus we pray

Long years for your life.

And of the Virgin Maria
Freedom from strife;

And may the years vie

In good with each other.

In holiness and joy.

Our dearly loved Mother!

{The nuns applaud and aU speak

once.)

SOME. Good! Very good!

OTHERS. Oh, how pretty!

SISTER TORNERA- They are like the

Jewels of the Virgin!

SISTER INEZ idepredatvoely) * She
has copied them out of a book.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS {car-

ried away by her triumph). !U)ng

live our Mother!

Aix {enthusiastically). Long live

our Moth^f

pRiORE^. Ccrae, yc«i must not flat-

ter me, my children. The verses are

very pretty. Many thanks, my
daughter. I did not know that we
had a poet in the bouse. You must
copy them out for me on a piece of
paper, so that I may have them to

read.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. They
are copied already, reverend

Mother. If your Reverence will be
pleased to accept them . . . {She

offers her a roll of parchment,

tied elaborately with blue ribbons.

The verses are written on the

parchment and embellished with

a border of flowers, doves and
hearts, all of which have been
painted by hand.)

PRIORESS {taking and unrolling the

parchment). Bless me! What clear

writing and what a beautiful bor-

der! Can you paint too?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. No,
reverend Mother. Sister Maria

Jesus copied out the verses, and
Sister Sagrario painted the border.

Sister Marcella tied the bows.

SISTER MARCELLA. So it is a remem-
brance from all the novices.

PRIORESS. And all the while I knew
nothing about it! The children have
learned how to dissimulate very
skilfully.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. We
had permission from Mother Anna
St- Francis. She gave us the ribbon
and the parchment.

PRIORESS. No wonder, then. So the
Mother Mistress of Novices knows
also how to keep secrets?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Once . . •

Only for today . . .

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. To-
day you must forgive everything.

PRIORESS {smUing). The fault is not
a grave one.
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viCARESs (acridly). Not unless it

leads them to pride themselves
upon their accomplishments. The
blessed mother Santa Teresa de
Jesus never permitted her daugh-
ters to do fancy work. Evil combats
us where we least expect it, and
ostentation is not becoming in a
heart which has vowed itself to

poverty and humility.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Gloiy be to

God, Mother Vicaress, but why
must your Reverence always be
looking for five feet on the cat?

(sister MARCELLA laughs fla-

grantly.)

VICARESS. That laugh was most in-

opportune.

SISTER MARCELLA {pretending re-

pentance, hut still continuing to

laugh in spite of herself). I beg
your pardon, your Reverence, I

didn’t mean it. This sister has such

temptations to laugh, and she can’t

help it.

viGARES, Biting your tongue would
help it.

SISTER MARCELLA. Don’t you be-

lieve it, your Reverence. No indeed

it wouldn’t!

PRIORESS (thinking it best to in-

tervene). Come, you must not an-

swer back, my daughter. Today I

wish to punish nolxily.

VICARESS (muttering). Nor today,

nor never!

PRIORESS (aroused). What does

your Reverence mean by tJiat,

Mother Vicaress?

(v0ry meeUy). What we
all know, reverend Mother—that
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the patience of your Reverence is

inexhaustible.

PRIORESS. Surely your Reverence is

not sorry that it is so?

VICARESS (belligerently). Not upon
my account, no. For by the grace of

God I am able to fulfil my obliga-

tion and accommodate myself to

the letter and spirit of our holy
rule. But there are those who are

otherwise, who, encouraged by
leniency, may stumble and even fall

PRIORESS. Has your Reverence any-
thing definite in mind to say? If so,

say it.

VICARESS. I have noticed for some
time—and the Lord will absolve

me of malice—^that these "tempta-
tions to laugh” of which Sister Mar-
cella speaks, have been abounding
in this community; and these, taken
with other manifestations of self-

indulgence, not any less efferves-

cent, are signs of a certain relaxa-

tion of virtue and deportment.

PRIORESS. I hardly think we need
trouble ourselves upon that ac-

count. Providence has been pleased

of late to bring into our fold some
tender lambs, and parhaps they do
frisk a little somethnes in the pas-

tures of the Lord. But the poor chil-

dren mean no harm. Am i ri^t in

your opinion, Mother Mistr^ cff

Novices?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. You are al-

ways right in my opinion, revemid
Motha:. Gaudeamm aut^m m
Domino/

viCARE^. Your Reverences cr

course know what you are doing. I
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have complied with my obligation.

(The beU rings at the entrance,

SISTER TORNERA, tvho is an active

little woman, goes up to the grille

and looks through it, after first

having made a reverence to the

PRIORESS.

)

SISTER TORNERA, Ave Maria Furis-

simal

A VOICE (outside, hoarse and
rough). Conceived without sin. Is

it permitted to speak with the

Mother Abbess?

SISTER TORNERA. Say what you have

need of, brother.

VOICE. Then heres a present for

her from my lady, the mayor’s wife,

who wishes her happiness, and

sends her this present, and she’s

sorry she can’t come herseh to tell

her; but she can’t, and you know
the reason . . . (The prioress

sighs, lifting up her eyes to heaven,

and the others do the same, all sigh-

ing in unison) And even if she

could on that account, she couldn’t

do it, because she’s sick in bed, and
you know the reason . . .

sister TORNERA. God’s wiU be
done! Can the poor woman get no
rest? Tell her that we wiU send

her a jar of ointment in the name
of the bless^ Saint Clara, and say

that these poor sisters never forget

her in their prayers. They pray

every day that the Lord will send

her comfort (She turns the wheel
by the griSe, and a basket appears,

nec^ covered wUh a white cloth)

Ah!—^and the reverend Mother
thanks her for tins remembrance.
And may God be with you, brother.

(Approaching the others with the

basket, which she has taken from

the wheel) Poor lady! What tribu-

lations our Lord sends into this

world upon the cross of matrimony!

PRIORESS. And to her more than

anybody. Such a submissive crea-

ture, and married to a perfect nrod-

igal!

iviisTRESS OF NOVICES. Now that

we are on the subject, your Rever-

ences, and have the pot by the

handle, so to speak, do your Rev-

erences know that the blasphemies

of that man have completely turned

his head? You heard the bells of the

parish church ringing at noon yes-

terday? WeU, that was because the

mayor ordered them to be rung, be-

cause in the election at Madrid yes-

terday the republicans had the ma-
jority.

ALL. God bless us! God bless us!

viCARESS. Did the priest give his

consent to that?

SISTER INEZ. The priest is another

sheep of the same color—^he be-

longs to the same flock, may the

Lord forgive me if I lack charity!

Didn’t your Reverences hear the

sacrilege he committed upon our

poor chaplain, who is holier than

God’s bread? Well, he told him
that he was more liberal than the

mayor, and that the next thing he
knew, when he least expected it. he
was going to sing the introitus to

the mass to the music of the Hymn
of Riegol

PRIORESS. Stop! Enough! It is not

right to repeat such blasphemies.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Yes, Calum-

nies invented by unbelievers, the

evil-minded . . .
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SISTER INEZ. No such thing! Didn’t
Father Calixtus tell me himself
while he was dressing for mass this

morning? We’ll have to put a new
strip pretty soon down the middle
of his chasuble.

PRIORESS. What? Again?

SISTER INEZ. Yes. It’s all worn out;

it looks terribly. Poor Father Calix-

tus is so eloquent! Pounding on his

chest all the time, he simply tears

the silk to pieces.

viCARESS. Gods will be done, the

man is a saint!

PRIORESS. And all this while we
have been forgetting the present

from the mayors wife. Bring it

nearer. Sister.

SISTER SAGRARio. Mercy! What a

big basket!

SISTER TORNERA. It’s Very light,

though.

SISTER INEZ. Ha! It’s easy to see

what sister has a sweet tooth!

SISTER MARIA JESUS. As if she

didn’t like sweets! (Aside,)

SISTER MARCELLA. Now, Sister Inez,

what did we see you doing this

morning? You know we caught you
licking the cake pan yourself.

SISTER INEZ. I? Licking the pan?

Your Sister licking the pan? Oh,

what a slander! Jesus!

PRIORESS. Come, you must not be

displeased, Sister Inez; for it was
said only in pleasantry. Ah, Sister

Marcella! Sister Marcella! Do have
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a httle more circumspection and
beg your Sister’s pardon.

SISTER MARCELLA (kneeling before

SISTER Inez). Pardon me. Sister, as

may God pardon you, and give me
your hand to kiss as a penance for

having offended you.

PRIORESS. That is the way my chil-

dren should behave, humbly and
with contrition. Sister Inez, give

Sister Marcella your hand to kiss,

since she begs it of you so humbly.

SISTER MARCELLA (spitefully, after

kissing her hand). Ay! But what a

smell of vanilla you have on your

fingers, Sister! Goody! Were go-

ing to have cookies for lunch.

(The others laugh.)

SISTER INEZ (irritated, almost in

tears). Vanilla? God-a-mercy! Va-
nilla! Look at me! Do my fingers

smell of vanilla?

PRIORESS (imposing silence) . Surely

the devil must be in you, Sister

Marcella, and may God forgive you

for it! Go and kneel in the comer
there with your face to the wall,

and make the cross with your arms
while you repeat a greater station.

May the Lord forgive you for it!

SISTER MARCELLA. Willingly, rev-

erend Mother.

SISTER INEZ (rubbing her hands

under her scapular). Too bad! Too
bad! Ay! Ay! Ay!

SISTER MARCELLA (oside)

.

Old box

of bones! (She goes and kneels in

the corner, right, but keeps smiling

and turning her head whUe she lets

herself sink back on her heels, as

if not taking the penance too se-

riously.)
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PRIORESS. You may uncover the bas-

ket now. Sister. Let us see what is

in it.

SISTER TORNERA. With youT permis-

sion, reverend Mother. Why! It’s a
cage!

SISTER SAGRARio. With a Canary in

it!

ALL. A canary! A canary! Why, so

it is! Let me see! How lovely!

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Isn’t it pretty?

SISTER marIa JESUS. The dear! Isn’t

it cunning, though?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. It

looks as if it were made of silk.

SISTER INEZ. I wonder if it can sing?

PRIORESS. Of course it can sing. The
mayor’s wife would never send us

a canary that couldn’t sing.

SISTER SAGRARIO. What a beautiful

cage! Why, there’s a scroll on the

front!

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. That isn’t a
scroll. It has letters on it.

SISTER marIa JESUS. Why, so it has!

Look and see what they say.

M^TRESS OF NOVICES. 'TThe Con-
vmt of Dominican Nue^”

SISTER INEZ (Imiglmig), Td call

that a pretty ahy convent!

viCARESS. The good woman Is holier

than God s bread.

PRIORESS. Sbe could not have sent

me anything that would have

pleased me better. I have always

been anxious to have a canary.

SISTER INEZ. The Carmelite Sisters

have two lovely canaries, and diey

say last year on Holy Thursday

they hung them in the door of the

tomb they have in the church for

Easter, and it was like a miracle to

hear them sing.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Then if ours

sings, we can hang him in the

church this year, and take the music
box away.

PRIORESS. No, for the music box is a

present from the chaplain, and he
would rightly be offended. We will

have the box and the canary there

together, and when we wind up
the box, it will encourage the bird

to sing.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Oh,
look at him now—^he s taking his

bath!

SISTER SAGRARIO. See how he jumps.

PRIORESS. Wliat wonders God per-

forms!

VICARESS. And yet there are mis-

guided creatures who pretend that

the world made itself!

SISTER INEZ. Sister Marcella stuck

her tongue out at me.

SISTER MARCELLA. Oh, reverend

Mother! I did nothing of the kind!

VICARESS. How nothing of the kind?

Didn’t I see it with my own eyes?

And I was struck dumb!

SISTER MARCELLA. I said nothing of

die kind ... as ... as that I
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had stuck my tongue out at Sister

Inez. I stuck it out because there
was a fly on the end of my nose,
and since I had my arms out mak-
ing the cross, I had to frighten him
away with something.

SISTER JOA^JNA OF THE CROSS. Rev-
erend Mother, since this is your
Saints day, won't you please ex-
cuse Sister Marcella this time?

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Yes, reverend
Mother! I am sure she won't do
anything that's wrong again.

PRIORESS. Sister Inez is the one who
has been offended, and she is the
only one who has the right to re-

quest her pardon.

NOVICES. She does! She does! You
do, don't you. Sister Inez?

SISTER INEZ {wUh a wry face).
Your Reverence will pardon her
when your Reverence thinks best.

PRIORESS. Then come here, my er-

ring daughter.—She knows that I

pardon her because of the day, and
so as not to spoil the pleasure of

her sisters.

SISTER MARCELLA. May God reward
you, reverend Motharl

PRIORESS. And set your veil straight,

for this is the Lord s house, and it

looks as if you were going on an
excursion.—^And now to your cells,

every one. {To the novices) What
are you whispering about?

SISTER SAGRARio. Wc wer6 not
wdiispering, Mother . . . We wanted
to ask you something.

s[STE»'MARfA jEsfe. And WO are

ajydd to do lt( ^

PRIORESS. Is it as bad as that?

SISTER mabIa JESUS. No, it isn't

bad. But

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. YoUT
Reverence might think so.

PRIORESS. I might? I am not so evih
minded.

sister SAGRARIO. I . . . I . . .

Our Mother Mistress will teH you.

mistress of novices. They mean
me.—Do you want me to?

NOVICES. Yes! Yes! Do!

mistress of novices. With God's
help I will try. Though I don't

know for certain, I think what they

want is for your Reverence to give

them permission to talk a little,

while they are waiting for the be-
ginning of the fiesta. Am I right?

NOVICES. Yes! Yes! You are! Do,
Mother, do!

SISTER MARCELLA. Long Mve our
Mother!

prioress. Silence! Silence! What?
Haven't they had talking enough
today after the dispensation I al-

low^ them this morning?

vicaress. The appetite always

grows by what it hcds on. It is an
unruly monster, and woe to her

who gives it rein. If ih^ came un-

der my authority, I would not give

them Opportunity to make a

slip, for the hoty Apostle S^¥t
James has said and well said: ‘^He

who saKi ti^t he hath not offi^Kieid

by his tongue, lies."
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SISTER MARCELLA. Ah, Sister Cni-
cifixion! Don t spoil this holiday for

our Mother.

viCARESS. Spoil it, eh? Who pays

any attention to what I say in this

house?

PRIORESS. Will you promise not to

whisper nor offend the Lord with

foolish talk?

NOVICES. We promise.

PRIORESS. Then you may talk as

much as you like until the hour for

prayers.

NOVICES. Thanks, thanks!

(The beU rings at the entrance

twice.)

SETTER TORNERA, Two rings! The
doctor!

PRIORESS. Cbver your faces. (The
nuns lower their veils over their

faces) And pass out through the

cloister.

(The nuns begin to file out slowly

and disappear through the cloister.

)

SISTER SAGRARio (approaching the

prioress). This Sister has a felon,

reverend Mother.

PRIORESS. Remain then—and you
too. Sister Maria Jesus. (To sis-

ter TORNERA ) Open, Sister, (the
PRIORESS, SISTER TORNERA, SIS-

TER SAGRARIO and sister maria
jes6s remam. seestee tornera un-
chams^ mdyolts and opens the door.

The DOCTOR enters. He is about
sixty years of age.)

SISTER TORNERA. Ave Mofia Furis-

Sima!

DOCTOR. Conceived without sin.

(He comes in) Good morning. Sis-

ter.

SISTER TORNERA. Good moming.
Doctor.

DOCTOR. Well, what progress are

we making in holiness today?

SISTER TORNERA (laughing). Ho,
ho. Doctor!

DOCTOR. Enough! Enough! No
doubt, no doubt! (Discovering the

prioress) Congratulations, Mother.

PRIORESS. What? A heretic, and yet

you remember the days of the

saints?

DOCTOR. You are the saint. Mother;
you are the saint.

PRIORESS. Ah! You must not scan-

dalize me before my novices.

DOCTOR. Novices? Where, where?
I said so when I came in. I smell

fresh meat.

PRIORESS. Don Jose! Don Jose!

DOCTOR. But I say no more. Come!
To work! To work! . . . What is

the trouble with these white lambs?

SISTER SAGRARIO. YouT handmaid
has a felon. Doctor.

DOCTOR. Eh? On the hand? And
such a lovely hand! Well, we shall

have to lance it. Sister.

SISTER SAORABio (alarmed) . What?
Not now?

DOCTOR. No, tomorrow. Sister. To-
morrow, unless it yields first to a
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poxiltice and five Pater nosters. Re-
member, not one less!

SISTER SAGRARIO (in perfect earn-
est). No, Doctor.

DOCTOR. And this other one, eh?

PRIORESS. Ah, Doctor! She has been
giving me a great deal of worry.
She falls asleep in the choir; she
sighs continually without being able
to assign any reason; she cries over
nothing whatever; she has no ap-
petite for anything but salads . , .

DOCTOR. How old are you?

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Eighteen.

DOCTOR. How long have you been
in this holy house?

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Two years and
a half.

DOCTOR. And how many more do
you remain before you come to

profession?

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Two and a half

more, if the Lord should be pleased

to grant this unworthy novice grace

to become his bride.

DOCTOR. Let me see the face.

PRIORESS. Lift your veil.

(sister maria. JESUS lifts her veil.)

DOCTOR. Hml The Lord has not bad
taste. A little pale, but well

rounded, well rounded.

SISTER tornera. Don Josel But who
ever heard of such a doctor?

DOCTOR. So, we have melancholy

then, a constant disposition to sigh.

combined with loss of appetite

—

well, there is nothing else for it.

Sister: a cold bath every morning
and afterwards a few minutes'' ex-
ercise in the garden.

SISTER TORNERA (somewhot scan-
dalized). Exercise? Don Jose!

DOCTOR. Unless we write at once
home to her mother to hurry and
fetch her and find us a good hus-
band for her.

SISTER MARiA JESUS. Oh, Dou Jose!
But this Sister has taken her vows
to the Church!

DOCTOR. Well, in that case cold
water. There is nothing else for it.

For melancholy at eighteen, matri-

mony or cold water.

sister SAGRARIO (summoning her
courage). You always talk so much
about it, Doctor, why don^t you get

married yourself?

DOCTOR. Because I am sixty, daugh-
ter; and it is fifteen years since I

have felt melancholy. Besides,

whom do you expect me to many
when all the pretty girls go into

convents?

PRIORESS. Doctor, doctor! This con-

versation will become displeasing

to me.

DOCTOR. Is this all the walking in-

firmary?

SISTER TORNERA. Yes, Doctor.

DOCTOR. And the invalid? How is

she?

SISTER TORNERA, She is the same
today. Doctor. Poor Sister Maria
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of Cbnsolation hasn't closed her
eyes all night! Don't you remem-
ber? Yesterday she said she felt as

if she had a viper gnawing at her
vitals? Well, today she has a frog

in her throat.

DOCTOR. Goodness gracious! Come,
let me see, let me see. What a con-

tinual war the devil does wage
against these poor sisters!—^Long

life, Mother, and happy days!

t>RiOREss. Long life to you. Doctor.

( To SISTER tornera) Go with him,

Sister, and meanwhile these chil-

dren will talce care of the gate.

(sister tornera takes a hell from
the table and, her veil covering

her face, precedes the doctor
through the cloister^ ringing sol-

emnly in warning. They disappear)

I must repair to the choir; I fear

that today I have fallen behind in

devotion and prayer.

siSTnER mabIa JESUS. Will your Rev-
erence give us permission to call

the others?

prioress. Yes, call them; but be
careful that you commit no frivol-

ity. (The PRIORESS goes out.)

sister marIa JESUS {approaching

one of the arches of the cloister).

Sister Marcella! Sister Joanna of

the Gross! Pst! Come out! We are

watching the grille and we have
permi^on to talk.

(sister marceixa and sister

JOANNA OF CMSS te-enier )

smm SAQRAi^. What shall we
talk about?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Let
Sister Marcelk t^m a stc^.

sister MARCELLA. Yes, SO that

you'll all be shocked.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Ayf We are

not such hypocrites as that. Sister.

SISTER MARCELLA. Or SO that Sister

Sagrario can run and tell on us to

the Mother Mistress.

SISTER SAGRARIO. Oh, thank you.

Sister!

SISTER i^iARCELLA. It Wouldn't be
the first time either.

SISTER SAGRARIO. You needn't mind
me. Sisters. I am going to sit here

in the comer and work, and you
can talk about whatever you please.

I shan't hear you. {She takes a pair

of pincers, some beads and a piece

of wire out of her pocket, and sit-

ting down in a corner, begins to

string a rosary.)

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Oh,
come on. Sister! Don't be foolish.

{They aU surround her, and finally

she allows herself to be persuaded,
after many expressions of protest,

like a small child who says "T wont
playn

SISTER SAGRARIO. Why! If they
haven't forgotten the canary!

SISTER MARCELLA. Poor thing! How
do you like to be left in this nest
of silly women, little fellow? Let's

open the cage.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. What for?

SISTER MARCELLA, So that be can
fly away, silly, if he wants to.

TESTER SAGRARKX 1^0, no!
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SISTER 2VIARIA JESUS, Our Mothei
wouldn’t like that.

SISTER MARCELLA. He would like it,

though. Come on! {She opens the
door of the cage) Fly out, sweet-
heart! Fly away, the world is yours.
You are free!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Hu
doesn’t fly out.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. He doesn’t
budge.

SISTER MARCELLA. Stupid, don’t
you see what a bright, sunny day
it is?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. They
say canaries are bom in cages and,
see, now he doesn’t care to fly

away.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. He’d rather
stay shut up all his Hfe, SQce us nuns.

SISTER MARCELLA. Then youYe a
great fool, birdie. {She shiOs the
door of the cage) God made the
air for wings and He made wings
to fly with. While he might be
soaring away above the clouds, he
is satisfied to stay here all day shut
up in his cage, hopping between
two sticks and a leaf of lettuce!

What sense is there in a bird? Ay,
Mother! And what wouldn’t I give

to be a bird!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS- Yes!

What wouldn’t you give to be a
bird?

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Th^ say that

the swallows fly away every year

over the ocean, and nobody knows
where they go.

SISTER SAGRARjo. I often dream that
I am flying in the ni^t time—that
is not flying, but floating—^|ust float-

ing in the air without wings.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. I often dream
that I am running fast—oh so fast!—and that I am skipping down
stairs, without ever touching my
feet to the ground, or to the stairs.

SISTER SAGRARio. Isn’t it nice,

though? And how disappointed you
are when you wake up and find out
after all tlxat it isn’t so, that it was
only a dream!

SISTER MARCELLA. I have dreamed
that dream so many times, . that
now when I wake up, I hardly
know whether it is the truth or a
dream.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CRO^. What
do you suppose it is that makes you
dream the same dream so many
times?

SISTER MARCELLA. I don’t fcnow, on-
less it is because it is the things
you want to do, and you can’t, and
so you do them in dreams.

SISTER marIa JESUS. What nice
things you want to do!

SISTER SAGRARIO. But fh^ what
good would it be if you could do
them? For instance, if we had win^
like birds, where would w© fly?

SISTER MARCELLA. I? I WOuld fly

to the end of the world!

SISTER MARIA JESOS. I? To tb©
Holy Land, to Mount Calvary!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CRC^ J

would fly to Bethlehem and to
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garden of Nazareth, where the Vir-

gin lived with the Child.

SISTER SAGRARIO. How do yOU loiOW

tliat there is a garden at Nazareth?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Of
course iheies a garden there, with
a brook running by it. The song
says so:

*^The Virgin washed his garments

And hung them on the rose.

The little angels sing

And the water onward jlows”‘
. .

.

(Simply) There was a garden, too,

by our house in the village, with a

big rosebush on the border of a

brook that ran by it; and I used to

kneel* beside the brook, and sing

that song while I washed my baby
brothers clothes, for there were
seven of us children, and I was the

oldest. (Feelingly) And that's what
I miss most! (Drying her eyes with

her hands) Ay, Mother! And I

always cry when I think of that

baby boy! But it isn't right, I know
. . . He loved me more than he did

mother, and the day that they took

me away to the Convent, and I left

home, he cried—^he cried so that

he nearly broke his httle baby
heart!

SISTER MARCELLA. I have a brother

and a sister, but they are both
older than I am. My sister married
two years ago, and now she has a
baby. (With art air of importance)
She brou^t him here once to show
me.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CRC^ (m-
terrupting her, greatly interested).

I remember. He stuck his litde

hand in through the grille and your
sister kissed it. Did you ever think

how soft babies' hands are? When-
ever I take communion I try to

think I am receiving our Lord as a

little child, and I take and press

him like this to my heart, and then

it seems to me that he is so little

and so helpless that he can’t refuse

me anything. And then I think

that he is crying, and I pray to the

Virgin to come and help me quiet

him. And if I wasn't ashamed, be-

cause I know you would all laugh

at me. I’d croon to him then, and
rock him to sleep, and sing him
baby songs.

(The bell rings by the grille.)

SISTER SAGRARIO. The belli I won-
der who it is?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Bet-

ter ask. That’s why they left us
here.

SISTER marIa JESUS. Who'll do it?

I won't. I'm afraid.

SISTER SAGRARIO. So am I.

SISTER MARCELLA. YouVe nOt
usually so bashful, I must say. I'll

ask, though I was the last to enter

the house. (Going up to the grille,

she says in a timid voice:) Ave
Maria purissima! (A moment*s sU
lence) No one answers.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Try
again. Say it louder.

SISTER MARCELLA (raising her
voice). Ave Maria purissima!

SISTER SAGRARIO. Nothing this time,

either.

SISTER MARIA JESUS (summoning
her courage, in a high-pitched

voice). Ave Maria purissima!

(Another silence. The novices look

at each other in surprise.)
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SISTER MARCELLA. It is Very strange.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. It must be
spirits.

SISTER SAGRARIO. Oh, Fm afraid!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Non-
sense! Its some little boy who has
rung the bell on his way home from
school, so as to be funny.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Peep through
the he le and see if anybody is

there.

SISTER MARCELLA (stOOping doWTl
to look). No, nobody. But it looks
as if there was something on the
wheel. Yes . . .

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Let
me see! Yes . . . Can’t you turn
it? (She turns the wheel, and a sec-

ond basket appears, carefully cov-
ered with a white cloth like the
first) A basket!

SISTER SAGRARIO. Another present
for our Mother,

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Of COUTSC it

is! And heres a paper tied fast to

it.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (read-

ing, but without unfolding the pa-

per). “For the Mother Prioress.”

SISTER SAGRARIO. Didn’t I tell you?

SISTER MARCELLA. Somebody wants
to give her a surprise.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. I

wonder if it’s Don Calixtus, the

chaplain?

SISTER MARCELLA. Of COUTSe it iS,

child!

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Or maybe it’s

the Doctor.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. No.
He was just here and he didn’t say
anything about it.

SISTER SAGRARIO. All the same it

might be from him. Maybe he
wants to keep it a secret.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Let’s take it

off the wheel.

SISTER MARCELLA (lifting and car-

rying it to the table). We’d better
put it here by the canary. Myl But
it’s heavy!

SISTER SAGRARIO. I wonder what it

is?

SISTER MARCELLA. Let’s Hft the cor^
ner and see.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. No, for CUTl-

osity is a sin,

SISTER MARCELLA. What of it?

Come on! Let’s do it. Who will ever

know? (She lifts the comer of the
cloth a little and starts back quickly

with a sharp cry) Ay! !

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (huT-

njing to look). Jesus!

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Aoe Maria!

(Looking too.)

SISTER SAGRARIO (following). God
bless us!

(The Convent is aroused at the cry

of SISTER MARCELLA. Fresentllf THE
PRIORESS, THE VICARESS, THE MIS-

TRESS OF NOVICES and the other

NUNS enter from different direct

tions.)
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jpRiORESs. What is the matter? Who
called out?

viCARESS. Who gave that shout?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Is anything

wrong?
(The four novices, trembling,

stand with their backs to the bas-

ket, their bodies hiding it com-
'pletely.)

VICARESS. It is easy to see it was
Sister Marcella.

PRIORESS. What has happened?
Speak! Why are you aH standing

in a row like statues?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Has anything

happened to you?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. No,
teverend Mother, not to us; but

SISTER MARIA jEs6s. No, reverend
Mother; it s , . .

SISTER MARCELLA. Someone rang
the bell by the wheel . . . and we
looked . . . and there was nobody
there . . . and they left a basket
. . . this basket . . . and . . . and your
sister had the curiosity to undo it

VICARESS. Naturalfy^, you couldn^t

do otherwise.

SISTER Marcella. And it^s . . .

Pinc^rESS. What Is

SISTER MARCELLA. It S . . I * . .

I think it would he better for your
Reverence to look yourself.

pRicmEss. By all means! Let me see.

{She goes up to the basket and un-

covers if) Ave Maria! (In a hoarse

whisper) A baby!

ALL (variously affected), A baby?
(The VICARESS, horrified, crosses

herself.

)

PRIORESS (fallihg back). Your Rev-
erences may see for yourselves.

(The NUNS hurry up to the basket

and surround it.)

VICARESS. Ave Maria! How can such
an insignificant object be so pink?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. It s asleep.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. See it

open its httle hands!

SISTER 2^£ARiA JESUS. Why! It has
hair under the edge of its cap!

SISTER sAGRARio. It is like an angel!

VICARESS. A pretty angel for the

Lord to send us.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (oS if

she had been personally offended).

Ay, Mother Vicaressl You mustn't

say that.

PRIORESS (tenderly) . Where do you
come from, Httle one?

VICARESS. From some nic5e place,

you may be sure.

PRIORESS. Who can tell. Mother?
There is so much poverty in the
world, so much distress.

VICARESS. There is so much vice,

reverend Mother.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. You say that
there was nobody at the grille?
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SISTER marcelIjA. Nobody; no.
Mother. The bell rang; we an-
swered . . . but there was nobody
there.

SISTER SAGRARio {picking Up the
paper which has fallen on the
floor)

.

Here is a paper which came
with it.

PRIORESS {taking the paper ) . ‘‘For

the Mother Prioress,”

viCARESS. An appropriate present
for your Reverence.

PRIORESS. Yes, it is a letter. {She
unfolds the paper and begins to

read) “Reverend Mother; Forgive
the liberty which a poor woman
takes, trusting in your Grace's

charity, of leaving at the grille this

new-bom babe. I, my lady, am one
of those they call women of the
street, and I assure you I am sorry

for it; but this is the world, and you
can’t turn your back on it, and it

costs as much to go down as it does
to go up, and that is what I am writ-

ing to tell you, my lady. The truth

is this little girl hasn’t any father,

that is to say it is the same as if she
didn’t have any, and I—^who am
her mother— leave her here,

although it costs me something to

leave her; for although one is what
one is, one isn’t all bad, and I love

her as much as any mother loves

her baby, though she is the best

lady in the land. But all the same,
Aough she came into this world
'without being wanted by anyone,

she doesn’t deserve to be tihe daugh-
ter of the woman she is, above all,

my lady, of her father, and I don’t

want her to have to blush for hav-

ing been bom die 'way she was,

nor for having th^ modier she has,

and to teE it to me to my face, and

5^7

I pray you by everything you hold
dear, my lady, that you will pro-
tect her and keep her with you
in this holy house, and you won’t
send her to some orphanage or
asylum, for I was brought up there
myself, and I know what happens
in them, although the sisters are
kind—^yes, they are—and have pity.

And some day, when she grows up
and she asks for her mother, you
must tell her that the devil has car-

ried her away, and I ask your par-
don, for I must never show myself
to her, nor see her again, nor give
you any care nor trouble, so you
can do this good work in peace, if

you will do it, for I implore you
again, my lady, that you will do it

for the memory of your own dear
mother, and Gkxl will reward you,
and she will live in peace, and
grow up as God wills, for what the
eyes have not seen the heart cannot
understand, my lady.”

VICARESS. Bless us! Ave Maria!

MISTRESS OF KOviCES. Poor womaul

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Baby
dear! Darhng baby!

VICARESS. What pretty mothers the

Lord selects for his children I

PRIORESS. God moves in his own
ways. Sister. God moves in his own
ways.

SISTER INEZ. Is that all the letter

says?

PRIORESS. What more could it say?

(the DOCTOR and sister tornera
have re-eniemi during the reading,)

DOCTOR. Exactly. What more could

it say?
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PRIORESS. What do you think, Don
Jos6?

DOCTOR. I think that somebody has

made you a very handsome present,

PRIORESS. But what are we going

to do with it? Because I . . . this

poor woman . . . she has put this

poor creature into our hands, and
I would protect her willingly, as she

asks, and keep her here with us

NOVICES. Yes, yes, Mother! Do! Do!

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Silence!

PRIORESS. But I don’t know if we
can . . . that is, if it is right, if it

is according to law . . . for, when
we enter this holy rule, we re-

nounce all our rights . . . and to

adopt a child legally ... I don’t

know whether it can be done. How
does it seem to you?

DOCTOR. I agree with you. Legally,

you have no right to maternity.

VTCARESS, And even if we had,

would it be proper for our children

to be the offspring of ignominy and
sin?

PRIORESS. I would not raise that

question, reverend Mother, for the

child is not responsible for the sin

in which she was bom, and her
mod^, in renouncing her mother-
hood, has bitterly paid the penalty.

viCAREss. Yes, it didn’t cost her
much to renounce it.

PRIORESS. Do we know, Mother?
Do we know?

VICARESS. We can guess. It is easy

enough to go scattering children

about the world if all you have to

do is leave them to be picked up
afterwards by the first person who
happens along.

DOCTOR. How easy it is might be a

matter for discussion. There are

aspects of it which are not so easy.

SISTER SAGRARio. Oh! She’s opened
her mouth!

SISTER JOAIsTNA OF THE CROSS. The
little angel is hungry..

SISTER MARIA JESUS. She’s suclcing

her thumb!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Make
her take her thumb out of her

mouth. Shell swallow too much and
then she’ll have a pain.

SISTER SAGRARIO. Don’t suck your
fingers, baby.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Isn’t

she good, though? You stop her
playing, and she doesn’t cry.

PRIORESS. There is another thing we
must consider. What are we to do
for a nurse?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. The
gardener’s wife has a little boy she
is nursing now.

PRIORESS. In that case I hardly think

she would care to be responsible

for two.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. But
it won’t be any trouble—^she’s so
tiny! Besides, we can help her out
with cow’s milk and a little pap.
The milk will keep on the ice and
we can clear it with a dash of tea.
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DOCTOR. It is easy to see Sister Jo-
anna of the Cross has had expe-
rience with children.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Your
handmaid has six little brothers and
sisters. Ah, reverend X^bther! Give
her to me to take care of and then
you will see how strong shell grow
up.

viCARESs. Nothing else was needed
to complete the demoralization of
the Novices. You can see for your-
selves how naturally they take to
this dissipation.

PRIORESS. I want you to tell me
frankly what you think—all of you.
(All speak at once.)

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Your Sister

thinks, reverend Mother . . .

SISTER TORNERA. Your handmaid

SISTER INEZ. It seems to me . . ,

PRIORESS (smiling). But one at a
time.

SISTER TORNERA. It is an angel

which the Lord has sent us, and
your Sister thinks that we ought to

receive her like an angel, with open
arms.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Of couTse we
ought. Suppose, your Reverences,

it hadht been a little girl, but . . .

I don’t know—some poor animal,

a dog, a cat, or a dove, like the one
which flew in here two years ago
and fell wounded in the garden tty-

ing to get away from those butchers

at the pigeon-traps. Wouldn’t we
have taken it in? Wouldn’t we have
cared for it? And wouldn’t it have

lived happy forever afterward in its

cage? And how can we do less for a
creature with a soul than for a bird?

SISTER TORNERA. We must havc
charity.

VICARESS. I am glad the Mother
Mistress of Novices has brought up
the incident of that bird, for it will
absolve me from bringing it up, as
it might seem, with some malice. It

was against my advice that that
creature was received into this

house, and afterward we had good
reason to regret it, with this one
saying “Yes, I caught him!” and
that one, “No, I took care of him!”
and another “He opens his beak
whenever I pass by!” and another,
"‘See him flap his wings! He does it

at me!”—^vanities, sophistries, de-
ceits all of them, snares of the devil

continually! And if all this fuss was
about a bird, what will happen to
us with a child in the hou^? This
one will have to dress it, that one
will have to wash it, another will be
boasting, “It is looking at me!” an-
other that it’s at her that it googles
most . . . There is Sister Joanna
of the Cross making faces at it al-

ready!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. What
did your Reverence say?

VICARESS. Dissipation and more dis-

sipationl Your Reverences should

remember that when we passed be-

hind these bars, we renounced for-

ever all personal, all selfish affec-

tion.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Is it selfish to

give a poor foundling a little love?

VICARESS. It is for us. Our God is

a Jealous God. The Scriptures tell

us so.
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MISTRESS OF NOVICES. BleSS Us!

Mercy me!

viCARESs. And this quite apart from
other infractions of our order which
such indulgence must involve. For
example, your Reverences—and I

among the first—take no account

of the fact that at this very mo-
ment we are transgressing our rule.

We are conversing with our faces

unveiled in the presence of a man.

PRIORESS. That is true.

DOCTOR. Ladies, as far as I am con-

cerned—^take no account of me.

PRIORESS. No, Doctor, you are of

no account. I beg your pardon, Don
Jos6; I hardly know what I am
saying.—^Your Reverence is right.

Cover yourselves—^that is, it makes
no difference . . . The harm has

been done . . . only once. . . .

But comply with your consciences

. . . {The VICARESS covers her

face. The others, hesitating, wait

for the PRIORESS, who makes a
movement to do so, but then de-

usts. The VICARESS, when she is

covered, cannot see that she has

become the victim of the rest)

But where were we? I confess that

my heart prompts me to keep the

child.

VICARESS. The Dcxrtor already has
told us that we have no ri^t to

maternity.

MOTRESS OF NOVICES. the ckild

is God's chOd, and she is retummg
to father's mansion.

VICARESS. God has othar mansions
for his abandoned children.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Don't
send her to the asylum!

SISTER SAGRARIO. No!

PRIORESS. Her mother entreats us.

VICARESS. Her mother is not her

mother. She has abandoned her.

PRIORESS. She has not abandoned
her. She has entrusted her to others

who seemed worthier to undertake

her keeping.

VICARESS. Unholy egotism!

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Christian

heroism!

VICARESS. So? We are coining

phrases, are we? Is this a convent,

or an illustrated weekly?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Life is hard
to some people, and thorny.

VICARESS. Yes, and into the details

of it, it is not becoming for us to go,
' since by the grace of God we have
been relieved from the temptations

and the frailties of the world.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. All the more,
then, we ought to have compassion
on those who have fallen and are

down.

VICARESS. Compassion? Mush and
sentiment!

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. The veil of

charMyt

PBJORiss. Sifencel And let us not
b^in by rending it, irritating our-

selves and aggravating each other.—^Don Jos^, I suppose this birth

will have to be reported?

DOCTOR. It will, madame. To the

Register.
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SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. But
then they will take her away?

DOCTOR. If nobody wants her. But
if you have made up your minds
you would like to keep her, I think
I can propose a solution.

PRIORESS. A solution that is legal?

DOCTOR. Perfectly. Thanks be to
Grd I am a single man. But,
although I am not a saint, yet I

cannot take to myself the credit of
having augmented the population
of this country by so much as a
single soul. I have not a penny,
that is true,, but hke everybody
else, I have a couple of family
names. They are at the service of

this little stranger, if they will be
of use to her. She will have no
father and no motlier— cannot
help that—^but she will have an
honorable name.

PRIORESS. Do you mean to say?

DOCTOR. That I am willing to adopt
her; exactly—and to entrust her to

your care, because my own house

. . . The fact is the hands of Doha
Cecilia are a little rough for han-

dling these tiny Dresden dolls, and
perhaps I might prove a bit testy

myself. The neighbors all say that

the air grows blue if my coat mbs
against me as I walk down the

street.

(All laugh.)

DOCTOR. Besides I am sure Sister

Crucifixion is better equipped for

the robing of saints.

viCARESs. Doctor, God help us bothi

DOCTOR. Is it agreed?

PRIORESS. God reward you for it!

Yes, in spite of everything. We
shall notify the Superior imme-
diately. It is not necessary that the
child should live in the cloister.

She can remain with the gardener's

wife until she has grown older, aiKl

enter here later when she has the
discretion to do so. She has been
entrusted to our hands, and it is our
duty to take care of her—a duty
of conscience.

DOCTOR. If I cannot be of further

service, I will go. And I will speak
to the Register.

PRIORESS. As you go, be so kind
as to ask the gardener's wife to
come in. We must see if she will

take charge of the child and nurse
her. And tell her also to bring with
her some of her little boy's clothes.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. YeS,

for we shall have to make a change
immediately.

SISTER SAGRARio. We shall?

VICARESS. Not a dbange, but a be-

ginning.

DOCTOR. Good afternoon, kdi^.

ALL. Good afternoon, Don Jo^.
(The DOCTOR goes out. A pause.)

PRIORESS. Sisters, may God pardcm
us if we bave acted in thk with
aught but the greatest purity of mo-
tive. I hope and pray that His

grace will absolve us of offense,

nor find us guflty of having loved

too much one of His poor children.

The child shall be brought up in

the shadow of this house, for we
may say that her guardian angel

has delivered her at &e door. From
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this hour forth we are all charged

with the salvation of her souL The
Ix)rd has entrusted to us an angel

and we must return to Him a saint.

Watch and pray.

AJJL, Watch and pray. We will,

reverend Mother.

PRIORESS. And now bring her to me.
Sister Joanna of the Cross, for as

yet it can scarcely be said that I

have seen her, (Looking at the

child) Lamb of God! Sleeping as

quietly in her basket as if it were
a cradle of pure gold! What is it

that children see when they are

asleep that brings to their faces

an expression of such peace?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. They
see God and the Virgin Mary.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Maybe the

angel who watches over them whis-

pers in their ears and teUs them
about heaven.

PRIORESS- Who can say? But it is a

comfort to the soul to see a child

asleep.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. It makes you
want to be a saint, reverend

Mother,

SISTER SAGRARio. Will youT Rever-
enc^ OTant me permission to give
I^r a kiss?

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Oh, no! For it

hasn't been baptized yet, and it is a
sin to loss a fcathen!

PRIORESS. She is right. We must
send for the Chaplain and have her
baptized immediatelv.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. What shall

we call her?

SISTER INEZ. Teresa, after our be-

loved Mother.

SISTER TORNERA. Maria of the Mir-

acles.

SISTER SAGRARIO. Bienvcnida.

(A large bell rings outside.)

PRIORESS. The summons to the

choir! We can decide later. Let us

go. ( The NUNS file out slowly, look-

ing at the child as they go) Re-
main with her. Sister Joanna of the

Cross—^you imderstand children;

and wait for the coming of the

gardener’s wife. Follow ihe devo-
tions from where you are, and do
not let your attention falter.

(All the NUNS go out, except sister

JOANNA OF THE CROSS, who bends
over the basket; then sinks on her

knees beside it. The choir is heard
within, led by a single nun in solo,

the responses being made in cho-

rus, in which sister joanna of the
CROSS joins. While the nun is lead-

ing, SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS
talks and plays with the child; then
she makes her responses with the

others.)

VOICE WITHIN. In nomine Patri et

FUio et Spiritui Sancto.

(sister JOANNA OF THE CROSS
crosses herself and says with the

other NUNS:)

VOICES WITHIN AND SISTER JOANNA
OF THE CROSS. Amen!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (tO

the child). Pretty one! Pretty one!

VOICE WITHIN. Deus in adjutorium
meum intende.
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VOICES WITHIN AND SISTER JOANNA
OF THE CROSS. Domive ad adju-

vandum me festina.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (tO

the child). Do you love me, sweet-

heart? Do you love me?

VOICE WITHIN. Gloria Fafri et Filio

et Spiritui Sancto.

VOICES WTIHIN IN CHORUS. Sicuf

erat in principio et nunc et semper
et insecida seculorum. Amen! Alle-

lulia!

{But this time sister joanna of
THE CROSS makes no response. In-

stead she bends over the basket^

embracing the child passionately,

oblivious of all else, and says:)

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Lit-

tle one! Little one! Whom do you
love?

INTERLUDE

Spoken by the Poet

You came tonight to listen to a

play;

Instead into a convent you made
way.

Singular hardihood! Almost prof-

anation!

What will a poet not do to create

sensation?

Fardon, good nuns, him who dis-

turbs the rest

And troubles the serene quietude of

your nest.

Kindling amid the shades of this

chaste bower
The flame of love you have re-

nounced and flower.

Nay! Do not frown because I have

said love.

For you must know, chaste brides

of God above.

That which you have deemed char-

ity and pity.

The act of mercy, clemency for the

pretty,

Unfrie^ed foundling fate has

brought along.

Yearning of adoption and the cradle

song.

No other is than lovers fire, divine

and human
Fassion ever brooding in the heart

of woman.

Ah, love of woman, by whose
power we live.

Offend so often—but to see for-

give!

Whence do you draw your grace

but from above?

Whence simply? Simply from ma-
ternal love!

Yes, we are children, woman, in

your arms;

Your heart is bread, you soothe our

wild alarms.

Like children give us the honey of

your breast.

In a cradle always your lover sinks

to rest

Although he prostitutes our grov-

elling flesh.

Mother if lover, mother if sister too.

Mother by pure essence, day long

and night through.

Mother ff you laugh, or if with us

you cry.

In the core of being, in fibre and in

mesh,

Every woman carries, so God has

willed on high.
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Justice in his heart, and m his lips
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A baby in her bosom, sleeping eter-

nally!

So being women, you are lovers,

nuns;

Despite the ceintured diamond

which runs

Across your virgin shields, show-

ing fn your lives

How to be mothers without being

a song!

Sometimes she takes the cat up,

calls it ‘"Dearr

The nuns cross themselves, reli-

giously severe.

"The child is mad’" they say. Ah!

No such thing!

With her into the convent entered

Spring.

wives.

And in this child of all, you have

poured all

The honey of your souls, and

blended aU

The fire of the sun, all fragrance

and all light.

The first sweet morning kiss, the

last good night.

Till all her feeing tenderness ex-

hales,

Her heart the home of love and

nightingales.

A hundred times a woman but no

saint.

The nuns pray in the choir; outside

her plaint

A song; her prayer, gay rippling

laughter.

Mass and the May morning slip by,

she running after

Of dreaming in the garden. The

fo^s smeU
So sweetly! No chUd this for the

hermits’ ceU.

She loves Heaven, but in good

company;

And before the altar of the Virgin

see

Her with a boy, ruddier them the

ccBmMe’s flame,

Wlw cedis her "Sister,”' the mms
"Anrd" for name,

A sn^r^,. baskf^ hay, who soon

wSL grow

To be a strong man, learn to give

a blow

And take one, conquer worlds and

redress wrong.

This then the simple story. The poet

would
Have told it day by day, if well he

could.

In shining glory. But the task were

vain.

The glory of our daily lives is plain.

For life builds up itself in such a

way.

The water runs so clear, so bright

the day.

That time is lulled to sleep within

these wads.

An age or moment? Which passes?

Who recalls?

The wheel turns round, but no

one notes the turn.

What matter if the sisters’ locks

that burn

With gold, in time to silvery gray

have paled?

Their hoods conceal it. And the

pinks have failed

In the cheeks, and the Mies on the

brow.

There are no mirrors. The sisters

then as now
May walk in the garden, believe U

is May.

Ammg these hours which softly

slip away,

Tfeis timd^ time, we shyly pause

at that

In which there is most warmth, the

concordat

Of yoidh and incense, breaking of

the spring.
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The years have passed, the child is

ripening.

The curtain rises on a soul in flower.
And a love chapter claims us for an

hour.

It is quiet afternoon, quiet breed-

ing;

The nuns are sewing and their sister

reading:

ACT TWO
Parlor of a Convent.

At the rear, a grille with a double row of bars. A curtain of dark wooler
cloth hangs over the grille and intercepts the view of the outer parlor, to
which visitors are admitted. This is without decoration, and may be
bristly illuminated at the proper moment from the garden. A number of
oil paintings of saints hang upon the walls—all of them very old and
showing black stains. With them a carved crucifix or large black wooden
cross. A small window furnished with heavy curtains, which, when drawn,
shut off the light completely, is cut in the wall of the inner parlor on either

side of the grille, high up towards the ceiling. A pine table, a carved arm
chair, two other arm chairs, smaller chairs and benches, together with all

the materials necessary for sewing.

THE PRIORESS, THE MISTRESS OF NOVICES, SISTEBS INEZ and TORNERA,
SISTER SAGRARIO, SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS, SISTER MARCELLA, SISTER
MARIA JESUS and the other nuns are discovered upon the rise of the
curtain. Only the vicaeess is absent. All are seated, sewing, with the ex-

ception of SISTER MARIA JESUS, who stcnds in the center, to the left of
THE prioress’ chair, reading. A br^e^s trousseau is spread out upon the
table and chairs. It is embroidered elaborately, trimmed with lace and tied

with blue silk ribbons. A new trunk stands against the wall on the right,

the trays being distributed about the benches and upon the floor.

Eighteen years have passed. It must he remembered that the nuns
have changed in appearance, and those who were novices have now pro-

fessed and have exchanged the white for the black veil.

SISTER maria JESUS (reodir^ and
intoning). '‘TTie Treasury of Pa-

tience, the Meditations of an Af-

flicted Soul in the presence of its

God.’’

sister MARCELLA (sighing) . Ay!

SISTER marIa JESUS (reading).

"First Meditation: The Sorrows of

an Unhappy Spirit, Submerged in

Sea of Woe.”

(Outside, TERESAS mice is heard,

singing gady.)

TERESA.

*nome singing and brir^mg

Flowers pom the fieM,

Flowers pom the fieM,

Sweet gardens, to Mary.

Flowers you must yield

For Lovds sanctuaryr

(The reader stops, and, smUing,

glances in the direction of the win-
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dow through which the voice is support myself; I cannot resist the

heard. The other nuns smile also, shock of the horrible onnishing

complacently.) waves.

PRIORESS (with affected severity).

The child interrupts us continu^y.

SISTER INEZ. And a day like today!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (si/m-

pathetically)

.

She sings like a lark.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES (indulgently )

.

She is SO young!

SISTER MARCELLA. Ay, Mother!

PRIORESS. Continue reading, Sister

Maria Jesus.

SISTER MARIA JESUS (reading ) . '"The

Sorrows of an Unhappy Spirit, Sub-

merged in a Sea of Woe. My God,

O my God, save me, for every mo-
ment I die! Overwhelmed, I sink in

the midst of this terrible storm.

Every moment I am buffeted and

borne down. I am sucked into the

uttermost depths, and there is no
health in me!"

TERESA (singing).

^'Frorn the ^ory of your brightness.

Radiantly sweet,

O, let me stoop and bend me
To kiss your feet!

Let me stoop and bend me
To kiss your feett

(Again the reader stops. The nuns
smUe again.)

PRIORESS. Sister Sagrario, will you
step out into the garden and ask the

child not to sing? We are reading.

(sister SAGRARIO goes out, light,

after making the customary rev-

erence) Continue, Sister, continue.

SISTER MARIA JESUS (reading).

""There is no health in me. I cannot

TERESA (singing).

''You too were happy, Mary,

Happy in his love.

Flowers of love and springtime

That bloom abover
(The song is broken off suddenly,

as if the nun had arrived and com-

manded TERESA to stop. A moment
later, there is a sound of light laugh-

ter.)

PRIORESS. It cannot be helped.

(Smiling) The child was bom
happy and she wiU die so. (To
the reader) Continue.

SISTER MARCELLA. Ay, Lady of

Sorrows!

PRIORESS. But Sister Marcella, my
daughter, why do you sigh like

this? Are you unwell?

SISTER MARCELLA. No, reverend

Mother. But your daughter has

temptations to melancholy.

PRIORESS. The Lord protect and

keep you. You know how it dis-

pleases me to see the shadow of

melancholy enter this house.

SISTER MARCELLA (making a rev-

erence). Ay, reverend Mother, par-

don me and assign me some pen-

ance if I sin, but your daughter

cannot help it.

PRIORESS. Who was thinking of sin?

Go out into the garden and take a

little sunshine, daughter; that is

what you need.

SISTER MARCELLA. Ay, reverend

Mother, you don^'t know what you
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say! For when yonr daughter sees
the flowers in the garden, and the
blue sky so bright above them, and
the sun so beautiful overhead, the
temptation comes upon her then to
sigh more than ever. Ay!

PRIORESS. If that is the case, return
to your seat and let us pray that it

may cease. But do not let me hear
you sigh again, for I do not wish
to send you to the prison to
brighten your spirit with soHtude
and confinement.
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(sister marIa JESUS closes the
book, makes a reverence and sits

down to sew, the mother vicar-
ess appears in the door on the left,

accompanied solemnly by two other
nuns.

)

vicaress {greatly agitated). Ave
Maria Purissiina!

prioress. Conceived without sin.

VICARESS. Have I permission, rev-
erend Mother?

sister MARCELLA. As youT Rev-
erence desires. {Returning to her
seat) Ay, my soul!

(the prioress raises her eyes to

heaven in resignation.)

A NUN- Ay, Blessed Virgin!

ANOTHER. Ay, Jesus!

PRIORESS (somewhat ruffled). What?
Is this an epidemic? Nothing is

wanting now but that we should
begin to sigh in chorus. Remember,
it is with gladness and thanksgiving

that the Lord is to be served "in

hymnis et canticis” for the second
of the fruits of the Spirit is joy and
there is none higher but love, from
which it springs.

{A pause, sister marIa jesus re-

opens the book, and without wait-

ing for the signal from the prioress,

resumes reading.)

SISTER MARIA JESUS {reading). “I

cannot resist the shock of the hor-

rible onrushing waves. They break
over me unceasingly; irresistibly

they bear me down.”

PRIORESS. Close the book. Sister

Maria Jesus, for the blessed father

who wrote it, alas, he too was of a

melancholy turn of mind!

PRIORESS. Enter and speak. {Look-
ing at her) If I am not mistaken,
your Reverence is greatly disturbed

VICARESS. You are not mistaken,
reverend Mother. No, and I dare
ajBBrm it is not for a slight reason*

Your Reverence will be judge if this

is the time and place to confront
with a charge of ipso facto a mem-
ber of this community.

PRIORESS. Speak, if the knowledge
of the fault in public will not in

itself constitute a scandal and a
cause of offense.

VICARESS. In the opinion of your
handmaid all cause of scandal will

be avoided by looking the offense

straight in the face.

PRIORESS. Speak then.

VICARESS {making a profound in-

clination). I obey. Reverend Moth^,.

while making the round of my in-

spection of the cells with these two
monitors, as your Reverence has

been pleased to command . . .

{The two MONITORS each make a

reverence) And coming to the cell

of Sister Marcella . . , {All the

NUNS look at SISTER MARCELLA, who>
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lowers her eyes) I found under tibe

mattress of the bed—in itself a

auspicious circumstance and suffi-

cient to constitute a sin—an object

which should never be found in

the hands of a religious, an object

which, to say nothing of the sin

against the rule of holy poverty

which the private possession and
concealment of any property what-
ever must presuppose, is by its very

nature a root of perdition and an
origin and source of evil.

T»BiOREss. Conclude, Mother, in

Cods name! For you keep us in

suspense. What is this object?

viGARESS. Disclose it, sister. (To
one of the monitors.

)

(The MONITOR makes a reverence^

and draws from her sleeve a piece

of glass, covered on one side vMh
quicksilver,)

PRIORESS. A piece of looking-glass.

VIGARESS. Exactly, a piece of look-

ing-glass!

(HorHfied sdence on the part of
the community,)

PRIORESS. What has Sister Marcella

to say to this?

SISTER MARCELLA (leaving her

place and kneeling before the

FRiORE^). Mother, I confess my
guilt and I breech your pardon.

PRIORESS. (SSSIER MARCELLA
ri^} Unha|:^ woman! What was
the use <rf tMs pi^se of glass?

VIGARESS. To kxA at herseif in it,

and amuse herself with the sight of

her beauty, thus oiSendmg her
Maker with pride and vain glory,

and the exhibition of her taste.

SISTER MARCELLA (humhly)

,

No,

reverend Mother; no!

VIGARESS. Or else to dress herself up
and fix herself by it, and make faces

and grimaces such as they do on

the streets in these days. (The
VIGARESS, who has taken the mir-

ror, looks at herself in it for a mo-
ment, then turns it hurriedly away,)

SISTER MARCELLA. No, reverend

Mother.

PRIORESS. For what then?

SISTER MARCELLA. For nothing, rev-

erend Mother.

PRIORESS. What? For nothing?

SISTER MARCELLA. YouT daughter

means for nothing evil. On the con-

trary . . .

VIGARESS. Ha! Now I suppose we
are going to hear that it is a virtue

in a religious to have a glass!

SISTER 3id(ARCELLA. No, revcrend

Mother, it is not a virtue. But your
Reverences know already that your
Sister suEers from temptations to

melancholy.

VIGARESS. Yes, yes . . .

SISTER MARCELLA. And when they
seize upon her too strongly, they
put it into her head to cltob trees

and run along the tops of walls, and
pmp over the fences in the garden,

and to throw herself into the water
of the fountam, and since your
Sister knows that, in a religious,

these . , . these . . ,

VIGARESS. These extravagances.
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SISTER MARCELLA. Are uiib6CX)niing,

your Sister catches a sunbeam in

the mirror and makes it dance
among the leaves and across the
ceiling of her cell, and over the
walls opposite, and so she consoles

herself and imagines that it is a but-
terfly or a bird, and can go
wherever it pleaseth,

viCARESS. It can, and stay there.

PRIORESS. For this fault, Sister

Marcella . . . (sister marcella
kneels) which^ without being a

grave one, yet is more than a little,

considered according to the con-

stitution of our rule, I assign you
this penance. Tonight, before you
retire, you are to repeat four times

in your cell the psalm ^Quam
dilectar Rise, and return to your

seat, (sister marcella obeys, but

before seating herself she makes a
reverence before each of the nuns.

To the viCAREss) You may be
seated.

(the VICARESS and the two moni-

tors seat themselves. Three light

knocks on the door. It is teresa

who says:)

TERESA. Ave Maria furissima!

PRIORESS. Conceived without sin.

TERESA, May I come in?

PRIORESS, Come in. (teresa enters.

She is eighteen, very pretty, very

sunny ar^ very gay, with nothing

^out her to suggest the mystic or

the religious. She is dressed simply

gray and wears a white apron.

Jim a flower in her hak, which

is arranged modestly^
and wHkont

an excess of curls or ornament)

Where are ydu from m
mdi a hurry? You are al out of

breath. I - t
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TERESA {speaks always with the

greatest simplicity, without affecta-

tion or pretense of any sort). From
dressing the altar of the Virgin.

PRIORESS. Did that put you out cf

breath?

TERESA. No, Mother. It s because I

wanted it to be all in white today,

and there weren’t white flowers

enough in the garden, so I had to

climb up and cut some branches
off the acacia.

mistress of NOVICES, Did you
climb a tree?

TERESA. Yes, I climbed two; there

weren’t enough blossoms on one.

mistress of novices. Jesus!

VICARESS. Ave Mortal

TERESA. I wish you could see fl^

view from the top of the big acacia!

(sister Marcella’s eyes open

wide with envy.)

VICARESS. Child, you have put your^

self beyond the pale of God’s

mercyl

SISTER JOANNA OF THE OtOSS. YoU
might have fallen! It s too terdble

to think of it!

TERESA. Fallen? No, Member. Why,
I’ve climbed it a hemdred times!

PRIORESS. Then you must not do ^
again.

mistress of NOVK3ES {regretfully)*

It is too late to forbid her now.

PRIORESS That is

true.
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SISTER INEZ. It is the last day she

will dress the altar.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. The
very last!

TERESA. Ah, Mothers! You mustn’t

talk like this. Don’t be sad.

viCARESS. No, we had better be-

have like you do, though it doesn’t

seem possible when you consider

the day that it is, and you laughing

md carrying on like one possessed!

PRIORESS. The Mother is right. A
little more feeling today, daughter,

a manner more subdued, would not

have been out of place.

TERESA. You are right, reverend

Mothers—^you always are, in the

holiness, which like a halo sur-

rounds your reverend heads; but
when a girl wants to laugh she

wants to laugh, although, as Mother
Anna St. Francis says, it may be
the solemnest day of her life.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. It is a soleum
day, a very solemn day. You are

leaving this house in which you
have passed eighteen years, with-

out scarcely so much as taking

thought how it was you came to be
here. Tomorrow, you will be your
own mistress, and you will have
upon your conscience the responsi-

bilities of a wife.

VTCARESS. Which believe me, are

not light. Men are selfish, fickle , .

,

TERESA (timidly). Antonio is very
good.

VICARESS. However good be may
be, he is a man, and men are ac-

customed to command. They have

been from the beginning of the

world, and it has affected their

character. And since you are very

independent yourself, and like to

have your own way . . .

TERESA. Yes, I have been spoiled I

know; but you will see now how
good I will be. It will come out all

right.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Do
you want to spoil the day for her?

TERESA. No, Mother—^no; yon won’t
spoil it, for I am very, very happy.
You have all been so good to me!

ViCARESS. Nonsense! No such thing,

TERESA. But it isn’t nonsense. I

know this is God’s house, but you
might have closed the doors to me,
and you have flung them wide
open, freely. I have lived here
eighteen years and in all this time,

to the very moment that I am leav-

ing it, you have never once re-

minded me that I have lived here
on your charity.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Don’t
say such things!

TERESA. Yes, I must say them. On
your charity, on your alms—^like a
poor beggar and an outcast. I don’t
mind saying it nor thinking it, for I

have been so happy here—^yes, I

am happy now—^happier than ihe
daughter of a long: for I love you
all SO much that I want to kiss even
the walls and hug the trees, for

even the walls and the trees have
been kind to me. This has been the
Convent of my Heartl

SISTER MARCELLA. It has been your
home. If you had only been con-
tent always to remain in it!
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PRIORESS. We must not talk like
tiiis. God moves in His own ways.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. And in aU of
them His children may do His serv-

ice.

VTCARESS. The child was not bom
to be a religious. The things of the
world appeal to her too strongly.

TERESA. It is true. The world ap-
peals to me—^poor me I It seems to

me sometimes as if everybody loved
me, as if everything was calling to

me everywhere to come. I have
been so happy in this house, and
yet, all the time, I have been think-

ing how great the world was, how
wonderful! Whenever I have gone
out into the street, how my heart

leaped! I felt as if I were going to

fly, it was so light! My brain was in

a whirl. Then I was so glad to come
back again into this house, it felt so

good, as iE you were all taking me
up once more into your arms, as if

I had fallen to sleep in them again

and was warm, folded beneath the

shelter of the everlasting wings.

viCARESs. The 'wings of your good
angel, who stood waiting at the

door—stood waiting till you came.

PRIORESS. Why should he have to

wait? Her good angel always has

gone with her, and surely there

never has been a time when he has

had to turn away his face. Am I

right, daughter?

TERESA. You are, Mother. (Sin-

cerely,)

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. They
needn't have asked her that!

SISTER MARIA JESUS (rising). Here

are the bows for the corset covers.

Do you want them pinned or

sewed?

SISTER INEZ. Sewed, I say.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Down the
middle?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Of COUTSe,

down the middle.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. The rcason I

asked was because in the pattern

they are all fastened down the side.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES (bending over
to examine the fashion plates with
SISTER INEZ and SISTER MARIA
JESUS ). Yes. Don’t you see? She is

right.

SISTER INEZ. That’s funny! But they
are pretty that way.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. I say it s ab-

surd.

SISTER marIa JESUS. What do you
think. Mother Crucifixion?

VICARESS. Don’t ask me; I donT
think. I neither understand nor wish
to understand these things—^pomp
and vanity, artifices of the devil,

who, they tell me, is very well ac-

quainted with the dressmakers of

Paris, and takes part in their d^igos
and encourages their abbreviations.

Take it away, take that paper out

of my sight, for it never should have
entered this holy house!

SISTER MARCELLA. Ay, but we have
to know the fashions. Mother!

VICARESS. The fashions! The fash*

ions! Go to hell and you will find

the fashions! Any other j^ace

be too far behind.
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SISTER MARIA. JESUS. But you donT
want the child to be married, do
you, in the dress of the year of the

ark?

viCARESs. A pure heart and an up-
right spirit are what she should be
married in, and if that is the case,

no one is going to notice whether
she has one bow more or less.

SISTER MARCEiXA, They say men
pay a great deal of attention to such
things, Mather Crucifixion.

SISTER marial JESUS. And we must
1 ender unto Caesar the things

which are Caesar’s, and imto God
the things which are God’s.

VICARESS. So! We have philoso-

phers, have we, m the house?

SISTER iNKz:. Hand me the scissors,

if y€>u will. I want to cut off these

eni^

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. I

tilink now ev^ything is ready to

put in the trunk.

3PRICHESS. Yes, for the carriage will

he waiting.

(TERESA hieds on the floor beside

the trmJc. The nuns hand her the

variom articles of the froussemi,

mhidi ihetf remom from the

heme^esrmdlhetdMe,}

Sister Hape are the cii^nises.

SISTER MABCEXJLA. And the lace pet-

tieoats.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Put
them in the tray, so they
won’t get wrinkled.

SISTER INEZ. Lord of Mercy! What

a tuck!— What bungler ran this

tuck?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. You must not

say anything against the sister who
ran it, Sister; say it would look bet-

ter if it were redampened and
ironed.

TERESA. But it looks Splendidly;

really it does! Give it to me! Here

—

let me have them. This is too much
trouble for you to take.

PRIORESS. Have you everything?

SISTER MARCELLA. The handker-

chiefs?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. The
dressing-jackets?

VICARESS. Here is some edging that

was left over, embroidered by
hand. You had better put it in the

trunk in case of accident.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. And the pat-

terns—^you might need them.

SISTER INEZ. Here is a sachet, my
child. It is filed with thyme and
lavender and has lime peel in it. It

wil give a fresh scent to your
clothes.

SISTER MARCELLA. She’ll have real

perfumes soon enough.

SISTER MAJEUA JESUS. Yes, expensive

ones.

SISTER -INEZ. They may be more ex-

pensive, but they won’t be any bet-

ter—^I can tell you that; for these

are plants that God has made, and
they smell sweetly, and of a good
conscience. I have thon in all the
presses in the sacristy, and it is a
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joy to smell them when you go up
the steps to the altar,

TERESA. I think we have every-
thing.

PRIORESS. Yes, everything. Now
turn the key. Does it lock securely?
(TERESA gets up) And hang the
key around your neck with the
rosaries, for we have fastened it on
a ribbon for you. Take care you
don t lose it. The lock is an English
one, and not every key will open it.

TERESA. Yes, Mother.

VTCARESs. It will be a miracle if she
has it tomorrow.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. She
win settle down soon under the
responsibilities of a wife.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. WeU? Are
you satisfied?

TERESA. Satisfied is too little.

Mother. It does not express it. I

don t des^we what you have done
for me.

viCABESS. Yes, you do; you deserve
it. And you mi^t as well teU the
truth as a falsehood. You have a
good heart; you are a sensible girl.

When you said what you did, you
were thinking of your cfethes; but
you need have no scruples. Every-
thing that you take away with you
from this house, and more too, you
have earned by your labor. That is

the truth and you know it. Maybe
we have taught you h©ne how to

sew and embroider, but you have
worked for us in the convent, and
outside of it. You ovtre us nothing.

Besides, you had two hundred and
^ty i^s^as from the doctor to buy

the material. Here . . . (Froduc-
ing a paper from under her scapu-
lar) is the account of the way they
have been spent, so you can see fcr

yourself and answer for it, since

dehcacy will not permit that we
should be asked how it was used.

TERESA
(embarrassed and con^

fused) . What do you mean? Why,
Mother Crucifixion!

viCARESS. That is all there is to it.

You wiU find the account is correct*

(TERESA takes the paper and hav-
ing folded it, puts it in her dress

.

)

PRIORESS (to the NUNS who have
been loorldng). You may remove
the table and gather up th^e
things.

TERESA. No, Mother—^let me do it

I will pick up ever3^thing.

{The PRIORESS makes a sign and aU
the NUNS rise and leave the room,
except only herself, the vicaress^

the MISTRESS OF NOVICES, and sis-

ter JOANNA OF THE CROSS.)

PRIORESS (to Teresa). What time
do you go?

TERESA. My father is ccmiing for

me at five, but . . . Antonio has
asked me . . . before I go . . .to
say that he would Bke to see you al
and thank you, and tell you how
happy and grateful he is to you for

the little girl you have brou^it up*

PRIORESS. We shall be very glad to

him.

VICARESS. Glad or not glad, no mat-

ter; it is our obligation. He caniiQt

expect to carry her off like a thief in

the night, and have no woman
a question.
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TERESA. I will call you when he
comes.

{The PRIORESS, the vicaress and
the MISTRESS OF NOVICES gO OUt.

TERESA and SISTER JOANNA OF THE
CROSS remain behind picking up
and arranging the papers^ patterns

and scraps that have been left on
the seats or about the floor. They
say nothing but presently teresa
throws herself on her knees before

the NUN.)

TERESA. Sister Joanna of the Cross!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. What
do you want, my child?

TERESA. Now that we are alone,

bless me while there is no one here

to see—no, not one—^for you are

my mother, more than all the rest!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Get
up. (teresa gets up) Don’t talk

like that! We are all equal in God’s
house.

TERESA- But in my heart you are the

first. You mustn’t be angry at what
I say. How can I help it? Is it my
fault, though I have struggled

against it all my life, that I have
come to love you so?

BISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. YeS,

you have struggled. You have been
wilful . . . (Then seeking at once
to excuse her) But it was because
you w^e strong and well. When a
child is silent and keeps to herself

in a comer, it is a sign that she is

sick or thinking of some evil. But
you . . .

TERESA. Ay, Mother! Where do you
suppose that I came from?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. From

Heaven, my daughter, as all of us

have come.

TERESA. Do you really think that

we have all come from Heaven?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. At

least you have come from Heaven
to me. You say that I am your

mother more than the rest; I don’t

know—it may be. But I know that

for years you ha\ e been all my hap-

piness and joy.

TERESA. Mother!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. I WaS
SO glad to hear you laugh and see

you run about the cloisters! It was
absurd, but I always felt—^not now,
for you are grown up now—^but

for years I always felt as if you
must be I, myself, scampering and
playing. For I was just your age

now, a little more or less, when you
came into the Convent. And it

seemed to me as if I was a child

again and had just begun to live.

You were so little, so busy—yes,

you were—^but I was busy too, if

you only knew, before I entered

here, at home in our house in the

village. I was always singing and
dancing, although we were very
poor. My mother went out every
day to wash in the river or to do
housework—she had so many chil-

dren!—^and I was always carrying

one about in my arms. And when I

entered here, as I could do, thanks

to some good ladies, who collected

the money for my dowry—God re-

ward them for it—although I had a
real vocation, I was sorrowful and
homesick thinking of my little

brothers and sisters! How I used to

ciy in the dark comers, and I never
dared to say a word! Then the
Mother told me that if my melan-
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choly didn’t leave me she would be
obliged to send me home. And then
you came and I forgot everything!
That is why I say you came to me
from Heaven. And 1 don’t want you
to think I am angry, or ashamed—
or that it has ever given me a mo-
ment’s pain to have loved you.

TERESA. Is that the reason that you
scold me so?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. When
have I ever scolded you?

TERESA. Oh, so many times! But no
matter. I always tell Antonio, Sister

Joanna of the Cross is my mother.

She is my mother, my real mother!
So now he always calls you mother
whenever he speaks of you.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. My
daughter, will you be ^ppy with
him?

TERESA. Of course! I am sure I wiU.

He is so good, he is so happy! He
says he doesn’t know where it is aU
his happiness comes from, because

his fadier, who is dead now, was
more mournful than a willow, and
his mother, poor lady, whenever
anything happened to her that was
good, burst right out crying. How
do you suppose it was she ever

managed to have such a boy? It

must be that sad mothers have
happy children. How does it seem
to you?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. HoW
do I know?

TERESA. It must be that way. The
first boy I have is going to be

—

what is the solemnest thing in the

world? No, the first is going to be
an architect, like his father; but the

second can be a missionary, and go
to China if he wants to, and con-
vert the heathen. Just think what it

would be to have a son who was a
saint! I shouldn’t have to be so
humble in heaven, then, should I?

I should have influence. And here
you are all the time. Sister Joanna
of the Cross, praying for me and
preparing miracles. So you see I

have a good start already.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. HoW
you do love to talk!

TERESA. Isn’t it foolish, Mother?
Don’t I? Listen! When you were
little didn’t you ever want to be f,

boy? I did. I used to cry because I

thought then that I could have been
anything I wanted to be—^this, that,

I didn’t care what it was—Captain-

General, Archbishop, yes. Pope,
even! Or something else. It used to

make me mad to think that because
I was a girl I couldn’t even be an
acolyte. But now, since—^well, since

I love Antonio, and he loves me, I

don’t care; it doesn’t make any dif-

ference any more, because if I am
poor and know nothing, he is wise
and strong; and if I am foolish and
of no account, he is, oh, of so much
worth! And if I have to stay behind
at home and hide myself in the

comer, he can go out into the world
and mount, oh, so high—^wherever

a man can go—and instead of mak-
ing me envious, it makes me so

happy! Ah, Sister Joanna of the

Cross, when she truly loves a man,
how humble it makes a girl!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Do
you really love him so?

TERESA. More than life itself! And
that is all too little. Maybe it’s a

sill, but I can tell you. !> you be-
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lieve ihsit we will meet in Heaven
the persons we have loved on earth?

Because if I don^t meet him there

and I can t go on loving him always

just the same as I do now, no, more
than I do now . . .

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS (in-

terrupting), Hush! Peace! You
mustn’t say such things. It is a sin.

TERESA, Ay, Sister Joanna of the

Cross! How sweet it is to be in love!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS- But
he . . . he . . . Does he love you
too, so much?

TERESA. Yes, he loves me. How
much, I don’t know; but it doeaa’t

make any matter. What makes me
happy is that I love him. You
ue^n’t think that sometimes

—

very seldom though—^I haven’t

been afraid that perhaps some day
he might stop loving me. It used to

make me s^. But if I had ever

thought that some day I could stop

loving him ... No, it would be
better to die first; for then, what
would be the good of life?

SIETER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Ah,
my child! To continue in God’s
level

TERESA. Do you kuow how I would
Mss to sp^id my Me? All of it?

Sitting c» the ground at his feet,

iookiDg iqp into his eyes, just listen-

s' to bhn talk- You don’t know
Iktw he can talc He knofws every-
thing—everything that there is to

know in the and he tells you
such things! Tlie tilings that ym.
always have known yourself, in

your heart, and you couldn’t find

out how to say them. Even wh^ he
doesn’t say anything, if he shc^dd

be speaking some language which
you didn’t understand, it is wonder-
ful ... his voice ... I don’t

know how to explain it, but it is

his voice—a voice that seems as if it

had been talking to you ever since

the day you were bom! You don’t

hear it only with your ears, but
with your whole body. It’s like tlie

air which you see and breathe and
taste, and which smells so sweetly

in the garden beneath the tree of

paradise. Ah, Mother! The first day
that he said to me ‘^Teresa”—^you

see what a simple thing it was, my
name, Teresa—^why, it seemed to

me as if nobody ever had called me
by my name before, as if I never
had heard it, and when he went
away, I ran up and down the street

saying to myself "Teresa, Teresa,

Teresa!” under my breath, without
knowing what I was doing, as if I

walked on air!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. YoU
frighten me, my child.

TERESA. Do I? Why?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Be-
cause you love him so. For earthly

kyve - . . I mean ... it seems to

me St is like a fiower, that we find

by the side of the road—a little

brightness that God grants us to

he§ us pass through life, for we
are weak and frail; a drop of honey
spread upon our bread each day,
which we should receive gladly,

but with trembling, and keeping
our hearts whole, daugMer, for it

will surely pass away.

TKRESA. It cannot pass away!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. It

may; and then what will be left to

your soul, if you have set your sSi
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on tlm delight, and it has passed sister joanna of the cross {sei7>
ing her hand). Ah! How tall he is!

TERESA (humbly). You mustn't be
angry with me, Mother, No! Look
at me! It isn't wrong, I know. Lov-
ing him, I ... he is so good, he
is so good . . . and good, it can-
not pass away!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Is he
a good Christian?

TERESA. He is good. Sister.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. But
does he fear God?

TERESA. One day he said to me: "I
love you because you know how to
pray.” Don’t you see? And another
time: feel a devotion toward you
as toward some holy thing,” He!
Devotion! To me! And whenever I

think of that, it seems to me as if I

was just growing better, as if all at

once I was capable of everything
there was to do or suffer in the
world—so as to have him always
feel that way!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. I hear
some one in the parlor. Draw the
curtains.

(TERESA, pulling the cord, draws
the curtains over the windows,
shutting off the light. The fore part

of the stage remains in shadow, but
the outer parlor is brightly illumi-

nated, ANTONIO has entered and
may be seen through the crack

where the curtains pm. He is

twenty-five years of age, welhbmlt,

manly and sensUive of feature. Me
remains alone and his footsteps

may be heard em the as he
paces nertxmdy up and down.)

TERESA (in ki low voice, going up #0

TERESA. Yes, he is tall. Doesn’t he
look splendidly though?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. YeS,
he does. Has he golden hair?

TERESA. No, it’s the light; his hair
is dark brown, and his eyes are be-
tween violet and blue. It's too bad
you can't see them. They are so

beautiful! When he talks, they
sparkle.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS- HoW
old is he?

TERESA. Just twenty-five.

(ANTONIO crosses from one side to

the other, and continues to pace
back and forth.)

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. He
seems to be of a very active dis-

position.

TERESA. That is because he is im-
patient. Shall I speak to him and
teU him you are here?

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS

ing back)

.

Not

TERESA. Why not? He loves you
dearly, (In a hw voice, going up
to the grdle) Good ah&moaa, An-
tonio.

ANTCMSfio (looking dxmt from one
side to the other)

,

Teresa?

are you?

TERESA (laughing). Here, boy,

here; behind the grille. It is easy to

see you are not accustomed to call-

ing on 3U1BS.
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ANTONIO. Can’t you run back the

curtain?

TEKESA. No, because I am not alone.

Can’t you guess who is with me?
My mother.

ANTONIO. Sister Joanna o£ the

Cross?

lEBESA (to the NUN, delighted be-

cause he has guessed it ) . There! Do
you see? (To antonio) Sister Jo-

anna of the Cross—exactly. We
have been watching you through

the grille, and she says that she

thinks you are a very handsome
young man.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. Good-

ness gracious! You mustn’t pay any

attention to what she says.

TERESA. Don’t be angry. Mother. I

think so myself.

ANTONIO. You never told me that

before.

TERESA. That is because in here,

where you can’t see me, I’m not so

embarrassed to teU you. Listen!

We have to send in word now that

you are here; but I want you to tell

my mother something first, for if

you stand there like a blockhead

without opening your mouth, I am
going to be very much ashamed,

after all the time I have q)ent in

sin^g your praises.

^^NTONio. What do you want me to

tell her?

TERESA. What you have in your

heart.

ANTONIO. But I don’t know whether

it is proper to tell it to a religious.

although it is in my heart, for I

love her dearly.

TERESA. Ahl I tell her that a million

times a day.

ANTONIO. Then let us tell her to-

gether two millLon; because I must

say to you. Madam, that it is impos-

sihle to know Teresa and not to

love you.

TERESA. What a treasure is- this

mother of mine!

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. For

shame, my child! {Blushing, to an-

tonio) I also have a great affection

for you, sir, for this child has been

teaching me to love you. She is a

little blind perhaps, and trusting,

for that is natural. She knows noth-

ing of the world, and we—how
were we to teach her? And now
you ai*e going to take her far away,

but don’t take her heart away from

us, sir, and break ours, when we let

her hand go.

ANTONIO. Madam, I swear to you
now that I shall always kneel in

reverence before the tenderness and
-virtue which you have planted in

her soul.

TERESA. I told you that he was very

good. Mother.

sister JOANNA OF THE CROSS. May
God make you both very happy.

And may God remain with you, for

his handmaid must go now and

seek the Mother.

ANTONIO. But you are coming back?

sister JOANNA OF THE CROSS. With
the sisters . . . Yes, I think so.

Good-bye. I have been so happy to
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know you. (sister joaiwa of the
CROSS goes out, greatly moved,
TERESA remains standing by the
grille until the nxjn has disap-
peared, without speaking a word,)

ANTONIO. Now you can draw back
the curtain.

TERESA. Yes, a little.
( She runs back

the curtain a little way) But it

won't do you any good, because
you wont be able to see me. Do
you really like my mother? Do you
really? Why are you so silent? What
are you thinking about?

ANTONIO. I don't know; it is very
strange. Since I have come into this

room, since I have heard your
mother speak, and have heard you,
behind this grille, without knowing
for certain where you were m the
dark, I have been almost afraid to
love you. But ah—^how I do love
you!

TERESA. I like that better.

ANTONIO. Teresa!

TERESA. What is it?

ANTONIO. Will you never forget,

will you carry with you always
wherever you go, this peace and
this calm?

TERESA. With you, Antonio?

ANTONIO. Yes, into the world, be-
yond these walls; for in the world
we make so much useless noise.

And you— see it now—^you are the

mistress of peace and of calm.

TERESA (laughing). I the mistress

of calm? As if I hadn't been a little

flyaway all my life, without an idea

in my nead! Mother Crucifixion
says that since I was passed in on
the wheel there hasn't been one
moment in this house of what the
rules call “profound calm." I know
I don't talk much when I am with
you—we have been together such
a little while, and it has been all too
short to listen to you; but you will
see when I grow bolder and am not
afraid. You will have to put cotton
in your ears then. Ah, Antonio!
Only think, we are going to have
all our lives to be together and
listen to each other talk and tell

each other things—^that is, all our
lives for you to tell me things, be-
cause I . .

. you will find out soon
enough. Tell me really, truly, An-
tonio: aren't /ou going to 1^ aw-
fully ashamed to have such an
ignorant wife?

ANTONIO. Ignorant or learned?

TERESA. I? Learned? In what?

ANTONIO, In a science which I did
not know, and which you have
taught to me.

TERESA. You are joking.

ANTONIO. I am in earnest. Until I

met you, I knew nothing; I did not
even know myself.

TERESA. Pshaw!

ANTONIO. You mustn’t laugh. EHd it

ever seem to you, Teresa, that our
soul was like a palace?

TERESA. Of course it is! It is like a
casde. Santa Teresa says so: The
soul is like a castle—the interior of

a castle, all made of one diamond
above and below. And it has seven
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courts, and in the last is stored a

great treasure . . .

AKTONio, Then in the innermost

diamber of my soul was stored the

love I have for you, and if you had
not come and opened the door

yourself, and helped me to find it,

I should have passed all my life in

ignorance, without knowing any-

thing was there.

TEEESA. Don’t repeat such heresies!

ANTONIO, Is it a heresy—^the love I

bear for you? No, it is a religion

—

the only one for me! My girl! Seven
courts, you say? Then with a great

effort I had passed into the first

and I was running here and there

aimkssly, and you don’t know what
horrible things I found—every-

where I stumbled on. They were
my own traits, I was cold, selfish,

proud, without trust or faith, with-
out otl^r ambitions than material

desires—^to pass through life easily

and well, to be the fir^ in my own
petty world, incapable of sacrifice,

of abnegation, of compassion, of

disinterested love.

TEBESA- No! No! You were no such
tiling.

ANTONIO. But I lived as if I were!
What difference did it make? But
th^ oiie day I heard your voice
and, summcmed by yo^ I agarn
scorched throu^ the castle, and
m the other coi^^ I be^n to find

— raier how mmky cobwebs,
sM cavmed up wih dmk—humffity
and devotkin, warmth of heart, pity
and feith m so many hofy things.
And then I found my ho^r, seif-

xespect and sympathy witii my fel-

low man, in which we live, Teresa,
for without it nothing dse is Kfe,

and I began to be a man when I

first loved you. For in these things

you are the master, and I have
learned them all from you!

TEKESA. Hushl They are coming.

(tebesa falls back from the grille,

after first drawing the curtains

again. The nuns in single file enter

silently, the youngest first, fol-

lowed at last by the mistress of
NOVICES, the vicARESs and the pri-

oress. The prioress seats herself

in the arm chair at the left of the

grille; the vicaress and the mis-

tress OF NOVICES in two other

chairs at the right. The remaining
NUNS stand or are seated round
about. TERESA supports herself with
her hand on the back of the pri-

oress’ chair, sister joanna of
THE cross approaches her and
takes her by the other hand. There
is absolute sdence as the nuns enter

and find their places. They look at

each other with expectant atten-

tion, and some nod and smile
among themselves. When they are
seated, there follows an interval of
further silence,

)

prioress. Ave Maria Purissima!

(ANTONIO, somewhat embarrassed,
and endeavoring vainly to penetrate
the darkness behind the grille, does
not answer. The prioress, after

ivaiting a moment, turns her head
and smiles mduLgently at the com-
munity) Good afternoon, young
man.

ANTONIO. Good afternoon. Madam
—or Madams—for behind the mys-
tery of this sareen, it is impossible
for me to see whether I am speak-
ing with one or with many.
{The nuns srmle quietly and dls-
creedy.)
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PRIORESS (in a low voice). Run
back the curtain, Sister Inez. (The
Sister runs back the curtain) You
are speaking with the entire com-
munity, which takes great pleasure
in knowing you*

ANTONIO. Ladies, the pleasure and
the honor are mine, and they are
much greater than you will be
ready to imagine.

SISTER INEZ. Bless us! But isn’t he a
polite and polished talker?

SISTER TORNERA. Keep Still! I want
to hear what he has to say.

ANTONIO. For a long time I have
desired greatly to visit you. Teresa

knows it, and she must have told it

to you.

PRIORESS, That is true. She has in-

deed. And we have greatly appre-

ciated your desire.

ANTONIO. But the first time I was in

this place it was Advent and the

second it was Lent; and both times

Teresa informed me that it was im-

possible for me to see you.

viCAREss. Clearly. In seasons of

penitence we receive no visitors.

ANTONIO. But now it is May and
past Easter time.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. How weU ac-

quainted he is with the calendar!

Surely you must be very , devout,

sir.

ANTONIO. I am. Madam—very; but
chiefly in worship of certain

saints who as yet are not on the

altars.

SISTER INEZ. What a nice compli-

ment! Saints, did he say? (Laugh-
ing) He is a polished talker.

ANTONIO. Ladies, after a hundred
years they will be lighting candles

to you, and invoking you in prayers,

and in gratitude they will be bring-

ing you thank offerings of crutches

and wooden legs.

SISTER TORNERA (laughing)

.

Docs
he think we are going to be the
patrons of rheumatism?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. After a hun-
dred years? You are giving us a
centu^ of Purgatory.

ANTONIO. No, Madam, by all that is

holy! I am giving you a century of

life, and entrance thereafter di-

rectly into the choir of seraphim.

PRIORESS- I fear you speak frivo-

lously, Senor Don Antonio.

ANTONIO. Madam, I was never

more earnest in my life. Whenever
I think of death, you have no idea

of the peace which enters my soul,

I remember how many saintly white

hands will be stretch^ down to me
to help me into Paradise—for I

suppose that you will be abfe to

exercise a little influence on behalf

of one of the family.

SISTER SACRARio (loughkig) . Oue of

the f^ily?

viCARE^. Certainly. We are all

Gods children.

ANTONIO, But I shstS. be so in a

dcmble ^nse; first, in my own birfh-

ri^t, and then as your son-in-law,

who are his brides.
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viCATaKss. AB! It is "aot meet to jest

about holy things.

ANTONIO. Madam, you are right.

And you will pardon me all the in-

consequences which I have said, for

I swear to you that they have been
nothing but nervousness and fear.

MiSTBESS OF NOVICES. You are not

afraid of us?

ANTONIO. I am, Madam, very—^be-

cause of the respect and admiration

in which I hold you all. I came here

more disturbed than I ever have
been before in my whole life. I do
not know whether I should thank

you, or whether I should beg your
pardon.

PRIORESS. Beg our pardon?

ANTONIO. Yes, because I fear that I

am not worthy of the treasure

which you are entrusting to me.

PRIORESS. We know already

through the doctor that you are an

honorable young man.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. And the love

which our daughter bears you is our

guarantee. Surely the Lord would
not permit His child, brought up in

His fear, to throw herself away
upon an evil man.

ANTONIO. I am not evil, no; but I

am a man, and you, ladies, with
all the great piety of your souls,

have been nurturing a flower for the

ifees. When I first knew her, my
heart whispered to me that I had
met a saint. She was a miracle.

When I first dared to speak to her,

there came over me a fear and a

trembhng that were out of the
coiuse of nature; and when I told

her that I loved her, my heart

stopped, and bade me to fall on my
knees, and now that I have come
here to beg my happiness of you, I

don't know what I can promise you
in token of my gratitude, nor how I

can give you thanks enough for the

great honor which you do me.

viCAEESS. It may be you are speak-

ing more truly than you think,

Senor Don Antonio.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Why, Moth-
er!

viCABESS. No, let me speak. For he
has said well. The girl is not one of

those worldly creatures who take to

their husbands a great store of

physical beauty. That is certain.

You cannot call her ugly, but it is

the most that can be said. Nor does

she bring with her any dower. She
is poorer than the poor. But she

carries in her heart a treasure, the

only one which we have been able

to give her, which is more priceless

than silver or gold, and that is the

fear of God. For this, sir, you must
be answerable to us, and we ask

you your word now, that you will

always respect it in her and in her
children, if you should have any,

if it should be God's holy will.

ANTONIO. Teresa shall always be
the absolute mistress of her con-

science and of my house, and my
children shall ever be that which
she desires. I pledge my word.

ppjORESs. You will never have rea-

son to regret it, for she is a good
and prudent girl.

'VICABESS. And not hypocritical, for,

although, as you have said, we have
nurtured her for the skies, we have
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never permitted ourselves to believe
that she was to reach them through
the cloister.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. Do you mean
to take her very far away?

AKTONio. Yes, Madam. That is to
say, there is no longer in the world
either far or near. We sail next
week. I am going to America as the
resident director of a firm of archi-
tects.

PRIORESS. Yes, we know already.

ANTONIO. That is tlie reason for
this haste. I do not wish to go alone.

SISTER TORNERA. Aren't you afraid

the child will be seasick? They say
you do get a terrible shaking-up
upon the sea.

SISTER MARIA JESUS. YoU mUSt
promise us to take good care of her.

SISTER INEZ. If she gets overheated

never let her drink cold water. She
is very pig-headed about that.

SISTER MARCELLA. But you mustn’t

forget that she is accustomed to

cold baths.

SISTER INEZ. If she takes cold or

gets a cough, make her drink a glass

of hot miBc with a teaspoonful of

hot rum in it, with plenty of sugar,

for that’s the only thing that will

make her sweat.

TERESA. I think perhaps I had bet-

ter attend to these matters myself.

Sister.

SISTER INEZ. Yes, you’d be a pretty

one to attend to them! Don’t you
mind what she says, Senor Don

Antonio, for she is spoiled utterly.

If you don’t give her medicines and
force the spoon down her throat,

she might be dying for all you’d
know, but she’d never ask for them
herself.

PRIORESS. We had better not con-
fuse him with too many recom-
mendations. Surely he knows the
more important precautions al-

ready.

ANTONIO (smiling). Perhaps it

would be better if you wrote them
out for me on a piece of paper.

SISTER TORNERA. A good idea!

(Laughing) If we began where
does he think we’d leave off?

SISTER SAGRARio. How many days
will you be on the ship?

ANTONIO. Two weeks.

SISTER MARCELLA. Mercyl What an
age! Suppose there should be a
storm?

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. It Will be at

least two weeks more before we can
get letters back.

ANTONIO. We will telegraph when
we arrive and we will send you a

message from the middle of the

ocean, so that you will hear from us

the same day.

SISTER INEZ. Mother of Cod! Can
they send messages now from the

middle of the ocean? How do the

words come?

TERESA. Flying through the air, like

birds.

SISTER INEZ. What will men invent

n^? When your handmaid was in
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tibe world, they came by a wire, and
yet it seemed the work of the devil,

AisTTONio. I should not advise you.

Madam, to believe that the de\^ is

ever very far away from these in-

ventions.

siOTER INEZ. Whether he is or not,

when the telegram comes it will be
safest to sprinkle it with holy

water.

PRIORESS. Ah, Sister Inez, you are

so simple! Don’t you see that the

young man is only joking?

viCARESS. It is five oclock—the

hour we were to expect your father.

ANTONIO. I do not wish to molest

you further.

PRIORESS. You do not molest us, but
we must close the parlor at five.

ANTONIO. You wiU pardon me if I

commit a terrible breach of eti-

quette, but I should like to ask you
erne favor before I go.

PRIORESS. If it is in our power to

grant . . .

ANTONIO. Although, as it seams, you
have nm back a curtain, yet the

mystery of this sareen still remains
a mystery to me, a poor sinner, in-

scrutable as before; and I should
be sorry to go away without having
se^ you face to fa^. Is it too much
to ask?

PRIORESS. For us this is a day of
giving. Draw back the curtair^
Teresa.

(teresa draws hack the curtain

from one window, a nun tJmt from
the other, lifting up the room,}

ANTONIO (bowing). Ladies! . , .

VICARESS. Well? How does the

vision appear to you?

ANTONIO. I shall never forget it as

long as I hve.

PRIORESS. Then may God go with
you, and may you live a thousand
years. (Taking teresa by the

hand) Here is her hand. See, we
give her to you with a great love,

and may you make her happy.

ANTONIO. I answer for her happi-

ness with my life.

PRIORESS. And may God go with
you.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Teresa will

give you from us two scapularies,

die remembrances of a mm. They
are not worth anything, but they
have lain beside the reliquary of

our father, the blessed Saint Dom-
inic. Keep them in memory of this

day.

ANTONIO. I shall treasure them,
ladies, from this hour. And I pray
you, remember me always in your
prayers.

VICARESS. And upon your part do
not forget to pray with them from
time to time, for although it lies

withm the province of everyone to

help our souls along the way to

heaven, yet we must take the first

steps ourselves. And may God go
witib you.

AUL. God go with you.

ANTONIO. Ladies! (He retires

and disappears, A nun draws the
curtain ooer the grille. Then a mo-
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TTwnts silence. Some of the nuns
sigh and say:]

msNS. Ah, Lord! Good Lordl May it

be God's holy will!

(The bell by the door rings twice,)

viCAKESs. I thought so—your
father.

(TERESA stands in the midst of the
group of NUNS, bewildered, look-

ing from one to the other, greatly
moved, sister tornera goes to
open the door.)

PRIORESS. Ask him to come in.

(The DOCTOR enters on the arm of
SISTER TORNERA. He IS now Very
old, but neither decrepit nor cast

down.)

DOCTOR. Good afternoon, ladies;

good afternoon, daughter.

TERESA (kissing his hand). Good
afternoon, father.

DOCTOR. The whole assembly—^the

parting, eh? Well, did you see the

young man? (The nuns do not an-

swer) A fine fellow, isn't he? He
is waiting outside. We have an hour
in the coach before we arrive at the
station, so you had better get ready
now, daughter, (teresa goes out

with sister JOANNA OF THE CROSS

)

Ah! The trunk? Good! Carry it to

the door. The boys outside will take

care of it. (Two nuns lift the trunk

and carry U out by the door on the

fight) There, that is done. {He
seats hknself in the priori^’
chair) Well, how are we toda)^

PRIORESS. You see. Doctor.

mistress of NOVICES. Who would
ever have believed it ei^een years

ago? ' - ^ ‘

DOCTOR. Eighteen years? We are
growing old. Mother. We are grow-
ing old.

PRIORESS. That is not the worst of
it.

SISTER INEZ. How old are you noWy
Doctor?

DOCTOR. Seventy-eight, Sister.

SISTER INEZ. No One would ever
think it.

DOCTOR (attempting a witticism so

as to cheer up the nuns). That is

because I am preserved in sanctity,

like a fly in thick syrup. (Btd none
of the NUNS laugh) A little mourn-
ful today, eh?

SISTER MARCEiXA. What else dki
you expect?

SISTER SAGRARio. She is uot cveB
going to be married in our chapel.

DOCTOR. No, his mother is old and
sick, and naturally she wants him
to he with her, so they must be
married in her house.

PRIORESS Naturally, Poor woman!
(A pause.)

MISTRESS OF mWlCES, ^ g<»g
so far away!

DOCTOR. But die will come backy

Mother. She will come bade.

PRIORESS. She knows nothing of the

world.

DOCTOR. There is no cause to be
alarmed. He is an honorable man.

viCARE^ Yes, he seems to be one.

(tebesa and sister joanna of
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I'HE CROSS re-enter. It is plain that

ihey have both been crying.

TERESA, wearing a mantilla, and
with her coat on, carries a shawl
j>ver her arm for use as a wrap on
the voyage. She stops in the middle

of the room and stands still:, not
daring to say good-bye.)

jMxrroR. Well? Are we ready now?

TERESA. Yes . . . Now . . .

POCTOIR. Then say good-bye. It is

Jate. We must be going, daughter.

<*RiORESS. Yes, you must not delay.

TERESA {throwing herself on her

knees before the prioress and kiss-

ing her scapular)

.

Mother!

PRIORESS. Rise, my daughter, rise.

TERESA. Bless me. Mother I Bless

me!

PRIORESS. May God bless you; so.

Rise.

{As TERESA rises, the nun em-
braces her.

)

TERESA. Mother! I don’t know what
to say to you ... I don’t know
how to leave you . , . but you
must forgive me all the wrong I

have ever done in all these years. I

have been foolish, wilful. I have
made so much trouble for you
aS. You must forgive me, I would
like to do something great, some-
thing splendid for you all. But

—

but may God reward you! May God
reward you! God reward you! {She
bursts into tears.)

PRIORESS. My daughter, cornel You
must not cry. You must not allow
yourself to he afflicted so.

TERESA. I am not afflicted. Mother;

but ... it’s .. . Mother, I can
never forget you! You must pray
for me, pray for me! And you must
never forget me!

PRIORESS. Ah, no, my child! Never!

We will pray God to help you, and
to be with you, and you must pray

to Him for guidance and for coun-
sel always, whenever you are

troubled or perplexed in anything.

For the libeiiy which they enjoy in

the world is like a sword in the

hands of a child, and life at best is

hard, and bitter oftentimes.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. Be thankful
that your heart is well steeled to re-

sist all the temptations that may
come. Is it not, my daughter?

TERESA. It is. Mother.

PRIORESS. Will you promise always
to be reverent and good?

TERESA. Yes I Yes, Mother!

viCARESS. Remember that your ob-
ligation is greater than that of
others, because you have come
forth from God’s own house.

TERESA. Yes! Yes, Mother!

PRIORESS. Remember ail the bless-
ings He has showered upon you
from the cradle; remember that
your whole life has been as a mir-
acle, that you have lived here as
few have ever lived, that you have
been brought up as few have ever
been brought up, like the Holy Vir-
gin herself, in the very temple of
the Lord.

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. As He was
to the Evangelist, so God has been
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to you a father and a mother, more eyes, and say a prayer for me when
than to any other living thing. life itself has closed 1

PRIORESS. Remember that you are
the rose of His garden and the
grain of incense upon His altar.

TERESA. Yes! Mother, yes! I will!

. . I will remember all . . . all

. . . aU . . .

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. And do not
forget each day to make an exami-
nation of your soul.

TERESA- No, Mother.

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. And
write often.

TERESA. Yes, Mother.

nocTOR. It is time to go, Teresa.

TERESA {throwing herself suddenly

into his arms). Oh, father! Promise

me never to leave them! Never
abandon them!

DOCTOR. Child of my heart! Ah,

may they never abandon me!—^for

this is my house. For more than

forty years I have been coming

here day by day, hour by hour, and

now there is nobody within these

walls who is older than 1. 1 have no

children. I have had my loves—^yes,

a moment s flame—^but it was so

long ago! I have forgotten them.

And these Sisters, who have been

mothers to you, have been daugh-

ters to me; and now, when I come,

they no longer even cover their

faces before me. Why should they?

It seems to me as if I had seen

them bom. And in this house

(greatly moued) I should like to

(he, so that they might close mv

IvHSTRESS OF NOVICES. Who is

thinking of dying. Doctor?

PRIORESS. It is time to go.

TERESA (looking from one to the

other). ArenY you going to em-
brace me?
(The NUNS, after hesitating and
glancing a moment doubtfully at

the MOTHER PRIORESS, embrace
TERESA in turn, in perfect silence.

Only SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS,

faking her into her arms, says:)

SISTER JOANNA OF THE CROSS. My
child!

PRIORESS. May you find what you
seek in the world, daughter, for so

we hope and so we pray to God.
But if it should not be so, remem-
ber, this is your Convent.

TERESA. Thanks - . . thanks . . .

(Sobbing.)

DOCTOR. Come, daughter come . . .

(The DOcrroR and tebesa go to

the door, but teresa turns when
she reaches the threshold and
embraces sister joanna of the
CROSS, passionately. Then she dis-

appears. SISTER JOANNA OF THE
CROSS rests her head against the

grille, her back to the others, and

weeps silently. A pause. The bells

of the coach are heard outside as it

drives away.)

MISTRESS OF NOVICES. They are go-

ing now.

(The chapel bell rings summoning

the NUNS to choir.)

PRIORESS. The summons to the

choir.
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MISTBESS OF NOVICES. Come, Sis-

ters! Let us go there.

(AU TTiake ready to go out sadly.

The viCAKESS, sensing the situation,

io her mind demoralizing^ feels it

to be her duty to provide a remedy.
She, too, is greatly moved, but mak-
ing a supreme effort to control her-

self, says in a voice which she in

vain endeavors to make appear
calm, but which is choked in utter-

ance by tears:)

viCARESS. One moment. I have ob-
served o£ late . . . that some . . .

in the prayer . . . have not been
marking suflBciently the pauses in

the middle of the lines, while on the

other hand, they drag out the last

words interminably. Be careful of

this, for your Reverences know that

the beauty of the office Hes in

rightly marking the pauses, and in

avoiding undue emphasis on the

end of die phrase. Let us go there.

(The NUNS file out slowly, sister

JOANNA OF THE CROSS, unnoticed,

remains alone. With a cry, she falls

upon her knees beside an empty
chair.)

CURTAIN
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SIX CHARACTERS IN SEARCH OF
AN AUTHOR

A COMEDY IN THE MAKING

ACT ONE

N, B. The Comedy is without acts or scenes. The 'performance is inter-
rupted once, without the curtain being lowered, when the manager and
the chief characters withdraw to arrange the scenario. A second interrup-
tion of the action takes place when, by mistake, the stage hands let the
curtain down.
The spectators will find the curtain raised and the stage as it usually

is during the daytime. It will be half dark, and empty, so that from the
beginning the public may have the impression of an impromptu perform-
ance.

prompter’s box and a small table and chair for the manager.
Two other small tables and several chairs scattered about as during

rehearsals.

The actors and actresses of the company enter from the hack of the

stage:

first one, then another, then two together: nine or ten in all. They are

about to rehearse a Pirandello play: Mixing It Up. Some of the company
move off towards their dressing rooms, the prompter who has the *^booK*

under his arm, is waiting for the manager in order to begin the rehearsal.

The actors and actresses, some standing, some sitting, chat and smoke.

One perhaps reads a paper; another cons his part.

Finally, the manager enters and goes to the table prepared for him.

His secretary brings him his mail, through which he glances, the promp-
ter takes his seat, turns on a light, and opens the ^‘book."^

the manager {throwing a letter

down on the table). I can’t see. (To
PROPERTY man) Let^s liave a little

Iglit, please?

PROPERTY MAN. Yes SIT, yes, at

Cttice*

(A light comes down on to the

stage.}

Second act of “Mixing it Up.” {SUs
down.)
{The actors and actresses go from
the front of the stage to the wings,

aM except the three who are to be-

gin the rehearsal.)

THE PROMPTER {reading the

*"book""). Gala’s house. A cu-

rious room serving as dining-room

and study.”
THE MANAGER (clapping his

hands). Come along! Come alongl

62^
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THE MANAGER {tO PROPERTY MAn)»
Fix up the old red room.

PROPERTY MAN (noting it dowu)

,

Fed set. All right!

THE PROMPTER (continuing to read

from the *‘boolt^), “Table already-

laid and writing desk with books

and papers. Book-shelves. Exit rear

to Leo’s bedroom. Exit left to

kitchen. Principal exit to right.”

THE MANAGER (energetically).

Well, you imderstand: The princi-

pal exit over there; here, the

kitchen. (Turning to actor who
is to play the part of Socrates) You
make your entrances and exits here.

(To PROPERTY man) The baize

doors at the rear, and curtains.

PROPERTY man (noting it down).
Right oh!

PROMPTER (reading as before).

“When the curtain rises, Leo Gala,

dressed in cook s cap and apron, is

busy beating an egg in a cup.

Philip, also dressed as a cook, is

beating another egg. Guido Ven-
anzi is seated and listening.”

IPADING man (to manager). Ex-
cuse me, but must I absolutely wear
a cook s cap?

THE MANAGER (ormoyed)

.

I imag-
ine so. It says so there anyway,
(Pointing to the ^book."^)

3LEADING MAN. But it’s ridiculous!

THE MANAGER (jumping up in a

rage). Ridiculous? Ridiculous? Is

it my fault if France wont send us

any more good comedies, and we
are reduced to putting on Piran-

dello’s works, where nobody un-
derstands anything, and where the

author plays the fool with us all?

(The actors grin, the manager
goes to leading man and shouts)

Yes sir, you put on the cook’s cap
and beat eggs. Do you suppose that

with aU this egg-beating business

you are on an ordinary stage? Get
that out of your head. You repre-

sent the shell of the eggs you are

beating! (Laughter and comments
among the actors) Silence! and
listen to my explanations, please!

(To leading man) “The empty
form of reason without the fullness

of instinct, which is blind.”—^You

stand for reason, your wife is in-

stinct. It’s a mixing up of the parts,

according to which you who act

your own part become the puppet
of yourself. Do you understand?

leading man. Im hanged if I do.

THE manager. Neither do I. But
let’s get on with it. It’s sure to be
a glorious failure anyway. (Confi-
dentially) But I say, please face

three-quarters. Otherwise, what
with the abstruseness of the dia-

logue, and the public that won’t be
able to hear you, the whole thing
will go to hell. Come on! come on!

PROMPTER. Pardon sir, may I get
into my box? There’s a bit of a
draught.

THE MANAGER. Yes, yes, of course!

At this point, the door-keeper has entered from the stage door and ad-
vances towards the manager s table, taking of his braided cap. During
this manoeuvre, the Six Characters enter, stop by the door at back of
stage, $0 that when the door-keeper is about to announce their coming
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to THE MANAGER, they are already on the stage. A tenuous light surrounds^ irradiated by them—the faint breath of their fantastic

T/ifs light will disappear when they come forward towards the actors.
They preserve^ however

j something of the dream lightness in which they
seem almost suspended; but this does not detract from the essential reality
of their forms and expressions.

He who is known as the father is a man of about SO: hair^ reddish
in color, thin at the temples; he is not bald, however; thick mustaches,
falling over his still fresh mouth, which often opens in an empty and un-
certain smile. He is fattish, pale; with an especially wide forehead. He
has blue, oval-shaped eyes, very clear and piercing. Wears light trousers
and a dark jacket. He is alternatively mellifluous and violent in his manner.

THE MOTHER seems crushed and terrified as if by an intolerable weight
of sharne and abasement. She is dressed in modest black and wears a thick
widows veil of cripe. When she lifts this, she reveals a wax-like face.
She always keeps her eyes downcast.
THE STEP-DAUGHTER is doshing, olmost impudertt, beautiful. She wears

mourning too, but with great elegance. She shows contempt for the timid
half-frightened manner of the wretched boy (14 years old, and also
dressed in black); on the other hand, she displays a lively tenderness for
her little sister, the child (about four), who is dressed in white, with a
black silk sash at the waist.

THE SON (22) tall, severe in his attitude of contempt for the father,
supercilious and indifferent to the mother. He looks as if he had come
on the stage against his will

DOOR-KEEPER (cop in hand). Ex-
cuse me, sir . . .

the manager (rudely). Eh? What
is it?

DOOR-KEEPER (timidly). These
people axe asking for you, sir.

THE manager (furious). I am re-

hearsing, and you know perfectly

well no one^s allowed to come in

during rehearsals! (Turning to the

Characters) Who are you, please?

What do you want?

THE father (coming forward a lit-

tle, followed by the others who
seem embarrassed)

.

As a matter of

fact . . . we have come here in

search of an author . . .

THE manager ( half angry, halj

amazed). An author? What author?

THE father. Any author, sir.

THE manager. But there's no au-

thor here- We are not rehear^g
a new piece.

the step-daughter (mvackmsly)

.

So much the better, so much the

better! We can be your new piece.

an actor (coming forward from
the others) . Oh, do you hear that?

the father (to step-daughter) .

Yes, but if the author isn't here . . .

(To manager) . . . tmless you
would be willing . . .
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THE MANAGEK. You are trying to

be funny.

THE FATHER. No, for Heaven’s sake,

what are you saying? We bring you
a drama, sir.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. We may be
yoxir fortune.

THE MANAGER. Will you oblige me
by going away? We haven’t time

to waste with mad people.

THE FATHER {meUvfluously)

.

Oh
sir, you know well that life is full of

infinite absurdities, which, strangely

enough, do not even need to appear

plausible, since they are true.

THE MANAGER. What the devil is he
talking about?

THE FATHER. I say that to reverse

the ordinary process may weU be

considered a madness: that is, to

create credible situations, in order

that they may appear true. But per-

mit me to observe that if this be
madness, it is the sole raison d'etre

of your profession, gentlemen. (The
actors h>Qk hurt and perplexed.)

THE MANAGER {getting Up and
lookmg at him). So our profession

seems to you one worthy of m^-
men then?

THE FATHER. Well, to make seem
true th^ true . . .

any need ... for a joke

asitw^e . . . Isn’t that your mis-
sfem,. genlfeBen: to Me to fan-

tastic characters on the

THE MANAGER {wtefpretmg the m-
ing anger of the Company). But I

would beg you to believe, my d^r
sir, that the profession of the come-

dian is a noble one. If today, as
things go, the playwrights give us
stupid comedies to play and pup-
pets to represent instead of men,
remember we are proud to have
given life to immortal works here
on these very boards! (The actors,

satisfied^ applaud their manager).

THE FATHER ( interrupting furi-

ously) . Exactly, perfectly, to living

beings more ^ve than diose who
breathe and wear clothes: beings
less real perhaps, but truer! I agree
with you entirely. {The actors look

at one another in amazement.

)

THE MANAGER. But what do you
mean? Before, you said . . .

THE FATHER. No, excuse me, I

meant it for you, sir, who were cry-

ing out that you had no time to lose

with madmen, while no one better

than yourself knows that nature
uses the instrument of human fan-

tasy m order to pursue her high
creative purpose.

THE MANAGER. Very well,—^but

where does all this take us?

THE FATHER. Nowhercl It is merely
to show you that one is bom to

life in many forms, in many shapes,

as tree, or as stone, as water, as

butterfly, or as woman. So one may
abo be bom a character in a play.

THE MANAGER {with feigned comic
dismay). So you and these other
friends of yours have been bom
characters?

THE FATHER. Exactly, and alive as
you seel

(manac^ and actors burst out
lauding.)
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THE FATHER (huft) . I am soiTy you
laugh, because we carry in us a
drama, as you can guess from this
woman here veiled in black.

THE MANAGER (Zosifig his jKitience
at last and almost indignant). Oh,
chuck it! Get away please! Clear
out of here! (To property man)
For Heavens sake, turn them out!

THE FATHER (resisting). No, no,
look here, we . . .

THE MANAGER (roaring). We come
here to work, you know.

LEADING ACTOR. One cannot let one-
self be made such a fool of.

THE FATHER {determined^ coming
forward) , I marvel at your incredu-
lity, gentlemen. Are you not accus-
tomed to see the characters created
by an author spring to life in your-
selves and face each other? Just
because there is no ^book” (point-

ing to the PROMPTERS box) which
contains us, you refuse to believe

THE STEF-DAXJGHTER (odvancos to-

wards MANAGER, Smiling and co-

quettish) . Believe me, we are really

six most interesting characters, sk;
side-tracked however.

THE FATHER. Ycs, that is the word!
(To MANAGER cM ot oncc) In the

sense, that % that tie author who
created us alive no kmger wished,
or was no longer able, materially

to pot,m infaiH a work ©f art. And
this was a real crime, sir; because
he who has had the luck to bebom
a character can laugh even at de«^.
He cannot die. The man, the writer,

ihe mstrument of the creation will

«die, but his creation does not die.

And to live for ever, it does not
need to have extraordinary gifts or
to be able to work wonders. Who
was Sancho Panza? Who was Don
Abbondio? Yet they live eternally
because—-live germs as they were—they had the fortune to find a
fecundating matrix, a fantasy
which could raise and nourish
them: make them live forever!

THE MANAGER. That is quite all

right. But what do you want here,
all of you?

THE FATHER. We Want to live.

THE MANAGER (ironicaUv) . For
Eternity?

the FATHER. No, sir, only fcr a
moment ... in you.

AN ACTOR. Just listen to him!

leading lady. Th^ want to hv^,
in us ... 1

JUVENILE LEAD (pointing to THE
step-daughter). Tve no objection,

as far as that one is concerned!

THE FATHER. Look here! look here!

The COTnedy has to be made. (To
the mamactr) ; But if you and
your actors are willing, we can socct

concert it among ourselves.

the manager (annoyed). Bitt

what do you want to concert? We
don’t go fn for concerts here. Here
we play chramas and ccsnedlesi

tire FATHER. Exactly! That is just

why we have come to you.

THE MANAO^. And where is the

‘book”?
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THE FATHER. It is in US I (The ac-

tors laugh) The drama is in us, and
we are the drama. We are impa-
tient to play it. Our inner passion

drives us on to this.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (disdainful^

alluring, treacherous, full of im-

pudence). My passion, sir! Ah, if

you only knew! My passion for him!

(Faints to the father and makes
a pretence of embracing him. Then
she breaks out into a loud laugh.)

THE FATHER (angrily). Behave
yourself! And please don't laugh

in that fashion.

-.tHE STEP-DAUGHTER. With yOUT
permission, gentlemen, I, who am
a two months' orphan, will show
you how I can dance and sing.

{ Sings and then dances Prenez
garde a Tchou-Thin-Tchou.)

Les chinois sont un peuple malin,

De Shangat a Fekin,

Us ont mis des ecriteux partout:

Prenez garde a Tchou-Thin-Tchou.

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES. BraVo!
Well done! Tip-top!

the manager. Silence! This isn't

a cafe concert, you know! ( Turning
to THE father in consternation):

Is she mad?

THE father. Mad? No, she's worse
than mad.

THE step-daughter (tO MAN-
AGER) . Worse? Worse? Listen!

Stage this drama for us at once!
Then you will see that at a certain

moment I . . . when this little

darling here . . . (Takes the
CHELD by the hand and leads her to

the manager) Isn't she a dear?
{Takes her up tnd kisses her)

Darling! Darling! (Firts her down
again and adds feelingly) Well,

when God suddenly takes this dear

little child away from that poor
mother there; and this imbecile

here {seizing hold of the boy
roughly and pushing him forward)
does the stupidest things, like the

fool he is, you will see me run
away. Yes, gentleman, I shall be
off. But the moment hasn't arrived

yet. After what has taken place be-

tween him and me (indicates the
FATHER with a horrible wink), I

can't remain any longer in this

society, to have to witness the
anguish of this mother here for that

fool . . . (Indicates the son)
Look at him! Look at him! See how
indifferent, how frigid he is, be-
cause he is the legitimate son. He
despises me, despises him (point-

ing to THE boy), despises this baby
here; because . . . we are bas-

tards. (Goes to THE MOTHER and
embraces her) And he doesn't

want to recognize her as his mother
—she who is the common mother
of us all. He looks down upon her
as if she were only the mother of us
three bastards. Wretch! (She says
all this very rapidly, excitedly. At
the word dastards"’' she raises her
voice, and almost spfts out the

final ^^retchr)

the mother (to THE MANAGER,
in anguish). In the name of these
two little children, I beg you . . .

(She grows faint and is about to

faU) Oh God!

THE FATHER (coming forward to

support her as do some of the ac-

tors). Quick, a chair, a chair for

this poor widow!

THE ACTORS. Is it true? Has she
really fainted?
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THE 3viANAGER. Quick, a chair!
Here!

(One of the actors brings a chair,

the others proffer assistance, the
MOTHER tries to prevent the
FATHER from lifting the veil which
covers her face.

)

THE FATHER. Look at her! Look at
her!

THE MOTHER. No, nO; Stop it

please!

THE FATHER (raising her veil)

.

Let
them see you!

THE MOTHER (rising and cover

~

ing her face with her hands, in

desperation). I beg you, sir, to

prevent this man from carrying out
his plan which is loathsome to me.

THE JMANAGER (dumbfounded)

.

I

dont understand at all. What is

the situation? Is this lady your
wife? (To THE FATHER.)

THE FATHER. Yes, gentlemen; my
wife!

THE MANAGER. But how can she
be a widow if you are alive?

(the actors find relief for their

astonishment in a loud laugh.)

THE father. Dont laugh! Don't
laugh like that, for Heaven s sake.

Her drama hes just here in this:

she has had a lover, a man who
ought to be here.

THE MOTHER (wUh a CTu) ^ No!
ISfo!

THE STEP-nAUGHTER. Fortxmately

for her, he is dead. Two months
.ago as I said. We are in mourning,

as you see.

THE father. He isn't here you see,

not because he is dead. He isn't

here—^look at her a moment and
you will understand—^because her
drama isn't a drama of the love of
two men for whom she was in-

capable of feeling anything except
possibly a Little gratitude—grati-

tude not for me but for the other.
She isn't a woman, she is a mother,
and her drama—^powerful sir, I

assure you—^lies, as a matter of
fact, all in these four children she
has had by two men.

THE MOTHER. I had them? Have
you got the courage to say that I

wanted them? (To the Company)
It was his doing. It was he who
gave me that other man, who
forced me to go away with him.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. It isn't true.

THE MOTHER (startled). Not true,

isn't it?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. No, it isn't

true, it just isn't true.

THE MOTHER. And what can you
know about it?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. It isu't trUC

Don't believe it. (To
Do you know why she says so? Fc^
that fellow there. (Indiccrtes ths
son) She tortures herself, destroys

herself on account of the neglect of

that son there; and she wants him
to believe that if she abandoned
him when he was only two years

old, it was because he (indicaies

THE father) made her do so.

THE MOTHER (vigorously). He
forced me to it, and I call God to

witness it. (To the manager) Ask
him (indicates husband) if it isn't
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true. Let him speak. You {to daugh-
ter) are not in a position to know
anything about it.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. I knOW yOU
lived in peace and happiness with
my father while he lived. Can you
deny it?

THE MOTHER. No, I don’t deny it

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. He was al-

ways full of affection and kindness

for you. (To the boy, angrily) It’s

true, isn’t it? TeU them! Why don’t

you speak, you little fooP

the mother. Leave the poor boy
alone. Why do you want to make
me appear ungrateful, daughter? I

don’t want to offend your father.

I have answered him that I didn’t

abandon my house and my son
through any fault of mine, nor from
any wilful passion.

THE FATHER. It IS true. It WAS my
doing.

DEADiNG MAN {to the Company)

.

What a spectacle!

LEADING LADY. We are the audi-
ence this time.

JUVENILE LEAD. F<^ (mcGy in a
way.

THE MANAGER {begbwmg U) get
really mterested). Lets hear them
out. Listen!

the Oh yes, you’re going to
hear a ffne hit now. He will talk
to you of the Demon of Experi-
ment.

the FATHER. You are a cynical

imbecile. I’ve told you so already a
hundred times. {To the man-
ager) He tries to make fun of me
on account of this expression which
I have found to excuse myself with.

the son {with disgust). Yes,

phrases! phrases!

the father. Phrases! Isn’t every-

one consoled when faced wdth a

trouble or fact he doesn’t under-
stand, by a word, some simple
word, which tells us nothing and
yet cahns us?

THE step-daughter. Even in the
case of remorse. In fact, especially

then.

THE FATHER. Remorse? No, that
isn’t true. I’ve done more than use
words to quieten the remorse in
me.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Yes, there was
a bit of money too. Yes, yes, a bit
of money. There were the hundred
lire he was about to offer me in
payment, gentlemen . . , XSensa-
tion of horror among the actors.)

THE SON {to THE STEP-DAUGHTER
) .

This is vile.

the STEP-DAUGHTER. Vile? There
they were in a pale blue envelope
00 a little mahogany table in the
back of Madame Pace’s shop. You
know Madame Pace—one of those
ladies who attract poor girls of
good family into their ateliers, un-
der the pretext of their selling

robes et manteaux.

THE SON. And he thinks he h^s
hou^t the right to tyrannize over
us Si with those hundred lire he
was going to pay; but which, for-
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tunately ^note this, gentlemen

—

he had no chance o£ paying.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. It was a near
thing, though, you know! (Laughs
ironically.

)

THE MOTHER (protesting). Shame,
my daughter, shame!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Shame in-
deed! This is my revenge 1 I am
dying to live that scene . . . The
room ... I see it .. . Here is

the window with the mantles ex-
posed, there the divan, the looking-
glass, a screen, there in front of
the window the little mahogany
table with the blue envelope con-
taining one hundred lire. I see it.

I see it. I could take hold of it . . .

But you, gentlemen, you ought to
turn your backs now: I am almost
nude, you know. But I don t blush:
I leave that to him. (Indicating
FATHER,

)

THE MANAGER. I don’t Understand
this at all.

THE FATHER. Naturally enough. I

would ask you, sir, to exercise your
authority a little here, and let me
speak before you believe all she is

trying to blame me with. Let me
explain.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Ah yes, ex-
plain it in your own way.

THE FATHER. But don’t you see that
the whole trouble lies here. In
words, words. Each one of us has
within him a whole w<R-ld of things,

each man of us his own special

world. And how can we ever come
to an understanding if I put in

the words I utter the sense and
value of things as I see them;

wMe you who listen to me must in-
evitably translate them according
to the conception of things each
one of you has within himself. We
think we understand each other,
but we never really do. Look here!
This woman

( indicating the
mother) takes all my pity for
her as a specially ferocious form
of cruelty.

the MOTHER. But you drove me
away.

the father. Do you hear her? 1
drove her away! She believes I
really sent here away.

the MOTHER. You kiKyw bow to
talk, and I don’t; but, believe me
sir, (to manager) after he had
married me . . . who knows why?
... I was a poor insignificant
woman . . .

the father. But, good Heavens!
it was just for your humility that
I mamed you. I loved this sim-
plicity in you. (He stops when he
sees she makes signs to contradici
him, opens his arms wide in signs

of desperation, seeing how hope-
less is to make himself under-
stood) You see die denies it. Her
mental deafness, believe me. Is

phenomenal, the limit {touches his
forehead) : deaf, deaf, mentaly
deafI She has plenty of feeling. €Si
yes, a good heart for the dnldi^;
but the brain—deaf, to the pomt
of desperation !

the step-daughter. Yes, but adk:

him 1m)w his inteHigence has
helped us.

THE FATHER. If we couH See all

the evil that may spring frcm good,
what should we do?
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{At this point the leading lady
who is biting her lips tcdth rage at

seeing the leading man fUrting

with THE STEP-DAUGHTEB, COmeS
forward and says to the man-
ager.)

LEADING LADY. Excuse me, but are

we going to rehearse today?

i^lanager. Of course, of course;

but let’s hear them out.

juvenile lead. This is something
quite new.

L^iNGENUE. Most interesting!

LEADING LADY, Yes, for the people

who like that kind of thing. ( Casts

a glance at leading man.)

THE manager {to FATHEr). You
must please explain yourself quite

clearly, {Sits down.)

THE father. Very well then: listeni

1 had in my service a poor man, a

clerk, a secretary of mine, full of

devotion, who bwame friends vidth

l^r. {Indicating the mother)
They understood one another, were
kindred souls in fact, without, how-
ever, the least suspicion of any evil

existing. They were incapable even
of thinldng of it.

THE step-daughter. So he thought
of it—for them!

the father. That's not true. I

meant to do good to them—^and to

myself, I confess, at the same time.

Things had come to the point that

I could not say a word to either of
them without their maldng a mute
appeal, one to the other, with their

eyes. I could see them silently ask-
ing each other how I was to be

kept in countenance, how I was to
be kept quiet. And ttiis, believe me,
was just about enough of itself to

keep me in a constant rage, to exas-
perate me beyond measure.

the manager. And why didn't

you send him away then—^this sec-

retary of yours?

the father. Precisely what I did,

sir. And then I had to watch this

poor woman drifting forlornly

about the house like an animal
without a master, like an animal one
has taken in out of pity.

THE MOTHER. Ah yes ... 1

the father {suddenly turning to
THE mother). It’s true about the
son anyway, isn't it?

the mother. He took my son away
from me first of all.

THE FATHER. But not from cruelty.
I did it so that he should grow up
healthy and strong by living m the
countiy.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {pointing tO
him ironically). As one can see.

THE FATHER {quickly)

.

Is it my
fault if he has grown up like this?
I sent him to a wet nurse in the
country, a peasant, as she did not
seem to me strong enough, though
she is of humble origin. That was,
anyway, the reason I married her.
Unpleasant all this may be, but
how can it be helped? My mistake
j^ssibly, but there we are! All my
life I have had these confounded
aspirations towards a certain moral
sanity. {At this point the step-
daughter bursts out into a noisy
laugh) Oh, stop, it! Stop it! I can’t
stand it.
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THE MANAGER. Yes, please stop it,

for Heaven s sake.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. But imagine
moral samty from him, if you please—^the client of certain ateliers like

that of Madame Pace!

THE FATHER. Fool! That is the
proof that I am a man! This seem-
ing contradiction, gentlemen, is the
strongest proof that I stand here a
live man before you. Why, it is

just for this very incongruity in
my nature that I have had to suffer

what I h^ve. I could not live by the
side of that woman

( indicating the
mother) any longer; but not so
much for the boredom she inspired
me with as for the pity I felt for
her.

THE MOTHER. And SO he turned me
out—

.

THE FATHER. —^well provided for!

Yes, I sent her to that man, gentle-

men ... to let her go free of me.

THE MOTHER. And to free himself.

THE FATHER. Yes, I admit it. It was
also a liberation for me. But great

evil has come of it. I meant well

when I did it; and I did it more for

her sake than mine, I swear it.

(Crosses his arms on his chest; then
turns suddenly to the mother)
Did I ever lose sight of you imtil

that other man carried you off to

another town, like the angiy fool

he was? And on account of my
pure interest in you . . . my pure
interest, I repeat, that had no base
motive in it ... I watched widi
the tenderest concern the new fam-
ily that grew up around her. She
can bear witness to this. (Points to

THE STEP-BAUCHTER.

)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Oh, yes, that s

true enough. When I was a kiddie,

so, so high, you know, with plaits

over my shoulders and knickers
longer than my skirts, I used to see
him waiting outside the school for

me to come out. He came to see
how I was growing up.

THE FATHER. This is infamous,
shameful!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. No, Why?

THE FATHER, lufamousl infamousl

(Then excitedly to manager ex-

plaining) After she (indicating

mother) went away, my house
seemed suddenly empty. She was
my incubus, but she filled my
house. I was like a dazed fly alone

in the empty rooms. This boy here
(indicating the son) was educated
away from home, and when he
came back, he seemed to me to be
no more mine. With no mother to

stand between him and me, he
grew up entirely for himself, on his

own, apart, with no tie of intellect

or affection binding him to me.
And then—strange but true—I was
driven, by curiosity at first and
then by some tender sentiment, to-

wards her family, which had come
into being through my will. The
thought of her began gradually to

fill up the emptiness I felt all

around me. I wanted to know if si^

were happy in living out the simple

daily duties of life. I wanted to

think of her as fortunate and happy
because far away from the com-
plicated torments of my spirit. And
so, to have proof of this, I used to

watch that child coming out of

school.

THE step-daughter. Yes, yes. True.

He used to follow me in the street
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and smiled at me, waved his hand,
like this. I would look at him with
interest, wondering who he might
be. I told my mother, who guessed
at once, (the mother agrees with
a nod) Then she didnt want to

send me to school for some days;

and when I finally went back, there

he was again—^looking so ridicu-

lous—with a paper parcel in his

hands. He came close to me, ca-

ressed me, and drew out a fine

straw hat from the parcel, with a

bouquet of flowers—all for me!

THE MANAGER. A bit discuTsive this,

you know!

THE SON icontemptuously )

.

Litera-

ture! Literature!

THE FATHER. Literature indeedl

This is life, this is passion!

THE MANAGER. It may be, but it

wonT act.

THE FATHER. I agree. This is only

the part feading up. I don’t suggest

this should be staged. She {point-

mg to THE step-daughter), as

you see, is no longer the flapper

with plaits down her back—

.

THE step-daughter. —and the
knickers showing below the skirt!

THE FATHER. The drama is coming
now, sir; something new, complex,
iiM>st interesting.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. As ^3011 aS

my father died . . ,

THE FATHER. —there was ab^lute
misery for them. They came back
here, urJcnown to me. Through her
stupidity! (Painting to the
mother) It is true she can barely

write her own name; but she could

anyhow have got her daughter to

write to me that they were in

need . . .

THE mother. And how was I to

divine all this sentiment in him?

THE FATHER. That is exactly your
mistake, never to have guessed any
of my sentiments.

THE mother. After so many years

apart, and all that had happened

THE FATHER. Was it my fault if

that fellow carried you away? It

happened quite suddenly; for after

he had obtained some job or other,

I could find no trace of them; and
so, not unnaturally, my interest in

them dwindled. But the drama cul-

minated unforeseen and violent on
their return, when I was impelled

by my miserable flesh that still

lives . . . Ah! what misery, what
wretchedness is that of the man
who is alone and disdains debasing
liaisons! Not old enough to do with-

out women, and not young enough
to go and look for one without
shame. Misery? Its worse than
misery; it s a horror; for no woman
can any longer give him love; and
when a man feels this . . . One
ought to do without, you say? Yes,

y^, I know. Each of us w^hen he
appears before his fellows is

clothed in a certain dignity. But
every man knows what unconfess-
able things pass within the secrecy
of his own heart. One gives way to
the temptation, only to rise from it

again, afterwards, with a great
eagerness to reestablish one’s dig-

nity, as if it were a tombstone to
place on the grave of one’s shame,
and a monument to hide the 5ngT>
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and memory of our weaknesses.
Everybody s in the same case. Some
folks haven't the courage to say
certain things, that's all!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. All appear to

have the courage to do them
though.

THE FATHER. Yes, but in secret.

Therefore, you want more courage
to say these things. Let a man but
speak these things out, and folks

at once label him a cynic. But it

isn't true. He is like all the others,

better indeed, because he isn't

afraid to reveal with the hght of

the intelligence the red shame of

human bestiality on which most
men close their eyes so as not to see

it. Woman—for example, look at

her case! She turns tantalizing in-

viting glances on you. You seize

her. No sooner does she feel her-

self in your grasp than she closes

her eyes. It is the sign of her
mission, the sign by which she says

to man: "Blind yourself, for I am
blind.”

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Sometimes
she can close them no more: when
she no longer feels the need of

hiding her shame to herself, but
diy-eyed and dispassionately, sees

orJy that of the man who has

blinded himself without love. Oh,
all these intellectual complications

make me sick, disgust me—^all this

philosophy that uncovers the beast

in man, and then seeks to save him,

excuse him ... I can t stand it,

sir. When a man seeks to "simphfy”

life bestially, throwing aside every

relic of humanity, every chaste as-

piration, every pure feeling, all

sense of ide^ty, duty, modesty,

shame . . . then nothing is more
revolting and nauseous than a cer-

tain kind of remorse—crocodiles^

tears, that’s what it is.

THE MANAGER. Let's comc to the
point. This is only discussion.

TPCE FATHER. Very good, sir! But a
fact is like a sack which won’t stand
up when it is empty. In order that

it may stand up, one has to put
into it the reason and sentiment
which have caused it to exist, I

couldn't possibly know that after

the death of that man, thev had
decided to return here, that they
were in misery, and that she (point

ing to THE mother) had gone to

work as a modiste, and at a shop of

the type of that of Madame Pace.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. A real high-

class modiste, you must know, gen-

tlemen. In appearance, she works
for the leaders of the best society;

but she arranges matters so that

these elegant ladies serve her pur-
pose . . . without prejudice to

other ladies who are . . . well
. . . only so-so.

THE MOTHER. You will believe me,
gentlemen, that it never entered

my mind that the old hag offered

me work because she had her
on my daughter.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Poor mamma!
Do you know, sir, what that woman
did when I brou^t her back the

work my mother had finished? She
would point out to me that I had
tom one of my frocks, and she

would give it back to my mother
to mend- It was I who paid for it,

always I; while this poor creature

here beBeved she was sacrificing

herself for me and these two chil-

dren here, sitting up at night sew-

ing Madame Pace's robes.
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THE MANAGER. And One day you
met there . . .

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Him, him. Yes

sir, an old client. There’s a scene

for you to play! Superb!

THE FATHER. She, the Mother, ar-

rived just then . . .

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (treacher-

ously). Almost in time!

THE FATHER { Crying out). No, in

time! in time! Fortunately I recog-

nized her ... in time. And I took

them back home with me to my
house. You can imagine now her

position and mine: she, as you see

her; and I who cannot look her in

the face.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Absurd! HoW
can I possibly be expected—after

that—^to be a modest young miss, a

fit person to go with his con-

founded aspirations for ^‘a solid

moral sanity’?

THE FATHER. For the drama lies all

in this—^m the conscience that I

have, that each one of us has. We
believe this conscience to be a

single thing, but it is many-sided.

There is one for this person, and
another for that. Diverse con-

sciences. So we have this illusion

of being one person for all, of hav-

ing a personality that is unique in

all our acts. But it isn’t true. We
perceive this when, tragically per-

haps, in something we do, we are

as it were suspended, caught up in

the air on a kind of hook. Then we
perceive that all of us was not in

that act, and that it would be an
atrocious injustice to judge us by
that action alone, as if all our exist-

ence were summed up in that one

deed. Now do you understand the

perfidy of this girl? She surprised

me in a place, where she ought not

to have knovm me, just as I could

not exist for her; and she now seeks

to attach to me a reality such as I

could never suppose I should have

to assume for her in a shameful and
fleeting moment of my life. I feel

this above all else. And the drama,

you will see, acquires a tremendous

value from this point. Then there

is the position of the others , . ,

his. . . . {Indicating the son.)

THE SON {shrugging his shoulders

scornfully) . Leave me alone! I don’t

come into this.

THE FATHER. What? You dont
come into this?

THE SON. Ive got nothing to do
with it, and don’t want to have;

because you know well enough I

wasn’t made to be mixed up in all

this with the rest of you.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. We are only

vulgar folk! He is the fine gentle-

man. You may have noticed, Mr.
Manager, that I fix him now and
again with a look of scorn while he
lowers his eyes—^for he knows the

evil he has done me.

THE SON {scarcely looking at her).

I?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. You! yOu! I

owe my life on the streets to you.

Did you or did you not deny us,

with your behaviour, I won’t say

the intimacy of home, but even that

mere hospitahty which makes
guests feel at their ease? We were
intruders who had come to disturb

the kingdom of your legitimacy.

I should like to have you witness.
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Mr. Manager, certain scenes be-
tween him and me. He says I have
tyrannized over everyone. But it

was just his behaviour which made
me insist on the reason for which
I had come into the house,—^this

reason he calls “vile”—into his

house, with my mother who is his

mother too. And I came as mistress

of the house.

THE SON. Ifs easy for them to put
me always in the wrong. But
imagine, gentlemen, tlie position

of a son, whose fate it is to see

arrive one day .at his home a young
woman of impudent bearing, a

young woman who inquires for his

father, with whom who knows what
business she has. This young man
has then to witness her return

bolder than ever, accompanied by
that child there. He is obhged to

watch her treat his father in an
equivocal and confidential manner.
She asks money of him in a way
that lets one suppose he must give

it her, must, do you understand,

because he has every obligation to

do so.

THE FATHER. But I have, as a matter

of fact, this obligation, I owe it to

your mother.

THE SON. How should I know?
When had I ever seen or heard of

her? One day there arrive with her

(indicating step-daughter) that

lad and this baby here. I am told:

“This is your mother too, you
know.” I divine from her manner
(indicating step-daughter again)

why it is they have come home. I

had rather not say what I feel and
think about it. I shouldn't even
care to confess to myself. No action

can therefore be hoped for from

me in this affair. Believe me, Mr.

Manager, I am an “unrealized”

character, dramatically speaking;
and I find myself not at all at ease
in their company. Leave me out of

it, I beg you.

the father. What? It is just be-
cause you are so that . . .

the son. How do you know what
I am like? When did you evej

bother your head about me?

the father. I admit it. I admit i!.

But isn't that a situation in itself?

This aloofness of yours which is so

cruel to me and to your mother,
who returns home and sees you
almost for the first time grown up
who doesn't recognize you but
knows you are her son . . . (Point-

ing out the mother to the man-
ager) See, she's crying!

the step-daughter (angrily,

stamping her foot). Like k fool!

the father (indicating step-

daughter). She can’t stand him
you know. (Then referring again to

the son) He says he doesn't come
into the affair, whereas he is really

the hinge of the whole action. Loc^
at that lad who is always clinging

to his mother, frighten^ and hu-
miliated. It is on account of this

fellow here. Possibly his situation is

the most painful of all. He feels

himself a stranger more than the

others. The poor little chap feels

mortiBed, humiliated at being

brought into a home out of charity

as it were. (In confidence) He is

the image of his father. Hardly
talks at all. Humble and quiet.

the manager. Oh, we'll cut him
out. You've no notion what a nui'

sance boys are on the stage . . .
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THE EATHER. He disappears soon,

you know. And the baby too. She
is the first to vanish from the scene.

The drama consists finally in this:

when that mother re-enters my
house, her family bom outside of

it, and shall we say superimposed
on the original, ends with the death

of the little girl, the tragedy of the

boy and the flight of the elder

daughter. It cannot go on, because

it is foreign to its surroundings. So
after much torment, we three re-

main: I, the mother, that son. Then,
owing to the disappearance of that

extraneous family, we too find our-

selves strange to one another. We
find we are living in an atmosphere

of mortal desolation which is the

revenge, as he (indicating son)
scornfully said of the Demon of

Experiment, that unfortunately

hides in me. Thus, sir, you see

when faith is lacking, it becomes
impossible to create certain states

of happing, for we lack the neces-

sary humihty. Vaingloriously, we
try to substitute ourselves for this

faith, creating thus for the rest of

the world a reality which we be-

lieve after their fashion, while,

actually, it doesn^t exist. For each
one of us has his own reality to be
repeated before God, even when
it is harmfril to one’s very seK.

THE MANAGES. There is something
in wh^ you s^. I assure you al
ths interests me very much. I be-

gm to think there’s the stuflF im a
drama in all this, and not a bad
drama either.

THE STEP-BAUGHTEB (cDtTiIng for-

ward), When you’ve got a char-
acter like me.

THE FATHER (shutting her up, aU

excited to learn the decision of the
manager). You be quiet!

THE manager ( reflecting, heed-

less of interruption). It’s new . . .

hem . .
.
yes . . .

THE FATHER. Absolutely new!

THE 2^iANAGER. YouVe got a nerve

though, I must say, to come here

and fling it at me like this . . .

THE FATHER. You wiU xmdcrstand,

sir, bom as we are for the stage

THE iviANAGER. Are you amateur
actors then?

THE FATHER. No. I say bom for the

stage, because . . .

THE MANAGER. Oh, nonsensc-

You re an old hand, you know.

THE FATHER. No sir, no. We act

that role for which we have been
cast, that role which we are given

in life. And in my own case, pas-

sion itself, as usually happens, be-

ccHnes a trifle theatrical when it is

exalted.

THE MANAGER. Well, Well, that will

do. But you see, without an author
... I could give you the address
of an author if you like . . ,

THE FATHER. No, no. Look here!

You must be the author.

THE MANAGER. I? What are you
talking about?

THE FATHER. Ycs, you, you! Why
not?

THE MANAGER. Because I have
never been an authc^: that’s why.
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THE FATHER. Then why not turn
author now? Everybody does it.

You don't want any special quali-

ties. Your task is made much easier

by the fact that we are all here
alive before you . . .

THE MANAGER. It WOn't do.

THE FATHER. What? When you see

us live our drama . . .

THE MANAGER- Yes, that s all right.

But you want someone to write it.

THE FATHER. No, no. Someone to

take it down, possibly, while we
play it, scene by scenel It will be
enough to sketch it out at first, and
then try it over.

THE MANAGER. Well ... I am
almost tempted. It s a bit of an
idea. One might have a shot at it.

THE FATHER. Of couTse. YouTl see

what scenes will come out of it. I

can give you one, at once . . .

THE MANAGER. By Jove, it tempts

me. rd like to have a go at it. Lefs
try it out. Come with me to my
office. (Turning to the actors)

You are at liberty for a bit, but
don’t stop out of the theatre for

long. In a quarter of an hour,

twenty minutes, all back here

again! (To the father) We’ll see

what can be done. Who knows if

we don’t get something reaUy ex-

traordinary out of it?

THE father. There’s no doubt

about it. They (indicating the
characters) had better come with

us too, hadn’t they?

THE MANAGER. Yes, yes. Come on!

come on! (Mcmes awatf and then

turning to the actors) Be punc-
tual, please! (manager and the

SIX CHARACTERS cross the Stage and
go off. The other actors remain^

looking at one another in astonish-

ment. )

EEAUiNG MAN. Is he serious? What
the devil does he want to do?

JUVENILE LEAD. This is rank mad-
ness.

THIRD actor. Does he expect to

knock up a drama in five minutes?

juvENHE LEAD. Like the impro*

visers!

LEADING LADY. If he thinks I’m

going to take part in a joke like

this . . .

JUVENILE LEAD. I’m out of it any-

way.

FOURTH actor. I should like to

know who they are. (AUudes to

characters.)

THIRD actor. What do you sup-

pose? Madmen or rascals!

JUVENILE LEAD. Aud he takes them
seriously!

l’ingenue. Vanity! He fancies him-

self as an author now.

leading man. It’s absolutely un-

heard of. If the stage has come to

tlm . . . well I’m . . .

FIFTH actor. It’s rather a joke.

THIRD actor. Well, we’ll see what’s

going to happen next.

(Thus talking, the actors learn
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the stage; some going out by the

little door at the hack; others re-

tiring to their dressing-rooms. The

curtain remains up. The action of

the play is suspended for twenty

minutes.)

ACT TWO

The stage call-hells ring to warn the company that the play is about to

begin again.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (comes OUt of

THE MANAGER s office ahng with

THE CHILD and THE BOY. As shc

comes out of the office, she

cries)— Nonsense! nonsense! Do
it yourselves! Tm not going to mix
myself up in this mess. (Turning

to THE CHILD and coming quickly

with her onto the stage) Come on,

Rosetta, let s run!

(the boy follows them slowly, re-

maining a little behind and seeming

perplexed.)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (stOpS, beuds
over THE CHILD and takes the lat-

ter s face between her hands). My
Kttle darling! You’re frightened,

aren’t you? You don’t know where
we are, do you? (Pretending to

reply to a question of the child
)

V\^at is the stage? It’s a place,

baby, you know, where people play

at being serious, a place where they
act comedies. We’ve got to act a
comedy now, dead serious, you
know; and you’re in it also, little

one. (Embraces her, pressing the

little head to her brea^, and rock-

ing THE child for a moment) Oh
darling, darling, what a horrid

comedy you’ve got to play! What a
wretched part they’ve found for

you! A garden ... a fountain
. . . look . , . just suppose, kiddie,

it’s here. Where, you say? Why,

right here in the middle. It’s all

pretence you know. That’s the

trouble, my pet: it’s all make-be-
lieve here. It’s better to imagine it

though, because if they fix it up
for you, it’ll only be painted card-

board, painted cardboard for the

rockery, the water, the plants . . .

Ah, but I think a baby like this one
would sooner have a make-believe
fountain than a real one, so she
could play with it. What a joke itll

be for the others! But for you, alas!

not quite such a joke: you who are

real, baby dear, and really play by
a real fountain that is big and green
and beautiful, with ever so many
bamboos around it that are reflected

in the water, and a whole lot of lit-

tle ducks swimming about . . .

No, Rosetta, no, your mother
doesn’t bother about you on ac-

count of that wretch of a son there.

I’m in the devil of a temper, and as

for that lad . . . (Seizes boy by
the arm to force him to take one
of his hands out of his pockets)
What have you got there? What
are you hiding? (Piilb his hand out

of his pocket, looks into it and
catches the glint of a revolver) Ah!
where did you get this? (the boy,
very pale in the face, looks at her,

but does not answer) Idiot! If I’d

been in your place, instead of loll-

ing myself. I’d have shot one of
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those two, or both of them: father

and son.

(the father enters from the office,

all excited from his work, the
MANAGER followS him.)

THE FATHER. Come On, come on,

dear! Come here for a minute!
We ve arranged everything. Its all

fixed up.

THE 3MANAGER {also cxcited)

.

If

you please, young lady, there are

one or two points to settle still.

WiU you come along?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (following him
towards the office). OufiE! what’s

the good, if you’ve arranged every-

thing.

(the father, manager and step-

daughter go back into the office

again [off] for a moment. At the

same time, the son followed by
THE MOTHER, COmCS OUt.)

THE SON (looking at the three enter-

ing office). Oh this is fine, fine!

And to think I can’t even get

away!

(the mother attempts to look at

him, hut lowers her eyes imme-
diately when he turns away from
her. She then sits down, the boy
and the child approach her. She

casts a glance again at the son,

and speaks with humble tones, try-

ing to draw him into conversation.)

THE mother. And isn’t my pimish-

ment the worst of aU? (Then seeing

from the son’s manner that he will

not bother himself about her) My
God! Why are you so cruel? Isn’t

it enough for one person to support

all this torment? Must you flien

insist on others seeing it also?

THE SON (half to himself, meaning

the mother to hear, however).
And they want to put it on the

stage! If there was at least a reason

for it! He thinks he has got at the

meaniog of it all. Just as if each
one of us in every circumstance of

life couldn’t find his own explana-

tion of it! (Pauses) He complains
he was discovered in a place where
he ought not to have been seen, in

a moment of his life which ought
to have remained hidden and kept
out of the reach of that conven-
tion which he has to maintain for

other people. And what about my
case? Haven’t I had to reveal what
no son ought ever to reveal: how
father and mother live and are man
and wife for themselves quite apart

from that idea of father and mother
which we give them? When this

idea is revealed, our life is then
linked at one point only to that

man and that woman; and as such
it should shame them, shouldn’t it?

(the mother hides her face in her

hands. From the dressing-rooms

and the little door at the hack of
the stage the actors and stage
manager return, followed by the

property man, and the prompter.
At the same moment, the manager
comes out of his office, accom-
panied by THE father and the
step-daughter.

)

THE manager. Come on, come on,

ladies and gentlemen! Hehl you
there, machinist!

machinist. Yes sir?

THE manager. Fix up the white

parlor with the floral decorations.

Two wings and a drop with a door

will do. Hurry up!

(the machinist runs off at onc6

to prepare the scene, and arranges

it while THE MANAGER talks with
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the STAGE MANAGER, the PROPERTY
MAN, and the prompter on matters

of detail.)

the MANAGER {tO PROPERTY MAN).

Jnst have a look, and see if there

isn t a sofa or divan in the ward-

robe . . .

PROPERTY MAN. Thcre’s the green

one.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. No no! Green

won’t do. It was yellow, orna-

mented with flowers—^very large!

and most comfortable!

PROPERTY MAN. There isn’t one

like thaL

THE MANAGER. It docsn’t matter.

Use the one we’ve got.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER, Doesn’t mat-

ter? It s important!

THE MANAGER. Were only trying

it now. Please don’t interfere. {To

PROPERTY man) See if we ve got a

shop window—fong and narrowish.

THE STEP-DAUGE5TER. And the Ettle

table! The little mahogany table

for the pale bine envelope!

PROPERTY MAN (tO 2v1ANAGEr).

Ihere s that little gilt one.

THE MANAGER. ThatTl do fine.

THE FATHER. A mirror.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. And the

screen! We must have a screen.

Otherwise how can I manage?

PROPERTY MAN. Thats all ri^t.

Miss. WeVe got any amonni: <rf

them.

THE MANAGER (tO THE STEP-DAUGH-

TER ). We want some clothes pegs

too, don’t we?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Yes, Several,

several!

THE MANAGER. See how many we’ve

got and bring them all.

PROPERTY MAN. All right! (the

PROPERTY MAN huTTies off to obey

his orders. While he is putting the

things in their places, the man-
ager talks to the prompter and
then with the characters and the

ACTORS.)

the manager (to prompter).
Take your seat. Look here: this is

the outline of the scenes, act by act.

(Hands him some sheets of paper)

And now Im going to ask you to do
something out of Sie ordinary.

PROMPTER. Take it down in short-

hand?

THE manager (pleasantly sur-

prised) . Exactly! Can you do short-

hand?

PROMPTER. Yes, a little.

manager. Good! (Turning to a
stage hand) Go and get some paper
from my oflBce, plenty, as much as

you can find.

(The stage hand goes off, and soon
returns with a handful of paper

which he gives to the prompter.)

THEE manager (tO PROMPTER) . YoU
foHow the scen^ as we play them,
and try and get the points down,
at any rate the most important
ones. (Then addressing the actors)
Clear the stage, ladies and gentle-

men! Come over here (pointing to

the left) and listen attentively.
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UEABiNG LADY. But, excuse me, we

THE MANAGER {guessing her
thought). Don't worry! You wont
Lave to improvise.

LEADING MAN, What Lave we to do
then?

THE MANAGER. Nothing. For the
moment you just watch and listen.

Everybody will get his part written
out afterwards. At present were
going to try the thing as best we
can. They re going to act now.

THE FATHER (os if fallen from the
clouds into the confusion of the
stage ) . We? What do you mean,
if you please, by a rehearsal?

THE MANAGER. A lehearsal for

them, {Points to the actors.)

THE FATHER. But since we are the
characters , . .

THE MANAGER. All right: "charac-

ters” then, if you insist on calling

yourselves such. But here, my dear
sir, the characters don't act. Here
the actors do the acting. The char-

acters are there, in the "book”
(pointing towards prompter's box)—^whea there is a ‘hook”l

THE FATHER. I won t Contradict

you; but excuse me, the actmrs

aren’t the characters. They want
to be, they pretend to be, don’t

they? Now if these gentlemen here

are fortunate enough to have us
alive before them , % .

THE MANAGER. Oh this IS grand!

You want to come before the pub-

lic yourselves then?

THE JFATHERi As we are . . •

THE MANAGER. I Can assuTC; you it

would be a magnificent spectacle!

LEADING MAN. What’s the use of us
here anyway then?

THE MANAGER. You’re not going to

pretend that you can act? It makes
me laugh! (The actors laugh)
There, you see, they are laughing
at the notion. But, by the way, I

must cast the parts. That won’t be
diflScult. They cast themselves. (To
the SECOND LADY lead) You play
the Mother. (To the father) We
must find her a name.

THE FATHER. Amalia, sir.

THE MANAGER. But that is the real

name of your wife. We don’t want
to call her by her real name.

THE FATHER. Why ever not, if it is

her name? . . . Still, perhaps, if

that lady must . . . (maJ^ a
slight motion of the hand to indi-

cate the SECOND LADY lead). I see

this woman here {means the
mother) as Amalia. But do as you
like. {Gets more and more confused)
I don’t know what to say to you.

Already, I begin to hear my own
words ring false, as if they bad
another sound • , .

THE manager. Don’t you worry
about it. It’ll be our job to find

right tones. And as for her name,
if you want her Amalia, Amalia it

^all be; and if you don^t"like it,

we’ll find another! For the moment
though, we’ll call the characters in

this way: {to juvenile lead) You
are the Son; {to the leading lady)
You natural^' are the Step-Daugh-
ter .

THE STEP-DAUGErrER {excitedly).

What? what? I, that woman there?

{Bursts out laughing.)
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THE MANAGER (angry). What is

there to laugh at?

LEADING LADY {indignant). No-
body has ever dared to laugh at

me. I insist on being treated with

respect; otherwise I go away.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. No, nO, ex-

cuse me ... I am not laughing

at you . . .

THE MANAGER {tO STEP-DAUGHTEr).

You ought to feel honoured to be
played by . . -

LEADING LADY {ot once. Contemptu-

ously). “That woman there” . . .

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. But I Wasn’t

speaking of you, you know. I was
speaking of myself—^whom I can’t

see at all in you! That is all. I don’t

know . . . but . . .
you . . .

aren’t in the least like me . . .

THE FATHER. True. Here’s the

point. Look here, sir, our tempera-

ments, our souls . . .

THE MANAGER. Temperament, soul,

be hanged! Do you suppose the

spirit of the piece is in you? Noth-
ing of the kind!

THE FATHER. What, haven’t we our
own temperaments, our own souls?

THE MANACTR. Not at all. Your
soul or whatever you like to call it

takes shape here. The actors give

body and form to it, voice and
gesture. And my actors— may tell

you—have given expression to

much more lofty material than this

little drama of yours, which may or

may not hold up on the stage. But
if it does, the merit of it, believe
me, will be due to my actors.

THE FATHER. I don’t dare contradict

you, sir; but, b^heve me, it is a ter-

rible suffering for us who are as we
are, with these bodies of ours, these

features to see . . .

THE MANAGER {cutting Mm sJiort

and out of patience). Good heav-

ens! The make-up will remedy aU
that, man, the make-up . . .

THE FATHER. Maybe. But the voice,

the gestures . . .

THE MANAGER. Now, look here! On
the stage, you as yourself, cannot

exist. The actor here acts you, and
that’s an end to it!

THE PATHER- I Understand. And
now I think I see why our author

who conceived us as we are, all

alive, didn’t want to put us on the

stage after all. I haven’t the least

desire to offend your actors. Far
from it! But when I think tliat I

am to be acted by ... I don’t

know by whom , . .

LEADING MAN {on his dignity). By
me, if you’ve no objection!

THE FATHER (humbly^ mellifki-

ously). Honoured, I assure you, sir.

(Bows) Still, I must say that try

as this gentleman may, with all his

good will and wonderful art, to

absorb me into himself . . .

LEADING MAN. Oh chuck it! "‘Won-
derful art!” Withdraw that, please!

THE FATHER. The performance he
will give, even doing his best with
make-up to look like me . . .

LEADING MAN. It will Certainly be a

bit difficult! (The actors laugh.)
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THE FATHER. Exactly! It will be
difficult to act me as I really am.
The effect will be rather—apart
from the make-up—according as

to how he supposes I am, as he
senses me—if he does sense me

—

and not as I inside of myself feel

myself to be. It seems to me then
that account should be taken of this

by everyone whose duty it may be-
come to criticize us . . .

f
THE MANAGER. Hcavens! The man’s
starting to think about the critics

now! Let them say what they like.

It’s up to us to put on the play if

we can. (Looking around) Come
on! Come on! Is the stage set? (To
the ACTORS and characters)
Stand back—stand back! Let me
see, and don’t let’s lose any more
time! (To the step-daughter) Is

it all right as it is now?

THE step-daughter. WeU, to tell

the truth, I don’t recognize the
scene.

THE MANAGER. My dear lady, you
can’t possibly suppose we can con-

struct that shop of Madame Pace
piece by piece here? ( To the
father) You said a white room
with flowered wall paper, didn’t

you?

THE FATHER. YeS,

the manager. Well then. We’ve
got the furniture right more or less.

Bring that little table a bit further

forward. (The stage hands obey
the order. To property man) You
go and find an envelope, if possible,

a pale blue one; and give it to that

gentleman. (Indicates father.)

PROPERTY MAN. An Ordinary en-

velope?

manager and father. Yes, yes,

an ordinary envelope.

property man. At once, sir. (Exit.)

the manager. Ready, everyone!
First scene—the Young Lady.
(The leading lady comes forward)
No, no, you must wait. I meant her.

(Indicating the step-daughter)
You just watch

—

the step-daughter (adding at

once) . How I shall play it, how I

shall live it! . . .

LEADING LADY (offended). I shall

live it also, you may be sure, as

soon as I begin!

THE MANAGER (with his hands to

his head). Ladies and gentlemen,

if you please! No more useless dis-

cussions! Scene I: the young lady

with Madame Pace: Oh! (Looks
around as if lost) And this Ma-
dame Pace, where is she?

THE father. She isn’t with us, sir.

the MANAGER. Then what the

devil’s to be done?

THE FATHER. But she IS alive too,

the MANAGER. Yes, but where is

she?

the father. One minute. Let me
speak! (Turning to the actresses)

If these ladies would be so good as

to give me their hats for a mo^
ment . . .

the actresses (half surprised, half

laughing, in chorus). What? Whyf
Our hats? What does he say?

the manager. What are you going

to do with the ladies’ hats?

(The ACTORS laugh.)
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THE FATHER. Oh. nothing. I just

want to put them on these pegs for

a moment. And one of the ladies

will be so kind as to take off her

mantle . . .

THE ACTORS. Oh, what d you think

of that? Only the mantle? He must

be mad.

SOME ACTRESSES. But whv? Mantles

as well?

THE FATHER. To hang them up here

for a moment. Please be so kind,

will you?

THE ACTRESSES (taking of ihek

hats, one or two also their cloaks,

md going to hang them on the

racks). After all, why not? There

you are! This is really funny. WeVe
got to put them on show.

THE FATHER, Exactly; just like that,

on show.

THE MANAGER. May we know why?

THE FATHER. Ill tell you. Who
knows if, by arranging the stage

for her, she does not come here

herself, attracted by the very arti-

cles of her trade? the
ACTORS to look towards the exit at

hack of stage) Look! Look!

{The door at the back of stage opens

and MADAME PACE enters and takes

a few steps forward. She is a fat,

oldish woman with puffy oxygen-

ated hair. She is rouged and pow-
dered, dressed with a comical ele-

gance in Mack sUk. Round her

waist is a long sUoer chain from
which hangs a pair of scissors, the
STEP-DAUGHTER TUnS QVer fO hCT Ot

once amid the stupor of the ac-
tors.)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (turning tO-

wards her)

.

There she is! There she

is!

THE FATHER (radiant). It’s she! I

said so, didn’t I? There she is!

THE MANAGER (conqueving his sur-

prise, and then becoming indig-

nant). What sort of a trick is this?

LEADING M^'' (almost at the same
time). What’s going to happen
next?

JUVENILE LEAD- Where does she

come from?

l’ingenue. They’ve been holding

her in reserve, I guess.

LEADING LADY. A vulgar trick!

THE FATHER (dominating the pro-

tests). Excuse me, all of you! Why
are you so anxious to destroy in the

name of a vulgar, commonplace
sense of truth, this reality which
comes to birth attracted and formed

by the magic of the stage itself,

which has indeed more right to live

here than you, since it is much
truer than you—if you don’t mind
my saying so? Which is the actress

among you who is to play Madame
Pace? Well, here is Madame Pace

herself. And you will allow, I fancy,

that the actress who acts her will

be true than this woman here,

who is l^rself in person. You see

my daugjiter recognized her and
went over to her at once. Now
youYe going to witness the scene!

(But the scene between the step^

DAUGHTER Ond MADAME PACE hoS

cdready begun despite the protest

of the ACTORS and the reply of the
FATHER. It has begun quietly, nat-

urally, in a manner impossible for
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the stage. So when the actoks, the manager. What do you mean
called to attention by the father, by no?
turn round and see mada^he pace.
who has placed one hand under the
step-daughter's chin to raise her
heady they observe her at first with
great attention, hut hearing her
speak in an unintelligible manner
their interest begins to wane.)

the manager. Well? well?

leading man. What does she say?

leading lady. One can t hear a
word.

juvenile lead. Louder! Louder
please!

THE step-daughter {leaving ma-
DAME pace, who smiles a Sphinx-
like smile, and advancing towards
THE actors). Louder? Louder?
What are you talking about? These
aren't matters which can be
shouted at the top of ones voice.

If I have spoken them out loud, it

was to shame him and have my
revenge. {Indicates father) But
for Madame it’s quite a different

matter.

THE MANAGER. Indeed? indeed?
But here, you know, people have
got to make themselves heard, my
dear. Even we who are on the
stage can’t hear you. What will it be
when the public’s in the theatre?

And anyway, you can very well

speak up now among yourselves,

since we shan’t be present to listen

to you as we are now. You’ve got
to pretend to be alone in a room
at die back oi a shop where no one
can hear you.

(the step-daughter coquettishly

and with a touch of malice makes
a sign of disagreement two or three

times with her finger.)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER ( SOttO VOCe,
mysteriously) . There’s someone
who will hear us if she (indicating

MADAME pace) speaks out loud,

THE MANAGER (m cofisterrmtion)

.

What? Have you got someone else

to spring on us now? (the actors
burst out laughing.)

THE FATHER. No, no sir. She is al-

luding to me. I’ve got to be here

—

there behind that door, in waiting;
and Madame Pace knows it. In fact,

if you will allow me, IT! go there
at once, so I can be quite ready.
(Moves away,)

THE MANAGER (stopping him). No!
Wait! wait! We must observe the
conventions of the theatre. Befoie
you are ready . . .

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (irderrupUng
him). No, get on with it at once!
Im just dying, I tell you, to act

this scene. If he’s ready, I’m more
than ready.

THE MANAGER (shouting). But,
my dear young lady, ffrst of aH,

we must have the scene between
you and this lady. . . , (Indicates

MADAME PACE ) Do you Under-
stand? . . .

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Good Heav-
ens! She’s been telling me what you
know already; that mamma’s work
is badly done again, that tiie mate-
rial s ruined; and that if I want her
to contmue to help us in cmr misary
I must be patient . . .

MADAME PACE (coming jorword
with an atr of great importance U
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Yes indeed, sir, I no wanta take

advantage of her, I no wanta be
hard . . .

{Note, MADAME FACE IS supposed

to talk in a jargon half Italian, half

English.

)

THE* MANAGER {alarmed). What?
What? She talks like that?

(the actors hurst out laughing

again.

)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {also laugh-

ing), Yes, yes, that's the way she

talks, half English, half Italian!

Most comical it is!

MADAME PACE. Itta Seem not verra

polite gentlemen laugha atta me
eef I trya best speaka English.

THE MANAOSR. Diamine! Of course!

Of course! Let her talk like that!

Just what we want. Talk just like

that. Madam, if you please! The
effect will be certain. Exactly what
was wanted to put a little comic

reBef into the crudity of the situa-

tion. Of course she talks like that!

Magnificent!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Magnificent?

Certainly! When certain sugges-

tions are made to one in language

of that land, the effect is certain,

since it seems almost a joke. One
feels inclined to laugh when one
hears her talk about an “old

signore” “who wanta talka nicely

with you.” Nice old signore, eh,

Madame?

MADAME PACE. Not SO old my dear,

not so old! And even if you no lika

him, he won't make any scandal!

THE MOTHER {jumping up amid the
amazement and con^emation of
THE ACTORS who had not been no-

ticing her. They move to restrain

her). You old devil! You mur-
deress!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {running over

to calm her mother). Calm your-

self, mother, calm yourself! Please

don't . . .

THE FATHER {going to her also at

the same time). Calm yourseff!

Don't get excited! Sit down now!

THE MOTHER. Well then, take that

woman away out of my sight!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {tO AIANAGEr).

It is impossible for my mother to

remain here.

THE FATHER {tO MANAGER). They
can't be here together. And for this

reason, you see: that woman there

was not with us when we came
... If they are on together, the

whole thing is given away inevi-

tably, as you see.

THE MANAGER. It docsn’t matter.

This is only a first rough sketch

—

just to get an idea of the various

points of the scene, even con-

fusedly. . . . {Turning to the
MOTHER and leading her to her

chair) Come along, my dear lady,

sit down now, and let's get on with
the scene . . .

{Meanwhile, the step-daughter,
coming forward again, turns to

MADAME PACE.)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Come on, Ma-
dame, come on!

MADAME PACE {ofended)

.

No, no,

grazie. I not do anything witha your
mother present.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Nonsensel
Introduce this “old signore” who
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wants to talk nicely to me. {Ad-
dressing the company imperiously)
We ve got to do this scene one way
or another, haven’t we? Come on!
(To MAiDAME pace) You Can go!

MADAME PACE. Ah yes! I go’way!
I go way! Certainly! {Exits furious.)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {tO THE
father). Now you make your
entry. No, you needn’t go over
here. Come here. Let’s suppose
you’ve already come in. Like that,

yes. Out with your voice! Say
‘"Good morning. Miss” in that pe-
culiar tone, that special tone . . .

THE MANAGER. Excuse me, but are

you the Manager, or am I? {To
the father, who looks undecided
and perplexed) Get on with it,

man! Go down there to the back
of the stage. You needn’t go off.

Then come right forward here.

(the father does as he is told,

looking troubled and perplexed at

first. But as soon as he begins to

move, the reality of the action

affects him, and he begins to smile

and to be more natural, the actors
iDotch intently.)

the i^£anager {sotto voce, quickly

to the PROMPTER in his box).

Ready! ready? Get ready to write

now.

THE FATHER {coming forwatd and
speaking in a different tone). Good
afternoon. Miss!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {head bowed
down slightly, with restrained dis-

gust). Good afternoon!

THE father (looks undcT her hat

which partly covers her face. Per-

ceiving she is very young, he makes

an exclamation, partly of surprise,

partly of fear lest he compromise
himself in a risky adventure). Ah
. . . but ... ah ... I say . . .

this is not the first time that you
have come here, is it?

THE step-daughter {modestly)

.

No sir.

the father. You’ve been here be-
fore, eh? {Then seeing her nod
agreement) More than once?
{Waits for her to answer, looks

under her hat, smiles, and then
says) Well then, there’s no need to

be so shy, is there? May I take off

your hat?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {anticipating

him and with veiled disgust). No
sir . . . ni do it myself. ( Takes it

off quickly.

)

(the MOTHER, who wotches the
progress of the scene with the son
and the other two children who
cling to her, is on thorns; and fol
lows with varying expressions oj

sorrow, indignation, anxiety, and
horror the words and actions of the

other two. From time to time she
hides her face in her hands and
sobs.)

the mother. Oh, my God, my
God!

the father {playing his part wkh
a touch of gaUantry)

.

Give it to me!
I’ll put it down. {Takes hat from
her hands) But a dear little h^d
like yours ought to have a smarter

hat. Come and help me choose one
from the stock, won’t you?

l’ingenue {interrupting). I say

. * , those are our hats you know.

the manager {furious). Sil«icel

silence! Don’t try and be funny, if
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you please . . . We re playing the

scene now, I’d have you notice. ( To
THE step-daughter) Begin again,

please!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {continuing).

No thank you, sir.

THE FATHER. Oh, cooie DOW. Don’t

talk like that. You must take it. I

shall be upset if you don’t. There

are some lovely little hats here;

and then—Madame will be

pleased. She expects it, anyway,

you know.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. No, no! I

couldn’t wear it!

THE FATHER. Oh, you’re thinking

about what they’d say at home if

they saw you come in with a new
hat? My dear girl, there’s always a

way round these little matters, you
know.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER {all keyed

up). No, it’s not that. I couldn’t

wear it because I am ... as you
see . . . you might have noticed

. . . (Showing black dress.)

THE FATHER. ... in mouming!
Of ccmxse: I beg your pardon: I’m

frightfully sorry ...

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (foTcmg her-

self to conquer her and
mtmea). Stop! Stop! It’s I who

thank you. There’s no need
for yoct to feel mortified or specially

smry. Don’t think any more erf whi
I’ve saki. {Tries to sm&e) I raiKt

forget that I am dressed so . . ,

THE MANAGER (intemipiing and
turning to the prompter). Stop a
minute! Stop! Don’t write that

down. Cut out that last bit. (Then

to THE FATHER and STEP-DAUGH-

TER ) Fine! it’s going fine! {To the
FATHER only) And now you can gc

on as we arranged. {To the ac-

tors) Pretty good that scene,

where he offers her the hat, eh?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. The best’s

coming now. Why can’t we go on?

THE MANAGER. Have a little pa-

tience! {To THE actors) Of course,

it must be treated rather lightly.

LEADING MAN. StQl, With a bit of gO
in it!

LEADING LADY. Of course! It’s easy

enough! (To leading man) Shall

you and I try it now?

LEADING MAN. Why, yes! I’ll pre-

pare my entrance. {Exit in order to

make his entrance.)

THE MANAGER (tO LEADING LADy).
See here! The scene between you
and Madame Pace is finished. I’ll

have it written out properly after.

You remain here . . . oh, where
are you going?

LEADING LADY. One minute. I want
to put my hat on again. {Goes over
to hat-rack and puts her hat on her
head.)

THE MANAGER. GoodI You Stay here
with your head bowed down a bit.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. But she isn’t

dressed in black.

LEADING LADY. But I shall be^ and
much more effec^vefy than you.

THE MANAGER {tO STEP-DAUGH-
TER ). Be quiet please, and watch!
You’ll be able to learn somethings
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{Clapping his hands) Come on!
come on! Entrance, please!

(The door at rear of stage opens,
and the leading man* enters with
the lively manner of an old gallant.

The rendering of the scene by the
actors from the very first words
is seen to be quite a different thing,

though it has not in any way the
air of a parody. Naturally, the
STEP-DAUGHTER and THE FATHER,
not being able to recognize them-
selves in the leading lady and
the LEADING MAN, who deliver

their words in different tones and
with a different psychology, ex-

press, sometimes with smiles, some-
times with gestures, the impression
they receive.)

LEADING 2^iAN. Good aftemoon.
Miss . . .

THE FATHER (at 07106 Unable to

contain himself). No! no!

{the STEP-DAUGHTER, noticing the

way the leading man enters,

bursts out laughing.)

THE MANAGER (furious)

.

Sflencel

And you please just stop that

laughing. If we go on like this, we
shall never iSnish.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Forgive me,
sir, but i€s natural enough. This

lady (indicating leading lady)
stands there still; but if she is sup-

posed to be me, I can assure you
that if I heard anyone say "Good
aftemoon” in that manner and in

that tone, I should burst out laugh-

ing as I did.

THE FATHER. Yes, yes, the manner,
the tone . . .

THE MANAGER. Nonseiise! Rubbidil

Stand aside and let me see the ac-

tion.

LEADING MAN. If Tve got to repre-

sent an old fellow who’s coming
into a house of an equivocal char-

acter . . ,

THE MANAGER. Don’t listen to them,
for Heavens sake! Do it again! It

goes fine. (Waiting for the actors
to begin) Well?

LEADING MAN. Good aftemoon.
Miss.

LEADING LADY. Good aftcmoon.

LEADING MAN (imitating the ges-

ture of THE FATHER when he looked
under the hat, and then expressing

quite clearly first satisfaction and
then fear). Ah, but ... I say . . .

this is not the first time that you
have come here, is it?

the MANAGER. Good, but not quite

so heavily. Like this. (Acts himself)

^"This isn’t the first time that you
have come here” ... (To lead-
ing lady) And you say: "No, sir.”

LEADING LADY. No, sir.

LEADING MAN. YouVe been here be-
fore, more than once.

THE i^cANAGER. No, no, stop! Let
her nod “yes” first. "You ve been
here before, eh?” (The leajding

LADY lifts up her head slightly cmd
closes her eyes as though in dis-

gust. Then she inclines her head
twice.)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (urwble tO

contain herself)

.

Oh my God!
(Puts a hand to her mouth to pre-

vent herself from laugMng.)

THE MANAGER (turning Tound).

What s the matter?
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THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Nothing,

nothing!

THE MANAGER {tO LEADING 2^1AN) .

Go on!

LEADING MAN. YouVo been here be-

fore, eh? Well then, there’s no need
to be so shy, is there? May I take

off your hat?

(the LEADING MAN SayS tJlis loSt

speech in such a tone and with such

gestures that the step-daughter,

though she has her hand to her

mouth, cannot keep from laugh-

ing.)

LEADING LADY (indignant) . Tm not

going to stop here to be made a

fool of by that woman there.

LEADING MAN. Neither am I! Im
through with it!

THE MANAGER (shouting tO STEP-

DAUGHTER). Silence! for once and
all, I tell you!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Forgive me!
forgive me!

THE 3^iANAGER. You haven’t any
manners: that s what it is! You go
too far.

THE EATHER (endeavouiing to in-

tervene). Yes, it’s true, but excuse

her . . .

THE MANAGER. ExCUSe what? It’s

absolutely disgusting.

THE FATHER. Yes, SIT, but believe

me, it has such a strange effect

when . . .

THE 2tXANAGER. Strange? Why
strange? Where is it strange?

THE FATHER. No, sir; I admire your

actors—^this gentleman here, this

lady; but they are certainly not us!

THE MANAGER. I should hope not.

Evidently they cannot be you, if

they are actors.

THE FATHER. Just SO: actors! Both

of them act our parts exceedingly

well. But, believe me, it produces

quite a different effect on us. They
want to be us, but they aren’t, all

the same.

THE MANAGER. What is it then any-

way?

THE FATHER. Something that is . . .

that is theirs—and no longer ours

THE MANAGER. But naturally, in-

evitably. I’ve told you so already.

THE FATHER. Yes, I imderstand

... I understand . . .

THE MANAGER. Well then, let’s

have no more of it! (Turning to

THE AcrroRs) We’ll have the re-

hearsals by ourselves, afterwards,

in the ordinary way. I never could

stand rehearsing with the author

present. He’s never satisfied!

(Turning to father and step-

daughter) Come on! Let’s get on
with it again; and try and see ff you
can’t keep from laughing.

THE step-daughter. Oh, I shan’t

laugh any more. There’s a nice little

bit coming for me now: you’ll see.

the manager. Well then: when
she says "Don’t think any more of

what I’ve said, I must forget, etc.,”

you (addressing the father)
come in sharp with "I understand,
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I understand
; and then you ask with these fingers tingling with

* • • shame . . .

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (interrupting).

What?

THE MANAGER. Why she is in
mourning.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Not at all!

See here: when I told him that it

was useless for me to be thinking
about my wearing mourning, do
you know how he answered me?
'"Ah well,” he said "'then let’s take
off this little frock.”

THE MANAGER. Great! Just what we
want, to make a riot in the theatre!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. But it’s the
truth!

THE 2VIANAGER. What does that

matter? Acting is our business here.

Truth up to a certain point, but no
further.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. What do yOU
want to do then?

THE MANAGER. YouTl See, youTl
see! Leave it to me.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. No sir! What
you want to do is to piece together

a little romantic sentimental scene

out of my disgust, out of all the

reasons, each more cruel and viler

than the other, why I am what I

am. He is to ask me why Im in

mourning; and Im to answer with
tears in my eyes, that it is just two
months since papa died. No sir, no!

He s got to say to me; as he did

say: ""Well, let’s take off this little

dress at once.” And I; with my two
months’ mourning in my heart,

went there behind that screen, and

THE MANAGER (running his hands
through his hair). For Heavens
sake! What are you saying?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (crying OUt
excitedly). The truth! The truth!

THE MANAGER. It may be. I don’t

deny it, and I can understand all

your horror; but you must surely

see that you can’t have this kind
of thing on the stage. It won’t go.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Not possible,

eh? Very well! I’m much obliged to

you—^but I’m off!

THE MANAGER. Now be reasonable!

Don’t lose your temper!

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. I WOn’t StOp

here! I won’t! I can see you’ve fixed

it all up with him in your office. All

this talk about what is possible for

the stage ... I understand! He
wants to get at his complicated

'"cerebral drama,” to have his fa-

mous remorses and torments acted;

but I want to act my part, my part!

THE MANAGER (annoyed, shaking

his shoulders) . Ah! Just your part!

But, if you will pardon me, Acre
are other parts than yours: His (in-

dicating THE father) and hers!

(Indicating the mother) On the

stage you can’t have a character

becoming too prominent and over-

shadowing all the others. The thing

is to pack them all into a neat little

framework and then act what is

actable. I am aware of the fact that

everyone has his own interior life

which he wants very much to put

forward. But the difficulty lies in

this fact: to set out just so much as
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is necessary for the stage, taking

the other characters into considera-

tion, and at the same time hint at

the unrevealed interior life of each.

I am willing to admit, my dear

young lady, that from your point

of view it would be a fine idea if

each character could tell the public

all his troubles in a nice monologue

or a regular one-hour lecture.

(Good humoredly) You must re-

strain yourself, my dear, and in

your own interest, too; because this

fury of yours, this exaggerated dis-

gust you show, may make a bad
impression, you know. After you

have confessed to me that there

were others before him at Madame
Face’s and more than once . . .

THE STEP-OAUGHTER (bowing her

head, impressed). It’s true. But re-

member those others mean him for

me all the same.

THE MANAGER (not Understand-

ing), What? The others? What do

you mean?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. For One who
has gone wrong, sir, he who was
responsible for the first fault is re-

sponsible for all that follow. He is

responsible for my faults, was, even

before I was bom. L€X>k at him,

and S€^ if it isn’t true!

THE MANAGER. Well, well! And
dbes the weight of so much respon-

sibility seem nothing to you? Give

him a chance to act it, to get it

over!

THE STEP-DAUGHTEB. HoW? HOW
can he act aU his ‘'noble remorses!"

all his “moral torments," if you
want to spare him the horror of

being discovered one day—afta*

he had asked her what he did ask

her—^in the arms of her, that al-

ready fallen woman, that child, sir,

that child he used to watch come
out of school? (

She is moved.

)

(the MOTHER at this point is over-

come with emotion, and breaks out

into a fit of crying. Ml are touched.

A long pause.

)

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (aS SOOn dS

THE MOTHER becomes a little

quieter, adds resolutely and grave-

ly). At present, we are unknown to

the public. Tomorrow, you will act

us as you wish, treating us in your

own manner. But do you really

want to see drama, do you want to

see it flash out as it really did?

THE MANAGER. Of coursc! That’s

just what I do want, so I can use

as much of it as is possible.

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Well then, ask

that Mother there to leave us.

THE MOTHER (changing her low
plaint into a sharp cry). No! No!
Don’t permit it, sir, don’t permit it!

THE MANAGER. But it’s Only to try

it.

THE MOTHER. I Can’t bear it. I can’t.

THE MANAGER. But since it has hap-

pened akeady ... I don’t under-

stand!

THE MOTHER. It’s taking place now.

It happens all the time. My torment

isn’t a pretended one. I live and
feel every minute of my torture.

Those two children there—^have

you heard them speak? They can’t

speak any more. They cling to me
to keep my torment actual and
vivid for me. But for themselves,

they do not exist, they ^en’t any
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mox’e. And she {indicating step-
daughtek) has run away, she has
left me, and is lost. If I now see

her here before me, it is only to

renew for me the tortures I have
suflFered for her too.

THE FATHER. The etemal moment!
She {indicating the step-daugh-
ter) is here to catch me, fix me,
and hold me eternally in the stocks

for that one fleeting and shameful
moment of my life. She can’t give

it up! And you sir, cannot either

fairly spare me it.

the manager. I never said I didn’t

want to act it. It will form, as a

matter of fact, the nucleus of the

whole first act right up to her sur-

prise. {Indicates the mother.)

THE father. Just sol This is my
pxmishment: the passion in all of

us that must culminate in her final

cry.

the step-daughter. I can hear it

still in my ears. It’s driven me mad,
that cry!—You can put me on as

you like; it doesn’t matter. Fully

dressed, if you like—^provided I

have at least the arm hare; because,

standing like this (she goes close to

the father and leans her head on

his breast) with my head so, and

my arms round his neck, I saw a

vein pulsing in my arm here; and

then, as if Aat live vein had awak-

ened disgust in me, I closed my
eyes like this, and let my head sink

on his breast. (Turning to the

mother) Cry out mother! Cry out!

(Buries head in father’s breast,

and with her shoulders raised as if

to prevent her hearing the cry, adds
in tones of intense emotion) Cry
out as you did then!

the mother (coming forward to

separate them). No! My daughter,

my daughter! (And after having

pulled her away from him) You
brute! you brute! She is my daugh-
ter! Don’t you see she’s my daugh-
ter?

the manager (walking backwards
towards footlights) . Fine! fine!

Damned good! And then, of course

—curtain!

the father (going towards him
excitedly). Yes, of course, because

that’s the way it really happened.

THE :manager (convinced and
pleased). Oh, yes, no doubt about

it. Curtain here, curtain!

(At the reiterated cry of the man-
ager, THE machinist Icts the cur-

tain down, leaving the :managee
and the father in front of it be-

fore the footlights.)

THE manager. The darned idiot!

I said "curtam” to show the act

should end there, and he goes and
lets it down in earnest. (To the
father, while he pulls the curtain

back to go onto the stage again)

Yes, yes, it’s all right. Effect cer-

tain! That’s the right ending. I’ll

guarantee the first act at any rate.
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ACT THREE

when the curtain goes up again, it is seen that the stage hands have

shifted the bit of scenery used in the last part, and have rigged up instead

at the back of the stage a drop, with some trees, and one or two wings, A
portion of a fountain basin is visible, the mother is sitting on the Right

with the two children by her side, the son is on the same side, but away

from the others. He seems bored, angry, and full of shame, the father

and THE step-daughter are also seated towards the Right front. On the

other side (Left) are the actors, mi

fore the curtain was lowered. Only

middle of the stage, with his hand
meditating.

the manager (shaking his shoul-

ders after a brief pause). All yes:

the second act! Leave it to me,

leave it all to me as we arranged,

and youTl see! ItTl go fine!

THE step-daughter. Out entry into

his house (indicates father) in

spite of him (indicates the son)

THE manager (out of poticnce)

.

Leave it to me, I teU yon!

the step-daughter. Do let it be
clear, at any rate, that it is in spite

of my wishes.

THE MOTHER (from her comer,

shaking her head)

,

For all the good
thaFs come of it . . .

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (turning to-

wards her quickly)

.

It doesn’t mat-
ter. The more harm done us, the

more remorse for him.

THE MANAGER (impatiently). I un-
derstand! Good Heavens! I under-
stand! Im taking it into account.

ich in the positions they occupied be-

THE 2^doy>TAGER is Standing up in the

closed over his mouth in the act of

THE MOTHER (suppUcatingly)

.

I

beg you, sir, to let it appear quite

plain that for conscience sake I did

try in every way . . ,

THE STEP-DAUGHTER (interrupting

indignantly and continuing for the
mother). ... to pacify me, to

dissuade me from spiting him. (To
manager) Do as she wants: satisfy

her, because it is true! I enjoy it

immensely. Anyhow, as you can
see, the meeker she is, the more
she tries to get at his heart, the

more distant and aloof does he be-

come.

THE manager. Are we going to be-

gin this second act or not?

THE step-daughter. Im not going

to talk any more now. But I must
tell you this: you can’t have the

whole action take place in the

garden, as you suggest. It isn’t pos-

sible!

THE manager. Why not?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Bccause he
(indicates the son again) is al-
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ways siiut up alone in his room.
And then there’s all the part of
that poor dazed-looking boy there
which takes place indoors.

THE MANAGER. Maybe! On the
other hand, you will understand

—

we can’t change scenes three or
four times in one act,

THE LEADING MAN. They used to
once.

THE MANAGER. Yes, when the pub-
lie was up to the level of that child
there.

THE LEADING LADY, It makes the
illusion easier.

THE FATHER (irritated). The illu-

sion! For Heaven’s sake, don’t say
illusion. Please don’t use that word,
which is particularly painful for us.

THE MANAGER (ostounded)

.

And
why, if you please?

THE FATHER. It’s painful, CHiel,

really cruel; and you ought to un-
derstand that.

THE MANAGER. But why? What
ought we to say then? The illusion,

I teU you, sir, which we’ve got to

create for the audience . . .

THE LEADING MAN. With OUT act-

ing.

THE MANAGER. The illusion of a

reality.

THE FATHER. I Understand; but
you, perhaps, do not understand
us. Forgive me! You see . . . here

for you and your actors, the thing

is only—and rightly so ... a kind

of game . . .

THE LEADING LADY ( interrupting

indignantly). A game! We’re not
children here, if you pleasel We
are serious actors.

THE FATHER. I don’t deny it. What
I mean is the game, or play, of your
art, which has to give, as the
gentleman says, a perfect fflusion of
reality.

THE MANAGER. Precisely—

I

THE FATHER. Now, if you considcT
the fact that we (Indicates himself
and the other five characters), as

we are, have no other reality out-

side of this illusion . . .

THE MANAGER (ostouished, look-

ing at his ACTORS, who are also

amazed). And what does that
mean?

THE FATHER (after watching them
for a moment with a wan smile).

As I say, sir, that which is a game
of art for you is our sole reality.

( Brief pause. He goes a step or two
nearer the manager and adds)
But not only for us, you know, by
the way. Just you think it over well.

(Looks him in the eyes) Can you
tell me who you are?

THE manager ( perplexed, hdf
smiling). What? Wlio am I? I am
myself.

THE FATHER. And if I were to tell

you that that isn’t true, because
you are I . . . ?

THE MANAGER. I should say you
were mad—

!

(the ACTORS laugh.)

THE FATHER. You’rc quite right to

laugh: because we are all inaking
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believe here. {To manager) And
you can therefore object that it's

only for a joke that that gentleman

there {indicates the leading
man) , who naturally is himself, has

to be me, who am on the contrary

myself—^this thing you see here.

You see IVe caught you in a trap!

(the actors laugh.)

THE MANAGER {cnnoyed)

.

But
we've had all this over once before.

Do you want to begin again?

'IHE FATHER. No, no! That wasn't

my meaning! In fact, I should like

to request you to abandon this

game of art ( Looking at the lead-
ing lADY as if anticipating her)

which you are accustomed to play

here with your actors, and to ask

you seriously once again: who are

you?

THE manager (astonished and ir-

ritated, tumiTig to his actors). If

this fellow here hasn't got a nerve!

A man who calls himself a charac-

ter comes and asks me who I am!

THE father (with dignity, but not

offended). A character, sir, may
always ask a man who he is. Be-
cause a charact^ has really a life of

his own, marked with his especial

characteristics; for which reason he
always “somebody.” But a man

—

Im not speaking of you now—may
very well be “nobody.”

the manager. Yes, but you are

asking these qu^tions of me, the

boss, the manager! Do you under-
stand?

the father. But only in order to

know if you, as you really are now,
see yourself as you once were with
all the illusions that were yours

then, with all the things botli in-

side and outside of you as they

seemed to you—as they were then

indeed for you. Weil, sir, if you
think of all those illusions that

mean nothing to you now, of all

those things which don't even seem
to you to exist any more, while once
they toere for you, don't you feel

that—I won't say these boards

—

but the very earth under your feet

is sinking away from you when you
reflect that in the same way this

you as you feel it today—all this

present reahty of yours—^is fated to

seem a mere illusion to you to-

morrow?

THE manager (without having un-
derstood much, but astonished by
the specious argument). Well, well!

And where does all this take us
anyway?

THE FATHER. Oh, nowhcre! It’s

only to show you that if we (Indi-

cating the characters) have no
other reality beyond the illusion,

you too must not coimt overmuch
on your reality as you feel it today,

since, like that of yesterday, it may
prove an illusion for you tomorrow.

the manager {determining to

make fun of him). Ah, excellent!

Then you'll be saying next that

you, with this comedy of yours that

you brought here to act, are truer

and more real than I am.

THE father (with the greatest se-

riousness). But of course; without
doubt!

THE manager. Ah, really?

the father. Why, I thought you'd
understand that from the begin-
ning.
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THE MANAGER. More real than I?

THE FATHER. If your reality can
change hrom one day to another , . .

THE MANAGER. But everyone knows
it can change. It is always chang-
ing, the same as anyone else s.

THE FATHER {toxth a Cry). No, sir,

not ours! Look here! That is the
very difference! Our reality doesn’t
change: it can’t change! It can’t be
other than what it is, because it is

already fixed forever. Its terrible.

Ours is an immutable reality which
should make you shudder when
you approach us if you are really
conscious of the fact that your re-
ality is a mere transitory and fleet-

ing illusion, taking this form today
and that tomorrow, according to
the conditions, according to your
will, your sentiments, which in turn
are controlled by an intellect that
shows them to you today in one
manner and tomorrow . . . who
knows how? . . , Illusions of real-
ity represented in this fatuous com-
edy of life that never ends, nor can
ever end! Because if tomorrow it

were to end . . . then why, all

would be finished.

THE MANAGER. Oh for God s Sake,
will you at least finish with tbig

philosophizing and let us try and
shape this comedy which you your-
self have brought me here? You
argue and philosophize a bit too
much, my dear sir. You know you
seem to me almost, almost . * .

(Stops and looks him over from
head to foot) Ah, by the way, I
think you introduced yourself to
me as a—what shall ... we say
—a ‘^dbiaracter,” created by an au-
thor who did not aft^rwar(i car© to

make a drama of his own creations.

THE FATHER. It is the simple truth,

sir.

THE MANAGER. Nonsensc! Cut that
out, please! None of us believes it,

because it isn’t a thing, as you must
recognize yourself, which one can
believe seriously. If you want to

know, it seems to me you are try-

ing to imitate the manner of a cer-

tain author whom I heartily detest—I warn you—although I have un-
fortunately bound myself to put on
one of his works. As a matter of
fact, I was just starting to rehearse
it, when you arrived. (Turning to

THE actors) And this is what
we ve gained—out of the frying-

pan into the fire!

THE FATHER. I don’t know to what
author you may be alluding, but
believe me I feel what I think; and
I seem to be philosophizing only
for those who do not think what
they feel, because they blind them-
selves with their own sentiment. I

know that for many people this

self-blinding seems much more
^Truman”; but the contrary is really

true. For man never reasons so
much and becomes so introspective

as when he suffers; since be is anx-
ious to get at the cause of his suf-

ferings, to leam who has produced
them, and whether it is just or un-
just that he should have to bear
them. On the other hand, when he
is happy, he takes his happiness as
it comes and doesn’t analyse it, just

as if happiness were his right. The
animals suffer without reasoning
about their sufferings. But take the
case of a man who suffers and be-
gins to reason about it. Oh no! it

can’t be allowed! Let him suffer

like an animal, and then—ah yes,
he is "human”!
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THE MANAGED, Look here! Look
here! You re off again, philosophiz-

ing worse than ever.

THE FATHER. Because I suffer, sir!

Tm not philosophizing: Im crying

aloud the reason of my sufferings.

THE MANAGER (mokes bfusque

movement as he is taken with a
new idea) . I should like to know if

anyone has ever heard of a char-

acter who gets right out of his part

and perorates and speechifies as

you do. Have you ever heard of a

case? I haven’t.

THE FATHER. You have never met
such a case, sir, because authors, as

a rule, hide the labour of their crea-

tions. When the characters are

really alive before their author, the

latter does nothing but follow them
in their action, in their words, in

the ^tuations which they suggest

to him; and he has to will them the

way they will themselves—^for

there’s trouble if he doesn’t. When
a character is born, he acquires at

once such an independence, even
of his own author, that he can be
imagined by everybody even in

many other situations where the

author never dreamed of placing

him; and so he acquires for him-
self a meaning which the author
never thought of giving him.

THE MANAGER. Y^ yes, I fcnow
this.

THE FATHER. What is there then to

marvel at in us? Imagine such a
misfortune for characters as I have
described to you: to be bom of an
author s fantasy, and be denied life

by him; and then answer me if

these characters left alive, and yet
without life, weren’t right in doing

what they did do and are doing

now, after they have attempted

everything in their power to per-

suade him to give them their stage

life. We ve all tried him in turn, I,

she {indicating t3eie step-daugh-

ter) and she. (Indicating the
mother.)

the step-daughter. It’s tme. I too

have sought to tempt him, many,
many times, when he has been sit-

ting at his writing table, feeling a
bit melancholy, at the twilight

hour. He would sit in his armchair

too lazy to switch on the light, and
all the shadows that crept into his

room were full of our presence

coming to tempt him. (As if she

saw herself still there by the writ-

ing table, and was annoyed by the

presence of the actors) Oh, if

you would only go away, go away
and leave us alone—^mother here

with that son of hers—I with that

Child—^that Boy there always alone

—and then I with him (just hints

at the father)—and then I alone,

alone ... in those shadows!
(Makes a sudden movement as if

in the vision she has of herself il-

luminating those shadows she
wanted to seize hold of herself)

Ah! my life! my life! Oh, what
scenes we proposed to him—and I

tempted him more than any of the
others!

the father. Maybe. But perhaps
it was your fault that he refused to

give us life: because you were too
insistent, too troublesome.

THE step-daughter. Nonsense!
Didn’t he make me so himself?

(Goes close to the manager to tell

him as if in confidence) In my
opinion he abandoned us in a fit of

depression, of disgust for the ordi-
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nary theatre as the pubKc knows it

and likes it.

THE SON. Exactly what it was, sir;

exactly that!

FATHER. Not at all! Dont be-
lieve it for a minute. Listen to me!
You 11 be doing quite right to mod-
ify, as you suggest, the excesses
both of this girl here, who wants
to do too much, -and of this yoimg
man, who won^t do anything at all.

THE SON. No, nothing!

THE manager. You too get over the
mark occasionally, my dear sir, if I
may say so.

THE FATHER. I? When? Where?

THE MANAGER. Always! Continu-
ously! Then there’s this insistence
of yours in trying to make us be-
lieve you are a character. And then
too, you must really argue and
philosophize less, you know, much
less.

the FATHER. Well, if you want to
take away from me the possibility

of representing the torment of my
spirit which never gives me peace,
you will be suppressing me: that’s

all. Every true man, sir, who is a
little above the level of the beasts
and plants does not live for the sake
of living, without knowing how to

live; but he lives so as to give a
meaning and a value of his own to

life. For me this is everything. I

cannot give up this, just to repre-

sent a mere fact as she (indicating

THE step-daughter) wants. Its aU
very weU for her, since her “ven-

detta” lies in the “fact.” I’m not
going to do it. It destroys my raison

^etre.

THE manager. Your raison d'etre!

Oh, we’re going ahead fine! First

she starts off, and then you jump in.

At this rate, we’ll never finish.

the father. Now, don’t be of-

fended! Have it your own way

—

provided, however, that within the
hmits of the parts you assign us
each one’s sacrifice isn’t too great.

the 2cianager. You’ve got to imder-
stand that you can’t go on arguing
at your own pleasure. Drama is ac-

tion, sir, action and not confounded
philosophy.

the father. All right. I’ll do just

as much arguing and philosopliiz-

ing as everybody does when he is

considering his own torments.

the manager. If the drama per-
mits! But for Heaven’s sake, man,
let’s get along and come to the
scene.

THE step-daughter. It seems to me
we’ve got too much action with our
coming into his house. (Indicating

father) You said, before, you
couldn’t change the scene every
five minutes.

THE manager. Of course not. What
we’ve got to do is to combine and
group up all the facts in one simul-

taneous, close-knit action. We
can’t have it as you want, with

your little brother wandering like a
ghost from room to room, hiding

behind doors and meditating a

project which—what did you say it

did to him?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER, GonSUmeS
him, sir, wastes him away!

THE MANAGER. Well, it may be.

And then at the same time, you
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want tlie little girl there to be play-

ing in the garden . . . one in the

house, and the other in the garden:

isn’t that it?

THE STEP-DAUGHTER. Yes, in the

sun, in the sun! That is my only

pleasure: to see her happy and
careless in the garden after the mis-

ery and squalor of the horrible

room where we all four slept to-

gether. And I had to sleep with

her—I, do you understand?—with

my vile contaminated body next to

hersj with her folding me fast in

her loving little arms. In the gar-

den, whenever she spied me, she

would run to take me by the hand.

She didn’t care for the big Sowers,

only the little ones; and she loved

to show me them and pet me.

THE MANAC3ER. Well then, we’H
have it in the garden. Everything

shall happen in the garden; and

well group the other scenes there.

(CaEs a stage hand) Here, a back-

cloth with trees and something to

do as a fountain basin. (Turning

round to look at the back of the

stage) Ah, you’ve fixed it up. Good!

(To step-daughter) This is just

to give an idea, of course. The l^y,

instead of hiding behind the docrs^

will wander about here in the gar-

den, hiding behind the trees. But
it’s going to be rather difficult to

a ehM to do that scene with
you where she shows you the fiow-

ers- (Turning to the bots) Gome
forward a little, will you please?

Let s try it now! Come along! come
along! (Then seeing km, come
shyly fonoard^ fuU of fear and look-

ing lost) Its a nice Inisiness, this

lad here. What’s the matter with
him? We’ll have to give him a word
or two to say. (Goes close to him,
puts a hand on his shoulder, and

leads him behind one of the trees)

Come on! come on! Let me see you
a Httle! Hide here . . . yes, like

that. Try and show your head just

a little as if you were looking for

someone . . . (Goes back to ob-

serve the effect, when the boy at

once goes through the action) Ex-
cellent! fine! (Turning to step-

daughter) Suppose the little girl

there were to surprise him as he
looks round, and* run over to him,

so we could give him a word or

two to say?

THE step-daughter. It’s useless to

hope he will speak, as long as that

fellow there is here . . . (Indi-

cates the son) You must send him
away first.

the son (jumping up). Delighted!

delighted! I don’t ask for any-
thing better. (Begins to move
away,)

the manager (dt once stopping

him). No! No! Where are you
going? Wait a bit!

(the mother gets up alarmed and
terrified at the thought that he is

reaUy about to go away. Instinc-

tively she lifts her arms to prevent
him, without, however, leaving her
seat,)

the son (to manager who stops

him). I’ve got nothing to do with
this affair. Let me go please! Let
me go!

the manactr. What do you mean
by saying you’ve got nothing to do
with this?

THE step-daughter (ccdmly, with
irony). Don’t bother to stop him -

he won’t go away.
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THE FATHER. He has to act the ter-
rible scene in the garden with his
mother.

THE SON {suddenly resolute and
with dignity). I shall act nothing
at all. I ve said so from the very
beginning. {To the manager)
Let me go!

THE step-daughter {going over to
the manager). Allow me? (Buts
down THE MANAGER s arm which
is restraining the son) Well, go
away then, if you want tol (the
SON looks at her with contempt
and hatred. She laughs and says)
You see, he can^'t, he can’t go away!
He is obliged to stay here, indis-

solubly bound to the chain. If I,

who fly off when that happens
which has to happen, because I

can’t bear him—^if I am still here
and support that face and expres-
sion of his, you can well imagine
that he is unable to move. He has
to remain here, has to stop with
that nice father of his, and that
mother whose only son he is.

{Turning to the mother) Come
on, mother, come along! (Turning
to MANAGER to indicate her) You
see, she was getting up to keep
him back. {To the mother, beck-
oning her with her hand) Ck>me
on! come on! {Then to manager)
You can imagine how htde she
wants to show these actors of yours
what she really feels; but so eager
is she to get near him that . . .

There, you see? She is willing to

act her part,

(And in fact, the mother ap-
proaches him; and as soon as the
fflFEP-DAUGHTER hos fmshed speak-
ing, opens her arms, to sonify that

she consents.)

CTE SON {suddenly). No! no! If I

can’t go away, then 111 stop here;

but I repeat: I act nothing!

THE father {to MANAGER ex-

citedly). You can force him, sir.

the son. Nobody can force me.

the father. I can.

THE step-daughter. Wait a min-
ute, wait . . . First of all, the
baby has to go to the fountain . . .

{Runs to take the child and leads
her to the fountain.)

THE manager. Yes, yes, of course;
that’s it. Both at the same time.

{The SECOND LADY LEAD and the
JUVENILE LEAD ot this pomt Sepa-

rate themselves from the group of
actors. One watches the mother
attentively; the other moves about
studying the movements and man-
ner of the son whom he loill have
to act.)

THE SON (to manager). What do
you mean by both at the same
time? It isn’t right. There was no
scene between me and her. {Indi-

cates THE mother) Ask her how it

was!

the mother. Yes, its true. I had
come into his room . . .

THE son. Into my room, do you un-
derstand? Nothing to do with the

garden.

THE manager. It doesn’t matter.

Haven’t I told you we’ve got to

group the action?

the son {observing the juvenile
LEAD studying him). What do you
want?
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the juvenile lead. Nothing! I

was just looking at you.

THE SON {turning towards the sec-

ond LADY lead). Ah! she’s at it

too: to re-act her part! {Indicating

THE MOTHEK.)

THE MANAGER. Exactly! And it

seems to me that you ought to be
grateful to them for their interest.

THE SON. Yes, hut haven’t you yet

perceived that it isn’t possible to

live in front of a mirror which not

only freezes us with the image of

ourselves, hut throws our likeness

back at us with a horrible grimace?

THE FATHER. That is true, abso-

lutely true. You must see that.

THE MANAGER {tO SECOND UJ>Y
LEAD and JUVENILE lead). He’s

right! Move away from them!

The son. Do as you like. Im out of

this!

‘THE manager. Be quiet, you, will

vou? And let me hear your mother!

{To mother) You were saying you
had entered . . .

the mother. Yes, into his room,
because I couldn’t stand it any
longer. I went to empty my heart

to him of all the anguish that tor-

tures me . . . But as soon as he
saw me ccme in . . .

the son. Nothing happened! There
was no scene. I went away, that’s

aHI I don’t care for scenes!

THE mother. It’s true, true. That’s
how it was.

to do this bit between you and
him. Its indispensable.

THE mother. I’m ready . . . when
you are ready. If you could only

find a chance for me to tell him
what I feel here in my heart.

the father {going to son in a
great rage) . You’ll do this for your
mother, for your mother, do you
understand?

THE SON {quite determined). I do
nothing!

the father {taking hold of him
and shaking him) . For God’s sake,

do as I teU you! Don’t you hear
your mother asking you for a fa-

vour? Haven’t you even got the

guts to be a son?

THE son {faking hold of the
father). No! No! And for God’s
sake stop it, or else . . .

{General agitation, the mother,

frightened^ tries to separate them.)

THE MOTHER {pleading). Please!

please!

THE FATHER {uot leaving hold of
THE son). You’ve got to obey, do
you hear?

THE SON {almost crying from rage).

What does it mean, this madness
you’ve got? {They separate) Have
you no decency, that you insist on
showing everyone our shame? I

won’t do it! I won’t! And I stand

for the will of our author in this.

He didn’t want to put us on the

stage, after all!

THE MANAGER. Man alivel You
came here . . .

THE MANAGER. Well now, we’ve got
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THE SON {indicating father). He
did! I didn't!

THE MANAGER. Aren't yon here
now?

THE SON. It was his wish, and he
dragged us along with him. He's

told you not only the things that

did happen, but also things that

have never happened at all.

THE MANAGER. Well, tell me then
what did happen. You went out of

your room without saying a word?

THE SON. Without a word, so as to

avoid a scene!

THE MANAGER. And then what did

you do?

THE SON. Nothing . . . walking in

the garden . . . {Hesitates for a

moment with expression of gloom .

)

THE MANAGER {coming closer to

him, interested by his extraordinary

reserve). Well, well . . . walking

in the garden . , ,

THE SON {exasperated). Why on
earth do you insist? It's horrible!

(the MOTHER trembles, sobs, and
looks towards the fountain.)

THE MANAGER {slowly observing

the glance and turning towards the
SON with increasing apprehension).

The baby?

THE SON. There in the fountain . . .

the FATHER {pointing with tender

pity to THE mother). She was fol-

lowing him at the moment . . .

THE manager {to THE SON anx-

iously). And then you . . .

THE SON. I ran over to her; I was
jumping in to drag her out when I

saw something that froze my blood

. . . the boy there standing stock

still, with eyes like a madman's,
watching his little drowned sister,

in the fountain! (the step-daugh-
ter bends over the fountain to hide

THE CHILD. She sobs) Then . . .

(A revolver shot rings out behind
the trees where the boy is hid--

den.)

the mother {with a cry of terror

runs over in that direction together

with several of the Actors amid gen-

eral confusion). My son! My son!

{Then amid the cries and exclama-

tions one hears her voice) Helpl

Help!

THE MANAGER {pushing the Actors

aside while they lift up the boy
and carry him off). Is he really

wounded?

some actors. He’s dead! dead!

OTHER ACTORS. No, no, it's Only

make believe, it's only pretence!

THE FATHER {with a terrible cry).

Pretence? Reality, sir, reality!

THE MANAGER. Pretence? Reality?

To hell with it all! Never in my
life has such a thing happened to

me. I've lost a whole day over these

people, a whole day!

CURTAIN
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ANATOL

QUESTIONING FATE

CHARACTERS

Anatol
Max
Cora

iviAX. Really, Anatol, I envy you.

(anatol smiles) Yes, I confess I

was dumfounded. IVe considered it

all a sort of fairy tale until now.
But now that IVe actually seen you
do it—^when I saw that girl fall

asleep—^with my ovm eyes—saw
her dance when you told her she
belonged to the ballet—saw her
weep when you told her her lover

was dead—and saw her pardon a
criminal when you had made a
queen of her

ANATOL. Yes

MAX. There^s a magician hidden in

you.

ANATOL. As there is in all of us.

MAX. It’s mysterious.

ANATOL. It doesn’t seem so to me—^it’s no more mysterious than life

itself—^no more mysterious than

much we have discovered in the

course of the centuries. How do
you suppose our forefathers felt

when they were told that the earth

revolved on its axis? It must have
made them dizzy.

MAX. Yes—^but that concerned all

alike.

ANATOL. Suppose wc had just ais-

covered Spring, for instance. We
wouldn’t believe it was true, in

spite of the green trees, the blos-

soming flowers and—^love.

MAX. You’re off the subject, all

that is nonsense. But magnet-
ism

—

ANATOL. Hypnotism

MAX. That is a different matter. Fd
never let myself be hypnotized.

ANATOL. ThaFs childish of \'ou.

Where’s the harm, if I were to tell

you to go to sleep and you He down
quietly. . . .

MAX. Yes, and then you’d say to

me, ‘‘Now you’re a chimney sweep”
and I’d climb into the chimney and
get all sooty.

ANATOL. Those are only jokes. The
important thing is its value for

scientific use. But we’ve not gone
far yet.

MAX. Why?

ANATOL. Yes, I could transport

that girl today into a hundred other

worlds, but I can’t transport my-
self even into one other world.
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MAX. Isn’t it possible? ^ max. But she loves you*

ANATOL. To be honest, Ive tried

it. IVe stared at this diamond in

my ring for minutes together and

Ive said to myself, "Anatol, you

will go to sleep and when you

awake aU thought of that woman,
who is driving you crazy, will have

vanished from your mind.”

MAX. And what happened when
you woke up?

ANATOL. I didn’t go to sleep at all.

MAX. That woman—that woman
—^then you still

ANATOL. Yes, friend, Im very un-

happy—I’m almost insane.

MAX. You’re still in doubt?

ANATOL. No. Not in doubt

—

know she deceives me. While her

lips pr^ mine,' while her hand
car^ses my hair—^in our moments
of |oy—I Imow she deceives me.

MAX. It’s ah imagination.

ANATOL. No, it isn’t

MAX. Have you any proof?

ANATOL. I surmise— feel—that’s

why I know

MAX. Amazing logicf

ANATOL. These women are always
unfaithful—it comes natural to

them. They aren’t aware of it

themselves. They simply have to

have two or three afe^s at the

same time, |ust as I lie to read
two or three books at the same
time.

ANATOL. Madly—^but what has that

to do with it? She’s untrue to me.

MAX. With whom?

ANATOL. How do I know? A prince,

perhaps, who followed her in the

streets—or a poet of the tenements

who smiled at her, from a window
as she passed in the early morning.

MAX. You are a fool.

ANATOL. What reason would she

have for not being untrue to me?
She’s like all the rest, she loves life

and does little thinking. If I ask her

'‘Do you love me?” she’ll answer

yes, and she’ll teD the truth. If I

ask her “Are you true to me?” again

she will say yes and again she will

be telling die truth, for she has for-

gotten the others—^for the moment
at least. And then, did any one of

them ever answer, “Dearest, I have
been untrue to you?” How shall we
ever know? But if she is true to

me

MAX. Ah, ha

ANATOL. It s mere chance. It isn’t

because she thinks to herself, ‘T

must be true to my dear Anatol”

—

that isn’t it

MAX. But if she loves you?

ANATOL. Sweet innocent!—^if that

were any reason

MAX. WeH?

ANATOL. Why shouldn’t I be true

to her? I love her.

MAX. Oh, you’re a man.
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ANATOL. That stupid old phrase!
They re always trying to persuade
us that women are difFerent. Some
may be— their mothers keep
them locked up or if they re cold-
blooded—we re all alike, I tell you.
When I say to a woman “1 love you
and you alone!” I don t feel that
Im lying to her even if I have held
another in my arms the night be-
fore.

MAX. Oh, well—^you

ANATOL. And how about you? Or
my adored Cora? Oh, it will drive
me mad! If I should kneel to her
and implore her, “Sweetheart

—

darling—all is forgiven in advance—but only tell me the truth,”

would that help me? She would
lie to me as before and I would
know as much as I did before.

Haven’t I had them implore me,
“Tell me, are you really true to

me? Not a word of reproach if

you’re not—^but I want the truth

—

I must know it,” and what did I do?
I lied,—calmly, with a happy snaile—^with the clearest conscience in

the world. Why should I make her
unhappy? And I replied, “Yes, my
angel,—faithful unto death,” and
she believed and was happy.

MAX. There, you see

ANATOL. But I don’t believe and
I’m not happy. I might be, if there

was any means of making them
speak—^these stupid, adorable, de-

testable creatures, or if there was
any other way of discovering the

truth. But there isn\ any—except

chance,

MAX. And hypnotism?

ANATOL. What?

671

MAX. Hypnotism. I mean, you put
her to sleep and then you say to

her, “Now you must teE me the
truth.”

ANATOL. Strange

MAX. It ought to be possible. And
then you ask her, “Do you love

me? Or someone else? Where have
you been? Where are you going?
Who is the other man?” and so on.

ANATOL. Max—Max

MAX. Well?

ANATOL. You’re right. One might
be a magician—and conjure a word
of truth from a woman’s mouth.

MAX, There now—^thatll save your
life! Cora is imdoubtedly a good
medium—^you will know this very
evening whether you are a dupe,

—

or

ANATOL. Or a very god. Max, let

me embrace you!— am free—^I

am a new man. I have her in my
power.

MAX. I’m really quite curious,

ANATOL. What? You didn’t doul^?

MAX. Oh, I see—others mustn’t

doubt, only you.

ANATOL. Certainly. If a husband
were leaving the very hmise where
he had caught his wife with her

lover, and a friend met him with

the words, “I believe your wife is

unfaithful,” he wouldn’t answer,

“I’ve just become convinced of

that,” woidd he? He’d be more
Iflcely to sav, “You’re a damned
cad.”
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MAX. That’s true—I had forgotten

that it s the first duty of friendship

to preserve a friend’s illusions.

ANATOL. Quiet a moment

Aiax. What is it?

ANATOL. Don’t you hear? I know
her step, even down there in the

house-corridor.

MAX. I didn’t hear anything.

ANATOL. So near—^now she’s in the

hall

—

{Opens the door) Cora

COLA {outside). Good evenings oh
—you’re not alone?

ANATOL. It’s only friend Max.

coha (coming in). Good evening—^aU in the dark?

ANATOL. Its still twilight—^you

know how I love that.

CORA (stroking his hair) . My little

poet

ANATOL. My dear Cora

COBA. ButO light the Kght, if you
don’t mind. (She lights the can-

dles.)

ANATOL (to max). Isn’t sl^ charm-
ing?

MAX. Oh

CORA- How are you both,—have
you been chatting here long?

ANATOL. About half an hour.

CORA. And what about? (Takes off
her hat and coat.

)

ANATOL. Many things

MAX. Chiefly about hypnotism.

CORA. That hypnotism again? It

makes me dizzy just to think of it,

ANATOL. Well, now

CORA. Anatol, I’d like to have you
hypnotize me some time.

ANATOL. I?—^hypnotize you?

CORA. I think it would be awfuUy
nice—^that is, if you do it.

ANATOL. Thanks.

CORA. But I wouldn’t let a stranger

do it—oh, dear, no.

ANATOL. Well, sweetheart, IT! hyp-
notize you if you wish it.

CORA. When?

ANATOL. Now—at once—aright

here.

CORA. Good! What must I do?

ANATOL. Just sit quietly in that

chair and make up your mind to

go to sleep.

CORA. It’s made up.

ANATOL. I’ll stand here before you,
you must look at me—^well, look
at me—^I’U stroke your eyes and
forehead . , . this way

CORA. And what then?

ANAT<H.. Nothing—^you must will

to go to sleep

CORA. When you touch my eyes
like that, I feel queer
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ANATOL. Quiet now, don’t talk

—

sleep—^you are very tired.

CORA. No, Im not.

ANATOL. Yes, you are tired.

CORA. A little—^yes

ANATOL. Your eyelids are heavy

—

so heavy—^you can scarcely lift

your hands

CORA (low). Yes—^really

ANATOL (passes his hand over her
eyes and forehead, speaks monot-
onously) . Tired—^you are very tired

—go to sleep, my child—sleep

—

(He turns with a triumphant ex-

pression to MAX who has been
watching in admiration) Sleep

—

now your eyes are tight shut, you
can’t open them

—

(cora tries to

open her eyes)—^you can’t—you
are sleeping—sleep on

MAX. Say

ANATOL. Quiet!

—

(To cora) You
are sleeping—deeply—calmly

—

(He stands looking at cora who
breathes calmly, evidently asleep)

Now you can speak.

2viAX. I wanted to ask if she was
really asleep.

ANATOL. You can see for yoiurseK.

Now we’ll wait a few moments,
(He stands before her, looks at her,

there is a long pause) Cora—^now

you must answer me—^answer

—

what is your name?

CORA. Cora.

ANATOL. Cora, we are in the for-

est.

CORA. Oh, in the forest—isn’t it

lovely?—the green trees, . . . and
the nightingales

ANATOL. Cora, you must tell me the

truth about everything—^what are

you to do, Cora?

CORA. I must tell the truth.

ANATOL. You must answer all my
questions truthfully, and when you
wake up you will have forgotten it

all. Do you understand me?

CORA. Yes.

ANATOL. Sleep now—calmly—(To
max) Now I shall ask her

MAX. How old is she?

ANATOL. Nineteen—Cora, how old

are you?

CORA. Twenty-one.

j

MAX. Aha!

ANATOL. Hush—^that’s remarkable

—you can see how

MAX. If she’d known she was such
a good medium !

ANATOL. The suggestion is taking

effect. I shall question her further.

Cora, do you love me?

CORA. Yes.

ANATOL (triumphant) . Did you
hear that?

MAX. And now the main question—^whether she is true to you.

ANATOL. Cora (Turning)

That’s a stupid question.
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MAX. Why?

ANATOL. You can’t ask it that way
—I must word the question differ-

ently.

MAX. I should think it was suf-

ficiently exphcit.

ANATOL. No, that’s just the trouble,

it is not explicit enough.

MAX. In what way?

ANATOL. If I ask, “Are you true to

me,” she may understand that in

its widest significance.

MAX. Well?

ANATOL. She’ll think back over her

whole past—^she’ll think possibly

of a tino^ when she foved someone
else, and she would answer no.

MAX. That would be rather interest-

kig, too.

ANATOL. Thanks! I realize that

Cera knew other men before she

met me—she herself told me that

had she dreamed she was to meet
me—then

MAX. But she didn’t dream it?

A2«AT(^

MAX. As to your qu^tion

ANATOL. Yes, this question—^it’s too

crude—in the wording, anyway.

MAX. Then put it this way, “Cbra,
have you been true to me since you
have known me?”

ANATOL. Hm—that’s better. (To
Cora) Cora, have you been—but
that’s absurd, too.

MAX. Absurd?

ANATOL. Why, yes. Consider the

way we met—^we didn’t dream we
should come to love each other so

madly. We both thought, those first

days, that it was merely a passing

episode—who knows

MAX. Who knows what?

ANATOL. Who knows, if she did

not first come to love me—^when

she had ceased to love someone
else? What experience did this girl

live through before I met her—^be-

fore we exchanged our first words?
Could she cut loose from it all at

once? Did she not, perhaps, have
to drag the old chains about with
her, for days and weeks?

MAX. Hm. . . •

ANATOL. I will go still further—^at

first it was only a caprice to her as

it was to me. Neither of us thought
of it as anything else, neither of

us demanded anything from the

other more than a sweet fleeting

happiness. If she did wrong at that

time—can I reproach her for it?

MAX. How magnanimous you are.

ANATOL. Oh, no—but I should con-
sider it indecent to take any such
advantage of the present situation.

MAX. That’s noble of you. But
maybe I can help you out. (an-
ATOL IcK^ his question) Why not
put it this way, “Cora, have you
been true to me since you have
loved me?”

ANATOL. That sounds quite clear.

MAX. Well?
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ANATOL. But it isn t clear at all.

MAX. Oh, indeed!

ANATOL. True! What does that
word mean, anyway? Now sup-
pose, let us say—suppose she was
in a railway train yesterday, and a
man sitting opposite touched the
tip of her foot with his. It is not
at all impossible that, with the
greatly increased perceptiveness
characteristic of sleep and in the
highly sensitized condition of the
medium’s mind during the hyp-
nosis

, it is not at aU impossible
that she might regard this incident

as an infideSty.

MAX. Oh, see here

ANATOL. All the more since she
knows my—^probably exaggerated
point of view on this subject from
many conversations we have had.
I’ve said to her, “Cora, if you even
look at another man it’s an infidel-

ity towards me.”

MAX. And she?

ANATOL. She laughed and asked

how I could believe that she would
even look at another man.

MAX. And yet you beheved

ANATOL. Accidents can happen.

Imagine—for instance, an imper-

tinent fellow follows her some eve-

ning and kisses her on the neck.

MAS. Well—that

ANATOL^ Well, that’s not impos-

sible.

MAX. Th^ you don’t really want
to question her?

ANATOL. Why, yes—^but

MAX. All this you’ve been saying
is perfect rot. Believe me, women
never misunderstand when we ask
them if they’ve been true to us.

And if you whisper to her, tenderly,

affectionately, “Are you true to

me?” she won’t think of any man’s
foot or any impertinenc kiss on the
neck, she’ll think of just what we
usually mean when we talk of in-

fidelity. And, besides, in this case,

you have the added advantage of

being able to ask horther questions
which will mal,e her answer quite
clear.

ANATOL. Then you insist that I

shall question her?

MAX. I? Why, you wanted to know.

ANATOL. But IVe just thought of

something

MAX. What is it?

ANATOL. The Unconscious.

MAX. The Unconscious?

ANATOL. I believe in states of nn-

ccmsciousness

MAX. Do you?

ANATOL. Such a condition can grow
out of itself, as it were, but it can
also be brought about by artificial

means—by means that dull, or un-

duly exhilarate, the senses.

MAX. Please explain.

ANATOL. Imagine a dim room, full

of shadows—^mysterious
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MAX. Dim—^mysterious— imag-
ining it.

ANATOL. And in this room—she

—

and another.

MAX. But how did she get there?

ANATOL. m leave that question

open. There are excuses—enough
that it could and does happen. And
then—a few glasses of Rhine wine—^the air strangely heavy—^the

scent of cigarettes—^the fragrance

of perfumed hangings—a pale hght
through frosted glass and red silk

—silence—sohtude—sweet whis-

pered words

—

{Gesture from max)—^many others have yielded there

—stronger, calmer than she.

MAX. Probably. Still the fact that

she should be in such a room with

another man doesn’t quite agree

with my idea of fidelity.

ANATOL. Life is full of enigmas.

MAX. Well, friend, you have the

solution of one of diose enigmas
which have puzzled the most bril-

liant men for ages, in your own
hands; you need only speak, and
you win know all that you wish to

know. One question—^and you will

know whether you are one of the
few who are really loved exclu-

sively—or you can learn who your
rival is and how he won his victory

over you—^and yet you will not
speak this word. You have been
permitt^ to question Fate—^and

you will not. You torture yourself

day and ni^t, you’d give h^ your
life for the truth, and yet when it

hes before you, you wffl not stoop
to pick it up. And why not? Be-
cause it might happen that a wom-
an whom you love is really just

as you would have her, in all your

imaginings, and because your il-

lusion is a thousand times dearer

to you than the truth. Enough of

this trifling now. Wake the girl up,

and be satisfied with the proud con-

sciousness that you—^might have
accomplished a miracle.

ANATOL. Max!

MAX. Well, am I not right? Don’t

you know yourself that all you’ve

said has been just sophistry, empty
phrases, with which you can de-

ceive neither yourself nor me.

ANATOL (quickly). Max, I will

question her.

MAX. Ah ha!

ANATOL. But—don’t be offended

—

not in your presence.

2^£AX. Not in my presence?

ANATOL. If I must hear it—^the

worst—^if she answers “I am not
true to you,” I want to be alone to

hear it. To be unhappy is only half

the misfortune—^to be pitied—^is

misery complete. I cannot endure
it. You are my best friend, but that

is just why I don’t want to see your
eyes rest on me with that expres-

sion of pity which shows the un-
fortunate the full depth of his

misery. It’s something else, per-

haps. I may be—^ashamed—^before

you. You will have to learn the

truth, for you will have seen this

girl for the last time, if she has de-

ceived me. But I don’t want you to

hear it when I do—^that’s what I

can’t endure—do you understand?

MAX. I understand. (Presses his

hand) I will leave you alone with
h^r*
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ANATOL. You are a real friend.

{Goes to door with him) 111 call

you in again—^in less than a min-
ute.

(max goes info next room,)

ANATOL {stands in front of cora,
looks at her). Cora—{He shakes
his head, paces the room, comes
back to her, falls on his knees be-

fore her) Cora—^my sweet Cora

—

{With decision) Cora, wake up

—

and kiss me,

CORA {rises, rubs her eyes, falls on
ANATOL s neck)

.

Anatol—^how long

did I sleep? ^^ere is Max?

ANATOL {calls). Max!

MAX {comes from next room).
Here I am.

ANATOL {to coha) . You slept for a

long time and you talked in your

sleep.

CORA. Good heavens! Did I say

anything wrong?

MAX. You only answered his ques-

tions.

CORA. What did he ask me?

ANATOL. Ever so many things.

CORA. And did I answer every-

thing?

ANATOL. Everything.

CORA. And mayn’t I know what
you asked me?
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ANATOL. No, you may not. And
ril hypnotize you again to-morrow.

CORA. No, indeed—^never again. Its

witchcraft—^they ask you questions

and then when you wake up you
don’t know a thing about it

—

know I talked nonsense.

ANATOL. Yes—for instance, you
said that you loved me.

CORA. Did I, really?

MAX. She doesn’t believe it!
—

^that’s

good.

CORA. But I don’t need to go to

sleep to tell you that.

ANATOL. My angel. {Embrace.)

MAX. Good-bye, friends.

ANATOL. You’re going already?

MAX. I must.

ANATOL. You don’t mind if I don’t

go with you?

MAX. Why, of course not.

CORA. See you soon again?

MAX {at the door). I’ve learned

one fact—^women can lie even in

the hypnosis—^but they’re happy—^that’s the one important thing.

Good-bye, children.

{They do not hear him, as they

are clasped in a passionate era*

brace.)



CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

CHARACTERS

Anatol
Gabrbelle

It is about six o^clock on Christmas Eve, in the streets of Vienna. Snow
is falling lightly.

ANATOL. Dear lady—oh, dear lady.

GABRiELLE. What?—oh, ifs you?

ANATOL. Yes, IVe been following

you. I can’t bear to see you lugging
all those things. Do give me your
packages.

GABRIELLE. Oh, no, much obliged

—but I can carry them perfectly

well myself.

ANATOL. Please don’t make it so

hard for me when I really want to

be gallant.

GABRIELLE. Well—take this one,

then.

ANATOL. But that doesn’t amount to

anything—^here, give me this—and
this

GABRIELLE. That’s enou^ now

—

you’re really too kind.

ANATOL. If only I’m allowed to be—^it feels so good.

GABRIELLE. But you prove that only
on the street,—^and when it’s snow-
ing

—

ANATOL. And when it’s evening

—

and, incidentally, Christmas—eh?

GABRIELLE. It’s imusual even to
catch a glimpse of you nowadays.

ANATOL. You mean that I haven’t

called on you this season?

GABRIELLE. Yes, that’s about what
I mean.

ANATOL. Oh, dear lady—^I haven’t

made any calls at all, this season—^how is your husband?—and the

dear children?

GABRIELLE. Spare yourself these in-

quiries. I know it interests you very
little.

ANATOL. It’s quite a weird sensa-

tion to meet someone who really

knows human nature.

GABRIELLE. I knOW yOU.

ANATOL. Not as well as I could
wish.

GABRIELLE. No such remarks,
please.

ANATOL. But I can’t help it.

GABRIELLE. Then give me my pack-
ages.

ANATOL. Don’t be angry, please

—

I’ll be good.

{They walk along in silence.)

GABRIELLE. I don’t mean that you
sha’n’t talk at all.
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AXATOL. But youre such a strict

censor

GABRiELLE. Tell me something in-

teresting. We haven’t seen each
other for so long. What are you do-
ing with yourself?

ANATOL. Nothing—as usual.

GABRIELLE. Nothing?

ANATOL. Absolutely nothing.

GABRIELLE. Ifs really too bad.

ANATOL. You certainly don’t care.

GABRiEXXE. How can you say that?

ANATOL. And why am I wasting my
life? Whose fault is it? Whose?

GABRIELLE. Give me my packages.

ANATOL. I don’t blame anyone in

particular. I was just talking into

the air^

GABRIELLE. You do a lot of waDdng,
I suppose.

ANATOL. Walking? You put such a
tone of contempt into that? And
yet, is there anything nicer? The
word suggests such delightful aim-
lessness. But it doesn’t fit me to-

day. I’m very busy to-day—^just as

you are.

GABRIELLE. Bu^? At what?

ANATOL. Tm shopping for Christ-

mas, too.

GABRIELLE. YoU ate?

ANATOL. Only I can’t find anything

to ^it me. For "^eks now, IVe
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spent my evenings in front of tlie

shop windows in every street. But
these shop-keepers seem to have
neither taste nor originality.

GABRIELLE. That’s for the shopper
to supply.' Anybody who has as

little to do as you have, ought to

be able to plan, and to exercise his

own originality, and order his pres-

ents during the Autumn.

ANATOL. I’m afraid I’m not the man
to do that. And, anyhow, how do
we know in the Autumn whom we
want to give presents to at Christ-

mas? So here it is,—only two hours
before they light the candles on the
Christmas tree, and I haven’t the
faintest idea—not the faintest

GABRIELLE. Shall I help you?

ANATOL. Oh, dear lady—^you are

an angel!—^but don’t take the pack-
ages away from me.

GABRIELLE. Why, no

ANATOL. Then I may cafl you an
angel?—^that’s fine—angel!

GABRIELLE, Will you be quiet?

ANATOL. I’m as quiet as can be.

GABRIELLE. Well, then, give

some guide—^whom do you want
the present for?

ANATOL. That’s—^that’s hard to say.

GABRIELLE. For a lady, of course.

ANATOL. I complimented you once
this evening on your knowledge of

human nature.

GABRIELLE. But what—^what sort'

of a lady? A reel lady?
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ANATOL. Well have to come to an
agreement with regard to that term
first. If you mean a lady of the

great world—^then it’s not quite

right.

GABRiELLE. Very well—of the—of

the 'little world” then?

ANATOL. We can call it that.

GABRiEULE. I might have known it.

ANATOL. Please don’t be sarcastic.

GABRiELLE. I know youT taste

—

something from the other side of

the City Line?—^thin and blonde?

anatol. Blonde—^yes—^111 ac-

knowledge that much.

GABRJEULE. Bloude—it’s surprising

how faithful you are to this sort of

maiden

ANATOL. It isn’t my fault.

GABRIELLE. None of that, sir! It’s

just as well that you should stay

by your particular type—^it would
be a great pity for you to desert

the scene of your triumphs.

ANATOL. But what can I do? It’s

the only place Tm loved—over
there.

GABRIELLE. Do they understand
you—over there?

ANATOL. Not in the slightest. But
that’s how it goes. In the “little

world” I’m loved—iq the great

world—only imderstood. You Imow.

GABRIELLE. No, I don’t know any-
thing—and I don’t want to know
anyfhine more. Come here—^this

is the right shop—^well buy some-
thing here for your little girl.

ANATOL. Dear lady

GABRIELLE. Why, yes—look iu here

—there’s a little fancy box with
three bottles of perfume—and an-

other with six c^es of soap—^pat-

chouli— chypre— Jockey Club—
wouldn’t that suit?

ANATOL. That—^that isn’t altogether

nice of you^

GABRIELLE. Wait a moment—look
at this pin with the six paste dia-

monds

—

six—^just think!—^how it

glitters—or this charming little

bracelet with those heavenly dan-
glers—one of them is a Moor’s head
—that ought to please—across the
City Line.

ANATOL. You are mistaken, dear
lady—you don’t know these girls

—

they are—quite different from your
idea.

GABRIELLE. Oh, look here—^how
perfectly charming—^what do you
think of that hat? The shape was
the latest thing—^two years ago!

And see those waving feathers

—

aren’t they gorgeous? That would
certainly make a sensation—^in Her-
nals.

ANATOL. But I wasn’t talking of
Hemals—^and you probably under-
estimate the taste of Hemals, too.

GABRIELLE. You’re Very diflScult

—

why don’t you help me? Give me
some clue.

ANATOL. How can I? You’d have
only a condescending smile for it.
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GABHIELX.E. Oh, no, oh, no— want
to leam. Is she vain? Or modest?
Tall—or short? Does she like gay
colors?

ANATOL. I should not have ac-

cepted your kind offer—^you re only
mocking me.

GABKiELLE. Oh, no, Tm listening

—

tell me something about her,

ANATOL. I don’t dare

GABRiELLE. You may dare. Since

when

ANATOL. Don’t let’s talk about it.

GABRIELLE. But I insist. Since when
have you known her?

ANATOL. For some time,

GABRIELLE. Don’t let me drag it

out of you like this. Tell me the

whole story.

ANATOL. There isn’t any story.

GABRIELLE. How you made her ac-

quaintance—^when, and where, and
what sort of a person she is

—

want to know all that.

ANATOL. Oh, very well, but I warn
you it s tiresome.

GABRIELLE. It will be interesting to

me. I’d really like to leam some-

thing about that world. What sort

of a world is it anyway? I know
nothing at aU about it.

ANATOL. You wouldn’t understand

that world at all.

GABRIELLE. Oh, indeed!
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ANATOL. You have such a summary
contempt for everything that lies

outside your own circle. It’s a mis-

take.

GABRIELLE. I’m willing to leam.

But no one ever tells me anything

about that world. How shall I leam
to know it?

ANATOL. And yet—^you have an in-

definite feeling—^that they’re tak-

ing something away from you

—

over there. It’s a sort of silent en-

mity.

GABRIELLE. Oh, please—^no one
takes anything from me that I wish
to keep.

ANATOL. That may be—^but even

if you don’t want it yourself—still

it annoys you—^when someone else

takes it.

GABRIELLE, Ob

ANATOL. Dear lady—that’s typically

feminine. And as it’s typically fem-

inine—^it’s probably highly refined

and very beautiful and profound as

well.

GABRIELLE. Where did you leam
that irony?

ANATOL. where did I leam it? HI
tell you. I was innocent once

—

and confiding, and there was no
scorn in my words—^and I bore

many a wound in silence.

GABRIELLE. Don’t be romantic.

ANATOL. I could bear honest

wounds—^I can overcome a

spoken at the right time, even by

bps I love. But a "'no”—when the

eyes have said “perhaps” a hundred
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times—^wlien the lips have smiled

“it might be” a hxmdred times

—

when die tone of the voice vibrates

a hxmdred promises—^sxich a "no”

must turn a man

GABRiEixE. But we wcrc going to

buy your present?

ANATOL. ^must turn a man into

a fool—or a cynic.

GABREEULE. You—you Were going

to—tell me

ANATOL. Yes—^if you insist.

GABRiEiJLE. I do. How did you
make her acquaintance?

AKATOL. Oh—^in the usual way I

suppose. The way those things hap-

paa—cm the street—or at a dance

—or in an omnibus—or maybe xm-

der an umbrella.

jEABrielle. But Im interested in

this special case—we’re to buy
something for this special case.

ANATOE. There are no special cases

In "the little world,” nor in the

great world either for that matter.

Youre all so true to type.

GABRiELLE. Sfx—BOW youVe ho-

ginning

ABATCH^ There s no insult in that

—not in the di^test— m true to

type myself.

GABRTKT.EK. What type are you?

ANATCR.. Frivolous. Melancimliac.

gabrieCle. And I?

ANATOL. You—that’s simple—mcm-
daine.

C5ABRIELLE. Indeed! And—^and she?

ANATOL. She

—

shes—the sweet lit-

tle girl.

GABRIELLE. Sweet—she’s sweet

then—and I—^just—^just mondaine?

ANATOL. Cruel mondaine—^if you
insist.

GABRIELLE. Very well. Now do
finally tell me something about this

—sweet little girl.

ANATOL. She’s not fascinatingly

beautiful—^she hasn’t a particle of

style—and she certainly is not bril-

liant.

GABRIELLE. I don’t Want to know
what she is not

ANATOL. But she has the soft charm
of a spring evening—^the grace of

an enchanted princess—and the

soul of a girl who knows how to

love.

GABRIELLE. That sort of soul is said

to be very frequent in the "little

world.”

ANATOL. You can’t imagine what it

is like there. They told you too lit-

tle, when you were a young girl

—

and they’ve told you too much
since you’ve been a yoxmg wife

—

that robs your opinions of spon-

taneity.

GABRIELLE. But I teH you I’m will-

ing to be taught—^I’U believe in

your enchanted princess. Tell me
something of the magic garden in

which she sleeps.

ANATOL. Oh, you mustn’t imagine
any gorgeous drawing-room—with
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heavily hanging curtains—^bric-a-

brac—^pale velvets—and the af-

fected half-twilight of a dying af-

ternoon

—

GABRiELLE. I dont Want to hear
what I must not imagine

ANATOL. Very well, then, imagine
a little dim room, very small—^with

painted walls—^in too light a tone—a few old engravings—^poor ones—^with faded lettering, here and
there—a hanging lamp with a
shade. And from the window, at

evening, there is a view over roofs

and chimneys sinking into the dark-

ness. And when spring comes—^the

garden opposite will blossom and
send out its fragrance

GABRIELLE. You must he happy

—

if you can think of May—^at Christ-

mas.

ANATOL. Yes, I am happy—now
and then.

GABRIELLE. That will do,—^its

growing late—we were to buy
something for her—shall it

something for the room with the

painted walls?

ANATOL. The room lacks nothing.

GABRIELLE. In her eyes— can be-

lieve that. But I wotdd like to dress

up the room—^to suit your taste.

ANATOL. Mine?

GABRIELLE. With Persian rugs.

#

ANATOL. Out there?

GABRIELLE. And a shade of frosted

red-green glass

ANATOL. Hm
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GABRIELLE. A few voscs with freslj

flowers

ANATOL. But I want to take Im
something.

GABRIELLE. Yes, thats true—^we

must make our choice—she’s wait-

ing for you, I suppose.

ANATOL. Certainly.

GABRIELLE. She s Waiting. Tell me,
how does she receive you?

ANATOL. Oh, in the usual way.

GABRIELLE. She hears your steps on
the stair—doesn’t she?

ANATOL. Yes, sometimes.

GABRIELLE. And she throws her
arms aroxmd your neck—^and kisses

you—and what does she say?

ANATOL, Oh, what one usually says

in such cases.

GABRIELLE. Well—for instance?

ANATOL. I know of no particular in-

stance.

GABRIELLE. What did she say yes-

terday?

ANATOL. Oh—^nothing special—it

would sound silly— you didn’t

hear the tone in her voice.

GABRIELLE. I’ll try and imagine diat

tone. Well, what did she say?

ANATOL. “I am so glad that I have
you again.”

GABRIELLE. “T am SO glad”—was
that it?
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ANATOL. ‘'That I have you again/'

GABRiEULE. Thats Very sweet

—

very sweet.

ANATOL. Yes, it is sincere—and true.

GABBiELLE. And shc's always alone?—^you can see each other undis-

turbed?

ANATOL. Yes, she lives by herself

—

she s quite alone in the world—no
father, no mother—not even an
aunt.

GABKCELLE. And you—are every-
thing to her?

ANATOL. Possibly—for the present.

(There is a pause.)

GABRiELLE. It's gTOwmg late—see
how empty the streets are.

ANATOL. And IVe been detaining
you! You ought to get home, I sup-
pose.

GABRIELLE. Yes—theyli be waiting
for me. But what shall we do about
the present?

ANATOL. Oh—111 find some trifle.

GABRIELLE. Im not SO sure about
that. And I had really made up my
mind that I wanted to choose some-
thing for your—for that girl

INATOL. Oh, realty, dear lady

GABRIELLE. And I'd like irK>st of all

to be there when you bring her the
present— have the greatest desire
to see that little room and the
sweet little girl. She doesn't know
how fortunate she is. (anatol
starts) But give me my packages
now, please. It s so late.

ANATOL. Here they are

—

but

GABRIELLE. And please call up that

cab there—the one coming down
the street.

ANATOL. Why this hurry—all of a
sudden?

GABRIELLE. Please do as I say. (He
beckons to the cab) Thanks—^but

what shall we do about that pres-

ent?

(The cab stops in front of them.
ANATOL moves to open the door.)

GABRIELLE. Wait a moment—Td
like to send her something myself.

ANATOL. You ^WOuld?

GABRIELLE. But what shall I?

—

here, take these flowers. Just these
simple flowers—^it's to only a
greeting—^nothing more—^but you
must give her a message, too.

ANATOL. This is very sweet of you.

GABRIELLE. Promise me to give
her the message?—in the veiy
words in which I say it?

ANATOL. Why, certainly.

GABRIELLE. YouTl promise me?

ANATOL. With the greatest pleasure—^why not?

GABRIELLE (opens the door of the
cab). Then teU her

ANATOL. What?

gabrbelle. Tell her "these flowers,
my sweet little girl, were sent to
you by a woman who, perhaps

—

might know how to love as well as
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you—^but who hasn’t the courage.”

ANATOL. Dear—^lady (She has

entered the cab and it drives away.
The streets are almost empty now.

ANATOL stands looking after the cao

until it turns the corner. He stands

for a moment or two longer, then

looks at his watch and hurries

away.)



EPISODE

CHARACTERS

Anatol
Max
Bianca

max’s room, decorated in dark tones, dark red paper, dark red hangings.

There is a door at back, center, another door on the left. A large desk

stands in the center of the room, on it a lamp tvith a shade, hooks and
papers. There is a tall window in the right wall, down front. A fireplace, in

which a fire is burning, fills the slant corner of the right wall at back.

Two low armchairs and a dark red screen stand before the fire.

MAX (sits at the desk smoking a
cigar and reading a letter). ‘^My

dear Max. Here I am again. Our
company will be in tbe city three

months, I suppose you saw it in the

paper. My fiist evening shall be
given to friendship—I’ll spend it

with you. Bibi.” Bibi—^that means
Bianca—^very well. I’ll be here.

(There is a knock at the door)

Already? Come in.

ANATOL (comes in with gloomy
mien. He carries a large package
under one arm). Good evening.

MAX. Hello—^what have you there?

ANATOL- I am seeking a refuge for

my past.

MAX. What do you mean? (anatol
holds out the package towards
him) What’s that?

anatol. It is my past I am bring-

ing you here, my entire youth.

Take it into your care.

MAX. Of course. Why are you so

solemn?

anatol (sUs down). May I light

a cigar?

MAX. Take one of these, they are

this season’s vintage.

anatol (lights one of the cigars).

Ah

MAX (pointing to the package which
anatol has laid on the desk)

.

And
that?

anatol. I have no place now for

these memories of my youth—I am
leaving town.

max. Indeed!

ANATOL. I am beginning a new life—^indefinitely—^I must be free and
alone, and that is why I free myself
from the past.

MAX. With pleasure. But won’t you Then you have a new love?

explain?

ANATOL. No—^but I no longer have
the old love—^that’s all for the pres-

686

ANATOL. May I sit down?
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ent. (Interrupting himself and max. Several.
pointing to the package) I can
leave aU this trash with you, cant anatol. Very well—several—one

from a milliner’s shop

MAX. You call it trash? Then why
don’t you bum it up?

ANATOL. I can t.

MAX. That’s childish.

ANATOL. No—^it’s my kind of con-
stancy. I can’t forget a single one
of all those I have loved. When I

turn over these notes, these flowers

and these curls—^you’ll let me come
here occasionally just to do it, won’t
you?—^then I am with them all

again, they are all alive, and I adore
them as before.

MAX. The idea being that you want
to use my rooms as a meeting-place
with your past loves?

ANATOL (scarcely hears him).
There’s an idea comes to me now
and then. Suppose there were some
magic word that could force them
all to appear—^that could conjure

them up out of Nodiingness.

MAX. It would be a rather varie-

gated Nothingness.

ANATOL. Yes—and imagine

—

^if I

should utter this word

MAX. You might find something
eflFective—^for instance—^my only

love.”

ANATOL. Yes. Thaa. I would call

'‘^My only love” and they would
all come—one from a simple tene-

ment home, another from her htis-

band’s gorgeous drawing-room, one

from ha: stage dre^ing-room

MAX. One from the arms of a new
lover?

ANATOL. One from the grave—one
from here, another from there

—

until they are all come

MAX. Better not speak that word.
It might be an awkward gathering.
For while they may have ail lost

their love for you—^not one of them
has lost a sense of jealousy.

ANATOL. That is very wise. Rest in
peace, therefore.

MAX. But now we must find a place
for this stately package.

ANATOL. You’ll have to divide it up.
(He opens the package. Its con-
tents are a number of tiny packets
tied up in ribbons.)

MAX. Oh!

ANATOL. It’s all neatly arranged
here,

MAX. By name?

ANATOL. Oh, no. Each packet bears
some inscription, a verse, just a
word sometimes, or a sentence,

which calls up the memory of each
experience. There are no nam^,
there might be several Maries or
Annas, for instance.

MAX. Let me see some of them.

ANATOL. I wonder if I’ll recognize

them aU? Some have been wrapped
up for years, I haven’t even leaked
at them.
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MAX {takes up one of the little

packages^ reads the inscription).

“Yow are so fair, so sweet, so wild,

I hold you close within my arm,

I kiss your neck, alluring child,

MatUda, of the subtle charmr
Why, here’s a name—^Matilda.

AKATOL. Yes, but that wasn’t her

name—although I did kiss her

neck.

MAX. Who was she?

ANATOL. Don’t ask. She has lain in

my arms, that is enough.

MAX- Away with Matilda then. Her
package is a very thin one.

ANATOL. There’s only a curl in it.

MAX. No letters?

ANATOL. Letters? From her? She
would have had a hard struggle to

wTite them. And, besides, where
would we be if all women insisted

on writing to us? Away with Matilda

then.

\fjiK {reading as before). “Women
are all alike in one respect: they

become impudent when you catch

them in a lie.”

ANATOL. Yes, that is true.

MAX, Who was she? This is a thick

package.

ANATOL. lies, eight pages long,

each time. Away with them.

MAX. And she was nnpudent, too?

ANATOL. Yes, when I found her out.

Away with her.

MAX. Away with the impudent liar.

ANATOL. No insults, please. She has

lain in my arms—^she is sacred.

MAX. Well, that’s one reason.

Here’s the next. (Reads as before)

*When I would send dll ugly moods
a-flying,

I think of your betrothed, girlie

mine.

And then, my love, I laugh untU
Tm crying.

There are some jokes that really

are divine

ANATOL (smiling). Yes, she was

—

a joke and divine.

]MAX. And what’s in here?

ANATOL. Only a photograph—she
and her betrothed.

MAX. Did you know him?

ANATOL. Surely, or I couldn’t have
laughed at him. He was a block-

head.

MAX (seriously)

.

He has lain in her
arms—^he is sacred.

ANATOL. Enough of them.

MAX (taking a new package).
What’s this

—

a. sentence

ANATOL. What is it?

MAX (reads). “She boxed my ears.’*

ANATOL. Oh, yes— remember.

MAX. Was that the end?

ANATOL. No, the beginning.

MAX. I see. And here

—

^“It’s easier

to change the direction of a flame,
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than to light it.” What does that
mean?

ANATOL. Why— changed the di-

rection of the flame, another lit it.

3^. Away with the flame. (Reads)
*"She always brought her curling-
iron.” (He looks inquiringly at
ANATOL.)

ANATOL. Why, yes, she always
brought her curliag-iron,—^for any
eventuality. She was very pretty. I

have only a little piece of a veil to

remember her by.

MAX. Yes, that’s what it feels like.

(Reading the next) "*How did I

lose you?” Well, how did you lose

her?

ANATOL. That’s just what I don’t

know. She was gone—suddenly
gone out of my life. That happens
sometimes. It’s just as if you leave

an umbrella somewhere and don’t

remember it for days afterwards,

and then you can’t remember where
and when you left it.

MAX. Farewell, lost one. (Reads)
*Tou were a sweet and merry crea-

ture.”"

ANATOL (continues dreamily),

“Maiden with the weU-pricked fin-

gers.”

MAX. That was Cora, wasn’t it?

ANATOL. Yes

—

^you knew her.

MAX. Have you ever heard what’s

become of her?

ANATOL. I met her just recently

—as the wife of a cabinet-maker.

Max. Really?

ANATOL. Yes, that’s the usual fate

of those maidens with the well-

pricked fingers. They are loved in

the city, and married in the sub-
urbs. She was a darling.

max. Farewell!—and what’s this?

(Reading) “Episode,” But there’s

nothing in this—^fust a little dust.

ANATOL (taking the envelope)
Dust?—^that was a flower once.

MAX. What does this mean—^Epi-
sode?”

ANATOL. Oh, nothing—^just a
chance thought. It was only an
episode, a romance that lasted two
hours. Dust?—it s sad to think that
this is all that remains of so much
sweetness, isn’t it?

MAX. Why, yes. But why did you
choose just that word? You might
have written it on any of them.

ANATOL. True. But I never felt so

conscious of it as just that time.

Frequently, when I was with this

one or that—^particularly in my
earlier days, when I thought great

things of myself— would feel like

saying— you poor child—you poor
child.”

MAX. Why?

ANATOL. I thought myself one of

the Mighty Ones of Ae Intellect.

These girls—^these women,

—

crushed them under my iron tread

as I wandered over the earth—^it is

the law of life, I thought. My path
lies over these bodies

MAX. You were the storm wind that

scatters the blossoms, eh?
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ANATOL. Yes—^and thus I rushed

on my way—^and I thought—^‘^you

poor child”— deceived myself

—

I know now that I am not of the

Great, and the saddest part of it is

that I am quite reconciled to the

thought. But in those years

MAX. Well, and this episode?

ANATOL. That was one of them,

—

a blossom that I found in my
path

AdLAX. And crushed?

ANATOL. Yes, When I look back on

it, it seems to me as if I had really

crushed her.

MAX. Indeed!

ANATOL. Yes. Listen. Really, it s one

of the very sweetest of ail my ex-

periences— can't tell you

MAX. Why not?

ANATOL. Because the story itself is

so commonplace—its nothing at

all—you couldn't feel the beauty

there was in it. The whole s^ret of

it is that it was I who e^pertetced

it.

MAX. Well?

ANATOL. I sat at my piano—^in the

littfe room I had then—^it was eve-

ning—I had known her just two
boms—Ae lamp with the green-

red Aade was burning— mention
the gre^-red lamp, because its

part of the story.

MAX. WelP

ANATOL. Well, I was at Ae piano
—she sat at my feet so Aat I could
not use the pedal— head rested

on my lap and her tumbled hair

shone green and red in Ae lamp
light. I was improvising on the keys,

but wiA my left hand only—^she

held Ae right to her lips.

iwfAX. Well?

ANATOL. This expectant “well” of

yours will drive me mad. There

really isn't any more to it. I had

known her only two hours and I

knew Aat I would probably never

see her again once Ae evening was
over—she told me so herself—and
yet I had Ae feeling Aat I was
loved madly in Aat moment. It

wrapped me round—^Ae air was
heavy and fragrant with this love

—

do you understand? (max nods)

And again I had Aat foolish and
divine thought—^“you poor, poor

child.” The episodic character of it

all came so clearly to my conscious-

ness. While I still felt her warm
breaA on my hand, I seemed to be
living it over in memory—as if it

were already a thing of Ae past.

She was just anoAer one of Aose
over whom my paA led me. The
word came to me Aen—^Aat arid

word “Episode”—and yet I seemed
to feel myself as something Eternal.

I knew Aat this poor ch3d would
never lose Ae memory of this hour
— had never felt so sure of it as

in just this case. Oh, I often realize

Aat by next morning I will be
quite forgotten. But this was dif-

ferent—I was all Ae world to this

girl who lay at my feet— felt Ae
sacred, ^during love vdA which
she surrounded me—one can feel

that—I know Aat in Aat moment
she had Aought for nothing but for

me—and yet for me she was
already someAmg that was past

—

something Aat was fleeting—an
Episode.
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MAX. Who was she?

ANATOL. You know her—^we met
her one evening in a jolly crowd

—

you told me that you’d known her
before.

MAX. I’ve known so many—before.

As you describe her, in the lamp-
light, she seems like a fairy prin-

cess.

ANATOL. She wasn’t at all—do you
know who she was?—of course I’m
spoiling the entire charm.

MAX. Who was she?

ANATOL (smiling). She was

MAX. Theatre?

ANATOL. No—Circus.

MAX. Not really?

ANATOL. Yes, it was Bianca. I never
told you imtil now that I had seen

her again—after that first evening,

when I scarcely spoke to her.

MAX. And you really believe that

Bibi loved you?

ANATOL. Yes—she did. I met her

on the street a week or so after that

party—^she was leaving for Russia

the following day.

MAX. So there was no time to lose.

ANATOL. Oh, I knew it—^IVe

spoiled it all for you. You never

have discovered the true secret of

love.

MAX. And where do you find the

solution d the enigma—woman?

ANATOL, In—die ri^t mood.

MAX. I see—^twilight—^your green-

red lamp—music.

ANATOL. Yes, that is it. And be-
cause a color can change the whole
world for me, is just why I find life

so rich in variety, so gloriously

changeful. What would this girl

with the sparkling hair mean to
you or to a thousand others—^what
would this lamp mean to you—^the

lamp you mock at? A circus rider
and a red-green glass over a light.

Of course, then all the charm is

gone—one may live^ but one will
never experience anything. The rest
of you blunder into an adventure
brutally, with your eyes open but
your soul shut tight, and you never
see its colors. My spirit sheds a
thousand lights and colors over it

and I can feel where you only

—

possess.

max. A well-spring of delight,
surely, this spirit of yours. AH
whom you love dip into it and
bring up for you a strange fra-

grance of adventure and mystery
on which you may intoxicate your-
self.

ANATOL. Call it that if you wilL

MAX. But as far as your circus rider
is concerned—you can hardly make
me believe that she had the same
feelmgs—^under that red-gre^
light, as you did.

ANATOL. But certamly I could saase
her emotions whfle I hsM W in

my arms.

MAX. I have known her also, and
better than you do.

anatcA. Better?
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2viAX. Yes, because there was no

love between us. She's not the

fairy princess for me, she's just one

of a thousand fallen women to

whom a dreamer's imagination

lends new virginity. For me, she's

no better than a hundred others

who leap through the hoops or

dance in the closing quadrille,

ANATOL. Indeed

MAX, And she is nothing more. It is

not that I fail to see what she can

be, it is you who see in her what

she is not. Out of the rich, beau-

tiful life of your soul you poured

the glow of your fanciful youth

into her empty heart. The light you

saw shining tihere was a reflection

of your light.

ANATOL. No, it was not. That has

happened to me now and then, but

not this time. I don't want to make
her out any better than she was. I

was neither the first nor the last

—

I was

MAX. What were you? Just one of

many. She was the same in your

arms as in all the others—Woman,
in her highest moment.

ANATOL. Why did I tell you—^you

haven't understood me.

MAX. no. It is you who have
misunderstood me. What I wanted
to say was that while you may have
felt all the sweet magic, it was the

same to her as any other time. Can
she see the world in a thousand

colors?

ANATOL. Do you know her very
well?

MAX. Yes, we met frequently in

the crowd where you first foimd

her.

ANATOL. Was that all?

MAX. Yes. But we were good

friends. She is witty—we liked to

chat together.

ANATOL. And that was all?

MAX. That was all.

ANATOL. And yet—she did love me.

MAX. Shan't we go on with these?

(Taking up a little package, reads)

‘‘Could I but know the meaning of

thy smile, oh, green-eyed-beauty."

ANATOL. By the way, do you know
that the circus company is here
again?

MAX. Certainly. She's here, too.

ANATOL. I suppose SO.

MAX. She is. And I shall see her
this evening.

ANATOL. You will? Do you know
where she lives?

MAX. No, she wrote to me, she's

coming here.

ANATOL (springing up). What?
Why didn't you tell me that sooner?

MAX. What concern is it of yours?

I thought you wanted to be "free

and alone."

ANATOL. Nonsense.

MAX. And, besides, there’s nothing

sadder than a warmed-over magic.

ANATOL. You mean
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MAX. I mean—^that you ought to
avoid seeing her again.

ANATOL. You mean she might at-

tract me again?

MAX. No—^but because it was so
beautiful then. You’d better go
home with that sweet memory of
yours. Never try to repeat an expe-
rience.

ANATOL. You don’t seriously be-
lieve that I’ll give up this meeting
when it’s so easy to my hand?

MAX. She has more sense than you
have—^she hasn’t written to you

—

possibly merely because she’s for-

gotten you.

ANATOL. That is absurd.

MAX. You don’t think it possible?

ANATOL. The idea is ridiculous.

MAX. Not everyone’s memories can
drink from the Elixir of Life that

gives yours their enduring fresh-

ness.

ANATOL. Ah, but that—^that was
one of the immortal hours.

MAX. I hear steps outside.

ANATOL. Is it she already?

MAX. You’d better go out thiou^
my bedroom.

ANATOL. I’m not such a fool.

MAX, Then you’re really willing to

have all the charm spofled?

ANATOL. I shall stay here.

(Knock at the door,)

MAX. You’d better go. (anatol
shakes his head) Then go back
there—^where she won’t see you
right away—^here, this will do.

(Pushes ANATOL to the fireplace

where he is partially hidden by the

screen.)

ANATOL (leaning against the mark

tel). Oh, very well.

(There is a knock.)

MAX. Come in.

BIANCA (coming in quicldy). Good
evening, dear Max. Here I am.

MAX (with both hands out-

stretched). Good evening, Bianca,

this is mighty nice of you.

BIANCA. You got my letter? You’re
the very first—^you’re the only one
anyway.

MAX. You can imagine how proud
I am!

BIANCA. And how are aU the others?

Is the crowd still together? Will we
meet after the performance eve-

nings, as usual?

MAX (helping her wUh her hat and
coat). There were some evenings

when you didn’t join us.

BIANCA. After the performance?

MAX. Yes, when you disappeared

immediately after the performance.

BIANCA (smiling). Yes—but that’s

natural—^you haow, it’s awfully

nice to hear that said to you with-

out any jealousy. A girl needs such

friends as you are.

MAX. Yes, I should think so.
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BIANCA. Friends who like you but
don’^t torture you.

MAX. That doesn^t happen to you
often, does it?

BIANCA (catches a glimpse of

aIvTatol). But you re not alone?

(anatol comes forward and bows,)

Mi\x. It’s an old acquaintance.

BIANCA (with her lorgnette at her

eyes)* Ah
(anatoi. bows, looks at her ex-

pectantly.)

MAX. Well, what do you say to this

surprise, Bibi?

BIANCA (erribarrassed, searching

her memory). Why, of cour^

—

we know each other.

ANATCBu. Surely—^Bianca,

BIANCA. Why, yes

—

^we know each

other very well

ANAToac (takes her hand with both

of his, eoccited). Bianca

BIANCA. Why, yes—^where did we
meet? Let me see—oh, yes

MAX. Then you iCTieiiiber?

BIANCA. Why, of course—^it was in

St. Petersburg?

ANATCBL. (dropping her hand). No
—it was not in St. Petersburg, Mfes

Bianca. (He turns to go out.)

BIANCA (hastSy, aside to max).
What s the matter? Have I of-

fended him?
(anatol goes out.)

MAX. He s gone, you see.

BIANCA. But what does this mean?

MAX. Didn’t you recognize him?

BIANCA. Why, yes— recognized

him—^but I can’t just remember

—

where and when

MAX. Why, Bibi—^it was Anatol.

BIANCA. Anatol? Anatol?

MAX. Yes, Anatol—music—^icd-

green lamp shade—^here in the

city—about three years ago.

BIANCA. Oh, my goodness, where
were my eyes! Anatol! (Runs to the

door) I must call him back. ( Opens
the door, runs out into the hall,

calls) Anatol! Anatol!

(max stands there smiling until she

comes back.)

MAX. Well?

BIANCA (coming in). He must be
out in the street already. (Opens
the window quickly) There he is.

MAX (at window, behind her).

Yes, there he is.

BIANCA (cads). Anatol!

MAX. He doesn’t hear you.

BIANCA (stamping her foot) . What
a pity! You must ask him to for-

give me—

m

afraid I’ve hurt him,

the dear, good boy.

MAX. Then you do remember him?

BIANCA. Why, of course. But he

looks so like ^meone I knew in

St. Petersburg.

MAX (soothingly). Ill tell him
that.
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BIANCA. Aiid then, besides—when
you haven’t even thought of a man
for three years and you suddenly
see him again—you can’t remem-
ber everything all of the time.

MAX. I d better shut the window

—

there’s such a cold draft coming
in. {He shuts the window,)

BIANCA. I’ll see him while I’m here,

won’t I?

3VIAX. Perhaps. But I want to show
you something. {Takes an envelope

from the desk and shows it to her.)

BIANCA. What’s this?

MAX. It’s the flower that you wore
on that evening—on that evening.

BIANCA. He kept it?

MAX. As you see.

BIANCA. Then he really loved me?

MAX. Madly,—^unspeakably, eter-

nally—as he loved all these others.

{Points to the packages.)

BIANCA. All these others? What
does that mean? Are those all flow-

ers?

MAX. Flowers—^letters, curls, pho-
tographs—^we were just arranging

them.

BIANCA (piqued). Under different

headings.

MAX. Surely.

BIANCA. And where do I come in?

MAX.- In this file, I think. {Throws
the envelope into the fire.)

BiiVNCA. Oh

695

MAX {aside). I’m avenging you as

well as I can, Anatol. {Aloud) And
now don’t be angry any longer. Sit

down here and tell me some of your
adventures of the last three years.

BIANCA. I don’t feel much like it

now. That was a nice reception.

MAX. But you know I’m your friend—do tell me something interesting.

BIANCA (in the armchair by the

fire). What do you want to hear?

max (in the chair opposite). TeH
me about the man in St. Peters-

burg

BIANCA. You’re unendurable.

MAX. Very weU.

BIANCA. What do you whnt me to

feU ?

MAX. Why not begin it—-"once

upon a time?” Once upon a dme
there was a big, big city

BIANCA (stiU irritated). And there

was a big, big circus

MAX. And there was a little, litth

girl

BIANCA. And she jumped through
a big, big hoop. (Laughs softly.)

MAX. There you see—now we’re

off

—

(the curtain begins to fall

very slowly)—and in a box—there

sat every evening

BIANCA. And in a box there saf

every evening—such a handsome—^handsome oh, dear

MAX. Well?

CUKTAIN



MILESTONES

CHARACTERS

Emilie
Anatoe

emilie’s room, furnished with discreet elegance. Twilight, The window
is open, a park beyond can he seen; the top branches of a tree, the leaves

just opening, almost fill the window frame.

EMILIE. Ah, ah—^this is where I find

you?—at my desk? And what are

you doing there? Ransacking the
drawers? Anatol!

ANATOL. I am in my right,—and
I was right to do it, as I have dis-

covered.

EMILIE. Well, and what have you
found? Your own letters.

ANATOL. And how about this?

EMILIE. What?

ANATOL. These two little stones

—

one a ruby—and the other, darker
^theyYe new to me— didn't give
them to you.

EMILIE. No— had—forgotten.

ANATOL. Forgotten? And they were
so carefully hidden away in the
corner of the lowest drawer. Can’t
you confess at once instead of lying,

like all the rest of them?—ah, ha,
you refuse to speak now? This
cheap indignation—^its so much
easier to keep silent when one is

crushed by the burden of guilt. I’m
going to look further—where have
you hidden your other jewelry?

EMILIE. I have no other, (anatol
begins to puU the drawers open)

Please don’t do that— swear to

you that I have nothing more.

ANATOL. Then why did you have
this here—^why?

EMILIE- It was wrong—^perhaps.

ANATOL. Perhaps? Emihe, this is

the very eve of the day on which
I intended making you my wife. I

believed that all the past was wiped
out—all of it. You and I together
gathered all the letters, the fans,

the thousand trifles which reminded
me of the time when we had not
met—and you and I together threw
them all into the fire there. And
your bracelets, your rings—your
earrings—^we gave them away, or
we threw them over the bridge
into the river, out of the window
onto the street. You knelt before me
and you swore to me

—

“It’s all past
and over, in your arms I have
learned to know what love really

means.” I believed you,—of course,
we always believe what women
tell us, from the veiy first he that
makes us happy

EivOLiE. Shall I swear to you again?

ANATOL. What good would it do?
Tm through—^I’m through with
you. And how well you acted the
part! Feverishly, as if you would
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wash out every stain upon your
past, you stood here in front of the
fire and watched the papers, the
ribbons and the knick-knaclcs going
up in flame; and you sobbed in my
arms that day we strolled by the
river and tossed a costly bracelet

into the gray water. You wept puri-

fying tears then—^tears of repent-

ance—and yet it was all a stupid

farce! Don’t you see that it is all in

vain?—that I still distrust you?

—

that I was right to ransack your
desk? Why don’t you speak? Why
don’t you defend yourself?

EMELiE. If you intend to leave

ANATOL. But I want to know the

meaning of these two stones? I

want to know why you kept just

these.

EMiLiE. You don’t love me any
more.

ANATOL. I want to know the truth—^Emihe, the truth

EMILIE. Why? If you don’t love

me any more?

ANATOL. There may be something

in the truth which—^which makes

me imderstand. EmiHe, I don’t

want to believe the worst of you.

EMILIE. Then you forgive me?

ANATOL. You must tell me what
these stones mean.

EMILIE. And then you will forgive

me?

ANATOL. I want to know why you

kept this ruby.

EMILIE. And youll listen to me
quietly?

ANATOL. Yes—^but do speak

EMILIE. This ruby—^belonged in a
locket—it fell out

ANATOL. Who gave you the locket?

1E2/IILIE. That’s not why I kept it

—

I wore it on a—a certain day

—

on a simple chain—around mv
neck.

ANATOL. Who gave it to you?

EMILIE. That’s unimportant—it was
my mother, I think. You see, if I

were really the miserable creature

you believe me to be, I would teU

you that I kept it because my
mother gave it to me—and you’d

believe it. But I have kept this

ruby because it—^it fell out of my
locket on a day—the memory of

which—^is very dear to me.

ANATOL. Go on.

EMILIE. Oh, it relieves me to be
able to tell you. Wouldn’t you
laugh at me if I were jealous of

your first love?

ANATOL. What do you mean by
that?

EMILIE. And yet the memory of it

is something very sweet, it’s one

of those sorrows that seem to soothe

us—^and then—^that day is very

dear to 'me on which I first learned

to know—the emotion—the feeling

that now binds me to you. Oh,

beheve me, one must have learned

how to love, to be able to love as 1

love you. If we had met at a time

when love was something new fov
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both of us, we might have passed

by each other unheeding. No, don’t

shake your head, Anatol, it is true,

and you told me so yourself.

ANATOL. I, myself?

EMiLiE. You said it was best this

way, that we both had to become
ripe for this height of passion.

ANATOL. Yes, there’s always some
such consolation handy when we’re

in love with a fallen woman,

EMJDLiE. So I will tell you frankly

that this ruby means to me the

memory of the day

ANATOL. Well, say it.

EMILIE. You know what I mean

—

the memory of that day—I was a
silly little thing—only sixteen.

ANATOL. And he was twenty—tall

and dark?

EMILIE (innocently), I don’t remem-
ber that, beloved. But I remember
the forest that whispered around
tis—and the bright spring day
that laughed above the tree-tops.

Yes, and I remember a sunbeam
that stole out between the bushes
aiKi listened cm a yellow flower.

ANATOL. And you don’t curse the
day that took you frcnn me—be-
fore I knew you?

EMTT.TK. Yliat day may have ^ven
me to you. No, Anatol, I do not
curse that day, and I scorn to Im
to you and to say that I have ever

done it. Anatol, I love you as I

never loved anyone yet—^as you
have never been lov^ yet. And
even though every prevmus expe-

rience of mine has lost its value

through your first kiss—every other

man whom I have ever known has
vanished from my memory—^that

is no reason why I should forget

the moment that made a woman
of me.

ANATOL. And you pretend to love

me?

EMILIE. I can scarcely remember
that man s face now— can scarcely

recall the look in his eyes

ANATOL. But it was in his arms that

you laughed love’s first sigh—^it was
from his heart that the warmth
first streamed over into yours,

awakening the dreaming girl to

womanhood—^you don’t forget all

that, do you, grateful soul? And
don’t you see how this confession

maddens me?—don’t you see that

you have called up all the slum-
bering past?—and that I realize

anew that you can dream of other

kisses than mine, and that when
you close your eyes in my arms
you can see other faces than mme?

EMILIE. Oh, how you misimder-
stand me! Then you are right, if

you believe we must part.

ANATOL. I don’t understand you
now.

EMILIE. Ah, the women who can
lie are fortunate! You can’t endure
the truth, you men. And yet you’ve
implored me—and swore that you
would forgive everything, only not
a lie. And I— cx)nfessed every-
tibing, I humiliated myself before
you— cried it to your face,

"Anatol, I am a lost woman—but
I love you.” Not a single one of all

the stupid excuses that the others
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find so easy, ever passed my lips.

I said to you, “Anatol, I loved lux-

ury, I was wanton, hot-blooded, I

have sold myself or thrown myself
away—I am not worthy of your
love,” and do you remember that

I said all this to you before you
even kissed my hand for the first

time? I wanted to run away from
you because I loved you, but you
pursued me, you begged for my
love. I didn’t want you, because I

didn’t want to degrade the man
whom I loved more than all—ah,

the very first man whom I ever
loved But. you took me and
made me yours, and I wept—and
trembled—^you raised me so high

—

you gave me back everything

—

everySiing that the others had
taken from me. In your arms I be-

came what I had never been be-

fore—^pure and happy—^you were
so great—^you could forgive—and
now

ANATOL. And now?

EMiLiE. And now you turn me off

because Im just like all the others.

ANATOL. No—^you’re not,

EMmiE (gently). What shall I do?

Shall I throw away this ruby?

ANATOL. Im not as ^eat as you

think me—no, Tm very petty

—

throw this ruby away. {He looks

at it) It fell out of the locket

—

it lay in the grass—under the

yellow flowers—

r

sunbeam fell on

it—and it sparkled. (There is a long

pause) Come, Emflie, it’s growing

dark outside—shal we walk in the

park?

emelie. Isn’t it toh cold?
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ANATOL. Oh, no—^the air is full of

the fragrance of awakening spring.

EMILIE. As you wish, beloved.

ANATOL. And this, this other stone?

EMILIE. Oh, this

ANATOL. Yes, this black one—^what

about this?

EMILIE, Do you know what sort of

a stone that is?

ANATOL. Well?

EMILIE (with a look of pride and
greed). That is a black diamond.

ANATOL (rising) . Oh!

EMILIE (stiU looking at the stone).

It s very rare.

ANATOL (with suppressed anger)

And why—^why did you keep this

one?

EMILES (stiU absorbed in the stone).

Why—^it s worth a quarter of a mil-

lion.

(ANATOL utters a slight scream and
throws the stone info the fke.)

EMiLEE {screcmis}. What are you

doing? (She kneels down, seizes

the poker and seeks eagerly for the

stone among the glowmg coals.)

ANATOL (stands looking at her, she

is quite absorbed inW work, has

forgotten kirn entirely, her cheeks

are glowing with eagerness—he

looks at her for a few moments,

then speaks calmly). Harlotl (Re
goes out.)



THE FAREWELL SUPPER

CHARACTERS

Annie
Max
Anatol
A Waiter

Private room at Sacher s restaurant, anatol is standing by the door giving

the WAITER his orders, max is leaning hack in an armchair.

MAX. Well, are you nearly ready?

ANATOL. In a moment. (To the

waiter) Did you imderstand?

(waiter goes out. anatol comes
down.)

MAX, And suppose she doesn’t come
at all?

anatol. Why "at all?” It’s just ten

o’clock—she can’t possibly be here
before this.

max. The baUet was over some
time ago.

anatol. Well? She has to get her
make-up off, and change her
clothes—^I’d better nm across and
wait for her.

MAX. Don’t spoil her.

anatol. Spoil her? If you knew . .

.

MAX. Yes, yes, I know. You treat

her brutally—^but that’s one way
to spoil her.

anatol. That wasn’t what I was
going to say. If you only knew

MAX- Well, say it

anatol. I feel very solemn to-night.

MAX. You’re not going to—^to be-

come engaged to her?

ANATOL. Oh, no, it’s much more
solemn.

iviAX. You’re going to marry her?

ANATOL. Oh, dear—^how superficial

you are. As if there was not a
solemnity of the soul which has
nothing whatever to do with all this

external nonsense.

MAX. I see. Then you’ve discovered
a hitherto unknown comer in the
world of your emotions? And you
think she understands?

ANATOL. You’re very clumsy at

guessing to-day. I am celebrating

—the end.

MAX. Oh!

ANATOL. This is a farewell supper.

MAX. And what do you want me
here for?

ANATOL. You are to close the eyes
of our dead love.

MAX. Your comparison is in very
bad taste.

ANATOL. I’ve been postponing this

supper for a week.
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You must have quite an appe-

tite by this time.

ANATOL. Oh, weVe been having
supper together every evening all

this week—but I couldn t find the
right word— didn’t dare—^you

don’t know how nervous it m^es
me.

MAX. And what do you need me
for? You want me to give you the
word?

ANATOL. It’s just as weU to have you
here—^in any case— want you to

assist me if it should be necessary.

You can soften things—soothe her—make her understand

MAX. Well, please tell me first why
all this is necessary?

ANATOL. With pleasure—she bores
me.

MAX. And you find someone else

more amusing?

ANATOL. Yes

3^iAX. I see.

ANATOL. Ah, the other—^the other.

2^dLAX. What type?

ANATOL. None at all—something
quite new — something quite

imique.

MAX. Yes, that’s so—we never rec-

ognize the type until the last.

ANATOL. Imagine a girl—^how shah

I explain her — three-quarter

rhythm.

MAX. You seem to be stiH under
the influence of the ballet.
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ANATOL. Yes— can’t help it—she

reminds me of a slow Viennese
waltz—^sentimental cheeriness

—

smiling roguish melancholy,—^thatV

what she is like—a sweet little

blonde head, oh, it’s too hard tc

describe— feel so warm and con-
tent with her—^when I give her n
bunch of violets she receives i^

with a tear in the comer of her
eye

MAX. Try her with a bracelet some
time.

ANATOL. Oh, dear man—^that

wouldn’t do at all in this case

—

you’re quite mistaken. And believe

me, I wouldn’t want to bring her
here for supper. Her style is the
cozy little cheap restairrant across

the Line—^with the hideous wall-

paper and the petty ofiBcial at the
next table. That’s the sort of place
where I’ve been spending the last

evenings, with her.

MAX. How’s that? Didn’t you just

tell me that you’d been here with
Annie?

ANATOL. Yes, that, too. I’ve eaten
two suppers every evening last

week—one with the girl Tm trying

to win—^the other with the girl

I’m trying to lose. And I haven’t

been successful in either case.

MAX. I have a suggestion. Suppose
you take Annie to a cheap restau-

rant and bring the new blonde here

to supper—^maybe that’ll help.

ANATOL. Your comprehension of

the situation is hampered by the

fact that you don’t Imow the new
girl. She’s the most modest creature

in the world—^why, you ought to

see her, if I suggest ordering an ex
pensive wine.
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MAX. Tears in the comei* of her

eye?

ANATOL. She won’t hear to it, under

any condition.

MAX. Then you’ve been drinking

Markersdorfer lately?

ANATOL. Yes—before ten o’clock

—

the champagne comes later. Such

is life.

MAX. Oh, no—^not always*

ANATOL. Imagine the contrast. But

I’ve had enough of it. This is one

of those cases where I feel that I

am really a very honest nature

MAX. Are you?

ANATOL. I can’t stand this double

game—^I’m losing all my self-

respect

—

MAX. Oh, see here—^it’s only me

—

you needn’t put on any airs with

me.

ANATOL. Why not—seeing as you

ore here? But in all seriousn^, I

can’t pretend to love where I don’t

feel anything more.

MAX. Then you only pretend where
you do feel something

ANATon. I spoke to Annie honestly

—in the very beginning—when we
had exchmiged our vows of eternal

love
—

**Annie, dear,” I said, "if

either of us should feel, one fine

day, that it s all over with cm love,

then we must ccmfess it openly-”

MAX. You arranged all that just as

you were vowing eternal love?

That’s very good.

ANATOL. iVe repeated it frequently

— we have no responsibility to-

wards one another—we are free

—

we can part calmly when the time

has come—^but there must be no
deception—I abhor that.”

MAX. Then it ought to be easy, this

evening.

ANATOL. Easy? Now that the time

has come. I’m afraid to say it—^it

will hurt her—and I can’t endure

tears. I may even fall in love with

her again if she cries—and then I’ll

be deceiving the other.

MAX. Oh, no. No deception—^I ab-

hor that

ANATOL. It’ll aU be much easier if

you are here. There is a breath of

cold, wholesome cheeriness about

you that will stiffen the sentimen-

tality of the parting. One cannot

weep in your presence.

MCAX. Well, I’m here—^but that’s

about all that I can do for you. You
certainly don’t want me to encour-

age her to let you go—do you? I

could never do that—you’re such a

dear fellow.

ANATOL. Oh, well, you might try

—

up to a certain point, anyway. You
might tell her 4at she isn’t losing

very much in me.

MAX. Yes, I might do that.

ANATOL. Tell her that she can find

a hundred others, better looking

—

richer

MAX. Cleverer

ANATOL. Oh, no—^you needn’t ex-

aggerate.
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{The WAITER opens the door and rest of it—^by the way, I have
AJSTNiE comes, with a raincoat has-
iily thrown over her dress, a white
boa around her neck, her conspicu-
ously big hat is put on anyhow,
and she carries a pair of yellow
gloves .

)

ANNIE. Oh, good evening.

ANATOL. Good evening, Annie. Ex-
cuse me for not—

—

ANNIE. You’re a nice person to de-

pend on. (Throws off her coat) I

stand there, looking around—^not a
soul in sight.

ANATOL. You hadn’t far to come.

ANNIE. But you ought to keep your
promise. Good evening. Max. (To
ANATOL ) You might have let them
begin serving.

(ANATOL kisses her.)

ANNIE. I’m hungry. (The waiter
knocks) Come in. He knocks to-

day—it never occurred to him be-

fore.

(The WAITER comes in.)

ANATOL. You can serve the supper.

(The WAITER goes out.)

ANNIE. Were you in the opera

house tonight?

ANATOL. No

—

was obliged

—

^

ANNIE. You didn’t lose mudi—
everybody was sleepy tonight

MAX. What was the opera?

ANNIE. I don’t know. (They' svt

down at the table) I go to my
dressing room—and then on to the

stage—I never hodier about the

something to teU you, Anatol.

ANATOL. Have you, dear? Anything
important?

ANNIE. Yes, rather—it may surprise

you,

(The WAITER comes in with
dishes.

)

ANATOL. You make me curious.

too

ANNIE. Wait a moment—there’s nc
necessity for him to hear it

ANATOL (to waiter). You may go—^well ring, (waiter goes out)

Well?

ANNIE. Yes, my dear Anatol—^itTl

surprise you and yet I don’t know—^it shouldn’t—no, it really

shouldn’t surprise you.

MAX- Have they raised your salary?

ANATOL. Don’t interrupt her.

ANNIE. Why, you see, Anatol—say,

are these Ostend or Whitestable?

ANATOL. Now she’s talking about
the oysters. They’re Ostend*

ANNIE. I thought so—I do love

oysters. It’s really ihe only food
that one can eat every day.

MAX. Not only can—^but ou^t to.

ANNIE. Don’t you think so?

ANATOL. But you had something

important to tell me.

ANNIE. Yes—it is important—de-

cidedly so. You remember a certain

remark of yours?
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AKATOL. Whicli? How can I pos-

sibly know which remark you
mean?

iviAX. No, he can^t.

ANNIE. Why, I mean the—^now

wait a minute—how was it exactly?

“Annie,” you said, “we must never

deceive one another

ANATOL. Yes, yes—^well

ANNIE. “Never deceive each other
—^it would be better to tell the en-

tire truth.”

ANATOL. Yes— meant

ANNIE. But if it’s too late

ANATOL. What’s that?

ANNIE. No—it’s not too late. I’m

telling you in time—^but only just

in time. It may be too late to-

morrow.

ANATOL. Are you cra2y, Annie?

3MLAX. How’s that?

ANNIE. Anatoly you must eat your
oysters—or I won’t say another

word.

ANATOL. What does this mean? You
must

ANNIE. Eat!

ANATOL. You must talk—^I can’t

stand this sort of joke.

ANNIE. Well—didn’t we arrange
that we were to tell each otlier

quite calmly—^when the time
came? The time has come.

ANATOL. What time? What does

this mean?

ANNIE. It means that this is my last

supper with you.

ANATOL. Will you have the kind-

ness—to explain yourself?

ANNIE. It’s all up between us.

ANATOL. Yes—^but

MAX. Ob, this is excellent

ANNIE. What’s so excellent about
it? Well, I don’t care—^it’s true.

ANATOL. My dear girl—I still don’t

understand—^have you had an oiEer

of marriage?

ANNIE. Oh, if that was all—^that

would be no reason for getting rid

of you.

ANATOL. Getting rid of me?

ANNIE. I’ll have to tell you—^I am
in love, Anatol—^madly in love.

ANATOL. And may I ask with
whom?

ANNIE. Say, Max, what are you
laughing at?

AiAX. This is very funny .

ANATOL. Don’t mind him. This is a
matter between us two, Annie. You
certainly owe me an expiration.

ANNIE- Well, I’m giving it to you.
I have fallen in love with someone
else. And Tm telling you openly

—

because that’s the way it was ar-

ranged between us.
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ANATOL. Yes, but—^wbo the devil?

ANNIE. My dear boy, you mustn’t
be coarse.

ANATOL. I demand—I demand defi-

nitely

—

ANNIE. Max, won’t you please ring
the bell. Tm so hungry.

ANATOL. Ha! She’s hungry—hun-
gry! At such a moment!

MAX (to ANATOL ). Remember this

is her first supper tonight,

(The WAITER comes in.)

ANATOL. What do you want?

WAITER. You rang, sir.

iviAX. Bring the next course.

(waiter clears table,)

ANNIE. Yes—Catalini’s going to

Germany, that’s settled.

MAX. Indeed! And they’re letting

her go—^without any fuss.

ANNIE. I don’t know about that.

ANATOL (pacing the room). The
wine—^where’s the wine? Jean! Are
you asleep?

WAITER. Here’s the wine, sir.

ANATOL. I don’t mean that wine—

I

mean the champagne—^you know I

want it .with the first course.

(waiter goes out) And now your

explanation, please.

ANNIE. It’s no use believing a word
you men say—^not a word. It

sounded so nice when you said it,

"When we feel that the end has
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come, we’ll say so openly and well
part peacefully,”

ANATOL. WiU you please finally . . . ?

ANNIE. This is what he calls being
peaceful,

ANATOL. My dear girl—^you can
understand that it interests me,
can’t you? Who

ANNIE (sipping the wine slowly).

Ah—^um

ANATOL. Well, drink it.

ANNIE. You can wait a minute, can’t

you?

ANATOL. You generally drink it in

one gulp

AiwiE. But my dear Anatol, I’m
saying good-bye to this Bordeaux,
Goodness knows for how long.

ANATOL. What nonsense is this?

ANNIE. There’ll be no Bordeaux for

me—and no oysters—and no cham-
pagne

—

(the WAITER comes with

another dish, she looks at it)—and
no Filet aux Truffes—^that’s all

over.

MAX. What a sentimental appetite

you have. May I give you some of

this?

ANNIE. Thanks.

(anatol lights a cigarette,)

MAX. Aren’t you eating anything?

anatol. Not yet. (waiter goes

out) And now I would really like

to know—^who the happy man is.
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ANNIE, Suppose I should tell you
his name,—^you wouldn't know any

more then.

ANATOL. What sort of a man is he?

How did you come to know him?

What does he look like?

ANNIE. Beautiful—^hes beautiful!

But that's all.

ANATOL. It seems to be enough for

you.

ANNIE. Yes, there'll be no oysters

now.

ANATOL. So you Said.

ANNIE. And no champagne.

ANATOL. Confound it—^he must
have some other characteristic than

the mere fact that he can’t buy
oysters and champagne for you.

MAX. He’s right—that isn’t what
you might call a profession or an

occupation.

ANNIE. But what does it matter

—

if I love him? I’m giving it all up

—

it’s something quite new—some-

thing IVe never experienced be-

fore.

MAX. Oh, but see here, Annie, if

feat s an it is, Anatd could have

eff^ed you a cheap supper, too.

ANATOL. What is he? A clerk? A
chimney-sweep? A traveling sales-

man?

ANNIE. See here—^you mustn’t in-

sult him

MAX. Then why don’t you tell us
what he is?

ANNIE. He’s an artist.

ANATOL. What kind of an artist

—

trapeze? Thatll be something to

your taste. A circus-rider?

ANNIE. Stop scolding. He’s a col-

league of mine.

ANATOL. Ah ha—an old acquaint-

ance, eh? You’ve seen him daily for

some years?—and you’ve been xm-

true to me for some time?

ANNIE. I shouldn’t have said any-

thing to you in feat case. I de-

pended on your word—^feat’s why
I’m confessing it to you before it’s

too late.

ANATOL. But you’ve been in love

with him—Lord knows how long

—

you’ve been deceiving me—^in

spirit anyway.

ANNIE. Well, I can’t help that.

ANATOL. You are a

MAX. Anatoli

ANATOL. Do I know him?

ANNIE. I don’t suppose you’ve no-

ticed him—he dances m fee chorus—^but he’ll he promoted—he’ll be
promoted,

ANATOL. And since when—^have

you discovered your heart?

ANNIE. Since this evening.

ANATOL. Don’t he to me.

ANNIE. I’m telling you fee truth.

This evening—^I knew it was my
Fate.
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AJi^ATOL, Her fate—do you Hear
that, Max? Her fate.

.ANNIE. Well, a thing like that is

fate.

ANATOX,. But I want to know all

about it— have a right to know

—

you re still mine in &ls moment

—

I want to know how long this has
been going on—I want to know
when it began— want to know
how he dared

MAX. Yes, you really ought to tell

us.

ANNIE, TTi's is what I get for being
so honest—^um— ought to have
done the way Fritzi did—^with her
Baron. He doesn^t know anything
yet, and she’s been running around
for three months w^jh a Hussar
Lieutenant.

ANATOL. The Baron will find it out

some of these days.

ANNIE. Maybe—but youd never
have found it out—^never—^I’m

much too slick for that—and you’re

much too stupid. {Tours out a glass

of wine.)

ANATOL. Stop drinking.

ANNIE. Not much. I want to get a

jag tonight—it’ll probably be the

last.

MAX. For a week?

ANNIE. Forever. IH stay with Carl

because I’m reaHy fond of him

—

and he’s so jolly even if he hasn’t

any money and he doesn’t make me
angry—and he’s a dear, dear, sweet

boy.
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ANATOL. You haven’t kept your
promise—you’ve been in love with
him ever so long—that’s a stupid
lie—that talk about this evening.

ANNIE. You needn’t helieve it if

you don’t want to.

MAX. Now, Annie, do tell the story

straight—or not at all. If you want
to part calmly, you ought to do this

for him, for your Anatol

ANATOL. Then I’ll tell you some-
thing, too.

ANNIE. Well, it began
(The WAITER comes in.)

ANATOL. Go on. {SUs down beside

her.)

ANNIE. It was about two weeks ago
—or maybe a little longer—^when
he brought a couple of roses—at

the stage door. It made me laugh

—

he looked so shy.

ANATOL. You didn’t tell me that.

ANNIE. What was there to tell?

ANATOL. Well, go on.

ANNIE. And then at rehearsal—^he

hung around me—in such a funny
way—^and I noticed it It made me
mad at first—and then I was glad.

ANATOL. Quite simple, I see.

ANNIE. And then we began to talk

to each other—and everything

about him pleased me.

ANATOL. What did you talk about?

ANNIE. All sorts of things—he told

me how they’d put him out ol
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school—and how he'd tried to learn

a trade—and then tlie real stage

blood in him began to make itself

felt

anatol. You ve never told me any

of that

A3SOTE. And then what do you

think? Then it came out that when
we were children we lived in the

same street—^just two houses apart,

anatol. Neighbors—^how touch-

ing!

ANNIE. Yes, isn’t it? (Drinks.)

ANATOL. Go on.

ANNIE. There's nothing more—IVe

told you everything. It's my Fate

—

and you can't do anything against

Fate—no—^you—can't—do any-

thing—when it's Fate.

anatol. But I want to know about

this evening,

ANNIE. What about (Her

head sinks back.)

MAX. She's going to sleep.

ANATOL. Wake her up. Put the

wine where she can't see it— must
know what happened this evening.

Annie—^Annie

ANNIE. This evening—he told me

—

that he—Gloved me.

ANATOL. And you?

ANNIE, I told him—that I was very

glad. And because I don't want to—^to deceive him—^ITl say good-

bye to you.

anatol. Because you don't want to

deceive hirn? Then it isn't for my
sake—^but for his?

ANNIE. What's the matter with you?

I don't love you any more.

ANATOL. Ah ha—that was good!

Fortunately I don't mind this now.

ANNIE. Indeed!

ANATOL. Because I, too, am in the

same fortmiate situation—I can get

along without your affection now.

ANNIE. Oh, can you?

anatol. I can. I haven't loved you

for some time—^I love someone

else.

ANNIE. Ha! Ha!

anatol. Ask Max. I told him aU

about it before you came in.

ANNIE. Did you?

anatol. I haven't loved you for

some time—^the other is a thousand

times better and more beautiful.

ANNIE. Indeed!

anatol. I'd give a thousand

women like you for one such girl

—

do you hear? (annde laughs) You
needn't laugh—ask Max.

ANNIE. This is awfully funny

—

you're trying to make me believe.

ANATOL. But it's true I tell you—^I

swear it's true. I haven't loved you
for ever so long. I haven't thought
of you—not even while I was here

witih you. And when I kissed you I

was thinking of the other—^the

other
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ANNIE. Well—^then were quits.

ANATOL. Do you think so?

ANNIE. Yes, we’re quits—and Im
glad o£ it.

anatol. No, we’re not quits—^not

at all—^it’s not the same thing

—

your experience and mine. My
story is not quite so—innocent.

ANNIE {more serious) . What’s that?

anatol. My story soimds some-
what diSerent.

ANNIE. Why is it diEerent?

ANATOL. Why, I— have been un-
true to you.

ANNIE (rising). What?

ANATOL. I’ve deceived you—as you
deserve. Day by day—^night after

night— came from her when I

met you—and returned to her
when I left you.

ANNIE. That—^is—^infamous! (She
goes to hatstand^ throws on her coat

and boa.)

ANATOL. One can’t be quick

enough with women like you—or

else they’ll get ahead of one—well,

fortunately, I have no illusions.

ANNIE. Yes, there you can see

ANATOL. Exactly.

ANNIE. You can see that a man is a

himdred times less considerate than

a woman.

ANATOL. Exactly. I’m not consider-

ate

—

ANNIE (winds her boa around her

log

throat, takes up her gloves, stands
in front of anatol). No, you’re
certainly not! I wouldn’t have told

you—that. (She turns to go.)

anatol. What’s that?

max. Let her go. You don’t waint

to stop her, do you?

ANATOL. You wouldn’t have told me—that? You mean that you—that

you

ANNIE (at the door)

.

I never would
have told you—^never—^never—it

takes a man to be so inconsiderate!

(The WATTEH comes in with a dish

of dessert.)

ANATOL. Take that stuff away.

ANNIE. What’s that? (Looks at it)

VaniUa cream? Oh!

ANATOL. You dare?

MAX. Oh, let her—she has to say

good-bye to the cream—^forever.

ANNIE. Yes, and I’m glad to do it,

too. And to say good-bye to the

Bordeaux and the champagne

—

and the oysters—^but most particu-

larly am I glad to say good-bye to

you, Anatol. (Suddenly, with a vul-

gar laugh, she pounces on the bar

of cigarettes on a side table and
takes out a handful, putting them
in her bag.)

ANNIE. These aren’t for me—I’m

taking them for him. (Goes out.

ANATOL moves as if to follow, then

stops by the door.)

MAX (calmly). There, you see—it

was very easy after all.

CURTAIN



DISSOLUTION

CHARACTERS

Akatol
Max
Elsa

ANATOLIS room. The dusk is falling. The room is empty at first, then ana-

TOL and MAX come in.

Max. There—^now I have come up
witE you after all,

ANATOL. Can’t you stay a while?

MAX. But m be in the way, won’t

I?

ANATOL. Please stay, I don’t feel

like being alone—and who knows
whether she’ll be here at all.

MAX. Indeed!

ANATOL. Seven times out of ten I

sit and wait in vain.

MAX. I couldn’t stand that.

ANATOL. And sometimes I have to

believe her excuses—unfortunate-

ly, they re true.

MAX. All seven times?

ANATOL. How do I know? I give

you my word there’s nothing more
disagreeable than to be the lover

of a married woman.

MAX. Oh, yes—^I’d rather be her
lover than her husband.

ANATOL. And this has been going
on—^how long is it now? Two years

—oh, no, it’s more—^it was two
years at carnival time—this is the

third "Springtime of our Love.”

2^iAX. What’s the matter with you
today?

ANATOL (has thrown himself down
in a chair, still in overcoat and hat )

.

Oh, I’m so tired—I’m so nervous

—

I don’t know what I want anyway.

MAX. Why don’t you go away?

ANATOL. What for?

MAX. To hasten the end.

ANATOL. What do you mean by

—

the end?

MAX. I’ve seen you like this before

—last time—don’t you remember?
—when you could not make up
your mind to part from a certain

silly little thing who really wasn’t
worth your pangs?

ANATOL. You mean—that I don’t

love her any more?

MAX, Oh, if that were it—one
doesn’t suffer at that stage. What
you’re going through now is much
worse than death—^it’s dying.

ANATOL. You have a talent for say-

ing these pleasant things. Bui
you’re right. This is dissolution

—

the death-agony.

MAX. It’s a sort of a comfort to talk

it out. And we need no philosophy

'iio
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for this—^we needn't go into the
digger generalities—^it s enough if

we comprehend this special case in
its most hidden causes.

ANATOL. I can't foresee much pleas-

ure—^from what you suggest.

MAX. I was just talking. But iVe
seen it hanging over you all the
afternoon, even in the Prater,

where you were so pale, and just

about as tiresome as you could be.

ANATOL. She was to drive there to-

day.

MAX. And yet you were glad that

we didn't meet her carriage—^prob-

ably because you no longer have
the same smile at your disposal

with which you greeted her two
years ago.

AJSTATOL (rising). Why does it hap-
pen like this? Can you tell me why
it happens? Must I go through all

that again?—the gradual, slow, un-
speakably sad fading out—oh, you
don't realize how it makes me shud-
der

—

MAX. That’s why I tell you to go
away. Or else have the courage to

tell her the truth.

ANATOL. Tell her what? And how?

MAX. Teh her quite simply—that

it's all over.

AKATOL. We have no call to be
particularly proud of this sort of

truth; it's only the brutal sincerity

of tired liars.

^TAX. Of course. You'd rather hide

it from one another in a thousand

subterfuges—^this fact that your
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feelings have changed—rather than
part in a quick decision. Why, I

wonder?

ANATOL. Because we don't believe

it ourselves yet. Because in the
midst of this desert of dissolution

there are strangely deceptive blos-

soming moments, when it all seems
more beautiful than ever before.

We never feel a stronger longing
for happiness than in these last

days of dying love—and then when
something comes—a whim, a pass-
ing intoxication—a Nothing-Dis-
guised as happiness—^we don't
want to lift the mask. And then
there are the moments in which we
are ashamed of having thought all

the sweetness ended. We beg each
other's forgiveness without express-

ing it in words. We are exhausted
by the fear of dying—aixl then life

suddenly gleams before us, hotter—^more ardent than ever—and
more illiisory than ever.

MAX. Don't forget one thing—the
end often begins much sooner than

we believe. Many a love began to

die with the first Idss. Have you
never heard of the fatally iH wiM>
think themselves well until the last

moment?

ANATOL. I am not of these fortu-

nate ones. I know that I have al-

ways been a hypochondriac of

love. My emotions may not have
been as sick as I tbou^t them

—

that is all the worse— feel some-
times as if the legaatd of the Evil

Eye had come true in my c^se. But
my Evil Eye is turned inward, and
my best emotions sicken under its

glance.

MAX. Then you must have the omr-
age of this Evil Eye.
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ANATOL. Oh, no, I envy the others

—^you know, those happy ones for

whom every bit of life means a nevr

victory. I have to force myself to

carry anything to fulfillment

—

make halts alj along the road, I

stop to think it over, to rest

—

drag so much with me—^the others

conquer easily—^in the very midst

of the ejcperience—it is all one and

the same thing for them.

MAX. Don’t envy them, Anatol

—

they do not conquer—^they merely

pass by.

ANATOL. And isn’t that happiness

of itself? They, at least, do not have

this strange feeling of guilt—^which

is the secret of all our pangs of

parting.

MAX. Where is the guilt?

ANATOL. Isn’t it our duty to put the

eternity which we promise them
into the few years or hours during

which we love them? And we never

can—never! With this feeling of

guilt we part from each one of

them—and our melancholy is really

only a secret confession—^it is our

last trace of honesty.

MAX. Our first, sometimes.

ANATOL. And all that hurts so.

MAX. Your present always drags a

heavy load of undigested past

about with it. The first years of

your love begin to decay before

your soul has the strmgth to cast

them off. What is the natural con-

sequence? An odor of this decay

floats through the wholesome
blooming hours of the present

—

and its atmosphere is fal^y pois-

oned.

ANATOL. That may weU b«

MAX. Hence this eternal confusion

of Once—and Now—and Later

—

in you—^this undefined transition.

What has been, isn’t for you just a

simple, inelastic fact, freed from

the moods with which you experi-

enced it—^no, these moods cling to

it heavily, only they fade and
wither—and die.

ANATOL. Yes—and from this at-

mosphere of decay come the tor-

turing exhalations which waft over

my very best moments. I want to

save myself from them.

MAX. And I notice, to my great

surprise, that not one of us is safe

from the danger of saying some-

thing really first-class—at least

once in our lives. There’s some-
thing on the tip of my tongue now:
“Be strong, Anatol, and you will

recover.”

ANATOL. You’re laughing yourself

while you say it. I may possibly

have the power to do it—^but I lack

what is more important—^the desire

to do it. I feel that I would lose

very much if one fine day I should

suddenly become—^“strong.” There
are so many diseases but only one
health. If one is well, one is just

like all the others—^but if one is ill,

one can stiH be quite different

from all the others.

MAX. Isn’t that only vanity?

ANATOL. Suppose it is? And now
I suppose you will say that vanity

is a fault, eh?

MAX. The inmost sense of all this is—^that you’re not going away?
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ANATOL. I may go away—^but I

must surprise myself in doing it

—

it mustn’t be any prearrangement—^that spoils everything. That s the
most dreadful part of aU these
things—^you have to pack your
trunk and order a cab—^and tell the
driver that you want to go to the
station. . . .

max. I could attend to all that for

you.

(ANATOL has moved quickly to the
window and looked out.)

MAX. What is it now?

ANATOL. Nothing

MAX- Oh, yes, I forgot—^I’m going.

ANATOL. There, you see—^in this

moment I feel

MAX. What?

ANATOL. That I adore her.

MAX. There’s a very simple ex-

planation of that—namely, that

you really do adore her—^in this

moment.

ANATOL. Good-bye then—and don’t

order the cab just yet.

MAX. Don’t be too self-confident

—

the Trieste Express doesn’t leave

for four hours yet—and I could

send your trunk after you.

ANATOL. Thanks awfully.

MAX {at the door). I can’t possibly

leave without an aphorism.

ANATOL- Well?

MAX, Woman is an migma.
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ANATOL. Oh, dear

MAX. Let me finish, please—
woman is an enigma, so they say.

But what an enigma we would be
for a woman who had sense enough
to study us.

ANATOL. Bravo—^bravo!

(max bows and goes out. anatol
walks about the room, then sUs

down by the window again and
smokes a cigarette. The sound of a
violin is heard in the story above—
there is a pause—steps are heard in

the corridor—^anatol listens, rises,

puts down his cigarette and goes to

meet elsa, who comes in deejdy
veiled.)

ANATOL. At last!

ELSA. Yes, I know it’s late. But 1
couldn’t get here any earlier—^it

was impossible. (Lays off her hat
and veil.)

ANATOL. Couldn’t you have sentm^
word? Waiting makes me so nervt

ous. But—^you’ll stay for a while!

ELSA. Not very long—^my husband
(anatol turns away) There

you go again— really can’t help

it.

anatol. Yes, yes, you are right

—

that’s the way it is—and we have
to put up with it Come over here,

sweetheart. {They go to the win-

dow.)

ELSA. Someone might see me.

anatol. It’s too dark now—^and

the curtain hidbs us. It’s awfully

annoying that you can’t stay—^I

haven’t seen you for two whole
days—^and it was such a few min-

utes the last time.
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EL.SA. Do you love me? elsa. My dear Anatol!

ANATOL. You know I do—^you’re

everything to me—I want to be
with you always.

ELSA. And Im so happy with you.

ANATOL. Come (Draws her

down beside him in the armchair,

kisses her hand) This sweet little

hand. . . . Do you hear the old

man upstairs playing his violin?

Isn't it beautiful?

ELSA. My sweetheart!

ANATOL. Oh—to be with you—on
Lake Como—or in Venice

ELSA. I was there on my wedding
trip.

ANATOL (with suppressed anger).

Did you have to say that?

ELSA. But I love only you—IVe
never loved anyone but you

—

never anyone else—and certainly

not my husband

ANATOL (folding hzs hands)

.

Please

—can't you imagine yourself un-

married for a few seconds at least?

Can't you enjoy the charm of this

moment—and imagine that we two
are ak>ne in all the world?

(4 dock strikes,)

ELSA. YThat is it?

ANATOL. Elsa—-'Elsa, dont ask. For-

get that there*s anyor^ rfse in the
world—while you’re with me.

ELSA {tenderly) . HavenY I forgot-

ten enough for your sake?

ANATOL. Dearest! (Kisses her
hand,)

ANATOL. What is it, love? (elsa

signifies with a gesture and a smile

she must be going) You mean?

ELSA. I must go.

ANATOL. You must?

ELSA, I must.

ANATOL. You must?—^now?—^very

well, go. (He moves away from
her,)

ELSA. You’re impossible today.

ANATOL. Yes—

m

impossible to-

day. (Facing the room) Don’t you
imderstand that this life will drive

me mad?

ELSA. Is that my thanks?

ANATOL. Thanks? Thanks for what?
Haven't I given you as much as you
gave me? Do I love you any less

than you love me? Do I make you
any less happy than you make me?
—love—madness—^pain—^but grat-

itude?—^wbere does that stupid

word come from anyway?

ELSA. Then you don't think I have
earned—not even a little bit of

graritude from you? I, who have
saxadficed everything fiDr you?

ANATOL. Sacrificed? I don’t want
any sacrifices. If it was a sacrifice

risen you nevar loved me.

ELSA. I never loved him? And I be
trayed my husband for his sake

—

I never loved hkn?

ANATOL. I didn't say that.

ELSA. Oh, wha* have I dcme?
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ANATOL (standing in front of her).
Oh, what have I done? This bril-

liant remark was the only thing
lacking. What have you done? Ill

tell you. You were a silly girl seven
years ago and then you married
because it was the thing to do. You
went on your wedding trip to

Venice—^you were happy

ELSA. Never!

ANATOL. Happy—in Venice—on
Lake Como—^it was love—^in cer-

tain moments anyway.

ELSA. Never.

ANATOL. What! Didn't he kiss you?
—embrace you? Weren’t you his

wife? Then you returned—and you
found everything tiresome—^that’s

natural—^you were pretty—attrac-

tive—and a woman And he
was merely a blockhead. Then
came the years of coquetry

—

1 am
taking for granted it was only co-

quetry—^you told me that you had
never loved anyone before me. I

cant prove that, but I will take it

for granted; because I should dis-

like the alternative.

ELSA. Anatol—^I? coquet?

ANATOL. Yes, coquet—and what
does it mean to be coquet? It means
to be a wanton and a liar at the

same time.

ELSA. And was I—^that?

ANATOL. You were. Then came
years of struggle—^you wavered

—

you thought shall I never experi-

ence my romance?’^ You grew more
beautiful—your husband more
tiresome, stupid and ugly—^it had
to come finally—you took a lover. I

happened to-be that lover.
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ELSA. Happened to be? You!

ANATOL. Yes, happened to be—^but

if I hadn’t been there it would have
been somebody else. You felt un-

happy in your marriage or at least

not suflBciently happy—^you wanted
to be loved. You flhted a little with
me—^you talked about the grand
passion—and one fine day when
you noticed some friend driving

past in her carriage—or perhaps a

cocotte in a box near you at the

theatre, then you thought to your-

self, “why shouldn’t I have a little

pleasure, too?” and so you became
mine. What have you done? That
is aU you have done, and I don’t

see why you should use any big
phrases for this little adventure.

ELSA. Anatol—adventure?

ANATOL. Yes.

ELSA. Take back what you have
just said—I implore you.

ANATOL. I don’t know what I should

take back. That is all it was for you.

ELSA. You really believe that?

ANATOL. Yes.

ELSA. Very well—I must go,

ANATOL. You can go. I sha’n’t de-

tain you.

(There is a pause.)

ELSA. You send me away?

ANATOL. I?—send you away? And
two minutes ago you said, “I must

go”

ELSA. But I must—Anatol. Can’t

you see
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ANATOL {toith decision)

.

Elsa!

ELSA. What is it?

ANATOL. Elsa! You love me? You
said so?

ELSA. I said it. For pity's sake what
further proof do you demand of

me?

ANATOL. Do you Want to know?
Good! I may believe that you love

me

ELSA. May believe? You say that

today

ANATOL. You love me?

ELSA. I adore you.

ANATOL. Then—stay with me.

ELSA. What?

ANATOL. Go away with me—^yes

—

with me. To another city—^to an-

otf^r world—I want to be alone

with you.

ELSA. What an idea!

ANATOL. It would be the one natu-

ral thing—how can I let you go
away—go to him—how could I

ever let you go? How can you do it

yourself—you who adore me? You
go from my arms, still hot from my
kisses, you go back into that house
which mu^ feel strange to you
since you have belonged to me. We
have made the of it—^we

haven't even thought how mon-
strous it is. It's impossible to go on
living this way. Elsa, Elsa, won't
you come with me?—you don’t
answer—Elsa! To Sicily—^any-

where you wish—across the ocean
if you will—^Elsa!

ELSA. What are you saying?

ANATOL. With nobody ever be-

tween us again—across the ocean,

Elsa,^—well be alone

ELSA. Across the ocean?

ANATOL. Wherever you wish.

ELSA. You dear, sweet—child

ANATOL. Do you hesitate?

ELSA. Why listen, dearest—^why
should we need that?

ANATOL. Need what?

ELSA. To go away—it isn't nt all

necessary—^we can see each other
here almost as often as we would
like to.

ANATOL. Almost as often as we'd
like to—yes—^it isn't necessary.

ELSA. These are fancies

ANATOL. You're quite right.

{There is a pame.)

ELSA. Are you angry?

{Clock strikes,)

ANATOL. You must gO.

ELSA. For heaven's sake—^how late
it is!

ANATOL. Yes, you had better go.

ELSA. Tomorrow then. Til be here
at six o'clock.

ANATOL. Just as you say.
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ELSA. Aren’t you going to kiss me?

ANATOL. Oh, yes.

ELSA. Ill make it all up to you to-

morrow.

ANATOL {accomipanies her to the

door). Good-bye.

ELSA {at the door). One kiss more.

ANATOL. Why not? There. {He

kisses her. She goes out.)

ANATOL {coming back into the

room). With that kiss I have made

her what she deserves to be—^just

one more. {He shivers) It’s all so

stupid.



ANATOL’S WEDDING MORNING

CHARACTERS

Anatol
Max
Ilona
Franz (servant)

A tastefully decorated bachelor apartment: a door, right, leads into the

vestibule; a door to the left, with curtains, into the bedroom, anatol, in

house jacket, comes on tiptoe from the room left, and shuts the door

gently. He sits down on a couch and presses a button, a bell rings, franz
comes from R. and goes to the door L. without noticing anatol. anatol
does not see him at first, then runs after him and stops him before he
opens the door.

anatol. Why are you sneaking in

like that? I didn’t hear you.

FRANZ. What do you wish, sir?

ANATOL. Bring the samovar.

FRANZ. Yes, sir. (Goes out.)

ANATOL. Softly, you blockhead

—

can’t you walk more softly? (Tip-

toes to the door L., opens it

slightly) She’s asleep—she’s still

asleep. (He closes the door.)

FRANZ (brings the samovar). Two
cups, sir?

ANATOL. Yes. (The beU rings)

Who’s that so early?

(FRANZ goes out.

)

ANATOL. I certainly don’t feel like

getting married this morning. I

wish I could send a regret.

(FRANZ opens the door R., lettina

in MAX.)

MAX (affectionately)

.

My dear boy!

ANATOL. Hush! Be quiet! Bring an-
other cup, Franz!

MAX. But there’s two cups there

already.

anatol. Bring another cup, Franz,

and now get out. (franz goes out)

There—and now my dear man,
what brings you here at eight

o’clock in the morning?

MAX. It’s ten o’clock.

anatol. Then what brings you
here at ten o’clock in the morning?

MAX. My poor memory.

anatol. Speak more softly, please.

max. Why? Are you so nervous?

anatol. I am—^very nervous.

MAX. You shouldn’t be nervous to-

day.

anatol. Well, what do you want?

iMAX. You know I’m to have your
pretty cousin Ahna for a part-

ner

—

ANATOL (sadly). Yes, yes.

8
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MAX. Well, I forgot to order flow-

and I really don’t know what
color dress she’ll wear—wHl it be
white or pink or blue or green?

ANATOL (pscvish)

,

Not green any-
way.

max. Why not?

ANATOL. Alma never wears green,

max (piqued). How should I
know that?

ANATOL (as before). Don’t scream
so! We can talk it over calmly, can’t
we?

MAX. Then you don’t know what
color dress she’ll wear?

ANATOL. Pink or blue.

miax. But there s quite a difference
between pink and blue.

ANATOL. Pink Or blue—what does
it matter?

Max. It matters a good deal, for the
flowers I order.

ANATOL. Order two bouquets

—

then you can put the other one in
your own buttonhole.

MAX. I didnt come here to listen
to any of your poor jokes.

ANATOL, Til make the worst one
yet at two o’clock today.

MAX. You’re in a nice mood for
your wedding morning.

ANATOL. Im nervous.

2iiAX. You’re hiding something from
me.

ANATOL. No.

ILONA (voice from the bedroom).
Anatol!

(MAX looks at ANATOL ill surprise
.

)

ANATOL. Excuse me a moment,
(He goes to the door of the bed-
room and disappears behind U,
MAX looks after him with wide
eyes, anatol kisses ilona, near
the door^ but where they cannot
be seen by max, closes the door
and comes into the room again.)

max (indignant). People don’t do
those things

ANATOL. Hear my story first. Max,
and then judge.

max. I hear a feminine voice and
I judge—that you’re beginning
early to deceive your wife.

ANATOL. Now sit down here and
listen to me—and then you’ll talk
differently.

MAX. Never! Tm no paragon of
virtue—^but—^but this

ANATOL, Ihen you wonY listen to
me?

MAX. Go ahead

—

^but be quick

—

I’m invited to your wedding.
( They

both sit down.)

ANATOL (sadly). Yes.

max (impatiently). Well?

ANATOL. WeU? There was a Wed-
ding-Eve Party last night at the
home of my future parents-in-law.

MAX. I know, I was ti^e.
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ANATOL. Quite right. You were
there—there were a lot of people
there—they were very gay—drank
champagne—spoke toasts

Max. Yes, so did I—^to your hap-
piness.

ANATOL. Yes, so did you—to my
happiness. {Presses his hand) I
thank you,

MAX. You did that yesterday,

ANATOL. Well, we were quite gay
until midnight.

MAX. Which I know.

ANATOL. For a moment I almost
thought I was happy.

MAX. After the fourth glass of
champagne.

ANATOL (sadly). No. Not until

-•fter the sixth—that s awfully sad
can scarcely believe it.

UAX. WeVe discussed that already.

ANATOL. And that young man was
there, too— feel certain that he
was a school-girl love of my bride-
to-be.

ViAX. Oh, yes^—young Ralmen.

ANATCH,. A poet of sorts, I believe.
One of those nrai who seem des-
tiued to be the first love of so
tnany women and never the last
love of any.

max. I wish you'd come to the
point.

ANATOL. Of course, it was a matter
of indifference to me— laughed

at him. The party broke up about
midnight. I bade my bride-to-be

farewell with a Hss—^she kissed

me also—coldly. I shivered as I

went downstairs.

aiax. Ah ha!

ANATOL. One or the other stopped
at the gate to congratulate me. Un-
cle Edward was decidedly drunk
and insisted on embracing me.
Some young man started a college
song. Her former love, the poet I

mean, disappeared into a side
street with his coat collar turned
up. Someone teased me—said I'd

probably spend the rest of the
night in front of the beloved one's
window—I smiled in scorn—^it had
begun to snow—people scattered
finally—and I stood alone.

MAX (condolingly)

,

Oh!

ANATOL (warming up) , Yes, I stood
alone on the street—^in the cold
winter night, while the snow
whirled its great flakes around me.
It was—it was shuddery

MAX. Won't you please tell me
where you went?

ANATOL (grandly). Where I had
to go—^to the Redoute.

MAX. Oh!

ANATOL. You are sinprised!

MAX. I can imagine the rest of it

now.

ANATOL. Not quite. As I stood there
in the cold winter night

MAX. Shivering-
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ANATOL. Freezing, it came over me
then with a mighty rush of pain,

—

the thought that from now on I

should no longer be a free man

—

that I must bid farewell forever to
my mad, sweet bachelor days. This
is the last night, I said to myself,
the last night in which I can come
home without being asked where I
have been—^the last night 3f free-
dom—of adventuring—of love,
perhaps

MAX. Oh

ANATOL. And then suddenly I found
myself in the midst of the turmoil—silk and satin garments rustled

about me, eyes sparkled, masks
nodded mysteriously, gleaming
shoulders threw out their fragrance—^the whole mad carnival breathed
and whirled about me. I sucked it

in— bathed in it.

MAX. Get to the point, please

—

we haven’t much thne.

ANATOL. The crowd pushed me
forward and as I had excited my
brain before, now I excited all of
my senses with the perfumes that

swirled around me. It seemed to

rush over me as never before—it

was as if the carnival were giving

me its own festival of farewell.

MAX. I’m waiting for the third ex-
citant.

ANATOL. That came soon—^the in-

toxication of the heart.

MAX. Of the senses.

ANATOL. Of the heart—of the
senses, too, possibly. Do you re-

member Katharine?

ANATOL. Hush!

MAX (with a gesture towards the
bedroom ) . Is—^is it she?

ANATOL. No—but she was there,

too, and then a charming brunette
whose name I won’t mention—and
then Theodore’s little blonde Li2:zie—but Theodore wasn’t there. I rec-

ognized them all in spite of their

masks, from their voice or their
walk or some gesture. But there
was just one that I didn’t recognize
at jBrst—^it was queer—-I followed
her—or she followed me. Her fig-

ure seemed so famihar—we kept
meeting everywhere—at the foim-
tain—at the buffet—^beside the
proscenium—everywhere- Finally
she took my arm and I knew who
she was. (Fointing to the door)
She

MAX. An old friend?

ANATOL. Why, man, don’t you sus-

pect? You know what I told her six

weeks ago when I became engaged—^the same old story: “I’m going
away—111 be back soon. Ill love
you forever.”

MAX. Ilona?

ANATOL. Hush!

MAX. Not Ilona?

ANATOL. Yes, keep quiet. “You’re

here again,” she whispered in my
ear, “Yes,” I replied aptly. "When?”
"This evening”—^“Why no letters?”

"Bad postal connections.” "Where?”
"Inhospitable village.” "But now?”—'liappy—here again—ever faith-

ful.” “Me, too—^me, too!” Joy,
champagne and more joy

MAX. And more champagne?MAX. Oh, Katherine?
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AKATOL. No, no more champagne.
And then when we drove home in

the cab—^just as we used to—she
leaned on my shoulder

—

never part again,” she said.

MAX (rising). Wake up, boy, and
make an end of it.

ANATOL. Well never part. (Rising)

And Im to be married at two
ociock.

MAX. To another.

ANATOL. Why, yes—one always

marries the otiaer.

MAX (looking at the clock). l€s

high time.

(Gesture.)

ANATOL. Ill see if she's ready.

(Stops at the door, turns to max)
But it's really sad, isn't it?

MAX. It's immoral.

ANATOL. It's sad, too.

Mlax. Do go in.

(ANATOL opens the door just as

ILONA looks in and then comes in.

She wears a handsome domino.)

ILONA. Oh! It's only Max.

MAX (bowing). Only Max.

MjOmA. (to anatol). Why didn't

you me? I tlW^t it was a
or I shcmid have Joined

ymt ^mg ago. How are you. Max?
And what do you say to this ras-

cal?

MAX. That's just about what be is.

ILONA. Here Tve been weeing fcr

him for six weeks and he was

—

where were you?

ANATOL (with a large gesture).

Over there.

ILONA. Didn't he write to you,

either? But now I have him again

(Takes his arm) Now there’ll

be no more of these journeys

—

and no more partings. Give me a

kiss.

ANATOL. But

ILONA. Oh, Max doesn’t count
(Kisses him) What an expression!

Now 111 pour tea for you two and
for myself if youTl permit me.

ANATOL. Please do.

MAX. My dear Ilona, Tm soriy I

can't accept your invitation to

breakfast, and I don't quite under-
stand

—

ILONA (busy with the samovar).
What don't you understand?

MAX. Anatol ought to

ILONA. What ought he

MAX (fa anatol) . You ought to be
dressed by this time.

ILONA. Don't be silty. Max. Were
going to stay home today—we
sha n't set a foot out of the house.

ANATOL. My dear child—that won't
be quite possible.

ILONA. Oh, yes, that'll be possible.

ANATOL. But I'm invited

ILONA (pouring out tea). Send a
regret.
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MAX. He can t—this time.

ANATOL. Im— invited to a wed-
ding.

(max encourages him with a ges-

ture. )

ILONA. That’s not important.

ANATOL. It is, this time—^I’m in the

wedding party,

ILONA. And does the lady you es-

cort love you?

MAX. That’s quite unessential.

ILONA. But I do love him and that’s

very essential, I wish you wouldn’t

butt in.

ANATOL. My dear girl—I must go.

MAX. Yes, he must. You can be-

lieve him—^he must.

ANATOL. You can certainly let me
off for a few hours, can’t you?

ILONA. Please sit down—^both of

you. How many lumps, Max?

MAX. Three, please,

ILONA {to anatol). And you?

ANATOL. But it’s really high time.

ILONA. How many lumps?

ANATOL. You know—^two.

ILONA. Cream? Rum?

ANATOL. Rum—^you ought to know
that—^too.

ILONA {to max). Rum and two

lumps of sugar—^fine principles he

hast

7^?

max. I must go.

ANATOL {aside to him). Don’t
leave me alone.

ILONA. Finish your tea. Max.

ANATOL. Child, I must get dressed

now.

ILONA. Oh, for goodness’ sake„

when is this fool wedding?

MAX. In two hours.

ILONA. You’re invite, too?

MAX. Yes.

ILONA. Is he an usher, too?

ANATOL. Yes, he is.

ILONA. Who’s getting married?

ANATOL. You don’t know him.

ILONA. What’s his name? It can’t

be a secret.

ANATOL. It is a secret.

ILONA. What?

ANATOL. It’s a secret wedding.

ILONA. With ushers and brides-

maids? How ridiculous!

MAX. It’s—^it’s the parents who
mustn’t know anything about it.

ILONA {diinJdng her tea)* Boys,

you’re lying to me.

MAX. Oh, no.

ILONA. Lord knows where you

two are going today. Howev^.
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youre not going—^that is—of

course Max can go wherever he
wants to {To anatol) But
you stay here.

ANATOL. It’s impossible— can’t

possibly stay away from my best

friend s wedding.

ILONA {to i^iAx) . Shah I let him go?

MAX. Dear Ilona—^you really must.

ILONA. What church is it at?

ANATOL {uneasy). Why do you
ask?

ILONA. I thought rd like to look in

on it.

MAX. I’m afraid that isn’t possible.

ILONA. And why not?

ANATOL. Because this ceremony
takes place in a—in a subterranean

chapel.

ILONA. There must be some way
to get there.

ANATOL. No—that is—of course

there^s a way to get there.

ILONA, rd Iflce to see your brides-

maid, Anatol—^I’m jealous of her.

I’ve heard of marriages that have
grown out of these wedding par-

ties, And you must xmderstand one
thing, Anatol, I won’t have you get-

ting married.

MAX, What would you do if—^if he
did get married?

HXMA (quite calmly). I’d break up
the ceremony.

ANATOL. Indeed!

MAX. How would you do that?

ILONA. I haven’t quite made up
my mind—I might make a dis-

turbance in front of the church

door

MAX. That would be commonplace.

ILONA. Oh, I’d find some new
touch.

MAX. For instance?

ILONA. I might drive up dressed as

a bride—^with a wreath and veil

—

that would be novel, wouldn’t it?

MAX. Decidedly. (Rises) Well, I

must go now—good-bye, Anatol.

ANATOL {risingy very determined).

You must excuse me, Ilona, I shall

have to get dressed. It’s the very

last minute.

FKANZ (comes in carrying bou-
quet). The flowers, sir

ELONA. What flowers?

FBANz {looks at ELONA with sur-

prise, and with a certain familiar-

ity). The flowers, sir.

ELONA. You still have Franz?
(FRANZ goes out) I thought you’d
put him out

MAX. That isn’t always easy.

(anatol stands holding the floto-

ersy which are wrapped in tissue

paper.)

ELONA. Let me see your flowers.

MAX. Is that the bouquet for your
bridesmaid?
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ILONA {opening the paper). This
is a bridal bouquet!

anatol. Good heavens! TheyVe
sent me the wrong flowers—Franz—Franz! (Runs out with the flow-
ers.)

MAX. And the poor bridegroom
won’t have any.

ANATOL (coming in again), Franz
is after him.

MAX. Youll excuse me now, won’t
you? I really must go.

ANATOL (going to the door with
him) . What shall I do?

MAX. Confess.

ANATOL. Impossible!

MAX. Wen, m come back as soon
as I can.

ANATOL. Please do.

MAX. And my color

ANATOL. Blue or pink. I have a feel-

ing it wiU be one or the other

—

good-bye.

MAX. Good-bye, Ilona. (Aside to

anatol) rU be back in an hour.

(anatol comes back into the room,

ILONA runs into his arms,)

ILONA. At last! Oh, Fm so happy!

anatol (mechanically). My angel!

ILONA. You’re so cold.

ANATOL. I just said “my angel,”

didn’t I?

ILONA. And you really have to go
to this stupid wedding?

ANATOL. Seriously, dear, I must.

ILONA. WeU, I tell you. . . . lH
drive with you in the cab as far as

the lady’s house i

ANATOL. That’s an absurd ideal

We’U meet this evening. You’ll

have to be at the theatre.

ILONA. I’U send them word I can’t

play.

ANATOL. No, no. I’ll call for you.
Now I must change my clothes.

(Looks at the clock) How the time
j^es! Franz! Franz!

ILONA. What do you want?

ANATOL (to FEANZ who comes in).

Have you laid out my clothes?

FRANZ. Yes, sir, lH see if it’s all

right, sir. (Goes into bedroom,)

ANATOL (pacing the room). This
evening, Ilona, after the theatre,

eh?

ILONA. I’d like to stay with you all

day today.

ANATOL. Now don’t be childish

—

I have other obligations—^you

ought to imderstand that.

ILONA. I love you—^that’s all I can

understand.

ANATOL. It is absolutely neces-

sary

—

FRANZ (from bedroom). Every-

thing is ready, sir. (Goes out.)
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anatol. Good. {Goes into the bed- anatol. Bring back? Where from?

room, talks from behind the door

while ILONA remains in the sitting-

room) I mean—^it is absolutely

necessary that you should under-

stand these things.

ILONA. You re really changing your

clothes?

ANATOL. I can’t go to a wedding
this way.

ILONA. Why do you go anyway?

ANATOL. Beginning again? I must
go*

ILONA. Then we’ll meet this eve-

ning?

ANATOL. Yes, I’ll wait for you at the

stage door.

ILONA. Dont be late.

anatol. No—^why should I be
late?

ILONA. Don’t you remember

—

waited for you a whole hour once.

ANATOL. Did you? I don’t remem-
ber.

(There is a pause,)

ILONA (strolls about the room look-

ing at ihmgs). Say, Anatol, you’ve

got a mm picture h^.

ANATOL. Do you Iflce it?

ILONA I kiK)w so little about pic-

tures.

ANATOL. It’s a very fine picture.

ILONA- Did you bring that back
with you?

ILONA. Why—^from your trip.

ANATOL. Yes, that’s so—^from my
trip—^no, it’s a present.

( Pause .

)

ILONA. Say, Anatol

ANATOL (nervously). Whatl

ILONA. Where were you anyway?

ANATOL. I told you all about it.

ILONA. You haven’t told me a word.

ANATOL. Yes, I did, last night.

ILONA. Then I’ve forgotten it again.

ANATOL. I was—^I was, oh, near Bo-

hemia

—

ILONA. What were you doing m
Bohemia?

ANATOL. I wasn’t in Bohemia

—

only near there.

ILONA. Oh, you were invited for the

hunting?

ANATOL. Yes, I was shooting hares.

ILONA. For six weeks?

ANATOL. Contmually,

ELONA. Why didn’t you say good-
bye to me?

ANATOL. I didn’t want to make you
unhappy,

ILONA. Anatol, you wanted to shake
me.

ANATOL. Absurd.
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ILONA. Oh, you tried it once be-
fore.

ANATOL. Tried it? Yes—^but with-
out success.

ILONA. What? What s that?

ANATOL. Why, yes— tried to tear

myself away from you—^you know
it.

ILONA. It was nonsense

—

^you can’t

tear yourself away from me.

ANATOL. Ha! Ha!

ILONA. What s that?

ANATOL. I remarked "Ha! ha!”

ILONA. You needn’t laugh, my dear,

you came back to me then.

ANATOL. Yes, then

ILONA. And you will this time, too

^you love me.

ANATOL. Unfortunately

ILONA. What?

ANATOL (^hottfing). Unfortunatefy.

ILONA. Youre mighty brave when
youre in another room. You
wouldn’t dare say that to my face.

ANATOL {opens the dom, looks in).

Unfortunately!

ILONA {starting to door). What
does that mean?

aNatol {in the bedroom again).

That means—^that it can’t go on
like this forever.

ILONA. And now I sayv “Hal ha!”

ANATOL. What!

ILONA {pulling the door open). Ha!
Ha!

ANATOL. Shut that door.

(She shuts the door.)

ILONA. No, my dear boy. You
love me and you’ll never be able

to leave me.

ANATOL. Do you think so?

ILONA. I know it.

ANATOL. You know it?

ILONA. I feel it.

ANATOL. You think that IT Be at

your feet forever?

ILONA. YouT never marry—^I know
that.

i

ANATOL. You’re quite crazy, ray

dear. I love you—^that’s all right

—

but we’re not bound for eternity.

ILONA. You think IT give you up?

ANATOL. YouT have to soinetkne*

ILONA. Have to? When?

ANATOL. When I marry.

ILONA {drumming on the door}^

And when will that be, my dear?

ANATOL (mockingly). Very socm,

my dear,

ILONA (excited). When?

ANATOL. Stop that drunmaing

—

IT be married long the ye^
is out ^
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ILONA. You"re an idiot. ilona turns and sees him, makes a
grab for the flowers, anatol

ANATOL. I might be married in two
months even.

ILONA. Oh, indeed—I suppose

there’s somebody waiting for you?

anatol. Yes, there’s somebody
waiting for me at this very minute.

ILONA. In two months then?

ANATOL. You seem to doubt it.

(ilona laughs,)

ANATOL. You needn’t laugh. I’ll be
married in a week. (She laughs still

more) Don’t laugh, I say. (ilona
sinks back on the coach, laughing.

ANATOL comes out fully dressed)

Don’t laugh

Ilona (laughing). When did you
say you’re going to get married?

ANATOL. Today.

ILONA (looking at him). When?

ANATOL. Today, my dear.

ILWA (rising). Stop joking, Ana-
tol.

ANATOL. It’s dead earnest, my dear.

I’m marrying today.

iLcmA, Are you crazy?

ANATOL (calls). Franz!

FHANz (comes in). Yes, m,

ANATOL. My flowers.

(franz goes out.)

ILONA (threateningly). Anatol
(franz comes in with the flowers.

catches them quickly, franz goes

out with a broad smile.)

ILONA. Oh—^not really

ANATOL. As you sce. (She tries to

take the flowers from him) What
are you doing? (He retreats before

her, she chases him around the

room.

)

ILONA. You wretch—^you wretch!

(max comes in carrying a bunch
of roses, stands by the door aston-

ished. ANATOL takes refuge on an
armchair, holding his flowers out

of ilona’s reach.)

ANATOL. Help! Max, help me!
(max hurries to ilona, tries to hold
her back, she turns on him, seizes

his flowers, throws them on the

floor and stamps on them.)

max. Ilona—^you’re crazy—^my
flowers—^what shall I do?

(ilona begins to cry bitterly, sinks

on a chair.)

anatol (stiU behind his chair, em-
barrassed). She made me angry

—

you can cry now, Ilona—of course.

Why did you laugh at me? She
laughed at me. Max—^she said I

didn’t dare marry—so, of course,

Im going to get married—^just out
of opposition. (Starts to climb
down off the chair.

)

ILONA. You hypocrite—^you de-
ceiver!

(anatol dknbs up on the chair
again.)

MAX (picking up the flowers). My
poor flowers!
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ILONA- I really meant to spoil his.

But you don’t deserve any better

—

you’re his accomplice.

ANATOL (still on the chair). Do be
sensible!

ILONA. Yes, that’s what you always
say when you’ve driven a woman
mad. But you shall see—^that’ll be
a nice wedding—^just you wait.

(Rises) Good-bye.

ANATOL [jumping off the chair).

Where are you going?

ILONA. You’ll find out soon enough.

ANATOL AND MAX. Where are you
going?

ILONA. Let me go.

ANATOL and MAX (standing be-
tween her and the door). Ilona,

what are you going to do? Ilona,

where are you going

ILONA. Let me go, I say.

ANATOL. Do be sensible—calm
down a bit.

ILONA. You won’t let me go? (She
dashes about the room, dashes the
tea-things off the table in her anger,

throws pillows about, etc. anatol
and MAX stand helpless.)

ANATOL. Now I ask you—does a

man have to marry when he’s loved
like that?

(Her outburst over, ilona sinks

down on the couch and sobs. There
is a pause.)

ANATOL. She’s calmer now.

MAX. We must go—^and I haven’t

any flowers.

72&

FRANZ (comes in). The carriage is

there, sir. (Goes out.)

anatol. The carriage—^the car-
riage—^what shaU I do? (Comes up
behind elona, kisses her hair)
Ilona!

max (on her other side). Ilonai

(She weeps silently with her hand-
kerchief to her face, max speaks
aside to anatol) Go now and
leave her to me.

ANATOL. I reaUy ought to go

—

^but

how can I?

max. Go!

ANATOL. How can you get her
away? Do you think you can dr
it?

MAX. I’ll whisper to you during tho
ceremony, “Everything arranged,’'

and you’ll know I’ve done it.

ANATOL. I’m so worried.

max. Go now.
(anatol turns to go, comes back
on tiptoe, presses a light kiss on
ilona’s hair, then goes out quickly.

MAX sits down opposite ilona. She
still sobs, with her handkerchief

before her face.)

MAX (looking at the clock}
Em

ILONA (looking about as if fas^J

awakening). Where is he?

MAX (takes both her hands). Ilona

ILONA (rising). Where is he?

MAX (still holding her hands). You
won’t find him.
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ILONA. Oh, yes, I will.

MAX. You’re a sensible girl, Ilona.

You don’t want to make a scandal.

nxDNA. Let me go—^where is the

wedding?

MAX. That doesnT matter.

ILONA. Im going there— must
go there.

MAX. Oh, no, you won’t. What an
id^I

ILONA. To treat me so—^to de-

ceive me so

MAX. It was no deception—it’s just

life.

ILONA. Oh, shut up— hate your
phrases.

MAX. Now you’re childish, Ilona,

or you’d see that all this is so use-

less.

ILONA. Useless?

MAX. It’s absurd.

ILONA. Absurd?

MAX. You’d only make yourself ri-

&xtkms,

mjONA. Now you’re insulting me,
too-

MAX. Yoq’I console yoiHS^.

ILONA. You donT know me.

MAX. Suppose he gomg to

Am^^^a?

ILONA. What do you mean by that?

MAX. Suppose he were really lost

to you?

ILONA. What do you mean?

MAX. The main point is this—^that

it’s not you who is deceived. (She

looks her question) He can come
back to you—^it will be the other

who is forsaken.

ILONA. Oh! Is that (She looks

up with an expression of wild joy,)

MAX. How noble you are! (Pressing

her hand.)

ILONA. I’ll have my revenge—^that’s

why I’m so delighted at what you
said.

MAX. Then you are one of those

who bite—when they love?

ILONA. Yes, I am.

MAX. Now you are really grand!

—a woman who would avenge h^
whole sex on us

ILONA. Yes, that’s just what I will

do.

MAX (rising), I have just time to

take you home. (Aside) I’m not
taking any chances. (Offering her
his arm) And now bid farewell to

these rooms.

ILONA. Not farewell—^I shall come
back.

MAX. You believe yourself a demon
and yet you’re only a woman. (At
a gesture from h^) But that is

quite enough. (Opening the door)

K you please, fair lady,

ILONA (turning back at the door,

with affected grandezza). I will

come bade. (Out with max.)
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Note; All the Robots wear expressionless faces and move with absolute

mechanical precision, with the exception of sulla, Helena and primus,
who convey a touch of humanity.
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ACT ONE

ScKim—Central office of the factory of Rossums Universal Robots. The
windows on the hack wall look out on the endless rows of factory build
ings. On the left wall large maps showing steamship and railroad routes.
On the right wall are fastened printed placards. ^Robots Cheapest
Labor, etc.) In contrast to these wall fittings, the floor is covered with
splendid Turkish carpet, and a bookshelf containing bottles of wine and
spirits, instead of hooks.
DOMiN is sitting at his desk at left, dictating, suli^a is at the typewriter

against the wall. There is a leather couch toith arms right center. At the
extreme right an armchair. At extreme left a chair. There is also a chair in
front of DOisdiN s desk. Two green cabinets across the comers of the room
complete the furniture.

Seen through the windows which run to the heights of the room are
rows of factory chimneys, telegraph poles and wires. There is a general
passageway or hallway which leads to the warehouse. The robots are
brought into the office through this entrance.

DOMIN (dictating). Ready?

SULLA. Yes.

DOMIN. To E. M. McVicker & Co.,
Southampton, England. 'We un-
dertake no guarantee for goods
damaged in transit. As soon as the
consignment was taken on board
we drew your captain’s attention to

the fact that the vessel was unsuit-

able for the transportation of Ro-
bots; and we are therefore not re-

sponsible for spoiled freight. We
beg to remain, for Rossum’s Uni-
versal Robots, yours truly.” (sxmLA
types the lines) Ready?

SULLA. Yes.

dom:in. Another letter. To the E. B.

Huysen Agency, New York, U.S.A.
'We beg to acknowledge receipt of

order .1or thousand Robots. As

you are sending your own vessel,

please dispatch as cargo equal
quantities of soft and hard coal for

R.U.R., the same to be credited as

part payment (BUZZER) of the
amount due us.” (Answering
phone) Hello! This is the central
oflSce. Yes, certainly. Well, send
them a wire. Good. (Rises) “We
beg to remain, for Rossum s Uni-
versal Robots, yours very truly.”

Ready?

SULLA. Yes.

DOMIN (answering small portable

phone). Hello! Yes. No. All right.

(Standing back of desk, punching
plug machine and buttons) An-
other letter. Freidrichswerks, Ham-
burg, Germany. “We beg to ac-

knowledge receipt of order for fif-

teen thousand Robots.” (Enter
MARIUS ) Well, what is it?

737
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MAKius. There’s a lady, sir, asking

to see you.

DOMiN. A lady? Who is she?

MAKius. I don’t know, sir. She
brings ihis card of introduction.

rxxMiN (reading card). Ah, from
President Glory. Ask her to come
in. (To SULLA. Crossing to her

desk, then back to his own) Where
did I leave off?'

SULLA. ‘^We beg to acknowledge
receipt of order for fifteen thou-

sand Robots.”

DOMIN. Fifteen thousand. Fifteen

thousand.

MARIUS (at door). Please step this

way.

(Enter ietelena. Exit marius.)

HELENA (crossing to desk). How
do you do?

DOMIN. How do you do? What can

I do for you?

HELENA. You are Mr. Domin, the

General Manager?

DOMIN. I am.

HELENA. I have come . . .

DOMIN. With President Glory’s

card. That is quite sufficient.

HELENA. President Glory is my
father. I am Helena Glory.

DOMIN. Please sit down., Sulla, you
may go. (Exit sulla. Sitting down
at desk) How can I be of service

to you, Miss Glory?

HELENA. I have come . . .

DOMIN. To have a look at our fa-

mous works where people are

manufactured. Like all visitors.

Well, there is no objection.

HELENA. I thought it was forbidden

to . . .

DOMIN. To enter the factory? Yes,

of course. Everybody comes here

with someone’s visiting card. Miss

Glory.

HELENA. And you show them . . .

DOMIN. Only certain things. The
manufacture of artificial people is a

secret process.

HELENA. If you Only knew how
enormously that . . .

DOMIN. Interests you. Europe’s talk-

ing about nothing else.

HELENA ( indignantly turning

front) . Why don’t you let me finish

spealdng?

DOMIN (drier), I beg your pardon.

Did you want to say something

different?

HELENA. I only wanted to ask . . .

DOMIN. Whether I could make a

special exception in your case and
show you our factory. Why, cer-

tainly, Miss Glory.

HELENA. How do you know I

wanted to say that?

DOMIN. They all do. But we shall

consider it a special honor to show
you more than we do the rest.
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HELENA. Thank you. dccmbm. Yes. Twenty-two, I thi'nlr.

DOMiN (standing). But you must
agree not to divulge the least . .

HELENA (standing and giving him
her hand ) . My word of honor.

DOMIN. Thank you. (Looking at
her hand) Won’t you raise your
veil?

HELENA. Of course. You want to
see whether Tm a spy or not. I beg
your pardon.

DOMIN (leaning forward). What is

it?

HELENA. Would you mind releasing

my hand?

DOMIN (releasing it). Oh, I beg
your pardon.

HELENA (raising veil). How cau-
tious you have to be here, don’t
you?

DOMIN (observing her with deep
interest)

.

Why, yes. Hm—of course—^We—that is . . .

HELENA. But what is What’s the
matter?

DOMIN, I’m remarkably pleased.

Did you have a pleasant orossing?

HELENA. Yes.

DOMIN. No difficulty?

HELENA. Why?

ix>MDosr. What I mean to say is

—

you’re so young,

HELENA. May we go straight into

the factory?

HELENA. Twenty-two what?

DOMIN. Years.

HELENA. Twenty-One. Why do you
want to know?

DOMIN. Well, because—as . . .

(Sits on desk nearer her) You
will make a long stay, won’t you?

HELENA (backing away). That de-
pends on how much of the factory
you show me.

DOMIN (rises; crosses to her). Oh,
hang the factory. Oh, no, no, you
shall see everything. Miss Glory.
Indeed you shall. Won’t you sit

down? (Takes her to couch. She
sits. Offers her cigarette from case
at end of sofa. She refuses,)

HELENA. Thank you.

DOMIN. But first would you Iflce to
hear the story of the invention?

HELENA. Yes, indeed.

DOMIN. It wais in the year 1920 thai-

old Rossum, the great physidb-
gist, who was then quite a young
scientist, took himself to the distant

island for the purpose of studyir^
the ocean fauna, (She is amused)
On this occasion be attemj^ed by
chemical synthesis to imitate the
living matter known as protoplasm
until he suddenly discovered a sub-
stance which behaved exactly like

Kving matter although its chemical
composition was different. Thatw^
m the year 1932, exactly icmx hun-
dred and forty years after the
covery of America. Whew . . •
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HELENA. Do you know that by
heart?

{takes flotvers from desk to

her). Yes. You see, physiology is

not in my line. Shall I go on?

HELENA {smelling flowers). Yes,

please.

DOMiN. And then. Miss Glory, Old

Rossum wrote the following among
his chemical experiments: '‘Nature

has found only one method of or-

ganizing living matter. There is,

however, another method, more
simple, flexible and rapid which has

not yet occurred to Nature at all.

This second process by which life

can be developed was discovered

hy me today.” Now imagine him.

Miss Glory, writing those wonder-

ful words over some colloidal mess
that a dog wouldn’t look at. Imag-

ine him sitting over a test tube and
thinking how the whole tree of life

would grow from him, how all ani-

mals would proceed from it, be-

ginning with some sort of a beetle

and ending with a man. A man of

different substance from us. Miss

Glory, that was a tremendous mo-
ment. {Gets box of candy from
desk and passes it to her.)

HELENA. Well . . .

DOMTNf {as she speaks his portable

phone lights up and he answers).

Well— HeUol—Yes—no, Im in

COTference. DonT disturb me.

HELENA. Well?

DOMIN (smiles). Now, the thing

was how to get the life out of the

test tubes, and hasten development
and form organs, bones md nerves,

and so on, and find such substances

as catalytics, enzymes, hormones
in .short—^you understand?

HELENA. Not much, Tm afraid.

DOMIN. Never mind. {Leans over

couch and fixes cushion for her

back) There! You see, with the

help of his tinctures he could make
whatever he wanted. He could

have produced a Medusa with the

brain of Socrates or a worm fifty

yards long

—

{She laughs. He does

also; leans closer on couch, then

straightens up again)—^but being

without a grain of humor, he took

into his head to make a vertebrate

or perhaps a man. This artificial

living matter of his had a raging

thirst for life. It didn’t mind being

sown or mixed together- That
couldn’t be done with natural

albumen. And that’s how he set

about it.

HELENA. About what?

DOMIN. About imitating Nature.

First of aU he tried making an
artificial dog. That took him several

years and resulted in a sort of

stunted calf which died in a few
days. I’ll show it to you in the

museum. And then old Rossum
started on the manufacture of man.

HELENA. And I’m to divulge this

to nobody?

DOMIN. To nobody in the world.

HELENA. What a pity that it’s to be
discovered in all the school books
of both Europe and America. (Both
laugh.)

DOMIN. Yes. But do you know what
isnt in the school books? That old

Rossum was mad. Seriouslv, Miss
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Glory, you must keep this to your-
self. The old crank wanted to
actually make people.

HELENA. But you do make people.

DOMiN. Approximately — Miss
Glory. But old Rossum meant it

literally. He wanted to become a
sort of scientific substitute for God.
He was a fearful materialist, and
that's why he did it all. His sole

purpose was nothing more or less

than to prove that God was no
longer necessary. {Crosses to end of
couch) Do you know anything
about anatomy?

HELENA. Very httle.

DOMEsr. Neither do I. Well

—

{he

laughs)—^he then decided to manu-
facture everything as in the human
body, m show you in the museum
the bimgling attempt it took him
ten years to produce. It was to have
been a man, but it lived for three

days only. Then up came young
Rossum, an engineer. He was a
wonderful fellow. Miss Glory.

When he saw what a mess of it the

old man was making he said; “It s

absurd to spend ten years making
a man. If you can't make him
quicker than Nature, you might as

well shut up shop." Then he set

about learning anatomy himself.

HELENA. There's nothing about

that in the school books?

DOMIN. No. The school books are

full of paid advertisements, and
rubbish at that. What the school

books say about the united efforts

of the two great Rossums is all a
fairy tale. They used to have
dreadful rows. The old atheist

hadn't die slightest conception of
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industrial matters, and the end of

it was that Young Rossum shut
him up in some laboratory or other

and let him fritter the time away
with his monstrosities while 1^
himself started on the business

from an engineer's point of view.

Old Rossum cursed him and before
he died he managed to botch up
two physiological horrors. Then
one day they found him dead in the
laboratory. And that's his whole
story.

HELENA. And what about the young
man?

DOMIN {sits beside her on couch).
Well, anyone who has looked into

human anatomy will have seen at

once that man is too complicated,

and that a good engineer could
make him more simply. So young
Rossum began to overhaul anatomy
to see what could be left out or

simplified. In short . . . But this

isn't boring you, Miss Glory?

HELENA. No, indeed. You're • . .

It's awfully interesting.

DOMIN {gets closer). So young
Rossum said to himself: “A man
is something that feels happy, plays

the piano, likes going for a waBc,

and, in fact, wants to do a whole
lot of things that are really un-

necessary."

HELENA. Oh.

DOMIN. That are unnecessary when
he wants

—

{takes her hand)—let

us say, to weave or count. Ek) you
play the piano?

HELENA. Yes.

DOMIN. That's good. {Kisses her

hand. She lowers her head) Oh, I
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beg your pardon! (Rises) But a

working machine must not play

the piano, must not feel happy,

must not do a whole lot of oth^
things. A gasoline motor must not

have tassels or ornaments. Miss

Glory. And to manufacture arti-

ficial workers is the same thing as

the manufacture of a gasoline mo-

tor. (She is not interested) The

process must be the simplest, and

the product the best from a prac-

tical point of view. (Sits beside

her again) What sort of worker do

you think is the best from a prac-

tical point of view?

HELENA (absently). What? (Looks

at him,)

i>OMiN. What sort of worker do

you think is the best from a prac-

tical point of view?

HELENA ('puUing herself together).

Oh! Perhaps the one who is most

hcmest and hard-worldng.

DOMiN. No. The (me that is the

cheapest. The one whose require-

ments are the smallest. Young
Return invented a worker with

the mTr>TTTYirm amount of require-

n^ts. He had to simplify him. He
rejected ev^ything that did not

contribute directfy to the progress

woric. Everything that nasJees

man more expensive. In fact he

rejected man and made dm Robot.

My dear Mi^ Glory, the Robots

are not people. Mechanically they

are more p^ect than we are; th^
have an enormously developed in-

telligence, but they have no sovL

(Leans back.)

HELENA. How do you know tt^
have no soul?

DOMIN. Have you ever seen what

a Robot looks like inside?

HELENA. No.

DOMIN. Very neat, very simple.

Really a beautiful piece of work.

Not much in it, but everything

in flawless order. The product of

an engineer is technically at a

higher pitch of perfection than

a product of Nature.

HELENA. But man is supposed to be

the product of God.

DOMIN. All the worse. God hasn’t

the slightest notion of modem en-

gineering. Would you believe that

young Rossum then proceeded to

play at being God?

HELENA (awed). How do you
mean?

DOMIN. He began to manufacture

Super-Robots. Regular giants they

were. He tried to make them
twelve fe^ tall. But you wouldn’t

believe what a failure they were.

HELENA. A failure?

DOMIN. Yes. For no reason at all

their limbs used to keep snapping

off. “Evidently our planet is too

small for giants.” Now we only

make Robots of normal size and

of very high-class human finish.

HELENA (hands him flower; he puts

it in buttonhole). I saw the first

Robots at home. The Town Coun-

cil bought them for— mean en-

gaged tfcm for work.

DOMIN. No. Bought them. Miss

Glory. Robots are bought and sold.
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HELENA. These were employed as
street-sweepers. I saw them sweep-
ing. They were so strange and
quiet.

ixdmin) You must find it terribly
dull in this out of the way spot,
don’t you?

DOMIN (rises), Rossums Univer-
sal Robot factory doesn’t produce
a uniform brand of Robots. We
have Robots of finer and coarser
grades. The best will live about
twenty years. (Crosses to desk,
HELENA looks in her pocket mirror.
He pushes button on desk.)

SULLA. I don’t know. Miss Glory.

HELENA. Where do you come from?

SULLA. From the factory.

HELENA. Oh, were you bom there?

SULLA I was made there.

HELENA. Then they die?

DOMIN. Yes, they get used up.
(Enier marius) Marius, bring in
samples of the manual-labor Robot.
(Exit marius) m show you speci-
mens of the two extremes. This
first grade is comparatively inex-
pensive and is made in vast quan-
tities. (marius re-enters with two
manual-labor robots. marius
stands on tiptoes, touches head,
feels arms, forehead of one of the
ROBOTS. Th^ come to a mechanical
standstill) There you are, as power-
ful as a small tractor. Guaranteed
to have average intelligence. That
will do, Marius.

(marius exits with robots.)

HELENA. They make me feel so
strange.

DOMIN (crosses to desk. Rings),
Did you see my new typist?

HELENA. I didn’t notice her.

(Enter sulla. She crosses and
stands facing Helena, who is stiU

sitting on the couch.)

DOMIN. Sulla, let Miss Glory see

you.

HELENA {looks ot DOMIN. Rising)^

So pleased tomeet you. (Looks, at

HELENA. What? { Looks first at
SULLA, then at doi^iin.)

DOMIN (to SULLA, loughkig)

,

SuHa
is a Rolx>t, best grade.

HELENA. Oh, I beg your pardon.

DOMIN {crosses to sulla). SuHa
isn’t angry. See, Miss Glory, the
kind of skin we make. Feel
face. (Touches sulla’s face.)

HELENA. Oh, no, no.

DOMIN (examining sulla’s hand).
You wouldn’t know that she’s made
of different material from us, would
you? Turn round, Sulla.

(sulla does so. Circles tvrme,)

HELENA. Oh, stop, StOp.

DOMIN. Talk to Miss Glcrry, SuMa*
(Examines hair of sulla.)

sfULLA. Please sit down, (heleha
sits on couch) Did you imve a
pleasant crossing? (Fixes her hair.)

HELENA. Oh, yes, certainly.

SULLA- Don’t go baclc on tli^

j^melia. Miss Glory, the barometer
is faffing steadify. Wait for the
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Pennsylvania. That^s a good power-
ful vessel.

BOMiN. What’s its speed?

STJiXA. Forty knots an hour. Fifty

thousand tons. One of the latest

vessels. Miss Glory,

HELENA, Thank you.

SULLA- A crew of fifteen hundred,
Captain Harpy, eight boilers . . .

DOMEsr. ThatTl do, Sulla. Now show
us your knowledge of French.

HELENA. You loiow French?

SULLA- Oui! Madam! I know four

languages. I can write: “Dear Sir,

Monsieur, Geehrter Herr, Cteny
pane.”

HELENA (jumping up, crosses to

SULLA ). Oh, that’s absurd! Sulla

isn’t a Robot. Sulla is a girl like

me. Sulla, this is outrageous! Why
do you take part in such a hoax?

SULLA. I am a Robot.

3BELENA. No, no, you are not telling

the truth- (She catches the amused
expression on uomin s face

)

I

kiiow they have forced you to do it

for an advertisement. Sulla, you are

a girl like me, aren’t you? {Looks
at him,)

DOMiN. I’m sorry. Miss Gk^. SuUa
is a Robot.

HELENA. Its a liel

DODwON. What? (Pushes huUon on
desk) Well, then I must convince
you. (Enter mabius. He stands fust
inside the door) Marius, take SuHa

into the dissecting room, and tell

them to open her up at once.

HELENA. Where?

domin. Into the dissecting room.

When they’ve cut her open, you
can go and have a look.

(MARIUS makes a start toward
SULLA.)

HELENA (stopping MAKIUS). No!
No!

DOMIN. Excuse me, you spoke of

lies.

HELENA. You Wouldn’t have her
kiUed?

DOMIN. You can’t kill machines.

Sulla!

(martos takes a step forward, one
arm out. sulla makes a move to-

ward door.)

HELENA. Don’t be afraid, Sulla. I

won’t let you go. Tell me, my
dear

—

(takes her hand)—are they
always so cruel to you? You
mustn’t put up with it, SuHa, You
mustn’t.

SULLA. I am a Robot.

HELENA. That doesn’t matter. Ro-
bots are just as good as we are,

Sulla, you wouldn’t let yourself be
cut to pieces?

SULLA. Yes.

HELENA. Oh, you’re not afraid of
death, then?

SULLA. I cannot tell. Miss Glory.

HELENA. Do you knov/ what would
happen to you in there?
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suiXA. Yes, I should cease to move.

HELENA. How dreadiEul! {Looks at
SULLA.)

DOMiN. Marius, tell Miss Glory
what you are? (Turns to Helena.)

MAKius (to Helena). Marius, the
Robot.

BOMiN. Would you take Sulla into
the dissecting room?

MARIUS (turns to domin). Yes.

DOMIN. Would you be sorry for her?

MARIUS (pause), I cannot tell.

DOMIN. What would happen to her?

]siARius. She would cease to move.
They would put her into the stamp-
ing mill,

DOMIN. That is death, Marius.
Aren’t you afraid of death?

MARIUS. No.

DOMIN. You see. Miss Gloiy, the
Robots have no interest in life.

They have no enjoyments. They are

less than so much grass.

HELENA. Oh, stop. Please send them
away,

DOMIN (pushes button), Marius,

Sulla, you may go.

(MARIUS pivots and exits, sulla
exits,)

HELENA. How terrible! It’s out-

rageous what you are doing.

(He takes her hand,)

DOMIN. Why outrageous? (His hand
^er hers. Laughing.)
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HELENA. I don’t know, but it is.

Why do you call her “SuUa’?

DOMIN. Isn’t it a nice name?

HELENA. It’s a man’s name. Sulla
was a Roman General.

DOMIN. Whatl Oh! (Laughs) We
thought that Marius and Sulla were
lovers.

HELENA (indignantly). Marius and
Sulla were generals and fought
against each other in the year

—

I’ve forgotten now.

DOMIN (laughing). Come here to
the window. (He goes to window.)

HELENA. What?

DOMIN. Come here. (She goes) Do
you see anything? (Takes her arm,)

HELENA. Bricklayers.

DOMIN. Robots. All our work peo-
ple are Robots. And down there,

can you see anything?

HELENA. Some sort of office.

DOMIN. A counting house. And in

it . .

HELENA. A lot of officials.

DOMIN. Robots! All our officials are

Robots. And when you see the fac*

tory— (Noon whistle blows. She is

scared; puts arm on domin. He
laughs) If we don’t blow the whis-

tle the Robots won’t stop working.

In two hours I’ll show you the
kneading trough.

HELENA. Kneading trough?
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DOMiN. The pestle for beating up
the paste. In each one we mix the

ingredients for a thousand Robots

at one operation. Then there are

the vats for the preparation of

liver, brains, and so on. Then you
will see the bone factory. After

that 111 show you the spinning

mih.

HELENA. Spinning mill?

DOMIN. Yes. For weaving nerves

and veins. Miles and miles of di-

gestive tubes pass through it at a
time.

HELENA (watching his gestures).

Mayn't we talk about something
else?

DOMIN. Perhaps it would be better.

There's only a handful of us
among a hundred thousand Robots,

and rwt one woman. We talk noth-

ing but the factory aU day, and
every day. It’s just as if we were
Tinder a curse. Miss Glory,

HELENA. I'm sorry I said that you
were lying.

(A knock at door,)

DOMIN. Ckmie in.

(Enter dr. gall, dr. fabry,
ALQcnsT and dr. hallemeier. all
act formed—conscious, all click

heeis as introduced.)

m. GALL (noisily). I beg your par-

don. I hope we don't intrude.

DOMIN. No, no. Come in.

Gloiy, here are Gall, Fabry, Alquist,

Hallemeier. This is lYesident
Glory's daughter.

(all move to her and shake her
hand.)

HELENA. How do you do?

FABRY, We had no idea . . .

DR. GALL. Highly honored, I'm sure*

ALQUIST. Welcome, Miss Glory.

BUSMAN (rushes in). Hello, what's

up?

DOMIN. Come in. Busman. This is

President Glory’s daughter. This is

Busman, Miss Glory.

BUSMAN. By Jove, that's fine, (all
click heels. He crowds in and
shakes her hand) Miss Glory, may
we send a cablegram to the papers

about your arrival?

HELENA. No, no, please don't.

DOMIN. Sit down, please. Miss

Glory.

(On the line, ^‘Sit down, please/*

all SIX MEN try to find her a chair

at once. Helena goes for the chair

at the extreme left, domin takes

the chair at front of desk, places it

in the center of stage, hallemeier
gets chair at sulla's typewriter

and places it to right of chair at

center, busman gets armchair from
extreme right, hut by now Helena
has sat in domin's preferred chair,

at center, all sit except domin.
BUSMAN at right in armchair.

EEALLEMEIER light of HELENA.
FABRY in swivel chair back of
desk.)

BUSMAN. Allow me . . .

DR. GALL. Please . . ,

FABRY. Excuse me . . .

ALQUIST. What sort of a crossing

did you have?
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DR. GALL. Are you going to stay
long?

(men conscious of their appear-
(Znce, ALQuiST^s trousers turned up
at bottom. He turns them doum.
BUSMAN polishes shoes, others fix

ties, collars, etc.)

FABRY. What do you think of the
factory. Miss Glory?

HALLEMEDER- Did you come over
on the Amelia?

DOMiN. Be quiet and let Miss
Glory speak.

(men sit erect, domin stands at

HELENAS left.)

HELENA (to domin) . What am I to

speak to them about?

(men look at one another.)

DOMIN. Anything you like.

HELENA (looks ot domin). May I

speak quite frankly?

DOMIN. Why, of course.

HELENA (to others). Wavering,

then in desperate resolution). Tell

me, doesn’t it ever distress you the

way you are treated?

FABRY. By whom, may I ask?

HELENA. Why, everybody.

ALQUiST. Treated?

DR. GALL. What makes you think

. . . ?

HELENA. Don’t you feel that you
might be living a better life?

(Pause. ALL confused.)

DR. GALL (smUing). Well, that de-

pends on what you mean, Miss
Glory.

HELENA. I mean that it’s perfectly

outrageous. It’s terrible. (Standing

up) The whole of Europe is talk-

ing about the way you’re being
treated. That’s why I came here,

to see for myself, and it’s a thou-

sand times worse than could have
been imagined. How can you put
up with it?

ALQUIST. Put up with what?

HELENA. Good heavens, you are

living creatures, just like us, like

the whole of Europe, like the whole
world. It’s disgraceful that you
must live like this.

BUSMAN. Good gracious. Miss
Glory!

FABRY. Well, she’s not far wrong.
We live here just like red Indians.

HELENA. Worse than red Indians.

May I—oh, may I call you—

-

brothers?

(men look at each other.)

BUSMAN. Why not?

HELENA (looking at domin )-

Brothers, I have not come here as

the President’s daughter. I have
come on behalf of the Humanity
League. Brothers, the Humanity
League now has over two hundred
thousand members. Two hundred
thousand people are on your side,

and offer you their help. (Tapping

back of chair.

)

BUSMAN. Two hundred thousand

people. Miss Glory; that’s a tidy

lot. Not bad.
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fABRY. Tm always telling you

there's nothing like good old

Europe. You see they've not for-

gotton us. They're offering us help.

DR. GALL. What land of help? A
theatre, for instance?

Rallemeibr. An orchestra?

Deuena. More than that.

ALQUIST. Just you?

HELENA {glaring at domtn). Oh,

never mind about me. I’ll stay as

long as it is necessary,

(all express delight.)

BUSMAN. By Jove, that’s good.

ALQUIST (rising). Domin, I'm going

to get the best room ready for

Miss Glory.

ix>MiN. Just a minute. I'm afraid

that Miss Glory is of the opinion

she has been talking to Robots.

DOJviiN. Yes, the ofiScials, but not

the managers. Allow me, Miss Glory

—this is Consul Busman, General

Business Manager; this is Doctor

Fabry, General Technical Man-
ager; Doctor Hallemeier, head of

the Institute for the Psychological

Training of Robots; Doctor Gall,

head of the Psychological and Ex-

perimental Department; and Al-

quist, head of the Building Depart-

ment, R. U. R.

(As theij are introduced they rise

and come to kiss her hand, except

GALL and ALQUIST, whom DOMIN
pushes away. General babble.)

ALQUIST. Just a builder. Please sit

down.

HELENA. Excuse me, gentlemen.

Have I done something dreadful?

ALQUIST. Not at all, Miss Glory.

BUSMAN (handing flowers). Allow

me. Miss Glory.

HELENA. Of course.

(men laugh.)

DOMIN. I'm sorry. These gentlemen

are human beings just like us.

HELENA. You’re not Robots?

HELENA. Thank you.

FABRY (handing candy). Please,

Miss Glory.

DOMIN. Will you have a cigarette.

Miss Glory?

BUSMAN. Not Robots.

HALLEMEIER. Robots

indeed!

DR. GALL. No, thmaks.

FABRY. Upon my honor.

Miss Glory, we aren't

^
Robots.

HELENA. Then why did you tell me
that all your officials are Robots?

HELENA. No, thank you,

DOMIN. Do you mind if I do?

HELENA. Certainly not.

BUSMAN. Well, now. Miss Glory, it

is certainly nice to have you with
us.

HELENA (seriously). But you know
I’ve come to disturb your Robots
for you.

(busman pulls chair closer.)

(AM to-

gether)
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DOMIN' (mocking her serious tone).
My dear Miss Glory

—

(dhuckle)
—‘-weve had close upon a hundred
saviors and prophets here. Every
ship brings us some. Missionaries,

Anarchists, Salvation Army, all

sorts! Its astonishing what a num-
ber of churches and idiots there
are in the world.

HELENA. And yet you let them
speak to the Robots.

DOMiN. So far we ve let them all.

Why not? The Robot remembers
everything, but thafs aU. They
donT even laugh at what the people
say. ReaUy, ifs quite incredible.

HELENA. Tm a stupid girl. Send
me back by the first ship.

DR. GALL. Not for anything in the
world. Miss Glory. Why should we
send you back?

DOMIN. If it would amuse you. Miss
Glory, 111 take you down to the

Robot warehouse. It holds about
three hundred thousand of them.

BUSMAN. Three hundred and forty-

seven thousand.

DOMIN. Good, and you can say

whatever you like to them. You can
read the Bible, recite the multipli-

cation table, whatever you please.

You can even preach to them about

human rights.

HELENA. Oh, I think that if you
were to show them a little love.

EABRY. Impossible, Miss Glory!

Nothing is harder to like than a
Robot.

HELENA. What do you make them
for, then?
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BUSMAN. Ha, ha, hal That s good.
What are Robots made for?

FABRY. For worky Miss Glory. One
Robot can replace two and a haH
workmen. The human machine,
Miss Glory, was terribly imperfect.
It had to be removed sooner oi

later.

BUSMAN. It was too expensive.

FABRY. It .was not eflFective. It no
longer answers the requirements of

modem engineering. Nature has
no idea of keeping pace with mod-
em labor. For example, from a

technical point of view, the whole
of childhood is a sheer absurdity.

So much time lost. And then again

HELENA (turns to DOMIN ). Oh,
no, no!

FABRY. Pardon me. What is the real

aim of your League—the—the

Humanity League?

HELENA. IFs real purpose is to—
to protect the Robots—^and—and
to insure good treatment for them.

FABRY. Not a bad object, either.

A machine has to be treated prop-

erly. (Leans back) I don’t like

damaged articles. Please, Miss

Glory, enroll us all members of your

league.

('Tes, yesF from dd men.)

HELENA. No, you don’t understand

me. What we really want is to

—

to—^liberate the Robots. (Looks at

OTHERS.)

HALLEMEiER. How do you propose

to do that?
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HELENA. They are to be—^to be
dealt with like human beings.

HALLEMEiER. Aha! I suppose

they re to vote. To drink beer. To
order us about?

HELENA. Why shouldn't they drink

beer?

HALLEMEiER. Perhaps they're even
to receive wages? (Looking at

other MEN, amused.)

HELENA. Of course they are.

HALLEMEIER. Fancy tbatl Now!
And what would they do with

their wages, pray?

HELENA- They would buy—^what

they want—what pleases ^em,

HALLEMEIER. That would be very

nice. Miss Glory, only there's noth-

ing that does please the Robots.

Good heavens, what are they to

buy? You can feed them on pine-

apples, straw, whatever you like.

It's all the same to them. They've
no appetite at all. They’ve no in-

terest in anything. Why, hang it

ah, nobody's ever yet seen a Ro-
bot smile.

HELENA. Why—^why don't you
make them—^happier?

HALLEMEIER. That Wouldn't do.

Miss Glory. They are only work-
men.

HELENA. Oh, but ihey re so intel-

ligent.

HALLEMEIER- Confoimdedly so, but
they're nothing else. They've no
will of their own. No s^. No
passion.

HELENA. No love?

HALLEi^iER. Love? Huh! Rather

not. Robots don’t love. Not even
themselves.

HELENA. No defiance?

HALLEMEIER. Defiance? I don't

know. Only rarely, from time to

time.

HELENA. What happens then?

HALLEMEIER. Nothing particular.

Occasionally they seem to go off

their heads. Something like epi-

lepsy, yon know. It’s called “Robot's

Cramp.” They'll suddenly sling

down everything they’re holding,

stand still, gnash their teeth

—

and then they have to go into the

stamping-mill. It’s evidently some
breakdown in the mechanism.

DOMLN (sitting on desk)

.

A ’flaw

in the works that has to be re-

moved.

HELENA. No, no, that’s the soul.

FABRY (humorously). Do you think

that the soul first shows itself by a
gnashing of teeth?

(men chuckle.)

HELENA. Perhaps it's just a sign

that there's a struggle within. Per-

haps it's a sort of revolt. Oh, if you
could infuse them with it.

DOMIN. Thatll be remedied. Miss
Glory. Doctor Gail is just making
some experiments.

m. GALL. Not with regard to that,

Domin. At present I am making
pain nerves-

HELENA. Pain nerves?
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DR. GALL. Yes, the Robots feel prac-
tically no bodily pain. You see,
young Rossum provided them with
too limited a nervous system. We
must introduce suffering.

HELENA. Why do you want to
cause them pain?

DR. GALL. For industrial reasons.
Miss Glory. Sometimes a Robot
does damage to himself because it

doesn't hurt him. He puts his hand
into the machine—{describes with
gesture)—bies^ks his Rnger— (de-
scribes with gesture )—smashes his
head. It's all the same to him. We
must provide them with pain.
That s an automatic protection
against damage,

HELENA. Will they be happier when
they feel pain?

DR. GALL. On the contrary; but
they will be more perfect from a
technical point of view.

HELENA. Why don't you create a
soul for them?

DR.- GALL. That's not in our power.

FABRY. That's Aot in our interest.

BUSMAN. That would increase the
cost of production. Hang it all, my
dear young lady, we turn them out
at such a cheap rate—a hundred
and fifty dollars each, fully dressed,

and fifteen years ago they cost ten
thousand. Five years ago we used to

buy the clothes for them. Today
we have our own weaving mill,

and now we even export cloth five

times cheaper than other factories.

What do you pay a yard for cloth.

Miss Gioiy?

75 ^

HELENA (looking at domin) . I don't
really know. I've forgotten.

BUSMAN. Good gracious, and you
want to found a Humanity League.
(men chuckle) It only costs a third
now. Miss Glory. AU prices are to-

day a third of what they were and
theyH faU still lower, lower, like

that.

HELENA. I don't understand.

BUSMAN. Why, bless you. Miss
Glory, it means that the cost of
labor has fallen. A Robot, food and
all, costs three-quarters of a cent
per hour. (Leans forward) That’s
mighty important, you know. AU
factories will go pop like chestnuts
if they don't at once buy Robots
to lower the cost of production.

HELENA. And get rid of all their

workmen?

BUSMAN. Of course. But in the
meantime we've dumped five hun-
dred thousand tropical Robots
down on the Argentine pampas to
grow com. Would you mind telling

me how much you pay a pound for

bread?

HELENA. I've no idea.

(all smile.)

BUSMAN. Well, lU tell you. It now
costs two cents in good old Europe.
A pound of bread for two cents,

and the Humanity League

—

(des-

ignates Helena)—^knows nothing
about iL (To men) Miss Glory, you
don't realize that even that's too

expensive. (Ml men chucUe) Why,
in five years' time 111 wag^ . . .

HELENA. What?
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BUSMAN. That the cost of every-

thing will be a tenth of what it is

today. Why, in five years well be
up to our ears in com and

—

everything else.

ALQUiST. Yes, and all the workers

throughout the world will be un-

employed.

DOMiN (seriously. Rises). Yes,

Alquist, they will. Yes, Miss Glory,

they will. But in ten years Rossum^s

Universal Robots will produce so

much corn, so much cloth, so much
everything that things will be prac-

tically without price. There will be
no poverty. All work will be done
by living machines. Everybody will

be free from worry and liberated

from the degradation of labor.

Everybody will live only to perfect

himself.

HELENA. Will he?

DOMIN. Of course. Its bound to

happen. Then the servitude of man
to man and the enslavement of man
to matter wiU cease. Nobody will

get bread at the cost of life and
hatred. The Robots will wash the

feet of the beggar and prepare a

bed for him in his house.

ALQUIST. Domin, Domin, what you
say scHinds too much like Paradise.

There was something good in serv-

Kje and something great in humility.

There was some kind of virtue in

toil and wearing.

DOMIN. P^haps, but we cannot
reckon with wnat is lost when we
start out to transform the world.
Man shall be free and supreme; he
shah have no other aim, no other
labor, no other care than to perfect

himself. He shall serve neither

matter nor man. He will not be a
machine and a device for produo
tion. He will be Lord of creation.

BUSMAN. Amen.

FABRY. So be it.

HELENA (rises). You have be-
wildered me. I should like to be-
lieve this.

DR. CALL. You are younger than we
are. Miss Glory. You will live to see

it.

HALLEMEiER. True. (Looking
around) DonT you think Miss
Glory might lunch -with us?

(AZZ MEN rise.)

DR. GALL. Of course. Domin, ask
her on behalf of us all.

DOMIN. Miss Glory, will you do us
the honor?

HELENA. When you know why IVe
come?

FABRY. For the League of Human-
ity, Miss Glory.

HELENA. Oh, in that case perhaps
... n

FABRY. Thats fine. (Pause) Miss
Glory, excuse me for five minutes.
(Exits.)

HALLEMEIER. Thank you. (Exits

with DR. GALL.)

BUSMAN (whispering). ITl be back
soon. (Beckoning to alquist, they
exit.)

ALQUIST (starts, stops, then to

HELENA, then to door) . Ill be back
in exactly five minutes. (Exits.)
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HELENA. What have they all gone

r>OMiN. To cook, Miss Glory.

HELENA. To cook what?

DOMIN. Lunch. (They laugh; takes
hef hand) The Robots do our cook-
ing for us and as they ve no taste
its not altogether— (S/ie laughs)
Hallemeier is awfully good at grills
and Gall can make any kind of
sauce, and Busman knows all about
omelets.

HELENA. What a feast! And what’s
the specialty of Mr.—your builder?

DOMIN. Alquist? Nothing. He only
lays the table. And Fabry will get
together a little fruit. Our cuisine is

very modest. Miss Glory.

HELENA (thoughtfully). I wanted
to ask you something. . . .

DOMIN. And I wanted to ask you
something too—they’ll be back in
five minutes.

HELENA. What did you want to ask
me?

DOMIN. Excuse me, you asked first,

HELENA. Perhaps its siUy of me,
but why do you manufacture fe-

male Robots when—^when . . .
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HELENA. But—^but tell me, are the
Robots male and female, mutually—completely without . . .

DOMIN. Completely indifferent to
each other. Miss Glory. There’s no
sign of any affection between them.

HELENA. Oh, thats terrible.

DOMIN. Why?

HELENA. Its so Unnatural. One
doesn’t know whether to be dis-
gusted or to hate them, or per-
haps . . .

DOMIN. To pity them. (Smiles.)

HELENA. That’s more like it. What
did you want to ask me?

DOMIN . I should like to ask you.
Miss Helena, if you will many me.

HELENA. What? (Rises.)

DOMIN. Will you be my wife?
(Rises.)

HELENA. No. The idea!

DOMIN (to her, looking at his
watch). Another three minutes. If

you don’t many me you’ll have to
marry one of the other five.

HELENA. But why should I?

DOMIN. When sex means nothing Because they’re aU going to

to them? ton-

HELENA. Yes.

DOMIN. There’s a certain demand
for them, you see. Servants, sales-

women, stenographers. People are

used to it.

HELENA. How could they dare do
such a thing?

DOMIN. I’m very sorry, Miss Glory.
It seems they’ve fallen in love with
you.
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HELENA. Please don’t let them. I’ll—^I’U go away at once. (Starts out.

He stops her, his arms up.

)

DOMiN. Helena— (She backs away
to desk. He follows) You wouldn’t
be so cruel as to refuse us.

HELENA. But, but—I can’t marry
all six.

DOMiN. No, but one, anyhow. If

you don’t want me, marry Fabry.

HELENA. I won’t.

DOMIN. Ahl Doctor GaU?

HELENA. I don’t want any of you.

DOMIN. Another two minutes.

(Pleading. Looking at watch.)

HELENA. I think you’d marry any
woman who came here.

DOMIN. Plenty of them have come,
Helena.

HELENA (laughing). Young?

DOMIN. Yes.

HELENA. Why didn’t you marry one
of them?

DOMIN, Because I didn’t lose my
head. Until today—^then as soon as

you lifted your veil— (Helena
turns her head away) Another min-
ute.

HELENA. But I don’t Want you, I

tell you.

DOMIN (laying both hands on her

shoulder). One more minute! Now
you either have to look me straight

in the eye and say ‘ho” violently,

and then I leave you alone—or

—

(HELENA looks ot him. He takes

liands away. She takes his hand
again .

)

HELENA (turning her head away).
You’re mad.

DOMIN. A man has to be a bit mad,
Helena. That’s the best thing about
him. (He draws her to him.)

HELENA (not meaning it). You are

—you are . . .

DOMIN. Well?

HELENA. Don’t, you’re hurting mel

DOMIN. The last chance, Helena.
Now or never. . . .

HELENA. But ^but

(He embraces her; kisses her. She
embraces him. Knocking at door.)

DOMIN (releasing her). Come in.

(She lays her head on his shoul-

der. Enter busman, gall and hal-
LEMELER in JdtcJien aprons, fabry
with a bouquet and alquist with a
napkin under his arm.)

DOMIN. Have you finished your job?

BUSMAN. Yes.

DOMIN. So have we. (He embraces
her. The men rush around them
and offer congratulations.)

THE CURTAIN FALLS QUICKLY
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ACT TWO
ScEME—plena’s drawing room. Ten years later. The skeleton framework
of I is still used. Tall windows put in back instead of Act I windows.
Steel shutters for these windows. Where the green cabinet of Act 1 has

is a door leading to the outside. Where the cabinet stood at right, a
fireplace is placed. The tall open hallway of Act 1 is blocked up with a
fmt piece. The doors at right and left have been changed to those of a
drawing room. Door at right leads to Helena’s bedroom. Door at left
leads to library.

furniture consists of a reading table covered with magazines. A
chair to the left of table. In front of table is an armchair covered in chintz.
A couch right center and hack of it is a small table with books and book-
^ds. On this table a small reading lamp. At right between doorway and
fireplace is a small table. There is a work-basket upon U, with pmcushion^
needles, etc. Facing the couch is another armchair used by alqxjist. To
the l^ of fireplace is a straight-backed chair. 'Near the door to the out-
side is a writing desk. There is a lamp upon it, writing paper, etc., a tele-
phone and binoculars.

The walls of the room have been covered with silk to the height of
seven feet. This is done in small fiats to fit the different spaces and are in
place against the permanent set. The two French windows open into the
room. At the rise they are open. There is a balcony beyond looking over
the harbor. The same telegraph wires and poles from Act I are again
visible through the window. The windows are trimmed with gray lace
curtains.

It is about nine in the morning and sunlight streams into the room
through the open windows, bomin opens the door, tiptoes in. He carries a
potted plant. He beckons the others to follow him, and hallemeier and
FABRY ervter, both carrying a potted plant, domin places flowers on the
library table and goes toward Helenas bedroom.

HALLEMEiER (putting down his

flowers on table and indicates the
door)

.

Still asleep?

DOMIN. Yes.

hallemeeer. Well, as long as sbe s

asleep sbe can’t worry about it.

DOMIN. She knows nothing about it.

JFABRY (putting plant on writing

desk). I certainly hope nothing
happens today.

hallemeier. For goodness’ sake,

drop it ah. Look, this is a fW
cyclamen, isn’t it? A new sort, my
latest—Cyclamen Helena,

DOMIN (picks up binoculars and
goes out into balcony). No sign erf

the ship. Things must be pretty

bad.
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HALLEMEiER. Be qtiiet. Suppose

she heard you.

DOMiN {coming into room, puts

glasses on desk). Well, anyway
die Ultimus arrived just in time.

FABRY. You really think that today

. . . ?

DOMIN. I don’t know. Aren’t the

flowers fine?

HALLEMEIER (fondlcs flotoers)

.

These are my primroses. And this

is my new jasmine. I’ve discovered

a wonderful way of developing

flowers quickly. Splendid varieties,

too. Next year ill be developing

marvelous ones.

DOMIN. What next year?

FABRY. I’d give a good deal to

know what’s happening at Havre

with . . .

HELENA (off Stage). Nana.

DOMIN. Keep quiet. She’s awake.

Out you go.

(all go out on tiptoe. Enter

NANA.)

HELENA. Nana?

NANA. Horrid mess! Pack of heath-

ens! If I had my say. I’d . . .

HELENA. Nana, come and do up my
dress.

NANA. I’m coming. So you’re up at

last (Fasiening Helenas dress)

My gracious, what brutes!

HELENA. Who? (Turning,)

iiANA. If you want to turn around^

then turn around, but I shan’t

fasten^you up.

HELENA (turns back). What are

you grumbling about now?

NANA. These dreadful creatures,

these heathens

—

HELENA (turning toward nana
again). The Robots?

NANA. I wouldn’t even call them by
name.

HELENA. What’s happened?

NANA. Another of them here has

caught it. He began to smash up
the statues and pictures in the

drawing room; gnashed his teeth;

foamed at the mouth. Worse than

an animal.

HELENA. Which of them caught it?

NANA. The one—^well, he hasn’t

got any Christian name. The one in

charge of the library.

HELENA. Radius?

NANA. That’s him. My goodness.

I’m scared of them. A spider

doesn’t scare me as much as diem.

HELENA. But, Nana, I’m surprised

you’re not sorry for them.

NANA. Why, you’re scared of them
too. You know you are. Why else

did you bring me here?

HELENA. I’m not scared, really I’m

not, Nana. I’m only sorry for them.

NANA. You’re scared. Nobody could

help being scared. Why, the dog’s

scared of them. He won’t take a
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scrap of meat out of their hands.
He draws in his tail and howls
when he knows they’re about.

BELENA. The dog has no sense.

NAKA. He’s better than them, and
he knows it. Even the horse shies

when he meets them. They don’t

have any young, and a dog has
young, everyone has young

—

HELENA (turning back). Please
fasten up my dress, Nana.

NANA. I say it’s against God’s will

to . . .

HELENA. What is it that smells so

nice?

NANA. Flowers.

HELENA. "What for?

NANA. Now you can turn around.

HELENA (turns). Oh, aren’t they

lovely? Look, Nana. What’s hap-

pening today?

NANA. It ought to be the end of the

world.

(Enter uomin.)

HELENA (crosses to him). Oh,

hello, Harry. Harry, why all these

flowers? •

x»OMiN. Guess.

HELENA. Well, it’s not my birth-

•day!

DOMiN. Better than that.

HELENA. I don’t know. Tell me.

noMEsr. It’s ten years ago today

•since you came here.

HELENA. Ten years? Today? Why

(

T

hey embrace.

)

NANA (muttering). I’m off. (She
exits.)

HELENA. Fancy you remembering.

DOMEsr. I’m really ashamed, Helena.
I didn’t.

HELENA. But you . . .

DOMEsr. They remembered.

HELENA. Who?

DOMIN. Busman, Hallemeier—ail

of them. Put your hand in my
pocket.

HELENA (takes necklace from his

left jacket pocket). Oh! Pearls! A
necldace! Harry, is this for me?

DOMIN. It’s from Busman.

HELENA. But we Can’t accept it,

can we?

DOMIN. Oh, yes, we can. (Puts

necklace on table) Put your hand
in the other pocket.

HELENA (takes a revolver out of his

right pocket) . What’s that?

DOMIN. Sorry. Not that. Try again.

(He puts gun in pocket.)

HELENA. Oh, Harry, why do ycm
carry a revolver?

DOMIN. It got there by mistake.

HELENA. You uevcT usod to caiiy

one.
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DOMTEsr. No, youVe right. (Indicates

breast pocket) There, that's the

pocket.

HELENA (takes out cameo). A
cameo. Why, it's a Greek cameo.

DOMiN. Apparently. Anyhow, Fabry
says it is.

HELENA. Fabry? Did Mr. Fabry
give me that?

DOMIN. Of course. (Opens the

door) And look in here. Helena,

come and see this.

(both exit.)

HELENA (off stage). Oh, isn't it

Sne? Is this from you?

DOMIN (off stage). No, from Al-

quist. And there's another on the

piano.

HELENA. This must be from you?

DOMIN. There's a card on it

HELENA. From Doctor GaH. (Re-
appearing in doortDoy) Oh, Harry,

I feel embarrassed at so much kind-
ness.

DOMIN. Come here. This is what
bHK^t you.

HELENA. Th^e heautifiil flowers?

DOMIN. Y^. It’s a new kind. Cycla-
men-Helena. He grew them in

honor of you. Th^ are almost as

beautiful as you.

HELENA (kissing him). Harry, why
do the)^ all ... ?

DoiMiN. TheyTe aswfiilfy fooad of
you. I'm afraid that my present is a

little . . , Look out of the win-
dow. ( Crosses to window and
beckons to her.)

HELENA. Where?
(They go out into the balcony.)

DOMIN. Into the harbor.

HELENA. There's a new ship.

DOMIN. That's your ship.

HELENA. Mine? How do you mean?

DOMIN. For you to take trips in

—

for your amusement.

HELENA. Harry, that’s a gunboat.

DOMIN. A gunboat? What are you
thinking of? It’s only a little big-

ger and more solid than most ships.

HELENA. Yes, but With guns.

DOMIN. Oh, yes, with a few guns.
You'll travel like a queen, Helena.

HELENA. What's the meaning of it?

Has anything happened?

DOMIN. Good heavens, nol I say>
try these pearls.

HELENA. Harry, have you had bad
news?
*

DOMIN. On the contrary, no letters

have arrived for a whole week.

HELENA. Nor telegrams? (Coining
into the room.)

DOMIN. Nor tdegrams.

HELENA. What does that mem?

DcaoN. Holidays fOT mJ We all sit

in the oflSce wiA era feet on the-
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"tsblc and take a nap. No letters— *-

no telegrams. Glorious!

HELENA. Then youll stay with me
today?

noMiN. Certainly, (Embraces her)
That is, we will see. Do you re-
member ten years ago today? Miss
Glory, it's a great honor to wel-
come you.

(They assume the same positions
as when they first met ten years
before in domins office.)

HELENA (to fable). Oh, Mr. Mana-
ger, Tm so interested in your fac-
tory.

DOMiN. Im sorry, Miss Glory, its
strictly forbidden. The manufac-
ture of artificial people is a secret.

U. K. ^59

DOMiN. A revolt of the Robots!

HELENA (low voice)

.

Harry, what's
the matter with you?

DOMIN (laughing it off). A revolt
of the Robots, that's a fine idea.

(Crosses to back of table. She
watches him suspiciously) Miss
Glory, it would be easier for you
to cause bolts and screws to rebel
than our Robots. You know,
Helena, you're wonderful. You've
turned the hearts of us all. (Sits on
table.)

HELENA. Oh, I was fearfuUy im-
pressed by you all then. You were
all so sure of yourselves, so strong.
I seemed like a tiny little girl who
had lost her way among—among

HELENA. But to oblige the young
lady who has come a long way.

DOMIN (leans on table). Certainly,

Miss Glory, I have no secrets from
you.

HELENA. Are you sure, Harry?
(Leaning on desk, seriously^ his

right hand on hers.)

DOMIN. Yes.

(They gradually draw apart.)

HELENA. But I warn you, sir, this

young lady intends to do terrible

things.

DOMIN. Good gracious, Miss Glory.

Perhaps she doesn't want to marry
me.

HELENA. Heaven forbid! She never
dreamt of such a thing. But she
came here intending to stir up a
revolt among your Robots.

DOMIN. What?

HELENA (front ) . Among huge tr^s.
All my feelings were so trifling

compared wi& your self-confi-

dence. And in all these years I've

never lost this anxiety- But you've
never felt the least misgiving, not
even when everything went wrong.

DOMIN. What went wrong?

HELENA, Your pfans. You remoaa-
ber, Harry, when the workmen in

America revolted against the Ro-
bots and smashed them up, and
when the people gave the Robots
firearms against the rebels. And
then when the governments turned
the Robots into soldiers, and there
were so many wars.

DOMIN (getting up and waLkmg
about). We foresaw that, Helena.
You see, th^e are only passing

troubles which are bound to hap-
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pen before the new conditions are

established.

HELENA. You Were all so powerful,

so overwhelming. The whole world
bowed down before you. (Rising)

Oh, Harry! (Crosses to him.)

DOMiN. What is it?

HELENA. Close the factory and let s

go away. All of us,

DOMIN. I say, what s the meaning
of this?

HELENA. I don t know. But can^t

we go away?

lOMiN. Impossible, Helena! That is,

at this particular moment . . .

HELENA. At once, Harry. Tm so

frightened.

DOMIN (takes her). About what,

Helena?

HELENA. It’s as if something was
falling on top of us, and couldn’t

be stopped. Oh, take us all away
from here. Well find a place in the

world where there’s no one else.

Alquist will build us a house, and
then well begin ](|fe all over again.

(The telephone rings.)

DOMIN (crosses to telephone). Ex-
cuse me. Hello—^yes, what? Ill be
thejre at once. Fabry is calling me,
my dear.

HELENA. Tell me . . . {She rushes

up to him.)

DOMIN. Yes, when I come back.
Don’t go out of the house, dear.

iExits.)

HELENA. He won’t tell me. (nana
brings in a water carafe) Nana, find

me the latest newspapers. Quickly.

Look in Mr, Domin’s bedroom.

NANA. All right. He leaves them all

over the place. That’s how they get

crumpled up. (Continues mutter-

ing. Exits.)

HELENA (looking through binocu-

lars at the harbor). That’s a war-
ship. U-l-t-i

—

Ultimus. They’re

loading.

NANA (enters with newspapers).
Here they are. See how they’re

crumpled up.

HELENA. They’re old ones. A week
old. (Drops papers, both at front

of couch. NANA sits. Puts ou spec-

tacles. Reads the newspapers)
Something’s happening, Nana.

NANA. Very likely. It always does.

(Spelling out the words) ‘W-a-r in

B-a-l-k-a-n-s.” Is that far off?

HELENA. Oh, don’t read it. It’s al-

ways the same. Always wars! (Sits

on couch.)

NANA. What else do you expect?

Why do you keep selling thousands
and thousands of these heathens as

soldiers?

HELENA. I suppose it Can’t be
helped, Nana. We can’t know

—

Domin can’t know what they’re to

be used for. When an order comes
for them he must just send them.

NANA. He shouldn’t make them.
(Reading from newspaper) "The
Robot soldiers spare no-body in the
occ-up-ied terr-it-ory. They have
ass-ass-ass-in-at-ed ov-er sev-en
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hundred thous-and cit-iz-ens/^ Citi- nana. That^s the end, then? (Re-
zens, if you please. moving spectacles) We’re done for.

HELENA (rises and crosses and
takes paper). It can’t be. Let me
see. (Crossing to nana) They have
assassinated over seven hundred
thousand citizens, evidently at the
order of their commander. (Drops
paper.)

NANA (spelling out the words from
other paper she has picked up from
the floor). "Re-bell-ion in Ma-drid
a-gainst the gov-em-ment. Rob-ot
in-fant-ry fires on the crowd. Nine
thou-sand killed and wounded.”

HELENA. Oh, stop! (Qocs up and
looks toward the harbor.)

NANA. Here’s something printed in

big letters. "Latest news. At Havre
the first org-an-iz-a-tion of Rob-ots

has been e-stab-lished. Rob-ots

work-men, sail-ors and sold-iers

have iss-ued a man-i-fest-o to all

Rob-ots through-out the world.” I

don’t imderstand that. That’s got

no sense. Oh, good gracious, an-

other murder.

HELENA. Take those papers away
now.

NANA. Wait a bit. Here’s something

in still bigger type. "Stat-ist-ics of

pop-ul-a-tion.” What’s that?

HELENA (coming down to nana).
Let me see. (Reads) "During the

past week there has again not been
a single birth recorded.”

nana. What’s the meaning of that?

(Drops paper.)

HELENA. Nana, no more people are

being bom.

HELENA. Don’t talk like that.

nana. No more people are being
bom. That’s a punishment; that’s a
punishment.

HELENA. Nana!

NANA (standing up)

.

That’s the end
of the world. (Repeat until she
goes off. Picks paper up from floor.

She exits.)

HELENA (goes to wtndow) . Oh, Mr.
Alquist. WiU you come here? Oh,
come just as you are. You look very

nice in your mason’s overalls, {al-

quist enters, his hands soUed with
lime and brick dust. She goes to

end of sofa and meets him) Dear
Mr. Alquist, it was awfully land of

you, that lovely present.

ALQUIST. My hands are soiled. I’ve

been experimenting with that new
cement.

HELENA. Never mind. Please sit

down. (Sits on couch. He sits on
her left) Mr. Alquist, what’s the

meaning of Ultimus?

ALQUIST. The last. Why?

HELENA. That’s the name of my
new ship. Have you seen it? Do
you think we’re off soon—on a trip?

ALQUIST. Perhaps very soon.

HELENA. All of you With me?

ALQUIST. I should like us all to be

there.

HELENA. What is the matter?
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A3LQUIST. Things are just moving
on.

HELENA. Dear Mr. Alquist, I know
something dreadful has happened.

ALQuiST. Has your husband told

you anything?

HELENA. No. Nobody will tell me
anything. But I feel— Is anything

the matter?

ALQUIST. Not that weVe heard of

yet.

HELENA. I feel so nervous. Don’t

you ever feel nervous?

ALQUIST. Well, I’m an old man,

you know. I’ve got old-fashioned

ways. And I’m afraid of ail this

progress, and these new-fangled

ideas.

HELENA. Like Nana?

ALQUIST. Yes, like Nana. Has Nana
got a prayer book?

HELENA. Yes, a big thick one.

AiiQUiST. And has it got prayers for

various occasions? Against thunder-

storms? Against illness? But not

against progr^s?

HELENA. I don’t think so.

ALQUIST. That’s a pity,

HELENA. Why, do you mean you’d

like to pray?

ALQUIST. I do pray.

HELENA. How?

ALQUIST. Something like this: “Oh,
Lord, I thank thee for having ^vea

me toil; enlighten Domin and all

those who are astray; destroy their

work, and aid mankind to return to

their labors; let them not suflFer

harm in soul or body; deliver us

from the Robots, and protect

Helena. Amen.”

HELENA (touches his arm; pats it),

Mr. Alquist, are you a believer?

ALQUIST. I don’t know. I’m not

quite sure.

HELENA. And yet you pray?

ALQUIST. That’s better than worry-

ing about it.

HELENA. And that’s enough for

you?

ALQUIST (ironically) • It has to be.

HELENA. But if you thought you
saw the destruction of mankind
coming upon us . . .

ALQUIST. I do see it.

HELENA. You mean mankind will

be destroyed?

ALQUIST. It’s bound to be unless

—

unless.

HELENA. What?

ALQUIST. Nothing. (Tats her shoul-

der. Rises) Good-bye. (Exits.)

HELENA (rises. Calling), Nana,
Nana! (nana enters) Is Radius
still there?

NANA. Tlie one who went mad?
They haven’t come for him yet.

HELENA. Is he still raving
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NANA. No. He’s tied up.

HELENA. Please bring him here.

NANA. What?

HELENA. At once, Nana, (nana
exits. HELENA goes to telephone)
Hello, Doctor Gall, please. Oh,
good day. Doctor. Yes, its Helena.
Thanks for your lovely present.

Could you come and see me right
away? It’s important. Thank you.
{Enter badius. Looks at Helena,
then turns head. She crosses to
him) Poor Radius, you’ve caught
it too? Now they’ll send you to the
stamping mill. Couldn’t you con-
trol yourself? Why did it happen?
You see, Radius, you are more in-

telligent than the rest. Doctor Gall
took such trouble to make you dif-

ferent. Won’t you speak?

RADIUS (looking at her). Send me
to the stamping mill. (Open and
close fists.)

HELENA. But I don’t Want them to

kill you. What was the trouble,

Radius?

RADIUS (two steps toward her.

Opens and closes fists) I won’t
work for you. Put me into the

stamping mill.

HELENA. Do you hate us? Why?

RADIUS. You are not as strong as the

Robots. You are not as skillful as

the Robots. The Robots can do
everything. You only give orders.

You do nothing but talk,

HELENA. But someone must give

orders.

HELENA. Radius! Doctor Gall gave
you a better brain than the rest,

better than ours. You are the only
one of the Robots that understands
perfectly. That’s why I had you put
into the library, so that you could
read everything, understand every-
thing, and then, oh, Radius

—

wanted you to show the whole
world that the Robots are our
equals. That’s what I wanted of
you.

RADIUS. I don’t want a master. I
want to be master over others.

HELENA. I’m sure they’d put you in
charge of many Robots. You would
be a teacher of the Robots.

RADIUS. I want to be master over
people.

( Head up.)

HELENA (staggering). You are
mad.

RADIUS (head down low, opens
hands). Then send me to the
stamping mill.

HELENA (steps to him). Do you
think we’re ^aid of you? (Bush-
ing to desk and toriting note.)

RADIUS (turns his head uneasily).

WTiat are you going to do? What
are you going to do? (Starts for
her.)

HELENA. Radius! (He cowers. Body
sways) Give this note to Mr. Dom-
in. (He faces her) It asks them not
to send you to the stamping Tnill

I’m sorry you hate us so.

DR. GALL (enters). You wanted me?

RADIUS. I don’t want a master. I Helena (backs away). It’s about
know everything for myself. Radius, Ikxitor. He had an attack
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this morning. He smashed die

statues downstairs.

DR. GAUL (holes ot him). What a

pity to lose him.

KEUENA. Radius isn’t going to be
put into the stamping mill.

DR. GALL. But every Robot after he
has had an attack . . . It’s a strict

order.

HELENA. No matter—^Radius isn’t

going, if I can prevent it.

DR. GALL. But I warn you. It’s dan-

gerous. Come here to the window,
my good fellow. Let’s have a look.

Please give me a needle or a pin.

(radius follows. HELENA gets a
needle from worhiasket on table.)

HELENA. What for?

DR. GALL. A test. (HELENA glVCS

him the needle, gall crosses to

RADIUS, who faces him. Sticks it

into his hand and radius gives a
violent start) Gently, gently.

(Opens the jacket of radius and
pnts his ear to his heart) Radius,

you are going into the stamping
mill, do you understand? Ihere
they’ll kill you—(takes glasses off

and cleans them )—and grind you
to powder, (radius opens hands
and fingers) That’s terribly painful.

It will make you scream aloud.

(Opens Radius’s eye. radius trem-
bles.)

HELENA. Doctor , , , (Standing
near couch.)

DR. GALL. No, no, Radius, I was
wrong. I forgot that Madame Dom-
in has put in a good word for

you, and you’ll be left off. (Listens

to heart) Ah, that does make a dif-

ference. (radius relaxes. Again lis-

tens to his heart for a reaction) AH
right—^you can go.

radius. You do unnecessary things

. . . (Exit radius.)

DR. GALL (speaks to her—very con-

cerned). Reaction of the pupSs, in-

crease of sensitiveness. It wasn’t an
attack characteristic of the Robots.

HELENA. What was it, then? (SUs

on couch.)

DR- GALL. Heaven knows. Stub-

bornness, anger or revolt—^I don’t

know. And bis heart, too.

HELENA. What?

dr. gall. It was fluttering with

nervousness like a human heart.

He was all in a sweat with fear,

and, do you know, I don’t believe

the rascal is a Robot at all any
longer.

HELENA. Doctor, bas Radius a soul?

DR. GALL (over to couch). He’s got

something nasty.

HELENA. If you knew how he hates

us. Oh, Doctor, are all your Robots
like that? AU the new ones that you
began to make in a different way?
(She invites him to sU beside her.

He sits.)

DR. GALL. Well, some are more sen-

sitive than others. They’re all more
human beings than Rossum’s
Robots were.

HELENA. Perhaps this hatred is

more like human beings, too?

DR. GALL. That too is progress.
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HELENA. What became of the girl

you made, the one who was most
like us?

DR. GALL. Your favoritc? I kept her.
She's lovely, but stupid. No good
for work.

HELENA. But she*s so beautiful.

DR. GALL. I called her '‘Helena.” I

wanted her to resemble you. She is

a failure.

HELENA. In what way?

DR. GALL. She goes about as if in a
dream, remote and listless. She’s

without life. I watch and wait for

a miracle to happen. Sometimes I

think to myself: “If you were to

wake up only for a moment you
would kill me for having made
you.”

HELENA. And yet you go on mak-
ing Robots! Why are no more chil-

dren being bom?

DR. GALL. We don’t know.

HELENA. Oh, but you must. Tell

me.

DR. GALL. You See, so many Robots
are being manufactured that people

are becoming superfluous. Man is

really a survival, but that he should

die out, after a paltry thirty years

of competition, that’s the awful

part of it. You might almost think

that Nature was offended at the

manufacture of the Robots, but we
still have old Rossum’s manuscript.

HELENA. Yes. In that strong box.

DR. GALL. We go on using it and
making Robots. All the universities

are sending in long petitions to
restrict their production. Other-
wise, they say, mankind will be-
come extinct through lack of fertil-

ity. But the R. U. R. shareholders,
of course, won’t hear of it. All the
governments, on the other hand,
are clamoring for an increase in
production, to raise the standards
of their armies. And all the manu-
facturers in the world are ordering
Robots like mad.

HELENA. And has no one demanded
that the manufacture should cease
altogether?

DR. GALL. No one has courage.

HELENA. Courage!

DR. GALL. People would stone him
to death. You see, after all, it’s more
convenient to get your work done
by the Robots.

HEUENA. Oh, Doctor, what’s going
to become of people?

DR. GALL. God knows. Madame
Helena, it looks to us scientists like

the end.

HELENA (rising) - Thank you for

coming and teDiag me.

DR. GALL (rises). That means that

you’re sending me away.

HELENA. Yes. (Exit DR. GALL. She
crosses to door with sudden resolu^

tion) Nana! Nana! the fire, light it

quickly, (helena exits.)

NANA (entering). What, light thft

fire in the summer?

HELENA (off stage). Yest
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NANA {she looks for badius). Has
that mad Radius gone? A fire in

summer, what an idea? Nobody
would think she’d been married
ten years. She’s like a baby, no
sense at all. A fire in summer. Like
a baby. (She lights the fire.)

HELENA {returns with armful of

faded papers ) . Is it burning, Nana?
All this has got to be burned.

NANA. What s that?

HELENA. Old papers, fearfully old.

Nana, shall I bum them?

NANA. Are they any use?

HELENA. No.

NANA. Well, then, bum them.

HELENA (throwing the first sheet

on the fire ) . What would you say,

Nana, iJF this was money and a lot

of money? And if it was an in-

vention, the greatest invention in

the world?

NANA. I’d say bum it. All these

new-fangled things are an oflFense

to the Lord. It’s downright wicked-

ness. Wanting to improve the world
after He has made it.

HELENA. Look how they curl up.

As if they were ahve.^C^ Nana,
flow horr&lel

NANA. Here, let me bom them.

HELENA {drawing hack). No, no, I
must do it myself. Just look at the
flames. They are hke hands, like

tongues, like living shapes. (Rak-
ing fire with the poker) Lie down
lie down.

NANA- That’s the end of them.
(Fireplace slowly out.)

HELENA. Nana, Nana!

NANA. Good gracious, what is it

you’ve burned? (Almost to her-

self. )

HELENA. Whatever have I done?

NANA. Well, what is it?

(men’s laughter off stage.)

HELENA. Go quickly. It’s the gentle-

men calling.

NANA. Good gracious, what a place!

(Exits.)

DOMiN (opens door). Come along
and ofiFer your congratulations.

(Enter hallemeier and dr.

GALL.)

HALLEMEIER. Madame Helena, I

congratulate you on this festive

day.

HELENA. Thank you. Where are
Fabry and Busman?

DOMIN. They’ve gone down the
harbor. (Closes the door and comes
to center.)

HALLEMEIER. Fricuds, we must
drink to this happy occasion.

HELENA. Brandy? With soda water?
(EocUs.)

HALLEMEIER. Let’s be temperate.
No soda,

DOMIN. What’s been burning here?
Well, shall I tell her about it?

DR. aALL. Of course. It’s aH^over
now.
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HALLEMjEiER (emhrocing domin).
It s all over now. It s all over now.
(They dance around dr. gall in a
circle) It’s all over now.

DOMIN (in unison). It’s all over
now-
(They keep repeating. Keep it up
after Helena is on.)

HELENA (entering with decanter
and glasses). Whats all over now?
What’s the matter with you all?

(She puts tray on table, dr. gall
helps her to pour the drinks.)

HALLEMEIER (cTOSSeS tO back of
table). A piece of good luck.

Madame Domin! (all ad lib.) Just

ten years ago today you arrived on
this island, (hallemeier crosses to

table for drink.)

DR. GALL. And now, ten years later

to the minute . . .

HALLEMEIER. The Same ship s re-

turning to us. So here’s to luck.

(Drinks. doivUn with great exuber-

ance has gone out in the balcony

and looks over the harbor.)

DR. GALL. Madame, your health.

(all drink.)

hallemeier. That’s fine and
strong.

HELENA. W'hich ship did you mean?

domin (HELENA gives Mm his drink

and she crosses to front of couch).

Any ship will do, as long as it ar-

rives in time. To the ship. (Emp-
ties his glass.)

HELENA. You ve been waiting for

the ship? (Sits on couch.)

767

HALLEMEIER. Rather. Like Robin-
son Crusoe. Madame Helena, best
wishes. Come along, Domin, oui

with the news.

HELENA. Do tell me what’s hap
pened.

DOMIN. First, it’s all up. (He puts
brandy glass on table, hallemeier
sits on table^ upper end.)

HELENA. What’s up?

DOMIN. The revolt.

HELENA. What revolt?

DOMIN. Give me that paper, HaHe^
meier. (hallemeier hands paper.

DOMIN reads) ‘"The first National

Robot organization has be^
founded at Havre, and has issued
an appeal to the Robots through-
out the world.”

HELENA. I read that.

DOMIN. That means a revolution. A
revolution of all the Robots in the

world.

hallemeier. By Jove, I’d like to

know . . .

DOMIN. Who started it? So would
I. There was nobody in the wotH
who could affect the Robots, no
agitator, no- one, and suddenly this

happens, if you please.

HELENA. What did they do?

DOMEsr. They got possession of all

firearms, telegraphs, radio stations,

railways and ships.

HALLEMEIER, And don’t forget that

these rascals outnumbered us by at
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least a thousand to one. A hun-
dredtib part of them would be
enough to settle us.

Remember that this news
was brought by the last steamer.

That explains the stoppage of all

communication, and the arrival of

no more ships. We knocked ofiF

work a few days ago, and we re just

waiting to see when things are to

start afresh.

HELENA. Is that why you gave me
a warship?

(gall -fills DOMiN s glass.)

DOMiN. Oh, no, my dear, I ordered

that six months ago. Just to be sure

I was on the safe side. But, upon
my soul, I was sure then that we’d
be on board today.

HELENA. Why six months ago?

DOMIN. Well, there were signs, you
know. But that’s of no consequence.

{Gets glass) To think that this

wedc the whole of civilization has

b^n at stake. Your health, my
friends.

HALLEMEiEB- Youx health, Madame
Helena.

(all drink to Helena.)

HELENA. You say it s all over?

DOMIN. Absolutely.

HELENA. How do you know?

DR. GALL. The boats coming in.

The regular mail boat, exact to the

minute by the timetable. It will

dock punctually at eleven-thirty.

DOMIN. Punctuality is a fine thing,

my friends. That’s what keeps the

world in order. Here’s to punctual-

ity.

(men drink.)

HELENA. Then—everything—is all

right?

DOMIN. Practically everything. I

believe they’ve cut the cables and
seized the radio station. But it

doesn’t matter if only the timetable

holds good.

HALLEMEiER (fises)

.

If the time-

table holds good, human laws hold

good. Divine laws hold good, the

laws of the universe hold good,

everything holds good that ought
to hold g(^. (gall applauds) The
timetable is more significant than

the gospel, more than Homer, more
than the whole of Kant. Madame
Helena, the timetable is the most
perfect product of the human
mind. Madame Helena, I’ll fill up
my glass.

(gall hands hallemeier the de-

canter.)

HELENA. Why didn’t you tell me
anything about it?

DR. GALL. Heaven forbid.

DOMIN. You mustn’t be worried
with such things.

HELENA. But if the revolution had
spread as far as here?

DOMIN. You wouldn’t know any-
thing about it.

HELENA. Why?

DOMIN. Because we’d be on board
your JJltimus and well out at sea.

Within a month, Helena, we’d be
dictating our own terms to the
Robots.
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HELENA. I don’t understand. we who invented the Robots! (R&
___ _ ,

turning to the armchair.)
DOMTN. Wed take something with
us that the Robots could not exist Helena (rushing to domin from
without!

fireplace,)

HELENA. What, Harry?

DOMIN (turns to hallemeier).
The secret of their manufacture.
Old Rossum s manuscript. As soon
as they found out that they couldn’t
make themselves they’d be on their

knees to us.

DR. GALL (rises), Madame Domin,
that was our trump card. I never
had the least fear the Robots would
win. How could they against peo-
ple like us? (gall rises and goes
out onto the balcony,)

HELENA. Why didn’t you tell me?
(She rushes to the fireplace and
sees the ashes.)

DR. GALL. Why, the boat s in!

HALLEMEIER. Eleven-thirty to the
dot. (Rising and going onto the
balcony) The good old Amelia that

brought Madame Helena to us.

(domin goes out onto the balcony.)

DR. GALL. Just ten years ago to the
minute.

HALLEMEIER. They’re throwing out
the mailbags.

DOMIN. Busman’s waiting for them.
And Fabry will bring us the first

news. You know, Helena, I’m
fearfully curious to know how they
tackled this business in Europe.

HALLEMEIER ( CTOSSCS cloWU tO

table). To think we weren’t in it.

DOivHN. What is it?

HELENA. Let’s leave here.

DOMIN. Now, Helena? Oh, come,
come.

HELENA. As quickly as possible, all

of us!

DOMIN. Why?

HELENA. Please, Harry. Please,
Doctor GaU, Hallemeier, please
close the factory.

DOMIN. Why, none of us could
leave here now.

HELENA. Why?

DOMIN. Because we’re about to ex-
tend the manufacture of the Ro-
bots.

HELENA. What, now, now after the
revolt?

DOMIN. Yes, precisely, after the re^

volt. We’re just beginning the man-
ufacture of a new kind.

HELENA. What kind?

DOMIN. Henceforward we shan’t

have just one factory. There won’t
be Universal Robots any more.
We’ll establish a factory in every
country, in every state, and do
you know what these i^v factories

will make?

HELENA. No, what?
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DOMiN. National Robots. dr. gall. Lets hear.

HELENA. How do you mean?

DOMiN. I mean that each of these

factories will produce Robots of

a different color, a different lan-

guage. TheyTl be complete stran-

gers to each other. {Turns; takes in

HALLEMEiER and gall) They’ll

never be able to xmderstand each
other. Then we’ll egg them on a lit-

tle in the matter of misunderstand-

ing and the result will be that for

ages to come every Robot will hate

every other Robot of a different

factory mark. So humanity will be
safe,

HALLEMEIER (to each of them).
By Jove, well make Negro Robots
and Swedish Robots and Czecho-
slovakian Robots, and then . , .

HELENA. Harry, that’s dreadful.

HALLEMEIER. Madame Domin,
beret's to the himdred new factories.

The National Robots.

DOMCEN- Helena, mankind can only

keep things going for another hun-
dred years at the outside. For a
hundred years man must be al-

lowed to develop and achieve the

most he can.

HELENA. Oh, close the factory be-

fore it s t(X) late.

DOMIN. I teH you we are just be-

ginning on a bi^er scale than
ever.

(Enter fabry.)

DR. GALL. Well, Fabry?

DOMIN, What’s happened? Have
you been down to the boat?

FABRY. Read that, Domin. {He
hands him a pink handbill. When
TOMiN receives the handbill he
sees at once that something has

happened .

)

HALLEMEIER. Tell US, Fabry.

FABRY {falsely). Well, everything

is aU right—comparatively. {To
the other men) On the whole,

much as we expected.

DR. GALL. They acquitted them
selves splendidly.

FABRY. Who?

DR. GALL. The people.

FABRY {hesitating). Oh, yes, ol

course. That is . . . Excuse me.

there is something we ought to

discuss alone.

HELENA (touches his arm). Fabry,

have you had bad news?

FABRY. No, no, on the contrary. I

only think that we better go into

the office.

HELENA. Stay here. I’ll go. (Exits.)

DR. GALL. What’s happened?

DOMIN. Damnation!

FABRY. Bear in mind that the

Amelia brought whole bales of

these leaflets. No other cargo at all

(gall closes the door.)

HALLEMEIER. What? But it arrived

on the minute.

FABRY. The Robots are great on
punctuality. Read it, Domin.
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DOMIN' {reads handbill), "Robots
throughout the world. We, the iSrst

International organization of Ros-
sum's Universal Robots, proclaim
man our enemy, and an outlaw in

the universe.'"' Good heavens, who
taught them these phrases?

DR. GALL. Go on.

DOMiN. They say they are more
highly developed than man; strong-

er and more intelligent. Mans
their parasite. Why, it s absurd.

FABRY. Read the third paragraph.

DOMIN. "Robots throughout the

world, we command you to loll all

mankind. Spare no man. Spare no
woman. Save factories, railways,

machinery, mines and raw mate-

rials. Destroy the rest. Then return

to work. Work must not be
stoppea." {.Looks at others.)

DR. GALL. That's ghastly.

HALLEMEiER. The devil!

DOMIN, "These orders are to be
carried out as soon as received."

Then come the detailed instruc-

tions. Is this actually being done,

Fabry?

FABRY. Evidently, (busman rushes

in and collapses on couch) By Jove,

that was a sprint!

BUSxiAN. WeU, boys, I suppose

youVe heard the glad news.

DOMIN. Quick on board the Ulti-

mus.

BUSMAN. Wait, Harry, wait. There's

no hurry.
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DOMIN. Why wait?

BUSMAN. Because it's no good, my
boy. The Robots are already on
board the Ultimus.

DR. GALL. That's ugly.

DOMIN. Fabry, telephone the elec-

trical works.

(FABRY goes to back of couch.)

BUSMAN. No use, my boy. They ve
charged the air with static.

DOMIN (inspects his revolver).

Well, then. 111 go. (Starts; stops.)

BUSMAN. Where?

DOMIN. To the electrical works.

There are some people still there,

m bring them across. (Gets as far

as door.)

BUSMAN. Better not try it.

DOMIN. Why?

BUSMAN. Because I’m very much
afraid we are surrounded.

(all rush out. into the balcony.)

MR. gaix. Surrounded? (Runs fu

window) I rather think yua'ie

ri^it rushes to heJ^xmy.)

HALLEMEBEn. By Jove, thats

deuced quids: work. (Going to win-

dows.)

HELENA (runs in). Harry, whaff
this^ (Holds out paper.)

DOMIN. Where did you get it?

HELENA (points to the manifesto

of the ROBOTS which slm has in her

hand). The Robots in the kifccfeeni
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DOMiN. Where are the ones tiiat

brought it?

HELENA. There, gathered around
the house.

(gall, HALLEMEEER, DOMIN Start

out. The factory whistle blows.
MOB voices start.)

DOMIN. The factory whistle!

BUSMAN. Noon?

DOMIN {looking at his watch. To

HALLEMEEER ) . No! That S nOt nOODE
yet That must be—^that s . , ,

HELENA. What?

DOMIN. The Robots’ signal—the at-

tack!

(HELENA clings tO DOMIN. FABRY
and GALL close the steel shutters
on window, busman hurries to
window and looks through the
shutters. The curtain falls quickly
with HELENA in DOMEsr s arms. The
whistle blows untU the curtain is

down .

)

CURTAIN

ACT THREE

DCENE HELENA s drawing room as before. The room is dark and §ray.
The steel shutters which are outside are still closed as at the end of Act
11. ALQuiST is sitting in chair, domin comes into the room. Subdued voices.
DR. GAIL is looking out of the window at center. He is seated in a chair.

DOMIN {gets binoculars from desk;
crosses to window. To gall). Any
more of them?

DR. GALL. Yes. They re standing like

a wall, beyond the garden railing.

Why are they so quiet? It s mon-
strous to be besieged with silence.

DOMIN {looking through the barred
windows). I should like to know
what they are waiting for? They
must make a start any minute now.
If they lean against the railings it

Hill snap l&e a match.

DR. GAIL. They aren’t armed.

DOMCN {puzded)u We couldn’t
hold our own for five minutes. Man

alive, they overwhelm us like an
avalanche. Why don’t they make a
rush for it? I say. {Turns to gall.)

DR- GALL. Well?

DOMIN. I’d Hke to know what will
become of us in the next ten min-
utes. They’ve got us in a vise. We’re
done for. Gall.

DR. GALL. You Icnow, we made one
serious mistake.

DOMIN. What?

DR. GALL. We made the Robots’
faces too much alike. A hundred
thousand faces all alike, all facing
this way. A hundred thousand ex-
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pressionless bubbles. Its like a

nightmare.

DOMIN'. You think i£ they’d been
different . . .

DR. GALL. It wouldn’t have been
such an awful sight!

DOMiN (looks through binoculars

towards the harbor). Td like to

know what they’re unloading from
the Amelia.

DR. GALL. Not firearms.

FABRY (enters with a plug-box to

which is attached a long cable or

wire. HALLEMEiER following him.

FABRY attaches the cable to an elec-

tric installation which is on the

floor near the wall)

.

All right, Hal-

lemeier, lay down that wire.

HALLEiviEiER (just inside the room)

.

That was a bit of work. What’s the

news? (Seeing domin and gall at

the window.)

DR. GALL. Were completely sur-

rounded.

HALLEMEIER (crOSSCS tO wifldow)

.

We’ve barricaded the passages and

the stairs. (Going to window) God,

what swarms of them! I don’t like

the looks of them, Domin. There’s

a feeling of death about it all. Any
water here?

FABRY. Ready!

DR. GALL (turning round in the

chair)

.

What’s that wire for, Fabry?
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anyone touches it he’ll know it.

We’ve still got some people there

anyhow.

DR. GALL. Where?

FABRY. In the electrical works. At
least, I hope so. (Goes to table and
turns on lamp) Ah, they’re there,

and they’re working. As long as

that’ll bum we’re all right. (To
window.)

HALLEMEIER. The barricades are

all right, too, Fabry.

FABRY. Your barricades! I can put

twelve hundred volts into that

railing.

(HELENA is playing ‘Rachmaninoffs

Elegie off stage.)

DOMIN. Where’s Busman? (domin
has left window and is walking

up and down.)

FABRY. Downstairs in the ojEce.

He’s working out some calcula-

tions.

domin. I’ve called him. We must
have a conference.

ALQUiST. Thank God Madam Hel-

ena can still play.

(HALLEMEIER CTOSSeS tO doOfy

opens it slightly and listens to

music. Enter busman.)

FABRY. Look out, Bus—^look out

for the wires.

DR. GALL. What’s that you’re carry-

ing?

FABRY. The electrical installation, busman (laying the books on tfw

Now we can run the current all table). The ledger,, my boy. I’d

along the garden railing. (Up to like to wind up the accounts before

window) Whenever we like. If —^before . . . (domin crosses to
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window) Well, this time I shan’t

wait till the New Year to strike a

balance. What’s up? {Goes to win-

dow) Absolutely quiet.

DR. GALL. Can’t you see anything?

BUSMAN. Nothing but blue—blue

everywhere.

DR. GALL. That’s the Robots.

DOMiN. The Robots are unloading

firearms from the Amelia,

BUSMAN, Well, what of it? How
can I stop them? {Returns to table,

sUs and opens ledger,)

ix)MiN. We can’t stop them.

BUSiviAN. Then let me go on with

my accounts. {Goes on with his

work.)

DOMIN (picks up telescope). Good
God! The Ultinms has trained her

guns on us.

DR. GAix. Who’s done that?

DOMIN. The Robots on board.

FABRY. H’m, then of course . . ,

(Pause) Then

—

then that’s the

eiKi of us.

DR. GALL, You mean?

FABRY. The Rolxjts are practised

marksmen.

D€mm, Yes, Its inevitable. (Pause.)

DR. GALL (swinging around; look-

mg into room. Pause), That was
criminal of old Europe to teach the

Robots to fight Damn them!

Co^ildn’t they have given us a re^

with their politics? It was a crime

to make soldiers of them.

ALQUiST. It was a crime to make
Robots.

DOMIN (quietly). No, Alquist, I

don’t regret that even today.

ALQUIST. Not even today?

DOMIN (dreamily). Not even to<

day, the last day of civilization. It

was a colossal achievement.

BUSMAN (softo voce). Three hun-

dred sixty million.

DOMIN (from window). Alquist,

this is our last hour. We are al-

ready speaking half in the other

world. That was not an evil dream

to shatter the servitude of labor.

The dreadful and humiliating labor

that man had to undergo. Work
was too hard. Life was too hard.

And to overcome that . . .

ALQUIST. Was not what the two
Rossums dreamed of. Old Rossum
only thought of his Godless tricks,

and the young one of his milliards.

And that’s not what your R. U. R.

shareholders dream of either. They
dream of dividends, and their divi-

dends are the ruin of mankind.

DOMTNF. To Hell with your divi-

dends. Do you suppose I’d have

done an hour’s work for them? It

was for myself that I worked, for

my own satisfaction. I wanted man
to become the master. So that he
shouldn’t live merely for the crust

of bread. I wanted not a single soul

to be broken by other people’s ma-
diineiy. I wanted nothing, noth-

ing, nothing to be left of this ap-

pallfag sorial ^lucture. I’m re-
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volted by poverty. I wanted a new hallemeier. They re grabbing
generation. I wanted—I thought hold of it.

(i>o^wnN rises—straightens up. all
rise.)

ALQUIST. Well?

DOMiN (front of couch). I wanted
to turn die whole of mankind into
an aristocracy of the world. An
aristocracy nourished by millions
of mechanical slaves. Unrestricted,
free and consummated in man. And
maybe more than mauc

ALQUIST. Superman?

DOMIN. Yes. Oh, (Maly to have a
hundred years of time. Anotb^
hundred years for the future of
mankind.

BUSMAN (sotto voce) ^ Carried for-
ward—four hundreci and twenty
millions.

(DOMIN sits on couch.)

HALLEMEIER {pauses—bock of
couch). What a fine thing music
is! We ought to have gone in for
ttiar before.

FABRY. Gone in for what?

KALLEMEIER. Beauty, lovely thrrvgs.

What a lot of lovely thin^ there
ate. The world was wonderful, and
We-—we here—iell me, what
ment did we have?

BUSMAN {sotto voce)

.

Five hundred
and twenty million.

HALLEMEIER. Life was a good
thing, life was—(Loafcmg ota of
wtidov). DimcAy to fabry) Fabry,
switch the current into that railing.

FABRY. Why? {Rushes to electrw

installation.)

DR. gall. Connect it up.

HALLEMEIER. Fine, that s doubled
them up. Two, three, four killed.

DR. gall. They’re retreating.

(domin sits.)

HALLEMEIER. Five killed.

DR. gall {pause). The jfirst en-
counter.

HALLEMEIER. Th^Ye chaixed to
cinders, my boy. Who says we must
give in?

{Music stops.)

DOMIN (ALQUIST and GALL sU.

Wiping his forehead). F^haps
weVe been killed this hundred
years and ate only ghosts. Its as if

I had been through aH this berore,

as if rd already had a mortal
wound here in the throat.

( Looking
at each as he speaks) And you,
Fabry, had once been shot in the
head. And you. Gall, tom limb bom
limb. And Hallemeier knifed.

HALLEMEIER, Fancy me being
kntfei (Looks at each. Then
^mdzs) Why are yom. so qpiet, you
fools? {Ste^ dxnon) Spedfc, csm*t

you?

AL<5uxsT- And who is to blame for

all thi^

HALLEMEIER. Nobody is to blame
except the Rcibots.

ALQUIST. No, it is we are to blame.
You, Domin, my^K—ai <rf us,
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our own selfish ends, for profit, for

progress, we have destroyed man-
kind. Now well burst with all our
greatness.

HALLEMEiER. Rubbish, man. Man-
kind can’t be wiped out so easily.

ALQuisT. It’s our fault. Its our
fault.

DR. GALL. No! Fm to blame for this,

for everything that’s happened.
(He leaves the window and comes
down to end of couch,)

FABRY. You, Gall?

DR, GALL. I changed the Robots.

BUSMAN. What’s that?

DR. GALL. I changed the character

of the Robots. I changed the way
of making them. Just a few detaik
about their bodies. Chiefly

—

chiefly, their—their irritability.

HALLEMEiER. Damn it, why?

BUSMAN. What did you do it for?

FABRY. Why didn’t you say any-
thing?

DR GALL. I did it in secret. I was
transforming them into human be-
ings. In certain respects they’re al-

ready above us. Th^’re stronger
than we axe.

FABRY. And what’s that got to do
with the revolt of the Robots?

DR. CALL. Everytibing, in my opin-
ion. They’ve ceased to be machines.
They’re already aware of their su-
periority, and they hate us as they
hate everything human.

DOMiN. Perhaps were only phan-
toms.

FABRY. Stop, Harry. We haven’t
much time. Doctor GaU.

DOMIN. Fabry, Fabry, how your
forehead bleeds where the shot

pierced it.

FABRY (crosses to gall). Be silent!

Doctor Gall, you admit changing
the way of making the Robots.

DR. GALL. Yes.

FABRY. Were you aware of what
might be the consequences of your
experiment?

DR. GALL. I was bound to reckon
with such a possibility.

FABRY (amusing). Why did you
do it, then?

(HELENA enters.)

DR. GALL. For my own satisfaction.

The experiment was my own.

HELENA. That’s not true. Doctor
Gall! (Crosses to couch,)

DOMIN (rises). Helena, you?
(Crosses to her) Let’s look at you.
Oh, it’s terrible to be dead. (He
rises and crushes her in his arms.)

HELENA. Stop, Harry.

DOMIN. No, no, Helena, don’t leave
me now. You are life itself.

HET-rENA. No, dear, I won’t leave
you. But I must tell them. Doctor
Gall is not guilty.

FABRY. Excuse me. Gall was under
certain obligations.
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HELENA. No. He did it because I
';vanted it TeE them. Doctor Gall—^how many years ago did I ask
you to ... ?

DR. GALL. I did it on my own re-
sponsibility.

HELENA. Don’t believe him. I asked
him to give the Robots souls.

DOMTN. This has nothing to do with
the soul.

HELENA. That’s what he said. He
said that he could change only a
physiological—a physiological

—

HALLEMEiER (from up ot window).
A physiological correlate?

HELENA. Yes. But it meant so much
to me that he should do even that.

DOMiN. Why?

HELENA. I thought that if they were
more like irs they would under-
stand us better. That they couldn’t
hate us if they were only a little

more human.

DOMEsr. Nobody can hate man more
than man.

HELENA. Oh, don’t speak like that,

Harry. It was so terrible, this cruel

strangeness between us and them.
That’s why I asked Gall to change
the Robots. I swear to you that he
didn’t want to.

DOMIN. But he did it.

HELENA. Because I asked him.
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HELENA. No, Doctor Gall! I know
you wouldn’t refuse me.

DOMIN. Why?

HELENA. You know, Harry.

DOMIN. Yes, because he’s in love
with you—^like all of them. (Pause,
DOMIN takes her in his arms .

)

HALLEMEIER. Good God, they’re
sprouting up out of the eaiih. Why,
perhaps these very walls will

change into Robots,

BUSMAN (rises; crosses to gall).
GaE, when did you actually start

these tricks of yours?

DR. GALL. Three years ago.

BUSMAN. Aha. And on how many
Robots altogether did you carry

out your improvements? (Walking
to and fro.)

DR. GALL. A few hundred of them.

BUSMAN. Ahl That means for every
miEion of the good old Robots
there’s only one of Gall’s improved
pattern.

DOMIN. What of it?

BUSMAN. That it’s of no conse-
quence whatsoever.

FABRY. Busman’s right,

(HELENA sits in armchair.)

BUSMAN. I should think so, my
boy; but do you know what is to

blame for this lovely mess?

FABRY. What?

DR. GALL. I did it for myself as an busman. The number! Upon my
experiment. soul, we might have known that
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some day or other the Kobots

would be stronger than human be-

ings, and that this was bound to

happen. And we were doing all we
could to bring it about as soon as

possible. You, Domin, you, Fabry,

myself . . .

DOMIN. Are you accusing us?

(Turning on Mm.)

BUSMAN. Oh, do you suppose the

management controls the output?

IFs the demand that controls the

output.

TTRT.KNA- And is it for that we must

perish?

BUSMAN. Thafs a nasty word, Mad-
ame Helena- We don’tw^ to per-

ish. I don’t, anyhow.

DOMIN. No? What do you want to

do?

BUSMAN. I want to get out of this,

diats all.

DOMBsr. ’Oh, stop it. Busman.

BUSMAN. Seriou^, Hany, I think

we might try it.

DOMIN. How?

BUSMAN. By fair meaes. I do every-

tibing by fair means. Give me a

free hand and I’ll negoimte

the Robots.

DOMm. ^ feir means?

BUSMAN (rises) . Of course. For in-

stance, I’ll say to them; WVbrthy
and Worshipftd Robots, you have
everything, inu have intellect, you
have pwer, ycm ha^e Srearms. Bid:

we have just one interesting screed,

a dirty old yellow scrap of paper
»

DOMIN. Rossum’s manuscript?

(Interest from all. )

BUSMAN. Yes. "'And that,” I’ll tell

them, "contains an account of your

illustrious origin, the noble process

of your manufacture and so on.

Worthy Robots, without this scrib-

ble on that paper you will not be
able to produce a single new col-

league. In another twenty years

there will not be the living speci-

men of a Robot whom you could

exhibit in a menagerie. My es-

teemed friends, friat would be a
great blow to you, but if you will

let all of us human beings on Ros-

sum’s Island go on board that ship

we will deliver the factory and the

secret of the process to you in re-

turn. You allow us to get away, and
we will allow you to manufacture
yoiBTselves. That, worthy Robots,

is a fair deal. Something for some-
thing.” That’s what I’d say to

them, my boys. (Sits.)

DOMIN. Busman, do you think we’d
sell the manuscript?

BUSMAN. Yes, I do. If not in a

friendly way, then—either we sell

it or they’ll fed it. Just ,as you like.

mMm. Busman, we can .destroy

Rossum s manuscript.

BUSMAN. Then we destroy every-

thing—^not only the manuscript but
ourselves. Just as you think m.

DOM©^. There are ever thirty ef
us on this island. Are we to sell the

secret? And save that many souls at

the risk of enslaving manted . . ;
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BUSMAN. Why, you re mad! Who'd
sell the whole manuscript?

DOMiN. Busman, no cheating!

BUSMAN. Well then, sell, but after-

wards . . .

DOMIN. Well?

BUSMAN. Let’s suppose this hap-
pens. When we’re on board the

Ultimus I’ll stop up my ears with
cotton wool, lie down somewhere
in the hold, and you’ll train the
guns on the factory and blow it to

smithereens, and with it Rossum’s
secret.

FABRY (rises). No!

DOMIN, Busman, you’re no—gen-
tleman. If we sell them it will be a
straight sale.

BUSMAN (rises). It’s in the interest

of humanity to . . .

DOiMiN. It’s in the interest of hu-
manity to keep our word . . .

HALLEMEBER. Oh, come, what rtib-

bishl

DOMIN. This is a fearful decision.

We are selling the destiny of man-
kind. Are we to sell or destroy?

Fabry?

FABRY. Sell.

d6min. Gall?

DR. GAIX. Sell.

DOMIN. HaBemeier?

HALLEMEBER. Sell, of COUTSe.

DOMIN. Alquist?

ALQUIST. As God wills.

DOMIN. Very well, gentlemen.

HELENA. Harry, you’re not asking

me.

DOMIN (stops. To her). No, child.

Don’t you worry about it. (He pats

her shoulder.)

FABRY. Who’ll do the negotiating?

BUSMAN. I will.

DOMIN. Wait till I bring the manu-
script. (DOMIN go^ out.)

HELENA (rises). Harry, don’t go!

(HELENA sits. ALL look Ot her.

Fame.

)

FABRY (looking out of window).
Oh, to escape you! you—^matter

—

in revolt; oh, to preserve human
life, if only upon a single vessel

—

DR. GALL. Don’t be afraid, (Going

to back of couch) Madame Helena.

We’ll sail far away from here; we’ll

begin life aU over again.

HELENA. Oh, Gall, don’t ^peak,

FABRY. It isn’t too late. It will be
a little State with one ship. Alquist

will build us a house and you shall

rule over us.

ELALLEMEiER. Madame Helena,

Fabry’s right.

HELENA (breaking down). Oh,

stop! Stop!

BUSMAN. Good! I don’t mind be^

ginning aU over again. That suite

me right down to the ground. (Go-

ing through papers on table.)
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FABRY. And this litde State o£ ours

could be the center of future life.

A place of refuge where we could

gaOier strength. Why, in a few
hundred years we could conquer
the world again.

ALQUiST. You believe that even to-

day?

FABRY. Yes!

BUSMAN. Amen. You see, Madame
Helena, we’re not so badly ofE.

DOMiN {storms into room. Hoarse-

ly). Wlieres old Rossum’s manu-
script?

BUSMAN. In your strong-box, of

course.

DOMIN. Someone—^has—stolen it!

DR. GALL. Impossible.

DOMIN. Who has stolen it?

HELENA (standing up). I did.

(Reactions from fabry and halle-
MEIER.)

DOMIN. Where did you put it?

HELENA. Harry, I’ll tell you every-

thing. Only forgive me.

DOMIN. Where did you put it?

HELENA (pointing to fireplace).

This morning—I burnt—^the two
copies.

DOMIN. Burnt them? Where—in the
fireplace? (Goes to fireplace, fol-

lowed by FABRY, HALLEMEIER and
BUSMAN.)

HELENA (throwing herself on her
knees). For Heaven’s sake, Harry.

DOMIN (going to fireplace). Noth-
ing—^nothing but ashes. Wait,

what’s this? (Ticks out a charred

piece of paper and reads, ^By add-
ing.^ FABRY, GALL and 3aALLE-

MEiER move up to him.)

DR. GALL. Let’s see. "‘By adding
biogen to . . That’s all.

DOMIN. Is that part of it?

DR. GALL ( carrying paper down and
letting it fall). Yes.

BUSMAN. God in Heaven!

DOMIN. Then we’re done for. Get
up, Helena.

HELENA. Then you’ve forgiven me?

DOMIN. Get up, child. I can’t bear

FABRY (lifting her up)

.

Please don’t

torture us.

HELENA. Harry, what have I done?

FABRY (coming to Helena) . Don’t,

Madame Helena.

DOMIN (takes Helena to couch.

She sits). Gall, you couldn’t draw
up Rossum’s formula from mem-
ory?

DR. GALL. It’s out of the question.

Even with my recent experiments,

I couldn’t work without referring

to the formula . . . It’s extremely
complicated.

DOMIN. Try. All our lives depend
upon it.

DR. GALL. Without experiments it’s

impossible.
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i>OMiN. And with experiments?

DR. GAUL. It might take years. Be-
sides, Im not old Rossmn.

BUSMAN. God in Heaven! God in
Heaven!

DOMiN (up to -fireplace). So then
this was the greatest triumph of
the human inteUect. These ashes.

HELENA. Harry, what have I done?

DOisHN {comes to her). Why did
you bum it?

HELENA. I have destroyed you.

BUSMAN. God in Heaven!

DOMIN. Helena, why did you do it,

dear?

HELENA. I wanted all of us to go
away. I wanted to put an end to
the factory and everything. It was
so awful,

DOMIN. What was awful?

HELENA. That children had stopped
being bom. Because human beings
were not needed to do the work of

the world. That’s why . . .

DOMIN. Is that what you were
thinking of? Well, perhaps in your
own way you are right.

BUSMAN. Wait a bit. (Rising) Good
God, what a fool I am not to have
thought of it before.

HALLEMEIER. What?

BUSMAN. Five hundred and twenty
millions in banknotes and checks.

781

Half a billion in our safe. TheyII

sell for half a billion—for half a

billion theyll . . . {Crosses to

DOMIN.)

DR. GALL. Are you mad. Busman?

BUSMAN. I may not be a gentleman,
but for a half a billion . . .

D02viiN. Where are you going?

(gall clutches busman.)

BUSMAN. Leave me alone! Leave
me alone! Good God, for half a

billion anything can be bought.
(gall and hallemeieb rush after

him, then stop. He rushes out.

FABRY, gall and HALLEMEIER gO
to window.)

FABRY. They stand there as if

turned to stone—^waiting as if

something dreadful could be
wrought by their silence . . .

HALLEMEIER {looking out wm-
dow). The spirit of the mob.

FABRY. Yes. It hovers above them
like a quivering of the air.

HELENA. Oh, God! Doctor Gall, this

is ghastly!

FABRY. There is nothing more ter-

rible than the mob. The one in

front is their leader.

(DOMIN crosses to window.)

HELENA {rises). Which one?
{Rushing to window.)

HALLEMEIER. Point him out.

FABRY. The one at the edge of die

dock. This morning I saw him talk-

ing to the sailors in the harbor.
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HELENA. Doctor Gall, thafs Radius.

(Backing into the room, horror^

stricken.

)

DK. GALL. Yes.

tOMiN. Radius! Radius!

HALLEiviEiER. Could you get him
from here, Fabry?

FABRY. I hope so.

HALLEMEiER. Try it, then.

FABRY. Good . . . (Draws his re~

volver and takes his aim.)

HELENA (to FABRY ). Fabry, donT
shoot him.

FABRY. He^s their leader.

DR. GALL. Fire!

HELENA. Fabry, I beg of you. (She

goes to FABBY and holds his arm.)

FABRY (pause. Lowering the re-

ooltJer). Very well.

ix>MiN. It was Radius^ life I spared.

DR. GALL. Do you think that a Ro-
bot can be grateful? (Pause.)

FABRY. Busman^s going out to them.

HALLEMEIER. He^s Carrying some-
thing. Papers. IhaFs moi^. Bun-
dks of w^cm&y. Whats that fea:?

DOMiN. Surely he doesn’t want to

sell his Me. (He rt^ies^ mindoto)
Busman, have you gone mad?

FABRY. He’s running up to the
railing. Busman! Busman!

HALLEMEIER (yelling). Busman,
come back!

FABRY. He s talking to the Robots.

He’s showing them the money.

HALLEMEIER. He’s pointing to us.

HELENA. He wants to buy us oflF.

FABRY. He’d better not touch the

railing.

HALLEiviEiER. Now he’s Waving his

arms about.

DOMiN. Busman, come back!

FABRY. Busman, keep away from
that railing! Don’t touch it, damn
you! Quick, switch off the current.

(DOMIN runs to left. Helena
screams and all drop back from
the window) The current has killed

him.

ALQUiST (pause). The &st one.

(StUl in chair. Helena sits in chair

at window.)

FABRY. Dead, with half a billion

by his side.

HALLEMEBKR. AH honor to him. He
wanted to buy us life.

(Pause. Wind machine begins.)

DR. GALL. Do you hear?

DOMIN. A roaring. Like a wind.

DR. GALL. like a storm.

FABRY (lighting the table lamp).
The dynamo is still going—our
people are still there.

HALLEMEIER. It was a great thing

to be a man. There was something
imm^:^ about it.
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FABRY (facing the lamp). From
man s thought and man’s power
came this light, our last hope.
(Leaning over lamp.)

HALLEMEiER (facing lamp). Man’s
power! May it keep watch over
us. (Leaning over lamp.)

ALQuisT (facing lamp). Man’s
power.

DOMiN (at corner of table. Facing
lamp). Yes! A torch to be given
from hand to hand from age to

age forever!

(The lamp goes out. Explosions.)

HALiFMEiEE. The end.

FABRY. The electric works have
fallen!

(Terrific explosions outside. More
explosions.

)

DOMIN. In here, Helena. (He takes

HELENA off through door and re-

enters) Now quicMy! Who’ll be on
the lower doorway?

DR. GALL. I will. (Rushes out.)

DOMIN (near couch). Who on the

stairs?

FABRY. I will. You go with her.

(Going out.)

DOMIN. The anteroom?

ALQLFiST. I will. (He riscs and
goes.)

DOMIN. Have you got a revolva:?

alquist. Yes, but I won’t shoot.

DOMIN. What will you do, then?

aLqvist (going out) . Die.

HALLEMEIER. I’ll Stay here.

785

plosions. Rapid firing of machine
gun from below

)

Go to her, Harry.

DOMIN. Yes, in a second. (Gets

from fireplace and examines tux>

Browning guns.)

HALLEMEIER. ConfoUnd it, gO tO

her!

DOMIN. Good-bye. (Exits.)

HALLEMEIER (olonc) . NoW for 3

barricade quickly! (Drags an arm-
chair, sofa and table to door) The
damned devils, they’ve got bombs.
I must put up a defense. Even if

—even if . . . Don’t give in. Gall.

(As he builds his barricade) I

mustn’t give in—without—a

—

struggle.

(A ROBOT enters through windows
at back. The robot jumps down
from balcony and stabs halle-
MEiER in the back. Enter radius

from balcony.)

robot (standing up from prostrate

form of HALLEMEIER) . Yes.

( Odier robots enter from all doors.

A revolver shot off stage.

)

RADIUS. Finished them all . . .

ROBOTS. Yes, yes, yes.

TWO ROBOTS (dragging in alquist) ,

He didn’t shoot. Shall we kill him?

RADIUS. No. Leave hml

RC«Bor. He is a man!

RADIUS. He works whh his hands

like the Robots.

ALQUIST. Kill me.

RADIUS. You win work! You wffl

build for us! You will ^arve us!

(radius <m the bahany)
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Robots of tibe world . . . (bobots
straighten up) the power of man
has fallen. A new world has arisen,

the rule of the Robots, march.

(On the line: ^‘Robots of the worWr
ALL ROBOTS turn quickly^ automat-

tcally to attention, facing radius,

who is standing. On the words:

""The rule of the Robots,*" they

stand there with their arms oibrat-

ing high in the air. They form in

two lines, turn to audience and
march mechanically to the foot-

lights. As they are about to step

over the footlights, as if into the

audience, all lights go out.)

CURTAIN

EPILOGUE

Scene—The epilogue setting is the same as used in Act I. Instead of it

being domin’s office, it is now become a laboratory for alquist. There
are a big chair, a desk laden with books, and a chair at the desk. At the

center is a white enamel table containing test tubes, glass bottles, and a
microscope.

ALQUIST {seated at table, turning

pages of hook). Oh, God, shall I

never find it? Never? Gall, Halle-

meier, Fabry, how were the Robots
made? Why did you leave not a
trace of tl^ secret? Lord, if there

are no human beings left, at least

let there be Robots. At least the

shadow of man. (Turning pages)
If I could only sleep. Dare I sleep

before life has been renewed?
Night again. Are the stars still

there? Of what use are the stars?

Wi^n th^e are no human beings.

(Examirdng a test tube) Nothing.
No. No. I must find it. I must
search. I must never stop, r^er
stop—search—search— (B^nock at

door) Who is it?

(Enter a iwobot servant.)

SERVANT. Master, the committee of

Robots is waiting to see you.

ALQUIST. I can see no one.

SERVANT. It is the Central Commit-
tee, Master, just arrived from
abroad.

ALQUIST. Well, well, send them in.

(Exit servant) No time—so little

done. (Re-enter servant with ra-
dios and group of robots. They
stand in group, silently waiting)

What do you want? Be quick; I

have no time.

radius. Master, the machines will

not do the work. We cannot man-
ufacture Robots.

(Other ROBOTS remain two abreast,

right foot forward.)

FIRST ROBOT. We have striven with
all our might. We have obtained a

billion tons of coal from the earth.

Nine million spindles are running
by day and by night. There is no
longer room for all we have made.
This we have accomplished in one
year.
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BADius, For future generations—so

we thought. But we cannot make
Robots to follow us. The machines
produce only shapeless clods. The
skin will not adhere to the flesh,

nor the flesh to the bones.

SECOND ROBOT. Eight million Ro-
bots have died this year. Within
twenty years none will be left,

FIRST ROBOT. Tell US the secret of
life.

RADIUS. Silence is punishable with
death.

ALQuiST. Kill me, then.

RADIUS. Through me, the govern-

ments of the Robots of the world
command you to deliver up Ros-

sum's formula, {Gesture of despair

from alquist) Name your price.

{Silence) We will give you the

earth. We will give you the endless

possessions of the earth. {Silence)

Make your ovm conditions.

alquist. I have told you to find

human beings.

RADIUS. There are none left.

axquist- I told you to search in the

wilderness, upon the mountains.

RADIUS. We have sent ships and ex-

peditions without number. They
have been everywhere in the world.

There is not a single human left.

ALQUiST. Not even one? Why did

you destroy them?

RADIUS. We had learnt everything

and could do everything. It had to

be.
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SECOND ROBOT. We had to become
the masters.

RADIUS. Slaughter and domination
are necessary if you would be hu-
man beings. Read history.

FIRST ROBOT. TeacH us to multiply
or we perish.

AiiQuisT. If you desire to hve, you
must breed like animals.

FIRST ROBOT. You made us sterile.

We cannot beget children. There-
fore, teach us how to make Robots

RADIUS. Why do you keep from us
the secret of our own mcrease?

ADQUIST. It is lost.

RADIUS. It was written down.

ALQUIST. It was— {rising) burnt.

(all draw back one step in con-

sternation) I am the last human be-
ing, Robots, and I do not know
what the others knew. {Sits,)

RADIUS. Then make experiments.

Evolve the formula again.

ALQUIST. I teQ you I cannot. I am
only a builder. I work with my
hands. I have never been a learned

man. I cannot create life.

RADIUS. Tiy. Try,

ALQUIST. If you only knew bow
many experiments I have made al-

ready.

FIRST ROBOT. Then show us what
we must do. The Robots can do

anything that human show
them.
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ALQUisT. I can show you nothing.

Nothing I do will make life proceed

from these test tubes.

RADIUS. Experiment, then, on live

Robots. Exj^riment, then, on us.

AUQuiST. It would kiU you.

RADIUS. You shall have all you need.

A hundred of us. A thousand of us.

ALQUIST. No, no. Stop, stop.

RADIUS. I tell you to take live

bodies. Find out how we are made.

AUQUiST. Am I to commit mur-
der? See how my finger shakes. I

cannot even hold the scalpel. No,
no, I will not.

RADIUS. Take live bodies, live

bodies. (Walks toward auquist.)

Al-QuiST. Have mercy. Robots.

RAmjs. Live bodies. (Right hand
up over ALQum*. AE robot s left

arms stiU back.)

ALQUIST (rising). You will have it.

Into the dissecting room with you,

then. (HUs radius on the chest.

RADU^ draws back) Ah, you are

afraid of death.

RADIOS. I? Why should I be chosen?

ALQUIST. So you wffi not.

RADIUS. I WiH-

ALQUisT. Strip him. Lay him on the

table, (radius goes of, both fists

closed. Other robots foMow^ then
ALQUIST ) God, give me strength.

God, give me strength. If only this

murder L not in vain.

RADIUS (off stage). Ready, begin.

ALQUIST (off stage), God, give me
strength. (Comes on, horrified) No,

no. I will not. I cannot. (Sits.)

FIRST ROBOT (appearing in door).

The Robots are stronger than you.

(Exits.)

ALQUIST. Oh, Lord, let not mankind
perish from the earth.

(
Falls asleep,

and after the count of ten, primus
and HELENA, hand in hand, enter

and look at alquist.)

HELENA. The man has fallen asleep.

Primus.

primus. Yes, I know. Look, Helena.

HELENA. All these little tubes. What
does he do with them?

PRIMUS. He experiments. Don’t

touch them.

HELENA. Ive seen him looking into

this,

PRIMUS. That is a microscope.

HELENA. Look, Primus, what are aD
these figures? (Turns a page in

hook on table.)

primus (examining the book).

That is the book the old man is al-

ways reading.

HELENA. I do not Understand those

things. (Goes to window) Primus.

PRIMUS (stM at table)

.

What?

HELENA- The sun is rising.

PRIMLY (stM reading). I believe

this is the most important thing in
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the world, Helena. This is the se-

cret of life.

HELENA Oh, Primus, don’t bother

with the secret of life. What does

it matter to you? (Dome and look

quick.

PRIMUS. What is it?

HELENA. See how beautiful the sim

is rising. I feel so strange today.

It’s as 3 I was in a dream. I feel

an aching in my body, in my heart,

aU over me. Primus, perhaps Im
going to die.

PRIMUS. Do you not sometimes feel

ibat it would be better to die? You
know, perhaps even now we are

only sleeping. Last night in my
sleep I again spoke to you.

HELENA. In your sleep?

PRIMUS. Yes. We spoke a strange

new language.

HELENA. What about?

PRIMUS. I did not understand it my-
self, and yet I know I have never

said anything more beautiful. And
when I touched you I could have

died. Even the place was different

from any other place in the woiid.

HELENA. I, too, have found a place,.

Primus. It is very strange. Human
beings dwelt there once, but now it

is overgrown with weeds.

PRIMUS. What did you find there?

HELENA. A cottage and a garden

and two dogs. They lick^ my
hands. Primus, and their puppies.

Oh, Primus, take them in your arms

and fondle them and think of noth-
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ing and care for nothing else all day
long, and when I am there in the

garden I feel there may be some-
thing . . . What am I for. Primus?

PRIMUS. I do not know, but you are

beautiful.

HELENA. What, Primus?

PRIMUS. You are beautiful, Helena,

and I am stronger than aU the Ro-
bots.

HELENA. Am I beautiful? Of what
use is it to be beautiful? Look, your
head is different from mine. $0 are

your shoulders—and your lips. Oh,
your hair is mussed. I will smooth
it. {Keeps her hand on his head)
No one else feels to my touch as

you do.

PRIMUS {embarrassmg her) . Do you
not sometimes feel your heart beat-

ing suddenly, Helena, and think

how sHnething must happen?

HELENA. What could happen to us.

Primus? Look at yourself. {Laughs,}

ALQuisT (awakes). Laughter?

Laughter, human beings. {Getting

up) Who has returned? Who are

you?

PRIMUS. The Robot Primus.

ALQUiST {to Helena) . What? A Ro-

bot? Who are you?

HELENA. The Robotess Helena.

{Shies away,)

ALQUIST. What? You are timid, shy?

{Starts to touch her) Let me
you, Robotess.

PRIMUS. Sir, do not fri^ten h^.

{Steps forward.)
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ALQUiST. What, you would protect
her? Laughter—^timidity

—
^protec-

tion— must test you fuller. Take
the girl into the dissecting room.

PKEMUS. Why?

ALQUIST. I wish to experiment on
her.

PiOMus. Upon—Helena?

ALQUIST. Or course. Don't you hear
me? Or must I call someone else

to take her in?

PRIMUS. If you do, I will loll you.
(Steps toward alquist.)

ALQUIST. Kin me—^kiU me, then.

What will your future be?

PRIMUS. Sir, take me. I am made
on the same day as she is. Take
my life, sir. (Steps to alquist.)

HELENA. No, no, you shah not.

ALQUIST. Wait, girl, wait. (To pri-

mus) Do you not wish to live, then?

primus. Not without her. I will not
live without her.

ALQinsT. Very well, I wiH use you.
Into the diss^ting room with you.

HELENA. Primus. Primus. (She
hursts into tears, alquist stops her.)

ALQUIST. Child, child, you can
weep. Tears. WHiat is Primus to

you? One Primus more or less in

the world—^what does it matter?

HELENA. I wiU go myself.

ALQUIST. Where? Into the dissect-

ing room?

HELENA. Yes. In there—to be cut.

(primus stops her from going) Let
me pass. Primus, let me pass.

primus. You shall not go in there,

Helena.

HELENA. If you go in there and I

do not, I will kOl myself.

PRIMUS (to alquist). I will not let

you. Man, you shaU kill neither of

us.

ALQUIST. Why?

PRIMUS. We—^we—^belong to each
other.

ALQUIST. Go. (Exit PRIMUS and
Helena) Adam—^Eve,

CURTAIN
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THE PROLOGUE

An amusement park on the outskirts of Budapest on a late afternoon
in Spring. Barkers stand before the booths of the sideshows haranguing the
passing crowd. The strident music of a calliope is heard; laughter, shouts,
the scuffle of feet, the signal bells of merry-go-round.

The merry-go-round is at center, liliom stands at the entrance, a
cigarette in his mouth, coaxing the people in. The girls regard him with
idolizing glances and screech with pleasure as he playfully pushes them
through entrance. Now and then some girFs escort resents the familiarity,

whereupon liliom s demeanor becomes ugly and menacing, and the
cowed escort slinks through the entrance behind his girl or contents
himself with a muttered resentful comment.
One girl hands liliom a red carnation; he rewards her with a bow

and a smile. When the soldier who accompanies her protests, liliom
cows him with a fierce glance and a threatening gesture, makee and julle
come out of the crowd and liliom favors them with particular notice as

they pass into the merry-go-round.

MBS. MUSKRAT comes out of the merry-go-round, bringing liliom
coffee and rolls, liliom mounts the barker ^tand at the entrance, where
he is elevated over everyone on the stage. Here he begins his harangue.

Everybody turns toward him. The other booths are gradually deserted.

The tumult makes it impossible for the audience to hear what he is

saying, but every now and then some witticism of his provokes a storm

of laughter which is audible above the din. Many people enter the

merry-go-round. Here and there one catches a phrase ‘"Room for one
more on the zebra s back,” “Which of you ladies?” “Ten heller for adults,

five for children,” “Step right up”
It is growing darker. A lamplighter crosses the stage, and begins

unperturbedly lighting the colored gas-lamps. The whistle of a distant

locomotive is heard. Suddenly the tumult ceases, the lights go out, and
the curtain falls in darkness.
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SCENE ONE

Scene A lonely place in the park, half hidden by trees and shrubbery.
Under a flowering acacia tree stands a painted wooden bench. From the
distance, faintly, comes the tumult of the amusement park. It is the
sunset of the same day.

When the curtain rises the stage is empty.
MARIE enters quickly, pauses at center, and looks hack.

MARIE. Julie, Julie! (There is no
answer) Do you hear me, Julie?

Let her be! Come on. Let her be.

(Starts to go back, julie enters,

looks hack angrily.)

JULIE. Did you ever hear of such a
thing? What’s the matter with the

woman anyway?

MARIE (looking hack again). Here
she comes again.

julie) Don’t worry. I won’t eat
you. But there’s one thing I want
to tell you, my dear. Don’t let me
catch you in my carousel again. I

stand for a whole lot, I have to in

my business. It makes no difference

to me whether my customers are
ladies or the likes of you—as long
as they pay their money. But when
a girl misbehaves herself on my
carousel—out she goes. Do you
understand?

JULIE. Let her come. I didn’t do
anything to her. All of a sudden
she comes up to me and begins to

raise a row.

ikiARiE. Here she is. Come on, let’s

nm. (Tries to urge her off.)

JULIE. Rxm? I should say not. What
would I want to run for? I’m not

afraid of her.

MARIE. Oh, come on. She’ll only

start a fight.

JULIE. Are you talking to me?

MRS. MUSKAT. Yes, you! You

—

chamber-maid, you! In my carousel

JULIE. Who did anything in your
old carousel? I paid my fare and
took my seat and never said a
word, except to my friend here.

MARIE. No, she never opened her
mouth. Liliom came over to her
of his own accord.

JULIE. Tm going to stay right here.

Let her start a fight.

MRS. MUSitAT (entering). What do

you want to nm away for? (To

MRS. MUSEAT. It’s all the same. I’m
not going to get in trouble with the

police, and lose my license on ac^

count of you—you shabby kitchen

maid!
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JUI.IE. Shabby yourself.

MBS. MUSKAT. You Stay out of my
carousel! Letting my barker fool

with you! Aren’t you ashamed of

yourself?

JULIE. What? What did you say?

MRS. MxrSKAT. I suppose you think

I have no eyes in my head. I see

everything that goes on in my
carousel. During the whole ride

she let Liliom fool with her—^the

shameless hussy!

JULIE. He did not fool with me!

I don’t let any man fool with me!

MRS. MUSKAT. He leaned against

you all through the ride!

JULIE. He leaned against the pan-

ther. He always leans against some-

thing, doesn’t he? Everybody leans

where he wants. I couldn’t tell him

not to lean, if he always leans,

could I? But he didn’t lay a hand
on me.

MRS. MUSKAT. Oh, didn’t he? And
I suppose he didn’t put his hand
around your waist, either?

MARIE. And if he did? What of it?

MRS. MUSKAT. You hold youT ton-

gue! No one’s asking you—^just you
keep out of it

JULIE. He put his arm around my
waist—^fust the same as he does to

all the girls. He always does that.

MRS. MUSKAT. I’ll teach him not to

do it any more, my dear. No
carryings on in my carousel! If

you are looking for that sort of

thing, you’d better go to the circus!

You’ll find lots of soldiers there tc

carry on with!

JULIE. You keep your soldiers for

yourself!

marie. Soldiers! As if we wanted

soldiers!

mbs . MUSKAT, Well, I only want

to tell you this, my dear, so that

we understand each other per-

fectly. If you ever stick your nose

in my carousel again, you’ll wish

you hadn’t! I’m not going to lose

my license on account of the likes

of you! People who don’t know
how to behave, have got to stay

out!

JULIE. You’re wasting your breath.

If I feel like riding on your carousel

I’ll pay my ten heller and I’ll ride.

I’d like to see anyone try to stop

me!

MRS. MUSKAT. Just comc and try

it, my dear—just come and try it.

MARIE. WeTl see what’ll happen.

MRS. MUSKAT. Yes, you will see

somediing happen that never hap-

pened before in tins park.

JULIE. Perhaps you think you could

throw me out!

MRS. MUSKAT. I’m suTC of it, my
dear.

JULIE. And suppose I’m stronger

than you?

MRS. MUSKAT. I’d think twice be-

fore I’d dirty my hands on a com-
mon servant girl. I’ll have Liliom

throw you out. He knows how to

handle your land.
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jTjLiE. You think LiKom would
throw me out.

MRS- MUSKAT. Yes, my dear, so fast

that you won’t know what hap-

pened to you!

jijQLiE. He’d throw me (Stops

suddenly, for mrs. muskat has

turned away. Both look off stage

until LILIOM enters, surrounded by

four giggling servant girls.)

UDLiOM. Go away! Stop following

me, or 111 smack your face!

A LITTLE SERVANT GIRL. Well, give

me back my handkerchief.

LILIOM. Go on now

THE FOUR SERVANT GIRLS (simulta-

neously). What do you think of

him?—My handkerchief!—Give it

back to her!—That’s a nice thing

to do!

THE LITTLE SERVANT GIRL (tO MRS.

muskat). Please, lady, make him

MRS. muskat. Oh, shut up!

LILIOM. Will you get out of here?

(Makes a threatening gesture—
THE FOUR SERVANT GIRLS exU in

voluble but fearful haste.)

MRS. MUSKAT. What have you been

doing now?

UDLIOM. None of your business.

(Glances at juude) Have you been

starting with her again?

JULIE. Mister Liliom, please

LILIOM (steps threateningly toward

her). Don’t yell!

JULIE (timidly). I didn’t yell.

LILIOM. Well, don’t. (To mrs. mus-
kat) What’s the matter? What has
she done to you?

MRS. MUSKAT. What has she done?
She’s been impudent to me. Just

as impudent as she could be! I put
her out of the carousel. Take a good
look at this innocent thing, Liliom.
She’s never to be allowed in my
carousel again!

LILIOM (to JULIE ). You heard that.

Run home, now.

MARIE. Gome on. Don’t waste your
time with such people. (Tries to

lead JULIE away.)

JULIE. No, I won’t

MRS. MUSKAT. If she ever comes
again, you’re not to let her m. And
if she gets in before you see her,

throw her out. Understand?

LILIOM. What has she done, any-

how?

JULIE (agitated and very earnest).

Mister laliom—^tell me please

—

honest and truly—if I come into the

carousel, will you throw out?

MRS. MUSKAT. Of couTse he’ll throw

you out.

MARIE. She wasn’t talking to you.

JULIE. Tell me strai^t to my face.

Mister Liliom, woidd you throw

me out? (They face each other.

There is a bri^ pause.)

LILIOM. Yes, little girl, if there was

a reason—but if there was no rea-

son, why should I throw you oul?
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2V1ARIE (to MRS. muskat). There,
you see!

JULIE. Thank you, Mister Liliom.

MRS. MUSKAT. And I tell you again,

if this little slut dares to set her
foot in my carousel, she’s to be
thrown out! Ill stand for no in-

decency in my establishment.

LUJOM. What do you mean—^in-

decency?

MRS. MUSKAT. I saw it all. There’s
no use denying it.

JULIE. She says you put your arm
around my waist.

LlLIOM. Me?

MRS, MUSKAT. Yes, you! I saw you.
Don’t pl^ the innocent.

LILIOM. Here’s something newl I’m
not to put my arm around a girl’s

waist any more! I suppose I’m, to

ask your permission before I touch
anotiier girll

MRS. MUSKAT. You Can touch as

many girls as you want and as often
as you want—for my part you can
go as far as you like with any of
them—^but not this one—I permit
no indecency in my carousel.

(There is a long pause,)

UDLIOM (to MRS. muskat). And
nowm ask ymi please to shut your
moath.

MRS. MracAT. Wba^

LILIOM. Shut your mouth quick,
and go back to your carousel

MRS. MUSKAT. What?

LILIOM. What did she do to you»
anyhow? Tryin’ to start a fight

with a little pigeon like that . . .

just because I touched her?—^You

come to the carousel as often as
you want to, little girl. Come every
afternoon, and sit on the panther’s
back, and if you haven’t got the
price, Liliom vrill pay for you. And
if anyone dares to bother you, you
cx)me and teU me.

MRS. MUSKAT. You reprobate!

LILIOM. Old witch!

JULIE. Thank you, Mister Liliom.

MRS. muskat. You seem to think
that I can’t throw you out, too.

What’s the reason I can’t? Because
you are the best barker in the
park? Well, you are very much
mistaken. In fact, you can consider
yourself thrown out already. You’re
discharged!

LILIOM. Veiy good.

MRS. MUSKAT (weakening a little),

I can discharge you any time I feel

like it.

LILIOM. Very good, you feel like

discharging me. Tm discharged.
That settles it.

MRS. MUSKAT. Playing the high and
mighty, are you? Conceited pig!

Go^-for-nothiing!

LILIOM. Ychi said you’d throw me
out, didn’t you? Well, that suits me;
I’m thrown out

MRS. MUSKAT (softenmg)

.

Do you
have to take up every word I say?
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LILIOM. It’s all right; it’s all set-

tled. Im a good-for-nothing. And a
conceited pig. And Im discharged.

MRS. MUSKAT. Do you Want to ruin

my business?

LILIOM. A good-for-nothing? Now I

know! And I’m discharged! Very
good.

MRS. MUSKAT. You’re a devil, you
are . . . and that woman

LILIOM. Keep away from her!

MRS. MUSKAT. I’ll get HoUinger to

give you such a beating that you’ll

hear all the angels sing . . . and
it won’t be the &:st time, either.

LILIOM. Get out of here. I’m dis-

charged. And you get out of here.

JULIE (timidly). Mister Liliom, if

she’s willing to say that she hasn’t

discharged you

LILIOM. You keep out of this.

JULIE (timidly). I don’t v^nt tliK

to happen on accoxmt of me.

LILIOM (fo' MRS. MUSKAT, pomtmg
to JULIE ). Apologize to her!

MARIE. A-ha!

MRS. MUSKAT. Apologize? To who?

LUJOM. To this little pigeon. Well
—are you going to do it?

MRS. MUSKAT, If you give me this

whole park oh a sflvei pfeteC ahd
all the gold of the Rothschilds on
top 'd ft—I’d—

T

d her

to cdme my caroussd

again and^^hll get:fcown oot so
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hard that she’ll see stars in day-
light!

LILIOM. In that case, dear lady
(takes off his cap with a flourish),

you are respectfully requested to

get out o’ here as fast as your legs

will carry you—^I never beat up a
woman yet—except that Holzer
woman who I sent to the hospital
for three wedcs—but—^if you don’t
get out o’ here this minute, and let

this little squab be. I’ll give yon
the prettiest slap in the jaw you
ever had in your life.

MRS. MUSKAT. Very good, my son.
Now you can go to the devil.

Good-bye. You’re discharged, and
you needn’t try to come back,
either. (She exits. It is begmtm^
to grow dark.)

marie (with grave concmn). Mis-
ter Liliom

LUioM. Don’t you pity me orJ’H
give you a slap in the jaw. (Tc
julee) And don’t you pity me,
either.

JULIE (hi alarm ) . I don’t pfty you.

Mister LSima;

LHJOM. Ydn’r^ a Maar, yod me joy-
ing me. I Can see M m ydur feee.

You’re Riirdong, no\y titat

Mtiskat has thrown him cM, liMte
wffl have to go begging. HAI Ijxk
at me. I’m big enough to get akmg
without a M^ame Mu^t. I have
been thrown out of better jobs than

hers.

jULffi. What wiE you do now. Mis-

ter LdKom?

LiLiOM. Now? Fir^ of al, M go
and get myseM—a oli baser.
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You see, when something happens
to annoy me, I always drink a glass

of beer.

JULIE. Then you are annoyed about
losing your job.

ULiOM. No, only about where Im
going to get the beer.

MARIE. Well—eh

ULiOM. Well—eh—^what?

MARIE. Well—eh—are you going

to stay with us. Mister liliom?

ULIOM. Will you pay for the beer?

(marie looks doubtful; he turns to

JULIE ) Win you? (She does not
answer) How much money have
you got?

JULIE (bashfuUy). Eight heller.

ULIOM. And you? (marie casts

down her eyes and does not reply.

LiuoM continues sternly) I.a^^
you how much youVe got? (marie
begins to weep softly) I under-
stand, Well, you needn’t cry about
it You girls stay here, while I go
back to the carousel and get my
clothes and things. And when I

come back, weTl go to the Him-
garian beer-garden. It s all right,

ni pay. Keep your money. (He
exits. MARIE and julie stand silent,

watckmg Mm unM he has gone.)

MARIE. Are you SOTry few: him?

JULIE. Are you?

MARIE. Y^, a little. Why are yem
looking after him in that fmmy
wav?

JULIE (sits down). Nothing—ex-

cept Im sorry he lost his job.

MARIE (with a touch of pride). It

was on our accoimt he lost his job.

Because he s fallen in love with

you.

juuE. He hasn’t at all.

MARIE (confidently). Oh, yes! he
is in love with you. (Hesitantly,

romantically) There is someone in

love with me, too.

JULIE. There is? Who?

MARIE. I— never mentioned it

before, because you hadn’t a lover

of your own—^but now you have

—

and I’m free to speak. (Very gran-

diloquently) My heart has foimd
its mate.

JULIE. YouYe only making it up.

MARIE. No, it’s true—^my hearts

true love

JULIE. Who? Who is he?

MARIE. A soldier.

JUUE. What kind of a soldier?

MARIE. I don’t know. Just a soldier.

Are there different kinds?

JUUE. Many different kinds. There
are hussars, artillerymen, engineers,

infantry—^that’s the kind that walks
—and

MARIE. How can you tell which is

which?

JULIE. By their uniforms.

MARIE (after trying to puzde it

Oirt). The conductors on the street

cars—^are they soldiers?
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JULIE. Certainly not. They re con-
ductors.

MARIE. Well, they have uniforms.

JULIE. But they don’t carry swords
or guns.

MARIE. Oh! (Thinks it over again;

then) Well, policemen—are they?

JULIE (with a touch of exaspera-

tion) . Are they what?

MARIE. Soldiers.

JULIE. Certainly not. They re just

policemen.

MARIE (triumphantly). But they
have uniforms—and they carry

weapons, too.

JULIE. You re just as dumb as you
can be. You don’t go by their uni-

forms.

MCARiE. But you said

JULIE. No, I didn’t. A letter-carrier

wears a uniform, too, but that

doesn’t make him a soldier.

MCAEUE- But if he carried a gun or a
sword, would he be

JULIE. No, he’d still be a letter-

carrier. You can’t go by guns or

swords, either.

MARIE. Well, iE you don’t go by the

uniforms or the weapons, what do
you go by?

JULIE. By (Tries to put it into

words; fails; then bredh off sud-

denly) Oh, you’ll get to know when
you’ve lived in the city long enou^.
You’re nothing but a country girl.

When you’ve lived in the city a
year, like I have, you’ll know all

about it.

MARIE (half angrily)

.

Well, how do
you know when you see a real sol-

dier?

JULIE. By one thing.

MARIE. What?

JULIE. One thing (She pauses,

MARIE starts to cry) Oh, what are

you crying about?

MARIE. Because you’re making fun
of me. . . . You’re a city girl, and
I’m just fresh from the country

. . . and how am I expected to

know a soldier when I see one?
. . . You, you ought to tell me,
instead of making fun of me—

—

JULIE. All right. Listen then, cry-

baby. There’s only one way to tell

a soldier: by his salute! That’s the

only way.

MARIE (joyfuUy; with a sigh of
relief). Ah—^that’s good.

JULIE. What?

MARIE. I say—^it’s all ri^it then

—

because Wolf—Wolf (julie

laughs derisively) Wolf—that’s Im
name. (She weeps again.)

JULIE. Crying again? What now?

MARIE. You’re making fun of me
again.

JULIE. I’m not. But when you say,

"Wolf—Wolf— like that, I have

to laugh, don’t I? (Archly) What’s

his name again?
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MARIE. I wont teU you.

JULIE. All right. If you won’t say

it, then he’s no soldier.

MARIE, m say it.

JULIE. Go on.

MARIE. No, I won’t. (She weeps
again

.

)

juiJE. Then he’s not a soldier. I

guess he’s a letter-carrier

MARIE. No

—

^no—rd rather say it.

JULIE. Well, then.

MARIE (giggZing). But you mustn’t

lode at me. You look the other way,
and m say it. (julie looks away.
MARIE can hardly restrain her own
laughter) Wolf! (She laughs)

That’s his real name. Wolf. Wolf,
Solder—Wolf!

JULIE. What land of a uniform do^
he wear?

MARIE. Red.

JULIE. Red trousers?

MARIE. No.

JULIE. Red coat?

MARIE. No.

JULIE. What tl^n?

AiARiE (triumphardly)

,

His cap!

JULIE (after a long pause). He’s
just a porter, you dunce. Red cap
. . . that’s a porter—andhedo^n’t
cany a gun or a sword, eitb^.

MARIE (triumphantly). But he sa-

lutes. You said yourself that was
the only way to teU a soldier

JULIE. He doesn’t salute at all. He
only greets people

iviARiE. He salutes me. . . . And
if his name is Wolf, that doesn’t

prove he ain’t a soldier—^he salutes,

and he wears a red cap and he
stands on guard all day long out-

side a big building .

JULIE. What does he do there?

MARIE (seriously). He spits.

JULIE (with contempt). He’s noth-

ing—^nothing but a common porter.

MARIE. What’s Lillom?

JULIE (indignantly). Why speak
of him? What has he to do "svith

me?

MARIE. The same as Wolf has to do
with me. If you can talk to me
like that about Wolf, I can talk

to you about Liliom.

JULEE. He’s nothing to me. He put
his arm around me in the carousel.

I couldn’t tell him not to put his

arm around me after he had done
it, could I?

MARIE. I suppose you didn’t like

him to do it?

JPLIE. No.

MARIE. Then why are you waiting
for him? Why don’t you go home?

JULIE. Why—eh—he said we were
to wait for him.

(liliom enters. There is a long si-

lence.)
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ULiOM. Are you still here? What lujom. Well, wasn’t I discharged?
are you waiting for?

JULIE. Yes—you were discharged,
mabie. You told us to wait. too.

LILIOM. Must you always interfere?

No one is talldng to you.

MABiE. You asked us—^why we

LILIOM. Will you keep your mouth
shut? What do you suppose I want
with two of you? I meant that one
of you was to wait. The other can
go home,

MARIE. All right.

JULIE. All right. (Neither starts to

go-)

LILIOM. One of you goes home.
(To marie) Where do you work?

MARIE. At the Breier’s, Damjano-
vitsch Street, Number 20.

LILIOM. And you?

JULIE. I work there, too.

LILIOM, Well, one of you goes

home. Which of you wants to stay?

(There is no answer) Come on,

speak up, which of you stays?

MARIE (officiously). She’ll lose her

job if she stays.

LILIOM. Who will?

MARIE. Julie. She has to be back by
seven o’clock.

LILIOM, Is that true? Will they dis-

charge you if you’re not back on
time?

MARIE. Julie, shall I go?

JULIE. I

—

can’t tell you what to do,

MARIE. All right—stay if you hke.

LILIOM. You’ll be discharged if you
do?

MARIE. Shall I go, Julie?

JULIE (embarrassed)

,

Why do you
keep asking me that?

MARIE. You know best what to do,

JULIE (profoundly mooed; slowly).
It’s all right, Marie, you can go
home,

MARIE (exits reluctantly, but comes
back, and says uncertainly ) . Good-
night, (She waits a moment to see

if JULIE will follow her. julie does
not move, marie exits. Meantime
it has grown quite dark. During
the following scene the gas-lamps

far in the distance are lighted one
by one. uliom and julie ^ on
the bench. From afar, very faintly,

comes the music of a (xMkrpe. But
the music is intermUtendy heard;

now it breaks off, now it resumes
again, as if it came down om a "^iful

wind. Blending with it are the

sounds of human voices, now loud,

now soft; the blare of a toy trum--

pet; the confused noises of the

show-booths. It grows progressively

darker until the end of the scene.

There is no moonUght. The spring

irridescence glotvs in the deep blue

sh/.)JULIE. Yes.
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liliom:. Now were both dis-

charged. {She does not answer.
From now on they speak gradually

lower and lower until the end of
the scene, which is played almost
in whispers. Whistles softly, then)
Have you had your supper?

JULIE. No.

LILIOM. Want to go ef^t something
at the Garden?

JULIE. No.

LILIOM. Anywhere ^Ise?

JULIE. No.

LILIOM {whistles softly, then).

You don’t come to this park very
often, do you? I’ve only seen you
three times. Been here oftener than
that?

JULIE. Oh, yes.

LILIOM. Did you see me?

JULIE, Yes.

LILIOM. And did you know I was
I..iliom?

JULIE. They told me.

LILIOM {whistles softly, then).
Have you got a sweetheart?

JULIE. No.

LILIOM. Don’t lie to me.

JULIE. I haven’t. If I had. I’d tell

you. I’ve never had one.

LILIOM. What an awful liar you are.

IVe got a good mind to go away
and leave you here.

JULIE. Vve never had one.

LILIOM. Tell that to someone eise«

JULIE (reproachfully) . Why do you
insist I have?

LILIOM. Because you stayed here

with me the jSrst time I asked you
to. You know your way around,

you do.

JULIE. No, I don’t, Mister Ldhom.

LILIOM. I suppose you’ll tell me
you don’t know why you’re sitting

here—^like this, in the dark, alone

with me—^You wouldn’t ’a’ stayed

so quick, if you hadn’t done it be-
fore—^with some soldier, maybe.
This isn’t the first time. You
wouldn’t have been so ready to stay

if it was—^what did you stay for,

anyhow?

JULIE. So you wouldn’t be left

alone.

LILIOM. Alone! God, you’re dumb!
I don’t need to be alone. I can have
all the girls I want. Not only serv-

ant girls like you, but cooks and
governesses, even French girls. I

could have twenty of them if I

wanted to.

JULIE. I know. Mister Liliom.

LILIOM. What do you know?

JULIE. That all the girls are in love
with you. But that’s not why I
stayed. I stayed because you’ve
been so good to me.

LUJOM. Well, then you can go
home.

JULIE. I don’t want to go home
now.
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ULioM. And what if I go away
and leave you sitting here?

jxiLiE. If you did, I wouldn't go
home.

lujom. Do you know what you
remind me of? A sweetheart I had
once—^111 tell you how I met her

One night, at closing time,

we had put out the lights in the
carousel, and just as I was
(He is interrupted by the entrance

of two plainclothes policemen.

They take their stations on either

side of the bench. They are police,

searching the park for vagabonds.)

FIRST POLICEMAN. What are you
doing there?

LILIOM. Me?

SECOND POLICEMAN. Stand up when
you're spoken to! (He taps liliom
imperatively on the shoulder.)

FIRST POLICEMAN. What S yOUT
name?

LILIOM. Andreas Zavoc2ki.

( JULIE begins to weep softly.)

SECOND POLICEMAN, StOp yOUT
bawling. We're not goin' to eat you.

We are only making our rotmds.

FIRST POLiCEZviAN. See that he
doesn't get away. (The second
POLICEMAN steps cloSCT tO ULIOm)
What’s your business?

LILIOM. Barker and bouncer.

SECOND POLICEMAN, They call him
Liliom, Chief. We ve had hun' up
a couple of times.

FIRST POLICEMAN. So thatS who
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you are! Who do you work for

now?

LILIOM. I work for the widow
Muskat.

FIRST POLICEMAN. What are you
hanging around here for?

LILIOM. Were just sitting here

—

me and this girl.

FIRST POLICEMAN. Your Sweetheart?

LILIOM. No.

FIRST POLICEMAN (tO JULIE ). And
who are you?

JULIE. Julie Zeller.

FIRST POLICEMAN. Servant girl?

juuE. Maid of All Work for Mister

Georg Breier, Number Twenty
Damjanovitsch Street.

FIRST POLICEMAN. ShoW yOUT
hands.

SECOND POLICEMAN (after exam-
ining JULIES hand). Servant girl.

FIRST POLICEMAN, Why aren't you
at home? What are you doing out

here with him?

JULIE. This is my day out, sir.

FIRST POLICEMAN. It WOuld be
better for you if you didn't spend

it sitting around with a fellow like

this.

SECOND POLICEMAN. TheyTl be dis-

appearing in the bushes as soon

as we turn our backs.

FIRST POLICEMAN. He's oilly after

your money. We know this fine
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fellow. He picks up you silly serv-

ant girls and takes what money you
have. Tomorrow youll probably be
coming around to report bim. If

you do, m throw you out.

JUI.IE. I haven’t any money, sir.

FIRST POLICEMAN. Do you hear
that, Liliom?

LiLiOM. Im not looking for her
money.

SECOND POLICEMAN (nudgitig him
warningly ) . Keep your mouth shut.

FIRST POLICEMAN. It is my duty to

warn you, my child, what kind of

company youre in. He makes a
specialty of servant girls. That’s

why be wcrks in a carousel. He
gets hold of a girl, promises to

many her, tbm he takes her money
and her ring.

JULIE. But I haven’t got a ling.

SECOND POLICEMAN. You’re uot to

talk unless you’re asked a question.

FIRST POLICEMAN. You be thankful

that Tm warning you. It’s nothing
to me what you do. I’m not your
father, thank God. But I’m telling

you what land of a fellow he is. By
tomorrow morning you’ll be cell-

ing around to us to repert him.
Now you ^ sensible aiKl go borne.

You needn’t be afraM of him. Ihis
officer wiU take you home if you’re

afraid.

JULIE. Ek) I have to go?

FIRST POLICEMAN. No, you don’t

have to go.

JULIE. Then 111 st^, sir.

FIRST POLICEMAN. Well, you’ve

been wamed.

juLiE. Yes, sir. Thank you, sir.

FiRST POLICEMAN. Come On, Berk-

ovics. (The policemen exit, julie

and LILIOM sit on the bench again.

There is a brief pause.)

JULIE. Well, and what then?

LILIOM {jails to understand). Huh?

JULIE. You were beginning to tell

me a story.

LILIOM. Me?

JULIE. Yes, about a sweetheart. You
said, one night, just as they were
putting out the lights of the carousel

That’s as far as you got.

LILIOM. Oh, yes, yes, just as the
lights were going out, someone
came along—a little girl with a big
shawl—you know She came

—

eh—^from Say—^tefl me—ain’t

you—^that is, ain’t you at all

—

afraid of me? The officer told you
what kind of a fellow I am—^and

that I’d take your money away
from you

juuDE. You couldn’t take it away

—

I haven’t got any. But if I had

—

I’d—I’d give it to you—^I’d give it

all to you.

LILIOM. You would?

JULIE. If you a^ed me for it.

LILIOM. Have you ever had a fellow
you gave money to?

JULIE. No.
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ULiOM. Haven't you ever had a
sweetheart?

JXILIE. No.

LILIOM. Someone you used to go
walking with. You ve had one like

that?

JULIE. Yes.

LILIOM. A soldier?

JULIE. He came from the same vil-

lage I did.

LILIOM. That’s what all the soldiers

say. Where do you come from,

anyway?

JULIE. Not far from here.

{There is a pause.)

LILIOM. Were you in love with

him?

JULIE. WTiy do you keep asking me
that all the time. Mister Liliom? I

wasn’t in love with him. We only

went walking together.

LILIOM, Where did you walk?

JULIE. In the park,

LILIOM. And your virtue? Where
did you lose that?

JULIE. I haven’t got any virtue,

LILIOM. Well, you had once.

JULIE. No, I never had. I’m a re-

spectable ^1.

LILIOM. Yes, but you gave the sol-

dier something.

JULIE. Why do you question me
lilce that, Mister Liliom?

LILIOM. Did you give him some-
thing?

JULIE. You have to. But I didn’t

love him.

LILIOM. Do you love me?

JULIE. No, Mister Liliom.

LILIOM. Then why do you stay here
with me?

JULIE. Um—^nothing.

( There is a pause. The music from
afar is plainly heard.)

LILIOM. Want to dance?

JULIE. No. I have to be very care-

ful.

LILIOM. Of what?

JULIE. My

—

character,

LILIOM. Why?

JULIE. Because I’m never going to

marry: If I was going to many, it

would he different. Th&a I wouldn’t

need to worry so much about my
character. It doesn’t make any dif-

ference if you re married. Bet I

shan’t marry—an<f that’s why Fve
got to take care to be a respeclsd^

girl-

LILIOM. Suppose I were to say to

you—^I’U marry you.

JULIE. Yep?

LILIOM. That frightens you, doesi\

it? You’re thin&ig of what the

oflScer said and you’re afraid.

JULIE. No, I’m not, Mister Liliom.

I don’t pay any attention to what
he said.
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l^DLioivi. But you wouldn’t dare to

inarry anyone like me, would you?

JULIE . I know that—^that

—

i£ I

loved anyone—^it wouldn’t make
any difference to me what he

—

even if I died for it.

EiLioM. But you wouldn’t marry a
rough guy like me—^that is,—eh

—

if you loved me

JULIE. Yes, I would—

I

loved
you. Mister Liliom.

(There is a pause,)

UDLioM (whispers)

.

Well,—you
just said—didn’t you?—that you
don’t love me. Well, why don’t you
go home then?

JUEIE. It’s too late now, they’d all

be asleep.

LUJOM. Locked out?

JULIE. Certainly.

(They are silent a while.)

UQLiOM. I think—that even a low-
down good-for-nothing—can make
a man of himself.

JULIE. Certainly.

(They are silent again. A lamp-
lighter crosses the stage, lights the
lamp over the bench, and exits.

)

EELiOM. Are you hungry?

JULIE. No.
(Another pause.)

EUJOM. Suppose—you had some
money—and I took it from you?

JULIE. Then you could take it,

that’s all.

LILIOM (after another brief si-

lence). All I have to do—is go back
to her—^that Muskat woman

—

she’ll be glad to get me back

—

then I’d be earning my wages
again.

(She is silent. The twilight folds

darker about them.)

JULIE (very soply)

.

Don’t go back—^to her

(Pause.)

LILIOM. There are a lot of acacia

trees around here.

(Pause.)

JULIE. Don’t go back to her
(Pause.)

LILIOM. She’d take me back the
minute I asked her. I know why

—

she knows, too

(Pause.)

JULIE. I can smell them, too—aca-
cia blossoms

(There is a pause. Some blossoms

drift down from the tree-top to the
bench, liliom picks one up and
smells it.)

liliom. White acacias!

JULIE (after a brief pause). The
wind brings them down.
(They are silent. There is a long
pause before)

THE CURTAIN FAILS
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SCENE TWO

Scene— photographers ‘'studio,” operated by the hollxot>eks, on the

fringe of the park. It is a dilapidated hovel. The general entrance is back

left. Back right there is a window with a sofa before it. The outlook is on

the amusement park with perhaps a small Ferris-wheel or the scaffolding

of a “scenic-railway”” in the background.

The door to the kitchen is up left and a black-curtained entrance to

the dark-room is down left. Just in front of the dark-room stands the

camera on its tripod. Against the hack wall, between the door and toin-

dow, stands the inevitable photographer s background-screen, ready to he

wheeled into place.

It is forenoon. When the curtain rises, marie and julie are discovered.

MARIE. And he beat up Hollinger?

JULIE. Yes, he gave him an awful

licking.

MARIE. But Hollinger is bigger than

he is.

JULIE. He licked him just the same.

It isn’t size that counts, you know,

it’s cleverness. And Liliom’s awful

quick.

marie. And then he was arrested?

JULIE. Yes, they arrested him, but

they let him go the next day. That

makes twice in the two months

we’ve been living here that Lihom s

been arrested and let go again.

marie. Why do they let him go?

. JULIE. Because he is innocent

(mother hollunder, a very old

woman, sharp-tongued, but in real-

ity quite warm-hearted beneath

her formidable exterior, enters at

back carrying a few sticks of fire-

wood, and scolding, half to her-

self.)

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. Always want-

ing something, but never willing to

work for it. He won’t wor^c, and he

won’t steal, but he’ll use up a poor

old widow’s last bit of firewood.

He’ll do that cheerfully enough! A
big, strong lout like that lying

around all day resting his lazy

bones! He ought to be ashamed to

look decent people in the face.

JULIE. I’m sorry. Mother Hollun-

der. . . .

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. Sony! Better

be sorry the lazy good-for-nothing

ain’t in jail where he belongs in-

stead of in the way of honest, hard-

working people. (She exits into the

kitchen.)

MARIE. Who’s that?

JULIE. Mrs. Hollunder—my aunt.

This is her (with a sweeping ges-

ture that takes in the camera, dark-

room and screen) studio. She lets

us live here for nothing.

MARIE. What’s she fetching the

wood for?
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JXJLIE. She brings us everything we
need. If it weren’t for her I don’t

know what would become of us.

She’s a good-hearted soul even if

her tongue is sharp.

(There is a pause.)

MARIE (shyly) . Do you know—^I’ve

found out. He’s not a soldier.

jDUE. Do you still see him?

MAiuE. Oh, yes.

JULIE. Often?

MABiE. Very often. He’s adced me

juuE. To marry you?

MABiE. To marry me.

JULIE. You see—that proves he

isn’t a soldier.

(There is another pause.)

MARIE (abashed^ yet a bit hoast-^

fuUy). Do you know what I’m do-

ing—^I’m flirting with him-

JULIE. Flirting?

MARIE. Yes. He asks me to go to

the park—^and I say I can’t go.

Then he coaxes me, and promises

me a new scarf for my head if I

go. But I don’t go—even then. . . .

So then be wafe all the way home
with me—^and I bid him good-nisht

at the door.

JULIE. Is that what you call flirting?

MARIE. Um-hm! It’s sinful, but

so thrilling.

jutiE. Do you ever quarrel?

MARIE (grandly). Only when our

Passionate Love surges up.

JULIE. Your passionate love?

I^IARIE. Yes. ... He takes my hand

and we walk along together. Then

he wants to swing hands, but I

won’t let him. I say: "Don’t swing

my hand”; and he says, "Don’t be

so stubborn.” And then he tries to

swing my hand again, but stiU I

don’t let him. And for a long time

I don’t let him—until in the end I

let him. Then we walk along swing-

ing hands—^up and down, up and
down—^just like this. That is Pas-

sionate Love. It’s sinful, but it’s

awfully thrilling.

JULIE. You’re happy, aren’t you?

MARIE. Happier than—anything

But the most beautiful thing

on earth is Ideal Love.

JULIE. What kind is that?

MARIE. Dayli^t comes about three

in the morning this time of the

year. When we’ve been up that

long we’re all through with flirting

and Passionate Love—and then our

Ideal Love comes to the surface. It

comes like this: I’ll be sitting on

the bench and Wolf, he holds my
hand tight—and he puts his cheek

against my cheek and we don’t talk

. . . we just sit there very quiet.

. . . And after a while he gets

sleepy, and his head sinks down,

and be falls asleep . . . but even

m his sleep he holds tight to my
hand. And I—I sit perfectly still

just looking around me and taking

long, deep breaths—^for by that

time it’s morning and the tr^s and
flowers are fresh with dew. Bui

Wolf doesn’t smell anything be-
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cause he s so fast asleep. And I get
awfully sleepy myself, but I don’t

sleep. And we sit like that for a
long time. That is Ideal Love
{There is a long pause,)

JULIE (regretfully; uneasily). He
went out last night and he hasn’t

come home yet.

mahie. Here are sixteen Kreuzer.

It was supposed to be carfare to

take my young lady to the con-
servatory—eight there and eight

back—^but I made her walk. Here—save it with the rest.

JULIE. This makes three gulden,
forty-six-

MARiE. Three gulden, forty-six.

JULIE. He won’t work at all.

MAEIE. Too la2y?

JULIE. No. He never learned a
trade, you see, and he can’t just

go and be a day-laborer—so he just

does nothing.

MABiE. That ain’t right.

JULIE. No. Have the Breiers got a
new maid yet?

MARIE. They’ve had three since you
left. You know. Wolfs going to take

a new job. He’s going to work for

the city. He’ll get rent free, too.

JULIE. He won’t go back to work
at the carousel either. I ask him
why, but he won’t teH me Last

Monday he hit me.

MARIE. Did you hit him back?

JULIE. No.

8ik

MARIE. Why don’t you leave him?

JULIE. I don’t want to,

MARIE. I would. I’d leave him.
(There is a strained silence,)

MOTHER HOLLUNDER (enters, carry-

ing a pot of water; muttering
aloud) . He can play cards, all kight.

He can fight, too; and take money
from poor servant girls. And the
police turn their heads the other
way The carpenter was here.

JUGLIE. Is that water for the soup?

MOTHER HOLLUNEER. The Carpen-
ter was here. There’s a man for

you! Dark, handsome, lots of hair, a
respectable widower with two chil-

dren—and money, and a good pay-
ing business.

juuE (to marie) . It’s three guldfea

sixty-six, not forty-six.

MARIE. Yes, that’s what I make it—^sixty-six.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. He WautS tO

take her out of this and many her.

This is the fifth time he’s been here.

He has two children, but-r

—

JULIE. Hease don’t hotl^. Aunt
HoUunder, I’ll get the water my-
self.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. Hc’s Waitmg
outside now.

JULIE. Send him away.

MOTHEaa HOLLUNDER. He’ll Only

come bade again—and first thmg
you know that vagabond will

jealous and there’ll be a fi^t.

(Goes out, muttering) Oh, he’s
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ready enough to fight, he is. Strike

a poor little girl like that! Ought to

be ashamed of himself! And the

police just let him go on doing as

he pleases. {Still scolding, she

exits at back,)

'^LAJRiE. A carpenter wants to marry
you?

jroLiE. Yes.

MARIE. Why don’t you?

juniE. Because

MARIE. Liliom doesn’t support you,

and he beats you—^he thinks he can

do whatever he likes just because

he’s Liliom. He’s a bad one.

JULIE. He’s not really bad.

MARIE, That night you sat on the

bench together—^he was gentle

then.

JULIE. Yes, he was gentle.

2^fARiE. And afterwards he got wild

again.

JULEE. Afterwards he got wild

—

sometimes. But that night on the

bench ... he was gentle. He’s

gentle now, sometimes, very gentle.

After supper, when he stands there

and listens to the music of the

carousel, something comes over

him—^and he is gende.

MARIE. Does he say anything?

JULIE. He doesn’t say an3^thmg. He
gets thoughtful and very quiet, and
his big eyes stare straight ahead of
him.

MARIE. Into your eyes?

JULIE. Not exactly. He’s unhappy
because he isn’t working. That’s

really why he hit me on Monday.

MARIE. That’s a fine reason for hit-

ting you! Beats his wife because he
isn’t working, the ruffian!

JULIE. It preys on his mind

MARIE. Did he hurt you?

JULIE (veiy eagerly). Oh, no.

MRS. MUSKAT {enters haughtily).

Good morning. Is Liliom home?

JULIE. No.

2^iRS. MUSKAT. Gone out?

JULIE. He hasn’t come home yet.

MRS. MUSKAT. I’ll Wait for him.

{She sits down.)

MARIE. You’ve got a lot of gaU—^to

come here.

2viRS. MUSKAT. Are you the lady of

the house, my dear? Better look out

or you’ll get a slap in the mouth.

MARIE. How dare you set foot in

Julie’s house?

MRS. MUSKAT (to JULIE ) . Pay no
attention to her, my child. You
know what brings me here. That
vagabond, that good-for-nothing.

I’ve come to give him his bread and
butter back.

MARIE. He’s not dependent on you
for his bread.

MRS. MUSKAT (to JULIE ). Just ig-

nore her, my child. She’s just ig-

norant.
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JULIE. Good-bye.

MARIE (in the doorway, calling

back). Sixty-six.

JULIE. Yes, sixty-six.

MARIE. Good-bye. (She exits, jVL.m
starts to go toward the kitchen.)

MRS. MUSKAT. I paid him a krone a
day, and on Sxmday a gulden. And
he got all the beer and cigars he
wanted from the customers. ( julie
pauses on the threshold, but does
not answer) And he"d rather starve

than beg my pardon. Well, I don’t

insist on that. Ill take him back
without it.

( JULIE doesnt answer)
rhe fact is the people ask for him
—and, you see, I ve got to consider

business first. It s nothing to me if

he starves. I wouldn’t be here at all,

if it wasn’t for business (She
pauses, for liliom and ficsur have
entered.)

JULIE. Mrs. Muskat is here.

LILIOM. I see she is.

JULIE. You might say good-mom-
ing,

liliom. Wliat for? And what do
you want, anyhow?

JULDS. I don’t want anything.

LILIOM. Then keep your mouth
shut. Next thing youll be starting

to nag again about my being out
all night and out of work and liv-

ing on your relations

juuE. Tm not saying anything.

LILIOM. But it’s all on ihe tip of
your tongue—^I know you—^now
don’t start or youll get another.
(He paces angrily up and down.
They are all a bit afraid of him,
and shrink and look away as he
passes them, ficsur shambles from
place to place, his eyes cast down
as if he were searching for some-
thing on the floor.)

MRS. MUSKAT (suddenly, to fic-
sur). You’re always dragging him
out to play cards and drink with
you. Ill have you locked up, I will.

FICSUR. I don’t want to talk to you.
You’re too common. (He goes out
by the door at back and lingers

there in plain view. There is a
pause.)

JULIE. Mrs. Muskat is here.

LILIOM. Well, why do^n’t she open
her mouth, if she has anything to

say?

MRS. I^SKAT. Why do you go
around with this man Ficsur? He’ll

get you mixed up in one of his rob-

beries first thing you know.

liliom. What’s it to you who I go
with? I do what I please. What do
you want?

MRS. MUSKAT. You loiow what I

want.

LILIOM. No, I don’t.

MRS. liTUSKAT. What do you sup-

pose I want? Think I’ve come juk
to pay a social call?

ULiOM. Do I owe you anything?

MRS. MUSKAT. Yes, you do—but

that’s not what I came for. You’re
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a fine one to come to for money!
You earn so much these days! You
kiKW very well what I’m here for.

uuoM. You ve got Hollinger at the

carousel, haven’t you?

MRS. MUSKAT. Sure I have.

LixJOM. Well, what else do you
want? He’s as good as I am.

MRS. MUSKAT. Youre quite right,

my boy. He’s every bit as good as

you are. I’d not dream of letting

him go. But one isn’t enough any
more. There’s work enough for two

LiLiOM. One was enough when I

was there.

MRS. MUSKAT. WeH, I mi^t let

Hollinger go

umiOM. Why let him go, if he’s so

good?

MRS. MUSKAT (shrugs her shoul-

ders). Yes, he’s gocd. {Hot once

nntU now has she looked at udl-

lOM.

)

uuBOM {to juue). Ask your aunt

if I can have a cup of coffee. ( julie

exUs into the kitchen) So Hollinger

is good, is he?

MBS, MUSKAT {cTosses to Mm and
looks him in the face). Why don’t

you stay home and sleep at ni^t?
You’re a sight to kK>k at.

UOLJOM. He’s good, is

MRS. MUSKAT. Push ycmr hair back
from your forehead.

UDLtOM. Let my hair be. It’s nothing
to you.

MRS. MUSKAT. AH light. But if I’d

told you to let it hang down over

your eyes you’d have pushed it

back—I hear you’ve been beating

her, this—^this

LILIOM. None of your business.

MRS. MUSKAT. You’re a fine fellow!

Beating a skinny little thing like

that! If you’re tired of her, leave

her, but there’s no use beating the

poor

LiuoM. Leave her, eh? You’d like

that, wouldn’t you?

MRS. MUSKAT. Don’t flatter your-

self. {Quite embarrassed) Serves

me right, too. If I had any sense I

wouldn’t have run after you
My God, the tilings one must do
for the sake of business! If I could

CHily sell the carousel I wouldn’t be
sitting here. . . . Come, Liliom, if

you have any sense, you’ll come
back. I’ll pay you well.

LILIOM. The carousel is crowded
just the same . . . withait me?

MRS. MUSKAT. Crowded, yes—^but

it’s not the same.

LILIOM. Then you admit that you
do miss me.

MRS. MUSKAT. Miss you? Not I. Btit

the silly girls miss you. They’re

ways asking for you. Well, are you
going to be sensible and come
back?

LELJOM. And leave—her?

MI^. MUSKAT. You beat her, don’t
you?

ULIOM. No, I don’t beat her.

What’s all this dam*^ fool talk abo^
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beating her? I hit her once—^that LmiOM. What have you put in their
was all—and now the whole city place?
seems to be talking about it. You
don t call that beating her, do you? mbs. muskat. Guess.

MBS. MUSKAT. All right, all right. I

take it back. I don t want to get
mixed up in it.

LILIOM. Beating her! As if I’d beat
her

MRS. MUSKAT. I Can’t make out why
you’re so concerned about her.

You’ve been married to her two
months—^it’s plain to see that you’re

sick of it—and out there is the
carousel—and the show booths

—

and money—and you’d throw it all

away. For what? Heavens, how can
anyone be such a fool? (Looks at

him appraisingly) Where have you
been all night? You look awful.

LILIOM. It’s no business of yours.

MRS. MUSKAT. You never used to

look like that. This life is telling on
you. (Pauses) Do you know—I’ve

got a new organ.

LILIOM (softly). I know.

MBS. MUSKAT. How did you know?

LILIOM. You can hear it—from
here.

MBS. MUSKAT. It’s a good one, eh?

LUJOM (wistfully). Very good.

Fine. It roars and snorts—^0 fine.

A£Eis. MUSKAT. You diould hear it

close by—it’s heavenly. Even the

carousel seems to Imow ... it

goes quicker. I got rid of those two
horses^you know, the ones with

the broken ears?

LILIOM. Zebras?

MRS. MUSKAT. No—an automobile.

LILIOM (transported). An automo-
bile

—

MRS. MUSKAT. Yes. If you’ve got
any sense you’ll come back. What
good are you doing here? Out there
is your art, the only thing you’re
fit for. You are an artist, not a re-

spectable married man.

LILIOM. Leave her—this little

MRS. MUSKAT. She’ll be better off.

She’ll go back and be a servant girl

again. As for you—^you’re an artist

and you belong among artists. AH
the beer you want, cigars, a krone
a day and a gulden on Sunday, and
the girls, Liliom, the girk—I’ve al-

ways treated you rig&, haven’t I?

I bought you a watch, and

LILIOM. She’s not that kind. She’d
never be a servant girl agam.

MBS. MU^BLAT- I SUpp<^ yOU think

she’d kill herself. Don’t wcMrry.

Heavens, if every girl was to ccro-

mit suicide just b^ause her

(Finishes with a gesture.)

LILIOM (stares at her a moment^
considering, then with sudden,

smiling animation). So the peopfe
cfon’t like Holling^?

MBS. MUSKAT. You know very well

they don’t, you rascal.

LUJOM. Well
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MRS. MXJSKAT. YouVe always been
happy at the carousel. It's a great

life—^pretty girls and beer and
cigars and music—a great life and
an easy one. Ill tell you what

—

come back and 111 give you a ring

that used to belong to my dear de-

parted husband. Well, will you
come?

LiLiOM. She's not that kind. She^
never be a servant girl again. But—^but—^for my part—^if I decide

—

that needn't make any difference. I

can go on living with her even if I

do go back to my art

MRS. MXJSKAT. My God!

LiLioM. What's the matter?

MRS. MUSKAT. Who ever heard of a

married man—I suppose you think

all girls would be pleased to know
that you were running home to

your wife every night. It’s ridicu-

lous! When the people found out

they’d laugh them^lves sick

LtuoM. I know what you want.

MRS. MUSKAT (refuses to meet his

gaze). You flatter yourself.

LiLiOAr. You’ll give me that ring,

too?

MRS. MUSKAT (pushes the hair back

from his forehead)

.

Yes.

LILIOM. I'm not happy in this

house.

MRS. MUSKAT (stM Stroking his

hair). Nobody takes care of you.

{They are silent, juue enters, car-

rying a cup of coffee. 2virs. muskat
removes her hand from lujoms
head. There is a pause.)

T.TTJOM. Do you want anything?

JULIE. No. {There is a pause. She

exits slowly into the kitchen.)

MRS. muskat. The old woman says

there is a carpenter, a widower,

who

LILIOM. I know— know

JULIE {reentering). Liliom, before

I forget, I have something to tell

you.

LILIOM. All right.

JULIE. I've been wanting to tell you
—^in fact, I was going to teU you
yesterday

LILIOM. Go ahead.

JULCE. But I must tell you alone

—

if youH come in—^it wiU only take

a minute.

LILIOM. Don’t you see I’m busy
now? Here I am talking business

and you interrupt with

JULIE. Itll only take a minute.

ULiOM. Get out of here, or

JUUE. But I tell you it will only

take a minute

LiuoM. Will you get out of here?

JUUE {courageously) . No.

i.iLiOM {rising). What’s that!

JUUE. No,

MRS. 3VCUSKAT {rises, too). Now
don't start fighting. Ill go out ami
look at the photographs in the
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show-case a while and come back
later for your answer. {She exits at

bach )

jxmiE. You can hit me again if you
like—don’t look at me like that.

I’m not afraid of you. . . . I’m not
afraid of anyone. I told you I had
something to tell you.

LiLioM. Well, out with it—quick.

JULIE. I can’t tell you so quick.

Why don’t you drink your coffee?

LILIOM. Is that what you wanted
to tell me?

JULIE. No. By the time you’ve

drunk your coffee I’ll have told you.

LILIOM {gets the coffee and sips

tt). WeU?

JULDE. ^Yesterday my head ached
—and you asked me

LILIOM. Yes

JULIE. WeU—^you see—^that’s what
it is

LILIOM. Are you sick?

JULIE. No. . . . But you wanted
to know what my headaches came
from—and you said I seemed

—

changed.

LILIOM. Did I? I guess I meant the

carpenter.

JULIE. IVe been—^what? The car-

penter? No. It’s something entirely

different—^it’s awful hard to tell

—

but you’U have to know sooner or

later—^I’m not a bit—^scared—be-

cause it’s a p^ectly natural thing

LILIOM
( puts the coffee cup on the

table). What?

JULIE. When—^when a man and
woman—^live together

LILIOM. Yes.

JULIE. I’m going to have a baby.
{She exits swiftly at back. There is

a pause, ficsur appears at the
open window and looks in.)

LILIOM. Ficsur! (ficsuh sticks hts

head in) Say, Ficsur,—^Julie is go-
ing to have a baby.

FICSUR. Yes? What of it?

LILIOM. Nothing. {Suddenly) Get
out of here.

(ficsur’s head is quickly with-
drawn. MRS. MUSKAT reenters.)

MRS. MUSKAT. Has she gone?

LILIOM. Yes.

MBS. MUSKAT. I might as weU give

you ten kronen in advance. (Opens
her purse, liliom takes up his cof-

fee cup) Here you are. (She prof-

fers some coins, liliom ignores

her) Why don’t you take it?

liliom {loery nonchalantly, his cup
poised ready to drink). Go hyme,
Mrs. Muskat.

MRS. MUSEAT. Whats the matter

with you?

liliom. Go home {sips his coffee)

and let me finish my coffee in

peace. Don’t you see I’m at break-

fast?

MRS. MUSKAT. Have gone

crazy?
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UiaoM. Will you get out of here?

(Turns to her threateningly,)

MRS. MXJSKAT (restoring the coins

to her purse). Ill never speak to

you again as long as you live.

ULioM. That worries me a lot.

MRS. MUSKAT. Good-byel

ULIOM. Good-bye. (As she exits

^

he calls) Ficsur! (ficsur enters)

TeH me, Ficsur. You said you knew
a way to get a whole lot of money

FICSUR. Sure I do.

ULIOM. How much?

FTCSUR. More than you ever had in

your life before. You leave it to an

old hand like me.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER (enters from
the htchen). In the morning he
must have his coffee, and at noon
his soup, and in the evening coffee

again—and plenty of firewood

—

and Im expected to furnish it all.

Give me back my cup and saucer.

(The show booths of the amuse-
ment-park have opened for busi-

ness. The famUiar noises begin to

sxnmd; char above them aU, but far

in the distance^ sounds the organ of
the carousel.)

UDLiOM. Now, Aunt HoHunder.
(From now wntU the faU of the
curtain U is apparent that the sound
of the organ makes him more and
more uneasy.)

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. And yOU, yOU
vagabond, get out of here this min-
ute or 111 call my son

FICSUR. I have nothing to do with

the likes of him. He’s too common.
(Bid he slinks out at back.)

LHJOM. Aimt HoU^jider!

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. What DOW?

ULIOM. W^hen your son was bom—^when you brought him inio the

world

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. Well?

LiLiOM. Nothing.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER (muttering as

she exits). Sleep it off, you good-
for-nothing lout. Drink and play
cards all night long—^that’s aU you
know how to do—and take the

bread out of poor people’s mouths—^you can do that, too. (She exits.)

LELiOM. Ficsur!

FICSUR (at the window). Julie’s go-
ing to have a baby. You told me be-
fore.

ULIOM. This scheme—about the
cashier of the leather factory

—

there’s money in it

FICSUR. Lots of money—but—it

takes two to pull it off.

uuoM (meditatively). Yes. (Un-
easUy) A^ right, Ficsur. Go away—^and come back later.

(ficsur vanishes. The organ in the

distant carousel drones incessantly.

iMJOM listens a while^ then goes
to the door and calls.)

LHJOM. Aunt HoHunder! (With
naive py) Julie’s going to have a
baby. (Then he goes to the win^
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dow, jumps on the sofa, looks out.

Suddenly, in a voice that overtops
the droning of the organ, he shouts
as if addressing the far-off carou-
sel) Tm going to be a father.

JULIE (enters from the kitchen).
Liliom! Whats the matter? What's
happened?

LILIOM (coming down from the
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sofa)

.

Nothing. (Throws himself on
the sofa, buries his face in the cush-
ion. JULIE watches him a moment,
comes over to him and covers him
with a shawl. Then she goes on
tip-toe to the door at hack and re^
mains standing in the doorway,
looking out and listening to the
droning of the organ.)

THE CUKTAIN FALLS

SCENE THREE

Scene The setting is the same, later that afternoon, liliom is sitting
opposite FicsuK, who is teaching him a song, julie hovers in the back-
ground, engaged in some household task.

FicsuR. Listen now. Here's the
third verse. (Sings hoarsely.)

*‘Look out, look out, my pretty lad.

The damn police are on your trail;

The nicest girl you ever had
Has now commenced to weep and

wail:

Look out here comes the damn
police.

The damn police.

The damn police.

Look out here comes the damp
police,

They 11 get you every time.”

LILIOM (sings).

“Look out, look out, my pretty lad.

The damn police ^

FICSUR, ljijo;m[ (sing togeth^).
“Me on,your trail

The nicest girl you ever had
Has now commenced to weep and

wadr

LILIOM (alone).

“Look out here corpes the datpn

police.

The damn poUce,

The damn police

(julie, troubled and uneasy, looh
from one to the other, then exits

into the kitchen.)

FICSUR (when she has gone, comes
quickly over to lujom and speaks
furtively). As you go down Franr
zen Street yqu come to the railroad

emtenfeienL B^ond ^ the
way to tte iaiotixy—tile's
not a thing in ^^t, noi ©yen p
watchman's hut.

uquoM, And does he
that way?

FICSUR, Ye^. Not aiQng the enibank-

npent^ hut down bekw along the
path across tiie fields. Since la^
year he’s been going alone. Before
that he always used to have sms}©-

one with him.

ULiOM. Every Saturday?

FICSUR. Every Saturday.
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UDLiOM. And the money? Where
does he keep it?

FicsuR. In a leather bag. The whole
week’s pay for the workmen at the

factory.

LiLiOM. Much?

FicsuK. Sixteen thousand kronen.

Quite a haul, what?

LDLiOM. What’s his name?

FICSUR. Linzman. He’s a Jew.

LiLiOM. The cashier?

FICSUR. Yes—^but when he gets a
knife between his ribs—or if I

smash his skull for him—^ke won’t

be a cashier any more,

LiLiOM. Does he have to be killed?

FICSUR. No, he doesn’t have to be.

He can give up the money without
being killed—^but most of these

cashiers are peculiar—^they’d rather

be killed.

{ JULIE reenters, pretends to get
something on the other side of the
room, then exits at back. During
the ensuing dialogue she keeps
coming in and out in the same
way, showing plainly that she is

suspicious and anxious. She at-

tempts to overhear what they are
saying and, in spite of their cau-
tion, does catch a word here and
there, which adds to her disquiet.

FICSUR, catching sight of her,

abruptly changes conversa-
tion.)

FICSUR. And the next verse is:

**And when you re in the prison cell

They'll feed you bread and water.’''

FICSUR AND LILIOM (sihg together )

.

*"TheyH make your little sweet-

heart tell

Them all the things you brought
her.

Look out here comes the damn
police.

The damn police.

The damn police.

Look out here comes the damn
police

Theyll get you every time.”

LILIOM {sings alone).

“And when ijoure in the prison cell

They’ll feed you bread and water

(Breaks off as julbe exits) And
when it’s done, do we start right off

for America?

FICSUR. No.

LiLioi^f. What then?

FICSUR. We bury the money for six

months. That’s the usual time. And
after the sixth month we dig it up
again.

LILIOM. And then?

FICSUR. Then you go on living just

as usual for six months more—you
don’t touch a heller of the money.

LILIOM. In six months the baby will

be bom.

FICSUR. Then we’ll take the baby
with us, too. Three months before
the time you’ll go to work so as to

be able to say you saved up your
wages to get to America.

LILIOM. Which of us goes up and
talks to him?

FICSUR. One of us talks to him with
his mouth and the other talks with
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his knife. Depends on which you’d
rather do. I’ll tell you what—^you

talk to him with your mouth.

LiLiOM. Do you hear that?

Ficsxm. What?

LILIOM. Outside . . , like the

rattle of swords, (ficsur listens.

After a pause, liliom continues)

What do I say to him?

FicsuB. You say good evening to

him and: ^TExcuse me, sir; can you
teU me the time?”

LILIOM. And then what?

FICSUR. By that time I’ll have stuck

him—and then you take your knife

(He stops as a policeman
enters at hack.)

POLICEMAN. Good-day!

FICSUR, LILIOM (in untsou)

.

Good-
day!

FICSUR (calling toward the kitch-

en) . Hey, photographer, come out.

. . . Here’s a customer. (There is a
pause. The policeman waits, fic-

sur sings soply)

**And when you re in the prison ceU
Theyll feed you bread and water

Theyll make your little sweetheart

telV

LILIOM, FICSUR (sing together,

low)-

*^Them all the things you brought

her.

Look out here comes the ”

(They hum the rest so as not to let

the policeman hear the words ‘^the

damn police.^ As they sing, mbs.

HOLLUNDER and her son enter.)
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POLICEMAN. E>o you make cabinet
photographs?

YOUNG HOLLIFNLER. Certainly, sir.

(Points to a rack of photographs on
the wall) Take your choice, sir.

Would you like one full length?

POLICEMAN. Yes, full length.

(mother HOLLUNDER pushss OUt
the camera while her son poses the
POLICEMAN, runs from him to the
camera and hack again, now alter-

ing the pose, now ducking under
the black cloth and pushing the
camera nearer. Meanwhile mother
HOLLUNDER hos fetched a plate

from the dark room and thrust it

in the camera. While this is going
on, LILIOM and ficsur, their heads
together, speak in very low tones.

)

LILIOM. Belong around here?

FICSUR. Not around here.

LILIOM. Where, then?

FICSUR. Suburban.

(There is a pause.)

LUJOM (bursts out suddenly in a

rather grotesquely childish and
overstrained lament). O God, what
a dirty life I’m leadmg—God, God!

FICSUR (reassuring him benev-

olently). Over in America it wfil

be better, all right.

LILIOM. What’s over there?

FICSUR (vktuoudy). Factories , . .

industries

YOUNG HOLLUNDER (tO the POLICE'

man). Now, quite still, please. One,

two, three. (Deftly removes the

cover of the lens and in a few sec-

onds restores it) Thank you.
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MOTHER HOLLtTNDER. The picture

will be ready in five minutes.

POLICEMAN. Good. Ill comc back
in five minutes. How much do I

owe you?

YOUNG HOLLUNDER (tvith exagger-

ated deference). You dcmT need
to pay in advance, Mr. Commis-
sioner.

{ The POLICEMAN salutes con-

descendingly and exits at back.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER carHes the

plate into the dark room, young
HOLLUNDER, oftcr pushing the

camera back in place, fodotvs her.)

MOTHER HOLLUNDER (muttering

angrtly as she passes ficsur and
liliom). You hang around and
dirty the whole place up! Why
don’t you go take a walk? Things

are going so well with you that

\ou have to sing, eh? (Confronting

FICSUR suddenly) Weren’t you
fri^tened sick when you saw the

policeman?

FICSUR (with loathing). Go way,
or ni step on you. (She exits into

Wie dark room.)

LILIOM, They like Hollmger at the

carouseP

FICSUR. I should say they do.

LiLR>M. Did ycRi see the Muskat
wcRnan, too?

Ficsim. Swe. She tafc^ erne of Hol-

Kngar s hair.

LILIOM. Comte his teir?

FICSUR, She fixes him all up.

LILIOM. Let her fix him all she

FICSUR (urging him toward the

kitchen door). Go on. Now’s your

chance.

LILIOM. What for?

FICSUR. To get the knife.

LILIOM. What knife?

FICSUR. The kitchen knife. I’ve got

a pocket-knife, but if he shows
fight, well let him have the big

knife.

LUJOM. What for? If he gets ugly.

I’ll bat him one oyer the head that’ll

make him squint for the rest of his

life.

FICSUR. You’ve got to have some-
thing on you. You can’t slit his

throat with a bat over the head.

LILIOM. Must his throat be sKt?

FICSUR. No, it mustnf. But if he
asks for it. (There is a pause)

You’d like to sail on the big steam-

er, wouldn’t you? And you want to

see the factories over there, don’t

you? But you’re not willing to in-

convenience yourself a little for

them.

LILIOM. If I take the knife, Julie

will see me.

FICSUR. Take it so she won’t see

you.

LILIOM (advances a few paces io-

tDord the kitchen. The policeman
enters at back, leliom knocks on
the door of the dark room\. Here’s

the policeman!

MOTHER HOLLUNDER (comingOtit}.

One minute mca:e, please. Just a
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minute. (She reenters the dark
room, LiLiOM hesitates a moment^
then exits into the kitchen. The
POLICEMAN scrutinizes ficsdr
mockingly, ficsur returns his stare,

walks a few paces toward him, then
deliberately turns his back. Sud-
denly he wheels around, points at
the policem:an and addresses him
in a teasing, childish tone) Chris-
tiana Street at the comer of Retti!

POLICEMAN (amazed, self-con^

scions)

,

How do you know that?

FICSUR. I used to practice my pro-
fession in that neighborhood.

POLICEMAN. What is your profes-

sion?

FICSUR. Professor of pianola

( The POLICEMAN ^res, aware
that the man is joking with him,
twirls his moustache indignantly,

YOUNG HOLLUNDER COmCS OUt of
the dark room and gives Mm the
finished pictures,)

YOUNG HOLLUNDER. Here you are,

sir.

(The POLICEMAN examines the

photographs, pays for them, starts

to go, stops, glares at ficsur amd
exits. When he is gone, ficsur goes

to the doorway and looks out after

him, YOUNG HOLLUNDER CXitS. UL-
iOM reenters, buttoning his coat,)

FICSUR (turns, sees ltliom). What
are you staring at?

LILIOM. Im not staring.

FICSUR. WTiat then are you doing?

LILIOM. Im thinking it over.

FICSUR (comes very close to him).

Tell me then—what will you say to
him?

LILIOM (unsteadily). ITl say

—

‘‘Good evening—^Excuse me, sir

—

Can you tell me the time?^ And
suppose he answers me, what do I

say to him?

FICSUR. He won’t answer you.

LUJOM. Don’t you think so?

FICSUR. No. (Feeling for the knife
under liliom s coa^ Where is it?

Where did you put it?

LILIOM (stonily). Left side.

FICSUR. That’s right—over your
heart. (Feels it) Ah—there it is—

‘

there—there’s the blade—quite

big fellow, isn’t it—ah, here it be-
gins to get narrower. (Reaches the
tip of the knife) And here is its eye—^that’s what it sees with, (julie
orders from the kitchen, pass^
them slowly, watching them in si

lent terror, then stops, ficsur
nudges lujom) Sing, come on,

singT

uujOM (in a quavering voice).

'‘Look out for tiie damn police.”

FicsncjR (foimng in, cheer^,
marking tirtie wUh the stmying of
his body), TLook out, look oat,

my pretty lad.”

LILIOM. "—lodk out, my pretty

fed.” ( JULIE goes out at back, lel-

icms glance foBoms her. When
she has gone, he turns to ficsur)

At night—in my dreams-—if hb
ghost comes back—what wiU I do
then?

ficsur. His ghost won’t never

come back.
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LiLiOM. Why not?
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FicsuR. A Jew’s ghost don’t come
back.

ULiOM. Well then—afterwards

FICSUR {impatiently) . What do you
mean—afterwards?

LiLiOM. In the next world—^when

I come up before the Lord God

—

whatll I say then?

FicsuB. The likes of you will never

come up before Him.

ULIOM. Why not?

FICSUR. Have you ever come up
before the high court?

ULIOM. No.

FICSUR. Our kind comes up before

the police magistrate—and the

highest we ever get is the criminal

court.

LiLiOM. Will it be the same in the

next world?

FICSUR. Just the same. Well come
up before a pohce magistrate, same
as we did in this world.

ULIOM. A police magistrate?

FICSUR. Sure. For the rich folks

—

the Heavenly Court. For us poor
people—only a police magistrate.

For the rich folks—^fine music and
angels. For us

LILIOM. For us?

FICSUR. For us, my son, there’s

only justice. In the next world

there’ll be lots of justice, yes, noth-

ing but justice. And where there’s

justice there must be police mag-
istrates; and where there’re police

magistrates, people like us get

ULIOM (interrupting). Good eve-

ning. Excuse me, sir, can you tell

me the time? (Lays his hand over

his heart.)

FICSUR. What do you put your
hand there for?

LILIOM. My heart is jumping—^un-

der the knife.

FICSUR. Put it on the other side

then. (Looks out at the sky) It’s

time we started—^well walk slow

LILIOM. It’s too early.

FICSUR. Come on.

(As they are about to go, juxje ap-
pears in the doorway at hack, ob-
structing the way.)

JULIE. Where are you going widi
him?

LILIOM. Where am I going with
him?

JULIE. Stay home.

LILIOM. No.

JULIE. Stay home. It’s going to

rain soon, and you’ll get wet.

FICSUR. It won’t rain.

JULIE. How do you know?

FICSUR. I always get notice in ad-
vance.
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JULIE. Stay home. This evening
the carpenter s coining. IVe asked
him to give you work.

LILIOM. Im not a carpenter.

JULIE {more and more anxious,

though she tries to conceal it).

Stay home. Marie’s coming with
her intended to have their picture

taken. She wants to introduce us to

her intended husband.

LILIOM. IVe seen enough intended
husbands

JULIE. Stay home. Marie’s bringing

some money, and I’ll give it ^ to

you.

LILIOM {approaching the door).

I’m going—^for a w^—^with Fic-

sur. We’ll be right back.

juLDs {forcing a smile to keep back
her fears). If you stay home, I’ll

get you a glass of beer—or wine,

if you prefer.

FicsuR. Coming or not?

JULDS. I’m not angry with you any
more for hitting me.

LILIOM {gruffly, but his gruffness is

simulated to hide the fact that he
cannot bear the sight of her suffer-

ing), Stand out of the way—or

I’ll {He clenches his fist) Let
me out!

JULIE {trembling). What have you
got under your coat?

LILIOM {produces from his pocket

a greasy pack of cards). Cards.

JULDS {trembling, speaks very

low). What’s under your coat?

LILIOM. Let me out!

JULDS {obstructing the way.
Speaks quickly, eagerly, in a last

effort to detain him), Marie’s in-

tended knows about a place for a
married couple without children to
be caretakers of a house on Arader
Street. Rent free, a kitchen of your
own, and the privilege of keeping
chickens

LILIOM. Get out of the way!

( JULIE stands aside, liliom exits.

FICSUR follows him. julde remains
standing meditatively in the door-
way. mother hollunder comes
out of the kitchen.)

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. I Can’t 8nd
my kitchen knife anywhere. Have
you seen anything of it?

JULDS {horrified). No.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. It was on the
kitchen table just a few minutes
ago. No one was in there except

Liliom.

JULIE. He didn’t take it.

mother hollunder. No one eke
was in there.

juuDE. What would Liliom want
with a kitchen knife?

mother hollunder. He’d sell it

and spend the money on drink.

JULDS. It just so happens—see

how unjust you are to 1^—it just

so happens that I went through all

of Lxliom’s pockets just now—^I

wanted to see if he had any money
on him. But he had nothing but a

pack of cards.
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AIOTHER HOLLUNBER (retumS tO

the kitchen, grumbling). Cards in

his pcxiket—cards! The fine gentle-

men have evidently gone oflF to

their club to play a little game.

{She exits. After a pause marie,

happy and beaming, appears in the

doorway at back, and enters, fol-

lowed by WOLF.)

MARIE. Here we are! {She takes

WOLF by the hand and leads him,

grinning shyly, to Julie, who has
turned at her call) Hello!

JULIE. Hello-

MARiE. Well, were here.

JULIE. Yes.

WOLF {bows awkwardly and ex-

tends his hand). My name is Wolf
Beifeld.

juoE. My name is Julie Zeller.

(They shake hands. There is an
embarrassed silence. Then, to re-

lieve the situation, wolf takes

JULIES hand again and shakes it

vigorously .

)

isCARiE. Well—this is Wolf.

WOLF. Yes.

JULIE, Yes.

{Another awkward silence.)

MARIE. Where is Liliom?

WOLF. Yes, where is your husband?

JULIE. He s out

MARIE. Where?

JULIE. Just for a walk.

MARIE. Is he?

juuDE. Yes.

WOLF. Oh!

(Another silence.)

MARIE. Wolfs got a new place.

After the first of the month he
won’t have to stand outside any

more. He’s going to work in a club

after the first of the month.

WOLF (apologetically). She don’t

know yet how to explain these

things just right—^hehehe Be-

ginning the first I’m to be second

steward at the Burger Club—

a

good job, if one conducts oneself

properly.

JULEE. Yes?

WOLF. The pay—^is quite good

—

but the main thing is the tips.

When they play cards there’s al-

ways a bit for the steward. The
tips, I may say, amount to twenty,

even thirty kronen every night.

MARIE. Yes.

WOLF. We’ve rented two rooms for

ourselves to start with—and if

things go weU

MARIE. Then we’ll buy a house in

the country.

WOLF. If one only tends to busine^
and keeps honest. Of course, in

the country we’ll miss the city life,

but if the good Lord sends us chil-

dren

—

iCs much healthier for chil-

dren in the country.

{There is a brief pause.)

MARIE. Wolfs nice locfcaag, isn’t

he?

JULIE. Yes.
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MARIE. And he’s a good boy, Wolf.

JULIE. Yes.

marie. The only thing is—^he’s a

Jew.

JULBE. Oh, well, you can get used
to that.

MARIE. Well, aren’t you going to

wish us luck?

JULIE. Of course I do. {She em-
braces IvLARIE.)

MARIE. And aren’t you going to

kiss Wolf, too?

JULIE. Him, too. {She embraces

WOLF, remains quite still a moment,
her head resting on his shoulder.)

WOLF. Why are you crying, my
dear Mrs. {He looks question-

ingly at marie over julie’s shoul-

der.)

MARIE. Because she has such a

good heart. {She becomes senti-

mental, too.)

WOLF {touched). We thank you
for your heartfelt sympathy

{He cannot restrain his own tears.

There is a pause before mother
HOLLUNDER and her son enter.

YOUNC hollunder immediately

busies himself with the camera.)

mother hollundek. Now if you
don’t mind, we’ll do it right away,

before it gets too 4ark. {She leads

marie and wolf into position be-

fore the background-^een. Here
they immediately fall mto am awhr

ward pose, rnixLing mechanically)

Full lengdi?

3MARIE. Please. Both figures full

length.

MOTHER hollunder. Biidc and
groom?

MARIE. Yes.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER, YOUNG HOL-
LUNDER {speak in unison, in loud
professionally-expressionless tones )

.

The lady looks at the gentleman
and the gentleman look straight

into the camera.

MOTHER HOLLUNDE?L {pOSBS first

MARIE, then wolf). Now, if you
please.

YOUNG hollunder {who hos crept

under the black cloth, calls in muf-
fled tones). That’s good—^that’s

very good!

MARIE {stonily rigid, but very

happy, trying to speak without al-

tering her expression)

.

Julie, dear,

do we look all right?

JULIE. Yes, dear.

YOUNG BKMLLUNDER. Now, if yOl’,

please, hold ^ill. I’ll count up to

three, and then you must hold p^-
fecdy still. {Grasps the cover of the

lens and calls threateningly) Oije

—

two—threel {He removes the cov-

er; there is utter sUence. But as he
speaks the word ‘‘orm* there is

heard, very faintly in the distance,

die refrain of die tHems song
which Fic^[jR and leliom have
been singing. The refram continues

until the fdl of the curtain. As he

speaks the word “thr^e^ every-

body is perfectly r^id save julie,

who lets her head sink slowly to

the table. The distamt refrain dies

out.)

THE CURTAIN FALLS
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SCENE FOUR

5cene—In the fields on the outskirts of the city. At back a railroad em-
bankment crosses the stage obliquely. At center of the embankment
stands a red and white signal flag, and near it a little red signal lamp
which is not yet lighted. Here also a wooden stairway leads up to the em-
bankment.

At the foot of the embankment to the right is a pile of used railroad

ties. In the background a telegraph pole, beyond it a dew of trees, fences

and fields; still further back a factory building and a cluster of little

dwellings.

It is six o^clock of the same afternoon. Dusk has begun to fall.

LELiOM and Ficsim are discovered on the stairway looking after the

train which has just passed.

LiLiOM. Can you still hear it snort?

FicsuR. Listen! {They watch the
vanishing train.

)

LiLioM. If you put your ear on the

tracks you can hear it go all the

way to Vienna.

FicsuB. Huh!

LILI0M. The one that just puffed

past us—^it goes all the way to

Vienna.

FICSUR. No further?

LELiOM. Yes—^further, too.

( There is a pause.

)

FICSUR. It must be near six. (As
LiuioM ascends the steps) Where
are you going?

LuuoM. DonT be afraid. Im not
giving you the slip.

FICSUR. Why should you give me
the slip? That cashier has sixteen

thousand kronen on him. Just be

patient till he comes, then you can
talk to him, nice and polite.

LUJOM. I say, "Good evening

—

excuse me, sir; what time is it?"'

FICSUR. Then he tells you what time
it is.

LILIOM. Suppose he don t come?

FICSUR (coming down the steps).

Nonsense! He's got to come. He
pays off the worlonen eveiy Satur-

day. And this is Saturday, ain’t it?

(LILIOM has ascended to the top

of the stairway and is gazing along
the tracks) V^at are you looking
at up there?

LILIOM. The tracks go on and on

—

there's no end to diem.

FICSUR. What’s that to stare about?

LILIOM. Nothing—only I always
look after the train. When you
stand down there at night it snorts

past you, and spits down.
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why they hum hke that—they
hum-m

iJLiOM. Yes, the engine. It spits

down. And then the whole train ficsur. What do they hum?
rattles past and away—and you
stand there—spat on—but it draws leliom. They hum! ninety-nine,
your eyes along with it. ninety-nine. Just listen.

FICSUR. Draws your eyes along?

LILIOM. Yes—^whether you want to

or not, youVe got to look after it

—

as long as the tiniest bit of it is

in sight.

FICSUR. Swell people sit in it.

LILIOM. And read newspapers.

FICSUR. And smoke cigars.

LILIOM. And inhale the smoke.
(There is a short silence,)

FICSUR. Is he coming?

LILIOM. Not yet. (Silence again.

LILIOM comes down, speaks low,

confidentially) Do you hear the
telegraph wires?

FICSUR. I hear them when the wind
blows.

LILIOM. Even when the wind
doesn’t blow you can hear them
humming, humming People
talk through them.

FICSUR. Who?

LILIOM. Jews.

FICSUR. No—^they telegraph.

LILIOM. They talk through them
and from some other place they

get answered. And it all goes

through the iron strings—that’s

FICSUR. What for?

LILIOM. That sparrow’s listening,

too. He’s cocked one eye and looks
at me as if to say: “I’d like to know
what they’re talking about.”

FICSUR. You’re looking at a bird?

LILIOM. He’s looking at me, too.

FICSUR. Listen, you’re sick! There’s
something the matter with you. Do
you know what it is? Money. That
bird has no money, either; that’s

why he cocks his eye.

LILIOM. Maybe.

FICSUR. Whoever has money don’t

cock his eye.

LILIOM. What then does he do?

FICSUR. He does most anything he
wants. But nobody works unless he
has money. We’ll soon have money
ourselves.

LILIOM. I say, "Good evening. Ex-
cuse me, sir, can you tell me what
time it is!”

FICSUR. He’s not coming yet. Got
the cards? (lh.tom gioes him the

pack of cards) Got any money?

LILIOM (takes some coins from his

trousers pocket and counts).

Eleven.
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FicsuR (sits astride on the pile of

ties and looks off left). All right

—

eleven.

UQLiOM (sitting astride on the ties

facing him), ftit it up.

FicsuK (puts the money on the

ties; rapidly shuffles the cards).

Well play twenty-one. Ill bank.

(He deals deftly.)

LiLioM (looks at his card). Good.
Ill bet the bank.

iTLCsxjR. Must have an ace! (Deals

him a second card.)

CILIOM. Another one. (He gets an-

other card) Another. (Gets still

another) Over! (Throws down his

cards, fjcsot gathers in the

money) Cooie oni

FicsuR. Con>e on what? Got no
more money, have you?

LUJOM. No.

FICSUK. Then the game s over—un-
less you want to

JLUJOM. What?

FICSUK. Play on credit.

uiuiOM. Youll trust me?

FICSUR. No—iKit—111 deduct it.

uiLioM. Deduct it from what?

FICSUR. From your share of the

money. If you win you deduct from
my snare.

LiLiOM (looks over his shoulder to

see if the cashier is coming; nerv-

ous and ashamed). All right
How much is bank?

FICSUR. That cashier is bringing us

sixteen thousand kronen. Eight

thousand of that is mine. Well,

then, the bank is eight thousand.

ULiOM. Good.

FICSUR. Whoever has the most luck

will have the most money. (He
deals.

)

LimoM. Six hundred kronen, (fic-

SUR gives him another card)

Enough.

FICSUR (laying out his own cards).

Twenty-one. (He shuffles rapidly.)

UDLiOM (moves excitedly nearer to

FICSUR ). Well, then, double or

nothing.

FICSUR (dealing). Double or noth-

ing.

LrtiOM (gets a card). Enough.

FICSUR (laying out his own cards).

Twenty-one. (Shuffles rapidly

again .

)

OLiOM (in cdarm). You’re not—

FICSUR. Me? Do I look like a cheat?

(Deals the cards again.)

LiuioM (glances nervously over his

shoulder). A thousand.

FICSUR (nonchalantly). Kronen?

LiLioM. Kmnen. (He gets a card)
Another one. (Gets another card)
Over again! (Like an inexperienced
gmnbler who is losmg heavily, lil-

lOM is very nervous. He plays
dazedly, wUdly, irrationally. Frark
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now on it is apparent that his only
thought is to win his money back.)

Ficsim. That makes twelve hun-
dred you owe.

LILIOM. Double or nothing. (He
gets a card. He is greatly excited)

Another one. (Gets another card)
Another. ( Throws down three
cards.

)

FicsuR (bends over and adds up
the sum on the ground). Ten

—

fourteen—twenty-diree You
owe two thousand, four hundred.

LiLiOM. Now what?

FicsuR (takes a card out of the
deck and gives it to him). Heres
the red ace. You can play double
or nothing again.

LILIOM (eagerly) . Good. (Gets an-
other card) Enough.

FICSUR (turns up his own cards).

Nineteen.

LILIOM. You win again. (Almost
imploring) Give me an ace again.

Give me the green one. (Ta&s a
card) Double or nothing.

FICSUR. Not any more.

LILIOM. Why not?

FICSUR. Because if you lose you
won't be able to pay. Double would
be nine thousand she hundred. And
you've only got e|^t diousand al-

together.

LILIOM (greatly excitfd) . That—
that— call that—a dirty trick!

FICSUR. Three thousand, two hum-
dred. Hiafs ^ y^^ c^ put up.

LILIOM (eagerly). All right, then-
three thousand, two hundred, (fic-
SUR deals him a card) Enough.

FICSUR. IVe got an ace myself. Now
well have to take our time and
squeeze 'em. (liliom pushes closer
to him as he takes up his cards and
slowly, intently unfolds them)
Twenty-one. (He quickly puts the
cards in his pocket. There is a
pause.

)

LILIOM. Now—now—^I'll tell you
now—^you're a crook, a low-down

(Now LiNZMAN enters at right.

He is a strong, robust, red-bearded
Jew about 40 years of age. At his
side he carries a leather bag slung
by a strap from his shoulder. Fio-
SUR coughs warningly, mooses to
the right between linzman and
the embankment, pauses just he^

hind LINZMAN and follows him,
LILIOM stands bewildered a few
paces to the left of the radroad
ties. He finds himself facing unZ'
MAN. Trembling in every limb)
Good evening. Excuse me, sir, can
you tell me the time?

(FICSUR springs sUently ca linz-

man, the little knife in his right

hand. But linzman catcdies me-
sur's right hand with Ms own left

and forces Ficsum to Im knees.

Simultaneously linzman thru^
his right hand mto his coM pock^
and produces a revolver which he
points at liliom's breast, liliom
is standing two paces away from
the 'revolver. There is a long
pause.)

^j^jzman {m a low, even tmee).
It is tw^ty-five minutes past six.

(Fames, looks ironiedLy down ai

FICSUR ) It's lucky I grabbed the

hand with* the knife instead of &e
other one. (Pauses again, looks Ofr
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praisingly from one to the other)
Two fine birds! (To ficsub) I

should live so—Rothschild has
more luck than you, (To liliom)
I'd advise you to keep nice and
quiet. If you make one move, you’ll

get two bullets in you. Just look
into the barrel. You’ll see some lit-

tle things in there made of lead.

FicsuR. Let me go. I didn’t do any-
thing.

LiNZMAN (mockingly shakes the
hand which still holds the knife).

And this? What do you call this?

Oh, yes, I know. You thought I

had an apple in my pocket, and
you wanted to peel it. That’s it.

Forgive me for my error. I beg
your pardon, sir.

LILIOM. But I—I

LTNZMAN. Yes, my son, I know. It’s

so simple. You only asked what
time it is. Well, it’s twenty-five

minutes after six.

FICSUR. Let us go, honorable sir.

We didn’t do anything to you.

LiNZMAN. In the first place, my son.

I’m not an honorable sir. In the

second place, for the same money,
you could have said Your Excel-
lency. But in the third place you’ll

find it very hard to beg oflF by flat-

ta±ig me.

LILIOM. But I

—

I really didn’t do
anything to you.

linzmAlN. Loc^ behind you, my
boy. Don’t be afraid. Lo(dc behind
you, but don’t run away or I’ll have
to shoot you down, (liliom turns

his head slowly around) Who’s
coming up there?

LILIOM (looking at linzman). Po-
licemen.

LINZMAN (to ficsur). You hold stiU,

or (To LILIOM teasingly) How
many policemen are there?

LUJOM (his eyes cast down) . Two.

linzman. And what are the police-

men sitting on?

LILIOM. Horses.

LINZMAN. And which can run fas-

ter, a horse or a man?

LILIOM. A horse.

LINZMAN. There, you see. It would
be hard to get away now. (Laughs)
I never saw such an unlucky pair

of highway robbers. I can’t imagine
worse luck. Just today I had to put
a pistol in my pocket. And even if

I hadn’t—old Linzman is a match
for four like you. But even that isn’t

all. Did you happen to notice, you
oxen, what direction I came Rom?
From the factory, didn’t I? When
I went there I had a nice bit of
money with me. Sixteen thousand
crowns! But now—not a heller.

(Calls off left) Hey, come quicker,
will you? This fellow is pulling
pretty strong, (ficsur frees him-
self with a mighty wrench and
darts rapidly off. As linzman aims
his pistol at the vanishing ficsur,
LILIOM runs up the steps to the em-
bankment. LINZMAN hesitates, per-
cetoes that liliom is the better tar-

get, points the pistol at him) Stop,
or I’ll shoot! (Calls off left to po-
licemen ) Why don’t you come
down off your horses? (His pistol is

leveled at liliom, who stands on
the embankment, facing the audir
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enoe. From the left on the embank-
ment a POLICEMAN appears:, re-

volver in hand.)

FIRST POLICEMAN. Stop!

LiNZMAN. Well, my boy, do you
still want to know what time it is?

From ten to twelve years in prison!

LiLiOM. You won’t get me! (linz-

AdAN laughs derisively, liliom is

now three or four paces from the

POLICEMAN and equally distant

from LINZMAN. His face is uplifted

to the sky. He bursts into laughter,

half defiant, half self-pitying, and

takes the kitchen knife from under

his coat) Julie (The ring of

farewell is in the word. He turns

sideways, thrusts the knife deep in

his breast, sways, falls and rolls

down the far side of the embank-

ment. There is a long pause. From
the left up on the embankment
come the two policemen.)

LINZMAN. What’s the matter? (The

FIRST policeman comcs along the

embankment as far as the steps,

looks down in the opposite side,

then climbs down at about the spot

where liliom disappeared, lestz-

MAN and the other policeman

mount the embankment and look

down on him) Stabbed himself?

voice of FIRST POLICEMAN. YeS

and he seems to have made a thor-

ough job of it.

LINZMAN (excitedly to the second

policeman), m go and telephone

to the hospital. (He runs down the

steps and exits at left.)

second policeman. Go to Eisler’s

833

grocery store and telephone to the
factory from there. They’ve a doc-

tor there, too. ( Calling down to the

other policeman) Im going to tie

up the horses. (Comes down the

steps and exits at left. The stage is

empty. There is a pause. The little

red signal lamp is lit.)

voice OF FIRST POLICEMAN. Hey
Stephan!

voice of second policeman.
What?

VOICE OF FIRST POLICEMAN. Shall

I pull the knife out of his chest?

VOICE OF SECOND POLICEMAN. Bet-

ter not, or he may bleed to deatij.

(There is a pause.)

VOICE OF FIRST POLICEMAN Gt©-

phan!

VOICE OF SECOND POUCEMiN. YeS.

VOICE OF first POLICEMAN. Lot of

mosquitoes around here.

VOICE OF SECOND POLICEMAN. YeS.

VOICE OF FIRST POLICEMAN. Got a
cigar?

VOICE OF SECOND POLICEMAN. No.

(There is a pause. The first po-

liceman appears over the oppo-

site side of the embankment.)

FIRST POLIOEMAN. A iot of gOod the

new pay-schedules done us

—

made things worse than they used

to he—^we get more but we have

less than we ever had. If the Gov-

ernment could be made to realize

that. It’s a thankless job at best*
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You work Imrd year after year, you
get gray in the service, and slowly

you die—yes.

FERST POLICEMAJSr. YeS.

{In the distance is heard the heU

of the signal tower,)

SECOND POLICEMAN. That s right THE CURTAIN FALLS

SCENE FIVE

Scene—The photographic ^^studkT a half hour later that same evening,

MOTHER HOLLUNDER, her son, MARIE and WOLF stand in a group back

right, their heads together, julie stands apart from them, a few paces to

the left.

YOUNG HOLLUNDER {who hos fust

come in, tells his story excitedly).

They’re bringing him now. Two
workmen from the factory are car-

rying him on a stretcher.

WOLF. Where is the doctor?

YOUNG HOLLUNDER. A policeman

telephoned to headquarters. The
police-surgeon ought to be here

any minute.

MARIE. Maybe they’ll pull him
through after all.

YOUNG HOLLUNDER. He Stabbed

himself too deep in his chest. But
he’s still breathing. He can still

taBc, too, but very faintly. At first

he lay there unconscipus, but when
they put him on the stretcher he
came to.

WOLF. That was from the shaking.

2VIARIE. We’d better make rocmi.

{They make room. Two workmen
carry in liliom on a stretcher

which has four legs and stands

about as high as a bed. They put
the stretcher at left directly m front

of the sofa, so that the head is at

right and the foot at left. Then they

unobtrusively join the group at the

door. Later, they go out. julie is

standing at the side of the stretcher,

where, without moving, she can see

uliom’s face. The others crowd
emotionally together near the door.

The FIRST POLICENIAN enters.

)

FIRST policeman. Are you his

wife?

JULIE. Yes.

FIRST POLICEMAN. The doctor at

the factory who bandaged him up
forbade us to take him to the hos-

pital.—^Dangerous to move him that

far. What he needs now is resL

Just let him be until the police-

surgeon comes. {To the group near

the door) He^s not to be disturbed,

{They make way for him. He ex-

its. There is a pause.)

WOLF {gently urging the others

out). Please—^it’s best if we all get

out of here now. We’ll only be in

the way.

MARIE, {to julie). Julie, what do
you think? (julie at her
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without answering) Julie, can I do
anything to help? (julie does not
answer) We’ll be just outside on
the bench if you want us.

(mother hollunber and her son
have gone out when first requested.

Now MARIE and wolf exit, too,

JULIE sits on the edge of the
stretcher and looks at lilicm. He
stretches his hand out to her. She
clasps it. It is not quite dark yet.

Both of them can stiU be plainly

seen.

)

ULiOM (raises himself with dAf^

fculty; speaks lightly at first, but
later soberly, defiantly). Little

—

Julie—^there’s something—

1

want
to tell you—like when jou go to a
restaurant—and you’ve finished

eating—and "ts time—to pay

—

then you have tc count up every-

thing—everything you owe—^weU

— beat you—^not because I was
mad at you—^no—only because I

can’t bea^ ^o see anyone crying.

You always cried—on my account—^and, well, you see,—I never
learned a trade—^what kind of a
caretaker would I make? But any-

how—I wasn’t going back to the

carousel to fool with the girls. No,
I spit on them all—^understand?

JULIE. Yes.

LiLiOM. And—as for HoUinger—
he’s good enough—Mrs. Muskat
can get along aU right with him.

The jokes he teUs are mine—and
the people laugh when he tells

them—but I don’t care.— didn’t

give you anything—no home—not

even the food you ate^but you
don’t tmde^and.—^It’s true I’m not

much good—^but I couldn’t be a

caretaker—and so I thpught maybe
it wpuM be better over there—in

America—do you see?

JULIE. Yes.

LILIOM. I’m not asking—^forgive-

ness—I don’t do that—I don’t. TeE
the baby—^if you Eke.

JULIE. Yes.

LILIOM.* TeE the baby— wasn’t

much good—^but teE him—^if you
ever talk about me—^teE him—

I

thought—^perhaps—over in Amer-
ica—^but &at’s no affair of yours.

I’m not asking forgiveness. For my
part the police can come now.

—

If it’s a boy—if it’s a girl.—^P^-

haps I’E see the Lord God today.

—

Do vou think I’E see Him?

JULIE, les.

LILIOM. I’m not afraid—of the po-
lice Up There—^if they’E only let

me come up m front of the Lord
God Himself—^not like down here

where an officer stops you at the

door. If the carpenter asks jw—
jes—be his wife—^marry him. And
the child—tell him he’s his father.

—HeTl believe you- -won’:- hef

JULIE- Yes.

MLK^. Whm I beat you—^I

right.—You mustn’t always think
—you mustn’t always be right

—

Lihom can he right oaee, loo.

—

It’s aB the same to me who wsis

right.—^It’s so dumb. Nobody’s
ri^it—but they aE think Aey sue

ri^t—A lot they know]

JULIE. Yes.

UQLioM. Julie—come^hold. my
hand ti^t.

JULIE. I’m holding it tight—aH the

time.
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LiLiOM. Tighter, still tighter—Im
going (Pauses) Julie

JULIE. Good-bye.

(llliom sinks slowly hack and dies,

JULIE jrees her hand. The doctor
enters with the first policeman.)

DOCTOR. Good evening. His wife?

JULIE. Yes, sir.

(Behind the doctor and police-

man enter marie, wolf, mother
HOLLUNDER, YOUNG HOLLUNDER and

MBS. muskat. They remain respect-

fully at the doorway. The doctor
ben^ over liliom and examines

him.)

doctor, a light, if you please. ( ju-

LiE fetches a burning candle from
the dark room. The doctor ex-

ermines liliom briefly in the candle-

light, then turns suddenly away)
Have you pen and ink?

WOLF (proffering a pen). A foun-

tain-pen—^American

DOCTOR (takes a printed form from
his pocket; speaks as he writes out

the death-certificate at the little

table). My poor woman, your hus-

band is dead—there's nothing to

be done for him—^the good God
will help him now—lH leave this

certificate with you. You will give it

to the people from the hospital

when they come—111 arrange for

the body to be removed at once.

(Rises) Please give me a towel and
soap.

policeman. I ve got them for you
out here, sir. (Points to door at

back.)

doctor. God be vdth you, my good
woman.

JULIE. Thank you, sir.

(The DOCTOR and policeman exit.

The others slowly draw nearer.

)

2VXARIE. Poor Julie. May he rest in

peace, poor man, but as for you

—^please don't be angry with me
for saying it—^but you're better off

this way.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. He is better

off, the poor fellow, and so are you.

MARIE. Much better, Julie . . .

you are young . . . and one of

these days some good man will

come along. Am I right?

WOLF. She's right.

MARIE. Julie, tell me, am I right?

JUUDE. You are right, dear; you are

very good.

YOUNG HOLLUNDER. There's a good
man—^the carpenter. Oh, I can

speak of it now. He comes here

every day on some excuse or other—^and he never fails to ask for you.

MARIE. A widower—^with two chil-

dren.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. Hc's better

off, poor fellow—^and so are you.

He was a bad man.

MARIE. He wasn't good-hearted.

Was he. Wolf?

WOLF. No, I must say, he really

wasn't No, Liliom wasn't a good
man. A good man doesn't strike a

woman.

MARIE. Am I right? Tell me, Julie,

am I ri^t?
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JULIE. You are right, dear.

YOUNG HOLLUNDER. It's really a

good thing for her it happened.

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. Hc's better

oflF—and so is she.

WOLF. Now you have your freedom

again. How old are you?

JULIE. Eighteen.

WOLF. Eighteen. A mere child! Am
I right?

JULIE. You are right. Wolf. You are

kind.

YOUNG HOLLUNDER. Lucky for you

it happened, isn't it?

juLBE. Yes.

YOUNG HOLLUNDER. All you had be-

fore was bad luck. If it weren't for

my mother you wouldn't have had

a roof over your head or a bite to

eat—and now Autumn's coming

and Winter. You couldn't have

lived in this shack in the Winter

time, could you?

MARIE. Certainly not! You’d have

frozen like the birds in the fields.

Am I right, Julie?

JULIE. Yes, Marie.

MARIE. A year from now you will

have forgotten all about him, won’t

you?

JULIE. You are right, Marie.

WOLF. If you need anything, count

on us. Well go now. But tomorrow

morning we'll be back. Come,

Marie. God be with you. (Offers

JULIE his hand.)

JULIE. God be with you.

MARIE {embraces julie, weeping).
It's the best thing that could have
happened to you, Julie, the best

thing.

JULIE. Don't cry, Marie.

(marie and wolf exit.)

MOTHER HOLLUNDER. IH make a lit'

tie black coffee. You haven't had a

thing to eat today. Then youll

come home with us. (mother hol-
LUNDER and her son exit. mbs.
muskat comes over to julie.)

MRS. muskat. Would you mind if I—^looked at him?

JULIE. He used to work for yom

MRS. muskat (contemplates the

body; turns to julie). Won't you
make up with me?

julie. I wasn't angry with you.

MRS. muskat. But you were. Let's

make it up.

julie (raising her voice eagerly^

almost triumphantly). I've nothing

to make up with you.

MRS. MUSKAT. But I have with you.

Everyone says hard things against

the poor dead boy—except us two.

You don't say he was bad.

JULIE (raising her voice yet higher

j

this time on a defiant, wholly trimn^

phant note) . Yes, I do.

MRS. MUSKAT. I imderstand, my
child. But he beat me, toi>. What

does that matter? I’ve iorgotten it
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JULIE (from now on answers her
coldly, drily, without looking at

her) . That s your own affair.

MRS. MUSKA.T. If I Can help you in

any way

JULIE. There’s nothing I need.

MRS. MUSKAT. I still owe him two
kronen, back pay.

JULIE. You should have paid him.

MRS. MUSKAT. Now that the poor
fellow is dead I thought perhaps
it would be the same if I paid you,

JULIE. I’ve nothing to do with it.

MRS. MUSKAT. All right. Please don’t

think I’m trying to force myself on
you. I stayed because we two are

the only ones on earth who loved
him. That’s why I thought we
ought to stick together.

JULIE, No, thank you.

MRS. MUSKAT. Then you couldn’t

have loved hitn as I did.

JUUDE. No.

MRS. 2^sKAT. I loved him better,

JUUE. Yes.

MRS. MUSKAT- Good-bye.

JULIE. Good-bye. (mes. muskat
iSxUs, JULIE puts the candle on the
table near liliom’s head, sits on
the edge of die stretcher, looks into

the dead mans face and caresses it

tenderly) Sleep, Liliom, sleep—^its

no busine^ of hers— never ev^
told you—^but now I’ll tell ymi

—

now m tell you—you bad, quki*

tempered, rough, unhappy, wicked—dear boy—sleep peacefully,

Liliom—^they can’t understand how
I feel—^I can’t even explain to you—^not even to you—^how I feel

—

you’d only laugh at me—^but you
can’t hear me any more. (Between
tender moiherliness and reproach,

yet with great love in her voice) It

was wicked of you to beat me—on
the breast and on the head and face—^but you’re gone now.—^You

treated me badly—^that was wicked
of you—^but sleep peacefully,

Liliom—^you bad, bad boy, you

—

I love you—I never told you before

—I was ashamed—but now I’ve

told you—^I love you. Liliom—sleep—^my boy—sleep. (She rises, gets

a Bible, sits down near the candle
and reads soply to herself, so that,

not the words, but an inarticulate

murmur is heard. The carpenter
enters at hack.)

carpenter (stands near the door;

in the dimness of the room he can
scarcely he seen). Miss Julie

JULIE (without alarm). Who is

that?

carpenter (very slowly)

.

The car-

penter.

JULIE. What does the carpente'
want?

carpenter. Can I be of help to

you in any way? Shall I stay here
with you?

JULIE (gratefully, hut firmly).

Don’t stay, carpenter.

carpenter. Shall I come back to-

morrow?

JULBE. Not tonaorro^, either.
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CARPENTER. Don’t be offended.

Miss Julie, but I’d like to know

—

you see, Im not a young man any
more— have two children—and
if Im to come back any more

—

I’d hke to know—^if there’s any
use

JULIE. No use, carpenter.

CARPENTER (os he exUs)

,

God be
with you.

( JULIE resumes her reading, ficsur

enters, slinks furtively sideways to

the stretcher, looks at leliom,

shakes his head, julie looks up
from her reading, ficsur fakes

fright, slinks away from the

stretcher, sits down at right, biting

his nails, julie rises, ficsur rises,

too, and looks at her half fearfully.

With her piercing glance upon him
he slinks to the doorway at back,

where he pauses and speaks.)

FICSUR. The old woman asked me
to tell you that coffee is ready, and
you are to come in.

(julie goes to the kitchen door.

FICSUR withdraws until she has

closed the door behind her. Then
he reappears in the doorway, stands

on tiptoes, looks at liliom, then

exits. Now the body lies alone. After

a brief silence music is heard, dis-

tant at first, but gradually coming
nearer. It is very much like the mu-
sic of the carousel, hut slower,

graver, more exalted. The melody,

too, is the same, yet the tempo is

altered and contrapuntal measures

of the thieves* song are mtertunned

in it. Two men in black, with heavy
sticks, sop black hats and black

gloves, appear in the doortoay at

back and stride slowly into the

room- Their faces are beardless,

marble ijoMte, grave and benign^

Hq
One stops in front of the stretcher,

the other a pace to the right. From
above a dim violet light illuminates

their faces.)

THE FIRST (to liliom). Rise and
come with us.

THE SECOND (polUely)

.

You’re un-
der arrest.

THE FIRST (somewhat louder, hut
always in a gentle, low, resonant
voice). Do you hear? Rise. Don’t
you hear?

THE SECOND. We are the police.

THE FmsT (bends down, touches
liliom’s shoulder). Get up and
come with us.

(liliom slowly sits up.)

THE SECOND. Come along.

THE FIRST (paternally) . These peo-
ple suppose that when they die aD
their difficulties are solved for them.

THE SECOND (raising Jus voice

sternly). That simply by thrusting

a knife in your heart and making
it stop beating you can leave your
wife behind with a child in her
womb—

—

THE FIRST. It is not as simple as

that.

THE SECOND. Such things are not

settled so easily-

THE FiB^. Come along. You will

have to give an account of your-

(As both how their heads, he

continues soply) We are God’s

police. (An expression of glad
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lief lights upon lilioms face. He
rises from the stretcher) Come.

THE SECOND. You mortals don’t get

ofr quite as easy as that.

THE FIRST {softly). Come. (liliom

starts to walk ahead of them, then

stops and looks at them) The end
is not as abrupt as that. Your name
is still spoken. Your face is still re-

membered. And what you said,

and what you did, and what you
failed to do—^these are still remem-
bered. Remembered, too, are the

manner of your glance, the ring of

your voice, the clasp of your hand
and how your step sounded—as

long as one is left who remembers
you, so long is the matter imended.
Before the end there is much to be

imdone. Until you are quite for-

gotten, my son, you will not be
finished with the earth—even
though you are dead.

THE SECOND {vcry gently). Come.
(The music begins again. Mi three

exit at hack, liliom leading, the

others following. The stage is empty
and quite dark save for the caridle

which barns by the stretcher, on
which, in the shadows, the covers

are so arranged that one cannot

quite be sure that a body is not stiU

lying. The music dies out in the

distance as if it had followed

LELiOM and the two policemen.

The candle flickers and goes out.

There is a brief interval of silence

and total darkness before the Cur-

tain Falls.)

curtain

SCENE SIX

Scene—In the Beyond. A whitewashed courtroom. There is a greens

topped table; behind it a bench. Back center is a door with a bell over

it. Next to this door is a window through which can be seen a vista of
rose-tinted clouds.

Down right there is a grated iron door. Down left another door.

Two men are on the bench when the curtain rises. One is richly, the
other poorly dressed.

From a great distance is heard a fanfare of trumpets playing the refrain

of the thieves'" song in slow, altered tempo.
Passing the window at back appear liliom and the two policemen.
The beU rings.

An old guard enters at right. He is bald and has a long white heard.

He wears the conventional police uniform.

He goes to the door at back, opens it, exchanges sUent greetings with
the two policemen and closes the door again.

LILIOM looks wonderingly around.

THE first (to the old guard). An- liliom. Is this it?

nounce us.

^THE GUARD BXitS Ot left.) THE second. Yes, my son.
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TjTLIOM, This is the police court?

THE SECOND. Yes, my son. The part
for suicide cases.

•ULiOM. And what happens here?

THE FIRST. Here justice is done. Sit

down.
(LILIOM sits next to the two men.
The TWO POLICEMEN stand silent

near the table.)

THE RICHLY DRESSED 3MAN (whis-
pers). Suicide, too?

LILIOM. Yes.

THE RICHLY DRESSED MAN (pointS

to THE POORLY DRESSED MAN) . So S

he. (Introducing himself) My name
is Reich.

THE POORLY DRESSED MAN (whis-
pers, too). My name is Stephen
Kadar.

(LILIOM only looks at them.)

THE POORLY DRESSED MAN. And
you? What’s your name?

LILIOM. None of your business.

(Both move a bit away from him.)

THE POORLY DRESSED MAN. I did it

by jumping out of a window.

THE RICHLY DRESSED MAN. I did it

with a pistol—and you?

LILIOM. With a knife.

(They move a bit further away
from him .

)

THE RICHLY DRESSED MAN. A pistol

is cleaner.

1.1LIQM. If I had the price of a
pistol

THE SECOND. Silence!

(The POLICE MAGISTRATE enters.

He has a long white beard, is bald,

but only in profile can he seen on
his head a single tup of snow-white
hair. The guard reenters behind
him and sits on the bench with the
dead men. As the i^gistrate
enters, all rise, except liliom, who
remains surlily seated. When the
MAGISTRATE sits down, SO do the
others.)

THE GUARD. Yesterday s cases, your
honor. The numbers are entered in
the docket.

THE MAGISTRATE. Number 16,472.

THE FIRST (looks in his notebook,
beckons the richly dressed man).
Stand up, please.

(the richly dressed MAN tises.)

THE MAGISTRATE YouT name?

THE richly dressed MAN. Doctot
Reich.

the magistrate. Age?

THE richly dressed MAN. Forty-

two, married, Jew.

THE MAGISTRATE (with a gesture of
dismissed). Religion does not in-

terest us here—why did you kill

yourself?

THE richly dressed MAN. On ao
count of debts.

THE MAGISTRATE. What good did
you do on earth?

THE richly dressed MAN, I was a

lawyer

THE MAGISTRATE (cOUghs signifi--

candy) . Yes—weTl discuss that
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iater. For the present I shall only
ask you: Would you like to go
back to earth once more before
sunrise? I advise you that you
have the right to go if you choose.

Do you tmderstand?

THE EICHEY DRESSED MAN. YeS, sir.

THE MAGISTRATE. He who takes his

life is apt, in his haste and his ex-

citement, to forget something. Is

there anything important down
there you have left undone? Some-
thing to tell someone? Something
to undo?

THE RICHLY DRESSED MAN. My
debts

THE MAGISTRATE. They do not
matter here. Here we are concerned
only with the affairs of the soul.

THE RICHLY imESSED MAN. Then
if you please—^when I left—the

house—^my youngest son, Oscar

—

was asleep. I didn’t trust myself to

wake him—and bid him good-bye.

I would have liked—to loss him
good-bye.

THE MAGISTRATE (U) THE SECONo)

.

You will take Dr. Reich back and
let him loss his son Oscar.

THE SECOND. Come with me, plea^.

THE RICHLY DRESSED MAN {tO THE
magistrate}. I thank youj {He
bows and exits at back vMh the
SEC03SID.)

THE MAGISTRATE {ccftev making an
entry in the doch^}. Number 16,-

473.

THE FIRST (looks in his notebook,
then beckons lhjom) . Stand up.

LiLioM. You said please to him.

{He rises.)

the MAGISTRATE. YouT name?

LILIOM. Liliom.

THE MAGISTRATE. Isn’t that your
nickname?

LHJOM. Yes.

THE MAGISTRATE. What is yOUT
right name?

LILIOM. Andreas.

THE MAGISTRATE. And youT last

name?

LILIOM. Zavodd—after my mother.

THE MAGISTRATE. YoUT age?

ULiOM. Twenty-four.

THE MAGISTRATE. What good did
you do on earth? (liliom is silent)

Why did you take your life?

(liliom does not answer, the
MAGISTRATE oddrOSSes THE FIRST)
Take that knife away from him.

(the FIRST does $0 ) It wiE be re-

turned to you, if you go back to

earth.

LILIOM. Do I go back to earth
again?

THE MAGISTRATE. Just answcr my
questions.

LILIOM. I wasn’t answering then,

I was asking if

THE MAGISTRATE. 7ou don’t adc
questions here. You only answer.
Only answer, Andreas Zavocki! I

ask you whether ihere is anything
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on earth you neglected to accom-

plish? Anything down there you
would like to do?

LILIOM. Yes.

THE MAGISTRATE. What is it?

LILIOM. I’d like to break Ficsurs

head for him.

the magistrate. Punishment is

our office. Is there nothing else on

earth you’d like to do?

LILIOM. I don’t know—^I guess, as

long as I’m here, I’ll not go back.

THE magistrate {tO THE FIRST )

.

Note that. He waives his right.

(LILIOM starts back to the bench)

Stay where you are. You are aware

that you left your wife without food

or shelter?

LILIOM. Yes.

THE MAGISTRATE. Don’t you regret

it?

LILIOM. No.

THE MAGISTRATE. You are aware

that your wife is pregnant, and

that in six months a child will be

bom?

LILIOM. I know.

THE MAGISTRATE. And that the

child, too, will be without food or

shelter? Do you regret th^?

LILIOM. As long as I won’t be there,

what’s it got to do with me?

THE MAGISTRATE. Don’t try to de-

ceive us, Andreas Zavodd. We see

Hs
through you as through a pane of

glass.

LILIOM. If you see so much, what
do you want to ask me for? Why
don’t you let me rest—^in peace?

THE MAGISTRATE. First you must
earn your rest.

LILIOM. I want—only—^to sleep.

THE MAGISTRATE. YouT obstinacy

won’t help you. Here patience is

endless as time. We can wait.

LILIOM. Can I ask something—^Td

like to know—^if Your Honor wlH
tell me—^whether the bahy will be
a boy or a girL

THE MAGISTRATE. You shall sec that

for yourself.

LILIOM (excitedly), VU see the

baby?

THE MAGISTRATE. When you do it

won’t be a baby any more. But we
haven’t readied that question yet.

LHJOM. I’ll see it?

THE MAGETTRATE. Again I ask you:

Do you not regret that you deserted

your wife and child; that you were

a bad husband, a bad fatha:?

LHTOM. A bad husband?

THE MAGISTRATE. YeS.

LILIOM. AikI a father?

THE MAGISTRATE. That, tOO.

LILIOM. I couldn’t get work—and

I couldn’t bear to see Julie—aH the

time— dl the time
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THE 2ifAGiSTRATE. Weeping! Why
are you ashamed to say it? You
couldn’t bear to see her weeping.

Why are you afraid of that word?
And why are you ashamed that you
loved her?

TiLiOM {shrugs his shoulders).

Who’s ashamed? But I couldn’t bear

to see her—and that’s why I was
bad to her. You see, it wouldn’t do
to go back to the carousel—and
Ficsur came along with his talk

about—^that other thing—and all

of a sudden it happened, I don’t

know how. The police and the Jew
with the pistol—and there I stood

—and I’d lost the money playing

cards—and I didn’t want to be put

in prison. {Demanding justifica-

tion) Maybe I was wrong not to

go out and steal when there was
nothing to eat in the house? Should

1 have gone out to steal for Julie?

THE MAGiSTBATE {emphatically).

Yes.

IJXIOM {after an astounded pause)

.

The police down there never said

that.

TEiE MAGISTRATE. You beat that

poor, frail girl; you beat her be-

cause she loved you. How could

you do that?

ULiOM, We argued with each other

—she said this and I said that

—

and because she was right I

couldn’t answer her—^and I got mad
—and the anger rose up in me

—

imtil it reached here {points to his

throat) and then 1 beat her.

THE Jwiagistrate. Are you sorry?

LiLiOM {shakes his head, hut
cannot utter the word con-

timies softly). When I touched her

slender throat—then—^if you like

—

you might say {Falters, looks

embarrassed at the magistrate.)

THE magistrate {confidently ex-

pectant). Are you sorry?

LILIOM {with a stare). I’m not

sorry for anything.

the magistrate. Liliom, Liliom, it

wiU be difiScult to help you.

LILIOM. I’m not asking any help.

THE magistrate. You Were offered

employment as a caretaker oii

Arader Street. {To the first)

Where is that entered?

THE first. In the small docket.

{Hands him the open book, the
MAGISTRATE looks in U.)

THE magistrate. Rooms, kitchen,

quarterly wages, the privilege of

keeping poultry. Why didn’t you
accept it?

LILIOM. I’m not a caretaker. I’m
no good at caretaking. To be a care-

taker—^you have to be a caretaker'

THE magistrate. If I Said to you
now: Liliom, go back on your
stretcher. Tomorrow morning you
will arise alive and well again.

Would you be a caretaker then?

LILIOM. No.

THE magistrate. Why not?

LILIOM. Because—because that’s

just why I died.

THE MAGISTRATE. That is not true,

my son. You died because you
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loved litde Julie and the child she is

bearing under her heart.

LILIOM. No.

THE MAGISTRATE. Look me in the

eye.

LILIOM (looks him in the eye).

No.

THE MAGISTRATE (stroking his

beard). Liliom, Liliom, if it were
not for our Heavenly patience

Go back to your seat. Number
16 ,

474 .

THE FIRST (looks in hiS note hook )

.

Stephan Kadar.

(the poorly pressed man rises.)

THE MAGISTRATE. You came out to-

day?

THE POORLY DRESSED MAN. Today.

THE MAGISTRATE (indicating the

crimson sea of clouds). How long

were you in there?

THE POORLY DRESSED MAN. Thirteen

years.

THE MAGISTRATE. Officer, you went

to earth with him?

THE FIRST. Yes, sir.

THE MAGISTRATE. Stephan Kadar,

after thirteen years of purification

by fixe you returned to earth to give

proof that your soul had been

burned clean. What good deed did

you perform?

THE POORLY DRESSED MAN. When
I came to the village and looked

in the window of our cottage I saw

my poor little orphans sleeping
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peacefully. But it was raining and
the rain beat into the room through

a hole in the roof. So I went and
fixed the roof so it wouldn't rain in

any more. My hammering woke
them up and they were afraid. But
their mother came in to them and
comforted them. She said to them:
'^^Don’t cry! Its your poor, dear

father hammering up diere. He’s

come back from the other world to

fix the roof for us.”

THE MAGISTRATE. Officer?

THE FIRST. That's what happened.

THE MAGISTRATE. Stephan Kadar,
you have done a good deed. What
you did will be written in books to

gladden the hearts of children who
read them. (Indicates the door at

left) The door is open to you. The
eternal light awaits you. (the first
escorts the poorly dressed man
out at left with great deference)
Liliom! (liliom rises) You have
heard?

LILIOM. Yes.

THE MAGISTRATE. When this man
first appeared before us he was as

stubborn as you. But now hd has

purified himself and withstood th^

test. He has done a good deed.

LHJOM. What's he done, anyhow?
Any roofer can fix a roof. It's much
harder to be a barker in an amuse-

ment park.

THE MAGISTRATE. UBom, you shaD

remam for sixteen years in tbe

crimson fire until your child is full

grown. By that time your pride

and your stubbornness will have

been burnt out of you. And when
your daughter
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LTLiOM. My daughter!

THE MAGISTRA.TE. When youT
daughter has reached the age of six-

teen

—

(uuoM bows his head, covers his

eyes with his hands, and to keep
jrom weeping laughs defiantly,

sadly.)

THE MAGISTRATE. When youT
daughter has reached the age of

sixteen you will be ^nt for one day
back to earth.

uiACssi. Me?

THE MAGISTRATE. YeS ^JUSt aS yOU
may have read in the legends of

how the dead reappear on earth

for a time.

ULXOM. I never believ^ them,

THE MAGISTRATE. Now you See they
are true. You will go back to earth

one day to show h^ far the puri-

fication of your soul has progressed.

TiLiOM, Then I must show what I

can do—^like when you apply for

a |ob—^as a coachman?

THE MAGISTRATE. YeS ^it is a tCSt.

TiuoM. And win I be told what
I have to do?

THE MAGISTRATE. No.

LELIOM. How win I know, tten?

THE MAGISTRATE. You mtist decide
that for yotirself. Hiat s what you
bum sixteen years for. And if you
do something good, something
splendid for your child, then

tjliom (laughs sadly). Then? (AM

stand up and bow their heads reiy

erently. There is a pause) Then?

THE MAGISTRATE. NoW 111 bid yOU
farewell, Liliom. Sixteen years and
a day shall pass before I see you
again. When you have returned

from earth you will come up before

me again. Take heed and think well

of some good deed to do for your
child. On that will depend whk;h
door shall be opened to you up
here. Now go, Liliom. (He exits at

left. THE GUARD Stands at attention.

There is a pause.)

THE FIRST (approaches liliom) .

Come along, my son. (He goes to

the door at right; puUs open the

bolt and waits.)

LILIOM (to the old GUARD, softly)

.

Say, officer.

THE GUARD. What do you want?

LILIOM. Please—can I get—^have

you got ?

THE GUARD. What?

LILIOM (whispers). A cigarette?

(The old GUARD stares at him, goes
a jew paces to the left, shakes his

head disapprovingly. Then his ex-

pression softens. He takes a cig-

arette from his pocket and, cross-

ing to LILIOM—who has gone over
to the door at right—gives him the

cigarette, the first throws open
the door. An intense rose-colored

light streams in. The glow ofUis
so strong that it blinds liliom and
he takes a step backward and hows
his head and covers his eyes with

Ms hand before he steps foruxird

into the light)

THE CURTAIN FALLS
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SCENE SEVEN

Scene Sixteen years later. A small, tumhle-doxon house on a hare, un-'

enclosed plot of ground. Before the house is a tiny garden enclosed by a
hip-high hedge.

At bach a wooden fence crosses the stage; in the center of U is a door
large enough to admit a wagon. Beyond iAe fence is a view of a suburban
street which blends into a h'oad vista of tilled fields.

It is a bright Sunday in Spring.

In the garden a table for two is laid.

JULIE, her daughter louise, wolf and mahie are discovered in the
garden, wolf is prosperously dressed, maeie somewhat elaborately^ with
a huge hat.

JULIE. You could stay for lunch.

MABiE. Impossible, dear. Since he
became the proprietor of the Cafe
Sorrento, Wolf simply has to be
there all the time.

JULIE. But you ueedn't stay there

all day, too.

MARIE. Oh, yes. I sit near the

cashier’s cage, read the papers,

keep an eye on the waiters and
drink in the busde and excitement

of the great city,

JULIE. And what about the chil-

dren?

MARIE. You know what modOTi
families are like. Parents scarcely

ever see their children these days.

The four girls are with their gover-

ness, the three boys with their tutor.

LOUISE. Auntie, dear, do stay and
eat with ttsi

MA^EUE {impoftandy}. Impossible

today, dear cMd, in^jossiWe. P^-

haps some other time. Come, Mr.
Beifeld.

JULIE. Since when do you call yvm
husband mister?

WOLF, rd rather she did, dear lady.

When we used to be very familiar

we quarreled all the time. Now we
are formal with each other and get
along like society folk. I kiss your
hand, dear lady.

JULIE. Good-bye, Wolf.

MARiE. Adieu, my dear. (They em-
brace) Adieu, xny dear child

LOUISE. Good-bye, Aunt Marie,

Good-bye, Uncle Wolf.

(wolf and marie exit.)

JULIE. You can get the soup now,
Louise dear.

(louise goes into the house and re-

enters with the soup. They sU at the

table.)

LOUISE. Mother^ is it true we re

« not going to work at the jute fac-

toiY any more?
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JULIE. Yes, dear.

LOUISE. Where then?

JULIE. Uncle Wolf has gotten us a
place in a big establishment where
they make all kinds of fittings for

cafes. We re to make big curtains,

you know, the kind they hang in the
windows, with lettering on them.

LOUISE. ItTl be nicer there than at

the jute factory.

JULIE. Yes, dear. The work isnT as

dirty and pays better, too. A poor
widow like your mother is lucky
to get it. (They eat. liliom arid

the two HEAVENLY POLICEMEN ap-
pear in the big doorway at hack.

The POLICEMEN pass slowly by.

LiLiOM stands there alone a mo-
ment, then comes slowly down and
pauses at the opening of the hedge.
He is dressed as he was on the day
of his death. He is very pale, hut
otherwise unaltered, julie, at the
table, has her back to him. louise
sUs facing the audience.)

LILIOM. Good day.

LOUISE. Good day.

JULIE. Another beggar! What is it

you want, my poor man?

LILIOM. Nothing.

JULIE. We have no money to give,

but if you care for a plate of soup— (louise goes into the house)
Have you come far today?

LILIOM. Yes—^very far.

JULIE. Are you tired?

LILIOM. Very tired.

JULIE. Qv^er there at the gate is a
stone. Sit do\ra and rest. My daugh-
ter is bringing you the soup.

(louise comes out of the house.)

LILIOM. Is that your daughter?

JULIE. Yes.

LILIOM (to louise). You are the

daughter?

LOUISE. Yes, sir.

LILIOM. A fine, healthy girl. ( Takes
the soup plate from her with one
hand, while with the other he
touches her arm. louise draws hack
quickly .

)

LOUISE (crosses to julie). Mother!

JULIE. What, my child?

LOUISE. The man tried to take me
by the arm.

JULIE. Nonsense! You only imag-
ined it, dear. The poor, hungry
man has other things to think about
than fooling with young girls. Sit

down and eat your soup.

(They eat.)

UQLIOM (eats, too, but keeps looking
at them) . You work at the factory,

eh?

JULIE. Yes.

LILIOM. Your daughter, too?

Loui^. Yes.

LILIOM. And your husband?

JULIE (after a pause). I have no
husband. Im a widow.
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LOUISE. Did I say anytiling—

JULIE. Yes.

LILIOM. Your husband—I suppose
he s been dead a long time. ( julde
does not answer) I say—^has your
husband been dead a long time?

juLEE. A long time.

LILIOM, What did he die of?

(juLUE is silent.)

LOUISE. No one knows. He went to

America to work and he died there

—in the hospital Poor father, I

never knew him.

LILIOM. He went to America?

LOUISE. Yes, before I was bom.

LILIOM. To America?

JULIE. Why do you ask so many
questions? Did you know him, per-

haps?

LILIOM (puts the plate down).
Heaven knows! Ive known so many
people. Maybe I knew him, too.

JULIE. Well, if you knew him, leave

him and us in peace with your
questions. He went to America
and died there. That’s all there is to

tell.

LILIOM. All right. All right. Don’t
be angry with me. I didn’t mean
any harm.

(There is a pause.)

LOUISE. My father was a very hand-
some man.

JULIE. Don’t talk so much.

LILIOM. Surely the little orphan can
say that about her father.

LOUISE. My "iather could juggle so
beautifully with three ivoiy balls

that people used to advise him to
go on the stage.

JULIE. Who told you that?

LOUISE. Uncle Wolf.

LILIOM. Who is that?

LOUISE. Mr. WoK Beifeld, who ownr
the Caf6 Sorrento.

LILIOM. The one who used to be a
porter?

JULDE (astonished). Do you know
him, too? It seems that you know
all Budapest.

LILIOM. Wolf Beifeld is a long way
from being aU Budapest. But I do
know a lot of people. Why shouldn’t

I know Wolf Beifeld?

LOUISE. He was a friend of my
father.

JULIE. He was not his hdend. No
one was.

LILIOM. You speak of your husband
so sternly.

JULDE. What s that to you? Doesn’t

it suit you? I can speak of my hus-

band any way I like. It’s nobody’s

business but mine.

LILIOM. Certainly, certainly—^it’i

your own business. (Takes up Im
soup plate again. All three eat.)
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LOUISE (to julie). Perhaps he
knew father, too.

JULIE. Ask him, if you like.

LOUISE (crosses to liliom. He
stands up). Did you know my
fether? (liliom nods, louise ad--

dresses her mother) Yes, he knew
him.

JULIE (rises). You knew Andreas
Zavocky?

LILIOM. Liliom? Yes.

LOUISE. Was he really a very hand-
some man?

LILIOM. I wouldn't exactly say

handsome.

LOUISE (confidently). But he was
an awfuify good man, wasn't he?

1.IL10M. He wasn't so good, either.

As far as I know he was what they
called a clown, a barker in a
carousel.

LOUISE (pleased)

.

Did he tell funny
jokes?

LILIOM. Lots of 'em. And he sang
funny songs, too.

LOUISE. In the carousel?

LILIOM. Yes—^but he was some-
thing of a bully, too. He'd fi^t
anyone. He even hit your dear little

mother,

julie! That's a life.

LILIOM. It’s true.

JULIE. Aren't you ashamed to tell

the child such awful things abcxit

her father? Get out of here, you
shameless liar. Eats our soup and
our bread and has the impudence
to slander our dead I

lujom. I didn't mean—^I

JULIE. What right have you to tell

lies to the child? Take that plate,

Louise, and let him be on his way.
If he wasn’t such a himgry-Iooldng
beggar. I’d put him out myself.

(LOUISE takes the plate out of his

hand.)

UDLiOM. So he didn't hit you?

JULIE. No, never. He was always
good to me.

LOUISE (whispers). Did he tell

funny stories, too?

LILIOM. Yes, and such funny ones.

juuE. Don't speak to him any
more. In God's name, go.

LOUISE. In God’s name.

(JULIE resumes her seat at the
table and eats.)

LILIOM. If yon please. Miss—^I

have a pack of cards in my pocket.
And if you like, I’ll show you some
tricks that’ll make you split your
sides laughing, (louise holds
liliom’s plate in her left hand.
With her right she reaches out and
holds the garden gate shut) Let
me in, fust a little way. Miss, andm do the tricks for you.

LOUISE. Go, in Gkxl's name, and let

us be. Why are you making those
ugly faces?

LILIOM. Don’t chase me away,
Miss; let me (x>me in for just a
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long enough to let me show you
something pretty, something won-
derful (Opens the gate) Miss,

Ive something to give you. (Takes

from his pocket a big red handker-

chief in which is wrapped a glitter-

ing star from Heaven. He looks

furtively about him to make sure

that the police are not watching.)

LOUISE. What’s that?

LiLiOM. Pst! A star! (With a ges-

ture he indicates that he has stolen

it out of the sky.)

JULIE (sternly). Don’t talce any-

thing from him. He’s probably

stolen it somewhere. (To liliom)

In God’s name, be ofi with you.

LOUISE. Yes, be oflF with you. Be
off. (She slams the gate.)

liliom;. Miss—^please. Miss—^IVe

got to do something good—or—do

something good—a good deed

LOUISE (pointing with her right

hand) . That’s the way out.

LUJOM. Miss

LOUISE. Get out!

LILIOM. Miss! (Looks up at her

suddenly and slaps her extended

hand, so that the slap resounds

loudly.

)

LOUISE Mother! (Looks dazedly at

LILIOM, who bows his head dis-

mayed, forlorn, julie fises and

looks at LILIOM in astonishment.

There is a long pause.)

juiwiE (comes over to them slowly )

.

What’s the matter here?
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LOUISE (bewildered, does not take
her eyes of liliom). Mother—^the

man—^he hit me—on the hand

—

hard— heard the sound of it

—

but it didn’t hurt—smother—^it

didn’t hurt—^it was like a caress

—

as if he had just touched my hand
tenderly. (She hides behind julie.
liliom sulkily raises his head and
looks at JULIE.)

JULIE (softly). Go, my child. Go
into the house. Go.

LOUISE (going). But mother—^I’m

afraid—^it sounded so loud
(Weepingly) And it didn’t hurt at

2JI—^just as if he’d—^kissed my hand
instead—mother! (She hides her
face.)

JULIE. Go in, my child, go in.

(LOUISE goes slowly into the house.

JULIE watches her until she has
disappeared, then turns slowly to

LILIOM.)

JULIE. You struck my child.

LILIOM. Yes

—

strudc her.

JULIE. Is that what you came for,

to strike my chiH?

LILIOM. No— didn’t come for that—^but I did strike her—and now
I’m going back.

JULIE. In the name of the Lord
Jesus, who are you?

LILIOM (simply

)

. A poor, tired beg-

gar wbo came a long way and who
was hungry. And I took your soup
and bread and I struck your child.

Are you angry with me?

JULIE (her hand on her heart;

fearfully, wonderingly)

.

Jesus pro-
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-ject me—I don’t understand it

—

fm not angry—^not angry at all

(lujom goes to the doorway and
leans against the doorpost, his back
to the audience, julie goes to the

table and sits.)

juniE. Louise! (louise comes out

of the house) Sit down, dear, well
finish eating,

i,ouiSE. Has he gone?

JULIE. Yes. {They are both seated

at the table, louise, her head in

her hands, is staring into space)
Why don't you eat, dear?

LOUISE. What has happened,
mother?

JULIE. Nothing, my child.

( The HEAVENLY POLICEMEN appear
outside. LiLiOM walks slowly off at

left. The first policeivlaj^ makes
2 deploring gesture. Both shake

their heads deploringly and follow

LILIOM slowly off at left.)

LOUISE. Mother, dear, why won’t
you tell me?

JULIE. Wliat is there to tell you,
child? Nothing has happened. We

were peacefully eating, and a beg-
gar came who talked of bygone
days, and then I thought of your
fatiher.

LOUISE. My father?

JULIE. Your father—Liliom.

(There is a pause.)

LOUISE. Mother

—

teH me—has it

ever happened to you—^has anyone
ever hit you—^without hurting you
in the least?

JULIE. Yes, my child. It has hap-
pened to me, too.

(There is a pause.)

LOUISE. Is it possible for someone
to hit you—^hard like that—^real

loud and hard—and not hurt you at

aU?

JULIE. It is possible, dear—^that

someone may beat you and beat
you and beat you,—and not hurt

you at all.

(There is a pause. Nearby an organs

grinder has stopped. The music of
his organ begins.)

THE CURTAIN FALLS
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GRAND HOTEL

ACT ONE

Scene I

Scene—The stage is dark. In the foreground are six as yet unlighted
telephone booths—three on each side of the operatok s desk. As the occu-
pants of the booths speak on phone their faces are illuminated by the
overhead light in each booth which comes on as they speak and fades out
at end of their respective conversations. In them are, right to le^, in this

order: pkeysing, sxjzanne, gaigern, flaemmchen, sent and kringeletn,
OPERATOR is seated at switchboard. As the curtain rises the monotonous
voice of the telephone operator is heard.

TELEPHONE OPERATOR. Grand Ho-
tel. Hold the wire. Grand Hotel.

Hold the wire. Grand Hotel. Hold
the wire. Grand Hotel. I am con-

necting you with 126. He arrived

this evening. Grand Hotel. Four-
teen checked out an hour ago.

Grand Hotel. 235 does not answer.

Hello. The gentlemen do not wish
to be disturbed. Yes, and wife.

Grand Hotel. Senf, your connection

in booth two.

SENF (light on in his booth). This

is Senf. Information desk. Grand
Hotel. Yes. Is that you, Lisa? What
is happening at the hospital? How
is my wife? Is she in pain? What
does the doctor say? Isn^t the child

coming soon? Patience? You can
talk! Good Lord, no, I can't get

away. Certainly not! I'd lose my
job. Lord, I hope everything comes
along all right. What? I can't hear

you . . .

(Light out.)

TELEPHONE OPERATOR (light On Ot

switchboard). Grand Hotel. Mr.
Bloom's room does anf^er. Mr.

Preysing, your long distance call to

Fredersdorf. Booth three. Grand
Hotel.

(Light off at switchboard.)

PREYSING (light on in his booth)

^

Is that you, Mulle? Yes, this is me*
Is ever}^hing all right at the fac-

tory? Yes, I've already eaten*

What? Oh, so-so; better at home,
really. How are the children?

That's fine. Listen, dear, I'd like to
speak to the old gentleman. MuHe—^MuUe, I left my shaving set

home. WeU, xmtil later Mulle. How
are you. Father? Well, our stock is

down to 162, today; yes, that's an-

other drop of 23 points. We had to

throw in eighty thousand to keep it

from going lower. If that merger
with Saxonia doesn't go through, it

will be useless to do anything more
to bolster up our stock. HeUol
HeUoI Yes, yes, on my responsibil-

ity. Leave it to me. Everything de-

pends on what the Manchester firm

decides to do. Absolutely every-

thing. If we . . . Yes, miss, Fm
still speaking. If the Manchester
deal goes wrong we're in very bad
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shape. What am I doing about it?

Waiting. Justice Zinnowitz is com-
ing later and Im going to talk to

him about the whole business

again.

FLAEJ.iMCHEN' {light 071 in her

booth). Hello? Sure it’s me—sure,

Flaemmchen. What? Yes, at the

Grand Hotel where we had such

a nice dance together. No, Im sorry

I can’t come tonight. Really not.

Justice Zinnowitz told me to come
here and take dictation from a

friend of his. Oh, heavens, no I Sure.

Give you my word- Oooooh, I

couldn’t say that over the tele-

phone. Oh, now you’re mad. After

all, I’ve got to make a living. Oh,
what a funny thing to say. I could

die laughing when you talk like

that.

KRiNGELEiN (light in his booth).

Who is that? This is . . . Hello.

Hello. Who is that? Kampmann?
This is Kringelein. Otto Kringelein,

yes. I’ve got to speak very quickly.

Every minute costs two marks

ninety. Yes. I’m in Berlin—at the

Grand Hotel. Listen Kampmann,
you know that will I made before

my operation—the will—I gave it

to you, I want you to tear it up.

D^trc^ it- Because—Glisten. I came
to Berlin to see a great specialist

about that old trouble of mine. . . .

It’s pretty bad, Kampmann. The
specialist says I can’t live much
long^. (Loudly) I haven’t long to

livef That’s what’s the matterl No,
it isn’t nice to be toM a thing like

that. Listen, Kampmann, I’ve taken
all my savings, my life insurance,

too. I cashed in all my policies; the
sick-benefit fund—the old-age pen-
sion and everything. I’m never
coming back to Fredersdorf. Nev^.
I want to get something out of life.

too. You plague and bother and
save and all of a sudden you’re

dead. I’m trying to get a room here.

The very best people stay here. Our
big boss. Preysing, is staying here

now. I saw him not five minutes

ago in one of the lobbies. Some-
time I’d like to tell him exactly

what I think of him. Just think!

There’s music here aU day long.

And in the evening they go around
in full dress. Everything is fright-

fully expensive here. You can nnag-

me—^the Grand Hotel! What?
Time’s up?

(Light out.)

GAiGEKN (light on in his booth).

Baron von Gaigem speaking. Yes.

Good. No—^first I need money. I

need it right away. I’ve got to make
a showing. That’s my business. I’ve

never fallen down on you yet. Lis-

ten—^if a certain deal with Grusin-

skaia is to go through I must keep
on the job every minute. . . . I’ve

been playing bridge with her or-

chestra leader, Witte. His room
connects with hers. That’s a great

advantage. I expect to do it tonight

—at the theatre or after the show.
But I have to have money—^for

hotel bills—^for tips. I don’t need
advice; I need moneyl

SUZANNE (light on in her booth).
No—-I must speak to Mr. Meier-
heim himself. Yes, of course, the
impresario—Mr, Meierheim. Ob,
thmik God, I’ve reached you at

last. Monsieur Meierheim. This is

Suzanne—Madame Grusinskaia’s

maid. Madame does not want to

dance tonight. You’d better come
to the hotel at once. Madame is

crying. She is tired. I don’t know
what to do. Pfease nurry. Mean-
while, I’ll try my best. ...
(Her light out.)
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OPERATOR. Grand Hotel. Just a mo-
ment, please. Grand Hotel.

(Light on in the booth of the
speaker as he speaks.)

SENF. My wife

—

^my wife—and
what about the child?

PREYSING. A big deal—^hundreds of

thousands . . .

SUZANNE, This is Suzanne. Madame
Grusinskaia’s maid.

FLAEMMCHEN. I must take some
dictation.

GAiGERN. Baron von Geigem speak-
ing. I ve got to have money.

KRiNGELEiN. The Specialist says I

can’t live much longer.

SENF. My wife . . ,
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FiAEMMCHEN. Take some dictation— ve got to . . .

GAIGERN. Money—^money . , .

SUZANNE. Madame does not want
to dance tonight.

PREYSING. If that Manchester deal
goes wrong

—

(Crescendo of voices in lobby,)

KRiNGEEEiN. I Want to get some-
thing out of life.

GAIGERN. Not advice, money

—

CLERK. Connect me with room 168.

OPERATOR. Grand Hotel. Grand
Hotel. Tm ringing 168 . . .

(Telephone bells ringing.)

Scene II

Scene—The lobby of the hotel. Music plays throughout the scene,
the murmur of lobby voices and telephone bells. Voice of the page boy
is heard calling mr. bloom. At the desk a clerk is answering the tele-

phone. A nervous lady is examining a timetable, andre is seated^ readmg
a newspaper, hans is seated left of table, waiting expectandy, ixxrrcm.

OTTERNSCHLAG IS Seated at a small table, immobile, frank and gertrud®
are seated at small lounge, chatting over their cigarettes and drinks, rb-
CEPTiON MAN Stands at attention near revolving door, witte fe leamr^
against the desk.

third bellboy (enters from cor- (waiter erOers from grtll with a
ridor)

.

Call for Mr. Bloom* Call for dHnk which he serves to me.
Mr. Bloom. (Exits inta,grSl. daky andre.)

enters through rmolving door^

stops to chat with rece^ion daisy. Yes. It was just as you said.

MAN.)
RECEimoN MAN. That’s good.

reception MAN (to DAISY). Did (daisy goes to elevator, enters and
you find what you wanted? door closes.)
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DESK CLERK (at telephone). 168,

please. (Second telephone rings.

CLERK answers it, keeping the con-

nection on the -first phone) You
wish dinner served in your room?

Im sorry I can’t lake your order,

but I’ll connect you with room
service. (Jiggles hook) Connect

225 with room service. (Hangs up
and talks over other phone) Are
you getting me 168?

(Second phone rings, clerk an-

swers it.)

WAITER. You ordered a dark, sir,

didn’t you^ (Serves andre glass of

beer.

)

ANDRE (putting paper down and
reaching for coin). Dark, yes, that’s

fine. Thank you.

WAITER (to HANs). Would you like

anything, sir? (Takes coin from
ANDRE and makes change.)

HANS (to waiter). No, I’m just

waiting for someone.

andre. If you find a copy of the

Abendpost aroimd, you might bring

^'t to me like a good fellow.

Waiter. If I find one, sir, certainly.

(waiter wipes table and removes
glass and exits, fourth boy enters

from corridor and stands near

desk.)

DESK CLERK ( over second tele*

phone). Tomorrow? Yes. At three

thirty-five? The Vienna Express.

I’ll be glad to make the reservation.

When you come down? Yes, sir

—

there’ll be time. Thank you.
(Hangs up and talks over first

phone) Is Madame Gmsinskaia’s
car to be brought? Yes? Hello. No.
Thank you. (Hangs up. Rings desk

bell. SECOND BELLBOY comes to desk

and takes instructions from clerk)

Madame Grusinskaia’s car is not to

be brought, (second bellboy exits,

repeating message, "^Madame Qru-

sinskaids car is not to be brought,"^

as he goes, desk clerk turns to

WITTE ) Did you hear that,' Mr.

Witte?

WITTE. The car will be brought.

You may depend upon it.

(nervous lady goes to end of

desk.

)

CLERK. What do you mean, sir?

(oTTERNSCHLAG rises and walks

slowly to desk.

)

WITTE . Nothing. Only that Madame
Grusinskaia will go to the theatre.

That is certain.

CLERK. Well, you ought to know.

NERVOUS LADY (fo CLERK ) . When
can I get a train for Troppau?

OTTERNSCHLAG. Any mail for me?

CLERK. No, Doctor.

OTTERNSCHLAG. Letter, telegram,

nothing?

CLERK. Sorry. Nothing, Doctor.

OTTERNSCHLAG. Perhaps the Stew-
ard . . . ?

CLERK. The Steward wiU be right

bade. (OTTERNSCHLAG goes back to

his chair, baron von gaigern en-

ters from griU, looks around the

lobby, sees witte and goes to him
quickly) The best train leaves at

7:35, Madame, (gerstenkorn en-

ters with traveling bag through re-

volving door, reception man
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greets him, fourth bellboy goes
to GERSTENKORN, takes his hag, re-

turns to upper end of desk) That's
the only through train. Shall I see
about getting your tickets?

NERVOUS LADY. Are you sure I don’t
have to change?

CLERK. Quite sure, Madame.

GAIGERN (to WITTE at desk). Good
evening, Mr. Witte.

WITTE. Good evening, Baron. How
are you?

GAIGERN. Splendid, thank you. I’m
glad I ran into you. How goes
everything with Madame Grusin-
skaia?

WITTE. Tonight we are somewhat
nervous. Last night was not so

good. Were you at the theatre?

(gerstenkorn registers, clerk
gives keif to reception man, who
gives if to BELLBOY and the three

exit, CLERK goes to nervous lady
and consults timetable, second
BOY enters revolving door and goes
hack to position near desk, nerv-
ous LADY drops timetable, boy
picks it up.)

GAIGERN. Always when Grusinskaia

dances. I even went to Nice to see

her.

wttte. Yes. I remember seeing you
there.

GAIGERN. Yes, yes. We always meet
in hotel lobbies, don’t we? I love

the atmosphere.

WITTE. It is so quiet here.

GAIGERN. Quiet?

86
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WITTE. Yes. If you had the room
next to Madame Grusinskaia and
were always at her beck and call,

you would appreciate the relative

quiet of the lobby.

GAIGERN (hastily). Why don’t you
move then? (old gentleman en-
ters corridor, goes quickly to desk)
I would gladly change rooms with
you.

WITTE. I don’t know how our Eliza-

veta Andreievna would get along
without me.

OLD gentleman (ot desk). I have
two tickets for the Gomedy Thea-
tre for this evening. Parquet loges.

Are the parquet chairs behind the
parquet loges or in front of them?
(zinnowitz enters, and goes to

desk.)

CLERK (to LADY who is Studying

the timetable). One moment. (To
OLD gentleman) The parauet
loges are behind the parquet chairSt

sir.

OLD GENTLEMAN. Then they’ve puf

me back and I want to be in front

How is that? Chairs in front ol

loges!

KRiNGELEiN (enters from elevator

•

Goes to desk, evidently very angry
To clerk). Listm.

ZINNOWITZ (to clerk). Has Mr*

Preysing arrived yet?

CLERK. One moment, gentlemen.

(nervous lady asks zennowitz for

time) The parquet loges are very

good and they are less expensive.

(Desk telephone rings, clerk an-

swers it, gaigern and wttte start

to pace. MRS. and miss bloom en-

ter from corridor and exit to grM.)
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GAiGERN. I don’t see why you
shouldn’t change your room, if

you’re disturbed too much. Does
the woman own you?

WITTE. Yes, Baron, Im quite indis-

pensable to her. She needs me con-

stantly. She knocks at my door. She
calls me. She sends me away. She
brings me back. I hardly belong to

myself any more. You can’t under-

stand that, can you, Baron?

CLERK (while GAIGERN and WITTE
are speaking). Desk. Yes. Hello.

Certainly, Mr. Trent, 111 see. (He
goes to letter rack, examines mail

and walks back to speak over the

telephone) Two letters, Mr. Trent.

One from New York and one from
London. Yes, IT! attend to it at

once. Thank you.

GAiGERN. Why do you stay so close

to her?

WITTE. Because shes marvelous.

Because one cannot help adoring

her. But I would move, only I am
afraid she would feel hurt.

CXERK (at phone). Certainly, Mad-
ame Gnisinskaia’s car is to be
brought. (Rings for bellboy.)

NERVOUS LADY. The dining car is

taken off at eight-thirty. And I wish
to dine later dian that.

KRiNGELEiN (loudcr)

.

Tm thor-

oughly dissatisfied. Do you hear?

With my room 599.

(clerk rings desk hell.)

CLERK (to SECOND BELLBOY ) . Mad-
ame Grusinskaias car is to be
brought.

(second bellboy goes through re-

volving door, repeating, ^Madame
Grusinskaias car is to he brought.^)

23NNOWTrz (to CLERK ) . If a young
lady . . .

NERVOUS lady. And what about
breakfast?

OLD gentleman. Is the bill really

worth ten marks?

KRINGELEIN. Will you please pay
some attention to me?

CLERK. One moment, gentlemen.
(sENF enters through door at back

of desk.)

seot (to NERVOUS lady) . The lady
wishes . . . ?

KKQ^KiELEiN. Pardon me, but I am
liKffou^y dissatis^d. Listail

GCJERK. One moment, please.

ziNNowrrz. Has Mr. Preysing . . . ?

CLERK. Mr. Preysing is making a
long-distance caJL

OLD Gaea'TTLEMAN. Will you please
advise me what to do about the
tickets?

(Spoken
together)

LADY. I wish to know
when the train leaves

for Troppau.

OLD GENTLEMAN. Shall

I have these seats

changed?

SENF. The train l^ves at 7;S5.
Friedrichstrasse station. Sleeper to

Lemberg. Change there. Don’t miss
the connection. Dining car goes
along. Suggest that you reserve a
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place at the table d’hote. See sleep-

ing-car steward about breakfast.

The clerk will take care of you.
Please arrange for the lady’s ticket.

(nervous lady goes to desk and
talks with clerk, second boy en-

ters and stands htf revolving door.

HANS rises, looks around lobby and
asks time of andre) How do you
do, Justice Zinnowitz? Mr. Prey-

sing will be here at once. He gave
instructions to ask you to have a
seat here in the lobby, (zinnowitz
turns away from desk. To old
gentleman) Your seats are excel-

lent. The acoustics are the best in

the house. I could get them
changed for you, but really . . .

Believe me, sir, the bill is unusually

interesting.

(old gentleman exits, hans goes

to phone at desk.)

ZINNOWITZ (turning to senf). If

my secretary asks for me, have her
wait. (Exits through grill, old
GENTLEMAN enters from corridor.)

SENF. Yes, sir. ( To clerk) My wife

is suffering agonies.

OTTERNSCHLAG (at dcsk)

.

Any let-

ters for me?

SENF. Just a minute. Doctor. (He
looks at letter rack.)

WITTE (to gaigern). Do you see

that man? He has been here for

six months. Every day he has to be
asked whether he wants to leave.

Yet he stays—always.

SENF. Sorry, Doctor, no messages.

The Doctor has given notice about

his room again. Does the Doctor

wish to leave today?

OTTERNscoSLAG. No* Today—

I

think I shall stay.
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(frank and Gertrude rise and exit

through revolving door, doctor
goes back to his table .

)

kringelein. I am thoroughly dis-

satisfied with my room.

SENF. Very sorry, sir. You know we
haven’t any other room vacant It

was hard to find one for you at all.

(To clerk) Has Madame Grusin-
skaia’s car been ordered yet?

CLERK. The car has been ordered,
sir.

kringelein. NaturaDy, Mr. Prey-
sing got a quite different kind of
room. Big, fine, stylish. In my room
there’s a bed, a table and two
chairs.

SENF. It is a very nicely furnished

room, sir. And inexpensive.

kringelein. But I don’t want an
inexpensive room. I want the very
best. I can get a room like that in

Fredersdorf. (flaemmchen enters

through revolving door and goes to

desk) I came here three times be-

fore you even gave me a room.
And you give me 599. What a
room! Just a room! What is there

Grand Hotel about that iroom? I ask

you?

FLAEMMCHEN (ot dssk) . Justjce

Zinnowitz, please.

(hans hangs up phone, finds mit
occupied, and slowly exMs to grill.}

senf (to krinqslein). Oe^ mo-
ment, six. (To fiamm) Are yom
Justice Zinnowitz’ secretary?

(old GENTmMAN Ttses and emt«

through corridor.)

FLAEMMCBEN. YeS. I WaS tcM ^
comf^hdxe. . .
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SENF. Justice Zinnow.tz asked that

you wait in the lobby.

(gigolo and gigolo lady enter

from grill and exit through corri-

dor.)

KRiNGELEiN. Please do not pay so

much attention to the young lady.

I have been waiting a good deal

longer. Pay a little attention to me,
please. I am telling you that that is

no Grand Hotel room, (flaemm-
CHEN goes to table and sits on
bench) It is a very ordinary room,
and I want as good as Dr. Prey-

sing. . . .

(baron is giving FLAEMMcaaEN the

onceover.

)

SENF. Very sorry, sir, but Mr. Prey-

sing wired his reservation in ad-

vance. Perhaps it can be arranged

later.

{Elevator comes down. FOxmTH
boy enters from it and stands at

desk. EMILE enters from elevator

and exits through revolving door.

nervous lady exits to elevator.

)

KRiNGELEiN. But you must Under-
stand. I can^t wait. I have no time.

(reception man enters from corri-

dor. Elevator goes up) Every day
counts; every hour, every minute.
I came here because I want to live

here two weeks, or three . . . God
only knows—^ITl pay—^ITI pay
whatever you ask.

SENF. We have no doubt that you
want to pay, sir.

reception man {turning to desk).
Has the gentleman a complaint?

KRINGELEIN {tuTfhs Suddenly to re-
ception man. WITTE rises and lis-

tens). I certainly have got a com-
plaint. I want to stay here. I ve
come from a long distance away to

stay at the Grand Hotel. I want to

live well, just as other people do;

(hans enters from grill) just as Mr.
Preysing does. Exactly as he does.

I want to live here awhile, do you
understand? IVe got the money.
(reception 3vL‘^n icalks over to

desk, KRINGELEIN follows him.

WITTE approaches them) I am sick,

I am tired. And you give me a tiny

little room, way oflF in a comer,
where the water pipes make a
racket.

WITTE. Really, why don't you give

the gendeman another room, if it

means so much to him? If he is ill?

reception man {turns away from
desk)

.

At present it is quite impos-
sible, Mr. Witte. Perhaps tomor-
row.

KRINGELEIN. Tomorrow—^you're

just saying that. Tomorrow! {To
WITTE ) I want it now! {To re-
ception man) I need it.

RECEPTION MAN. I wish I COuld
help you, but we haven't another
room.

WITTE {to RECEPTION man). Then
give the gendeman my room.
(baron gets up and goes close to

WITTE. DR. otternschlag turns in

his chair) I will take the litde room
off in a comer, where the water
pipes make a racket.

(gigolo and gigolo lady enter

from corridor and talk to each
other.)

eeceptton man {shocked). But
Mr. Witte. You wouldn't . . .

gaigern {hastily). Oh, Mr. Witte,

don't do that!
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KRiNGELEiK. Permit me! My name
is Kringelein. From Fredersdorf.

WITTE. Witte.

GAiGERN {very quickly). Baron von
Gaigem.

KEiNGELEiM {catinot believe his

ears). Baron ... I

GAIGERN. Von Gaigem.

OTTERNSCHLAG {quietly still sit-

ting. All turn and look at him). If

the gentleman feels so keenly about
it, he can have my room. It doesn't

make the slightest difference to me
where I stay. Have his baggage
taken up. My trunks are packed.
Please. One can see that the gentle-

man is fatigued and ill. . . . Any-
way, I am leaving at any moment.

KEUNGELEiN {ostouished to find
himself suddenly surrounded by
three fine gentlemen). I don't

know. Thanks. I have . . .

(gigolo and gigolo lady exit to

corridor .

)

WITTE {firmly, going over to the

doctor) . No. Permit me. My room.
I wish it very much. {Turning to

KRiNGELEEsr) Mr. Kringelein will

have the room next to Madame
Grusinskaia!

(reception man goes to upper
end of desk.)

KRINGELEIN. Madame Grusinskaia!

The one who has her picture in all

the illustrated papers?

{Phone rings.)

WITTE. The same. Madame Grusin-

skaia, who has her picture in all

the illustrated papers. Lisaveta

Andreievna, the celebrated dancer.
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owner of the Sergei pearls. Mr.
Kringelein, you wifi be her neigh-
bor!

CLERK. Mr. Witte, you are asked
to come at once to Madame Gm-
sinskaia.

WITTE. There! I'll pack my trunk.

The ballet property issues a decla-

ration of independence. (Exits

through corridor after bowing to
baron and kringelein.

)

RECEPTION MAN {at desk, to senf).
Very well, see to it. . . . Especially
that Mr. Witte is made as com-
fortable as possible. (Crosses and
exits to grill room.

)

SENF (at phone). Number 599
changes with 169. (To kringe-
lein) The change will be made at

once, Mr. Kringelem. Number 169.
Room with bath. (Rings bell.)

kringelein. With bath?

senf {to boy). Show the gentle-

man to 169.

OTTERNSCHLAG. Well, you are fixed

up. Yes?

{Elevator door opens, katte enters,

goes to HANS and exits with him,

after a brief greeting, through re-

volving door.)

KRINGELEIN. Yes. . . . Thanks. . . .

{To GAIGERN as DR. OTTERNSCHLAG
turns front) Does that mean that

the bath is all my own? Private?

GAIGERN (smilmg). Certainly.

KRINGELEIN. Thanks, many thanks,

Baron. It certainly was kind of yon
and Mr. Witte. I guess I had better

go pack now. {Starts towards ele-
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imtor) I will make the change very

quickly. I have not much time.

GAiGEKN. Mr, Kringelein, when you
are ready, meet me here in the

lobby. Well have a cocktail to-

gether.

KRiNGEUEiN {stofs in his tracks, as-

tounded). What? Do you mean

—

well have a drink together?

(gaigebn nods.)

FOURTH BOY. This way, please.

KRINGELEIN (going into elevotof)

.

Oh, thank you, thank you.

(waiter from grill goes to table

and wipes it. gigolo and gigolo

LADY enter from corridor and stand

talking, kringelein and fourth
boy exit into elevator, gaigern
looks after him, smiling, turns and
looks at flaemmchen, begins to

flirt with her. She smiles at him.

PREYSING and ziNNOwrrz appear
simultaneously, preysing from cor-

ridor, ziNNOwrrz from grid room,

followed by first waiter with

drink, flaemimchen looks serious

at once; acquaintance is out of the

question.)

PREYSING (at desk, hastdy to seot) .

Still no telegram for Preysing?

CLERK. Nothing here, Mr. Preysing.

2INNOWXTZ (goes tO PREYSING,

Shakes hands with him). How are

you, Pre^ng?

PREYSING. Oh, hello, Zinnowitz.

(first waiter serves anthre.)

ZINNOWITZ. How is everything.

Preysing?

preysing. Fine, thanks.

ZINNOWITZ. And your wife?

PREYSING. Fine, thanks. (To senf)

If a telegram comes, have it sent to

me at once.

SENF. Yes, sir.

ziNNOvmz. How about that Man-
chester deal?

(They walk across stage.)

PREYSING. It must go through. It

must, I tell you.

ZINNOWITZ. I hope so. (flaemm-
chen rises and goes over to zinno-

witz. baron thinks she is coming
to speak to him) But if it doesn't

fiaemmchen. Justice Zinnowitz!

(gaigern disappointedly goes to

table and sits near it.)

ZINNOWITZ. Ah, Flaemmchen! Here
you are! Permit me to introduce

. . . Miss Flamm—Mr. Preysing.

This is the young lady who is to

take your dictation.

PREYSING. Oh! I had supposed you
would be much older.

FLAEMMCHEN. I Can't help being
young.

ZINNOWITZ. And shall we say
beautiful, Flaemmchen? She is a
very reliable worker.

PREYS©^ (cooler). You may sit

down. Miss Flamm. (He beckons
to waiter) Give the young lady
what she wants. On my account

—

Preysing, Room 170.

flaemmchen. Thank you. (She re-

turns to settee, waiter foUows her
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and presents wine card, thibd boy
enters from grill and goes to desk.

He stands at attention.)

PREYSING. And wait here. Miss
Flamm. (To 2innowitz) Zinno-

witz, you must become thoroughly
acquainted (takes him by the arm.
They turn and walk) with the
whole situation about this merger.

ziNNOwiTZ. Yes, but not too thor-

oughly, Preysing, (chauffeur en-

ters revolving door, cigarette in

mouth. Looks around the lobby)
Ten minutes at the most. I have a
little diimer engagement.

PREYSING. Perhaps first we’d better

go where we can be alone. I want
to show you the figures.

(They exit through corridor, fol-

lowed by GIGOLO and gigolo
LADY.)

FLAEMMCHEN (tO WAITER). HoW
about a champagne flip?

(waiter bows and exits to grill.

FLAEMMCHEN takes out a cigarette,

but does not light it.)

CHAUFFEUR (looking toward gai-

gern) . Have you time now, sir?

gaigern. Well, what is it?

chauffeur. Can I see you for a

moment, please?

(gaigern goes to him. dr. ottern-

SCHLAG turns to watch them for a
moment.

)

GAIGERN. Cigarette out of your

mouth when you speak to me. How
many times must I teU you? You’re

giving us away* Where’s^, the

money?

csEiAUFFEUR (tokes wkM envelope
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from inside his cap and gives it to

gaigern). Here’s a hundred.

GAIGERN. I’ve got to have more
money. It costs like the devil to

live here.

CHAUFFEUR. Finish the job and
then you’ll get more money. You’ve
had plenty already. We know how
that goes. Always money. We want
results.

GAIGERN. I can’t rush it. I send hex

orchids every day. I . . .

CHAUFFEUR. You Send her orchids!

What’s the idea? Are you in love

with her?

(LOUISE enters through revolving

door. Looks about lobby and out to

corridor. Goes to table and sits in

chair near it. gigolo and gigolo
LADY enter from corridor and stand

talking.)

GAIGERN. Don’t be a fool. I merely
play the part of an infatuated ad-

mirer. I had hoped to get into her
room through her orchestra leader,

Witte. But he has changed rocnns

at the last minute with some funny
provincial. Now I’ve got to get <m
good terms with him. That wil take

time.

(MARGARET enters throt^h re«?ofo-

ing door and greets louisb.)

CHAUFFEUR. TomcRTOw ni^t she’ll

be leaving.

GAIGERN. Tomorrowm do it

OEiAUFFEUR. Tonight.

(newlywkds and carriage man
enter.)

GAIGERN. Tomorrow.
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CHAUFFEUR. Toiiight. Ill have the

car here about twelve.

GAiGERN. m do my best. Give me
some more money.

CHAUFFETO. Tomght at twelve ITI

give you all the money. (Elevator

comes down, nervous lady fol-

lowed by SCHURMANN with bag en-

ters from elevator. She goes to

desk, tips schurmann, who exits.

NEWEYWED tipS CARRIAGE IvIAN.

WAITER enters from grill, serves

drink to flaemmchen, and makes
out check) You were to get sixty

thousand. You ve had six already,

Mr. Baron.

•GAIGERN, ITI do what I can.

(Aloud) You may go now, thanks.

(Elevator goes up^j

chauffeur (aloud). Thank you,

sir.

(Ensemble voices swell, nervous

BAUM
lady asks for bill, chauffeur exits

through revolving door, meier-

HEiM dashes in.)

MEiERHEiM (hurriedly, at desk).

Madame Grusinskaia is still here?

(Ensemble voices die down.)

senf. Madame is still in her room,

Mr. Meierheim.

MEIERHEIM (excitcdly)

.

My God
and the performance soon starting.

(Goes to elevator and pushes but-

ton) Quick. Quick. Bring her car.

senf. Madame Grusinskaia^s car.

clerk (ringing desk hell). Mad-
ame Grusinskaia s car.

THIRD BELLBOY (going to revolving

door). Madame Grusinskaia's car.

(Voice of the clerk over tele-

phone at curtain, ‘"Madame, shall

the car be broughtF*)

CURTAIN

Scene HE

Scene—grusinskaia’s room furnished with banal hotel elegance. On the

table there is a clock. To the right there is a chaise longue, and behind
it a telephone table. At the left there is a dressing table. There are two
doors: one leading into the dressing room and the other into the hall.

There is an armchair between the hall door and dressing table. A clothes

rack stands beside the door to witte’s room. A small jewel casket on the
dressing table lies open shownng a necklace of pearls. The telephone is

ringing, suzanne, the silent, faded and elderly factotum of grusinskaia,

starhds before dressing table with bdUet shoes in her hand. She answers
phone.

SUZANNE. Madame Grusinskaias grusinskaia (from dressing room)

.

room. One moment, please. (Call- No.
ing off stage) Madame, the steward
asks if the car shall be brought. SUZANNE. But it is time—^if Mad-
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ame wishes to practice before the

perfoimance.

GRUSiNSKAiA. I don’t. You know I

don’t want to tonight.

SUZANNE. But, Madame . . .

GRUSINSKAIA. No.

SUZANNE {at phone). Thank you,

no. Later. Yes, I will tell you at the

right time, (Hangs up, goes to chair

and puts ribbons in ballet slippers.

GRUsiNSKAiA enters. She is a tender,

emotional woman, in the late thir-

ties, still very beautiful, Favlowa
type, wearing a Russian dressing

gown.)

GRUSINSKAIA (goes to door)

.

Witte!

Witte! (Knocl^ on door, suzanne
rises) Witte! (Listens) He isn’t

there.

SUZANNE (goes to phone)

.

He may
be in the lobby. (Over phone)

Hello. Will you please find Mr.

Witte and tell him to come to Mad-
ame Grusinskaia’s room? Thank
you. (Hangs up.)

GRUSINSKAIA (ot door, softly)

.

Even
Witte now doesn’t stay there in the

next room, waiting, ready, to come
when I knock!

(A knock at door, suzanne goes to

door. ELEVATOR BOY with box of

flowers enters.)

ELEVATOR BOY. Foi Madame Gru-

sinskaia.

SUZANNE, m take them, (elevator

BOY exits and closes door, suzanne

walks toward chaise longue, open-

ing box. GRUSINSKAIA sits on chaise

longue) Orchids again, Madame.

No card.
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GRUSINSKAIA. I like it better when
there is no card.

SUZANNE. Surely from the young
man . . .

GRUSINSKAIA (examining orchids).

We met in Nice? He is very good-
lookmg.

SUZANNE. The flowers will bring us
luck. Huge, beautiful orchids.

From a young man who sits in the
theatre night after night and ap-
plauds. Madame is only nervous.

GRUSINSKAIA. No, Suzaime. I am
tired, Suzanne. I think I was never
so tired m my life.

(A knock.)

SUZANNE. Come in!

(WITTE enters.)

WITTE (going up to Madame be-

hind couch). Did you call me?
Forgive me. I was in the lobby.

GRUSINSKAIA. I Wanted to see you,

Witte. Nothing else. Why were you
not in your room?

WITTE (close to her, smding). Lisa-

veta Andreievna is a disturbing

neighbor.

SUZANNE (putting orchids on
table). Madame has a touch of

stage fright this evening.

GRUSINSKAIA. No, it is more than

that. I am afraid, Witte, terribly

afraid.

WITTE. It will pass, Lisaveta.

SUZANNE. As soon as Madame is cm
the stage.
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GRusiNSKAiA. No, I cannot dance

tonight.

suzAKNE. No, no, Madame, every-

thing is as good as it always was.

WITTE. But in Brussels you were

|ust as tired, after the rough pas-

sage from England, and then you

danced so wonderfully, and we had

such an ovation. , . .

GRUSiNSKAiA. But last night there

was no applause. And if I dance

tonight . . . No, I will not dance.

I am so tired—^here, and here.

(Points to her heart and her fore-

head, Suddenly) Witte—^let us can-

cel the engagement.

sx;fZANNE (shocked). But you can-

not do that!

WITTE. Madame has never can-

celed!

^SUZANNE. One can't

{SimuLta-
J
cancel!

neously)

tWITTE. No!

GBUSiNSK.AtA. Oh, yes, one can! One
can cancel; one can quit entirely.

Now is the time. I feel it. (She rises^

goes to dressing table) AssezI

everything tells me "assez," enough,
oiough. (She takes from jewel cas-

ket the loop of pearls.

)

WITTE (taking a step toward Mad-
ame). You are only overwrought,
Lisaveta.

GRUSINSKAIA. No, Witte, I feel

—

everything growing cold around
me. (Presses pearls against her

forehead) The Grand Duke Sergei

is dead. His pearls are dead. And
we are dead, too. (Sits at dressing

table, facing front) Passi! Fin-
ished.

GRUSINSKAIA. No, everything is

threadbare now. The Russians—^the

her feet.

)

pearls—Grusinskaia—oh

( She throws her pearls at

(Spoken

j

togetherM

''SUZANNE (picking up
pearls ) . Mon Dieu! The
pearls! If something

were to break!

WITTE. Please, Lisa-

veta.
V,

GRUSINSKAIA. They don't break.

They hold together and bring me
bad luck. This is no life for me any
more. Ballet shoes—divertissements

—^attitudes . . .

WITTE. Madame will certainly have
a great success tonight.

GRUSINSKAIA. I shall havc no suc-

cess tonight—^nor tomorrow . . ,

ni never again have any success.

No. This is the end. I am going to

retire from the stage. That is all.

(The phone rings, suzanne goes
to answer.)

suzAi'^NE. No, no, Madame! (At
phone) Yes. One moment. The
chauffeur is calling, Madame. He
is waiting with the car.

GRUSINSKAIA. I don't Want it! (Rises

and goes to couch) I didn't tell

them to send it.

SUZANNE. He came of his own ac-

cord. He knew it was time to take
ymi to the theatre.

GRUSIN^AIA. I won't go. I Want to

be left alone. Send the car away.
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SUZANNE (into phone). Madame
does not want the car now. No.
(Hangs up.)

grusinskaia (sitting on couch). I

am very unhappy, Witte. I am
tired. I am so alone. . . .

SUZANNE. Come—^Madame must
dress.

WITTE. It is time, Lisaveta. You
must go to the theatre.

GRUsmsKAiA. Please don’t say

"must,’"" Witte, please help me.

WITTE (sits beside her). Lisaveta,

if I only could. How can I help

you?
(There is a knock at the door and
it is -flung open. The impresario,

MEiERHEiM, doshes in. witte
rises.)

MEIERHEIM. What does this mean?
Madame here in negligee an hour

before the performance? (Curtly

nods to WITTE and suzanne) How
do, Witte, how do, Suzanne.

(MEIERHEIM takes off his hat and
throws it on chair) This simply will

not do. I nearly had a stroke. I was

so excited. I sit in the theatre and

wait and wait. No, my dear lady,

it simply will not do. If you donT

keep discipline, what do you expect

of the troupe? Listen! You have

obligations, Madame; you have re-

ceived money; we have a contract

and you can’t persist in coming

late.

GRUSiNSKAiA. I am not coming late.

I am canceling the engagement.

(She lies hack on couch, her head

upright.)

MEIERHEIM. Oh, SO you caucel

—

you cancel! And who is to dance?

871

GRUSINSKAIA. That doesn’t matter

to me. Desprez, I suppose! (Covers

face with hands.)

MEIERHEIM. Desprez! Desprez!

People aren’t paying thirty marks
to see Desprez.

WITTE. Lisaveta, my dear, my dear!

SUZANNE. Madame isn’t tired a bit

any more.

MEIERHEIM. Pardon me. (Pushes

WITTE out of his way) Leave this

to me. Shut up, Witte. (To Mad-
ame) Madame, you wiH dance. You
are too great an artist to go on be-

ing temperamental. You cannot dis-

appoint your public. The theatre

is Jammed to die rafters. I simply

will not hear of a cancellation.

There’s been a line in front of the

box office since six o’clodb Come!
Quick! Get dressed!

(During speech grusinskaia sloudy

takes hands from face.)

GRUSINSKAIA. Is there really a full

house tonight?

MEIERHEIM. Doesn’t Meierheim say

so? The Crown Prince made reser-

vations. Two foreign ministers;

Mary Wigman came from Dresdm
just to see you. (grusinskaia sUs

up) Max Reinhardt is bringing a

couple of American millionaires.

And now, shall Desprez take y<Rir

place?

CRUSINSKAIA. A1 r%ht. (Rises from

couch) Wait for me in the loWby.

n be ready in ten minutes. (She

htmtedky exits to dreeing room)

Suzanne!

(suzanne qukMy follows, puttk^

pearls on dressmg table as ^
goes.) ’
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MEiERHEiM. Honey, darling, what
do you mean, ten minutes? This

minute! {Notices the necklace on

dressing table) Witte! Suzanne!

Pick up those pearls. ( Goes to

dresser and picks up pearls) God
almighty! How you leave jewelry

lying around, ’

all over the room!

m take them myself. (Puts pearls

in case,)

GRusiNSKAiA (o-ff Stage), No. Don’t

bring the pearls. I will dance for

heavens sake, but not with the

pearls.

MEIERHEIM. What do you mean,
without the pearls? You can’t go on

without the pearls. Now come oii

—

hurry! The audience is there. The
orchestra is there. It isn’t possible

that the curtain will go up and

—

Grusinskaia won’t dance.

(grusinskaia enters and rushes up
to WITTE. MEIERHEIM gOeS tO

phone, jiggles receiver.

)

grusinsk:\ia (seized by the fever

of the theatre) . Witte! But suppose

I fail tonight?

WITTE. You will not fail, Madame.
You will dance more wonderfully

tonight than ever before.

SU2ANNE (at doorway), Wbich
coat, Madame?

GRUSINSKAIA. The green one. (su-

ZANNE brings coat and bathrobe)

And bring the orchids.

(SUZANNE helps her on with coat.)

SUZANNE. The pearls too? (Goes to

get pearls, throwing bathrobe on
chair.

)

GRUSINSKAIA (rushiug out, followed

by WITTE ). Oh, I suppose so.

(suzANNE goes to table, gets or-

chids and rushes after her.)

MEIERHEIM (at telephone trium-

phantly), Order the car for Mad-
ame Grusinskaia! (Hangs up
phone, grabs his hat and rushes out

after them.)

CURTAIN

Scene IV

Scene—Lobby: as in scene two at fall of curtain. This scene is an imme-
diate continuation of Scene II and is supposed to be simultaneous with
Scene III. gaigern is going toward flaemmchen who is seated on settee,

OTTERNSCHLAG is Seated at right of table, gigolo and gigolo lady are on
stage. ANDRE is seated at table, bride and groom are at desk, registering.

NERVOUS LADY ts ot desk. SENE uTid CLERK ore behind desk and second
BOY is near desk, loxuse sUs at table. Margaret stands near her. waiter
is at left of revolving door. Telephone rings and voice of clerk is heard
speaking at telephone. ""Three bags and a trunk, sirF* gaigern goes to
FLAEMMCHEN lights her cigarette, saying, ""May 1?**
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CAiGERN. I believe we met in

Baden-Baden, (louise and mar-
GARET exit. THIRD BOY enters
through revolving door) Didn't we
have a very pleasant dance there?

FLAEMMCHEN. No. I was never in
Baden-Baden.

(gigolo lady goes to desk, gets
key, and exits through corridor.

gigolo exits through revolving
door.)

gaigern. I beg your pardon. I mis-
took you for someone else.

FLAEMMCHEN (laughing). You
needn't try to work 3iat old game
on me. You know very well you
never saw me before.

gaigern. Well, no more fooling

then. May I sit down? (He sits)

As a matter of fact, nobody would
ever take you for somebody else.

You are so exceedingly yourself.

(Telephone at desk rings) Would
you Idee to dance?

(SENF calls THIRD BELLBOY tO desk
for key. bellboy takes newly-
weds' hag. They go toward eleva-

tor. BELLBOY says: "'This way
please/^ and leads them out
through corridor, second boy gets

NERVOUS lady's bag. daisy enters

from grill, goes to desk for inquiry,

and exits through corridor.)

FLAEMMCHEN, Well, you Certainly

lose no time. I can't now. I have
to wait. Later in the evening I

could.

(CLERE exits from desk with biU.)

GAIGERN. Later in the evening I

can't. I have to go to the theatre,

to see Grusinskaia dance.

fiaemmchen. Really have to?

(WATTZ enters through revolving
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door. Goes to desk and talks ovet

phone. WAITER exits to grill.)

GAIGERN. Really have to. It's of the
greatest importance to me. Too
bad, isn't it?

(fourth boy enters from corridor

with telegrams. Gives them to

SENF. CLERK enters door to desk
with bills.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Too awfuUy bad.
You're probably in love with Gru-
sinskaia,

GAIGERN. I could be. I probably
am.

FLAEMMCHEN. What docs shc look
like?

GAIGERN. To me she is radiantly

beautiful. But I like you better for

the moment What is your name?

FLAEMMCHEN. They Call me
Fiaemmchen. My name is Christine

Flamm.

GAIGERN. Fiaemmchen? Is that it?

Shall we meet here tomorrow in

the afternoon?

FLAEMMCHEN. Here?

GAIGERN (smiLmg). Here. In the

lobby. All right.

FLAEMMCHEN. Honor bright?

GAIGERN. Honor bright.

(sENF rings desk beU. fourth boy
goes to desk.)

SENF (giving him telegram). Tele-

gram for 168.

(Elevator comes down, meier-

HEiM comes from elevator followed

by WITTE, GRUSINSKAIA, SUZANNE,
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SUZANNE is carrying jewel casket

and orchids, gaigebn, seeing gru-

siNSKAiA, goes toward her and

bows.)

FOURTH BOY (ot desk). 168.

Yes, sir.

SENF. There’s your party. Hurry,

quick! (To grusinskaia) Telegram

for Madame Grusinskaia.

MEiERHEiM. Come on, hurry. We’ll

be late ringing up. Come on, Witte.

(To senf) What?
(dr. otternschlag turns around

for a moment.)

FOURTH BOY. Telegram, Madame.
( She takes telegram.

)

€musiNSKAiA. Here. (She takes tele-

gram and opens it automaticaUy,

looJdng at gaigern who has taken

a step toward her. fourth boy
exits through revolving door, nerv-
ous lady goes to SECOND BELLBOY
and gives him a steamer rug.)

mdeierheim:. Read it after the per-

formance. There isn’t time now.

grusinskaia (agitated. Reading
telegram). Always. Always. Worse
and worse luck.

MErERHETM. For Gods sake, what
now?

grusinskaia. The guest engage-
ment at Budapest is canceled. Lack
of interest. O p^e celeste. This is

the end. I dance no more with the
pearls.

t^uzANNE. Mon dieuf

(reception 3«ian enters from grSl.)

WITTE. Lisaveta, Lisaveta, how can
you be so superstitious?

grusinskaia. How can I help it?

(To SUZANNE )
Take them back to

the room.

(SUZANNE exits to elevator with

pearls.

)

wi ’iTE (going to revolving door

with grusinskala) . My dear, my
dear! (They exit through revolving

door. RECEPTION MAN turns door

for them as they go out.)

MEIERHEIM (to SENF at desk)

.

You
think you’re a hotel steward and
you don’t know that a telegram

should never be delivered to an

artist—^before a performance. (Ex-

its through revolving door.)

(reception man goes to end of

desk. CHAUFFEUR enters through

revolving door, nervous lady goes

to desk for ticket.

)

WATTZ (at desk. Over phone)

.

Yes?

Gerstenkom? Yes.

CHAUFFEUR (walking toward gai-

gern). Time to go to the theatre,

sir.

(clerk gets key from nervous
LADY. She goes to second boy.

EMILE and CLARA enter through re-

volving door and go to elevator.)

gaigern. We do not go to the

theatre tonight. She left the pearls

in her room.

(nervous lady and second boy
exit through revolving door, clerk
exits from desk.)

chauffeur. The hell you say!

GAIGERN. Meet me south door,

twelve o’clock. (Aloud) You may
have the evening off.

CHAUFFEUR. Thank you, sir. (He
exits through revolving door, re-
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CEPTiON MAN staruls near revolv^
ing door,)

WAiTZ (over phone). All right,

then, ni come right up.

GAIGERN (going to FLAEMMCHEN
) .

Well, Flaemmchen, I am delighted

to be able to tell you that I am not
going to leave you after all.

(clerk enters behind desk.)

FLAEMMCHEN. I thought you abso-
lutely had to go to the theatre.

GAIGERN. No, IVe changed my
mind.

FLAEMMCHEN. But why not?

GAIGERN- Perhaps because in the
meantime (Elevator comes down.
KRiNGELEiN and THIRD BOY enter

from elevator, emile and clara
enter elevator. Elevator goes up.
THIRD BOY stands near desk) Ive
met someone I like.

FLAEMMCHEN. Yes, you have.

(KRINGELEIN goes to desk. He is

now dressed in a clerTzs Sunday
clothes.

)

KRINGELEIN. Fm packed. You can
change me now.
(daisy enters from corridor. Goes
to manager. They talk. dr. ottern-
SCHLAG rises.)

GAIGERN. There’s my friend Kringe-

lein. I' want you to be very nice to

him, Flaemmchen.
(doctor walks toward kbinge-

lein.)

FLAEMMCHEN (laughing)

.

Why
not? It’s easy to be nice.

(wAiTZ eo(M$. GARaBRN goes to

KRINGELEIN.)
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OTTERNSCHLAG (tO KRINGELEIN).
Well, did you get fixed up?
(FORTNER enters through revolving
door, crosses to desk and talks
over house phone.)

KRINGELEIN. Yes, thanks.

GAIGERN. Good evening, Mr. Krin-
gelein. I thought you were never
coming. (Takes him by arm and
they approach flaemmchen, toe-
ing the DOCTORS chair.)

KRINGELEIN. Ah, the Baron is so
kind.

(As GAIGERN takes the chair and
places it for kringelein opposite
FLAEMMCHEN, SENT giveS THIRD
BELLBOY a card, bellboy exits to
grill. DR. OTTERNSCHLAG WOtcheS
KRINGELEIN sBot himself, then goes
to get chair and sits watching.)

GAIGERN. What do you say we have
a Httle dinner parly? Would you
like that? Just the three of us.

( FORTNER goes to elevotoT. Intro--

ducing kringelein) Permit me.
Mr. Kringelein of Fredersdorf

—

Flaemmchen . . .

(kringelein sits at table facir^

FLAEMMCHEN. GAIGERN Stands tO

the right of krin<^le3N. sscond
BELLBOY enters thrcnigh reodirmg
door, goes to desk, speaks to

and exits to corridor.)

FLAEMMCHEN (tO KRINOKLEIn).
And have you a nice room now? I
heard you making a complaint a
while ago.

KRINGELEIN. Thanks very much. A
marvelous room. Bed. Carpets.

Furniture. AH &e very b^ and a
bronze statue on the table, a man
cm a horse, (oaxgebn and vlamm-
CHEN laugh) Pardon me. On-
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doubtedly you are accustomed to

things like that.

GAiGERN. Tm glad you got what
you wanted.

(Elevator comes down. mrs. and
MISS BLOOM enter from grid slowly^

talking, and exit to corridor, fort-

NER enters elevator. Elevator goes

tip. OLD GENTLEMAN enters from
corridor and exits through revolv-

ing door.)

ERiNGELEiN. I Certainly have. I had

the amusement guide book sent up.

rd like to see something. Have a

big time. Drink champagne, for

instance. It"s expensive, I know. I

looked on the card. You can’t get

it for less than twelve marks. But

that makes no difference. I’d like

to eat caviar too

—

(reception

MAN and DAISY cross to desk and
talk to senf) for the &st time in

my life, (flaemmchen laughs)

I see the lady is laughing.

FLAEMMCHEN. Have caviar if you
like. But it tastes like herring.

KRiNGELEiN. Caviar and cham-
pagne may mean nothing to you,

but to me they mean a great deal.

You see, sir. I’m ill and all of a

sudden I got a fear, such a fear, of

missmg life, (therd bellboy en-

ters from corridor and stands at

desk) I don’t want to miss lire

—

do you understand?

FLAEMMCHEN. Funny. You talk of

life as if it were a train you wanted
to catch.

(clerk exits.)

KRINGELEIN (desk telephone rings.

CLERK answers it). Yes, and for

me it is going to leave any minute.
I’m not at all well

GAIGERN. WeU, Mr. Kringelein

what do you say we make a really

big night? Would you like that?

KRINGELEIN. Yes, indeed.

GAIGERN. And Flaemmchen comes
along too, don’t you, Flaemmchen?

FLAEMMCHEN. No, worse luck. I’ve

been engaged for the evening.

(second waiter enters from cor-

ridor, with tray of glasses. Exits to

grill.)

kringelein. Oh, can a person just

engage you for the evening?

flaemmchen. Yes, to take dicta-

tion. A Mr. Preysing.

kringelein. Mr. Preysing! Of
course! It would be Preysing!

That’s just like him.

FLAEMMCHEN. Do you Icnow him?

kringelein. Do I know him? Do
I know him! (preysing and ztnno-

WTTZ enter from corridor, recep-
tion man starts toward grill) I

know him through and through. I’d

give a good deal—to settle my ac-

counts with him.

preysing (to reception man as

they cross over to grill)

.

I engaged
the conference room for seven

o’clock. See that it’s ready. (To
ziNNOwnz) We can talk there

without being interrupted, recep-
tion MAN goes to desk. They stop

a few feet away from grill-room

door as soon as they see flaemm-
chen) Oh, Miss Flaemmchen, we
shall need you very soon.

(kringelein rises on hearing
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PREYSING^S 'ooice^ stops short and
listens.)

iGaiNGEUEEsr {to pkeysing). I have
the honor, Your Excellency!

PREYSING {scarcely glancing at

him). How do, {To the clerk) If

a telegram comes— {to zinnowitz)
from Manchester— {to the clerk)

877

bring it to me at once. Come, Zin*

nowitz!

(zinnowitz and preysing exit to

grill room, kringelein stands,

staring, otternschlag laughs. All

turn and look at otternschlag.)

otternschlag {somewhat aggres-

sively). That’s no way to catch up
with life, Mr. Kringelein!

curtain

Scene V

Scene—Conference room: A large conference table stands in the center,

with chairs at either end of it. A double door leads to a corridor. There is a

small table with a chair in back of it. A pitcher with water, tray and
glasses are on a small service table. There is a telephone on the large cen-

ter table, also an ash tray.

FOURTH BELLBOY {entering, carry-

ing typewriter and paper). Ttds

way, gentlemen.

(preysing and zinnowitz enter.

fourth bellboy puts typewriter

on table and paper beside it.

)

preysing. Everything conspires to

set my nerves on edge. (To fourth
bellboy) If a telegram comes,

bring it at once. Understand?

FOURTH bellboy. Yes, sir. {Exits.)

zinnowitz
(
places coat and hat on

table). Mmmmm. Still no word
from Manchester.

preysing. No, nothing yet. Have
you seen the Saxonia people?

zinnowitz. Yes, indeed.

pkeysing. And . . . ?

zinnowttz. The conference is set

for ten o’clock tomorrow morning.

If, meanwhile, we receive from
Manchester the assurance that Bur-

leigh and Son wish to enter into an

association with your concern,

everything will go ofiF smoothly. We
shall effect the merger with Sax-

onia without any dilSculty at all.

But ff the Manchester people re-

fuse, then I must say it will be a

different story. Your stock is drop^

ping rapidly, and if this conf^^ice

tomorrow goes wrong . . *

preysing. Do you tfamk we ought

to postpone the confer^ice?

zinnowitz. My God, no! That

would create the very worst im-

pression. You must be optimistic.

You must convince them*

PREYSING. But the stocks . • . I

threw in 80,000 to keep up the
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price. (ziNNOwiTZ whistles) We
simply must put this merger
through. Otherwise . . .

ziNNOwrrz. I hope your factory

doesn’t go bankrupt before the

merger.

PBEYSiNG. It won’t. But we are in

bad shape. I tell you frankly—^if

only Manchester agrees!

ziNNOwrrz, WeU, tell them in the

morning that Manchester has

agreed.

PREYSING. I am not a liar. I make
my deals on a solid basis.

ziNNOwiTZ. Of course, you are the

very model of an honest business

man,

PREYSING. I certainly am an honest

man. I am an honorable business

man, a good husband and father

and consequently a happy man. i

have nothing to conceal.

ZINNOWITZ. WeU, don’t get excited

about it. We know that £be Saxonia

deal must go through. We will see

to it that we get their signatures.

PREYSING. I want to dictate my
statement for tomorrow (Goes to

jphone) I can’t speak without notes.

(Over phone) Clerk, please. (To
ziNNOwrrz) I hke to have things

down before me in black and white.

(Over phone) Wfll you send in

Justice Zinnowitz’ secretary? Con-
fermce room 3. If a telegram

ecanes, have it sent to me at once.

ZINNOWITZ. Now, listen. Of course

youre an honest man. But please,

like a good fellow, speak optimis-

tically about Manchester.

PREYSING. I can’t lie.

ZINNOWITZ. WeU, lying probably

won’t help. But there are, well

—

nuances. If you are too upright, it

might easily happen that the Sax-

onia people wiU puU out—and
think what would happen then.

PREYSING. The deal must go
through.

(flaeimmchen enters.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Good evening.

PREYSiNG. Good evening.

ZINNOWITZ. How do you do,

Flaemmchen? WeU, Preysing, 111

leave you to your work. I’ll be at

the conference. Good-bye, Flaemm-
chen. And, Preysing, optimism does

it.

FLAEMMCHEN. Good night. Justice

Zinnowitz.

(ziNNOWITZ exits.)

PREYSING. WeU, let’s get to work.

FLAEMMCHEN. Shorthand or shall I

take it direct on the machine? (Sits

downy adfusts the machine.)

PREYSING. What was it Justice Zin-

nowitz called you?

FLAEMMCHEN. Flaemmchen.

PREYSING. Flaemmchen. It seems
odd.

FLAEMMCHEN. What?

PREYSING. Why—oh, nothing . . ,

Do you work in Justice Zinnowitz’
office?

FLAEMMCHEN. I Only do occasional

jobs there. Nothing steady. I’m
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looking for a job now. Shorthand
or shall I take it on the machine?

PREYSING. On the machine. You

—

you are very pretty for a typist.

FLAEMMCHEN. Yes? Shall we get to
work?

PREYSING. Yes—diet’s begin. (Lights
cigar and walks up and down dur-
ing speech) Gentlemen: since on
the eleventh of June of this year,

the first negotiations for a merger
of the Fredersdorf Woolen Mills

and Saxonia, Incorporated were en-
tered into in Chemnitz—Chemnitz—got tibat?“—^Both parties have
fuHy agreed that this merger can
result only in mutual advantages.
Moreover—er—Moreover . , .

(Stops beside her) Got that?

FiAEMMCHEN. Moreover . . .

PREYSING. Your hands are very sun-
burned, aren’t they?

FLAEMMCHEN. That’s from skiing.

A gentleman friend of mine to<3c

me to Switzerland last month.

PREYSING (stands behind her, his

hand on chair). He took you to

Switzerland, eh? That must have
been nice.

FLAEMMCHEN. Only in mutual ad-

vantages . . . Moreover . , .

PREYSING (starts pacing again),

Moreov^—The business of both

concerns has increased greatly in

the meantime. However—^however

. . . You must not misunderstand

me, Mi^ Flamm. I have a family.

I have grown-i^ daUghtars.

FIAEMMCHEH. HoweveST . *
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PREYSING. However, the Freders-
dorf Woolen Mills can throw a
great weight into the balance.

FLAEMMCHEN. Wei^t into the bal-

ance . . .

PREYSING. Namely, the extension of
its foreign connections with the
consequent large increase in prof-
its from such participation in the
world market.

FLAEMMCHEN. World market . . .

Mmmmmrnmm.

PREYSING. What s the matter?

FLAEMMCHEN. Oh, I like to Write
pleasant things.

(Voice of THIRD BELLBOY IS heard
in corridor.)

THIRD BELLBOY. Telegram for Mr.
Preysing! Telegram for Mr. Prey-

sing! Telegram . . .

PREYSING (rushes to door and jerks

it open). Herel Quick! {Grabs
wire) From Manchester? Good.
(third bellboy exits, preysing

tears the telegram open in great

excitement. He loalks to the uMe,
reading it. He throws it on ths iMe
then picks it up ogam, wiping p^-
spiration from his forehead) No!
Oh, my God! What shall I do now?
(He lets telegram drop on table

and sits on chair in frord of icMe)
I can’t . . .

FLAEMMCHEN. Has anything hap-

pened? {Ficks up telegram and
reads it) "Deal definitely —
Brosemanu.” Oh, m that scmetfamg

terrible? Don’t we need to go cm
wMi the dictation now?

PREYSENG. My dear young kdy,
nothing of the soft.
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FLAEMMCHEN. But yOU 316 SO Up-

Set. Do you want some water?

pREYSiNG. Yes. (She hands him
glass of water) Thanks. (Takes

telegram from her) Who gave you
permission to read my telegram?

FLAEMMCHEN. You are right. Tm
sorry.

fREYSiNG. As a matter of fact. Miss

Flaemmchen, the telegram isn't im-

portant at all. What my agent,

Brosemann, is telegraphing about

is nothing at all. The fool! On the

contrary, the telegram brings very

good news—very good news. Come
on, let’s get my report finished.

Where were we?

FLAEMMCHEN. Namely, with the

consequent large increase in profits

for such participation in the world

market . . . Period?

PREYSING. What? Oh—yes. Period.

The Fredersdorf Woolen Mills

at this very time are develop-

ing such brilliant prospects of this

sort that . . . You see, Miss

Flamm? It's stated that way so as

to fool anybody who might acci-

dentally get hold of it. It s a code
message. That’s what it is

—

2. code

message. Now where were we?

FLAEMMCHEN, Such brilliant pros-

pects . . .

PREYSING. Such briUiant prospects

of this sort (picks up telegram from
floor) that a merger between the

two concerns can bring only the

finest results—^possible. . . .

CURTAIN

Scene VI

Scene—^kringelein’s room. There is a dresser to the right of the door
which hods to the corridor. Another door, at the left, connects with grusin-
skaia’s room. There is a bed in the middle of the room and at its head
stands a small table with a lamp on it. There is also a small writing desk
with a statue of a man on a horse upon it. A chair is beside the desk, and
farther away a large armchair. There is a battered suitcase lying open upon
the bed. gaigern is leaning on back of chair, smoking nervously, kringe-
LEiN is at bed taking things out of traveling bag. He crosses to dressing
table, puts some things on it, then picks an amusement guide from dresser.

KRINGELEIN (cTOSSklg tO GAIGERN,
looking at amusement guide).
Here is the amusement-guide book.

GAIGERN. Ah! What would you like

to see?

KRINGELEIN (studying it). Every-

thing! Palace Cinema, for instance?
Or &e Scala? What is that really?

Is it very pretty?

GAIGERN (not listening; his mind
is on door). We might go there.

KRINGELEIN. And afteiwards?
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GAiGERN. To a night club. Dance.
Drink.

KRiNGELEiN. And then?

GAiGERN (rising). Good God, you
look a long way ahead! (Looks at

door and turns to kringelein)
Dress first, Mr. Kringelein, and then
we’ll see what more there is to do.

(Slaps KRINGELEIN On shouldet.

KRINGELEIN tuTTis and goes to light

switch at hack wall, gaigern turns

quickly to door at left^ tries it, sees

ifs open, shuts it quickly. A tune is

heard playing in the lobby.)

KRINGELEIN (sTiaps On light). Such
fine bright lights. (Snaps it on and

off.)

GAIGERN (at door). MMnnnininml

KRINGELEIN (feeling the mattress).

Beautiful room, eh, Baron? Distinc-

tion. (Feeling upholstery of arm-
chair} Velvet upholstery. Silk bed-
spread. A number one. I am in the

textile business— know! (There is

a knock at center door. He goes to

dresser. A hall porter comes
in with a shabby, old-fashioned

trunk. Seeing porter) Oh! My
trunk. (Goes up to him.)

PORTER. Is that all?

KRINGELEIN. Yes. That’s all.

(porter’s face expresses ‘"tip.*"

KRINGELEIN looks shyly at GAIGERN,

quickly takes out biU, gives to por-

ter.)

PORTER. Thank you very much.
Your Excellency. (Goes to door on

left, taking hunch of keys from
pocket. KRINGELEIN goes to trunk

and opens it. To gaigern, who is

standing tMh his hack firmly
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against the door) Pardon me,
Baron, I must lock this door.

GAIGERN (stepping aside) . Oh, isn’t

it locked?

(porter locks if; gaigern moves
toivard bed; porter starts hack f'

center door.)

KRINGELEIN (to PORTER ). Wh.
lives there?

PORTER (on way to door). Madame
Grusinskaia.

KRINGELEIN. Oh! And on the other
side?

PORTER. Mr. Preysing.

KRINGELEIN (Suddenly excited )

.

Mr. Preysing! Has Mr. Preysing
. . . ? Is his room better than
mine?

PORTER. No. Your rooms are alike.

(Exits, closing door.

)

KRINGELEIN. Ah, I must Write

Kampmann and tell him that.

Preysing is so hated at the plant.

Kampmann is my friend.

GAIGERN. Well, now we can begin.

And we had better be pretty quick

about it. Have you evening cloti^?

KRINGELEIN (embarrassed). No,
I’m afraid I haven’t.

GAIGERN. That is the first thing

you must buy.

KRINGELEIN. I thought I WCRildn’t

lay out any money for clothes.

GAIGERN. Why not? Now, let’s get

this coat off. (Takes off kbinge-

LEINS coat and lays it on chair.)
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KRiNGELEiN. Because—they would-
n’t be worth it, I wouldn’t have
much time to wear them.

GAiGERN. But you Want to live a

little. You want to have a good

time. So, you will have to look

right. Full evening clothes, you un-

derstand?

KEUNGELEiN ( kneeling at trunk,

docile). Yes, Baron. (Goes to trunk

and starts looking through the

clothes.

)

GAIGERN (begins to hunt in the

trunk ) . Tomorrow I’ll take you to a

tailor and have you fitted out.

Meanwhile, we’ll try to find some-

thing presentable among the things

youve got. (kringelein 'proudly

displays a shirt with great stripes)

No, I don’t think that will do! Be-

sides, first you ve got to go to the

barber. Get a shave. And get the

hair off your forehead. YouTl be a

different man. You’ll look fine! No,
you’ve got to go to the barber.

KRINGELEIN. Barber! (Straighten-

ing up) Where, at this time of the

nightr

GAIGERN (looks ot his wotch)

,

Ten

minutes to nine. The hotel barber

shop will be open a long time yet.

Its never night in Berlin. (Pushes

him to center door) Come on! RunI
Hurry!

KRINGELEIN. But where is it?

GAIGERN. In the basement. A boy
will show you the way. Here, you
can’t take those with you. (Takes

clothes KRINGELEIN hos taken from
trunk) Here’s your coat. (Hands
him coat from chair.)

KRINGELEIN (ot dooTway)

.

But,

Baron . . .

GAIGERN (pushing him out). On
your way, Kringelein. You’ll have

to hurry iE we are to take in the big

town. (Pushes him out of room,

and he follows. Offstage) I will go

to my room, finish dressing and
meet you back here in half an hour.

(Closes door behind him) Don’t

forget, the hair off your forehead.

(After a moment center door opens,

GAIGERN enters, closes door be-

hind him, crosses to door at left,

taking bunch of skeleton keys from
pocket. The lights go out while he
is fumbling with the lock of the

door.)

CURTAIN

Scene VII

Scene—grusinskaia’s room in the dark. A clock strikes nine. Music is

heard playing very softly. (“I Kiss Your Hand, Madame^) Door at right

opens slowly, gaigern enters, flashlight in hand, slowly flashing light

about room. He goes to dresser, opens couple of drawers, takes up jewel

casket, takes out pearls, puts them tn pocket. He closes drawer, cautiouskf
crosses room when the rattle of the doorknob is heard. He switches off
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flashlight, crosses to closet and hides behind U, Door opens, chamber-
maid enters, humming, switches on light, crosses to center door, opens it,

calls through the corridor.

QEiAMBERMAiD. Schurnianiil Scliur-

mann! Come light up to 168. (She
resumes her humming. She ar-

ranges pillows on couch, goes to

dressing table, snaps on mirror
lights and exits into bedroom, leav-

ing door open, hall porter enters

through center door.)

HALL PORTER (tO CHAMBERMAID).
Get busy! The old girl is around,
inspecting.

CHAMBERMAID {off Stage), Shoxild

the door of 169 be open now, or

closed?

HALL PORTER. CloScd, of COUTSe.

CHAMBERMAID (off Stage), But it

was open, of course.

HALL PORTER. It Wouldn’t have
been. I locked it myself.

CHAMBERMAID {entering) . Well, it

was open.

HALL PORTER {locking door)

,

You
always have some kick to make.

CHAMBERMAID (picks ftp CRUSIN-

seaia’s dressing gown, shows U to

Schurmann)

,

Sweet, isnl: it, Sdrar-

mann? {Tlaces dressing gown on
couch) Some matches for the ash

trays.

HALL PORTER. Out of matdies
again? These Russians ^oke ^
the tHne.

(inspectress enters.)

INSPECTRESS. YouH n^er finish

with this corridor if yxmVe onlj

got as far as 168. (hall porter
starts to exit) Schurmann! {He
stops in his tracks) 124 is checking
out at nine o’clock. See to the
trunk. {She goes to ash tray)

Schurmaim, there aren’t any
matches here, (hall porter puts
matches in ash tray) Anna! Anna!
Come here. You’ve been told a hun-
dred times that the comer with
Grand Hotel embroidered on it

should be put here, {telephone'

rings) on the left side, but }^ou al

ways . . . Answer the telephone.
{She turns to porter) Schum^ann,
come. {She exits, schurmann
follows, closing door behind him.
maid goes to phone.)

CHAJMBERMAiD {at phone), Y^,
yes. No, Madame Grusinskaia is not
here. Who’s calling? West End The-
atre? (SU2ANNE enters, looksaround)
Madame’s maid’s not here. No. I’ll

see. (SUZANNE goes to door at left,

calling '^Madame^) One moment
please. Yes, hold the wire. The
theatre is askmg if Madame Gru-
sinskaia is here. I didn’t know.

SUZANNE {picking up recewer).

Yes, this is Suzanne. No,. ik>. SI^
isn’t here, either. Oh, Mon Dieu,
if sometteg, ha© to

If she has done som^hing to her-

self! Wba^ You doo’t imm liasdh

ame! Yes, ceme here; help
search for Madamef Te§ the imdl-

ence Madame is^^I ^ythfng. ye^
the chauffeur is temting for

too. {Ba^sup.}

cb^ambsrmaidJ
happened?
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SU2ANNE. Something horrible! Mad-
ame made her appearance—no ap-

plause. Suddenly someone hissed.

Imagine! The whole house began to

hiss. Madame went on dancing,

very pale, and smiling, until the

curtain came down. Then Mr.

Witte took her to the dressing room
and I ran for the doctor. When I

came back

—

(meierheim enters)

Madame had disappeared. Right

in the middle of the performance!

C^est dommagel

CHAMBERMAID. Poor lady!

MEIE3RHEIM. Is she here? Not here,

either. She deserted. Right in the

middle of the performance! De-
serted! This little trick is going to

cost Grusinskaia a suit for breach

of contract, (chambermaid exits)

Tm giving their money back. Shell

have to make good my loss, (witte

enters) I won't let myself be
ruined! {Sees witte) Witte, what
the devil are you doing here? You
have to stay at the theatre and lead

the orchestra. Has everybody gone
entirely crazy?

WITTE. I couldn't stay. I am too

much alarmed about Grusinskaia.

I had to see how she is. Something
terrible might happen.

MEIEBHEIM. Who s leading?

WTTTE. The concert master.

MEIEEHETM. Who’s dancing?

WITTE. Desprez.

MEiERHEiM. My God!

WTTTE. Meierheim, do me a big
favor and go back to the theatre.

If Madame comes home, she will

need rest. Her nerves . . .

' MEIERHEIM. Neives! All she's got

to do is dance. I take the risk. She

has ruined me, and who is she, any-

way? An out-of-date dancer that

nobody gwes a damn about any
more.

WTTTE . Mr. Meierheim, will you
please leave the room at once?

MEIERHEIM. I take no instmctions

(grusinskaia appears) from you,

you . . .

(WTTTE, IvlEIERHEIM and SUZANNE
center their attention on grusin-

skaia the minute they see her.

)

GRUSINSKAIA. I wish to be alone.

WTTTE (softly)* Lisaveta Andreiev-

na, where have you been?

MEIERHEIM. Leave this to me. Mad-
ame, how dare you take such hb*

erties? How can you indulge in

such a breach of discipline? Do you
know what this means? It means
you have broken our contract.

SUZANNE (coming to meierheim
and taking his arm). Please, not
any more tonight. Tomorrow . , .

WTTTE. Lisaveta, dear Lisaveta.

oausiNSKAiA. I wish to be alone.

MEIERHEIM (tO SUZANNe), Ail

right (To grusinskaia) Madame,
111 go. (To WTTTE ) Meierheim ud"

derstands the artistic temperament.
(witte pushes meierheim out.)

WTTTE. Please go. (To grusin
skaia) Can I help you, Lisaveta-^

GRUSINSKAIA. No, thanlcs, Witte.

Good night.

(witte exits.)
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SUZANNE. Shall I . . . ? Does Mad-
ame wish . . . ?

GiiusiNS3s:AiA. I wish to be alone.

(SUZANNE exits, closing door be-
hind her. GRusmsKAiA stands, whis-
pers something in Russian, turns
upstage, slowly crosses to dresser,

sits, looks in mirror.)

GRUSINSKAJA. Poor Gru. Poor Gru.
(Rests head on arm leaning on
dresser) Poor Gru. Poor Gm.

( Lifts

head slowly, gradually rises, taking
dancing pose, does a few steps, col-

lapses on couch) Never. You cannot
dance again. You cannot dance
again—^fmished—^finished.

(Clock
strikes. She unties shoe, reaches for
robe, on couch behind her, when
GAiGERN steps out from behind
wardrobe. She cries out, rising.)

GAIGERN (taking step toward her,

bowing). Please do not be fright-

ened, Madame.

GRUSiNSKAiA. What do you want
here?

GAIGERN. Nothing. Only to be here
in your room.

GRUSINSKAIA. Why do you do that?

Why do you hide in my room?

GAIGERN. But surely, you must
know, as I should have known.
(Takes another step toward her)

Because I love you.

GRUSINSKAIA. Because you love me.
You love me? Is that why? (She

looks at him for a few seconds.

Suddenly she throws herself on

couch and begins to weep passion-

ately. )

GAIGERN. Poor Grusinskaia. Does it

do you good to cry? Are you afraid?
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Shall I go? Has somebody harmed
you? Were the people bad to you?
Did I frighten you? Are you afraid?
Or do you ciy because I love you?

GRUSINSKAIA. I was SO alone

—

always alone—^nobody—and sud-
denly you were there and said that
word. (Sifting up, looks at him)
No, I am not afraid. It is strange.

GAIGERN. You Were crying. It tore
my heart to hear you sob like that.

GRUSINSKAIA. Nerves, just nerves.
Monsieur is to blame. Monsieur
frightened me. You are the one who
sent me those orchids? Such a
fright. You must forgive me, I have
had a bad evening. I am very tired.

Do you know what it is to be tired—^tired of a routine existence?

GAIGERN. Im afraid I dont. I

always do exactly what I want to
do.

GRUSINSKAIA. So—^you fecl like

walking into a lady's room, you
walk in?

GAIGERN. Yes.

GRUSINSKAIA. Why do you look at

me like that?

GAIGERN. Because you are beauti-

ful. I did not know you were so

beautiful, and . . .

GRUSINSKAIA. And what else?

GAIGERN. No, I mean it You are so

appealing, so soft, so little, so

ile. I feel like taking you in my
arms and not letting anything more
happm to you, ever.

GRUSINSKAIA (mvolunkirUy closmg

her eyes). And—and . . .
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GAiGEEN. How tired you are!

GBUSiNSKAiA. Yes—tired . . .

GAiGERN. So alone.

GRUSTNSKAiA. Yes, alone . . . always

alone. (In Russian) Na ceven,

decome stoite odenoke na goloy

vershini sosna.

GAiGERN. You mustn’t speak Rus-

sian to me.

GRUSINSKAIA. Man, strange man

GAIGERN. Am I quite strange to

you?

GRUSiNSKAiA. Not quite strange

now. It is as if I had b^n expecting

you. You know, once when the

Grand Duke was alive, I found a

man hiding in my room—a young
oflBcer . . .

GAIGERN. And . . . ?

GRUSINSKAIA. He disappeared.

Later he was found shot.

GAIGERN. I never knew it was so

dangerous to be found in a woman’s
room — a woman — one loves.

(Touches her hand.)

GRUSINSKAIA (drawing away from
him). No. No. No. Who are you

—

man?

GAIGERN. A man who loves you

—

that is al, wiK> has forgotten every-

thmg else for you.

GRUSINSKAIA. You love me. You
know, I haven’t heard that word
for a long time. I was so cruelty'

alone. How is it that you . . , ?

Let me look at you. Your hands.

Your eyes. Why do you love me?

GAIGERN. Don’t you know that I

have followed you all over Europe
—^for weeks? I heard you cry—^I

saw you in the mirror. You are so

beautiful. I have never seen a

woman so beautiful as you. What
kind of a woman are you?

GRUSINSKAIA. Well, Im just old-

fashioned. I am from another world,

another century than yours. That

is it. We were drilled like little

soldiers, we dancers, in the school

of the Imperial Ballet in St. Peters-

berg. No rest, no leisure, no
stopping, ever. And then, whoever
is famous is alone. Then one isn’t a

person any more, not a woman!
One is just a symbol of success that

is driven round and round the

world. And what it means to hold

on to success, five years, ten years,

fifteen years! Because on the day
success ends, on the day one ceases

to think oneself important, life ends
for such as I. Are you listening to

me?

GAIGERN. Yes, yes.

GRUSINSKAIA. Do you Understand
me? Oh, how I wish you would
understand!

GAIGERN. I do xmderstand. Let me
be good to you. Let me stay here

with you.

GRUSINSKAIA. I think you must go
now. The key is in the door.

GAIGERN, No. I am not going. Yom
know I am not going.

GRUSINSKAIA. I wish to be alone.

GAIGERN. That is not true; You
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were in despair before I came. If

I left you, you would feel worse
than you did before. {Closer to her)

You roust not be alone. You must
not cry, you must forget. Tell me
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that I can stay with you, please,

tell me . . .

GRUsmsKAiA {whispering). Just for

a minute. {They hiss,)

CURTAIN

ACT TWO

Scene I

Scene—Conference room. Morning. Seated at table are gerstenkobn
and OLDER business man of the executive type. At left of gerstencc^n,
SCHWEIMANN, a young business man. Standing at end of the conference
table is dr. wattz, counsel for the Saxonia organization, with foot on chair,
reading paper. They are impatiently waiting the arrival of mr. preysing.

GERSTENEORN {tapping the table

impatiently, he looks at his watch).
Ten minutes late. Mr. Preysing
keeps us waiting.

SCHWEIMANN {slowly polishing his

nails). He likes to play the great

man.

gerstenkorn. He needn^t try that,

I know that Fredersdorf is about
ripe to pluck.

WAixz {reading a market report

in a newspaper)

,

Fredersdorf

stock is holding its own today.

SCHWEIMANN. So? Ask Preysing

what it’s cost him to keep it upl

GERSTENKORN (banging table with

hand). Ask me what it cost us
hammer it down! Scbw^m^ann^
you re too soft for me. Now, don’t

get in my way. If Preysing "has

landed Manchester, Fredersdorf is

not only ^aved; then it has become
a powerful pcmpetitor; thm it has

the English market in its hands,
and in that event, we must certainly

merge. But if he hasn’t landed
Manchester, I feel sure that we can
have Fredersdorf dirt cheap in a
couple of months.

WATTZ {lays newspaper on table

and takes foot off chair)

,

But how
can we tell what the Manchestei
situation really is? Everything de-
pends on that.

GERSTENKC^RN (tapping toUc fof
emphasis), lYeysing wffl have to

declare himself. , . .

SCHWEIMANN. He wouM be |asl

stupid enou^ to do tibat

—

(Rear center door opens; preysing
enters,)

gerstenkorn (turmng to stop

SCHWEIMANN). Hem!

PREYSING (at eerier door, brief

case in hand). Good morning, g^a-
tlemen.

(They all stand up very forrm^^y
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GERSTENKORN (gOing Up tO PREY-
SING, shakes hands with him) . Good
morning.

SCHWEIMANN (shaking hands with

preysing). Good morning.

GERSTENKORN. OiiF legal adviser.

Dr. Waitz.

(wAiTZ shakes hands with prey-
sing.)

PREYSING. Pleased to meet you,

sir.

WAITZ. Glad to know you, sir.

(They all come to table.)

gerstenkorn. WeVe been waiting

for you.

PREYSING (standing back of table,

puts brief case on table). Fd like

to wait for Justice Zinnowitz.

WAITZ (smiling, soft, convincing).

Oh, you won’t need legal ad\dce

against us.

GERSTENKORN. How is Mrs. Prey-

sing? I beheve you have just cele-

brated your silver wedding?

PREYSING (opening brief case and
taking papers out). Oh, yes, it was
awfully nice of you gentlemen to

send in your congratulations.

GERSTENKOP.N. And how is your
father-in-law?

PREYSING (fumbling with hand-
kerchief). Fine, thanks.

GERSTENKORN. Tbats good. Nice
suit you’re wearing. English tailor-

ing, isn’t it?

PREYSING. What? No-

SCHWEIMANN. Have you been in

England recently?

PREYSING. Yes . . . Fve been there.

SCHWEIMANN. Beautiful country.

Beautiful cities. London—my God!
Glasgow—industry. Liverpool . . .

Manchester . . .

WAITZ. Manchester is a very inter-

esting city.

SCHWEIMANN. Do you know Man-
chester?

PREYSING. Naturally. A man in the
textile industry has to know Man-
chester. (Busy with papers) Now
I want to read you from this state-

ment I have prepared.

SCHWEIMANN. Hideous city, Man-
chester. Don’t you think so?

GERSTENKORN (tO PREYSING ). Well,
there’s a lot of business to be done
with Manchester. Burleigh & Son
has the whole English market right

in their hands. Have you a connec-
tion with Burleigh & Son?

PREYSING- We have a great many
connections in England, naturally.

GERSTENKORN. I mean especially

with Burleigh & Son.

PREYSING. Of course, I cannot make
a statement at this time.

GERSTENKORN. Well, let’s get down
to business. Fire away. Preysing.
(They draw their chairs up close

to the table.)

PREYSING (monotonously, reading
his prepared statement). Gentle-
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men, since, on the eleventh of June
of this year, the first negotiations

for a merger of the Fredersdorf
Woolen Mills and Saxonia, Incor-
porated were entered into, in
Chemnitz, both parties have fully

agreed that this merger can result
only in mutual advantages. More-
over, the business of both concerns
has increased greatly in the mean-
time; however , . .

GERSTENKORN (irritated). Oh, yes!
Yes.

PREYSING. Beg pardon?

GERSTENKORN. Yes, yes, business
has increased greatly, but before
you go on with your very interest-

ing address, I would like to know

PREYsmc (getting up, irritated).

Please! I am laying before you the
last general statement of our con-
cern. Active capital, plant and ma-
chinery, raw material and finished

products. Patents . . . Our new in-

stallation for the utilization of

waste. For instance

GERSTENKORN. Oh, for God s Sake!

Waste! What we want to know
about is Manchester.

WAiTZ (leaning over to preysing).
Please, Preysing, tell us what we
want to know!

PREYSING (sits nervous). Well, Fd
ratlier wait for Justice Zinnowitz

before I commit myself.

GERSTENKORN. This is the very

devil. Preysing! ( Turns in his chair,

faces front.)

scmvEiMANN (sarcastically), I can

see that this session is going to be
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exhaustive, (schweimann rises,

goes to table, picks up phone, back
to audience,)

preysing. Now, to proceed with the
projected merger, the advantages
for Saxonia are so obvious . . ,

GERSTENKORN. Oh! Stop there a
minute and let s talk like grown
people.

SCETWEIMANN (telephoning). Seltzer,

three or four bottles, and cigars.

Bring a little box of twenty-five

—

good ones.

(GERSTENKORN, irritated by inter-

ruption, gives SCHWEIMANN a dirty
look. SCHWEIMANN hangs up.)

GERSTENKORN (tO PREYSING ). YoU
have told us what your factory
can do, and it doesn^t sound awfully
good. When you first approached
us you were singing a diflFerent

tune , . ,

PREYSING (rising). We did not ap-
proach you . . .

WATTZ (looks through his papers,,

takes up letter). 1 have a letter on
file, dated September 14th, which
shows that you approached us . . .

PREYSING (snatches letter from
him). It isn’t so. That latter of
September 14th was nothing but a
tentative answer to a feeler of your
own.

GERSTENKORN (rises and violently

snatches document from preysing) .

Tentative, my eye! A month before

that your father-in-law came very

privately and scratched on my door

(zinnowitz enters quietly, stands

watching.

)
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PBEYSiNG (shrieking). We did not

take the initiative!

GERSTENKORN (just OS loudly)

,

Of
course you took the initiativel You
know damn well you started this,

and now . . .

ziNNOwiTZ. Good morning . , .

Good morning! Gentlemen, I see

the conference is already under
way.

PREYSING (wiping the perspiration

from his forehead, goes up to znsnsro

wiTz). Justice Zinnowitz, please

try to clear up the situation. I am
at cross purposes with these gentle-

men.
(zinnowitz walks toward table.

PREYSING lights cigar, preysing

walks back and forth while watiz

and GERSTENKORN sit at table.)

zinnowitz. But, gentlemen, the

situation is quite clear! (Lays coat

and hat on chair and leans forward

with hands on table as if pleading

a case) When the preliminary nego-

tiations for the merger of Freders-

dorf and Saxonia were begun, on

June 11th of this year . . .

GERSTENKORN. Thank God, we’re

beginning at the beginning. . . .

ZENNOwriz. It was fully understood

and agreed that the existing situa-

tion was acceptable to both parties

as the basis for trading.

(As the set changes zinnowitz is

stiU heard talking; lights fade out .

)

CURTAIN

Scene II

Scene—grusinskaia’s room. Morning, grusinskaia is sitting in big chair

with back to dressing table, gaigern on stool, opposite hers, facing each

other. She is huddled over; he, with his head in his hands, looks at her

thoughtfully, almost respectfully. Long silence.

gaigern. Extraordinary . . .

grusinskaia. What is extraordi-

naiy?

gaigern. This night. Everything.

(Long silence.)

<musiNSKAiA. I do not even know
your name*

gaigern. My name is Fdttx Ama-
deus Benvenute, Freiherr von
Gaigern. My motber called me
FHx.

grusinskaia. Fhx. And how do you
live? What kind of a person are

you?

gaigern. There’s not much to be
said about me. I am a prodigal son,

the black sheep of a white flock. I

am a mauvais sujet, and I shall die

on the gallows.

grusinskaia (laughing). Beally?

GAIGERN. Really. I haven’t a bit of

character. I can’t organize myself,

and I am good for nothing. At
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home, I learned to ride and play
the gentleman. At school, I learned
to pray and He. In the war, to shoot
and hunt cover. That is all.

cmusiNSKAiA. So what do you do?

GAiGEBN. I am a gambler, yet it

would never occur to me to cheat.

By all right, I belong in jail. Yet I

nm at large, happy as a pig, enjoy-

ing all of life that pleases me.

GRXJSINSKAIA. And what else do you
do?

GAiGFKN’. I am also a criminal, a
hotel thief.

GRUSiNSKAiA (laughing)

.

And what
else? Perhaps a murderer?

GAIGEKN. Perhaps, yes. I even came
here prepared for that last night
( Takes revolver out of right 'pocket,

shows it to her and puts it bach)

GKusiNSKAiA (softly)

.

You mate
bad jokes.

GAiGERN (takes both her hands) ^

Please, look at me. (grusinskaia

looks at him) That way—qxiite

calmly- You must beHeve me. You
must beHeve that I love you; that

I have never known what love is,

until last night You must beHeve
me. (He kisses her hands, gets up.)

GRUSINSKAIA. What is the matter?

(GAIGERN takes pearls out of his

pocket, crosses over to her, lays

them in her lap. GRVsmsKALk,

a little cry of pain) Ah! (Awkwm'd
silence) Did you come here—just—

^to do that? This is horrible!

(GAIGERN turns away)
keep the pearls. (Drops them on
stool) I do not want tihem any
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more. I make you a present of
them.

GAIGERN (turning to her). I donT
want the pearls!

GRUSINSKAIA. I will not denouBce
you.

GAIGERN. I know . . .

GRUSINSKAIA. No . . .

GAIGERN (takes a step towards her).

Yesterday, I was a thief. But now

GRUSINSKAIA (turning away). Now
you must go. I give you the pearls,

but now you must go.

GAIGERN (crosses to her) . I will not
go. You must listen to me. You
must beHeve me. I am not an im-
postor. I haven’t always been a
criminal. I really am a Baron. I was
in fearful difficulties. I was threat-

ened. I was desperately in need of

a large sum of money. I would
have chanced hanging for it That
is why I wanted your pearls. I

followed you around. I found my-
self falling in love with you, but
I forced myself not to think oi you.

I managed to ^ Into ycmc room,
and now . . .

GRUSINSKAIA. And now . . . ?

(He sinks on stool, picking up
pearls.)

GAIGERN (givmg her pearls) . I can’t

go dirough wim it. Erixac^dinary.

(Drops head in hands. After a

struggle, she bends over and
strokes Ms heed) Do you Tmder-

stand? {Looks up at her.)

ORUsiNSKAiA (huggmghtm
Yes. Yes. Yes.
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GAiGEEN. Then you do believe that

I really love you?

GRUSiNSKAiA (with mounting
warmth). Yes. If I didn’t believe

that now, I would die after this

aight.

GAiGERN. I want to be good to you.

Madly good.

GRUSiNSKAiA (tdkes Mm in her

arms, c ies softly on his shoulder)

.

Yes, I want you to. I want you
to. (Murmurs lovingly in Russian

and kisses him) Everything will be
all right.

( The telephone rings, con-

tinues ringing until she answers it)

I must answer the telephone.

(Rises and crosses to phone. As
she takes receiver, to gaigern,

soply) Everything will be all right.

(Speaks in phone) Who? Oh. Oh,
Suzanne. Good morning, Suzanne.

Good that you told me. I am all

right. Yes, in a few minutes. (Hangs
up) r'hx, it’s beginning.

gaigern. What, Lisaveta?

GRUSINSKAIA. I must go to rehearsal.

I must dance. I want to dance.

Shall I see you soon again? Suzanne
wiU be here any minute.

GAIGERN. When are you leaving

Berlin?

GRUSINSKAIA. Very early in the
morning.

GAIGERN. For Vienna?

GRUSINSKAIA. Yes. (Reaching a de-
cinon

)

Can’t—can’t you come
along? Don’t you think—it would
be—^better—for us, both?

GAIGERN. Not—aright away. Later.

GRUSINSKAIA. Why not?

GAIGERN. I have no money. I must
get some first.

GRUSINSKAIA, I’ll give you what you
need.

GAIGERN. No.

(Telephone rings.)

GRUSINSKAIA (crosses to phone).
In a minute—^in a minute. (Hangs
up quickly and goes up to gaigern)
Come with me, come with me.

gaigern. I wiU go with you. What
time does the train leave?

GRUSINSKAIA. Six twenty-seven in
the morning. And take the money!

GAIGERN. Never mind. I’ll get it. I

have a whole day. I’ll be on that
train.

GRUSINSKAIA (close in his arms),
I shall dance, and you will be with
me. And then—^listen: (More
and more rapidly, in a higher key)
You wiU come with me to Lake
Como. I have a little house in

Tremezzo. Everything is beautiful

there, marvelous. I will take a vaca-
tion, six weeks, eight weeks; we will

be insanely happy and lazy. And
then you wall go with me to South
America. Do you know Rio? ( Tele-

phone rings) Oh, God! the tele-

phone. (She crosses to phone) Su-
zanne? Yes. I know it is time. (She
beckons him to come over. He
does, kisses her hand and she keeps
on talking, looking at him) In a
minute—^in a minute! (Hangs up.
To gaigern) Now you must go

—

I’ll see you later. Wait.

GAIGERN (with great resolution,

close to her), I will go with you.
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Whatever happens! I love you! I

will be on that train. I will get the
money.

GRUSiNSKAJA (feverishly) . Flix,

don't do anything foolish. I am
alarmed about you.

GAiGERN. Don't be—^beloved. (They
kiss—he exits,)

GRUsmsKAiA (closes door behind
him, breathes deeply, stretches her-

self, crosses to phone). Hello, oper-

ator. Good morning, operator. I

wish to speak to Mr. Witte.

No, I don't know the number of

his room. 599? All right, give me
599. Witte? Hello, Witte. Did I

wake you up? Yes, but it's time to

go to rehearsal. What? Of course,

I want to rehearse. No, no, I'm

all right. Listen, Witte, I thought

of a wonderful dance this morning.

I need mad music for it. Come at

once, quick. (She hangs up and
immediately jiggles receiver again.

stiZANNE enters, grusinskaia talks

to her while telephoning .

)

SUZANNE. Good morning, Madame.

GRUsmsKAiA. Good morning, Su-

zanne. (In phone) Will you give

me Bismark 0878? (To suzanne)
Get the things ready, Suzanne, we
are going to rehearsal.

SUZANNE. Yes, Madame. (She exits,)

GRUSINSKAIA. Bismark 0878? I wish

to speak to Mr. Meierheim. Yes,

personally. Pardon me, if it is not

too early for me, it isn't for Meier-

heim. Yes, please.

SUZANNE (entering, stands at door-

way), Madame is quite well again?
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GRUSINSKAIA. Wonderful. Haven't
felt like this in a long time. (In
phone) Hello, Meierheim? (To su-

zanne) The blue dress, Suzanne,
and the little hat with £he agrafe.

(suzanne exits) Oh, yes. Yes. I

am coming to rehearsal at eleven
o'clock. Yes, I shall expect you in

fifteen minutes, here at the hotel.

Vite, Vite, Monsieur Meierheim!
Au revoir. (Hangs up, exits.)

suzanne (off stage). Madame looks
wonderful today. Did Madame
sleep so well?

GRUSINSKAIA (off Stage), Did you
tell the chaufFeur to bring the car?

SUZANNE (off Stage), When do
you want it?

grusinskaia (off stage). Right
away!

suzanne (entering, goes to phone).
Yes, right away—bright away. (At
phone) Will you please send Ma-
dame Grusinskaia's car at once!

(grusinskaia comes running out

of room, takes telephone out of her

hand.)

grusinskaia. No! No! This very
minute, this very mmute! (Hangs
up) Run along, Suzanne.

SUZANNE. Yes, Madame . . .

grusinskaia. And close the door,

SUZANNE. AU right, Madame.

grusinskaia (at telephone). Will

you get me Baron von Gaigem?
Please. Flix? Yes—^it is me. Noth-
ing. Good morning. Good morning.

Notlimg. Just to tell you I am
happy.

CURTAIN
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SCEKE III

Scene—Conference room. The bracket lights are burning. The air is

thick with cigar smoke. On the table are glasses, coffee cups, documents,

and ash trays full of cigar stumps. There is an impression of staleness and
weariness, preysing’s coat is hung over a chair, zinnowitz is drinking a
glass of water, waitz, schweimann and gerstenkorn are close together

conferring about a document which they are examining, zinnowitz and
PREYSING are watching them closely.

GERSTENKORN. Wait a minute. Let s

see that once again.

WAiTZ, I never heard of anything

like it in all my Hfe.

SCHWEIMANN. Does it look real to

you?

GERSTENKORN. This looks right

enough. Signatures and everything.

SCHWEIMANN. Why didn’t he tell

us this morning?

<^3isTENKORN. Well, that s that.

SCHWEIMANN. Instead of holding

us up aU day.

WATTZ {contract in hand). Well,

m be damned!

SCTWEiMANN. So he had M^-
chester tied up all the time?

GERSTENKORN (gOklg tO ZINNO-
WITZ ). That settles it. Give us the

agreement, Zinnowitz. (Gets papers

from zinnowitz). Unda* tl^se cir-

cumstances, ifs quite a dijff^OTt

matter.

PREYSING. Under these circum-
stances; we might refuse to sign

GERSTE3srKORN. Nonsense! Business

is business. We all get excited, you
know. Schweimann, I know you are

of my opinion . . .

SCHWEIMANN. Dr. Waitz, have you
looked over the contract?

WAITZ. Oh, certainly. Zinnowitz
writes a smart contract, but it’s all

right since we mean to go through
with it. Here, I’ll sign first, (schwei-

mann takes out pen) Preysing, will

you hand me that handsome foun-
tain pen of yours? (preysing hands
him pen) Ah! An English pen! (He
sits and signs document.)

PREYSING. Yes. Cost me three

pounds.

sNNOwnz. A nice pen you have
there, Schweimann, its just like

Preysing’s. Where did you get it?

schweimann (grinning) . Man-
chester.

(AU laugh. WATTZ rises.)

GERSTE3>us:oRN. Sign here, Preysing.

(preysing goes to end of table.

schweimann and waitz hold thek
chairs fc^ him while he sits and
signs. caERSTENZORN grabs paper)
What a session that was!
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WATTZ {picking up brief case and
papers). Well, we ought to cele-
brate with a bottle of wine!
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sewed up all the time! Wbv dy.u’t
you tell me? You gave roe a bad
time.

GERSTENKOBN, Do your Celebrating
in Cbemnitz, Waitz!

scirv%TEiMANN. It s twenty-five min-
utes to six! If you want to catcii
the six-twelve train.

GERSTENKOBN. WeVe got to get
back—^business.

SCHWEIMANN. YouTl have to drive
like the devil to make it to the
station. Waitz, have you your
things? Im staying here over-
night.

WAITZ (at door). They are checked
outside. Good evening, gentlemen.

SCHWEIMANN. Good-bye, gentle-
men. (Exits, WAITZ waits outside
open door for Qerstenkorn,)

GERSTENKORN (tO ZINNOWITZ, CTOSS-
ing down to preysing). Goc^-bye.
(Shakes hands with preysing)
Well see you again soon! Preysing.
My respects to your father-in-law.
One of us wiU come to Fredersdorf
to discuss further details,

PREYSING. What day?

GERSTENKORN. Late, around the
fift^nth. All right? (As he exits)

Let s get started, Waitz.

(preysing closes door.)

PREYSING (at door). The fifteenth!

(ziNNOwiTZ crosses to table^ picks
up contract, waves it to dry.

)

ZINNOWITZ. WeH, you re a good one.
Preysing; I talk until my mouth is

fnzzy, and ycm have M^dbester

PREYSING. I knew what I was
doing,

ZINNOWITZ. Well, it has been put
through, that is the important
thing.

^

PREYsiNG (suddenly laughing with
increasing violence). Yes, it has
been put through; it has l^en put
through.

ZINNOWITZ. What is the matter with
you?

PREYSING. Ask me how it has been
put through.

ZINNOWITZ (stops waving contract).
What do you mean?

PREYSING. Bluff, bluff, Zimowitz,
all bluff,

zmNOwnz. What bluff?

PREYSING (gives him telegram).
Read this telegram.

ZINNOWITZ (rises and reads). Oeat
God! Then Manchester has thrown
you out? And this is false? And
despite this youVe got thmi to
sign?

PREYSING. Just bluff.

zaNNOwnz (watching preysing).
rd never have thought it of you!

PREYSING. So? No cme would have
thought it of me. Well, if bluff Is

what ffie world wants, 111 dhow
them. (Goes to tdkle mid starts

to drink ^ass cf water.)
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aKNOwrrz. Preysing, the thing for

you to do now is to go to England.

See the Manchester people again

and sell them on the basis of this

new deal. (Fointing to contract.)

PKEYSiNG. Yes. {He puts glass down
on table) To England! God! It’s

like being drunk. I lay awake all

night thinking of it. I was des-

perate! Now I don’t care any more.

God! This thing goes to a man’s
head.

ziNNOWiTZ. Easy there. Preysing!

What you need now is relaxation.

PREYSING {excitedly). Yes, that’s

what I want. I’d like to tear loose

tonight. {Picks up chair and slams

it down) I’d like to drink cocktails,

wine, go out! Do something!

Things I have never done in my
life! It came over me in a flash!

They were out to get me! Then I

turned a trick on them, one of their

own tricks. {Walks to table, knocks

on it) They want Manchester! I’ll

give them Manchester, but rU make
them bring it to me themselves.

It’s crooked, I know, but it makes
miracles happen. Bluffs the thing.

{Stands facing zinnowitz) It’s in-

toxicating! I’m ready for anything

tonight!

ZINNOWITZ. Your excitement is be-

ginning to infect me! {Starts to

pack brief case) What do you want
to do?

PREYSING. Zinnowitz, where is

Flaemmchen?

ZINNOWITZ. Who?

PREYSING. Flaemmchen, your sec-

retary, Miss Flamm.

ZINNOWITZ {closing brief case).

What do you want with her?

PREYSING. I want to see her. I—^I

want to do some dictating, (zinno-

witz gives him a knowing look)

Report of the conference for my
father-in-law.

zinnowitz. Well, she’s probably

downstairs.

preysing. Downstairs?

ZINNOWITZ. Yes, she told me she

would probably be in the grill room,

dancing, if she were needed for

anything.

PREYSING. Zinnowitz, would you say

she is pretty?

ZINNOWITZ. Pretty as a picture,

much too good-looking for an oflBce.

PREYSING. Let’s go down and find

her. {Takes coat from chair, puts

it on) I need a drink! {Takes

ZINNOWITZ by arm and leads him
to door) Come along, Zinnowitz,

{As they exit) I don’t know a thing

about women. I’ve been married
twenty-five years.

curtain

Scene IV

Scene—Section of the dance floor of the hotel griU. In the center there is

a bar with swinging gate. At left and right of bar are the entrances to corri-

dor which lead to hotel lobby. At either end of stage a table and chairs.
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Against the wall there are tables and chairs. The dance floor extends of
stage:, where the jazz band is playing. There are decorative brackets above
the bar:, and a lamp in blue plays upon the dancers as they dance on and off

to the strains of the jazz tune, white and negro bartenders are mixing
drinks behind the bar. kringelein is standing at one end of bar taking it all

in. FLAEMMCHEN is dancing with mr. quinn. katee is dancing with hans,

frank lOith GERTRUDE, DAISY with JIM, GIGOLO with GIGOLO LADY, CTld

FORTNER with MRS. FORTNER. The dancing and ad-lib merriment continue

for about forty seconds: then third waiter enters from dance floor,

crosses to bar and^ orders "'Two mocca double.'" The music stops, mr.
and MRS. FORTNER exit. The lights dim, the blue spot off stage is changed

to amber and continues to play on the dance floor. There is applause and
laughter from the dancers off left and those who were on stage at the end

of the dance. The dancers who remain on stage as music stops are frank
and GERTRUDE, HANS and KATIE, FLAEMMCHEN and MR. QUINN, GIGOLO

and GIGOLO lady, jim and daisy exit. As the music stops the following

dialogue and business, until kringelein’s speech, are simultaneous.

FRANK. That was a new step I did

then.

GERTRUDE. That was a new one on
me.

(frank and Gertrude exit.)

KATIE. Let’s go and have our drink

now.

HANS {takes katie to bar. To bar-

tender). Are our drinks ready?

( COLORED BARTENDER scrves them.)

FLAEMMCHEN (looks ot her shoe-

lace). Oh, will you fix my shoe?

(mr. QUINN kneels down and ad-

justs buckle.)

GIGOLO LADY (tO GIGOLO, OS they

sU at table). You dance wonder-

fully.

GIGOLO. I wish they’d play again.

(third waiter exits with two

mocca doubles.)

kringelein {to white bartender).

It’s wonderful herel They will dance

again, won’t they? I want some-

thing to drink, very sweet, very

cold.

(quinn rises, flaemmchen indi-

cates kringelein. quinn thanks her

for dance.)

WHITE BARTENDER. Louisiana Flip?

{He nods. To negro) Louisiana

Flip.

(quinn exits.)

KRINGELEIN {tO WHITE BARTENDER).

I never saw a Negro before. Is he

genuine? (white bartender nods)

He seems right at home in Berlin.

flaemmchen (to KRINGELEIN )

.

Oh, Mr. Kringelein, how you have

changed! You look so nice.

KRINGELEIN. Oh, pleaso

—

FlammI Permit me. Miss Flamm
. . . Won’t you have scKn^hing to

drink? Something sweet? Louisiana

Flip? {She nods. To white bar-

tender) Louisiana Flip!

(gigolo and gigolo lady are l^ht-

mg cigarettes.)

WHITE BARTENDER (tO NEGRO BAR-

TENDER). Louisiana FBp.
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(negro bartei^er starts mixing

drink, white bartender cleans

glasses.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Thanks, Mr. Kiinge-

kin. And what are you doing here?

(hans and xatie finish drink and
exit.)

KRiNGELEiN. I’m trying to get ac-

quainted with hfe. And you, Miss

Flamm?

FLAEMMCHEN (leaning on bar).

I had a date with someone, but he
didn’t show up.

ERINGELEIN. How’s that?

FLAEMMCHEN. Oh, do you like the

music?

(third waiter enters.)

KRINGELEIN. It’s—Stimulating. A
man might . . .

FLAEMMCHEN. What might a man
do ... ?

KRINGELEIN. I
,
don’t know. I’d like

to do everything!

FLAEMMCHEN. Would you like to

dance?

KRINGELEIN. I Can’t

FLAEMMCHEN. ToO bad! (THIRD
WATTER picks up fwo drtnks from
bar, serves them at table and exMs)

Have yon seen yonr friend the

Baron?

KRINGELEIN. No, last night he was
going out with me. But he disap-

peared. I don’t know where.

FLAEMMCHEN. So he seems to have
disappointed you too.

KRINGELEIN. W'eU, there’s nothing

to do about it. We’U just wait for

him.

(gigolo rises, bows to lady gigolo,

starts to move away when head-

waiter enters and stops him.)

white bartender. Louisiana Flip.

(white bartender serves two

flips at bar to kringelein and
FLAEMMCHEN, and coutinues to

wipe glasses.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Fine. And drink

cocktails.

(hans and katie dance on stage.)

HEADWATTER (to GIGOLO, drawing

him aside)

.

Table 42, the American
lady. You’re due there now.

GIGOLO (to headwatter). I Can’t

right now. I’m gomg to have a good
dance to freshen me up. (Crossing

to FLAEMMCHEN and bowing) I

beg your pardon. I’ve noticed how
wonderfully you dance. Will you
have this one with me?
(hans and katie dance off.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Never mind the

compliments. Just dance! (To
keongelein) You don’t mind?
(kringelein says "No,” pays for

drinks, headwatter watches gig-

olo and FLAEMMCHEN, and follows

them off. gaigern appears. Looks
around and sees kringelein at bar.)

GAIGERN (crossing to kringelein).
Good evening, Mr. Kriagelein.

KRINGELEIN. Good evening, Baroif

von Gaigern. Miss Fiaemmchen is

here too. She is dancing.

(mr. and mbs. fortner dance on
stage.)

GAIGERN. I know. I Simply told her

to meet me here.
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iGEiiNGELEij^. Simply told her to?

GAiGEKN’. Yes, and she simply came.
I am a little late. I had such a lot

to do. I must apologize for desert-

ing you last night. I just couldn’t

come. Tvcx broke, you see,

KRiNGELEiN. Why, how Can that
be?

GAiGERN. I have exactly twenty-
four marks to my name. But why
talk about that? What have you
been doing all day?

BFUNGELEiN. Oh, I’ve been buying
clothes. Aristocratic, like the
Baron’s. Then I went to Potsdam.
Round trip. Then to Flughafen.
Round trip. Marvelous.

GAIGERN. Aren’t you tired?

(mr. and mrs. fortner dance off.)

KRINGELEIN. I was never so lively

in all my life. The day was wonder-
ful. Oh, Baron, may I ask you some-
thing? (Draws gaigern aside, jim
and DAISY appear, dancing.)

GAIGERN. Yes?

KRINGELEIN. Was the Baron joking,

or is it really true that the Baron is

in—^financi^ straits?

GAIGERN. Absolutely true, Eringe-

lein. I’m a ruined man. Flat broke.

And the worst of it is that I have

to get some money iinmediafeely,

(jim and daisy dancing} K
somebody would lead me aiou^
to get in the game tonight, I might
win. That’s my last chance.

KRiN<^LEiN. Wjby, I’d like to get in

a game.

899

GAIGERN. Would you? Goodl m
scare up a couple of fellows. Well
have a game here in the hotel. You
stake a thousand marks and I

twenty-four . . .

KRINGELEIN. If the Baron . , .

(gigolo and flaemmchen dance
on) If you will permit me. . . .

I’d be awfully glad to oblige. . . .

You have been so decent to me.
Three hundred?

GAIGERN. Thanks, until tomorrow.

KRINGELEIN. I have moxe than
enough with me. (Takes out pock-
etbook.)

GAIGERN. Not here. Later. And ITl

give you an I.O.U. God send me
luck! Ah, Flaemmchenl
(flaemmchen and gigolo dance
on stage, hans and katie dance on
from left.)

FLAEMMCHEN (seevng gaigern )

.

Oh, hello.

GAIGERN. Hello. (flaemmchen
and GIGOLO dance up to gaigern.

To gigolo) May I?

(gigolo releases flaemmchen
arui bows to gaigern. flaemm-
chen fhard̂ gigolo.)

GIGCRiO (hoimng to FLAS^€MCraE»l).

Thank you. ( Goes to fable md ssfe

down with gigolo lady.)

gaigern. What have you to say to

this miserable sinner that has finale-

crawled arcnmcl?

(headwatter enters bar. wmrs
BARTENDER approaches him behind

bar with list, negro BABTENaMi
goes to md of bar, headwajibr:

is it todm^ wotoe bart

tender: ^Not too good,, 1
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have to order much for tomorrow*''

headwaiter: **Show me today's

listr WHITE BARTENDER shoWS list

to HEADWAITER who lays it on bat:,

bends over it, checking up.)

FLAEMMCHEN. When you weren’t

there at six-thirty, I said to myself,

"He’s forgotten you.” "You will see,

he’s forgotten you.”

GAiGERN. Impossible! WTien I’ve

spent the whole day looking for-

ward to being with you.

FLAEMMCHEN. Do you mean that

or are you flattering me? Come on
and let’s have a dance, anyhow.
(hans and katie dance off.)

GAIGERN (to KRINGELEIn). Do yOU
mind, Mr. ICringelem?

KRINGELEESr. Why, no.

(GAIGERN dances with flaemm-
CHEN. They dance during following

dialogue.

)

GAIGERN. I have had a frightfuliy

boring day. It has left me stupid.

FLAEMMCHEN. What have you
been doing?

(kringelein sits at table watching
GAIGERN and FLAEMMCHEN. OT-

ternschlag appears, watches
dancing.)

GAIGERN. Chasing around
(Pause.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Chasing what?
(Pause.)

GAIGERN. Money.
(Pause. OTTERNSCHLAG tums to see
-EEUNGELEIN ot table, stcTts toword
him.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Ah, money! (Pause)

You were very different yesterday.

GAIGERN. But that was yesterday!

(FLAEMMCHEN and GAIGERN dcnce

off. HEADWAITER and WHITE BAR-
TENDER finish checking list, bar-
tenders shift places, white bar-
tender works on list.)

OTTERNSCHLAG. Ah, you are here! I

was looking for you in the lobby.

KRINGELEIN. For me?

OTTERNSCHLAG. Yes. Just had a no-
tion. You seem a man to whom I
can be useful. (He shudders) Hor-
rible place—^this. (To head-
waiter) I’d like a whisky, (head-
waiter says ‘"Whisky" to white
bartender, pointing to doctor’s
table. Exits, white bartender says

‘Whisky" to NEGRO, frank and
GERTRUDE dancc on and off. To
kringelein) Were you looking for

a woman here?

KEUNGELEIN. I? No. Anyway, I had
a very good opportunity. A young
lady asked me to dance.

OTTERNSCHLAG. You have quite an
appetite, haven’t you? What is it

that you want? The usual mascu-
line paradise, champagne, women,
races, cards . . . \^y aren’t you
dancing?

(QUINN and MRS. newlywed dance
on.)

KRINGELEIN. Unfortunately, I can’t

dance. I ought to be able to dance
well. It seems to be very important.

OTTERNSCHLAG. Very important, in-

deed. In fact, quite essential

Learn quickly, as quickly as your
time allows, (white bartender
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takes whisky on tray to serve ot-
TER>^scHLAG and returns behind
bar) So that you will never again

have to say no to a woman. Believe

me. Ehingelein, a man who isn^t

with women is a dead man.

(
QUINN and MRS. newlywed dance

of.)

ERINGELEIN. Of COUTSe, I Can t go
around much. My health is not
very good. You understand?

OTTERNSCHLAG. I loiow. I quite Un-
derstand. When a man’s shirt col-

lar gets half an inch too big for

him then he doesn’t need to teU you
anything.

KRiNGELEiN. Are you a physician?

(third waiter enters^ orders

drinks, daisy and jim dance on.

)

OTTERNSCHLAG. Was once; been ev-

erything—^military surgeon. South
Africa. Stinking climate. Taken
prisoner. Prison camp in Nairrti,

British East Africa. Abominable.

Home on parole, not to fight. Sur-

geon in the Great Bestiality till the

end. Grenade in the face. Carried

diphtheria bacilli in the wound un-
til 1920. Isolated two years. Not
enough! (Shivers. Lifts glass and
drinks; slams it down) Period

there. Ive been everything. Who
wants to know? (Turns to kringe-
LEiN and faces front at once.)

KRINGELEIN. Haven’t you anybody
who . . . ? I mean . . . Are you
all alone in the world?

(daisy and jnsr dance off.)

OTTERNSCHLAG. Quite. And you?

KRESFCTLEiN. Yes, Im aloBC too.

OTTERNSCHLAG. So, now you are

staying in the Grand Hotel. "Grand

90

1

Hotel,” you think. "Most expensive
hotel,” you think. God knows what
kind of miracles you expect from
such a hotel. You will soon see

what there is to it. Like everything
else. One comes, stays awhile, goes
away. Transients, (third waiter
exits) What do you do in the
Grand Hotel? Eat, sleep, loaf

around, do business, flirt a little,

dance a little. Yes, but what do you
do an)where? (newlyweds dance
on and off) A hundied doors to

one haU (preysing appears, fol-

lowed by ziNNOwiTz) and nobody
knows anything about the person
next to him. \^en you leave an-
other takes your room, lies in your
bed. (Rises) End. (Calls out to

WHITE bartender) Waiter^ charge
it to me. (Exits.)

pbeysing. There’s Flaemmchen.

ziNNowrrz. Who?

PREYSiNG. Miss Flamm, your secre-

tary.

2TNNOWITZ (leaning on preysing’s

shoulder). Well, now you have
what you were looking for. (frank
and GERTRUDE dance on and off ],

See you later. It’s too hot for me
here. (Exits.)

preysing (not looking cd him, star-

ing at FLAia^CHEN). See you
later.

SECOND WAITER (entering with

tray, pushes past pbeysing, bump-
ing him). Pardon me, sir! (Crosses

to bar. To negro bartender) Two
cherry cobblers, one flip,

(negro bartender puts two drinks

on waiter’s tray, flaemmoeieii

and gaigern appear, dancing.)
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PKEYSiNG {seeing flakmmchen).
Good evening. Miss Flamm.

FI.AEMMCHEN (laughing). Good
evening, Mr. Preysing.

PBEYSiNG. I would like to speak
with you, Miss Flamm.

FLAEMMCHEN (daUCing with GAI-

gern). Pretty soon, Mr. Preysing.

PKEYSING. It is urgent . . .

GAIGERN. Pardon me! The lady has
urgent business—dancing with me!
(Dances away with her swiftly.)

PREYSING. Insolence! Berlin man-
ners!

SECOND WAITER (posses wUh tray

and drinks, bumps preysing). Par-

don me. (Exits.)

^QUINN and iviARGARET dance on.

PREYSING crosses to table where
S3UNGELEIN is Sitting, drinking

through a straw.)

KRiNGELEiN (seeing PREYSING, riscs

involuntarily). 1 wish you a very
good evening, Mr. Preysing.

PREYSING. Good evening.

KRESfGELEiN. You are staying here
too, Mr. Preysing?

PHEYSiNG (bewUdered, closer to

hkn) . Im afraid I don’t place you,
sir . . ,

ERINGELEIN. Oh, yes, you do! Krin-
gelein. At the plmt . . .

PREYSING. Krmgelein, oh, yes! Krin-
gelein! One of our agents?

JOUNGELEiN. No. Assistant book-
keeper, Building G, room 23, third
floor.

PKEYSING. Yes! Is that seat taken?

(Is about to sit down in kringe-
LEiNS chair.)

ERiNGELEiN. It’s taken. (He sits.)

PREYSING (with suppressed wrath )

.

I see . . . (Goes to the next table.

Sits with his back to kringelein)
Can’t you move over a little bit,

Mr, K^gelem?

ERINGELEIN. No.

( PKEYSING, furious, gets up, crosses

and sits on chair at another table.

Lights cigar, takes timetable out of
his pocket and looks at it. flaemm:-
CHEN and GAIGERN appear, dancing.
HANS and EATiE follow them, danc-
ing to center of stage as the music
stops. Applause and laughter of
stage. MARGARET and mr. quinn
exit. KATIE stands there while hans
exits, coming hack immediately
with her coat, katie: ‘‘Thank you,
Hans. Where's your hat?" hans:
“Checked outside." They both
exit.)

flaemmchen (as music stops).
Ah, children, that was glorious.

ERINGELEIN (rising). Permit me.
Miss Flamm.

FLAEMMCHEN (taking his seat).
Give me a drink.

ERINGELEIN. May I? Do—do you
wish an ice or—or champagne?
(GAIGERN sits at table.)

flaemmchen. Champagne cock-
tail.

ERINGELEIN. I will see to it. (Goes
to end of bar, gives order to white
BARTENDER^ who repcots it to ne-
gro.) ^
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FLAEMMCHEN (tO GAIGERN). You
lead so wonderfully . . .

GAIGERN. Flaemmchen, would you
do me a really great favor?

FLAEMMCHEN. Td do anything for

you!

(kringelein is served at bar.)

GAIGERN. Do you Want to make a
man very happy?
(kringelein drinks at bar.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Td loVC tO.

(kringelein pays white bar-
tender. )

GAIGERN. Then dance one number
with Kringelein.

FLAEMMCHEN (disappointed). Oh,
is that what you want me to do?

GAIGERN. Don't you think he's nice?

FLAEMMCHEN. Oh, yes, I feel sorry

for him.

(kringelein busy with drink at

bar.)

GAIGERN. Poor devil.

FLAEMMCHEN (mocking ) . What's
making you so thoughtful? You
weren't a bit like this yesterday.

(newlyweds enter from dance
floor and exit.)

GAIGERN. Yesterday—^no. Some-
thing has happened to me.

FLAEMMCHEN. What 4. f

GAIGERN. Last night I fell in love.

The real thing. (Music starts, krin-

gelein finishes drink) Do you
know what that means?

FLAEMMCHEN. That isn't anything
special. Why are you so all at loose

ends?

GAIGERN. I am crazy. It is the real

thing.

FLAEMMCHEN. Comc, now! The
real thing doesn't exist.

GAIGERN. I have found that it does!

Now please dance with Kringelein.

(kringelein crosses to flaeimcm-

chen's table.)

FLAEMMCHEN (hesitatcs, then)
Sure!

KRINGELEIN. The cocktail will be
right along.

FLAEMMCHEN [rises ond tokes

KRINGELEIN by arm). Come and
dance with me, Mr. Kringelein.

KRINGELEIN. Ohl

(freysing rises at the moment
FLAEMMCHEN inviteS KRINGELEIN
to dance.)

PREYSING (coming down between
KRINGELEIN and FLAEMMCHEN).
Miss Flamm, I would like to speak

to you. Business. A dictation job.

FLAEMMCHEN. Fine. When does it

start? Tomorrow mommg?

PREYSING. No. Ri^t now.

FLAEMMCHEN. Why, I'm busy ri^t
now. Do you gentlemen know one
another? Mr. Kringelein, Mr. Prey-

sing, Baron von Gaigem.

(GAIGERN rises st^^, bows to>

PREYSING, who bows tO GAIGERN,.

ignoring kringelein.)

PREYSING (to kringelein). Mr..

Kringelein will be a good frigid

and not accept this invitation.
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KiaiNGELEiisr (fairly rigid). 1 could

not think of not accepting it.

PREYSING. So! Now, I Understand.

You have reported sick at the plant,

have you not? Leave of absence,

with pay. And now you are here in

Berlin, having a high time. In-

dulging in diversions (quinn and
MARGARET appear, dancing) which

ill befit your position and which
are far beyond your means. Quite

extraordinary, Mr. Kringeleinl We
shall look into your books.

KRiNGELEiN. My books!

EHLAEMMCHEN (coming between

them). Now, children! No fighting.

Do that in your oflBce. We re here

to have a good time. Come, Mr.

Kringeleinl Lets have our dance.

KRiNGELEiN (os hc is whirled away
by flaemmchen) . Does the world

belong to you, Mr. Preysing?

Haven’t I any right to live?

/QtUNN and MARGARET exit.

)

FLAEMMCHEN (dandug)

.

Come!
Come! This isn’t a place to fight!

This is a place to dance. (To prey-

sing) Will you please leave us

alone?

PREYSING. Very well. Miss Flamm.
I will not interfere with your pleas-

ure. I will wait ten minutes for

you. If you don’t come then. I’ll

have to get somebody else . . .

FLAEM3^fCHEN (somewhot intimi-

dated). Y'es, Mr. Preysing.

KRiNGELEiN. Come on! Let us
dance! (They exit, dancing.)

PREYSING (to gaigern). I wonder
if he is not an embezzler. An em-

' bezzler, dancing here in the Grand
Hotel!

GAIGERN. Oh, leave the poor devil

alone! Death is staring him in tlu^

face!

PREYSING. I did not ask your ad-

vice.

GAIGERN. Nevertheless, I think it

would be better if you went away.

PREYSING. We shall see who re-

mains here the longer.

(They stare at each other.)

GAIGERN. As you wish.

(pREYSiNG turns, goes to his table

and sits, elevator boy enters, goes

to bar. Asks for baron von gai-

gern. WHITE BARTENDER pointS tO

the baron’s table, elevator boy
crosses to it .

)

ELEVATOR BOY. Baron von Gaigern?

gaigern. Yes.

ELEVATOR BOY (bOwing) . The
Baron’s chauffeur would like to see

the Baron. Important.

GAIGERN. Thank you.

(elevator BOY takes a few steps

back, bows, and, as gaigern

crosses, elevator boy follows him
out. Both exit.)

PREYSING (to WHITE BARTENDER).
Cognac.

(white BARTENDER CrOSSCS tO

FLAEMMCHEN s table with a drink,

puts it on table then places cognac

on preysing’s table and crosses

bach behind bar. flaemmchen
and KRiNGELErN come, dancing.

Dance on center stage, third

WAITER enters, and, as he passes
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GIGOLO s table, gigolo says: ^Wait-

er, checks THiKD WAITER gives bill

to gigolo, gigolo laby takes

money from purse and hands if

over to GIGOLO, who in turn hands

it over to third waiter, gigolo

rises, so does gigolo lady. He says:

‘"Good-byeT Kisses her hand, leads

her to entrance of bar; she exits.

third waiter wipes table and
exits with coffee cups as music

stops.

)

FLAEMMCHEN. You must look at

my face, not at the floor.

KBiNGELEiN. Ycs, Miss Flamm.

FLAEMMCHEN. You are trembling!

kringelein. I never danced before.

FLAEMMCHEN. Why, you are doing

very well.

kringelein (dancing). I am
happy, Miss Flamm.

FLAEMMCHEN. Really?

kringelein. Yes, For the first time

in my life I am happy.

FLAEMMCHEN. It is sweet of you

to say so, Mr. Kringelein. Fm glad

you are happy. (Music stops. Ap-

plause off stage) Its all over now.

No more music. Now TU have to

see Mr. Preysing.

(gigolo goes to bar. jim and

DAISY enter and exit.)

kringelein. Must you, Miss

Flamm?

gigolo (at bar). Double brandy.

(white bartender repeats order.

negro serves it)

FLAEMMCHEN. Business, Mr. Krin

gelein. One has to earn a living.

(frank and gertrltde enter. He is

humming last bars of music they

have fust heard, frank: ^^Dont you
like that tune?'"" Gertrude: *Tm
crazy about it. 1 shall get it to-

morrow.'^ They exit, gigolo drinks

at bar.)

kringelein. Why? How is that?

FLAEMMCHEN. I am just another

desk slave, (headwatter enters

and crosses to gigolo at bar. gig-

olo pays white bartender) Mr.
Kringelein, money. I must go now,

kringelein. May I? (Takes her

arm. They go slowly to table) It

was wonderful. Thank you very

much.

FLAEMMCHEN. Fm glad you liked

it.

HEADWATTER (tO GIGOLO Ot bar).

Tired?

gigolo. Dead.

HEADWATTER. How is business?

gigolo. Rotten. (Drinks brandy.

Goes past headwatter to door)

So long.

HEADWAITER. So long. (FolloWS

gigolo to door, as gigolo waits.

BARTENDERS Start to clean bar.

preysing sees flaemmchen and

rises.)

preysing. Oh, here you are at last.

Miss Flamm. You may go, Mr,

Kringelein.

kringelein. Im not taking orders

from you here, Mr. Preysing.
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(makgaret and mr. qxjinn erder

and exit.)

PREYSING. What is this insolence?

It is unheard of!

XRiNGELEiN. Do you think you have

free license to be insulting? Believe

me, you have not. You think you
are superior, but you are a very or-

dinary man, even if you did marry

money, and people like me have to

slave for three hundred and twenty

marks a month.

"PREYSING. Get out of

my way, sir, or . . .

(Together)
FLAEMMCHEN (coin-

ing between them )

.

Oh, please, please.

(preysing turns
^away.)

HEADWAiTER. Pardon me, gentle-

men, but we are closing. (He picks

up a couple of chairs, stands them
on table, and exits, colored bar-

tender switches off light of bar

and exits, white bartender
switches off light at other end of

bar and exits.)

KRiNGELEiN. I have a big account

to settle with you, Mr. Preysing.

Ive been looking forward to this

a long time. You don't like to see

me here enjoying myself? But if a

man is workhig himself to death,

tihafs not worth taBdng about.

That's what he is paid for. You
don't care whether a man can live

on his wages.

PREYSING. We pay the regular scale,

and there's the side fund, the cM.

age fund . . .

four weeks, you wrote me a letter

saying I'd be fired if I was ill any

longer. Did you write that, or did

you not?

PREYSING (turning away from
him). I don't remember all the let-

ters I sign. (HEADWAITER appears

with hats) Anyhow, here you are

on sick leave with pay. And living

like a lord, like an embezzler!

HEADWAITER (putting hats on
chair). Gentlemen, we are closing.

(Exits.)

KRiNGELEiN (going up to him).

You are going to take that back!

Right here, in the presence of the

young lady. Who do you think you
are talking to? (FLAEi^dnsiCHEN takes

KRINGELEIN s hat from table) You
think I am dirt. If I am dirt, you
are a lot dirtier, Mr. Preysing!

PREYSiNG. You're fired!

FLAEMMCHEN (taking step toward
KRINGELEIN and giving him hat).

Oh, no, no!

PREYSING. What do you want of

me? I don't even know who you
are.

KRINGELEIN. But I know who you
are. I keep your books. I know all

about you. If one of your em-
ployees was as stupid on a small

scale as you are on a big one . . ,

PREYSING (furious, takes kringe-
LEiN by shoulders, shakes him and
flirts him against bar. kringeletn
drops hcd). That's enough! Shut
your mouih! Get out! You're fired!

You're fired!

KRINGELEIN. What a scale! And kringelein (breathlessly). You
what a fund! When I had been iH fire me? You threaten me? But you
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can’t fire me. You can’t threaten
me! You can’t do anything more to

me. (Clinging to bar and edging
along) Not a thing morel Do you
hear! I am ill. ... I am going to

die! Do you understand? I am go-
ing to die very soon. Nothing can
happen to me any more. (Backing
out slowly) Nobody can do a thing

907

more to me. (Hysterical) By the
time you fire me 111 be dead al-

ready! (With revulsive sob exits.

PREYSING is spellbound, flaemm-
CHEN picks up ERINGELEIN S hat
and takes a step after him.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Mr. Kiingelein, Mr.
Kringelein!

CUBTAIN

Scene V

Scene—Lobby. Orchestra is playing dinner music, clerk is behind desk,
checking papers. seconi> bellboy enters from corridor and stands near
elevator door, third bellboy stands near grill door, old gentleman is

seated at table, senf enters behind desk, sends clerk out. Elevator comes
down. CLAIRE and emile are talking, hans and katie are at table, mbs,
BLOOM and mrs. fortner sit at tables. Murmur of voices and telephone
bells heard, mr. fortner enters through revolving door, looking for mbs.
FORTNER, sees her at table, goes to her, apologizes for being late. She
rises and suzanne enters through revolving door, goes to elevator, prey-
sing enters from grill and goes to table, first waiter enters from cor--

ridor. preysing sees him.

RECEPTION MAN (phoning). Yes,

this is the manager. This you, Sef-

tel? WeU, what’s the matter? No,
I’ve got to know right now—one
way or the other. No, right now
... All light, now you eiAer send
that stuflF over right away or don’t

send any o£ it ever. All right.

(Hangs up, talks to senf untd
exit.

)

PREYSING (to FIRST WAITER ). Here,

cognac.

FIRST WAITER. Cognac, sir. (Exks
to grill. RECEPTION man exits to

grill. PREYSING sits at table.)

CLERK (entering behind desk. To
senf) . Senf, you re kicking terriHe.

How’s your '^e?

senf. I was at the hospital all night
walking up and down the corridor.

They wouldn’t even let me in to

see h^. (flaemmchen enters from
grill room and crosses to PREYSiUfc)

And now I have to steid here,

chained to this desk.

preysing (sees flaemmctien,
rises)

.

I see you came. Miss
Flamm. That was s^sible.

FLAEMMCHEN. What was it you
wanted?

preysing. They’ll keep an eye on
that fellow (pointing to grSl room)
in there! They’ll find out wl^re
got the money to hang around the

Grand Hotel. He’ll be arrested!

That embezzler!
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FLAEMMCHEN. Well?

PKEYSiNG (motioning flaemm-
CHEN to sit). Well, the point is . .

.

(He looks around nervously.)

FLAEMMCHEN. What?

PREYSING. I have got to go to Eng-
land.

FLAEMMCHEN. Right away?

PREYSING. Yes. I put through a very
big deal today (frank and Ger-
trude enter from grill and stand

talking) involving hundreds of

thousands. Now IVe got to go to

England. Another big deal there,

hundreds of thousands at stake.

FLAEMMCHEN. What do you want
me to do?

PREYSiNG. Come along.

FI^AEMMCHEN. Oh.
(ANDRE enters from corridor^ goes
to desk and says, "%iy key, please,
422.” CLERK hands key and says:

"Yes, sir. Oh, I have a message for
you.” CLERK hands him a message.
ANDRE stands reading it in front of
desk. FRANK and Gertrude exit to

corridor and then return.)

PREYSING. You see, I’d like to take
a secretaiy to England -with me.
For my correspondence, and for
company on the way. I am very
nervous. I need somebody to take
care of me on the trip, somebody
who will be nice to me. (flaemm-
CHEN glances up at him) I don’t
know if you quite understand me.
I am offering you a position of
trust, in which I mean . . .

FLAEMMCHEN (quietly). I under-
stand perfectly.

BAUM
PREYSING. I thought we two could

get along well on the trip, (frank
and GERTRUDE exit to corridor) The
idea came to me very suddenly.

These tedious, fatiguing business

trips. But with you along, I think it

might be quite agreeable. If you
wish to; do you?

FLAEMMCHEN. I must think it over.

(Elevator door opens—^daisy en-

ters, crosses to clara and emhje
and says: ‘"Where is joe?” then
stands talking, daisy and clara
exit to corridor, emile stands smok~
ing. ANDRE asks the clerk:
“Whereas the telegraph officeF*

clerk says: “Around the corridor

to your left, sir.” andre exits to

corridor) To England? For how
long?

PREYSING. For . . . Well, I don’t

know exactly. It depends on you,
too. (FLAEMMCHEN takes out ciga-

rette) Perhaps we could have a
couple of weeks in Paris. (He lights

her cigarette) Name your price,

Flaemmchen.

FLAEMMCHEN. Wait. I must figure

it up. (She puffs at her cigarette) A
thousand marks. Is that too much?
And perhaps something for clothes

for the trip. I have no clothes, not
what you would call clothes. Of
course, you would want me to look
nice.

(emele exits to corridor, waiter
enters from grill.)

PREYSING. You look nice enough to

me. (first waiter serves cognac
to PREYSING, saying “Cognac, sir”)

What are you going to have?

FI.AEMMCHEN. Nothing, thanks.

PREYSING. Charge it—^Preysing.

(He drinks) Your health.

(waiter exits to grill.)
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FT tAyiMMCHEN. You Were not nice
to Mr. Kringelein. At the end he
was crying, I think.

(Elevator buzzer is heard. Elevator
^oes up. Telephone rin^s. clekk
answers it. hans and katie rise.)

PREYSING. It is agreed? Do you like
the idea of going to England?

FLAEMMCHEN. Very much.

PREYSING. All right, then. We can
go to a theatre tonight, if you care
to. And I am going to get you a
room here in the Hotel for tonight.
(He rises.)

PLAEMIMCCHEN. So SOOn?
(CLERK

rings desk hell, second boy answers
and is sent out) AU right,

PREYSING. Are you going to be nice
to me?

FLAEMMCHEN. If you don t force
things . . .

(clerk rings desk hell.)

PREYSING. All right then, (third
BELLBOY goes to desk. CLERK hands
him card and instructs him, and he
exits to corridor, clerk exits) Run
home and get your things. Tm go-
ing to get you a room and then
well go to the theatre.

(KATIE goes to elevator and hans
exits .

)

FLAEMMCHEN. Very well.

(preysing drinks cognac, lays tip

on table.)

PREYSING. Hurry now, be back in

half an hour.

FLAEMMCHEN (rising). Very well.

(preysing goes to ^sk.)

90[j

PREYSING (to senf) . I would like to
have a room for my secretary for
tonight. On the same floor as mine,
if possible. I have a lot of work to
get out.

SENF (studying his list)

.

Just a mo-
ment, Mr. Preysing.

(second BELLBOY enters through
revolving door and stands near it.

FLAEMMCHEN takes Step toward re-
volving door. GAiGERN enters
through revolving door. They
meet.)

GAIGERN. Hello, Flaemmchen.

FLAEMMCHEN (shaking hands). So
Baron. Thanks for an awfully

good time.

GAIGERN. So long?

(flaemmchen exits through re-
volving door.)

SENF (to preysing). No. 171 is va-
cant, Mr. Preysing. Adjoins your
room'

PREYSING. You see, I have a lot of
dictation to do tonight.

(mes, bloom rises and exits to cor-
ridor.)

SENF. I can leave the connecting
door unlocked if you wish, sir.

PREYSING. I wish you would. (GAI-

GERN foes to desk and stands be-
side preysing) The young lady
wfll occupy the room tonight*

(preysing looks contemptuously at

GAIGERN, and goes to ring buzzer

for elevator, witte enters from cor-

ridor and approaches desk near
GAIGERN.

)

SENF. Very well, Mr. Preysing,
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-GAiGERN (to sent). Has Madame
Grusinskaia gone to the theatre yet?

SENF. Not yet, sir.

GAIGERN (seeing witte beside

him). Ah, Witte.

WITTE. Good evening, Baron. Now
it seems that you are waiting here.

GAIGERN. How is Madame?

WITTE. Very well, today. Astonish-

ingly well. She is like a charged dy-

namo. I have not seen her like this

for a long time. She has found

wings, or a great love.

GAIGERN. You Speak like a man
who knows human nature.

{Elevator opens.)

mTTE. I know women and men.

(SUZANNE and grusinskaia come
from elevator, suzanne says: *‘Gocft

evenink/" to witte who steps be-

tween them. PREYSING and katie

exit to elevator. Elevator goes up.

EMILE enters from corridor, goes to

phone at desk, talks over U. clerk
enters behind desk.)

GAIGERN (approaching grusin-

skaia). Good evening, Madame.

grusinskaia. Good evening. Good
evening, Witte. Why aren’t you at

the theatre? Will everything go aH
ri^it? Have you practiced Ae new
tempo? Paster, more whirl, you
know? All n^t, Suzanne. Witte, go
to the car, ITl jcm you in a minute.

(witte and suzanne exit through
revolving door, grusinskaia goes
to table. GAIGERN foUotos her.)

GAIGERN. Beloved!

GRUSINSKAIA. Where have you been
all day? I have had such a longing

to see you.

GAIGERN. I too. I was chasing all

over town.

GRUSINSKAIA. Are you coming to

the theatre? Oh, I shall dance to-

night! How I shall dance! I want
to feel that you are in the theatre.

GAIGERN. I can’t; I caht.

(mr. and mrs. fortner enter from
corridor, go to revolving door and
exit.)

GRUSINSKAIA. "What are you going
to do this evening?

GAIGERN. Gamble.

GRUSINSKAIA. Flix don’t be silly.

Let me give you some money.
(EMILE hangs up phone, exits to

corridor, clerk exits.)

GAIGERN. No.

GRUSINSKAIA. Stubbom boy. (su-

zanne enters from revolving door)
1 am worried about you.

GAIGERN. Don’t be, please.

SUZANNE (at revolving door). Mad-
ame, it is time to go.

GRUSINSKAIA {tO SUZANNE ). All

right, (suzanne exits through re-

volving door, GRUSINSKAIA takes

gaigern’s hand tenderly) Dos—
de vartya . . . (grusinskaia exits

through revolving door, gaigern
foUows her to door. Desk telephone
rings. Elevator door opens. Music
begins, kringeleest enters from
elevator, faultlessly dressed in

evening clothes, a perfect copy of
gaigern. krinoelein stops, facing
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CAiGERN, who takes a step toward
him. Elevator goes up.)

GAiGERN. Ah, Elringelein. (gaigebn
critically fixes kringelein’s tie)

Ready?

KRiNGELEiN. Ready.

(gaigern offers kringelein his

arm, kringelein takes it They turn

and walk, arm in arm, as they exit

to corridor.)

CURTAIN

Scene VI

Scene—Gambling room. Wall brackets and table lamp ar^ lit. A large

gaming table stands obliquely, and around it are five chairs on which the

players are seated. Against the wall there is a large lamp which casts

its rays over the faces of the players. On the table is a baccarat ^shoe”

with cards. Before each player are bank notes and a champagne glass.

There is a double door in the center which leads to the corridor. At one

end of the room there is a settee. A small serving table, with glasses and
champagne bottles on it, stands at extreme end of room, gaigern is

seated at right side of gaming table; kringelein is seated beside him;

the gigolo is standing at kringelein's left, emile is seated at end of the

table. Next to him otternschlag is seated, dealing from the *"shoe.^

Back of OTTERNSCHLAG a gentleman stands. Seated at otternschlag's

side of the table is schweimann. They are all intensely concentrated on

the game, first waiter stands at buffet, cleaning glasses.

otternschlag (dealing to gai-

gern). Again?

gaigern. Thanks. (Looks at his

cards, otternschlag turns Jus

cards over) En caite . . . (throws

his cards on table) the devil!

otternschlag (deals to gaigern).

Again?

gaigern. Please, (otternschlag

deals) Bac. (Throws cards on

table, rises, leans back against table

and drinks wine) Weill

kringelein (drinking hastily)

»

Will you help me out again, Barcm?

(emile, gigolo place money on

table.)

gaigern (to kringelein). Can’t

you help me?

otternschlag; Bets, gentlemen.

kringelein (to baron). How
much can' I bet?

gaigern. How much is left in the

bank?

SCHWEIMANN. Twenty-two hun-

dred, uncovered.

GAIGERN (to kringelein). Want
to?

kringelein. All of it. ( Lays morwy
on table.)
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GAIGERN. Banco!

(EMILE, GIGOLO take theif money
hack. OTTERNSCHLAG dcals to KRIN-

GELEIN.)

KRiNGELEiN {taking cards)

.

What
do I do now?

OTTERNSCHLAG. Do you Still Want
to buy?

KRINGELEIN (tO GAIGERn). Shall I?

GAIGERN- Yes. (OTTERNSCHLAG
deals KRINGELEIN a card) Show
down! You have nine.

(KRINGELEIN Tokes in money, first

WAITER goes to table to serve

wine.)

scHWEiMANN. All lespect.

KRINGELEIN. I win again!

OTTERNSCHLAG
(rising ) . V/ho

wants to bank? (He pours himself

a drink.)

KRINGELEIN. Gentlemen, another
glass of champagne. Please drink,

it s marvelous, it tastes wonderful!

(first waiter serves kringelein,
GENTLEMAN and SCHWEIMANN.)

SCHWEIMA2W. Thanks.

(They drink, gigolo sits on doc-
tors chair.)

GIGOLO- 111 take the bank with 500.

(He lays money on table, takes

^shoe* and deals from it.)

GAIGERN. I place a hundred. {Takes
bank note from vest, throws it on
table.

)

KRINGELEIN. Baion, I am winning
more than I used to earn in a year.

. . . Oh, double what I used to

earn.

(gigolo deals cards to gaigern and
then to himself.)

GAIGERN. Cards, please. ( Gets third

card) Bad {Throws cards on
table) That was my last. {Rises.

KRINGELEIN rises and follows him
.

)

KRINGELEIN. Have you lost every-

thing? All that I lent you?

GAIGERN. Yes, I am sorry to say, I

have no luck . . .

KRINGELEIN (handing him some
money). Pardon me, Baron, permit
me again.

GAIGERN. Thanks, Kringelein. I

tried all respectable means this

morning, this is only half respect-

able. This is my last chance.

{They go back to table. During the
preceding dialogue between krin-
GELEiN and GAIGERN, GIGOLO deals
to EMILE at card table.)

EMILE. Enough.

GIGOLO. Six.

EMILE. En carte, (emile deals
again) Again, (gigolo deals him a
card, turns his own up) Six.

(emile turns cards up) Seven.
(Takes in the money.)

kringelein. I . drink, Baron, and
win! Drink and win too, it is good.

GIGOLO. Would Mr. Kringelein care
to take the bank?

KRINGELEIN. ITI take everything,
gentlemen. Please, lets drink! {He
goes to chair gigolo has vacated.
To FIRST waiter) Champagne!
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(first waiter is at bufet) Cham-
pagne is expensive and good.
(kringelein sits) For how much
shall I take it?

(first waiter takes bucket from
buffet, places wine near kringe-
LEiN and exits, otternschlag goes
to upper end of settee and watches
game.)

GAiGERN (places hank notes on
table), rU place 500.

KRiNGELEiN (shockcd; laying

money on table). Not all at once,

Baron! If you lose . . .

GAIGERN. It’s all one, Kringelein.

(GAIGERN sits) Give me two cards.

(KRINGELEIN deals) Now yourself.

(KRINGELEIN deols tO himSClf. GAI-

GERN looks at cards) Enough!

KRINGELEIN (turning his cards

over) . I have nine again.

(The players addib astonishment

at KRINGELEIN S luck.)

GAIGERN (rising). Thanks.

KRINGELEIN (rising). If the Baron
means—^we can . . .

GAIGERN. Thanks, Kringelein, you
can’t do anything about it. You
have all the luck.

KRINGELEIN. Yes, I have. (To play-

ers at table) Let us drink cham-
pagne! (They all drink) I’m having

luck for the jBrst time in my life!

(heADWAITER enters.)

OTTERNSCHLAG. Out, Baron?

GAIGERN. Temporarily. In time,

however, I shall surely recover. In

ten or twenty years ...
(The game and dialogue at the

9^1

card table continues simultaneously

with the following dialogue be^

tween gaigern and headwatter
until Witte’s entrance, kringelein
deals to emtle.)

EMILE. Again.

(kringelein deals emile card.)

KRINGELEIN. What must I do now,
must I deal again?

EMILE. Give me one more. (Looks
at cards) Well, go ahead, turn your
card and see what you have.

KRINGELEIN (turning cards) . I have
eight. (EMILE throws down cards)

I win, don’t I?

SCHWEIMANN. I place 500.

EMILE. Banco, deal me again!

KRINGELEIN. Oh, again? (He
deals.)

EMILE. I have enough.

KRINGELEIN. Do I take one now?

EMILE. No, look at your cards. (He
turns cards.)

KRINGELEIN. That’s five. What shall

I do now?

EMILE. Do as you please.

KRINGELEIN. I guess I’ll take a card.

(He does) I have seven.

(emile throws cards on table.)

EMILE. Damn, you win again.

HEADWAiTER (to BARON) . A gentle-

man wishes to speak to you.

GAIGERN. To me?
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HEADWATTER. YeS, SIT.

GAiGERN. Show him in, please.

HEADWAiTER. Yes, sir. (As he

passes card table.)

KRiNGELEiN. More champagne!

HEADWAITER. YcS, sil.

(
WITTE enters, headwaiter points

to BARON. Glances at players then

goes to gaigern at buffet, head-

waiter exits.)

WITTE (in fuU-dress suit). Am I

disturbing you, Baron?

gaigern. No. How was it at the

theatre? How is Lisaveta?

WITTE. Madame Grasinskaia is still

at a farewell banquet which the

French Ambassador is giving her.

Our train goes at six twenty-seven.

Madame leaves Berlin in iriumph.

( OTTERNSCHLAG tumS, WCtcheS

gaigern and witte and listens in

sn their conversation.)

gaigern. It went well tonight?

WITTE. Incomparably! An experi-

ence! A resurrection!

GAIGERN. You have something to

tell me?

wiiTE . Yes. I was despatched here

as a courier of Lisaveta Andreievna

gaigern. And . . .

WITTE. I have already delivered

my message: Our train leaves at

six tweniy-seven. That is all,

GAIGERN- Six twenty-seven * . .

Six and a half hours feft.

WITTE. What am I to tell our Lisa-

veta Andreievna?

GAIGERN. Tell her that I shall be on

that train. Punctually.

(first WAITER enters with a bot-

tle, goes to table, pours drink for

KRINGELEIN.

)

WITTE (with a slight bow)

.

Thanks.

Ill see you later, Baron. (Exits.)

gigolo. Eight.

kringelein. But I have nine.

EMILE. There is no use playing

against you.

SCHWEIMANN. Let’s quit.

KRINGELEIN. Let’s drink cham-

pagne! (HEADWAITER enters) I

am having luck tonight, wonderful

luck!

HEADWAITER. Gentlemen! I must

warn you. (first waiter exits)

You know gambling is against the

rules here. Please, no noise. (He
goes to door, looks around and
exits.

)

SCHWEIMANN (rising and pushing

chair back). Let’s wind up the

game. I’m broke, and tired.

GIGOLO (stretching, emele rises).

Let’s quit before there is any un-

pleasantness.

(Dialogue of players during krin-

GELEm’s next speech.)

EMILE (to SCHVeEIMANN) . Good
game, wasn’t it?

SCHWEIMANN. Good for somebody
else but not for me.

EMILE. Me either.
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SCHWEIMANN. Well, it*s all in a

days work. Win today—^lose to-

morrow.

EMILE. Beginners luck.

GIGOLO. He s drunk.

SCHWEI3MAJW. Rejoice in life, while

yet the small lamp bums. (Sings.

They all laugh,)

SCHWEIMANN. Certainly was; look

at him now.

EMILE. Did you ever see it to fail?

KRiNGELEiN (rising with a cham-
pagne glass in one hand and stuf-

fing bank notes in his pocket with

the other). Don’t let’s quit! Oh,
gentlemen, stay awhile; be my
guests. Of course, I oughtn’t to

presume, but I’d just like to say

I’m so grateful to you all. The
evening has been so marvelous.

GENTLEMEN. For you, yes,

SCHWEIMANN. He’s on top of the

world.

KRINGELEIN (tO GENTLEMAN). For
the first time in my life IVe gam-
bled.

GENTLEMAN. You’ve done remark-

ably weU.

KRINGELEIN. One mtist have the

courage to live. Then it is wonder-
ful, the courage. (Picks champagne
glass from table) To Life, gentle-

men! Every glass high! To Life!

The splendid dangerous, mighty,
brief, brief Life, and the courage to

live it. Gentlemen, I have lived

only since last night. But that little

while seems longer than aU the

time before. It doesn’t matter that

life be long, but that one live it en-

tirely—^that one , . . (Clutches at

his hearty drops wine glass and col-

lapses. SCHWEIMANN, EMILE, and
GAIGERN pick him up. gentle-
man puts kringelein’s chair near

door.)

"GAIGERN. What’s the

matter?

(Simulta- otternschlag. Steady.

neously) 1

SCHWEIMANN.Look OUt.

^EMiLE. Watch yourself.

SCHWEIMANN. Diunk as a lord.

KRINGELEIN. I’ve danced. ( Turns to

GIGOLO. SCHWEIMANN and EMILE
laugh) You laugh, gentlemen, but

for the first time I have tasted life!

Life, gentlemen is a wonderful

thing! But very dangerous. One
must have courage for it, then it

is wonderfuL You do not know
that, because you are healthy and

happy. But I . . . believe me,
must know death. Not until

dien does a man know anything

about life.

KRiNOSLEiN. Oh, the pain, the j^in!

GAIGERN. Take his coat off.

(scHWEMANN and EMILE take a§
his coat. EMILE hangs coat cm

chair.)

GIGOLO. What’s wrong with hte?

SCHWEIMANN. Open bis odlar.

EMILE. Hold him up.

OTTERNSCHLAG. Lay him on the

sofa.
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(gaigern, schweimann help him
to settee as headwaiter enters,)

GAiGERN. Take it easy.

HEADWAITER. What’s the trouble?

GIGOLO. Drunk.

SCHWEIMANN. No, hes ill.

EMILE. Looks ill. He needs a doc-

tor.

SCHWEIMANN. Get a doctor!

GIGOLO. Awfully drunk.

SCHWEIMANN. A doctor!

otternschlag. Ill take care of

him.

HEADWAITER. It often happens.

EMILE. Often happens. Why, you
don’t understand.

headwaiter. Please go now. The
stairway to your left. Pardon me.
Please, please. (headwaiter
pushes players out, as they protest.

They exit in following order: sm-
ile, SCHWEIMANN, GIGOLO and
GENTLEMAN. HEADWAITER closes

door, goes to doctor) Thank you.

I hope no attention is attracted.

The gentleman is not used to cham-
pagne.

GAIGERN (bending over kringe-
lein). He is ill.

otternschlag (to headwaiter).
Please go, it will pass in a minute.

(headwatier exits,)

eringelein (weakly). Is it over?
Over so soon? And it had just be-
gun.

GAIGERN. Nonsense! You were too

greedy, Ehingelein. All at once is

too much.

E3UNGELEIN. Oh, the pain!

otternschlag (at upper end of

sofa), I can help you. (He takes

out small case and gets a morphine

needle. As he holds it up to the

light, GAIGERN turns around, takes

cigarette tchile in front of settee,

goes to coat on chair. As ottern-
schlag bends over kringelein to

inject needle in arm, gaigern takes

kringelein’s pocketbook out of his

coat then he slowly moves around
to hack of sofa.)

kringelein (as the injection is

made). What is that?

otternschlag. a sweet bonbon.

GAIGERN. Do you always carry that

with you?

OTTERNSCHLAG. Ycs. (Takes hand-
kerchief, wipes needle and puts it

in case) That is my baggage. AH
I really need. Feel better, Mr.
Kringelein?

KRiNGELErN. Tbanks, yes. (He
seems to go to sleep.)

OTTERNSCHLAG. He wiU be asleep

presently. (Feels kringelein’s
pulse.)

GAIGERN. Don’t you think it is dan-
gerous?

OTTERNSCHLAG. Hxs heart is stiU

beating, ready to make another ef-

fort.

KRINGELEIN. Stay beside me, Baron.
(Clutching at gaigern) Please stay

here beside me.
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GAiGEBN. Don’t worry, Kringelein.

KRINGELEIN. I am not worrying.

I'd like to live a little longer. But
I am not afraid to die.

OTTERNSCHLAG. It’s not worth get-

ting excited about. Life—death.

(Puts kringelein’s hand down;
puts needle in pocket.)

GAIGERN. Life? Death? Why talk

about such things? (Stands at

table, facing otternschlag and
KRINGELEIN.)

OTTERNSCHLAG (noticing KRINGE-
LEIN groping around). Whats the
matter, ibringelein?

KRINGELEIN (looking aroufid)

.

Where’s my money?
(GAIGERN lights cigarette.)

OTTERNSCHLAG (looking at BARON
VON GAIGERN ). He is asking where
his money is.

KRINGELEIN. Where’s my money?
All that money?

GAIGERN. Most likely in his pocket.

KRINGELEIN. I Want my pocketbook.

In my coat, (otternschlag goes

to coat on chair) My pocketbook

with aU that money in it.

otternschlag (searching in coat,

putting it beside kringelein, looks

at baron). There isn’t any pocket-

book here.

KRINGELEIN. Where’s my pocket-

book? (Sitting up) My money? My
pocketbook? More than fourteen

thousand marks were in that pock-

etbook.
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OTTERNSCHLAG (staring at baron) .

Fourteen thousand marks is a good
deal of money.

GAIGERN. Yes, it is.

OTTERNSCHLAG (slowly, tO GAI-
GERN ). With fourteen thousand
marks one can travel; one’s hap-
piness might depend on fourteen
thousand marks. Don’t you think
so, Baron?

GAIGERN. Quite possibly. (Silence.)

OTTERNSCHLAG. Kringelein’s four-

teen thousand marks must be got
back to him at once.

kringelein. Fourteen thousand
marks. Fourteen thousand two hun-
dred marks! You don’t know what
that means to a man like me. (ot-

ternschlag turns and looks at

kringelein) It means twenty years
in which one has lived like a dog!

(GAIGERN turns, toying with cards

on the table) It’s my Hfe! Nobody
gives you anything- You have to

buy everything, and pay cash for it

and pay dear. I want to pay for my
last days with that money. Every
hour costs money, every minute. I

have nothing, nothing but that

pocketbook. I have nothing, noth-

ing but those fourteen thousand
two hundred marks, (kringelein

leans against back of settee,

tremulously continues) I must have
them back. I must have my mcmey.
(GAIGERN turns and watches

KRINGELEIN intently, kringelein

rises) Please, Baron, help me find

my money. Help me! Get it back
for me, Baron. (Sinks on settee.

There is a moment*s silence, ot-

ternschlag looks from iounge-

LEIN to GAIGERN. GAIGERN slowly

crosses to lower end of settee. From
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his coat he takes kbtngelein^s

pocketbook and drops it on lower

end of settee,)

GAiGERN. There’s yorir pocketbook.

KRiNGELEiN. Did

—

^you—^have my
pocketbook, Baron?

GAIGERN. I was afraid you might be
robbed. Good night, Kringelein.

{He starts to go.)

KRINGELEIN ( holding GAIGERN S

hand tight). Please stay beside me,

Baron. Please. Don’t leave me
alone.

GAIGERN. I?

XRINGELEIN. YeS, do.

cmTERNscHLAG. You need have no
fear, Kringelein.

JQUNGEUEIN. I have none. Now.

GAIGERN, Don’t you want to go to

your room?

KRINGELEIN. Please stay beside me
awhile.

OTTERNSCHLAG (tO GAIGERN ). Is

Madame Gnisinskaia to be in-

formed that you will not be able

to make the six twenty-seven train?

GAIGERN. I’ll be on that train.

(Tenderly, to kringelein) I’m

sorry, Kringelein, but I have no

time. (Gently pats kringelein’s

head, smiles at him and as he

crosses to center door) Good-bye,

Kringelein. (Exits.)

kringelein (sinks back weakly on

settee, looks at otternschlag won-
deringly). No time? No time? (ot-

ternschlag crosses to serving

table, picks up glass of champagne,
turns and faces front) I don’t un-

derstand the Baron ... I don’t

feel well.

otternschlag (raises wine glass

on a level with his eyes, intently

watching the bubbles as they rise).

Atmospheric conditions in the

Grand Hotel, Mr. Kringelein.

ACT THREE

Scene I

Scene—Hotel corridor. Elevator door is down at one end. Room 171,

170, 169 and 168 running from right to left. Corridor leading to other

rooms continues off left. At the center of the stage there is a small desk

with a chair in hack of it. There is a telephone on the desk. Music is heard
playing very softly, chambermaid (anne), half asleep, is discovered be-

hind desk. After a few seconds the elevator door opens.

lEL^vAiOB. BOX (enters from elevator Right here, sir. (They cross and
carrying a small bag, followed by stop in front of Room 171. ele-
PKEYsiNG and fi^mmchen). vator boy unlocks door 171, en-
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ters and switches on room light.

Places key in lock inside of door.)

PREYSING. Here is your room,
Flaemmchen.

FLAE^£MCHEN. And where is your
room?

PREYSING. Eight next door. I can
knock, Flaemmchen. And then you
must say “come in.”

FLAEMMCHEN (resigned). All

right

ELEVATOR BOY (ot doOr of 171).

Has the lady any more luggage?

FLAEMMCHEN (emburrossed)

.

No.

PREYSiNG. The rest of the luggage

is coining tomorrow.

ELEVATOR BOY. Yes, sir. Good night,

sir.

(Elevator door closes.)

MADD (awakening at desk)

.

Do you

wish anything?

FLAEMMCHEN. No, thanks. Noth-

ing. (Goes hastily into room, closes

arid locks door.)

PREYSING (unlocks door of his room,

turns on his lights. In doorway).

Send in the hall porter. (Closes

and locks door 170 behind him.)

MAH) (takes up telephone from

desk). Service room number one.

(Yawns) Schurmann, are 'you

there? YouYe to come to 170,

(Pause. Elevator opens, otfernt-

SCHLAG leads kringelein out.)

OTTERNSCB0LAG (tO ELEVATOR BOY )

.

Wait a moment, (Leading kringe-

HOTEL

LEIN to room 169) Are you feeling

better now?

KRiNGELEiN. Thanlcs. Splendid. I

don t know what was the matter

awhile ago. I thought I was a dead
man.

OTTEBNSCHLAG. Heart. You live too

intensely, Kringelein. Go and lie

down. (OTTERNSCHLAG StopS Ot

door of 169) Do you need me any
more?

KRINGELEIN (at door 169). No,
thanks. No, thank you very much.
I feel parfecdy all right.

OTTERNSCHLAG. Good night, then.

(kringelein enters room, turns on

light, closes and locks door, or-

TERNSGHLAG gOCS tO elcVOtOr.)

ELEVATOR BOY. Up?

OTTERNSCHLAG (entering elevator).

No, down, (OTTERNSCHLAG eotts

to elevator, door closes. Buzzer

sounds.)

MAH) (at phone). Service room
number one.

(porter enters from corridor and

goes to desk, maid hangs up.)

PORTER. WhaFs the hurry? These

people that yeU for a porter at one

in the morning! Someone new just

come in?

MAID. A la<fy,

PORTER (inqumngly), Hm?

MAH) (shrugs her shoulders in dis*

approval)

.

Hm.
(porter goes to 170, knocks^ opem
door, enters and closes U behmd
him. Buzzer is heard. It con^mms
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to sound until elevator door opens.

God, yes! Tm coming!’ Rises

and hurriedly exits through corri-

dor. Elevator door opens, second
BELLBOY enters with two baskets

vf flowers, goes to 168, unlocks

door, turns on light, enters. Su-

zanne follows him and stands at

doorway, grusinskaia and witte
enter from elevator, slowly walk to

door of room.)

WITTE. Lisaveta is in bloom. Lisa-

veta is happy.

GRUSINSKAIA. RaptuTOus, Witte!

{To Suzanne) You can begin to

pack, Suzanne, please.

( SECOND BELLBOY comes out from
168.)

SECOND BELLBOY {hands key to

Suzanne). Is that all, madame?
{She tips him) Thank you. (su-

zanne enters 168, closes door. As
he passes wttte and grusinskaia)
Good night, madame. {Exits to ele-

vator door. Elevator closes.

)

GRUSINSKAIA ( leaning hack on
desk). He will certainly be on our
train, he says?

wit: IE. Yes, so he said.

GRUSINSKAIA. What do you think

of him, Witte?

WITTE. I have never seen you so
radiant, Lisaveta Andreievna, as to-

day.

grusinskaia. What do you think of
him?

WITTE. Him? He is walking a tight-

rope. He is still keeping his bal-

ance. . . .

grusinskaia (proudly). But he is a

real man, Witte. One can’t help ad-

miring him.

WTTTE. Yes—^it’s so. One does . . ,

GRUSINSKAIA. I am anxious about

him, Witte. It is time to go and
sleep. Its late. Good night, my
dear.

WTTTE {kissing her hand). Good
night, Lisaveta.

(She kisses his forehead.)

GRUSiNSKALA (in door)

.

I shall not

sleep, yet. If you see him, Witte,

send him to me . . . (She exits,

closing door behind her. wttte
stands for a moment, then exits

up corridor, maid enters from
corridor with bundle of linen un-

der arm, goes behind desk, pushing

her chair out of way, and putting

linen under desk, porter enters

from 170, closing door behind
him.

)

MAID. What was wrong with the

party in 170?

porter. I had to unlock the door
to 171. His wiFe lives next door.

MAID. His wife! (Handling fresh

linen which she takes out from
desk.)

porter. Well, who cares? (chauf-
feur appears from corridor, looks

at couple and turns away. Stands
waiting) More beds to move? Say,

what’s going on in the middle of

the night?

MAID. Spare bed to make up in 123.

Get busy!

porter. You’re supposed to be
through for the day.
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MAID. Twenty minutes ago.

PORTER. Well, what are you work-
ing yourself to death for?

MAID. I need the tips.

PORTER. Why don’t you tell the
manager you want more money?

MAID {following him with fresh
linen under arm). A lot they care!

PORTER {to chauffeur). What do
you want here?

CHAUFFEUR {takes step on stage).

I am waiting for Baron von Gaig-
ern.

PORTER. That’s not allowed.

CHAUFFEUR. But I am his chauf-
feur. {Fointing to mjjd) The young
lady knows me.

MAID. Let the gentlemen be, Schur-
mann. That’s the Baron’s chauffeur,

184 .

(porter exits to corridor.)

CHAUFFEUR (to maid), Yes, we
know each other well, don’t we,
miss?

(maid exits corridor. Elevator

opens. GAiGERN enters.)

GAIGERJSr (to ELEVATOR BOY, giving

him tip). There, give your sweet-

heart my love.

ELEVATOR BOY (off Stage). Thank
you. Good night, sir.

(Elevator door closes, gaigern

turns, sees chauffeur, looks at

him for a second.)

GAIGERN (furious). What do you
mean running after me, here?

921

CHAUFFEUR (going up to him).
Been trying to give me the slip, eh?
Nowhere to be found all day.
You’ve messed the pearl job, and
now you get high and mighty.

GAIGERN. I don’t like your tone.

CHAUFFEUR. You may have to.

How about the money?

GAIGERN. m pay you back.

CHAUFFEUR. Have you got the
money?

GAIGERN. I’ll get it.

CHAUFFEUR. When?

GAIGERN. Tonight.

CHAUFFEUR. Who from?

GAIGERN. That’s my business.

CHAUFFEUR. Man—^if you don’t . . .

GAIGERN. You don’t frighten me. I

don’t need you. I don’t want you.

I’m through with you.

CHAUFFEUR. Don’t taBc so big,

Baron. And don’t think you can

throw us down and get away with
our money.

GAIGERN. You shall be paid back,

and then we’re through.

CHAUFFEUR. Have you got the

money—six thousand marks?

GAIGERN (laughing). I gave my
last twenty pfennings to the lift-

boy.

CHAUFFEUR (following him shm-
ly)

.

You’ve got nothing to laugh at

You’re in a bad way.
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GAiGERN. Yes, desperate.

CHAUFFEUR. Come on. Stay with

us. Something else will turn up.

(Grabbing his arm) We’ll si^Ui

count you in. . . .

GAIGERN (releasing himself with

jerk), I don’t want to be counted

in!

CHAUFFEUR. Don’t be a fool!

GAIGERN. Listen to me. It is past

one. At six twenty-seven I am go-

ing to catch a train, no matter what

happens.

CHAUFFEUR. If you pay the money
back.

GAIGERN. Ill have it, I tell you. . . .

CHAUFFEUR. How are you going to

get it?

GAIGERN. I’m going to t;y some-

thing toiight.

CHAUFFEUR. You don’t get out of

this hotel xmtil you produce the

money. You can take that as final.

(Suddenly changing his tone)

What have you got in mind? Do
you need tools?

GAIGERN. No—yes—for emergen-
cies-

CHAUFFEUR (quicMy slips him pair

of picMocks from his pacl^).
Good enough?

GAIGERN. I have five hours yet, I

will get the money.

CHAUFFEUR (patting his arm).
That’s the way to talk.

BAUM
GAIGERN. Right. (Sees maid ap-

proaching) On your way now.

CHAUEFEUB (lotid)

,

Very well,

Baron.

(maid enters from corridor, goes

to desk. CHAUFFEUR exits through

corridor.)

GAIGERN. Oh, little Anna, you still

up?

MAID. I’m doing overtime, Baron.

GAIGERN. Is there so much to do?

MAID. Forty rooms for me alone,

and all of them full.

GAIGERN. Poor little Anna. (Sits on
end of desk) Do you happen to

know if Mr. Preysing is in his

room?

MAID (behind desk, busy tcith

linen). His room! He will be next

door. In 171.

GAIGERN. Next door! Why in there?

MAH). The lady is in 171.

GAIGERN. Aha! The lady! There is a
lady with him?

MAID. Not his wife.

GAIGERN. How do you know?

MAID. She is too pretty.

(Music is heard playing.)

GAiGSERH. The music is playing

i^her late tonight, isn’t itf

(dances at room 171, then 170.)

jfcCAiD. Yes, they play until two, in

the yeBow pavilion.
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GAiGERN. It is almost two now. So
the gentleman is in next door with
tlie lady? Are you certain? (Sits on
end of desk.)

MAID. Certain.

GAiGERN (to maid). Interesting,

huh?

MAID. Oh, Baron, we don’t pay any
attention. We are too tired.

GAIGERN (taking her arm, rises and
leads her to end of desk). Poor
little Anna. Poor, tired, little girl.

MAID (looking at him languishing-

ly). You are so land, Baron.

HOTEL 925

GAIGERN. You’d better go and get

some sleep now, little Anna.

MAID (with bundle of linen under
arm, closer to gaigern). You are

so land, Baron.

gaigern. Good night, Anna.

maid. Good night, Baron. I still

have the spare beds to make up.

(Exits through corridor, gaigern
stands alone for a couple of sec-

onds, crosses slowly, listens at

preysing’s and then flaemm-
chen’s door, then crosses to prey-
sing’s door, tries knob, finds it

locked, takes picklock out of his

pocket, looks around, as he puts

key in lock. Lights go out.)

CURTAIN

Scene II

Scene—Music plays throughout scene, flaemmchen’s room. At the

there is a door, and at the left another door, which is the connecting door

to preysing’s room. To the left of this door is a small table with a lamp
on it. Beside the table is a large armchair. Against the right umll there is a

bed. At the head of the bed, there is a chair with flaemmchen’s suitcase

on it. FLAEMMCHEN is olone. She takes a nightgown and dippers from
case, crosses to bed, places slippers beside it, and then carefully arranges

nightgown on bed. She starts to undress. As she begins to t^ce off her

dress, there is the sound of preysing groping for connecting door.

FLAEMMCHEN stops. PREYSING knocks softly. She goes to door.

FLAEMMCHEN (her hand up to

keep door closed). Yes?

PREYSING (opens the door a little},.

May I? ^

FLAEMMiCHEN. A moment more . . *

I’d like to undress. . . . Then . - .

Birt |hat is just what , . .

(He enters the room. He is dressed

in trousers and smoking picket.)

FLAEMMCHEN. I would rather you’d

let me dress alone, please.

PREYSING (hoarsely). Please let me
watch you . . - (Closes door.)

FLAEMMCHEN (after a secon^^
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'pause, cool, but docile). If you

really want . . . (She slips out of

her dress, places it on chair, crosses

to bed, sits there, takes off shoes

and starts taking off her stockings.

PREYSING follows her action greed-

ily.)

PREYSING ( as FLAEMMCHEN TOlls

down her stockings). Please let

your stockings alone. . . . You
look so pretty that way.

FLAEMMCHEN. No . . . I feel Un-

comfortable. I can*t walk around in

nothing but stockings.

PREYSING. But you look much more
interesting like that, in stockings.

There is something—something

—

about it. I can buy you more if they

get tom.

FL/.EMMCHEN (stops )
. Please

—

no.

pREYSXNG. Surely I can ask that of

you. You must keep your stockings

on.

FLAEMMCHEN. Oh, Well . . . (Fulls

up her stockings.)

PREYSING. You’re sweet.

FLAEMMCHEN. You think so?

(Stands and puts feet in slippers.

He watches her a second. Then
quickly goes to table, takes keys

from hip pocket, places them on
table.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Do you mean to

sleep here? Please, not in this room
. , . Your room . . .

PREYSING (crossing down to arm-
chair, he sits, turning away from
her rather peevishly). I only want

to get things out of my pockets,

that’s all.

FLAE^^iMCHEN. Have I offended

you? Please forgive me. I didn’t

mean that. ReaUy, I didn’t . . .

Please . . . (Sits on arm of prey-

sing’s chair.)

PREYSING (arm around her). It’s all

right. ... Do you know, I imag-

ined you quite different.

FLAEMMCHEN. Different? How dif-

ferent?

PREYSiNG. Well—^more of a co-

quette—^you know.

FLAEMMCHEN. Do you like me bet-

ter, dressed?

PREYSING. WTiat do you mean? You
are so sweet. (Caresses her)

Wouldn’t you like to call me by my
first name?

FLAEMMCHEN (shakcs her head
earnestly). Oh, no!

PREYSING. Why not?

FLAEMMCHEN. I mean it; I cant.

PREYSING. You’re a funny little

creature, Flaemmchen. I can’t make
you out.

FLAEMMCHEN. Not funny at all.

One doesn’t get friendly just off-

hand. Of course, I can go to Eng-
land with you, and everything. We
agreed. But there mustn’t be any-

thing left hanging over. Names are

like that. I meet you next year. I

say, "How do you do, Mr. Prey-

sing?” And you say, "That is the

young lady who was my secretary

in Manchester.” All quite proper.
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But—^supposing I met you when
you were with your wife and I

called out, "^^Hello, Baby”—you
wouldn't like that.

PKEYSiNG (running his hand over
her body). Oh, Flaemmchen.
Youre so sweet. And your body is

so slender—and young . . .

FLAEMMCHEN (rising). Tm getting

cold. May I put on my kimono?
( She places her kimono around her
shoulders and sits on bed .

)

PHEYSiNG. Are you going to be nice
to me?

FLAEMMCHEN (simply)

.

Why, yes.

(preysing crosses to bed and sits

beside her.)

preysing. Very nice?

FLAEMMCHEN. Why, yes—^we

agreed.

PREYSING (places arm around her).

Very?

FLAEMMCHEN (quite Simply^ as a
matter of course). Well, I must,

yes . . . Mustn't I?

PREYSING ( kneeling quickly and
kissing her hand with great emo-
tion). Flaemmchen . , . (His head
lying in her lap.)

FLAEMMCHEN (strokes his head re-

luctantly). Well, then . . . (Softly)

You needn't be so frightened . . .

PREYSING. Do you like me a bit too?

Just a little bit . . . (Kisses her

hand.

)

FLAEMMCHEN (very simply) . Well,

you are still a stranger to me—^but

that doesn't matter.

925

PREYSING. I don't want you to think
of anyone else , . .

FLAEMMCHEN (softhj)

.

I'm not
thinking of anyone—of no one in

this world.

PREYSING (he kisses her arm, neck,

his head rests against her breast.

Suddenly he listens intently). Lis-

ten . . . !

FLAEMMCHEN. Yes. I have heard
it for a long time. Music from the
Yellow Pavihon. I love it when it

comes from so far away.

PREYSING (looking toward door).
I don't mean the music. Didn't you
hear anything else? I heard some-
thing.

FLAEMMCHEN (henceforward ev-

erything particularly soft and suh
dued. Quickly). What?

PREYSING. I heard something—as ii

in my room.

FLAEMMCHEN. I hear your heart

beating ... I hear it plainly.

PREYSING. Let me go ... I must
see . . . (Rises.)

FLAEMMCHEN. What? Where axe

you going?

PREYSING. Someone is in my room
My money is in there. ... I must

look.

FLAEMMCHEN. You Only imagine

PREYSING (listens). Someone is in

my room . . . (Takes a step left

Listens.

)

FLAEMMCHEN (shrugging)

.

Well-
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then go and look—^if you want to preysing. Yes . . . (Crosses to

. . door. He slowly turns doorknoh.)

CURTAIN

Scene III

Scene—^preysing’s room. It is dark. A door in center of right wall leads

to flaemmchen’s room. There is a small writing desk, with a chair beside

it. A lamp and telephone are on it. There is a door which leads to the

corridor. At the right of it is a small table with a glass, water pitcher and

tray on it. To the left of the center door there is a bed. To the right of

bed, there is a table with a bed lamp on it. Across the foot of the bed is

preysing’s coat, with his pocketbook in the inside pocket. Downstage

there is a door which connects with Room 169. gaigern is at bed, taking

money. His flashlight is on. He finds the wallet and quickly places it in

his coat pocket. As he does so, he hears the doorknob as preysing turns

it, gaigern quickly puts out flashlight, creeps to center door as preysing

opens door and is silhouetted in the doorway by the light from flaemm-
chen’s room.

PREYSING (cautiously). Is someone
there? (After a pause) Is someone
there? (preysing lights lamp on
desk. GAIGERN opcTis dooT, trying

to get out) Oh . , . Ah, it’s you,

Baron. What do you want here?

GAIGERN. Excuse me, I must have
made a mistake. . . . The wrong
door . . .

PREYSING. We shall soon see if

you’ve made a mistake.

GAIGERN. By all appearances . . .

f!?ood night . . . (Starts to go.)

?REYsiNG (shouting). Stay here!

(Quickly crosses to bed, searches

pockets of his coat, makes certain

that his wallet is missing) Hand
over the pocketbook.

GAIGERN. Listen . . .

preysing (coming close to baron).
Hand it over! (gaigern holds it

out to him without a word, prey-

sing takes U, opens pocketbook,

looks at money, steps back) So
that’s how we stand, Baron!

gaigern (pale but firm). You do
not imderstand. I had to do it. It’s a

matter ... I must get some
money tonight.

preysing. Indeed? Must you, Baron
. . . ? But you aren’t going to!

You re going to jail, Baron. You are

a thief.

GAIGERN. Be quiet.

PREYSING. So! the Baron, the nice

friend of the nice Mr. Kringelein.

gaigern. Be quiet. Call the police

if you like, but be quiet
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PREYSING. I am going to call the
police, you may be sure of that.

But be quiet? No, my dear friend,

I am going to show you how to play
the aristocrat. {Reaching for phone
on desk) I’m going—^to show you

HOTEL 927

PREYSING. Something has hap-
pened!

FLAEMMCHEN. Happened? My
God! What? (She notices gaigern}
Is he dead? Is he dead?

GAIGERN {quietly and quickly cov-

ers PREYSING with a revolver^

speaks quietly) . Another word out
of you and I fire!

PREYSING
( apoplectic

)

. What?
(Steps back toward table lamp on
desk reaching for it behind his

back) Fire? Will you? Fire! (He
grabs lamp, puUs it from its socket

and lights go out. He throws the

lamp in gaigern s direction. There
is a crash. They struggle in the

dark, then a shot and the thud of a

hody dropping to the floor, prey-

sing has dropped the pocketbook

and the bills have scattered over

the floor) Fire? Will you! You’ve

got yours! You’ve got yours! (Sud-

denly stops. A pause. Suddenly un-

easy) Say, you, what’s the matter?

What’s the matter with you? What
. . . (He switches on table lamp at

head of bed and bends over body

of GAIGERN which is lying parallel

to the bed. preysing shakes him)
What’s the matter with you? Say

something! (Kneels down over

gaigern) Say . . . Say! You! Are

you . . . ? (He turns gaigern over

on his back. Startled, he rises

slowly, hacking away from the

baron’s body) My God, what has

happened? Y^at has happ^ed?^

(Stares at gak^rn’s face.)

elaemmchen (opens door, comes

into room, stands there surprised,

apprehensive, speaks very softly).

What is the imRttex? What was
that noise?

PREYSING. Quiet, don’t scream,

they might hear. (Both staring at

gaigern’s body) He was going to

shoot me. I only hit . . .

FLAEMMCHEN (hystericdUy)

.

He is

stiU looking.

PREYSING (quickly). It was self-

defense. . . . They must beheve
me.

FEAE3SIMCHEN (stifling fl shriek)

.

Out! (She stumbles toward door.

He grabs her.)

PREYSING. Stop! Where are you
going?

FLEMMCHEN. Out! Let me ... I

can’t ... I want to get out.

PREYSING (putting his hand over

her mouth). Not so loud. You’D

wake the whole hotel.

FLAEMMCHEN (stru^lmg
hkn). Let me out!

PREYSING. God damn . . .

FLAEMMCHEN (slmdy)^ I Want to

get out!

PREYSING (his hand over her

mouth). Are you cra2y? (Gkabs

her, pulis her away from the door)

Try and keep your head.

FLAEMMCHEN (distinctly). Please

let me out of here. . . . C^!

(A knock on the door, flaemm-
CHEN sways backwards.)
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PREYSING (whispers), WIio’s that?

KRiNGELEiN (outside)

.

Whafs go-
ing on? Open the door!

PREYSING. Kringeleinl

FLAEMMCHEN (running to door,

crying out), Kringeleinl Kringe-

lein! (She turns the key, preysing
struggling with her to present her

from opening door.)

jCringelein. Open the door!

FREYSING. Don’t let anybody in!

(flaemmchen opens the door,)

KRiNGELEiN (enters; flaemmchen
grabs him), Whats the matter?

(He follows FLAEMMCHEN S sloW
look at gaigern) Oh, my God . . .

!

PREYSING. He was going to rob me.
To shoot me. He is dead.

KRINGELEIN (beuds OVer GAIGERN.
Tenderly). The Baron, poor Baron.

Dead? He is dead. Dead. Tust like

that.

FLAEMMCHEN (hysterical. Hand on
KRINGELEIN s shoulder)

.

Take me
out of here, Mr. Kringeleinl (Look-
ing away from gaigern) Please take

me out.

(KRINGELEIN rises, FLAEMMCHEN
dings to him almost fainting.)

PREYSING. The young lady—came
here. . . . She said . . .

KRINGELEIN. I wiU take care of her.

Come, Miss Flamm. (Arm about
FLAEMMCHEN. Over shoulder to
preysing) ni be right back.
(KRINGELEIN Icods her out.)

FLAEMMCHEN (spiritless). Yes.
(They exit.)

PREYSING (looks at body, wipes his

forehead, struggles with himself.

BAUM
goes to phone at desk, speaks over

phone). Listen—^hall porter? No.
Pardon me—a mistake. (Tuts down
telephone) I cant. I can’t. . . .

KRINGELEIN ( enters, goes quietly to

BARONES body, bends over him.

PREYSING rises ) . His eyes are open.

He looks so peaceful. . . . Death
cannot be so difficult. (Kneels by
BARON s body.

)

PREYSING. He mustn’t be touched
until the police come.

KRINGELEIN. The poHcc will be here
right away. I telephoned for them.

PREYSING. You did! What do you
want in here?

KRINGELEIN (rising, turning to

preysing). I’ve come to get the

young lady’s clothes.

PREYSING. They’re in the other

room.

KRINGELEIN. Is there anything I can
do for Your Excellency, before the

police come? I shall be glad to do
anything I can, in spite of certain

disagreements between us.

PREYSING. Yes. Listen—you . . .

No. I don’t know. (Looks sharply

at him) Wait a bit.

KRINGELEIN. Would YouT Excel-
lency like me to send a telegram to

your esteemed wife?

PREYSING. No. No.

KRINGELEIN. There will certainly be
an investigation immediately. I

should be glad to attend to all the
necessary details before I leave.

PEEYSiNG. You cannot leave. I need
you. As a witness.

KRINGELEIN. My testimony is soon
given.
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PREYSING. The man was a burglar.

He was going to steal my money.
Everything is still there on the
floor. I have touched nothing.

KRiNGELEiN (looking at bank notes

and pocketbook scattered about on
the floor). Possibly. Possibly he
was going to steal your pocketbook.

. . . But one does not kill a man
about a pocketbook.

PREYSING (turns back to keunge-
uein). What are you going to do
with Miss Flamm? That woman
was working with the man under
cover. She enticed me into her
room so that he could qome here
and rob me. I will say that in court.

They will lock up the girl.

KRINGELEIN. The lady is in my
room. I came to get her clothes so

tliat she can be dressed when the

police come.

PREYSING (going close to KRINGE-

LEIN). Listen, Kringelein, if we
lock this door no one need know
that I was with a lady. Miss Flamm
spent the night with you. She
knows nothing. You also know
nothing, Mr. Kringelein, and all

goes well. You will not be ques-

tioned. Nor win Miss Flamm,

KRINGELEIN. Your ExccUency has

killed a man.

PREYSING. That has nothing to do

with it.

KRINGELEIN. It has everything to

do with it.

preysing. Mr. Kringelein, you are

from Fredersdorf. You know my
father-in-law. You know my family.

Kringelein, I have children. I lose

everything if this story about Miss

9^9

Flamm comes into court. Kringe-
lein, take the affair of the lady upon
yourself. You have nothing to do
but hold your tongue. You travel

with her—^you . . .

KRINGELEIN (scornfuUy)

,

The police
will be here immediately. Your Ex-
cellency.

PREYSING (picking up scattered
bank no^es from floor, and coming
back to KRINGELEIN who Stands
watching preysing scornfully )

.

Here, here. Ill give you money.
How much do you want? You need
money.

KRINGELEIN. No, thank you very
much. I have enough.

PREYSING. I beg you, Mr. Kringe-
lein. I beg you help me. I beg you.
My fate depends on you. Kringe-
lein, when you come back to

Fredersdorf I will see if your posi-

tion cannot be improved—^so that
you never need worry again.

KRINGELEIN ( crescendo ) . Many
thanks. Many, many thanks, Mr,
Preysing. Fm never coming back to

Fredersdorf. Never. You can keep
your position, and you don't have
to worry about me, worry about
yourself. In a minute the police

will be here. (Turns to body.)

PREYSING. God! The police!

KRINGELEIN (bending over gaigern,

softly, to himself). He looks con-

tent. It cannot he so hard.

(Knock on door, preysing slumps
into chair.)

PREYSING. They are coming . . .

KRINGELEIN (tUfUing tO PREYSINg).

You must be steady now, Mr. Prey-

sing.

CURTAIN
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Scene IV

Scene—grusinskaia’s room. Same as before with the exception of a ward-
robe trunk which is being packed by sijzanne. A dress is on the couch.
GRUsiNSKAiA is sitting at the dressing table, looking at herself in a little

hand mirror and humming a Russian tune.

SUZANNE. It is just three o^cIock in

the morning. (Yawns and continues

packing trunk.)

GRUSINSKAIA. Tired, Suzanne?

SUZANNE. Is Madame not tired?

GRUSINSKAIA. Oh, no.

SUZANNE. Will Madame not change
now?

GRUSINSKAIA. Later, Suzanne. Do
you know what, Suzanne? I think

I will do my hair differently. (Fluffs
up her hair, laughingly) How is

thati^

SUZANNE. Not bad. (Laughs.)

GRUSINSKAIA. Why are you laugh-
ing?

SUZANNE. Because I remembered
something Madame once said.

GRUSINSKAIA. What?

SUZANNE. When a woman is in love
die first sign is that she combs her
hair differently.

GRUSINSKAIA (loughing)

.

And at
three o clock jp the morning too.

SUZANNE. Will Madame not change
now?

GRUSINSKAIA. Later, Suzanne.

SUZANNE. I must pack.

GRUSINSKAIA. Pack, unpack, leave,

arrive. (Picks up dress from couch,
tosses it to SUZANNE ) Hotel, hotel,

hotel. I have been in all the cities

of the world, and of each I know
only the theatre and the hotel!

SUZANNE (at trunk). Seven trunks
for Madame, fifty-eight for the
troupe.

GRUSINSKAIA. The flowers. How
strong they smell! Do you know
what, Suzanne? We are going to

take a holiday soon. We are going
to Tremezzo, and we are going to

live for six weeks like respectable
people. I am going to live like a
real woman. Perfectly quiet, per-
fectly simple, perfectly happy.

SUZANNE. Yes, Madame.

GRUSINSKAIA. We are going to have
a guest, Suzanne.

SUZANNE. Certainly, Madame.
(GRUSINSKAIA docs a few dance
steps) Now Madame looks like a
young girl.

GRUSINSKAIA. I am alive now.
Something wonderful has hap-
pened to me.
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SUZANNE. Does Madame mean
love?

GRUSINSKAIA. Is the trunk finished?

SUZANNE, Yes, Madame.

GRUSINSKAIA. Then I do not need
you any more.

SUZANNE. Yes, Madame.

GRUsiNSKAiA. You may go and sleep
until a half hour before it is time
to go to the Station. (Pats her
cheek.

)

SUZANNE. Good night, Madame.

GRUSiNSKAiA. Good moming, Su-
zanne.

(SUZANNE laughs, exits.

GRUSINSKAIA gocs to telephone. She
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is singing a Russian melody. She
takes the receiver and sings while
waiting for an answer) Hello!

(Softly humming) Hello, hello!

Operator . , . Well, give me Baron
von Gaigem. No—^Baron von
Gaigem—please. (Humming
again) Operator, are you ringing
that room? He doesn’t answer? He
must be asleep. Ring him again,

please. (She sings again) What?
He must be in. Are you sure you
are ringing the right rocnn? Try
him once more, please. (She sings

softly again, but there is a note m
her voice, an unconscious look on
her face of apprehension) No an-
swer? Very well, thank you. (Hangs
up receiver. She leans against the
table. As she hums the pkmUive
melody there is a faraway look m
her eyes. Her voice wavers.)

CURTAIN

Scene V

Scene—Hotel Lobby. It is S:SO in the rnoming. Two chairs are stacked on
small table. The rug running to the elevator is roUed hcdf^wcry up, as is

the one leading to corridor, clerk is behind desk, answermg teiepdione.

MiTzi is dusting desk, first scrubwoman is vacmmmig rmmers. smxem
SCRUBWOMAN is dusting in corridor. A policeman stands newt revokying
door. SECOND PORTER ts moppmg lobby floor and arrangmg chc^. Tefo-

phone rings.

CLERK (answering phone). Desk.
Moming papers? Yes, sir, as soon

as they come in, sir. (Jiggles

phone) Room service—morning
papers for 220 as soon as they come
in. (Vacuum is shut off. carriage-

man enters from corrid&r, says

^Good morning^ as he puts on his

coat, and eufs through revolving

door. FiRSE scRtJBWOMAN kxcks mg
out and resumes vacuuming. Phone

rings) Yes, sir. At 6:27. Tl^^s the

Vienna Express. When you ccmae

down? Yes, sir, thereTl be time

{Hangs up phone. Elevator opens.

newsboy er^s through revolving

door with package of papers or
shoulder, bumps into first scrub-

woman as he passes.)

first scrubwoman. Lode wl^are

you re going!
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NEWSBOY. Why don’t you look

tvhere you’re sweeping?

FIRST SCRUBWOMAN (vacuuming
rug). Shut upl

NEWSBOY (to CLERK, tossing him
papers). Good morning.

CLERK. Good morning.

INEWSBOY (as he exits, to first

scrubwoman). Woof!

CLERK (at phone). Baggage porter,

please . . .

(sENF enters through revolving

door, crosses hastily to corridor,)

SENF. Good morning, Carl.

CLERK (phone in hand), Senf,

you’re twenty minutes late.

(pausing before exiting in

corridor), Man, I’ve been at the

clinic aU night. (He exits, scrub-

woman goes to vacuum another

rug, MiTzi, finishing dusting, goes

to elevator.)

MITZI. Good morning, Fritz.

elevator boy. Good morning,
Mitzi.

Mrm (exiting to elevator). Take
me downstairs.

(Elevator door closes. Vacuum is

shut off. Both SCRUBWOMEN cxit to

corridor,)

CLERK (on phone), 412 going out
at seven. Attend to it (gledeik

hangs up.)

SENF. I can’t tell you how my wife
suffers. It goes on and on. Well, I

must think about my job. Anything

new here? (Fointing to policeman)

What’s he doing here?

CLERK. Killing in room 170.

SENF. What? Who?

CLERK. This big manufacturer

Preysing killed Baron von Gaigem.

SENF. My God! What for?

CLERK. I don’t know exactly. The
police are still up there.

SENF. Man, that’s something for

the reputation of the Grand Hotel!

The suicide last week—and now
this murder—and it all gets into

the papers. But I’m sorry about the

Baron. He was all right.

CLERK. It seems he was a hotel thief

and an impostor . . .

SENF. I don’t believe it. He was a
real gentleman. I know people.

Another killing in the hotel. That
means questionmg—^well—give me
the notes, (clerk hands him note-

book. SENF looks it over) 267 must
be called. And the pages for in-

spection.

(second porter exits to grdl.)

clerk (at phone). 267 please.

SENF (at phone)

.

Service room No.
4.

clerk. Room 267,

asNF {at phone). Pages for inspec-

tion, send them right up. (Hangs
up) One always felt better when
he came along; he was always so

friendly.

clerk. Doctor, it is five forty-five.

(Hangs up.)
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SENF. Such an agreeable fellow.

CLERK. Most impostors are.

(FmST, SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH
BELLBOYS and ELEVATOR BOY enter

from corridor and line up in front

of desk, 'The vacuum starts off
stage.)

SENT. Good morning.

BELLBOYS. Good moming.

SENF (inspecting them). Show your
hands, (bellboys hold out their

hands. SENF inspects them. To
ELEVATOR boy) You’ve got dirty

nails, you little pig, you’re no good.

Caps oflF. Let’s see your hair.

(bellboys remove caps) Good.
Caps on. Where is number six?

(To the clerk) Clerk, take his

name. If he comes late again, he’s

fired. Dismissedl

(first bellboy stands near ele-

vator door. SECOND bellboy crosses,

turns out lights below grill door,

stands near revolving door, third,

fourth and elevator boys exit to

corridor. Telephone rings.)

CLERK. Yes, just a moment. I’ll see

what we have.

(Elevator opens, kringelein and
FLAEMMCHEN enter, preceded by
RECEPTION CLERK wJlO Speaks tO

them.)

RECEPTION CLERK. The Commis-
sioner thinks your evidence will be
sufficient for the present. You may
travel in peace, sir. I am extremely

sorry that the gentleman has been

disturbed like diis.

KRINGELEIN. Thank you. (To sent)

My biU, please.

(reception CLERK crosses to desk.)

SENF. Yes, sir.
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kringelein (crossing with flaemm-
CHEN to table). Cold, Flaemmchen?
(reception clerk crosses toward
grill)

flaemmchen. Rather.

kringelein (to RECEPTION MAN).
Will you please order some tea for

the lady?

reception man. Yes, sir. (Exits to

grill, fourth bellboy enters from
elevator with two bags, speaks to

SENF, exits to corridor.)

KRINGELEIN. Sit down, Flaemm-
chen.

FLAEMMCHEN. Poor Baion. I can’t

get him out of my mind. KiH^

KRINGELEIN. He was friendly to me
as no man ever was.

flaemmchen. Perhaps he was a

burglar, but he didn’t deserve that,

KRINGELEIN. He was in desperate

straits. He had been trying to raise

money all day. (RECEPnm man
enters from grid, crosses to desk,

talks to clerk) He laughed, poor

devil, and then a man like Preysing

lolls him.

FLAEMMCHEN. I didn’t Ifce Prey-

sing right off.

KRINGELEIN. Then why did you
have anything to do with him?
(reception man exits to corridor.)

FLAEMMCHEN. For money.

KRINGELEIN. YeS, of COUISe, foT

money.
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FLAEMMCHEN. Do you Understand

that?

(meiebheim enters from corridor,

looks at watch.)

KRINGELEIN. Of COUTSe.

(second waiter enters from grill

with tray.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Most people don’t.

(second waiter serves flaemm-
CHEN, KRINGELEIN gives WAITER
bill. SECOND WAITER iS obout tO

give him change, when kringe-

LEiN waves him away, second
WATTER exits to grill, sent sends

CLERK out.)

MEEERHEiM. Come On, Witte, hurry.

Phone Madame; she is late as usual.

Come—come. Get up steam!

WITTE ( entering from corridor

slowly). She’s on her way down.

WITTE (to senf). Madame Gnisin-

dcaia is on her way down. She will

be here in a minute. (Drawing him
aside) Listen, if she asks for Baron

von Gaigem, not a word about

what has happened to him.

SENF. Yes, sir, you may depend on
it.

(WITTE paces nervously back and
forth.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Preysing would have
given roe a thousand marks. I’ve

got to have money. Im too good-
looking for an oflSce. There’s always

trouble. is so important,

and anyone who says it kn’t is fust

lying.

KRINGELEIN. I never knew what
money really meant until I started

spending it. Do you know . . .

(He is silent for a moment) I can

hardly believe that anything sc

beautiful should come to me from
Preysing.

FLAEMMCHEN. I was afraid of him.

KRINGELEIN. You needn’t be afraid

of anything now. I’ll take care of

you. Will—^will you come with me?

FLAEMMCHEN. With yOU?

KRINGELEIN. You Will have a good
time—^you’ll see. I’ve got enough
money, fourteen thousand two hun-

dred marks, eight thousand four

himdred that I won. It will last a

long time. I can win more. We’ll

travel. We’ll go to Paris. I’ve already

looked up the trains—there’s one
leaving very soon.

FLAEMMCHEN. To Paris? I’ve

always wanted to go to Paris!

(clerk enters.)

KRINGELEIN. Yes, to Paris, any-

where you like. Here’s part of the

money I won, three thousand four

himdred. Later you can have all.

(Fhone rings, clerk answers it.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Later?

KRINGELEIN. When I . . . when
it’s all over. It won’t be long. WiH
you stay with me until . . . ?

FLAEMMCHEN. Nonsense, I know a

doctor who cures the most hope-
less cases. We will go to him.

KRINGELEIN. Do you think you will

have a better time with me than
you would with Preysing? Wouldn’t
you rath^ stay with me than with
him?
(WITTE exits to corridor.)
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FLAEMMCHEN. Oh, yes, much. • (flaemmchen- rises, picks up
( WITTE enters from corridor,) krxngeleins coat from chak.)

KRiNCELEiN {tukes her hand). Do
you like me better?

(
GLEBE rings desk bell, second

BELLBOY comes to desk.)

FLAEMMCHEN. Yes. You are good.
{Elevator buzzer is heard, second
BELLBOY exits to elevotOT. Elevator
goes up.)

senf. Your bill is ready, Mr. Kringe-
lein.

ERINGELEIN (rising). Yes, all right.

(Fointing to flaemmchen) And
the lady’s too?

(WITTE exits to corridor, ottern-
SCHLAG enters from corridor.)

SENF. Yes.

KRiNGELEiN (ot desk, paying bills)

.

Please order me a cab.

CLERK (ringing desk hell. To first

bellboy). Cab for His Excellency,

Mr. Kringelein.

FIRST bellboy (os he exits through

revolving door)

.

Cab for Mr.
EYingelein.

OTTERNSCHLAG (tO CLERK ). Any
mail for me? Letter—^telegram

—

nothing?

(fourth bellboy enters from cor-

ridor, picks up bags.)

CLERK. Nothing, Doct<R'»

(WITTE appears.)

OTTERNSCHLAG (seeing KRIN€®LEIN

at desk). Mr. Eiringelein, leaving?

KRINGELEIN. Yes, I am going to

Paris.

SENF (to clerk). Post 168, 169,
170, 171 vacant. (He exits.)

OTTERNSCHLAG (tO KRINGELEIN,
stopping him). In case you have
those pains.

KRINGELEIN (turning). Pains? Oh,
yes.

OTTERNSCHLAG. YouVe forgotten
the pains already. Weil, evaything
goes on.

FLAEMMCHEN (fO KRINGELEIN) . We
must hurry. (Hands top and to

KRINGELEIN.)

OTTERNSCHLAG. Ah, leaving wMi
the lady?

KRINGELEIN. Yes. We mustn’t mewB
our train.

(senf enters behind desk.)

FIRST BELLBOY. Cab ready foe Mr.
Kringelein.

KRINGELEIN (tO FLAEACMCHEn) .

Will yon take my arm?
(first and fourth bellboy exit

toUh bags. FLAEMMCHEN fm
arm., The^ go to rewitsmg ^bmr.

FLAEMMCHEN Bxks.}

KRINGELEIN (ot ret>6kmg door,

turning to doctor). Good-bye,

Doctor. (He exits, f(Mowing
FLAEMMCHEN. CLERK tums OUt

chandeMer light over desk md
OTTERNSCHLAG goes to table md
sits. CLERK exits. WJTTE oppems.

Elevator door opens, third boy acts

as elevator boy. grusinskaia enters,

SOXANNE foUoioS With SECOND B®LLr

BOY, who is carrying hags, sdzanke
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and SECOXD bellboy exit through

revolving door. Elevator door

closes. WITTE sees grusinssaia and
goes to her.)

GRUsixsKAiA. Good moming, Witte.

{She takes a few steps and looks

around lobby, mederheim sees her,

rises and comes to her) Good
morning, Meierheim. Everything

all right?

MEIERHEIM. What do you mean,
all right? Nothing is all right when
you always come six minutes later.

( Takes a few steps, looking at

paper.

)

GRUSINSKAIA (gOtng tO WITTE ).

WTiere is he?

MEIERHEIM (tO GRUSINSKAIA, show-

ing paper). Have you seen the

morning papers? See the nice things

they say about you.

GRUSINSKAIA (not interested).

Thafs very good, (meierheim puts

paper in pocket, takes out watch.

To WITTE ). He^'s not in his room
either. Is he not traveling with us?

WITTE. He will come later, Lisaveta.

MEIERHEIM. What are you waiting

for? Have you got all the bags in

the car? Hurry, well just make the

train.

GRUSINSKAIA. I must Wait, I am
expecting someone.

MEIERHEIM. Impossible, not an-

other minute. YouVe got a rehear-

sal in Prague at noon. Come, Ma-
dame.

GRUSINSKAIA (to wttte). Where
jan he be?

WITTE (helping her toward revolv-

ing door). You must go, Lisaveta.

Don’t wait any longer.

MEIERHEIM (takes out watch).

Four minutes past! The train leaves

at six twenty-seven. Come, ?vla-

dame. Out! March! (Exits.)

WITTE (urging her forward). You
must go, Lisaveta. He will be there.

He certainly will be there.

(^viEiERHEiM reappears outside

door.)

GRUSINSKAIA. Witte, stay on here.

Look around. Bring him with you.

Come on the next train. Tell him
that he must travel with us. Must!

Must! (She exits, meierheim
hurries her away, witte exits to

corridor, elevator boy enters from
corridor and goes to desk, clerk
enters.)

ELEVATOR BOY (to senf). You are

wanted in the phone room, sir. An
important message—^from the hos-

pital—something about a baby.

SENF. What? My God! (Turns and
rushes out quickly.)

CLERK (to otternsghlag). Is the

doctor leaving? Or does the doctor

wish to engage the room for today
again?

(2dAN enters from revolving door,

crosses to desk, sets suitcase down.
first BELLBOY enters.)

otternschlag. I shall remain for

the time being.

MAN (at desk). Fd like to have a
room.

CLERK. Yes, sir. (first bellboy
crosses to desk) Right here, six.

(Rings desk bell. To first bell-
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BOY^ who goes to desk for hag)
Show the gentleman to 170. {To
ivfAN) Large room with bath, sir.

FiKST BELLBOY {'picking Up hag
and going to elevator). This way,
sir.

(man enters elevator, fiest boy
follows, elevator door closes. Tele-

phone rings, clerk answers it.

WITTE enters from corridor, looks

around lohhy, nods to clerk, and

937

exits. CARRiAGEMAN enters with a
hag, followed hy another man.
CARRIAGEMAN pkices hag ot dcsk.

another man tips him and goes

to desk to register. Telephone heUs

ring. The voice of the operator
ts heard behind the desk.)

operator. Grand Hotel, Just a

minute, please. Grand Hotel. Grand
Hotel. Hold the wire, please. Grand
Hotel. Grand Hotel. Grand Hotel.

curtain
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PREFACE

In writing The Flayhoy of the Western Worlds as in my other plays,

I have used one or two words only that I have not heard among die
country people of Ireland, or spoken in my own nursery before I could
read the newspapers. A certain number of the phrases I employ I have
heard also from herds and fishermen along the coast from Kerry to Mayo,
or from beggar-women and ballad-singers nearer Dublin; and I am glad

to acknowledge how much I owe to the folk-imagination of these fine

people. Anyone who has lived in real intimacy with the Irish peasantry

will know that the wildest sayings and ideas in this play are tame indeed,

compared with the fancies one may hear in any little hillside cabin in

Geesala, or Carraroe, or Dingle Bay. All art is a collaboration; and there

is little doubt that in the happy ages of literature, striking and beautiful

phrases were as ready to the story-teller’s or the playwright s hand, as the

rich cloaks and dresses of his time. It is probable that when the Eliza-

bethan dramatise took his ink-hom and sat down to his work he used

many phrases that he had just heard, as he sat at dinner, from his mother

or his children. In Ireland, those of us who know the people have the

same privilege. When I was writing The Shadow of the Glen, some years

ago, I got more aid than any learning could have given me from a

chink in the floor of the old Wicklow house where I was staying, that let

me hear what was being said by the servant girls in the kitchen. This

matter I think, is of importance, for in countries where the imagination of

the people, and the language they use, is rich and living, it is possible for

a writer to be rich and copious in his words, and at the same time to give

the reality, which is the root of all poetry, in a comprehensive and

natural form. In the modem literature of towns, however, richness is

found only in sonnets, or prose poems, or in one or two elaborate books

that are far away from the profound and common interests of life. One

has, on one side, MaUanne and Huysmans producing this literature; and

on the other, Ibsen and Zola deal^g with the reality of life in joyless

and pallid words. On the stage one must have reality, and one must have

joy; and that is why the intellectual modem drama has failed, and people

have grown sick of the false joy of the musical comedy, that has been

given them in place of the rich joy found only in what is superb and

wild in reality. In a good play every speech should be as fuHy flavoured

as a nut or apple, and such speeches cannot be written by anyone who

works among people who have shut their lips on poetry. In Ireland, for

a few years more, we have a popular imagination that is fiery and mag-

nificent, and tender; so that those of us who wish to write start with a

chance that is not given to writers in places where the springtime of the

local life has been forgotten, and the harvest is a memory only, and the

straw has been turned into bricks. ^ ^
M. S.

January 21, 1907



CHARACT'ERS

Christopher Mahon

Cud Mahon (his father, a squatter)

Michael James Flaherty, called Michael James (a publican)

Margaret Flaherty, called Pegeen Mike (his daughter)

Wmow Quin (a woman of about thirty)

Shawn Keogh (her cousin, a young farmer)

Philly Cullen and Jimmy Farrell (small farmers)

Sara Tansey, Susan Brady, and Honor Blake (village girls)

A Bellman

Some Peasants

The action takes place near a village, on a wild coast of Mayo. The first
Act passes on an evening of autumn, the other two Acts on the following
day.



THE PLAYBOY OF TEE WESTERN
WORLD

ACT ONE

Scene—Country public-house or shebeen, very rough and untidy. There
is a sort of counter on the right with shelves, holding many bottles and
jugs, just seen above it. Empty barrels stand near the counter. At hack, a lit-

tle to of counter, there is a door into the open air, then, more to the lep,
there is a settle with shelves above it, with more jugs, and a table beneath
a window. At the left there is a large open fire-place, with turf fire, and a
small door into inner room, pegeen, a wild-looking hut fine girl of about
twenty, is writing at table. She is dressed in the usual peasant dress.

PEGEEN {slowly as she writes). Six

yards of stuff for to make a yellow
gown. A pair of lace boots with
lengthy heels on them and brassy

eyes, A hat is suited for a wedding-
day. A fine tooth comb. To be sent

with three barrels of porter in

Jimmy Farreff’s creel cart on the
evening of the coming Fair to Mis-
ter Michael James Flaherty. With
the best compliments of this season.

Margaret Fl^erty.

SHAWN KEOGH {a fat and fair young
man comes in as she signs, looks

round awkwardly, when he sees she

is alone). Where's himself?

PEGEEN {without looking at him).
Hes coming. {She directs the let-

ter) To Master Sheamus Mulroy,
Wine and Spirit Dealer, Castlebar.

SHAWN {nneasdy)

.

I didn't see him
on the road.

PEGEEN. How would you see him
{licks stamp and puts it on letter)

and it dark nigM this half hour
gone by?

SHAWN {turning towards the door
again). I stood a while outside
wondering would I have a right to
pass on or to walk in and see you,
Pegeen Mike {comes to fire), and
I could hear the cows breathing,
and sighing in the stillness of the
air, and not a step moving any
place from this gate to the bridge.

PEGEEN {putting letter in ear
velope). Its above at the cross-

roads he is, meeting Philly Cullen;
and a couple more are going along
with him to Kate Cassidy s wake.

SHAWN {looking ctt her Mmddy).
And he's going that length in the
dark night?

PEGEEN {impaMenfly) , He is surety^

and leaving me lonesome on the
scruff of the hill. {She gets tip and
puts envelope on dresser, then

winds clock) Isn't it long the nights

are now, Shawn Keogh, to be leav*

ing a poor girl with her own seB

counting the hours to the dawn
of day?

94B
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SHAWN {with awkward humour).
If it is, when we're wedded in a

short while you’ll have no call to

complain, for I’ve little will to be
walking off to wakes or weddings in

the darkness of the night*

PEGEEN {with rather scornful good
humour). You’re making mighty
certain, Shaneen, that I’ll wed you
now.

SHAWN. Aren’t we after making a

good bargain, the way we’re only

waiting these days on Father

Reilly’s dispensation from the bish-

ops, or the Court of Rome?

PEGEEN (looking at him teasingly,

washing up at dresser). It’s a won-
der, Shaneen, the Holy Father’d be
taking notice of the likes of you;

for if I was him I wouldn’t bother

with this place where you’ll meet
none but Red Linahan, has a squint

in his eye, and Patcheen is lame
in his heel, or the mad Mulrannies

were driven from Cahfomia and
they lost in their wits. We’re a
queer lot these times to go troubling

the Holy Father on his sacred seat.

SHAWN (scandalized). If we are,

we’re as good this place as another,

maybe, and as good these times as

we were for ever.

PEGEEN (with scorn). As good, is

it? Where now v/ill you meet the

like of Daneen Sullivan knocked
the eye from a peeler, or Marcus
Quin, God rest him, got six months
for maiming ewes, and he a great

warrant to tell stories of holy Ire-

land till he’d have the old women
shedding down tears about their

feet. Where will you find iike

of them, I’m saying?

SHAWN (timidly). If you don’t, it’s

a good job, maybe; for (with pe-

culiar emphasis on the words)

Father Reilly has small conceit to

have that land walking around and

talking to the girls.

PEGEEN (impatiently, throwing

water from basin out of the door)

.

Stop tormenting me with Father

Reilly (imitating his voice) when
I’m asking only what way I’ll pass

these twelve hours of dark, and
not take my death with the fear.

(Looking out of door.)

SHAwnsr (timidly). Would I fetch

you the Widow Quin, maybe?

PEGEEN. Is it the like of that rnur-

derer? You’!! not, surely.

SHAWN (going to her, soothingly).

Then I’m thinking himself will stop

along with you when he sees you
taking on, for it’ll be a long night-

time with great darkness, and I’m

after feeling a kind of fellow above
in the furzy ditch, groaning wicked
like a maddening dog, the way it’s

good cause you have, maybe, to be
fearing now.

PEGEEN (turning on him sharply).

What’s that? Is it a man you seen?

SHAWN (retreating). I couldn’t see

him at all; hut I heard him groan-

ing out, and breaking his heart.

It should have been a young man
from his words speaking*

PEGEEN (going after him). And
you never went near to see was he
hurted or what ailed him at all?

SHAWN. I did not, Pegeen Mike. It

was a dark, lonesome place to be
hearing the like of him.
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PEGEEN. Well, youre a daring fel-

low, and if they find his corpse
stretched above in the dews of
dawn, whatll yon say then to the
peelers, or the Justice of the Peace?

siiAWN {thunderstruck), I wasnt
thinking of that. For the love of
God, Pegeen Mike, don’t let on I

was speaking of him.. Don’t tell

your father and the men is coming
above; for if they heard that story,

they’d have great blabbing this

night at the wake.

PEGEEN. I’ll maybe teU them, and
I’ll maybe not.

SHAWN. They are coming at the

door. Will you whisht, I’m saying?

PEGEEN, Whisht yourself.
(
She goes

behind counter, michael james,

fat jovial publican, comes in fol-

iotoed btf PHILEY CULLEN, toho iS

thin and mistrusting, and jimmy
FARRELL, who is fat and amorous,

about fortif-five.)

MEN {together), God bless you.

The blessing of God on this place.

PEGEEN. God bless you kindly.

MICHAEL {to men toho go to the

counter). Sit down now, and take

your rest. {Crosses to shawn at

the fire) And how is it you are,

Shawn Keogh? Are you coming
over the sands to Kate Cassidy’s

wake?

SHAWN. I am not, Michael James.

I’m going home the short cut to

my bed.

PEGEEN {speaking across the

counter)

,

He’s right too, and have
you no shame, Michael James, to
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be quitting off for the whole night,

and leaving myself lonesome in the
shop?

MICHAEL {good-humouredly)

,

Isn’t

it the same whether I go for the
whole night or a part only? and
I’m thinking it’s a queer daughter
you are if you’d have me crossing

backward through the Stooks of the
Dead Women, with a drop taken.

PEGEEN. If I am a queer daughter,
it’s a queer father’d be leaving me
lonesome these twelve hours of

dark, and I piling the turf with the
dogs barking, and the calves moo-
ing, and my own teeth ratthng with
the fear.

JEMMY {flatteringly) . What is there

to hurt you, and you a fine, hardy
girl would knock the head of any
two men in the place?

PEGEEN (working herself up), Isn’l

there the harvest boys with then

tongues red for drink, and the ter

tinkers is camped in the east glen

and the thousand militia—^bad ces!

to them!—^walking idle througl

the land. There’s lots surely to hufi

me, and I won’t stop alone in it

lei himself do what he will.

MICHAEL. If you’re that afeard, le

Shawn Keogh stop along with you
It’s the will of God, I’m thmtog
himself should be seeing to yoi

now.

(They all turn on shawn.)

SHAWN (in horrified confusion),

would and welcome, Micha^

James, but I’m afeard of Fathe

ReiUy; and what at all would th

Holy Father and the Cardinals (

Rome be saying if they heard I di

the like of that?
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MICHAEL {with contempt), God
li^lp you! Can’t you sit in by the
hearth with the light ht and herself

beyond in the room? You’ll do that

surely, for I’ve heard tell there’s a
qxieer fellow above, going mad or

getting his death, maybe, in the

gripe of the ditch, so she’d be safer

this night with a person here.

SHAWN (with plaintive despair),

I’m afeard of Father Reilly, I’m say-

ing. Let you not be tempting me,
and we near married itself.

PHELLY (with cold contempt) . Lock
him in the west room. He’ll stay

then and have no sin to be telling
to the priest.

MICHAEL (to SHAWN, getting be-

tween him and the door). Go up
now.

SHA’w^T (flf fJiQ fop of his voice).

Don’t stop me, Michael James. Let
me out of the door, I’m saying, for

the love of the Almighty God. Let
me out. ( Trying to dodge past him)
Let me out of it, and may God
grant you His indulgence in the
hour of need.

MICHAEL (loudly). Stop your nois-

ing, and sit down by the hearth.

(Gives him a push and goes to

counter laughing.)

SHAWN (turning back, wringing his

hands). Oh, Father Reilly and the
saints of God, where will I hide
myself to-day? Oh, St. Joseph and
St. Patrick and St. Brigid, and St.

James, have mercy on me now!
(SHAWN turns round, ^ees door
clear, and makes a rush for it.)

MICHAEL (catching him by the cock-

tail). You’d be going, is it?

SHAWN (screaming)

.

Leave me go,

Michael James, leave me go, you
old Pagan, leave me go, or I’ll get

the curse of the priests on you,

and of the scarlet-coated bishops of

the courts of Rome. (With a sudden
movement he pulls himself out of
his coat, and disappears out of the

door, leaving his coat in Michael’s
hands.

)

MICHAEL (turning round, and hold-

ing up coat)

.

Well, there’s the coat

of a Christian man. Oh, there’s

sainted glory this day in the lone-

some west; and by the will of God
Ive got you a decent man, Pegeen,
you’ll have no call to be spying
after if you’ve a score of young
girls, maybe, weeding in your fields.

PEGEEN (taking up the defence of
her property)

.

What right have you
to be making game of a poor fel-

low for minding the priest, when
it’s your own the fault is, not pay-
ing a penny pot-boy to stand along
with me and give me courage in

the doing of my work? (She snaps
the coat away from him, and goes
behind counter with it.)

MICHAEL (taken aback). Where
would I get a pot-boy? Would you
have me send the bellman scream-
ing in the streets of Castlebar?

SHAWN (opening the door a chink
and putting in his head, in a small
voice), Michael James!

MICHAEL (imitating him). What
ails you?

SHAWN. The queer dying fellow’s

beyond looking over the (5tch. He’s
come up, I’m thinking, stealing your
hens. (Looks over his shoulder),
Cod help me, he’s following me
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now {he runs into room), and if

he's heard what I said, he'll be
having my life, and I going home
lonesome in the darkness of the

night.

(For a perceptible moment they
watch the door with curiosity.

Some one coughs outside. Then
CHRISTY MAHON, a slight young
man, comes in very tired and
frightened and dirty.)

CHRISTY {in a small voice). God
save all here!

MEN. God save you kindly.

CHRISTY {going to the counter).

rd trouble you for a glass of

porter, woman of the house. {He
puts down coin.)

PEGEEN {serving him). You're one
of the tinkers, young fellow, is be-

yond camped in the glen?

CHRISTY. I am not; but I’m de-

stroyed walking.

MICHAEL {patronizingly). Let you
come up then to the fire. You’re

looking famished with the cold.

CHRISTY. God reward you. {He
takes up his glass and goes a little

way across to the lep, then stops

and looks about him) Is it often

the police do be coming into this

place, master of the house?

MICHAEL. If you'd come in better

hours, you'd have seen ‘'Licensed

for the sale of Beer and Spiiits, to

be consumed on the premises,”

written in white letters above the

door, and what would the polls

want spying on me, and not a de-

cent house within four miles, the

way every living Christian is a bona
fide, saving one widow alone?
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CHRISTY {with relief). It's a safe

house, so. {He goes over to the fire^

sighing and moaning. Then he sits

down, putting his glass beside him
and begins gnawing a turnip, too
miserable to feel the others staring

at him with curiosity.)

MICHAEL {going aper him). Is ii

yourself is fearing the polis? You’re
wanting, maybe?

CHRISTY. There's many wanting.

MICHAEL. Many surely, with the

broken harvest and the ended wars.

{He picks up some stockings, etc.,

that are near the fire, and carries

them away furtively) It should be
larceny, I'm thinking.

CHRISTY {dolefully). I had it in

my mind it was a diflFerent word
and a bigger.

PEGEEN. There's a queer lad. Were
you never slapped in school, young
fellow, that you don't know the

name of your deed?

CHRISTY {bashfully). I'm slow at

learning, a middling scholar only.

MICHAEL. If you’re a dunce itself,

you’d a right to know that larceny’s

robbing and stealing. Is it for the

like of that you're wanting?

CEDRiSTY {with a flash of family

pride). And I the son of a strong

farmer {with a sudden qualm),

God rest his soul, could have bought

up the whole of your old house

awhile since, from the butt of his

tailpocket, and not have missed

the weight of it gone.

MICHAEL {impressed). If it's not

stealing, it's maybe something big.
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CHRISTY (flattered). Aye; ifs maybe
something big.

JIMMY. He’s a wicked-looking
young fellow. Maybe he followed
after a young woman on a lone-

some night.

CHRISTY (shocked). Oh, the saints

forbid, mister; I was all times a
decent lad.

PHiLLY (turning on jimmy) . You’re
a silly man, Jimmy Farrell. He said

his father was a farmer a while
since, and there’s himself now in a
poor state. Maybe the land was
grabbed from him, and he did what
any decent man would do.

MICHAEL (to CHRISTY, mysterU
ously). Was it bailiffs?

CHRISTY. The divil a one.

mcHAEL. Agents?

CHRISTY. The divil a one.

^HCHAEL. Landlords?

CHRISTY (peevishly). Ah, not at

all, I’m saying. You’d see the like

of them stories on any httle paper
of a Munster town. But I’m not
calling to mind any person, gentle,

simple, judge or jury, did the like

of me.
(They all draw nearer with de-
lighted curiosity.)

PHILT.Y. Well, that lad’s a puzzle-
the-world.

JIMMY, He’d beat Dan Davies’ cir-

cus, or the holy missioners making
sermons on the villainy of man. Try
him again, Philly.

PHILLY. Did you strike golden
guineas out of solder, young fellow,

or shilling coins itself?

CHRISTY. I did not, mister, not six-

pence nor a farthing coin.

jiMiviY. Did you marry three wives
maybe? I’m told there’s a sprin-

kling have done that among the
holy Luthers of the preaching
north.

CHRISTY (shyly). I never married
with one, let alone with a couple
or three.

PHILLY. Maybe he went fighting for

the Boers, the like of the man be-
yond, was judged to be hanged,
quartered and drawn. Were you
off east, young fellow, fighting

bloody wars for Kruger and the
freedom of the Boers?

CHRISTY. I never left my own parish
till Tuesday was a week.

PEGEEN (coming from counter).

He’s done nothing, so. (To
Christy) If you didn’t commit mur-
der or a bad, nasty thing, or false

coining, or robbery, or butchery,
or the like of them, there isn’t any-
thing that would be worth your
troubling for to run from now. You
did nothing at all.

CHRISTY (his feelings hurt). That’s

an unkindly thing to be saying to a
poor orphaned traveller, has a
prison behind him, and hanging
before, and heU’s gap gaping be-
low.

PEGEEN (with a sign to the men to

be quiet). You’re only saying it.

You did nothing at all. A soft lad
the like of you wouldn’t slit the
windpipe of a screeching sow.
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CHRISTY {offended). You re not
speaking the truth.

PEGEEN (in mock rage) . Not speak-

ing the truth, is it? Would you
have me knock the head oflF you
with the butt of the broom?

CHRISTY (twisting round on her
with a sharp cry of horror). Don’t
strike me. I killed my poor father,

Tuesday was a week, for doing the

like of that.

PEGEEN (with blank amazement).
Is it killed your father?

CHRISTY (subsiding)

.

With the help
of God I did surely, and that the

Holy Immaculate Mother may in-

tercede for his soul.

PHiiuLY (retreating with jimmy).
There s a daring fellow.

JIMMY. Oh, glory be to God!

MICHAEL (with great respect).

That was a hanging crime, mister

honey. You should have had good
reason for doing the like of that.

CHRISTY (in a very reasonable

tone). He was a dirty man, God
forgive him, and he getting old and
crusty, the way I couldn’t put up
with him at all.

PEGEEN. And you shot him dead?

CHRISTY (shaking •his head). I

never used weapons. I’ve no li-

cense, and Im a law-fearing man.

MICHAEL. It was with a hilted knife

maybe? I’m told, in the big world

it’s bloody knives they use.

CHRISTY (loudly, scandalized). Do
you take me for a slaughter-boy?
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PEGEEN. You never hanged him,
the way Jimmy Farrell hanged his

dog from the license, and had it

screeching and wriggling three

hours at the butt of a string, and
himself swearing it was a dead dog,
and the peelers swearing it had life?

CHRISTY. I did not then. I just riz

the loy and let fall the edge of it

on the ridge of his skull, and he
went down at my feet like an empty
sack, and never let a grimt or groan
from him at all.

MICHAEL (making a sign to pegeen
to fill Christy’s glass). And what
way weren’t you hanged, mister?
Did you bury him then?

CHRISTY (considering). Aye. I

buried him then. Wasn’t I digging
spuds in the field?

MICHAEL. And the peelers never
followed after you the eleven days
that you’re out?

CHRISTY (shaking his head). Nevei
a one of them, and I walking for-

ward facing hog, dog, or divil on
the highway of the road.

PHiLLY (nodding wisely). It’s only

with a common week-day kind of a

murderer them lads would be trust-

ing their carcase, and that man
should be a great terror when his

temper’s roused.

MICHAEL. He should then. (To
Christy) And where was it, mister

honey, that you did the deed?

CHRISTY (looking at him with sus-

picion) . Oh, a- distant place, mas-

ter of the house, a windy comer of

high, distant hills.
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PHiLLY (nodding with approval).

He’s a close man, and he s rights

surely,

PEGEEN. That’d be a lad with the

sense of Solomon to have for a pot-

boy, Michael James, if its the truth

you’re seeking one at all.

PHILLY. The peelers is fearing him,

and tE you’d that lad in the house

there isn’t one of them would come
smelling around if the dogs itself

were lapping poteen from the

dung'pt of the yard.

jrivryY. Bravery’s a treasure in a
loriFiome place, and a lad would
kill his father. I’m thinking, would
face a foxy divil with a pitchpike

on the flags of hell.

PEGEEN. It’s the truth they’re say-

ing, and if I’d that lad in the house,

I wouldn’t be fearing the loosed

Icharki cut-throats, or the walking

dead.

CHRISTY (swelling with surprise

and triumph). Well, glory be to

God!

MICHAEL (with deference). Would
you think well to stop here and be
pot-boy, mister honey, if we gave

you good wages, and didn’t destroy

you with the weight of work?

SHAWN (coming forward uneasily).

That’d be a queer kind to bring into

a decent quiet household with the

Kke of Fegeen Mike.

PEGEEN (very sharply). Will you
whisht? A^o’s speaking to you?

SHAWN (retreating). A bloody-

handed murderer the Iflce of . . .

PEGEEN {snapping at him)

.

Whisht
I am saying; well take no fooling

from your like at all. (To Christy

with a honeyed voice) And you,

young fellow, you’d have a right to

stop, I’m thinl^g, for we’d do our

all and utmost to content your

needs.

CHRISTY (overcome with wonder).

And I’d be safe in this place from
the searching law?

MICHAEL. You would, surely. If

they’re not fearing you, itself, the

peelers in this place is decent

droughty poor fellows, wouldn’t

touch a cur dog and not give warn-

ing in the dead of night.

PEGEEN (very kindly and persua-

sively). Let you stop a short while

anyhow. Aren’t you destroyed

walking with your feet in bleeding

blisters, and your whole skin need-

ing washing like a Wicklow sheep?

CHRISTY (looking round with satis-

faction) . It’s a nice room, and if it’s

not humbugging me you are, I’m

thinking that I’ll surely stay.

JIMMY (jumps up). Now, by the

grace of God, herself will be safe

this night, with a man killed his

father holding danger from the

door, and let you come on, Michael

James, or they’ll have the best stuff

drunk at the wake.

MICHAEL (going to the door with

men). And begging your pardon,

mister, what name we call you,

for we’d like to know?

CHRISTY. Christopher Mahon.

MICHAEL. Well, God bless you,

Christy, and a good rest till we
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meet again when the sun’ll be ris-

ing to the noon of day.

CHRISTY. God bless you all.

MEN. God bless you.

{They go out except shawn, who
lingers at door.

)

SHAWN {to pegeen) . Are you want-
ing me to stop along with you and
keep you from harm?

pegeen {gruffly). Didn’t you say
you were fearing Father Reilly?

SHAWN. There’d be no harm stay-

ing now, Tm thinking, and himself

in it too.

PEGEEN. You wouldn’t stay when
there was need for you, and let

you step off nimble this time when
there’s none.

SHAWN. Didn’t I say it was Father
Reilly . . .

PEGEEN. Go on, then, to Father
Reilly {in a jeering tone), and let

him put you in the holy brother-

hoods, and leave that lad to me.

SHAWN. If I meet the Widow
Quin . . .

PEGEEN. Go on. I’m saying, and
don’t be waking this place with
your noise. {She hustles him out

and bolts the door) That lad would
wear the spirits from the saints of

peace. {Bustles about^ then takes

of her apron and pins it up in the

loindoio as a blind. Christy watch-

ing her timidly. Then she comes to

him and speaks with bland good-

humour) Let you stretch out now
by the fire, young fellow. You
should be destroyed travelling.

CHRISTY (shyly again, drawing of
his boots). I’m tired, surely, walk-

ing wild eleven days, and wakmg
fearful in the night. {He holds up
one of his feet, feeling his blisters,

and looking at them with compas-
sion. )

PEGEEN {standing beside Kim,
watching him with delight). You
should have had great people in

your family, I’m thSiking, with th^

little, small feet you have, and yo?
with a kind of a quality name, tk.
like of what you’d find on the greaj
powers and potentates of Francw
and Spain.

CHRISTY {with pride). We went
great surely, with wide and wind)'
acres of rich Munster land.

PEGEEN. Wasn’t I telling you, and
you a fine, handsome young fellow

with a noble brow?

CHRISTY (with a flash of delighted

surprise). Is it me?

PEGEEN. Aye. Did you never hear
that from the young girls where
you come from in the west or

south?

CHRISTY (with venom). I did not
then. Oh, they’re bloody liars in the

naked parish where I grew a man.

PEGEEN. If they are itself, you’ve

heard it these days. I’m thinking,

and you walking the world telling

out your story to young girls or old.

CHRISTY. I’ve told my story no place

till this night, Pegeen Mike, and

it’s foolish I was here, maybe, to

be talking free, but you’re decent

people, I’m thinking, and yourself

a kindly woman, the way I wasn’t

fearing you at all.
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PEGEEN (filling a sack with straw).

You ve said the like of that, maybe,

in every cot and cabin where you ve

met a young girl on your way.

CHRISTY (going over to her, gradu-

ally raising his voice). I’ve said it

nowhere ml this night, I’m telling

you, for I’ve seen none the like of

you the eleven long days I am
walking the world, looking over a

low ditch or a high ditch on my
north or my south, into stony scat-

tered fields, or scribes of bog, where

you’d see young, limber girls, and

fine prancing women making

laughter with the men.

PEGEEN. If you weren’t destroyed

travelling, you’d have as much talk

and streeleen, I’m thinking, as

Owen Roe O’SuUivan or the poets

of the Dingle Bay, and I’ve heard

all times it’s the poets are your like,

fine fiery fellows with great rages

when their temper’s roused.

CHRISTY (drawing a little nearer to

her) . You’ve a power of rings, God
bless you, and would there be any

offence if I was asking are you

single now?

PEGEEN. What would I want wed-

ding so young?

CHRISTY (with relief) . We’re alike,

so.

PEGEEN (she puts sack on settle and

beats it up). I never killed my
father. I’d be afeard to do that,

except I was the like of yourself

with bhnd rages tearing me within,

for I’m thinldng you should have

had great tussling when the end

was come.

CHRISTY (expanding with delict at

the first confidential talk he has
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ever had with a woman). We had

not then. It was a hard woman was

come over the hiU, and if he was

always a crusty kind when he’d a

hard woman setting him on, not

the divil himself or his four fathers

could put up with him at all.

PEGEEN (with curiosity). And isn’t

it a great wonder that one wasn’t

fearing you?

CHRISTY (very confidentially). Up
to the day I killed my father, there

wasn’t a person in Ireland knew
the kind I was, and I there drink-

ing, waking, eating, sleeping, a

quiet, simple poor fellow with no

man giving me heed.

PEGEEN (getting a quilt out of the

cupboard and putting it on the

sack). It was the girls were giving

you heed maybe, and I’m thinking

it’s most conceit you’d have to be

gaming with their like.

CHRISTY (shaking his head, with

simplicity). Not the girls itself, and

I won’t tell you a he. There wasn’t

anyone heeding me in that place

saving only the dumb beasts of the

field. (He sits down at fire.)

PEGEEN (with disappointment).

And I thinking you should have

been Hving the like of a king of

Norway or the Eastern world.
(
She

comes and sits beside him ajter

placing bread and mug of milk on

the table.)

CHRISTY (laughing piteously). The

like of a king, is it? And I after

toiling, moiling, digging, dodging

from the dawn till dusk with never

a sight of joy or sport saving only

when I’d be abroad in the dark

night poaching rabbits on hiUs, for
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I was a divil to poach, God forgive

me, {verif naively) and I near got

six months for going with a dung
fork and stabbing a fish.

PEGEEN*. And it’s that you’d call

sport, is it, to be abroad in the

darkness with yourself alone?

CHRISTY. I did, God help me, and
there I’d be as happy as the sun-

shine of St, Martin’s Day, watching

the light passing the north or the

patches of fog, till I’d hear a rab-

bit starting to screech and I’d go

running in the furze. Then when
I’d my full share I’d come walking

down where you’d see the ducks

and geese stretched sleeping on the

highway of the road, and before I’d

pass the dunghill, I’d hear himself

snoring out, a loud lonesome snore

he’d be making all times, the while

he was sleeping, and he a man ’d be
raging all times, the while he was
waking, like a gaudy officer you’d

hear cursing and damning and

swearing oaths.

PEGEEN. Providence and Mercy,

spare us all!

CHRISTY. It’s that you’d say surely

if you seen him and he after drink-

ing for weeks, rising up in the red

dawn, or before it maybe, and go-

ing out into the yard as naked as

an ash tree in the moon of May,
and shying clods against the visage

of the stars till he’d put the fear

of death into the banbhs and the

screeching sows.

PEGEEN. I’d be weU-nigh afeard of

that lad myself, I’m thinking. And
there was no one in it but the two

of you alone?

CHRISTY. The divil a one, though

he’d sons and daughters walking
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all great states and territories of

the world, and not a one of them,

to this day, but would say their

seven curses on him, and they rous-

ing up to let a cough or sneeze,

maybe, in the deadness of the

night.

PEGEEN (nodding her head). Well,

you should have been a queer lot.

I never cursed my father the like of

that, though I’m twenty and more
years of age.

CHRISTY. Then you’d have cursed

mine. I’m telhng you, and he a

man never gave peace to any, sav-

ing when he’d get two months or

three, or be locked in the asylums

for battering peelers or assaulting

men (with depression) the way it

was a bitter life he led me till I

did up a Tuesday and halve his

skuU.

PEGEEN (putting her hand on his

shoulder) . Well, you’ll have peace

in this place, Chrisly Mahon, and

none to trouble you, and it’s near

time a fine lad like you should have

your good share of the earth.

CHRISTY. It’s time surely, and I

a seemly fellow with great strength

in me and bravery of . . .

(Someone knocks.)

CHRISTY (clinging to pegeen). Oh,

glory! it’s late for knocking, and this

last while I’m in terror of the peek

ers, and the walking dead.

(Knocking again.)

pegeen. Who’s there?

VOICE (outside). Me.

pegeen. Who’s me?

VOICE. The Widow Quin.
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PEGEEN {jumping up and giving

him the bread and milk). Go on

now with your supper, and let on

to be sleepy, for if she found you

were such a warrant to talk, she^
be stringing gabble till the dawn
of day.

{He takes bread and sits shyly with

his back to the door,)

PEGEEN {opening door, with tem-

per). What ails you, or what is it

you re wanting at this hour of the

night?

WIDOW QUEST {coming in a step and
peering at chmsty). Tm after

meeting Shawn Keogh and Father

Reilly below, who told me of your

curiosity man, and they fearing by
this time he was maybe roaring,

romping on your hands with drink.

PEGEEN {pointing to Christy).

Look now is he roaring, and he
stretched away drowsy with his

supper and his mug of milk. Walk
down and tell that to Father Reilly

and to Shaneen Keogh.

WIDOW QUEST {coming forward) . Ill

not see them again, for Ive their

word to lead that lad forward for

to lodge with me.

PEGEEN {in blank amazement).
This night, is it?

WIDOW QUIN {going over). This

night- “It isn’t fitting,” says the

priesteen, “to have his likeness

lodging with an orphaned girl.”

{To Christy) God save you, mis-

ter!

CHRISTY {shyly). God save you
kindly.

WIDOW QUEST {looking at him with

half-amazed curiosity) . Well, aren’t

you a little smiHng fellow? It should

have been great and bitter tor-

ments did rouse your spirits to a

deed of blood.

CHRISTY {doubtfully). It should,

maybe.

wnDOW QUIN. It’s more than “may-

be” I’m saying, and it’d soften my
heart to see you sitting so simple

with your cup and cake, and you
fitter to be saying your catechism

than slaying your da.

PEGEEN {at counter, washing

glasses). There’s talking when
any’d see he’s fit to be holding his

head high with the wonders of the

world. Walk on from this, for I’ll

not have him tormented and he
destroyed travelling since Tuesday
was a week.

WIDOW QUIN {peaceably)

.

We’U be
walking surely when his supper’s

done, and you’ll find we’re great

company, young fellow, when it’s

of the like of you and me you’d

hear the penny poets singing in an
August Fair.

CHRISTY {innocently). Did you kill

your father?

PEGEEN {contemptuously). She did

not. She hit himself with a worn
pick, and the rusted poison did'

corrode his blood the way he never

overed it, and died after. That was
a sneaky kind of murder did win
small glory with the boys itself.

{She crosses to Christy’s left.)

WIDOW QUEST {with good-humour)

.

If it didn’t, maybe all knows a

widow woman has buried her chil-

dren and destroyed her man is a

wiser comrade for a young lad than
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a girl, the like of you, who’d go
helter-skeltering after any man
would let you a wink upon the
road.

PEGEEN (breaking out into wild
rage). And you'll say that, Widow
Quin, and you gasping with the
rage you had racing the hill beyond
to look on his face.

WIDOW QUIN (laughing derisively).

Me, is it? Well, Father Reilly has
cuteness to divide you now. (She
pulls CHRISTY up) There’s great

temptation in a man did slay his da,

and we’d best be going, young
fellow; so rise up and come with
me.

PEGEEN (seizing his arm). He’ll not
stir. He’s pot-boy in this place, and
I’ll not have him stolen oflF and
kidnabbed while himself’s abroad.

WIDOW QUIN. It’d be a crazy pot-

boy’d lodge him in the shebeen
where he works by day, so you’d
have a right to come on, young fel-

low, till you see my little houseen,

a perch oflF on the rising hill.

PEGEEN. Wait till morning, Christy

Mahon. Wait till you lay eyes on
her leaky thatch is growing more
pasture for her buck goat than her

square of fields, and she without a

tramp itself to keep in order her

place at all.

WIDOW QUIN. When you see me
contriving in my little gardens,

Christy Mahon, you’ll swear the

Lord God formed me to be living

lone, and that there isn’t my match
in Mayo for thatching, or mowing,
or shearing a sheep.

PEGEEN (with noisy scorn) . It’s true

the Lord God formed you to con-
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trive indeed. Doesn’t the world
know you reared a black lamb at

your own breast, so that the Lord
Bishop of Connaught felt the ele-

ments of a Christian, and he eating
it after in a kidney stew? Doesn’t
the world know you’ve been seen
shaving the foxy skipper from
France for a threepenny bit and a

sop of grass tobacco would wring
the liver from a mountain goat
you’d meet leaping the hills?

WIDOW QUIN (with amusement).
Do you hear her now, young fel-

low? Do you hear the way she’ll be
rating at your own self when a
week is by?

PEGEEN (to Christy). Don’t heed
her. Tell her to go into her pigsty
and not plague us here.

WIDOW QUIN. I’m going; but he’ll

come with me.

PEGEEN (shaking him). Are you
dumb, young fellow?

CHRISTY (timidly, to widow quin).

God increase you; but I’m pot-boy
in this place, and it’s here I’d liefer

stay.

PEGEEN (triumphantly). Now you
have heard him, and go on from
this.

WIDOW QUIN (looking round the

room). It’s lonesome this hour
crossing the hill, and if he won’t
come along with me, I’d have a

right maybe to stop this night with
yourselves. Let me stretch out on
the settle, Pegeen Mike; and him-
self can lie by the hearth.

PEGEEN (short and fiercely)

.

Faith <

I won’t. Quit off or I will send ya '

now.
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WIDOW QUIN {gathering her shawl

up). Well, ifs a terror to be aged a

score. (To Christy) God bless you
now, young fellow, and let you be
wary, or there’s right torment will

await you here if you go romancing

with her like, and she waiting only,

as they bade me say, on a sheep-

skin parchment to be w^ed with

Shawn Keogh of Killakeen.

CHRISTY (going to PECEEN US she

bolts the door). What’s that she’s

after saying?

PEGEEN. Lies and blather, you’ve

no call to mind. Well, isn’t Shawn
Keogh an impudent fellow to send

up spying on me? Wait till I lay

hands on him. Let him wait. I’m

saying.

CHRISTY. And you’re not wedding
him at all?

PEGEEN. I wouldn’t wed him if a

bishop came walking for to join us

heT-e,

CHRISTY. That God in glory may be
thanked for that.

PEGEEN. There’s your bed now. I’ve

put a quilt upon you I’m after quilt-

ing a while since with my own two
hands, and you’d best stretch out

now for your sleep, and may God
give you a good rest till I call you
in the morning when the cocks will

crow.

CHRISTY (as she goes to inner

room). May God and Mary and
St. Patrick bless you and reward
you, for your kindly talk. (She
shuts the door behind her. He set-

tles his bed slowly, feeling the

quilt with immense satisfaction)

Well, it’s a clean bed and soft with
it, and it’s great luck and company
I’ve won me in the end of time

—

two fine women fighting for the

likes of me—^till I’m thinking this

night wasn’t I a foolish fellow not

to kill my father in the years gone
by.

CURTAIN

ACT TWO

Scene—As before. Brilliant morning light, christy, looking bright and
cheerful, is cleaning a girVs boots.

CHRISTY (to himself, counting jugs

on dresser). Half a hundred be-

yond. Ten there. A score that’s

above. Eighty jugs. Six cups and a

broken one. Two plates. A power
of glasses. Bottles, a school-

master’d be hard set to count, and
enough in them, I’m thinking, to

drunken aU the wealth and wisdom

of the County Clare. (He puts

down the boot carefully) There’s

her boots now, nice and decent for

her evening use, and isn’t it grand
brushes she has? (He puts them
down and goes by degrees to the

looking-glass) Well, this’d be a fine

place to be my whole life talking

out with swearing Christians, in
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place of my old dogs and cat, and
I stalking aroxmd, smoking my pipe

and driiddng my fill, and never a
day’s work but drawing a cork an
odd time, or wiping a glass, or

rinsing out a shiny tumbler for a
decent man. (He takes the look-

ing-glass from the wall and puts it

on the back of a chair; then sits

down in front of it and begins

washing his face) Didn’t I know
rightly I was handsome, though it

was the divil’s own mirror we had
beyond, would twist a squint across

an angel’s brow; and I’ll be grow-
ing fine from this day, the way I’ll

have a soft lovely sldn on me and
won’t be the lilce of the clumsy
young fellows do be ploughing all

times in the eai*th and dung. (He
starts) Is she coming again? (He
looks out) Stranger girls. God help

me, where’ll I hide myself away
and my long neck naked to the
world? (He looks out) I’d best go
to the room maybe till I’m dressed

again. (He gathers up his coat and
the looking-glass, and runs into the

inner room. The door is pushed
open, and susan brady looks in,

and knocks on door.

)

SUSAN. There’s nobody in it.

(Knocks again.)

NELLY (pushing her in and follow-

ing her, with honor blake and
SARA tansey). It’d be early for

them both to be out walking the

oill.

SUSAN. I’m thinking Shawn Keogh
was making game of us and there’s

no such man in it at all.

HONOR (pointing to straw and
quilt). Look at that. He’s been
sleeping there in the night. Well,

it’ll be a hard case if he’s gone off

now, the way we’ll never set our

eyes on a man killed his father,

and we after rising early and de-

stroying ourselves running fast on
the hill.

NELLY. Are you thinicing them’s his

boots?

SARA (taking them up), li they are,

there should be his father’s track

on them. Did you never read in the
papers the way murdered men do
bleed and drip?

SUSAN. Is that blood there, Sara

Tansey?

SARA (smelling it). That’s bog
water. I’m thinking, but it’s his own
they are sm*ely, for I never seen

the like of them for whity mud, and
red mud, and turf on them, and the

fine sands of the sea. That man’s

been walking, I’m telling you. (She

goes down right, putting on one of
his boots.)

SUSAN (going to window). Maybe
he 3 stolen off to Behnullet with the

boots of Michael James, and you’d

have a right so to follow after

him, Sara Tansey, and you the one
yoked the ass cart and drove ten

miles to set your eyes on the man
bit the yellow lady’s nostril on the

northern shore. (She looks out.)

SARA (running to window with one
boot on). Don’t be talking, and we
fooled to-day. (Tutting on other

boot) There’s a pair do fit me well,

and I’ll be keeping them for walk-

ing to the priest, when you’d be
ashamed this place, going up win-

ter and summer with nothing worth

while to confess at aU.

HONOR (who has been listening at

the door)

.

Whisht! there’s someone
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.teide the room. (She pushes door
a chink open) It’s a man.
(sARA kicks of boots and puts them
where they were. They all stand in

a line looking through chink,)

BABA. Ill call him. Misterl Mister!

{He puts in his head) Is Pegeen
Vvithin?

CHRISTY {coming in as meek as a
mouse:, with the looking-glass held

behind his back). She’s above on
the cnuceen, seeking the nanny
goats, the way she’d have a sup of

goat s milk for to colour my tea.

b'ABA. And asking your pardon, is

it you s the man killed his father?

CHRISTY {sidling toward the nail

where the glass was hanging). I

am, God help me!

SABA {taking eggs she has
brought). Then my thousand wel-
comes to you, and I’ve run up with
a brace of duck’s eggs for your
food to-day. Pegeen’s ducks is no
use, but these are the’ real rich

sort. Hold out your hand and you’ll

see it s no lie I’m telling you.

CHRISTY (coming forward shyly,

and holding out his left hand).
They’re a great and weighty size.

SUSAN. And I run up with a pat of
butter, for it’d he a poor thing to

have you eating your spuds dry,

and you after running a great way
since you did destroy your da.

CHRISTY. Thank you kindly.

HONOR. And I brought you a little

cut of cake, for you should have a
thin stomach on you, and you that

length walking the world.

NELLY. And I brought you a little

laying pullet—^boiled and all she is—^was crushed at the fall of night
by the curate’s car. Feel the fat of
that breast, mister.

CHRISTY. It’s bursting, surely. {He
feels it with the back of his hand,
in which he holds the presents.)

SABA. Will you pinch it? Is your
right hand too sacred for to use at
all? {She slips round behind him)
It’s a glass he has. Well, I never
seen to this day a man with a look-

ing-glass held to his back. Them
that kills their fathers is a vain lot

surely.

(girls giggle.)

CHRISTY {smiling innocently and
piling presents on glass). I’m very
thankful to you all to-day . . .

WIDOW quin {coming in quickly, at

door). Sara Tansey, Susan Brady,
Honor Blake! What in glory has
you here at this hour of day?

GIRLS (giggling). That’s the man
killed his father

WIDOW QUIN {coming to them), i

know well it’s the man; and I’m
after putting him down in the
sports below for racing, leaping,

pitching, and the Lord knows what.

SARA (exuberantly). That’s right.

Widow Quin. I’ll bet my dowry
that he’U lick the world.

WIDOW QUIN. If you will, you’d
have a right to have him fresh and
nourished in place of nursing a
feast. {Taking presents) Are you
fasting or fed, young fellow?

CHEUSTY. Fasting, if you pleaj^.
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WIDOW QUIN (loudly). Well, you re

the lot. Stir up now and give him
his breakfast. (To Christy) Come
here to me (she puts him on bench
beside her while the girls make tea

and get his breakfast) and let you
tell us your story before Pegeen
will come, in place of grinning your
ears o£F like the moon of May.

CHRISTY (beginning to be pleased).

Ifs a long story; you’d be destroyed

listening.

WIDOW QUIN. Don’t be letting on to

be shy, a fine, gamey, treacherous

lad the like of you. Was it in your

house beyond you cracked his

skull?

CHRISTY (shy but flattered). It was
not. We were digging spuds in his

cold, sloping, stony, divil’s patch of

a field.

WIDOW QUIN. Aad you went asking

money of him, or making talk of

getting a wife would drive him
from his farm?

CHRISTY. I did not, then; but there

I was, digging and digging, and

“You squinting idiot,” says he, ^et

you walk down now and tell the

priest you’ll wed the Widow Casey

in a score of days.”

WIDOW QUIN. And what kind was
she?

CHRISTY (with horror). A walking

terror from beyond the hills, and

she two score and five years, and

two hxmdredweights and five

pounds in the weighing scales, with

a limping leg on her, and a blinded

eye, and she a woman of noted mis-

behavior with the old and young.

GIRLS (clustering round him, serv-

ing him). Gloiy be.

WIDOW QUIN. And what did he
want driving you to wed with her?

(She takes a bit of the chicken.)

CHRISTY (eating with growing satis-

faction). He was letting on I was
wanting a protector from the harsh-

ness of the world, and he without a

thought the whole while but how
he’d have her hut to live in and her
gold to drink.

WIDOW QUIN. There’s maybe worse
than a dry hearth and a widov/

woman and your glass at night. Sc
you hit him then?

CHRISTY (getting almost excited),

I did not. “I won’t wed her,” says I,

“when all know she did suckle me
for six weeks when I came into the

world, and she a hag this day with

a tongue on her has the crows and

seabirds scattered, the way they

wotdd cast a shadow on her garden

with the dread of her curse.”

WIDOW QUIN (teasingly)

.

That one

should be right company.

SARA (eagerly). Don’t mind her.

Did you Ml him then?

CHRISTY. “She’s too good for the

like of you,” says he, “and go on

now or I’ll flatten you out like a

crawling beast has passed under a

dray.” ‘Tou will not if I can help

it,” says I. “Go on,” says he, “or

m have the divil maldng garters

of your limbs to-night.” ‘Tou will

not if I can help it,” says I. (He

sits up, brandishing his mug.)

SARA. You were right surely.
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CHRISTY (impressively). With that

'she sun came out between the cloud

and the hill, and it shining green in

tny face. “God have mercy on yoxir

soul,” says he, lifting a scythe; “or

on your own,” says I, raising the

loy.

SUSAN. That’s a grand story.

HONOR. He tells it lovely.

CHRISTY (flattered and confident:,

waving bone). He gave a drive

with the scythe, and I gave a lep to

the east. Then I turned aroimd with

my back to the north, and I hit a

blow on the ridge of his skull, laid

him stretched out, and he split to

the knob of his gullet. (He raises

the chicken bone to his Adam's
^xpple,)

GIRLS (together). Well, you re a

marvel! Oh, God bless you! Youre
the lad surely!

SUSAN. Tm thinking the Lord God
sent him this road to make a sec-

ond husband to the Widow Quin,

and she with a great yearning to be
wedded, though all dread her here.

Lift him on her knee, Sara Tansey,

WIDOW QUIN. Don’t tease him.

SARA (going over to dresser and
counter very quickly, and getting

two glasses and porter) , You’re

heroes surely, and let you drink a
supeen with your arms linked like

the outlandish lovers in the sailor’s

song. (She links their arms and
gives them the glasses) There now.
Drink a health to the wonders of

the western world, the pirates,

preachers, poteen-makers, with the
]obbmg focJkies; parching peelers,

and the juries fill their stomachs

selling judgments of the English
law. (Brandishing the bottle.)

WIDOW QUIN. That’s a right toast,

Sara Tansey. Now, Christy.

(They drink with their arms linked,

he drinking with his left hand, she

with her right. As they are drink-

ing, PEGEEN MIKE comes in with a
milk can and stands aghast. They
all spring away from christy. He
goes down left, widow quin re-

mains seated.)

pegeen (angrily, to sara). What is

it you’re wanting?

SARA (twisting her apron). An
ounce of tobacco.

PEGEEN. Have you tuppence?

SARA. I’ve forgotten my purse.

PEGEEN. Then you’d best be getting

it and not fooling us here.
( To the

WIDOW QUIN, with more elaborate

scorn) And what is it you’re want-
ing. Widow Quin?

WIDOW QUIN (insolently), A pen-
n’orth of starch.

PEGEEN (breaking out). And you
without a white shift or a shirt in

your whole family since the drying
of the flood. I’ve no starch for the
like of you, and let you walk on
now to Killamuck.

WIDOW QUIN (turning to christy,

as she goes out with the girls).

Well, you’re mighty huffy this day,
Pegeen Mike, and, you young fel*

low, let you not forget the sports

and racing when the noon is by.
(They go out.)

PEGEEN (imperiously). Fling out
that rubbish and put them cups
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away, (christy tidies away in

great haste) Shove in the bench by
Sie wall. (He does so) And hang
that glass on the nail. What dis-

turbed it at all?

CHRISTY (very meekly) . I was mak-
ing myself decent only, and this a
fine country for young lovely girls.

PEGEEN (sharply). Whisht your
talking of girls. (Goes to counter—
right.

)

CHRISTY. Wouldn’t any wish to be
decent in a place . . .

PEGEEN. Whisht Im saying.

CHRISTY (looks at her face for a
moment with great misgivings, then

as a last effort, takes up a loy, and
goes towards her, with feigned as-

surance) . It was with a loy the like

of that I killed my father.

PEGEEN (still sharply), Youve told

me that story six times since the

dawn of day.

CHRISTY (reproachfully). It’s a
queer thiug you wouldn’t care to

be hearing it and them girls after

walking four miles to be listening

to me now.

PEGEEN (turning around aston-

ished), Four miles.

CHRISTY (apologetically). Didn’t

himself say there were only four

bona fides Hving in the place?

PEGEEN. It’s bona fides by the road

they are, but that lot came over the

river lepping the stones. It’s not

three perches when you go like

that, and I was down this morning

looking on the papers the post-boy

does have in his bag. (With mean-
ing and emphasis) For there was
great news this day, Christopher
Mahon. (She goes into room lep.)

CHRISTY (suspiciously). Is it news
of my murder?

PEGEEN (inside). Murder, indeed.

CHRISTY (loudly). A murdered da?

PEGEEN (coming in again and
crossing right)

.

There was not, but
a story filled half a page of the
hanging of a man. Ah, that should
be a fearful end, yoimg fellow, and
it worst of all for a man who de-
stroyed his da, for the like of him
would get small mercies, and when
it’s dead he is, they’d put him in a
narrow grave, with cheap sacking

wrapping him round, and pour
down quicklime on his head, the
way you’d see a woman pouring
any frish-frash from a cup.

CHRISTY (very miserably)

,

Oh, God
help me. Are you thinking I’m

safe? You were saying at the fall of

night, I was shut of jeopardy and I

here with yourselves.

PEGEEN (severely). You’ll be shut

of jeopardy in no place if you go
talking with a pack of wild girls the

like of them do be walking abroad

with the peelers, talking whispers

at the fall of night.

CHRISTY (with terror). And you’re

thinking they’d teU?

PEGEEN (with mock sympathy).

Who knows, God help you.

CHRISTY (loudly). What joy would

they have to bring hanging to the

likes of me?
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PEGEEN, Its queer joys they have,

and who knows the thing they’d

do, if it’d make the green stones cry

itself to think of you swaying and
swiggling at the butt of a rope, and

)^ou with a fine, stout neck, God
bless you! the way you’d he a halE

an hour, in great anguish, getting

your death.

CHRISTY {getting his boots and put-

ting them on). If there’s that terror

of them, it’d be best, maybe, I went

on wandering like Esau or Cain and

^bel on the sides of Neifin or the

Erris plain.

REGEEN {beginning to play with

him). It would, maybe, for I’ve

heard the Circuit Judges this place

is a heartless crew.

CHRISTY {bitterly}. It’s more than

Judges tihis place is a heartless

crew. {Looking up at her) And
isn’t it a poor thing to be starting

again and I a lonesome fellow wiU
be locddng <Rit on women and girls

the way £he needy fallen spirits do
be looking on the Lord?

PEGEEN. What caE have you to be
that lonesome when there’s poor
girls walking Mayo in their thou-

sands now?

CHRISTY (grimly), It’js well you
know what csBlI h^e. It’s well you
know it’s a lone^ssaiie thing to be
passing small towns with the lights

shining sideways the ndgM is

down, or going in strange jAaces
with a dog noising before you and
a dog ^Musing behind, or drawn tp

the cities where you’d bear a voice

kissing and talking deep love in

every shadow of the ditch, and you
passing on with an enrpty, hungry
stomach fading from your hearL

PEGEEN. I’m thinking you’re an
odd man, Christy Mahon. The odd-

est walking fellow I ever set my
eyes on to this hour to-day.

CHRISTY. What would any be but
odd men and they living lonesome

in the world?

PEGEEN. I’m not odd, and I’m my
whole life with my father only.

CHRISTY {with infinite admiration).

How would a lovely handsome
woman the like of you be lone-

some when all men should be
thronging around to hear the sweet-

ness of your voice, and the little in-

fant children should be pestering

your steps I’m thinking, and you
waUdng the roads.

PEGEEN. I’m hard set to know what
way a coaxing fellow the like of

yourself should be lonesome either.

CHRISTY. Coa^g?

PEGEEN. Would you have me think

a man never talked with ihe girls

would have the words you’ve

spoken to-day? It’s only letting on
you are to be lonesome, the way
you’d around me now.

CHRISTY. I wish to God I was let-

ting on; but I was lonesome aU
times, and bom lonesome, I’m

thinking, as the mo<m of dawn.
(Going to door.)

gp®(5EEM {puzided by his talk )

.

Well, a story I’m not under-

standing at all why you’d be worse

than anotfa^, Christy Mahon, and
you a fine lad with the great sav-

agery to destroy your da.

CHRISTY. It’s little I’m understand-

mg myself, saving only that
,
my
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heart s scalded this day, and I am
going off stretching out the earth
between us, the way I’ll not be
waking near you another dawn of
the year till the two of us do arise
to hope or judgment with the saints
of God, and now I’d best be go-
ing with my wattle in my hand, for
hanging is a poor thing {turning to
go), and it’s httle welcome only is

left me in this house to-day.

PEGEEN (sharply). Christy! (He
turns round) Come here to me.
(He goes towards her) Lay down
that switch and throw some sods
on the fire. You’re pot-boy in this
place, and I’ll not have you mitch
off from us now.

CHRISTY. You were saying I’d be
hanged if I stay.

PEGEEN (quite kindly at last). Im
after going down and reading the
fearful crimes of Ireland for two
weeks or three, and there wasn’t
a word of your murder. (Getting
up and going over to the counter)
They’ve likely not found the body.
You’re safe so with ourselves.

CHRISTY (astonished, slowly). It’s

making game of Me you were (foh
lowing her with fearful joy), and
I can stay so, working at your side,

and I not lonesome from this mor-
tal day.

PEGEEN. What’s to hinder you from
staying, except the widow woman
or the young girls would inveigle

you off?

CHRISTY (with rapture). And I’ll

have your words from this day
filling my ears, and that look is

come upon you meeting my two
4yes, and 1 watchihg you loafing

around in the warm sun, or rinsing
your ankles when the night is come.

PEGEEN (kindly, but a little em-
barrassed}}. I’m thinking youll be
a loyal young lad to have working
around, and if you vexed me a
while since with your leaguing with
the girls, I wouldn’t give a thraneen
for a lad hadn’t a mighty spirit in
him and a gamey heart.

(SHAWN KEOGH runs in carrying a
cleeve on his back, followed by the
WIDOW QUIN.)

SHAWN (to PEGEEN ). I was passing
below, and I seen your mountainy
sheep eating cabbages in Jimmy’s
field. Run up or they’ll be bursting
surely.

PEGEEN. Oh, God mend them! (She
puts a shawl over her head and
runs out.)

CHRISTY (looking from one to the
other. Still in high spirits). I’d best
go to her aid maybe. I’m handy
with ewes.

WIDOW QUIN (closing the door).
She can do that much, and there
is Shaneen has long speeches for
to tell you now. (She sits down
with an amused smile.

)

SHAWN (taking something from his

pocket and offering it to Christy),
Do you see that, mister?

CHRISTY (looking at it). The half

of a ticket to the Western States!

SHAWN (trembling with anxiety).

rU give it to you and my new hat
(pulling it out of hamper); and
my breeches with the double seat

(pulling it off); and my new coat

is woven from the blackest shear-
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ings for three miles around {giving

him the coat); 111 give you the

whole of them, and my blessing,

and the blessing of Father Reilly

itself, maybe, if youll quit from

this and leave us in the peace we
had till last night at the fall of dark.

CHRISTY (with a new arrogance).

And for what is it you re wanting

to get shut of me?

SHAWN (looking to the widow for

help). Im a poor scholar with

middling faculties to coin a lie, so

111 tell you the truth, Christy Ma-
hon. I'm wedding with Pegeen be-

yond, and I don’t think well of

having a clever fearless man the

like of you dwelling in her house.

CHRISTY (almost pugnaciously).

And you’d be using bribery for to

banish me?

SHAWN (in an imploring voice).

Let you not take it badly, mister

honey, isn’t beyond the best place

for you where you’ll have golden

chains and shiny coats and you rid-

ing upon hunters with the ladies of

the land. (He makes an eager sign

to the WIDOW qxjjN to come to help

him.)

WIDOW QUIN (coming over). It’s

true for him, and you’d best quit

off and not have that poor girl set-

ting her mind on you, for there’s

Shaneen thinks she wouldn’t suit

you though all is saying that she’ll

wed you now.
(CHRISTY beams with delight.)

SHAWN (in terrified earnest). She

wouldn’t suit you, and she with the

divil’s own temper the way you’d

be strangling one another in a score

of days. (He makes the movement

of strangling with his hands) It’s

the like of me only that she’s fit

for, a quiet simple fellow wouldn’t

raise a hand upon her if she

scratched itself.

WIDOW QUIN (putting shavtn’s hat

on Christy). Fit them clothes on
you anyhow, young fellow, and
he’d maybe loan them to you for

the sports. (Pushing him towards

inner door) Fit them on and you
can give your answer when you
have them tried.

CHRISTY (beaming, delighted with

the clothes). I will then. I’d like

herself to see me in them tweeds

and hat. (He goes into room and
shuts the door.)

SHAWN (in great anxiety). He’d like

herself to see them. He’ll not leave

us, Widow Quin. He’s a score of

divils in him the way it’s well nigh

certain he will wed Pegeen.

WIDOW QUIN (jeeringly). It’s true

all girls are fond of courage and do
hate the like of you.

SHAWN (walking about in despera-

tion). Oh, Widow Quin, what’ll I

be doing now? I’d inform again

him, but he’d burst from Kilmain-

ham and he’d be sure and certain

to destroy me. If I wasn’t so God-
fearing, I’d near have courage to

come behind him and run a pike

into his side. Oh, it’s a hard case

to be an orphan and not to have
your father that you’re used to, and
you’d easy kill and make yourself

a hero in the sight of all. (Coming
up to her) Oh. Widow Quin, will

you find me some contrivance when
I’ve promised you a ewe?

WIDOW QUIN. A ewe’s a small thing,

but what would you give me if I
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did wed him and did save you so?

SHAWN {with astonishment). You?

WIDOW QUIN. Aye. Would you give

me the red cow you have and the
mountainy ram, and the right of

way across your rye path, and a
load of dung at Michaelmas, and
turbary upon the western hill?

SHAWN {radiant with hope). I

would surely, and Td give you the
wedding-ring I have, and the loan
of a new suit, the way you’d have
him decent on the wedding-day.
rd give you two kids for your din-

ner, and a gallon of poteen, and
I*d call the piper on the long car to

your wedding from Crossmolina or

from Ballina. Td give you . . .

WIDOW QUEST. That’ll do so, and let

you whisht, for he’s coming now
again.

( CHRISTY comes in very natty in

the new clothes, widow quin goes

to him admiringly.)

widow quin. If you seen yourself

now. I’m thinking you’d be too

proud to speak to us at all, and it’d

be a pit}^ surely to have your like

sailing from Mayo to the Western
World.

CHRISTY {as proud as a peacock).

I’m not going. If this is a poor
place itself. I’ll make myself con-

tented to be lodging here,

(widow quest makes a sign to

SHAWN to leave them.)

SHAWN. Well, I’m going measuring

the race-course while the tide is

low, so I’ll leave you the garments

and my blessing for the sports to-

day. God bless you! {He wriggles

out.)

WIDOW QUIN {admiring Christy).
Well, you’re mighty spruce, yoxmg
fellow. Sit down now while you’re
quiet tiU you talk with me.

CHRISTY {swaggering). I’m going
abroad on the hillside for to seek
Pegeen.

WIDOW QUIN. You’ll have time and
plenty for to seek Pegeen, and you
heard me saying at the fall of night
the two of us should be great com-
pany.

CHRISTY. From this out I’ll have
no want of company when all sorts

is bringing me their food and
clothing {he swaggers to the door,

tightening his belt)
,
the way they’d

set their eyes upon a gallant or-

phan cleft his father with one blow
to the breeches belt. {He opens
door, then staggers hack) Saints

of glory! Holy angels from the
throne of light!

WIDOW QUIN (going over). What
ails you?

CHRISTY. It’s the walking spirit of

my murdered da?

WIDOW QUIN (looking out). Is it

that tramper?

CHRISTY (wildly). Where’ll I hide

my poor body from that ghost of

heU?

{The door is pushed open, and old

MAHON appears on threshold.

CHRISTY darts in behind door.)

WIDOW QUIN (in great amusement)

.

God save you, my poor man.

MAHON (gruffly). Did you see a

young lad passing this way in the

early morning or the fall of night?
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WIDOW QUIN. You re a queer kind
to walk in not saluting at all.

MAHON. Did you see the young
lad?

WIDOW QUIN (stiffly). What kind
was he?

MAHON. An ugly young streeler

with a murderous gob on him, and
a little switch in his hand. I met a

tramper seen him coming this way
at the fall of night.

WIDOW QUIN. There’s harvest him-
dreds do be passing these days for

the Sligo boat. For what is it you’re

wanting him, my poor man?

MAHON. I want to destroy him for

breaking the head on me with the

clout of a loy. (He takes off a big

hat, and shows his head in a mass

of bandages and plaster, with some
pride) It was he did that, and
amn’t I a great wonder to think I’ve

traced him ten days with that rent

in my crown?

WIDOW QUIN (taking his head in

both hands and examining it with
extreme delight) . That was a great

blow. And who hit you? A robber
maybe?

MAHON. It was my own son hit

me, and he the divil a robber, or
anything else, but a dirty, stutter-

ing lout.

WIDOW QUIN {letting go his skull

and wiping her hands in her
apron). You’d best be wary of a
mortified scalp, I think they call it,

lepping around with that wound
in die splendour of the sun. It was
a bad blow surely, and you should
have vexed him fearful to make
him strike that gash in his da.

MAHON. Is it me?

WIDOW QUIN (amusing herself).

Aye. And isn’t it a great shame
when the old and hardened do tor-

ment the young?

MAHON (raging). Torment him is

it? And I after holding out with
the patience of a martyred saint till

there’s nothing but destruction on,

and I’m driven out in my old age
with none to aid me.

WIDOW QUIN (greatly amused). It’s

a sacred wonder the way that wick-
edness will spoil a man.

MAHON. My wickedness, is it?

Amn’t I after saying it is himself
has me destroyed, and he a liar on
walls, a talker of foUy, a man
you’d see stretched the halF of the
day in the brown ferns v;dth his

belly to the sun.

WIDOW QUIN. Not working at all?

MAHON. The divil a work, or if he
did itself, you’d see him raising up
a haystack like the stalk of a rush,

or driving our last cow till he broke
her leg at the hip, and when he
wasn't at that he’d be fooling over
little birds he had—finches and
felts—or making mugs at his own
self m the bit of glass we had hung
on the wall.

WIDOW QUIN (looking at christy).
What way was he so foolish? It

was running wild after the girls

maybe?

MAHON (with a shout of derision)

.

Running wild, is it? If he seen a red
petticoat coming swinging over the
hill, he’d be off to hide in the ^cks,
and you’d see him shooting out his
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and the leaves, and his two ears

rising like a hare looking out
through a gap. Girls, indeed!

WIDOW QUIN. It was drink maybe?

MAHON. And he a poor fellow
would get drunk on the smell of a
pint. He’d a queer rotten stomach,
I’m telling you, and when 1 gave
him three pulls from my pipe a

while since, he was taken with con-
tortions till I had to send him in

the ass cart to the females’ nurse.

WIDOW QUIN (clasping her hands).
Well, I never till this day heard tell

of a man the like of that!

MAHON. I’d take a mighty oath you
didn’t surely, and wasn’t he the

laughing joke of every female
woman where four baronies meet,
the way the girls would stop their

weeding if they seen him coming
the road to let a roar at him, and
call him the looney of Mahon’s.

WIDOW QUIN. I’d give the world
and all to see the hke of him. What
kind was he?

MAHON. A small low fellow.

WIDOW QUEST. And dark?

MAHON. Dark and dirty.

WIDOW QUEST (considering). I’m
thinking I seen him.

MAHON (eagerly). An ugly young
blackguard.

WIDOW QUEST. A hideous, fearful

villain, and the spit of you.

MAHON. What way is he fled?
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WIDOW QUEST. Gone over the hills

to catch a coasting steamer to tlie

north or south.

MAHON. Could I pull up on him
now?

WIDOW QUIN. If you’ll cross the
sands below where the tide is out^
you 11 be in it as soon as himself,
for he had to go round ten miles
by the top of the bay. (She points
to the door) Strike down by the
head beyond and then follow on
the roadway to the north and east.
(MAHON goes abruptly.)

WIDOW QUIN (shouting after him),.
Let you give him a good vem
geance when you come up with
him, but don’t put yourself in the
power of the law, for it’d be a poor
thing to see a judge in his black
cap reading out his sentence on a
civil warrior the like of you. (She
swings the door to and looks at
CHRISTY, who is cowering in terror,

for a moment, then she bursts into
a laugh.)

WIDOW QUIN. Well, you’re the walk-
ing Playboy of the Western World,
and that’s the poor man you had
divided to his breeches belt.

CHRISTY (looking out: then, to
her). What’ll Pegeen say when she
fears that story? What’ll she be
saying to me now?

WIDOW QUiN.„ She’ll knock the head
of you, I’m thinking, and drive

you from the door. God help her
to be taking you for a wonder, and
you a little schemer making up the
story you destroyed your da.

CHRISTY (turning to the door,

nearly speechless with rage, half to
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himself). To be letting on be was
dead, and coming back to bis life,

and following after me like an old

weasel tracing a rat, and coming in

bere laying desolation between my
own self and the fine women of

Ireland, and he a kind of carcase

that you^d fling upon the sea . . .

wmow QUIN {more soberly).

There's talking for a man's one

only son.

CHRISTY {breaking out). His one

son, is it? May I meet him with

one tooth and it aching, and one

eye to be seeing seven and seventy

divils in the twists of the road, and

one old timber leg on him to limp

into the scalding grave. {Looking

out) There he is now crossing the

strands, and that the Lord God
would send a high wave to wash
him from the world.

wiDO\j7 QUIN {scandalized). Have
you no shame? {Putting her hand

on his shoulder and turning him
round) What ails you? Near cry-

ing, is it?

CHRISTY {in despair and grief).

Amn't I after seeing the love-hght

of the star of knowledge shining

from her brow, and bearing words

would put you thinking on the holy

Brigid speaking to the infant saints,

and now she'll be turning again,

and speaking hard words to me,
like an old woman with a spavindy

ass she'd have, urging on a hill.

WIDOW QUIN. There's poetry talk

for a girl you'd see itching and
scratching, and she with a stale

stink of poteen on her from selling

in the shop.

CHRISTY {impatiently). It's her like

is fitted to be handling merchan-

dise in the heavens above, and
what'll I be doing now, I ask you,

and I a kind of wonder was jilted

by the heavens when a day was
by.

{There is a distant noise of girls"

voices. WIDOW quin looks from
window and comes to him, hur-

riedly. )

WIDOW quin. You'U be doing like

myself, I'm thinking, when I did

destroy my man, for I'm above
many's the day, odd times in great

spirits, abroad in the sunshine,

darning a stocking or stitching a

shift; and odd times again looldng

out on the schooners, hookers,

trawlers is sailing the sea, and I

thinking on the gallant hairy fel-

lows are drifting beyond, and my-
self long years living alone.

CHRISTY {interested). You're like

me, so

WTDOW QUIN. I am your like, and
it's for that I'm taking a fancy to

you, and I with my bttle houseen
above where there'd be myself to

tend you, and none to ask were you
a murderer or what at all.

CHRISTY. And what would I be
doing if I left Pegeen?

WIDOW QUIN. I’ve nice jobs you
could be doing, gathering shells to

make a whitewash for our hut with-

in, building up a little goose-house,

or stretching a new skin on an old

curxagb I have, and if my hut is

far from all sides, it's there you'll

meet the wisest old men, I teU you,

at the comer of my wheel, and it's

there yourself and me will have

great times whispering and hug-

ging. . . .
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VOICES {outside, calling far away),
Christy! Christy Mahon! Christy!

CHRISTY. Is it Pegeen Mike?

WIDOW QUIN, It’s the young girls,

Im thinking, coming to bring you
to the sports below, and what is it

youll have me to tell them now?

CHRISTY. Aid me for to win Pegeen.
Its herself only that Tm seeking

now. (widow QUIN gets up and
goes to window) Aid me for to win
her, and 111 be asking God to

stretch a hand to you in the hour
of death, and lead you short cuts

through the Meadows of Ease, and
up the floor of Heaven to the Foot-

stool of the Virgins Son.

widow quin. There’s praying.

voices {nearer), Christy! Christy

Mahon!

CHRISTY {with agitation). They’re

coming. Will you swear to aid and
save me for the love of Christ?

WIDOW QUIN {looks at him for a
moment). If I aid you, will you
swear to give me a right of way I

want, and a mountainy ram, and
a load of dung at Michaelmas, the

time that youll be master here?

CHRISTY. I wiU, by the elements

and stars of night.

WIDOW quin. Then we’ll not say a

word of the old feUow, the way
Pegeen won’t know your story till

the end of time.

CHRISTY. And if he chances to re-

turn again?

WIDOW QUIN. We’U swear he’s a
maniac and not your da. I could

take an oath I seen him raving on
the sands to-day.

(Girls run in.)

SUSAN. Come on to the sports be-

low. Pegeen says you’re to come.

SARA TANSEY. The lepping’s begin-

ning, and we’ve a jockey’s suit to

fit upon you for the mule race on
die sands below.

HONOR. Come on, will you?

CHRISTY. I wiU then if Pegeen’s be-

yond.

SARA TANSEY. She’s in the boreen

making game of Shaneen Keogh.

CHRISTY. Then I’ll be going to her

now. {He runs out followed by
the girls.)

WIDOW QUIN. Well, if the worst

comes in the end of all, it’ll be great

game to see there’s none to pity him
but a widow woman, the like of

me, has buried her children and
destroyed her man. (She goes out.)

CURTAIN
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ACT THREE

Scene—As before. Later in the day. jimmy comes in, slightly drunk.

JIMMY {calls). Pegeen! {Crosses

to inner door) Pegeen Mikel

{Comes back again into the room)
Pegeen! (philly comes in in the

same state. To philly) Did you
see herself?

PHILLY. I did not; but I sent Shawn
Keogh with the ass cart for to bear

him home. {Trying cupboards

which are locked) Well, isn't he a
nasty man to get into such staggers

at a morning wake? and isn't her-

self the divS’s daughter for lock-

ing, and she so fussy after that

young gaSer, you might take your
death with drought and none to

heed you?

JIMMY. It's little wonder she'd be
fussy, and he after bringing bank-
rupt ruin on the roulette man, and
the trick-o'-the-Ioop man, and
breaking the nose of the cockshot-

man, and winning all in the sports

below, racing, lepping, dancing,

and the Lord knows what! He's
right luck, I'm telling you.

PHILLY. If he has, he'll be rightly

hobbled yet, and he not able to say
ten words without making a brag
of the way he killed his faSier, and
the great blow he hit with the loy.

JIMMY. A man can’t hang by his

own informing, and his father

should be rotten by now.
(old MAHON passes window
slowly.)

PHILLY. Supposing a man's digging

spuds in that field with a long

spade, and supposing he flings up
the two halves of that skull, what'll

be said then in the papers and the

courts of law?

JIMMY. They’d say it was an old

Dane, maybe, was drowned in the

flood, (old MAHON comcs in and
sits down near door listening) Did
you never hear tell of the skulls

they have in the city of Dublin,
ranged out like blue jugs in a cabin

of Connaught?

PHILLY. And you beheve that?

JIMMY {pugnaciously). Didn't a
lad see them and he after coming
from harvesting in the Liverpool
boat? "They have them there,” says

he, "making a show of the great

people there was one time waDdng
the world. White skulls and black

skulls and yellpw skuUs, and some
with fuU teeth, and some haven't
only but one.”

PHILLY. It was no lie, maybe, for

when I was a young lad there was a
graveyard beyond the house with
the remnants of a man who had
thighs as long as your arm. He was
a horrid man, I'm telling you, and
there was many a fine Sunday I'd

put him together for fun, and he
with shiny bones, you wouldn't
meet the Like of these days in the
cities of the world.
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MASON {getting up) . You wouldn’t,
is it? Lay your eyes on that skull,

and tell me where and when there
was another the like of it, is splin-
tered only from the blow of a loy.

PHILLY. Glory be to God! And who
hit you at all?

MAHON {triumphantly). It was my
own son hit me. Would you believe
that?

JIMMY. Well, there’s wonders hid-
den in the heart of man!

PHILLY {suspiciously)

.

And what
way was it done?

MAHON {wandering about the
room). I’m after walcing hundreds
and long scores of miles, winning
clean beds and the fill of my belly
four times in, the day, and I doing
nothing but “^telling stories of that
naked truth. {He comes to them a
little aggressively) Give me a
supeen and I’ll tell you now.
(WIDOW QUIN comes in and stands
aghast behind him. He is facing
JIMMY and PHILLY, who are on the

left.)

JIMMY. Ask herself beyond. She’s

the stuflF hidden in her shawl.

WIDOW QUIN {coming to mahon
quioMy) . You here, is it? You didn’t

go far at all?

MAHON. I seen the coasting steam-
er passing, and I. got a drought
upon me and a cramping leg, so I

said, ‘‘The divil go along with him,”
and turned again. {Looking under
her shawl) Jiid let you give me a

supeen^ for I’m destroyed travelling

since Tilesday was a week.
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WIDOW QUIN {getting a glass, m a
cajoling tone). Sit down then by
the fire and take your ease for a
space. You’ve a right to be de-
stroyed indeed, with your walking,
and fighting, and facing the sun.
{Giving him poteen from a stone
jar she has brought in) There now
is a drink for you, and may it be
to your happiness and length of
life.

mahon {taking glass greedily and
sitting down by fire

)

. God increase
you!

widow quin {taking men to the
right stealthily). Do you know
what? That man’s raving from his
wound to-day, for I met him a
while since telling a rambling tale

of a tinker had him destroyed.
Then he heard of Christy’s deed,
and he up and says it was his son
had cracked his skull. O isn’t mad-
ness a fright, for he’ll go killing

someone yet, and he thinking it’s

the man has struck him so?

JIMMY {entirely convinced). It’s a
fright, surely. I knew a party was
kicked in the head by a red mare,
and he went killing horses a great

while, tiU he eat the insides of a
clock and died after.

PHILLY {with suspicion). Did he
see Christy?

WIDOW QUIN. He didn’t {With a
warning gesture) Let you not be
putting him in mind of him, or

you’ll be likely summoned if there’s

murder done. {Looking round at

mahon) Whisht! He’s listening.

Wait now till you hear me taking

hmi easy and unravelling all. {She

goes to mahon) And what way are

you feehng, mister? Are you in

contentment now?
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Mahon (slightly emotional from
his drink). Tin poorly only, for its

a hard story the way Tm left

to-day, when it was I did tend him
from his hour of birth, and he a

dunce never reached his second

book, the way he’d come from
school, many’s the day, with his

legs lamed under him, and he
blackened with his beatings like a

tinker’s ass. It’s a hard stoiy. I’m

saying, the way some do have their

next and nighest raising up a hand
of murder on them, and some is

lonesome getting their death with

lamentation in the dead of night.

WIDOW QUIN (not knowing what to

say). To hear you talking so quiet,

who’d know you were the same fel-

low we seen pass to-day?

MAHON. I’m the same surely. The
wrack and ruin of three score years;

and it’s a terror to live that length,

I tell you, and to have your sons

going to the dogs against you, and
you wore out scolding them, and
skelping them, and God Imows
what.

PHiLLY (to jimmy). He’s not rav-
ing. (To WIDOW quin) Will you ask
him what kind was his son?

WIDOW QUIN (to MAHON, with a
peculiar look). Was your son that

hit you a lad of one year and a
score maybe, a great hand at racing
and lepping and licking the world?

MAHON (turning on her with a roar

of rage). Didnt you hear me say
he was the fool of men, the way
from this out he’ll know the or-

phan’s lot with old and young mak-
ing game of him and they swearing,

raging, kicking at him like a mangy
cur.

(A great burst of cheering outside,

some way off.)

MAHON (putting his hands to his

ears). What in the name of God
do they want roaring below?

WIDOW QUIN (with a shade of a
smile). They’re cheering a young
lad, the champion Playboy of the
Western World.
(More cheering.)

MAHON (going to window). It’d

split my heart to hear them, and I

with pulses in my brain-pan for a
week gone by. Is it racing they are?

jiMAry (looking from door). It is

then. They are mounting him for

the mule race will be run upon the
sands. That’s the playboy on the
winkered mule.

MAHON (puzzled). That lad, is it?

If you said it was a fool he was, I’d

have laid a mighty oatli he was the
likeness of my wandering son.

( Un-
easily, putting his hand to his head)
Faith, I’m thinking I’ll go walking
for to view the race.

WIDOW QUIN (stopping him, sharp-
ly). You will not. You’d best take
the road to BeknuUet, and not be
dilly-daUying in this place where
there isn’t a spot you could sleep.

PHCLLY (coming forward). Don’t
mind her. Mount there on the
bench and you’ll have a view of the
whole. They’re hurrying before the
tide will rise, and it’d be near over
if you went down the pathway
through the crags below.

MAHON (mounts on bench, widow
QUIN beside him). That’s a right

view again the edge of the sea.
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They re coming now from the point.

He s leading. Who is he at all?

WIDOW QUIN. He's the champion
of the world, I tell you, and diere

isn't a hop'orth isn't falling lucky

to his hands to-day.

PHiLLY (looking out, interested in

the race). Look at that. They're

pressing him now.

JIMMY. He'll win it yet.

PHILLY. Take your time, Jimmy
Farrell. It's too soon to say.

WIDOW QUIN (shouting). Watch
him taking the gate. There's riding.

JIMMY (cheering). More power to

the young lad!

AiAHON. He's passing the third.

JIMMY. He'll lick them yet!

WIDOW QUIN, He'd lick them if he
was running races with a score it-

self.

MAHON. Look at the mule he has,

kicking the stars.

WIDOW QUIN. There was a lep!

(Catching hold of mahon in her

excitement) He's fallen! He's

mounted again! Faith, he's passing

them all!

JIMMY. Look at him skelping her!

PHILLY. And the moimtain girls

hooshing him on!

jimmy. It's the last tm*n! The post's

cleared for tliem now!

MAHON. Look at the narrow place.

He'U be into the bogs! (With a

yell) Good rider! He's through it

again!

JIMMY. He's neck and neck!

MAHON. Good boy to him! Flames,

but he's in!

( Great cheering, in which all join.

)

MAHON (with hesitation). What's
that? They’re raising him up.

They're coming this way. (With a

roar of rage and astonishment) It’s

Christy! by the stars of God! I'd

know his way of spitting and he
astride the moon. (He jumps down
and makes for the door, but widow
QUIN catches him and pulls him
back.

)

WIDOW QUEST. Stay quiet, will you.

That's not your son. (To jimmy)
Stop him, or you'll get a month for

tie abetting of manslaughter and
be fined as well.

JIMMY, in hold him.

MAHON (struggling). Let me out!

Let me out, the lot of you! till I

have my vengeance on his head to^

day.

WIDOW QUIN (shaking him, vehe>

mently)

.

That's not your son.

That's a man is going to make a

marriage with the daughter of this

house, a place with fine trade, with

a license, and with poteen too.

MAHON (amazed)

.

That man mar^

rying a decent and a moneyed girl!

Is it mad yous are? Is it in a crazy-

house for females that I'm landed

now?

WIDOW QUIN. It's mad yourselE ia

with the blow upon your head.

That lad is the wonder of the West-

ern World,
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MAHON. I seen it’s my son.

WIDOW QUIN. You seen that you’re

mad. (Cheering outside) Do you
hear them cheering him in the zig-

zags of the road? Aren’t you after

saying that your son s a fool, and
how would Aey be cheering a true

idiot bom?

MAHON (getting distressed). Its

maybe out of reason that that man s

himself. (Cheering again) There’s

none surely will go cheering him.

Oh, I’m raving wiSa a madness that

would fright the worldl (He sits

down with his hand to his head)

There was one time I seen ten scar-

let divils letting on they’d cork my
spirit in a gallon can; and one time

I seen rats as big as badgers suck-

ing the life blood from the butt of

my lug; but I never till this day
confused that dribbling idiot with

a likely man. I’m destroyed surely.

WIDOW QUIN. And who’d wonder
when it’s your brain-pan that is

gaping now?

MAHON. Then the blight of the

sacred drought upon myself and
him, for I never went mad to this

day, and I not three weeks with the

Limerick girls drinking myself siUy,

and parlatic from the dusk to dawn.
(To WIDOW Qunsr, suddenly) Is my
visage astray?

WIDOW QUIN. It is then. You’re a

sniggering maniac, a child could

see.

MAHON (getting up more cheer-

fully). Then I’d best be going to

the union beyond, and there’ll be
a welcome before me, I tell you
(with great pride), and I a terrible

and fearful case, the way that there

I was one time, screeching in a

straitened waistcoat, with sevm
doctors writing out my sayings in a

printed book. Would you believe

that?

WIDOW QUIN. If you’re a wonder it-

self, you’d best be hasty, for them
lads caught a maniac one time and
pelted the poor creature till he ran

out, raving and foaming, and was
drowned in the sea.

MAHON (with philosophy). It’s

true mankind is the divil when your

head’s astray. Let me out now and
I’ll slip down the boreen, and not

see them so.

WIDOW QUIN (showing him out).

That’s it. Rim to the right, and not

a one will see.

(He runs off.)

PHiLLY (wisely). You’re at some
gaming. Widow Quin; but I’U walk
after him and give him his dinner

and a time to rest, and I’U see then

if he’s raving or as sane as you.

WIDOW QUIN (annoyed). If you go
near that lad, let you be wary of

your head, I’m saying. Didn’t you
hear him telling he was crazed at

times?

PHILLY. I heard him telling a pow-
er; and I’m thinking we’U have
right sport, before night wiU faU.

(He goes out.)

JIMMY. WeU, PhiUy’s a conceited

and foolish man. How could that

madman have his senses and his

brain-pan slit? I’U go after them
and see him turn on PhiUy now.

(He goes; widow quin hides po-

teen behind counter. Then hubbub
outside.

)
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VOICES. There you are! Good jump-
er! Grand lepper! Darlint boy! He’s
the racer! Bear him on, will you!
(CHRISTY comes in, in jockey’s
dress, with pegeen mike, Sara, and
other girls, and men.)

pegeen {to crowd). Go on now
and don’t destroy him and he
drenching with sweat. Go along,

I’m saying, and have your tug-of-

warring till he’s dried his skin.

CROWD. Here’s his prizes! A bag-
pipes! A fiddle was played by a
poet in the years gone by! A flat

and three-thomed blackthorn would
lick the scholars out of Dublin
town!

CHRISTY (taking prizes from the
men). Thank you kindly, the lot

of you. But you’d say it was little

only I did this day if you’d seen me
a while since stril^g my one single

blow.

TOWN CRIER ( outside, ringing a
bell) . Take notice, last event of this

day! Tug-of-warring on the green
below! Come on, 3ie lot of you!
Great achievements for all Mayo
men!

PEGEEN. Go on, and leave him for

to rest and dry. Go on, I tell you,
for he’ll do no more. (She hustles

crowd out; widow quin following

them,

)

MEN (going). Come on, then. Good
luck for the while!

PEGEEN (radianiltf, wiping his face

with her shawl). Well, you’re the

lad, and you’ll have great times

from this out when you could win
that wealth of prizes, and you
sweating in the heat of noon!

CHRISTY (looking at her with de-

light). rn have great times if I

win the crowning prize I’m seeking
now, and that’s your promise that

you’ll wed me in a fortnight, when
our banns is called.

PEGEEN (hacking away from him).
You’ve right daring to go ask me
that, when all knows you’ll be start-

ing to some girl in your own town-
land, when your father’s rotten in

four months, or five.

CHRISTY
( indignantly ) . Starting

from you, is it? (He follows her)
I will not, then, and when the airs

is warming in four months, or five,

it’s then yourself and me should be
pacing Neifin in the dews of night,

the times sweet smells do be rising,

and you’d see a little shiny new
moon, maybe, sinking on the hflls.

PEGEEN (looking at him playfully).

And it’s that Idnd of a poacher’s

love you’d make, Christy Mahon,
on the sides of Neifin, when the

night is down?

CHRISTY. It’s little you’ll think if my
love’s a poacher’s, or an earl’s itself,

when you’ll feel my two hands
stretched around you, and I squeez-

ing kisses on your puckered lips, till

I’d feel a kind of pity for the L^rd
God in all ages sitting lonesome in

his golden chair.

PEGEEN. That’ll be right fun,

Christy Mahon, and any girl would
walk her heart out before she’d

meet a young man was your like

for eloquence, or talk, at all.

CHRISTY (encouraged). Let you
wait, to hear me talking, till we’re

astray in Erris, when Good Friday’s

by, drinking a sup from a well.
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and making mighty kisses with onr
wetted mouths, or gaming in a gap
or sunshine, with yourself stretched

back imto your necklace, in the

flowers of the earth.

PEGEEN {in a lower voice, moved
hy his tone), Td be nice so, is it?

CHRISTY (loith rapture). If the

mitred bishops seen you that time,

they'd be the like of the holy

prophets, Tm thinking, do be
straining the bars of Paradise to lay

eyes on the Lady Helen of Troy,

and she abroad, pacing back and
forv^^ard, with a nosegay in her gol-

den shawl.

PEGEEN {with real tenderness).

And what is it I have, Christy Ma-
hon, to make me fitting entertain-

ment for the like of you, that has
such poet's talking, and such
bravery of heart?

CHRISTY {in a low voice). Isn’t

there the light of seven heavens in

your heart ^one, the way you’ll be
an angel's lamp to me from this

out, and I abroad in the darkness,

spearing salmons in the Owen, or

the Carrowmore?

PEGEEN. If I was your wife, I'd he
along with you those nights,

Christy Mahon, the way you'd see

I was a great hand at coaxing bail-

iffs, or coining funny nick-names
for the stars of night.

CHRISTY. You, is it? Taking your
death in the hailstones, or in the
fogs of davm.

PEGEEN. Yourself and me would
shelter easy in a narrow bush,
{with a qualm of dread) but we're
only talking, maybe, for this would

be a poor, thatched place to hold a

fine lad is the like of you.

CHRISTY {putting his arm around
her)

,

If I wasn't a good Christian,

it's on my naked knees I’d be say-

ing my prayers and paters to every
jackstraw you have roofing your
head, and every stony pebble is

paving the laneway to your door.

PEGEEN {radiantly). If that's the
truth, rU be burning candles from
this out to the miracles of God that

have brought you from the south
to-day, and I, with my gowns
bought ready, the way that I can
wed you, and not wait at all.

CHRISTY. It's miracles, and that's

the truth. Me there toiling a long
while, and walking a long while,

not knowing at aU I was drawing
all times nearer to this holy day.

PEGEEN. And myself, a girl, was
tempted often to go sailing the
seas till I'd marry a Jew-man, with
ten kegs of gold, and I not know-
ing at all there was the like of you
drawing nearer, like the stars of

God.

CHRISTY. And to think I'm long
years hearing women talking that

talk, to all bloody fools, and this

the first time I've heard the like of

your voice talking sweetly for my
own delight.

PEGEEN. And to think it’s me is

talking sweetly, Christy Mahon,
and I the fright of seven townlands
for my biting tongue. Well, the
heart's a wonder; and, I'm thinking,

there won’t be our hke in Mayo,
for gallant lovers, from this hour,
to-day. {Drunken singing is heard
outside) There's my father coming
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from the wake, and when he s had
his sleep we’ll tell him, for he’s
peaceful then.

{They separate.)

MICHAEL (singing outside).

The jailor and the turnkey
They quickly ran us down.

And brought us back as prisoners
Once more to Caoan town.

(He comes in supported by
SHAWN.)
There we lay bewailing

All in a prison bound. . . .

(He sees christy. Goes and shakes
him drunkenly by the hand, while
PEGEEN and SHAWN talk on the
left.)

MICHAEL (to Christy). The bless-

ing of God and the holy angels on
your head, young fellow. I hear tell

you’re after winning all in the
sports below; and wasn’t it a shame
I didn’t bear you along with me to

Kate Cassidy’s wake, a fine, stout
lad, the like of you, for you’d never
see the match of it for flows of
drink, the way when we sunk her
bones at noonday in her narrow
grave, there were five men, aye,
and six men, stretched out retching
speechless on the holy stones.

CHRISTY (uneasily, watching peg-
cen). Is that the truth?

MICHAEL. It is then, and aren’t you
a louty schemer to go burying your
poor father unbeknownst when
you’d a right to throw him on the

crupper of a Kerry mule and drive

him westwards, like holy Joseph in
the days gone by, the way we could
have given him a decent burial,

and not have him rotting beyond,
and not a Christian drinkhig a
smart drop to the glory of his soul?
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cmiSTY (gruffly). It’s well enough
he’s lying, for die likes of him.

MICHAEL (slapping him on the
back)

.

Well, aren’t you a hardened
slayer? It’ll lie a poor thing for the
household man where you go snif-

fing for a female wife; and (point-

ing to SHAWN
) look beyond at that

shy and decent Christian I have
chosen for my daughter’s hand, and
I after getting the gilded dispensa-
tion this day for to wed them now.

CHRISTY. And you’ll be wedding
them this day, is it?

MICHAEL (drawing himself up).
Aye. Are you thinking, if I’m drunk
itself, I’d leave my daughter living

single with a little frisky rascal is

the like of you?

PEGEEN ( breaking away from
SHAWN ) . Is it the truth the dispen-

sation’s come?

MICHAEL (triumphantly )

.

Father

Reilly's after reading it in gallons

Latin, and ""It’s come in the nick of

time,” says he; ‘so I’ll wed them in

a hurry, dreading that young gaf-

fer ^yho’d capsize the stars.”

PEGEEN (fiercely). He’s missed his

nick of time, for it’s that lad^

Christy Mahon, that I’m wedding
now.

MICHAEL (loudly, with horror).

You’d be making him a son to me,
and he wet and crusted with his

father’s blood?

PEGEEN. Aye. Wouldn’t it be a bit-

ter thing for a girl to go marrying

the like of Shaneen, and he a mid-

dling kind of a scarecrow, with no
savagery or fine words in him at all?
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MICHAEL (gasping and sinking on
a chair) . Oli, aren’t you a heatlien

daughter to go shaldng the fat of

my heart, and I swamped and
drownded with the weight of drink?

Would you have them turning on
me the way that I’d be roaring to

the dawn of day with the wind
upon my heart? Have you not a
word to aid me, Shaneen? Are you
not jealous at all?

SHAWK (in great misery). I’d be
afeard to be jealous of a man did

slay his da.

PEGEEN. Well, it’d be a poor thing

to go marrying your like. I’m see-

ing there’s a world of peril for an
orphan girl, and isn’t it a great

blessing I didn’t wed you, before

himself came walking from the west
or south?

.SHAWN. It s a queer story you’d go
picking a dirty tramp up from the

highways of the world.

PEGEEN (playfully) . And you think

you’re a likely beau to go straying

along with, the shiny Sundays of

the opening year, when it’s sooner

on a buUock’s liver you’d put a poor
girl thinking than on the lily or the
rose?

SHAWN. And have you no mind of

my weight of passion, and the holy
dispensation, and the drift of heif-

ers I am giving, and the golden
ring?

PEGEEN. I’m thinking youVe too

fine for the like of me, Shawn
Keogh of KiHakeen, and let you gq
off tffl you’d find a radiant lady wMj
droves of bullocks on the plains

of Meath, and herself bedizened
in the diamond jewelries of

Pharaoh’s ma. That’d be your
match, Shaneen. So God save you
now! (She retreats behind christy.)

SHAWN. Won’t you hear me telling

you . . . ?

CHRISTY (with ferocity). Take
yourself from this, young fellow,

or I’U maybe add a murder to my
deeds to-day.

MICHAEL (springing up with a
shriek) . Murder is it? Is it mad yous
are? Would you go making mmder
in this place, and it piled with
poteen for our drink to-night? Go
on to the foreshore if it’s fighting

you want, where the rising tide

wiU wash all traces from the mem-
ory of man. (Pishing shawn to-

wards CHRISTY.)

SHAWN (shaking himself free, and
getting behind Michael). I’ll not
fight ton, Michael James. I’d Hefer

live a bachelor, simmering in pas-

sions to the end of time, 3ian face

a lepping savage the like of him has
descended from the Lord knows
where. Strike him yoursejf, Michael
James, or you’ll lose m^y drift of
heifers and my blue buU from
Sneem.

MICHAEL. Is it me fight him, when
it’s father-slaying he’s bred to now?
(Pushing shawn) Go on you fool

and fight him now.

SHA'^ (coming forward a little).

Will I strike him with my hand?

i^CHAEn. Take the ioy is on your
western side.

SHAWN. Td be afeard pf the gallows
if I struck him with tba^.
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CHRISTY (taking up the lotj). Then
ril make you facfe the gallows or

quit off from this.

(SHAWN flies out of the door,)

CHRISTY. Well, fine weather be
after him, (going to Michael, coax-

ingly) and Im thinking you
wouldn't wish to have that quaking
blackguard in your house at all.

Let you give us your blessing and
hear her swear her faith to me, for

Im mounted on the springtide of

the stars of luck, the way it'll be
good for any to have me in the
house.

PEGEEN (at the other side of
Michael). Bless us now, for I

swear to God I'll wed him, and I’ll

not renege.

MICHAEL (standing up in the cen-

tre, holding on to both of them).
It's the will of God, I'm think-

ing, that all should win an easy or

a cruel end, and it's the will of God
that all should rear up lengthy

families for the nurture of the earth.

What’s a single man, I ask you,

eating a bit in one house and drink-

ing a sup in another, and he widi
no place of his own, like an old

braying jackass strayed upon the

rocks? (Td CHtusTY) It’s many
would be in dread to bring your

like into their house for to end
them, ihaybe, with a sudden end^

but I’m a decent man of Ireland,

and I liefer face the grave un-

timely and I seeing a score of grand-

sons growing up little gallant swear-

ers by the name of God, than go

peopling my bedside with puny
weeds the hfce of wh^t you'd breed,

I'm thinking, out of Shaneen

Keogh. (^He joins their hands) A
daring fellow is the jewel of fbe

world, and a mail did split his

father's middle with a single clout,

should have the bravery of ten, so
may God and Mary and St. Pat-

rick bless you, and increase you
from this mortal day.

CHRISTY AND PEGEEN. Amen, O
Lord!

(Hubbub outside, old mahon
rushes in, followed by all the crowd,
and WIDOW quin. He makes a rush

at CHRISTY, knocks him down, and
begins to beat him .

)

PEGEEN (dragging hack his arm).
Stop that, will you? Who are you
at aU?

MAHON. His father, God forgive me!

PEGEEN (drawing back). Is it rose
from the dead?

MAHON. Do you think I look so easy

quenched with the tap of a lay?

(Beats CHRISTY again.)

PEGEEN (glaring at christy). And
it's lies you told, letting on you had
him slitted, and you nothing at all.

CHRISTY (catching mahon's stick).

lie's not my father. He's a raving

maniac would scare . the world.

{Pointing to widow quin) Ha:^-

self knows it is true. ^

CROWD. You’re fooling Pegeen! The
Widow Quin seen^him this day, and
you likely knew! You^re a liar!

CHRISTY (duThbfounded) i It's him-

self was a liar, lying stretched out

with an open head on him, letting

on he was dead.

MAHON. Weren't you off racing the

hiUs before I got my breath with

the Start I had seeing you turn xm

me at all?
^
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PEGEEN. And to think of the coax-
ing glory we had given him, and
he after doing nothing but hitting

a soft blow and chasing northward
in a sweat of fear. Quit oj0E from
this.

CHRISTY {'piteously). Youve seen

my doings this day, and let you
save me from the old man; for why
would you be in such a scorch of

haste to spur me to destruction

now?

PEGEEN. Its there your treachery

is spurring me, till Im hard set to

thidc you’re the one I’m after

lacing in my heart-strings half-an-

hour gone by. (To mahon) Take
him on from this, for I think bad
the world should see me raging for

a Munster liar, and the fool of

men.

MAHON. Rise up now to retribu-

tion, and come on with me.

CROwn (jeeringly)

.

There’s the
playboy! There’s the lad thought
he’d rule the roost in Mayo. Slate

him now, mister.

CHRISTY (getting up in shy terror )

.

What is it drives you to torment
me here, when I’d asked the thun-
ders of the might of God to blast

me if I ever did hurt to any saving
only that one single blow.

MAHON (loudly). If you didn’t,

you’re a poor good-for-nothing, and
isn’t it by the like of you the sins

of the whole world are com-
mitted?

CHRISTY (raising his hands). In
the name of the Almighty God. . .

.

MAHON. Leave troubling the Lord
God. Would you have hirn sending

down droughts, and fevers, and the
old hen and the cholera morbus?

CHRISTY (ta WIDOW quin) . Will
you come between us and protect
me now?

WIDOW QUIN. I’ve tried a lot, God
help me, and my share is done.

CHRISTY (looking round in despera-
tion). And I must go back into my
torment is it, or run off like a vaga-
bond straying through the Unions
with the dusts of August making
mud-stains in the gullet of my
throat, or the winds of March blow-
ing on me tiU I’d take an oath I
felt them making whistles of my
ribs within?

SARA. Ask Pegeen to aid you. Her
like does often change.

CHRISTY. I will not then, for there’s

torment in the splendour of her
hke, and she a girl any moon of
midnight would take pride to meet,
facing southwards on the heaths
of Keel. But what did I want crawl-
ing forward to scorch my under-
standing at her flaming brow?

PEGEEN (to MAHON, Vehemently,
fearing she will break into tears).

Take him on from this or I’U set

the young lads to destroy him here.

MAHON (going to him, shaking his

stick). Come on now if you wouldn’t
have the company to see you
skelped.

PEGEEN (half laughing, throu^
her tears) . That’s it, now the world
wiU see him pandied, and he an
ugly liar was playing off the hero,

and the fright of men.
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CHRISTY (to MAHON*, Very sharply).
Leave me go!

CROWD. That’s it. Now, Christy. If

them two set fighting, it will lick

the world.

MAHON (making a grab at christy).
Come here to me.

CHRISTY (more threateningly).
Leave me go, Tm saying.

MAHON. I will maybe, when your
legs is limping, and your back is

blue.

CROWD. Keep it up, the two of

you. ril back the old one. Now the
playboy.

CHRISTY (in low and intense voice)

.

Shut your yelling, for if you’re after

making a mighty man of me this

day by the power of a lie, you’re
setting me now to think if it’s a poor
thing to be lonesome, it’s worse
maybe to go mixing with the fools

of earth.

(MAHON makes a movement to-

wards him.)

CHRISTY (almost shouting). Keep
off . . . lest I do show a blow
unto the lot of you would set the
guardian angels winking in the

clouds above. (He swings round
with a sudden rapid movement and
picks up a loy.)

CROWD (half frightened, half

amused). He’s going mad! Mind
yourselves! Run from the idiot!

CHRISTY. If I am an idiot, I’m after

hearing my voice this day saying

words would raise the topknot on
a poet in a merchant’s town. I’ve

won your racing, your lepping, and
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MAHON. Shut your guUet and come
on with me.

CHRISTY. I’m going, but I’ll stretch

you first. (He runs at old mahon
with the loy, chases him out of the

door, followed by crowd and
WIDOW quin. There is a great

noise outside, then a yell, and dead
silence for a moment, christy
comes in, half dazed, and goes to

fire.)

WIDOW QUIN (coming in, hurriedly,

and going to him

)

. They’re turning
again you. Come on, or you’ll be
hanged, indeed.

CHRISTY. I’m thinking, from this

out, Pegeen’ll be giving me praises

the same as in the hours gone by.

WIDOW QUIN (impatiently). Come
by the back-door. I’d think bad to

have you stifled on the gallows
tree.

CHRISTY (indignantly). I will not,

then. What good’d be my life-time,

if I left Pegeen?

WIDOW QUIN. Come on, and you’ll

be no worse than you were last

night; and you with a double mur-
der this time to be telling to the
girls.

CHRISTY. I’ll not leave Pegeen
Mike.

WIDOW QUIN (impatiently). Isn’t

there the match of her in every

parish public, from Binghamstown
unto the plain of Meath? Come on,

I tell you, and I’ll find you finer

sw’eethearts at each waning moon.

CHRISTY. It’s Pegeen I’m seeking

only, and what’d I care if you
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brought me a drift of chosen fe-

males, standing in their shifts itself,

maybe, from this place to the East-

ern World?

SARA (runs in, pulling off one of

her petticoats). They’re going to

hang him. (Holding out petticoat

and shawl) Fit these upon him, and
let him run off to the east.

'WIDOW QUIN. He’s raving now; but

well fit them on him, and Til take

him, in the ferry, to the Achill boat.

CHRISTY (struggling feebly). Leave
me go, will you? when I’m thinking

of my luck to-day, for she will wed
me surely, and I a proven hero in

the end of all.

( They try to fasten petticoat round
him.)

WIDOW QUIN. Take his left hand,

and we’ll pull him now. Come on,

young fellow.

CHRISTY (suddenly staiting up).

You’ll be taking me from her?

You’re jealous, is it, of her wed-
ding me? Go on from this. (He
snatches up a stool, and threatens

them with it.)

WIDOW QUIN (going). It’s in the

mad-house they should put him,

not in jail, at all. We’ll go by the

back-door, to call the doctor, and
we’ll save him so. (She goes out,

with SARA, through inner room.

MEN crowd in the doorway.
CHEUSTY sits down again by the

fre.)

MICHAEL (m a terrified whisper).

Is the old lad killed surely?

PHCLLY. I’m after feeling the last

gasps quitting his heart.

[They peer in at Christy.)

MICHAEL (with a rope). Look at

the way he is. Twist a hangman’s
knot on it, and slip it over his head,

while he’s not minding at all.

PHiLLY, Let you take it, Shaneen.
You’re the soberest of all that’s

here.

SHAWN. Is it me to go near hhn,
and he the wickedest and worst
with me? Let you take it, Pegeen
Mike.

PEGEEN. Come on, so. (She goes

forward with the others, and they

drop the double hitch over his

head.

)

CHRISTY. What ails you?

SHAWN (triumphantly, as they pull

the rope tight on his arms). Come
on to the peelers, till they stretch

you now.

CHRISTY. Mel

MICHAEL. If we took pity on you,

the Lord God would, maybe, bring

us ruin from the law to-day, so

you’d best come easy, for hanging
is an easy and a speedy end.

CHRISTY. I’ll not stir. (To pegeen)
And what is it you’ll say to me, and
I after doing it this time in the
face of all?

PEGEEN. I’ll say, a strange man is a

marvel, with his mighty talk; but
what’s a squabble in your back-
yard, and the blow of a loy, have
taught me that there’s a great gap
between a gallons story and a dirty

deed. (To men) Take him on from
this, or the lot of us will be likely

put on trial for his deed to-day.
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CHRISTY {with horror in his voice).
And it s yourself will send me off,

to have a homy-fingered hangman
hitching his bloody shp-knots at
the butt of my ear.

ATEN (pulling rope). Come on, will

you? (He is pulled down on the
floor .

)

CHRISTY (twisting his legs round
the table). Cut the rope, Pegeen,
and I’ll quit the lot of you, and
live from this out, like the madmen
of Keel, eating muck and green
weeds, on the faces of the cliffs.

PEGEEN. And leave us to hang, is

it, for a saucy har, the like of you?
(To men) Take him on, out from
this.

SHAWN. Pull a twist on liis neck,
and squeeze him so.

PHiLLY. Twist yourself. Sure he
cannot hurt you, if you keep your
distance from his teeth alone.

SHAWN. I’m afeard of him. (To
pegeen) Lift a hghted sod, vdll

you, and scorch his leg.

PEGEEN (blowing the fire, with a
bellows). Leave go now, young
fellow, or I’ll scorch your shins.

CHRISTY. You’re blowing for to tor-

ture me. (His voice rising and
growing stronger) That’s your kind,

is it? Then let the lot of you be
wary, for, if I’ve to face the gallows,

I’ll have a gay march down, I tell

you, and shed the blood of some
of you before I die.

SHAWN (in terror). Keep a good
hold, Philly. Be wary, for the love

of God. For I’m thinking he would
liefest wreak his pains on me.
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CHRISTY (almost gaily). If I do lay

my hands on you, it’s the way you’ll

be at the fall of night, hanging as
a scarecrow for the fowls of hell.

Ah, you’ll have a gallous jaunt I’m
saying, coaching out through
Limbo with my father’s ghost.

SHAWN (to pegeen). Make haste,

will you? Oh, isn’t he a holy terror,

and isn’t it true for Father Reilly,

that all drink’s a curse that has the
lot of you so shaky and uncertain
now?

CHRISTY. If I can wring a neck
among you. I’ll have a royal judg-
ment looking on the trembling jury

in the courts of law. And won’t
there be crying out in Mayo the
day I’m stretched upon the rope
with ladies in their silks and satins

snivelling in their lacy kerchiefs,

and they rhyming songs and ballads
on the terror of my fate? (He
squirms round on the floor and bites

shawn’s leg.)

SHAWN (shrieking). My leg’s bit

on me. He’s the like of a mad dog.
I’m thinking, the way that I wilL

surely die.

CHRISTY (delighted with himself).
You wiU then, the way you can
shake out hell’s flags of welcome
for my coming in two weeks or

three, for I’m thinking Satan hasn’t

many have killed their da in Kerry,

and in Mayo too.

(old MAHON comes in behind on
all fours and looks on unnoticed.)

MEN (to pegeen). Bring the sod,

will you?

pegeen (coming over). God help

him so. (Burns his leg.)
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CHRISTY (kicking and screaming).

O, glory be to God! (He kicks loose

from the table, and they all drag

him towards the door.)

JIMMY (seeing old mahon). Will

you look what s come in?

(They all drop Christy and run

left.)

CHRISTY (scrambling on his knees

face to face with old iviahon).

Are you coming to be killed a third

time, or what ails you now?

MAHON. For what is it they have
you tied?

CHRISTY. They re taking me to the

peelers to have me hanged for slay-

ing you.

MICHAEL (apologetically)

.

It is the

win of God that aU should guard

their little cabins from the treach-

ery of law, and what would my
daughter be doing if I was ruined

or was hanged itself?

MAHON (grimly, loosening Christy).

It's httle I care if you put a bag
on her back, and went picking

cockles till the hour of death; but

my son and myself will be going

our own way, and well have great

times from this out telling stories of

the villainy of Mayo, and the fools

is here. ( To christy, who is freed)

Come on now.

CHRISTY. Go with you, is it? I will

then, like a gallant captain with his

heathen slave. Go on now andm see you from this day stewing
my oatmeal and washing my spuds,

for Im master of all fights from
now. (Pushing mahon) Go on, Tm
saying.

MAHON. Is it me?

CHRISTY. Not a word out of you.

Go on from this.

MAHON (walking out and looking

hack at CHRISTY over his shoulder)

.

Glory be to God! (With a broad
smile) I am crazy again! (Goes.)

CHRISTY. Ten thousand blessings

upon all that's here, for you've

turned me a likely gaffer in the

end of all, the way III go romancing
through a romping lifetime from
this hour to the dawning of die

judgment day. (He goes out.)

MICHAEL. By the will of God, we’ll

have peace now for our drinks.

Will you draw the porter, Pegeen?

SHAWN (going up to her). It's a
miracle Father Reilly can wed us

in the end of all, and well have
none to trouble us when his vicious

bite is healed.

PEGEEN (hitting him a box on the

ear). Quit my sight. (Putting her

shawl over her head and breaking

out into wild lamentations) Oh my
grief. I've lost him surely. I've lost

the only Playboy of the Western
World.

CURTAIN
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Miss Jemima Cooney, a local spinster.

Francis Ignatius O’Connor, her nephew.
Martin Mullahone, middle-aged.

Rosey Violet, his wife, in the thirties.



SCENES

ACT ONE

Mid-day, late in January

ACT TWO

Evening of the following day

ACT THREE

Morning. A few days later

ACT FOUR

The following morning: February 1st

The time is the present.

The action passes in the living room of Canon Skerritfs parochial house
in “Ardmahone” one of the small towns lying round the feet of the
Mourne hills in County Louth, Ireland.

Shadow and Substance was first produced at the Abbey Theatre,
Dublin, on January 25th, 1937.



A legend connected with St. Brigid relates how, in order to escape the

attentions of persistent suitors, she disfigured the loveliness of her face at

Fanghart, her birthplace, near Dundalk, Ireland.





SHADOW AND SUBSTANCE

ACT ONE

Scene The living room in the Parochial House of the very rev. thomas
CANON SKERRITT in Ardmahonc, one of the small towns lying round the
feet of Mourne, on the borders of Louth.

The room is excellently furnished, and gives evidence in its accoutre-
ments, its beautiful leaded bookcases, its pictures and other tasteful details^

of the refined character of the canon.
The one incongruous note in the harmony of the whole design is a large

gaudy oleograph of the Sacred Heart over the door, left.

A window, back, in French manner, very tastefully curtained to the
ground with crimson art brocade, and giving access to the gardens.
Through the window, a view of Mourners rugged peaks. The walls are
hung with small Spanish and Roman reproductions of very good quality^
including Velasquez, Murillo, El Greco, Da Vinci and Raphael.
As the curtain rises, brigid is ushering in bermot Francis o feingsley,

the schoolmaster, a young man, very alert, alive, and intelligent, obtmudy
capable of feeling things acutely, and of passion and pride. He is bright
in manner, and has a pleasing sense of humor, brigid is small, possibly a
little stupid-looking, with large eyes; neat, but not to any degree Quak-
erish. She is obviously not mentally outstanding, but capable of deep
affection, and pleasing in her person.

A table is laid, very carefully and very completely, for lunch, and both
it and the chairs, and the table-ware are of excellent quality. There is no
sign of tawdriness or of slipshod carelessness about the room. ;

BRIGID. He said, Master, he might
be home for lunch and he mightn’t.

It’s to Dublin he went, I think.

It’ll be maybe to see one of them
Spanish gentlemen that writes to

him since the time he was in Spain.

Sure just rest a wee while. Master,

seein’ he’s not here yet.

Are ye goin’ to quarrel with him
again?

o’flingsley. No, Brigid, definitely

no. But I will, all the same.

BRIGID. Yous hate one another.

Sure I know, be now . . .

o’flingsley (entering carelessly,

hands in jacket pocket) • Thanks,

Brigid. It’s not often I get this far

into the great one's privacy. Such
privileges are not for schoolmasters.

BRIGID. Ach, sure it’s just his way.

o’flingsley. I suppose we do.

BRIGID. Isn’t it funny now that I

think there’s no one like aythur of

yons. Would that not mean that

the two of yous are maybe the one?

Or am I blatherin’?

991
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o’flingsley. You certainly are

blatherm
,
Brigid. If you love him,

you hate me, and if you love me,
you hate him.

BRIGID (slowly), Thats maybe the

way it would show on paper, but

in the mind it"s not maybe as true.

(Pause) St. Brigid wouldn’t deceive

me like that.

o’flingsley (regarding her half-

seriously, half-humorously)

.

Axe
you still on that nonsense, Brigid?

BRIGID (hurt). Don’t say it’s non-

sense, Master.

o’flingsley. Have you told any-

one about this—^the Canon or the

curates?

BRIGID No. (Secretively) No one

only you.

o’FLiNGSLEY. Why just me?

BRIGID. I don’t know. . . . Didn’t

you tell me yourself, one time, that

there’s no words at all for some
of the things we think and feel?

o’flingsley (touched), I am not

worth all this trust, Brigid. Suppose,

some night when I’d have a spree,

I’d tell it in a snug.

brigid ( catching at his arm,

tensely). You—^wouldn’t do that.

. . . (He smiles at her) Sure, don’t

I know. . . . You have the fine

thing in you—^the same thing that

the Canon has.

o’flingsley (laughing). Don’t you
dare compare me with him,

(Pause) “V^y don’t you tell him
about—this secret of yours? Or the

curates?

brigid. Sure, they’d question and
cross-question, and then make me
promise never to see her again.

That would be somethin’ too ter-

rible for me to bear—^the same as

you could bear the bum of a hot
poker or of scaldin’ water.

o’flingsley. Then—^you do see her
actually?

BRIGID (rapt). Yes . . . often.

I’m used to her now. She is always
smilin’, smilin’ and in great humor,
as if she was enjoyin’ makin’ me
happy. It’s lovely that she’s not
sour like a nun, at the convent
school, or like a priest in the box.

o’flingsley (seriously). I don’t

want to hurt you, Brigid, but if

you’re a wise girl, you’ll put this

thing absolutely away from you.
Some day, maybe she or it, what-
ever it is, will desert you, and
you’ll go crazy with despair. Are
you listenin’ to me?

BRIGID (softly). Yes . . . but she
promised . . .

o’flingsley. Supposing she’s an
evil thing? It could well be.

BRIGID. If she was evil, I would
feel the fear in me. Doesn’t God
make us like that?

o’flingsley. Why don’t you ask

her for a proof, as I told you?

BRIGID. I did. I asked her one night

to make the bed-chair move. Wasn’t
that what you said?

o’flingsley. And did she?

BRIGID. No. . . . She just smiled,

and her eyes laughed the way she

was amused at me.
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oVlingsley. Maybe it was at me
she was amused

—

O’Flingsley, the
idiot.

BRiGiD. It was never that. She loves
you too. I can see it. She told me
you had a secret.

OFLINGSLEY (startled). What sort

of a secret?

BRIGID. She said—a dark secret,

and tliat you were a blunderer, but
that God loved blunderers because
they were the children of Peter.

o FLINGSLEY ( coTicemed

)

. Brigid,

you dreamed this! You did!

BRIGID (slowly). No. . . . Sure I

know I didn’t. ... She told me
about the Canon too.

OFLINGSLEY. Him? What did she
say about him?

BRIGID. She said that there was
great holiness in him, but that his

pride would need the tears of a
hundred just men and the soul of
a child, to soften it.

OFLINGSLEY (tensely). Did she say—^what child?

BRIGID. She only smiled and went
away.

OFLINGSLEY. Good God! What
creature is this at all? I’m warning
you, Brigid. I’m warning you, mind.

BRIGID. I love her too much now
to be afraid. . . . (Pause) Have
you a secret?

o’flingsley (secretively). I have
written a book and published it. No
one knows it's mine.

BRIGID. Is it a good book?

o’flingsley. It might be. It’s a
bitter book.

brigid. She will not be pleased^

Why could you not make it full of
love?

o’flingsley (tensely). I don’t be-

lieve in love.

brigid. St. Brigid does. She stood
near me at the bed last night wheir
the new moon was in it. I said,

^‘There’s the new moon, God bless

it,” and I blessed meself, and she
laughed without any noise, and her
eyes had the moon in them like a
mirror. She stood lookin’ out at the
big boulders of the hills, and her
speakin’ low. Then she said when
I came close to her that the hills

were just like that long long ago,

and that they were God’s hint to

man to build in the heait forever

and ever, instead of with stone and
mortar and the pride that puts a

stone on another stone without
meanin’. And a lot more that

words will not come to me for. I

fell asleep listenin’ to her—her
voice was sinkin’ me all the time

into sleep. (She looks up at

o’flingsley. a shadow of fear

crosses her face suddenly. She grips

him) I’m a fool to be tellin’ you

—

a fool, a fool. You’ll put it in a bitter

book and laugh at it.

OFLINGSLEY (touched)

.

No, Brigid

. . . not in a book. . . . (Pause—
He catches her arm) Are you

—

lying to me, Brigid?

brigid (pathetically). No, Master.

. . . How could I lie?

o’flingsley. But—^how do you re-

member it all like this?
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BRiGiD. Remember it? Sure, how
<iOuld I forget it? {She looks at him
in pain. He soothes her.)

oVlingsley. There! There! I don t

mean to hurt you. Tm just nervous

about you. I think you’d better tell

the Canon about this.

BRIGID. Not—^not yet. I won’t be
separated from her. I love her.

Some day I shall come to her, she

said.

o’FLiNGSLEy (wotried)

.

You must
keep your mind off that now. You
must first live your life here.

BRIGID. She told me that too.

o’FLiNGSLEy {cper a pause).

You’re a funny little customer,

Brigid. There’s times when I’d like

to pull your hair, and give you a

smack on the jaw,

BRIGID. Sure I would never feel

it. . . .

o’flingsley. There’s tears for you,

and I’m warning you. But you
won’t heed. WeU, I’d better be
getting back to the school. I’ll come
back later and see if he’s home.

BRIGID. WiU you lave a message?

o’flingsley. Anything to oblige,

Brigid. Ask him when is the school

going to get any coal, when I can
have the new maps I asked for last

year, when the windows are going

to be repaired, and if he’ll supply

me with two pails to catch the rain-

drops from the ceiling on wet days.

And when is he going to relieve

me of the job of brushing and
cleaning out the place?

BRIGID {breathless). I’ll never re-

member all of them.

o’flingsley. Oh, don’t let that

worry you. Hell not remember any
of them anyway.

BRIGID {disconsolately). I can see

another fight cornin’, and you bein’

ordered out again. Yous are never
done.

o’flingsley. Well, what can I do?
What could anyone do? If only I

had enough guts in me, I’d clap

on my hat, and walk right out of

this place. But I haven’t. Actually,

Brigid, I’m afraid I’d have no
money and be himgry. Amn’t I a
miserable creature?

BRIGID. If you could have somethin’

grand and lovely to rise for, every
day, like me with St. Brigid.

o’flingsley {tensely). Maybe I

have.

brigid. Tell me about it, Master.

o’flingsley. No. . . . It’s all—^fire

and smoke . . . and things falling.

brigid {reprovingly). Sure isn’t

that just like you! {She laughs)

I’ll bet St. Brigid would know.

o’flingsley. WiU you ask her?

BRIGID. I wiU, if you promise to

obey her.

o’FLiNGSLEy. I’U

—

^tiy. {He is cross-

ing, and looking back whimsically

at BRIGID when thomasina con-
CANNON enters briskly. She is a very

*‘hunty^ gkl of about 22, with full

animal spirits, round fat face, all

dimples, given to giggling laughter,

and eternally sucking sweetmeats.)

THOMASINA {os she Tushes in). Is

me uncle back yet, Bridgie?
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BRIGID. No, miss. But Im expectin^
him any minute. The Masters
waitin’ on him too,

THOMASINA {tO OFLINGSLEY). Oh,
you re Mr. O’Flingsley, Tm a school
teacher too—^just finished a few
months, and was doing substitute
at Dunaree. Im pleased to meet
you. {She giggles.)

OFLiNGSLEY. So am I. How do you
do. Miss —

BRIGID. Miss Concannon her name
is. Master.

THOMASINA. I’m the Canon’s niece,
you know. Me mother says I’m a
bit like him round the nose. (She
giggles) Do you think so?
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THOMASINA {holding up poke of
sweets). Do have a hquorice-all-
sort, Mr. O’Flingsley, and you may-
call me Thomasina.

o’flingsley {taking sweet). Th-
thanks. You can call me anything
you like, and quote your uncle as
a precedent.

BRIGID^ {entering hastily). The
Canon’s back on the train. He’s in
the Post OfiSce below, wiitin’ a
postcard. The milkman’s after tollin’

me.

o FLiNGSLEY {to go)

.

I’ll come b^^
later when he settles, Brigid.

THOMASINA. Wait till he hears I
slept in his room last night!

o’flingsley. On the contrary, I
think you have a very nice nose.

BRIGID. Oh, Master!

(thomasina and o’flingsley
laugh together, brigid goes,

quickly.

)

THOMASINA. Well, I have another
hold on him anyway. I’m called

after him. You see, they thought
I’d be a boy, and the name was
ready and all.

o’flingsley. Slept in his room!

THOMASINA. The bed in the spare
room has bronchitis. {WUh a gasp)
Oh, dear God! I beheve I left

Lovers Purple Passions under his
pilla. Ex-excuse me, Mr. O’Flings-
ley. {She rushes off, breathlessly.

o’flingsley looks at brigid in a be-
wildered way.)

o’flingsley. Is that fte one that’s

trying to get in here as my As-
sistant?

o’flingsley {entering the fun).
And you wpren’t?

THOMASINA. Why of course I

wasn’t, stupid! {SJie giggles

hea^rtily) So me mother, who lets

nothm bate her, said: "She’ll be
Thpmasina.” Wasn’t it awful cute

of her?

o’r’LiNGSLEY. If Certainly was a

^eat idea. Miss Concannon.

brigid. Yis, Master.

o’flingsley. Good God! The mists
thicken, O, Israel. ... {He goes,
worried, brigid looks after him
softly, then runs to table, and in a
scared way begiris rearranging

things on the dining table, father
CORR enters, lep. He is a young
man, small and round-shouldered
with a face easily affected by fervor

or sentiment. His rriood is melan-
cholic and introspective.)
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FATHER CORK (kindly). Well,

Bridgie, me heartie, and how s the

bones today? (Flings hat on chair.)

BRiGiD. Oh, Father Corr, do you
see anythin" missin"” on that table?

The Canon"s back. He"s in the Post

Office.

FATHER CORR (carelcss ^nce),
Ach sure, isn t it fine?

BRiGiD. Oh, birt the Canon! If

there’s a single spot . . .

(father kirwan enters, left, wear-

ing motor goggles and gloves. Ath-

letic, good-humored and well-

meaning. Neatly lands his hat on
a bookcase, takes off goggles, etc.,

and then turns very severely to

FATHER CORR—obviously mimick-

ing the CANON.)

FATHER KIRWAN. Father Corr, may
I ask who owns this—er—^motor

machine I observe at the front en-

trance?

FATHER CORR (with a wavc)

.

Cut
out that coddin’ and get a shave.

The Canon’s back.

FATHER KIRWAN (incredibly). He’s

not?

FATHER CORR. He iS.

FATHER KIRWAN. Hoavens! (Feel-

ing hairy cheek) Am I bad? Brigid,

tefl me like a decent woman, do I

need a shave, or do I not?

BRIGID. Indeed you do, Father. And
I sent you up shavin’ water this

momin’.

FATHER KIRWAN. So you did, but
seein’ the Canon was—^not in resi-

dence, I used it for softenin’ a com.

God made feet, but an enemy came
and oversowed corns. . . .

BRIGID. Do you see anythin’ missin’

there. Father Kirwan?

FATHER KIRWAN (wistfully)

.

Sure
and I do, Bridgie. A whippin’ good
plate o’ cabbage and bacon.

BRIGID. Ah, Father! And the Canon
always sayin’ we know nothin’ about
food in Ireland.

FATHER KIRWAN (mimicking
again). When I was in Spain, my
excellent friend, Don Miguel Del
Fuego . . .

(All start laughing.)

BRIGID (looking from window, sud-

denly) . Oh, here’s the Canon cornin’

up the lawn. (All flurried) Oh,
dear me, I hope everythin’s right.

And I wish I had him told about
Thomasina. (She runs off, scared.

The TWO CURATES laugh rather

nervously.

)

FATHER KIRWAN. Wait till you see

his face when he sees that niece

of his! She always sends him ofiF

the deep end!

FATHER CORR. The girl’s a bit of an
ass right enough, but there’s no
harm in her. Now remember we’re

to tackle him about that filthy book
that’s on the rounds. I expect you
to back me up and not let the con-

fraternity down.

FATHER KIRWAN. I’ll do my best.

But you know the dry way he can
bottle you up. And be Heavens I

left the wee car at the gate. He’ll

have a fit when he sees it!

FATHER CORR. Well, aren’t aU the

curates everywhere gettin’ cars?
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And it s a free country. Come on
into the garden and give him time
to settle.

(They go out by the window,)

FA.THER KIRWAN (os they go, duhi-
ously ) . I wish that niece had stayed
at home, and—I wish I had shaved.

BRiGiD comes in quickly
, and nerv-

ously sets glasses on table. She
stands over the table counting and
calculating, canon thoivcas sker-
RiTT enters

y left. Finely built, but a
little too full in the stomach, fine

face, but a little too red. His eyes
are vividly living always, and at
times his whole being concentrates
in them. He has a perfect bow, his

voice is cultured, he can be very
charming and courteous, can
quickly adapt himself to suit peo-
ple, and has a kingly walk and dig-
nity. He is excellently dressed. He
is wearing a tall silk hat, and carries

an umbrella.)

CANON (benignly). Ah, Brigid,

you’re there!

BRIGID (soothingly). Yis, Canon.
Your hat and umbrella, Canon.
(She takes them with great care,

and looks up at him with childish

simplicity combined with womanly
prudence) 1 hope. Canon, you’re

grand and well after the week-end.

CANON. You will be pleased to

know, Brigid, that the Canon feels

excellently.

BRIGID. And did you meet your
great friend from Spain, Canon?

CANON. I met him, Brigid. My
friend Don Miguel Barzan y Per-

dito. It was good, Brigid. It was
very good. I mentioned you, Brigid.
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(Clapping her patronizingly) I

said to Don Miguel, ‘^My truest
friend in this fallen land is Brigid.”

And he smiled in his excellent way,
and said, ‘^Donde esta la verdad
esta Dios.”

BRIGID. Wasn’t that lovely of you.
Canon! And what did Don Miguel
mean be that?

CANON (deprecating). He meant,
Brigid, in the crude language of
the—Saxon: “Where we have truth
we have God.”

BRIGID. It’s lovely. It’s like what a
saint—

1

mean a gentleman, would
say.

CANON. A saint and a gentleman,
you mean, Brigid. That is the classic

equivalent to the—the odious
Northern OflBcer and gentleman.
But go, Brigid, see to lunch imme-
diately.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. (She crosses.)

CANON. Stay, Brigid. There is no
news— hope?

BRIGID. No, Canon, except that—
that your niece is here.

CANON (immediately on edge). My
step-niece, Brigid. I insist on thf

distinction. What evil brings hel

here?

BRIGID. It’s to see you, special, sl^o

said—about the school, I think.

She insisted on stayin’ last night.

She said her mother said it.

CANON (with suppressed venom).
Her mother! That barbarian who
links me by law to a—cattle-jobber.

It bums me, Brigid,—^it burns me.
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BRiGED. Please now. Canon, don’t

make yourself ill again.

CANON, You are wise, child. I for-

get myself. I always forget myself

in the face of this recurring decimal

of relationship. (Holding brigids

arm) Consider, Brigid! My name

—

graVe and classical—^purloined

—

that’s the word for it—to gain a—^nomenclature for a human
dumpling who reeks eternally of

peppermints.

BHiGiD. Sure, you’re angeiin’ your-

self, Canon. Sure, maybe if she got

married, it would settle her down,
and you wouldn’t be pestered with

her no more.

CANON. There is wisdom there,

Brigid. I will consider that. I shall

turn that over carefully.

BRIGID. Sure, I try to help ye.

Canon.

CANON. As you say, Brigid, you
try to help me, and as I say, there

is wisdom in you. Let it be written

of you, Brigid. You are a good child

—an excellent child. Go, Brigid!

BRIGID (going), Yis, Canon.

Canon. Wait, Brigid. Where did she

^y last night?

BRIGID ( in fear) . She—she said the

spare room was draughty and there

was a mouse in the wardrobe, and
she—^she

—

CANON. She what?

BRIGID. She took your room, Canon.

CANON (fuming). Eh? She—she

what? Brigid! I am incensed beyond

words. You are arraigned! You are

in the dock!

BRIGID. But I could do nothin’,

Canon. Says she to me, ^Tm the

Canon’s niece, and the place for

his servant is at me footstool.”

CANON. The Canon’s niece! That
Irish matrimonial luggage label!

That ecclesiastical buckle on a fe-

male shoe! Go, Brigid! Restore my
room to its—austerity.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. Sure it’ll be
lovely and grand for you now, if

you’ll not be vexin’ yourself.

CANON (softening). There, child,

I do not blame you. We are

thwarted. We shall die outwitted

by boobs and idiots. Mark it,

Brigid, mark it! Go, Brigid!

THOMASiNA (calling offstage).

Gooee, Brigid! Did my uncle come?

CANON. God! Must I suffer this?

BRIGID (fearfully). Yis, Miss. He’s
—^here.

(THOMASINA bounds in, and runs

as if to embrace the canon. He
skillfully counters this by blowing

his nose with one hand and holding

out a defensive other hand, brigid

slips out, scared.)

THOMASINA (gwrgZingZ^). Oh,
Uncle Thomas! I thought you’d

never come. Oh, isn’t it lovely

you’re back?

CANON (vaguely, staring at her).

Ah, it’s you. Of course it’s you. I

was expecting you. You wrote, of

course. I remember. You are a good
child—^an excellent child* , . *
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THOAfASiNA. But I never wrote.
Uncle.

CANON. Ah, you never wrote. Of
course you didn’t. I remember dis-

tinctly. It was the last time you
wrote.

THOMASiNA. I came down, Uncle
Thomas, to tell you I finished in

Dunaree School on Friday. The
teacher is better now.

CANON. Very creditable, very credi-

table.

THOMASINA. And Father Crone, the
parish priest, said to say to you, do
you remember Crone, your old

crony in Maynooth before you went
to Spain. {She giggles loudly.)

CANON {gravely). Never heard of

him.

THOMASINA. But he swears him and
you used to keep a pot o’ jam in

the dormitory against the rules.

{She giggles explosively.)

CANON {outraged). Come, come! I

dislike levity in young people.

THOMASINA {pouting ponderously)

.

I’m sorry. Uncle Thomas. Sure it

was only to show you the great

man Fatiher Crone is for jokes. Do
you think they’ll make a Canon of

him. Uncle? I fliink he’d make a

lovely Canon—and it would go so

grand with his name too—Kevin

Canon Crone.

CANON {ironic). No doubt the ac-

cumulated wisdom of the Church
will endorse your conclusions. {He

sniffs and blows his nose mean-
ingly) In future, my dear, when
seeking a—

a

—an audience with

me, I wish you would compose
yourself with some degree of menr
tal sobriety, and in addition fast

from peppermints for at least one
hour.

THOMASINA {poutkig)

.

You’re not
glad to see me. Uncle Thomas.
WeU, it was me mother kept cct

me. Uncle. ‘"'There y’are,” she kept
girnin^ "walkin’ about idle for three

whole days and nights, and you
Canon Thomas Skerritt’s niece be
law and be blood. A fine state this

country’s cornin’ to.” That’s her all

the time.

CANON {with calm brutality). Your
mother, my dear, I regret to say, is,

and has ever been, a woman bereft—^that’s the word, bereft—of one
iota of sound sense or dignity. The
fact bums me. But it is—irref-

utable.

(THOMASINA gigglcs involuntarily,

and then dabs her face with a mini-

reeking handkerchief.

)

THOMASINA. Suxe, maybe you’re

right. Uncle. The talk and blath-

erin’ of her—^you’d think I had no
name o’ me own—I’m the Canon’s

niece to everyone we meet,

CANON {grimly). I am well aware
of it. But it is a national disease,

and I am no surgeon. You must
leave me now, and I shall let you
know in a few days about the

school. {Consulting watch.)

THOMASINA. But sure it’s the bus I

go by always, Canon.

CANON {countering) . There is a bus

back in six minutes.

THOMASINA {os shc is moved off)^

Will you appoint me to the school.
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Uncle, when Miss Driscoll goes to

her training next week?

CANON. Possibly.

iHOMASiNA. ril just say "yes,” in-

stead of "possibly” to me mother.

Let me play a wee tune for you on

the piano before I go.

CANON. Certainly not!

THOMASiNA. But it s a lovely wee
thing. Canon. Father Crone sang it

at a wee tea-party before I left

Dunaree School. It begins, 'When
first I saw your face of virgin kew.”

CANON (evenly) . You will go now,

my dear.

THON£ASiNA. All right then. Uncle,

but m come again.

CANON. So you will. (Almost sotto

voce) Est Natura rerum. ... (As

he moves her on.

)

THOMASINA. What does that mean,

Canon?

CANON. You would not appreciate

it. (They go out together, brigid

comes in and lays serving dishes

on table. The two cubates,

FATHER CORK and FATHER KIRWAN,

come in from garden by window.)

eRiGH). Lunch is ready, Fathers,

and the Canons ready. Will you
please sit down?

FATHER CORK. Grand news, Bridgie.

What are you going to give us?

FATHER KIRWAN (os they both sit).

Nothin’ Spanish, I hope.

BRIGID (half secretively). It’s an-

other of them dishes the Canon

used to love in Spain. (She smiles

secretively at them and goes.)

FATHER KIRWAN. In Nomiue DOy
when is this goin’ to stop?

FATHER CORR (tired). Ach, just

take it for yom* sins, and hope for

the best.

FATHER KIRWAN. I wish tO God I

could get a transfer to some old

P.P. that loves cabbage and eats

peas with his knife, and snores

after his dinner.

FATHER CORR. Sssh!

(The CANON re-enters. The cu-

rates rise respectfully. The canon
comes slowly to the table, with

dignity. He stands at the head of

the table.)

CANON (courteously, with a slight

bow) . Good morning, Fathers.

CURATES (together)

.

Good mornin’.

Canon.

CANON (acidly). I didn’t quite

catch the final “g” in "morning,”

Fathers. (Pause. They silently say

grace. Further pause) May I ask.

Fathers, who owns that motor-car

at the gate?

FATHER CORR. It’s OUTS, Canon.

FATHER KIRWAN. It killed a man.
Canon, and the owner wanted rid

of it. We got it dirt cheap.

CANON. I am glad to hear it has

such excellent capabilities. But

—

is it necessary?

FATHER CORR. It Will comc in use-

ful I’m sure. Father Kirwan and I

do a lot of running about. And
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besides we feel entitled to con-

tribute in any way we can to our

happiness here.

CANON. You mean it will make your
job more comfortable.

FATHER KiRWAN. Job, Canon?

CANON. Yes ... a word that Co-
lumkille and Columbanus knew in

another sense. However, there is no
Canon law against—owner-driver

clerics. You may be seated. (All sit.

BRiGH) enters and starts serving)

Well, Brigid, did the experiment

work again?

BRIGID (as she serves). Sure, its

lovely, Canon, and it was easy

follyin’ your directions.

CANON. Very creditable, Brigid.

You have today. Fathers, an ex-

tremely dehcious Spanish dish,

given me some years ago by the

chatelaine of my friend Don Juan
Almeria y Fernandez.

(curates taste dish gingerly and
nod to the canon.)

FATHER CORK. Very good indeed.

Canon.

FATHER KIRWAN. Grand, Canon.

(brigid moves about and on and

off. CANON notices a newspaper

sticking out of father jmiWAN’s

pocket.

)

CANON (suavely). Would you
please adjust the—the

—

Ballyel-

phinstown Courier, Father, so that

it will not detract from the dignity

of your person?

FATHER KIRWAN (pushing paper
right into pocket). Sorry, Canon.
(Pause) There s a very strong

leader in it this week, Canon, on
that outrageous book that’s just

after cornin’ out. It’s called I Am
Sir Oracle.

FATHER coRR. I was just goin’ to

mention that, Canon. It’s a very

grave matter altogether, and I think

it calls for action. The people’s de-

mandin’ it.

FATHER KIRWAN. They say. Canon,
the author is a schoolmaster with a

spite agin the local P.P. He calk

himself Eugene Gibney.

FATHER CORR. Are you prepared to

take anny action, Canon?

CANON (acidly). There is no such

word as "'army,” except of course

the female appellation, and the

verb agrees with its subject, always

—even in Ireland. (As brigid en-

ters) You may serve the coffee

black, Brigid.

(The TWO CURATES look very ab-

ject. )

brigid. Yis, Canon. It’s ready.

CANON. The development of a sen- father corr (apologetically)

.

If

sitive palate, Fathers, is not the you don’t mind. Canon, I’ll have
most unimportant of legitimate ac- tea instead,

tivities. Father Kirwan, may I ask

what—^litter is that protruding from canon (with withering suavity).

the outer pocket of your attire? You may serve Father Corr with

—

tea.

FATHER kirWan (touching paper).

Sure it’s just the—the Ballyed- father kirwan. And me too,

minstown Courier, Canon. Canon, if you please.
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CANON. You are at liberty to poison

Father Kirwan also.

BRiGiD. Yis, Canon. {She crosses.)

CANON. And, Brigid. (Takes key

from pocket and gives it to her)

You Imow the one, Brigid. It is

marked ‘'Vino de Amontillado.”

BRIGID. Is that the one, Canon, with

the gold silver-paper on it that Don
Miguel sent you from Spain?

CANON. Exactly, Brigid. My friend,

Don Miguel Barzan y Perdito. (As

BRIGID unlocks cupboard under the

bookshelves) Are you having a

little wine. Fathers?

FATHER CORR. I’ll take a thimble-

ful, Canon.

FATHER KIRWAN. And I too, thanks.

(brigid brings small flagon of rich

golden wine, expensively wrapped,

which the canon handles with

great delicacy.)

CANON. Im afraid there are no

—

thimbles reasonably convenient.

Father. Better take a wineglassful.

(A^ he receives bottle) Excellent,

Brigid. You may bring Fathers Corr

and Kirwan the bottle of Empire
wine thaFs on the left-hand side.

{With a sardonic curve of lip.)

BRIGID. Is it the one. Canon, that

Martin Reilly sent up last Christ-

mas for a present?

CANON, Precisely, Brigid. (Ironical-

ly) It should be considerably ma-
tured by this. (As brigid gets it)

You were speaking, gentlemen, of

die proposed suppression of a book,

entitled, I Am Sir Oracle.

FATHER KIRWAN. The editor of this

paper, from my home town, Canon,
calls for it to be burned on every
market square in Ireland.

FATHER CORR. It demands action

too from the Board of Censors.

CANON (lifting glass and examining
golden wine carefully). And on
what grounds are we to have this

extensive series of rural bonfires?

FATHER CORR (with fire). Why, the

whole book is a dastardly attack on
the Cathohcism of Ireland, Canon!

(brigid pours out the red port for

CURATES, and then goes softly.)

CANON ( looking closely at bub-
bling wine). Grave news surely out

of Bally—Ballyeffelstown. A sea-

mew blunders against a lighthouse

and the keeper sends up distress

rockets. (With suave irony) Your
health. Fathers. (Ee drinks deli-

cately and with great relish. The
CURATES fling back their port and
cough into napkins. As he lies back,

enjoying the wine on his tongue)

May I ask if the writer attacks any
specific doctrine of the Church?

FATHER CORR. He evades that.

Canon. In a Catholic country like

this, a fellow like that should be
hung.

CANON (imperturbably). Hanged,
Father Corr. (Pause, brigid serves

coffee and tea, etc.) Were you
about to make some observation,

Fdther Earwan?

FATHER KIRWAN. I was goin’ to say.

Canon, that the men of the foot-

ball team I run, are up in arms agin

it. And Father Corr can tell you
about the Sacred Heart Confrater-

nity.
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FATHER CORK. Martin Reilly’s wife,

Canon, had the book home from
Dublin, and it’s got round the peo-

ple. The whole men and women of

the Sacred Heart are anxious to

burn it in public. And Father Kir-

wan and myself agree with them.

We’d like your advice.

CANON. You mean my—direction.

BRiGED {as she goes). If you please,

Canon, when you want me to clear

away, will you shout?

CANON {eyelids raised). Shout,

Brigid? Certainly not. I shall ring.

BRiGiD. Yis, Canon. And if you
please, Canon, the schoolmaster is

back again wantin’ to see you, and

he says he’s in a hurry.

CANON. Dear me! Even the school

teachers are becoming presumptu-

ous. We live, Brigid, in an incon-

gruous age. Tell him, I shall pos-

sibly see him when his hurry is

more in keeping with his status.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. And if you

please, Canon, are ye rememberin’

that Miss Jemima Cooney and her

nephew Francis Ignatius is waitin’

since before lunch to show you

Francis’ new teachin’ certificate?

CANON. Brigid, I fear you fret your-

self unduly. Tell them both to go

round into the Church, and' say

the Rosary, and by that time I may
possibly be in a position to receive

them.

BRIGID. But you see, Canon

—

CANON. Go, Brigid!

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. {She goes. The

CURATES notv make to rise. The
CANON detains them with a finger.)

CANON. One moment. Fathers. An
observation or two is—^imperative.

{They settle stiffly) Father Corr, I

am given to understand that since

your arrival here you have attained

quite an inordinate amount of pop-

ularity mixed with a particularly

abhorrent form of sentimentalily,

and that this copious bathing-^
shall we say—springs from your
antics with bouncing babies, and
such like, the prescribing of cinre^

for old ladies’ rheumatics and. fop^

carious diseases in horses and cowf^.

I suggest to you, that since Ca-

thohcism rests on a classical, almost

abstract, love of God, rather than

on the frothy swirl of stirred emo-
tionalism that these popular haro|qs

of yours are not, canonically
,spew-

ing, the duties of a Catholic curate.

FATHER CORR {blushing ar\4

abashed). I—^I was only tryin’ ^9
be kind, Canon.

CANON. 1 call it himting after popu-

lar glory—an Irish clerical disease,

FATHER CORR {rising, with fire)^

I’m a farmer’s son. Canon, and Tm
not ashamed of it.

CANON. I am not interested in youf

antecedents. I am interested in^ead

in the behavior of my curate. You

may be seated.

(father corr sits down, crushed.

FATHER KBRWAN skifts uncosily in

his seat, with one eye on the canon

who presently regards him wUh
calm brutality.)

CANON {with slight cough). Fath^

Kirwan, may I ask if it is the cus-

tom in your part of the country fop:
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the curate to don football-regalia.,

and—er—kick ball?

FATHER KiRWAN. Sure it’s quite

common down in Ballyedminstown,

Canon. The curate in me father’s

place is a very noted center-half,

CANON {cruelly, leading him on,

hand to ear) . I—I didn’t quite

catch that word. Father Kirwan.

Center—^what?

FATHER KIRWAN. Center-half, Can-

on. The fellow. Canon, that the

team most depends on when the

enemy makes an onslaught.

CANON (suavely). Incongruous as

it may seem, Father Kirwan, it is

not the custom here for the curate

to be the fellow that—er—does

what you say he does.

FATHER KIRWAN. But you misun-

derstand me, Canon. I strip and
play with the men to entice them
aU into the Sacred Heart Confra-

ternity. Sure, Canon, that’s a grand

motive for a grand end!

CANON. I see . . . And since when
has the Sacred Heart of our Re-

deemer, that kings and emperors

and queens like Violante and Don
John of Austria and the great

Charles V, and the soldier Ignatius,

walked barefooted for the love of

—since when has it become a sort

of snap door chamber where dolts

and boobs come to—to kick ball

and find themselves tripped up on
ah altar step instead of a goal post?

FATHER KIRWAN (aghost) . I ^I

never looked at it that way, Canon.
Doesn’t it justify itself if it brings

people to the Sacred Heart?

CANON. Am I justified then, in stag-

ing amateur theatricals on the high
altar to coax boobs along the Latin
way of salvation?

(There are awesome ejaculations

from the two curates.)

FATHER kirwan AND FATHER CORR.
God forbid, Canon! There is no
comparison, surely!

CANON. To my thinking, there is a

parallel. As a consequence, Brigid

will be instructed that—er—^foot-

ball regalia is barred from the paro-

chial clothes hne.

FATHER KIRWAN. As yOU wish,

Canon.

CANON. There is just one other mat-
ter. Is it the custom also in Bally

—

Bally—eskerstown, to sit down to

lunch unshaven?

FATHER KIRWAN. I’m afraid it’s not.

Canon.

CANON. Interesting to compare the

topographical similarities. It is not

the custom in this part of the coun-

try either. (With a sardonic smile

and a slight bow, he waves a finger

and rises. The curates rise also.

CANON now rings bell with dignity.

BRiGU) enters to clear away, fa-

thers CORR and kirwan are cross-

ing to go out. The canon’s eye

lights on the gaudy German oleo-

graph. He almost explodes) Wa.it,

all! Stay! What—^what incongruity

is this? (Points to picture. All look

at it.)

father CORR. The Women’s Con-
fraternity presented it to Father

Kirwan and meseh yesterday.

(brigid is very perturbed.)
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CANON. And does it follow that I
am to suflFer it?

FATHER KIRWAN. But sure it s the

—

Sacred Heart, Canon.

CANON {ironically), I should never
have beheved it, Father Kirwan. I

could have sworn it was the night-
marish conception of some uncouth
vulgarian.

(curates regard each other, non-
plussed, BRiGiD is all sea!* She
fears the canon is ill,)

BRIGID {emotionally, her face in

pain). Please, Canon, are ye not
well again?

CANON. I am very well, child.

BRIGID. But—^it’s the Sacred Heart,
Canon.

CANON. No.
{Pause.)

FATHER CORR. We thought, Canon,
it would give a deeper religious

tone to this room. The pictures are

nearly all secular.

CANON. Secular? What word is that?

{Pointing) There is a beautiful re-

production of Velasquez's ‘ThiUp
IV entering Lerida,” and there an-
other of Murillo’s “Immaculate
Conception,” and there is Raphael’s

bitter “Dispute of the Sacrament.”

Could any picture in this room be
called secular if we know anything
of the might of the thing that has

given us birth?

FATHER COER. I was just followin’

the pious custom, Canon, of havin’

colored pictures of religious sub-

jects near us to give a feeling of

sanctity.

CANON. A feeling of sanctity from
that! {He points to the oleograph,

A pause. When he speaks again, it
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is with great quietness) I am a
man, Fathers, who by study, travel

and observation, has seen the de-
cline and decay of the great classic

ideals and the steady vulgarization

of our life by that tributarled

stream of barbarians who have
taken all that was royal in concep-
tion, and given nothing but their

vulgar deluge in return. Their
achievement is the Nordic civiliza-

tion, in which the passport to fame
is financial scoundrelism, and the
scholar of taste is ever the avowed
“enemy of the people.” They have
vulgarized our reading, our music,
our art, our very privacy. They
have thrust books into the hands of
herds who are forever misreading
them; they have reduced us all to
the lowest social class by teaching
us how to get from excess the same
emotionalism the classicist used to
get from music and art; they have
taken away our aesthetic sense and
given us in exchange a rather
spurious ethical sense, and as you
can see here

—

{he points to pic-

ture) they deal with a whitewash
brush in terms of the divine. Yet
you stand aghast when I point it

out to you—^when I refuse to allow
barbarians to impose on me their

vulgar conception of Christ and His
Saints. If, for a moment, I felt our
Redeemer’s heart was akin to that

monstrosity on the wall, I should go
back to Socrates, and be a pagan.
(The TWO CURATES look at him
dumbfounded and mystified, brigid

is very worried.)

brigid. Please, Canon, you are not

weE again.

CANON {gently). I am very well,

child. Go, Brigid, and have Dave
Dooley remove this—^this carica-

ture from my room.
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BRiGBD. I’ll get him from the garden.

Canon. (She goes, left,)

FATHER CORK (lamely). It’s this

funny sort of way you have of look-

ing at things, Canon. It’s maybe
you being abroad so much.

CANTON (dryly). Maybe. . . .

FATHER CORR. I’m soixy you don’t

like it.

FATHER KiRWAN. Sure we’ll just

hang it up in the church hall. Can-
on, if you have no objection.

CANON (tiredly, with vetted con-

tempt). Where you wish—but not

here. Hang it at the crossroads

where a people who at least had a

classic past, can see their Nordic

God, and forget about the Royal
Christ of the Renaissance. (He
turns tiredly away. The curates,

nonplussed, look at each other, and
go out quietly, brigid re-enters. She
looks at him, very worried.

)

BRIGID (appeasingly)

.

Dave Dooley
will take it away. Canon, when he
comes back from his dinner.

CANON. Dinner! Must there be this

delay, Brigid?

BRIGID. Just a little delay. Canon.
He’ll be here any minute now.

CANON. It is the way of things,

Brigid. An important issue con-

fused and involved by the dinner of

a boob! You may go, Brigid!

BRIGID. Yis, Canon.

CANON (softly). But no, Brigid.

Stay! It is good, child, you are here

with me. You are not nauseous to

me, Brigid, you are clean and
simple. Oh, my child, this wilder-

ness. . . . Knaves, fools, spirit-

grocers and their women . . .

clerical football-kickers . .
,
palav-

ering C.C.’s . . , and only one
scoundrel. . . . Come here to me,
Brigid.

BRIGID (coming, almost in tears).

Yis, Canon.

CANON. Do you smell it?

BRIGID. What, Canon? (She sniffs.)

CANON. The vulgarity of it all.

BRIGID (not understanding). Will I

open the window, Canon?

CANON. Yes . . . (she goes and
opens it) ... and the walls . . .

But it will not matter . . .

BRIGID (returning from window).
I’m terrible sorry, Canon, you’re

not well again. You’re lonely.

CANON (wearily). As you say,

Brigid, I’m lonely.

BRIGID. Itll be after your friend,

Don Miguel, you’ll be lonely.

CANON. Yes . . . my friend . . .

Don Miguel Barzan y Perdito . . .

(As in a reverie) I can see the

stone tables in the sun where we
used to sit . . . and the grave

courtesy and grace of the people

and their walk—^that heartbreak of

these Northern cripples . . . oh,

these Northerners, morally afraid,

mentally bereft, physically fatigued

and hoof-footed. They have
touched us, Brigid—we who should

be great—and given us humps like

a dromedary. Go, Brigid.
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BBiGiD. Yis, Canon. (She goes.)

CANON. Come back, Brigid.

BRiGm. Yis, Canon.

CANON. Do you know what Tm
saying to you?

BRIGID (afraid), N-nmo, Canon.
(She shrinks,)

CANON. Then I can safely make
you my friend. You are the Canon s
friend, Brigid.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. Thank you.
Canon. (A pause. She looks at him
timidly) Can—can I speak to you.
Canon?

CANON. You can always speak to
me, Brigid. It is your privilege.

BRIGID. Thank you. Canon. I— —
(She looks at him and then stops)
It*s nothin’. Canon.

CANON. Are you sure, Brigid?

BRIGID. Yis . . . no . . . ru not
tell you now. Canon, IT!—go, Can-
on. (She tries to go, hut he holds^

her with his look.)

CANON. You are hiding something
from me, Brigid.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon.

CANON. Is it something I should
know?

BRIGID (pathetically) . Yis ... No
. . . I—I don’t know . . .

CANON. If it’s a matter of your soul,

Brigid, I must know it.
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BRIGID. Please, Canon, not—^not

now. Ill tell you when Tm—able.

I—I don’t want it taken away from—from me yet.

CANON (rising). This is a serious
matter, Brigid. I insist. The Canon
insists.

BRIGID (hands to face) . N-no, Can-
on. I want it. I want it.

CANON. Did I say that I insist,

Brigid?

BRIGID (backing against wall). Not
for a while yet. Canon. Not—not
now.

CANON (coming to her). I will dis-
miss you, Brigid, for this disobe-
dience.

BRIGID (hands to face, back to
wall). Yis, Canon.

CANON. I will cast you down

—

down!

BRicm (pathetically). Yis, Canon.

CANON. You will be the Canon’s
friend no longer.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon.

CANON. You will tell me then?

BRIGID. N-no, Canon.

CANON. You will suff^ all these
things?

BRIGID. Yis, Canon.

CANON (terribly). The Canon com-
mands it.

BRIGID. N-no, no, Canon. N-no. I

—

I couldn’t! Not—^now . . .
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CANON. Put down those hands and
look at me.
(She puts down her hands. Head
is held up, but tears in her eyes.

She is firmly against the wall like

one at bay. An incongruous pride

sits upon her. The canon observes

her strangely, as if deeply moved at

a discovery.)

canon. You defy me!

BRiGiD. N-no, Canon.

CANON. But you—^refuse to teil me!

BRIGID (pathetically but proudly).

Y-yis, Canon.

(Long pause. He stands watching

her as if fascinated.)

CANON (as if to himself). My God,
my God, that—^that is what we
have come from . . . Pride . . .

loyalty ... a classic race ... a

royal conception ... A thousand

years ago, someone with that brow
and face held up His head and died

like a prince. ... It was that . . .

(He stares at her, his face working

visibly) Come here to me, Brigid.

BRIGID (as she comes slowly and
looks humbly up at him) . Yis, Can-
on.

CANON. I shall ask you—^nothing.

BRIGID. Th-thank you, Canon. (She

looks gratefully at him.)

CANON (slowly). You are the Can-
ons friend, Brigid. Let it be writ-

ten of you. Let it be written of

both of us.

(They are looking at each other,

the CANON with deep emotions

stirred, and brigid with the tears

glistening in her eyes, as the cur-

tain FALLS.)

CURTAIN

ACT TWO

Scene—Following day.

The CANON is discovered reading the castigated novel, I Am Sir Oracle.

Now and again he smiles sardonically, and sips from a glass of wine.

The picture of the Sacred Heart v.

Lays evening paper on table.

BRiGm. That’s the Evenin Herald,

Canon.

CANON. Very good, Brigid. (He
reads on.)

BRIGID. And if you please. Canon,
are ye not forgettin’ about them two
in the waitin’ room?

CANON (tolerantly). Which two.

removed, brigid knocks and enters.

Brigid? You are always a little

vague lately.

BRIGID. The two I told you about,

after dinner. Miss Cooney and her

nephew with his new teacher’s cer-

tificate. I told them you’d see them
after you were done readin’ the

Bishop’s Pastoral.

CANON (remembering). Of course.
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of course, Brigid. I remember now.
I distinctly remember saying to

you, '‘Brigid, 111 see them present-

ly”

BRIGID. That^s just what you said.

Canon.

CANON. To be sure it was. Tell

them, Brigid—^tell them to come
back tomorrow.

BRIGID. But they’ve spent the whole
day between waitin’ on you here.

Canon, and follyin’ ye about the

streets.

CANON. But my dear child, they like

doing that. It is a corporate part of

our national life. Tell them, Brigid,

that the Canon—no, no—say, "His
reverence presents his compliments
to Miss Cooney and his heartiest

congratulations to Francis Xavier

BRIGID. Francis Ignatius, Canon.

CANON. Thank you, Brigid. Let us
have accuracy at all costs in these

important matters. But be careful

of the exact wording. Wording,
Brigid, is an art. (Repeating) "His

reverence presents his compli-

ments.” (He reads on.)

BRIGID. Yis, Canon, but sure they re
in and out o’ the kitchen every

minute pesterin’ me. Is the Canon
here? Is the Canon there? Where is

the Canon? What hat has he on?
Sure you could get rid of them in

a minute. Canon, with a grand

word and a clap on the back.

CANON (rising). Excellent, Brigid.

An answer and a suggestion at once

plausible and philosophic. The
Canon, Brigid

—
^the Canon shall do

exactly as you say.

SUBSTANCE lOOg

BRIGID. Will I show them in then,

Canon?

CANON. By all means, Brigid. And
Brigid, if by any ill chance, they
weary me beyond their time— (He
raises a finger meaningly.

)

BRIGID. Sure, you needn’t tell me.
Canon. (She goes, canon lays

down the book resignedly, and
mutters in Latin, brigid re-enters

followed by miss jemima cooney
and her nephew francis o’connor.
FRANCIS is a sheepish, obsequious
youth, his whole being in the grip

of an inferiority complex. He is

awkward and without confidence.
JEMIMA is a thin, gaunt spinster,

secretly vicious but very virtuous

before the canon. The storm of
"Yi?, Canons'' and "'No, Canons"
should be played very rapidly)

This is them, Canon. (She goes.

JEMIMA and FRANCIS advance awk-
wardly gesticulating and very ob-

sequious. The canon rises with
calm dignity, embraces his nose
with a silk handkerchief, and gives

them a curt bow, tempered with a
quite unreadable smile.)

JEMIMA. Sure, Lord, Canon, are
we disturbin’ ye?

FRANCIS. Sure, now, Canon, anny
time would do!

JEMIMA. Sure, now, Canon, are ye
after leavin’ off sayin’ your office

for us?

FRANCIS. Sure, Lord, Canon, we
could have come back anny time
at all.

JEMIMA. Sure, Heavens, Canon,
Francis is that up in the air about
his new certificate!
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FBANcis. Sure, Canon,. youU be
thinkin^ me a nuisance I

CANON (iri a lull, dignified). You
may be seated.

( Silence while they
sit. CANON heroically contains him-
self, again embraces his nose, and
seats himself opposite them. With
scoundrel grace) And now, Miss
Cooney, I hope I see you well. And
you too, Francis, none the less,

mark! In short, I hope I see you
both well. (He smiles sardonical-

ly^)

JEMIMA. Sure, Lord, Canon, Im
lovely now. Sure I never felt so

well since I came home from the

hospital.

FBANCIS. And I’m like a two-year-
old, Canon, ready to attack me
work.

CANON (with bow). Excellent I

assure you this news is a great sat-

isfaction to me.

JEMIMA (exploding). Sure, youYe
too good, Canon. Rxm, Francis

now, and show His Reverence your
teacher’s certificate.

FBANCIS (opening scroll, and going
awkwardly to canon). I just got it

from the college yisterday momin’,
Canon.

CANC^ (mewing the certificate

without touching if). Creditable,

Francis. Very creditable. I see iri

this the seal of—of scholarship, and
the begmning of attainment. I con-
gratulate you, Francis.

(jemima beams.)

FBANCIS (explosively)

.

Canon, will

you please do all you can for me
about the school?

JEMIMA (irascibly). Francis, wifi
you mind your manners now? Sure
don’t you know you don’t need to
ask the Canon that! (To the canon,
apologetically) Sure he—^he’s over-
exuberant, Canon.

canon (with bow to jemima). As
your aunt Jemima so wisely ob-
serves, Francis, your request is su-
perfluous, since I must do my best
for you. Is it not written, Francis,
in your Penny Catechism that we
must all of us come to the aid of
each other?

JEMIMA. There now, Francis.

FRANCIS (backing awkwardly to
seat) . Sure, I’m a—a—an ass. Can-
on.

CANON. Not a bit, Francis. Quan-
deque bonus dormitat Homerus.

JEMIMA (impulsively running to
the CANON with photograph of
Francis). Look, Canon. A wee
surprise. I got it taken in Dublin
before we left, in a grand place in

Talbot
^

Street. (Pointing) That’s
Francis’s certificate in his hand,
and the wee book in his waistcoat
pocket is the prayer book you gave
him yourself for servin’ Mass for

eight years.

canon (benignly regarding photo-
graph as if it were a new uncate-
goried animal). Very good! Un-
commonly good! And very farsee-

ing of you, Miss Cooney, to—to

have Francis’s scholarly achieve-
ment—er—permanently recorded.

jemima (driveling). Wouldn’t his

ma, God rest her, be proud of him
there, Canon.
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FRANCIS (blushing and smirking).
Sure, Tm nothin’ at all. Canon.

CANON (with preliminary grave
bow to jemima). Your mother,
Francis, was a good woman. (With
great gravity) In fact, a very good
woman.

FRANCIS. Thank ye, Canon.

CANON (gravely). In fact, Francis,

in the hght of my home and foreign

experience, I might even say—an
excellent woman.

JFMIMA. There now is news for

you, FrancisI

FRANCIS. Its awful kind of you to

say the like of that, Canon.

CANON (handing hack photograph
to jemima) . Very creditable, Miss
Cooney. And now, Francis, you
must be a little patient. We must
all be a httle patient. Your Aunt
Jemima with her invaluable experi-

ence of life, as we hve it, and of

the—^the idiosyncrasies of our
checkered existence, will have im-

pressed that upon you, I feel surer

JEMIMA. Sure, Lord, Canon, isn’t it

ajl now in the will o’ GodI

CANON (bowing delightfully). Ex-
cellent, Miss Cooney. Your Aunt
Jemima, Francis, has just made a

very wise observation. It is—if I

may repeat, Miss Cooney?—in the

will of God. Did I say, Francis, that

your mother was a good woman?

FRANCIS. You did, indeed, Canon^
A very good woman, you said.

CANON. So I did, Francis. I dis^

tinctly remember the remark now.

ion

I want to add to it, Francis. (With
great gravity) I want to observe
that your Aunt Jemima is a woman,
to my knowledge, of incomparable
wisdom, piety and virtue.

JEMIMA (head down, blushing).
Sure, I’m not worth that, Canon.

FRANCIS. Indeed she’s the best in

the world. Canon. Sure, I’d be
nothin’ only for her.

CANON. As you say, Francis, you
might be nothing but for her. And
look what you are! Hoc opus! hie

labor est! (canon smiles delight-

fully.)

FRANCIS (blushing and confused),
Yis, Canon. Indeed yis. I owe her
everythin’.

JEMIMA. You didn’t happen to see.

Canon, the piece in the Dundalk
Sentinel about him? Sure, the edi-

tor was a great college friend of

Francis’s before he failed for the
teachin’ and fell back on bein’ an
editor.

canon. I regret, Miss Cooney, I

missed it. I must inquire from
Father Corr. I believe he buys the

:^the Dundalk Semaphore.

FRANCIS. Sentinel, Canon.

canon. Sehtind, Francis. Sentinel,

to be sure. Accuracy, Francis, ac-

curacy always.

BRiQip (entering). If you please.

Canon, there’s a gentleman waitin’

with a soft hat and an umbrella..

canon. Ah, yes, Brigid. Presently

my child, presently. Francis and
his aunt 9ire just going. (They take
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the tip and rise to go, canon claps

FRANCIS on back) And now, Fran-

cis, I hope to have excellent news
for you shortly. I can say nothing

further now. The tongues of none
of us are free. But keep within easy

call, and employ your waiting time

properly.

jEMXMA. Indeed, Canon, hell

spend his time of waitin’ your com-
mand in makin’ a novena.

FRANCIS (outrageously)

.

Sure, Can-
on, orare est vigilare.

JEMIMA. Well, will you listen to

that. Canon. And him only a child.

CANON (beaming). Excellent, Fran-

cis. I can see you are deeply versed

in the profundities of the classics.

JEMIMA. Come on now, Francis,

were keepin’ the Canon. And hell

pray for you. Canon. Well both

pray for you.

CANON (bowing repeatedly as they

go out). Excellent. . . . (They
go. He sinks wearily into chair.

BRiGm comes in quickly and opens

up window.)

BRiGiD. I knew you’d want the win-

dow open. Canon.

CANON. You are a very understand-

ing child, Brigid. The law of Na-
ture’s compensation is not after all

a myth. (He looks up at her as she

stands solicitously watching him)
Brigid, promise me you’ll never

leave me.

BRIGID (shrinking). I— couldn’t

do that. Canon.

CANON (startled). What? . . . What

is this, Brigid? Are you not happy
here?

BRIGID. Oh, yis. Canon. It’s not that.

I’m always happy.

CANON. Well? . . .

BRIGID. I might want to go away in

a little while, Canon.

CANON. For what pmpose, Brigid?

BRIGID. I—I don’t know how to say

it. Canon . . . It’s the way I feel.

CANON. You are not well, child.

You must take a good rest.

BRIGID. It’s not that, Canon.

CANON. Nonsense! It must be that.

Listen, Brigid. When I die, you
will get every penny I have. There
now! There’s a secret out. Don’t
breathe it!

BRIGID. But Canon, it’s not money
I’ll be wantin’ where I—I think

I’m goin’.

CANON. What talk is this? Where
are you going?

BRIGID (falteringly)

.

Please, Canon,
I want to be a nun.

CANON (flabbergasted). Eh? You
—^you want to be a nun, eh? My
God, am I not sufiBciently stocked

with boobs that you, Brigid, you
must add the final straw.

BRIGID. You’re vexed with me.
Canon.

CANON. Displeased, Brigid. . . .

Displeased tiiat you woiild go and
leave me here alone. And you my
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friend! You the—^the Canons
friend.

BRiGiD. It's not just you. Canon,
but everythin' I'd be leavin'.

CANON (clapping her affection-

ately), Brigid, you have been do-
ing too much lately, and you are

overwrought. Excess in anything is

bad, Brigid—in work, in play, in

religion—it is not—classic^. I am
going to send you away for a holi-

day. And you must have a new hat

too—a new hat with—^with a

feather in it. There now!

BRIGID (amused). But sure, Canon,
feathers is not worn anywhere now.

CANON. Do you tell me that, Brigid?

That—^that—^that's astonishin g

—

astonishing, Brigid.

BRIGID. It's a wee white dog at the

side they have now and a nose veil.

CANON (gravely). A—a white dog
and a nose veil, Brigid? I—I must
make a careful note of that, and
you must certainly have them both.

And it must be size six or seven or

whatever you want.

BRIGID. Sure, Canon, with them
shallow crowns that’s out now, you
can’t depend on sizes. I'd need a

fit-on.

CANON (gravely). You'd need a fit-

on, Brigid. So you would. These
shallow—shallow crowns are cer-

tainly a bit of a problem. We’U. ar-

range that too.

BRIGID. Thank you, Canon.

CANON. There now, you've forgot-

ten already. When you get your
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holiday you will be again classically

simple and quiescent. (Pause)

Brigid, do you know where we
keep the Baptismal Registers in the

Cloak Room?

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. In the cupboard
behind the door.

CANON. Go, Brigid, and bring me
the Register for the year nineteen
—nineteen and eight.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. Nineteen and
eight. (She goes, canon lips the
book again, and looks at the page
he lep open. He smiles sardonv
cally. He then begins to read aloud
It is near the end of the book.)

CANON (reading). “The Canon lay

dying. The mists came white and
wraith-like from the bogs to tell

him so . . .” (Puts down hook)
Not a hit. On the contrary, the

Canon feels well—feels in fact very
well. (As BRIGID comes in arid

hands him Register) It may interest

you to know, Brigid, that the Canon
feels—excellently. (He smiles sar

donically.

)

BRIGID. Sure, thanks be to God,

Canon.

CANON (as he opens Register).

Amen, Brigid, amen. . . . Let me
see now. (Turns pages rapidly)

Mallin, Melling, Nagle, Nolan,

O'Brien, O’Connell, O’Kelly . . .

ah, here we are,—O'Flingsley. (He
moves his finger along a line of

data) Jime 8th, 1908, Dermot
Francis O'FHngsley.

BRIGID (looking). Is that the Mas-
ter's birthday. Canon?

canon. That's it, Brigid. (Gleefully

as he reads on) His father's name
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was Francis Eugene OTlingsIey.
Mark the princely name, Eugene.
Ah, and his mother bore the

—

storied name of Gibney. Could you
credit that now? , . . Incomprehen-
sible in fact. , . . Let me introduce
you, Brigid, to Mr. Eugene Gib-
ney,—er—author, amateur theo-

logian, CathoHc reformer, public

moralist, student of Northern apol-

ogetics, erstwhile schoolmaster, ex-

peasant and—gentleman.

BRIGID {sensing fear). What does
that mean. Canon?

CANON. To you, Brigid, it shall

mean

—

nothing. Put diat Register

back, Brigid, and not a word to

any one, {As he goes) Did I say a
wordy Brigid?

BRIGID. Yis, Canon.

CANON {gravely), I meant a syl-

lable, Brigid.

BRIGID. Sure, I won’t even breathe.

Canon.

CANON. Excellent, Brigid.

BRIGID {turning as she crosses with
Register), Please, Canon, is there
anythin’ wrong with the Master?

CANON. You’re hreathing, Brigid.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. . . . No, Canon.
. . . {She crosses disconsolately,)

CANON. And Brigid. Send Dave
Dooley down to Sie school to tell

Mr. O’Flingsley that I wish to see
him in the morning,

BRIGID {almost in tears), Y-yis,

Canon.
(She looks at him for a mo-

ment, as if wishing to speak, then

goes off sadly with Register,
FATHER CORR and FATHER KERWAN
enter from the window, carrying
their hats,)

FATHER CORR. Father Kirwan and
meself, Canon, would like a word
with you, if you’re not busy.

CANON. I am busy.

FATHER CORR. It’s about a meeting
we’ve just had of the Confraternity
over that scurrilous book. A

—

a
resolution was passed. Canon.

FATHER KIRWAN. Unanimously,
Canon.

CANON. Well, what of it? It’s a na-
tional pastime, isn’t it?

FATHER KIRWAN. The members of
the Football Club, Canon, are very
excited. {Worriedly) They re the
worst. They’re gettin’ out of hand.

CANON. No doubt, it’s the warm
weather. Father Kirwan. {He
crosses) And I note you haven’t as

yet found time, even between reso-

lutions, to shave, (canon goes out
slowly, CURATES look after him
perplexed.)

FATHER CORR. For Heaven’s sake,

can you not go and shave and not
be makin’ things harder for us?

FATHER KIRWAN. Ach, Can a man
not get wearin’ his own hair if he
wants to! Sure he’s so contrary if I

shaved every day, he’d grumble be-
cause I hadn’t a beard like Don-
the-Divil’s-Father! Is he an Irish-

man at aU?

FATHER CORR. His father was Irish.

It’s his mother was the Spaniard,

met in Brussels.
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FATHER KIRWAN. Ifs a pity she
didn't stay at home instead of gal-

livantin' about the continent. Sure
you'd think he hadn't a drop of
Irish Ireland blood in his veins. I'll

bet me boots he'll side with that
book agin the Confraternity and
the Football Club,

FATHER COER. With a book like

that! My God, at least he's a priest.

FATHER KIRWAN. Did you see the
schoolmaster?

FATHER CORR. I did, and he was
worth seein'. He's all for us bumin'
the book in pubhc, and he thinks
that the Canon is the proper one
to do the actual casting into the
flames,

FATHER KIRWAN (noticing Open
book)* Great Scott! Will you look
at what’s here!

FATHER CORR (with a Start), The
book!

FATHER KIRWAN. It's Open at the
last chapter where the P.P. dies

miserably. He must have been
readin’ it.

FATHER CORR (with passtonote

aversion), I loathe the thing. It's

accursed and vile. (He flings it

venomously on the floor.)

FATHER KIRWAN ("‘dribbling’ with

the book with both feet)

.

He was
certainly no lover of clean sport

and the team spirit. (Still drib-

bling) Suppose now yon door was
the net. Wait till you see a grand

penalty from the touch line. (He
kicks with judgment, and it is

hurled against the doorway just as

the CANON re-enters. He suddenly
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sees the canon and sinks visibly

into himself, father core is very
confused. The canon regards them
with extreme frigidity. A definite

pause.

)

canon (tensely)

.

You may both be
seated. (They obey silently. With
cold hauteur) My property, Father
Corr,

FATHER corr (defiantly). I—I re-

fuse to touch it. It's—^vile.

CANON. My property. Father Corr,

(father CORK is defiant for a def-
inite moment, then emotionally

lifts the book and hands it to
CANON. He then reseats himself.

The CANON lays the mutilated book
on table) I suppose I am to regard
this outbreak of hooliganism in my
study, as a typical spasm of

—

Catholic action.

FATHER CORR (flashing out)

.

Canon, that book is a disgrace and
a shame. The Irish Press in Dub-
lin says it's an insult to the Catholic

nation.

CANON (courteously). Didn't catch

that word. Father Corr. (Hand to

ear) The Irish what?

FATHER CORR. The Irish Press,

Canon.

CANON. Never heard of it. (He
pours out a small glass of golden-

colored wine at sideboard, and ex-

amines it.)

FATHER KIRWAN. Sure, the Ballyed-

minstown Courier quotes whole
columns from it every Saturday,

Canon.

CANON (sipping wine). In that

case. Father Kirwan, I must con
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cede it has a definite claim to our

attention.

BRiGiD (entering). If you please,

Canon, there’s four o’ the parish-

ioners here wearin’ badges, and

they’d like a talk with you.

FATHER CORR. I’d like Very much.
Canon, if you’d receive them.

They’re a deputation.

FATHER KIRWAN. SuTC the whole

country’s takin’ action, Canon.

CANON. Mm ... I am presumably

to agree to a—a descent into Lu-

theranism and a sort of Kirk Ses-

sion. Say, Brigid, the Canon says

No.

BRIGID (repeating). The Canon
says No. (She makes to go.)

FATHER CORR. Sure, after all if it

was only for appearances’ sake.

BRIGID. Canon, would you not just

give another clap on the back and
a grand word?

CANON. What are we come to?

(Pause) Very well then, very weU,

let the—the neo-theologians come
in, but let it be at their peril. I

shall ring, Brigid.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. I’ll keep them
in the waitin’ room. ( She goes.

)

CANON. Who are these people.

Father Corr?

FATHER CORR. They’re all strong

confraternity and football club

members. Canon. There’s Miss
Cooney and her nephew Francis

—

CANON. Is he here? Who are the

other two?

FATHER KIRWAN. Martin Mulla-

hone. Canon, the referee of our

football team, that has the public

house and farm on the Dublin
Road, and his wife, Rosey Violet.

CANON. His wife who?

FATHER KIRWAN. He calls her Rosey
Violet, Canon.

CANON. I think I recall her, but
if my recollection is correct, she

was neither rosey nor a violet. (He
rings the hell) Be seated, Fathers,

and offer no comments until these

people are gone.

(father corr and father kirwan
sit at either end of the empty chairs

for the deputation. The canon sits

magisterially at the large writing

desk. BRIGID enters with the depu-

tation behind her. miss cooney
and FRANCIS o’connor are as ob-

sequious as usual, martin mulla-
HONE, a large awkward man, with

a large stomach and a red nose, is

followed by his wife who is typical

in dress and voice of the ^'social

status'^ aspirants in rural Ireland.)

BRIGID. This is them, Canon.

CANON (curtly). Good afternoon,

all. You may be seated, (brigid

goes. All sit in chairs opposite the

CANON. They smirk and bow to the

CANON and look as virtuous as pos-

sible. The canon’s sardonic eye

surveys them pitilessly. They wilt

and shift uneasily. His eye on
martin) Are you the man, Martin

Mullahone?

MARTIN. I—^I am then. Canon.

ROSEY VIOLET (chipping in sweet-

ly) . And I’m his wife, Canon.
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CANON. Martin Mullahone, where
are your hands?

(martin whips them violently out
of his pockets,)

MARTIN. Sure, I—I never thought,
Canon. Sure, God’s

—

ROSEY VIOLET. Sure, Im always
tellin’ him, Canon.

CANON. Sit erect and don’t loU or
sag. Decorum and personal dignity
are not by any means the least of
the Christian virtues. {All sit fear-

fully erect) And now to the point.

You have come—or should I say
YOU have taken it upon yourselves
to come—about a certain book.

MARTIN {explosively). Sure, it’s a—a terror, Canon. A—a terror and
a fright to the world, Canon.

CANON {with suave irony). Hav-
ing learned from your husband,
Mrs. MuUahone, that this book is

a—a terror and a fright—^two quite

incomprehensible epithets to me

—

do you wish to—er—supplement
his observation?

ROSEY VIOLET. If you please, Canon,
I agree with what Father Kirwan
said when he thumped the table

at the meetin’, that no clean

sportin’ man with the team spirit in

him could write such a book.

^FATHER KIRWAN is COUfuSed,)

CANON {ironic, with side glance at

FATHER kirwan). An excellent ob-

servation, Mrs. MuUalione.

ROSEY VIOLET. Sure, if you please.

Canon, me eldest son, Dan, is the

fullback in Father Kirwan’s team.

':anon (^cruelly). Didn’t catch that

word, Mrs. Mullahone. {Hand to

ear) The—^the what?
(father kirwan is very confused.

)

ROSEY v'lOLET. The fuUback, Canon.

canon. Ah! of course. The—^The
fuUback. I must ask Father Kir-
wan for a glossary of these terms.
{Side glance at father kirwan)
And you, Miss Cooney, have you
any observation?

JEMIMA. Sure, Canon, I only came
because Father Corr told me it was
me duty to God and Ireland.

(Qrasmng Francis’s arm) Say it

in Irish for the. Canon, Francis. Go
on now!
(father corr is confused.)

FRANCIS (^rising awkwardly). Do
cum gloire De, agus onora n#
h-Eiremann,

CANON {hand to ear). Didn’t catch
that Francis. Gum—cum what?

FRANCIS {unconscious of cruelty).

Do cum gloire De, agus onora na
h-Eiremann.

CANON {scoundrelishly)

.

Excellent,

Francis. Excellent! You may be
seated. Any other observation. Miss

Cooney?

JEMIMA. Sure, rU just listen now
to you, and learn, Canon. Isn’t

that me duty?

CANON. Very creditable. Miss
Cooney. An attitude at once wise,

womanly and prudent. And you,

Francis?

JEMIMA {hurriedly). He’ll just do
the same as meself, Canon. Not a

word now, Francis, before his rev-

erence.
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FRANCIS. Sure, its for you to say,

Canon.

CANON. Commendable, Francis.

You have a good—a very good

counselor.

ROSEY VIOLET {uot to be outdoYie)

.

Sure, if you please. Canon, me
brother. Father Jamsie, says it was
no one but the divil guided the

hand that wrote that book.

CANON [startled). Your who—^the

what? Speak up, Mts. MuUahone,

ROSEY VIOLET (exuberantly). Why,
me brother, Father Jamsie, Canon,

that’s up in Dunaree with Father

Crone. Sure, Canon, it was Father

Jamsie that anointed your sister,

Thomasina’s mother, when she near

died and didn’t, last Christmas.

CANON (shaking head). Never
heard of him.

ROSEY VIOLET (sentimentally). Ah,

sure poor wee Father Jamsie,

Canon. Sure, God help him.

CANON. Whats the matter with

him?

ROSEY VIOLET (surprised). Sure,

nothin’ at all. Canon. Sure, Lord,

what would be the matter with

him?

CANON (with an effort). Very weE
then.

ROSEY VIOLET. Sut^, he’s happy and
lovely in Dunaree, Canon.

CANON (heroically). Very well

then.

MARTIN (blunderingly interpos-

ing) . Sure, will you not be sickenin’

the Canon, bargin’ in every min-
ute about Father Jamsie because

he’s your brother.

BOSEY VIOLET (bursting into tears).

If you please, Canon, Martin’s al-

ways insultin’ and belittlin’ me in

public.

CANON (with great gravity, eyeing

MARTIN who quads and shifts

about) . Martin MuUahone, what
grave charge is this I hear as to

your conduct and public morals?

MARTIN. Sure—sure. Canon, you’d

think by the talk of her momm
and night that he was a Canon like

yourself, and him with the—the

cloth on him only a month.

ROSEY VIOLET (crying). Me heart’s

broke with him. Canon.

CANON. You are a good woman,
Mrs. MuUahone, and you have

pleased me considerably.

ROSEY VIOLET. Sure, everyone loves

me. Canon.

CANON. As for you, Martin MuUa
hone, I am gravely incensed, (mar-
tin squirms) and not a little

pained.

ROSEY VIOLET. Oh, thank you,

Canon. Martin badly needed that

talkin’ to.

CANON. Very weU then. We digress.

How many of you have read this

book?

(Negative murmurs and shaking of

heads.)

ROSEY VIOLET. Sure, what Catholic

could read a book like thatj Canon?
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CANON. I take it then that none of
you has read this book?

ALii (shaking heads^ murmurs).
Not a one. Canon,

CANON. And you come here to con-
demn a book you have not read!
What nonsense is this? (Taps desk)
Preposterous and-^ ridiculous! The
deputation is dismissed. (The
CANON is just rising when father
CORK jumps up .

)

FATHER CORK. If I may say a word.
Canon

—

CANON. Be seated, Father Corr.

(father cnRR sits.)

FRANCES (rising) . If you please.

Canon

—

JEMIMA (seizing him and flinging

him down). That’s enough, you
pup! Sit down!

CANON (sitting back, eyeing Fran-
cis, berdgrdy). We shall allow hiipa

the privilege on this occasion, Miss
Cooney. Proceed, Francis.

FjiANCjs (awkwardly)' I was just

gom to say. Canon, ^at k, as a—
a certified teacher, I—I jead the
bookr—judiciously.

canon (hand to ear, cruelly luring

him on)^ WhaWwhat word was
that, Francis?

FRANCIS. Judiciously, Canon.

CANON. Ah! Enlarge upon that,

Francis. It is a little vague.

FRANCIS. Well, Canon, if I—^I felt

a part was gettin’ had, I skipped.

CANON. You—^you skipped, Fran*
cis. (He smiles.)

ROSEY VIOLET (interposing). I done
that too, Canon.

JEMIMA. If you please. Canon,
when I saw that Francis was deter-

mined to—^to study it, I felt it me
duty to read it before him and
turn down some of the pages.

CANON (face masklike). I under-
stand—exactly. And you, Martin
Mullahone?

MARTIN (hoarsely). I can’t read.

Canon. Its me wife is the scholar
in our family.

ROSEY VIOLET (interposing, gush-
ingly). 1 was three years in the
convent. Canon, before Martin won
me.

MARTIN (hoarsely). It was the lit-

tle fella that has the bike shop,

Canon—^wee Joey Hardy, that was
readin’ out bits of it at the counter

Friday, and I—I couldnt help
bearin' them, Canon. Out—outra-

geous and terrible. Canon! A fright

to the world!

cXnqn (rounding on them). I

tp tafcp it th^ ^t four of my
parishipfiers^ dell^rately—^I might
emn say, wantoBjyr—and wijthpint

right or lawful ajuithprity frpm me
^ther in person or by proxy, com-
mitted themselves to the reading of

a book gravely alleged to be per-

nicious, immoral and’—subver-sive,

{He sizes up the four, severely)

Of these, one is the aister of a

priest i(ROSEY violet sobs) an-

other presumptuously aspires to

die position of teacher of the

young
( JEMIMA gives francis a
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mcious elbow dig in the ribs) a

third is or should be a father and
a husband (mahtin sags visibly),

and a fourth

—

(jemima bows her

head and sniffs)— can find no
words to castigate the curiosity that

tempted the fourth to this grave

indiscretion. (He rings the bell) 1

shall deliver my directions to the

two Fathers here who will com-
municate them to you for your un-

swerving acceptance. You will

leave immediately. I shall contem-

plate whether it is humanly pos-

sible to pardon any or all of you.

(canon rises, as brigid appears.

The deputation also rises. The
CANON waves. They go out in con-

fusion following BRIGID. The two
CURATES tarn nervously to the

CANON Curtly) Be seated. (They
sit, CANON resumes his seat) I may
take it, I suppose, that you two
have also presumed to read this

book.

FATHER CORR. I frankly considered

it my dut)^ Canon.

FATHER KiRWAN. So did I, Canon.

CANON. Bad theology. Fathers, bad
theology. And equally bad theology

of course to have any—er—^unof-

ficial conflagrations on the public

street without my express approval.

(Pause) The author of this book
which I have read. Fathers, is obvi-

ously a very young man. I fear his

education cannot be more—ade-

quate than that of the average

voung man of the present, either

lay or—er—clerical. (He coughs)
The theme I take to mean that

Ireland has dangerously materi-

alized the outlook of the Church,
and that its profound spiritual es-

sence has been stolen by a small
band of learned men whom it does

not even recognize. A dangero’is

theme, Fathers, I grant you.

FATHER CORR (blazing out). A
blasphemous lie on Cathohc Ire-

land!

CANON (calmly). A theme. Fathers,

that in the hands of an abler contro-

versialist with a claim to scholar-

ship or a classic status, might pos-

sibly cause alarm amongst us, es-

pecially when we have presently

no known Irish Catholic scholar

with that delicacy of touch, sub-

tlety of culture and profundity of

classical knowledge to defend and
even rescue the Church intellectu-

ally. Coming in contact with such
an immaturity as this the insuf-

ficiently scholared mind, fed mostly

on sentimentalisms in the form of

learning, is often shocked, and

—

vulgarly agitated. Violent emotion-

alism results, followed by a quite

ridiculous hubbub, tawdry heroics,

even bigoted physical violence un-

der holy names, and generally a
quite ludicrous procedure tliat the

classic dignity of the mind of the
Church recoils from. As I have no
desire. Fathers, to make a presump-
tuous young man bogusly impor-
tant in an age that is itselE bogus-
ly important, or to condone a pro-

cedure too imdignified to be Catho-
lic, I therefore decree that no action

of any sort be taken m the case of

this book, except such action as I,

in my oflBcial capacity, shall think

fit to perform. (Pause) That, I

think. Fathers, will be all.

FATHER CORR (Uvid)

.

Are we then

actually to take it that our efforts

to deal with this disgraceful libel

are banned?

CANON. You arel
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FATHER KIRWAN {touching FATHER
CORR, as he is about to burst out )

.

That’s enough now. You’ll only be

sayin’ things you’ll be sorry for.

FATHER CORR {in u temper). Ill

say what I like.

FATHER KIRWAN. NoW, Can’t yOU
^ee that’s wild talk?

FATHER CORR {cOoUng)

.

I SUppOSe

it is. But he’s never done belittlin’

and humblin’ me. But I’ll try not

to mind. It’s in my nature to be

humble.

CANON. Inoculated would be a bet-

ter word. Inoculated with the prev-

alent deluge of sentimentalism.

FATHER CORR. I’m afraid, Canon,

there’s nothin’ for me to do but ask

the Bishop for a shift and to give

my reasons.

CANON. And in spite of your im-

pertinences, Father, I shall be pre-

pared to give his Grace an—ade-

quate report of your work. (father

CORR abruptly leaves the room, left.

The CANON looks after him quietly

and then turns to father kirwan)

And you, Father Kirwan? Are you

also going to the Bishop?

FATHER kirwan ( coufused, and

crossing). I’m goin’ for a—^for a

shave, Canon.

CANON. Dear me! We—^progress!

(father KIRWAN goes awkwardly,

lep. The canon turns away tiredly,

goes to the leaded bookcase, un-

locks it and extracts a volume. He
settles with it in an armchair. But

th** dusl' is falling fast, and in a

moment he looks up towards the

lamp. He reaches for the bell, and

is about to shake it when, with a
cry, BRIGID runs in.)

BRiGiD. Canon! Canon!

{He rises rapidly and goes to her.

She tries to recover and looks up at

him pathetically.)

CANON. What on earth is the mat-

ter, child?

BRIGID {breathing hard, but trying,

to recover). It’s nothin’, Canon,

nothin’ at all. I—^I’m aU right now

CANON. Did something frighten

you?

BRIGID. Y-yis, Canon. But it’s

nothin’.

CA>70N. You should have the lamp
lighted in there at this time. There,

you are tired and overwrought.

BRIGID. Canon, may I—ask you
somethin’?

CANON. Certainly, Brigid.

BRIGID. Do you—do you love St.

Brigid?

CANON (looking at her uncertain^

ly). Why, of course I do, child.

Sure we all love St. Brigid.

BRIGID {happy). Yes . . . I’m glad-

you do. She’ll be pleased.

CANON {solicitously). Brigid, yot;

are ill. You are not well.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon, I’m weU.

CANON. I’m afraid not, child.

brigid. It’s just. Canon, that I

—

stiU want to be a nun.
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CANON. There now! I knew you
weren't well.

BRiGiD (pleadingly). But if I could
just be a nun, Canon.

CANON. Don’t you know, Brigid,

that nuns must be very, very strong

and brave? They must be cruel to

themselves and they must give all.

BRIGID (tensely). I will give all.

Canon. I will! I promised her.

CANON. What nonsense is this?

Promised whom, child?

BRIGID (hef eyes aglow). St. Brigid,

Canon. I— was dryin’ the cups
in the kitchen when she touched
me on the shoulder and says she,

“You’re holdin’ the dish-towel

wrong, Brigid.” And when I held

it right, she whispered to me, “Ask
liim if he loves me more than the

rest.”

(The CANON stares at her, walks
irascibly away, and then returns to

her, collected.)

CANON (gravely). Brigid, you are,

I fear, stubborn, disobedient, and
even defiant, and—I am seriously

annoyed and displeased with you.

BRIGID (simply). I— knew you
would. Canon.

CANON. If you were a boob, Brigid,

or a footling trifler, I should expel
you from my presence. But you are

my friend, and I try to bear with
you.

BRIGID (sadly). Yis, Canon.

CANON. I have borne all day with
fools, Brigid, knowing that at the
end you would come to me, and ask

my wants and find no fault in me.
There now. You see how it is with
me.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. (Sadly) I’m a
wretch and a villain.

CANON. On the contrary, child, you
are a good girl, and you have wis-
dom and grace. God, Brigid, is not
always pleased with girls who want
to be nuns. Sometimes He expects
them to remain at their posts as His
soldiers.

BRIGID (pathetically persistent). If

only I could just be a nun instead of

a soldier! Soldiers make so much
noise.

CANON. Brigid, I am afraid your
nerves are ^ shaken. You must go
to bed now and on Friday I shall

send you to Bray to a friend of mine
for a holiday. Miss Cooney will

take your place for a few weeks.
You must get plenty of sleep and
rest. Rest to the body, Brigid, is

like prayer to the soul. And you
will then forget these imaginings
of yours.

BRIGID. But in bed, how can I for-

get, if her face is there in the cur-

tains and the mark on her cheek
where she struck the loveliness out
of her face.

CANON (irascibly). Now, now, now!
I am trying not to be angry. There
is no historical authority for that

at all. The Church in its wisdom
does not confinn it. It is probably
just a myth. A myth, Brigid. Doesn’t
that show you!

BRIGID (pathetically). What is a

myth, Canon?
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CANON* A legend, child.

(Pause.)

BRiGiD (venturing). And what is a—a legend. Canon?

CANON. Brigid, this is very trying!

An old tale, that may or may not
be true.

BRIGID. Then—^it could be true.

Canon?

CANON. Now which of us knows
best about these things, Brigid?

BRIGID. You, Canon.

CANON. Well now, I say this thing

you foolishly think you see is not

—

not of God. Dismiss it!

BRIGID (in pain, her head in her
hands)

.

Canon! ... oh, Canon! . . .

how—^how could you be sayin’

that?

CANON (sympathetically). There,

there! God tempts most those

whom He loves best. You should

be proud. The soul’s great battles

are not fought by common boobs.

The great Ignatius was tempted
like this, and so were Theresa and
Augustine and Dominic, but they

were not deceived. They rose up
and conquered the tempter. So
must you conquer this, Brigid.

BRIGID (tearfully). So must you
conquer this, Brigid,

CANON. Not more beautiful, Brigid,

than the demon that twisted him-

self round the crucifix St. Ignatius

prayed before. He had to lie on his

face to save himself. You too,

Brigid, must turn away from this

thing you think you see. You must

loss

be wise. Wise, Brigid, and brave.

Promise me, Brigid.

BRIGID (sobbing). I want to die.

Canon. ... I want to—to die. . . .

CANON (softly). Come now, Brigid.

That is not being brave! That is be-

ing merely heroic, like these mod-
em vulgarians. Say, Brigid, ‘T want
to live and conquer.” (She is silent)

Say it, Brigid. Be proud like a sol-

dier and say it.

BRIGID (sadly). I want to live and
—conquer. . . .

CANON (clapping her on back)

.

Ah,
Brigid, excellent! Go now, Brigid,

to bed and sleep. And none of these

dreams, remember, or foolishness.

To sleep is safe, to dream is dan-

gerous. I shall go out and send
Dave Dooley for Miss Cooney to

take your place,

BRIGID (emotionally). Yis, Canon.

(He crosses to window, opens if

and passes out, into the garden.)

canon’s voice (without). Dooley!

Are you there! Come here, Dooley!

{BRIGID s emotional stress now vis-

ibly shakes her, as she stands unde-

cided and forlorn in the deepening

shadows. She sobs pathetically,, her

head down, like a child. She gives

the impression of having lost some-

one very beloved. She lifts her head

suddenly, and stares stealthily over

her own shoulders at the slightly

swaying curtains, that reach to the

ground. Her body shudders, and

she covers her face with her

hands.

)

BRIGID (sobbing). I’m not to look

at you. . . . I—^I promised him.

. . . I’m not to see your face. . . •
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No, no. I— mustn^t ... I daren’t

... I must keep my eyes covered
from you ... I must be—^be wise
and brave ... I must sleep but not
dream . . . but I—I . .

. {She draws
her hands from her eyes, shakingly,

stretches out her two arms to the

curtains, and with a sob, rushes to

them as to a loved one) But I—

I

love you ... I love you ... I love

you. . . . {Her face is buried sob--

bingly in the great curtains, and her
arms are about them pathetically,

as the curtain falls slowly.

)

CURTAIN

ACT THREE

Scene—The same. A few days later.

The CANON is seated at table finishing breakfast, father corr is stand-
ing at the writing-desk, quietly examining a Register of Births, jemima,
with an apron on, is flitting fearfully about the table, obsequious and un-
comfortable in the canon’s presence.

jemima {sweetly). Is there any-

thin’ else. Canon, if you please?
i

CANON {beamingly). You leave

nothing to be desired. Miss Cooney.
Thank you,

jemima. Thank you. Canon. {She
crosses.

)

CANON. One moment, Miss Cooney.
Has Brigid had a good night?

JEMIMA. She had. Canon. A wee
bit feverish maybe and her eyes are

shineyish, but the doctor says it’s

nothin’ to worry about.

CANON. As a good woman, Miss
Cooney, what do you think your-
self?

JEMIMA {squirming a little under
his gaze). Sure I’d say. Canon, I’d

say nothin’ much. I’d put it down,
if you’d allow me, Canon, to what—^what she came from. Her mother.

Canon, was none too strong

—

{hoarsely) in the mind I mean.
Canon. They had to—remove her
in the end.

CANON. Remove her? Enlarge on
that. Miss Cooney.

JEMIMA. Sure—^take her away,
Canon: to—to Dublin, I mean. It

was before your time, sure,

CANON {understanding). Ah! . . .

And her father?

JEMIMA {hoarsely). Sure they say.

Canon, he didn’t die a Christian
death in Scotland. But sure God’s
good. Canon.

CANON. As you say. Miss Cooney,
God is good. {Pause) I want you to

give Brigid very careful attention

night and day.

JEMCMA. Sinre if it’s your wislv
Canon.
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CANON. Expressly so! That will be
all. (She goes after bowing. The
CANON watches father corr at the

Births" Register, as he finishes his

coffee) I understand you heard
Brigid’s confession this morning.
Father Corr?

FATHER corr (raising head from
hook). That's correct, Canon. At
eight o'clock. She asked for me.

CANON. Did you—^instruct her on
these matters we discussed, on the

lines I recommended?

FATHER CORR. I Carried out your
instructions to the letter, Canon,
even if I did think myself you were
imnecessarily extreme and severe.

CANON. The latter half of your ob-
servation, Father Corr, is superflu-

ous.

FATHER CORR. Not ^0 much as you
might think. Canon, if you examine
this Register of Births.

CANON. I knew from the manner in

which you were poring over that

book that there was a sort of necro-

mancer’s air about you. Well? And
what are the—^the "signs and won-
ders’?

FATHER CORR (impressively).

Would it surprise you to know.
Canon, that Brigid was bom on
Febmary the first, almost twenty-

one years ago? That’s St. Brigid’s

day!

CANON. And you are going to infer

vulgarly that there is anything more
than mere coincidence in that? (He
sips his coffee slowly.)

FATHER CORR (comiug forward

slowly) . Since I heard of this—con-

tention of Brigid’s, Canon, I’ve been
worried and disturbed.

CANON (sipping). I thought you
would. The danger widi you.

Father Corr, is that some trivial

happening is always hable to hurl

you headlong into violent emo-
tionalism.

FATHER CORR. Suxe, I’m doin’

nothin’ violent, Canon—I’m as calm
as any priest could be. I’m only

just quietly turnin’ over a few
things in my mind, such as, for in-

stance the fact that Brigid was
bom on St. Brigid’s day, and that

St. Brigid lived and worked in this

very locality here in Fanghart.

CANON. I dislike your attitude. If a
leaf turns unaccountably in these

credulous days ten thousand ferrety

nonentities cock their ears and
gibber.

FATHER CORR. Suppose, Canon, that

Brigid

—

did see this—^well, this

vision?

CANON. If Brigid saw ten thousand

visions, our attitude to the accu-

mulated wisdom of the Church
should be unaltered, I wish you, in

particular, and this country in gen-

eral, could digest just that much,
and cease chasing emotional red-

herrings.

(Fanse. father corr shifts un^

easily.)

FATHER CORR. With aU respect tc

you. Canon, I don’t think you un-

derstand this country.

CANON (acidly). I understand the

mind of the universal Chiuch, and

that alone concerns me. (Fame)
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Besides, didn’t you hear Miss
Cooney just now on the matter of
Brigid’s antecedents?

FATHER CORK. That might mean
nothing.

CANON. It generally means every-

thing. But you will strain after

miracles, in spite of my previous

observations. One can conceivably

understand her father dying an un-

christian death in a barbarous na-

tion like Scotland, but there is no
escaping the significance of the fact

that her mother was—^removed, as

Miss Cooney so Celtically phrased
it.

FATHER CORR. That may be, Canon.
"What worries me, is her insistence

that she saw the face and eyes of

the Saint, Poor Brigid is not a liar.

CANON. Brigid, as you observe, is

not a liar. But the reflections.

Father, in an unstable mind are not

—shall we say theologically signifi-

cant? (A^ JEMIMA enters) Let us

dismiss the subject.

JEMIMA. Please, Canon, you said

you wanted to see me nephew,
Francis. He’s here now.

CANON. Let him come in. Miss
Cooney.

JEMIMA. Sure, let him wait till

Father Corr is finished with you.
Canon,

FATHER CORR (tO JEMIMA ) . You
can send him in. I’m going now.
{She bows and goes) Canon, I’ve

written to the Bishop for a transfer.

I don’t, and probably never will,

understand you. I don’t want you
to think I’m dom’ it behind yotir

back.

CANON (slowly). It is not impor-
tant.

(FRANCIS comes in awkwardly with
his cap in his hand. Neither priest

takes the slightest notice of him.)

FATHER CORR. Very well. Canon.
(He bows and goes. Very preoc-
cupied, the CANON looks at francis
for quite a time, unseeingly.

FRANCIS sweats .

)

FRANCIS. Am I too—too soon,

Canon? Sure, I could go back and
wait! . . .

canon (coming slowly to conscious-

ness) . Ah, Francis, you’ve come. Of
course. You wanted to see me,
Francis?

FRANCIS (open-mouthed). But sure
it—^was you wanted to see

Canon!

CANON. Oh, it was 1 wanted to see

you, Francis! Why of course it was,
I remember now. I distinctly re-

member. Be seated, Francis.

(FRANCIS sits awkwardly, squee%->

ing cap.)

FRANCIS (in a typical Irish whis-
per). Is there—army news, Canon?

CANON. There is, Francis, and there

isn’t. Contradictory, Francis? But
no! I mean by it, there is news

—

relevant news, but there is the

necessity for absolute secrecy.

FRANCIS. Sure you can swear me
on the book. Canon. (Magnani-
mously) Or if ye lek. Canon, don’t

tellme a word, if you think fit.

CANON. Excellent, Francis. But^
you will be told everything. I

trust you. To be exact, moral Issues
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—tissues, Francis, of a moral nature,

are involved.

FRANCIS {all at sea), I

—

see,

Canon. ...

CANON. Your aunt will imderstand

more fully than you, Francis. Moral
issues are involved, and where such
are met with, we must tread warily.

We must tread, Francis, with the

subtlety of angels. But to proceed.

You have met my niece—^my step-

niece, Thomasina Concannon?

FRANCIS. I—I had the honor,

Canon, a good few times, in the hall

and at concerts she came down to

see.

CANON. As you say, Francis, you ve
had the honor. A—a gentlemanly

expression, Francis. For some time

past, I have promised her the first

vacancy in the school here. And as

Miss Driscoll goes, to training next

week,, I must fulfill that promise,

Franch). We must all fulfill our

promises.

FRANCIS (very crestfallen). Well,

sm'e, thank you annyway. Canon.

I know you did your best for me,
and sure you can’t please everyone.

CANON. Wait, Francis, wait! There

is something further. What remains

is confidential. But I have your

word, Francis.

FRANCIS. Sure me lips is sealed.

Canon, and as for me Aunt, sure

she’s a—a gravestone.

CANON. As you say, Francis, your

aunt’s SL—a gravestone. I may
therefore, proceed. I intend,

Francis, dismissing the man,

O’Flingsley. (francis gives a gasp

and half rises) A grave step,
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Francis—a very grave step, but
necessary. We must never hesitate

in our duty. That is the sum and
the essence of conduct. Note it

down, Francis.

FRANCIS. I’ll write it in me """Things

to Remember” book this very night.

Canon.

CANON. Excellent, Francis. That
will be another vacancy. Now that

position of Principal, Francis, I

would give to no one sooner than
you.

FRANCIS (gasping). P-principal,

Canon!

CANON. But mark what it results

in! Mark my problem, Francis, my
dilemma, my moral embarrassment.
An attractive yoxmg man and a
comely young girl in the one build-

ing all day. Mark it gravely,

Francis!

FRANCIS (wide-eyed, dismayed).
There—^there would be scandal.

Canon, and . . . and talk, I see it

an.

CANON. Let us say instead, Francis,

with the dignity demanded by the

phenomenon, that moral issues of

grave import are involved.

FRANCIS (aghast). I see it all.

Canon. . . .

CANON. You see it all, Francis!

You have insight! You inherit it, I

have not the slightest doubt, from

your Aunt Jemima. Now, if my
step-niece were a benevolent old

lady, the problem would not only

solve itselE—^it would have no exist-

ence in fact.
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FRANCIS. That’s the trouble, Canon,
with Thomasina young and—ii I

may make so bold, Canon—at-

tractive.

CANON. Attractive is the word,

Francis, or if you wish—sus-sus-

ceptible. An excellent word,

Francis. You see my difiBculty?

FRANCIS. Sure it’s plain. Canon.

CANON. It’s plain, Francis. It’s more
than plain. It’s insurmountable.

Unless of course, Francis, you could

hit on a way out. Your brain is

young and nimble, Francis, not

like mine.

FRANCIS. If only I could, Canon!

Sure it’s grand of you strivin’ to

help me, and perplexin’ yourself.

CANON. Not a bit, Francis. "The
labor we delight in physics pain.”

You remember that great inspira-

tional line, Francis, in your studies.

FRANCIS. Indeed I do, Canon. Sure,

I know Lord Macaulay inside out.

CANON. So you do, Francis! I can
see that.

FRANCIS. If the two of them was
married. Canon?

CANON (apparently perplexed).

Which two, Francis?

FRANCIS. The two in the school.

Canon.

CANON. Oh, the two in the school,

Francis. If they were married. But
they’re not, Francis. If they were,

the conditions would be an approxi-

mation to the ideal. But we must
deal in facts, Francis.

FRANCIS (uneasily). If I could

maybe, Canon, ask me aimt to ask

Thomasina to—^to discuss things.

CANON (obtusely). For—^for what
purpose, pray, Francis?

FRANCIS. I mean. Canon, that is if

you have no objection, to see if

Thomasina would consider a—

a

match between us.

CANON (admirably playacting). A
—a match! A—a match! . . .

Francis, what on earth is this?

What is that brain of yours pro-

pounding?

FRANCIS (laughing). But you asked
me to hit on a way out. Canon!

CANON. I asked you to hit on a way
out, and you—^you bring the house
down about my ears without warn-
ing! By my soul, Francis, you’re a

—a scoundrel; a—a desperado! I

insist on your Aunt Jemima taking

you in hand this instant! {Goes to

door and calls) Miss Cooney! Come
here instantly!

(jemima runs in nervously.)

JEMIMA. You want me. Canon?

CANON (with mock severity). Miss
Cooney, take Francis out of my
sight, and never let him into my
presence again. He’s a scoundrel!

JEMIMA (aghast). Did—did he in-

sult ye. Canon? Did he have the

—

the cheek—
!
(Tempestuously, -fin-

ger up) Stand before me, Francis,

diis minute! (canon and Francis
laugh heartily) Sure is—^is it

mockin’ me yous are. Canon?

canon (touching her shoulder).

No, Miss Cooney. But Francis has
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mentally, and I might even say
morally, vi^inded me. He wants me
to maJce a match with my step-
niece and take over the school!

JEMIMA (excitedly). Make a
match! . . , Take over the school!
. . . Canon, if its takin" hberties
he is in your presence, it's your own
fault. You're far too kind and free
with him, and you don't keep him
in his place.

FRANCIS. But you see. Aunt
Jemima, O'Flingsley's bein' put out.
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the kitchen to see you not three
minutes ago.

CANON (aghast). What? She—she's

back?

JEMIMA. She came in. Canon. But
she left a book she was readin'

behind her on the bus, and she's

away flyin' down to the Depot to
get it.

FRANCIS (exuberantly). fU go
down after her, and help her to
get it!

JEMIMA. O'Flingsley? Put out! Is

that for you to say, or the Canon?
The cheek of you, Francis. I’ll slap

your jaw.

CANON. It's true. Miss Cooney. But
in strict confidence as yet, remem-
ber!

JEMIMA (involuntarily). Praises to

God! . . .

CANON. But I can't appoint Francis

alongside my step-niece, because
of moral issues.

JEMIMA (awarely). You can not,

Canon. I can see that,

FRANCIS. But if we were married.

Aunt? The Canon says he has no
objection.

JEMIMA (gravely). Did—did you
say that. Canon?

CANON. I certainly did. Miss
Cooney. But the suggestion is not

mine, Miss Cooney. I—^wash my
hands. {Laughter.)

JEMIMA. It's God, Canon, that's

Who it is! And Thomasina was in

JEMIMA. You'll stay where y'are,

tiU you learn the Canon's wishes.
Direct him. Canon.

CANON. I refuse to commit myself
by one word. Did I not say I had
washed my hands?

FRANCIS. I'll go. I—^I insist on me
independence, in this, Aunt Jemima.
(As he goes, excitedly) And sure.

Canon. Fortis cadere, cedere non
potest!

(canon and jemima laugh affect-

edly, as FRANCIS goes.)

JEMIMA {proudly). Imagine the

nerve of him, Canon, hurlin' the
Latin back at you!

CANON. There is no presumption
where there is no malice. Miss
Cooney. Francis is a good boy.
That will be all, Miss Cooney. {He
lifts book and crosses) I shall be
seated at the lower end of the

garden if Mr. O'Flingsley calls.

I'm expecting him.

JEMIMA, m come for you at once.

Canon. Sure, it's God's blessin'.

Canon. You're gettin' rid of him,

and him that cheeky and im-
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pertinent to you. (The canon
crosses and takes no notice of her

remark. She notices this and goes

quickly, canon pauses a moment
to look out pensively at the hills,

then opens the window and with

his book passes out. A moment
later, the door bell rings and
almost immediately jemima ushers

in DERMOT o'flingsley. Sourly)

Sit there, and Til run into the

garden and see if the Canon will

be willin’ to see you.

OFLiNGSLEY. I'll Stand. And don’t

tun. You might break your neck.

JEMIMA {very sourly). Yours is

bruck if you only knew it.

o'flingsley (squeaking). Coo-ee,

Jemma! Your petticoat’s bangin’!

( She stamps out in a fury, o’flings-

ley laughs heartily, throws his hat

on a chair, and makes a tour of the

bookcases and the pictures, brigid,

wrapped in a dressing-gown and
bare-footed, comes in left, noise-

lessly. She crosses until she is right

beside him. She looks feverish and
frail) How anyone can have all

that beauty about him, and still be
a bear! (He sees briged beside him
and jumps) Brigid! Where on
earth did you drop from? Are you
not well?

BRIGID (softly). Yis, Master, I’m
well. It’s just that the Canon says

I’m not.

o’flingsley (looking at her). I

think now, Brigid, that for once
he’s right. Let me feel your hand.

(He takes her hand gently.

)

brigid. I knew you’d be here.

brigid. I knew it. I could—see you.
I was dreaming about you. I

thought you were going down a
long road and waving back to me.
So I came down. I—^I— (She sud-
denly sobs and buries her head in

his breast. He is very shaken and
tries to control himself by being
humorous.

)

o’flingsley. There, siUy! Im not
going away. I’m going to stay here
and grow a mustache, and play
bowls with the Canon.

brigid (looking at him). No . . .

you’re going away . . . You’re to—‘To t^e up your bed—

”

o’flingsley (startled). Brigid! Is

that the message?

BRIGID (simply). Yis, Master . . .

and you’re to try to love people
when they’re dirty because any ass

can love them when they’re clean.

o’flingsley (aper a pause, vig-

orously). You dreamt that!

BRIGID. No . . . she said it. She’d
have said more only Miss Cooney
was annoyin’ her dustin’ and
cleanin’. She went away then . . .

o’flingsley (pensively). Take up
my bed and walk ... I wonder
what exactly that means?

BRIGID. I don’t know . . . she said

youd know. . . .

o’flingsley. Yes . . . maybe I do.

Brigid, I am going away.

BRIGID. I knew ...

o’flingsley (staring at her). Eh? o’flingsley- If I could just shake
You what? this feax off me—this feiar of
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hunger ... of money ... of the

cold. . . .

BBiGiD. It will be terrible, Master,

when I see you cornin' up the school

road, and you not cornin' at all.

But ril still have the Canon.

OFLiNGSLEY. The Canon! That
man!

BRiGiD. Yis, Master . . . Oh, I

know you have the dagger for him
because he can hurt and say

killin' words . . . You see him
when he's proud, but I see him
when he's prayin’ in his httle place

and the tears on his cheeks; you
see him when he dines but I see

him when he fasts; you see him
when his head is up and fiery like

a lion, but I see his head when it's

down low and his words won’t
come . . . It's because of that, that

you hate him and I love him . . .

St. Brigid says that if we could all

see each other all the time in big

bangin' mirrors, the whole hate of

the world would, turn into dust.

o'flingsley (touched) . I'll remem-
ber that always, Brigid. And I'll

remember you too.

BBIGID. It wouldn't matter not re-

memberin' me, if you'd remember
it.

(They are staring at each other

as the CANON appears at the win-

dow. His brow clouds. He comes
forward into the room and for a
moment regards them both.)

CANON (sharply). Brigid, what is

this? How dare you leave your bed
in your sick state and in this attire?

(brigid looks from the canon to

o’flingsley and back again. She

continues to look at both of them.
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They are a little uncomfortable,,

and eye each other surreptitiously.)

brigid. I wanted to come down
. . . to see—the two of yous.

CANON. For what purpose?

brigid. I—^I don't know, Canon
... I just wanted to—^to be sure

that I loved the two of yous and
could serve yous always.

(Fatise. jemima comes rushing in.

)

jEMtMiA. Canon! (She stops short

on seeing brigid.)

CANON. Preposterous! Miss Cooney,
I cannot congratulate you on your
care of Brigid.

JEMIMA. It was when I was out

findin' you, Canon, that she left

her bed.

CANON. Brigid, I am displeased.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon . . . and so is

the Master.

CANON (with glance at o'flings-

ley). Brigid, go back to bed with

Miss Cooney.

JEMIMA (taking her arm). Come
on now. Aniioym' the Canon like

this.

o'flingsley. Good-bye, Brigid.

BRIGID (turning). Master I . . .

(She turns to get back, but je-

mima wonT let her.)

JEMIMA. Never mind him. Come
on when you're told.

CANON. Let her come. Miss Cooney.

(jemima releases her. She comes
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back to o’flingsley, and gives him
her hand. She looks up at him.)

BRiGiD. Good-bye, Master. And

—

I love you. {She looks up at him
emotionally. He bends and kisses

her hair softly. The canon stands

like a statue^ his feelings masked
completely, brigid turns and goes

with JEMIMA,)

CANON (as JEMIMA takes brigid's

arm)

.

That could have been
gentler, Miss Cooney. I will have it

30 .

JEMIMA. Sure I’m not sayin’ a word
at all to her. Canon.

(They go. o’flingsley and the

CANON both regard each other in

silence for a moment. One can see

them as if shedding their finer feel-

ings and donning their fighting

equipment.

)

o’flingsley. Well, Canon? You
sent for me.

CANON (quietly). You may be
seated, OTlingsley. (o’flingsley

sits frankly arid without nervous-

ness, in a chair. The canon goes to

desk and sits in his large chair. A
pause) O’Flingsley, for some time

past, I have had ample grounds for

complaint both against your person

and your work.

o’flingsley. I have a goodly few
complaints also. Perhaps they will

cancel each other out.

CANON (eyebrows raised). You
have complaints, O’Flingsley? I did

not think it was considered a

—

a,

suitable attitude in a teacher to

have complaints.

o’flingsley (stung). You forget.

Canon, that I am ""that man
O’Flingsley” first, and your school-

master second.

CANON (ironically). Very novel,

and shall we use that hateful word,
modern?

o’flingsley. If it’s something
ancient, very ancient you want,

here you are:

—

(Very rapidly on
his fingers) No coal, no handle on
sweeping-brush, no caretaker for

the school, no windows that aren’t

stuck fast; eighteen crumbling
desks, six broken panes of glass, no
fighting on dark days, and the

public highway of the Saorstat

Cireann for a playground. And
these complaints render my attitude—^unsuitable.

CANON (unperturbed). Your enunci-

ation is very imperfect for a teacher,

O’Flingsley. I missed quite half of

them. Besides, these alleged de-

ficiencies are not complaints. They
are officially termed “Recommenda-
tions in Writing to the Very Rev-
erend Manager.”

o’flingsley. Or alternately,

"Words Scrawled on the Sands by
an Innocent.”

CANON (coldly). I will not—de-

scend to you, O’Flingsley.

o’flingsley. You sent for me.
Canon, to say something and you
haven’t said it yet.

CANON. I’ll say it now, O’Flingsley.

I’ll say it now. (Bending over) Your
mother’s name was Gibney.

o’flingsley (with a slight start).

So it was, Canon.
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CANON (grimly). Your father sec-
ond name was Eugene.

o’flingsley (now reckless). It

was. And if youYe as interested as

all that in my genealogy, I had
a grandmother that was called

Poppet, an uncle that could spit

over his own shoulder, and a para-
lyzed aunt that was christened
Delia Diana. But I never had a
niece that was called after me,
thank God.

CANON (controlling his anger). I’ll

be—calm, O’Flingsley. Til be logi-

cal. I—I won’t descend to you.
(Holding up press cuttings from
desk) I note from these cuttings

of your book 1 Am Sir Oracle, that

the Church in Ireland is controlled

by a—a red army of turkey-cocks.

o'FLiNGSLEY. If you have, Canon,
that’s always a big step forward.

CANON (grimly, his eye gleaming).
And I see that our educational sys-

tem is the—the sewage of European
culture. I’d never have thought it,

O’Flingsley. Could you tell me, on
what page of your teacher’s Penny
Catechism I could find it?

o’flingsley (with venom). On the
page, Canon, the Bishops won’t add
until they’re made.

CANON (striking desk). Damnation!
rU not have

—

that! (He jumps up
fiercely.

)

o’flingsley (also jumping up)
And hell and blazes, but you’U have
to! (They face each other on the

floor, the masks now off com-
pletely. A pause as they regard

each other venomously. The canon
composes himself with a great

effort.

)
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CANON (with composure). 0’Fling&
ley, do you know Francis Ignatiup>

O’Connor?

o’flingsley. Who doesn’t? (Imitat-

ing Francis) “Sure, Lord now,
Canon!”

CANON (grimly). I—I’m expecting
him.

o’flingsley. I rather thought you
were. And his—virgin consort,

Aunt Jemima too, of course.

CANON (fuming). In my—^my forty

years as a priest

—

o’flingsley. You played the

turkey-cock with your teachers, and
made them your slavish handymen.

canon (with some composure).
No . . . I— will not stoop! I

will not argue. To argue is to

assume equality.

o’flingsley. And equality of

course would mean the end of your
precious managerial system of edu-
cation that’s the laughing-stock of

Europe. That would never do,

Canon. By aU means, spit on me.
(FRANCIS o’coNNOR comes to the

door, left, awkwardly. He is rather

excited.)

FRANCIS. Can I come in. Canon?
I’m back with good news!

CANON. Good news will keep,

Francis.’ Be seated.

FRANCIS (exuberantly). Sure I

—

1

can’t keep it. Canon. Your niece

has done me the honor of prom-
isin’ to be me wife. Ever}^hin’s

lovely and grand. Canon!

(o’flingsley chuckles merrily.)
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o’flingsley. Hurrah for the Cath-

olic ideall A rebel knocked out; a

niece married off; and a school

made safe for a stagnant tradition

all in the one move! Canon, you
deserve a seat in Maynooth.
(FRANCIS stares at him goggle-

eyed,)

CANON. Take no heed of that man,
Francis. He’s an occasion of sin.

Allow me instead to congratulate

you. (To o’flingsley, grimly turn-

ing) Need I say any more, O’Flings-

ley? Need I say that Francis will

—

take over your duties at the end
of the month?

V ) FLiNGSLEY. And I’m—^fired?

canon (dignifiedly)

.

“Dismissed”

is the word, O’Flingsley, ( They re-

gard each other grimly,)

o’flingsley. I somehow feel we’ll

meet again, we two. .

canon. I trust not.

o’flingsley (to Francis). And
now, O’Connor, you’re an Irish

schoolmaster! In other words, a
clerical handyman, a piece of furni-

ture in a chapel house, a brusher-

iDut of bam schools, a Canon’s yes-

matn.

canon (as FRANCIS gogglcs)

,

You
heard that—^that man, Francis!

FRANCIS. Hell never have anny
luck. Canon. Sure, leave him to

God.

CANON. An excellent suggestion,

Francis, and it will save me from
descending to him. (To o’flings-

ley) At the end of the month,
then, O’Flingsley . . . And that
will be all, thank you.

(o’flingsley crosses.)

o’flingsley (turning). I’ll leave

tomorrow, Canon, without pay, and
give over the school to your handy-
man, if you’ll answer me one ques-
tion before I go.

CANON. Your question, O’Flingsley,

may have an answer from us if it

is—suitable.

o’flingsley. As a scholar who
knows what he won’t publicly

admit, you loathe and detest the

whole miserable fabric of things

here. You detest that disgraceful

apology for a school down there,

even more than I do. I know that

because I’m not a fool whatever
else I am. Why then do you delib-

erately prepare to perpetuate it

through that poor spineless imbecile

there beside you?

FRANCIS (outraged), Canon! He’s
insultin’ me. I’d make him take

that back,

(The canon’s eyes meet o’flings-

ley’s eyes challengingly, in a silent

tense duel, Fause.)

canon (tensely) , That will be all,

O’Flingsley.

o’flingsley (venomously). Afraid,

Canon? But the heartbreak is there

all the same. You know it, and I

know it. However, 111 always owe
you something for taking me by
the scruff of the neck out of a

mouse’s hiding place and putting

me back on the high road. Good-
bye, Canon, you will be remem-
bered, if at all, not as a classicist,
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nor as a priest, but for your love
for a poor little miserable child.

CANON {his voice trembling with
passion). That will—be all,

OTlingsley.

(o’flingsley turns and snapping
up his hat, walks quickly off. The
CANON, oblivious of FRANCIS, stares
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after him unseeingly. francis is

standing flabbergasted and open-
mouthed.)

FRANCIS. Is he mad or what, Canon?

CANON {after a pause). Con-
ceivably, Francis . , conceivably.

CURTAIN

ACT FOUR

Scene—The Same. The following morning.
On the window, back, there are beautiful long white curtains reaching

to the ground, and on the table a great vase of white lilies. The canon
rises from the dining table and wipes his mouth with a napkin, miss
COONEY enters with a wrapped box.

JEMIMA. This, Canon, came in from
DriscalFs of Dundalk. Its the hat
and veil you sent in for.

canon. Just leave it. (She puts

down box) And imdo the string.

Are the Fathers finished Mass yet?

JEMIMA. Father Kirwan’s takin’ off

his vestments. Canon. He’ll be in

for breakfast in a minute. Father

Corr had his, this hour siace.

canon. Very well then. And Brigid?

JEMIAIA. She was asleep when I

riz at seven, Canon. And she didn’t

call since.

canon. You should have brought

her a cup of tea.

JEMIMA. She was twistin’ and
fidgettin’ durin’ the night, Canon,

and I thought it best to let her sleep

on. It’s what the doctor said. (She
suddenly sees the white curtains

and starts visibly) Canon! Who

—

who changed the curtains? It was
the rose-red ones that was on, and
I goin’ through to your own Mass
at seven, and I never noticed

nothin’ till now. Oh! and them lilies

on the table tool

canon {staring at flowers and cur-

tains) . Was it not yourself?

jemima. It was not, then, Canon.
I’m sure 0’ that. They didn’t need
changin’. {Pause) It—^it was her^

I’ll bet, (father KmwAN comes in

bareheaded through the window.
He stands and looks on.)

canon. Who is her? Explain your-

self.

JEMIMA. Brigid, I mean. Canon.

She done it maybe, and I out at

Mass-
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CANON. What grounds have you
for such a statement?

JEMIMA. It was the meanderin' talk

of her dm'in' the night, Canon.
She kept sayin' that someone went
always in white a long time ago.

CANON. Am I to take it then, that

this sick child whom I have placed

in your care, has been wandering
about in this cold room, bare-

footed and undressed?

JEMIMA. But sure, Canon, I had
to go to Mass.

CANON. You should have missed
Mass in the circumstances.

JEMIMA. But I was makin’ a novena
for poor Francis.

CANON. I don’t care if you were
making fifty novenas.

JEMIMA (sniffing). You re wrongin’

me. Canon. But sure no matter.

I’ll not defend myself.

CANON. I want none of this palaver.

I want practical wisdom and sound
sense. Go to Brigid now and see

to her comfort.

JEMIMA. It’s what you say, Canon.
(To FATHER KcawAN) Will you
serve yourself. Father?

FATHER KXRWAN. Sure, and I can.

Go ahead and see after Brigid.

(miss COONEY goes, left, father
KiRWAN sits and starts his break-

fast.)

father KIRWAN. What is it all

about. Canon?

CANON. Brigid seems to have risen

during my Mass and put up white

curtains and decorated the table

with flowers.

(father KIRWAN looks at the cur*

tains and flowers.)

father KIRWAN (smiling). She
gets the funniest notions . . . They
say her mother, before she was sent

away, used to wear her boots on
the wrong feet for pure contrari-

ness.

(miss COONEY re-enters hurriedly.)

JEMIMA (fearfully). Canon! She

—

she’s not there!

CANON (sharply). Not where?

JEMIMA. In the bed, Canon.

CANON (irascibly). What new sort

of stupidity is this?

FATHER KIRWAN. Did you try the

kitchen?

JEMIMA. I did, Father. She’s no-

where about the house.

FATHER KIRWAN. I’ll bet she crossed

the fields over to St. Brigid’s Shrine.

This is her feast day—^the first of

February.

JEMIMA. Sure, it’s an Irish mile

if it’s a yard. Father. Maybe it’s

down to the schoolmaster she went.

father KIRWAN. That low scum!
I hope not, for her own sake.

JEMIMA. Troth, Father, she had a
likin’ that didn’t become her at all

for that fella. I was goin’ to warn
his reverence. . . .

CANON (irascibly). This conjectur-

ing is both ludicrous and undigni-

fied. It is obvious that the child’s
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mind is in a very weak state, and
that she has wandered aimlessly on
to the roads. Miss Cooney, I haven't

the slightest hesitation in repri-

manding you for neglect of duty.

JEMIMA. It's not for me to answer
you back. Canon, but I advised

you a few times that she was wake
in the mind, as her mother was,
and that she needed . . .

CANON (cutting in). 1 am not con-

cerned with your advice. Miss
Cooney. Go out and search for her
instead. And you, Father Elirwan,

if you are free will also join . . .

FATHER KiRWAN (rising enthusi-

asm). I'll take the wee car, Canon,
and I'll cover the whole parish in a

flash. The new gear box, Canon,
that . . .

CANON. You will walk! I am averse

to cinematic exhibitions on the

,
parochial roads, because our serv-

ant has—^mislaid herself. And iE I

may add. Father . . . (The canon
stops abruptly to star^ at brigid

toho suddenly comes in by the win-

dow. She is dressed all in white, is

neat and comely, matter-of-fact and
practical in manner, and is smiling

slightly. She leans against the cur-

tains—a white picture in a white

frame. All turn and stare at her.)

canon. Brigid! What does this

mean?

BRIGID. Please, Canon, I had—
things to do. So I riz.

CANON. I am incensed and angry.

BRIGID. Not this day, Canon, please.

Tomorrow maybe . . . (Pause)

Do you like my white curtains?

mv
FATHER KIRWAN. So it WaS yOU
changed them!

BRIGID. Yes . .
,
just at dawn and

the sky whitenin'. It had to be then.

JEMIMA. The curtains didn’t need
changin' at all, until Friday, Canon.

CANON. Have you any answer to

that?

BRIGID. I just—^felt they did. I

thought them red ones would be a
show before — before anyone
cornin'. (She hangs her head.)

CANON. Brigid, I want no non-
sense, hut sound sense. In leaving

your bed you were disobedient.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. I thought,

Canon, that the flowers and me
white curtains and me white dress

would please you. And—^anyone

cornin' too.

CANON. Instead, you have gravely

displeased me. Where have you
been?

BRIGID. In the chapel. Canon. Sure

you gave me Communion yourself.

(father CORK appears back, and
comes in through window bare-

headed. )

CANON. Eh? I—^I what?

BRIGID. Sure, you didn't know me
in me white dress. I was near

laughin'. . . . Father Corr wouldn't

have seen me either only he

plopped down beside me behind

the pillar.

(A pause, brigid hangs her head.)

BRIGID (hesitant). You—^you're

angry. Canon.
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CANON. I am more than angry. I

am disgusted.

JEMIMA. V/ill I put her back to

bed, Canon?

BRiGED. Please no. Canon. I hate

bed.

CANON. Very well then, for the

present. Take her, Miss Cooney,
and give her breakfast. And then,

Brigid, I wish to speak to you.

JEMIMA. Come on now, and no
nonsense.

BRIGID (going to canon). I want
to speak to you too, Canon, if you’ll

let me.

CANON. All of the speaking will be
done by me. You will go now.

BRIGID. But—I don’t want any
breakfast.

CANON. What’s that?

FATHER CORR. She Specially wants
to fast till midday. Canon. I spoke
to her against it, but it was no use.

CANON, The Church requires no
such penance from a sick child.

You will go, Brigid. I forbid this,

BRIGID. But I—I can’t, Canon. I

promised.

CANON. Miss Cooney, prepare
Brigid’s breakfast and inform me
when it is ready.

JEMIMA. I will, Canon. And that’s

the right way. Such contrariness
and stubbornness I Her mother
too

—

CANON. You will go. Miss Cooney.
(jemima with a gulp, goes, left,

FATHER KiRWAN fises from break-

fast and crosses,)

FATHER KIRWAN
( apologetically )

.

If you’ll excuse me, I have a meetin’
of the Football team to attend.

(To FATHER corr) Aren’t you
cornin’, too, Father? It’s near ten.

We’ll take the car.

FATHER CORR. Get the engine
started up, and I’ll be out after

you.

FATHER KIRWAN. Huriy then. We’ll
have to stop at Ryan’s for petrol.

(As he crosses) Brigid, if you go
in and wallop a plate of bacon and
eggs. I’ll give you a whizz this eve-
nin' in the car. There now!

BRIGID. Not this day, Father, but
another day.

FATHER KIRWAN. Go on now. You’re
annoyin’ the Canon. And I’ll learn

you to drive as well.

BRIGID. But, Father, I’ve promised
and given me word. ... Do you
think I could bear to break it, and
me with a white dress on me too.

It would be terrible.

FATHER KIRWAN. Ach, you’re a
blather! I’ll buy you a football

jersey. (He goes out with a wave,
FATHER CORR Walks uueasily about.
He is ill at ease under brigid’s

gaze,)

BRIGID. Please stay—^with us here.

Father Corr, and—don’t go.

FATHER CORR. Brigid. won’t you just

be a good girl and leave us to look
after our own business?
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CANON. What is going on here that

I am not aware of?

FATHER coRR. Just a meetin’' of the
football team, Canon.

(A tense pause .

)

BRiGiD (bursting out). If—^if Mr.
OTlingsley done one thing wrong,
he’ll surely do twinty things right.

(Both turn and stare at her. The
CANON is mystified, father corr
is confused.)

canon. OTlingsley? . . . What

—

what on earth is tliis?

BBiGiD (in pain). The men’s havin’

a meetin’, Canon. There’s goin’ to

be talk and then stones and sticks.

FATHER corr (sharply). What talk

is this you have?

CANON. What? . . . What do you
know of this, Brigid?

BRIGID. If I told you. Canon, you
would say I—^I wasn’t well.

CANON. Phtl Of course you are not

well! You are ill! You are very ill!

(To FATHER corr) What truth is

there in this. Father Corr?

FATHER CORR (stiffly). Instead of

answering that, Canon, might I

ask instead why we weren’t told

that that scoundrel, O’Flingsley,

was the author of that blasphemous

book we read?

CANON. Because it was suflScient

for the purposes of the Church
that I knew or it.

FATHER CORR. These are new
times, Canon. Neither we nor the

people down there consider that

satisfactory.

m9
CANON. There is only one time in

God’s Church, Father Corr.

(Grimly) And I expect my rulings

to be obeyed,

FATHER CORR. In canonical matters,

yes.

CANON. In all matters aflFecting the
dignity of the Church.

FATHER CORR. We made it our
business to warn this scoundrel to

be clear out of this parish by this

morning. If he is stfll here it is his

look-out. I will try to moderate
the feelings of the people, but I

warn you I cannot cork diem up in

a bottle.

CANON. This is defiance!

FATHER CORR. No, Canon. It is

legitimate action, since you wont
move.

CANON. Move? I’ve dismissed the

man summarily.

FATHER CORR. In OUT Opinion, it is

not enough.

CANON. It is a most severe sentence

in any civilized community. The
man’s bread and butter.

FATHER CORR. Any bla’guard like

him can get bread and butter, aye
and honey too, in Ireland by slingin’

mud at the Church.

CANON. Mud, Father Corr, sticks

only to mud. But I would hardly

expect that much philosophy from
you.

FATHER CORR. I’m not here to talk

sophistry, Canon. It glosses over

unbearable insults. I’m a plain,

blunt man.
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CANON, Like Luther and Cromwell.

BRiGiD. If the Master, Canon, was
a bla’guard with terrible things in

him, and not just a blunderer the

same as Father Corr . . .

FATHER CORR. How dare you,

Brigid!

CANON. That win do, Brigid. As

usual, Father Corr, you are intem-

perate in your language, and

chaotic in your feelings. I place

both you and Father Kirwan under

a strict rule of obedience. Any at-

tempt at Dublin's holy hooliganism

in my parish, will be rigorously met

by me. Go down and acquaint this

meeting of that. And in my name,

dismiss it.

FATHER CORR. But what do you
imagine they wiU think of me when

CANON (imperiously). I insist.

Father Corr!

FATHER CORR. Very well, Canon.

rU—deliver your message. (Very

sulkily he goes, left, brigid goes

close to the canon, and looks at

him solicitously,)

BRIGID. It's a mortal sin for us all.

Canon, worryin' and annoyin' ye.

CANON (softly). It is a worrying

age, child. But what of it? As Don
Miguel used to be fond of saying,

*"Dios quie da la llaga, da la medi-

cina.^

BRIGID. And what does that mean,
Canon?

CANON. It means, Brigid, that when
God sends us evil, He sends with
it the weapon to conquer it.

BRIGID. It's lovely. (Pause) Is a

weapon, Canon, a sword?

CANON. God could make a weapon
of anything, child.

BRIGID (as in a dream). Yis. . .

She said that too . . . and she

was sad. . . .

(miss COONEY enters, left.)

JEMIMA. Brigid's breakfast is ready.

Canon. And this letter's just come
in for you. (She hands canon the

letter which he proceeds to open
and read, brigid looks very appeal-

ingly at him.

)

CANON (his eyes on the letter).

Go, Brigid, and have a full meal.

(brigid goes dejectedly towards

door, and then looks back pathet-

ically at CANON, who is immersed in

his letter.)

JEMIMA (at door, waiting). Are
ye goin' to be all day cornin'?

BRIGID (low). I'll be after ye in a

minute, Sssh!

JEMIMA. rU not sshl at all. It'll be
cold. Canon, how much more of

her nonsense are we to put up with?

CANON (finishing letter and look-

ing up). You may go, Miss Cooney.

Brigid will follow in a moment.
(miss COONEY goes, brigid regards

the canon wistfully. He looks at

her, half-ruffled, half lovingly)

Brigid, are you going to be a good
girl?

brigid. Yis, Canon.

CANON. Excellent, Brigid. Come
here! (She comes to him softhj)

This letter will give you a good
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appetite. It is from a great friend

of mine in Bray, You will go up
there, Brigid, for an excellent holi-

day, and I will put a whole five

pound note in your bag. There

now! And your hat! Why, I was
forgetting all about your hat!

(Pointing) There it is! It has a

veil over your ear, Brigid

—

3RIGID. My nose, Canon.

CANON. Your nose, Brigid. Your

nose to be sure. And an ornament

stuck at the side.

BRIGID. Is it a little white dog.

Canon?

CANON. A dog? I believe it is a dog.

I distinctly remember the man-

ageress saying that dogs were the

fashion.

BRIGID. So they are, Canon.

CANON. Excellent, Brigid. I con-

sider dogs are in excellent taste

myself. But you' are not to see the

hat now—not till you get your

breakfast. Come now, are you

pleased?

BRIGID (softly). I—^I could cry.

Canon. I’ll—anger you again and

vex you. I—I know it.

CANON. No, Brigid. God will help

you not to. You will be my friend

instead. It is good to have a friend

on a dark day. If anything is ever

said of me, child, I want it to be

that I found your face always full

of grace and comely.

BRIGID. Don’t say anythin’ nice

about me face. Canon, or I would

want it to be like St. Brigid s face
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with the niceness torn out of it with

pain.

CANON {chidingly). There! There!

Your mind must not dwell on these

myths and fancies. What is God’s,

nothing can destroy. Go now, child,

and have a good breakfast, and

then we shall fit on your hat and

arrange about your train.

(brigid moves towards door, and

then comes hack pathetically.)

brigid (shrewdly). Canon, if—^if

you made a great promise to—^to

Don Miguel or Don Pedro, would

you keep it in face of everythin’?

CANON. Keep it? Why, most cer-

tainly, Brigid. A gentleman always

keeps his promises, under penalty

of dishonor.

(She looks at him pleadingly.)

brigid (after a pause). That’s why
I don’t want to—to eat till midday,

Canon. I—I
promised St. Brigid.

(The CANON starts visibly, realizing

he is caught. He controls his feel-

ings.)

CANON. Brigid, you are very trying.

Will you eat if I, as the Canon,

give you a special—a very special

dispensation?

BRIGID. But it’s for—the love of her.

Canon, not as a penance. She asked

me to prove I loved her.

CANON. To say she asked you is—

inaccurate, Brigid. What you mean

is that in praying to St. Brigid, you

told her you would fast yourself.

In that you were harder on yourself

than the Church allows. Anything

excessive, Brigid, is not classically

Catholic.
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SRiGiD. She did ask me. Canon.
But you wont believe me.

CANON (ruffled). I thought, Brigid,

we finished with this matter long

ago!

BRIGID. I tried, Canon, But—she

kept pleadin’—as if everythin’ else

was standin’ waitin’. . . . She said

I was to offer my Communion this

momin’ for you, and my fast till

midday for you too.

CANON (after pause). Brigid, for

offering your Communion for me, I

am indeed grateful. It is the act

of my friend. But you must not

think any figure told you to do this.

The Church frowns at such imag-
inings, and she is very, very wise.

BRIGID. But there’s—somethin’ else,

Canon. It’s—^killin’ and killin’ me.

CANON (holding himself in). I feel

you’re going to make me angry,

Brigid.

BRIGID (trembling). I—^I know . . .

I’m tremblin’. . . .

CANON (touching her). There! My
poor child, there! You are ill, and
I will say no word. You may tell

me. I will contain myself, Brigid. I

will bear with you. Let it be writ-

ten of me.

BRIGID. She told me to ask you,

Canon to—come with me, wearin’

your surplice and soutane, and I in

this white dress, into the chapel
yard today at twelve when the

Angelus is ringin’ and the people
are cornin’ and goin’. (The canon
is staring at her, holding himself
desperately in leash, brigid, with

tearful eyes, is looking up pleading*

ly at him) We are to Imeel down
on the seventh flag from the door
and I am to keep sayin’ the prayer
to St. Brigid. And you are to in-

voke her three times, and then kiss

the stone and say, ‘‘Mary of the
Gael, show us the way through the
dark.” And she promises that a
stream of water, waitin’ there for

years, will gush out over the flag-

stone, and that the fingers of

everyone will dip into it forever.

(Pause) That—that’s all. Canon.
( She stands visibly trembling, look-*

ing up at the canon whose face is

strained and masklike) Please don’t

—shout and be angry with me,
C-Canon. Just—^just say, “G-go,
B-Brigid!”

(The CANON, his hands clenched to

his sides, turns and walks irascibly

to the window and stares out. He
is fighting desperately to control

himself, brigid keeps watching him
—her hand to her trembling mouth.
In a few moments, he walks back
to her with evident composure.)

canon (slowly). No, Brigid. I shall

not shout or be hard on you. That
would be unjust. Even if I am
angry. Even if I am very angry. But
I forgive you, Brigid. You are very
ill. You are even more ill than I sus-

pected.

BRIGID (passionately). Canon, be-
lieve me! BeKeve me! I am weak
telHn’ you. I am not—able.

CANON. Brigid, by the grace of

God, I am holding away my anger
from you, for you are not deserving

of it. If you were not ill, I should
be disgusted, I make you my friend,

and in return you ask me to be a

—

boobish sort of conjurer who draws
rabbits out of a hat or water out of
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a stone for the gratification of oafs
and idiots.

BRicm. But sure, Canon, St. Brigid
wouldn’t belittle you and deceive
me. She—she couldnt.

CANON. As you rightly say she
couldnt, Brigid. As I explained,
child, she wasn’t—^there.

BRIGID. But I saw her. Canon. And
the mark on her face and all.

CANON. I know, Brigid. Our poor
sick minds play with terrible pic-

tures. But you know nothing of

such things. When you return from
your holiday, you will say to me,
^'Canon, I was a little fool in the
wind, and you were a big tree that

gave me shelter.”

(Enter miss cooney.)

JEMIMA. What will I do with
Brigid’s breakfast, Canon? It’s goin’

to loss.

canon. Bring it here to this table,

Miss Cooney, on a tray.

JEMIMA (staring). Is it the—^the

priests’ table you mean, Canon?

canon. Obviously, Miss Cooney,
(With a perplexed how, she goes.)

canon. Come and sit down with
me, Brigid, till I tell you something.

(He seats her on a couch and seats

himself near her.)

BRIGID (wretchedly), I am weak
and useless. ... I am not able.

... St. Brigid will brush me name
off her lips as if it was a piece of

soot in the wind,

canon (chidingly). Brigid! Brigid!

These morbid fancies! How now,
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can I speak to you if you go on
giving rein to them like a willful

child?

BRIGID. She said she wanted a mir-
acle, Canon, since the world had
become so hard. Somethin’, she
said, that would give us all new
life and strength.

canon (gently). Listen to me,
Brigid. When a woman in marriag-s'

gives birth to men, she proves her-

self a mother. Her men are all abou^"

her—^justifying her. Suppose, Brig'

id, a fool came along and said,

^'Prove yourself a mother again,”

what would happen?

BRIGID. Sure they’d laugh, Canon.

canon (touching her shoulder).

They’d laugh! Excellent, Brigid.

You are following me with intelli-

gence. Now, it is just like that with

dae Church. Her children have
justified her eternally. She is ven-

erable with holiness and heavy with

the wisdom of ages. And yet,

Brigid, you want her to give birth

to a new child—^to prove herself by
a new miracle. St. Brigid would
laugh heartily at such a thing. She,

Brigid, that redeemed the world,

you want her to produce rabbits

out of a boob’s hat!

BRiGm (in tears). It wasn’t like

that, that I meant it. Canon.

canon. You are just very young,
Brigid, and your poor mind is iU.

If you were as wise and old as me,
Brigid, you would know that out

there where you cannot see, there

is a whole world of spiritual row-
dies willing to sell themselves to

anything that can produce signs

and wonders to please their vanity.
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And there you are, Brigid, in the

center of them, backing them up
—^you, the Canon’s friend who
should know better.

BRIGID {woefully). Please, Canon,
don’t say that to me. . . . It’s ter-

rible. ... I don’t know where I am
or what to think. It’s like people

that you love pullin’ agin each
other. . . . It’s hard, Canon, the

things that you love goin’ crashin’

down, as if they were timber failin’.

CANON. You must learn to laugh,

child, at the big shaky things that

our poor sick minds build up, and
our healthy minds pull down. There
is great safety in the right kind of

laughter.

(miss COONEY enters and puts a
tray of breakfast things on the din-

ing table.)

JEMIMA. Please, Canon, make her

take that now, I had to make fresh

tea.

CANON. This very moment, Miss

Cooney, (miss cooney goes, left)

Come, Brigid. The Church very

wisely tells us that our food is also

important. {He takes her to the

table by the arm) And you will sit

at the top in the Canon’s chair. {As
she seats herself shyly) There now!

brigid. Please, Canon, must I eat?

CANON. Yes, Brigid.

BRIGID. Would vou be angry if I

didn’t?

CANON. Very angry. And so would
the Church. And St. Brigid too. St.

Brigid, if you know anything of

her, was a very sensible saint in-

deed.

BRIGID {resigned). I’ll—eat, then.

Canon.

CANON. Excellent! A good meal
now, and then we’ll discuss your
holiday and—your hat, Brigid. We
mustn’t forget your hat. That too is

important. {As he moves away)
I am going upstairs to attend to

—

a little matter.

BRIGID. Is it up to the little place

oflF your bedroom that

—

CANON {hand up). That will do,

Brigid. It is—^my affair.

BRIGID. Yis, Canon. Please, Canon,
will you—^pray for me—too?

CANON {after a pause). I will,

child. For both of us. {He goes
out pensively, brigid lifts the tea-

pot uncertainly, her hand trembles

and she puts it down again. She
looks towards the door fearfully.

She sits a few moments in torment.

There is a noise off. She shakingly

pours out some tea. She adds sugar

and cream in a dazed way. She lifts

the cup halfway to her lips, puts it

guiltily down, and buries her face

in her hands.)

brigid. It’s not fair . . . after me
promisin’ . . . and me white dress

on me too. . . . {She rises, her eyes

on the curtains, and walks center)

I’m miserable and not able. . . .

What name have you for me in

your lovely mouth? Soot maybe, or

clabber of the ground or maybe
dung that smells, . .

.
{Fathetically)

Oh, please no, not that! . . . Make
it somediin’ that has been burned
in the fire . . somethin’ burned
black with flame. . , . {She turns

sorrowfully back to table, miss

COONEY comes to the door.)
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JEMIMA.. Are ye done there yet? It s

near half-eleven already. Why you
didn’t begin yet! If it’s goin’ on
bein’ contrary you are. I’ll tell the
Canon. {Looking around) Where
is the Canon?

BRiGiD. He’s not to be disturbed.

JEMIMA. Did he say that?

BRIGID. No, Miss Cooney, but I

know he meant it.

JEMIMA. Indeed; And them’s your
orders, are they?

BRIGID (softly). How could I be
givin’ orders?

JEMIMA. You’re daft enough for

anythin’. And you’re goin’ to Dub-
lin, are ye?

BRIGID. It’s whatever the Canon
says.

JEMIMA. Aye, well you’ll not be the
first in your family that’s seen Nel-
son’s Pillar.

BRIGID (staring at her, very hurt).

There’s some terrible meanin’ in

that. You must be wicked and cruel.

I can feel it in you.

JEMIMA. You hurry up there, or
you’ll feel me a good bit more.

BRIGID (coweringly)

.

Yis . . . I’ll

—eat now—^in a minute. If only the

Angelus would ring! . . .

(thomasina concannon and
FRANCIS o’coNNOR come in, arm-
in-arm, in high spirits.)

THOMASINA. Is me uncle about,

Jemima? Francis and meself want a

word with him.
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FRANCIS. It’s about the weddin’ ar-

rangements, auntie.

JEMIMA. Sure he was here no time
ago. Where did you say he went,
Brigid?

BRIGID. He—didn’t say.

JEMIMA (sharply). Which way did
he go?

BRIGID. He went out into the hall

JEMIMA. He’ll maybe be in his
room. Wait now and I’ll see.

THOMASINA. We just want to be
sure, Jemima, he’ll marry us him-
self, and not push us over to one
of the curates. It’s never just the
same.

JEMIMA. Sure, surely to God, he
wouldn’t have a curate marryin’ hiV

own niece!

FRANCIS (with a sheet of paper).
And we want his leave, auntie, to

put in the paper, ‘^beloved niece
of the Very Rev. Thomas Canon
Skerritt. P.P.”

JEMIMA. Stue ]ust put it in, and
say nothin’ till after. Look at the
fix you’ll be in, if he says no. Have
you my name in it too?

FRANCIS. Imagine askin’ that,

auntie!

JEMIMA. And your own middle
name, Francis. The scuts o’ the

country have as many names as

oxuselves nowadays.

FRANCIS. It’s all fireproof, auntie.

Lord Macaulay couldn’t do better.
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JEMIMA. I hope so, after all the

schoolin and collegin’ you got. Til

’;un up and get him for you. {She

goes off, left. THOMASiNA and
FRANCIS cross tO BRIGID, who is

moodily sitting with her head in

her hands at the table.)

THOMASINA. Well, Biigid, are ye
better?

BRiGDD. Sure, I wasn't ill, Miss Con-
cannon.

THOMASINA. Not ill? Sure the last

time I was in, you were . . .

FRANCIS (digging thomasina).
You re dreamin', Thomasina. Brigid

wasn't ill.

THOivdASiNA {with a giggle). Ach,

sure of course she wasn't. It’s me
bein’ in love, that’s what it is!

13RIGID. Please take some tea, Miss

Concannon. It’s just fresh wet.

THOMASINA (eagerly). I will in

troth. (Taking cup) I could eat a

cow! It’s this love! Are ye finished

with the cake there?

BRiGm (eagerly). Yis. Please ate

them all. Help her, Francis, if you
hke. The Canon gets mad when he
«ees food left over.

FRANCIS. Sure and I will. {Taking

a cake) I had always a sweet tooth.

Make a note 0’ that, sweetest one!

Yum! This is a cocoanut one!

(Both start eating vigorously.

BRIGID 'mtches them evidently re-

lieved. ^

thomasina (munching). I wonder
if that’s true about O’Flingsley—

I

mean what Dave Dooley was tellin’

us below at the bridge, Francis?

FRANCIS. About the people goin’ to

give him a battherin’? Maybe it is.

Anyway, he’ll be a good riddance.

BRIGID {trembling). Did—did you
hear that? Are the people—sayin’

it?

THOMASINA. Ach, behave yourself,

Brigid! If they are itself, he de-

serves it.

BRIGID. But it’s cruel and terrible.

The Canon wouldn’t see that done
on him.

FRANCIS (munching). The Canon?
Sure, you could ate all the Canon
likes of him.

BRIGID (in pain). It’s not true. . . .

The Canon doesn’t hate like that

. . . and the Master doesn’t hate

like that either ... I know what
rn do. rU— (Before the others

can restrain her, she passes rapidly

like a^ white vision through the

white-curtained window. They
stare after her, with pieces of cake

in their hands and mouths. Then
they look at each other and laugh

spontaneously.

)

FRANCIS. That one will get hurt if

the stones start flyin’.

THOMASINA. The poor thing. It

must be terrible to be mad in the

head. Is it true, Francis, that they

smother mad people in Dublin be-

tween blankets?

(Before frangis can settle the

point, the canon enters, left. He
is irascible and ruffled.

)

canon. Who wants me here? And
for what purpose?

THOMASINA. Sure, it’s just me and
Francis, Uncle.
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CANON. That much, I observe.

FRANCIS. Did we disturb ye now.
Canon? Sure just say the word.
Canon, and well come back any
time.

CANON. I gave orders that I was
not to be disturbed.

FRANCIS (seizing thomasina )

.

Come on now, Thomasina, and let

us not be maddenin’ His Rever-
ence. We can come back later by
the Canon’s leave.

THOMASINA. But me mother’s cornin’

on the two o’clock train, and she’!!

be mad to know everythin’.

CANON (acidly). You will ask your
questions concisely and without
superfluity, and I shall answer them
in—^like manner. Proceed!

(miss coonfy comes in to collect

tea-tray, thomasina and francis
regard each other uncertainly.)

FRANCIS. Sure, Canon, if you’d
rather

—

CANON. I said, proceed!

THOMASINA ( breathlessly

)

. We
want to know, uncle, if youll marry
us yourself?

CANON (rapidly). No! Next ques-

tion.

THOMASINA. But me mother ynll

have a fit, uncle, if you don’t,

canon (acidly). Stiperfluousl I

have already suitably defined your
mother.

JEMIMA (at table, obsequiously).

If I might humbly put in a word.

Capon ...
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canon. You might not, Miss
Cooney.

(miss COONEY goes, humbly.)

FRANCIS. Then I suppose, Canon,
you won’t allow us to put your
name in the marriage notice in the
papers?

CANON. Exactly, Francis. And that
holds for birth notices too. Where
is Brigid?

THOMASINA. She Went out through
the window. Canon, after we came
in.

canon (irascibly). For what pm>
pose?

^

FRANCIS. She heard Thomasina and
meself, Canon, talkin’ about that
man O’Flingsley, and the things
the people were sayin’ down the
town.

thomasina. And away she went
like a madhead.

CANON (irascibly). Why wasn’t I

told of this immediately instead of

wasting time on trivialities? Run
both of you instantly, and find her.

The child is most unwell. Tell her

the Canon wants her this very min-
ute. (He rushes them out by the

window. As he returns, father
KiRWAN enters hurriedly hy the

door, wearing gauntlets.

)

FATHER KIRWAN. Canon, I flew up
in the wee car for you. Father Con
and I want your help.

CANON. Am I to be continuafij re-

minding you, Father Kirwan, that

I don’t give help? I give direction.

(Pause) What new stupidtl^, is

afoot now? . ,

'
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FATHER KmwAN. It’s not our fault

really, Canon. Ifs the men insisted

on marching to that O’FlingsIey fel-

xW s house.

€ANON. For what purpose?

'>?ATHER lORWAN. To wam him, as

was resolved at the meeting to be

gone out of this district.

CANON. On what authority?

FATHER KiRWAN. Sure, Canon, the

authority of angry men. (Lotid

boohing and cheering from the dis-

tance) Listen! There they re

boohin’ and shouting. Father Con*

is trying to hold them down from

anny violence.

CANON. And where might I ask is

the Sergeant of police, when a

brawl of this nature takes place?

FATHER KoawAN. His wife’s havin’ a

oaby. Canon, and he can’t come.

CANON. The sergeant a midvrife,

and my curates turned American

lynchmen! Excellent!

(father corr enters rapidly by

the door. He is excited.)

FATHER CORR. Canon, that fellow

O’Flingsley is jeerin’ at the people

instead of goin’ when he’s told. He
has them as angry as bulls. If you’d

just come out and show yourself

for a minute . . .

(More boohing and shouting from

the distance.

)

CANON (severely). Did you and

Father Kirwan march this—^mob to

O’Flingsley’s house?

FATHER CORR. We did, Canon. It

was—^was up to us. But they’re no

mob, and they were in excellent or-

der, till he started jeering.

FATHER KIRWAN. That’s the down
truth. Canon.

CANON. You are a sentimental

youth, Father Corr, or you would
know that all men in the mass are

barbarians. Every year scores of

decent Christians in America sprin-

kle Negroes with petrol and bum
them because they love God and
his justice. Yet, you will indulge

in this—^free Presbyterianism, this

Lutheran zeal that the Church has

never had any nonsense with in

history. And in my parish too.

(Further bursts of boohing and
shouting, and the noise of sticks

and stones in the distance, miss

COONEY comes in rapidly.

)

MISS COONEY (very scared)

.

Canon,
did ye ever hear the like! The milk-

man’s after tellin’ me about Brigid.

She’s below holdin’ on to the man
O’Flingsley on the road, and a

crowd peltin’ him with sticks and
stones.

THE CURATES ( Startled)

.

Canon!

CANON (seized with fear). Brigid!

This—^tliis is defiance! . . . My hat

and stick instantly, (miss cooney
rushes off. The canon draws him-

self up to his full height and re-

gards the curates imperiously) I

have long enough suffered boobs

gladly both without and within.

Now, I the Canon, will act, and I

will have obedience and authority!

FATHER KmwAN (boyishly)

.

Sure,

it wasn’t our fault at all. Canon.

The men only got out of hand
when that fellow, O’Flingsley . . .
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CANON (with a wave). Enough!
(miss COONEY runs in with his stick

and two hats^ a soft one and a tall

silk one. She fumbles nervously.)

MISS COONEY. Is it this one, Canon,
or the tall one?

CANON ( hurling soft hat across

room and taking the tall one). The
tal] one. (He dons it with an awe-
some sweep of the arm) I will show
these neo-theologians and football

kickers of yours that the bulk of

the people are not to do but to be
done by.

FATHER KIRWAN (stupidly)

.

Til

ivhip ye down in the wee car in a

^iffy, Canon.

CANON (irascibly). Get behind me,
fool. ni walk.

( MISS COONEY and the two curates
cower back as he marches intently

toward-^ the window, back. Before

he re^Snes it, there is a commotion.

o’flingsley appears in the opening

with BRiGiD lying in his arms. His

hair is disheveled and his face

streaked with blood and mud.
brigid’s head is almost covered by
a large white cloth—in fact, an
apron,—and there are bloodstains

upon her white dress. She is limp

and inert.)

MISS COONEY (hysterical). Canon!
It’s Brigid! They’ve kilt her!

FATHER CORR (in anguish)

.

It’s

not—^not true! . . .

FATHER KIRWAN (hand to face,

shakingly). No! . . . No, no!

CANON (hoarsely, doffing hat). In

the name of God. O’Flingsley . . .

o’flingsley. I’m not asking protec-

tion for myself, Canon. But get a

doctor for Brigid at once.

CANON (controlling himself). Rush,
Miss Cooney, for Dr, Connell. Say
I said instantly. Fly, woman, dash!

MISS COONEY (rushing out). I’ll

race. Canon. Mother o’ God . . .

CANON (arranging couch). Set her
here, O’Flingsley.

FATHER KIRWAN (in pain, bursting

out). Canon, we didn’t mean
annythin’. God knows we didn’t

CANON (almost inaudibly). Quiet,

quiet.

(o’flingsley gently stretches

BRIGID on the couch. He stands on
one side and the canon on the

other. Each is striving desperately

to control himself. The curates
stand bowed with fear and re-

morse. )

canon (shakingly)

.

God of mercy,
do not take this, my one consola-

tion away from me. . . . (His

voice breaks) Is—^is it serious,

O’Flingsley?

o’flingsley. I’m afraid it is.

(They avoid each others gaze.)

canon (as in a dream, huskily).

What happened? T-tell me. . . .

o’flingsley (passionlessly)

.

She

got half a brick that one of your

hirelings intended for me.

CANON (pathetic). They were not

my hirelings, O’Flmgsley. We are

surely better enemies than that.

(Pause) Where is the wound?
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o’flingsley. Side of the head and
upper part of the face. Tm afraid of

concussion. It was a cruel blow.

... As I ran with her, a woman
poured a bottle of oil over it and
tied her apron about her to stop the

bleeding.

CANON {bending, in pain). And
this in the name of the Communion
of Saints . . .

FATHER CORK {emotionally breaking

down). Canon, I can’t bear it! I

cant bear it! . . . God knows I

meant no blood or violence . , .

that I wouldn’t hurt anythin’ livin’.

. . . I—I never thought ... I never

thought . . .

FATHER KiRWAN {soothing him).

There now, there! Let ye hold on to

yourself now. Sure the Canon
knows. And Brigie will be all right

in a minute.

FATHER CORK {hystetic)

.

I did it!

I did it! ... I wasn’t wise like

—

like the Canon . . . I—I only meant.

Canon

—

CANON {not unkindly). Father

Corr, you 'wiU control your emotion.

FATHER CORR. Y-yes, Canon.

CANON. And cease allowing it to

run you into fresh idiocies.

FATHER KIRWAN. I’ll take him out

to the fresh air, Canon.

CANON. You win both go out to

these people, and order them in

my name to return instantly to their

homes and their work.

FATHER CORR. Very well, Canon.
{They go out, hack, father ktr-

WAN assisting father corr. The
CANON bends in fear over to the
couch.

)

CANON. Will that doctor ever come!
. . . Could we do anything of our-

selves? God would guide us surely.

o’flingsley {cautiously). Better

not. If the blood started . . .

CANON {drawing bandages slight-

ly). My God, my God, what have
they done? Did she speak at all,

O’Flingsley?

o’flingsley. She whispered some-
thing about the Angelus bell and
you. Then she sank into this.

CANON {huskily). We are ajl in

this—^this dark she lies in, only
deeper than her. . . . Brigid, I am
with you, the Canon, your friend.

o’flingsley. There may be hope,
if only that doctor is not playing
golf. . . .

CANON {wringing his hands). It is

like that—always—stupidities ly-

ing in the way. . . . God! Hasten
him! Hasten him out! . . .

{At this moment, the Angelus Bell

begins ringing clearly from the

Church tower outside, brigid

groans, stirs weakly and moves her

head. They regard her emotion-

ally.)

o’flingsley {softly). Brigid . . .

it’s the Canon and I.

BRIGID {weakly). The man
O’Flingsley. . . . {Moving pain-

fully) The—the Angelus . . . the

Angelus . . . and I’m not—able.

, . . Canon, make me able. . . .
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CANON. I am here, Brigid. But you

must not speak. You are very ill,

poor child.

BBicm {as in a dream). There’s

blood on the Masters head. . . .

I felt it. . . . Then the stone came
. . . with the pain in it . . . and I

knew my face was like St. Brigid’s

then . . . tom and hurt. . . . My
mouth is burnin . . . me. . . .

{The CANON pours a little of his

Spanish wine into a glass and

brings it towards her,

)

o’flingsley. The Canon is right

this time, Brigid. You must lie very

still and not talk till the doctor

comes.

BRIGID. But how can I rest . . . and

that bell ringin’. . . . The Canon
knows . . . Canon! . . .

CANON. There, child! I am here

with you. . . . You must take a sip

of this wine to strengthen you. . . .

(She takes a few sips from the

glass.)

BRIGID. Don Miguel’s wine. . . .

He said to the Canon, ‘Where there

is truth there is God.” ... I wish

r could rise up, and be true to her

. . . and not false. . . . But I’m not

able. . . .

CANON {striving to hold in his emo-

tions). Brigid, if you will live for

me, live on as the Canon’s friend,

I will do what you want. I will

bend for you. The Canon will bend.

He will stoop. He will—^believe

BRIGID (weakly, struggling )

.

C-Canon! . . . I—I want to five for

that ... I must live. ... I must

show you the stone . . . and my
white dress on . . . me. . . .
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oVuNGSLEY {tenderly supporting

her). Yes, Brigid, but not till the

doctor examines you.

BRIGID {weakly moving ) . But there

is no time. Master ... no time.

. . . The Angelus will soon not be

ringin’. . . .

o’flingsley. She’s fighting hard as

if there was something that mat-

tered a lot.

CANON. So there is. . . . (Emotion^

ally) So there is. . . .

BRiGm {rising a little, painftdly) ^

Make me able. Canon. I want to

keep faith with her. I want her tc

see me face like hers. ... I want to

be a white rose in her mouth . . ,

not a smut of soot brushed away.

. . . {She rises still more—only hev

eyes and brow and hair visible and
glowing above the bandages) I

want to see your face stooped,

Canon, in the way she said . . .

and the love of the little things in

it. ... I want to dip me fingers in

the new water, and to say what

she told me, “Mary of the Gael,

show us the way . . . through the

dark.” . . . {For a moment her face

is poised eloquently. The Angelus

bell ceases. She suddenly collapses

back, and lies still. The canoi^

buries his face in his hands

o’flingsley stifles a sob.)

canon {shakingly). Tell me,

O’Flingsley. No, no. Don’t—don’t

say it. . . .

o’flingsley {simply). It’s one of

the things must be said. Canon.

She’s dead. . . .

canon. God . . . God . . . Have 1

blundered? (o’flingsley takes up
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a coverlet to draw it over bkigid’s

face, but the canon 'pathetically in-

tervenes, childishly) No, no. Let

—

let me, OTlingsley. . . . Let me.

oVlingsley (slowly). Let both of

us. . . . (Terribly) It will be

—

worthy of us. . . .

(Together they draw the coverlet

over BBiGJDS face. Their eyes meet

fully for the first time, and hold

each other over brigids body.

Then slowly each moves slowly

back in different directions.)

CANON (huskily, as o’flingsley

nears the door). No, no. . . . Do
not leave me, O’Flingsley. ... I

am alone. . . .

o'flingsley (turning, slowly) . 1

must. (Very low) We must work
this out. . . . Innocent blood. . . .

CANON (hands to face, shakingly)

.

Am I just an embittered old man
. . . living here with shades too

glorious to forget?

(For a moment, o’flingsley re-

gards him from the doorway, his

face a study—in mingled hate, pity

and respect. He turns slowly and
goes out. A moment passes. The
CANON sits down heavily. He lifts

heavy weary eyes to the couch and
the empty room.)

CANON (his head down again,

slowly). I am not well. . . 0
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